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HOUSE OF COMMONs,
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Resolved,-That a Select Committee, mposed of

Mr. Dawson,
Robinson,
Geoffrion,

"DeCosmos,
Brecken,
Royal,
Trow,
Mousseau,
Caron,
McDonald (Cape Breton), and
Weldon,

be appointed to enquire into, and report to this House upon al matters connected
with the boundaries between the Province of Ontario and the unorganized territories
of the Dominion, with power to send for persons and papers, and that the quorum of
the said Committee do consist of five members.

Attest.
A. PATRICK,

CLerk of the fouse.

MONDAT, lst Marei, 1880.
Ordered, That the said Committee have leave to employ a short-hand writer to

take evidence before said Committee.
Attest.

A. PATRICK,
Clerk of the House.

WzDris»AT, 10th March, 1880.
Ordered, That Mesrs. Ros (Middlesex) and Ouimet be added to the said Com-

mittee.
Attest.

A. PATRICK,
Clerk of the House.
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REPORT.

The Select Committee appointed by your H1onorable House to enquire into all

matters connected with the Boundaries between the Province of Ontario and the

unorganized Territories of the Dominion, beg leave to submit as their

FIRST REPORT.

That in as far as their other Parliamentary duties would permit they have
carefuly investigated the imatters referred to them, and, notwithstanding that the
subject i a very wide one, requiring much histori2al research and consideration, they
believe i hat the documents which they herewith submit, together with the evidence
which they have been able to obtain, will serve to convey to your Honorable House
a large amount of valuable information not hitherto brought to general notice.

In the matter of evidence, your Committee only called on those who, from their
previous experience and known acquaintance with the subject, were the most likely
to give useful information, and it will be seen that, by means of interrogatories put
to the witnesses, the question bas been sifted from almost every possible point of view,
and opinions obtained which, coming as they do from eminent Judges of the higher
courts, from proflessional experts in matters of territorial boundaries and counsel
learned in the law, will, your Committee feel assured, command attention.

The following were the witnesses examined, namely:-
1. Lieut.-Col. J. S. Dennis, Deputy Minister of the interior, formerly Surveyor-

General.
2. Mr. Lindsay Russell, Surveyor-General.
3. Hon. -David Mills, M.P.
4. Hon. D. A. Smith, M.P., formerly Governor of the Honorable Hudson's Bay

Company's Territories.
5. Professor Robert Bell, of the Geological Survey.
6. Hon. F. G. Johnson, Judge of the Superior Court of Quebec, at one time

Recorder of Rupert's Land and Governor of Assiniboia.
7. Thomas Hodgins, Q.C., Counsel for Ontario.
8. Hon. T. K. Ramsay, Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, QuebAc.
9. Hon. J. D. Arrrour, Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, Ontario.

10. Mr. W. Murdoch, Civil Engineer.
11. Mr. P. L. Morin, of the Crown Lands Department, uebec.
12. Hon. William McDougall, C.B.
13. Mr. William McD. Dawson, of Three Rivers, formerly S uperintendent Woods

and Forests, for the United Provinces.

In considering this question it is necessary to have in view the Act, 14 Geo. 3rd,
cap. 83, commonly known as the Quebec Act, 1774*; the Act 31 Geo. 3rd,
cap. 31, called the Constitutional Act, 1791†; the Act 43 Geo. 3rd, cap. 138, for
extending the jurisdiction of the Canadian Courts to the Indian Territories
(see appendix), together with other Acta and commissions, treaties and
instructions to Governors, which will be found in sequence according to date from
pp. 13 to 27 of the evidence, or in the appendix.

On reference to theevidence, it will be seen that, as regards the western and
northern boundaries of Ontario, Judge Ramsay of the Quebec Court of Queen'a

* Page 15 of Evidende. t Page 18 of Evidence.
iv
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Bench, and Judge Johnson of the Superior Court of Qaebec, hold that the prolonga-
tion of a line drawn duC north froim the point of jutn4ion of the Ohio an t Nissis-
sippui forms the western limitary line, and the Ileight of Land or the St. Lawrence
water-shed, the northern boundary. Judge Armour inclines to the beliof that the
Height ofLandforms both the western and northern boundaries;, but says in reference
to the decision of the Court of King's Bench in the de Reinhardt ease, " no doubt about
" it, it is a clear decision, and were I deciding it judicially, I would be bound to follow
"that decision."

The decision to which he refers is in the following words:

FRIDAY, 2 9TI MAr, 1818.

"Chief Justice Sewell.--The Court are most distinctly of opinion, on referring
"both to the Act of 1791 and that of 1-74, that the argument on the defence must fiail.
"What was the object of each Act ? Amongst others, that of 1774 was to enlarge the
"Province of Quebec, which had been created in 1763. That of 1791 was to separate
"or divide the Province of Quebec into two Provinces, to be denominated Upper and

Lower Canada, and make each respectively independent of the other by giving a
"Legislature to each respectively, but still retaining between or within the two Pro-
"vinces, tho same extent of country, the same space as the one Province contained.
" What is the Act? What is its object, its avowed object ? To repeal certain parts of
"the Act of 1774; and what is the part repealed ? It is that part of it which gives
" authority to the Council of the Province of Quebec; and what is the reason assigned
"for so doing? Why, that His Majesty had signified it to be his royal will and pleasure
"to divide his Province of Quebec. To assert that he intended by this that the limits
"of the Province should be extended by the separation appears to me repugnant to the
" plainest principles of common sense, and therefore I cannot assent to it. The short
"history of the Act of 1791 is briefly this: The King signifies to Parliament his royal
"intention of dividing his Province of Quebec, and he calls on the Legislature to
"provide for this alteration by granting an Act adapted to the change. The Legisla-
"ture pass an Act providing for the due government of the two Provinces, and under
"the authority of this Act, and the R )yal Proclamation, the Province of Quebec was
"accordi ngly divided, the Royal Proclamation being an exercise of sovereign authority.
"Ris Majesty in that Act, by and with the consent of his Privy Council, declared what
"should be the line of separation between Upper and Lower Canada, and how mach
"of the former Province of Quebec shall belong to the one, and how mach to the other.
"The object of the Act and the object of the Royal Proclamation are so clearly
"expressed that we cannot for a moment doubt upon the subject. Whatsays the Act?
"Ris Majesty having been pleased to signify his royal will and pleasure to separate
"and divide the Province of Quebec.' Whatsays the Proclamation? Why, tbe very
"same words. To divide the Province of Queoec, not to add to it, any more than to
"take away from it. Therefore, Upper Canada, in the purview, could include only
"that part of the Province so divided as was not contained in Lower Canada; but it
"could not extend beyond these limits which constituted the Province of Quebec,
"otherwise it would certainly have been an Act to enlarge, rather than an Act to
"divide. In delivering this opinion I am speaking our unanimoas sentiment, for we
"have consulted our brother Perrault upon the subject and he clearly concurs with us.

According to our understanding of the Act and the Royal Proclamation, we are bound
"to say that we consider the argument of the gentlemen concerned for the prisoner,
"though presented with great ability and ingenuity, must fail, because the western
"boundary of the Province of Upper Canada is ' a line 'drawn due north from the

confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers till it strikes the boundary territory
"line of Rudson's Bay.'

"The question of fact will remain with the Jury. It is they who are to say,
"whether this place, the Dalles IS OR 1 NOT to the west of the line which we now

declare to be the western boundary of Ris Majesty's Province of Upper Canada. If they
"are of opinion that it is within, or to the east of this western line, then it is in the
"Province of Upper Canada and not within our jurisdiction ; but, if they are of opinion

v
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that it is to the west of this line, then, I am giving you our unanimous opinion when
I declare that the Dalles are in the Indian i erritory, and not within the limits of the Pro-
vince of Upper or Lower Canada, but clearly within the jurisdiction of this Court, by
the Act of the 43rd of the King, chapter 138, which extends our power to 'the trial
and punishment of persons guilty ofoffences within certain parts of North America.' "

Among the witnesses examined were Lieut.-Col. Dennis, I)eputy Minister of the
Interior, formerly Surveyor-General, and Mr. Russell, the present Surveyor-General
of Dominion Lands, wbose opinions, as experts in dealing with matters of territorial
boundaries, the Committee considered it desirable to have. Col. Dennis handed in an
elaborate paper, which will be found with his evidence annexed, in which he argues
that the western boundary of Ontario is the prolongation of a line drawn due north
from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi, and that the height of land forms the
northern boundary.

Serveyor-General Russell gave the following evidence:
By the Chairman:

"17. Having regard to the Act of 1774, commonly known as the Quebec Act, and
"looking at the different rivers and boundary lines as set down on the map recently
"issued by the Government of Ontario, entitled " Map of part of North America,
"designed to illustrate the official reports and discussions relating to the boundaries of
"the Province of Ontario," where would you consider the western boundary of the
"Province of Quebec, as constituted by that Act, to have been ?

" In interpreting the clause of the Quebec Act, which describes the boundary, I
"consider that there are two points of view from which the subject may be treated:
"first, what the describer intended to do; second, what he bas actually done.

" From the limited number of possibilities in this case, to select that intention
"which is most probable, is a matter of judgment; what bas been done inthe descrip-
"tion is a matter of fact.

" The effect of the description is to make the western boundary of Ontario a line
"due north from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.

"The word " northward," though seemingly lacking in precision, is not really
"indefinite, and admits of no choice in its interpretation; for corresponding to the
"assumption of any direction to one side of north, there is an equal and opposite possi

bility on the other side thereof, and the two are mutually destructive. Therefore, by
"exhaustive process, " northward," taken by itself, that is, without other conditioning
"or qualifying word or phrase, can mean nothing else than north. ln the description
"under consideration, it stands unconditioned and unqualified.

" If I were asked my opinion as to the intention of the describer, to affirm what ho
"intended to do, not what he bas done, I should still say that he meant due north.

" When it is question of his intent, I consider that, in endeavoring to i nterpret any
"certain word or expression used by hin, due regard should be had tO his own phrase-
"ology and use of words in the rest of the description; further, to the greater or less
"precision of thought, indicateil throughout in bis dealing with the various circum-
"stances 'and conditions of the boundary described.

"I Had it been his intention to define the boundary as extending northward along
"the banks of the Mississippi, that idea, I have no doubt, would have been clearly
"conveyed, for, in the several instances occurring previously in thedescription, where
"the same condition had to be expressed, there is no mistiness of definition. For
"example he uses the words " thence along the eastern and south-eastern boundary of
"Lake Erie." Again, the words, " followi»g the same bank ;" further on, inmediately
"before using the word "northward," on the application of which so much turne, he
"employs, when speaking of the Ohio, tho expression, " alonig the bank of, he said
"river, weetward;" this last aifirination being o4e to express a similar condition, with
"bat a difference of direction, to that which rouild have obtained had he intended to
" say, " along the bank of the Missimsippi northward."

" That he should in one sentence so clearly stae the special condition under which
"the boundary was to go " westward," and in the very next sentence, while intending

Ti
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"to define an equally restrictive and equally important sirmilar condition, should omit
"to use the least word or phrase to specify how the saine boundary was to proceed
"'northward,' I cannot eonceive. I am therefore obliged to hold that by northward he
"meant north.

"18. Mr. Trow:asked whether the word "northward" might not be held to apply
"to the extension generally of the territory in a northerly direction from its southern
"boundary, throughout its entire length in an eastern anI western direction ?-Sach a
" word can be correctly used in surveying or geographical description, to imply the
"general extension in area, in any given direction from any given limit or bounldary,
"all along such boundary, but in the case in point, the diffi3ulty would still remain as
"to what should constitute the western limit of such general northerly extension.

"19. MUr. De cosmos asked-Am I to understand that you consider the boindary
"laid down on this map (pointing to a certain lino on the mîap of the Province of

Ontario on the table) the wostern b>uni ry of Oatario ? -I do, if that lino is correctly
"drawn as the direct prolongation of a line die nrth from the conflaence of the Ohio

and Mississippi Rivers."

Another expert, Mr. Win. Mardoch, Civil Engineer, wis examinel an I he gave
evidence to the sane purport as thît of Col. D3aris and Mr. R issol. (pge 114).
He handed in a document shewing that the Anglican Bishops of Ruport's L -nd have,
since 1845, held letters patent, fron. the Queen, appointing them to the Seo of
Rupert's LUtl, the southern territorial bian lary of which was, in their view, the
Height of Land, up to which limit they exercis -d eccIesiastical jurisdiction.

Mr. Murdoch also submitted a Proclamition issued by Sir John Coape Sher-
brooke in 1816, which was given to him by an Indian Chief who had preserved it
carefully.

This Proclamation was issued under the authority of the Act 43 Geo. Iii, cap.
138, for extending the jurisdiction of the courts of justice in the Provinoes of Lower
and Upper Canada to the Indian Territories.

And it is of value as shewing that the country to the west of the SL.ýLawrence
water tshed, where a sort of private war was thon in progress botween the adherents
of the North-West Company and the Hudson Bay Crnpany's enployees, was at that
time treated as Indian territory. The 1 >n. Donald A. Smith, fornierly Gevernor of
the lion. Hudson Bay Company's territories, testified that the Height of Land or
St Lawrence water-shed was the southern boundary of the territories granted by
King Charles Il, in 1670, to the merchant adventurors of England trading into
Hudson's Bay, and he handed in a copy of the Royal Grant, together with the
opinions of eminent counsel, both of the past century and the present, as to the
validity of the charter and the territories which it covered, all of which will be found
with his evidence.

Both Mr. Smith and Judge Johnson gave important ovidence in respect to the
colony of Assiniboia, which will be noticed further on.

Mr. McMahon, Q.C., who at one time acted as coansel for the Dominion, was not
examined because his engagements in importint cases before the courts would not
admit of his attendance, but his statement of the case and his argument will be
found in the Appendix. In these documents he holds that the due north lino already
referred to, forms the western boundary of Ontario, and the Height of Land the
northern boundary.

The Hon. David Milis, M.P., in the concluding paragraph of his work to which
he bas referred the Committee, defines the boundaries of Ontario as follows:-

" The limits of the Province of Ontario, then, are the International Boundary
upon the south, westward to the Rocky Mountains; the Rocky Mountains from the

"International Boundary northward to the most north-westerly sources of the Saskat-
"chewan ; the northern water-shed of the Saskatchwan eastward until it intersects the
"boundary lino midway between Lake Winnipeg and Port Nelson, at the mouth of
"Nelson River; and upon the north-east, the line already indicated drawn midway
"between the posts hold by England and France just before Canada was ceded to

Vii
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" Great Britain." Ris views on the different points of controversy are fully explained
in the volumes published under the aut hority of the Goveruniert of Ontario.

Mr.William McD. Dawson, wbo was the firsLt to investigate the case on the part
of Canada, in 1857, than whom no one should have a more thorough knowledge of the
subject, expressed himself as follows:-

By ir. Mousseau :
"Q. Have you examined the boundary prescribed by the Arbitrators appointed

"by the Dominion and the Province of Ontario, and can you state upon what ground
of history or fact it rests, or can be maintained ?-With ail possible respect for the

".Arbitrators, iwo of whom I have knowi well and esteemed highly, and the other of
"whom, occupying a diplomatie position that commands the confidence and respect of
" two great nations, is entitled to the highest consideration, I must nevertheless
"candidly say, that their decision bas no basis whatever of history or fact to sustain.
" it. Il the Arbitrators conceived that they were to make a boundary, it was, ofeourse,

a maiter of opinion as to where it would be suitable to place it, in which they would.
" be right to exercise their own judgment and views ofexpediency ; but if they had
"merely to examine and declare where the boundary was, or where it had ever been,
"they have adoputed that which was not a possible one. They had, I think, one of
" three tbings open to them to declare. Ist. That Ontario embraced the whole North-
"Wet Territory unider the Proclamation of 1791, which I have just dismissed as
"untenable. 2nd. Thbt it was bounded by the line prescribed by the Quebec Act in
" 17î4; or 3rd. That a more recent definition, which they seem to bave intended to
"adopt inpart, should prevail. The boundary they bave adopted was not a possible
"one under any circunstances.

" As to the first, apartfrom the untenable character of any proposition based upon
" the Proclamation of 1791, with the analysis I have just given of its contents, I think

that Ontario practically entered Confeueration without it, as well as that Confedera-
" tion would have been practically impossible with it, as the smaller Provinces would
" not have consented to stand like pigmîies beneath the shadow of a colossus ;
" assure2dly, objection would have been taken by Lower Canada, already stripped by the
" division of the Piovince in î7i1 of the just inheritance of her people (join ly con-

sidered as regards both races), and a new Province established in the very garden of
the then available country, whose people, rapidly accumulating the wealth that soil
and climate poured for them into the lap of plenty, bave been sometimes but too
ready to decry the less rapid advance ot tho:e whose lot has been cast in the more

" sterile regions ol the north ; and finially, if Ontario even had any such colorable
" claim, she abandon.ed it when a majority of ber representatives voted for the erec-
' tion of the Province of Maniioba

"As to the 2nîd, had the British North A merica Act declared that the Province of
" Ontario should con:ist ol Upper Canada as it had existed for 47 years, from 1791 till
" 18a8, instead of as it existed at the passing of that Act, it would very clearly have
" embraced all that it had originally possessed as the western division of the former
" Province of Quebec ; but its deeription having been changed bycompetent author-
" ity at the la-t named date, it ceased to have the same boundaries as before and-
" entered Confederation as it then existed.

"On the 3rd alternative, therefore, that was open to the Arbitrators, and wh'ch
"they seen to have inten'ded to, and did, in part, adopt, I would observe :-tat, for
"a consecutive period of 47 years, in every document issued by competent authority,,
"after describing the divisional line drawn due north froi the bead of Lake Tenis-
"carning " to the boundary line of» Hudson's I ay," the Province of Upper Canada was
"declared in the most brief and intelligible language as simply " to comprehei d ail
" such lands, territories and islands lying to the westward of the said line of division
"as were part of our Province of Quetbec." Its boundary on the north, therefore, was
"the ' boundary line of fludcon's Bay,' which, by the statute whi, h gave a limait to
"its boundary in that direction, necessarily, was Wthe southern boundary of the IIud-
"son's Bay Company's territories, wherever that might be found. It was positively
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"restricted by statute from going further. Its westerly extension has already been
"fully dealt with.

"In 1838, however, the description was entirely remodelled, all reference to what
"it had been as a division of the former Province of Qnebec expunged, a new descrip-
"tion formulated and a new, distinct and, in some respect, entirely ditferent boundary
"given to Upper Canada by competent authority, as embodied in the commission to
"Lord Durham, and continued in every succeeding description thereafter.

"By this new boundary the Province of Upper Canada was exLended onthe
"north to the ' shore' of Hudson's Bay, and curtailed on the west to the entiance

into Lake Superior.'
"I observe that it has been contended that " the boundary line of Hudsoni's Bay"

"and ' the shore of Hudson's Bay' were convertible terms and meant one and the
"same thing. I cannot admit this ; the law does not admit it, for it has declared that
"a territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company existed, and if it existed it had
"to be found somewhere between its southern boundary and the shore of hudson's
"Bay, and its southern boundary being, by statute law, the northern boundary of the
"Province of Upper Canada, itcould n, t be identical with the shore of Hudson's Bay.

"The question then arises, had the Crown the prerogative right 'o extend the
"boundary of Upper Canada to the north beyond that provided by statute, and if so
" did that right include the power to extend it over any part of the IHudson's Bay
" Company's territories ? On this point, it may be observed that the Hudson's Bay
" Company's territories had already been put by law (Act of 1821) very effectually
"under the Government of Upper as well as Lower Canada-reserving whatever
"peculiar rights may have appertained to them under their charter. The Hudson's
"Bay Company were a trading concern, having certain rights, but they were not a
"governrent-rotwithstanding that they made some efforts in that direction,"and, I sec nothing in the law, as it then stood, to render it incompatible for the Royal
"prerogative to have extended the limits of Upper or of Lower Canada over these
"territories, reserving the rights of the Coip'tny as the law atready did.

"This seems to have been the view taken by the Arbitrators, for they commence
"their description at the shore of Hudson's Bay, where an extension of the due north
"line from the head of Lake Temiscaming would rcach it.

"It would not, however, appear to be the view taken by the Department of the
"Interior, if I may judge by the Dominion niaps issued since thé sitting of the Arbi-
"trators, for these maps carry the boundary of Ontario to the shore of Hudson's Bay,
"as if the Arbitrators had made a boundary there, but do not carry the contiguous
"boundary of Quebec to the same point, but indicate it as extendingonly to what May
"bave been considered ' the boundary line of Iludson's Bay.' The Department must
"necessar'ily be in error in this, for tho Arbitrators have not madeor declared a boun-
I dary for Ontario between these points. They have assumed it as existing by corn-
tmencing at the shore of Hudson's Bay, but if the Department is right there is a hiatus
"and no legal boundary whatever provided for Ontario in the large gap between the
'point where the boundary of Quebec is made to termirnate and the point where the

"Arbitrators commence their description, for if they were right in comrnencinig there,
Quebec also extends contiguously to the same point, as the saine extension ot Lower

"Canada to the norffh was made in 1838 as of Upper Canada, in a separate and distinct
description.

"I think, therefore, that in commencing their description at the shore of Hudson's
"Bay, the Arbitrators were correct, and that the Crown had the prerogative right to

extend the boundary to that point, just as the first Province of Quebec was created
"in 17 3; and as the extended Province of Quebec night have been further added tosby Proclamation in 1791, had it been so done by proper authorization, and con-

veyed in intelligible language, which it was not.
"I now come to the other point, the curtailment of the Province on the West by the

same instrument the Arbitratorb have recognized as extending it on the North.
" By that instrument it will be seen that all reference to the former Province of

"Quebec, to be found in every descriptive act of authority for the preceding 47 years,
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"is entirely dropped, and a new description, complete within itself, formulated, fnot
"resting upon any previous law, proclamation or order. From that date the Province
"of Upper Canada no longer subsisted as a divisional part of the old Province of Que-
"bec; it subsisted from that date independently, on the merits of the description by
"which it was duly designated by competent authority, and by which its limits were
"extended to the ' shore' of Hudson's Bay on the north, and curtailed to the entrance
"'into Lake Superior' on the west. I apprehend that there can be no constitutional
"objection to the prerogatve right of the Crown to make the extension. Those who
"maintain that the Province of Quebec was extended by the Proclamation of 1791
"cannot, at least, controvert it. If, then, it was a constitutional exorcise of the pre-
"rogative to extend it to the north, as assumed by the Arbitrators and acquiesced in
"by Ontario, how can the legal exorcise of the prerogative, authorized by a specifi
"provision of statute law to curtail it in the west, ho denied ? That specific provision
"of law will be found in the Quebec Act of 1774, enlarging the Province by certain
"additions that were to subsist only 'during His Majesty's pleasure,' by which power
"was undoubtedly given to the Crown to curtail it again, which was done by the new
"and spocific description most carefully and minutely drawn up for the Earl of Dur-
"ham in 1838, and continued thereafter.

"I conclude, therefore, that the Arbitrators wcre right in their construction of
"that part of the description of Upper Canada existing at the time of the passing of
"the B. N. A. Act-as it was, in fact, contended for by the Ontario Government-by
"which the Provinces had been, about thirty years before, extendel to the shore of
4 Hudson's Bay; and that, whether from their not being experts in mattens of the
"kind, accustomed to deal with matters of boundary, or from the exceedingly defective
"manner in which the case for the Dominion was placed before them-which was, in
"fact, no case at all-they failed to give effect to the whole description, on one part
"of which they acted, and consequently failed to dofine correctly tho western limit of
" the Province.

"The following.is the description of Upper Canada as it entered Confederation:-
"The said Province being bounded on the east by the line dividing the Province

"from Lower Canada, beginning at a stone boundary on the north bank of Lake St,
"Francis, at the cove westof the lPointau Beaudet, on the limit between the Township
"of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of'New Longueail, running along the said limit in the
" direction of north thirty-four degrees west, to the westernmost angle of the said
"Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence along the north-western boundary of the
"Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north, twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the
"Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming; the said Pro-
" vince of Upper Canada boing also bounded by a line drawn due north from the head
"of the said Lake until it reaches the shore of Hudson's Bay; the said Province of
"Upper Canada boing bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone boundary
"between Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence," the Lake of the Thousand IslandsLake Ontario,tho River Niagara, which fails (leads)
"into the Lake Erie, and along the middle of that lake; on the west by the chantiel of
"Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drum-
"mond Island, that of St. Joseph and Sugar Island, thence into L tke Superior."

" The description given as to its easterly boundary from the Ottawa, is a due north
"line to the shore of ludson's Bay, and as its westerly limit the commencement of
"Lake Superior; and taking the description simply on its own merits, on the one
"point as well as the other, its westerly boundary must run from its extreme westerly
"extension where it enters Lake Superior, parallol to its eastern, due north to the
" shore of Hudson's Bay."

The Hon. Wm. MeDougall, C.B., M-P., in his evidence, as well as1 in a memo-
randurm which he wrote for the Government of Ontario, which will ho found in the
a ppendix, holds that the western boundary of Ontario extends te the north-wost angle
of theLake of the Woods. Both he and the Hon. Mr. Mills dwell a good deal
on what they conceive te have been the intentions of the Imperial Parliament in
passing the Quebec Act, but in the opinion of your Committee it would be difficult to
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arrive, with any degree of precision, at the views of men who lived in very
troubled times over a hundred years ago, and they would consider it rather unsafe to go
beyond the Act itself for evidence of the intentions of its framers, or outside the
official documents issued under its authority for its interpretation. Besides, in those
times the Parliamentary debates were not published, and the only record of the dis-
cussion on the Quebec Act is a book bearing the title of the "Cavendish iDebates," which
first saw light 65 years after the date of the occurrences to which it refers. Judge
Johnson, on being interrogated as to the value of these debates as an authority, said:
-" They would have the authority of any reports, if published at the time, subjeetto
"contradiction or correction. But whenî published 65 years afterwards, when the
4 people who could contradict or correct them were dead, they could not possess
" any value."

The following is from the Hon. Mr. McDougall's evidence:-
By Mr. Trow:

"Q. After having made researches in this matter, being employed by the Ontario
"Government, where did you consider the wetern boundary lay ?-I considered that
"the Act of 1774, and the evidence derived from the language of the preamble of the
"Act, from the history of the Act, and from the surrounding circumstances of the
"time and policy of the Government which are recorded and open to us, show clearly
"that the Mississippi River was intended to be, and after the passing of that Act
"was the western boundary of the then Province of Quebec. The Imperial Govern-
"ment desired to extend the western b undary of Qaebec, which we know was a lino
"drawn from Lake Nipissing to Lake Champlain. They wished to include in the
"Province of Quebec, as it then stood, certain French posts in the territory called the
"Illinois country. My impression is, and I think it can be conclusively proved before
"a court of justice, that the Governrment inîtended to make, and by the Act of 1774 did
"make the Mis.sissippi River the western boindary. I dare say, you have had hefore
"you most of the evidence which, according to my view of the matter, establishes
"that p int.

" Q. You take the Mississippi to its source ?-Of course, when a river is taken as
"a boundary you must follow its winding and find out the main channel. We are not
"driven to do that now, because by a subsequent treaty with the United States, that
"country was ceded or transferred to them, and therefore it is only as to the interpre-
"tation of the Act of 1771, and its effect on odr country beyond the head of the Missis-
"sippi, that it is important to enquire.

"Q. What interpretation do you put on the word " north ward," when you come
to the confluence of the two rivers ?--I put tho san, interpretation on the word in that
Act as I would in a deed in the case where any object is described lying t c te north-

'ward from a point of starting. aid beingthe point at. which you are aiming. There
"has been a good deal of discussion in the Ho use as to whether this word northward
"does not mean due north iri the Act of 1774. I observe that in your enquiies youl
"have resorted to the judgnxt given, in 1818, by the Giurt ofQueen's Bench at
"Quebec in De Reinhiardt's eso. In that case the evidonce of a surveyor, Mr. Saxe,
"was taken. lis opinion differed from that adopted by the court.

" Q Ris definition is th- sameasyours ? - Yes. Wnereyou have no fixel terminal
"point in view, the word northward or westward standing alone, without anything to
"explain it-where there is nothing to incline toone sido or the other-must be taken
"to mean, and tne courts have so held, a due north or due west line; but when there is
" some object meritioned in the description, that lies either east or west of north of the
"point from which you are starting, and you say northward to such a point, you do
"not mean, and you cannot be held to mean, due north.

By the Chairman :
"Q. But the direction was northward to the southern boun lary of the

"territories of the merchant adventurers. These territories, as exhibitel ii the maps
"of those times,lay rather to the eastward than the westward of a due north line. There-
"fore, do you not suppose the northward line would run to those territories ?-Yes;
' that is a correct interpretation if it was not clear that the Imperial Government, in
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"the description which they themselves prepared and placed in the Act, and which
"passed the House of Lords, as well as from the surrounding circumstances and their
"subsequent Acts, meant the Mississippi River to be the boundary ofQuebec on that
"side; unless the evidence is sufficient to satisfy a court ofjustice (assuming that this
"case may go before a court of justice) that the M ississippi River was the natural
"boundary which the Imperial Government and Parliament had m view, then the
"word " northward," as the Chairman assumes, might, and probably would, be read
"due north." You would have nothing to direct you on the one side or the other,
"and having mentioned the Hudson's Bay territories which are mostly, as he says,
'eist of a due north line, that would be a correct construction ; but in Ihe face of
"positive evidence that it was the intention to make the Mississippi River the western
" boundary ofQuebec, and as t he word "northward"is not opposed to that intention I do
"notsee how i t is possible to get over it. I am speaking of it now as a lawyer, or rather
"as a judge if called upon to decide the question.

* * * * * * * * * * *

By the Chairman:
"Q. You believe the uIndson's Bay Company bad territory, whatever its extent

" may have been, on the shore of Jiudson's Bay, immediately on the confines of the
"Bay ?- I think so. It never was defined, but it must be held now that they had
"territory there.

"Q. Do you believe the boundaries, as set up by the award, are the real
"boundaries of Ontario ?-At what point ?

" Q. At Hudson's Bay. Is the boundary line, as laid down by the award,
"the true northern boundary of Ontario ?- That question raises the whole ditficulty, I
" think, wnth respect to the northern boundary. lf you will permit me, I will explain
" my view of it by reference to iis map. In the tirst place, I tbink as a natter of
"law, we must admit to-day, for 1 think the courts will hold that the Hudson's Bay
"terrilories referred to in all recent negotiations exist,ordid exist, as a inatter of tact.
"You will observe in the British North America Act we have distinguislhed (it was
"done ut ny suggestion) betweeni the North-West Territories and Rupert's Land (the
"original name of the Company's plantation), and they are treated as two distinct
" terrtories, the boundaries of which had been, or were capable of being, ascertainied.
"I thin k, therefore, you nust look for tie sout hein boundary of Rupert's Land, sone-
"where inland in tie neighbmr hood of H1udson's Bay. I think the evidence is sufficient

to jusifv a court in deciding that question in the affirmative, thougli I admit it is a
"ver y d ai.ult one, when yo cone to fix le metes and bounds. I dare say you have
" in the ese ofyour eriquiry,aicertained the fict that Commissioners were appointed
" [y Er. 1id and France, before t he conquest by Canada, to settle the question of
"dispmeud boundary around Hudsoni's Bav. The English p>roposed a boundary extended

two or t iree h undred miles into tho e cutry ; the French proposed a narrower
"bounda! y near tludson's Bay. The Commissioners came together, but never arrived
"at a bindinig agreement.

" Q. Still, botih were inland fron the shore ? -1 think the French always insisted
"on aceess to tire Bay; but wars broke out, and in the end we suceede, to tLe inheri-
" tence of hot l i hose rights, the Fr eneh righît, wherever that might be, and th, Ernglish
" right ; but il wi Il probablv be hed that we, as Englishmeni, wil be bound to say that
" oui ance>tors did not make any irmpropet claim, and we will have to admit that the

line ext ends firither inland than the French would allow. With respect to the bound-
" ary between Upper andLower Canada, when it leaves Lake Temiscaming you have
"got beyond the limit of old Qurebec. Wien vou pass the height of land you are in
"the disputed territories, and in order to get to the shore of Hudson's or James' Bay,
"you have to cross a portion of Rpert's Land, according to the English claim; and,
"therefore, I should say that in running a line along James' Bay te Albany Riier, and
"fron ther e to Lake Winnipeg, the Arbitrators lost sight of the order of reference.
"All this country that will be takein out of the award by a line defining Rupert's Land,
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"according to the English pretension prior to 1763, is merely aconventional addition
to Oniario. It is a proposition to take in a territory as part ofold Quebec, and now
as part of Ontario,w bicb was never legally or eonst it utionally ineluded prior to this

'a'ward. But, while I say that, I mut add that if the true legal interpretation of the
".At of 1774 requires you Io iun ihe western line due north from the head of the
" Iississippi, until it strikes the Bludsoni's Bay teiritories, then the arbitratois have
"leIt out a poition of country north of the Albany quite equal to Ihis in territorial
"extent."

Mr. Thomas Hodgins, Q.C., who acted as one of the counsel for Ontario before
the Arbitrators, claims that Upper Canada covered the whole of the North and
North-West Territories from the confines of Hludson's Bay to the Rocky Mountains,
and he ignores ibe Hudson's Bay Company's claims in great part. His evidence
before your Committee, hereunto annexed, and bis argument before the A rbitrators,
which also is appended, should be considered in connection with the opinions of
counsel aceompanying the evidence ofthe Hon. D. A. Smith.

The Attorney-General for Ontario (lon. O. Mowat), bas not been examined, but
his statement of the case for Ontario and his very able argument before the Arbi-
trators, are appended.

Prof essorlRobert Bell, of the Geological Survey, was examined in reference to the
character of the territory in dispute, and fi om bis description, as well as from that
contained in a pamphlet issued by the Government ofOntario and reproduced in the
appendix, it would appear that, in many parts of the wideregion extending from Iud-
son's Bay on the east to the confines of the prairies on the west, Ie soil is re-
markably good, and the climate favorable to the grow*h of cereals. Valuable tim-
ber, iicluding both white and red pire, abounds on fle waters of' Rainy River, and
on the head waters of the Moose and A larny Rip ers. The Albany is navigable for 250
miles of its course from the sea westward. Coal is to be found on the northern slope,
and gold and silver have bee discovei cd ut Keewaydin. The climate is throughout
bearable, and even in the most northerly sections, not so severe but that gardon
vegetables and the bardier ceieals can be grown, while in the western sections,
about iainy River, the Lake of the Woods and the Winnipeg,the elimate is equal to
that of Manitoba, the lidians raising indian ceorn om year to year, as thîey have
done from time immemotial."

On referring to the evidenîce in detail, as appended, and the report of the pro-
ceedinigs before the Arbitrators, it will be seen that on the part of Oitlariio it is
claimed that the term " northward " in the Quebe Act vas întended to apply to the
whole territory east of the Miasissippi, and i lait the Missssippi was the boundary
line on the west. in support of this vicw, tIe two folliwing commissions are always
brought forward

27THI DEcEMBER, 1774.

SI GUY CARL EToN-Captain-General and (Governor-in-Chief of the Province of Que' e-.

And further know you, that we, reposing especial trust and confi lence in the
prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the aid Guy Carleton, of our espeial ý,race,
certain knowledge, and mere motion, have thought fit to constitute and appoint you,
the said Guy Carleton, to be our Captain-Ceieral and Governor-in-Chief in nd over
our Province of Quebee, in America, compreheniding all our territories, islaneis and
countries in North America. hounded on the south by a line from the Bay of
Chaleurs, along the highlands which divide the rivers that empty themtselve(s into
the River St. Lawrence from those which fall into the sea, to a point in fo:ty five
degrees of nortbern latitude, on the eastern bank of te River Connecticut, keeping
the same latitude directly west, through the Lake Champlain, until in the sane
latitude, it meets with the River Saint Lawrence; from theice up the easternî batik
of the said river to the Lake Ontario, thence tbrough the Lake Ontario, and the
river commonly called Niagara, and thence along by the eastern and stulh-eastern
bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank until the same shall be intersected by the
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florthern boundary granted by the charter of the Province of Pennsylvania, in
case the same shall be so intesected, and from thence along the said northern and
western boundaries of the said Province, until the said western boundary strikes the
Ohio; but in case the said bank of the said lake shall not be found to be so inter-
sected, then following the said bank¯until it shall arrive at that point of the said
bank which shaHl be nearest to the north-western angle of the said Province of
Pennsylvania, and thence by a right line to the said north-western angle of the said
Province, and thence along the western boundary of the said Province until it strikes
the River Ohio, and along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the
Mississippi, and northward along the eastern bank of the said river to the southern
boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England
trading to Hudmon's Bay, and also all such territories, islands and countries which
have, since the tenth day of February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three,
been made part of the Government of Newfoundland a aforesaid, together with all
the rights, mombers and appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging.

18TH SEPTEMBER, 1777.

SIR FREDERICK IALDIÂAND-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Province of
Quebec.

[This Commission contains Boundary Line descriptions similar to that of 27th
Decomber, 1774.]

Reading these commissions literally and by themselves, they carry the western
boundary of the then Province of Quebec to the Misissippi, and seem to bring the
southern boundary of the Territories of the Merchant Adventurers of England trad-
ing into Hudsons' Bay to that River, but they certainly do not carry the northern
boundary of Quebec further north than the sources of the Mississippi. These
commissions will, however, be considered in connection with other commissions
of equal authority further on.

It bas also been contended that the western boundary of Ontario runs to the
north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods, and from thence westward to the
Mississippi, as in the following commission:

22ND APRIL, 1786.

BIR GUT CARLETON, I.B, [afterwards Lord Dorchester]-Captain-General and Gover-
nor-in-Chief of the Province of Quebec.

And f urther know ye, that we, reposing especial trust and confidence in the
prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Sir Guy Carleton, of our especial
grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, have thought fit to appoint you. the said
Sir (uy Carleton, to be our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our
Province of Queboc, in America, comprehending all our Territories, Islands, and
Countries in North America, bounded on the south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs,
along the high lands which divide the rivers thatempty themselves into the River
St. Lawrence from those which fail into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-westmost
head of Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that river to the forty-
fifth degree of north latitude; from thence by a line due west on said latitude until it
strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraqui; thence along the middle of said river into
Lake Ontario; through the middle of said lake until it strikes the communication by
water between that lake and Lake Erie; through the middle of said lake until it

arrives at the water communication between that lake and Lake ]luron; thence along
the middle of said water communication into the Lake Huron; thence through the
,niddle of said lake to the water communic*dion between that lake and Lake Superior;
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thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal and Phillipeaux to the
Long Lake ; thence through the middle of said Long Lake and the water communication
between it and the Lake of the Woods to the said Lake of the Woods; thence 1 hrough
the said lake to the most north-western point thereof, and from thence on a due west
course to the River Mississippi; and northward to the southern boundary of the terri-
tory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to liudson's Bay;
and also all such territories, islands and countries which have, since the tenth of
February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-thrce, been made part of the
Government of Newfoundland, together with all the rights, members and appurten-
ances whatsoever thereunto belonging.

iÍn 1791, the Constitutional Act 31 George III, cap. 31, was passed, and soon
afterwards the foregoing commission of 22nd April, 1786, was absolutely and com-
pletely revoked, and a new commission limiting the Province of Upper Canada to so
much of the former Province of Quebec as lay to the westward of the dividing lino
issued. In no commission subsequent to the date of the one so revoked were the
boundaries of Upper Canada described as extending to the'Lake of the Woods.

Tho following is the commission referred to :-

12TI SEPTEMBER, 1791.

Guy, LoRD DoRCnEST.E--Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Provinces of
Upper Canada and Lower Canada.

Greeting:

Whereas, We did by our Letters Patent, under Our Great Seal of Great Britain,
bearing date the twenty-second day of April, in the twenty-sixth year of our reign,
constitute and appoint you, Guy, Lord Dorchester [then Sir Guy Carleton], to be our
Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our Province of Quebec in
America, comprehending all our territories, islands and countries in North America
then bounded as in Our said recited Letters Patent was mentioned and expressed.

Now know ye, that we have revoked, determined, and by these presents do revoke and
determine, the said recited Letters Patent, and every clause, article or thing therein con-
tained.

And whereas, we have thought fit by our order, made in our Privy Council on
the nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one, to divide
our said Province of Quebec into two separate provinces, to be called the Province
of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at;a stone
bourdary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis at the Cove west of the Pointe
au Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of
New Longueuil, running along the said limit to the direction of north thirty-four
degrees west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil;
theLce along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running
north twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the Ottawas River, to ascend the said
river into the Lake Temmiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a lino
drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay; the Province of
Upper Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the west-
ward of the said lino of division, as were part of our said Province of Quebec, and
the Province of Lower Canada to comprehond all such lands, territories and islands
leing to the eastward of the said lino of division, as were part of our said Province

And whereas, by an Act passed in the present year of our reign, intituled " An
"Act to repeal certain parts hf an Act passed in the fourteenth year of nis Majeety's
"reign, intituled ' An Act for making more effectual provision for the Govermnent of
"'nuebec, in North America, and to make further provision for the Government of
"'the said Province,"' further provision is hereby made for the good Government
and prosperity of our said Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.xv
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Forther know ye, that we, reposing espeeial trust and confidence in the prud-
ence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy, Lord Dorchester, of our especial
grace, certain knowledge an I mere motion, have tiought fit to constitute and appoint
you, the said Guy, Lord Dorchester, to be our Captain-Geineral and Govern >r-ii-Chief
of our said Province of Upper Canada, and of our said Province of Lower Canada,
respectively, bounded as hereinbefore described.

On the 16th of the same month (Sept., 1791) instructions, signed by the King's
own hand, were issued to Lord Dorchester, in which the boundaries set down in the
foregoing commission of the 12th of the same month are particularly mentioned as
among the things to be made public, as will be seen on reference to the following:-

EXTRACT from lIs Majesty's Instructions to His Excellency Lord Dorchester, dated
at St. James', the 16th September, 1791, viz.:-

lst. With these our instructions, you will receive our commission under our
Great Seal of Great Britain constituting you our Captain-General and Governor-in-Ch ief
in and over our Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, bounded as in our said
commission is particularly expressed. In the execution, therefore, of so inuch of the
office and Trust we have reposed in you, as relates to our Province of Lower Canada,
you are to take upon you the administration of the Government of the said Province,
and to do and execute all things belonging to your command according to the several
powers and authorities of our said commission under our ti-reat Seal of Great Britain,
and of the Act passed in the present year of our reign therein recited, and of these
our instructions to you, and according to such further powers and instructions as
you shall at any time hereafter receive under our Signet and Sign Manuals, or by
our order in our Privy Council.

2nd. And you are with all due solemnity, before the members of our Executive
Council, to cause our said Commission to be read and published, which being done,
you shall then take, and also administer to each of the members of our said Execu-
tive Conneil, the oaths mentioned in an Act passed in the first year of His late
Majesty King George the First.

On the 18th November following the much discussed Proclamation of General
Alured Clarke was issued, but leaving its consideration aside for the moment, your
Committee beg to draw the attention of your Honorable House to the fact that for a
period of nearly forty-seven years, intervening between the 16th September, 1791,
the date of the foregoing instructions to Lord Dorchester. and the 30th March, 1838,
the descriptions of boundaries in the commissions and instructions to the Governors
were all precisely the same as those in the commission of 12th September, 1791, above
quoted.

On the latter date (30th March, 1838) the description of the boundaries of
Upper Canada having evidently been very carefully reconsidered, was given as
follows :-

30Tu MARCH, 1838.

JoHN GzoRQgE, EARL oF DuRHAM.-Captain-Gteneral and Governor-in-C7def of the Pro-
vince of Upper Canada.

Our said Province of Upper Canada; the said Province being bounded on the
east by the line dividing that Province from Lower Canada, beginning at a stone
boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis at the Cove west of the Point
au Beaudet in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of
New Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north thirty-four
degrees west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil,
thence along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running
north twenty-five degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said
river into the Lake Temiscaming, the said Province of Upper Canada being also
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bounded by a line drawn due north from the head of the said lake until it reaches
the shore of liidson's Bay ; the said Province of Upper Canada being bounded on
the south heginning at the said stone boundary between Lancaster and Longueuil by
the Lake St. Francis, the -River St Lawience, the Lake of the Thousand Islands,
Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, which falls (ieads) into the Lake Erie, and n long the
middle of that lake; on the west by the ehannel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the River
St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond tsland, that of St. Joseph and
Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior.

In ail subsequent cornmissions in which descrip:ions are given they are the sane,
nearly word fbrword, as in the comrnission of 30th March, 1838, to the E .l of Durham.

ft will be observed that the conditions as to a western boundary mn these
later commissions would be met by a lino running northward from the most easterly

point of Lake Superior. But the commissions say " into " Lake Superior without
indicating how far into that lake or, in other words, how far westward along the
international boundary, where it runs through Lake Superior, Upper Canada was to
extend before meeting the western imitary line. One thing, however, is certain,
and that is that if these later commissions are to be taken as the guide-and they
are of equal authority with the earlier ones-the western boundary line must
be found in Lake Superior, not certainly beyond it. Two commissions, those
of 22nd December, 1774, and 18th September, 1777, above quoted, carry the
western bound>ry lino of the then Province of Quebec, along the Mississippi to the
southern boundary of the territories of the Merchant Adventures of England trading
into Hudsons Bay, which, according to the wording of these documents, must be
found on that river, and one commission (subsequently revoked), that of 22nd April,
1786, to Lord Dorchester, carries the line to the north-west angle of the Lake of the
Woods and thence westward to the Mississippi.

Seven subsequent commissions of equal authority with the foregoing, the first
dated the 30th March, 1838, carry the boundary of Upper Canada simply " into " Lake
Superior.

The entrance to Lake Superior might, therefore, according to these subsequent
commissions, be adopted as the western limit of Upper Canada, and such a limit
would be about as far to the eastward of the prolongation of a line running due north
from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi as the Mississippi line, so called, is to
the westward of a line so prolonged.

In the view of your Committee there must have been some cause for this very
marked change in the wording of the beundary descriptions, and your Committee
believe that it lay in the state of affairs whieh had arisen both at the head of Lake
Superior, and to the westward of the water-shed. A new colony, with wide rami-
fications, was springing up in the Indian Territories, the south-eastern boundary
of which, according to the then existing descriptions, came up to the Height
of Land, and the change was, doubtless, made so that the commissidns to
Governors might be such as to prevent the possibility of the description in
the one case clashing with that which had been adopted in the other. At that
time, too, the Hudson's Bay Company were pressing for a renewal, in a new forin,
of their license of trade in the Indian Territories. The boundari ès bf these Terri-
tories had been much diseussed and a decision indicating their locality, at least in
part, given in the highest Provincial Court thon existing, so that there tan, in
the opinion of your Committee, be no doubt as to the question of the boundaries
between Upper Canada and the Indian Territories, as well as the Hudson's Bay
Company's Territories, having been at that time brought to the serious attention
of the Imperial authorities, with the result shown in a new description in the com-
mnission Of 1838, to Lord Durham, which was never afterwards altered or revoked.

The following evidence, given by the Hon. Donald A. Smith, M.P., formerly
Governor of the Hon. Hudsons Bay Company's Territories, will serve to show that
the Colony of Assiniboia was in some measure recognized by the Imperial Governmeût.
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By the Chairman :
"Q. With regard to the charter of the Hudson's"Bay Company, I believe that part

"of the condition on which it was granted was that the Company should establish
"colonies within the territories which it covered. I believe that in carrying ont this
"eondition the Company established a colony called the " Colony of Assiniboia." Is
"not that the case ?-It is.

" Q. As to whether that colony was recognized by the Imperial Government or
"not; that is an important question. I believe that on two occasians the Imperial
"troops were sent out to maintain order in the Territory; is that so ?-Yes, that
"colony was recognized by the Imperial Government, and Her Majesty's troops were
"sent out there. The 6th Regiment and the Canadian Rifles were there at different
"times.

By AMr. Weldon:
"At what time was the 6th Regiment 'there ?-I think in 1846, under Colonel

"Crofton.
" Q. And the Canadian Rifles, when ?-In 1857 the Canadian Rifles were sent

"there under Major Seaton, and afterwards under Captain Hibbert. The Home Gov-
"ernment also assisted in forming a body of pensioners for service at Red River at
"that time. Those pensioners were sent out there, and I believe some of them are, at
"this moment, in the Red River country, although not employed as a force.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
"Q. Who paid the force ?-The Imperial Government paid 'the 'troops and the

"Company contributed to their sustenance.
" Q. Did the Imperial Government also contribute anything to meet the|expenses

"of the pensioners ?-Not further than their pensions.
By the Chairman.:

"Q. The Imperial Government corresponded with the Governors and the Govern-
"ment of the new Colony of Assiniboia, I presume ?-With the Governors of the
"Hudson's Bay Company.

" Q. Hlad the Government of that colony courts established and power to admin-
"ister the law; had it, for instance, the power of life and death ?-It had the power
"of life and death. There was a Council of Assiniboia, and a Recorder who Iwas
"Judge-Judge Thom.

By Mlfr. Royal:
" Q. He was the first Recorder ?-Yes; as I have said, the Government had the

"power of life and death, and one person wa ixecuted.
By Mr. DeCosmos:

"Q. What was the date of these appointments ?-The appointment of the first
"Recorder must have been in 1838 or 1839.

By the Chairman :
"Q. The colony, I believe, had clearly defined boundaries ?-It had.
"Q. And these boundaries are given in Mr. Mille' report ?-Yes.

By Mr. Trow :
'•Q. I suppose the old boundaries cover the whole of Dakotah ?-A portion of

"Dakotah.
"Q. And also Minnesota ?-Some part of Minnesota.

B y Mr. DeCosmos:
"Q. What was the ascertained boundary of the Colony of Assiniboia ?-I don't

"recollect exactly. I should state that I have given no particular attention to this
"subject for many years past.

The Chairman read from the Proclamation of Governor McDonell, as follows
OuWhereas the Governor and Company of Hudson's Bay have ceded to the Right

"Honorable Thomas, Earl of Selkirk, his heirs and successors, for ever, all that tract
" of land or territory, bounded by a lino running as follows, viz: Beginning on the
"western shore of Lake Winnipic, at a point in fifty-two degrees and thirty minutes
"north latitude; and thence running due west to Lake Winnipigashish,otherwise ca'ied
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"Little Winnipic; then in a southerly direction through the said lake, so as to strike
" its western shore in latitude fifty-two degrees; then due west to the place where tho
"parallel of fifty-two degrees north latitude intersecte the western branch of Red River,

otherwise called Assiniboine; then due south froi that point of intersection to
"the height of land which separates the waters running into ludson's Bay from those
"of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers; then in an easterly direction along the
"height of land to the source of the River Winnipic (meaning by such last-named river
"the principal branch of the waters which unite in Lake Saginagas); thenco along
"the main stream of those waters and the middle of the several lakes through which
"they pass, to the mouth of the Winnipic River; and thence in a northerly direction
"through the middle of Lake Winnipic, to the place of beginning; which territory
"is called Assiniboia, and of which I, the undersigned, have been duly appointed
"Governor."

" Mr. Weldon-What date was that given ?
The Chairman-It says, " given under my hand at Fort Daer (Pembina), the

"8th day of January, 1814."
By the Chairman, to witness:

"Q. Se that the colony existed for a long time, and was recognized by the Im-
"perial Governments as a Crown Colony, in fact ?-It was. The Hudson's Bay Com-
"pany had a council called the Northern Council. Ther factors or officers were the
"Council of Rupert's Land for al] the purposes of Government. Bcsideshaving their
"officers and governiment at Red River, the Company had Sheriffs for Rupert's Land.

"Q. Outside of the colony ?-Yes.
"Q. So that they had all the powers of Government ?-Yes.

By Mr. Ross:
"Q. Did the southern boundary of the so-called colony of Assii boia correspond

"with what was supposed to be the southern boundary of the Hludson's Bay Com-
"pany's territory ?-Yes; the height of land.

"Q. But the eastern boundary did not in any way correspond with what was sup-
"posed to be the eastern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company? -It did not." Q. Then it was only the boundary of the colony on the south side that corres-
"ponded with the boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes; the boundaries of
"the colony were made simply for its convenience."

Judge Johnson, formerly Governor of Assiniboia and Recorder of Rupert's Land,also shows very clearly that Assiniboia was recognized by the Imperial Government
and that it had the power, although restricted, of making laws and ordinances, and
further, that it had no connection with Upper Canada. The following is from his
evidence:-

" By the Ckairman:
"Q. Was the Colony of Assiniboa recognized by the Imperial Government, and

in what way ?-The existence de facto of the Colony of Assiniboia was certainly
recognized in a variety of ways, and in the most authoritative manner by the Crown
of England in a series of Acts that admit of no doubt whatever. They sent the 6th
Regiment there in 1846 or 1847, under Colonel Crofton. They were sent by orders
of the Duke of Wellington to occupy that place, so that in view of any trouble in
respect to the Oregon question, they might be made available on the other side of
the mountains. lowever that was, they were sent there. After that, when I was
sworn in as Governor in 1855, after the retirement of Colonel Crof ton and the troops,I mad a demand for troops for the purpose of keeping order, and I got troops com-
manded by Major Seaton. They sent out a company of 100 men of the Canadian
Rifles, British troops in the pay of the British Government, and they were quartered
there some years.

By .Mr. Ouimet:
"Q. You were sent there in 1855 as Governor of Assiniboia ?-Yes. Besides the

troops, the Crown of England rsent out a number of pensioners whom they re-enrolled
in a permanent form, to whom the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to give land on
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their becoming settlers there. That was done on the retirement of the 6th Regiment
about the year 1850 or 1651, and those pensioners were there with their families
while I was there as Goverior. Some of them and their descendants are still there

" But I found a more important recognition,accidentally, yesterday evening, on the
"part of the English Crown, of the fact that the Colony of Assiniboia was a colony,
"the existence of which they not only knew of but with respect to which they reserved
" to thermseives the right to establish, of their prerogative,Courts of Justice whenever

they should sec fit.
" Q. You mean the Imporial Government ?-Yes. The way I came across that

" was in referring to some old notes which I kept when I was in Assiniboia in 1857
"or 1858. In turning them over I found the opinions given by the Attorney and

Solicitor-Geneials of England of that day, Sir Richard Bethel and Sir Henry
" Keating. I found that I had extracted from a newspaper the opinions which those

gentlemen were supposed to have given. I also found that I had made this note:
'There is an all-important paragraph omitted,' and I find the paragraph is inserted
in my handwriting. Then, to vcrify it, I looked at the opinion as it is published by
authority in this country, and contained in the book entitled 'Statutes, documents

" and papers bearing on the discussion i cspecting the northern and western boundaries
" of the Province of Ontario, coinpiled by direction of the Government of Ontario.' I

found that the paragraph which was omitted in publication, probably for some party
"purpose, at that time, was this: [to be found on page 200 of the book referred to]

S'The company has, under the charter, power to make ordinances (which would be
"in the nature of by-laws) for the government of the persons employed by them, and
" also power to exercise jurisdiction in alil matters civil and criminal ; but no
" ordinance wvould be valid that was contrary to the common law, nor could the

company insist on its right to administer justice as against the Crown's prerogative
" right to establish Courts of Civil and Criminal Justice within the territory.' Here

thon, in 1857, you have the two law officers of the Crown in England stating it was
the Crown's prerogative right, at that time, if they should see fit, to establish Courts

" of Civil and Criminal Justice- in Assiniboia. Now, that is a declaration entirely at
"variauce with the possibility of its being part of Upper Canada, because to Upper
"Canada had been granted legislative powers and a constitution of its own, and in its
"Legislature had been vested the right te constitute Courts of Justice. That was a
"decisive recognition of the fact by the law officers in England that that colony de facto
"existed, that the Crown recogn ized it, and net only had the power but possibly at that
" time contemplated the exorcise of the power of making it a Crown colony, and
" establishing Courts of Justice there irrespective of Upper Canada, to which it was
"not considered to belong at all.

" Q. It was considered that the water-shed formed the northern boundary line of
" Upper Canada ?-Undoubtedly, and it was considered that the western boundary

was the line running due north, as it was laid down in the De Reinhardt case, from
"the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio to the southern boundary of the Hudson
"Bay Company's territory.

By Mr Trow :
"Q. Is the word due north used ?-No ; the word northward is used, but that has

"been interpreted by the most eminent Judge who ever lived in Lower Canada, Chief
"Justice Sewell, te mean undoubtedly north.

By the Chairman :
"Q. You say that the surrender of the titlejof the Hudson's Bay Company to the

"Crown ofEngland and to Canada, and its acceptance by them,established its validity ?
"Have you opinions of learned counsel as to the validity of the Hudson's Bay Com-
"pan-y's charter, and the extent of territory it covered ?-There have been a series of
"opinions from the earliest times, going back to the day of Lord Mansfield, then Mr.
"Murray, and coming down to the present day, which, with very little variation, have
"always maintained the right of the company to the soil, and to the territory; but
" have net maintained with equal certainty their right to exclusive trading privilege.
"1 take it that the Crown of England had the same right te grant land when it was
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"granted by King Charles, that the'Crown in Canada bas to grant land now apart
"from exclusive trade privilege. It was in the year 1839, on the 13th March, at a
"general court held in the Hudson's Bay House, London, that the district of Assini-

boia was erected and was declared ' co-extensive with such portion of the territory
(these are the words of the order) granted to the late Thomas, Earl of Selkirk, on

"the 12th June, 1811, as is now within the donains of Hier Britannic Majesty.' That is
"what constituted the district of Assiniboia, and it was so constituted de facto, whatever
" its precise extent, it has certainly been recognised by a seiies of Acts by the British
" Government. I may state more than that: I came down from the Red River country

in the fall of 1858. Mr. Watkin was in this country, and was associated with Sir
"Edmund lead in connection with the interests of the Iudson's Bay Company, or

with respect to some proposition for establishing a Government in that territory by-
and-bye. It was felt it could no longer be held as a monopoly. I was, at the request
of the Dake of Newcastle, called upon to d: r : a report and make a recommenda-

"tion as to the form of Government which was desirable. This was in 1863. I re-
"ported in favor of a Crown colony. I believe Sir Edmund lead did so too. Most

certainly the Duke of Newcastle recognised as apossible event that the Crown of
"England might make a Crown colony of it. I believe it was a mere accident that it
"was not done. At one time it was considered not only desirable, but almost certain,
"that it would be made a Crown colony, which is perfectly at variance with its being

part of Upper Canada.
"Q. You had a judicature established there for the'trial of criminal cases ?-Yes.

"The validity of the company's charter, in that respect, bas always been acknowledged
by the law officers of England. They administered justice there, perhaps in a ready,

"but in a very efficient manner; and on one occasion, I am happy to say not in my
"time, but in that of my predecessor, an Indian was tried for bis life. le was found
"guilty by a jury, condomned to be executed, aud was executed just outside Fort

Garry.
" Q. So that it was de facto a separate colony ?--It was unquestionably. It was

"defacto a separate colony, and recognised as such by the Crown of England, which
intimated more than once the possibility of their exercising their authority there

"quite independent of Canada."

From the foregoing it is quite evident that, on the one hand, the colony of
Assiniboia was to some extent recognized by the Imperial Goveriiment, and that, on
the other, it was never in any way treated as a part of the Province of Upper Canada,
so that any assumed boundary extending the limits of Ontario into that colony
would be in error.

In reference to the proclamation of General Alured Clarke, your Committee are
of opinion that it cannot be construed as extending the limits or jurisdiction of Upper
Canada beyond the boundaries established by the Quebec Act. lad it been intended
that this proclamation should extend the boundaries of Upper Canada, as claimed by
the counsel for Ontario, over vast regions beyond the limits assigned by the Act and
the commissions issued under it, there would, your Committee apprebend, have been
someting in the subsequent action of the Imperial Government to show that such
was the intention, but far from this being the case, there is a great deal of convincing
proof that no such intention was ever entertained.

The Act 43 Geo. 3rd, cap. 138, was passed for the purpose of extending
the jurisdiction of the counts of justice in the Provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada to the Indian Territories. These Indian Territories are described in
the preamble as being "not within the Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada,
or either of them," and there can, in the opinion of your Committee, be no
question as to the localities where the " crimes and offences " which gave rise to the
Act were committed. It is a matter of well-known history that the disputes and
rivalries between the fur traders culminated, towards the close of the past century
and in the beginning of the present, in feuds which had their manifestation in numer-
Ous acts of violence and bloodshed on the upper waters of the Albany and on the
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Rainy River and the Winnipeg. On the Assiniboine, too, aud even on Lake Superior,
between the River Pic and the Grand Portage, outrages were of frequent occurrence.
The Act was passed to provide the means of restraining and punishing such outrages,
and it was subsequentlyappled and acted on in these districts. Your Comnittee are
of opinion that the whole of the country, at least, west and north of the St. Lawrence
water-shed, was Indian Territory, although in part, no doubt, also Hudson's Bay
Company's Territories, and they are not certain that the country bordering on Lake
Superior was not considered at that time to be Indian territory. At ail events,
cases arose both on Lake Superior and inland from it which were tried under the
authority of the Courts ofQuebec, conspicuous among which was that of one Mowat
who killed a gentleman of the nane of Me Donell at Eagle Lake, a place on the route
between English River and the Albany. This man (Mowat) was taken to Montreal,
tried and fbund guilty of manslaughter and punished accordingly, by being imprisoned
and branded, as was the custom ot those times; this was in 1809, but the troubles
still continuing, in fact getting worse, in the district intervening between Lake
Superior, on the one side, and the prairie region about the Assiniboine and Red Rivers
on the other, the Governor General issued a proclamation, of which the following is a
copy :-

By His Excellency SIa JOHN COAPE SHERBROOKE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Honorable Military Order of the Bath, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief
in and over the Province of Lower Canada, Upper Canada, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and their several Dependencies, Vice-Admiral of the same, Lieute-
nant-General and Commander of ail Elis Majesty's Forces in the said Province
of Lower Canada and Upper Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and their
several Dependencies, and in the Islands of Newfoundland, Prince Edward, Cape
Breton, and Bermuda, &c., &c.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas in and by a certain Statute of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, made and passed in the forty-third year of Is Majesty's
Reign, intituled "An Act for extending the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Justice
"in the Provinces of Lower Canada and Upper Canada to the Trial and Punishment
"of persons guilty of Crimes and Offences within certain parts of North America,

adjoining the said Provinces," it is amongst other things enacted and declared that
from and after the passing of the said Statute, " Ail Offences committed within any

of the Indian Territories or parts of America, not within the limits of either of the
"said Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada, or of any Civil Government of the
" United States of America, shall and be cleined to be Offences of the same nature

and shall be tried in ihe same manner and subject to the same Punishment as if the
" saine had been cotnumitted within the Provinu3e of Lower or Upper Canada."

And whereas, under and by virtue of the above in part recited Statute, Justices
of the Peace have been duly nominated and appointed with power and authority to
appreliend within the Indian Territories aforesaid, and to convey to this Province of
Lower Canada for trial, all and every person and persons guilty of any crime or
offence whatever :

And whereas there is reason to believe that divers breaches of the peace, by acts
of force and violence, have lately been committed within the aforesaid Indian Terri-
tories, and jurisdiction of the aforesaid Justices of the Peace:

I have therefore thought fit, and by and with the advice of His Majesty's Execu-
tive Council, of and for the Province of Lower Canada, to issue this Proclamation, for
the purpose of bringing to punishment all persons who may have been or shall be
guilty of any such act or acts of force or violence as aforessid, or other crime and
offence whatever, and to deter all others from following their pernicious example,
thereby requiring ail His Majesty's subjeets and others within the said Indian Terri-
tories, to avoid and to discourage ail acts of force and violence whatsoever, and al
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proceedings whatever tending to produce tumults and riots, or in any way to disturb
the public peace.

And I do hereby strictly charge and command all Justices of the Peace so as
aforesaid nominated and appointed under and by virtue of the above-mentioned
Statute, and all Magistrates throughout this Province, and do require all others of
His Majesty's subjects generally in thoir several and respective stations, to make
diligent enquiry and search to discover, apprehend and commit, or cause to be com-
mitted to lawful custody for trial, in due course of Law, pursuant to the provisions in
the above-mentioned Statute contained, all persons who have been, or shall bo guilty
of any act or acts of force or violence as aforesaid, nor of any other crime or crimes,
offenre and ofiences within the said Indian Territories, to the end that the laws may
be carried into prompt execution, against all such ofrenders, for the preservation of
peace and gool order therein.

Given under my Hand and Seal at Armns, at the Castle of St. Lewis, in the City
of Quebec, in the said Province of Lower Canada, this Sixteenth Day of July, in the
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Eight Ilundred and Sixteen, and in the Fifty-sixth
Year of His Majosty's Reign.

J. C. SHERBROOKE.
By lis Excellency's Command.

JoHN TAYLOR,
Deputy Secretary.

Those who argue that Lieutenant-Goyernor Alured Clarke's proclamation extended
Upper Canada to the northward and westward of the St. Lawrence water-shed,will here
see that a proclamation of at least equal weight issued by the Governor General des-
cribed the disturbed district of which Red River was the very centre, in 1816, as
being Indian territory "not within the limits of Lower or Upper Canada, or either of
them." The contention that the Act of 1803 was intended to apply to the Arctic
water-shed, is, in the opinion of your Committee, undeserving of sorious notice.

The suggestion seems to have had its origin with Lord Selkirk, who, when in
England in 1815, wished to produce the impression that the Red River country
which he was thon attempting to colonize, was neither Canadian nor Indian territory,but, notwithstanding this, he, on his return to Canada. had himself and soine of
his adherents sworn in as Justices of the Peace under the Act, and they subsequently
issued warrants as such, not on the Arctic water-shed, but within the disturbed
region west of Lake Superior.* (See Appendix, page .)

In 1816, the Government of Quebec appointed t wo Commissioners, Messrs. Colt-
man and Fletcher, to investigate the causes of the disturbances within the Indian
territories. These gentlemen went to the Red River settlement, where lhey held
investigations, not in regard to disturbances on the Arctic water-shed, of which they
had probably never heard, but in regard to the lamentable occurrences of which the
Red River settlement was then the focus. (See Appendix, page .)

That the country west and north of the water-shed and west of the due north
lino, so often referred to, was Indian Territory, was decided by the Court of King's
Bench, Quebec, in the de Reinhardt trial.

In regard to the north-eastern boundarv of Ontario, the dividing lino between the
Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Quebec as omtablished by the Consti-
tutional Act of 1791, and the Oder in Counicil issued under it, as will be seen on
reference to the commission of 12th September, 1791, to Lord Dorchester, alroady
quoted, is described as running " from the head of the said LIke (Te.iiiicaming) by
a lino drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of ludson's Bav," Thisdescription was continued in all subsequent commissions up to March, 1838, when

*See History of Fur Trade and Appendices in Library.
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the matter appears to have been reconsidered. And from the latter time forward,
the descriptions ran as in the following commission:-

30TIl MAROH, 1838.

JOHN GEORGE, EARL oF DunuAÂ3.--aptain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Pro-
vince of Upper Canada.

Our said Province of Upper Canada; the said Province being bounded on the
east by the line dividing that Province from Lower Canada, beginning at a stone
boundary on the north bank of the Lale St. Francis at the Cove west of the Point
au Ber'udet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of
New Longueuil, ranning along the said limit in the direction of north thirty-four
degrces west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil
thenace along the north western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running
north twenty-five degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said
river into the Lake Temiscaming, the said Province of Upper Canada being also
bounded by a line drawn due north from the head of the said lake until it reaches
the shore of Hudson's Bay; the said Province of Upper Canada being bounded on
the south, beginning at the said stone boundary between Lancaster and Longueuil,
by the Lake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the Thousand Islands,
Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, which falls (leads) into the Lake Erie, and along the
niddle of that lake on the west by the channel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the

River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that of St. Joseph
and Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior.*

In regard to the description first mentioned, the evidence goes to show that the
words " Boundary line of Hudson's Bay " meant a line at a greater or less distance
from the shore, and not, as has been sometimes contended, the shore itself. It was a
territorial boundary line, in fact, which, previous to the cession, was held to be the
dividing lino between the British and French possessions in that part of the conti-
nent. In the interests of England, as represented by the Hudson's Bay Company, it
was ciaimed that this dividing line was in acertain position, farinland from the coast;
and in those of Franc', that it was in another position somewhat nearer to the Coast.
Without entering into a discussion as to the precise position of the line or the corres-
pondence which took place regarding it, subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht, your
Comm ittee have no hesitation in expressing the opinion that there was around Hud-
son's Bay, on the south and west, a considerable extent of country which formed no
part of the Province of Quebec, as constituted by the Act of 1774, nor, consequently,
of Upper Canada, as established by the Constitutional Act of 1791; and, further, that,
fron he date of the Treaty of Utrecht (1713) the Hudson's Bay Company were, up
to the time at which they disposed of their territorial rights to the Dominion, in
possession of the territories borderng on Hudson's Bay. But in 1838, the description
of boundaries in the commissions to Governors was altered, and made to run as
follows: " To ascend the said river into Lake Temiscaming, the said Province of
" Upper Canada being also bounded by a line drawn due north from the bead of the
" said lake until it reaches the shore of Hludson's Bay." If, therefore, a commission
can be construed as extending' the limits of a Province, if the authority under which
that commission was issued lad the power to extend or curtail territorial boundaries,
then, the Province of Upper Canada was carried to the shore of ludson's Bay, in
1s838, and a due north line fron the head of Lake Temiscaming to the shore became
a pmiion of its eastern boundary.

But the same commission which contained the foregoing description,
caried tbe western limit of Upper Canada only " into " Lake Supelior, and

* In the commission of 1st October, 1846, to Lord Elgin, the wording is somewhat amended, but
the description is essentially the same, and as in the former commissions, commencing with that of
1838, to Lord Durham, the western boundary of Upper Canada is only carried "into " Lake Superior.
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if it is to govern in the one case it is but reasonable that it should
do so in the other. In this connection, bowever, it may be romarked that
the judges who appearel before your Cornmittee seemed to be strongly of the
opinion that the bouridaries of Provinces, with constitutional governments, could not
be altered hy commissions to Governors, or proclamations. On the other hand, the
Attorney-General of Ontario, whose reputation as a constitutional lawyer stands
high, as well as the other counsel for Ontario, based their argunts, in grent part, on
what they conceived to be the undoubtod prorogative of the Crown to enlarg-e or
curtail the linits of Provinces (see proceedings before the Arbitrators in Appendix)
and indeed the Quebec Act gives the Crown, as already mentioned, the power to cur-
tail, at least, for it enacts that the " territories, islands and counturies," wlich are to
be added to the Province of Quebec, as constituted by the Royal Proclamation of
7th October, f763, " be and they are herel-y during Iis Maesty's pleasure annexed to
and made part and parcel of the Province of Quebec." This seenms to leave no doubt
as to the power of the Crown to curtail the limits, and in this view the question to
ho solved would simply be whether the Crown had done so or not. By the Commis-
sion of 22nd April, 1786, to the Governor-General, Sir Guy Careton, the western
limit of the Province of Quebec was extended to the Liake of tho Woods, and froma
thence westward to the Mississippi. This, no doubt, was an extension of the Pro-
vince to the westward, that is, measuring its former limiiits by the descriptions in the
preceding Commissions, in n'>ne of which, however they night be construed, wero the
boundaries carried so far to the north and west. It has been claimed that
this being a Commission to a Governor General, it was meant to cover tho whole
territory to the westward, whether within the limits of the Province or not. H[ow-
ever this may be, the Commission was, as already stated, revokel, and that, too, in
the most decided terms, soon after the passing of the Constitutiounal Act, by the
Commission of 12th September, 791, to Lord 7Dorchester, and in the latt er Com mission
and succeedin g ones, for a period of nearly forty-seven years, the Province of Upper
Canada is described as simply embracing so much of the former Province of Quebec
aslay to the westward of the dividing lino between the two Provinuces. Hiere was
an evident exercise of the Royal prerogative,-in the first place a Commission (that
of 1786) running the boundaries northward, through a new water shed, and wcstward
to the Mississippi, and in the next a Commission, that of 13th Septenber, 1791,
revoking the former one and limiting the bounudaries of Upper Canada to s0 mauch of
the former Province of Quebec as lay to the westward of the dividing lino. lad it
been intended that the Province of Upper Canada should extend westwar d to the
Lake of the Woods, and from thence to the Mississippi, it is rcasonble Co bel ieve that
the description would have been repeated, but instead of its being in any way renewed
or continued, the very first Commission subsequently issued revoked it absolutely.

Thereis no reason to suppose that there was any accidental omission in the
description contained in the series of Commissions commencing with that of 30th
March, 1838, to Lord Durham. The wording is very clear and precise, and te cur-
tailment of Upper Canada, on the west, to the entrance of Lake Superior, must have
been a matter which met with the serious consideration of the Imperial authorities.
The cause of the change should be sought for in the condition of' matters which
had arisen, as already stated, at the head of Lake Superior and in the Indian Terri-
tories, which latter had been declared, by the Act of 1803, to be beyond the litnits of
the Provinces and for which a particular jurisdiction had been provided and oxercised,added to which, a colony was growing up within these Indian Territories whieh the
Imperial authorities had never treated as a part of Upper Canada, and the south-
eastern boundaries of that colony came up to the Height of Land.

The Commission of 1786, to Lord Dorchester, carried the lino " through Lake
Superior, northward of the Isles Royal and Phillipeau." The wording of the Commis-
sion of 1S38 to Lord Durham is simply into Lake Superior, and there is nothinug said
la the latter of the Isles Royal and Phillipeau. That the change was intentional and
fully considered before being made is obvious, and the only point left indefinite ishow far " into " Lake Superior the lino should go. To rua it "l through " would
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evidently be in contravention of the description. To carry it even as far as the Isles
Royal and Phillipeau, which were points clearly noted in the Commission of 1786,
would also seem to be contrary to the meaning and intention indicated by the Com-
mission of 1838, for these Isles were marks on the route and would not have escaped
mention had it been intended to carry the line, not only into Lake Superior, but
through it to the longitude of these Isles.

Taken by themselves, the later Commissions, commencing with that of 30th
March, 1838, to Lord Durham, certainly seem to limit Upper Canada, on the west, to
the entrance of Lake Superior, but they extend the Province northward to the shore of
Hudson's Bay. If those who hold that the Crown can by virtue of its prerogative
extend or curtail the limits of a Province, are correct in their views, and if these
Commissions are to be taken as resulting from an exercise of the Royal Prerogative,
then the boundaries of Ontario need no further definition than to determine how far
into Lake Superior the Province is to extend on the west.

If, on the other band, the Acts of the Imperial Parliament are to govern, without
reforence to commissions or proclamations, the weight of evidence goes to show that
the boundary on the west would, according to the Quebec Act, be the prolongation of
a lino drawn due north from the point of junction of the Ohio and Mississippi. This
lino has the unanimous decision of the Court of King's Bench of Quebec, given in
1818, in its favour, and that decision bas never been reversed.

On the north, the Quebec Act makes the southern boundary of the territories of
the Merchant Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay the limit.
But there were two Acts dealing with the Indian territories subsequently passed,
viz.: the Acts 43 Geo. 3rd, cap. 138 and 1-2 Geo. 4th, cal) 66. These Indian
territories, in the view of your Committee, came, at least, to the Height of Land, north
of Lake Superior, and, as declared in the Acts above referred to, were " not within
the Provinces of Upper or Lower Canada, or either of them." On the east the
boundary would be the former line of division between Upper Canada and Quebec,
which, after fbllowing the Ottawa to the head of Lake Temiscaming runs due north to
the boundary lino of Hudson's Bay-in other words, to the southern boundary of
the liudson's Bay Company's territories.

It will thus be seen that there are two ways of arriving at a decision as
to the boundaries between the territories of the Dominion and Ontario. The
question is, in fact, narrowed down to this: If the description in Ibe later commis-
sions, under the great seal, to the Governors General, are to be taken as emanating
from an authority having power to add to or curtail the limits of Provinces; if, in fact,
they have the authority of the Royal Prerogative, thon the boundaries between the
Province of Ontario and the territories of the Dominion are easily designated. If,
on the other hand, the decision is to be governed by Acts of Parliament, without
reference to commissions or proclamations, then, also, the boundaries might be
delineated without difflculty, but, as above set forth, they would be different from
those so clearly described in the commissions running from 1838 to the confederation
of the Provinces.

In reference to the award made by the Arbitrators on the 3rd day of August,
1878, a copy of which is appended, (page ,) your Committee are of opinion that it
does not describe the true boundaries of Ontario. It seems to your Committee to be
inconsistent with any boundary line ever suggested or proposed, subsequent to the
Treaty of Utrecht (1713). It makes the Provincial boundaries run into territory
granted by royal charter, in 1670, to the Merchants Adventurers of England trading
into Hludson's Bay, and it cuts through Indian Territories which, according to the Act
43rd George 111,, cap 138, and 1-2 George 1V, cap 66, formed " no part of the
Provinces of Lower Canada or Upper Canada, or either of them," and it carries the
boundaries of Ontario within the limits of the former Colony of Assiniboia, which
waa not a part of Upper Canada.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
S: J. DAWSON,

Chairman.
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CoUrIt-2Z RooN So. 8,

Committee met at 11:30 o'clock, a.m. Wednesday, 6th May, 188.

PRESENT:

Mr. Dawson, Chairman.
Robinson,
DeCosmos,
Royal,
Trow,
Mousseau,
Caron,
" McDonald (Cape Breton),
Weldon,
Ouimet.
Ross (Middlesex).

It was moved by Mr. DeCosmos, seconded by Mr. Royal, "That the Report
"now submitted by the Chairman to the Committee be adopted."

Moved in amendment by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Trow, "That this Com-
"mittee met for the first time on the 23rd day of February; that since that time
" the following persons have been examined, with a view to ascertain such facts as
"would enable your Committee to arrive at a just conclusion, viz. :-Lindsay Russell,

Surveyor-General; Col. Dennis, Deputy Minister of the Interior; Hon D. Mills,
" M. P., Professor Bell, of the Geological Survey; Hon. D. A. Smitb, M. P., Hon.
"Justice Johnson, Thomas Rodgins, Q.C., Hon. Justice Armour, William Murdock,
"Civil Engineer; P. L j. Morin, P.L.S., Hon. Justice Ramsay, Mr. Wm. McD. Dawson,
"lon. Wm. McDougall, C.B.

" That a large amount of documentary evidence has been submitted from time
'to time, which is worthy of careful consideration.

" That on Monday, the 3rd inst., the evidence of Mr. Wua. McD. Dawson was
"submitted in printed form which opened an entirely new issue in connection with

the investigations of the Committee.*
" That on Tuesday, the 4th inst., your Committee met, for the first time, to

"deliberate upon the great mass of oral and documentary evidence collected during
"their protracted labors, and sat for a short time.

" That, in the limited time at the disposal of your Committee, before the proro-
"gation of Parliament, it is impossible to consider, with that care and deliberation
"which so important a question deserves, the mass of evidence submitted to your
"Committee, therfore

"I esolved, That the Minutes of the Committee, and all the evidence oral and
"documentary be reported to the House.

Which was lost on the following division

Yeas. Nays.
Messrs. Ross, Messrs. Caron,

Trow, DeCosmos,
Weldon-3. Dawson,

Mousseau,
McDonald (Cape Breton),
Onimet,
Royal,
Robinson-8.

The main motion was thon carried on the same division.

' This evidence was given on the Soth April, and printed proofs sent to the Mombers of the com-
Imittee on lot May. It was brought up for consideration a8 above stated, on 3rd May, following.

1-c
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Moved by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Trow,
" That the Minutes of the Committee and the evidence taken be reported to the

"fHouse."-Carried.

The following letter was received from Mr. Brecken, M.P,

HousE oF CoMMONS,
5th May, 1880.

DEAR SI,-1 regiet that I could not attend the meeting this morning of the
Committee, on the Boundaries between Ontario and the unorganized Territories of
the Dominion. Had I been present, I would have felt it my duty to have supported
your report. 

Believe me, yours faithfully,

FRED DE ST. C. BRECKEN.

SIMoN J. DAWSON, Esq., M.P.,
Chairman of Committee.

KxVU1
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EVIDENCE TAKEN

BEFORE the Select Committee of the House of Commons appointed to.

enquire into and to report to this Ilouse upon all matters connected

with the Boundaries between the Province of Ontario and the un-

organized Territories of the Dominion with power to send for persons

and papers.

HIoUsE OF CONMj~oNS,
COMMITTL RZooM No. 8,

TUESDAY, 2nd March, 188).

EVIDENCE.

The Conmittee met.-Mr. DAwsoN occupied the Chair.

Colonel DENNIs Wae called and examined ;-AI the request of the Chaii man h&
read bis report to the Honorable the Minister of duatice on the Bound:ry Question,
dated the Ist October, 1871.

REPORT OF COLONEL DENNIS.

OTTAWA, Lst October, 1871.

Rîemn arks on the question of the boundary between Le Provinice of Oltario and
the Dum inion Lands or North-West Territories.

1. The above litmit is identical with the weste y b>I dary of the Province of
Quebec as the samrne was fixed by the Quebec Act in i 774.

2. In describing the boundary of Quebeo, in the at refrred to, having com.
meneed at the Bay of Chaleurs aad continued weterly t the north-west angle of
the Province of Pennsylvania, iL goes on in the ling language: "And thence

along the western boundary of the said Province (Pennsylvania) until it strikes the
River Ohio, and along the bank of the -aid rivr w w te bic ianks of the Mi-
sisippi, and northward] to the southern boundary of thw e terury granted o h, r
chant Adventurers or Enjland trading to Hdson's Bay."-"

t). The above phra-ieology (underlined), in deci ng the w-esterlv oun dary of
Quebeu, has been, and is stili, iilerpreted in dinrent ways aceding to the private
OpmJfionis or prejudices of parties.

4. Those interestei in locating the boundary of O1)tario as far. as po-sible fo the
west, argue that the terra " to the banks of thle Missip and nrthward to the sout hern
"boundary of the territory, etc., etc.," ineans that in going northward, the banks of the
Misbissippi are to be followed to its source, and that they were in fact so intended in
the Act.

5. On the other hand it is contended, in the interest of the Dominion, that the
language "t the banks of the Mississippi," simply means to the banks of the said
river at the point where it is joined by the Ohio, and the words which follow, " and
northward to the southern boundary, etc.," was iutended to be construed as upon a due
north ine.

See paper marked E annexed.
1-1 R
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6. There is no evidence forthcoming which would show clearly what was intend-
ed by the Act, and in considering the question, therefore, we are left to draw con-
clusions fromn co-relative circumstances; a consideration of these have led the writer
to believe that a due north line frorm the forks of the Ohio was intended as the west-
erly bun ry oJ Quebec, in support of which he would submit:-

7. IBd such inot been the intention, that is to say, bad it been intended that the
Mississippui RIver should be the west boundary, inasmuch as the evident intention
to make the Ohio River the southern boundary west of Pennsylvania, was thus defi-
nitely ex pri es>ed " and along the banks of the said river westward to the banks of the
J3Lssissippi," then such intention would have been expressed in corresponding terms,
that is t o sa.y, the boundary would have been described as "northward along the banks
-of the .ssissippi, etc., etc., etc."

8. This argument has the more force fron the fact stated as follows:-The Bill,
as subnitted to the House, described the boundariesas " heretofore part of the terri-
"tory o! Canada in North America, extending southward to the banks of the River
"Ohio, westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the southera
' boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers, etc., etc."

9. Mr. Burke, in the interests of the Provinces of New York and Pennsylvania,
moved in amendrnent (tne House being in Committee) to substitute the followingfor
the boundary, viz.: after North America " by a ine drawn, etc., etc., etc., etc., tu

the north-u-est part of the boundary of Pennsy/vania, and down the west boundary of that
P Province by a line drawn thence till it strike the Ohio."

The above words were inserted.*
10, Then followed another amendment, which was 'adopted, and after " Ohio"

-shouli be i nserte i " and along the bank of the said Ohio."
Now, had the banksof the Mississippi been intended to be adhered to in going

4 'northwards," is it not clearthatthe necessity of an amendmentto that effect would
similarly have made itself evident at the time, and does not the absence of any re-
ference to the point or discussion whatever upon it go to show that " northwards"
was intended to be on a due north line.

11. The map wh ich was used in the flouse of Commons to illustrate the question
of the boundaries of Quobec in the debate on the Act, is said to have been one known
as Mitchell', map, dated February 13th, 1775.

12. It is stated that there were two editions of this map, the first one being
withdrawn on the publication of the second, which latter contained "numerous impor-
tant corrections, but the date was not altered." t

13. The only copy of Mitchell's map available is in the Library here, and, on
inspecting the River Mississippi on it, we find that the course of that river is taken
up abruptly at a point in 470 12' north latitude and 101° 30' west longtitude, at which
point we further fiud on the map the following note by the author:

" The head of the Miseissippi is not yet known. It is supposed to arise about
the 50th degree of latitude and the west bounds of this map, etc., etc., etc."

14. Now it is not at all probable that with the uncertainty asserted to exist on
the map itself used by the House of Commons at the time the boundaries were de-
bated and settled, with regard to the source and direction of a great part of the
course of the Mississippi, that the House intended its banks as the boundary cf Quebec.

15. Such a theory, leaving as it would, one of the principal boundaries of the
Province in great uncertainty, would be entirely inconsistent with the minutenesa
and precision of language insisted on ini settling the Ohio as the southern boundary.

16. Taking the strictly legal construction of the description, it is claimed that
the direction expressed as " northwards " is upon a due north line, in favor of whichl
seo the decision on this specific case in the judgment of Chief Justice Sewell in con-
nection with the trial of Charles de Reinhardt in Quebec, 1817, for murder committed
on the Winnipeg River. ‡

(3. d'hte, p. 123, and Journals of House of Co-nMous, No. 34.
f See u r igats' Ca veudish L>d>ttes, (Note followaLg preface.)i See Report of trial, in Library, House of uommons, Ottawa.
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17. The northerly boundary of Ontario, between it and the Dominion lands, is
vndoubtedly the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's possessions. It
is possible that sonie difference of opinion may arise as to where this bounlaryshould
t>e located on the ground.

18. The charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, dated 2nd May, 1670 (see paper
narked F), described their grant as " extending over and including all lands and
territories dirained by the waters emptying into Uudson's Bay.'

19. The boundary in such case would be the ridge dividing the water-sheds
niorth and west of'LakoSuperior, which intersects the Dawson route at height of
land portage, and crosses the international boundar-y between South Lake and Gun-
flint Lake.

20. It may be argued on behalf of Ontario that the dividing ridge which should
bound the Hudson's Bay Company's possessions on the south is that which may'be
described as the northerly section of the * "range which, dividing to the north-west
ý,of Lake Superior, separates the waters flowing direct to Rudson's Bay from those
- flowing into Lake Winnipeg, cros-ing the Nelson River at*Split Lake, or Lac des
- Forts, et(.; " and it will probably beurged in favorof this viewthat the grantto the
company only covered "such lands and territories as were not already actually pos.
" sessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prin-e or State," and that inasmuch
ais the country to the south of the range of high lands last described was considered
to belong to France, that therefore King Charles would give no tittie in what he did
not own, and certain old maps (see Band C) are referred to in support of this view.

21. It is not important to discuss this view, if it is conceded that a due north
line from the forks of the Ohio bounds Ontario to the west ; as in such case the
height of land would be intersected just north-west of Lake Nipigon at a point about
-which there can be very little dispute.

22. If, on the other hand, the contention of Ontario is allowed, that is to say,
that the banks of the Mississippi should bo followed to their source, and that a lino
should be drawn thence due nerth to intersect the height of land alluded to in para
graph 20, then the westerly boundary would extend over 300 miles north of the Lake
of the Woods, and the Province would be made to include a territory which, as regards
form and extent, could not, in the opinion of the undersigned, have been at all con-
templated or intended at the time of passing the Quebec Act.

23. But the undersigned assumes, on the strength of opinions to such effect, given
tby eminent counsel to whom the question had been submitted, that the " southern
"boundaryof the territorygranted to the MerchantAdventurers of England trading to

R Hudson's Bay " was, and is, the height of land bounding the water-shed of the basin
of Hudson's Bay; and, even admitting that the banks of the Mississippi, to the source
-of the said river, were intended by the Act, a due north line from the latter would,
in the course of a very few miles, intersect such height of land, as the same is in the
immediate vicinity of the source of the Mississippi, and between it and the Lake of
the Woods, the waters in which latter drain into Hudson's Bay.

24. The only territory, therefore, affected by the question of the due north
boundary from the forks of the Ohio, as against the Mississippi as the boundary, ia
that colored yellow on the tracing marked A, herewith shown, as contained between
the due north lino from the forks of the Ohio, and the curved lino defining the height
of land to the south and west, because, even construing the west limit of Ontario
in the Quebee Act as the banks of the Mississippi, and a line due north from the
source of that river to the height of land forming the southern boundary of ludson's
Bay Comptiy's territo&y, such description would only take effect where, and to theeast and nôrth of wheré; such height of land crosses the international boundary
between Gnflint and South Lakes, as before mentioned, confirming, in fact, the west-
ern and northern boundaries of the Province, in accordance with their description
by Bouchette, and which usage had establisbed up to the acquisition of the terri:-
tories in 1869.

See Report, Commissioner Cro'n Land, 1857.
1-14
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25. Looking at the very irregular character of the boundary which would be.
formed by following the ridge between the water-sheds, it is suggested by the writer,
wbether it would not be better for Ontario and the Dominion to agre on a conven-
tional boundary, for instance, in sone way, as shown on tracing lettered C.

26. The saving, in such case, in the expense of surveying and defining the bound-
aries on the ground, would be at least one-half; besides which, making the limits of
this regular character, would facilitate the laying out of the lands adjoining them ine
future times.

(Signed) J. S. DENNIS.

OTTAWA, October lst, 1871.

Papers and maps accompanying the preceding remarks submitted to the Hon..
the Minister of Justice.

A.-Tracing of Cotton's map (modern), showing sources and course of the,
Mississippi.

B.-Tracing of Jeffrey's map of 1760.
C.-Tracing of De Lisle's map of 1740.
D.-Tracing of (rednced scale) Mitchell's map of 1755.
K -Extract-Quebec Act, 1774.
F..-Extract-Charter H. B. Co., 1670.
G.-Tracing part of Devine's map, north of Lake Superior (to show conventional

boundary pioposed)
l.-Extract-Bouchette's history of Canada, describing boundaries (1832).
I.-Extract-Opinion of Judges on boundary, from De Reinhardt's trial.
K.-Extrat- Commission to Guy Carleton, 1786.
L.-Extract-King's Proclamation, 1763.

(K)

From an Act for making more effectual provisions for the government of the
Province of Quebec in North America. (Quebec Act, 1774.)

Whereas His Majesty, by his Royal Pioclamation bearing date the seventh day
of October, in the third year of his reign, tbought fit to declare the provisions which
had been made in respect to certain countries, territories, and islands in America,
ceded to His Mjesty by the Definitive Treaty of Peace, concluded at Paris, on the
tenth day of February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three.

And wbereas, by the arrangements made by the said Royal Proclamation, a very
large extent of country, within which there were several colonies and settlements of
thesubjects of* France, who claimed to remain therein under the faith of the said
Treaty, was leit without any provision being made for the administration of civil
Government therein, and certain parts of the territory of Canada where sedentary
fisheries had been establisbed and carried on by the subjects of France, inhabitants of
the said Province of Canada, under grants and concessions from the Government
thereof, were annexed to the Government of Newfoundland, ard thereby subjected to,
regulations inconsistent with the nature of such fisheries.

May it therefore please your most Excellent Majesty, that it may be enacted, and
be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled and by the authority of the same, that all the Territories, Islands, and
Courtries in North America belonging to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the
south by a line from. the Bay of Chaleurs, along the high lands which divides the
rivers that empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence, from those which fall into
the sea, to a point in forty-five degrees of northern latitude on the eastern bank of the
River Connecticut, keeping the same latitude directly west, through the Lake Cham-
plain, until in the same latitude it meets the River St. Lawrenee; from thence up
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ihe eastcrn bank of the said river to the Lake Ontario; thence through the L+ake
Ontario, and the river comnionly called Niagara, and thence along by the entern and
south-eastern bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank, until the same shall be
intersectel by the northern boundary, granted by the charter of the Provinre of
Pennsylvania, in case the same shall be so intersected, and from thence along the
northern and western boundaries of the said Province until the said western boundary
strike the Ohio. But in case the said bank of the said lake shall not be found to be
so intersected, then following the said bank until it shall arrive at that point of the
said bank which shall be nearest to the north-western angle of the said Province of
Pennsylavnia, and thence by a right lino to the said north-western angle of the said
Province, and thence along the western biundary of the said Province until it strike
the River Ohiio, and along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the
Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the Territory granted to the
Merchants Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay, and also all such Terri-
tories, Islands and Countries which have, since the tenth of February, one thousand
seven hundred and sixty-three, been made part of theGovernment of Newfoundland,
be, and they are hereby, during His Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and made part and
parcel of the Province of Quebec, as created and established by the said Royal Pro-
elamation of the seventh of October,'one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three.

Provided always, that nothing herein contained relative to the boundary of the
Province of Quebec, shall in any wise affect the boundaries of any other colony.

Provided always, and be it enacted that nothing in this Act shall extend, or be
eonstrued to extend to make void or to vary, or to alter any right, title, or possession
derived under any grant, convoyance, or otherwise howsoever, of, or to any lands
within the said Province, or the Provinces thereto adjoining, but that the saine shall
remain and be in force, and have effect as if the Act had nover been made, &c., &c.

(F.)

Description of Grant from Charter of Hudson's Bay Company. Charter the
£econd, 2nd May, 1670.

We have given, granted, and confirmed, and by these presents for us, our heirs
and successors, do give, grant and confirm unto the said Governor and Company, and
their successors, the sole trade and commerce of all those seas, straits, bays, rivers,
lakes, creeks, and sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall be, that lie between the
entrance of the straits commonly called Hudson's Straits, together with ail the lands
and territories upon the countries, coasts, and confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers,
ereeks and sounds aforesaid, that are not already actually possessed by, or granted to
any of our subjects, or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or
State, with the fishing of all sorts of fish, whales and sturgeons, and other royal fishes
in the seas, bays, inlets and rivers within the premises, and the fish therein taken,
together with the royalty of the sea upon the coasts within the limits aforesaid, and
all mines royal, as well discovered as undiscovered, of gold, silver, gems and precious
stones to be found or discovered within the territories, limits and places aforesaid;
end that the said land be from henceforth reckoned and reputed as one of our
plantations or colonies in America, called " Rupert's Land." And fairther, we do by
these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, make, create and constitute the said
Governor and Company for the time being, and their successors, the true and absolute
Lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits and places aforesaid, and of al
other the premises, saving always the faith, allegiance and sovereign dominion due to
us, our heirs and successors, for the sarne, to have, hold, possess, and enjoy the said
territory, limits and places, and all and singular other the premises hereby granted
as aforesid, with their and every of their rights, members, jurisdiction, prerogatives,
royalties, and appurtenances whatsoever, to them the said Governor and Company,
and their successôrs, for ever, to be holden of us, our heirs and successors, a- of our
manor of East Greenwich, in our County of Kent, in Ice and common soccage, and
4ot in capite, or by Knight's service. yielding and paying yearly to us, our heirs and
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suecessors, for the saine, two black elks, and two black beavges, whensoover and as
oftLen as we, our heirs and successors, shall happen to enter into the said countries,
territories, and regions hereby granted.

(H.)

EXTRACTS from Bouchette's listory of Canada, 1832. As calculated to fix what was
supposed to be the boundary between Upper Canada and the Hudson's Bay
Territories at that time.

Page 29.-By the North-West Territories is genorally understood all that portion
of country extending from the head of Lake Superior westward to the western
shores of America, northward to the frozen ocean and north-westward to the limita
of the'territorygranted under the Hudson's Bay Charter.

"Traeing the bourdary upon the Author's Geographical Map of the British
North American Provinces, published in 1815, and upon Arrowsmith's Map of Nortl
America, which embraces the whole of the Indian Territories, the dividing high
lands are found to pass at the sources of East Main, Rupert, Harricanaw, A!itibbi
and Mo. se Rivers and the various branches of Albany, Severa and Hill Rivers, ail of
which disembogue in Hadson's or James' Bay, leaving the rivers on the opposite side
to descend to the St. Lawrence and the great lakes."

P>age 30.-Returning to the vicinity of Lake St. Anne, in the region of Lake
Superior, another ridge of high lands is found, diverging south-westerly from the
height of land already mentioned, which, after dividing the waters of Lake Superior
from thoso of Lake Winnipeg, winds round the sources of the Mississippi, that
descend southerly to the Mexican Gulf and the Red River, flowing northorly into
Lake Winnipeg. It is along these high lands that the ludson's Bay Company pre-
tend to establish their southern boundary, their claim embracing alil that tract of'
country included within an irregular lino drawn through the sources of the rivers
discharging their waters into Hudson's and James' Bay.

Page 40.-The second section of the Indian Territory comprises the country
between 490 and 56° of north latitude, on the southern boundary of British America,
in that part of the continent on one side, and the high landsconstituting the boundary
of Hudson Bay, according to Bonnett's and Mitchell's maps, on the other, the Stony
Mouitains on the west, and the height of land dividing the waters of Lake Superior
from Lake Winnipeg, on the east.
' Pa2e 43.--The extensive tract of country sold by the Hudson's Bay Company to

the Earl of Selkirk, comprehends the whole course of the Red River, and is bounded
as fallows: commencing on the western shore of Lake Vinnipeg, at a point in 52
20' north latitude, the line run: due west to Lake Winnipegosis, or Little Winnipeg,
then in a southerly direction through the lake so as to strike its western shore in
latitude 52°, thon due west to the place where the parallel of 52° strikes the Assini-
boine River, thence due south to the high lands dividing the waters of Missouri and
Mississippi from those flowing into Lake Winnipeg, thence easterly by those high.
lands to the source of River La Pluie, down that river through the Lake ,f the
Woods and River Winnipeg, to the place of beginning.

This territory, to whieh the name Assiniboine was given, is understood to com-
prise a superficies of about 11;,000 square miles, one-half of which has since fallen
within the limits of the United States, according to the boundaries determined uponk
by the convention of 1818, between the American Government and Great Britain.

Its surface is generally level. presenting frequent expansive grassy plaiùs that
yield subsistence to innumerable herds of buffalo. The aggregate of the soit is light
and inadequate to the growth of trees either large or abundant, but the banks of the
rivers often exhibit more promising allusions, and have, whon cultivated, produced
very competent returns to the agrieulturist

Pages 63 ar:d 64.-The Provirce of Upper Canada, thus divided, lies between the
parallels of 41° 47' and 490 of north latitude, and extende westward from 74° 30e of
*est longitude from the meridian of Greenwich. It ia baanded on the south by th*

6
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United States, on the nortb by the ludson's Bay Territory and the Grand or Ottawa
River, on the east by the Province of Lower Canada, and on the west its limits are
not easy to ascertain. They may perhaps fairly be considered to bc forined by the
head waters of the rivers and streams that fall into Lake Superior, at or about the
height of land on the Grand Portage in longitude-west. Tho vast section of eountry
appertaining to the British Dominions to the west and north-west of this point is
generally known by the denomination of the Western Country or Nortl-West Indian
Territories. The line of demarcation between this Province, that is Upper Canada,
and the United Statcs, from the monument of St. Regis, on the parallel of the 45th
degree of north latitude, westward to the Lake of the Woods, was sutli.iently settled
by the commissioners appointed to decide the same with reference to the treaty of
1783, uider the Treaty of Ghent, at least as far as that li ne runs from St. Regis thi rough
the rivers and lakes to the Strait of St. Mary's, as will appear on ieference to the
report of those commissioners, Appendix No. 1.

An enumeration of the islands from their magnitude and importance most worthy
of note, compiehended within the limits of this Province, will be found in the note on
page 16.

From the western linitof Lower Canada, this Province isbounded by the Ottawa
as far as Lake Temiscaming, thence by a line drawn duo north to the southern
boundary of the Hudson's Bay Territory. This line has beon generally understood
to indicate a range of highlands dividing the rivers and streams whieh fall into
Hudson's and James' Bays, from those whioh faull into the Rivers St. Lawrect e and the
lakes of Canaca, and forming, naturally, the northern boundary of the Province.

Page 72.-From the same point, stretching in a north-western course, iL continues
to divide the waters falling into Lake Iuron frorn those emptying thenmselves into
ludson's and James' Bays, and terninates in the grand ridgeofhighlands separating

the waters of iludson's Bay frotm those of the great lakes.

(I.)

(From the Published trial of DeReinhardt.)

There are, however, two other quarters which require your consideration.
First, Upper Canada. The western boundary of Upper Canada is a line drawn

due north fion the junction of the Rivers Ohio and Mississippi, in the latitude of
37 10' inorith, ý,8° 50' west longitude. I an bourd to tell you that it is the Court
who are to decide upon the law, and you who are to judge of the facts, and according
to law, we heard the arguments of coun.sel on the subject yesterday, and to-day,
we bave decided that the western line of Upper Canada is the line which I have
mentioned; if, then, the Dalles are to the east of that lino they are in the Province of
Upper Canada, and co>sequently, not within ourjurisdiction.

Page 292 and 293.- The Statute describes the entire line ofcireuenspection ofthe
Province which it erects under the name of the Province of Quebec, and describes it
very exactly.

The part I have 'been so particular in reading is the part upon which it is con-
sidered that a misdirection has been given by the Court to the jury. It is necessary
to observe, relative to this lino, that it is a curved lino in some parts and a straight
lime in others. Tbat, whilst going along the banks of the Ohio it is curved, but as
soon as it reaches the banks of the Misissippi it becomes a straight line.

It follows the banks of the Ohio in a curve, but the words of the Statute are
imperative; when it reaches the :fouth of the Mississippi it is to proceed northward
in a straight line; if it had been intended that itshould continue on alongthe banks of
the Mississippi, it would have said so. It carries the line tothe bank of the Mississippi,
and what right have we to say that it should run along or within the banks whera
they who framed the Aet omit it. They say thence it is to run northward; you have
contended that this means to incline aorth according to the coarse of the rivtr; it is
impossible for as to say so, we are bound to take the Statute in its words. IL is im-
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possible for us to do otherwise; it is a fixel and certain boundary, and according to
the Statute, we have Io the best of our knowledge decided it.

In tihe decision we have made we are supported by the authority of my Lord
Hardwieke in the case of Penn and Baltimore. In the disputes botween Penn the
proprietor of Pennsylvania and my Lord Baltimore on the question relative to the
limits of Maryland, a-similar difficultyarose, and the case is to be found at length in
1 Vessey, senr., 444.

I mention this case because the court have taken upon themselves to decide the
limits of Canada original jurisdiction, relative to the Cclonial Territories of the King,
is in the King and his Council.

In this dependent Province, nevertholess, we have been compelled to give a
decision upon the question, not from any wish on our part, but because it was brought
before us incidently, and there was no avoiding it. The power of deciding finally is,
however, at home; the question will be taken before the King and his Council, and in
deciding the limits of Upper Canada they will either confirm or reverse our decision
according as we have done right or wrong, so that as to any consequences that may
result from our error, if error we have committed, they will be obviated by the
superior authority to whom the question is to be referred.

(K.)

(IProm Commission to Sir Guy Carleton, Governor Province of Quebec, &c.)

22nd April, 1786.

Page 1 O.-And further, know ye that we,reposi ng especial trust and confidence in
the prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Sir Guy Carleton, of our especial
grace, certain knowledge and more motion, have thought fit to appoint you, the said
Sir Guy Carleton, to be our Captain-General and Governor in Chief in and over our
Province of Quebec, in America, comprehending all our territories, islands and coun-
tries in North America; bounded on the south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs,
along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the River
St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean to the north-westernmost
head of Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that river to the forty-
fifth degree of north latitude; from thence by a lino due west on said latitude until
it strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraque, thence along the middle of said
river into Lake Ontario, through the middle of said lake until it strikes the com-
munication by water between that lake and Lake Erie, through the middle of said
lake until it strikes at the water communication between that lake and Lake Huron;
thence along the middle of said water communication into the Lako Huron;
thence through the middle of said lake to the water communication between that
lake and Lake Superior; thcnce through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal
and Phillippeaux to the Long Lake ; thence through the middle of said Long Lake
and the water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods to the said
Lake of the Woods; thence through the said lake to the most north-western point
thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi, and northward to
the southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of Eng-
land trading to Hudson's Bay. and also all such territories, islands and countries
which have, since the tenth of February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three,
been male part of the Government of Newfoundland, together with all the rights,
members, and appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging.

Now know ye, that we have revoked and determined, and by the presents do
revoke and determine, the said receipted letters patent and every clause, article or
thing therein contained. And whereas we have though fit, by our order, made in
our Privy Council on the nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and
ninety-one, to divide our said Province of Quebec into two separate provinces, to be
called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a lino
to commence at a atone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the
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cove west of Point au Baudet ii the limit between the Township of Lineaster and
the seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit in tho direction of
north thirty-four degrees west to the westernnost angle ofthe said seigneurie of New
Longueuil ; thence along the north-we.sterii bounidary of the seigneure of Vaudreuil,
runnirng niorth twenty-tive degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend
the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a
line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's B.ty, the Province
of Upper Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the
westward of the said.line of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec.

(L.)

MEMORANDUM throwiing light on boundary between Ontario and Dominion Lands.
Authorities-Chisholm's Papers.

Pages 8 and 9.-Extract from Kin(g's Proclamation for erecting the 4 new Gov-
ernmctets, ofQuebec, East Florida, West Florida and Grenada, 7th October, 1763.

1st. The Governnment of Quebec, bounded on the Labrador coast by the River
St. John, and from thence by a line drawn from the head of that River, through the
Lake St. John to the south end of the Lake Nipissing; from whence the said lino,
crossing the River St. Lawrence and the Lake Champlain in forty-tive degrees of
Borth latitude, pns4es along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty them-
selves into the said St. Lawrence River from those which fall into the sea; and also
along the north coast of the Bay de Chaleurs and the coast of the Gulf of St. Law-
rence to Cape Rosieries, and from thence, crossing the mouth of the River St.
Lawrence by the west end of the Island of Anticosti, terminates at the aforesaid
River St. John.

2nd. The Government of East Florida, bounded to the westward by the Gulf of
Mexico and the Assalochicola River, to the noi thward by a lino drawn from that part
ýof said river, where the Catahouchee and Flint Rivers meet, to the source of St.
Mary's river, and by the course of the said river to the Atlantic Ocean, and to the
-oast and south by the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Florida, including all the
islands within six leagues of the sea coast.

3rd. The Government of West Filorida, bounded to the southward by the Gulf of
Mexico, including all islands within six leagues ofthe coast, froi the River Assala-

ýchicola to Lake Pontebartrain to the westward by the said lake, the Lake Manrepas
and the R.ver Mississippi, to the northward by a line drawn east fromi that part of
the River Missisisippi which lies in thirty-one degrees of north latitude to the River
Apalachicola or Catopouchoe, and to tne eastward of the said river.

4th. The Government of Grenada, comprehending the island of that nane,
together with the Grenadines and the Islands of Dominica, St. Vincent and Tobago.

And to the end that the open and free fishery of our subjects may be extended to
and carried on upon the coast of Labrador and the adjacent islands, we have thought
fit, with the advice ofour said Privy Council, to put all that coast from the River
St. John to IIudson's Straits, together with the Islands of Anticosti and Madaline,
and all smal'er ilands lying upon the said coast, under the care and inspection of our
Governor of Newfoundland.

We have also, with the advice of our Privy Council, thought fit to annex the
Islands of St. John and Cape Breton, or Isle Royal, with the lesser islands adjacent
thereto to our Government of Nova Scotia.

We have also, with the advice of our Pivy Council aforesaid, annexed to our
Province of Georgia all the lands lying between the Rivers Attamaha and St. Mary's.

Page I.-Anid whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to our interest
and the security of our colonies, that the several nations or tribes of Indians with
whom we are connected, and who live under our protection, should not be molested
or disturbed in the possession of such parts of our dominions and territories as not
having been coded to us, are reserved for themr or any of them as their hunting
grounds, we do therofore, with the advice of our Privy Council, declare it to be our,
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royal will and pleasure that no Governor or Commander-in-Chief in any of ouir colonies,
of Quebec, Eat Florida or West Florida, do presume upon any pretence whatever, to
grant warrants of survey, or pass any patents lor lands beyond the bounds of th ir
respective govern monts, as described in their commissions, as also th-at no Governor
or Comrnander-in-Chief of our other colonies and plantations in America, do presume
for the present, and until our further pleasure be known, to grant warrants of
survey or pass patents for any lands beyond the heads or sources of any of the
rivers which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, from the west or north-west, or upon any
lands whatever, which, not having been ceded to, or purchased by us as aforesaid,
are reserved to the said Indians, or any of them. And we do further declare it to be
our royal will and pleasure for the present, as aforesaid, to reserve under our own
Bovereignty piotection and Dominion, for the use of the said Irdians, all the land and
territories not included within the limits of our said three new Goverimonts. or
within the limits ofthe territory granted to the Iludson's Bay Company, as also all the
land and territories lying to the westward of'the sources of the rivers which f .1 into the
sea from the west and north-west, as aforesaid, and we do hereby strictly forbid, on
pain of our ditjlcasure, all our loving subjects from making any purchases or settle-
iments wlêatever, or taking possession of any of the lands above rcserved without our
especial leau e and license for that purpose tirst obtained.

By Ailr. Robinson -
1. What was the occasion of your writing that report ?-Sir J. A. Macdonald

requested me to look into the matter and make a report.
2. When is it dated ?-In 1871.

By the Chairman:-
3. In your remark you seem to consider that the height of land is the southera

boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers o En-land trading
into Hudson's Bay ?-I do.'

Ii answer to Mr. Trow:-
4. I set out with the proposition that the Quebec Act fixed the wesIerly boindary

of Quebec. The question, then, appeared to me to be, whether it was a due north iine
or whether the banks of the Mississippi were the boundaries ?

By 21r. DeCosnos:-
5. Wh it do you call the banks of the Mississippi ?-The boundary of the river.
6. How do you find the river?-The Mississippi, aî shown upon the oiriinal

map of Mitchell, is the first large river westerly of the head of Lake Superior. Tiere-
fore, I take it, the present Mississippi is that river, because that is the first largo river
west of Lake Superior, and that was therofore the river intended in the Quebe AcL.

7. If it is aileged that the banks of the Mississip)i form the western boundary of
the Province of Quebec, it is desirable we should have some evidence as to the lati-
tude aund longitude of the banks of the Mi-sis.ippi; and then, knoRinig there are
variouis tributaries, we require to know what tributaries constitute the Mississippi.
Whero is tne real source of the Mississippi ? Can we trace it back to the source
defined by the original explorer ?-I had no diliculty in idontifying it.

8. The Mississippi of to-day may be one river, and thatof last century quite a
different river ?-Not so late as 1774. Jeflery's map of 1762 fixes the present Mississ-
ippi as the Mississippi of that date.

9. We know that map-makers have a fashion ofguessing at loations. I was
looking not later than to-day at a nap that came from Col. Dennis' offle, and I saw
the head-waters of-a branch of the Yukon rises in Francis Lake, whereas I have the
best evidence that Francis Lako forms one of the somces of the Liard that falls into
the Mackenzie. I mention this to show how little dependence can be plac< d on maps ?-
The map to which you allude was traced fron a copy of the latest map of Alaska.
isaed by the United States Land Dopartment.

10. It wiilrequire to be shown that Jeffrey's map is the one accepted at the time
*f(the legislation in question and on which the Orders in Council have been based ?-
I think the wonder La that in these remote days they should have approximated aUs
ue.rly as they did to the geography of the country.
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By 1fr. Trow :-
il. The line described in your report runs through what is now the Unitod

States ?-Yes.
12. It was not merely a direct due north lino from the confluence of the

Mississippi and Ohio, but a line northwardly,. meaning a general divergence or bear-
ing in that direction ?-The word northward may cortainly be constiued in a north-
wardly direction, but going easterly or westerly.

13. Werc not thosie terms so used ?-That is more than 1 can say.
14. Have you not found it so in the examination of those papers?- -No.

By the Chairman:-
15. East of the Mississippi, what would be the boundary ?-The height of land.

Assiuming that the Mississippi was intended as the boundary to its source, aiid thonce
a due north lino to the height of land-the latter would form the weterly and
northerly boundaries ofthe Province ofOntario, and would take effect northerley and
easterly of where the same is intersected by the Internatioral Boundary, a short
distance west of'Lake Supei ior.

By Mr. Mousseau :-
16. What portions of the Hudson's Bay territories are included in the award of

1878?-All the territory north and west of the height of land above described-
extending to the Lake of the Woods and the Winnipeg River on the west; to the
English River, the Albany 1iver and the rhores of James' Bay, on the north; and
bounded by a line drawu due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming, on the east.

TUEsDAY, 2nd March, 1880.

Ma. RUsSELL, Surveyor.General, called and examined.

By the Chairman :-
17. laving regard to the Act of 1774, conmonly known as the Quebec Act, and

looking ut the different rivers and boundary lines as set down on the mnp recently
issued by the Government of Ontario, entitled " Map of part of North America
designed to illustrate the official reports and dicussions relating to the boundaries of
the Provinee ofOniario," where would you consider the western boundary of the
Province of Quebec, as eonstituted by that Act, to have been ?

In interpreting the clause of the Quebec Act, which describes the boundary, I
eonsider that there are two points of viow from which the subject may be treated:
first, what the describer intended to do; second, what he has actually done.

From the limited number of possibilities in this case, to select that intention which
is the most probable, is a matter of judgment ; what has been done in the description
is a matter of fact.

The effeet of the description is to make the western boundary of Ontario a line
due north from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.

The woid "nortlward," though seemingly lacking in precision, is not really
indefinite, and admits of no choice in its interpretation ; for, corresponding to the
assuniption of any direction to one side of north, there is an equal and opposite
possibility on the othor side thereof, and the two are mutually destructive. There-
fore, by exhaustive process, " northward," taken by itself, that is, without any con.
ditioning or qualifying word or phrase, can mean notbing else than north. In the
descriltion under considerAtion, it stands unconditioned and unqualitied.

If I were asked my opinion as to the intention of the describer, to affirm what
he intended to do, not what he has done, I should still say that he meant due north.

When it is a question of his intent, I consider that, in endeavoring to interpret
*ny certain word or expression nised by him, due regard should be had to his own
phraseology and we of words in the rest of the description; further, to the greater
Qr les precision of thòught, indicated throughout in his dealing with thoo vast cir-
cumstances and conditions of the boundary described.

i1
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IId it been his intention to detine the boundary as extending northward along
the banks of the Mississippi, that idea, I have no doubt, would have been clearly con-
veyed, for, in the several instances ocurring previously in the description, where the
same condition had to be expressed, there is no mistiness of definition. For example,
he u-os the words " thence along the eastern and south-eastern biundary of Lake
Erie." Again, the words "following the same bank; " further on, immediately
befure using tho word " northward," on the application of which so much turns, ho
employs, when speaking of the Ohio, the expression, " along the bank of the said
river, westward; " this last affirmation being one to express a similar condition, with
but a difference of direction, to that which would .bave obtained had he intended to
say, " along the bank of the Mississippi northward."

That he should in one sentence so clearly state the special condition under which
the boundary was to go " westward," and in the very next sentence, while intending
to define an equally restrictive and oqually important similar condition, should omit
to use the least word or phrase to specify how the saine boundary was to proceed
" northward," I cannot conceive. I am, therefbre, obliged to hold that by northward
be meant north.

18. Mr. Trow asked, whether the word "north ward " might not be held to apply to
the extension generally of the territory in a northerly direction from its southern
boundairy, throughout its entire length in an eastern and western direction ?-Such a
word can be correctly used in surveying or geographical description, to imply the
general extension in area, in any given direction from any given limit or boundary,
all along such boundary, but in the case in point, the difficulty would still remain ae
to what should constitute the western limit of such general northerly extension.

19. Mr. De Cosmos asked-Am I to understand that you consider the bourdary
laid down on this map (pointing to a certain line on the map of the Province of

-Ontario on the table) the western boundary of Ontario ?-I do, if that line is correctly
drawn as the direct prolongation of a lino due north from the confluence of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers.

COMMISSIONS.

21sT NOVEMBEE, 1763.
_JAMES MUnaAY, EsQUiRE.-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Province of

Quebec.
GEORGE THE THIRD, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, France and Ireland, King,

Iefender of the Faith, and so forth.

To our trusty and well-beloved James Murray, Esquire, greeting:

We, reposing especial trust and confidence in the prudence, courage and loyalty
-of you, the said James Murray, of Our espocial grace, certain knowledge, and more
motion, have thought fit to constitute and appoint, and by these presents do constitute

,and appoint you, the said James Murray, to be Our Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief in and over Our Province of Quebec, in America; bounded on the Labrador
Coast by the River St. John, and from thenco by a lino drawn from the head of that
river, through Lake St. John, to the south end of Lake Nipissing, from whence the
said line crossing the River St. Lawrence and the Lake Champlain in forty-five
degrees of northern latitude, passing along the highlands which divide the rivera
that empty themselves into the said River St. Lawrence from those whieh fall into
the sea; and also along the north coast of the Bay des Chaleurs and the coast of the

ýGulf of St. Lawrence to Cape Rosiers ; and from thence crossing the mouth of the
¶Liver St. Lawrence by the west end of the Island of Anticosti, terminates at the afore-
Laid River St. John.
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19TH MARCH, 1764. -

JAMES MURRAY, EsQUIRis.- Vice Admiral, Conimissary, &c., in Our Province of Quebee-
and territories the eon depending.

GEORGE THE THIRD, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, France and Ireland, King,
Defender of the Faith, &c.

Te Our beloved James Murray, Esquire, Our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief
in and over Our Province of Quebec, in America, greeting:

We, confiding very much in your fidelity, care and circumspection in this behalf'
do by these presents, which are to continue during Our plcasure only, constitute and
depute you, the said James Murray, Esquire, Our Captain-Goneral and Governor-in-
Chief aforesaid, Our Vice-Admirai, Comnissary, and Deputy in the office of Vice-
Admiralty in Our Province o4 Quebec afore4aid, and territories thereon depending,
and in the maritime parts of the same and thereto adjoining whatsoever, with power
of taking and receiving ail and every the fees, profits, advantages, emoluments, com-
modities and appurtenances whatsover due and belonging to the said office of Vice-
Admirai, Commissary, and Deputy, in Our said Province of Quebec, and territories
depending thereon, and maritime parts of the same and adjoining to them whatso-
ever, according to the ordinances and statutes of Our High Court of Admiralty in
England.

And We do hereby remit and grant unto you, the aforesaid James Murray,
Esquire, Our power and authority in and throughout Our Province of Quebec afore-
mentioned, and territories thereof, and maritime parts whatsoever of the sanie and
thercto adjacent, and also througbout all and every the sea-shores, public s reams,
ports, fresh water rivers, creeks and aris as well of the sea as of the rivers and
coasts whatsoever of Our said Province of Quebec, and territories dependent thereon,
and maritime parts whatsoever of the sanie and thereto adjacent, as well within
liberties and franchises as without.

[The expression " Our Province of Quebec and territories thereon depending,"
or " territories depending on the sanie," or 'territories dependent thereon," occurs
seven or eight times.]

PROCLAMATION BY GENERAL GAGE TO TUE FRENCI SETTLEIRS IX
TiE ILLINOIS, 1764.

[Captain Stirling was despatched in 1765 by General Gage to take possession of
the posts and settlements of the French in Illinois country, east of the Msissipsippi.
Upon his arrival, St. Ange surrendered Fort Chartres, and retired with the garrison
of twenty-one men and a third of the inhabitants of that settlemerit to St. Louis
where he exercised the duties of commandant by the general consent of the people,
till lie was superseded by the Spanish Governor, Piernes, in 1770. Upon asstmming
the govrnment of the country, Captain Stirling published the following proclamation
from General Gage, who was at this time the Commander-in-Chicf of the British
forces in North America) :-

Whereas by the pece concluded at Paris, the tenth day of February, 1763, the
country of Illinois has been ceded to His Britannic Majesty, and the taking possession
of the said country of the Illinois by the troops of His Majesty, though delayed, has
been deternined upon: We have found it good to make known to the inhabitants-

That His Majesty grants to the inhabitants of the Illinois the liberty of the
Catholic religion, as has already been granted to the subjects in Canada. He has
consequently given the most precise and effective orders to the end that bis new
Roman Catholic subjects of the Illinois may exercise the worship of their religion
according to the rites of the Romish Church, in the same manner as in Canada.
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That His Majesty moreover agrees that the French inhabitants or others, who
have been subjects of the Most Christian King, m-ty retire in fiuil safety and freedom
wherever they please, even to New Orleans, or any part of Louisiana, although it
should happen that the Spaniards take possession of it in the name of Lis Catholie
Majesty, and they may seil their estates, provided it be to the subjects of ris
Majesty, and transport their effects as well as their persons, without restraint upon
their enigration, under any pretence whatever, except in consequence of debts or of
criminal processes.

That those who choose to retain their lands and become subjects of His Majesty,
shall enjoy the same rights and privileges, the saine security for the persons and
effects, and the liberty of trade, as the old subjects of the King.

That they are commanded by theso presents to take the oath of fidelity and
obedience to Lis Majesty in presence of Sieur Sterling, Captain of the Highland
Regiment, the bearer thereof, and furnished with our full powers for this purpose.

That we recommend forcibly to the inhabitants to conduct themselves like good
and faithful subjects, avoiding, by a wise and prudent demeanor, all causes ot com-
plaint against them.

That they act in concert with His Majesty's officlers, so that his troops may take
possession of al the forts, and order be kept in the country. By this means alone
they will spare His Majesty the necessity of recurring to force of arms, and will find
themselves saved from the scourge of a bloody war, and of all the evils which a
march of an army into their country would draw after it.

We direct that these presents be read, published, and posted up in the usual
places.

Done and given at head-quarters, New York, signed with our hands, sealed with
our seal at arms, and countersigned by Our Secretary, this 30th December, 1764.

THOMAS GAGE.
By His Excellency:

G. MASTURIN.

COMMISSIONS.

7TM APRIL, 1766.

GUY CARLETON, EsQUIBE.-Lieutenant-Governor of the "Province of Quebec in
America."

25TH SEPTEMBER, 1766.

In Lieut.-Governor Carleton's appointment of Francis Maseres as Attorney-
,General, the attesting clause of the commission reads-

Witness Our trusty and well-beloved the Honorable Guy Carleton, Esquire, Our
Lieutenant-Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over Our said Province of
-Quebec, and the territories depending thereon in America, at Our Castle of St. Lewis, in
Our City of Quebec, the twenty-fifth day of September, in the year of Our Lord one
thousand seven hundred and sixty-six, and in the sixth year of our reigu.

GUY CARLETON.

12Tn APRIL, 1768.

-SIR GUY CARLETN-«aptain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Province of Quebec.

Our Province of Quebec, in America, bounded on the Labrador coaqt by tho
River Saint John, and from thence by a lino drawn from the head of that river
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throuîh the Like St Joln Lo the south end of Lake Nipissim, fromN wlene the said
line, rossi ng the Ri ver St. Lawrence and the Lalke Champlain in forty-live degreos
northern lttiI le, pases along the high landi which divide the rivers that empty
theiseives ino the said River St. Lawrence fron th.se which fall ilnto the sea, and
also aIongý the noe h coast of the Bay des Chaleurs and the coast of the Guilf of St.
Lawrence to Cape Posiers, and fron thence crossing the moth of the River St.
Lawrecae by the west end of the Island of Anticosti, terminates at the aforesaid
Rýiver of St. John, together with all the rights, members and appurtenances whatsoever
thereto belonging.

TIHE QUEBEC ACT, 1774.

AN ACT M MAKON MORE EFFECTUAL PROVISION FOR THE GoVERNMENT OF THE

PaOVINCE OF QUEBEC IN NoRT AMERICA.

Whereas lis Majesty, by His Royal Proclamation bearing date the seventh day
Of October, inl the th ird year of Ris reign, tnought fit to declare the provisions which
have been n lde in respect to certain countrieN, territories, and island, in America,
ceded to ii Maety by the definite Treaty of Peace concluded at Paris on the tenth
day of February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three; and whereas by the
arrangenents a by the said Royal Proclamation, a very large extent of country,
within which there were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of France,
who clairned to remain therein under the faith of the said Treaty, was left without
any provision being made for the administration of civil government therein ; and
certain parts of the territory offCanada, where sedentary fisheries had been established
and carried on by the subjects of France, inhabitants of the said Province of Canada,
under grants and concessions from the Government thereof, were annexed to the
Government of Newfoundland, and thereby subject to regulations inconsistent with
the nature of such fi:heries: May it therefore please Your Most Excellent Majesty,
that it may bc enacted, and be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons,
in t iis present Parliament assemnbled, and by the authority of the same.

That ail the territories, islands and countries in North America, belonging to the
Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs,
along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the River
St. Lawrence from those which fall into the sea, to a point in forty-five
degrees northern latitude, on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the
same latitude directly west, through the Lake Champlain, until, in the same latitude,
it meets the River St. Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank of the said river to
the Lake Ontario; thence through the Lake Ontario and the river commonly called
Niagara; and thence along by the eastern and south-eastern bank of Lake Erie,
following the said bank until the same shaHl be intersected by the northern boundary
granted by the charter of of the Province of Pennsylvania, in case the same shall be
mo intersected; and from thence along the said northern and western boundaries of
tie said Province, until the said western boundary strike the Ohio; but in case the
said oank of the said lake shall not be found to be so intersected, then following the
said bank until it shall arrive at that point of the said bank which shall be nearest to
the north.western angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania; and thence, by a right
line. to the said north-western angle of the said Province; and thence along the
western boundary of the said Province until it strike the River Ohio; and along the
bank ot the iaid river, westward, to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England,
trading to Hudson's Baf; and also al sch territories, islands and countries, which
have, since the tenth dayof February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three,
been made part of the Goverument of Newfoundland, be, and they are hereby, during
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His Majety's pleasure, annexed to, and made part and parce[ of the Province of
Quebec as created and established by the said Royal Proclamiation of the seventh day
of October, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three.

[Other sections omitted as not affecting the question.]

COMMISSIONS.

27TH DECEMBER, 1774.

SIR GULY CARLETON-Captain-G e€ral and Governor-in-Chief of the Proviuce of Quebec.

And further know you, that we, reposing especial trust and confiience in the
prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy Carleton, of our e.pecial grace,
certain knowledge, and mere motion, have thought fit to constitute and appoint you,
the said G-uy Carleton, to be our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief iin and over
our Province of Quebec, in America, comprehending all our territories, islands and
countries in North America, bounded on the south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs,
along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the River
St. Lawren e from those which fall into the sea, to a point in forty-five degr es of
northern latitude, on the eastern bank of the River Connecticut, keeping the saine
latitude direcily west, thirough the Lake Champlain, until in the same ltiue it
meets with the River Saint Lawrence; from thence up the eastern bank of the said
river to the Lake On tario, thence t hrough the Lake Ontario, and ho river commonly
called Niagara, and thec alorg b- h castern and south eastern bank of Lake
Erie, following the said bank until the sane shall be intersetted by the northern
boundary granitd by the charter of the Pruvince of Pennsylvania, in case the sarne
shall be so intersected, and from thence along the said northern and western bound-
aries of the said Province, until the said western boundary strikes the Ohio; but in case
the bank of the said lake shall not be found to be so intersected, then foilowing the said
bank until it shall arrive at that point of the said bank whieh >hall be nearest to the
north-we0tvern angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania, and thence by a right
line to the said north-western angle of the said Province, and thence-
along the western bouud ry of the said Province until it strikes the River Ohio, and
along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and
northward along tho eas'ern bank of the said river to the southern bouindary of the
territory granteLd to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's,
Bay; and a!so all such territories, islands and countries which have, sinco the tenth day
of February, one thousand seven hundred and, sixty-three, been made part of the-
Govcrnîmeît cf Newfoundland as aforesaid, together with allPthe rights, membors and
appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging.

17TH APRIL, 1775.

EDWARD ABB3TT, EsQUIRE--oeutenat.G00ernOr afl Superinterident of St. J/incenne.

GEORGE THE THIRD, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, France and Ireland, King,
Defender of the Faith, &c.

To our trusty and well-beloved Edward Abbott, Esquire, greeting:

We, reposing especial trust and confidence in your loyalty, integrity and ability,
do, by these presents, constitute you and appoint you to be Lieutenant-Governor and
Superintendent of the post established upon the River Wabache, heretofore called St.
Vincenne, in our Province of Quebec, in America, to have, hold, exercie, and enjoy
the same from and after the first day of May next, during our pleasure, with all the
rights,. privileges, profits and perquisites to the ame belonging or appertaining,
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and you are to obey such orders and direcLions as you shal fron time to timo receive
trom our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of our Province of Quebe, or froni
the Lieutenant-Governor or Commanderin-Chief of our said 1Province for tie time
being.

1Tu SEPTEMER,.1777.

Sm1 FlREIlnicK IALUIMAN i -Ca ptan- bG'ner2l anid or'cr-i lief tie tt' ro.énRe o'f
Q ue bec.

[This Commission contains Boundary Line dec.iptions similar to that of 7thi
December, 1774.J

THE DEFINITIVE TREATY OF PEACE AND FR[ENDS IIIP.

BETwEEN His BRrTANNIC MAJESTY AND THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA. S[oNED
AT PARIS, THu 3RD OF SEPTEMBER, 1783.

(Extracts.)

ARTICLE I.-His Britannie Majesty acknowledges the said United States, viz:
New Hampshire, Massachusets Bay, Rhode Island, and Providence Plantations,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Deleware, Maryland, Virginia,
North Caroline, South Carolina, and Georgia, to be free, sovereign, and independent
States; that ho treats with them as such, and for himself, his heirs and successors,
relinquishes all claims to the government, propriety, and territorial righits of the
same, and every part thereof.

ARTICLE II.-And that all disputes which might arise in future on the subject of
the boundaries of the said United States may be prevented, it is hereby agreed and
declared, that the following are and shall be their boundaries, viz., from the north-
west angle of Nova Scotia, viz., that angle whieh is formed by a lino drawn due
north, from the source of St. Croix River to the highlands, along the highlands which
divide those rivers that empty themselves in the River St. Lawrence, from those
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-westernmost head of Connecticut
River; thence down along the middle of that river to the forty-fitth degree of north
latitude; from thence by a lino due west on said latitude until it strikes the River
Iroquois or Cataraquy ; thence alon.g the middle of said river into Lake Ontario,
through the middle of said lake until it strikes the communication by water between
that lake ard Lake Erie; thence along the middle of said communication into Lake
Erie; through the middle of said lake, until it arrives at the water communication
netween that lake and Lake Huron ; thence along the middle of said water communi-
cation into the Lake Huron; thence tbrough the middlo of said lake to the water
communication between that lake and Lake Saperior; thence through Lake
Superior, northward of the isles Royal and Phelippeaux, to the Long Lake; thence
through the middle of said Long Lake, and the water communication between it and
the Lake of the Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods; thence through the said lake
to the most north-westeru point thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the
River Mississippi ; thence by a lino to bc drawn along the middle of the said River
ississippi .until it shall intersect the northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of
north latitude. South by a line to be drawn due east from the determination of th
line last mentioned in the latitude of thirty-ono degrees north of the equator, to the
middle of the River Apalachicola or Catahouche; thence along the middle thereof to
itsjunction with the Flint River ; thence straight to the head of St. Mary's River,
and thence down along the middle of St. Mary's River to the Atlantic Ocean. East
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by a line to be drawn along the middle of the River St. Croix, from its mouth in the
Bay of Fandy Io its source, and from its source directly north to the aforesaid bigh-
lands, which divide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean from those·which fall
in the River St. Lawrence; conprehending all islands within twenty leagues of any
part of the shores of the United States, and !ying between lines to be drawn due east
from the points where the aforesaid boundaries between Nova Scotia on the one part,
and east Florida on the other, shall respectively touch the Bay of Fundy and the
Atlantic Ocean; excepting such islands as now are, or heretofore have been, within
the limits of the said Province of Nova Scotia.

22ND APRIL, 178G.

SIa Guy CARLETON, K.B. [afterwards Lord Dorchester]-Captain-General and Gover-
nor-in-Chief of the 1rovince of Quebec.

And further know ye that we, reposing especial trust and confidence in tha
prudence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Sir Guy Carleton, of our especial
grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, have thought fit to appoint you, the said
'Sir Guy Carleton, to be our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our
Province of Quebec, in America, comprehending all our Territories, Islands, and
Countries in North America, bounded on the south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs,
along the high lands which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the River
St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-westmost
head of Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that river to the forty-
fifth degree of north latitude; from thence by a line due west on said latitude until it
strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraqui; thence along the middle of the said river into
Lake Ontario; through the middle of said lake until it strikes the communication by
water between that lake and Lake Erie; through the middle of said lake until it
arrives at the water communication between that lake and Lake Huron; thence along
the middle of said water communication into the Lake Huron; thence through the
middle of said lake to the water communication between that lake and Lake Superior,
thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal and Phillipeaux to the
Long Lake; thence through the middle of said Long Lake and the water communica-
tion between it and the Lake of the Woods to the said Lake of the Woods; thence
through the said lake to the most north-western point thereof, and from thence on a
due west course to the River Mississippi; and northward to the southern boundary
of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England, trading to
Hudson's Bay; and also all such Territories, Islands, and Countries which have, since
the tenth of February, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-three, been made part
of the Governient of Newfoundland, together with all the rights, members and
appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL ACT, 1791.

AN ACT TO REPEAL CERTAIN PARTS OF AN ACT PASSED IN THE FOURTEENTIH YEAR 0F
HER MAJESTY's REIGN, ENTITLED AN ACT FOR MAKING MORE EFFECTUAI PROVISION
FOR THE GOVIRNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF QUJEBEC, il NORTII AMERICA; AND
TO MAKE FURTIIER PROVISION FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SAID PROVINC E.

Whereas an Act was passed in the fourteenth year of the reign of lis present
Majesty, entitledI "An Act for making more effectual provision for the Government
of the Province of Quebec, in North America," and whereas the said Act is in many
respecta inapplicable to the present condition and circumstances of the said Province;
and whereas it is expedient and necessary that further provision should now be made
for the good government and prosperity thereof, may it therefore please your most
Excellent Majesty that it mayi be enacted, and be it enactel by the King's most
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Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled and by the authority
,of the same, that so much of the said Act as in any manner relates to the appointment
of a Council for the affairs of the said Province of Quebec, or to the power given by
the said Act to the said Council, or to the major part of them, to make ordinances for
the peace, welfare, and good government of the said Province, with the consent of
His Majesty's Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, or Commander-in-Chief for the time
being, shall be and the sanie is hereby repealed.

IL And whereas His Majesty has been pleased to signify, by his message to both
Iouses of Parliament, his royal intention to divide his Province of Quebec into two
separate Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of
Lower Canada , be it enacted by the authority aforesaid, that there shall be witbin
each of the said Provinces respectively, a Legislative Council, and an Assembly, to bo
severally composed and constituted in the manner hereinafter described; and that in
each of the said Pro inces respectively, His Majesty, his heirs or successors, shall
have power, daring the continuance ofthis Act, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Assembly of such Provinces respectively, to mako
laws for the peace, welfare and good government thereof, such laws not beiug
repugnant to this Act; and that all such laws, being passed by the Legislative
Couicil and Assembly of either of the said Provinces respectively, and assented to by
His Majesty, his heirs or successors, or assented to in His Majesty's naie, by sucil
person as His iMljesty, his heirs or successors, shall from time to time appoint to be
ihe Governor or Lieutenant-Governor of such Province, or by such person as His
Majesty, his heirs or successors, shall from time to time appoint to administer the
Government within the same, shall be, and the saie are hereby declared to be, by
virtue of and under the authority of this Act, valid and binding to al intents and
purposes whatever, within the Province in which the saie shall have been so passed.

[The other questions omitted as not affecting the question.]

ORDER IN COUNCIL, 24Ta AUGUST, 1791, FOR THE DIVISION OF THB
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC INTO THE PROVINCES OF UPPER AND
LOWER CANADA.

(Copy obtained by the Government of Ontario from the Public Records Office, London.)

AT THE COURT AT ST. JAMES', THE 24TH oF AUGUST, 1791.

PRESENT :

The King's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

Wlreas there was this day read at the Board a Report from the Right Ilonble.
:he Lords of the Committee of Council, dated the 19th of this instant, in the words
rollowing, viz.

"Your Majest.y having been pleased by Your Order in Council, bearing date the
17th of this instant, to refer unto this Committee, a letter from the Right Honble.

"lHenry Dundas, one of your Majesty's Principal Secretarics of State, to the Lord
"President of the Council, transmitting a printed copy of an Act passed in the last

Session of Parlianent, entitled an Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in
"the fourteenth year of His Majesty's reign, entitled An Act for making more effec-
"tual provision for the Government of the Province of Quebec, in North America,
"and to make further provision for the Government of the said Province; and also
"COpy of a Paper presented to Parliament previous to the passing of the said Act,
"describing the line proposed to be drawn for dividing the Province of Quebec into

two separate Provinces, agreeable to Your Majesty's royal intention, signified by
1 _½ 19
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"message to both Hlouses of Parliament, to be called the Province of Upper Canada,
" and the Province of Lower Canada; and stating that by sec. 48 of the said Act,
"it is provided that by reason of the distance of the said Provinces from this country,
"and of the change to be made by the said Act in the Government thereof, it may be
"necessary that there should be sone interval of time between the notification of the
"said Act to the said Provinces respectively, and the day of its commencement with-

in the said Provinces respectively, and that it should be lawful for Your Majesty,
"with the advice of your Privy Council, to fix and declarc, or to authorize the Gov-

ernor or Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Qaebec, or the person adminster-
" ing the Government there,to fix and declare the day of the commencement of the said

"Act within the said Provinces respectively, provided that such day shall not be later
than the thirty-first day of December, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one ;

" the Lords of the Committee, in obedience to Your Majesty's said Order of Reference,
this day took the said letter into their consideration, together with the Act of Par-
liament therein referred to, and likewise copy of the said paper describing the line

"proposed to be drawn for separating the Province of Upper Canada and the Pro-
vince of Lower Canada; and their Lordships do thereupon agrce humbly to report
as their opinion to Your Majesty, that it may be advisable for Your Majesty, by

"Your Order in Council, to divide the Province of Quebec into two distinct Provinces,
by separating the Province of Upper Canada and Province of Lower Canada, accord-
ing to the said line of division described in the said paper; and the Lords of the

"Committee are further of opinion that it may bo advisable for Your Majesty, by
"warrant under Your Royal Sign Manual, to authorize the Governor or Lieutenant-

Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person administering the Government
"there, to fix and declare such day for the commencement of the said before-men-
" tioned Act, within the said two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada respectively,
"as the Governor or Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person
"administering the Government there, shall judge nost advisable ; provided that such
"day shall not be later than the thirty-first day of December in the present year, one
"thousand seven hundred and ninety-one."

His Majesty this day took the said Report into His Royal consideration, and
approving of what is therein proposed, was pleased, by and with the advice of His
Privy Council, to order that the Province of Quebec be divided into two distinct Pro-
vinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada,
by separating the said two Provinces, according to the line of division inserted in said
Order. And His Majesty is hereby further pleased to order that the Rt. Hon. Henry
Dundas, one of His Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, do prepare a warrant to
be passed under His Majesty's Royal Sign Manual, to authorize the Governor or Lieu-
tenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person administering the Govern-
ment there, to fix and declare such day as they shall judge most advisable, for the
commencement, within the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower
Canada respectively, of the said Act passed in the last Session of Parliament, entitled

An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the fourteenth year of His
" Majesty's reign, intituled An Act for making more effectual provision for the Gov-

ernment of the Province of Quebec, in North America, and to make further provi-
sion for the Governinent of said Province; " provided that such day, iso to b fixed

and declared for the commencement of the said Act, within the said two Provinces
respectively, shall not be later than the thirty-first day of December, one thousand
seven hundred and ninety-one.

STEPI. COTTRELL.
iEndorsed,

Order in Council.
24th August, 1791.

Ordering the division of the Province of Quebec into two
Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada
and the Province of Lower Canada.

A. 1880
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COMMISSIONS.

12TII SEPTEMBER, i9l.

Guy, Loan Uunnlsrtn--Captam-Gen<rai andGocanr jl.( f t ihe Prcinces of
I-1per Canada aud Lower Canada.

G«rreeting :

Whereas. We did by Our Letters Patent, under Our Grcat Seal of Great Britain,
bearing date the twenty-second day of April, in the twenty-sixth year of Our Reign,
constitute and appoint you, Guy, Lord Dorchester [then Sir Guy Carleton], to bc our
Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over our Province of Quebec in
America, cormprebending all Our Territories Islands and Countries in North America
then bounded as in Our said recited Letters Patent was mentioned and expressed.

Now Know Ye, that we have revoked, determined, and by these presents do re-
voke and determine, the said recited Letters Patent, and every clause, article or
thing ierein contaired.

And whereas, we have thought lit by Our order, made in Our Privy Council on
i he nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one, to divide
Our said Province of Quebec into two separate Provinces, to be called the Province
of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at a stone
houndary on the north batik of the Lake St. Francis at the Cove west of the Pointe
au Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and t he Seigneurie of New
Longueuil, running along the said limit to the direction of niorth thirty-four degrees
west of the westermost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence along
the noi th-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five
legrees east, until it strikes the Ottawas River. to ascend the said river into the Lake
Temmiscanning, and from the head ofthe said lake by a line drawn due north until
it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay; the Province of Upper Canada to com-
prehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the westward of the said line
of division, as were part of Our said Province of Quebee, and the Province of Lower
Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the eastward of
hie said line of'division, as were part of Our said Province of Quebec.

And whereas, by an Act passed in the present year of Our reign, intituled "An
Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the iourteenth year of His Majesty's
"reign, intituled ' An Act for naking more effectual provision for the Government

:' of Quebec, in North America, and to make further provision for the Government
of the said Province,' " further provision is hereby made for the good Government

aînd prosperity of our said Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada.
Further Know Ye, that we, reposing especial trust and confidence in the pru-

dence, courage and loyalty of you, the said Guy, Lord Dorchester, of Our special
Iace ceti-nowledge and mere motion, have thouight fit to con;stitute and appoint
you, the said Qy, Lord Dorchester, to be Our Captain-General and (G'overnor-in-Chief
of Our said Province of Upper Canada, and of Our said Province of Lower Canada,
repecti vely, bounded as hereinbefore described.

xTRACT from His Majesty's Instructions to His Excellency Lord Dorchester, dated
ait St. James', the 16th September, 1791, viz
lst. With these Our instructions, you will receive Our Commission under Our

Great Seal of Great Britain, constituting you Our Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief in and over Our Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, bounded as in
our said Commission is particularly expressed. In the execution, therefore, of so much
,f the Office and Trust we bave reposed in you, as relates to Our Province of Lower

Canada, yo are to take upon you the Administration of the Government of the said
21
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Province and to do and execute ail things belonging to your command, according to
the several powers and authorities of Our said Commission under Our Great Seal of
Great Britain, and of the Act passed in the present year of Our Reign therein
recited, and of these Our instructions to you, and according to such furthor Powers
and Instructions as you shall at any time hereafter receive under Our Signet and
Sign Manuals or by Our order in Our Privy Council.

2nd. And you are with all due solemnity, before the iilnembers qf Our Eecutive
Council, to cause Oursaid Commission to be read and published, which being done, you
shall then take, and also admninister to each of the Members of Our said Exocutive.
Council, the oaths mentioned in an Aet passed in the first year of His late Majesty
King George the First.

P>ROCLAMATION OF 1THI NOVEMBER, 179,11.

DECLARING wIEN THE CONSTITUTION.AL ACT SIIALL HAVE EFPEcT IN THE PRVNCES
or IrrEa AND LowEa CaANAA.

ALURED CLARKE:

GEoRGE THE THIRD, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, France and Ireland, King,
Defender of the Faith, and so forth.

To all our loving subjects whom these presents may concern, greeting:

Whereas we have thought fit, by and with the advice of our Privy Council, by
Our Order in Council, dated in the month of Angust last, to order that our Province
of Quebec should be divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of
Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by separating the said two Pro-
vinces according to the following line of division, viz:-" To commence at a stone
boundary on the north bank of the St. Francis, at the Cove west of the Pointe au
Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New
Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north thirty-four degrees
of west te the westernmost boundary of the Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence
along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north
twenty-five degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said river
into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a line drawn due
north until it strikes the boundary lino of Hudson's Bay, including all the territory
to the westward and southward of the said line to the utmost extent of the country
commonlv called or known by the name of Canada.

FURTHIIEI B!OUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS IN ENGLISEf COMMÍISSIONS.
171:4, 1838-9.

7th JUNE, 1794.

IENRY CALDWELL, EsQUIRE.-eCeirer-Geuera? of t/te ProrinCe of Lolrer (anada.

Whereas we thought fit, by an Order made in our Privy Council on the nino-
teenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one, to divide our Pro-
vince of Quebec into separate Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada
and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at a stone boundary on
the north bank of Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of Pointe au Baudet, in the
limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running
along the said limit in the direction of north, thirty-fbur degrees west, to Ihe western-
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most angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence along the north-western
boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five degrees east,
until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming,
and from the head of the said lake, by a line drawn due north until it strikes the
boundary line of Hudson's Bay; the Province of Upper Canada to comprehend all
such lands, territories and islands ]ying to the westward of the said line of division as
were part of our said Province of Quebec; and the Province of Lower Canada to com-

prehend all such lands, territories and islahds lying to the eastwai d of the said line
of division as were part of our said Iroviice of Quebec.

15th DECEMBER, 1790.

ROBE iR PRESCOTT, EsQui nE.-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of t/ie VronCes
of Upper and Lower Canada.

"Of Ouir Province of Upper Canada and of Our Province of Lower Canada, re-
Fpectively, bounded by a line to commence at a stone boundary on the north bank of
the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of Pointe au Baudet, in the limit between the
Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the
said limit in the direction of north, thirty-four degrees west, tO the westernmost
angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence along the north-western
boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-tive degrees east,
until it strikes the Ottawas River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temisca-
rning, and from the head of the said lake by a line drawn due north until it strikes
the bomndary line of ludson's Bay- -the Province of Upper Canada to comprehend
all such lands, territories snd islands lying o the westward of the said line of division
as were part of Our Province of Quebec; and the Province of Lower Canada to com-
prehend all such lands, territories and islands Iying to the eastward of the said line of
division as were part of Our said Province of Quebec.

[The following nine Commissions contain Boundary Line descîiptions si milar to
that of 15th December, 1796]

2 9 TH AuIJGUST, 1807.

SIR JAMES HENRY CRAIG.-Captain-General and Governor-;n-Chief of the Province of
Upper and Lower Canada.

21sT OCTOBER, 18l 1.

SIR GEORG E PREvoST-Captain-General and Governo-in-Ch'ef of the Povinces of Upper
and Lower Canada.

28rlI DECEMBER, 1814.

GoRDoN ERMMaND, EQUIRE.-Adinnistrator of tIh Governnent of the Pofrnce of
Upper and Lower Canada.

25TH-MARCHe, 1810.

SIR JO N )oAPE SHERBRo<ItE.-captain-GeneraI and Gooernor-in-C/ief of the IProcinces
of Upper and Lower Canada..

23
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STHI MAy, 181S.

CBARLE-, TUK E w RICIIMoNI).- Caplan-General and Goverwn-in-Chief of tle Provinces
of UIpper and Lower Canaida.

12Tu APýRIL, 182().

G oEit:, EAHL (W DAnInoI.u>1E.-C aptain-Gdneral and Governor-jn-Ch*ef of the Provines
of Upper and Loier (anada.

21Tra NoVEMER. 13;;.

M lAr1indW. Lonn AYLMEn.-Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of t1 ProJnrins Of
7pper and Lu'cr Canada.

2 ±Ith NOVEMniEll 1 }30.

M Tr1n-I w, Lou Ayrw .- (aptain-General anld iGovernor--Chief fe Povincof
pper anl Ltrer C(anada.

1st J -LY, 1835

AÅRenintAm L. EAn t ni Gosruaî.-Cptain- Geral 'and Gcernor-in-Chid of the P o-
cines ot Upper and Lo'cer Canada.

JON ( Eo()R E, FAR L or AM.-Capta'n-(eneral and G;OVernoWr-in -Ch'ef of the P>ro-
vinces of Upper and Lower Canadca.

ur said Province of Lower Canada; the said I>rovince being bounded by the
adjacent Province of Upper Canada, and the boundary line between the said
Provinces comnencing at a stone boundary on the north bank of Lake St. Francis,
at the Cove west of the Point au Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lan;-
easter and the Seigneurie of- New Longueuil, running along the said limit in tho
direction of north, thirty-four degrees west, to the westernmost angle of the said
Seigneurie of New Longueuil ; thence along the north-western boundary of the
Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north, twventy-five degrees east, until it strikes the
Ottawas River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming: and whivh said
Province of Lower Canada is also bounded by a lino drawn due north from the head
of the said lake until it strikes the shore of Hudson's Bay.
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30T11 MARCH, 1838.

JonN < EoRE, LAR[, OF (IIURHEAM.-captain-General and ( rernor-.(½ef Or t/o Pro-
rinc of Upper Canada.

Our said Province of Upper Cannda; the said Province being bouinded on the
east by the line dividing that Province fromi Lower Canada, beginning at a stone
boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of the Point
ntu Baudét in the lirnit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New

Longeuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north, tbirty-four degrees
-,est to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New L)gueuil, thence along
hie north-westernl boundarv of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five
degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into the Lake
Teniscaning, the said Province of Upper Canada being also bounded by a lino
-drawn due north froni the bead of the said lake until it reaches the shore of ludson's
Bay; the said Province of Upper Canada beirg bounded on the south, beginning at
the said stone boundary between Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis,
ihe River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the Tlo>us-tnd Islands, Lake Ontario, the River
Niagara, which falls into the Lake Erie, and along the middle of that lake on the
west by the ehannel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up tne River St. Clair, 1ake Huron,
the west sbore of Druiimmnd !>land. that of St. Joseph and Sagrar Island, thenee into
laike Superior.

M .1011 N Cu LuAu1 -Capt;ai-G eneral and Governo-in-l i | t he Provtie of

Upper Canada.

Our Caipai-General and Governor-in-Chief in and over Our said Province of
Upper Canada, the said Province being bounded on the east by the line dividing that
P rovince fron Lower Canada, beginning at a stone boundary on the north bank of
the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of the Point au Baudet, in the limit between
the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the
said limit in the direction of north 34 degrees west to the westernmost angle of the
said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence along the north-western boundary of the
Seigneurie of Vaudreuil running north :15 degrees east, until it strikes the Ottawa
River, to ascend the said river into the Lile Temiscaming; the said Province of
Upper Canada being also bounded by a Une drawn due north from the head of the
said lake until it reaches the shore of Hudson's Bay ; the said Province of Lpper
Canada being bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone boundary between
Lancaster and New Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the
Lake of the Thousand Islands. Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, which falls into
Lake Erie, and along the midile of that lake ; on the west by the channel of De-
troit, Lake St. Clair, up the River St. C!air, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drum-
mîond Iland, thet of Saint Joseph and Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior.

(The following Commissiou eontnins Boundary Line descriptions similar to 30th
Mareu, T38.]

6TH SEPTEMBER, 18K9.

CHARLES PolULETT Tii>so EsQUIRE.--Captain-General an- Ge'ernor-în Chbef of (h
Pi ovince of Lower Canada.

2.5
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29TII AUGUST, 1840.

CHARLES, BARON SYDENHAM.-Cdptain-Genera and G0rernor-in-Chief of ie, Prr inCûïi'
of Canada.

Our Province of Canada. comprising Upper Canada and Lower Canada, the
former being bounded on the east by a line dividing it from Lower Canada, com-
mencing at a stone boundary on the north bank of Lake St. Francis, at the Cove

west of the Point au Beaudet, in the limait between the Township of Lancaster and

the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north

34 degrees west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of Vandreuil, running
inorth 25 degrees east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into

th- Lake Terniseaming, by a line drawn due north from the bead of the said lake

until it reaches the shore of ludson's Bay ; and being bounded on the south, begn-
ning at the said stone boundarv between Laneaster and Lrguieuil, by the Lake St.

Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the Thousand Islands, Lake Ontario,
the River Niagara. which falls (teads) into Lake Erie, and along the middle of that

lake; on the west by the Channel of Detroit, LaKe St. Clair, up the River Saint

Clair, Like Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that of St. Jiph and
Sugrar Island. thence into Lake Superior.

[The two following Comn-issns cantain Baundary Lacn descritions sinilar t4
thai of 2 ith Angust. 1840.]

24I1 FEBRUARY, 1343.

Sut CHA~RLESi THIEfOPIS METcALFE.--Captai-GBefl€<i andi &OUern0r-in-Clû i
Prorince (f Canada.

10ITII MIARcu, 1846.

CHARLES MI-RRAY, EAR, CATIcART.-Captain-General and Gorernor-ùn-C/df of the
Prorince (f Canada.

IST OCTOB ER, 1'si.

JAM1Ss, E nî. or EisrN AND lIJNCARDINE-Catan-G€crI'l anidi 0Crniri Cii/f cf
thei Province of Canada.

Our said Province of Canada, comprising Upper Canada and Lower Canada. the
former being bounded on the east by the line dividing it Ironm Lower Canada, coin-
mencing at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove
west of the Pointe au Beaudet. in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and
the Seigneurie of New Ln-gueuil. running along the said linit in the direction of
north 34 degrees west, to the western mosit angle of the said Seigneurie of New
Longueuil, thence along the north-western bcundarv of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil,
ruining nor h 25 degrees east until it stritkes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said
river into the Lakze Temiseaning. by a line drawn due north from the head of the
said lake util it reaches the shore of Iuison's Bay and being bounded on the-
south, begirning at the said stone boundary between Lancaster anI Longueuil, by
the 1ake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the Taousand Islands,
L]ake Ontario, the River Niagara. Lake Erie, and along the niddle of that lake: on
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the west, by the Channel of Detroit, Lake St. Clair, up the River St. Clair. Lake
Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that of St. Joseph and Sugar Island.
thence into Lake Superior. The said Province of Lower Canada being bounded by
the adjacent Province of Upper Canada, and the boundary lino between the said two
Provinces, commencing at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St.
Francis, at the Cove west of the Pointe au Beaudet, in the limit between the Towr-
ship of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit
in the direction of north 34 degrees west, to the westernmnost angle of the said
Seigneurie of New Longueuil, thenco along the north-western bounlary o? the
Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north 25 degrees east util it strikes the Ottwtvau
River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming; and which said Provinio
of Lower Canada is also bounded by a lino drawn due north fiom the head of the
said lake until it strilkes the shore of the ludson's Bay.

[Thte Commissions of Captain General and Gvernors-in-Chief, etc., subseque
to that of the Earl of Elgiri and Kincardine, Ist October, 18t;, contain no bondntiary
lino descriptions.]

WEDNESDAY, 3rd March, 1880.

The Committee met.

Hon. Mr. MILLS was called. On being asked to make a statement or rcsrné of
the case, he replied that ho had no statement to make beyond that which he ad
made in bis reports. He had no further facts to disclose and believed the Committee
was in possession of bis views.

By -Mr. DeCosmos:-
20. It is desirable to hear Mr. Mills on this point, namely, where is the western

boundary of Ontario?-Well, before the award was made that was a matter of
judgment.

21. Judgment belongs to almost everything a man can do. Instead of the Coin-
mittee being obliged to wade through thrce volumes, questions on principal point-
in doubt could be put to Mr. Mills. In the preamble to the Act of 1803 it is stated:
" whereas crimes and offences have been comnitted in the Indian territories and other
parts of America not within the limits of the Provinces of Upper or Lower Canada,
or either of them, or of the jurisdiction of any of the courts established in those
Provinces, or within the limits of any civil Government of the United States,
are therefore not cognisable by any jurisdiction whatever, and by reason whereo'f
great crimes and offences have gono and may hereafter go unpunished." In what
section of the North-West Territories did the disturbances which occasioned the Act
of 43 George III, 1803, oceur ?-I think they occurred on English River ncar Lakc,
Athabaska or Lac la Rovge.

22. Was that the only place ?-I think that was the principal place.
23. Do you mean Athabaska on the English River, tributary of the Win ni ei

-No; English River to which I refer hes far north of the Saskatchewan.
By the Chairnan :

21. That is on the tribuary of the grcat Mackenzie River.
By 11r. DeCosmos:-

25. Did any disturbances give rise to this Act east of this river ?-Not that I am:
aware of. There were disturbances at a later period in the Assiniboine distriCt, and
between that ditict and Lake Superior, as well as in the country to the north and
West.

2G. Please point out on that map (the Provincial map with the awarded lerritory
marked) the locality of the English River?-It is not on this map; it lies far to the,
north.

43 Victoria. A. 1880,
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27. It is west of Manitoba ?-It is north-west, perhaps 1,000 miles.
28. Hlad any settlements been made there in 1803, at Athabarka ?-Yes; it is a

amatter of history, which is open to the Committee for investigation, that Canadian
aind American Iraders were there in 1766, and the statement made by the elder IIenry
in his journal shows there had been traders there. We may assume that the Messrs.
Frobishers, the two brothers, and AMr. Pond, who was afterwards employed to assist
the Anerieans in fixing a boundary at the treaty of Versailles, with many others,
were also there before 1770.

29. At English River ?-Yes; trading posts were established by them at Atha-
baska, and in that region, an account of which you will find in my report.

30. You are of opinion that the disturbances which occasioned the Act of 1803
wurred in the Athabaska country of the English River?-Yes.

31. Is it not generally suppîosed that the district where the traders were fighting
lay between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg ?-The disturbances to which you
rfr occurred many years after the passing of the Act of' 18-)3 ; what the general

suppositionus may be, I cannot say.

By the Chairman :-
32. But the disturbances that occurred were some murders avong French traders ?

a- n not aware ofany contest that took place at these points, while the country
was held by France, or ut any time before the advent of Lord Selkirk. The Hudson
Pay Company's traders, as far as I know, never left the shores of H1udson's Bay.
Ileaine is the first person iepresented in the journals ofthe Company as ever having
left the shores of the bay. The French, long before the cession, interecpted the
tiaders by establishing trading posts in the interior, which induecd the Indians to
come to their posts instead of going to Hludson's Bay.

33. What disturbances occurred before 1803 ?-There was the shooting of a Mr.
Woden, a Swiss trader, by Mr. Pond, in 1780, and one or two other cases of violence
in the Athabaska District. That was vears before the Hudson's Bay Company went
inîto those south west disti iets at all. The crimes referred to grew out of conflicts
between the X. Y. Company and the North-West Company. They united in 1803,
.and tien this Act was passed.

By 1fr. DeCosmos:-
34. ln the Act of 1821, in the preamble, we find the words: Animosities and

fends aris.ing from such competition have also, for some years past, kept the
interior of America to the northward and westward of the Provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada, and ofthe Tetritories of the United States, in a state of continued
disturbance. Please to locate those feuds and animosities?-The Committee can do
th-it frorm the faets given as well as I. As they were very numerous their location
would bo a matter of opinion. I am not aware what the particular views of those
gentlemen were who framed the Act, or of Parliament that passed it; but I think
the history of that period shows those disturbances and difficulties existed between
the Hudson's Bay Company and the traders of the North-West Company after Lord
Selkirk went there, never before. You will find from Daniel Harrison's journal, that
the North-Vest Company extended their trading posts, away westward throughout
British Columbia, and down te the 420 parallel of north latitude, into what is now
California. Difficulties occurred between these two companies over the entire terri-
tory through which they operated; for the Iudsorn's Bay Company followed the other
in their far trade. The letters of the North-West Company were seized by the
Hundson's Bay Company at various posts. Troops were br.ught from the Orkney
lslands to Lake Athabaska by the ludson's Bay Company in 1774, but not used
before Lord Selkirk's day, against their rivals. The fact, I think, is mentionied in
imy report or the appendix which accompanies it. Over the entire eountry, there
were confliets between those two companies after 1817. Those conflicts continued
untit the two companies were amalgamated; some of theni oceurrred in United States
Territory.
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By the Chairnian:-
35. In your works, do yon refer to the disturbances which occurred in the coutry

intervening between Lake Superior and what is now Manitoba. It is knovnl that ii
1817, and I think you refer to it in your first workc, that the IIudson Bay Co's Gover-
nor, and also of the Colony of Selkirk, was killed with 17 of bis followers ?-Gover-
nor Semplo was killed in the vicinity of the prescnt City of Winnipeg. In my
report I refer to other disturbances. It was not those wiich occurred within Upper
Canada that rendered the Act necessary.

33. This murder took place in the conntry intervening between Lake Supwriw
and Manitoba. Lord Selkir'k- had called in a regirment of soldiers and they carried on
war in this country, between Lake Superior and what is now known a
Manitoba or Winnipeg. Is it not highly probable, and, in fact, evident, that thiS
Act of 1821 was passed to provide a means of maintainng order where these di-
turbances occurred ?-That is a matter of opinion, not a matter of fact. There were
other acts of violence in other districts. I have my views, but, as i t is a matter of
opinion, it is of no consequence to give it. If the boundary of Ontario is further
West, the answer must be, no.

37. Mr. Robinson :-The Act was passed in reference to these occurences short ly
after the trials took place.

38. The Chairman:-Some of the trials werc still pending. The Act was passel ii.
1821.

Mr. Mids:-The trials at Toronto took place in 1817, and at Quebee in 1S8&
There had been arrests made, and war was going on in the country, between Fort
William on Lake Superior and the Rocky Mountains. Some of these conflicts were
within the United States. The Judge who sat in the cases tried at Toronto, and the
Judges who sat at Quebec, expressed entirely different opinions in reference to the
question of the boundary of the Province. The conflicts were very numerous. The
debate, if any, on this Act was never reported. I shall not give conjectures as
testimony.

By Mr. Brecken
39. Was that case tried in both Provinces?-They were different cases. The-

parties tried at Toronto were charged with murder comimitted further west, and
about which there could be no doubt as to the origin of the jurisdiction, if the rule
laid down in the Reinhardt case had been the view of the Court.

By Mr. DeCosmos:-
4y. The case is reported in those works ?-Yes. I have never looked carefu lV

through this appendix to know how many of the papers, referred to in the report,
are included. Whether the Toronto case is included or not, I can not say. H[ow-
ever, it is reported, and will be found in a volume in the library.

By fr. Mousseau :-
41. What was the position taken by the Toronto Judges as to the question of

jurisdiction ?-That there was no limit to the boundary of Upper Canada on the west.
By the Chairman:-

12. Was it not that if Ontario extended that far west, they iad jurisdiction ; and
if not, they had also jurisdiction. ln the one case because it was within the Province,
and in the other because the Act of 1803 gave them jurisdiction beyond the boun-
daries of Upper Canada. lit was just what I have stated it to be.

By Mr. Royal :-
43. Were you not acting as the paid Agent of Ontario ii producing these

works ?-Yes, I would hardly have taken the trouble of visiting public libraries in
the United States and Canada, collecting evidence and employing parties to write
out the documents of which I wanted transcripts, at my own expense ; but my in-
structions from the Ontario Government were to investigate the su bject and report to
them my opinion as to where the true boundary of the Province was upon the north
and west. I had no instructions to find the western boundary at this place, and the
northern boundary at another fixed place. I was put exactly in the position of a
discoverer, to enquire into the facts and to inform the Government where the wec-
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tern and northern boundary are. I did so, and I reported my conclusions, and those
are before the Committee. 1 would further remind the Comnittee that I am not
here on behalf of Ontario, nor at her instance. I am here by summons from this
C10ommittee, and would have preferred not to have been bere at all.

By Mr. Mousseau:
44 . Were you under instructions similar to those given to Judge Ransay ?-I was

uindcr no instructions beyond the fact that I was to investigate the subject fully and
report my conclusions.

By Mr. Royal
45. By the Treaty of Paris, 10th February, 1763, Canada was ceded by France to

England. About eight months afterwards, on the 7th October, 1763, the four
Provinces were established by the King's Proclamation in the territories ceded.
About 15 years afterwards, on the 3rd September, 1783, took place the Treaty of
Paris between the United States and England, by which the boundary between the
American States and Canada was established. Now, the next thingis, by the Quebec
A et of 1774 a Constitution was given the Province of Quebec and new limits estab-
iished for that Province, as declared by the Proclamation of 1763. Do you consider
that Ontario goes west of the western portion of Quebec as constituted by the Quebec
Aet?-That is a matter of opinion---a question of law-not of fact.

46. Well, as you have studied this question ?-Well, I have nothing to add to
-wlat is stated in ny report.

47. As the desire was expressed,would you be kind enough to give us a synopsis, a
condensation of your report so as to save time, that is the object of my question ?-I
would prefer not to answer anything beyond any question of fact you may ask me.
I was in here yesterday while the investigation was being conducted, and I heard
questions put with regard to the construction of certain portions of the Quebec Act,
that, in my opinion, with a very slight cross-examination based upon a more intimate
acquaintance with the subject, would lead to an entirely different resuit and convey
:L wholly different opinion from that which was conveyed by the statements made.
Any summary statement on my part might convey an erroneous impression to the
4Committee. Besides, the report is but a brief summary of the facts. If I were to
give an opinion, I would say that before an intelligible enquiry can be made with
regard to those matters to which you refer there are certain preliminary facts, if I
may so call them, that are of very great importance. They are indispensible to a
proper interpretation of those various public documents, which ought to be examined
by the Committee. A consideration of the previous condition of things, and the

poliey that the Imperial Government had in view when they established, by the
Proclamation of October, 1763, the Provirce of Quebec; thé varions projects that
were submitted to them by distinguished colonists and by leading statesmen in
England, the conflicting opinions entertained by those who for short intervals of time
governed the country during that period, and the final determination of the Govern-
ment immediately before the passage of the Quebec Act-a consideration of all those,
it seems to me, is necessary to a proper understanding of the Act itself. These I
have endeavored to set out concisely in my second report, and I do not know that any
statement I could make to the Committee would be any cicarer or more brief than
the statement there given. I think the Committee will find, not simply by referring
to the report, but also by referring to the various documents mentioned in the report-
imany of which are given in the appendix--that the Government had before it, for
sorne years, the propriety of establi-hing three other colonies, one with Detroit
for its centre, another with Pittsburg for its centre, and another in tho Illinois
country; that Lord Shelburne favored this view, that General Conway and several
other English statesamen also favored it; that Mr. Franklin pressed the subject on the
attention of the Government; that Lord Hlillsborough and his friends in the Board of
Trade were determinedly hostile to the western extension of the English Colonies, or
to the establishment of new ones, as being inimical to British interests ; that
ultimately the views of those who wished to exclude the English altogether fromu
the west side of the Alleghany Mountains, prevailed in the Government; that in au-
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ùordance with those views the proclamation of 1763 was issued ; that a boundary line
was laid down in that proclamation and an effort made from that time until 1768 to
prevent English settlers crossing the Alleghany Mountains, and from going into
the Indian territory ; that notwithstanding those efforts, they did so, some 20,000
having crossed from the State of Pennsylvania alone; that thoir settlement in the
Indian country, on lands not surrendered was rapidly involving the whole country in
a second Indian war, and thedeputy Indian agent, Mr. Croghan, was sent home to the
Imperial Government to secure its consent to the surrender of that territory, and an
alteration in the boundaries fixed by the Proclamation of 1763. This matter was
discussed iii England, ani Mr. Johnson, the Indian agent for the northern department,
was authorised to negotiate a treaty wvith the Indians. I will say here, that before
1754, each province had an Indian agent of its own. But in 1754, before the seven
years' war, and with a view of resibting the encroachments of the French who had
settled down the valley of the Ohio, and established military trading posts across tho
,continent from Lake Erie to the Gilf of Mexico-the English with a view to
strengthen thoir position inNorth America, made an attemptto confederate the whole
of the Provinces, and a meeting was held in Albany to discuss the question. With
the view of preparing the country for Confederation, the whole control of the Indian
matters was taken out of the hands of the provinces, and placed in the hands of two
agents, one called the agent of the northern and the otherof the southern department.
Mr. Johnson, as I have said,was the agent of the northern department. On account
of the settlement beyond the line fixed in the proclamation of 17G3, a treaty was
made called the treaty of Fort Stanwix, and you will find in my first report a map
showing where the boundary line in that treaty was laid down. The policy of the
English then was to promote the surrender of the country west of the Alleghany
Mountains as far as the Ohio River, and there make a stand against furthor coloniza-
tion, similar to the stand intended to be taken at the Alleghanies by the proclama-
tion of 1763. No settlers were allowed to go west of that; and in order to
accomplish that object, they concluded to embrace the whole of that section of the
country that had been ceded by the French as far west as the Mississippi River, in
the Province of Quebec. A Bill was introduced in the House of Lords for that pur-
pose. One object was to exclude the English traders from going into the Indian
country altogether, because it was believed they would, if they went in, make settle-
ments there. When the Quebec Act was introduced it was for the purpose of annexing
the country westward to the Mississippi. The statement in the Act introduced in the
House of Lords, was ail that country extending southward to the Ohio,westward to the
Mississippi and northward to the Hudson Bay Company's Territory shall be included
ar.d annexed to the Province ofQuebec. Then I would just say, at this point, that if the
words northward and southward were used without qualifying words meant due north
and due south, then ail the country betweon the old Province of Quebec and a lino
drawn due north from the eastern extremity of the Ohio Ri ver would not have been
embraced in any Province at ail ; that thore would have been a large section of the
country separating the old Province of Quebec, established by proclamation, from the
territory that would have been annexed, and the Committee may consider this fact ai
having some bearing on the construction of the Act. Tho statement in the Act shows
that in ail these cases the establishment of the boundaries of a Province was the pre-
rogative right of the King. le could alter or amend them, and there were various
ways in which this power was exercised by the Crown.

By Mr. DeCosmos:-
48. Aside from the Statute ?-It was not a statutory power at ail. In every

case when Parliament undertook to mention boundarios it always reserved th.
King's prerogative. The King sometimes exocised this prerogative by proclamation,
sometimes by Order in Council, and it may be sometimes by commission to the
Governors, and sometimes by Royal instructions.

49. Then he can extend or diminish thom ?-Yes ; by proclamation or Order in
Council.



50. It is a prerogative right?-Yes; in the old colonies of Virginia and Massa-
chusets, and other Royal or Charter Governments, the boundaries were extended
indefinitely westward to the South Sea by charter: ; but when the King made His
treaty with France, in the exercise of this prerogative, he limited those boundaries.

By ihe Chairnan :-
51. Then the King had the power ofextending or curtailing the limits ?-Certainly.

To what extent his power in these matters was controlled by Parliamentl am not di-
posed to diseuss before the Committee. It is a question upoit which I may have sone-
thing to say in the House on the second readinîg of ny bill. Asamatterof fct,the Kinýz
did so exercise bis powers; lie exercised his prerogative by the proclamation of 1763
by which he linited the boundaries of the Province to the Mississippi River, whicl
he had previously extended to the South Sea. Hle exercised that prerogative in the
proclamation by establishing four new Provinces of which Quebec was one. Il 1774,
when Parliament commenced legislation, and it is the first instance in the history of
the colonies, of Parliament undertaking to deal with colonial constitutions or inter-
fering with the power previously exercised by the Crown-these words were inserted
in the Act: " And also such territories, islands and countries, which have, since the
tenth day of February, 1763, been made part of the Government of Newfoundland,
be, and they are hereby, during His Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and made part
and parcel of the Province of Quebec, as created and established by the said Royal
Proclamation of the 7th October, 1 i63." This Act did not undertake to control the
power of the Crown as to boundaries, or to lay down boundaries that the King might
not subsequently alter in the usual way if he thought proper. They were established
only during the King's pleasure. In the Act of 1791, there was no attempt to control
the King's prerogative. If the Committee will look at the map of the Treaty of-
Fort Stanwix they will see the boundary laid down between the Indian possessions
practically changed the boundaries of Virgînia, as fixed by the Order in Council.
By that treaty a large section of country was taken off the western part of New York
and secured to the Indians of the Six Nations. The Committee will see, also, that
there is a large section of country, wholly east of the meridian line, drawn due north
from the eastern extremity of the Ohio River, separating by some hundreds of miles
on the southern side, the Province of Quebec, under the proclamation of 1763, from
the territories that ure hereby declared to bc annexed ; yet it cannot be supposed-
that the Government did not intend to embrace the whole country from the western
border of the Province to the Mississippi.

52. By the Act of 1774 ?-By the Act as it was introduced into the House of
Lords. Suppose the Act had been carried as it was introduced in the House of
Lords, and no alteration bad taken place in that Act ; suppose the whole of the terri-
tories, countries and islands extending southward to the banks of the River Ohio,
westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of
the Hudson Bay Company's territory, had been annexed to the Province of Quebec,
would the words northward and southward have given to them a meaning that would
leave a large section of country cast of the meridian line drawn north from the eastern
extremity of the Ohio, not included in the new Province? 1h will be seen from the
map to which I have referred, that the object of Mr. Burk, in laying down the
boundary on the south, was to prevent the western section of New York, which was
then separated from the portion of the Province open for settlement and set apart
as a portion of the possessions of the Six Nations, from being embraced in Quebee. It
was stated in the correspondence between the State of New York-then the Colony
of New York-and its agent, that such was the intention of Ministers. The southern
boundary was laid down throughout its whole extent, and by the words of the sIatute
it is declared that all the territories, islands and countries in NOrth America, belong-
ing to the Crown of Gi eat Britain, bounded on the south by a line extending from
the Bay of Chaleurs westward to the banks of the Mississippi and northward, &c.
The Committee will see that the word northward cannot apply to a due north
boundary, because it would not make sense. If applied to a line, it would bc sheer
nonsense to say that all the countries, territories and islands, bounded on the south
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by a line extending to the banks of the Mississippi northward, meant bounded on the
south by a line extending due north. The country west of the meridian of the june-
tion of the Ohio and Mississippi to Lake Itasca, is bounded on the south by the Miss-
issippi, that is, on the south by a line at first extending westward and then northward.
But in my report I have shown that the word " northward " does not apply to a lino
at ail, but to the territories, countries and islands; otherwise you have no northern
boundary given.

By the Chairman:-
53. The description was northward to the southern boundary of the territories of

the Hludson's Bay Company; would not the line then have passed up along the Miss-
issippi, far to the westward of the territories which the Act provided it should strilke,
which were in fact the objective point ? I do not think the Mississppi, as then under-
stood, is the Mississippi as marked d9wn on Mitchell's map ?-The Mississippi on ail
the maps, I have given, has been deflected goeatly to the westward ; and it will be
seen that, ini ailmost all cases, this is simply because the longitude was not well
known. The Lakes Manitoba and Winnipeg are placed very much too far west on
all the old maps, as compared with the southern part of the Mississippi, and the
ipper part of the Mississippi was turned westward to place it relatively right. On
some ofthe maps the St. Peter's or Miinnesota is marked as the principal river.

By M,1r. DeCosmos -
54. Are you aware of the difference of longitude between the date of which vou

spoke and the longitude as determined now ?-The maps in my first report, if com-
pared with modern maps will show.

By Mr. Trow :-
55. Where did the Act of 1774 place the western boundary ?-The object stated

in the preamble of this Bill is: " Whereas by the arrangements made by the said
proclamation, a very large extent of country within which there are several colonies
and settlements of the subjects of France, who claimed to romain therein under the
faith of the said treaty, was left without any provision being made for the adminis-
tration of civil goverrirnent therein," etc. Four-fifths of these settlements were on
the Mississippi River.

By the Chairman
56. In the papers referred to you speak of a settlement about Detroit ?-

I referred to them ail. There was a settlement at 1)etroit and there were settle-
ments upon the Wabash River, but the whole correspondence that took place prior
to the introduction of the Quebec Act by the Government shows that the principal
settlements were on the Mississippi River. Lieutenant Pitman, an English officer,
was appointed to take the census of ail those places before the Act was passed. It
was on that census the Govern ment aeted. It showed that settlements were estab-
lished along the Mississippi River, and that to run a boundary due north would be
pnning a boundary that would exclude the settlements, which both Ministers and

Parliament declared they intended to include.
By Mr. DeCosmos :-

57. The English wished to have the right to navigate the Mississippi to its
nouth ?-They had the right of navigation to its mouth by the Treaty of 1763; and

they wished, as far south as the junction of the Mississippi and the Ohio, to place
the entire right of navigating the river by British subjects under the control of the
Quebec Government; so that they migbt exclude the fur traders of the other colonies
from going into this annexed country. I have referred to State papers in my report
showing this to be the case, to which I refer the Committee.

By Mr. Mousseau:-
58. You think the Act extended the Province to the Mississippi ?-The Act was

fourded on grounds of, public policy; it was introduced to furtber that publie
policy which is as clearly disclosed in the Stath papers of the period as any fact can
be. What Ministers understood, we know ; what they believed they bad done, we
know; what all the colonies believed had been done, we know; but this Committee
mTay hold they were ail mistaken. I may further observe that subsequently, wben
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the United States obtained their independence, and a boundary was agreed upon, the
southern part of the Province was cast off, and given to the United States. New
commissions were issued in strict accordance with the interpretation of the law in the
old commissions, and the new boundary was again carried to the Mississippi,-they
supposing that the Misissippi rose within- the boundary agreed upon. In ail this
the Crown assumed the Mississippi to be the western boundary, and the Crown
could fix the boundary where it pleased.

By the Chairman
59. Can you show us by the map which was called the Mississippi ?-I have no

doubt whatever on that point, from the faut that the Americans and the English had
Mitehell's map before them. It was the river so-called on that map. You will sce
by Adams and Joy's correspondence that the Americans were very much afraid that
the Spaniards would refuse to them the liberty to navigate that portion of the Mis-
sisippi whieh flows through Louisiana; they knew that if England had no interest in
the navigation of the Mississippi, she wonld have no interest in asserting the right
which she had underthe Treaty of 1763. Adams says: " We have extended the
boundary sufficiently far south to strike the Mississippi River, so that the English
owning the country on the Upper Mississippi will have a common interest with
ourselves in keeping the navigation of the river open through the Spanish portion of
the territorv." It is therefore perfectly clear they believed the boundary would
strike the Mississippi.

60. That is very far west of the Lake of the Woods ?-Not as they supposed the
features of the country to be from Mitchell's map.

61. White Mud River ?-I don't think that boundary is the one that was contem-
plated. That river is a branch of the Missouri which at no time was ever confounded
with the Mississippi. Mitchell's map was the only map the Commissioners had
before them, and Mitchell's map at that period represented the Mississippi rising
north of the present boundary. Let me call the attention of the Committee to the
reasons for establishing the Province of Upper Canada. The Americans at the time
bad organized under the articles of Confederation. The Central Government had the
same power as it now has, but it had no proper executive or administrative
authority to enforce its determinations on refractory States. The States refused to
execute the mandates of the Central Government, and there was every appearance,
before the adoption of the Constitution, of the Governmnent of the United States
going to pieces. The British Minister at Washington, at that time, Mr. Hammond,
wrote to Sir Henry Dundas that there was a possibility of the United States Govern-
ment being broken up. The people of Western Virginia, who had demanded a
separate Governmient, informed Lord Dorchester that unless their own Government
secured to then the free navigation of the Mississippi, they were disposed again to
become colonists of Great Britain. A correspondence was opened and there was
every probability of that section of the country south of the Ohio and west of the
mountains, being again acquired by the English. The English Government were
then disposed to repudiate the boundary agreed upou by the Treaty of 1783. They
said to the American Minister, Mr. Adams, through Lord Caermarthen:-" You have
not kept faith with us. You agreed to permit the refugee United States Loyalists to
return to the various States to collect their debts. Your States have passed laws
prohibiting these people from returning and confiscating the amounts due them to
the State. You have not kept faith with us, and you cannot eal[ upon us to respect
the treaty when you have not observed it yourselves." The English Government
knew that all classes in the old colonies had a strong feeling of repugnance against
the system of Governiment provided by the Quebec Act, and the proposed division
had in view not merely a new Province formed from Western Quebec after the
Treaty of 1773, but a new Province into which their old colonists might immigrate,
embracing al the British territory to the west of and south-west of Lower Canada,
and contemplating acquisitions from Spain beyond the Mississippi River, and from
the United States between the Lakes and the Alleghany Mountains. The English
continued to hold military posts at Niagara, Presqu'ile, Oswego, Detroit, and Mack-
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inaw, and they built additional forts. The correspondenco shows that before the
Province of Quebcc was divided, the intention was to regain that section of the
Province of Quebec that had been ceded to the United States.

By Mr. De Cosmos :-
62. That is the territory of North of the Ohio ?-Yes; Lord Dorchester addressed

the Indians under Brant, telling them the treaty was repudiated, that they were not
to enter into any negotiations with the authorities of the United States for the sur-
render of their country, that there was no longer any boundary between Great
Britain and the United States. When the Act of 1791 was passed, it declared the
King intended to divide the Province of Quebee, but it does not divide it. It no more
interferes with the King's prerogative to alter Provincial boundaries than the Act of
1774. Mr. Clarke's proclamation says " Upper Canada shall include all the countries,
territories and islands to the southward and westward of the dividing line to the
utmost extent of what was known as Canada,"-not of what was known as Quebec.

By the Chairman :-
63. Does the Order in Council say that ?-The«proclamation says that, and the use

of the word " Canada," in the proclamation shows, in my opinion, what the policy of
the Government was on the question. By the Order in Council of 1791, which will
be found on pages 338-9 of the appendix to my report, it will be found that a division
is authorized, but that no division of the Province is made; that division authorized
by the King's warrant was made by the proclamation referred to; and that proclama-
tion above gives the boundaries of Upper Canada.

Mr. Royal-No, it does not appear to me that the proclamation, considered in
connection with the Order in Council, and instructions issued under it, would bear any
such interpretation. Would the Chairman please to read the Order in Council and
the instructions to Lord Dorchester issued under it.

The Chairman-The Order in Council to which you refer is as follows:

"At the Court of St. James, the 24th of August, 1791-

PRESENT:

The King's most Excellent Majesty in Council.

Whereas there was this day read, it the Board, a report from the Right Hon.
the Lords of the Committee of Council, dated the 19th of this instant, in the words
following, viz.:

" Your Majesty haying been pleased, by your Order in Council, bearing date the
17th of this instant, to refer unto this Committee, a letter from the Right H onorable
lenry Dundas, one cf your Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, to the Lora

President of the Council, transmitting a printed copy of an Act passed in the last
session of Parliament, entitled An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the
fourteenth year of Ris Majesty's reign, entitled An Act for making more effectual
provision for the Government of the Province of Quebec in North America, and to
make further provision for the Government of the said Province ; and also copy of a
paper presented to Parliament previous to the passing of the said Act, describing
the line proposed to be drawn for dividing the Province of Quebec into two separate
Provinces, agreeable to your Ma.jesty's Royal intention, signified by message to both
HRouses of Parliament, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province
of Lower Canada; and stating that, by sec. 48 of the said Act, it is provided that,
by reason of the distance of the said Provinces from this country, and of the change
to be made, by the said Act, in the Government thereof, it may be necessary that
there shoufld be some interval of time between the notification of the said Act to the
said Provinces respectively, and the day of its commencement within the said
Provinces respoctively, and that it should be lawful for your Majesty, with the advice
of your Privy Conneil, to fix and declare, or to authorize the Governor or Lieutenant
Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person administering the Goverrment
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inre, to fix and declare the day of the commencement of the said Act within the
said Provinces respectively, provided that such day be not later than the thirty-first
day of December, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one; the Lords of the
Committee, in obedience to your Majesty's said Order of Reference, this day took the
said letter into their consideration, together with the Act of Parliament therein
referred to, and likewise cop>y of the said paper, describing the line proposed to be
drawn for separating the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower
Canada; and their Lordships do thereupon agree humbly to report, as their opinion,
to your Majesty, that it may be advisable for your Majesty, by your Order in Council,
to divide the Province of Quebec into two distinct Provinces, by separating the
Province of Upper Canada and Province of Lower Canada, according Io the said
Une or division described in the said paper; and the Lords of the Committee are
further of opinion, that it may be advisable for your Majesty, by warrant under your
Royal Sign Manual, to authorize the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, or the person administering the Government there, to fix and
declare such day for the commencement of the said before-mentioned Act, within the
said two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada respectively, as the said Governor
or Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person administering the
Government there, shall judge most advisable; provided that such day shall not
be later than the thirty-first day of December in the present year, one thousand,
seven hundred and ninety-one."

His Majesty this day took the said Report into His Royal consideration, and
approving of what is therein proposed, was pleased, by and with the advice of Ris
Privy Council, to order that the Province of Quebec be divided into two distinct
Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower
Canada by separating the said two Provinces accordingto the line of division inserted
in said order; and His Majesty is hereby further pleased to order that the Right
Honorable Henry Dundas, one of His Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, do
prepare a Warrant to be passed under His Majesty's Royal Sign Manual, to authorize
the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec, or the person
administering the Government there, to fix and declare such day as they shall judge
most advisable for the commencemeut within the Province of Upper Canada and the
Province of Lower Canada respectively, of the said Act passed in the last session of
Parliament, entitied " An Act to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the four-
teenth year of His Majesty's reign, intituled An Act for making more effectual pro-
vision fbr the Government of the Province of Quebec in North America, and to make
further provision for the Government of the said Province," provided that such day
so to be fixed and declared for the commencement of the said Act within the said two
Provinces respectively shall not be later than the twenty-first day of December, one
thousand seven hundred and ninety-one.

STEPHEN COTTRELL.
Endorsed,

Order in Council, 24th August, 1791.

Ordering the division of the Province of Quebec into two Provinces, to be called
the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada."

The instructions to Lord Dorchester are dated 12th September, following, and
these I shall now read:

"12th September, 1791.

GuY, LoRD DORCHESTER, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Provinces of
Upper Canada and Lower Canada.

GREETING:-

Whereas we did, by our letters patent, under our Great Seal of Great Britain,
bering date the 22nd day of April, in the twenty-sixth year of our reign, constitute
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and appoint yeu, Guy, Lord Dorchester (then Sir Guy Carleton) to be our Captain-
General and Governor-in-Chief, in and over our Province of Quebec in America,
comprehending ail our territories, islands and countries in North America, then
bounded as in our said recited letters patent was rnentioned and expressed.

Now know ye, that we have revoked. determined. and by these presents do
revoke and determine the said recited letters patent, and every clause, article or
thing therein contained.

And whereas we have thought fit, by our order, made in our Privy Council,
the nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one,
to divide our said Province of Quebec inito two separate Provinces, to be called the
Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to com-
mence at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake Si.Francis, at the Cove west
of the Point au Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the
Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said linit to the direction of north
thirty-four degrees, west to the western angle of the said Seigneurie of New
Longueuil; thence along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie cf Vaudreuil,
running north twenty-five degrees east until it strikes the Ottowas River, to ascend
the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, and fromu the head of the said lake by a
line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of lHudson's Bay; the Prov-
ince of Upper Canada to comprebend all such lands, territories and islands, lying to,
the westward of the said line of division, as were part of our said Province of Que-
bec ; and the Province of Lower Canada to comprehend ail such lands, territories,
and islands lying to the eastward of the said line of division, as were part of our said
Province of Quebec."

There are also further instructions to Lord Dorchester, dated at St. James the
16th September, 1791, of which I shall read the following extract :-

EXTRACT from His Majesty's instructions to His Excellency Lord -Dorchester, dated at St.
James the 16th September, 1791, viz.:-
"lst. With these our instructions you will receive our commission under our

Great Seal of Great Britain constituting you our Captain-General and Governor-in-
-Chief in and over our Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, bounded as in
-our said commission isparticularly eapressed. In the execution therefore of so much of the
office and trust we have reposed in you, as relates to our Province of Lower Canada,
,you are to take upon you the administration of the Governmont of the said Province,
and to do and execute ail things belonging to your command according to the several
powers and authorities of our said commission under our Great Seal of Great Britnin
and of the Act passed in the present year of our reign therein recited, and of these
our instructions to you, and according to such further powers and instructions as yon
shall at any time hereafter receive under our signet and sign manual, or by our
order in our Privy Council.

2nd, And you are, with .all due solemnity, before the members oJ our Executive
Council, to cause our said commission to be read and published, whicht being done,
you shall then take, and also administer, to each of the members of our said Execu-
tive Council, the oaths mentioned in an Act passed in thé first year of His late
Majesty King George the First."

The Proclamation of General Alured Clarke, dated 18th November, 1791, is as
follows
* Alured Clarke:

'GIORGE THE THIRD, by the Grace of God, of Great Britain, France and Ireland, King
Defender of the Faith, and so forth.

To all our loving subjects whom these presents may concern-Greeting:
Whereas we have thought fit, by and with the advice of our Privy Council, by

>ur Order in Council, dated in the month of August last, to order that our Province
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of Quebec should be divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of
Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by separating the said two Pro-
vinces according to the following lino of division, viz. :-" To commence at a stone
boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of Pointe au
Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New
Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north thirty-four degress
west to the westerinost angle of the said Seigneurie ofYNew Longueuil ; thonce along
the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie Vandreuil, running north twenty-flwo
degrees oast until it strikes the Ottowas River, to ascend the said river into the-
Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake by a lino drawn due north
until it strikes the boundary lino of the Hudson's Bay, including all the territory to
the westward and southward of the said lino to the utmost extent of the country
commonly called or known by the name of Canada."

It will be observed that there is an inconsistency in this proclamation. It does
not conform to the Order in Council, nor to the instructions of the King to Lord
Dorchester, and it is contradictory in itself. It sets out by quoting the Order in
Council of August previous, which ordered that " our Province of Quebec should b
divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada
and the Province of Lower Canada, by separating the said two Provinces according
to the following lino of division, viz.: To commence, &c., and after describing the
lino of division accurately, it concludes as follows, "icludinz ail the territory to the
westward and southward of the said lino to the utmost extent of the country commonily
called or known by the name of Canada." According to this wording it would be
difficult to say precisely which Province the westward and southward territory was
to belong to. The intention, however, is plain enough, but the wonder remains, hiw
a Province could be divided into two distinct Provinces by adding to it, or rather one
uide of it, an indefinite extent of territory which formed no part of it.

From the time at which this proclamation of General Alured Clarke's was issued
(18th November, 1791), up to 1835, the commissions as to boundaries were aiL
similar to thatofthe 12th September, 1791.

By .Mr. DeCosmos:-
64. What moaning would you attach to the boundary lino of Hudson's Bay?-

In my report I have taken it to mean the shore of the bay.
By the Chairman :-

65. On the maps of the time there is a boundary lino drawn inland, called the
boundary lino of l1udson's Bay, and the commissions issued said north to the
boundary lino of Hudsou's Bay, evidently referring to some such inland lino. In
1838 the word shore was first used. Do you conceive shore and boundary line
to be identical ?-That is the view expressed in my report. I will say
again to the Committee, I have nothing to communicate to thom beyond what is
in my report, and what I have stated is simply the considerations which, I think,
throw light on the design of the Government, in dealing with this question, and to
enable the Committee to sce clearly what was intended to be accomplished by the
varioussteps taken. I think there is only one fact which I have omitted to state in
my report. The first session of the Upper Canada Parliament, under that constitu-
tion, was held on the American side of the River Niagara; that the western part
of the State of New York was represented in it ; that the City of Detroit, and what is
now the State of Michigan, was also represented in that Assembly; that the whole
country to the Mississippi was legislated for, and that stipendiary magistrates were
appointed in various parts of that country, which, by the Treaty of 1783, nine years
before, was to have been surrendered to the United States, showing very clearly
the intention to reclaim the territory under that proclamation.

By MVr. DeCosnos :-
66. Would not that proclamation be au assumption?-If the Crown chose to

abrogate the treaty, it had the power to do so. What Lord Dorchester told the
Indians was that the treaty was disregarded by the English because it Lad been
disregarded by the Americans, and the boundary had beon so far repudiated that it
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was thought necessary to re-establish it by the Treaty of 1794. The King could
make the boundary where ho pleased. No British court of law would question the
propriety of his act.

67. But it does not seem clear that any action of the English Government could
over-ride the treaty ?-Certainly. There is no domestic tribunal to question their
act. Any Government may repudiate a treaty. The fact is, that the English
Government, although the treaty had provided for making that the boundary, the
Act was not consummated, they bad never surrendered the country. They held the
military posts, and did not surrender them until 1796, 13 years afler the Treaty of
Versailles was concluded. They held them as a pledge that the obligations entered
into by the United States would be fulfilled. The whole correspondence between the
Government and their confidential officers shows what the policy was. Governor
Simcoe's first Parliament sat on the American side of the boundary, and representa-
tives from sections of the surrendered country were pernitted to sit in it. That
would hardly have been the case, and the Governor would not have appointed
nagistrates on the American side, as ho did at Mackinaw, except with the sanction of
the Home Government.

68. The point is to determine what bearing that has on the western boundary ?-
It shows clearly the pleasure of the Crown in the matter. It shows what the policy
of the Government, in setting apart the western province, and what they meant
by extending it southward and westward to the utmost limits of what was known as
Canada. It shows, too, how an Act of State relating to a political department of
Government is interpreted.

By the Chairnan :
69. Mr. Blake said, the other day, and the remiark struck me as a very sensible

one, that the true way to find the mneaning of an Act of Parliament is t look within
the four corners ofthe Act itself ?-That rule applies to Acts regulating the conduct
of citizens and subjects; it doos not apply to Acts of State. All these Acts and
Proclamations are Acts of State, and nust be dealt with according to the rules which
govern in such cases; and no one of them is more clearly established than this-
that the intention disclosed by Ministers in proposing the law for administering a
Government is the best interpreter of the law, as in the case given at page 88 of my
secor.d report.

Committee thon adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, 10th March, 1880.

The Committee met at 11 o'clock. Mr. Dawson in the chair.

Professor ROBERT BELL, M.D., of the Geological Survey, was called and examined.

By the Chairman :
70. Your explorations have extended from the height of land down to James'

Bay, I believe ?-During the last eleven years I have explored throughout the whole
of the territory in dispute down to Hudson's Bay and James' Bay. I commenced in
1869 with a survev of Lake Nipigon, Black Sturgeon River, and some of the waters
in that neighborhood and around Thunder Bay. Ever since thatyear,until last summer,
I have continued making explorations, in that direction and have surveyed nearly
all the principal rivers and lakes in the disputed region. I have also gone beyond
the limits of the country in question.

71. This is the territory we are anxious to get information about. It would be
of very great interest to the Committee to know where the habitable part of that
territory is. Is the climate on the borders of the James' Bay such that crops
could be raised there for the su3tenance of human life ?-I think so. At present
there are many other tracts open for settlement, whieh are more accessible than
this region, but there can be no doubt, that people can live here entirely by farming
onqe it is settled.
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By Mr. Robinson :
72. You are connected with the Geological Survey ?-Yes. Since Confederation

our operations have been extended to the more distant parts of the Dominion, the
exploration of the popilated portion of Ontario being almost suspended.

By the Chairman :
73. You have been at the mouth of the Albany River ?-Not quite. I have sur-

veyed the Albany from a point lying to the north of Thunder Bay, to the junction
of the Kinogami River, which runs from Long Lake. It is sometimes called "Eng-
lishRie.

74. Is the Albany River navigable from the last-named point to its mouth ?-
It is for river steamers, I understand ; and both streams are navigable for such craft
for some distance above their junction.

75. To what extent do you consider the Albany River navigable altogether from
James' Bay ?-Roughly, I would say, about 250 miles, following the river, or up
to Martin's Falls.

76. low far are those Falls from Lake St. Joseph ?-I can scarcely say the cor-
rect distance, but I suppose they are a little more than a hundred and fifty miles be-
low Lake St. Joseph. As to the Kinogami River, which we have been speaking
about, I may say there are so many English Rivers' in the Hudson's Bay Territory
that we prefer to retain the Indian name for this one. It means the Long Lake
River.

77. A certain distance from the shore of the Hudson's Bay the climate becomes
milder, I suppose ?-I do not think there is much difference, because as you go south
the elevation becomes greater, and that compensates for any i mprovement you would
otherwise gain from going south as far as the height of land.

78. Upon the whole the district is habitable, I suppose ; and there is a good
deal of good land there ?-Yes ; but I should say the best part of the district is that
drained by the various branches of the Moose River. It is more rocky to the west
and more swampy towards the north in this region.

79. Procecding westward from the region of Lake Nipigon, the climate must be
pretty good ?-The trocs indicate that it improves in that direction Of course, any
observation we might take of temperature would bc of very little use, because we
were under different circumstances every day. The only way we could judge of
the climate was by the flora, and that improved as we went west.

By .M r. Trow :
80. Does the snow fail heavier or lighter there than south of the height of

land ?- have never been there in the winter, but from the accounts I have heard,
the snow-fall does not appear to be great.

81. Is there much land fit for colonization ?-1n the Moose River country, sup-
posing the climate to be suitable, there would be a field for colonization, but west-
ward of that tract much of the country is very rocky.

By the Chairman:
82. Are there indications of valuable minerals in that territory ?-Yes ; in the

western part more particularly.

By Mr. Trow :
83. Have you been in the Rainy River District ?-Yes.
84. Is there much territory there valuable for settlement ?-I think not; there

is a strip on the banks of the Rainy River, but north of that it is swampy, and still
further north, rocky.

By the Chairman:
85. What do you call a narrow strip ?-It is a small strip of a few miles; as far

as I can learn it is not very extensive.
By Mr. Trow:

86. Whatis the general appearance of the country between Rainy River and the
Une of the Canadian Pacifie Railway?-I only know that particular section as far as
can be judged from the shores of the Lake of the Woods, but eastward of this lake,
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I once made a trip from Lac des Mille Lacs to the Lake of the Woods, that would
cross and recross the Pacifie Railway line.

87. Is there much valuable pine there ?-Yes, there is a good deal of pine in that
country.

88. That would be beyond the Lake of the Woods ?-Yes, there is a good deal
of pine in the region around Lonely Lake; and here and there on English River, that
flows ont of Lonely Lake, there are to be found, in addition to the white pine, clumps
of red pine.

89. Would the season not be too short for agricultural purposes, even if the land
is good ?-I do not think there can be much difference between that region and Mani-
toba; they are in the same latitude, and are situated close to one another.

90. But is not this district much higher than Manitoba ?-It is somewhat more
-elevated.

91. And would not the lower level of Manitoba moderate the climate materially?--
It would, to some extent, but the slight difference in level could not affect it much.

By the Chairman:
92. Are you aware what crops they grow there ? Do they not grow Indian corn

ut the Lake of the Woods, and Fort Francis ?-Yes, I have seen Indian corn grown
at Lake of the Woods, and along the Winnipeg River near that lake.

By Mr. Trow:
93. It is grown in very limited quantities, I suppose ?-Yes, by the Indians, evei

under the best circumstances they would not cultivate much of it.
94. Do you think it could be produced under any cicumstances ?-Yes, but I do

not think it would be a paying crop. It is rather beyond the ordinary limits where
Indian corn is grown in large quantities. It seems to be an early variety which they
grow.

By the Chairman:
95. The old maize of the Indians, I suppose-grown by them from time imi-

memorial ? -Yes.
By Mr. Trow: .

96. You have explored the Nelson River, I understand ?-Yes, I have surveyed
it throughout its entire length, and all its channels.

97. To its mouth ?-Yes.
98. ias it much obstruction to navigation ?--Yes, taking the river as a whole.
99. Are the difficulties insurmountable ?-Yes, practically, I should think so-that

is, to make it navigable from one end to the other. There are navigable stretches
in the centre and at the upper and lower parts, but between these it is very mach
obstructed.

100. What is the probable distance from the efflux of Lake Winnipeg to its
mouth ?-Nearly 400 miles, following the river itself.

By the Chairman :
101. Referring again to the Albany River, what is the characterofthe land along

the navigable stretch from the sea to Martin's Falls ?-The banks consist of drift
clay, underlaid by the more ancient formations. Inland from the banks the country
is level for a long distance on either side.

102. With regard to the geological formation, is it limestone in this section of the
river ?--Mostly limestone. Towards the forks of the river there is a good deal of red-
dish shale or marl. The geological formations are Silurian and Devonian, or much
the same as those of the western peninsula of Upper Canada.

103. Is there not some prospect of finding coal there ? Does not the Devonian
formation underlie the coal ?-Very little coal is found in the Devonian formation in any
countrv, as it is too low in the geological series. The so-called coal of the Moose
River is lignite belonging to the drift period. The lignite of the prairies is mostly
cretaceous and tertiary. This is of rather newer age, but much the same in quality.

104. Is it found in sufficient quantities to be of economic value ?-Some of the
seams are perhaps six feet or rather more in thickness, but most of them are less.
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By -Mr. Trow:
105. Where is that found ?-On the Missinaibi, or westernbranch of MooseRiver.

I found loose pieces of similar lignite on the Albany. I have no doubt it also occurs
there in situ.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
106. low far are the lignite beds from the mouth of the Moose River ?-They

begin ut less than 100 miles, and extend for nearly 30 miles up stream.
By Mr. Robinsor :

107. Is that lignite of a pretty fuir character ?-Yes ; but it requires to be dried,;
it is like the lignite of the plains, and will not burn well when tirst mined. The
dii erence between bituminous coal and lignite is that lignite contains a very much
larger proportion of water, and requires to be dried.

1wS. What proportion of carbon is in it ?-Very much the same as in bituminous
coal-less the water.

109. About 40 per cent., perhaps ?-It is somewhere about 45 per cent. of fixed
carbon, I think ; but you can find that in the geological report for 1875. There is:
abundance of wood throughout that country, therefore I do not suppose lignite will
be of much consequence for many years to come.

110. What kind of wo d-deciduous trees ?-Originally, it was principally con-
iferous trees, but they have been burnt, over large tracts, and now poplar and white
birch are growing up in their place. I found the Indians were quite willing to give
up burning the forests in that region, whenever they were told the timber was of any
value. I have always taken pains to ask the Indian chiefs to stop the forest fires by
taking the precaution of building their fires .on the rocks and extinguishing them
when not needed. Each year that I have gone back, I have seen fewer forest
fires, as the result of this advice.

111. Tne country is not so bumid that forest fires are prevented ?-In the
latter part of the summer, the forest fires used to ruan over immense areas. There is
more of that country which has been burnt at different times, than remains green.

By the Chairnan:
112. Have you ever given any attention to the subject of the boundary question ?

-1 have read a good deal of what is contained in the books on the table, but I
have rot made the subject a special study. It bas occurred to me, however, that if
the height of land were to be defined as a boundary, it would be exceedingly difficult
to find it. The country in its vicinity is almost always level, and the heads of the
streams interlock so much that you cannot easily tell which way the water may
tend to run.

By Mr. Robinson
113. 1m it so between the Michipicoten and Moose Rivers ?-One ofthe principal

depressions of the country occursjust on that line. It is one ofthe easiest and lowest
])laces for crossing the divide. The elevation is not more than some 1,100 or 1,200
feet above the sea, and the portage is so short you could almost throw a stone from
the water on one side to that on the other.

114. The streams interlock ?-Yes. If the country were rugged you could find,&
line dividing them even if they did interlock, but along this line it is so level it would
be difficult to do so. The water soaks through the moss and swamps and one cannot
always tell on which side of the water-shed be may be.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
115. Then there is a kind of mossy soil?-Yes, a good deal.
116. Fit for making peat ? - It is notthick enough for that. It is just the green,

moss of recent years.
117. Is there any country either in Eastern Canada, or the Eastern Stat cs, that

may be compared to this disputed territory ?-Not exactly. In the Gaspé country,
we have a somewhat similar forest, but there, very little bare rock is exposed; the
hills are mostly earth but the forest is similar, and the ground is also covered with
mnoss. The climate of Gaspé is more moist than that of the region we are speaking
of.
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118. And as to the soil ?-I do not know any region like it as to the soil, and no,
single description will apply to the whole ofthe region. If the eastern part of it were
in the same latitude as the peninsula of Ontario, north of Lake Erie, it would be almost
the same in other respects, but westward, it is like the country north of the Ottawa.
The geological formation is the same. It is more rugged towards Lake Superior than
it is to the northward, especially beyond the hoight of land.

By -Mr. Trow :
119. What is the principal species of timber?-Spruce, I should say, is the com-

monest of all speaking generally of the whole country.
120. Are the trees of good size ?-Yes; often a very fair size in some regions, there-

is a great deal of Banksian or " pitch" pine, much of which is of a size suitable for
making timber, an unusual circumstance with this species.

By the Cnairman:
121. Has not gold been discovered in some parts of this territory-about Rat Por-

tage and on Lake of the Woods ?-Yes, I have seen specimens of gold from these
localities.

122. Do you think that this section is likely tolturn out a good mineral region ?-I
think the prospect is very good for some of the metals ; for gold, silver, lead, cop-
per and iron, the geological formation is favorable.

123. In what form is the gold found ?-So Jar, it has been found in veins entirely.
By Mr. Trou :

124. Have not good specimens of gold"been discoverad east of that ; some 100
miles west of Thunder Bay, and neur the height of land in that quarter ?-Yes, I
have also seen very fine specimens of gold from that region. The more favorable
rocks occur in belts all through the country from Thunder Bay to the Lake of the
Woods, occupying about one-third of the whole area.

By the Chairman :
125. W hat is the geological age of the rocks in which the gold is found in that sec--

tion ?-We call them, for the present Huronian. They are similar to the rocks north
of'Lake Huron. They may be subdivided hereafter, but for the present we call them
all IHuronian. They are not far from the same geological age as the gold-bearing
rocks of Nova Scotia.

By Mr. Trow:
126. What proportion of the country should you judge to be fit for cultivation ?-

I have never made n'y calculation for ébe whole region. The country I have ex-
plored in that direction covers at least 200,000 square miles. It would be possible,
however, to tell approximately by putting my notes together expressly for that
purpose.

127. Are there not numerous lakes so situated that you cannot get any continuous
settlerrent ?-I do not think the lakes would interfere with continuous settlement, if
the country were otherwise suitable. They could be easily crossed or got round,
and the land between them is sufficiently extensive for colonization.

By Mr. Robinson:
128. Are there any valleys of considerable extent ?-Immediately north of

Lake Superior there is a littlegood land in the form of valleys; perhaps the principal
area of good land lies to the south-west of Lake Nipigon. There is a large extent of
fair land immediately around Thunder Bay. And some cultivable land east of
Shebandowan Lake; be.yond this there is but little in that section.

By Mr. Trow :
129. Is there much good land on the Mattawan ?-Yes, that is in the region I speak

of east of Shebandowan Lake.
130. What amount of land ?-It is wider as you go down the Mattawan River

towards the Kaministiquia, and it narrows towards Shebandowan Lake. There is a
good stretch of red clay land in the valley of the Kaministiquia. It extends west-
'ward until you reachShebapdowan Lake.
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By the Chairman:
131. AIl through the territory there are detached areas of good land, are there

not?-Yes, along the Albany a great deal of the soil wouid bc gool if the climate was
favorable; but it is not so gond as in the Moose River region.

By Mr. Trow:
132. Your attention has not hecri called mach to this disputod boundary ?-Not

very much.
133. It is not in your lino of business ?-No. It has occurred to me, however, that

some natural boundary, formed by a geographical feature, would be the best. If such
-a boundary were adopted, no expense would be incurredin laying it out.

134. Would not the Albany River be a good boundary ?--The Albany River would
make a very good boundary, if you define what part to follow; but the award does
not state anything in detail on this matter, but merely says that the Albany River
shall be followed. That river frequently splits up and filows in different channels.
At one place it follows two wideIy separated channels for about twenty miles. So
that if you made the boundary line on the south side, you would throw out a large
tract which would be included if the line went on the north side. Large islands
frequently occur, dividing the river into two almost equal parts, and it is diffleult
to say on which side of these islands the boundary should be. In some cases one
channel is either nuch wider or deeper than the other.

By 3fr. Weldon :
135. Would not one channel, which is larger than the other, be the main

,channel ?-Yes; but it is not always easy to say which is the largest channel. The
.boundary might be defined to follow the deepest or widest, or the North or South
channel, past islands.

136. Are both channels generally navigable ?-The river is not navigable at all
for large craft, un til you get down te Martin's Falls.

137. The chaniels are, thon, above Martin's Falls?-Yes; the river is more
divided above these " falls " than below.

By the Chairm»an:
138. It is quite a larg river ?-About the size of the Ottawa here; perhaps not

quite so large as the latter below the Gatineau; it is more uniform in volume at
different seasons, and contains more water than the Ottawa when both are low, and not
so much when both are high.

139. It is more uniforra ?-Yes; and on an average I should say it is as large as
the Ottawa at this citv.

By Mfr. Trou:
1 10. Would it be mnuch larger than Rainy River ?-Yes; much larger.

By Mr. Royal:
141 You have reached the shores of James' Bay?-Frequently; and I have

explored the east and west coasts of Hudson's Bay.
142. What is the character of James' Bay; is the water shallow ? -Yes; towards

the head of the bay, for long distances from the shore, it is very shallow and
muddy.

143. Have you any knowledge of the navigation of it ?-I have saiied my own
boat over the bay.

144. At what time of the year ?-Both in the autumn and in the spring. I made
two voyages in autumn in an open boat, and one in the spring.

145. What time in the spring ?-Late in that season.

By Mr. Trow :
146. What time does the ice break up in James' Bay ?-It had always broken up

long before I reached the Bay. I could not say the exact time when it does break up.
By iir. Robinson:

147. You never wintered there ?-No.
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By fr. DeCosmos:
148. Do the Hudson's Bay Company's people keep a meterological register ?-They

have commenced to keep one now at Moose Factory in connection with the Toronto
Observatory.

149. But, independent of that, in their journals? -Some do, others do not. They
ail keep journals of occurences, but do not note the actual temperature. They note
what they consider to be of most interest in connection with their own business.

By Mr. Royal :-
150. Have you ever taken-soundings to ascertain the depth of the water in James'

Bay ?-Only where it is very shallow.
151. At a distance from shore ?-Yes; in James' Bay,even when you are almost out

of sight of the land, you can sometimes still touch the bottom with an oar. In other
places there are deep channels.

By Mr. DeCosmos:-
15E. Is there much difference between high and low water ?-I should think about

nine or ten feet at spring tide, and five or six feet at neap tide, as far as 1 could observe.
By the Chairman:-

153. The Bay must be subject to great storms with such a shallow sea ?-No; it
did not strike me as being dangerous in that respect.

By kir. DeCosmos:
154. Are the Moose River and other streams that fall into the bay navigable for

steamers ?- At high water you mightgo up the Moose River in a steamer a certain
distan se, but it is very wide and shallow; at low water it is occasionally hard to pass in
a canoe, even where the river-bed is a mile wide.

15>. What kind of bed has it?-Flat limestone rock, often covered with gravel
and shingle.

By Mr. Royal:-
156. lias James' Bay the same bottom ?-No; it is muddy, with boulders in some

places.
157. What is the name of the Hudson's Bay Company's post at the mouth of the

Albany ?-Fort AI bany.
158. Do they communicate with York Factory?-Their com munications are prin-

cipally with Moose Factory. It is only about one hundred miles from Moose Factory
to Fort Albany. Moose is at the south end of James' Bay, and Fort Albany is 100
miles northward on the western side.

159. Do these forts communicate with York Factory ?-Very seldom; York and
Moose communicate directly with England; each has its own ship.

160. Then ships go to Moose Factory ?-Yes ; to the anchorage outside, from
five to seven miles from the factory.

161. The shores of Hudson's Bay, I suppose, are pretty mauch like the shores of
James' Bay-very shallow for a certain distance ?-On the west side the shores are
generally shallow, except far north; but the east side is deep and bild after you pass
Cape Jones going north.

By Mr. DeCosmos:-
162. Is the land fit for agriculture along the branches of the Moose River, called

the Missinaibi, Mattagami and Abbitibbi ?-A good doal of it is.
163. Towards the sources or towards the mouth ?-Not quite to the mouth;

it gets rocky about the sources; but in the intermediate country a great deal of the
land is good.

164. Do they grow wheat there ?-Wheat is said to have been grown in some
parts.

165. Barley and oats ?-Barley and oats grow well.
166. Potatoes?-Yes, potatoes grow very well; they will grow anywhere

in that region.
167. Down to the bay ?-Yes, and further north ; wherever they have been tried.
168. Are the trees coniferous towards the north ?.-Partly so; as you go north.

the trees get smaller.



169. What is the character of the timber along Moose River ?-Phe moet common
of all is the spruce ; then there are tamarac, balsam tir, pine, cedar, balsam, poplar,
aspen, white birch, ash and elm; the white cedar just reahees James' Bay and goes
no further.

170. Any maple or beech ?-There is a small species of maple called the ground
naple, but not the sugar maple.

171. No beech ?-No; there is the trembling-leafed poplar; next to that, the white
birch is the most common deciduous tree.

By 3fr. Royal :-
172. Did you meet any large bodies of Indians in that territory ?-I have seen

then at the ludson's Bay posts in considerable numbers ; they come long distances
to trade in the spring and early sunimer, but in the interior, you do not see many in
summ er.

By the Chairman:
173. What population of Indians, do you suppose, in habit the whole territory from

Nipigon to Lake St. Joseph, thence down to the mouth of the Albany ?-1 could
scarcely say; that might be ascertained though, easily enough.

By Mr. Royal:-
174 Do they al[ belong to the saine tribe ?-Yes; to the Saulteux.
175. Do they all speak the same language ?-Yes.
176. The Swampy?-No; that is searcely understood by them; whon written it

is nearly the same as the Saulteux, but the pronunciation is different. I have met
with Swampy Indians whom my Saulteux Indians could scarcely understand.

By Mr. Trow :-
177. Is there not a band of the Sioux there, in the southern portion ?-No ; there

are no Sioux at all; the whole of the Indians of that region belong to one tribe, and
all speak the saine language.

178. I have reference to the southern portion of the territory, near the height of
land; there must be Sioux in that direction-the band of Sioux that left Minnesota
after the massacre ?-We have never seen them. There are Saulteux Indians in
Minnesota; but I do not think the Sioux ever go into the eastern wooded regi.n at
all.

FRIDAY, 12th March, 1880.

Committee met at 11 o'clock; Mr. DAwsoN in the Chair.

Hon. DONALD A. SMITH, M.P., called and examined.

By the Chairman :
179. I tuppose that previous to the time of the Treaty of Utrecht, the Hudson's

Bay Company's possession was rather uncertain ?-It had been dispute1.
180 BuL subsequent to that Treaty, in the neighborhood of Hudson's Bay it

was undisputed ?-The lludson's Bay Company always held it to be so.
181. Since the Treaty of Utrecht there has been no dispute as to the possession on

the confines of the Bay ?-Not that I am aware of; never.
182. The possession of the Hudson's Bay Company originated under a charter ?-

This is the charter of the Company granted by King Charles II.
183. In 1670 ?-Yes.

By Mr. Robinson:
184. In what year was the Treaty of Utrecht ?-In 1714.

By the Chairman :
185. What terri tory do you consider the charter held by the Company extended

over and embraced ?-Al] the lands of North America, the waters of whieh empty
themselves intol Hudson's Bay and Hudson's Straits, bounded by what is usually
known as the height of land.
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186. Then, you consider the height of land or St. Lawrence watershed to be the
southern bouidary of the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-The Hudson's
Bay Company have always held it to be so. I niight say that the opinions they
have had from learned counsel confirm them in that view.

By .Mr. Trow :
187. The Hudson's Bay Company did not confine themselves to these particular

limits which you now describe ?-They did not because they held a license to trade in the
Territory beyond that as well, in what is known as the Indian country, outside of
Rupert's Land, as well as in their Territory proper, which is all that country, the
waters of which empty themselves into Hudson Bay and Hudson Straits. They had
a special lieense from the Imperial Government.

By the Chairman :
188. Might it not be well to submit that Special License; I think it is dated 1821;

it was granted when the Hudsons Bay and North West Companies coalesced.
189. You spoke about the opinions of Counsel ; I presume they were English

Counsel learned in the law. You have, I suppose, some of those opinions ?-Yes,
Lord Mansfield, Mr. Soarlett, Lord Abinger, Lord Romilly, and other most eminent
counsel were consulted by the Hudson's Bay Company. I think the inrnes of
some of them are given here (page 327, House of Commons Report, 1857.) Lord
Mansfield, Lord Romilly, Erki ie, Scarlett, Holroyd, and several others. (Opinions
produced.)

By Mr. Weldon:
190. Where are those opinions to be found ?-Some of them are here.
191. Does the case submitted by the Hudson's Bay Company accompany the

opinion ?-Yes; the case of the Company is given.
BU MNr. De Cosmos :

192. Were there not legal opinions given in England against the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-There were opinions given at the instance of the North West Company,
those of Lord Broughan, and one or two others, which were not so favorable.

193. Could vou state the names of the others ?
The Chairmnan. -They are in the Ontario documents here.

By Mr. Robinson:
194. As to the boundary?-In some cases-as to the boundary. The boundary

was held to be by those who were consulted to be the height of land.
By Mr. Trow :

195. Does Lord Brougham's opinion take in the boundary ?-I am notivery sure;
I think it does.

196. What were those opinions which were given adversely to those previous
decisions in favor of the company ?-They are to the effect that, with regard to
trade, the company could not claim an e>xclusive right to trade in the country, as
being the Government of the country, but that as to their territorial rights there
could be no question.

By the Chairman:
197. They a]l agreed that the charter was valid as to territorial rig hts ?-Yes ; and

that their riglit to exclude other traders from the country would be merely as the
proprietors, in a matter of trespass.

198. With regard to the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, I believe that
part of the condition on which it was granted was that the company should establish
colonies within the territory which it covered. I believe that in carrying out this
condition the company established a colony called the colony of Assiniboia. Is not
that the case ?-It is.

199. As to whether that colony was recognized by the Imperial Government or
not, that is an important question ?-I believe that on two occasions the Imperia!
troops were sent out to maintain order in the Territory ; is that so ?-Yes; that
colony was recognized by the Imperial Government, and Her Majesty's troops were
Sent out there. The 6th Regiment and the Canadian Rifles were there at different
times.
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By Mr. Weldon:
200. At what time was the 6thiRegiment there ?-I think in 1846, under Colonel

Crofton.
201. And the Canadian Rifles, when ?-In 1857 the Canadian Rifles were sent

there under Major Seaton, and afterwards under Captain Hibbert. The Home Gov-
ernment also assisted in forming a body of pensioners for service in Red River after
that time. Those pensioners were sent out there, and I believe some of them are,
at this moment, in the Red River country, although not employed as a force.

By Mr. De Cosmos :
202. Who paid the force ?-The Imperial Governnent paid the troops and the

company contributed to their sustenance.
203. Did the Imperial Government also contribute to the expenses of the pen-

sioners ?-Not further than their pensions.
By the Chairman :

204. The Imperial Government corresponded with the Governors and the Gov-
ernment of the new oolony of Assiniboia, I presume ?-With the Governors of the
ludson's Bay Company.

205. Had the Government of that colony Courts established and power to ad-
minister the law ; had it, for instance, the power of life and death ?-It had the
power of life and death. There was a Council of Assiniboia, and a Recorder who
was Judge-Judge Thom.

By Mr Royal:
206. He was the first Recordet ?-Yes; as I have said, the Government had power

of life and death, and one person was executed.
By Mr. De Cosmos :

207. What was the date of these appointments ?-The appointment of the first
Recorder must have been in 1838 or 1839.

• By the Chairman :
208, The colony, I believe, had clearly defined boundaries ?-It had
209. And these boundaries are given in Mr. Milis' report ?- -Yes.

By Mr. Trow :
210. I suppose the old boundaries cover the whole of Dakotah ?-A portion of

Dakotah.
211. And also Minnesota ?-Some part of Minnesota.

By Mr .DeCosmos:
212. What was theascertained boundary of the Colony of Assiniboia ?-- don't

recollect exactly. I should state that I have given no particular attention to this
subject for many years past.

Te Chairman read from the proclamation of Governor McDonell, as follows: -
" Whereas the Governor and Company of Hudson's Bay have ceded to the Right

Honorable Thomas, Earl of Selkirk, his heirs and successors, for ever, all that tract
of land or territDry, bounded by a line running as follows, viz.: Beginning on the
western shore of Lake Winnipic, at a point in fifty-two degrees and thirty minutes
north latitude; and thence running due west to Lake Winipigashish, otherwise called
Little Winnipie ; then in a southerly direction through the said lake, so as to strike
its western shore in latitude fifty-two degrees; then due west to the place where the
parallel of fifty-two degrees north latitude intersects the western branch of Red River,
otherwise called Assiniboine; then due south from that point of intersection to
the height of land which separates the waters running into Hudson's Bay from those
of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers; then in an easterly direction along the
height of land to the source of the River Winnipic (meaning by such last-named river
the principal branch of the waters which unite in the Lake Saginagas); thence along
the main stream of those waters and the middle of the several lakes through which
they pass, to the mouth of the Winnipic River; and thence in a northerly direction
through the middle of the Lake Winnipie, to the place of beginning; which territory
is called Assiniboia, and of which I, the undersigned, have been duly appointed,
Governor."
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213. Mr. Weldon.-What date was that given ?
The Chairman. -It says, "given under my hand at Fort Daer (Pembina), the

8th day of January, 1814.
By the Chairman, to witness:

214. So that the colony existed for a long time, and was recognised by the Im
perial Government as a Crown colony, in fact ? It was. The Hudson's Bay Company
had a council called the Northern Council. Their factors or officers were the Coun-
cil of Rupert's Land for all the purposes of Government. Besides having their officers
and government at Red River, the company had Sheriffs for Rupert's Land.

215. Outside of the colony ?-Yes.
216. So they had all the powers of Government ?-Yes.

By Mr. Ross :
217. Did the southern boundary of the so-called colony of Assiniboia correspond

with what was supposed to be the southern boundary of the IIudson's Bay Company's
territory ?-Yes; the height of land.

218. But the eastern boundary did not in any way correspond with what was sup-
posed to be the eastern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-It did not.

219. Then it was only the boundary of the colony on the south side that corres-
ponded with the boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company ?-Yes; the boundaries of
the colony were made simply for its convenience.

By the Chairman:
220. Another important point is this, was the height of land recognized as a

boundary by Upper Canada. Have you any documents showing that it was so recog-
nised ?-Yes, there was the Robinson treaty.

221. I believe that the Imperial Government, in proclamation& and otherwise,
recognized the validity of the Company's charter and the existence of their claims
up to the time the country passed to Canada?-Yes; on many oecasions, up to the
last moment before the transfer. At the latter time I was-acting, not as Governor of
the Hudson's Bay Company, for the Governor is the Chairman of the Company in
Eng.land, but as territorial Governor, and the then commander ofthe forces.inaisted
that I, acting as Governor of Hudson's Bay, should administer theGovernent when
the forces went in in 1870. I did, in faet, administer the-Government until Lieutenant
Governor Archibald arrived.

The Chairman:-The treaty referred to by Mr. Smith is that made by Upper
Canada with the Lake Superior Indians. It provides: " that for and in consideration
of the sum of £2,000 of good and lawful monoy of Upper Canada, to them in hand
paid, and for the further perpetual annuity of £500, the same to be paid and delivered
to the said Chiefs and their tribes at a convenient season of each summer, not later
than the first day of August, at the Honorable the Hudson's Bay Company's posts of
Michipicoten and Fort William, they, the said Chiefs and principal men, do freely,
fully and voluntarily surrender, cede, grant and convey unto Her Majesty, her heirs
and successors, for ever, all their right, title and interest in the whole of the territory
above described, save and except the reservations set forth in the schedule hereunto
annexed, which reservation shall be held and occupied bv the said Chiefs and their
tribes in comnon for the purposes of residence and cultivation. And should the said
Chiefs and their respective tribes at any time desire to dispose of any mineral or
other valuable productions upon the said reservations, the same will be, at their
request, sold by order of the Superintendent-General of the Indian Department for
the time being, for their sole use and benefit and to the best advantage."

ilere is the description of the territory: " from Batchewanaung Bay to F igeon
River, at the western extremity of said lake, and inland throughout that ext Cnt to
the height of land which separates the territory covered by the Charter of the Bonorable
the Budson's Bay Companyfrom 'the said tract and also, the isands in the said lake
within the boundaries of the British possessions. theroin, of the other part."

The Chairman, to Witness :
222. In the old descriptions which are here and in the commissions to Go7ernors,

there is a boundary line of Hudson's Bay referred to. In the descriptions of the
1-4
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boundary between lUpper and Lower Canada the line is always referred to as running
due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming, until it strikes the boundary of
Hudson's Bay. That continued for a very long period, up to 1838, to be the descrip-
tion contained in the commissions to Governors. Subsequent to 1838 the description
given is from the head of Lake Temiscaming due north, until it strikes the shoi 0 of
Hudson's Bay. The question I wisb to ask is: was the boundary line 3f fHudson's
Bay identical with the shore of Hudson's Bay, or was it not ?-Not with the shore.
It was understood that the height of land was the boundary line of Hudson's Bay, or
the ludson's Bay Company's territory. I have noticed what the Chairman has
mentioned, with respect to the change which, I think, was made when Lord Durhamn
was appointed Governor and Commissioner. I can only account for it as being a
mistake on the part of some one in one of the offices of the English Government,
who took this to be the shore of Hudson's Bay,

By Mr. Robinson :
223. But if it was a mistake it was repeated in the commissions of half a dozen

Governors ?-In those of four.
224. In the commission of Lord Gosford in .1836 or 1837, of Lord Elgin as late as

1846, and in that of Lord Durham, also, the expression " shore " was used ?-I do not
think there ever was any correspondence with the Hudson's Bay Company at home
on the subject, nor that they were aware of any cause for the change. And from that
I suppose that it occurred accidentally, the offcial not havng any knowledge
*whereby to distinguish between the boundary and the shore.

By Mr. Boss :
225. Did any dispute ever arise on account of that supposed clerical error ?-Not

that I am aware of.
By Mr. Ouimet:

226. The Hudson's Bay Company always had possession of the territory to the
height of land ?-Yes.

227. Suppose the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's territory
should be the shore of Hudson's Bay, where would be the territory; would it consist of
any land of importance ?-There really would be no territory ; there really would be
nothing worth having. The Charter says most explicitly they shall have all lands
the waters of which empty into Hudson's Bay and Hudson's Straits.

By Mr. Weldon :
228. Are those exactly the words ?-It is more general afterwards. It says all

such lands not possessed by any other Christian power which they can have access to
from those.

229. Then the question arises whether France or England was inpossession of the
land at Albany River ?-That question was supposed to have been decided by the
Treaty of Utrecht. The Hudson's Bay Company put forward their claim and it was
not questioned.

230. At the time of the Treaty of Utrecht it was surrendered to Great Britain ?
-Certain portions.

231. But previous to the ,Treaty of Ryswick those portions of the country were
given up to France ?-They were.

By Mr. Royal:
232. I suppose, under the interprotation given by the Hudson's Bay Company to

that part of their Constitution, they never considered they were linited for trading
purposes to the shores of Hudson's Bay ?-Never.

233. And particularly, they had the right to build forts and fur trading establish-
ments within the watershed of iudson's Bay ?-Yes.

231. That was never questioned ?-It was not questioned except by rival com-
panies at the time, nothing more; and the Hudson's Bay Company resisted what
they believed to be the encroachments of the North-West Company. On une
occasion they took prisoner the principal officer of the North-West Company, J. C.
McTavish.
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By Mr. DeCosmos:
235. Whore was that ?-Near Hudson's Bay, on one of the islands.
236. What part of Hudson's Bay ?-St. James' Bay.

Bt Mr. De Cosmos:
237. Who appointed the magistrates around the shores of James' Bay ?-The

Hudson's Bay Company. The chief factors of the company were already magis-
trates, ex-ofiiclo, under the charter, and tbey exercised all the powers of magistrates
under the charter, in conformity, as near as the circumstances would permit, with
the laws of England.

238. Did the Canadian Government, so far as you are aware, ever appoint any
magistrates cr other officers of Canada to perforin magisterial duties within the
territory, commencing at the northern and western boundaries of Quebec; that is
within, and west of a lino drawn from Temiscaming to James' Bay.-My own im-
presrion was that the magistrales they appointed were for that district lying outside
of Rupert's Land for all the district of Athabaska and Mackenzie River, including
what is now called British Columbia. The ludson's Bay Company's offic.,rs of a
ceertain position were appointed magistrates, for that district of country; principally
those who were magistrates under the charter for Rtupert's Land.

By Mr. Ouimet:
239. By what Government ?-By the British Government in one instance, and I

think, then, by the Governor General.
By Ir. Ross:

240. I understand you to say that the claim of the Iludson's Bay Company to the
trade of the territory lying south of Hudson's Bay was disputed by the North-West
Company ?--The North-West Company were rivals in trade of the Hudson's Bay
Company, and they certainly did trespass on many occasions within that territory,
that is, tbey committed what was considered trespass by the Hudson's Bay Company.

241. You stated they took a prisoner, Mr. McTavish ?-Yes ; the ludson's Bay
Company did.

242. In what way was the dispute settled ?-It was settled amicably. They went
on opposing each other until there was nothing left to oppose; they were completely
run down, and besides there were some very influential men in England who took
an interest in the Hudson's Bay Company, one of whom was the Right Honorable
Mr. Ellis, who had, perhaps, more influence with the British Government than any
man of that time.

243. The matter never went into Court to determine the relative jurisdiction of
the two companies ?-No.

244. Do you know of any papers in which the Hudson's Bay Company set-forth
their respective claims ?-No; nothing further than the opinions of couansel in Eng-
land, which they have kept. These opinions were adverse to the claims of the
North-West Company, which failed on every occasion to establish their case. As Mr.
Ellis afterwards stated, they had no case against the Hudson's Bay Company which
would stand good in court.

By Mr. Trow:
245. Had the North-West Company forts erected at the west end of Lake Winni-

peg prior to the surrender by the Marquis of Vaudreuil to General Amherst ?-The
North-West Company was only formed in 1783.

246. Have you any knowledge of what territory they occupied ?-I cannot say
exactly from recollection.

247. They descri be certain forts on the west end of Lake Winnipeg that were then
acknowledged to be within the territory occupied by the North-West Company ?-I
arm quite aware that the North-West Company traded within that territory until 1816.

By Mr. Royal :
248. What was the origin of the North-West Company; was it organized under a

license from the Crown in England ?-No.
249. Or under an Act of the Canadian Parlianent ?--No ; it was organized as a

Joint Stock Company.
1-4 1
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250. Under what law ?-Under Canadian law, and it was principally composed
of Canadians.

By Mr. Robinson:
251. In Montreal ?-Yes.

_By Mr. Royal:
252. Their place of business was in Montreal ?-Yes, but they had no territory

assigned to them for the exercise of their charter.
253. None whatever ?-Simply the right of trading; the privilege as a Company

of carrying on business as traders, nothing more.
By Mr. Ouinet :

254. In what year were thcy incorporated ?-In 1782-3.
By Mr. Ross :

255. You said the Hudson's Bay Company took advice of coun sel as to what their
claim was to the territory on which the North-West Company was encroaching. Is
that in print ?-It is among these papers, which are opinions of English counsel on
the case. There can be no question that, as a whole, the Nds th-West Company were
much more able traders than the Hudson's Bay Company, and ultimately compelled
the latter to combine with them and form one company. The North-West Company
went in and availed themselves of the privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company's
charter.

By Mr. Royal:
256. I understand that the North-West Company, when organized, was chiefly

composed of Free ch,that is, Canadian traders who had some years previously discovered
that part of the country, established forts there, and carried on a very good
trade with the Indians ?-Yes.

257. The French or Canadian traders organized themselves into a company and
transferred the ownership of these forts to the new company, as well as the different
staffs of officers ?-Yes; French and Scotch,

258. Do you know if there were any fur trading posts established within the limits
of the territory of ]Rnpert's Land at the time the North-West Company was
formed ?-I am not aware that there were any near to Hudson's Bay. There were
some further inland.

259. In fact there were two companies, one known as the X. Y. Company
and the other as the North-West Company ?-Yes.

260. The X.Y.company was a company which had been trading in the North-West,
but the X.Y. company and the North-West Company were in existence at the same time
and amalgamated afterwards ?-I think what was known as the X. Y. Company was
simply a co-partnery, not under any Act of Parliament or joint-stock arrangement.

2b1. After the amalgamtion of the two companies, was an Imperial Act passed to
regulate the fur trade ?-Yes.

262. Do you know if, in that Act, theliimits of the territories ceded to the Hudson's
Bay Company and the new Company, are given ?-They are spoken of; to
the best of my recollection they are mentionel as the territories of the Hludson's
Bay Company.

By Mr. Trow:
263. The Hudson's Bay Company, I suppose, took unlimited control of all

unsettled portions, under the license they had in 1821 for the united Company
from the 1mperial Government ?-They occupied all what was known as the Indian
territory outside of Rupert's Land ; it was for these territories as I mentioned before,
that magistrates were appointed by the Crown or by the Governor General. that is,
for outside territories.

By the Chairman:
264. For what cause was the Imperial Act of 1803 passed ?-It was evidently

passed to provide against certain disturbances.
265. In what part of the territory were the disturbances ?-Principally in the out-

side territory of Athabaska and the North-West generally; also, down in ther
direction of tudson's Bay, but more to the south and the west.

52
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266. On the upper sections of the Albany River, I understand, there were disturb-
ances ?-Yes; and, I believe, the reason of the passing of the Act was that the Hudson's
Bay Company being the only Governing body that had magisterial rights, their
position was rather an anomalous one with regard to others going in and oppos-
ing them. Thdrough the influence of Mr. Ellice, and others, this Act was passed,
extending the jurisdietion of the Government of Canada to that country. The
Company, otherwise, would not only have been the governing body, but the traders,
also.

By Mfr. Weldon:
267. That the reason for the passing of this Act were disturbances coinitted in

the territory would appear froin despatches between Canada and the Imperial Govern-
ment ?-It would, no doubt.

By the Chairman:
268. I believe some of the Hudson Bay Company's officers were killed about

Brunswick House previous to 1803 ?-Yes, there were several.
269. One, Mr. Courtney, I think was killed?-I do not remember the name.

By Mfr. -DeCosnos :
270. Were there disturbances at the mouth of the Kaministiquia and the East-

ern Boundary of Manitoba ?-There were disturbances subsequently within the Red
River Colony itself. There was what was known as the battle of Red River or
Seven Oaks, in which the territorial Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company was
killed with twenty-one others. Mr. Semple was the Governor.

271. That was within the present boundaries of Manitoba ?-Yes, some three or
four miles below the City of Winnipeg.

272. Could you cite documents showing that battles had occurred between parties
east of Manitoba ?

By the Chairman:
273. That is all contained in this book ?-Yes, that contains the evidence taken

before the House of Commons in 1657.
By Mr. DeCosnos:

274. Could you furnish us with a copy of that book ?-Yes.

By the Chairnan:
275. Some statements of very great importance made by Mr. Ellice are contained

in this book ?-Mr. Ellice had great influence at that time in England, being a suc-
cessful politician as well as trader; but, although he was known as the Minister
maker, he could not influence prejudicially any of the rights of the Hudson's Bay Co.
against the the opinions given by counsel and those of Ministers.

By Mfr. DeCosmos:
276. Could you inform the Committee whether there was any Act of Parliament

or Order in Council of the Imperial Government fixing the boundaries cf Assiniboine ?
-It was arranged between the ludson's Company and the Government that these
should be the boundaries, as given here ; but I am not aware there was any Act to
that effect.

277. I understand you to say Assiniboine was a Crown colony ?-Not precisely,
except as being under the authority of the Crown as delegated to the Hudson's Bay
Company.

By the Chairman:
278. It was fully recognised as-a Crown colony ?-It was recognised as a colony.

By 3r. DeCosmos:
'79. Was it created independent of the Hadson's Bay Company ?-No.

By Mr. Royal:
280. Do you know if, from reading all the documents in which the limits of the

Assiniboine Government were given, that in giving those limits attention was paid
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to the limits of the Hudson's Bay Company territory itself, or whether it was a part
of the territory that was erected into a separate Government ?-Simply a part.

281. So that the southern or eastern limits of Assiniboia might not correspond
with the southern limits of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories as ceded by the
charter ?-Not necessarily, as regards the eastern limits.

By Mr. Trow :
232. What are the circumstances that brought about the ceding of that portion of

the Assiniboine colony south of 49th parallel ; was it that the Hudson's Bay Company
abandoned their claim to that ?-Lt was because it became a portion of the United
States under treaty.

283. Then the company had no prior claim, only an imaginary one ?-It was
believed, and I think we still believe, that it ought. in justice, to be a portion
of English territory and now of Canadian territory.

By Mr. DeCosmos :
284. That is the portion south of the 49th parallel ?-Yes.
285. But, at the peace after the war between Great Britain and the United States,

when the country south passed to the United States, did that change the right of
the company to the soil under the charter of Charles Il ?-That has never been put
forward by the company. They had quite enough to look after in the portion of the
territory they still held.

By 11r. Royal :
286. Is it not a fact that the ludson's Bay Company had trading p.osts'south of

49th parallel on the Red River ?-Yes; they had trading posts south, and the North-
West Company had trading posts south of the line.

By Mr. Ouimet:
287. Will you name some of the posts ?

By Mr. Royal:
288. Fort Graham was one ?-Yes ; and Georgetown was a later fort.
289. Fort Graham, which afterwards sbecame Fort Abercrombie, was a trading

post on the Red River ?-Yes.

By the Chairman :
290. On the south coast of James Bay, how long did the company maintain

posts ?-Some 200 years.
291. And for 150 years their claim was nover disputed ?-No; not seriously.

By ftr. DeCosmos :
292. Doyou mean disputed by the Government ?-Yes; it was never disputed by

the Government.

By the Chairian:
293. Nor subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht, by France ?-No; not as regards

the confines of Jame's and Hudson's Bays.

By Mr.'Robinson :
294. Touching the question of boundaries, are not these boundaries authoritatively

set out on the maps now in possession of the Hudson's Bay Company at the different
times to which you have referred ?-The boundaries appear on maps in possession of
company, known as Arrowsmith's, and these are given as the height of land.

295. Were you examined before the Arbitrators ?-I was not.
296. Do you know whether these different maps were produced before the Arbi-

trators ?-I think they must have been, many of them. I know there were several
papers furnished by the company at the instance of the Government, and these maps
were no doubt among them.

297. Have you been much on the Coast of James' Bay ?-No.

The charter of the lon. Hudson's Bay Company and opinions of ominent
English counsel were submitted by the witness as follows:-
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ROYAL CHARTER, &c.

THE CHARTER INCORPORATING THE HUDsoN's BAY COMPANT.

Granted by Ris Majesty Kinq Charles the Second, in the 22nd Year of his Reign, A. D.
16170.

CHARLES THE SECOND, by the grace of God, King of England, Scotland, France and
Ireland, Defender of the Faitb, &c.

To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting:

WHEREAS our dear entirely beloved Cousin, Prince Rupert, Count Palatine of
the Rbine, Duke of Bavaria and Cumberland, &c.; Christopher Duke of Albermarle,
William Earl of Craven, Henry Lord Arlington, Anthony Lord Ashley, Sir John
Robinson, and Sir Robert Vyner, Knights and Beronets ; Sir Peter Colleton, Baronet ;
Sir Edward Hungerfbrd, Knight of the Bath; Sir Paul Neele, Knight; Sir John
Griffith and Sir Philip Carteret, Knights; James Hayes, John Kirk, Francis Milling-
ton, William Prettyman, John Fenn, Esquires; and John Portman, Citizen and Gold-
smith of London ; have, at their own great cost, and charges, undertaken an expedi-
tion for Hudson's Bay in the north-west part of America, for the discovery of a new
passage into the South Sea, and for the finding some trade for furs, minerals, and
other considerable commodities, and by such their undertaking have already made
such discoveries as to encourage them to proceed further in pursuance of their said
design, by means whereof there may probably arise very great advantages to us and
our kingdom.

And whereas the said undertakers, for their further encouragement in the said
design, have humbly besought us to incorporate tbem, and grant unto them and their
successors the sole trade and commerce of' all those seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes,
creeks and sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall be, that lie within the entrance
of the straits commonly called the Hudson's Straits, together with all the lands,
countries and territories upon the coasts and confines of the seas, straits, bays, lakes,
rivers, creeks and sounds aforesaid, which are not now actually possessed by any of
our subjects, or by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State.

Now know ye, that we, being desirous to promote all endeavors tending to the
public good of our people, and to encourage the said undertaking, have, of our es-
pecial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, given, granted, ratified and con-
firmed, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, do give, grant, ratify
and confirm, unto our said Cousin, Prince Rupert, Christopher Duke of Albemarle,
William Earl of Craven, Henry Lord Arlington, Anthony Lord Ashley, Sir John
Robinson, Sir Robert Vyner, Sir Peter Colleton, Sir Edward Hungerford, Sir Paul
iNeele, Sir John Griffith and Sir Philip Carteret, James Hayes, John Kirk, Francis
Millington, William Prettyman, John Fenn and John Portman, that they, and such
others as shall be admitted into the said society as is hereafter expressed, shall be
one body corporate and politic, in deed and in name, by the name of " The Governor
and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay," and them by the
name of " The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hud-
son's Bay," one body corporate and politie, in deed and in name,really and fully forever,
for us, our heirs and successors, we do make, ordain, constitute, establish, confirm and
declare by these presents, and that by the same name of Governor and Company of
Adventurers of England trading into HFudson's Bay, they shall have perpotual suc-
cession, and that they and their successors, by the name of The Governor and Com-
pany of Adventurers trading into Hudson's Bay, be, and at all times hereafter shall
be personable and capable in law to have, purchase, recoive, possess, enjoy and retain
lands, rents, privileges, liberties, jurisdictions, franchises and hereditaments, of what
kind,nature or quality so ever they be, to them and their successors; and also to give,
grant, demise, alien, assign and dispose lands, tenements, and hereditaments, and to
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do and execite all and singular other things by the same naine that to thema shall or
nay appertain to do ; and that they and their successors, by the naine of The Gov-

ernor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Iludson's Bay, may
plead and be impleaded, answer and be answered, defend and be defended, in whatso-
ever courts and places, before whatsoever ,judges and justices and other persons and
officers, in all and singular actions, pleas, suits, quarrels, causes and demands
whatsoever, of whatsoever kind, nature or sort, in such manner and form as any other
our liege people of this our realm otEngland, being persons able and capable in law,
nay or can have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, retain, give, grant, demise, alien,

assign, dispose, plead, defend and be def'ended, do, permit and execute; and that the
said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hludson's Bay,
aind their successors, may have a common seal to serve for all the causes and businesses
of then and their successors, and that it shall and may be lawful to the said Gov-
eruor and Company, and their successors, the same seal, from time to time, at their
will and pleasure, to break, change, and to makze anew or alter, as to them shall seemi
exýpedient.

And further we will. and by these presents, for us, our heirs and succes-
sors, we do ordain that there shall be f'om heceforth one of the same company
to be elected and appointed in such foim as hereafter ini these presents is
expr'essed, which shall be called the Governor of' the said Company ; and
that the said Governor and ( ompany shall or may select seven of their
number. and in such form as heireafter in these presents is expressed, which
shall be called the Committee of the said Company, which Committee of seven, or
any three of them, together with the Goverior or Deputy Goverior of the said
Company for the lime being shall have the direction of the voyages of and for the
said Company, and the provision of tlie shipping and merchandizes thereuinto belong-
ing, and aiso the sale ofall meichandizes, goods and other things returned, in al[ or
any the voyages or ships of or for the said Company, and the managing and handling
of all other business, affairs and things belonging to the said Company : And we
will, ordain and grant by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, unto the
said Governor and Company, and their successors, that they, the said Governor and
Company, and their successors, shall from henceforth for ever be ruled, ordered and
governed according to such manner and form as is hereafter in these presents
expressed, and not otherwise; and that they shall have, hold, retain and enjoy the
grants, liberties, privileges, jurisdictions . and immunities only hcreafter in
these presents granted and expiessed, and no other : And for the better
exeemion of our will and grant in this behalf we have assigned, nomi-
nated, constituted and made, and by these presents, for' us, our heirs and
successors, we do assign, constitute and make our said Cousin Prince Rupert,
to be the first and present Governor of the said Company, and to continue in
the said office from the date of these presents until the 10th November thon next
following, if he, the said Prince Rupert, shall so long live, and so until a new
Goverinor be chosen by the said Company in form hereafer expressed: And also we
have assigned, nominated and appointed, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and
successors, we do assign, nominate and constitute the said Sir John Robinson, Sir
John Vyier, Sir Peter Colleton, James Hayes, John Kirk, Francis Millington and
John Portman to be the seven first and present Committees of the said Company,
from the date of these presents until the said 10th day of November thon also next
following, and so on until new Committees shall be chosen in form hereaftetr
expressed: And fturther we will and grant by these presents, for us, our heirs and
suceessors, unto the said Governor and Company, and their suceessors, that it shall
and may be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company for the time being, or
the greater part of them pre sent at any publie assembly, commonly called the court
General, to be holden for the said Company, the Governor of the said Company being
always one, from time to time to elect, nominate and appoint one of the said Company
to be Deputy to the said Governor, which Deputy shall take a corporal oath, before
the Governor and three or more of the Committee of the said Company for the time
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being, well, truly and faithfuliy to execute his said office of Deputy to the Governor
of the said Company, and after bis oath so taken, shall and mayfrom time to time, in
the absence of the said Governor, exorcise and execute the office of Governor of the
said Company, in such sort as the said Governor ought to do : And further we will
and grant by these presents, for us, our beirs aud successors, unto the said Governor
and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay, and their
successors, that thev, or the greater part of them, whereof the Governor for the time
being or his Deputy to be one, from time to time, and at all times hereafter, shall and
may have authority and power, yearlv and every year, betwoen the first and last day
of November, to assemble and meet together in some convenient place, to be appointed
from time to time by the Governor, or in his absence by the Deputy of the said
Governor for flie time being, and that they being so assembled, it shail and may be
lawful to and for the said Governor or Deputy of the said Governor, and the said
Compauy for the time being, or the greiter part of them which then shall happen to
be present, whereof the Governor of the said Company or bis iDeputy for the time
being to be one, to elect and nominate one of the said Company, wbich shall be
Governor of the said Company for one whole year then next following, which person
being so elected and nominated to bo Governor of the said Company, as is aforesaid,
before he be admitted to the execution of the said office, shall take a corporal oath
before the last Governor, being his predecessor, or bis Deputy, and any three or more
of the Committee ofthe said Company for the time being, that he shahl from time to
time well and truly execute the office of Governor of the said Company in all things
concerning the same; and that immediately after the said oath so taken he shall and may
execute and use the said office of Governor of the said Company for one whole year
from thence next following: And in like sort we will and grant that as well every
one of the above-named to be of the said Company of fellowship, as all others bere-
after to be admitted or free of the said Company, shall take a corporal oath before
the Governor of the said Company or bis Deputy for the ti.ne being to such effect as
by the said Governor and Company or the greater part of them in any public Court
to be held for the said Company, shall be in reasonable and legal manner set down
and devi.sed, before they shal be allowed or admitted to trade or traffic as a freeman
of the said Company: And further we will and grant by these presents, for us, our
heirs and successors, unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors, that
the said Governor or beputy Governor, and the rest of the said Company, and their
successors for the time being, or the greater part of them, whereof the Governor or
Deputy Governor from time to time to be one, shall and may from time to time, and
at all times hereafter, have power and authority, yearly and every year, between
the first and last day of' November, to assemble and meet together ir. some conveni-
ent place, from time to time to be appointed by the said Governor of the said
Company, or in bis absence by bis Deputy ; and that they being so assembled, it
shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor or bis Deputy, and the Company
for the time being, or the greater part of them which then shall happen to be present,
whereof the Governor of the said Company or his Deputy for the time being to be
one, to eleet and nominate seven of the said Company, which shall be a Committee
of the said Company for one whole year from thence next ensuing, which persons
being so elected and nominated to be a Committee of the said Company as aforesaid,
before they be admitted to the execution of their office, shall take a corporal oath
before the Governor or his Deputy, and any three or more ot the said Committee of
the said Company, being their last predecessors, that they and every of them shall
well and faithfully perform their said office of Committees in all things concerning
the same, and that immediately after the said oath so taken, they shall and may
execute and use their said office of Committees of the said Company for
one whole year from thence next following: And moreover, our will
and pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors,
we do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors,
that when and as often as it shall happen, the Governor or Deputy
Governor of the said Company for the time being, at any time within one year
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after that he shall be nominated, elected and sworn to the office of the Governor of
the said Company, as is aforesaid, to die or to be removed from the said office, which
Governor or Deputy Governor not demeaning himself well in his said office WE WXLL
to be removable at the pleasure of the rest of the said Company, or the greater part
of them which shall be present at their public assemblies commonly called their
General Courts, holden for the said Company, that then and so often it shall and may
bc lawfhl to and for the residue of the said Company for the time being, or the
greater part of them, within a convenient time after the death or removing of any
such Governor or Deputy GDvernor, to assemble themselves in such convenient place
as they shall think fit, for the election of the Governor or the Deputy Governor of
the said Company ; and that the said Company, or the greater part of them, being
then and there present, shall and may, then and there, before their departure from
the said place, elect and nominate one other of the said Company to bo Governor or
Deputy Governor for the said Company in the place and stead of him that so died or
was removed; which person being so elected and nominated to the office of Governor
or Deputy Governor of the said Company, shall have and exercise the said office for
and during the residue of the next year, taking first a corporal oath, as is aforesa id,
tor the due execution thereof; and this to be done from lime to time so ofien as the
case shall so require: And also, our will and pleasure is, and by these presents for
us, our heirs and successors, WE DO GRANT unto the said Governor and Company, that
when and as often as it shall happen any person or persons of the Committee of the
said Company for the time being, at any time within one year next after that they or
any of them shall be nominated, elected and sworn to the office of Committee of the
said Company as is aforesaid, Io die or to be removed from the said office, which Com-
mittees not demeaning themselves well in their said office, we will to be removable
at the pleasure of the said Governor and Company or the greater part of them, whereof
the Governor ofthe said Company for the time being or his Deputy to be one, that
thon and so often, it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor, and the
rest ofthe Company for the time being, or the greater part of them, whereof the
Governor for the time being or his Deputy to be one, within convenient time after
the death or removing of any of the said Committee, to assemble themselves in such
convenient place as is or shall be usual and accustomed for the election of the Gover-
nor of the said Company, or where else the Governor of the said C@mpany for the
time being or his Deputy shall appoint: And that the said Governor and Company,
or the greater part of them, whereof the Governor for the time being or his Deputy
to be one, being then and there present, shall and may, then and there, before their
departure from the said place, elect and nominate one or more of the said Company
to be the Committee ofthe said Company in the place and stead of him or them tha
so died, or were or was so removed, which person or persons so nominated and
elected to the office of Committee of the said Company, shall have and exercise the
said office for and during the residue of the said year, taking first a corporal oath, as
is aforesaid, for the due execution thereof, and this to be donc from time to time, so
often as the case shall require:

And to the end the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England
trading into ludson's Bay may be encouraged to undertake and effectually to prose-
cute the said design, of our more especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion;
we have given, grauted and confirmed, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and
successors, Do give, grant and confirm, unto the said Governor and Company, and their
succemsors, the sole trade and commerce of ail these seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes,
creeks and sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall [e, that lie within the entrance
of the straits, commonly called Hudson's Straits, together with ail the lands and
territories upon the countries, coasts, and confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers,
creeks and sounds aforesaid, that are not already actually possessed by or granted to
any of our subjects, or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State,
with the fishing of ail sorts of fish, whales, sturgeons and ail other royal fishes, in the
seas, bays, inlets and rivers within the premises, and the fish therein taken, together
with the rovalty of the sea upon the coasts within the limits aforesaid, and all mines
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royal, as well discovered as not discovered, of gold, silver, gems and precions stones,
to be found or discovered within the territories, limits and places aforesaid, and that
the said land be from honceforth reckoned and reputed as one of our plantations or
colonies in America, called "I Rupert's Land."

And further we do, by these presents. for us, our heirs and successors, make,
create, and constitute the said Governor and Company for the time being, and their
successors, the true and absolute lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits
and places, and of ail other the premises, saving always the faith, allegiance and
sovereign dominion due to us, our heirs and successors, for the same to have, hold,
pDossess and enjoy the said territory, limits and places, and all and singular other thei
premises hereby granted as aforesaid, with their and every of their rights, members,
jurisdictions, prerogatives, royalties and appurtenances whatsoever, to them the said
Governor and Company, and their suceessors for ever, to be holden of us, our heirs
and successors, as of our manor at East G-reenwich, in our County of Kent, in free,
and common soccage, and not in capite or by Knight's service, yielding and payingc
yearly to us, our heirs and successors, for the same, two elks and two black beavers,
whensoever and as often as we, our heirs and successors, shall happen to enter int>
the said countries, territories and regions hereby granted.

And further, our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and
successors, we do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors.
that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company, and their
successors, from time to time, to assemble themselves, for or about any the matters,
causes, affairs, or business of the said trade, in any place or places for the same con-
venient, within our dominions or elsewhere, and there to hold Court for tho said
Company and the affairs thereof; and that also, it shall and may be lawful to and for
them, and the greater part of them, being so assembled, and that shall then and there
be present, in any such place or places, whereof the Governor or his Deputy for the
time being to be one, to make, ordain and constitute such and so many reasonable
laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances as to them, or the greater part of them,
being thon and there present, shall seem necessary and convenient for the good
government of the said Company, and of all governors of colonies, forts and planta-
tions, factors, masters, mariners and other officers employed or to be employed in any
of the territories and lands aforesaid, and in any of their voyages, and for the better
advancement and continuance of the said trade or traffic and plantations, and the
same laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances so made, to put in use and execute
accordingly, and at their pleasure to revoke and alter the same or any of them, as
the occasion shall require: And that the said Governor and Company, so often as
they shall make, ordain or establish any such laws, constitutions, orders and ordin-
ances, in such form as aforesaid shall and may lawfully impose, ordain, limit and
provide such pains, penalties and punishments upon all offenders, contrary to such
laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances, or any of them, as to the said Governor
and Company for the time being, or the greater part of them, then and there being
present, the said Governor or his Deputy being always one, shall seem necessary,
requisite or convenient for the observation of the same laws, constitutions, orders and
ordinances; and the same fines and amerciaments shall and may, by their officers and
servants from time to time to be appointed for that purpose, levy, take and have, to
the use of the said Governor and Company, and their successors, without the impedi-
ment of us, our heirs or successors, or any of the officers or ministers of us, our heirs,
or successors, and without any account therefore to us, our heirs or successors to be-
made: Ali and singular which laws, constitutions, orders, and ordinances, so as afore-
said to be made, we will to be duly observed and kept under the pains and penalties
therein to be contained; so always as the said laws, constitutions, orders and
ordinances, fines and amerciaments, be roasonable and not contrary or repugnant,
but as near as may be agreeable to the laws, statutes or customs of this our realm.

And furthermore, of our ample and abundant grace, certain knowledge and mere
motion, we have granted, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, dc.
grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors, that they and thoir
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successors, and their factors, servants and agents, for them and on their behalf, and
not otherwise, shall forever hereafter have, use and enjoy, not only the whole, entire,
and onlv trade and traffic, and the whole, entire, and only liberty, use and privilege
of trading and trafficking to and from the territory, limits and places aforesaid, but
also hie whole and entire trade and traffie to and from ail havens, bays, creeks, rivers,
lakes and seas, into which they shall find entrance or passage by water or land out
of the territories, limits and places .aforesaid ; and to and with ail the natives and

people inhabiting, or which shall inhabit within the territories, limits and places
aforesaid; aad to and with ail other nations inbabiting any the coasts adjacent to the
*said territories, limits and places which are not already possessed as aforesaid, or
whereof the sole liberty or privilege of trade and traffic is not granted to any other
of our subjects.

And ive, of our further Royal favor, and of our more especial grace, certain
knowledge and mere motion, have granted, and by these presents, for us, our heirs
and successors, do grant to the said Governor and Company, and to their successors,
Ihat neither the said territories, limits and places hereby granted as aforesaid, nor
any part thereof, nor the islands, havens, ports, cities, towns, or places thereof or
therein contained, shall be visited, frequented or haunted by any oftle subjects of
us, our heirs or successors, contrary to the true meaning of these presents, and by
virtue of our prerogative royal, which we w ill not have in that behialf argued or brought
into question : We strait'y charge, command and prohibit for us, our heirs and
>uccessors, aIl the subjects of us, our heirs and successors, of what degree or quality
soever they be, that none of' them, directly or indirectly do visit, haunt, frequent,
or trade, traffic, or adventure, by way of merchandize, into or from any of the said
territories, limits, or places hereby granted, or any or either of them, other than
the said Governor or Company, and such particular persons as now be or bereafter
shall be ofthat Company, their agents, factors and assigns, unless it be by the license
and agreement of the said Governor and Company in writing first had and obtained,
under their common scal, to be granted upon pain that every such person or persons
that shall trade or traffic into or from any of the countries, territories or limits afore-
said. other than the said Governor and Company, and their successors, shall incur
our indignation, and the forfeiture and the loss of the goods, merchandizes and
other things whatsoever, which so shall be brought into this realm of England, or
any of the dominions of the same, contrary to our said prohibition, or the purport
or true meaning of these presents, or which the said Governor and Company shal find,
take and seize in other places out of our dominion, where the said Company, their
ragents, factors or ministers shall trade, traffic or inhabit by the virtue of these our letter

patent, as also the ship and ships, with the furniture thereof, wherein such goods, mer-
chandizes and other things shall be brought and found; and one-half of all the said for-
feitures to be to us, our heirs and successors, and the other halfthereof we do, by these
presents, clearly and wholly, for us, our heirs and successors, give and grant unto
the said Governor and Company, and their successors: And further, ail and every
the said offenders, for their said contempt, to suffer such other punishment as to us,
our heirs and successors, for so high a contempt, shall seem meet and convenient,
and not be in any wise delivered until they and every of them shall become bound
unto the said Governor for the time being in the sum of one thousand pounds at the
least, at no time then after to trade or traffic into any of the said places, seas, straits,
bays, ports, havens or territories aforesaid, contrary to our express commandment in
that behalf set down and published : And further, of our more especial grace, we
have condescended and granted, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and suc-
cessors, do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their successors, that we,
our heirs and successors, will not grant liberty, license or power to any person or
persons whatsoever, contrary to the tenor of these our letters patent, to trade, traffic
or inhabit, unto or upon any of the territories, limits or places afore specified, con-
trary to the true meaning of these presents, without the consent of the said Governor
and Company, or the most part of them : And, of our more abundant grace and
favour of the said Governor and Company, we do bereby declareour will and pleasure
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to be, that if it shall so happen that any of the persons free or to be free of the said
Company of Adventurers of England trading into ludson's Bay, who shall, before
the going forth of any ship or ships appùinted for a voyage or otherwise, promise or
agree, by writing under his or their hands, to adventure any sum or suras of money
towards the furnishing any provision, or maintenance of any voyage or voyages, set
forth or to be set forth, or intended or meant to be set forth, by the said Governor
and Company, or the most part of them prescrit at any public assembly, comnonly
called their General Court, shall not, within the space of twenty days next after
warning given to him or theam by the said Goveinor or Company, or their known
officer or minister, bring in and deliver to the Treasurer or Treasurers appointed for
the Company, such sums of money as shall have been expressed and set down ia
writing by the said person or porsons, subscribed with the name of the said Adven-
tarer or Adventurers, that then and at all times after it shall and may be lawful to
and for the said Governor and Company, or the more part of them present, whereof
the said Governor or his Deputy to be one, at any of their General Courts or general
assemblies, to remove and disfranchise him or them, and every such person and
persons at their wills and pleasures, and he or they so removed and disfranchised,
not to be permitted to trade into the countries, territories, and limits aforesaid, or
any part thereof, nor to have any adventure or stock going or remaining with or
amongst the said Company, without the special license of the said Governor and
Company, or the more part of them present at any General Court, first had and
obtained in that behalf, any thing before in these presents to the contrary thereof in
any wise nothwithstanding. And our will and pleasure is, and hereby we do also
ordain, that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company,
or the greater part of them, whereof the Governor for the time being or bis Deputy
te be one, to admit into and to be of the said Company all such servants or
factors, of or for the said Company, and all sueh others as to themn or the most part
of them present, at any Court held for the said Company, the Governor or his
Deputy being one, shall be thought fit and agreeable with the orders and ordinances
made and to be made for the governmont of the said Company : And further, our
will and pleasure is, and by these presents for us, our heirs and successors, we do
grant unto the said Governor and Company, and to their successors, that it shall and
may be lawful in all elections and by-laws to be made by the General Court of the
Adventurers of the said Company, that every person shall have a number of votes
according to bis stock, that is say, for every bundred pounds by him subscribed or
brought into the present stock, one vote, and that any of those that have subscribcd
less than one hundred pounds, may join their respective sums to make up one
hundred pounds, and have one vote jointly for the same, and not otherwise: And
farther, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, we do, for us,
our beirs and successors, grant to and with the said Governor and Company of
Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay, that all lands, islands, territories,
plantations, forts, fortifications, factories or colonies, where the said Conpany's
factories and trade are or shall be, within any of the ports or places afore limited,
shall be immediately and from henceforth under the power and comnand of the said
Governor and Company, their successors and assigns; saving the faith and allegi-
ance due to be performed to us, our heirs and successors, as aforesaid; and that the
said Governor and Company shall have liberty, full power and authority to appoint
and establish Governors and all other officers to govern them, and that the Governor
and his Council of the several and respective places where the said Company shall
have plantations, forts, factories, colonies or places of trade within any of the
countries, lands, or territories hereby granted, may have power to judge all persons
belonging to the said Governor and Company, or that shall live under them, in all
causes, whether civil or criminal, according to the laws of the kingdom, and to
execute justice accordingly ; aDd in case any crime or misdemeanor shall be com-
mitted in any of the said Company's plantations, forts, factories, or places of trade
within the limita aforesaid, where judicature cannot he executed for want of a
Governor and Council there, then in such case it shall and may be lawful for the chief
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factor of that place and bis Council to transmit the party, together with the offence, to
such other plan tation,factory or fort where there shall be a Governor and Couneil, where
justice may be executed, or into this Kingdom of England, as shall be thought most
convenient, there to receive such punishmentas the nature of bis offence shall doserve:
ArAd moreover, our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and suc-
cossors, we do give and grant unto the said Governor and Company, and their succos-
sors, frce liberty and license, in case the conceive it necessary, to send either ships of
war, mon or ammunition into any of their plantations, forts, factories, or places of
trade aforesaid, for the security and defence of the same, and to choose commanders
and officers over them, and to give them power and authority, by commission under
theIr common seal, or otherwise, to continue to make peace or war with any prince
oYr people whatsoever, that are not Christians, in any place where the said Company
shall have any plantations, forts or factories, or adjacent thereto, and shall be most
for the advantage and benefit of the said Governor and Company and of their trade;
and also to right and recompense themselves upon the goods, estates, or people of
those parts, by whom the said Governor and Company shall sustain any injury, loss
or damage, or upon any other people whatsoever, that shall in any way, contrary to
the intent of these presents, interrupt, wrong or injure them in their trade, within
the said places, territories and limits granted by this Charter: And that it shall and
nay be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company, and their successors from
lime to time, and at all times from henceforth, to erect and build such castles, fortifi-
cations, forts, garrisons, colonies or plantations, towns or villages, in any parts or
places within the limits and bounds granted before in these presents unto the said Gover-
nor and Company, as they in their discretion shall think fit and requisite, and for the
supply of such as shall be needful and convenient to keep and be in the same, to send
out of this kingdom to the said castles, forts, fortifications, garrisons, colonies, plan-
tations, towns or villages, all kinds of clothing, provisions or victuals, ammunition
and implements necessary for such purpose, paying the duties and customs for the
same, as also to transport and carry over such number of men being willing there-
un to, or not prohibited, as they shall think fit, and also to govern them in such legal
and reasonable manner as the said Governor and Company shall think best, and to
inflict punishment for misdemeanors, or impose such fines upon them for breach
of their orders as in these presents are formally expressed: And further, our will and
pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, we do grant unto
the said Governor and Company, and to their successors, full power and lawful
authority to seize upon the persons of all such English, or any other our subjects,
which shall sail into Hudson's Bay, or inhabit in any of the countries, islands or ter-
ritories hereby granted to the said Governor and Company, without their leave and
license, and in that behalf first had and obtained, or that shall contemn and disobey
their orders, and send them to England; and that all and every person or persons,
being our subjects, any ways employed by the said Governor and Company, within
any the parts, places and limits aforesaid, shall be liable unto and suffer such punish-
ment for any offences by them committed in the parts aforesaid, as the President and
Council for the said Governor and Company thero shall think fit, and the merit of the
offence shall require, as aforesaid ; and in case any person or persons being con-
victed and sentenced by the President and Council of the said Governor and Com-
pany, in the countries, lands or limits aforesaid, their factors or agents there, for
any offence by them done, shall appeal frorn the same, that then and in such case it
shall and may be lawful to and for the said President and Council, factors or agents,
to seize upon him or them, and to carry him or them home prisoners into England,
to the said Governor 4nd Company, there to receive such condign punishment as his
easc shal require, and the law of this nation allow of; and for the better discovery
of abuses and injuries to be done unto the said Governor and Company, or their suc-
cessors, by any servant by them to be employed in the said voyages and plantations,
it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor and Company, and their res-
pective Presideut, Chief Agent or Governor in the parts aforesaid, to examine upon
oath all factors, masters, pursers, supercargoes, commanders of castles, forts, fortifi-
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cations, plantations or colonies, or other persons, touching or concerning any matter
or thing in which by law or usage an oatâ may be ad ministered, so as the said oath,
and the matter therein contained be not repugnant, but agreeable to the laws of this
realm : And we do hereby straightly charge and command all and singular our
Admirals, Vice-Admirals, Justices, Mayors, Sheriffs, Constables, Bailiffs, and all and
singular other our officers, ministers, liege men and subjects whatsoever to be aiding,
favoring, helping and assisting to the said Governor and Company, and to their suc-
cessors, and their deputies, officers, factors, servants, assigns and ministers, and every
of them, in executing and enjoying the premises, as well on land as on sea, from time
to time, when any of you shall thereunto be required ; any statute, act, ordinance,
proviso, proclamation or restraint heretofore had, made, set forth, ordained or pro-
vided, or any other matter, cause or thing whatsocver to the contrary in anywise
notwithstanding.

In witness whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent.
Witness oarselves at Winchester, the second day of May, in the two-and-twentieth

year of our r'eign.
By Writ of the Privy Seal.

PIGOTT.

JOINT OPiNION OF TIE ATTORNEY AND SOLICITOR-GENEiAL, SIR
DUDLEY RYDER ANI) SIR WILLIAM MURRAY, ON THE HIUDSON'S
BAY COUPANY'S CHARTER, 1748.

To the Right Honorable the Lords of a Cominittee of His Majesty's Most Honorable
Privy Council.

May it please your Lordships:-

In humble obedience to Your Lordships' Order in Council of the 4th of February
last, representing that by an Order in Council, bearing date the 26th day of January
last, there was referred to Your Lordships the humble petition of Arthur Dobbs,
Esq,, and the rest of the Committee appointed by the subscribers for finding out a
passage to the Western and Southern Ocean of America for themselves and the other
adventurers, and that Your Lordships have taken the said petition into consideration,
were pleased to refer the same to us to consider thereof, and to report our opinion
thereupon to Your Lordships.

Which petition sets forth that the petitioners in the year 1746 did at their own
costs and charges fit out two ships upon an expedition in search of the north-west
passage to the Western and Southern Ocean of America, in order to extend the trade
and increase the wealth and power of Great Britain by finding out new countries
and nations to trade with, as well in the great north-western continent of America,
beyond Hudson's Bay, as in countries still further distant and hitherto unknown to
the Europeans, and also to many large and populous islands in that gre-t western
ocean.

That the petitioners, by means of the said expedition, have made several dis-
coveries of bays, inlets and coasts, before unknown, and have a reasonable prospect
of finding a passage to the Southern Ocean by sca, although the discovery may not
be perfected without repeated trials, upon account of the difficulties and dangers of
searching different unknown inlets and straits, and sailing through new seas, and
of procuring men of resolution, capacity and integrity to pursue it effectually.

That the petitioners find that the reward of £20,000 given by Parliament is not
adequate to the expense the adventurers must be at to perfect the discovery, they
having already expended above half that sum in their late expedition.

That the petitioners find that upon a former attempt lis Majesty's predecessor,
King Charles the Second, as a suitable encouragement granted a Royal Charter to
the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to lludson's Bay,
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making them a body corporate forever, upon their petition setting forth that they
had, at their own proper costs and charges, made an expedition to discover a new
passage into the South Sea, and for finding some trade offurs, mines, and other com-
modities, and gave them the sole property of all the lands they should discover,
together with an exclusive trade to all the countries within Hudson's Straits not
in possession of any of his subjects, or of any cther Christian power, with the royal-
ties of mines, minerals, gems and royal fish, to enable them to find ont the passage,
extend the trade, and to plant the countries they should discover, paying two elks
and two black beavers whenever and as often as H-lis Majesty and bis successors
should enter their territories, granting to them the greatest privileges as lords pro-
prietors, saving only their faith and allegiance to the Crown of Great Britain.

The petitioners beg leave to observe that the said Conpany bave not since effec-
tnally or in earnest searched for the said passage, but bave rather endeavored to con-
ceal the same and to obstruct the discovery thereof by others; nor have they made
any new discovery either upon the coast or in the inland countries adjoining to
Hudson's Bay since the grant of their charter, nor have they taken possession of or
occupied any of the lands granted to them, or extended their trade into the inland
parts of the adjoining continent, nor made any plantations or settlements except four
factories and one small trading bouse, in all which they have maintained in time of
peace about one hundred and twenty persons, servants to the Company, nor have
they allowed any other of His Majesty's subjects to plant, settle, or trade in any of
the countries adjoining to the Bay, granted to them by their charter, yet have con-
nived at or allowed the French to encroach, settle, and trade within their limits on
the south side of the Bay, to the great detriment and loss of Great Britain.

That the petitioners being desirous to pursue the discovery of the passage to the
Southern Ocean of America by land or by water, will engage not only to prosecute
the same until it be thoroughy discovered as far as practicable, but also to settle and
improve the land in all the countries on that northern continent, by making alliances
with and civilizing the natives, and incorporating with them, and by that means lay
a foundation for their becoming Christians and industrious subjects of Ris Majesty,
and.also extend the British trade into the heart of that northern continent around
the Bay, and into such countries as they may discover beyond it in the Western Ocean,
and to use their utmost endeavours to prevent the French encroachments upon the
British rights and trade in that continent.

In order, therefore, to enable the petitioners to prosecute and bring to perfection
so valuable a discovery, and to civilize the natives and settle the lands without loss of
time, and that the trade and settlement of such extensive countries may not be longer
delayed or perhaps for ever lost to His Majesty and his successors by the encroach-
ments of the French.

The petitioners most humbly pray that bis Majesty would be graciously pleased
to incorporate the petitioners and the other subscribers for finding out the said
passage, or such of them and such other persons as they shall engage in the said
undertaking, and ibeir successors for ever, and grant to them the property of all the
lands they shall discover, settie and plant in a limited time in the northern continent
of America, adjoining to Hudson's Bay and Straits, not already occupied and
settled by the present Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay, with the
like privileges and royalties as were granted to the said Company, and that His
Majesty would be pleased to grant unto the petitioners (during the infancy of their
settlements), an exclusive trade, for such a term of years as may be granted to dis-
coverers of new arts and trade, to all such countries into which they shall extend
their trade by land or by water, not already granted by Act of Parliament to other
companies, reserving to the present Company of Adventurers trading tol Hudson's
Bay all the forts, factories and settlements, they at present occupy and possess, with
a reasonable district round each of their possessions and factories; or that his Majesty
would be pleased to grant the petitioners such other relief and encouragement as to
Ris Majesty in his great wisdom should seem meet.
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We have taken the same into consideration, and have been atterded by counsel
both in behalf of the petitioners and the Hudon's Bay Company, who o>pose the
petition as it interferes with their Charter.

The petitioners insisted on two general things; that the Company's Charter was
either void in its original creation, or became forfeited by the Company's conduct
under it.

That the petitioners have by their late attempts to discover the North-West
Passage and Navigation in those parts merited the favour petitioned for.

As to the first, the petitioners endeavoured to show, that thegrant of the country
and territories included in the Company's Charter was void for the uncertainty of its
extent, being bounded by no limits of mountains, rivers, seas, latitude or longtitude,
and that the grant of the exclusive trade within sueh limits as there were, was a
monopoly, and void on that account.

With respect to both these, considering how long the Company have enjoyed and
acted under this charter without interruption or encroachnent, we cannot think it
advisable for his Majesty to make any express or impliedI dec-laration against the
validity of it, tilt there has been some judgment of a Court of Justice to warrant itl;
and the rather because if the Charter is void in cither respect, there is nothing to
hinder the petitioners from exercising the same trade which the Company riow
carries on; and the petitioners' own grant, if obtained, will itself be liable in a great
degree to the same objection.

As to the supposed forfeiture of the Company's Charter by non-user or abuser,
the charge upon that head is of several sorts ; viz,: That they have not discovered
nor sufficiently attempted to discover the North-West Passage into the South Seas
or Western Ocean.

That they have not extended their settlements through the li mits of their Charter.
That they have designedly confined their trade to a very narrow compass, and

have for that-purpose abused the Indians, neglected their own Forts, ill-treated their
own servants, and encouraged the French.

But on consideration of all the evidence laid before us, by many affidavits on
both sides (herewith enclosed), we think these charges are either not sufficiently
supported in point offact, or in a great measure accounted for from the nature or
circumstances of the case.

As to the petitioners' merit, it consists in the late attempts made to discover the
same passage, which, however, as yet unsuccessful in the main point, may probably
be of use hereafter in that discovery, if it should ever be made, or in opening some
trade or other, if any should hereafter be found practicable; and have certainly lost
the petitioners considerable sums of money.

But as the grant proposed is not necessary in order to prosecute any future
attempt of the like kind, and the Charter of the Hudson's Bay Company does not
prohibit the petitioners fron the use of any of the ports, rivers, or seas included in
their Charter, or deprive then of the protection of the present settlements there, we
humbly submit to your Lordships' consideration whether it will be proper at present
to grant a Charter to the petitioners, which must niecess-arily break in upon that of
the iHudson's Bay Company, and may occasion grcat confusion by the interfering
interest of two companies setting up the saine trade against each other in the same
parts and under like exclusive Charters. All which is humbly submitted to your
Lordships's consideration.

D. IRYDER,
August 10th, 17t8. W. MURRAY.
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LEGAL OPINIONS ON THE HUDSON'S BAY CONPANY'S CHARTER.

OPINION OF SIR D, RYDER AND SIR W. MURRAY, 1748.

JOINT OPINION of the Altorney and Solicitor-General, SIR DUDLEY RYDEa and SIR.
W1LL1AM MURBAY, on a Petition which had been referred to the Privy Counci,
praying that the Petitioner might be incorporated, and that the Crown would grant
to them the Property of all the lands they should discover, settle, and plant in
North Anerica, adjoining to ffudson's Bay, not already occupied and settled by the
Iudson's Bay Company, with the like Privileges and Royalties as were granted to
that Company, with the Right of exclusive Trade. 1748.

* * * We have taken the same (petition) into consideration, and bave been
attended by counsel both on behalf of the petitioners and the Hudson's Bay Company,
who opposed the petition as it interferes with their Charter. The petitioners insisted
on two general things: that the Company's Charter was either void in its original
creation, or became forfeited by the Company's conduct under it; that the petitioners
have, by their late attempts to discover the North-West passage and navigation in
those parts, merited the favour petitioned for.

As to the first, the petitioners endeavoured to show tlut the grant of the country
and territories included in the Company's Charter was void for the uncertainty of its
extent, being bounded by no limits of mountains, rivers, seas, latitude or longitude;
and that the grant of the exclusive trade within such limits as these were, was a
monopoly, and void on that account. With respect to both these, considering how
long the Company have enjoyed and acted under this Charter without interruption or
encroachment, we cannot think it advisable for his Majesty to make any express or
implied declaration against the validity of it until there has been some judgment of
a Court of Justice to warrant it; and the rather because, if the Charter is void in
either respect, thei e is nothing to hinder the petitioners from exercising the same
trade which the Company now carries on. And the petitioners' own grant, if
obtained, will itself be liable in a great degree to the same objection. As to the sup-
posed forfeiture of the Company's Charter by non-user or abuser, the charge upon
that head is of severil sorts, viz., that they have not discovered, nor sufBciently
attempted to discover, the north-west passage into the South Seas or Western Ocean;
that they have not extended their settlements through the limits of their Charter;
that they have designedly confined their trade to a very narrow co.mpass, and have
for that purpose abused the Indians. neglected their own forts, ill-treated their own
servants, and encouraged the French.

But in consideration of all the evidence laid before us by many affidavits on both
sides (herewith enclosed), we think these charges are either not sufficiently supported
in point of fact, or in a great measure accounted for from the nature and circumstances
of the case. As to the petitioners' merit, it consists in the late attempts made to dis-
cover the same passage, which, however, as yet unsuccessful in the main point, may
probably be of use hereafter in that discovery, if it should ever be made, or in opening
some trade or other if any should hereafter be found practicable, and have certainly
cost the petitioners considerable sums of money. But, as the grant proposed is not
necessary in order to prosecute any further attempt of the like kind, and the Charter
of the Hudson's Bay Company does not prohibit the petitioners from the use of any
of the ports, rivers, or seas included in their Charter, or deprive them of the protec-
tion of their present settlements there, we humbly submt to your Lordships' consi-
deration whether it will be proper at present to grant a Charter to the petitioners,
which must necessarily break in upon that of the Hudson's Bay Company, and may
occasion great confusion by the interfering interests of two Companies setting up the
same trade against each other in the same parts under the like exclusive Charters.

All wrhich is humbly submitted to youir Lordships' consideration'.

D. RYDER,
August 10th, 1748. W. Mut.Ay.
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COPY, FURTIIER QUERIES AND OPINIONS OF Ma. H1OLROYI).

Queries.

1. Whether any objection can be made to the grant of the soil contained in tie
Charter, and whether the grant will inclde all the country, the waters of whieh rua
into Il udson's Bay, as ascertained by geographical observations?

Opinion.

To Ist. I am not aware of any objection that appears to me to be a valid one to
the grant of the soil contained in the Charter. i think the grant will include all the
countries, the waters of which run into Iudson's Bay, as ascertained by geographical
observation, that were notat the time of the Charter actually possessed by the subjects
:any foreign prince, and whieh have not been possessed of any foreign trade previous to
actual or virtual possession thereof being taken under the Charter, or by, or on behalf

,of the Crown of England.
2nd. Whether as proprietors of the soil, the Company may exclude all other per-

sons from residing therein, and dispossess the Canadian traders of the posis already
occupied by them and used for the purposes of trade with the native Indians.

3rd. Though the Company may not be entitled to prevent other persons from
using the navigation of Hudson's Bay, or of navigable rivers within their terri-
tories, are they entitled to prevent all persons from landing upon the shores of the
bay, or the banks of the rivers, arid in those places where the navigation of a river is-
interrupted by falls; may the cornipany prevent any person from passing over their
land for Lhe puspose of transporting himself and his merchandise to another point,
where the river may again become navigable.

To 2nd and 3rd. I think that as proprietors of the soil of the Company may not
exclude all other persons from residing thereon, and dispossess the Canadian traders
of the posts occupied by them, and used for the purposes of trade with the native
Indians, notwithstanding the grant of a sale trade and the consideration mentioned
in the Charter for the same, and though such a grant for such consideration may
formerly have been thought good, yet, I am inclined to think that all the King's
subjects have a right there, and that the grant of an exclusive trade is in that respect
void. See Skin., 334, 361. It appears to me, too, that the grant of the territory must
be taken subjéct to the rights of the King's subjects to go into that country to trade
there, and to their rights of passing and repassing through the country for that pur-
pose, and doing what is necessary for the enjoyment of their rights of trade in like
manner as they would be entitled to it if the soil had remained the King's, and the grant
had not been made. Though these may be regulated in a reasonable manner by
the King or his grantees of the territory and soil, yet I am inclined to think the King's
subjeets cannot by law be deprived of their riglits of trading there, and incidentally
of doing what is necessary and reasonable for that purpose. I am inclined to think
therefore that the King's subjects have, as necessarily to their right of traie, a right
to pass and cross along the navigable rivers, and in those places were the navigation
is interrupted by falls, to pass over the the Company's land in a proper course for the
purpose of transporting themselves and their merchandise to another point where the
river may again become navigable. I think therefore that the Conpany have no
right to prevent the Canadian traders from doing these things. or from landing on the
banks of the bays or the shores of the rivers.

4th. Whether the Company by virtue of their right of property may prevent
the Canadian tradersfrom passing through their territories to arrive at Athabaska, or
other countries not included in the Charter, or will the use which these traders have
enjoyed for nearly forty years of travelling through the Company's territories entitle
them to its continuance. You will observe that it is impossible foi' the Canadian
traders to traverse the company's territories without cutting wood or using the water
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found in the course of their journey and pitching their tents upon the Company's
lands, and on this head you will furtiher please to say whether there are rights which
the Canadian traders can acquire by any, and what length of possession ?

To 4th.-I think that the Company have not any right by law to prevent this.
In the infancy of a country, ail these things may be necessary to be donc in order to,
exercise the right of trade, and so long as they are necessary, and with-
out which the country cannot be traversed for the purposes of trade, so long as
the right to do these things arc, as it seems to me, upon the principles of reason and.
law and from necessity increased to the right of trado, without which it cannot exist.
I am inclined to think, therefore, that until these conveniences are otherwise provided,
can be otherwise had, traders may, in traversing the Company's territories, provide
themselves in a reasonable manner with what is necessary for fire, water and tempor-
porary habitation, though this be done upon and from lands granted to or appropri-
ated to other purposes. Twenty years exclusive enjoyment will give, I think, a right
of possession, from which the party cannot be removed by ejectment or otherwise
than by a real action, and 60 years like enjoyment of any lands or tenements will
give, I think, a complete titie against the Company. No action will, however, lie in
the courts of law in England to recover lands or tenements abroad, or for trespass.
committed upon them. See 4 Term, Rep. 503.

5. Supposing the Company entitled to dispossess the Canadian traders and to
maintain an exclusive right to trade within their territories, what stops do you advise
as the best to be purchased for making the right effectual ?

To 5th. Supposing the Company wore so entitled, this is a query embracing
considerations of prudence, policy and discretion, and which must depend, in every
instance, upon the circumstances attending it and connected with it, which I, there-
fbre, cannot take upon me to answer further than that an application may be
advisable to the King's Ministers upon the subject, or to the King in Council in
whom the original jurisdiction as to the boundaries of our Provinces in America is
said to be rested. See 1, Vez 4, 44.

6. Does it appear to you that the civil and criminal jurisdiction granted to the
Company, is valid?

To 6th. It appears to me that the civil and criminal jurisdiction granted to the
Company is valid, but 1 am not so clear in this as to advise it being carried into
execution in any case of life or limb, without the express authority of the Crown in
the particular instance or more explicit powers by Charter.

7. If valid, how is it to be exercised ? May the Company erect Courts of Justice
or authorize any person or persons to administer the laws of England as they might
be admrinistered in England?

To 7th. I think it can only be exercised by the Governor and his Council. The
Company annot, I think, erect Courts of Justice or authorize any person or persons
to administer the laws of England as they might bc administered in England.

8. May the Company appoint a Sheriff to execute the judgment of their Court
and to do the duty of a Sheriff as performed in England ?

To 8th. I incline to think that the Governor and his ,Council, who have the
power ofjudicature, may as incident to that power, appoint such an officer, who, in
similar cases is, I bclieve, usually called the Provost Marshall. See 4, Meod., 222.

9. May such gheriff, in case of resistance to his authority, cal out the popu-
lation to his assistance, and may the Company put arms in the hands of their
servants and those who live under them, as well as for their defence against attack
as to assist in enforcing the judgments of their Courts ?

To 9th. I incline to think that ail this may lawfully be done.
10. Supposing the Company to bold Courts of Justice, who will be subject to

their jurisdiction, will it be only their own servants and persons residing within
their territories by their permission, or will these words of the Charter, viz.: those
that live under them-include Canadian traders who have established themselves
intrusively on the lands of the Company, and who dispute their rights ?
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To 10th. I think that all thnse persons including the Canadian traders will be
eubject to the jurisdiction of the Governor in Council.

11. Supposing these traders wero to resist the Sheriff in the execution of a
marrant and death should ensue, would the servants of the Company or others acting
in support of the warrant bo responsible for the consequencesand in like manner
would the servants of the Company be responsible for the consequences of a forcible
resistance against an attempt of the Canadian traders to trespass on the Company's
territories.

To 1lth. I am inclined to think that the servants of the Company or others acting
in support of the warrant, supposing it to be made out in proper form, would be
equally protected fron the consequences of the execution of the warrant with persons
executing on similar civil or ciiminal warrant in England. The servants of the
Company may resist with force, not directly tending to the loss of life or limb, any
illegal attempt of the Canadian traders to trespass upon the Company's property,
but a ran's house, which is his castle, ho may defend, even with the direct destruction
of life if he cannot otherwise defend his possession of it, but not to that extent with
respect to lands or other property, as to which he must appeal to the laws in pre-
ference to taking away life for its protection.

11. Supposing that in the course of such resistance or trespass on the part
of the Canadian traders, any of them should be guilty of crime or misdemeanor,
wculd the Company be justified in terms of a clause in their Charter above cited, in
transmitting the party or parties to England, and could the case there be brought to
trial so as to subject the offenders to the punishment prescribed by law for the same
offence in England.

To 12th. I think the Company would not be justified in sending the parties to
Tngland in this case, unless in cases where a party is authorized by an Act of Par-
liament to Le seized and sent to England for trial. The cause of seizure of the persons
and sending them to England in the Charter is, I think, invalid.

13. Seeing the territories within which criminal jurisdiction is given by the 43rd
Geo III, c. 138, to the Courts of Lower and Upper Canada, are " the Indian Terri-
tories or parts of America not within the limits of either the said Provinces," can
this Act be stated to give to these Courts jurisdiction within the territories of the
Eludson's Bay Company ?

To 13th. I am inclined to think that this Act does not extend to give to these
Courts jurisdiction over the territories belonging to : nd in the possession of the
fludson's Bay Company. It extends, I think, only to the Indian Territories, not to
those belonging to England or held of its Crown.

14. If the Company were to erect Courts for the punishment of crimes, or if they
-were to send home offenders to England to be tried, would the criminal jurisdiction
given to the Courts of Lower and Upper Canada by the 43rd Geo. 3rd, c. 138 (sup-
posing it to extend to their territories) be thereby supeseded ?

To 14th. Supposing the criminal jurisdiction given by Act of Parliamont to the
Courts of Upper and Lower Canada, to extend to these territories of the Hudson's
Bay Company, I think that it would not be superseded by any Act that the Hudson's
-Bay Company might do.

15. There are partners of the North.West Company resident in London, who
toncur in sending persons fron Canada into the Company's territory, for the purpose
of trade. Does it appear to you that the Company eau bring and maintain a special
action of damages on the case in England against such partners of the North-West
Company resident in London ?

To 15th. I think that no such action is maintainable against them in England for
any of the acts above alluded to in the case.

16. What would be the effect in such an action if it could be established that the
traders employed by the North-West Company, not content with a fair participation
in the trade, are in the practice of maltreating the native Indians to deter them from.
<dealing with the Hudson's Bay Company, and likewise of using violence and threats
to intimidate the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company from prosecuting their trade?
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To 16th. If the action was maintainable against the above partners, these cir-
-cum.lances would, I think, increase the damages.

17. Nothing is said in the Charter in regard to the amount of the capital of the
Company, or the manner ofraising it. But in the year 1700 the original stock of
the Company subscribed at the date of its Charter, was trebled out ofthe profits by
adding the amount of the latter to the former, without dividing them. In the year
1720 it was again trebled, and a further subscription was opened, but it does not ap-
pear that subscriptions were received from any persons excepting proprietors of
stock, who were allowed to subscribe in proportion to their stock.

It is now proposel to raise a further capital, for which purpose two modes bave
been suggested :-

Firstly : To offer to each proprietor who may be inclined to subscribe permis-
sion so to do in a given proportion to his existing stock, subject to the condition of'
his declaring his acceptance of this offer within a limited time, and in case of his
failure or refusal to accept such offer. then his share ofthe new stock to be offered
to the other stockholders, and in case of their failure or refusal to accept it, then such
share of the new stock to be offered to public sale to the highest bidder.

Secondly : It has been proposed to make a call on the present stockholders, pro
rata of their stock, with a declaration that, if they do not satisfy the call, their stock
will be forleited.

You are requested to say whether either mode is within the powers given to the
Company by their Charter?

The first of these modes is, I think, within the powers given to the Company by
their Charter, but not the-2nd.

(Signed), G. S. HOLROYD,

Weymouth, 1st October, 1812.

COPY, QUERIES AND OPINIONS OF MR. CRUISE.

1. Does the right of the Company to tho property of the soil appear to be opelb
to any material objection ?

Some very difficult points arise in this case, which have not been discussed im
modern times, lst, as to the validity of the exclusive rght of trading and tishing,
granted by the Charter. In the case of the East India Company v. Sandys, which
arose in 32, Charles II, reported by Skinner 132, and Shower v 2, 366, but more fully
in the State trials v. 7, 494, where the East India Company brought an action on the
case against Mr. Sandys, for invading their rights under several Charters to the sole
and exclusive trade to the East Indies. It was held by the Court of K. B., after great
consideration, that the East India Company had an exclusive right, by their Charter,
to the trade of the East Indies, and judgment was given for them. Lord ChiefJustice
Jeffries gave his opinion at great length, and stated that, though by the law of Eng-
land monopolies were probibited, yet societies to trade such as the pets to certain
places was exclusive of others, were no morîopolies, but were allowed to be erected
here, and were strengthened by usage and practice in all times.

The period when this judgment was given and the characters and principles of
the judges who gave it, are circumstances which do not add to its authority. But in
the case of Nightingale v. Bridges, reported by Shower, v. 1, 135, which arose in 2nd
William and Mary, a time when the prerogative hid suffered a considerable diminu-
tion, and Lord Holt was Chief Justice, the Court of K. B. did not deny the validity
of the judgment in the case of the East india Company v. Sandys, though they held
that a clause in the Charter of the Royal African Company, by which certain regions
in Africa were granted to them for 1,000 years, prohibiting other persons to trade
within their limits, under pain of imprisonment and forfeiture of their ships and
goods, and giving power to enter into and search and seize* their ships and goods,
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was void, because the King could not, by letters patent, croate a forfiture of or any
way by his own act confiscate a subject's property. Although the decision in the case
of the East India Company v. Sandys does not appear to have ever boen directly
contradicted, yet I apprehend that the doctrine thon established is not now considered
as law. Lord C. B. Comyns appears to have doubted it, Digest Tit. Trade, D 1, and
it is said in Bacon's Ab. Tit. Merchant, that nothing can exclude the subjot from
trade but an Act of Parliament.

As to the exclusive right of fishing, it has been long settled (vide Warren v.
Matthews, 6 Mod. Rep. 73) that the King's grant of an exclusive fishery in the sea
or in rivers where the tide flows and ebbs, only extends to royal fish, namiely, whale
and sturgeon, and does not exclude any British subject from taking ail other kinds of
fish.

There is, bowever, a very important difference between the Charters upon which
the case of the East India Company v. Sandys arose, and the Charter of the Hudson's
Bay Company. In the former, only an exclusive right to trade was given, whereas,
in the latter, the Company are made proprietors of the soil, to hold to them and their
successors forever, of the Crown in fee and common socage. This places the Governor
and Company in a very different situation from that in which the East India Company
stood.

I am, therefore, of opinion, 1st. That no objection cani be made to the grant of
the soit contained in the Charter; and that as proprietors of the soil they may
exclude all persons from entering their territories and trading therein. The right of
flishing in the rivers where the tide does not flow, also belongs to the Company, as
proprietors of the banks, and they may in that character prevent those who fish in
the sea or in the mouths of the rivers from landing their fish. Ipswich v. Brown,
Sar. 11, 14.

2.- Witt that right be held to include ail the country, the waters of which run
into Hudson's Bay ?

The description of the lands granted is, by reference to the grant of an exclusive
trade, where the words aie "Ail those seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes, creeks,
sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall >e, within the ertrance of the straits
commoily called iudson's Straits, together with ail the lands and torritories upon
the countries, coasts, and confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers, creeks and sounds
aforesaid."

The objection to this desciption is that it is too general, there being no boundaries
mentioned. But I apprehend that as the Charter is granted by the King's especial
grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, it would be construed liberally, and in favor
of the grantees vide Bacon's AI., vol. 5, 603, 8vo. edition, and that therefore the opinion
of the geographers would be adopted, namely, that ail the countries lying upon the-
waters which run into Hudson's Bay are included within the Charter for therein it
will be ineffectual.

3. Are the Company as proprietors of the soit entitled to prevent the British
subjects from building and occupying bouse, cutting wood and doing other acts of
property ?

The Hudson's Bay Company as propietors of the soil are clearly entitled to
exclude ail persons as well British subjects as foreigners from occupying any part of
their land.

4. Are they entitled to dispossess the Canadian traders of the posts already occu-
pied by them intrusively without legal title?

They may certainly dispossess the Canadian traders by legal process of the postg
occupied by them, and may pull clown any buildings erected by them.

5. In this case, what are the legal stops necessary for carrying into effect the
rights of the Company, vide answer to Query 9.

Supposing that those clauses of the Charter by which the exclusive navigation
of the Hudson's Bay, and the exclusive trade of the adjacent country, is granted to
the Company, should be found of no avail, how far are other British subjects eutitled'
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to make use of the internal navigation of rivers and crceks which run through the
Company's Territories ?

Supposirig the grant of an exclusive trade to be void, as a monopoly, still the
Company, as proprietors of the soil, may exclude all persons frorm navigating the
inland rivers and creeks within their limits.

7. On the other hand, how far have the Company a right, as proprietors of the
land, to prevent that trespass which must be conmitted on their property by other
traders, in using the navigation of these rivers where it is interrupted by falls and
where it is necessary to carry the goods, etc., by land.

The Company, as proprietors of the soil, h weo a right to protect and preserve
their property, and to use all lawful means for that purpose.

S. Supposing a forcible attempt on the part of the Canadian traders to trespass
wbere they have no right to go or to maintain their intrusive and illegal professions,
would the servants of the Hludson's Bay Company be legally responsible for the
consequence of asserting by force the rights of the Company ?

It the Cmnadian traders should be guilty of any violence, the proper remedy
will be by action or indictment.

9. Is the civil and criminal jurisdiction granted to the Company valid, and, if
valid, to what extent will the Governors and Council appointed by the Company be
authorized to punish offences against the law, and will their power be limited to the
servants of the Company only, or will it extend to settlers holding Lands by grant
from the Company, or to any other description of people residing in the Territory ?

The civil and criminal.jurisdiction granted by the Charter may bc exercised by
the Company by authorizing their Governor and Council to hold a Court of Justice
in which the English law may be administered, and by the appointment of a Sheriff
to execute the judgments of such Court, the individuals subject to the jurisdiction of
this Court, will be according to the words of the Charter : " Al persons belongiug
to the said Governor and Company, or that shall live under them," so that as to Cana-
dians entering the Territories of the Company, and violating their property, the pro-
secution must be either in the Courts of Upper or Lower Canada, or in the Courts of
Westminster, and I think that a special action on the case would lie, and might be
brought by the Company in the Courts of Upper Canada. As tothe Courts of
Lower Canada, they proceed according to the French law, and, therefore, I cannot
point out the mode in which redress may be obtained in them. If any of the per-
sons who are partners in the North-West Company are resiaent in England, and it
could be proved that the traders violating the territories and properties of the Hud-
son's Bay Company acted by the authority and direction of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, may bring a special action on the case in Westm inster against them in the
same manner as the East India Company brought an action of that kind against Mr.
Sandys.

(Signed) WILLIAM CRUISE.

LINCOLNS INN, 22nd February, 1812.

COPY QUERIES AND FURTHER OPINIONS OF MR. WM. CRUISE.

I. You are of opinion that the ludson's Bay Company, as proprietors of the soil,
are clearly entitled to exclude all persons from occupying any part of their lands,
and that they may certainly dispossess the Canadian traders by legalprocess of the
posts occupied by them.

Now, under this head the Hudson's Bay Company wish to be informed.
1. Wbat is the legal process by which this may be effected ? Is it to be done by

holding a Court of Justice, and by the appointment of a Shoriff to execute the judg-
ments of such Court, which it is stated they may do in your answer to Query 9th ?
.But it is also stated that the individuals sub1ject to the jurisdiction of such court, will
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be " all persons belonging to the said Governor and Company, or that shall live under
them." Will these last words apply to Canadian traders who have established themselves
upon the territory, but who reside there in opposition to the Company and dispute
their rights altogether.
à I think the words of the charter " or who shall live under them," must be
construod to extend to Canadian traders, or any other persons residing within the
territories of the Company, or even passing thirough. For otherwise the words of
the charter would be nugatory. Canadian traders might enter the territories of the
Company, commit depredations on their property and disturb the peace of the coun-
try, without being amenable to their laws, this would be absurd.

2. The Iludson's Bay Company are further desirous of knowing what is the
extent of the civil and criminal jurisdiction which may be exercised by a Court of
Justice, established under their authority. Will it be warranted in trying ail sorts
of felonies and inflicting capital punishments, or to what offences will their power
extend ?

It is admitted by ail legal writers that the Crown hias a right to erect Courts of
Justice; but that such Courts must proceed according to the rules of the Common
Law. In this case the Crown has already authorized the Hudson's Bay Company to
hold a Court of Justice, with power to judge in ail causes, whether civil or criminal,
and therefore the Governor and his Conocil, residing in America, may try felonies
and infliet capital punishments. This appears clearly from the clause in the charter,
page 184: That in case any crime is committed where there is no Governor and
Council, the Chief Factor of that place shall transmit the party to where there shall
be a Governor and Council, where justice may be executed.

3. Supposing your opinion to be that the words " or that shall live under them"
will apply to the Canadian traders; and supposing the Sheriff to proceed under a
warrant from a Court of Justice, to be held by the authority of the Governor and
Council, to dispossess any of the Canadians from their intrusive possessions, and
that the intruders shall resist; will the Sheriff be justified in using force; and in case

-death should ensue, will the Sheriff or any other party conéerned be liable to indict-
ment in the Courts of Upper or Lower Canada, under the 43 Geo. IH, c. 138 ?

A Sheriff duly appointed by a Governor and Council residing at Hudson's Bay,
would have the saine power ard authority as a Sheriff of an English County; and
such a Sheriff would not be liable to an indictment in the Courts of Uipper or Lower
Canada. The introductory clause of the Statute 43 Goo. H[, c. 138, shews that the
intention of the Legislature was only to give a power of acting where a crime was
not cognizable by any jurisdiction whatever; by which means great offerces went
unpunished, and certainly did not affect the power of erecting a Court of Just ice given
to the Hudson's Bay Company. Now, if a Courtof Justice be established in Hudson's
Bay, thejurisdiction given by the above Act to the Courts of Upper and Lower
( anada will become unnecessary.

4. Will the Company be warranted in establishing and maintaining a body of
armed men to defend their exolusive right to the soil and to act as a police guard
and support the Sheriff whom they appoint in the discharge of his duty; and if such
armed body may be established, may the Company direct it to be subject to and
be governed by the British articles of war.

I do not think the Company would be warranted in establishing an armed force.
The Sheriff, if resisted, rnay call out the posse comitatus, which comprises all the
gentlemen, yeomen, laborers, servants, apprentices, and ail others above the age of
15 years, within the county, who will be obliged to assist him in enforcing the
judgments of the Court.

5. Will the Company be entitled to prevent the Canadian traders from continu-
ing to use the roads or tracts which they have traversed through the Company'»
territories to arive at Athabaska or the country west of the great chain of mountains,
which bound the Company's territory, or will the use which they have enjoyed of
travelling through the Company's torritories, or such use for any and what length
of time, entitle them to its continuance? You will observe that it is impossible for
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the Canadian traders to traverse the Company's territories without cutting wood for
firewood, using the water found in the course of their journey, and pitcbing their
tents upon the Company's territory, and you will further say whether these are
rights which the Canadian traders can acquire by anyand what length of possession ?

If a highway were made through the Province, all Britih subjects would have a
right to travel on it; but a track made by the Canadians is not a highway, and no
prescriptive right to traverse the territories of the Company, or to eut woo i or pitch
tents, can exist in this case, because such a prescriptive must be founded on immemorial
usage.

6. There are individuals of the North-West Company who reside in Upper
Canada, and also in the City of London. The Hlodson's Bay Company would not
incline to proceed against them by action on the case in Upper Canada from the-
influence of the Canadian traders there, and fiorn the effect which that influence will
have upon a Provincial jury, if not upoi the judge. But they would wish to bring a
special action on the case against the partners of the North-West Company who
reside in London, and they will be much obliged to you for any suggestions which
may enable them by its consequences to prevent the Canadian traders frnm continu-
ing to intrude upon their territories. They will have no difficulty. they believe, in
proving that their territories are violated by the authority and direction of the
North-West Company.

I can add nothing to what I have said on my former opinions on this point. Since
the case of the East India Company vs. Sandys I have not been able to find any other
of the same nature. I should, as to this point, recommend the t>pinion of a special
pleader should be taken.

I.-There is another point which is connected with the former, and that is the-
pecuniary means of enabling the company to avail themselves of all the rights
conferred upon them by their charter.

There is no restraint or limit imposed by the charter with respect to the amount
of the capital stock of the company, or the manner of raising it. In the year 170
the original stock of the company, subscribed at the date of its charter, was trebled
out of the profits, by adding the amount of the latter to the former, without dividing
them. In the year 1720, it was again trebled and a further subscription was opened,.
but it does not appear that the subscriptions were received from any persons except-
ing propi ietors of stock, who were allowed to subscribe in proportion to their stock.

In the view of raising a further capital, two modes have been suggcsted.
First.-To offer to each proprietor, who may bc inclined so to do, per-mission to

subscribe in a given proportion to his existing share of stock, subject to the condition
of his declarin. his acceptance of this offer within a limited time; and in case of his
failure or refusal to accept such offer, then his share of the new stock to be offered
to the other stockholders, and in case of their failure or refusal to accept it, then such
share of tie new stock to be offered to public sale to the highest bidder.

Second!y.-To make a call on the present stockhollers pro rata of their stock,
with the declaration that if they do not satisfy the call, their stock will be forfeited.

You are requested to say whether either mode is within the powers given to the
company by their charter ?

The charter is silen t as to the quantum of capital stock which the company may
create, or the mode of raising it, and therefore I see no objection to the company
calling on the proprietors for an additional sum, and, in case of refusal, to offer new
shares to public bale. But I do not sec how the company can forfeit the stock of the
present proprietors, though I understand that the York' Buildings Company have
iately acted on that principle, and have forfeited the shares of those proprietors who
rofused to advance an additional sum of money. This should bc enquired into.

III.-There is a third point arising out of an Act of Parliament which appears to
have been passed in the reign of William and Mary, of which a copy is herewith laid
before you. This Act confirmed the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company and the,
rights and privileges thereby granted, but its endurance was limited to seven years,
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and you are requested to say whether this Act can be stated to have now any, and
what effect with reference to the Hudson's Bay Company and their charter.

The Act is clearly expired, and can now have no effect. If a renewal of it coild
be obtained, it would be extremely advantageous to the company, as they might then
seize all the property of the North-West Company found within their territories,
under the clause in page 1l1 of the charter.

(Signed) WILLIAM CRUISE.
LINCOLNS INN, 18th March, 1812.

COPY QUERIES AND OPINION OF MR. SCARLETT.

QUERIES.

1. Whether any objection can be made to the grant of the soil contained in the-
charter, and whether the grant will include all the country, the waters of which rua
into Hudson's Bay, as ascîertained by geographical observation.

2. Whether, as proprietors of Lhe soil, the conpany may exclude all other
persons from residing thereon, and dispossess the Canadian traders of the posts al-
ready occupied bytbein and used for the purposes of trade with the native Indians.

3. Though the conpany may not be entitled to prevent other persons from using
the navigation of ludson's Bay, or of navigable rivers within their territories, are
they entitled to prevent all persons from landing upon the shores of the bay of the
banks of the rivers ; and in those places where the navigation of a river is inter-
rupted by falls, imay the conpany prevent any person from passing over the land for
the purpose of transporting himself and his merchandize to any other pcint where
the river may again become navigable.

4. Whether the eompany, by virtue of their right of property, nay prevent the
Canadian traders front passing through their territories to arrive at Athabaska or
other countries not included in the charter, or will the use which these traders have-
enjoyed for nearly 40 years of travelling through the company's territories, entitle
them to its continuance. You will ob.erve that it is impossible for the Canadian
traders to traverse the company's territories without cuttiig wood for firewood, using
the water found in the course of their journey, and pitching their teits upon the con-
pany's lands; and on this head you will further please to ,ay whether these are
rights wbich the Canadian traders can acquire by any and what length of posession.

5. Suppcsing the company entitled to dispossess the Canadian traders and to
maintain an exclusive right to trade within the territories, what steps do you advise
as the best to be pursued for making this right effectual.

6. Does it appear to you that the civil and criminaljurisdiction granted to the
company is valid.

7. If valid, how is it to be exercised. May the company erect courts of justice,
or authorize any person Lo administer the laws of England as tiey might be ad-
ministered in England.

8. % ay the company appoint a sheriff to execute the judgments of their courts,
and to do the duty of a sheriff as performed in England.

9. May such sheriff, in case of resistance to his authority, call out the population
to his assistance, and may the company put arms in the hands of their servants and,
those who live under them, as well for their defence against attack, as to assist in
enforcing the judgments of their courts.

10. Supposing the company to hold courts of justice, who will be subject to their
jurisdiction ? Will it be only their own servants and persons residing within their
territories by their permission and direct authority, or will these words of the
charter, viz., "those that live under them," include the Canadian traders who have,
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.established them.elves intrusively on the lands of the company, and who dispute
their rights.

1t. Supposing these traders to resist the Sheriff in the executiow of his warrant,
and death should ensue, would the servants of the company or others acting in sup-
port offthe warrant, be responsible for the consequences, and, in like manner, would
the servants of the company be responsible for the consequences of a forcible resis-
tence agains t an ittenpt of the Canadian traders to trespass on the company's
te ritory.

12. Supposing that in-the course of such resistance or trespass on the part of the
Canadian traders, any of them should be guilty of crime or misdemeanor, would the
company be justified, in terms of a clause in their charter above cited, in trainsmitt-
ing the party or parties to England, and could the case be there brought to trial so
as to subject the offenders tothe punishment prescribed by law for the same offence
in England.

13. Seeng the territories within which criminal jurisdiction is given by the
43 Geo. III., c. 138, to the courts of Lower and Upper Canada are the Indian terri-
tories, or parts ofAmerica not within the limits of either the said Provinces," can
this Act be stated to give to these courts jurisdiction within the territories of the
Hiudson's Bay Company.

14. If tho company were to erect courts for the punishment of crimes, or if
they were to send home offenders to England to be tried, would the criminal juris-
diction given to the Courts of Lower and Upper Canada by the 43 Geo. III, c. 138,
(supposing it to extend to their territories) be thereby superseded.

15. There are partners of the North-West Company resident in London who
-oncur in sending persons from Canada into the company's territory for the purpose
of trade. Does it appear to you that the company can bring and maintain a special
action of damages on the case in England against such partners of the North-West
Company resident in London.

16. What would be the effect in such an action, if it could be established that the
traders employed by the North-West Company, not content with a fair participation
in the trade, are in the practice of maltreating the native Indians, to deter them from

.dealing with the Hudson's Bay Company, and likewise of using violence and threats
to intimidate the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company from prosecuting their
trades.

17. Nothing is said in the charter in regard to the arnount of the capital of the
company or the manner of raising it. But in the year 1700 the original stock of the
company subscribed at the date of its charter was trebled out of the profits, by adding
the amount of the latter to the former without dividing them. In the year 1720, it
was again trebled and a further subscription was opened, but it does not appear that
subscriptions were received from any persons excepting proprietors of stock who
were allowed to subscribe in proportion to their stock.

It is now proposed to raise a further capital, for which two modes have been
.suggested :-

First. To offer each proprietor who may be inclined to subscribe permission so
to do in a given proportion to his existing stock, subject to the condition of his
.declaring his acceptance of this offer within a limited time, and in case of his failure
or refusal to accept such offer, then his share of the new stock to be offered to the other
stockholders, and in case of their failure or refusa! to accept, them such share of the
new stock to be offered to public sale to the highest bidder. '

Secondly. It has been proposed to make a call on the present stockholders pro
rata of their stock, with a declaration that if they did not satisfy the call their stock
would be forfeited.

You are requested to say whether either mode is within the power given to the
.company by their charter.

OPINION.

1. It appears to me that no other objection can be made to the grant of the sou
-to the extent stated in the charter, except that Ris Majesty could not make a valid
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grant of territory occu pied by any other nation, though not Christian. I apprehend the
grant is good of all such part of the territory in question as was really unoccupied,
and of which a sort of pcssesion had been taken for lis Majesty by the fi st English
Adventurers. I believe that the title of all the owners of lands in the British
plantations is desired, this grant similar to the present made either to inhabitants or
to a company.

2. As I do not find, from the case, that the company have established any regu-
lations to govern the possession or title of lands within their territories, I know not
how otherwise to answer this query than by reference to the law of this country; and
I am of opinion that they could not at this time receive any aid from the law of this
country to dispossess those whose occupation lias continued above 20 years without
any disturbance from the company, their acquiescence in so long an adverse
possession would afford a sufficient presumption of an actual grant from them of the
portions of territory so occupied, together with all the necessary means of occupation
and access which have been hitherto enjoyed.

3. Generally speaking, I apprehend the company have by their charter, and
their territorial rights under it, a legal authority to restrain persons from the Acts
stated in this query. But this authority, I think, must be qualified in particular
instances by the sort of usage referred to in the answer to the preceding question.

4 and 5. I am of opinion that the usage of the right of passage for the space of
40 years, with the knowledge of the Company, and without interruption by them, will
establish the right for the King's subjects in Canada to use the passage in the sane
manner and for the same purposes as hitherto. I should here observe that in this.
opinion I support the question upon this right to arise before some tribunal in Eng-
lnd, thougli I am not aware how this is possi ble, except by a feigned issue to try it.

6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. It appears to me that the civil and commercial jurisdiction
granted to the company is valid, except in such instances where the powers seei to>
be more extensive than the King could by his prerogative exercise hirnscl, or grant
to a subject, sore of them will be noticed. And I am rather inclined io think the
company have authority, by the terms of their charter, to enact laws not only for the
government of their own body, but of such persons as are resident within their juris-
diction, supposing those laws and regulations to be mcrely local and consistent with
the laws of this country. I observe that, by a clause in the charter (page 15 of the
cepy leftherewith) the company have authority to appoint Governors of forts, factories,
etc.. and other officers, and that the Governors so appointed. and their Council, have
each within the limits of his own jurisdiction, which the company of course must assign,
power tojudge all causes, civil or criminal, according to the law of England. I appre-
hend, therefore, that the said company have no right to appoint judges is nomine, for
that is incidental to the Soverign dominion, which the King expressly reserves in the
charter, and which I concur he cannot part with by law, yet when they have appoi nted
a Governor of a fort that the charter invests that Governor with a judicial power to
administer the law of England; and I think the company may by the charter appoint
such offiuers subordinate to the Governor, as may assert him in the exeutive part of
his administration. The power of the officer corresponding to the Sheriff, would be
analagous to the pcwer of that officer in England, and I apprehend that the subjects
of the plantation would be bound by the same rules of civil obedience as prevail in
England to'supportthe officersof justice in the execution of legal process or judgments.
But, though it appears to me that those p ,wers are granted by the charter, and that
it was competent to the Crown to grant therein this form; yet, if they have not
hitherto been exercised, if this part of the charter has not been acted upon, I should
not think it expedient at this time, after the various changes which have taken place
in the circumstances of the colony, and in the opinions of men since the time of
Charles IL, to put these powers into activity without some sanction from the Legis-
lature. The jurisdiction which would have been submitted to at the first will now be
resisted, and the whole macbinery for the administration of justice must at the pre-
sent day be so much more complicated and extensive than it would have been thought
requisite to make it at the date of the ch9,-er or the commencement of the adventure,
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that it is likely to encounter more difficulty in its operation, and may possibly fail of
its intended effect.

11. The particular case must occur before any answer can b3 given. There may
be circumstances where, those acting under the orders of the Sheriff, in England,
might be responsible in case of death. Generally rspeakng, however, the parties
acting in the case supposed in this query strictly within the limits of a liwful autho
rity fiom the Sheriff, would not be responsible for the death of a person resistirig that
authority. The present state of trade, as appears frorn this case, seems likely to give
rise to disputes. The Judge, the Sheriff and his posse conitatus will in a great
measure be the parties to in the cause, and the resisting intriders are likely to give
very early occasion for investigating whether the legal authority of the new fune-
tionaries and their subjects has been strictly pursued with all due form. The
probability of some error, where there has been no previous habit of observing any
forms and of a disposition to take advantage of error wherever it can be found, leads
me to apprehend that the Sheriff and those acting under his warrant might incur
considerable risk in the event supposed.

12. I am of opinion that the company would not be justified in sending the sup-
posed offender to England, and that he could not be then tried by any known law.
The clause alluded to in this query seems to me not bejustified by the mere prerogative
of the King, and I should think it very unsafe to act upon it without the 'sanction of
the Legislature.

13. I am inclined to think that this Act does not give the jurisdiction here sup-
posed.

14. 1 think not; the company having now no courts, the jurisdiction given by
the Legislature, which might be necessary by reason of the Company's omission,
-cannot bc affected by any subsequent exercise of their powers under the charter. -

15 and 16. The particular case must bc stated before these queries can be
answered. The partners of the North-West Company resident here may be answerable
in an action upon the case for any infringement of the charter authorized by them
individually and which has not power into a right by usage. The maliciously deterr-
ing the Indians from having prejudice of the comnpany would be actionable and
brought home to the parties in evidence.

17. It appears to me that the first mode above suggested of raising a further
capital is quite unexceptionable. The present members of the compauy may
undoubtedly increase the capital by a voluntary subscription amongst themselves, or
they may admit any new member who chooses to subscribe. They have, by the
charter, a general power of admitting whom they please, agreeably to the orders and
regulations made by thein at a general court.

They may therefore make an order to admit any person who subscribes a certain
sum, a member. The second mode proposed involves a question of the jurisdiction of
the company over their own body, I doubt very much whether they could impose the
penalty of forfeiture for not subscribing a further sum. There is an express instance
of a cause of forfeiture stated in the charter, which is, where a party who has vol-
untarily subscribed, refuses afterwards to pay; and I therefore doubt whether the
company could, by law or order of their own, create a new case of forfeiture. Much,
however, may depend upon the actual regulations or by-laws under which the com-
pany now are governed, to which no allusion has been made in this case.

TMPLE, January 22nd, 1813. (Signed) J. SCARLETT.

COPY QUEIRIES AND OPINION OF MR. JUSTICE IHOLROYD, SfR SAMUEL
ROMILLY. M. ClUISF, MR. SCARLE TT AND MR. BELL.

1. Whether any obje2tion.can b', made to the grant of the soil contained in the
-charter, and whether the grant will iulncde all the countiy the waters of which run
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into 1I1udSOn's Bay, as ascertained by geographical observations ?-We are of opinion
that the grant of the soii contained in the charter is good, and that it will include ail
the couti y the waters of which run into Hluds:n's Bay, as ascertained by geographical
observation.

2. Whether as pirolrietors of the soil the company may exclude all other persons
from reidiag t hereon, and disposses the Canadian traders of the posts already occupied
by them and u.-sed k>r the purposes of trade with the native In lians ?-We are of
opinion the company may exclade ail persons from residing on the lands granted to
thei, and not already settled there. But we are of opinion they cannot disposses
the Canadian traders of the posts already occupied by then where there has been 20
years' quiet, possession, and by raking use of their grant only for the purposes of
exclusion, anid not to encourage settlers they may possibly endanger the grant.

3. Thouighi the company may not be entiitled to preventother persons from using
the navigatioi o iHudson's Bay or of navigable rivers within their territories, are
thev eotiled te preventall persons from landing upon the shores of the bay or the banks
of the rivers; and on those places where the navigation of a river is interrupted by
falis, n1ay the rompany prevent any person from passing over the land for the purposo
of transporting hirmsel and his imerchandize to any other point where the river may
igain become navigable ?--We are or opinion the company are not entitled to pre-
vent other persons from using the navigation of Hudson's Bav and of the navigable
rivers within their territories, or to prevent persons froi landing upon the shores of
the bay or banks of rivers, or from passing over their land wbere it is desert and
uncultivated, and where the King's, whether native indians or others, have been

ecustomied to pass for the purpose of transporting themselves and their merchandize
whiere no roads and passage nust be subject to the reasonable reguiations of the
company.

Whether the company, by virtue of their right of property, may prevent the
Canadian traders from passing through their territories to ari-ive at Athabaska or
other conntries not included in the charter; or will the use which these traders have
enjoyed for nearly 40 years, of travelling through the company's territories, entitle
then to its continuance. You will observe, that it is impossible for the Canadian
traders to traverse the company's territories without cutting wood for firewood, using
hie water found in the course of their journey, and pitching their tents upon the
company's lands; and, on this head, you will further please to say whether these are
rights which the Canadian traders ean acquire by any and what length of posses-
sion ?-t follows from what we have said in answer to the last query that, we think
the Canadian traders are entitled to this right of passage, and we think that as inci-
dent te it they must have such right of pitching tents, using water and cutting fire-
wood as necessity requires.

5. Supposing the company entitled to disposess the Canadian traders and to
maintain an exclusive right of trade within the territories, what steps do you advise
as the best to be pursued for making the right effectuai ?-We are of opinion the
company cannot maintain a right to an exclusive trade.

6. 'Does it appear to you that the civil and criminal jurisdiction granted to the
company is valid ?-We are of opinion that the grant to the civil and criminal juris-
diction is valid, but it is not granted to the company, but to the Governor and Council
at their respective establishments; but we cannot recommend it to be exercised so
as to affect the lives or limbs of criminals.

7. If valid, how is it to be exercised ? May the company erect courts of justice,
or authorize any person or persons to administer the laws of England as they might
be administered in England ?-It is to be exercised by the Governor and Council as
judges, who are to proceed according Lo the laws of England.

8. Mty the company appoint a sheriff to execute the judgments of their court,
and to do the duty of a sheriff as perforrned in England ?-The company May appoint
a sheriff to execute judgments and to do his duty, as in England.

9. May such sheriff, in case of resistance to his authority, call out the population
to his aistace, and may the company put arms into the hands of their servants and
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those who live under them, as well for their defence against attack as to assist in
enfôcing the judgments of their ecýurts ?-We are of opinion ihat tie sheif, mn case
of resistance to his authority, may call out the populatior to his assistance, and may
put arms into the hands of their servants for detence against attack, and to assist in
enforcing the judgments of c the court, but such powers cannot be exercised with too
much circumspection.

10. Supposing the company to bold courts of justice, who will be subject to,
their jurisdiction? Will it be only their own servants and persons residing within
their territories by their permission and direct authority, or will the words of the
charter, viz.: " those who live under them," inelude the Canadian traders who have
established themselves intrusively on the lands of'the company, and who dispute their
rights ?-We are of opinion that all persons will be subject to the jurisdiction of the
courts, who reside or are found within the territories over which they extend,
including the Cnnadian traders.

11. Supposing these traders to resist the sheriff in the execution of his warrant,.
and death should ensue, would the servants of the Company or others acting in sup-
port of the warrant, be resporsible for the consequences; and, in like manner, would
the servants of the company te responsible for the consequences of a for'ibe resist-
ance against an attempt of the Canadian traders to trespass on the company's terri-
lorries ?-We think the sheriff and those assisting him, acting in support of a warrant
made out by due authority and in proper form, would be equally protected fiomn the
conmequence of the execution of the warrant with persons executing a similar war--
rant in England.

We aiso think the servants of the company may resist with force, not directly
tending to loss of life or limb, any illegal attempt of persons to trespass on tho coma
pany's property, and if an attack is made on a man's bouse, he may defend it, even
to the destruction of life, if lie cannot otherwise defend the possession of it. But
such powers cannot be executed with too great moderation. Though the general
law may be such as is above laid down, it is impossible, in our opinion, to give those
directions which are necessary for its safe application in each particular case, inde-
pendently of the difficulty which may arise from want of evidence or imperfect evi-
dence of what passes in so distant a quarter, and from the circumstances that the
company's servants, the judges, sheriff and posse comitatus, in disputes with Canadian,
traders, will be, in some measure, parties interested, and their conduct may thereof>
be more strictly invested. Nothing should be done to endanger either life or limb,
unless in cases of most extreme necessity.

12. Supposing that, in the course of such resistance or trespass on the part
of the Canadian traders, any of them should be guilty of crime or misdemeanor,
would the company be justified, in terms of a clause in their charter above cited, in
transmitting the party or parties to England, and could thecase be there brought to
trial, so as to subjeet the offenders to the punishment prescribed by law for the same
offence in England ?-Parties can only be sent to England for murder. For other
offences tbey must be tried by the courts of the territory.

13. Secing the territories within which criminal jurisdiction is given èy the 43
Geo. III, c. 138, to the Courts of Upper and Lower Canada, are "the Indian Terri-
" tories, or parts of America, not within the limits of either the said Provinces," can
this Act be stated to give Io these courts jurisciction within tbe territories of the
Hudson's Bay Company ?-We do not think this Act gives jurisdiction vithin the
territories of Eludson's Bay Company, the same being within the jurisdiction of their
own Governor and Council.

14. If the company were to erect courts for the punishment of crime, or if they
were to send home offenders to Englamd to be tried, would the criminal jurisdiction
given to the Courts of Lower and Upper Canada by the 43 Geo. III, c. 138 (suppos-
ing it to extend to their territoiies), be thereby superseded ?-If the Act gives the
Courts of Upper and Lower Canada jurisdiction, that would not be superseded in the
manner here suggested.



15. There are partners of the North-West Company resident in London, who
concur in sending persons from Canada into the company's territoryfor the purposes
of trade. Does it appear to you that the company can bring and maintain a special
action of damages on the case in England against sueh persons of the North-Western
ùompany resident in London ?-We are of opinion the grant to the company of an
exclusive trade is not valid, and we conceive that no action will be agaiist any one
inoiety for trading, though the trade of the conpany should thereby be rendered
less profitable.

16. What would be the effect in such an action if it could be established that the
traders employed by the North-Western Company, not content with a fair participa-
tion in the trade, are in the practice of maltreating the native Indians, to deter them
from dealing with the Hudson's Bay Company, and likewise of using violence and
threats to intimidate the servants of the Hudson's Bay Company from prosecuting
their trades ? If it could be shewn that any parties made use of imnproper means to
injure the company in their trade, an action on the case might be maintained
against those persons, or any by whose directions such acts are done to the injury
of the company.

17. -Nothing is said in the charter in regard to the amount of the capital of the
company or the nanner of raising it; but in the year 1700 the original stock of the
company, subscribed at the date of its charter, was trebled out of the profits by add-
ing the amount of the latter to the former without dividing them. In the year 1720>
it was again trebled and a further subscription was opened, but it does not appear
that subscriptions were received from any persons excepting proprietors of stock,
who weie allowed to subscribe in proportion to their stock.

It is now proposed to raise a further capital, for which purpose two modes have
been suggested :-

First. To offer each proprietor, who may be inclined to subscribe, permission so
to do on a given proportion to bis existing stock, subject to the condition of bis de-
claring his acceptance of this offer within a limited time, and in case of bis failui e or
refusal to accept such offer, then bis share of the new stock to be offered to the other
stockholders, and in case of their failure or refusal to accept, then such share of the
new stock to be offered to public sale to the highest bidder.

Second. It has been proposed to make a call on the present stockholders pro rata
of their stock, with a declaration that if they do not satisfy the call their stock will
be forfeited.

You are requested to say whether either mode is within the power given to the
company by their charter ?

The first of these modes seems the most proper mode of proceeding. The
charter does noc appear to warrant the second mode proposed.

(Signed) SAMUEL ROMILLY,
WILLIAM CR UISE,
G. S. HOLROYD,
J. SCARLETT,
JOHN BELL.

LINCOLNS INN, June 10, 1814.

COPY QUERIES AND OPINIONS OF DR. STODDART.

QUERIES.

Wbether the Hudson's Bay Company, or their officers or servants, or any of the
settlers before mentioned, are entitled to any and what redress against the North-
West Company, or any of their servants, or persons acting under their authority, or
against any other persons, for any of the numerous acts of robbery, imprisonment
and aggression committed on them as stated in the several instances set forth in this
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case and in the documents therein referred to; as well in respect of the acts com-
mitted within the limits of the Hudson's Bay Compariy's charter, as those eommitted
in the County of Athabaska and other parts of the Indian territory not within the
territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company ?

And wbether the Hudson's Bay Company can adopt any and what course of
proceedings by which the validity of their charter, and of the rights claimed by them
under the sane, may be put in a train for judicial decision, either by a petition to
the Prince Rlegent in Couneil, or a petition to Parliament, or by any or what other
proceedings, either before any of the Departments of Government or in any of the
Courts of Law or Equity, in order that the disputes which have taken place and still
continue between the Hudson's Bay Company and the North-West Company nay be
discussed, and the rights of the parties satisfactorily ascertained and established by
some competent tribunal, and to advise the Hudson's Bay Company generally as to
their rigbts, and the measures it will be most advisable for them to adopt under the
particular cireumstances before mentioned.

OPINION.

1. I am of opinion that all crimes and offences committed either within the
limits of the Hudson's Bay charter, or in the County of Athabaska, and other parts
of the Indian Territory, may be prosecuted under the Canada Jurisdiction Act (Stat.
43, Geo. IIH., c. 138), in the Courts of the Province of Lower Canada, or in those of
Upper Canada, if so directed by the Governor of the former Province. Crimes and
offences committed within the Hudson's Bay Territory, might, I apprehend, be pro-
secuted belore the Governor and Council of Ruperts Land, if such Governor was ap-
pointed by the IHudson's Bay Company, and allowed by the Prince Regent, for the

jurisdiction which is given to the Governor and Council by the charter, would, I
conceive, be perfectly valid, although it appears to me that the Statute of the 43rd of
the King gives a concurrent jurisdiction in such cases to the Courts of Canada, with
respect to murders and manslaughters, in particular, if committed in any part of the
Indian Territory not within Ris Majesty's dominions, nor subject to any European
State, nor within the territory of the United States of America. It seems, that these,
if perpretrated by any person that may have sailed in any British vessel, fall under
the Revision of stat. 47, Geo. Il, e. 53, and may therefbre be tried in any of His
Majesty's colonies under the King's commission, issued for such a purpose. Murders
committed in any of the places before specified, whether within or without the King's
dominions, may be tried in England, according to the provisions of Stat. 33, Henry
VIII, c. 23, but other crimes and offences committed in those places could not easily
be tried in England. If any partners of the North-West Company or others, could
be proved to have conspired in England to bring about crimes or offences in Rupert's
Land, the Indian Territory or the Canadas, I apprehend that such conspirators may
be proceeded against in this country. On the whole of this part of the case, however,
1 desire to be understood as speaking with great diffidence, since it does not relate to
those branches of the law to which my professional practice is confined.

For civil injuries done out of the limits of the two Canadas, I apprehend the
courts of these Provinces can afford no redress, but some of the civil injuries done
to the Hudson's Bay Company and their servants appear to have beei consummated
within those limits, and may consequently become the subject of civil actions there.

From the criminal proceedings of the British Courts of North America, there is
no appeal to this country, but in regard to civil actions the case is somewhat different.
From the courts of civil jurisdiction in Upper Canada, an appeal lies only where
the question is matter of law, as in the case of Gray vs. Welcoks, which was carried
Ly writ of error from a decision of the Kings's Bench of Upper Canada in 1807, to
the Governor and Couneil, and from thence to the King in Council.

In Lower Canada the courts appear to proceed, in most cases, according to the
old French laws, upon written evidence, and where that is the case an appeal seems
to lie from the judgments, both on matter of law and fact, to the King in Council, a
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in the case of Sheppard vs. Maclure, which was merely an appeal from the judgment
of the Court of King's Bench of Lower Canada in 1812, first to the Governor and
Council, and then to the King in Council.

2nd. The validity of the iJudson's Bay charter having been so frequently recog-
nized by the nost solemn Acts of State, the objections made against it would seer
scarcely deserving of any serious notice if it were not that they are in some degree
supported by the opinions of the learned gentlemen who appear to have been
consulted by the North-West Company. It is not necessary to the general validity
of a charter that every particular clause in it should be valid, and it will hardly bo
contendod that in the Hudson's Bay charter there are not some things granted which
it was fully in the power of the Crown to grant. As to nonuser or misuse of a
charter these do not annul it ipsofacto, whatever weight they may have if proved in
a proceeding by scirefacias or quo warranto. Thercfore, it must be taken that unless
some Legislature or Judicial Act bas declared the charter void, it stands good in its
generality, notwithstanding any specific invalidity as to its provisions. Doubts, for
instance, may exist as to the grant of exclusive trade, but these it is not material at

present to consider, more especially as it is stated that no attempt bas been made to
prevent the Canadiani traders from resorting to the same places as the servants of
the Hudson's Bay. A more important question is that of the territorial limits.

I an elearly of opinion that the grant of lands is not void for uncertainty. A
mode of construing it has indeed been suggested in the opinion of the lcarned gentlo-
men), before alluded to, from which I must, with all deference to them, beg ]eave to
dissent. They argue that the words " within the strait " imply such a proximity to
the straits as would give the lands spoken of a sort of affinity or relations to Hudson's
Straits; but I think that if these iast-quoted words had been actually inserted in the
charter they would only have introduced an uncertainty which does not now appear
to me to exist, for every river which discharges its waters into the sca, in Hudson's
Bay, is a river within the entrance oflludson's Straits, and all lands from the mouth
of such river tu its sources are lands which lie upon the river, and the limit of the
lands so granted is a precise and definite limit, namely, the height of land froni
which the river flows, and, as the grant gives all the lands upon all such rivers, it
follows that all the lands between all sucb beights and the bay are within the limits
of the charter; and it is not necessary that all those heights should have been
specifically known either to the grantor or grantee, for they both knew that such
such heights must exist, and that they were capable of ascertainment et id certainest
quod certumn reddipotest. Indeed, this was a mode of fixing the limits of new colonies
very frequently adopted by foreign Sovereigns as well as our own, and it is
particularly observable in the case of Canada, a province directly bordering on the
territory of the Hudson's Bay Company. (Sec the commission of M. Champlain,
Lieutenant-Governor of the French Province of Canada in 1625, the expressions of
Davity the Topographisted 1643, liis Britannic Majesty's Proclamation, 7th October,
1763, Stat. 14, Geo. I, c. 83, etc.) Geographers, it is truc, have differed in opinion
as to the precise heights from which the waters flowed into Hudson's Bay, but they
have uniform!y considered some ridge of high lands real or imaginary to be the
boundary of the company's territory.

The objection that is fîounded on the large extent of the grant appears to me to
be of little weight. The word lands is coupled with territories and countries, and
that the wh le were meant to be very comprehensivo and reach far inland, appears
from the grants of fishing and miners, and from the power to erect and build castles,
fortifications, forts, garrisons, colonies or plantations, towns and villages in any parts
or places within the li mits and bounds granted ; as well as from the original objects

-Of the undertaking, viz., to discover a passage into the South Sea and to find somte
trade for fur, minerals and other considerable comnmodities, and, lastly, from the
high rank of the original.grantees, particularly of Prince IRupert, wbo was Count
Palatine of the Rhine, Duke of Bavaria, Cumberland, etc.

Similar grants at various.periods of history have embraced very extensive tracts
of land. The Caroline charter (1663) granted all theilands from Tuqker Island on
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the east " to the westward as far as the South Seas." The Legislature distinctly
recognized a still larger grant in case of the South Sea Company, who, by Statute
9, Am. c. 21, were made sole owners of all the places they should discover on the east
side of America, from the River Oronoko to the southernrmost part of the Terra del
Fuego, and frorm that point westward to the northernmost part of America. So the
first Massachusetts charter (18 Ja., c. 1) extended througbout all the mainland from
"sea to sea," and the objects of these charters, as stated in that of Pennsylvania, were

to enlarge the English empire, and promote such useful commodities as might be of
benefit to the King and his dominions, as also to reduce the savage nations by gentle
and just manners to the love of civil society and christian religion.

If any authoritative decision could be obtained settling the territorial limits of
Rupert's Land on the principles by which it appears to me that they should be regu-
lated, I think the subordinate questions, such as those of jurisdiction etc., would afford
comparatively little trouble. I am therefore of opinion that the company should use
every exertion to obtain a settlement of those limits by competent authorities,judicial
or legislative. The only original jurisdiction for that purpose appears to be in the
Prince Regent in Council, I am, not aware that the Board of Trade has any such
jurisdiction, although it was formerly much in the habit of having similar questions
referred to it by the King in Council, or by the Committee of Council, for plantation
affairs, and of reporting on them accordingly, which report was usually adopted as a
ground of decision by the King in Council. The Court of Chancery has no original
jurisdiction of boundaries, but may consider them incidentally where the jarisdiction
is otherwise founded, as in the case of Pen vs. Lord Baltimore (1 Ves. 444), which was
a bill for a specific performance of articles between the plaintiff and defendant to
settle the boundaries of two contignous proprietory Governments. It might perhaps
deserve consideration wbether the Hudson's Bay Company could offer any sufficient
inducement to the individual partners of the North-West Company (including those
who are in England) to enter into articles recognizing the boundaries of Rupert's
Land, and binding themselves to do or cause to be done by persons under their
influence or control, certain acts in recognition of the rights of the Company. Per-
haps such articles might not only be enforced in Chancery, but if secured by a
penalty might be brought under the consideration of the Courts of Common Law.
On the latter point, however, I speak with much hesitation, as I do when I say it
appears to me that the action for slander of title, above suggested, could not be suc-
cessfully maintained.

I am, however, of opinion that the Hudson's Bay Company should present a
petition to the Prince ]Regent in Council, praying for a settlement of boundaries and
for such other relief as to the wisdom of His Royal lighness in Council might seem
meet. In support of such petition affidavits should be prepared setting forth the
injuries already sustained by the company, and also describing the limits which the
company consider to be those of the plantation or colony of Rupert's Land, with
reference to the unfortunate occurrences which have taken place at the Red River. I
think it material to prove that the waters of that river fall into the sea within the
entrance of Hudson's Straits, and adverting to the maps which I have seen, I conceive
that, for the satisfactory determination ofthis point, it would be necessary to show
that the Saskatchewan River flows into, and the 1Nelson River out of LakeWinipec;
for the real and only question, as far as I have been able to consider the subject, is
whether the heights of land in which the Severn and Hill Rivers have their sources,
or that more southerly range in which the Red and Winipec rise, are the proper
boundaries of Rupert's Land. To the company, however, it would be ofincalculable
advantage to obtain a decision of the Prince Regent in Council recognizing either,
but more especially the latter, and in case a doubt should remain, after considering
the evidence, it might be advisable to petition the Council to appoint Commissioners
to make a survey and report, in consequence of which a dividing line might be run
between Rupert's Land and the adjoining territories; such was the course adopted in
the cause of Lord Fairfax against the Governor and Council of Lord Virginia before
the King in Council, 1745, when the Committee of Council for plantation affairs, after
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hearing eoinsel for several days, iported in favor of a survey made by certain Com-
missioners who lad been named soine years before by an Order in Council on bis
Lordship's petition.

It might be made part of the companv's prayer that. during the pendency of pro.-
ceedings, instructions should be isstied to lis Majesty's Governor of Upper and Lower
Canada to afford protection to the servants, grantees, etc., under the ludson's Bay
-Company against any forcible dispossession or other violence. A petition to this
effect was presented to the King in Couneil in 1743 by the Governor and Council of
Rhode Islard iii their dispute respecting boandaries with Massachusett's Bay. I am
not aware that the bearing or determining on a petition to the Prince Regent in
Council is a matter that can be demanded as to riglt by the Iudson's Bay Company,
but I rather conceive that these arc matters of grace and favor, the granting or with-
holding which are in the discretion of His Royal lighness as he may be advised by
his Council. I apprehend, however, that if a strong case be made out and in evidence
tendered thereon to the Council, without obtaining any hearing or decision fiom the
Iligh Tribunal, within a reasonable time, it wilt then be proper on the part of the

ludson's Bay Conpany to implore the interference of the Legislature.

(Signed) J. STODDART.

TOCToRs' Commos, 29th November, 1819.

LAKE SUPERIOR TREATY, 1850.

Tbis agreement made and entered into on the seventh day of September, in the
year of our Lord, 1850, at Sault Sainte Marie, in the Province of Canada, between the
Honorable William Benjamin Robinson, of the one part, on behalf of lier Majesty the
Queen, and Joseph Peaudechat, John Ininway, Mishernuckaua, Totomenai, Chiefs,
and Jacob Wasseba, Ahmutchwagabon, Michel Shebagenhick, Manitoshainse and
Chigenaus, prineipal men of the Ogibbeway Indians inhabiting the northern shore of
Lake Superior, in the said Province of Canada, from Bathewanaung Bay to Pigeon
River, at the western extremity of said lake, and inland throughout that extent to the
hei 1ht of land which separates the territory covered by the Charter of the Honorable the
Hudson's Bay Conipainy fron the said tract, and also, the islands in the said lake within
the boundaries of the British possessions therein, of the other part ;

Witnesseth, that for and in consideration of the sum of £2.000 of good and lawful
money of Upper Canada, to them in hand paid, and for the furtherperpetual annuity
of £500, the same to be paid and delivered to the said chiefs and their tribes at a con-
venient season of each summer, not later than the first day of August, at the Honor-
able the Hudson's Bay Company posts of Michipicoten and Fort William, they, the
said Chiefs and principal men, do freely, fully and voluntarily surrender, cede, grant
and convey unto iler Majesty, her heirs and successors, for ever, all their right, title
and interest in the whole of the territory above described, save and except the reser-
vations set forth in the schedule hereunto annexed, which reservation shall be beld
and occupied by the said Chiefs and their tribes in common for the purposes of resi-
dence and cultivation. And should the said Chiefs and their respective tri bes at any
time desire to dispose of any mineral or other valuable productions upon the said
reservations, the same will be, at their request, sold by order of the Superintendent-
General of the Indian Department for the time being,' for their sole use and benefit
and to the best advantage.

And the said William Benjamin Robinson, of the first part, on behalf of ler
Majesty and the Government of this Province, hereby promises and agrees to make
the payments as before mentioned, and further, to allow the said Chiefs and their
tribes the full and fi ee privileges to hunt over the territory now ceded by them, and
40 fish in the waters thereof, as they have heretofore been in the habit of doing,
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saving and excepting only such portions of the said territory as may from time to time
be sold or leased to individuals, or companies of individuals, and occupied by them
with the consent of the Provincial Government.

The parties of the second part further promise and agree that they will not sell,
lease, or otherwise dispose of any portion of their reservations without the consent of
the Superintendent-General of Indian affairs being first had and obtained; nor vill
they at any time hinder or prevent persons from exploring or searching for minerals
and other valuable productions in any part of the territory hereby ceded to Her
Majesty, as before mentioned. The parties of the second part also agree, that in case
the Government of this Province should, before the date of this agreement, have sold
or bargained to sell any mining locations or other property. on the portions of the
térrito"y hereby reserved for their use and benetit, then, and in that case, such sale
or promise of sale shall be perfected, if the parties interested desire it, by the Gov-
ernment, and the ainount accruing therefrom shall be paid to the tribe to whoin the
reservation belongs.

The said William Benjamin Robinson, on behalf of Her Majesty, who desires to
deal liberally and justly with all Her subjects, further promises and agrees that in
case the territory hereby ceded by the parties of the second part shall at any future
period produce an amount which will enable the Government of this Province, with-
out incurring loss, to increase the annuity hereby secured to them, then, and in
that case, the same shall be augmented from time to time; provided that the
amount paid to eaih individual shall not exceed the sum of one pound, Provincial
currency, in any one year, or such farther sum as Her Majesty may be graciously
pleased ýo order; and provided that the number of Indians entitled to the benefit of
this Treaty, shall amount to two-thirds of their present nunmlber (whiich is 1,240) to
entitle them to claim the full benefit thereof; and should the nunbers at any future
period not amount to two-thirds of 1,240, the annuity shall be diminished in propor-
tion to their actual numbers.

Schedules of Rcservatioas made by the above-named and subscribingj Chiefs and Principle
Men.

First.-Joseph Peaudechat and his tribe; the reserve to commence about two,
miles from Fort William (inland), on the right hank of the River Kaministiquia;
thence wosterly six miles parallel to the shores of the lake; thence northerly five
miles; thence easterly to the right bank of the said river, so as not to interfere with
any acquired rights of the Honorable the Hudson's Bay Company.

Second.-Four miles square at Gros Cap, being a valley near the Honorable the
Hudson's Bay Company's Post of Michipicoten, for Totomeaaai and tribe,

Third.-Four miles square on Gull River, near lake Nipigon, on both sides of
said river, for the Chief Mishemuckqua and tribe.

Signed, sealed and delivered at Sault
Sainte Marie, the day and year first
above written, in presence of- W. B. ROBINSON,

JOSEýPH: PEAUDICIAT,
Gzo. IRONSIDE, S. I. Affairs, JOHN ININWAY,
ARTHUR P. COOPER, Cap. Com. Rifle Brigade, MISIE.UUCKQUA,
-H. N. BALFOUR, 2nd Lieut., Rifle Brigade, TOTOMENAI
JOHN SWANsTON, C. F. Hon ble. Hudson's Bay Co., JACOB WASSABA,
GEo. JOHNSTON, Interpreter, AH. MUTCIWAGABON,
J. W. KATING. MICIIEL SWEBAGES.RICKB

MANITON SHAYNSE,
CTIGENAS.
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OPINION OF SIR RICHARD BETHELL, A.G., AND SIR HENRY S.
KEATING, S. G., 1857.

LINCOLN s INN, July, 1857.

SIR,-We are favoured with Mr. Merivale's letter of the 9th of June ultimo, in
'which he stated that ho was directed by you to transmit to us copies of two despatches
from the Governor of Canada, inclosing the copy of a Minute of his Executive Coun-
cil, and extract trom another Minute of the same in reference to the questions respect-
ing the affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company, then under investigation by a Com-
mittee of the House of Commops.

We were also requested to observe from the former of these Minutes tbat the
Executive Council suggest, on the part of Canada, a territorial claim over a considera-
hie extent ofcountry, which is also claimed by the Ludson's Bay Company, as owners
of the soil, and with rights of govern ment and exclusive trade under their Charter.

We were also requested to observe by the annexed parliamentary papers of the
12th of July, 1850, that the statement of the Hudson's Bay Cornpany's rights as to
territory, trade, taxation, and government, made by them to Earl Grey, as Secretary
ofthe Colonies, on the 13th September, 1849, was submitted to the then law officers
,of the Crown, who reported that they were of opinion that the rights so claimed by
the Company properly belonged to them, but suggested, at the same time, a mode of
testirg those claims by petition to Her Majesty, which might, be referred to the
Judicial Cormittee.

Mr. Meriva!e was further to aninex a Parliamentaiy Return made in 1842, con-
taining the Charter of the Company, and documents relating thereto; and another of
23rd of Ap8i, 184, conlaining among other papers, an Aet of 2nd Willian and Mary,

for confirming to the Governor and Company trading to Hudson's Bay their privi-
leges and trade."

The rights so claimed by the comnuany have been repeatedly questioned since
1850 by private persons in correspondence with the Secretary of State, and were then
questioned to a certain extent, as appears by those despatches, by the present Local
Government of Canada.

Mr. Merivale was also to request that we should take those papers into our con-
sideration, and report,-

Whether we thought the Crown could lawfully and constitutionally raise for
legal deciion, all or either of the following questions :-

The validity at the present day of the charter itself.
The validity of the several claims of territorial right of government, exclusive

trade and taxation insisted en by the company.
The geographical extent ot this territorial claim (supposing it to be well foundod

to any extent).
And if we were of opinion that the Crown could do so, we were requested further

to state the proper steps to be taken, in our opinion, by the Crown, and the propor
tribunal Io be resorted tr; and whether the Crown should aet on behalf of the Local
Government of Canada, as exercising a delegated share of the Royal authority, or in
any other way.

And, lastly, if we should be of opinion that the Crown could not properly so act,
whether we saw any objections to the questions being raised by the Local Govern-
ment of Canada, acting independently of the Crovn, or whether they ck.uld be raised
by some private p-irty in the manner sugg-sted by the law advisers in 1850, the
Crown undertaking to bear the expense of the proceedings.

In obedience to your request, we have taken the papers into our consideration,
and have the honor to report, -

That the questions of the validity and construction of the ludson's Bay Com-
pany's charter cannot be considered apart from the enjoyment that has been had
lunder it during nearly two centuries, and the recognition made of the rights of the
Company in various Acts, both of the Government and the Legislature.
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Nothing could be more uniust, or more opposed to the spirit of our law, than to
try this charter as a thing of yesterday, upon principles which might be deemed
applicallo to it if it had been granted within the last ten or twenty years.

These observations, however, must be considered as limited in their application
to the territorial rights of the company under the charter. and to the necessary inci-
dents or consequences of that territorial ownership. They do not extend to the
monopoly of trade (save as territorial ownership justifies the execution of intruders),
or to the right of an exclusive administration of justice.

But we do not understand the Hudson's Bay Company as claiming anything
beyoid the territorial ownership of the country they are in possession of, and the
right, as an incident to such ownership, of excluding personswho would compete witli
them in the fur trade carried on with the Indians resorting to their districts.

With these preliminary remarks we beg leave to state, in answer to the questions
submitted to us, that in our opinion the Crown could not now, with justice, raise the
question of the general validity of the Charter; out that on every legal principle
the Company's territorial ownership of the lands, and the rights necessarily incidental
thereto (as, for example, the right of exclnding from their territory persons acting
in violation of their regulations), ought to be deemed to be valid.

But with respect to any rights of government, taxation, exclusive administration
of justice, or exclusive trade, ortherwise than as a consequence of the right of own-
ership of the land, such rights could not be legally insisted on by the lludson's Bay
Company as having been legally granted to them by the Crown.

This remark, however, requires some explanation.
The Company has, under the Charter, power to make ordinances (which would

be in the nature of by-laws) for the government of the persons employed by them,
and also power to exercise jurisdiction in all matters, civil and criminal; but no
ordinance would be valid that was contrary to the Common Law, nor could the
Company insist on its right to administer justice as against the Crown's prerogative
right to establish courts of civil and eriminal justice within the territory.

We do not think, therefore, that the Charter should be treated as invalid because
it professes to confer these powers upon the Company; for to a certain extent they
may be lawfully used, and for an abuse of them the Company would be amenable
to law.

The remaining subject for consideration is the question of the geographical ex-
tent of the territory granted by the Charter, and whether its boundaries can in any
and what manner be ascertained. In the case of grants of considerable age, such as
this Charter, when the words, as is often the case, are indefinite or ambiguous, the
rule is, that they are construed by usage and enjoyment, including in these latter
terms the assertion of ownership by the Company on important public occasions, such
:a the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, and again in 1750.

To these elements of consideration upon this question must be added the enquiry
(as suggested by the following words of the Charter, viz: "l not possessed by the sub-
jects of any other Christian prince or state") whether, at the time of the Charter,
any part of the territory now claimed by the ludson's Bay Company could have
been rightfully claimed by the French as falling witbin the boundaries of Canada or
Nouvelle France, and also the effect of the Acts of Parliament passed in 1774 and
1791.

Under these circumstances, we cannot but feel that the important question of
the boundaries of the Rludson's Bay Company might with great utility, as between
the Company and Canada, be made the subject of a quasi-judicial enquiry.

But this cannot be done except by the consent of both parties, namely, Canada
and the Hudson's Bay Company ; nor would the decision of a Committee of the Privy
Council have any effect as a binding judicial determination.

But if the Hudson's Bay Company agree to the proposal of the Chief Justice of
Canada, that the question of the boundaries should be referred to the Privy Council,
it being further understood by both parties that the determination of the Council
shall be carried into effect by a declaratory Act of' Parliament, we think the proceed-
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ing would be the best mode of determining that which is, or ought to be, the onily
real subjeet of controversy.

The form of procedure might be a petition to the Queen by Chief Justice Draper,
describin_ himself as acting inder the direction of the Executive Council of Canada,
unless, which woiiild bo the more solemn mode, an Address were presented to Her
iMajesty by tie Canadiin Parlianent.

Counsel would bc heard on behalf of Canada and of the Company.
We are, &c.,

RICHARD BETHELL,
HENRY S. KEATING.

'he Right Honorable
H. LABOUCIERE, M. P., &e.

AN ACT FOR REGULATING THE FUR TRADE, AND ESTABLISHINO A CRIMINAL AND CIVIL
JURISDICTION WITHIN CERTAIN PARTS OF NORTH AMERICA.

Whereas the conipetition in the fur trade between the Governor and Comp>any of
Adventurers of England trading to Hludson's Bay, and certain associations of persors
trading under the name of " The North-West Company of M1ontreal," has been fouid
for some years past to be productive of great inconvenience and loss, not only to the
said company and associations, but to the said trade in general, and also of great
injury to the native Indians, and of other persops subjects of His Majesty: And
whereas the animosities and feuds arising from such competition, have also for some
years past kept the interior of America, to the northward and westward of the
Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, and of the territories of the United States of
America, in a state of continued disturbance: And whereas many breaches of the
peace and violence extending to the loss of lives, and considerable destruction of
property, have continually occurred therein : And whereas for remedy of such evils,
it is expedient and necessary that some more effectual regulations should be established
for the apprehending, securing and bringing to justice all persons committing such
offences, and that His Majesty should be empowered to regulate the said trade :
And whereas doubts have been entertained whether the provisions of an Act passed
in the forty-third year of the Reign of.His late Majesty King George the Third.
intituledI "An Act for extending the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Justice in the
Provinces of Lower and U pper Canada, to the trial and punishment of persons guilty
of crimes and offences within certain parts of North Ainerica adjoining to the said
Provinces," extended to the territories granted by charter to the said Governor and
GCompany; and it is expedient that such doubts should be removed, and that the said
Act should be further extended : Be it therefore enactedi hy the King's Mot.Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal,
antd Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same, that from and after the passing of this Act, it shall be lawful for His Majesty,
his heirs or successors, to make Grants or give His Royal License, under the hand and
seal of one of His Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, to any body corporate, or
company, or person or persons, of or for the exclusive privilege of trading with the

Indiaus in all such parts cf North America as shall be specified in any such Gi ants
or Licenses respectively, not being part of the lands or territories heretofore granted
to the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's
Bay, and not being part of any of His Majesty's Provinces in North America, or of
any lands or territories belonging to the United States of America; and all such
'Grants and Licenses shall be good, valid and effectual for the purpose of securing to all
such bodies corporate or companies, or persons, the sole and exclusive privilege of
trading with the Indians in all such parts of North America (except as hereinafter
excepted) as shall be spîecified in such Grants or Licenses ; anything contained in any
Act or Acts of Parliament, or any law to the contrary notwithstanding.
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II. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that no such Grant or License,
made or given by His Majesty, his heirs or successors, of any such exclusive privileges
of trading with the Indians in such parts of North America as aforesaid, shali be
made or givon for any longer period than twenty-one years; and no rent shall be
required or demarided for or in respect of any suchGrant or License, or any privileges
given thereby under the provisions of this Act, for the first period of twenty-one
years; and from and after the expiration of such first period of twenty-one years, it
,ball be lawful for His Majesty, his heirs or successors, to reserve such rents in any
ft ure Grants or Licenses to be made to the same or any other parties, as shall be
de, med just and reasoriable, with security for the payment thereof; and such rents
shall be deemed part of the land reven.ues of His Majesty, bis heirs and successors,
and be applied and accounted for as the other land revenues of His Majesty, bis heirs
or successIs, shal, at tbe time of payment of any such rent being made, be applied
and accounted for.

11H. And be it further enacted, that from and after the passiing of this Act, the
Governor and Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay, and every body
corporate, and company, and person to whom every such Grant or Liceiise shall be-
made or given as aforesaîd, shall respectively keep accurate registers of ail persons
in their emiploy in any parts of North America, and shall, once in each year, return,
to lis Majesty's Secretaries of State, accurate duplicates of such registers, and shall
also enter into such security as shall be required by His M]jesty for the due execu-
tion of all processes, criminal and civil, as well within the territories included in any
such grant as within those granted by charter to the Governor and Company of Ad-
venturers trading to Hudson's Bay, and for the producing or delivering into safe
custody, for purpose of trial, of ail persons in their employ, or acting under their
authority, who shall be charged with any criminal offence, and also for the due and
faitbful observance of ail such rules, regulations, and stipulations as shall be contained
in any such Grant or License, either for diminishing or preventing the sale or dis-
tribution of spirituous liquors to the Indians, or for promoting their moral and re-
ligious improvement, or for any other object which His Majesty may deem necessary
for the remedy or preventions of the other evils which have hitherto been found to
exist.

IV. And wheicas by a convention entered into between His Majesty and
the United States of America, it was stipulated and agreed, that any country on the
north-west coast of America, to the westward of the Stony Mountains, should be free
and open to the citizens and subjects of the two Powers, for the term of ten years,
from the date of the signature of that convention; be it therefore enacted, that
nothing in this Act contained shall be deemed or construed to authorize any body
corporate, company, or person, to whom lis Majesty may have, under the provisions
of this Act, made a Grant or given a License of exclusive trade with the lndians in
such parts of North America as aforesaid, to claim or exercise any such exclusive
trade within the limits specified in the said article, to the prejudice or exclusion of
any citizens of the said United States of America, who may be engaged in the said
trade: Provided always, that no British subject shall trade with the Indians within,
asuch linits, without such Grant or License as is by this Act required.

V. And be it declared and enacted, that the said Act passed in the forty-third
year of the reign of lis late Majesty, intituled " An Act for extending the juris-
diction of the Courts of Justices in the Provinces of Lower and U pper Canada, to-
the Trial and Puniishment of persons guilty of crimes and offences within certain parts
iii North America, adjoining to the said Provinces," and all the clauses and provisons
therein contained, shalf be deemed and construed, and it is and are hereby respec-
tively declared. to extend to and over and to be in full force in and through ail the
teri itories heretofore granted to the Company of Adventurers of England trading to
ludson's Bay; anything in any Act or Acts of Parliament, or this Act, or in any

grant or Charter to the company, to the contrary notwithstanding.
VI. And be it further enacted, that from and after the passing of this Act, the

Courts of judicature now existing, or which may be hereafter established in the



Province of Upper Canada, shall have the saine civil jurisdiction, power and authority
as weil in the cognizance of suits as in the issuing process, mense, and final, and in
all other respects whatsoever. within the said Indian Territories and other parts of-
Anerica not within the limits of either of the Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada,
or of any civil government of the United States, as the said Courts have or are
invested with within the limits of the said Provinces of Lower and Upper Canada
respectively; and that all and every contract, agreement, debt, liability and demand
whatsoever, made, entered into, incurred or arising within the said Indian Territories
and other parts of America, and all and every wrong and injury to the person or to
the property, real or personal, cornmitted or done within the same, shall be and be
deemed to be of the saie nature, and be cognizable by the same Courts, Magistrates,
or Justices of the Peace, and be tried in the same manner and subject to the same
consequences in all respects as if the same had been made, entered into, incurred,
arisen, cornmitted or doue within the said Province of UJpper Canada, anything in any
Act or Acts of Parliament, or Grant, or Charter, to the contrary notwithstanding :
Provided always, that all sicb suits and actions relating to lands or to any claims in
respect to lands not being within the Province of Upper Canada, shall be decided
according to the laws of that part of the United Kingdom called England, and shall
not be subject to or affected by any local Acts, Statutes, or Laws of the Legislature.
of Upper Canada.

VII. And be it further enacted, that all process, writs, orders, judgments, decrees,
and acts whatsocver, to be issued, made, delivered, given and doue by or under the
authority of the Eaid Courts, or either of therm, shall have the same force, authority,
and effect within the said Indian territory and other parts of America as aforesaid,
as the same now have within the said Province of Upper Canada.

VIII. And be it further enacted, that it shall be lawful fbr the Governor or
Lieutenant-Governor or person administering the Government, for the time being, of
Lower Canada, bv Commission under his Hand and Seal, toauthorize ail persons who
,shall be appointed Justices of the Peace under the provisions of this Act, within tho
said Indian territories, or other parts of America as aforesaid, or any other person
who shall be specially named in any such commission, to act as a Conmissioner
within the same, for the purpose of executing, enforcing and carrying into effect all
such process, writs, orders, judgments, decrees and Acts which shall be issued, made,
delivered, given or done by the said Courts of judicature, and which may require to
be enforced and executed within the said Indian territories, or such other parts of
North America as n4 c.aid; and in case any person or persons whatsoever, residing
or being within the said Indian territories, or such other parts of America as afore-
said, shall refuse to obey or perform any such process, writ, order, judgment, decree,
or Act of the said Courts, or shall resist or oppose the execution thereof, it shall and
muay be lawful for the said Justices of the Peace or Commissioners, and they or any
of them are, and is hereby required, on the same being proved before him, by oath or
affidavit of one credible witness, to commit the said person or persons so offending as
aforesaid, to custody, in order to his or their being conveyed to Upper Canada; and
bat it shall be lawful for any such Justice of the Peace or Cormmissioner, or any
person or persons acting under his authority, to convey or cause to be conveyed such
person or persons so offending as aforesaid, to Upper Canada, in pursuance of such
process, writ, order, decree, judgment or act, and such person or persons shal be
committed to gaol by the said Court, on his, her, or their being so brought into the
said Province of Upper Canada, by which such process, writ, order, decree, judgment
or Act was issued, made, delivered, given or done, until a final judgment or decree
shall bave been pronounced in such suit, and shall have been duly performed, and all
costs paid, in case such person or persons shall be a party or parties in such suit, or
nntil the trial of such suit shall have been concluded, in case such person or persons
shall be a witness or witnesses therein : Provided always, that if any person or
persons so apprehended as aforesaid, shall enter into a bond recognizance to any such
Justice of the Peace or Commissioner, with two sufficient sureties, te the satisfaction of
such Justice of the Peace or Commissioner, or the said Courts, conditioned to obey
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and perform such process, writ, order, judgment, decree, or Act as aforesaid, then,
and in such case, it shall and may be lawful for the said Justice of the Peace or Com-
rmissioner, or the said Courts, to diseharge such person or persons out of custody.

IX. And be it further enacted, that in case such person or persons shall not
perfori and fulfil the condition or conditions of such recognizance, then, and in such
case it shall and may be lawful for any such Justice or Commissioner, and he is hereby
required to assign such recognizance to the plaintiff or plaintiffs, in any suit in which
such process, writ, order, decree, judgment, or act shall have been issued, made,
delivered, given, or donc, who may maintain an action in the said Courts, in his own
name, against the said sureties, and recover against such sureties the full amount of
such loss or damage as such plaintiff shall prove to have been sustained by Lim, by
reason of the original cause of action in respect of which such process, writ, order,
decree, judgment, or act of the said Courts were issued, made, delivered, given or done
as aforesaid, notwithstanding anything contained in any Charter granted to the said
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay.

X. And be it further enacted, that it shall be lawful for Ris Majesty, if he shall
deem it convenient so to do, to issue a Commission or Commissions to any person or-
persons to be and act as Justices of the Peace, within such parts of America as afore
said, as well within any territories beretofore granted to the Company of
Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay, as within the Indian territories of
such other parts of America as aforesaid, and it shall be lawful for the Court in the
Province of Upper Canada, in any case iii which it shall appear expedient, to have
any evidence taken by Commission, or any facts or issue, or any cause or suit ascer-
tained, to issue a Commission to any three or more of such Justices to take such
evidence, and return the same, or try such issue, and for that purpose to hold Courts,
and to issue subp<enas or other processes to compel attendance of plaintiffs, defend-
ants, jurors, witnesses, and all other persons requisite and essential to the e-ecution
of the several purposes for which such Commission or Commissions had issued, and
with the like power and authority as are vested in the Courts of the said Province of
Upper Canada; and any order, verdict, judgment, or decree, that shall be made,
found, declared, or published by or before any Court or Courts held under and by
virtue of such Commission or Commissions, shall be considered to be of as full effect,
and enforced in like manner, ai if the same had been made, found, declared, or pub-
lished within the jurisdictio)n of the Court of the said Province, and at the time of
issuing such Commission or Commissions shall be declared the place or places where
suc) Commission is to bu opened, and the Courts and proceedings thereunder held;
and it shail be at the same time provided how and by what means the expenses of
such Commission, and the execution thereof, shall be raised and provided for.

XI. And be it further enacted, that it shall be lawful for His Majesty, notwith-
-standing anvthing contained in this Act, or in any Charter granted to the said
4overnor and Company of Adventurers of lngland trading to Hudson's Bay, from
lime to time by any Commission under the Great Seal, to authorize and empower any
such persons so appointed Justices of the Peace as aforesaid, to sit and hold Cour ts of
Records for the trial of criminal offences and nisdemeanors, and also for civil causes;
and it shall be lawful for His Majesty to order, direct and authorize the appointment
of proper officers to act in aid of such Courts and Justices within the jurisdiction
assigned to such Courts and Justices in any such Commission; anything in this Act
or in any Charter of the Governor and Company of the Merchant Adventurers of
England trading to Hudson's Bay, to the contrary notwithstanding.

XII. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that such Courts shall be con-
stituted, as to the number of Justices to preside therein, and as to such places within
the said territories of the said Company, or any Indian territories or other parts of
North America as aforesaid, and the times and manner of holding the same, as His
Majesty shall from time to time order and direct; but shall not try any offender
upon any charge or indictment for any felony made the subject of capital punisb-
ment, or for any offence or passing sentence affecting the life of any offender, or
adjudge of cause any offender to suffer capital punishment or transportation, or take
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cognizatfnce or try any civil action or suit, in which the cause of such suit or action
shall exceed in value the amount or sum of two hundred pounds; and in cvery case
of any offence subjecting the person committing the same to capital piiiiishmerit or
transportation, the Court or any Judge of any such Court, or any Justice or Justices
of the Peace, before whom any such offender shall be brought, shall commit sucli
offender to safe eustody, and cause such offender to be sent in such custody for trial
in the Court of the Province of Upper Canada.

XIII. And be it further enacted, that all judgments given in any civil suit shal
be subject to appeal to His Majesty in Council. in like manner as in other cases in
His Majesty's Province of Upper Canada, and also iii any case in which the right or
title to any ]and shall be in question.

XIV. And bc it further enacted, that nothing in this Act contained shall be
taken or construed to affect any right, privilege, authority or jurisdiction, which the
Governor and Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson's Bay are by law entitled
to claim and exercise under their Charter, but that all such rights, privileges,
authorities and jurisdictions shall remain in as full force, virtue and effect, as if this
Act had never been made; anything in this Act to the contrary notwithstanding.

THURSDAY, 18th March, 1880.

Committee met at 11:30 o'clock a.m., Mr. Dawson in the chair.

Hon. Mr. Justice JoHNsoN was examined as follows

By the Chairman :
298. You were at one time Governor of Assiniboia, I understand ?-Yes ; fromn

1855 to the end of 1858.
299. You were also Chief Justice ofiRuperL's Land ?-Not Chief Justice; Recorder

was the title of the office.
300. That was under the old system ?-Yes. The old laws were enforced until

altered, and the office of Recorder was continued until the Chief Justice was
appointed, Mr. Mortris.

301. You were appointed to Manitoba by the Dominion Government ?-I was
appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, but never entered on the duties of the
office and never was sworn in, because it was found that, by the laws of Lower Canada,
my holding the office of Judge of the Superior Court prevented my holding any other,
so I resigned the Lieutenant-Governorship.

302. With respect to the matter of the northern and western boundaries of Ontario
having regard to the Quebec Act of 1774, with which, of course, you are familiar
would you favor the Committee with your opinion as to what would be the true
northern and western boundaries of the old Province of Quebec, as constituted by
that Act ?-Yes. The northern and western boundaries.

By Mr. Weldon.-The question is whether this is proper evidence to be brought
before the Committee. Any information that can be furnished ought to be received,
but we must form our own opinions thereon, and not be guided by the opinions of
witnesses.

By the Chairman.-The order of reference is to enquire into all matters connected
with the boundaries of Ontario. Judge Johnson has been Governor of the territory
covering the disputed grounds, and has had a great deal to do with the question.

By Mr. Weldon.-Facts, information and documents would be proper evidence, but
we must form our opinion from the facts presented and the documents submitted.

By Mr. Robinson.-The witness will, no doubt, state on what grounds his opinion
is formed.

By Mr. Royal.-I believe that indiscriminate opinions by every man on this subject
should not be taken as evidence ; but the opinions of certain mon as to the correct
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meaning of certain Suatutes are, I bolieve, very important, from their experience,
learning and position. I believe what is called jarisprudenee in our courts is nothing
but the opinion of1judges. It night be very proper to have the opinions of men of
standing, such as the Hon. Justice Johnson, especially considering that he bas long
resided in the Red River country and been long connected with the administration of
justice there. With all due deference to the opinions of other members of the Com-
mittee, I believe we ought to have an expression of the opinion of the witness.

By Mr. Ouimet.-I think the technical objection of Mr. Weldon has somle force, but
the question might be put to the witness ina ditferent way,so as to make iL a proper ques-
tion. The Statutes which we shall have to consult, and fron which we will have to forn
our opinions, are well-known Statutes. They were passed a long while ago. It might
be, and I think it is, of very great interest and importance to this Connittee to
know how these Statutes have been interpreted, and more especially how they have
been interpreted by those who have administered justice in the North-West, and who,
eonsequently, have been in the habit of looking at these Statutes, and have seen for
themselves sur les lieux how they ought to be interpreted. I think, in this respect,
Judge Job nson's opinion would be of very grent weight, and that it is very important
to have it; although the form in which the Chairman has put the question might be
objectionable in a strictly technical sense.

By the Chairan.-Probably the Judge will inform us as to the way in which the
Statute has hitherto been interpreted, and the way in which it has been interpreted
more especially as affecting the western and northern boundaries of the old Province
of Quebec.

By Mr. Welon.-If we lay down the principle that some opinions ought to be
given, I do not sec exactly where we ought to draw the line.

By (lie ('hairnan.-What we want is information as to the way in which the matter
was regarded at a period not very remote, an-d this information we wish to elicit fron
the Judge. These questions were very much discussed at the time he was Governor,
an>ud at the time troops were being sent to the North-West. If ho could give us infor-
mation as to the opinions of counsel and as to the views held in respect to the northern
and western boundaries as constituted the by Que bec Act, would not that be within the
scopc of the order of reference ?-I can give you evidence of the authoritative recog-
nition of the District of Assiniboia by the Crown of England. I have always under-
stood that the original Province of Quebec, as constituted by the Act of 1774, was
bounded to the north by the southern boundary of the territory grauted to the
ludson's Bay Company, and I have always understood that that southern boundary was
the height of land separating the basin of Hudson's Bay from the Chain of great
lakes and the St. Lawrence, and constituting a water-shed on one side and on the
-other. I have'always understood that to be the case. I have further understood that
when the Constitutional Act came to be passed in 1791, and the Provinces divided,
it was judicially held in the deReinhardt case by Chief Justice Sewell, that although
that Act divided the Provinces, it did nothing to extend either of them. I think that
is self-evident.

303. Was the Colony of Assiniboia recognized by the Imperial Government
and in what way ?-The existence defacto of the Colony of Assiniboia was certaiily
recognized in a variety of ways, and in the most authoritative manner by the Crown
-Of England in a series of Acts that admit of no doubt whatever. They sent the 6th
Regiment there in 1846 or 1847, under Colonel Crofton. They were sent by orders
ot the Duke of Wellington to occcupy that place, so that in view of any trouble in
respect to the Oregon question, they might be made available on the other side of
the mountains. lowever that was, they were sent there. After that, when I was
.sworn in as Governor in 1855, after the retirement of Colonel Crofton and the troops, I
made a demand for troops for the purpose of keeping order, and I got troops con-
manded by Major Seaton. They sent out a company of 100 men of the Canadian
RiBes, British troops in the pay of the British Government, and they were quartered
there some years.
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By _Mr. Ouiniet:
304. You were sent there in 1855 as Governor of Assiniboia ?-Yes. Besides the

troops, the Crown of England sent out a number of pensioners whom they re-enrolled in
a permanent form, to whon the Hudson's Bay Company agreed to give land on their
becoming settlers there. That was done orn the retirement of the 6th Regiment,
about the year 1850 or 1851, and those pensioners were there with their families,
while I was there as Governor. Some of them and their descendants are still there.
But I found a more important recognition accidentally yesterday evening on the
part of the English Crown, of the fact that the Colony of Assiniboia was a colony,
the existence of which they not only knew of but with respect to which they reserved
to themselves the right to establish, of tieir prerogative, Courts of Justice when-
ever they should see fit.

305. You mean the Imperial Government ?-Yes. The way I came across that
was in referring to some old notes which I kept when I was in Assiniboia in 1857
or 1858. In turning them over I found the opinions given by the Attorney and
Solicitor-Generals of England of that day, Sir Richard Bethel and Sir Henry
Keating. Ifound that I had extracted from a newspaper the opinions which thosegentle-
men were supposed to have given. I alsolound that I had made this note: " There
is an all-important paragraph omitted," and I find the paragraph is inserted in my
handwriting. Then to verify it I looked at the opinion as it is published by autority
in this country. and contained in the book entitled "Statutes, documents and papers
bearing on the discussion respecting the northern and western boundaries of the Pro-
vince of Ontario, compiled by direction of the Government of Ontario." I found
that the paragraph which was omitted in publication, probably for some party
purpose, at that time, was this: [to be found on page 200 of the book referred to]
" The company bas, under the charter, power to make ordinances (which would
be in the nature of by-laws) for the government of the persons employed by them,
and also power to exercise jurisdiction in all matters civil and criminal ; but no
ordinance would be valid that was contrary to the common law, nor could the
company insist on its right to administer justice as against the Crown's prerogative
right to establish Courts of Civil and Criminal Justice within the territory." Here
then, in 1857, you have the two law officers of the Crown in England, stating it was
the Crown's prerogative right, at that time, if they should see fit, to establish Courts
of Civil and Crimnal Justice in Assiniboia. Now, that is a declaration entirely at
variance with the possibilty of its being part of Upper Canada,because to Upper Canada
had been granted legislative powers and a constitution of its own, and in its legislature
had been vested the right to constitute Courts of Justice. That was a decisive recogni-
tion of the fact by the law officers in England that that colony de facto existed, that the
Crown recognized it, and not only had the power but possibly at that time contem-
plated the exercise of the power of making it a Crown colony, and establishing
Courts of Justice there irrespective of Upper Canada, to which it was not considered
to belong at all.

306. It was considered that the water-shed formed the northern boundary line of
Upper Oanada ?-Undoubtedly, and it was considered that the western boundary
was the line running due north, as it was laid down in the deReinhardt case, from
the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio to the southern boundary of the
Hudson Bay Company's territory.

By -1r. Trow :
307. Is the word due north used ?-No; the word northward is used, but that has

been interpreted by the most eminent Judge who ever lived in Lower Canada, Chief
Justice Sewell, to mean undoubtedly north.

By -Mr. DeCosmos :
308. ý. hat do you consider the eastern boundary of Assiniboia ?-I do not exactly

renember at this minute, but I could easily verify it. The question as to how
Assiniboia was erected is a long story. The Earl of Selkirk affected to surrender or
did surrender, to the Hudson's Bay Company a large tract of country which is now
-Comprised in the State of Minnesota; no dnbt of that. But the limits of Assiniboia,
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whilo I was there, I do not now exactly remember. I could, however, verify it in a
moment by my report, because when I was sent up as Commissioner in 1870 or 1871,
to report upon the state of the laws that existed provious to the establishment of'
Manitoba, I considered that question involved, in a certain degree the eographical
extent of the country ; and although the title of the Hudson's Bay Company had
been admitted by the surrender which was accepted of their title by the Crowii of
England and by Canada, still I had to report what the laws were, and in my report I
find that the district of Assiniboia, long after the Earl of Selkirk bad surrendered bis
rights to the Hudson's Bay Company, was constituted and defined by the Board of
Directors of the Hudson's Bay Company in London. I have that here.

By M1r. -Robinson:
309. There never was any setting ont by stakes and bounds officially of the dis.

trict of Assiniboia ?-I am not able to say whether there was or not; my impression
is there was. There were two eminent surveyors in olden times, Messrs. Thomson
and Taylor, and I always understood a survey had been made. But I will not answer
the question with certainty. I always took it for granted such had been done.

By the Chairman :
310. You say that the surrender of the title of the ludson's Bay Company to the

Crown of England and to Canada, and its acceptance by thern, established its validity ?
Have you opinions of learned counsel as to the validity of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's charter, and the extent of territory it covered ?-There have been a series of
opinions from the earliest times, going back to the day of Lord Mansfield, then, Mr.
Murray, and coming down to the present day, which, with very little variation, have
always maintained the right of the company to the soil, and to the territory ; but
have not maintained with equal certainty their right to exclusive trading privilege.
I take it that the Crown of England had the same right to grant land when it was
granted by King Charles, that the Crown in Canada bas to grant land now
apart from exclusive trade privilege. It was in the year 1833, on the 13th March,
at a general court held in the Hudson's Bay House, London, that the district of
Assiniboia was erected and was declared " co-extensive with such portions of the ter-
ritory (these are the words of the order) granted to the late Thomas, Earl of Selkirk,
on the 12th June, 1811, as is now within the domains of Her Britannic Majesty." That
is what constituted the district of Assiniboia, and it so constituted defacto, whatever
its precise extent, it bas certainly been recognised by a series of Acts by the British
Government. I may state more than that: I came down from the Red River country
in the fall of 1658. Mr. Watkin was in this country, and was associated with Sir
Edmund Head in connection with the interests of the Hludson's Bay Company, or
with respect to some proposition for establishing a Government in that territory by-
and-bye. It was felt it could no longer be held as a monopoly. I was, at the request
of the Duke of Newcastle, called upon to draw up a report and make a recommenda-
tion as to the form of Government which was desirable. This was in 1863. I
reported in favor of a Crown colony. I believe Sir Edmund Hlead did so too. Most
certainly the Duke of Newcastle recognised as a possible event that the Crown o
England might make a Crown colony of it. I believe it was a mere accident that it
was not done. At one time it was considered, not only desirable, but almost certain,
that it would be made a Crown colony, which is perfectly at variance with its being
part of Upper Canada.

311. You had a judicature established there for the trial ofcriminal cases ?-Yes.
The validity of the company's charter, in that respect, ias always been acknowledged
by the law officers of England. They administered justice there, perhaps in a ready,
but in a very efficient manner; and on one occasion, I am happy to say not in my
time, but in that of my predecessor, an Indian was tried for his life. Hie was found
guilty by a jury, condemned to be executed, and was executed just outside Fort
Gärry.

312. So that it was de facto a separate colony ?-It was unquestionably. It was
defacto a separate colony, and recognised as such by the Crown of England, which
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intimated more than once the possibility of their exercising their authority there
quite independent of Canada.

By Mr. DeCosmos:-
313. I understood that the territory of Assiniboia was the same as that which had

been granted to Lord Selkirk ?-Partly so.
314. What I desire to have is a description-of those bonndaries.-No doubt

what Lord Selkirk assumed to own, and the country he intended to settle, exLended
over a very great part of what is now Minnesota, and which before it became
Minnesota, was the territory of Dakotah and Minnesota, now forming two States.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
-15. The international boundary fixes conclusively the fact that the territory of

Upper Canada cannot zo further south ; but what we want to know is, what doctimen-
tary evidence can be produced to show how far the boundary of Assiniboia went east
along the international boundary, or how far the boundary of Upper Canada went
west along the international boundary-I take it everything that was west of a due
north line from the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio was Assiniboia ? I think
so.

By the Chairman:
à'16. Or Hudson's Bay Company's territory ?-Or Hudson's Bay Territory, but

Assiniboia certainly used to bring in criminals from some distance and try those
criminals from Bout de la Rivière, at the foot of Lake Winnipeg, and Winnipeg
River, just where the river runs into the lake.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
317. Are there any records of criminals having having been brought in from the

Lake of the Woods ?-Not that I know of.
318. Or east of the water-shed ?-Not that I know of. I know of no instance in

which it was found necessary to do that. I do not know that the authority of
Assiniboia would have been assumed. I think probably one of the Statutes vesting
jurisdiction in the Province of Lower and Upper Canada would have been invoked.
There were two Acts, and one of them would probably have been invoked ; but at all
events, whichever was invoked, it was not considored Upper Canada, or it would not
have been necessary to give jurisdiction to the Provinces.

By -Mr. Ouimet:
319. How did Lord Selkirk come into the possession of that vast territory called

Assiniboia, and how did it pass afterwards into the hands of the Hudson's Bay
Company ?-The old Canada Company, called the North-West Company, gave certain
rights in the first instance; what they were I do not know, and I have never seen
any instrument attesting them to Lord Selkirk, who brought ont a number of
Scotch and Shetland Island emigrants and settled them there.

By M1r. DeCosmos:
320. In other words, it was merely a quit claim. They surrendered their pos-

sessory rights ?-The North-West Company assumed to be trading there, and the
HEudson's Bay Company said the country was theirs, and there was a battle fought
at the Frog Plains between them, but the country eventually came back to the
Hludson's Bay Company.

By Mr. Robinson:
321. The North-West Company always disputed that the Hudson's Bay Company

h'ad territorial rights, and maintained that they should confine themselves to the shores
Of Hudson's Bay ?-I do not know of any pretension of that kind. The North-West
C)mpany took all they could, and as fur traders they rather beat the Hudson's Bay
Company.

By Mr. Ouimet:
322. But what territorial rights had Lord Selkirk, and were these territorial rights

recognised by the Crown of England ?-They were not recognised by the Crown of
England, se far as I know, in Lord Selkirk's time, only after the establishment by the
Company of the colony there under the charter, because under that charter they had
two distinct rights; they had not only the right'of governing and exercising jurisdic-
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tion over servants and employees, but another part of the charter distinctly
recognized the possibility of a colony being established.

By Mr. Trou :
323. The allotments given by Lord Selkirk to settlers were recognised at all time

afterwards, were t.hey not ?-Yes. The Rudson's Bay Comany always exercised the
greatest good fiith with respect to the land grants. What was called the land
system was most imperfect, consisting of a book kept by a clerk; but any represen-
tation made or fact ascertained was always at once recognised by the Hudson's Bay
Company, and a sort of title given. The settlers always had their rights respected;
nobody ever lost land they occupied.

324. These settlements were confined to the Red River bottom lands asarule ?-
Tes.

325. They did not extend to any districts outside ?-Originally they werelsettled
for twenty miles on the banks of the Red River between Lower Fort Garry and
Upper Fort Garry. The Kildonan settlement was an offshoot from the old settlement.

By Mr. Royal:
326. Did Lord Selkirk get any charter from any power ?-Lord Selkirk was an

usurper. He wanted to do good to some of his Scotch countrymen, and to exclude
the North-West Company, if he could, from that country. He was a very energetic
man; but from the moment Assiniboia was established as a colony the British
Government dealt with it as a colony, and as a separate thing altogether from
Upper Canada.

By Mr. Ouimet:
327. When was it established as a colony ?-In 1839. That is to say, that ck

facto it existed before then; but on the 13th March, 1839, this governing power, the
ludson's Bay Company, made laws for that place.

Wîtness.-Handed in papers and documents to accompany his evidence.

Examination continued
By Mr. Ouimet :

328. You have told us that after the 6th Regiment was withdrawn by the English
Government, pensioners were left there with the understanding that the
ludson's Bay Company would give them .lands to settle upon, and also on the
condition that they would serve in case of emergeicy:-Yes; that was the
arrangement made between the English War Office and the Hudson's Bay Company.
They continued to draw their pay, the Hudson's Bav Company being the Agents of
the War Office for that purpose, Col. Caldwell and Captain Hill being the officers of
the pensioners there. They were regularly paid fbr years, and called out annually
for drill. They had a uniform, and were to all intents and purposes a military force
employed by the Crown of England.

329. Were lands given to them according to agreement ?-Yes.
330. In what portion ofthe settlement?-Generally up the Assiniboine, from Fort

Garry up as far as where Burke's used to be, round the bend of the Assiniboine.
Some of their descendants now hold those lands.

331. This, according to your judgment, would show that the Crown recognized
that the Hudson's Bay Company had the right to dispose of the land; that they had
possession of the land and the right to dispose of it ?-No doubt of it. No English
lawyer has ever given an opinion that the grant was invalid as regards the land. In
the very early days of the controversy, there were some gentlemen who were of the
opinion that the extent of the territory granted, meant only the immediate shores of
Hudson's Bay. That was immediately refuted by the words, "lakes, rivers and
inlets," and the extent of their occupation would necessarily be the points to which
they could penetrate by these rivers; that is to say, the height of land. That deed
existed. When the Act of 1774 came to be passed, that deed was recognized; and it is
stated there that their southern boundary should be the northern boundary of the
Province of Quebec; and when the Province was divided nothing was said about it
at all. Nothing was added to Upper Canada, only it was divided from Lower Canada.
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By ir. Trow:
332. Are you of opinion that the Hudson's Bay Company's Charter gave them an

absolute right to the soil, or gave them rights meroly for trading purposes ?-I believe
it gave them an absolute right to the soit.

By Mr. RlUnson:
333. What was the opinion of Sir Arthur Pigott, Sergeant Spankey and Lord

Brougham ?-There were some early opinions of counsel, and Lord Brougham's was
one of them, that the title was circumscribed with respect to the rights of discovery,
and limited to the immediate shores of the Bay. I know such opinions were given.

334. Did those opinions not touch the territorial rights of the company ?--I
don't remember at this moment; but the opinions are all printed.

By Mr. Ouimet:
335. Could you find the agreement between the War Office and the Hudeon's Bay

authorities about those pensioners and their being given land to settle upon by the
Hudson's Bay Company ?-You would find in the archives at Fort Garry those people's
titles to those lands. As to the despatches which passed between the War Office and
the Hudson's Bay Company, they are to be found in London.

336. The lands were given as an inducement to send out the military ?-The
Énglish Government said: " We will send out soldiers and pay them, but in order
to ameliorate their lot, you must give them grants of land.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
337. Are you aware whether there is any deed of surrender in existence between

Lord Selkirk and his.heirs and the Hudson's Bay Company ?-I am not aware of that.
There must have been something, I take it.

338. Are you aware whether there is any deed passing the rights of the North-
West Company to Lord Selkirk ?-I am not.

By the Chairman:
339: Are you aware whether, subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht, when the

French, by that treaty, restored all their possessions on the hay to the English,
whether the Hudson's Bay Company were ever afterwards disturbed in possession
on the immediate confines of the bay ?-As a matter of curions history, I do not
know whether it can be exactly ascertained or not. I have known a great many old
people in that country, full of traditions, one of which is that the Hudson's Bay
Company had establishments on the Albany River at a very early period.

310. I speak of the mere confines of the bay ?-I have never heard that the French
had really any establishments there after the Treaty of Utrecht.

341. Not subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht ?-They had before they took the
forts in 1686.

342. The object of my question is this: There is, on that map on the wall and
all the maps of the time. a line called the boundarv line of Hudson's Bay.
In the instructions to Governors from 1791 to 1838, in describing the dividing line,
they say a line drawn due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming to the bound-
-ary line of Hudson's Bay; subsequent to 1838 the wording Of the Commissions ran
" to the shore of Hudson's Bay." Was that boundary line of Hudson's Bay held to
be identical with the height of land or the shore ?--I have always considered it to be
the height of land.

343. The country of the Illinois, was it considered a part of Canada at the time of
the cession, or was it considered a part of Louisiana?-This is a subject which is
rather nebalous in my mind. I have always had an idea that the Illinois country
was a sort of offshoot or territory of Louisiana in ancient times. I do not know Lhat
it was ever considered a part of Canada at all, but I would not profess to give a
reliable opinion on the subject. My recollection has been that it was something
quite apart from Canada.

By -Mr. DeCosmos:
344. That is, French Canada ?-Yes.
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By Mr. Trow:
345. I consider Judge Johnson to say that the colony of Assiniboia was

acknowledged by the British Government, but I do not see that that gives us much
information respecting the northern limits of Quebec or Canada?=No; merely with
respect to the northern boundary.

346. You have not given us the western limits, becanse you have not told us how
far east that colony was acknowledged to extend ?-It was always considered to
extend to the boundary of Upper Canada on the south and south-east, namely, the
height of lard.

347. Were any settlements made on Rainy River or Lake of the Woods ?--You
cannot call them settlements. I have known eccentrie individuals who settled there,
one of whom was a Mr. McLeod, but there were no settlements of any importance.
About the Rat Portage and Fort Frances, there were several French half-breed
families settled.

348. That is, at the head of Rainy River ?-The head of Rainy Lake.
The Chairman:-Rainy River, or rather its waters, have their source 200 miles

to the east of that.
By -Mr. Royal:

349. Do you think that General Alured Clark's proclamation of 18th Nov., 1791,
considering it in connection with the Orders of Council of the 19th and 24th August,
1791, and the Royal Instructions of 12th and 16th September of the same year, to
Governor General Lord Dorchester, could bave the effect of enlarging the Province
of Upper Ca.nada beyond the limits assigned to it by the Act and the Order in Council
and instructions based thereon ?-Of course any Statute may h-ave been interpreted
rightly or wrongly by the Executive, but the interpretation would not alter the
Statute.

350. But these instructions must have been based on the Statutes ?-Yes.
351. Therefore they could not in any way extend or diminish the territory of the

Province of Que bec ?-Clearly not.
352. You spoke, some time ago, of the opinions of Lord Brougham; I see the

Cavendish papers are often quoted in these volumes. Do you consider them very
valuable as an authority on the matter we are considering ?-Lord Brougham was
asked by the adversaries of the Hudson's Bay Company to give an opinion; it is
published in the volumes before us. The Cavendish papers were published in 183s,
65 years after the debates of 1774, and were never considered to be of any importance,
but rather hazy. They would have the authority of any report, if published at the
time, subject to contradiction or correction by people who could contradict or correct
them. But when published 65 years afterwards, when the people who could
contradict or correct them were dead, they could not possess any value. They were
looked upon as the gossipy production of an old gentleman, who was not very
eminent, Mr. Henry Cavendish, afterwards Sir Henry Cavendish.

By Mr. Robinson :
353. Still they agree very much with the letter of Mr. Burke to his then constit-

uents in York State ?-The impression of Cavendish was evidently that it was
intended to go to the Mississippi, but I believe it is considered a mistake.

By the Chairman:
354. Is there anything about the Mississippi in the Cavendish papers ?-Ihave not

seen them for years. I remember when they appeared, I was young at the time; the
people looked for them as if they were going to throw light on a number of things,
ut they did not throw any light that I know of.

By Mr. Robinson:
355. You spoke of the decision in the de Reinhardt case. I judge from what you

have said, you have given that judgment some consideration.-Yes, but not very
lately. I had occasion to look at it in reference to occurrences of many years ago.

356. You mentioned it as settling the question of boundary in your mind ?-The
question of boundary was specifically raised in that case before Chief Justice Sewell.
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357. How was it no force was given to that decision by the executioii of the Rein
hardt ?-I forget whether lie was acquitted or found guilty.

358. Do you know whether it was upon an objection taken by the Crown officers
in England that the decision was not justified ?-I do not know ; I forget what the
verdict was.

-Mr. Caron :-He was found guilty, but bis case was submitted to the Privy
Council. He was pardoned.

Witness, continuing :-The line ofdefence takçen by Stuart and Valliere was that
this murder, iaving been committed at the Dalles on the Winnipeg River, was com-
mitted in Upper Canada. Tbey failed to establish that. The court was dead against
them ; no doubt about that. Chief Justice Sewell, who tried the case, is looked upon
as the greatest 1 uminary of the law we ever had in Lower Canada. It may almost
be said that lie made our laws.

By Mr. Robinson :
359. I sec that Sir George Cartier in a despatch which he sent to the English in

1869, when he was associated with Mr. McDougall, styled the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, touching the territory which they claimed from Lake superior. to Winnipeg,
as squattèrs ?-That was with the view of getting the title as cheaply as he could.

360. He gave his reasons ?-He was treating with them and was prepared to give
them money, £300,000. Of course lie wanted to cheapen their title as much as ho
could. I do not want to say that, in giving that opinion, he was not quite sincere.
The view lie and Mr. McDoagall took was propounded with a great deal of force by
Mr. MeDougall, but all with the object of buying the territory.

By Mr. Royal :
361. In the instructions that were given to you as Recorder, was any territorial

jurisdiction assigned ?-The district of Assiniboia; I had to find that out for myself;
I never gave myself much trouble to find it out.

By Mr. Robinson :
362. The demand you made, when you were sworn in as Governor, for troops : did

you make it direct to the Eriglisli or Canadian Government?-I was instructed tO
make it to the Hudson's Bay Company, who were my immediate superiors, and they
applied to the English Government, and the troops were sent out. They came out
by York Factory, and proceeded by way of Nelson River up to Fort Garry.

Original paper handed in by the Honorable Mr. Justice Johnson.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable John, Baron Lisgar, of Lisgar and Baillie-
borough, one of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand
Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor General of Canada,
&c., &c.
I, the undersigned Special Commissioner appointed by instrument under the

Great Seal of Canada, bearing date at Ottawa, the third of September, 1870, to pro-
ceed to Fort Garry and investigate, enquire and report as therein directed, have
the bonor to make the following report:

I was required by my Commission to ascertain and report,
lst. The state of the laws, regulation and institutions or ordinances, lawfully in

force in Manitoba, up to the 15th July, 1870.
2nd. The mode of administering Justice in Manitoba, the organization of Courts,

the number and mode of appointment of Justices of the Peace, and Police arrange-
ments, together with the means employed for the administration of Justice there
under, and the measures adopted for keeping the peace.

3rd. To transmit copies of laws, institutions, ordinances, or regulations having
the force or effect of law up to the date aforesaid, whether made by the Hudson's
,Bay Company or by any other lawfully constituted authority on that behalf.
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4th. To report what measures it might be expedient to adopt for the introduc-
tion into the Province of Manitoba of the systein of criminal law and criminal pro-
cedure now in force in the other Provinces of the Dominion of Canada.

5th. To make similar enquiry and report with respect to the North-West Terri-
tories, suggesting such amendments as I might judge proper to facilitate the adminis-
tration of civil as well as criminal justice in those territories.

These several subjects will now be noticed seriatim:

The State of the Laws in Force in Manitoba up to the 15th of Jly, 1870.

King Charles the Second, in the year one thousand six hundred and seventy,
granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, under the name of the Governor and Coin-
pany of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay, a Charter of incorpora-
tion with very extensive privileges and powers, the whole or even the greater part
of which it is not necessary for the purpose of this report to describe.

The Charter ordained, amongst other things, that the territory granted to the
Company was to be reckoned one of His Majesty's plantations or Colonies in America,
and called Rupert's Land, and that the Company were to be the absolute lords proprie-
tors of the same forever. With respect to the power of making laws, the language
used in the Charter seems to contemplate, in the first instance, merely the power of
making and enforcing such regulations and imposing such penalties and punishments
not repugnant to the Laws of England, as the Company might deem 'necessary for
the good government of the territory in respect to their own officers and servants
and the protection of their trade.

These powers are conferred in the following words of the Charter:-
" And further we do, by these presents for us, our heirs and successors, make,

"create, and constitute the said Governor and Company for the time being, and their
" successors the true and absolute Lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits
"and places aforesaid, and of all other the premises, saving always the faith, allegiance
"and Soverign dominion due to us, our heirs and successors, for the same to have,
"hold, possess and enjoy the said territory, limits and places, and all and singular
"other the premises hereby granted, as aforesaid, with their and every of their rights,

members, jurisdictions, prerogatives, royalties and appurtenances whatsoever, to
"them the said Governor and Company and their successors forever, to be holden of

us our heirs and successors, as of our Manor of East Greenwich, in our County of
" Kent, in free and common soccage, and not in capite or by Knights service; yielding
"and paying yearly to us, our heirs and successors for the same, two elks and two
"black beavers, whensoever and as often as we, our heirs and successors, shall
"happen to enter into the said countries, territories and regions hereby granted;
"and further our will and pleasure is, and by these presents for us, our heirs
"and successors, we do grant unto the said Governor and Company, and to their
"successors, that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Governor and
"Company, and their successors from tirme to time to assemble themselves for
"or about any the matters, causes, affairs or businesses of the said trade in any

place or places for the same convenient within our dominions or elsewhere, and
"there to hold Court for the said Company, and the affairs thereof; and that also
"it shall and may be lawful to and for them and the greater part of them, being SO
"assembled and that shall then and there be present in any such place or places
"whereof the Governor or his Deputy for the time boing to be one, to make, ordain
"and constitute such and so many reasonable laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances
"as to them or the greater part of them being then and there present shall seem
"necessary and convenient for the good government of the said Company and of all
"0Governors of colonies, forts and plantations, factors, masters, mariners, and other
"officers employed or to be employed in any of the territories and lands aforesaid and
"in any of their voyages; and for the better advancement and continuance of the said
"trade or traffie and plantations, and the same laws, constitutions, orders and ordin-
'ances so made, to put in use and execute accordingly, and at their pleasure to revoke
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"and alter the same or any of them as the occassion shall require, and that the said
"Governor and Company, so often as they shall make, ordain or establish any such
"laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances in such fbrm, as aforesaid, shall and may
alawfully impose, ordain, limit and provide such pains, punishments, and penalties
" upon all offenders eontrary to such laws. constitutions, orders and ordinances, or any
" of them as to the said Governor and Company, for the time being or the greater part
"of them then and there being present, the said Governor or his Deputy being always
"one, shall seem necessary, requisite or convenient for the observation of the same

laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances, and the same fines and amerciaments shall
"and may by their officers and servants from time to time to be appointed for
"that purpose, levy, take, and have to the use of the said Governor and Company and
"their successors without the impediment of us, our heirs, or successors, or of any the
"officers or ministers o1 us, our heirs, or successors, and without any accouut therefore
"to us, our heirs or successors, to be made ; all and singular which laws, constitutions

orders and ordinances, so, as aforesaid, to be made, we will to be duly observed, and
"kept under the pains and penalties therein to be contained, so, always, as the said
" laws, constitutions, orders and ordinance, fines and amerciaments, be reasonable and

not ceontrary or repugnant, but as near as may be agreeable to the Laws, Statutes or
"Customs of this our Realm."

The powers and privileges granted with such amplitude of expression, seem,
nevertheless, to apply more particularly to the govern;ment of the Company's officers
and servants, as far as one object only of the Charter was concerned, viz., that of
extension of trade,and the regulations neccssary for carrying it on at forts,faetories and
other places, where a large number of persons of different rank in the service were
employed. Accordingly, in a subsequent part of the instrument, as if in contempla-
tion ot a future when, as a natural consequence of the establishment of forts and fae-
tories, and the employment of numerous officers and servants, settlements should
come to be formed, as well as persons who had ceased to be in the service, as of their
descendants and other powers to legislate and to administer justice, civil and crim-
inal, as regards all other persons living within the territories, are expressly conferred
in the following terms: " And further of our special grace, certain knowledge and
"mere motion, we do for us, our hpirs and successors, grant to and with the said

Government and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay,
that all lands, islands, territories, plantations, forts, fortificatiors, factories or colonies

"where the said Company's factories and trade are or shall be within any of the forts,
"or places afore limited, shall be immediately from henceforth under the power and
"command of the said Governor and Company, their successors and assigns, saving
"the faith and allegiance due to be performed tous, our heirs and successors, as afore.-
" said; and that the said Governor and Company shall have liberty, full power, and
"<authority to appoint and establish Governors and all other officers to govern them,
"and that the Governor and the Council of the several and respective places where
"the said Company shall have plantations, forts, factories, colonies, or places of trade
" within any the countries, lands or territories hereby granted, may have power to
"judge all persons belonging to the said Governor and Company, or that shall live
"under them, in ail caues, whether civil or criminal, according to the laws of this King-
"dom, and to execute justice accordingly ; and in case any crime or misdemeanor shall be
"committed in any of the said Company's plantations,forts,factories, or places of trade
"within the -limits aforesaid, where judicature cannot be executed for want of a
"Governor and Council there, then in such case it shall and may be lawful for the
"Chief Factor of that place, and his Council to transmit the party, together with the
"offence, to such other plantation, factory or fort where there shall be a Governor and
"Council, where justice may be executed, or into the Kingdom of England, as shall
" be thought most convenient, there to receive such punishment as the nature of his
"offence shall deserve."

I assume that what is required of me in this report, is a statement of the laws
and institutions defacto existing and administered up to the 15th of July, 1870. I
therefore purposely abstain from offering any remarks upon a question which, but
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for recent events, would have been one of great interest and importance, that is to
say, the question of the geographical limits and extents of Rupert's Land, within
which the rights and powers of the Hudson's Bay Company were to be exercised.

That question, depending as it did upon historical facts, treaties and Statutes, for
the determination of what extent of country was occupied by the subjects of the
King of France at the time the Charter of Charles the Second was granted, and also
upon the effect of the Acts of Parliament of 1774 and 1791, in fixing the boundaries
of Canada, was one of great importance in its time, but is not embraced in the objects
of this commission.

Whatever interest may formerly have attached to that question, has, of course,
been superseded by the recent public Acts of the Executive, both in England and in
Canada, and by the authority of Imperial and Canadian legislation.

It is enacted in the 2nd section of the Rupert's Land Act (Imperial), 1863, that
for the purpose of that Act, " the term Rupert's Land shall include the whole of the
land and territories held or claimed to be held by the said Governor and Company ;"
and the 5th section provides that "until otherwise enacted by the Parliament of
Canada, all the powers, authority and jurisdiction of the several courts of justice now
established in Rupert's Land, and of the several officers thereof, and of ail magistrates
and officers thereof, and of all magistrates and justices now acting within the said
limits shall continue in force and effect therein.

The Act of the Canadian Parliament, 32 and 33 Vic., c. 3 (1869), provides that
all existing laws are to remain in force until otherwise ordered by the Lieutenant-
Governor under the authority of that Act ; and public officers and functionaries are to
retain their offices and continue to exorcise their functions.

The Statute of the Canadian Parliament to amend and continue the last men-
tioned Act, and to establish and provide for the Government of the Province of Mani-
toba, creates a Province consisting of the greater part of the former district of
Assiniboia, the principal settlement or colony under the government of the Hudson' s
Bay Company in that part of the country, and which the opponents of their rights had
formerly maintained.to be within the limits of Canada; and, finally, the Parliament of
Canada and Local Parliament of the Province of Manitoba have part of them, in
varions statutory enactments, recognized and continued throughout the entire Pro-
vince the authority of the laws passed by the Governor and Council of Assiniboia,
and of the courts of justice formerly existing in that district under their authority.

Without, therefore, expressing any opinion upon the merits of a former contro-
versy, it seems clear that at the present time, the Dominion of Canada has established
the Province of Manitoba upon the recognition of the Company's title which is en-
volved in the surrender to the Crown of the whole territory that was occupied by
them, and which was the basis of the Order in Council of Her Majesty admitting the
country into the Union or Dominion of Canada.

By Royal Charter, then, Rupert's Land was constituted one of His Majesty's
colonies.or plantations in America, and by the words of the Charter above quoted,
power was given to the Company to administer Justice civil and criminal, according
to the laws of this Kingdom. Even if the Charter had been silent on this subject,
there is no doubt that in the case of an English colony of this kind, as contradis-
tinguished from colonies acquired by the conquest, cession or descent, the English
laws, so far as they are applicable to the condition of an infant settlement, are ipso
facto in force for the reason that there can be at first be no existing.law to contest
the superiority. (A.)

Under the authority of the Charter (B.) also, the Hudson's Bay Company, from
the time they re-acquired that portion of the country from the Earl of Selkirk (

) to whom they had made a grant of it in 1811, made some regulations suited to
the state of the country through a Governor and Council for the government of the

A.-Clark's, Col. Law.-Burge's, Col. and Foreign Law.
B.-Charter, Hudson's Bay Company,
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ïettlers in the Selkirk or Red River Settlement, the only settlement thon -existing
in their territories where any considerable number of persons hqd their abode.

This state of things continued up to the year 1839.
On the 13th of March of that year, at a G-eneral Court held at the Hudson's Bay

House in London, bv the Governor and Committee, " the District of Assiniboia was
erected, and was to be co-extensive with such portion of the territory granted to the
late Thomas, Ear I of Selkirk, on the 12th day of June, 1811, as is now within the
Dominions of Her Britannic Majesty." (C.)

At the same time, and by the same authority, a Governor and Council of Assini-
boia were appointed, and also ajudicial officer by the style of" IRecorder," who there-
after administered justice at regular quarterly courts, in all cases civil and criminal,
as nearly as possible in accordance with English Law, and with the aid of a jury.

The Governor and Council of Assiniboia sc on recognized the necessity of adopting
the alterations and improvements that had been made in the laws of England since
the time of King Charles Il., and desired to introduce, as far as they could be made
applicable to the circumstances of the country, the English law as it existed at the
time of lier present Majesty's accession, and subsequently they wisbed to extend the
modern laws still further by introducing the existing laws of England for the time
being.

With this view they passed the 53rd Article of the Laws of the Governor and
Council of Assiidboia, as revised on the 11th April, 1862, and afterwards the amend-
ment of the 7th January, 1864.

The first of these enactments was in the following words: "In place of the laws
of England of the date of the Hudson's Bay Company's charter, the laws of England
of Her Majesty's accession, so far as they may be applicable to the condition of the
colony, shall regulate the proceedings of the General Court, till some higher author-
ity or this Council itself shall have expressly provided either in whole or in part to
the contrary."

The amendment is in the language following: " To remove all doubts as to the
true construction of the 53rd Article of the Code of the 1lth April, 1862, the pro-
ceedings of the General Court shall Le regulated by the laws of England, not only of
the date of Her present lMajesty's accession, so far as they may apply to the condition
of the colony, but also by ail such laws of England of subsequent date as may be
applicable to the same. In other words, the proceedings of the General Court shall be
regulated by the existing laws of England for the time being, in as far as the same are
known to the Court and are applicable to the condition of the colony." (E.)
It is obvious that the language of either and both of these enactrnents
is inadequate to extend the laws of England of' either of the periods
therein mentioned to the irights and obligations of the inhabitants ; the
express terms, both of the one and of the other, beiing restricted
to the regulations of the proceedings of the court. Contemporaneous English law
was, nevertheless, deemed to have been introducel and was considered to be applied
by the Court to the cases that came before it. (F.)

The general principles of English law, as understood to have been modified as
above by the action of the Governor and Couneil of Assiniboia, together with such
local regulations as that body made from time to time, constituted the body of law
existing in the District of Assiniboia.

These laws of the Governor and Council were enregistered in a book, as they
Were passed and were in the form of resolutions until the year 1862. On the 11th of
April of that year they were revised; that is to say, all local enactments that were

O.-The rant by the Company to Lord Selkirk had included a considerable portion of what is nowthe State ofàMinnesota and the Territory of Dakota.
D.-Extract of proceedings of General Court of Hudson's Bay Company in London. See Appendix.
E.--Revised Laws of Governor and Council of Aesiniboia, Act 53, 11th January, 1862.
F.-The Supreme Court Bill passed by the Parliament of Manitoba; &mendments, 7th January,

1861, but regulated this subjeçt. See Sections 30 and 38.
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in force on the 13th of March, 1862, were repealed, and the Revised Laws of Assini-
boia were enacted. Subsequently to that time, amendments and alterations of the
Revised Laws continued to be made by the Governor and Council. The whole of
these laws are comprised in the appendix to this report under the third head of
enquiry, indicated by my commission, and directing me to furnish copies of the laws
in force up to the 15th of July, 1870.

[ should observe that the revision of 1862, though it repealed the laws in force
on the 13th of March of that year, and reenacted most of them, omitted to re-enact
a law of tho Governor and Council of the 4th of July, 1839, by which trial by jury in
al criminal cases, and in civil cases for more than ten pounds sterling, was
established. The qualification of petit jurors had been also fixed, and the mode of

.making the lists deflned by regulations of the same date (4th July, 1839).
These regulations renained in force and were acted upon up to the date of the

revision (11th of April, 1862). They were then repealed, but no other regulations
on those subjects were made. From the 1lth of April, 1862, up to the 15th July,
1870, petty jurors were summoned under the assumed authority ol the old law, or
under the common law of England, as understood to prevail, and there never was
in the laws of Assinibeia any law whatever respecting grand jurors, their qualifica-
tion or the modo of making the list. (G.)

In the year 1867 the British North America Act was passed by the Imperial
Parliament which so far affected the laws in force in that part of the territory which
is now the Province of Manitoba, that amongst other things it made provision for the
eventual admission into the Union of other parts of British America besides Canada
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and in the execution of that purpose the Rupert's
Land Act of 1868 (Imperial), was enacted, and in express ternis continued in full
force and effect " until otherwise enacted by the Parliament of Canada, all the powers,
authorities and jurisdiction of the several Courts of Justice now established in
Rupert's Land, and of the several officers thereof, and of all Magistrates and Justice&
now acting within the said liniits."

The Parliament of Canada, on the 22nd June, 1869, enacted the Statute 32 and
33 Vie, c. 3, for the temporary government of Rupert's Land and the North-West
Territory when united with Canada, which contained similar provisions, recognizing
and continuing estabHshed institutions and existing offices. Besides the general body of
law existing, as above described, up to lth July, 1870, some Imperial legislation
from time to time took place, which though it can hardly be said to have had any
practical effect in the country now constituting Manitoba, nevertheless extended to it.

This legislation is comprised (1803) in the Imperial Statutes 43rd Geo. 111, c. 138,
the lst and 2nd Geo. IV., c. 66 (1821) and the 22nd and 23rd Vie., c. 26, 1859.

The first of theso Statutes enacted that all offences committed within any
of the Indian territories, or parts of America not within the limits of either of the
Provinces ot Upper or Lower Canada, or of any Civil Government of the United
States of America, shall be, and be deemed to be offences of the same nature, and
shail be tried in the same manner, and subject to the same punishment, as if the same
had been committed within the Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada. It also gave
power to the Government of the then Governor of the then Province of Lower
Canada to appoint persons to act as Justices for the Indian territories for the purpose
merely of hearing and committing for trial in Lower Canada, whereof the Governor,
if the circumstances of the case made it more convenient to have the trial in Upper
Canada, could send the offender to that Province, and by instrument under the Seal
of the Province of Lower Canada, cause him to be tried in the Upper Province.

The second Statute (lst and 2nd Gco. LV., c. 66), enacted that the Act of the
43rd of Geo. II should be extended to, and be in full force in and through all the terri-
tories of the Hudson's Bay Company.

G.-The Supreme Court Bill of the Manitoba Parliament has supplied their deficiences, and
empowered the General Quarterly Court to exercise at its usual sittings the authority of the Supremle
Court, until a Chief Justice shall be appointed by the Government of Cauada.
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Sec. 5. It further gave jurisdiction in civil cases in these territories to the
Courts of Upper Canada.

Sec. 6. It also conferred power on the Government of Lower Canada to name
Commissioners in the Territories lor the execution of the processes of the Canadian
Courts.

Sec. 10. It gave power to the Crown to appoint Justices of the Peace in these
Territories on special terms, includi ng the Territories granted to the ludson's Bay
Company, with power to such Justices to take evidence in the country, to be used in
the Courts in Upper Canada.

Sec. 11. It gave further power to the Crown to issue commissions under the
Great Seal, empowering Justices to hold Courts of Record for the trial of criminal
offences and misdemeanors, and also of civil cases, notwithstanding anything con-
tained in the Hudson's Bay Company's Charter.

Sec. 12. Such Courts as to the number of justices, and as to the times and places
of holding them, either within or beyond the tOrritories of the Company, were to-
be constituted as lis Majesty should direct, but their power was not to extend to the
trial of capital offences, nor to civil actions wherein the amount in issue exceeded two>
hundred pounds.

Sec. 14. By the last section, ail the rights, privileges, authorities and jurisdictions
which the Hudson's Bay Company could by law claim and exercise under their
Charter were to remain in as full force, virtue ard effect as if the Act had never been
made.

The third, in this series of Imperial Statutes, is the 22nd and 23rd Vie., c. 26.
This Act recites the main provision of the 43rd Geo. II., and of the lst and 2nd

Geo. IV, and empowers the Crown either by commissions appointing justices under
the latter Statute, or by subsequent commission, or by Order in Council, to authorize
such Justices to try in a summary way ail crimes, misdemeanors and offences what-
soever, and to punish by fine or imprisonment, or both. In cases punishable by
death, or in which, in the Justice's opinion,, fine and imprisonment were inadequate
to the offence, they might either try the offender in the ordinary way, or send him
to Upper Canada to be tried there under the Act of Geo. IV., or if they saw fit, to
British Columbia, to be tried by any Court having cognizance of a like offence con-
mitted there. This last mentioned Act, however, in the final section is declared not
to extend to the territories granted to the Hudsons Bay Company. The reason of
this exception is apparent in the preamble of the Statute which recites, that although
the Acts of 1803 inw of 1821 had been passed, the Crown had never given etect to
those laws. No Justices had been appointed, and no Courts of Record established by
the Crown, nor had the Governor of Lower Canada ever appointed any Commissionors
to execute the processes of the Canadian Courts, and therefore it became necessary
to make provision for the Indian territories that were not included in the limits of
the Charter, leaving to the courts established by the Hudson's Bay Company in their
territories the authority and jurisdiction that belongs to them.

I.

The mode of administering justice in the General Quarterly Court has been
indicated under the preceding head of this report.

It is proper, however, to observe that the authority to administer justice under
the Charter was conferred upon the Governor and his Council, and they, in the ir
own persons, in the early history of the colony, administered justice without the aid
of a judicial officer.

On the 12th of February, 1835, it was resolved by the Governor and Council of
Assiniboia: " That a General Court of the Governor and Council shall be held at the
Governor's residence on the last Thursday of every quarter, at which the Magistrates
»hall attend, where cases of a more serious nature, cases of debt exceeding forty
shillings, and ail appeal cases from the decisions of Justices of the Peace, shall be
examined into, such court to be adjourned from day to day until ail the cases in hand
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be disposed of ; and as a check on frivolous and vexatious litigation, that the prose.
enter shall pay into Court a fee of three shillings before any warrant shall be issued,
and i; cases of appeal fronm the Justice of Peace Court to the Court of the Governor
and Council, a ibe of five shillings be paid into Court by the appellant."

After the appointment of a Recorder (1839), the administration of justice in the
tGeneral Quarterly Court practically devolved upon that offlicer.

Although the provisions of the Ist and 2nd Geo. IV., c. 66, section 12, limited
the jurisdiction of the Courts to be created under that statute, in criminal cases to
non-cp)ital offences, and in civil cases to the amount of two hundred pounds, no such
limit had ever been imposed upon the courts existing under the Royal Charter, and
they exercised civil and criminal jurisdiction without any limitation as to the amount
demanded or the character of the offence. The forin of trial was in accord-
ance with English practice, viz.,-with the aid of a jury and cither party
might make the other a witness. These courts had also, under the charter,
the power to try offenders who were sent to them fron the distant parts
of the country where there might be no Governor and Council to try them.
The words of the charter that gave this power are as follows:-" That the
" Governor and bis Council of the several and respective places where the said
" Company shall have plantations, forts, factories, colonies or places of trade within
" any the countries, lands or territories hereby granted may have power to judge all

persons belonging to the said Governor and Company, or that shal lie under them in
all causes,whether civil or criminalaccording to the laws of this Kingdon, and to execute

"justice accordingly, and in case any Crime or Misdemeanour shall be committed in any
of the said Companies, plantations, forts, factories or places ot trade within the limits

" aforesaid where Judicature cannot be executed for the want of a Governor and Coun-
cil there, then in such case. it shall and ma) be lawful for the Chief Factor of that

"place and lis Council to transmit the party, together with the offence to such other
" plantation, tàctory or fort where there shal be a G6vernor and Council, where jus-
" tice may be executed or into this Kiigdom of England, as shall be thought most con-

venient.''
By the local laws, Constables to the number of twelve, holding office for three

years, and at an annual salary of twelve pounds sterling, were appointed by the
Magistrates who assembled once in each year (on the last Thursday) for the purpose
of appointing to vacancies and considering complaints. The constables were liable
for misconduct to be suspended by the Petty Courts or by any Magistrate, and to be
dismissed by the General Court.

2. Petty Courts were constituted under the authority of the same laws, having
cognizance of debts (except those due to the public revenue) not exceeding five
pounds sterling; and also of all petty offences punishable by not more than forty
shillings fine or penalty, and had special jurisdiction of cases arising from breach of
the liquor laws, and of the laws respecting the supplying of intoxicating drinks to
Indians.

For the purposes of these Petty Courts, the district was divided into three
sections, defined in the law, for each of which a presiding and three other Magis-
trates were assigned at salaries varying according to the extent of the duty to be
performed in each section. The President and two Magistrates constituted a quorum,
aud there was an appeal to the General Court given from their judgments where they
exceeded two pounds. The Petty Court of each section had jurisdiction co-extensivo
with the limits of such section only, and in these, as in the General Court, either
party to a suit might be made a witness by the other.

II.

Copies of Laws in Force up to 15th July, 1870.-To be furnisked.

Under this head I have the honor to append to this report the documents num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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No. 1. Charter of Incorporation granted by King Charles Ir. to the Governor
and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's Bay. 2nd May,
1870.

No. 2. Statute of Imperial Parliament (1803), 43rd Geo. III., c. 138.
No. 3. Statute of Imperial Parliament (1821), lst and 2nd Geo. IV. c. 66.
No. 4. Statute of Imperial Parliament (1859), 22nd and 23rd Vie., c. 26.
No. 5. Extract from proceedings of a General Court helc by the Governor and

Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company in London, 13th March, 1839.
No. 6. Laws of the Governor and Couneil of Assiniboine as revised lth April,

1862, and continued afterwards to the latest session of that body.

IV.

ifeasures expedient for introduction into Province of Manitoba of the Criminal Law&in
force in the other Provinces of Canada.

On the 4th of January, 1871, I had the honor to make a preliminary report
under this head, of my commission, and to recommend, first, that the system of
criminal law and criminal procedure existing throughout the rest of the Dominion,
under the Statutes of Canada of 1869, should be extended with all convenient celerity
to the Province of Manitoba, to the extent, and with the amendments which I then sug-
gested, that is to say, that the thirteen consecutive chapters of the Statutes of the Parlia-
ment of Canada of the 32nd and 33rd Vict., from chapter 18 to chapter 30 inclusively ;
2ndly, that the General Court now existing, and any Court that might be constituted
by the Local Legislature to supersede it, should be empowered to take cognizance of
all criminal offences committed either in the Province of Manitoba or in any part of
the North-West Territories; 3rdly, that in the circumstances of this country, the
right possessed by the Queen's subjects in the Province of Quebec, speaking either
the English or the French language, to elect to be tried by a jury composed one-half
of persons speaking the language of the defence, should be extended to the inhabitants
of Manitoba and the rest of the Territories.

As these suggestions and amendments have been adopted by the Parliament of
Canada, since I had the honor of making that report, it becomes unnecessary that I
should now repeat the reasons of law and expendiency upon which they were based.

TuESDAY, March 23rd, 1880.

The Committee met at 10:30 a.m. Mr. DAWSoN in the chair,

THomAs HODGINs, Q.C., of Toronto, called and examined.

By the Chairman.
363. You were, I believe, Counsel for Ontario in the case of the boundaries

when it came before the Arbitrators ?-I was one of the Counsel; the Attorney
General was the leading Counsel.

364. At what time did the Arbitrators sit ?-They sat in Ottawa on the 1st, 2nd and
3rd August, 1878.

By Mr. Trow:
3G5. I suppose you have examined the case in all its bearings from an Ontario

point of view ?-Yes.
By Mr. Ross:

366. Where does the word " northward" on which so much of the argument seems
to rest, first occur, according to your knowledge of the subject ?-It occurs in the
Quebec Act.

367. What was the object of that Quebec Act of 1774, as you understand its
preamble ?-I sbould mention that prior to that Act there had been a proclamation
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issued by the Crown the year of the cession of Canada, 1763, creating the four Govern-
ments ot Quebec, East Florida, West Florida, and Grenada. The then Province of
Quebec wasgiven verynarrow boundaries. You will find on the map that they extended
from River Saint John, near Anticosti, to Lake Nipissing; from thence to about
where Broekville now stands, and then along what is now the international boundary
and thence in a devious course to the Bay of Chaleur. The preamble of the
Quebec Act recites that certain countries, territories, and islands, in America were
ceded to His Majesty by the definitive treaty of peace concluded at Paris, on the
tenth day of February, 1763, and that by the arrangements'made by the said Royal
Proclamation, a very large extent ofcountry within which there were several colonies
and settlements of the subjects ofFrance who claimed to remain therein under the faith
of the said Treaty, was left without any provision being made for the administration
of civil government therein. The intention of that Act as appears from the preamble
was to bring within civil government those territories in which there were colonies and
settlements of the subjects of France. The objects of that Act are also stated at page
388 of " Statutes, documents and papers bearing on the discussion respecting the
"northern and western boundaries of the Province of Ontario " thus: " The particular
"object of the bill were to augment the importance of the Province of Quebec by
"extending its limits southward to the banks of the Ohio, westward to the banks of
"the Mississippi and northward to the boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company."

By the Chairman :
368. On whose authority is that given ?-On the authority of Mr. William Russell

author of " The History of America."
By fr. Ross:

369. Were there French possessions or forts, or settlements along the eastern bank
of the Mississippi, or that part of it north of its junction with the Ohio, orjunction of
the Ohio with it ?-There were, If you examine this territory between what may be
called the disputed lines, that is the line of the Mississippi river and the line due north
from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi, you will find that there were several well-
known French settlements and trading posts within those disputed lines. There was
Fort Ka-ministiquia, which was specially named in Mackenzie's travels as being under
the Freich Government of Canada; also Forts St. Pierre, St. Charles La Pointe, Bonse-
cour, St. Croix, St. Nicholas, Crevecoeur, St. Louis, Kaskaskias and some settlements
on Lake Superior. IL would appear that some of these forts and settlements would
be cut in two by a line drawn due north from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi.

By M1fr. DeCosmos:
370. Were any of those forts west of that due north line ?-Yes, all of those

whose names I have just mentioned.
By Mr. Trow :

371. The intention of the Act was to include those forts particularly ?-The
intention of the Quebec Act was to include within civil government those forts and
settlements of the French which had hitherto been excluded, and the result of drawing
a line from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi due north would have been to
have left out of the civil government of Quebec a!l those forts and settlements I
have mentioned.

By Mr. DeCosmos
372. Did you mention St. Louis ?-Yes.
373. That is St. Louis on the right bank of the Mississippi ?-Yes.
374. Just north of the junction with the Ohio ?-A little north of the junction.

By the Chairman:
375. But that was not in the country ceded ?-Yes. It is on the east side of the

Mississippi. It must be remembered too, that at the time of the cession of Canada
to England, the great contest between the plenipotentaries was as to the Mississippi
line, and it was finally conceded by France, and it became part of the Treaty of
Paris, that the fine of division should be the line of the Mississippi, and that all east-
ward of the Mississippi should belong to England, and westward, orLouisiana, should
remain the territory of France. This was declared in the Treaty of 1763. There is an
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express provision in the Treaty, which declares that the limits between the English and
French territory l shall be fixed irrevocably by a line drawn along the middle of
"the River Mississippi from its source to the River Iberville."

376. Still there were settlements on the Mississippi, which were not a part of
Canada. At the time of the surrender to England, was the Illinois country a part of
Canada ?-The Illinois country, if my memory serves me rightly, had been pre-
viously placed by the French King under Governrment of the Governors of Canada.

By Mr. Ross:
377. lave you any other reasons for supposing that by the term "northward"

was meant a lne along the eastern bank ofthe Mississippi. Were there commissions of
Governors which seem to sustain the position you take or inference you draw from
the Quebec Act of 1774 ?-Yes. The very same year the Quebec Act was passed (it
was passed in 1774) a commission was issued to the first Governor General of Quebec,
Sir Guy Carleton, and then the Crown by virtue ofits prerogative right to interpret the
Statute in regard to civil government and to extend thejurisdiction of the Governors as
it saw fit, gave its interpretation to this indefinite word " northward." The commis-
sion which will be found on page 46 of the Ontario documents follows the wording of
the Act thus : " Thence along the western boundary of the said Province (Penn-
"sylvania) until it strikes the River Ohio, and along the bank of the sai river

westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward along the eastern bank of
the said river to the sovthern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant

"Adventurers of England trading to ludson's Bay." That Commission makes the
river line the northward course of the boundary.

By Mr. Trow :
378. That would be to the head of RedLake ?-Yes.

By fr Weldon :
379. It uses the same words as the Act ?-It useslprecisely the>ame words only it

interprets the word "northward" by running it along the eastern bank of the
MIississippi.

By Mr. Trow.
380. That is northward ?-It is northward. There could be no other; because

whatever was west of the Mississippi was French Territory and within the civil
government of France, and whatever was east of the Mississippi was within British
territory; and unless we read the line as running along the Mississippi River,
you would find the English Government had unnecessarily and improperiy left out a
small strip of territory between the line " due north" and the river. The commission
of the next Grovernor General, dated 1777, contains a boundary line precisely similar
to that described in the commission of Sir Guy Carleton, in December, 1774.

By Mr. Ross :
381 Were there not a number of commissions issued, and was it not understood

and found necessary through a number of those commissions extending over several
years, that the eastern bank of the Mississippi was the western boundary?

Mr. DeCosmos.-The commissions contain boundary lines, but that does not
gay they were the same.

Witness.-The other Commissions have been examined, and are substantially
the same. With regard to Mr. Ross' question, I would say this: In 1783 all this
southern territory to the Mississippi was surrendered to the United States, and
becarne part of that country; then it became a question with the Imperial Govern-
ment how far west should the juriisdiction of the Governors extend over what
remained of the British territory northward of line 49; and you will find that on
22nd April, i786, the Crown then gave its interpretation to the then boundary of
the Province of Quebec, that remained British territory, in the commission of Sir
Guy Carleton, who was afterwards Lord Dorchester, and it defined the western
limit thus: " Thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royal,
"and Phillipeaux, to the Long Lake, thence through the middle of the said Long
"Lake, and the water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the
"said Lake of the Woods, thence through the said lake to the most northern point
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"thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the Mississippi." These words
are also in the treaty between England and the United States. Then it went on to
say " and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the
"Merchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay." That gave the
Governor jurisdiction to the Lake of the Woods, at all events.

By the Chairnan:
382. Do you consider that instructions to-governors could extend or diminish the

limits of a Province ?--My view is this, that as a matter of prerogative right, the Crown
can, where the laiguage of the Statute in regard to the boundaries of a Province is
indefinite, give a clearly defined limit to that boundary without an Act of Parliament,
or it can, if it pleases, in addition to the territories which the statute prescribes,
extend the boundaries of the Province.

383. Then you consider the western boundary ofQuebec!to have been indefinite ?-
After you leave the Mississippi, and taking the words of the commission to Sir Guy
Carleton "northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the
" Merchant Adventurers of England, trading to Hudson's Bay," it was to some extent
indefinite in this, that at that time the Hudson's Bay Company had no inland settle-
ments. They had same few and scattered fringes of settlements on the shores of the bay.
They had never pushed inland, and had never taken possession oftb inland country.
The French had, and there was therefore to some extent an indefiniteness in the
boundary line after it left the Mississippi. It was left indefinite as to whether the line
touched the settlements on Churchill River, Nelson, Severn, or Albany Rivers.

384. We were considering the word " northward " in the Quebec Act. There ià
nothing indefinite in the expression " northward to the southern boundary of the
" territory granted to the merchant adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay."
The territoi y of Hludson's Bay was a point to be reached by a northern lino. You have
said that these settlements were a mere fringe on the Bay. Therefore, if they were a
mere fringe on the Bay, would not the inference be that the line would be in the
direction of the nearest point of those settlements rather to the eastward than to the
westward of north ?-Not necessarily so; you must remember that the Crown when
establishing a Civil Government gencrally extends it over the largest extent of its
territory. It is the duty as well as the interest of the Crown to bring within the
Civil Government it establishes all the people as well as the territory thcy occupy,
and I think you will find in all cases where questions of boundary have been discussed
in the Courts that, where by fair inference, they can bring the territory within the
cpntrol of Civil Government they have so interpreted the political act; because it is,
after all, not a question of law but a question of state, as to what the boundaries of
territories should be. They have interpretéd the Act of the Government in regard
to boundaries so as, if possible, to bring within the jurisdiction of Civil Government
the largest number of people and the largest extent of territory.

3S5. Granting that that was the intention, thon, I suppose you would agree with
what Mr. Mills says in his report, page 185. " The limits of the Province of Ontario,
"then, are the international boundary upon the south, westward to the Rocky Moun-
"tains ; the Rocky Mountains, from the international boundary, northward to the
"most north-westerly sources of the Saskatchewan, eastward until it intersects the
"boundary lino midway between Lake Winnipeg and Port Nelson, at the mouth of

Nelson River; and, upon the north-east, the lino already indicated, drawn midway
"between the posts beld by England and France just before Canada was ceded to Great
"Britain." Of course wherever you draw the lino there are settlements outside of it, s0
that giving it the widest definition, it could not meet the condition of taking in all the
settlements. The lino is described in the treaty of 1774 with great minuteness ; the
words "western," "westerly," and "southerly" are made use of in that description as
you perceive, until you come down to the Ohio. Is it at all likely that a description
drawn with so much minuteness in one case would be so vague in the other, that tbey
would have meant some point west and north, which according to the maps of those
days, would have passed westward of the territories which the Act says the line
must strike ?--You are right; there was an indefiniteness in the western boundary
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under the Quebec Act; but the Crown in 1791, as it had the right to do, gave an in-
terpretation to that indefiniteness in the Order in Council, which defined the bound-
aries of the new Province of Upper Canada, and you will find that that western
indefiniteness in respect to going north from the Mississippi River, and of including
a number of French posts and settlements in what 1s now known as the Red River
Territory, were provided for in the Order in Council, which determined what should
be the western limit of Upper Canada. You will find in that Order in Council of 1791,
that, after running a line up to the boundary line of Hudson's Bay, it included in
the territory of Upper Canada all the territory to the westward and southward of
the said line, to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the
name of Canada. Under the name of Canada all those settlements to which you refer
whiich had been to some extent left uncertain as to their government by the indefinite
wording of the Quebec Act, were apparently brought within the Civil Government
of the then Province of Upper Canada.

386. You have quoted the proclamation of General Clarke, and you have said the
proclamation was founded on the Order in Council. The Order in Council clearly
states that the object of the Act was to divide the then Province of Quebec into two;
not certainly to extend it. Now, supposing it could bo shown that other instructions
-of course you have read the Royal Commission to Lord Dorchester of 12th Sept.,
1771, have you not ?-Yes.

387. It says the Province shall be divided into two ; the Province of Upper Canada,
to contain so inuch of the former Province of Quebec as lies westerly of the line of
division, and Quebec to contain so much as lies to the east of the line of division. Suppos-
ing it could be shown that instructions subsequent to that commission of 12th Sept.
had been issued to Lord Dorchester; supposing that such instructions commanded
him to make public some boundary different from that of General Clarke's proclama-
tion ; supposing some clear and detinite instructions had reached him as to what he
was to proclaim and he had proclaimed something different, would not that have
been a mistake ?-Perhaps you will allow me to explain a little. Suppose the Quebec
Act had not been repealed, and the whole western territory which remained after
leaving the Mississippi was left indefinite, the Crown would still have had the right
to determine the question by a proclamation, because that indicates the action of the
prerogative in regard to boundaries, as well as other acts of state, and a proclamation
could have been issued bringing in such portions of that western territory as had
within it those forts and settlements which it was the object of the Quebec Act to
bring within Civil Government, provided they had not been brought in by the legal
effect of the Quebec Act.

388. That could have been doneand was done at a later date by instructions to the
Governors?-No; the territory left undefined could not have been brought within
civil government by instructions to the Governors It must be an act of state, that
is, a proclamation under the Greut Seal which will control the subjects of the Crown
within that territory. There must have been a proclamation giving jurisdiction to
the tovernor, as the representative of the Crown. I will now answer the question
in regard to the proclamation and instructions. The proclamation was issued in 1791
under an Order in Council. The Crown's draft of the proposed boundaries of Upper
Canada, under which the Order in Council was issued, was laid before Parliament,
and Parliament, with that dratt of the proposed boundaries before it, passed the Act
Which provided for the Civil Government of Upper Canada and for the Civil Gov-
ernment of Lower Canada. No instructions to Governors could alter the proclamation
Of the Crown in regard to the extent of the boundaries of that territory.

389. I understood you to say that instructions to Governors would alter-would
interpret indefiniteness ?-So soon as the subjects of the Crown had notice of the
Proclamation, and were, therefore, by that notice bound, no private instructions that
Iligbt thereafter issue would either relieve those subjects from their duty to the Civil
GOvernment of the Province, or free the Crown from its duty of controlling them
through the Civil Government that it had extended over them by the proclamation.
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390. But part of the question I asked w as this: suppose it could be shown that
previous to the proclamation of 1791 the Governor had received instructions with
whieh that proclamation did not correspond; that the proclamation was contradic-
tory of these instructions atid in itself; would not the natural inference be that this
was a mistaken proclamation ?-I think not. The proclamation was issued under an
Order in Council. The Order in Council was an act of sovereign authority by the
Crown. The instructions were in a measurc Departmental regulations which were
issued by the IDepartment to which the Governor was subject, and approved by the
Crown; but those instructions could not alter the purport of an Order in Council.

391. But if those instructions were drawn in exact conformity with the Order in
Council, and if the proclamation could be shown not to be in conformity either with
the Order in Council or the instructions, would it not raise a doub[ as to the validity
of that proclamation ?-None but the Crown could take advantage of that. The
proclamation was issued, and if the Crown found it contradictory or did not wish it
to remain in force, a new proclamation could have been issued.

By Mr. Weldon :
392. The proclamation was under the Great Seal ?-Yes.

By the Chairman :
393. The Commission to Lord Dorchester is dated 12th Sept., 1791. There were

subsequent instructions sent to him on Sept. 16th; and the question is, whether those
subsequent instructions were brought up before the Arbitrators while they were
considering the case and the award. The instructions read as follows:-

EXTRACT fron His Majesty's instructions to is Excellency Lord Dorchester, dated at
St. James, the 161h September, 1791, viz:-

l 1st. With these our instructions you will receive our commission under our
"Great Seal of Great Britain constituting you our Captain-General and Governor-in.
"Cbief in and over our Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada, bounded as in
"our said commission is particularly expressed. In the execution therefore. of so much
"of the office and trust we have reposed in you, as relates to our Province of Lower
"Canada, you are to take upon you the administration of the Government of the said
"Province, and to do and execute all things belonging to your command according to
"the several povers and authorities of our said commission under our Great Seal of
"Great Britain and of the Act passed in the present year of our reign therein recited,
"and of these our instructions to you, and according to such further powers and in-
"structions as you shall at any time hereafter receive under our signet and sign
"manual, or by our order in our Privy Council.

" 2nd. And you are with all due solmenity, before the members of our Executive
"Council, to cause our said commission to be read and published, which being done, you
"shall then take, and also administer, to each of the members of our said Executive

Council, the oaths mentioned in an Act passed in the first year of His late Majesty
"King George the First."

Here, in these instructions, is a clear description of the boundary line to be pub-
lished and proclaimed to the world, and which corresponds to the letter with the
Order in Council. A few weeks afterwards appeared the proclamation of General
Clarke, who was not the Governor, but simply a lieutenant acting in bis master's
absence. H11e publisbed a proclamation which is perfectly intelligible if you substitute
the word " Quebec " for the word " Canada." Are you aware whether these instruc.
tions of 16th Sept. were brought before the Arbitrators ?-They were not, and I do
not think they would have in any way affected the case. It would have been
utterly useless to have brought them up for this reason : these are instructions
issued by the Crown, , and are not under the Great Seal, and are simplY
to regulate the personal and public conduct of the Governor, and
they in no way affect the subjects of the Crown. except in so far as
the proclamations issued thereunder relating to matters of state within the juris-
diction of the Governor affect the subjects of the Crown.
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By Mr. Ross :
394. These instructions referred to the Commission which the Governor held ?-

Tes; the Commission under the Great Seal sent four days previously clearly describ-
ing the boundaries.

395. Have you got the Commission sent to Lord Dorchester; does that indicate
those boundaries ?-Here is the Commission. It refers to the Order of the
Privy Gouncil. The description in Lord Dorchester's Commission in regard to
Upper Canada, which is now Ontario (and this is a material point), says: That the
Province of Quebec is to be divided into two separate provinces, to be called the Prov-
ince of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, " by a lino to commence
" at a stone boundary on the bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the cove west of the
"Point au Baudet in the limit within the township of Lancaster, and the Seigneurie
"of New Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north 31 degrees
"west to the western angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueil, thence along the
"north western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil running north 25 degrees
I east until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said River into the Lake Tom-
"iscaming, and from the head of the said Lake by a line drawn due north until it
" strikes the boundary lino of Hudson's Bay"-not the boundary line of the Hudson's
Bay Company's territories, but of Hudson's Bay. I may mention just in passing that
you will find some nineteen Commissions in which the words are "reach or
"strike the boundary lino or shore of Hudson's Bay." I may say that at the Arbitra-
tion, Sir Edward Thornton mentioned that " shore " was a much more appropriate
word to use than "line."

396. Then the Commission says: " The Province of Upper Canada to comprehend
"all such land, territories, and islands lying to the westward of the said line of
"division as were part of our Province ofQuebec, and the Province of Lower Canada to
"comßrehend such lands, territories, and islands lying to the eastward of the said
" line of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec." Will you refer to
the proclamation and see what it says ?-The description of the lino of division be-
tween the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada referred to in the Order in Council
of 24th August, 1791, is on page 411. It takes the same line between Lancaster and
Vandreuil " until it strikes the Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into the Lake
"Temiscaming, and from the bead of the said Lake by a lino drawn due north until
"it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay, including all the territory to the west-
"ward and southward of the said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly
"known or called hy the name of Canada."

By Mr. Weldon :
397. That is General Clarke's proclamation ?-Yes ; General Clarke's proclama-

tion, which has never to this day been revoked.
By Mr. DeCosmos :

398. Do you understand that this proclamation over-rides the right of the Hud-
son's Bay Company ?-No.

399. Do you understand this proclamation to withdraw any rights granted to
the Hudson's Bay Company under their Charter ?-No.

400. How can you reconcile the Company's retaining possession of all the terri-
tory and ail the rivers flowing into ludson's Bay, with also the right of Govern-
nient, and yet allow the Government of Canada to exorcise civil jurisdiction over a
Portion of the territory to which the Company is entitled ? In my opinion it did not
interfere with the Hudson's Bay Company's rights. Whatever rights the Company bad
Were chiefly territorial rights. The Crown had, independently of those rights, the
prerogative power to extend Civil Government over the territories, the proprietary
rights of which it may have granted to the Hudson's Bay Company. Whether the pro-
Clamation of 1791 did extend the Civil Government of Upper Canada over those
territories or not may be a question for discussion, but the Crown had, undoubtedly,
the right to do so. There can be no question that in late years it bas not been the policy
Of the Crown of England to leave under the Government of simply subordinate
proprietors the subjects of the Crown. Where those proprietors have not.
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administered their Government in the interests of the public, the Crown has always
come in and .extended the Civil Government of the Crown over its subjocts.

401. Do you understand this proclamation was an Act of the Imperial Govern-
ment, extending Civil Government over the Hudsoa's Bay Company's territories ?-
In regard to what may be termed any territorial claims of the ludson's Bay Company
to the south shore of Hudson's Bay, if they had any--l use the word advisedly--then this
proclamation did extend Civil Government over whatever proprietary rights they
had there.

By Mr. Ross:
402. The two Governments over-lapped each other ?-No; the Hudson's Bay G-ov-

ernment being a proprietary or subordinate Government, must always yield to the
Crown's Civil Government without any revocation of their rights, if they had rights,
which, both as a question of fact and a question of law, I doubt if they had at that
southern shore.

By the Chairman:
403. You will observe the Order in Counci is intended to (livide the Province of

Quebec into two separate Provinces, not to add or take away from either ?-Yes,
but I said before that, with respect to the north-westerly boundary of the Province of
Quebec, it was left indefinite whether the line from the most northerly part of the
Mississippi River went due north up to the Churchill River or to those other places
that I have mentioned. It left this north-western territory undefined.

By Mr. Trow :
404. Would it not have been natural to infer that a line running northward from

the confluence of those rivers until it reached Red Lake, would more likely extend
in a similar direction than to the northeast ?-Yes, but I do not think, for the pur-
pose of the award which has been made, it is material you to consider whether all this
territory was brought within the jurisdiction of Upper Canada by the proclamation
of Governor Clarke >r not. It is quite clear that the commissions issued to the
Governors, after the cession of the southern territory of the Province of Quebec to
the United States, did extend the Govornor's jurisdiction to the Lake of the Woods.

By the Chairman:
405. Then you draw a distinction between the extent of the Governor's jurisdiction

and the limits of the Provinces ?-I say, simply, it is immaterial for our present
discussion, whether this was ur was not included. All that we have to see is, how much,
after the cession of the southern territory to the United States, of what was
left of the Province of Quebec was within Civil Government. Well, we find it was
within Civil Government to the Lake of the Woods. Whether Upper Canada went
beyond that to the utmost extent of what was known as Canada, is, for the purposes
of the present investigation, entirely immaterial.

By Mr. Ross:
406. By the treaty ceding certain possessions, which were British possessions,

to the United States, was not Red Lake fixed as an objective point on the west ?-
190 ; in the discussions between the English and the French plenipotentiaries as to
the western limit of Canada, the western extension, as drawn on the map which the
Marqdis de Vaudreuil handed to General Amherst, was carried to Red Lake, which
was practically the line of the Lake of the Woods.

By the Chairman :
407. Was bounded by the Illinois country which lay to the west of the line and was

not a part of Canada ?-It is immaterial as to that, because, when we show that the
French themselves admitted that a certain westerly portion of their territory
was in the meridian line of the Lake of the Woods, you have there your starting
point, the key, in a great measure, to the whole question. Then, when you come to
the next fact, that the Crown, after the cession of the southern territory, in defining
the jurisdiction of the Quebec Act, or in describing the extent of the jurisdiction of
the Governor under that Act, showed, that the new limit was the Lake of the Woods,
you have there the second stage, which puts it boyond question that the western limit
then was clearly to the Lake of the Woods, where the Arbitrators have now fixed it.
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By Mr. Ross:
408. You are avare that in disputes between the different States as to what would

be considered their boundaries, in every case, large natural dividing lines, or large
natural divisions, such as rivers and mountains would, show them ?-The rule laid
down is this : that in great questions which concern the boundaries of States, where
great natural boundaries are established in general terms, with a view to public con-
venience, the great object, where it can be distinctly perceived, shall not be defeated
by technical perplexities in regard to lines, which nay sometimes influence contracts
between individuals. This rule is taken from one of the judgments of the Supreme
Court of the United States.

409. In the light of that decision, it would be natural to use the term northward
along the banks of the Mississippi ?-Certainly, and when you have the un mistakeable
fact that the object of the Government was to bring under Civil Government the
settlements of the former subjects of France, which the effect of a due north line
would be to leave out.

By the Chairman:
410. Illinois was not a part of Canada at that time ?-It had been previously

brought within the Government of Canada; and was ceded as part of Canada in 1763
By Mr. DeCosmos:

411. Where is the deocision referred to ?-I think it is in the 5th volume of
Wheaton's Reports.

By Mr. Weldon:
412. Might not the word "l northward " in the Act apply more to the location

than the running of the line ?-I think that would be a proper interpretation.
By the Chairman:

413. Another question I want to ask you is this: Up to 1838 commissions to Gov-
ernors are as follows: " And whereas, we have thought fit by Our Order, made in Our
"Privy Council, on the nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred an

ninety-one, to divide Our said Province ofQuebec into two separate provinces, to be
"called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to

commence at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Fiancis at the Cove
"west of the Pointe au Baudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and
"the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit to the direction of

north thirty-four degrees west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New
" Longueuil; thence along the north western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil,
"running north twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the Ottowas River, to ascend
"the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said Lake by
"a line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of [Hudson's Bay; the
" Province of Upper Canada to comprehend all sueh lands, territories and islands, lying
"to the westward of the said line of division, as were part of our said Province of
"Que bec,and the Province of Lower Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories
"and islands lying to the eastward of the said line of division, as were part of our said
4 Province of Quebec." In 1838, the wording of the commission was altered in this
way: After describing the line of division as in the former commissions, it goes on to
say, "l being bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone boundary between
" Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake
"of the Thousand Islands, Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, which falls into Lake
"Erie, and along the St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that
"of St. Joseph and Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior." Now, we had evidence,
the other day that simultaneously with this alteration in the commission there was a
colony formed in Assiniboia. Lord Selkirk's settlement was formed into a de facto
colony, as the evidence goes, under the Hudson's Bay Company, and recognized by
the Imperial Government. That colony had well defined boundaries, and is it not
probable that this alteration in the description of the western boundary of Upper
Canada had some connection with that of the eastern boundary of the colony of
Assiniboia. Do yon know whether that subject, or wbether the fact of troops
baving been sent to the colony of Assiniboia-or its recognition by the Imperial
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Government-was brought to the notice of the Arbitrators when they were
considering this matter of the boundaries ?-That is outside of the territory they have
awarded.

414. It was not brought to their notice ?-The Book of Documents on the
boundaries will show whether it was or not. I have not retained so clear a recol-
lection of* matters affecting the territory outside of the limits, as I have of that
within the limits.

415. The Chairman, -Thie territory of Assiniboia with its well-recognised bound-
aries was not beyond the boundaries of the award. As described and as explained by
its late Governors, it came far east of that. and theaward runs far into tho territory
of that colony.

416. Witness :-You mustrememberyou are now coming to modern times. I have
been speaking of 1791, and at that time the Hudson's Bay Company had not
made any settlements under their charter, within the territory of Assiniboia.
There was no civil government there, but whatever colonies the Company established,
in Assiniboia, must be held to be subject to what was the Crown's right in regard
to the territory which was included within the Quebec Act of 1774, and the Crown's
proclamation of 1791; and if the Hudson's Bay Company intruded thereafter into
that territory, unless the Crown withdrew the proclamation of 1791, the Company's
intrusion there would give no rights of government to the Company.

By Mr. Ouimet :
417. Do you know of the existence of that Colony of Assiniboia ?-Yes : Lord

Selkirk's colony.
418. This colony was a regular Crown colony ?-No, it was not.
419. You do not admit it was ?-No ; it was a local establishment of the Hudson's

Bay Company-the Crown had nothing to do with it.
420. The Chairman :-It was first Lord Selkirk's colony. In 1838 it was adoptod

by the Hudson's Bay Company, and then it was treated, insome measure, as a Crown
colony ?-

421. Witness:-In connection with the last question, I must say there was no
Crown colony established by the Crown in Assiniboia.

By Mr. Ouimet :
422. Are you aware it was recognized as a Crown Colony, and that Recorders

were appoirted, having civil and criminal jurisdiction, under commissions issued
by the Crown of England ?-Rocorders were appointed under commissions issued by
the Hudson's Bay Company.

423. The Chairman :-Yes, under their charter from the Crown of England, as
they claim.

424. Witness :-The Crown appointed no officers with civil or criminal jurisdic.
tion in Assiniboia.

By -Mr. Ouimet:
425. But the power of the ludson's Bay Company to appoint these Recorders

was recognized by the Crown ?-That is a question. There is a dispute as to
whether the Crown recognized the validity of the charter, and the Crown, therefore,
in no way committed itself, because in the Act extending the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's license to trade, Parliament specially reserved the rights of the Crown,

By Mr. DeCosmos :
426. I)o you know what the boundaries of the Colony of Assiniboia were ?
The witness, in reply, pointed out the boundaries on the map.
427. Was it tie H1udson's Bay Company made this grant to Lord Selkirk or the

North-West Company ?-It was the North-West Company, in the first instance, then
Lord Selkirk sold the Northwest Company to the Hudson's Bay CÔmpany.

428. Are you aware whether there was any deed of surrender that passed fron
the North-West Company to Lord Selkirk ?-Well, these are matters of private
bargain between Lord Selkirk and the others, of which I have no clear recollec-
tion. I remember reading that there were some documents passed, but what their
nature was, I cannot say.
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429. Where may those documents be found ?-I cannot say.
430. In the possession of the Dominion Government?-I could not say. They

were sinply a transfer of private territorial rights, which the Crown in no way
sanctioned.

431. The Chairman:-They are published in the Canadian Pamphleteer in the
library.

432. Witness:-But these documents were matters of private concern, which
would in no way bind the Crown.

By Mr Ouimet:
433. What woild you consider that the Crown would be bound by ?-By Acts of

Parliament or by Orders in Council, or by proclamations issued under Orders in
Council and grants under the Great Seal.

434. Suppose th*e Government of England made an agreement with the Hudson's
Bay Company ; that agreement would be sanctioned by Order in Council declaring
the powers vested in the Company with regard to the government of their territory.
Would you consider it binding on the Government ?-It would, according to the
terms of the patent, provided it was an agreement within the power of the Crown
to make, and you will find in most of those patents the Crown reserves to itself that
it shall bave, during the pleasure of the Crown, the right to withdraw, in the
exercise of its pleasure, the grant, or modify it as circumstances may require.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
435. Are you aware whether there was any sucb provise in the charter granted

to the Company?-The printed charter will show it.
436. lias it not been maintained that that was a perpetual grant ?-Yes; but it bas

been maintained that it was an invalid grant, that it was ultra vires of the Crown to issue
it, and I think the opinions of the greatest lawyers of England are in favor of this
view. The grant was indefinite as to territory, and where such grants are in-
definite as to territory the public right must, consistently with justice to the private
grantee, dominate. It was also held to be ultra vires, because it gave to subjects
the rights of Sovereignty without process of law, and without the responsibility to
the public, which, in ordinary constitutional governments, bas ever been held to be
essen tial.

By the Chairman:
437. Would you not attach as much importance to instructions issued to Gover-

nors 45 years ago as to instructions to Governors issued 90 years ago ?-I would to-
day give the same effect to instructions to Governors as should have been given 90
or 45 years ago ; but, as I said before, these instructions are intended to regulate the
personal and public conduct of the Governor in his administration of the Government
of the Colhny or the Province over which he is appointed.

438. But Mr. Mills, whose statements are in these books, bas expressed a
very different view. Be says that the Government may, by instructions to Gov-
ernors, extend or diminish the boundaries of a Pxovince ?-So they can, for
the purpose simply of a Crown Government, that is the simple Government by an
officer, where the Crown officer is the legislator, judge and executive. He then
exercises three Departments of Government : the Executive, Legislative, and Judi-
cial. Where he is the sole officer, there the instructions of the Crown can
make him the Crown officer for such purposes as would be necessary in regard to
that territory, that is, for Government by the other two Departments (the Legis-
lative and the Judicial), in addition to that (the Executive) which pertains of
right to the Crown.

439. You say that the proclamation of 1791 bas never been cancelled. There was
a proclamation issued in 1763, which also, I think, bas never been cancelled ?- Oh
yes, it was. I will read a passage from it: " And that it is further declared to be
"our Royal will and pleasure for the present, as aforesaid, to reserve under our Sover-
"eign protection and domain, for the use of the Indians, all the lands and territories
"notincluded within the limits ofour said threenew Governments, or within the limits
"Of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company, as also ail the lands and terri-
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" tories lying to the westward of the sources of the rivers which fall into the sea fromu
"the west and north-west as aforesaid; and we do hereby strictly forbid on pain of our
" displeasure, all our loving subjects from making any purchases, or settlements, what-
"ever, or taking possession of any of the lands above reserved without our special
"leave and license for that purpose first obtained." That reservation is a reservation
of the Indian territories and of other territories not brought within civil Govern-
ment, and was partly cancelled in 1774 and l'91. In arguing the matter before the
Arbitrators, we called their attention specially to the fact that in the documents
there were these reservations and that they effected portions of the three territories
mentioned, the Indian territories, the Hudson's Bay Company's, and territories
known by the nane of Canada, or New France.

By Mr. Trow:
440. Did you describe them ?-As far as we could. These territories to which I

have just referred, come within the definition, as I understand it, ofIndian territories.
441. The Chairman :-Precisely so.
442. Vitness, continuing:-Because that proclamation says: "We further declare

"it to be our Royal will and pleasure, to receive under our authority and protection and
"dominion, for the use of the said Indians, all the lands and territories not included
"within the limits of our said three new Governments, or within the limits of the

territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company,as also all the lands and territories
"lyirig to the westward of the sources of the rivers which fall into the s'ea from the
"west and north-west as aforosaid." The same proclamation, in other paragraphs,
descri bes them as lands lying to the westward of the sources of the rivers which fall
into the sea from the west and north-west. That clearly includes Indian territories.
It must be remembered that, at that time, some of the documents would seem to infer
that the St. Lawrence system of rivers was connected with Lake Winnipeg and
Lake Manitoba.

443. The Chairman :-Not at all.
414. Witness:-You will find that in the Ontario documents. I can give you the

refèrence just now. The supposition was that this river system was united between
the Lake of the Woods and Lake Winnipeg.

By Mr. DeCosnos:
445. What is the date of that assumption ?-Somewhere about the early French

times.
fy the Chairman:

446. It does not appear in that map of 1755 ?-In some maps it appears; in
others, not.

447. In connection with that the Act of 1803 was passed to provide means to
maintain order in the territory beyond the bounds of the Provinces, but adjoining
them ?-I can explain that. As I said before, this proclamation of 1763 reserved to
the Crown the Indian territories. Then came the Act of 18 03, which was passed in
consequence of crimes committed in those Indian territories. This Act extended the
jurisdiction of the Courts of Upper and Lower Canada "over crimes and offences
"conimitted in the Indian territories and other parts of America not within the limits
"of the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, or of the jurisdiction of any of the
"courts established in those Provinces, or within the limits of any civil government of
"the United States." There was no defined locality given to those Territories by the
Act, nor by any of the State papers relating to North America, but you will find in
Lord Selkirk's sketch of the British fur trade in North America, which was published
some time after that, bis statement of the disturbances which led to the Act, and of
the locality where those disturbances took place; and be says, (pages 85-6) speaking
of the Act:-"This vague term, 'Indian Territories,' bas been used without any
"definition to point out the particular territories to which the Act is meant to apply."
" There are, however, extensive tracts'of country to which the provisions of the -Act

unquestionably do apply, viz:-those which lie to the north and west of the
iHudson's Bay Territories, and which are known in Canada by the general name of

"'Arthabasca.' It was here that the violences, which gave occasion to the Act, were
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" committed ; and these are the only districts in which a total defect of jurisdiction,
" described in the preamble of the Act, was to be found."

By Mr. Ross:
448. Do you understand the term " Indian territories " to mean those territories

lying in the region of Lake Athabasca ?-As I understand them, the territories are
as we call them on the map, Athabascan and Chippewayan territories.

By the Chairman:
449. That was the contention sought to be put upon the Act by the Hudson's Bay

Company, because they wanted to shove the Indian terri tories away beyond the water-
shed, both of the Saskatchewan and the St. Lawrence. Now you bave taken the
same ground; but the Act was passed to provide, as follows: " Whereas crimes have
" been committed in the Indian territories and other parts of America," &c. I think
that wherever the disturbed territory was, would be likely to be the territory in
which it was necessary to provide for the maintenance of order. It could not bave
been meant to provide jurisdiction for a country so very far away, and I think
Athabaska was not better known in those days than the sources of the Nile. We
find it stated in Mackenzie's travels that there bad been murders committed, and that
there was a great deal of anarchy after the inauguration of the North-West Company
of Canada, between 17t3 and 1800, on the Assiniboine and waters flowing down to
Red River. We had it also from Mr. Smiih in evidence the otber day, that towards
the sources of the Albany and Moose Rivers, Hudson's Bay Company's officers had
been murdered, that is just beyond the water-shed of the St. Lawrence. Would it not
be natural to suppose that that was the country meant ?-Well, Lord Selkirk was a
man who was familiar, both as a publie man in England, and as one understanding the
country there, with the localities which he described, and the crimes committed which
led to the passing of the Act of 1803, and he in his book, says it was here the violences
which give rise to the Act were committed. He gives also a detailed account of
those crimes.

By Mr. Ross:
450. In what place does he say they were eommitted ?-In Athabaska. I should

prefer to take the opinion of Lord Selkirk on a matter of that kind than that of any
other writer, from his intimate knowledge of the circumstances which gave rise to
that Act. As a publie man in England, he would know the occasions which led to it,
and as a man familiar with the events would be able to affirm the fact.

By Mr. DeCosmos:
451. And be probably as much biassed as the Hudson's Bay Uompany ?-It was a

simple question of fact as to where the disturbances occurred.
By the Chairman.:

452. Lower Canada in those days had superior jurisdiction to Uppeir Canada in all
these matters ?-Yes, it was provided that the jurisdiction should be iii Luwer Canada,
unless the Governor saw fit to transfer the trials to Upper Canada.

453. But a Commissioner, after the trouble of 1814, was sent up there to enquire
into all the disturbances ?-There were several investigations, not by one Com-
missioner but by more than one

454. Did these Commissioners go to the Arthabaska country or merely tg Fort
William and Red River ?-I could not say.

By Mr. Royal:
455. The Mississippi is a great factor in deciding the Imperial limits of the Pro-

vince of Quebec at that time. Was the Mississippi the well-known river of to-day,
at the time the Act was passed ? Was it not then considered in 1763 and 1783, a little
more to the west ?-It was well known by name to the travellers who had been
there ; to the French settlers there, and the French officers who were in command of
posts there, its locality was known ; but I imagine the Departmental officers of the
French Government, and the Departmental officers of the English Government, had
fat that time, very hazy ideas oflocalities on this continent.

456. Is not the opinion that gives the Rocky Mountains as the western limits of
'Ontario, more in accordance with what was known then as the Mississippi River; and
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is not that more logical and more in consonance with your own idea that it must have
been the object of the proclamation to em brace as many people as possible under th e
sway of the Government ?-That idea as to the Rocky Mountains,in later discussions of
the question, originated, in a great measure, in the Report of Mr. Cauchon, Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands in 1857. In the evidence which was given before the Com-
mittee of the Legislative Assembly notably, I think, the evidence of Mr. Wm.
McD. Dawson, and of several others,and in the evidence which was brought before
the House of Commons the same year, that claim was set forth. It was also the
claim of Sir George Cartier and Mr. Macdougall; in fact they claimed to the Pacific coast
in their contest with the British Government on behalf of the Dominion of Canada in
lc69 ; but Chief Justice Draper, than whom you could not find a more able mari as
a judge in deducing from facts and documents, a clear conclusion both as to fact and
law, came to the conclusion that whatever might have been the claims put forward,
on behalf of Canada, there was a clear right to Canada in the west, to the line of
the Mississippi.

By Mr. Ross:
457. Do you mean the actual Mississippi ?-Yes.

By Mr. Royal :
458. What makes you believe that the Mississippi, as we know it, was the

Mississippi known then ? Why do you select the present Mississippi and leave out
the oinly Mississippi thon known?-I think, as a lawyer, it is not what the Crown
efficers supposed iii regard to boundaries that should govern, but where those bound-
actually were ; and the suppositions of either individ uals or state officers would not in
any way control the lact. Whether they believed the locality was westward or
eastward of its actual position would not be of any weight. The law says where the
descri bed boundary is, that must govern.

By the Chairman :
459. flere is the map produced by the Hudson's Bay Company showing their

territories coming up to the summit of the St. Lawrence water-shed. This map was
exhibited before a Committee of the House of Commons in England in 1857. And
bore is an Act called the " Rupert's Land Act " passed in 1868, by the Imperial
Parliament, and it contains the following :

" And whoreas, for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of the said
British North Ameriea Act, (1867), and of admitting Rupert's Land into the said Do-
minion as aforesaid, upon such terms as Her Majesty thinks fit to approve, it is
expedient that the said lands, territories, rights, privileges, liberties, franchises,
powers and authorities, so far as the same have been lawfully granted to the said
Company, should be surrendered to Her Majesty, ber heirs and successors, upon such
terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by and between fIer \[ajesty .and the
said Governor and Company as hereinafter mentioned.

"Be it therefore enacted by the Quecn's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal, and CÔmmons, in this pre-
sent Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-

"1. This Act may be cited as "l Rupert's Land Act, 1868."
"2. For the purpose of this Act, the term "Rupert's Land " shall include the uhole

of the lands and territories held, or claimed to be held,by the said Governor and Conpany."
Here is an unequivocal recognition of territorial rights. The Government of

Canada purchaïed from the Hudson's Bay Company the whole of their rights and ter-
ritories, paying them a million and a half of dollars, and giving them besides the
one-twentieth part of the land within the fertile belt. Ontario as an integral portion
of the Dominion, was a party to these negotiations, and she purchased, along with the
rest of theDominion, the territory claimed or owned by the Hudson's Bay Company
and mentioned in this Act. Was she not a party to the transaction ? Did she not
admit the claim ?-I assume she made the purchase, as 'part of the Dominion. iow
far the Provincial rights were represented. I cannot say.

460. There is another question with.regard to this due north line from the head of
Lake Temiscaming. The description in the instructions to Governors says, " due
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north from the bead of Lake Temiscaming until it strikes the boundary line of
"IHudson's Bay." Now. Mr. Mills, in the concluding part of bis report,gives two lines,
one passing bere,as it were, towards the beight of land, and one intermediate between
it and the shore. lie gives the intermediate one as the right one, in bis publisbed
work. Do you consider the boundary line of ludson's to be identical with the
shore ?-I consider the words "line" and "shore" identical.

461. Then the lIudson's Bay Company had no territory at all, even on the shores
of the Bay ?-In 17 13 they had no territory on the south shore that they could
claim as their own.

462. At the soutb shore ofthe Bay ?-They had, as it bas been already said, a few
fringes of settlements scattered here and there. They had remained there for 60'
years, and had never gone inland, while the French had pushed their settlements
inward and obtained cession of the territory to the shores of the Bay from the
Indians.

463. You speak of a date previous to the Treaty of UI reeht. My question reforred
to the period after that treaty ?--You must remember the state of alfairs before the
treaty in order to come to a conclusion as to what the treaty operated upon, because
the treaty did not surrender any part of Canada, but simply "restored" to England
-what had been England's before that. You will find the French were very exact
in claiming they had never surrendered to England any part of New France; all they
had surrendered were the Bay and Straits of Hudson. Prior to the English claim of terri-
tory, the French had obtained the surrender from the Indians and had taken full
possession, according to the manner of taking possession thon, of the territory to the
shore of ludson's Bay; and the King of France, under his own hand, declared that
this territory had been taken possession of in bis name prior to the English occupa-
tion, and that it was part of Canada. The whole contest between the French and
the English, at that time, was as to the possessions on the shore. The Treaty of
Utrecht, in express words, restored to England the Bay and Straits of Hudson, and
did not code any part of Canada, or New France.

464. The treaty states :-" The Bay and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands,
seas, sea coasts, rivers and places situate in the said Bay and Straits, and which
belong thereunto, no tracts of land or of sea being excepted, which are at present

"possessed by the subjects of France."-The key to that treaty is the word "restore."
There can be nothing detrimental in it beyond the meaning of that word. Thon
Commissioners were appointed to fix the limits between the said Bay of Hudson
and the places appertaining to the French, which limits the British and French
Commissioners nevur defined, and thereby arose all the difficulty. The treaty
gave to the French the right to the shores in those words: lt is, however, provided
"that it may be entirely free for the Company of Quebec and all other subjects of
"the most Christian King whatsoever; to go by land or sea,whithersoever they please
"out of the lands of the said Bay, together with all their goods, merchandizes, arms
"and effects," except iur.itions ofwar.

465. The Chairnan.-They were to evacuate the country, in fact.
466. Witness, continuing :-Then the British Commissioners, inspired by the Hud-

son's Bay Company, claimed to lino 49. It must be remembered that before that treaty,
m 170, the Hudson's Bay Company and the British admitted that the French were
entitled to this south shore, and that the lino of division should be from the Main
river to the Albany River, which is now, by the award, the northern boundary of
Ontario. In the following year, 1701, they suggested that from this territory which
had been ceded to the French by the Indians, a line should run across to Albany
l-iver, and that all south of that lino should belong to the French. Those Commis-
sioners were to determine where that lino should be. The English claimed to lino
49; the French claimed to the shore.

467. The Chairman:-That was previous to the Treaty of Utrecht ?-No; I am
110W speaking of the negotiations that took place in regard to the claim of boundaries
under the Treaty of Utrecht. The memoir of M. D'Auteuil respecting the limits of
Rudson's Bay, 1719-20, states, "That it is well to remark that the English, iu all the
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"places of the said Bay and Straits which they have occupied,have always stopped at
"the border of the sea, carrying on trade with the savages who went there to find
"them, wiilst the French, from the foundationi of the Colony of Canada, have not
"ceased to traverse all the lands and rivers bordering on the said Bay, taking posses-
"sion of all the places, and founding everywhere posts and missions." The French
therefore claimed ownership of these territories by prior possession and occupation.
The memoir further states: " They (the English) cannot say that any land or river
"or lake, belongs to Hudson's Bay; because, of all the rivers which empty into this
'Bay, or which communicate with it, belongs to it, it might be said that all New
4' France belonged to them, the Saguenay and St. Lawrence communicating with the
"Bay by the Lakes." He thought that Lake Winnipeg and the St. Lawrence did con-
neet together, and as Lake Winnipeg flowed into Hudson's Bay, the English might,
under their pretension, claim New France. He calls attention to the very remark-
able fact that this proposition from the English was never signed, whether it was the
intention of the Crown not to commit itself absolutely to the demands of the Hudson's
Bay Company, or reserve them that they migbt be the subject of future negotiations
with the Company, was not apparent.

468. Can you point to any instance where the French returned to occupy the Bay
after the Treaty of Utrecht ?-Yes, as you will find in the statements of the Hudson's
Bay Company, the French, after the treaty of Utrecht, built a fort on the Albany
River, and the Hudson's Bay Company called attention to that. The French claimed
a right te the shores of the Bay and consequently built this fort.

469. The Chairman:-You differ from other authorities, all of whom ad mit that
subsequent to the Treaty of Utreeht, the Hudson's Bay Company were in undispated
possession on the confines of the Bay.

470. Wtness:-The Company's statement as to that is on page 368 of the docu-
ments, and the French statement is on pages 370 and 398.

471. How would the French claim effect the subsequent proceedings ?-
The legal effect of the French claims would seem to be this: prior to
the cession of Canada the French King asserted a possession and sovereignity
up to the shores of the Bay. When the cession of 1763 was made, the
French king surrendered his sovereignty and his claim to possession-his sovereignty
which was defacto and his claim to possession which migh t be de jure-to the Crown
of England, which, thereupon, became. clothed with the double sovereignty of the
Crown of England and the Crown of France. The first exercise of that sovereignty
over this territory was the proclamation of 1791, which ran the line up to the shores
of Hudson's Bay.

472. The Chairman:-That is rather a far-fetched interpretation. Before and after
the cession on all the naps there is a boundary line drawn inland from the shore of
Hudson's Bay.

473. Witness :-1 was only considering thejudicial interpretation, taking the view
expressed by Lord Justice James on a similar point in a late case affecting
succession to the rights of a displa.ed power. le says: "1 apprehend it

to be the clear, public, universal law, that any Government which defacto succeeds
"to any other Government, whether by revolution or restoration, conquest or
"re.conquest, succeeds to all the public property, to everything in the nature of
"public property, and to all rights in respect of the public property of the displaced
"power,-whatever may be the nature or origin of the title of such displaced power."
"But this right is the right of succession, is the right of representation; it is a right
"not paramount but derived, I will not say under, but tnrough the suppressed and
"displaced authority, and can only be enforced in the same way, and to the same

extent, and subject to the same correlative obligations and rights, as if that authority
"had not been suppressed and displaced, and was itself seeking to enforce it." I
am now speaking of the judicial interpretation of a succession to sovereign rights
as I have referred to as the prerogative interpretation of the term " boundarY
line."
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By M1r. Royai :
474. The question is, after all, whether you consider the words " shore" and ' boun-

dary line " identical ?-They are identical The word " shore " would have been a
more appropriate word than " line."

In answer to Mr. Ross:-
475. Witness: -The treaty used the word " restore." The reason why I say that

France could not be held to have surrendered any of her territory is that according to
the rule which is recognized as a rule of international law, where one country codes
to the other, the treaty shall be read most favorable for the ceding power. In a case of a
similar nature, the Suprome Court of the United States laid down that rule i n favor of
the Spanish version of a treaty as against the American version.

476. The Chairman. -But the Treaty of Utrecht ad mits of no doubt with reference
to the territory restored which is therein described as embracing " all land, seas, sea
"coasts, rivers and places situated in the said Bay and straits, and which belong
"thereunto; no tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are at present possessed
"by the subjects of France." Surely that is clear enough. Further on the treaty
says: "It is agreed on both sides to determine within a year by Commissioners
"to be forthwith named by each party, the limits which are to be fixed between the
"said Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the French." Surely that
indicated a lino sormewhere inland from the shore of the Bay.

477. Witness:-The question is, how did the French interpret that? Lamothe
Cadellac, a French officer, in 1720, states as follows: " Lamothe has examined the
"10th article of the Treaty of Utrecht, and has remarked that there can be no con-
"testation upon the word ' restituera' (shall restore), because it is certain that where

there has been no unjust possession there is no place for restitution.
" The English have never possessed the lands that the French have at IHudson's

"Bay, therefore it is impossible for the King of France to restore them to them, for
"one cannot restore more than that which has been taken by usurpation.

" The fact is, that at the time of the said Treaty of Utrecht,the French possessed
"one part of the Strait and Bay of Hudson, and the English possessed the other. It is
"very true that the King of France had, some time before, conquered the English
"part, and it [isj of this that it has been understood that restitution is to be made,
"that is to say, to trouble them no more in their enjoyment; but with regard to the
"said lands possessed by theFrench in the said Bay, if they have previously belonged
"to the English, the King will bind himself in the same manner, to make restitution
"of them. But there must be a real and incontestible proof of proprietorship ; and
"this the Crown of England cannot produce."

By the Chairman
478. The English insisted on the word "restore," while the French stood out for

the word " cede. Finally the wor<I "restore'' was used in the treaty, because the
English claimed all, and would not admit that the French had any rights, territorial
or otherwise, in that section to code. The question which the Committee lias to con-
sider is,whether subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713, the Hudson's Bay Company
Were seriously disturbed in their possession, or driven from the territories which
they held, on the immediate confines of the Bay. And from all we have so far
learned, they evidently were not ?-The French gave a different interpretation to
the treaty, and still claimed that from " Margaret's River, which runs into the River
of Canada, or the St. Lawrence to Rupert's River, at the bottom of Hudson's Bay,
was part of New France; and that they made the first settlements at the Bay to the
north of Canada."

By -Mr. Roms:
479. If you could prove the French possessions by treaties with the Indians, you

Would know how much they owned ?-Yes.
480. Have you copies of the treaties with theIndians in which they surrender

their rights, to the French, and describe the lands surrendered ?-T hey are refer red
to on pages 345 and 348, and pages 61 and 62 of the Book of Documents, 104.
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By the Chairman:
481. All these were previous to the Treaty of Utrecht. Yes, about 1670 and 1672.

SATURDAY, 3rd April, 1880.

The Commaittee met at 11 o'clock; MR. DAwsoN in the chair.

Honorable JOHN DoUGLAS ARMoUR, Judge of the Court ofQueens Bench, Ontario,
was examined, as follows:-

By the Chairman:
482. I believe you are acquainted with this case of the boundaries ?-I was

retained as counsel to argue the case on behalf of the Dominion Government.
483. By the Dominion Government ?-Yes; in December, 1874, I was to have

argued it, had it been practicable to have a meeting of the Arbitrators before I went
on the bench which was in December, 1877.

484. Were you furnished with all the necessary documents ?-I was furnished with
Mr. Mills work, Judge Ramsay's report, Mr. Lindsay's report, and such other evidence
as froin time to time I required, by the Government. A good many documents which
I thought miglit be necessary, and for which I asked, could not be found ; but all the
evidence attainable bere, I think I saw.

By Mr. Trow :
485. You never completed your researches in reference to this ?-Yes, I did. I was

prepared to argue the case if the meeting of Arbitrators had been held, but the first
Arbitrators appointed were, Chief Justice Richards and Mr. Wilmot, and a third was
to have been appointed. Chief Justice Richards resigned, Mr. Wilmot died, other
arrangements had to be made, and the matter was delayed from time to time. There
was aiso some delay on the part of Ontario, then on the paru of the Dominion.
When I was retained in 1874, it was understood the Arbitrators were to meet in
March following.

486. You iever appeared before the Arbitrators.?-No, because they never had a
meeting until after I was appointed to the bench.

487. Did you give all the information you had to any of those who did appear
before the Arbitrators ?-Well, I met Mr. McMahon, who succeeded me as counsel for
the Dominion, and had a long conversation with him one night. I gave him an epitome
ofmy views. He asked me if I would dictate it to a short-hand reporter. I did so
subsequently. The statement was an imperfect one given late at night after my
judicial duties were ever for the day. I have it here. It would, of course, require
revision and a good deal would have to be added, owing to new.contentions which
have arisen, and changes which have taken place.

By Mr. Ross:
488. Yon would consider this tolerably near your opinion ?-It is just g eneral in-

structions to a new Counsel in order to put him on the track of what the contention was.
I also gave him references to various books where he would tind the law on the
subject, bearing on the different points in dispute.

By Mr. Trow :
489-490. Would it not be better for Judge Armour to give his views in a concise

manner before the Committee prior to any member of the Committee questioning
him on the subject. Mr. Justice Armour :-Perhaps I may as well read my state-
ment:-

STATEMENT BY MR. JUSTICE ARMOUR ON THE QUESTION OF THE BOUNDARY BETWEZN
ONTARIO AND THE DOMINION.

In my view the boundary of Ontario is to be one of these three, namely:-
lst. The height of land which goes all round both north and west, and forms a

northern and western boundary.
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2nd. The height of land where it is intersected by a lino drawn due north from
the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi.

3rd. Where such a lino would strike the 49th degree of north latitude.
These different boundaries are to be determined: First, by consideration of the

Charter granted to the Hudson's Bay Company and of the construction of that
Charter, and of the International Law of the date of that Charter, viewed as applicable
to the Charter; next, by the Treaty of Utrecht; next, by the Quebec Act of 1774;
and lastly, by the Rupert's Land Act of 1869.

Whatever England had on ludson's Bay she intended to grant to the 11tdson's
Bay Company ; and by thd constriaction of the Charter, as viewed at that timae, she
purported to convey to them, not only the coasts and straits, but the rivers, which,
secording to the view of International Law held at that time, would convey ail the
lands drained by those rivers. Thus, the intention in granting the Charter was to
grant ail the lands drained by streams flowing into Hiudson's Bay; in effect, making
the southern boundary of the grant to the Hudson's Bay Company the height of land.
England was the first discoverer of the Hudson's Bay; and as between her and
France, she was clearly entitled by discovery to the Hudson's Bay. No French ship,
from the time of the discovery of Hudson's Bay, had ever entered Hudson's Straits
for more than seventy years after its discovery. It is said that one Jeau BoIurdon,
in 1656, entered Hudson's Straits; but this is sbown to be untrue by the Ielations of
the Jesuits, which speaks of his ship returning,. having gone as high at the 55th
parallel, I think. The Jesuits would have known if Jean Bourdon had entered the
Straits of Hudson, and would have mentioned it in their relations. On the contrary,
they do not mention it; and it is to be taken from that that the assertion that ho
ever entered the Straits is a myth ; because ho was of the Province of Quebec, was
a man well known and trusted by the Jesuits, intimate with them, and afterwards
went with Isaac Joques on an embassy to Governor Dongan of New York. Thon
the Charter was granted in 1670. Up to that time the French had not gone overland
to Hudson's Bay. The first overland journey was in 1671, undertaken by Albanel
and Simon, who went up the Seguenay to the St. John's, thence to Lake Mistassiné,
and thence by the river flowing from that lake to Hudson's Bay. In the Jesuit
relation Of Albenel he gives an account of his trip, and shows in that that the English
Company were already in possession of the Hudson Bay; having entered it under
their Charter. So that it is clear that no possession had ever been taken by tbe French
of the Hudson Bay coasts until Albenel assumed to take possession of them in the
name of the King of France in 1671, at which time the Hudson's Bay Company ha<i
already under their Charter settled upon the coasts. Now, where a settlement is made
upon a sea coast at the mouth of a river, in the view of International Law,
the settlers were entitled to claim the land drained by that river. This was the
view the French themselves entertained ; and in that they were willing to allow to
the English colonies of the Atlantic coast, vho settled there under Charters, the
right to ail the territory drained by the waters flowing into the Atlantic Ocean, but
claimed that the English settlements were bounded on the west by the Alleghany
Range, and that they being the first dicoverers of the Mississippi, were entitled to al
the land drained by the affluents of the Mississippi, from the Alleghany westward,

Shortly after 1670, the fur companies, which in effect governed Canada at that
time, or in which the Government was vested finding that the English Settlers on
Rudsons Bay were drawing trade in that direction determiaed to expel the EngUsh
from Hudson Bay, and from 1680 to 1690 the French had despatched Iberville with
ships to Hudsons Bay to take possession of the Forts held by the English there, and
had sent overland an expedition for the likepurpose ; the result of which expeditions
il the end was that the French became possessed of ail the Forts of the Hudson Bay
Company, on Hudson Bay, with one exception.

When the Treaty of Utrecht was consummated in 1713,]it was part of that treaty
that the French should restore to the English ail the Hudson's Bay Territories; and
in the wording of the 10th Article of that Treaty a great deal of discussion arose as
to whether the word "restore " or the word " code " should be usel; that is, whether
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the French should restore to Great Britain the Hudson Bay Territories, or whether
she should cede thom to Great Britain ; Great Britain contending that inasmnch as
she was entitled to them originally and the French had dispossessed ber ôf them,
that the French should restore ; while the French desired to use the word "1 cede "
as if the territories had belonged to the French and they were for the first time
ceding thein to Great Britain. The word " restore " is used in the lOth Article of
that Treaty ; and it is of importance to examine the original text of the treaty,
which is in Latin. The words used in that article, " spectantibus ad eadem" show
clearly that France was, in fact, to restore to England all the lands looking towards
Hudson's Bay; in other words, the whole water-shed of thé waters running into
Hudson's Bay. That article of the Treaty I look upon as being most important in
showing the legal beginning, by agreement, of the boundary between the Hudson's
Bay Territory and the French settlements; and I know of no- act done by the French,
of no legal taking possession of any territory either under treaty or under law, which
would have the effect of in any way derogating from the boundary in effect estab-
lished by that article of the Treaty of Utrecht. It is true that in the negotiation of
that treaty, it was stipulated that Commissioners should be appointed by each gov-
ornment to establish the boundary between the territory of each, but that I take to
mean to define what would be the true boundary according to the interpretation which
I have already stated the Troaty of Utrecht must be held to bear; that is
making the height of land the boundary between the two territories. This ap-
pears to be so also from the fact that, in 1725, Louis XV. writes to the Governor at
Qaebec with reference to a dispute which had arisen about the Post of Temiscaming,
directing that the Post of Temiscaming should consist of that part of the country
drained by the waters flowing into the River St. Lawrence; showing clearly that,
according to the view the French then held, they were bounded on the north by the
heiglit of land. The Commissioners to be appointed under the Treaty of Utrecht
have never settled the boundary, so far as can be ascertained. But the Hudson Bay
Company, on being asked by the British Government to furnish what they considered
ought to be the boundary between them and the French, furnished a map to the
British Government, claiming that the boundary should commence at Cape Perdrix,
on the Atlantic coast, thence south-westwardly to Lake Mistassiné, thence south-
westwardly to the 49h parallel, and tience indefinitely along the 49th parallel. It
is said that the French claimied to go two degrees further north than the 49th paral-
lel, but it is manilest, in my view, that this was because they thought the height of
land north of the 49th parallel, and that they were still acquieseing in the view that
the height of land was the boundary between the territories of the respective nations.
The 49th paralled in after years was looked upon by the Americans and by the Eng-
lish themselvs as being the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Territory; and
we find that, in the discussions which took place in regard to the boundary-line from the
north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains, the United
States asserting on the one hand, and Great Britain not denying on the other hand,
that the 49th parallel was the boundary between their respective countries because
it was the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Company Territory. And that mis-
conception always obtained on this side of the Atlantic until the investigations that
took place with regard to the boundary on the west side of the Rocky Mountains
established the fact that the Commissioners appointed by the Treaty of Utrecht
had never settled on the 49th parallel, or on any other line. After the Treaty in
Paris in 1763, when the Canada of the French was ceded to Great Britain, an
Act was passed called the Quebec Act, in the British Parliament, establishing the
Province of Quebec, which included what is now Upper and Lower Canada.
That Act bounded the Province of Quebec on the west by a line drawn due
north from the junction of the Ohio with the Mississippi, and bounded it on the
north by the territory granted to the Hludson's Bay Company; the British Parlia-
ment at that time recognizing the territorial rights of the ludson's Bay Company to
the fullest extent granted them by their Charter. Shortly after that there was
lormed, at Montreal, the North-West Company, who taking advantage of the know-
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ledge that the French had obtained of the North-West, and employing Frencuh voya-
geurs who had been engaged in the fur trade, went into the western couatry and
established posts, built forts, &c., as far north as Lake Athabaska, carrying on the
trade by means of interior posts, the Hudson Bay Company havinig to that time
carried on the trade by means of posts on the sea-coast, so far as we can ascertain.
The North-West Company were looked upon by the Hudson Bay Company as
intruders, and were intruders; and although it is .laimed that they obtained rights
by possession, whatever rights they so obtained they afterwards transferred to the
Rudson Bay Company when the two Companies were afterwards merged in 1822, I
think. So that whatever may be claimed by Ontario as being derivable from the
possession of the North-West Company must wholly fail, because the rights of the
North-West Company went to the Hudson Bay Company fron the tine that the two
companies coalesced in 1822 down to 1857, or about there. No claim was ever made
by the Province of Upper Canada or by the Province of Canada to any part of the
territory north or west of the height of land. In ;812 the Hudson Bay Company
granted to the Earl of Selkirk a tract of land bounded on the south by tbe height of
land between the Mississippi waters and the Red River waters, and extending east-
wardly to the height of land between the waters flowing into the Hudson Bay and
the waters flowing into the St. Lawrenee. The validity of that grant the British
Government in effect recognized by furnishing Lord Selkirk with ordnance stores,
and with soldiers to protect him in his rights of property.

The hostility of the North-West Company, however, in the end drove off Lord
Selkirk, and created those bloody feuds between the Hudson Bay Corpany and the
North-West Company, which were only settled by their coalescing. Thus we find
that in 1812 the Hudson Bay Company conceived that their territory was bounded
by the beight of land, and we do not find that Canada, fron that tinie to 1857,
ever claimed to have any interest there. In 1857 an agitation having been com-
menced in Canada for the purpose of opening up the trade of the North-West, an
attempt was made to have the validity of the Hudson Bay Charter tested. A com-
mittee of the House of Commons investigated the matter at that time, and at that
committee Canada was represented. The claim that the Hudson Bay then set up was
to the height of land ; the contention of Canada was in effect that the Hudson Bay
Charter was void. The question of submitting the validity of the charter to the
Priry Council seems to have been abandoned, ceasing to be pressed by the Canadian
Govermnent. In 1869, when the Prince Rupert's Land Act -vas passed, that Act
declared Prince Rhupert Land to be all the territory claimed by the -lhudson Bay
Company, and provided for Rupert's Land coming into the Confederation as such.
That w-as an Act of the Imperial Parliament, passed at the request of lhe Comons
of Canada, of which Ontario was part, and it may be said in that way I have bound
Ontario. Any occupation by the French, after the Trcaty of Utrecht, of any terri-
tory north and west of the height of land, was au ceeupation by them as intruders
only, riever legally sanctioned either by trcaty or in any other way. It was rot an
occupation by conquest in time of war, but was a possession against the will of a
friendly power then claiming to hold the territory in question, and I see nothing in
the occupation by the French for the purposes of the fur trade of r ny part of' that
territory, inasmuch as that occupation was only intrusion, to give the French any
territorial right beyond that limit, the height of land. After the French, the occu-
pations by the North-West Company, by Lord Selkirk and by the Hudson Bay Com-
panv, these three must be looked upon as the occupation of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. Lord Selkirk's occupation was under the Hudson Bay Company; the occou-
Pation of the North-West Company was adverse to the Hudson Bay Company, their
rights were afterwards merged in the latter company. We flnd that this occupation
by the Hudson Bay Company continued from the time of the Treaty of Paris, without
question, down to 1857, and from that time down to the passage of the Rapert's Land
Act. During all the time from the Treaty of Paris down to 1857, or shortly before
that, no claim whatever is made by Canada to any part of the territory north or
West of the height of land, so that not only the Charter of the Hudson Bay Company,
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but their possession under it, and the acquiescence, not only of the Home Govern-
ment, but also of the Canadian Government in their possession, establish clearly
their right to all that territory beyond the height of land.

The elnim of Ontario to go beyond the height of land is founded on a number of
circumstances which, in my opinion, establish no legal right. They claim that
Vaudreuil, on bis capitulation, ceded to General Amherst all of what was known by
the name of Canada; and that inasmuch as all the French territory east of Louisiana
and north of the lakes was called Canada, therefore, by the terms of that capitulation,
the French gave to the English what was west of the height of land-a territory
which the French never had any legal right to, and which the English never accepted
as derogating from the territorial rights of the Hudson's Bay Company. Again,
stress is laid upon the proclamations issued by the Government; Lut I do not appre-
hend that any proclamation could have the effect of depriving the Hudson's Bay
Company of what had been granted to them by Charter, that grant having been ac-
quiesced in by the British Government. Commissions granted to Governors of Canada
have also been called in to aid the contention that Ontario extends beyond the height
of land; one Commission giving a Governor authority to the Mississippi, another
Commission giving another Governor authority to the shore of Hudson Bay. These
Commissions, being mere instructions to the Governors, could have no effect what-
ever in aitcring territorial boundaries. The Commission to Governor Andross of
Connecticut gave him authority to the South Sea. It is only necessary to state this
to show the absurdity of any territorial right being acquired by any such means.

In the arrangements made with the fludson's Bay Company for the transfer of
territory, the Government directly recognized their right down to the height of land,
by allowing them to retain lines of posts all along the beight of land; recognizing
clearly enough their territorial rights apart altogether from the Rupert Land Act,
whicb, to my mind, puts an end to the whole case.

The maps of i hose early times are of no use.
This is an imperfect ondine of the general view I have formod in regard to the

boundary question. It will enable Mr. MacMahon to direct his attention to those
points which in my judgment lie at the foundation of the question. This is for his
private use only; aid I shall be happy at any future period to converse with him on
the subject and give him any furthor information I may be able to afford.

TORONTO, February 23rd, 1878.

That, as you see, was just a general statement delivered by me, viva voce, at the time
I was appointed Judge.

By the Chairman:
491. You are still of the opinion expressed in this document ?-Yes ; J a mstill of

the opinion that the height of land is the boundary.
By Mr. -Robinson ;

492. On the north as well as the west ?-Yes; on the north as well as on the west.
I refer to the Quebec Act for the reason, it speaks of a line drawn northward, and
northward means due north if there is nothing to qualify it in the context. Myown
view is, that northward was applicable to the territory, and not to a boundary line;
that is, that northward was intended to express that the territory then to be erected
into the Province of Quebee was to be extended northward to the southern boundary
of Hudsoi's Bay Territoi. That is my view. Of course there is legal authority
against that in the judgment which has been given.

By Mfr. Rioss:
493. I understaid you to say the term " northward" does not mean a meridional
n orthî ?-Tliat is my view.

B'y Ar. Weldon:
4t. Wih regard to the line beween Huson's Bay and Ontario ?-I hold the

of nd must be unquestionably the true boundary, unless Ontario sought to
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have it the 49th parallel, which, of course,would hurt Ontario at one point and give
her territory at another.

By Mr. Trow :
495. Was not the treaty intended to include the French settlements west of the

due north line ?-I have no doubt it was intended the French should give up all their
occupation of the country.

496. You are aware there were several settiements west of the due north line ?-
Yes, there were what were called " forts," by the French and by the Hudson's Bay Co.;
but the meaning of the word " forts" must be looked at in the light of the kind of estab-
lishments they were. They commenced with wigwams. They had posts at Kam-
inistiquia, also at Lake Winnipeg; in fact as high up as the Saskatchewan. Fort
Jonquiere, on the forks of the Saskatchewan, was the farthest that the French had.
In my view, as soon as Great Britain got the whole of the country back again, she,
in fact, implernented her grant to the Hudson's Bay Co.; because, in the passing
of the Quebec Act, in 1774, she bounds the Piovince of Quebec on the north by the
territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers, not by the territory they then
held, but by the territory granted, which was a clear recognition of the validity of
their grant; and I do not know that the validity of their grant has ever been
seriously questioned, except with regard to the monopoly in trade. I do not think
ît was ever questioned with regard to territorial rights.

By Mr. Weldon:
497. lad the French, prior to the Treaty of Ryswick or Utrecht, posts as far as

the Albany River?-Yes; they bad captured posts on the Hludson's Bay from the
Hudson's Bay Company, and having taken possession by conquest of parts of the
coast on Hudson's Bay had establisbed posts of their own there.

498. The Treaty of Ryswick was sixteen years before the Treaty of Utrecht ?-
Yes, in 1697. The French had posts before the Treaty of Utreeht. They had
possession of the whole of Hudson Bay, except Fort Albany, I think. There
is a good deal said about the fact of the French possession. Mr. Lindsay
argues from the use of the word " restore " in the Treaty of Utrecht that the French
were only giving back what they had taken from the Hudson's Bay Company-that
they could not restore what they had not taken, and that the Treaty must be con-
strued as limited to what they had taken. His error arises from a misconception of
the meaning of the verb "rstituo " used in the Treaty, which is there used in its
literal sense "to establish one in his former position," and is not properly translated
by the word "restore," as used by us in the sense of " to give back " the latin verb
for which would be "reddo" and not "restituo." There was a precise and more
defined object in the use of the verb "restituo " instead of " cedo." The French
said: "We shall cede it to you." The English said: "No, you shall restore
it," and that involved the controversy as to who originally owned the country.
Great importance was attached to the word, because in the event of a future war
between Great Britain and France, should the fate of arms go against the English,
the French would have said : You must restore wliat we before ceded to you.

By -Mr. Weldon :
499. According to the Treaty of Ryswick it was only meant to restore the forts,

&c. ?-I do not tbink that Treaty really touches the question at all. I think very
little was done under it; the state of war continued up to the Treaty of Utrecht.

By Mr. Ross :
500. You said that you based the claim of the Hiudson Bay Copraany to the territory

north of the height of iand on prior discovery by the English ?-Yes, on thc coast.
501. You are aware the French made frequent voyages in 'o that country, and had

alLde prior settlements even up to tho coast f ludson's Bay. Did they not go
north from Montreal ?-I think there is no authoritv whatever for saying ihat any
white man ever crossed the height of land before the date of the Hudson Bay Corri-
pany's Charter.

50'. Were there not some voyages made froni France direct ?- th ink not.
1-9½
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503. I notice Mr. Mills says that the French posts on the Bay dated from 1656.
The English did not go there till 11 years later ?-That is the voyage of Jean
Bourdon, and, as I have mentioned, he only went to 550 north latitude. The rela-
tions of the Jesuits, on page 9, 1637, speak of him as Engenieur en Chef et procurer of
New France. On page 9, of the relations, 1658, it is stated that on the 11th August
there appeared the barque of Mr. Bourdon, with which he descended the great river
Cote de Nord, up to 55°, where he encountered a large bank of ice. At all events
that shows he did not go further than the 55th degree, as the Jesuits would have
likely stated the highest degree of latitude to which he went. Being a well-known
and eminent man in the Province, they would not have been inclined to belittie his
services.

By Mfr. Trow:
501. Can you cite any cases where, in the interpretation of treaties, a discoverer

of a coast held claim to the water-shed ?-If you will send for the first volume of
Phillinore's International Law, I will refer to it. It was the constant pretension of
the Enghsh colonists on the coast of the Atlantic, who all had charters such as
this, that their charters extended to the South Sea, but the French, on the other
hand, contended the contrary, and held that the English colonists should not go
beyond the height of land; that the French, as discoverers of the Mississippi, were
entitled to all the lands drained by that river and its confluents. That was "the con-
tention between the Frenuh and the English at the particular time the Treaty of
Utrecht was made.

By Mr. Trow:
505. In the event of their not getting occupation or making settlements, how

would the case stand ?-It was looked upon in the view of the necessary protection of'
the Colony; and the natural boundary, which was the height of land, was the
natural defence of the territories against invasion.

By Mr. Weldon :
506. Did the English maintain that doctrine ?-No; they contended for a wider

doctrine. The other was the French contention. After the Treaty of Utrecht, the
settlement of what was the boundary at Lake Temiscaming, which was really the
most accessable point from Canada to 1udson's Bay, showed that the French were
willing to accede that the Hudson's Bay Territory extended to the height of land.

By Mfr. -Ross.:
507. Mr. Mills, in his report, cites a number of voyages made to Hudson's Bay

from Qucbec; Bourdon's in 1656, and Dablon's voyage ?-Dablon never went beyond
Rekouba, a tributary of Lake St. John. le never got over the height of land.

508. Then, wlere was Sieur de la Cauhure, in 1663 ?" Mr. Milis says: " De pro-
ceeded overland, with five men, to Hudson's Bay, possession wbereof ho took in the
IKin1g s namjae, noted the latitude, and deposited, at the foot of a large tree, His
Majesty's arms, engraved and laid between two sheets of lead, the whole being
covered with some bark of trees."-I don't think that is authoritative. 1 investi-
gated that claim rnyself, and concluded there was no "evidence that any one had
crossed the hcight of land until Albanal went over ,in 1671 ; that is two years
after the settlement at Rupert's House.

By Mr. Weldon:
509. Then, as 1 understand, this clause in the Hudson Bay Company's charter, in

your idea, is that there was no subjects of any Christian prince beyond the height of
land ?-Yes.

By Mr. Boss:
510. You are acquainted with Duquet and L'Anglois voyage in 1663, when they

renewed the act of taking possession by setting up His Majesty's arms there a second
time. This is proved by the arrêt of the Soverign Council of Quebec, by the orders
in writing of Messrs. d'Argenson and d'Avanqour, which is to be found in the New
York Historical Collection, volume 9, pages 203, 204 and 205 ?-I do not consider
this authentic.
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511. In 1667, Raddison and IDesGrossilliers traversed the country froi the St.
Lawrence to the upper lakes aind thence to the Bay, crossing from Lake Superior.-
I do not think there is any proof that Raddison and DesGrosilliers ever went beyond
the height of land at al]. They went up to Lake Superior, and heard from the
Indians there was a large bay to the north. Then thcy went to England, and induced
the Engiish to go to Hudson's Bay. But, as far as that is concerned, it was all done
away with by the Treaty of Utrecht.

512. But if we get the abandon ment of the claim to pre-occupation by the English,
I think it will change the arrangement a little. It is an important point iii the
investigation to prove the pre-occupation by the French ?-A good deal of that is
taken from statements made after the claims to the country came into dispute.

513. Well, they are historical ?-With regard to DesGrossilliers aind 1adiston it
is said they went to Lake Winnipeg and heard froma the Indians there of the Hud-
son's Bay. I don't believe they ever went to the Bay. Jeremy was in possession
of Fort Bourbon in 1714, when it was deli vercd over to the British authorities, and
in a book which he wrote he attempts to describe the geography of the Nelson
River and of that country, showing that he knew nothing whatcver about the
waters, their course, or the size of the lakes. Now, as to the territorial question,
Phillimore's International Law, volume 1, page 277, says:-" In the negotiations
"between Spain and the United States of America respecting the western boundary
"of Louisana, the latter country laid down with accuracy and clearness certain
"propositions of law upon this subject, and which fortify the opinion advanel in
"the foregoing paragraphs. ' The principles ' (America said on this occasion)
"'which are applicable to the case, are such as are dictated by reason, and have been

'adopted in practice by European Powers in the discoveries and acquisitions which
"'they have respectively made in the New World. They are few, simple, intelli-
"'gible, and, at the same time, founded in strictjustice. The first of these is, that
'""when any European nation takes possession of any extent of sea coast, that posses-
"1sion is understood as extending into the interior country, to the sources of the rivers
'emptying within that coast, to all their branches, and the country they cover, and
to give it a right, in exclusion of all other nations, to the same. It is evident

'that some rule or principle must govern the rights of European Powers in regard
"to each other in all such cases, and it is certain that none can be adopted in those
'to which-it applies more reasonable or just than the present one. Many weighty

"'considerations show the propriety of it. Nature seems to have destined a range
'of territory so described for the same society, to have connected its several parts
'together by the ties of a common interest, and to have detached them from others.
'If this principal is departed from, it must be by attaching to such ciscovery and
'possession a more enlarged or contracted scope of acquisition, but a slight atten-
'tion to the subject will demonstrate the absurdity of eithor. The latter would be

"'to restrict the rights of an European Power, who discovered and took possession
"'of a new country, to the spot on which its troops and settlements rested, a doc-

"'trine which has been totally disclaimed by all the powers who made discoveries
"'and acquired possessions in America.'

By M1r. Trow:
514. Can you cite any case where prior occupation of the interior would disallow

or annul the coast discovery ?-I have never seen any sueh case. That is an
occupation from the rear, you may say.

Yes; from the rear. It might be an extent of country covering hundreds of
miles. ?-This is a large territory, and the udsoni's Bay grant astonishes one bv the
great extent of it, but one must recollect that the Bay itself is 1,600 miles in width.

By MlIr Ross:
515. But that charter did not cover ary land oecupied by any other Christian

Prince?-There was no laad there, at that time, occupied by any Christian Prince.
516. The fact of settlement by the French from the south to any extent would

preclude England from any claim to the territory whieh the French occupied ?-I, do
mot think it can be shown that there was any settlement or possession by any other
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-Christian power ; that is, that no discoverer from Canada ev er settled across the
height of land until Albanal went in 1671. He was the first man who went across,
and that occurred one year after the granting of the charter, and two years after the,-
settiement.

By Mr. Weldon:
517. Did he establish posts on the Albany River ?-He established no posts, but

went over as a discoverer, taking possession of the country in the King's name.
By the Chairman :

518. Suppusing the French had occupied the country, and were there before the
Treaty of Utrecht, that Treaty would settle all that matter ?-That is my view. The
Treaty of Utrecht was drawn in Latin because, no doubt, Latin is a more mathematicat
language than English. The Treaty of Utrecht says3:-" The said most Christian-
"king will restore to the Kingdom and Queen of Great Britain, in full right to be,
"possessed for ever, the Bay and Strait of Hudson, together with all lands, seas,
"maritime coasts, rivers and places in the said Bay and Straits situate ; no places,
"whether of land or sea, looking towards the same, being excepted, which are now
"possessed by the subjects of France." The expression is " spectantibus ad eadem,"
looking in the same direction.

By Mr. Trow :
519. It is a very peculiar boundary because it overlaps ?-Well, ad eadem is

"look towards, the rivers, and anything that looks towards the rivers, must be land
drained by the rivers.

By Mr. Weldon:
520. The Treaty says, " no tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are at

"present possessed by the subjects of' France." Would that not refer to the previous
langutage used in tlie Treaty that it was " lands,seas, rivers and places connected with
L the Bay of ludson ?"-I do not think bo. It says, " you will re-establish us in our
"posse-sion of Rudson's Bay, not excepting anything you may be in possession of."
You will give us back cverything.

By ir. Ross :
521. You wili reinem ber that, in 1628,the English, under Kirk, captured Canada,

and by the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye, it was agreed that the King of Great
Britain would give up and restore ail the places occupied in New France, Acadia
and Canada by the subjects of the King of (reat Britain. That whole argument is
based upon the assumption that New France, under Louis XIII, included the whole
country around Hudson's Bay. Does it not appear by thiat that France considered
she owned the country around ludsoi's Bay ?-No; although the French said it was
anciently discovered by them, I do not think there is any proof of that.

522. But here we have two antagonistic claims: the Hiudson's Bay Conpany
making their claim by the charter of1670 and the charter of Louis XIII, anterior to
that in 1626, grantirg the country to the Frozen Ocean ?-I think oite of the Popes
divided the world between two kings to govern, the one one-half and the other the
other half, but I cannot see that the division carried much with it, except, perhaps,
scutinent.

52 . Then the argument will all coie back to the matter of prior discovery ?-
Prior discovery and settlement. There is this to be said regarding the grant to the
lludson's Bay Company: Great Britain, neither by ber Executive nor by her Parlia-
ment, has over derogated from tiat grant; but, on the contrary, always supported
and maintaired it. After the Treaty of Paris, when the posts were given up, Great
Britain did not say to the Hudson's Bay Company, " We have taken possession of
I this country, and you must be confined to what you actually settled upon;" but, in
passing the Act of 1774, expressly bounded it by the territories granted.

By the Chairman:
524. There is not a single instance of the Imperial Goverament having declined to

acknowledge the Hudson's Bay Company's claim ?-They never professed to own
anything on the Bay and Straits of Hudson, except what they had granted; and so
strict were they not to interfere with the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company that
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they refused to grant a charter to a rival company. In 1749 a in.m nuedn D >bb,
who was anxious for a charter, applied for it, but they would not grat t, a[though
Dobbs was willing to take it subject to the Hudson's Bay Company's rights. They
would not grant it for fear that it would create diffienlties between the Hudson's Bay
Company and Dobbs' company.

By Mr. Ross:
525. Are you aware that, previous to the Treaty of Utreet, the Hudson's Bay

Company were prepared to surrender theirrights ?-I fancy they"were willing just
then to put up with what they could get. They wore fighting for existence, and
Great Britain, with war at home and war in Europe, was not likely to put forth any
great effort to save an outlying place not of much use to the Empire.

52t. Yet, if the ludson's Bay Company thought they had a good right to the
territory they would not have been very willing to surrender it. Does not the fact
that they were willing to surrender mailitate against their claim ?-That would
depend upon circumstances. If you and 1 had a law suit about a piece of land to
which I was positive I had ajust claim of ownership, yet being aware that it w >uld
be very difficult, or, perhaps impossible, to oust you froin possession, I inight be
willing to compromise and take half the land.

By 'Ur. Trow :
527. Do you think the Hudson's Bay Company had any right to the soii ?-It is

my view that they had a proprietary right.
By -Mr. Brecken :

5218. That would depend upon the wording of the Charter ?-Yes, but the Charter
is as wide as it possibly can be.

By M1fr Ross :
529. It is a conveniently wido Charter to have any amouit oflitigation upon ?-

I think their keeping the North-West Company out depended on their suceos cf
their territorial rights granted, and they probably would have brougIht atioi for
trespass against the North-West Company, and an action for trespass in a tract of
country like that would not avail much. Their object was to have their Charter
establihed as to the monipoiy of trade.

By JIr Brecken :
530. The question of possession pedis would bo ditilcult to establisi ?--There was

no question of possession pedis, they travelled l canoes generally.
By _Mr. WVeldon:

531. By the Treaty of Neutrality in 1686 it was agreed that the said Kings shall
have and hold the domains, rights and pre-eminences in the seas, strait- and other
waters of America. in the same extent which of right belongs to thern. antd in the
same way they enjoy ther ut present. Now, ut that time did not the French hoIl
the forts on the Albany River ?-Yes ; soine of the forts, ut att events oli IIu >n's
Bay, and the Hludson's Bay C'>mpany complainel very bitterly about the Treaty of
Ryswick.

à32. I refer to the Treaty of Neutrality of 1686, eleven years before the Treaty of
Ryswick. The French had postsestablished as farlas the Albany River ?-They cer-
tainly had on Hudson's Bay.

533. And those forts were restored to them after the Treaty of Ryswick ?-I
doubt if there was any restoration. I think they were held by might until the freaty
Of Utrecht.

5344. The language of the Treaty of Utrecht is peculiar. It says: "The said most
"Christian King shall restore to the kingdom and Queen of Great Britain, to be pos-
"sessed in full right forever, the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands,
"seas, sea coasts, rivers and places situate in thesaid Bay and Straits and which belong
"thereunto, no tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are at present possessed
"by the subjects of France." The whole of that section 10 appears to apply to the
Hudson Bay Territory ? -Everything.

535. In a direct line ?-Everything looking in that direction. It means they shall
give up everything that is there included.
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By _Mr. Breckin:
536. If France possessed anything on the other side of the Hludson Bay Territory,

it was ail 1to go.
By 3fr. Veldon:

537 Th context of that 11 th section is entirely confined to territory with regard
to Hudson's Bay and Straits. " No tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are
" at present possessed by the subjects of France." Now, I take it, the exception must
be governed by the principal object which was to restore the Baly and Straits of Hud-
son, together with lands, etc., situate in the said Bay and Straits. This is further
shown by the condition subseqjuently about delivering up the fortresses. " It is,

however, provided that it may be entirely frec for the company of Quebec and all
"other, the subjects of the most Christian King, whatsoever, to go by land or by sea
"whither soever they please, out of the lands of the said Bay, together with all their
"goods, merchandizes, arms and effects, of what nature or condition of things soever,"
except such things as are above referred to in this article ?-That is not a correct
translation.

5J8. As the clause providesit shall be free for the Company of Quebec to go
wherever they please, out of the lands of the Bay, shows they must have had lands
on the Bay ?-They had Fort Bourbon on the Nelson River.

539. Then, they agreed the limits would be fixed between the said Bay of Hudson
and the places appertaining to the Wrench; which limits both the British and French
subjects shall be wholly forbid to pass over. This was never done ?-It is a singular
thing that it was the idea prevailing on this continent, because, in the discussion
with respect to the treaty, which was afterwards the Treaty of 1842, between Great
Britain and the United States, fixing the boundary from the Lake of the Woods west
to the Rocky Mountains, the American Minister at the Court of St. James asserted, in
,diplomatic correspondence, that the southern limit of Hudson's Bay Company's terri-
tory is the 49th parallel, and that Louisiana extends up to the limits of the ludson's
Bay Company's territory, and, therefore, that is the boundary between the United
States and the British possessions. Subsequently, we find Mr. Madison writing to
Mr. Livingstoiie with regard to the boundaries of Louisiana, which the United States
had purchased from Spain. In their correspondence with the Spanish Court we find
thern asserting the same thing, namely, that the 49th parallel was the southern
boundary of the Illudson's Bay territory. I thought Ontario would say :-You, the
Hludson's Bay Company, elaimed the 49th parallel as being the southern limit to your
possessions when Great Britain was treating with the French for the settiement of
the exact boundary, and inasnuch as you claimed that, you shoulId be bound by that.
That is one view.

By 11r. Ross
540. That wnald simply moan the northern boundary of Ontario would be the

49thi parallel ?-Yes.
541. It was intended to be more than that ?-If the claim is to the height of land it

would not bc more as regards territory.
By Mr. TVeldon :

542. The opinion given by Lord Westbury and Sir Henry G. Keating on this is:
"To these elements ofconsideration upon this question must be added the enquiry

(as suggested by the following words of the Charter, viz: 'Not po.ssessed by the sub-
"'jects o. any other Christian Prince or State') whether at the time of the Charter,
"any part of the territory now claimed by the Hudson's Bay Cormpany could have
"been rightfully claimed by the French as falling within the bouidaries of Canada or
"Nouvelle, France, and also the effects of the Acts of Parliament passed in 1774 and
"1791 ? "-When France settled on the banks of the St. Lawrence, she was Antitled to
all the lands drained by rivers flowing info the St. Lawrence. Consequently
France, as limited by discovery, would only go to the height of land. If you apply
the sane rule to each, you put the boundary at the height of land. Then, France,
could not, by reason of any discovery of lands on the St. Lawrence, claim lands north
of the height of land.
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By M1r. Ross:
543. Only, if it eould be proved she bal actually settled there ?
54t. The Chairman:-The Treaty of Utrecht settles all that.
545. Witniess :-What I look at i-ý this: From the Treaty of Utrecht, down to the

time the Rupert's Land Act was passcd, Great Britain nover claimed a right to detract
froma the Hudson's Bay Company's Charter, or from what the Hudson's Bay Company
said they owned. Great Britian never claimed to have anything at ludson's Bay
outside of what was granted to the Huidson's Bay Company. After the Treaty of
Utrecht, she asked the Hludson's Bay Company where their boundary was to be
found, treating that country as having been proporly granted to that Company.

By Mr. -Ross:
546. Fromn the establishmentof the Governmient in Canada by the Treaty of Paris

in 1763, Canada was described by a lino drawn from the Bay of Chaleurs, running
north until it strikes the St. Lawrence?-Thiat was nerely establishing a Govern-
ment for Quebec in 1763.

547. The Cirman :-Which was first enlargod by the Quebec Act.
548. Mr Ross:-And divided by the Constitutional Act of 1791. Then by the

Constitutional Act of 1791, and by proclamation the rest of what was Canada became
Upper Canada.

519. Witness:-I do not think that affected in any way the Charter of tbe Hud-
son's Bay Company. The proclamation was for the purpose of dividing Quebec into
two separate Provinces, for the purposes of civil government. There was no intention
to derogate from the grant of the Hudson's Bay Company at all; and although in
the boundary description it is said up to Lake Tomiscaming, and then due notrth to
the boundary lino of lHudson's Bay, I think what was meant was clearly to the
boundary lino of the territory granted the ludson's Bay Company.

550. But in sabsequentcommissions, the words are notto boundary of Hudson's
Bay, but to the shore of Hudson's Bay ?-You can understand easily how that
occurred. I understand the Duke of Argyll, who was over here, thought the St.
Lawrence rose in the Rocky Mountains. You can understand, therefore, how readily
a mistake could be made by a person altogether unacquainted with the.country. If
you were copying a commission to Lord Elgin (and it was thon the change was
made, using the word " shore ") and you carne to the words " north to the boundary
line of ludson's Bay," you would say: what an absurd def'inition this i,, the boundary
line of a bay must be a shore; and you would write the word " shore."

551. If I intended to draw up a commission, I would pt in the word territory ?-
Yes; you would if you wanted to be exact. But they were dividing the Province of
Quebec. They were not sitting down to do an act to interfere with the Uiidson's
Bay Company. How did that did alter the boundary ? I will take an illustration:
Sup)posilg we petitioned the Lieutenant-Governor in Couneil to divide the town of St.
Mary's into wards, and a proclamation was issued dividing it in to wards, co0u d i t be
til to tako away the lands granted to any gentleman holding lands in that town ?

It eertainly would not, and neithcr could it be said that the Aet dividing the Province
Of Q'iebec took away territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company. Ono would
be cqually as absuird as the other.

55.:. Yes, so tar as that is concerned ; but the contention is that the land was not
Ceded to Hudson's Bay Company, but by the Treaty of Utrecht iL wis cedel to Great
Britain?-So it wan, ont Great Britain might have said: This has beren ceded to us,
and noT your ri-ghts are done away with; ani consequently, now that we have got
bakthe land, we are not going to fulfil our grant to you. But the contrary appears,
because the Imperia Government has always recognised the grant to the Hudson's
Bay C(ompany.

553. 1r. Brecken: - Speaking of th' ignorance of English statesmen, old Lord
Bathurst asked the question: What description of timber is grown on the banks of
Žewfoundland ?

554. Itness:--Thore was a Statute of 18 G(- orge Il., chapter 17, offering £20,000
for the discovery of a north-west passage. In that Statute, so particular was Parliament
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about the rights of the Company, that it provided no interference should be had with
the privileges of the Hudson Bay Company. Then the Act of 2nd William and Mary,
eonfirming the Charter, although limited to seven years, yet was a distinct parlia-
mentary confirmation of the Charter so long as it lasted. When the Act expired, the
Company had still the Charter to fall back on ; but the Parliament of Great Britain
has chosen to confirm that Charter, and confirm it in words, which would entitle the
Company to go to the height of land.

By Mr. Weldon :
555. The effeet of that is merely a Parliamentary recognition of the Charter ?-

It is a confirmation of it.
By Mr. Ross :

556. Whatever meaning the Charter bore originally would remain; except it
would bave additional force from an Act of Parliament. Then there was the Act 4th
William and Mary, Chapter 15, which provided for a tax on Hudson Bay Company
shares, thus recognising the legality of the Charter as granted by the Crown.

By Mr. Weldon:
557. It would seem that Sir Henry Keating adopted the view that the Crown

eould not undertake to attack the validity of the Charter now?
By M1fr. Ross :

558. low would you explain this ? A difficulty occurred the other day in the
examination. ln the Treaty of Versailles, the Hudson Bay Company's territory is
described as bounded by a line running north to the Lake of the Woods ?-That is
in the commission to Sir Guy Carleton, 1786.

539. After describing the line running through Lake Superior, northward of the
Isies Royal and Phillipeaux to the Long Lake, the commission says: Thence through
the middle of said Long Lake, and the water communication between it and the Lake
of the Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods, thence through the said lakes to the
most north-western point thereof, and froi thence, on a due west course, to the River
Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the
Merchants Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay ?-I will explain that.
According to the Quebec Act, northward means an extension from the south of the
territories to the north. At that particular point there would be nothing; it wouid
be length without breadth.

560. We come to a point west of the Lake of the Woods and go northward from
that to ludson's Bay ?--Not only froni that, but from the whole line to the east.

5G 1. That would throw the Hudson Bay Company's territory north of the Lake
of the Woods ? -Yes, because the United States had taken in all south of the Lake of
the WVoods. The United States having takei it, that was the bonndary line between
the two countries, so that the boundary line between the two countries is fixed in the
Quebec Act, and was followed in that commission to Sir Guy Carleton, with the dif-
ference, it says, westward to the banks of the M ississippi, and northward along the
banks of the Mississippi to the southcrly boundary of the territory granted to the
Rudson Bay Company. In the Quebee Act it is said, northward to the territo'Y
granted to t he lludson's Bay Company, leaving out "long the banks of the Miss
sippi." 1 would give both the same interprelation; it works both ways. Those
who say northward is not a due north line, when they corne to advocate the Ontario
view, say that does not apply, because if you ïgo northward you woull not touch
Hudson Bay.

By Mr. Ross;
562. The words are " northward from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi.'

Must you not go a good deal north before you reach the country of the Hudson 3aY
Company ?

563. Mr. Weldon:-You go northward along the banks of the Mississippi ?
564. Witness:-l think that "northward " wasjust a general deoeripLiont that tho

territory extended northward to the lRadson's Bay territory.
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By Mr. Ross:
565. It said northward from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi to the

southern boundary of the territory of the Herchants Adventurers. Must you go
north along the banks of the Mississippi a good distance before you come to that
southern boundary. Here we go due west to the Ike of the Woods, and thon we
say northward from that point t-j soathern boundary of the territory of the Hudson
Bay Company. Does it not mean yougo northward sorme distance ?-Not necessarily.
I don't think so; the distance might be a foot, 10 miles or 1,000 miles.

566. It comes in here for the first time ?-Sir Guy Carleton, in that commission,
was following what description they had in the office.

By Mr. Weldon:
567. I understand you to say that the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company

came down to 49th parallel ?-Yes.
By the Chairnan:

568. it has been contended that the object ofthe Quebec Act was to embrace in
the territory west of the division line the whole of the country known as Canada.
Since that contention was put forward, we have discovered documents of some im-
portance. Of course, you know the first commission, after the Act of 1791, to
Lord Dorchester, simply refers to the division of the Province of Quebec into Upper
and Lower Canada. It does not add to or take from either ?-No ; it does not pro-
fess to.

569. Now we have diseovered a document not hitherto brought to light, being no
less tharn is lajesty's instructions to his Excellency Lord Dorchester, datel at St.
Janes, 16th Sept., 1791, which contain the following: " With these our instructions
"you will roc, ive our commission under our Great Seal of Great Britain, constituting

"O! nur Captain-Geoeral and Governor-in-Chief i n and over our Provinces of Upper
dLower Canada, B)UNDED, AS IN OUR SAI) COMMISSION IS PARTICULARLY EXPRESSED."

The same instrnctions go on to say: " Antd YOU ARE, WITII ALL DUE SOLEMNITY,
BEF aE THE MEMBERS OF oUR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL, To CAUSE OUR SAID CODILSSION
TO BE READ AND PUBLISHED." Now, here is the description which was to be pro-

claimed. On the 1sth Nov., about the time those instructions should have reached
Quebee, General Clarke iss-ued a proclamation in which he reeited the Order in
Council distinctly enough as regards the intention to divide the Province into two,
but ended bv saying: to the utnost bounds of" the country known as Canada," an
exjpîressnIn i no way a1n nhrized bv the Oii in Cnil or his instru tions Could
that priqebnnation take prece1mene of t lie Ae i n I the Kin g's instructions ?-d shou1d
Say ig niess an borised. It was without authority at ail

570. We have-iseovered another docun tt, dated 2nd December, 1774, the sane
year in whieh the Quebec Act was passed. It lias been ecntended tha the Quebec
Act w-as intended to cover the whole country, while these instructions refer to other
countries und dependencies which ho was to govern besides those covercd by the
Queber Act. It says, instructions to our trnsty and well-beloved uy Carleton, Esq.,
Our Captain-General and (overror-in-Chief in and over our Province of Quiebec, in
America, and of all our territories dependent thereon. Then ho has instructions to
provide, among other things, a way of governing the " interior countries " anid
regulating the " peltry trade." IHe has to "protect the fisheries of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence " down to Labrador. Again, he is charged with the care of inferior
localities with linited jurisdietion in criminal and civil matters, such as " the Illinois
country." Then the instructions go further and refer to places where it may be
niecessary to make provision for maintaining law and order, evidently referring to
countries outside the Province of Quebec, as constituted by the Act of 1774 ?-That
Ineans countries without civil government, I suppose.

571. There is a judicial decision as to the neaning of the word northward in the
Quebec Act. The decision was that northward evidently meant due north ?-That is
in the Reinhardt case. No doubt about it, it is a clear decision, and were I deciding
Itjudicially, I would be bound to follow that decision. But if you ask my individual
OPinion here, as a person looking into the matter, I should determine that " northward"
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had reference to the territories and not to a limitary line; but I do not think that makes
the slightest difference. I was going to mention another thing. You will tind thaL
the mistake about the 49th parallel was very curious. It was entertained in Canada
as well as the United States in early days. When Lord Selkirk got his grant. he got
it frorn the ludson's Bay Company, bounded by the height of land. Lord Solkirk
had made a prospectus and sent it out in Great Britain for the purpose of getting
emigrants to the Red River. John Strachan-I do not think he was then the Rev.
John Strachaa--afterwards Bishop of'Toronto, was very active in opposing Lord
Selkirk's sheme, and wrote another letter addressed to Lord Selkirh, which was
published in the press, dissuading emigrants frorn going to Lord Selkirk's settlement,

and saying : Y1 u, Sir, know, as well as any person, thatyou have no title to the land
for whieh you have a grant, for the 49th parallel is the southern boundary of the
Hudson's Bay Company's territories."

By Mr. Ross:
572. Did not that claim to the 49th parallel grow ont of the arrangement about ?-

It grew out of the fact that the Hludson's Bay Company were insisting with Great
Britain that their boundary should be established on the 4;th parallel.

By the Chairman:
573. The AcE of 1803 extended thejurisdiction of Quebec to the Indian Territories?

-Yes, I was going to say this: It struck me when 1 was acting for the Dominion
in the matter. I wrote to see if they could not get information from the EKecutive
Couincil of the old Province of Quebec from 1771 to 1791, to show what view obtained,
so flar as the authorities were concerned, with regard to the construction of the Quebec
Act, whether it meant due north or northward. The answer I got was that they
had examined and there was nothing to be found there. You will find, however, the
proclamation of Lord Dorchester of 24th July, 1788, divided the country into districts.
The western district is the district of liesse. He does not describe the western
boundary there, but extends the district to the northward and west. Then, in 1791,
the name of liesse, Lunenburg, Nasseau, &c., were changed, liesse becoming the
western district. Then to the western district was added ail other parts of Canada
not aireadv divided into districts. I thought that perhaps having found the proclama-
tion of Lord Dorchester in 1788 dividing the country, that probably between 1774 and
that time something might be found in the Executive Council office showing the
view Lord Derchester and his officers held as to the limits of the country on the
west and north.

574. The commission of 1786 to Lord Dorchester ran the western limit ofQuebec
to the Mississippi, the commission to Lird Durham carried the western boundary of
Upper Canada into Lake Superior only. Do you think that such Commissions and
ProclamaLions could really alter boundaries established by Act of Parliament ?-
I do not think that any lawyer will be found who will affirm seriously
that any proclamation for the purpose of dividing the Province, or any commission
issued to a G >vernor of the Province can have any effect whatsoever on the territorial
rights of the proprietors of the country dealt with.

By Mr. Brec'Aen:
575. Ofcourse, it would not prejulice the rirhts of outside parties, but would it not

be looked upon as a sort of corroborative evidence?-Of course, it would throw lirht
upon con teip>rary opinion, but it could not interfere with territorial rights. When
they were dividing Quebec into two Provinces I do not think they ever thought of
the Hludson's Bay Cormpany's territory at ail; and the boundary line of Hudson's BaY
was considered as the boundary line of the territory and not of the sheet of water.
That is the view which [ entertain. S>me time ago I was anxious to get the return
made by Commissioners, Captain Knight and Mr. Kelsey, who accepted a commis-
sion from Queen Anne to receive possession of the forts on lludson's Bay after the
Treaty of Utrecht. Letters were sent by the King of France to Quebec, directilg
these forts to be given up; and I thought that the lettérs and the return made by
these Commissioners of what they did would be important. Both Knight and feleaY
I think, were Hudson's Bay people; they were both employed by the Company, and
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the commission was issued by the Crown to them to receive possession of these forts,
not for Great Britain but for the Hudsoa's Bay Company.

By Mr. Ross :
576. That is a question which is disputed; it is said they were acting for the

Queen ?-I think there is no doubt that they were acting for the Hudson's Bay
people, bocause they were named in the Commission as the Hudson's Bay people, to-
receive the forts.

By Mr. Trow:
577. Your researches have all been, I suppose, to make out a case with some

degroe of colour in the interests of the Dominion, and I think it is perfectly justifi-
able that a solicitor employed to do so should do so ?-I want it to be understood,
because there is sometimes a misconception when a lawyer speaks, that I am not
stating the case as I would have argued it before the Commission. I am giving my
conscientious view.

578. I am aware of that, but I have reference to the report read ?-That report
was a guide for Mr. MacMahon who was innocent of any knowledge of the thing at
all. He came to me for any notes I might have made and I gave them to him,
reciting them to a shorthand writer in the rather disconnected way in which they
are before the Committee.

By Mr.Robinson:
579. Let me ask you whether, upon the best consideration you can give to this

question, you are not of the same opinion as you were when you prepared that state-
ment ?-Yes, I am of the same opinion.

580. Your opinion is now the same thon both as to the western and northern
boundaries ?-Of course the hcight of land forms, in my opinion, both the westerly
and northerly boundaries.

Extracts from Twiss, Oregon, and some of the other memorandum left by Judge-
Armour, now follow:-

Twiss.

"The difficulty in executing the provisions of boundary treaties in America has
"riscn chiefly from adopting the data which incorrect maps have furnished, to which
"there has been nothing in nature corresponding, and from agreeing to certain par-
"tallels of latitude, as appearing from these maps to form good natural frontiers, but

have been found, uponI actual survey. to frustrate the intentions of both
" arties."-Twiss, Oregon, 212.

.iaps, however, are but pictorial representations of supposed territorial limits,
"thie evidcnce of which must be sought for elsewhere. There may be cases, it is

ue, where maps may be evideice; when, for instance, it has been specially
" ovided that a particular map, such as Mitchell's map of North America, shall be

"te bais of a convention, but it is to be regretted that maps of unsurveyed di-tricts
"Iould ever have been introduced into diplomatie discussions, wbere limits coiform-
able to convenient physical outlines, such as head lands or water-courses, are really
NoUIIIht for, and are understood 10 be the subjeet of negotiation. The pictorial

ues of a eountry, which, in such cases, have been frequently assumed as the
basi of the negotiation, have not unusually caused greater embarrassment to both
the parties in the subsequent attempt to reconcile them with the natural features
thau the original question in dispute, to which they were supposed to have furnished
a solution. That the name of Nouvelle France should bave been applied by Prench
"authors and French maps to the country as far as the shores of the Pacifie Ocean
was as much to be expected as that the name of California should have been extended
by the Spaniards to the entire north-west coast of America, which we know to have

"been the fact, from the negotiations in the Novtka Sound controversy.''--Twiss,
Oregon, page 228.

" This is another very remarkable instance of the danger of referring even to the-
best maps, when territorial limits are to be reguilated by the physical features of
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"a country. There must have been a monstrous error in Mitchell's map, which the
"Spanish Commissioner had before him, if such a line could have been drawn upon it
"from the source of the Arkansas due west to the source of the Multonarnah, the

modern Willamette River."-Twiss, Oregon, page 235.
" The claim, however, to the westwardly extension of New France to the Pacifie

Ocean, requires some better evidence than the maps of the French geographers. A
map can furnish no proof of territorial title; it may illustrate a claim, but it
cannot prove it. The proof mast be derived from facts, which the law of nations

"recognizes as founding a title of territory. Maps, as such, that is, where they have
not had a special character attached to them by treaties, merely represent the

"opinions of the geographers who have constructed them, wbich opinions are frequently
founded on fictitious or erroneous statements. An examination of the collection in
the King's Library at the British Museum will remove all scepticism on this head."

Twiss, Oregon, page 306.
TITLE BY DISCOVERY.

Great Britain alone, of all countries, was the only nation whose ships discovered
the Bay and Straits of Hudson, or sailed into them, till after the granting of the
Charter.

John Cabot, a Venetian living in London, had three sons, Lewis, Sebastian and
Samlas, commissioned by the King, Henry VIII. Set sail May, 1497, and 24th June,
1497, discovered Newfoundland and the coast of Labrador, and sailed thence about
as far as Chesapeake Bay. Edward VI. made him Grand Pilot of England in 1549,
and pensioned him.

Sir Martin Frobisher, sent out by Queen Elizabeth with small ships in 1567,
-saw the coast of Labrador. Weit out following year with three ships, 1577, discovered
Frobisher's Straits Natives had arrows armed with iron points.

Queen sent him out with 15 small vessels to establish a fort on the land which
she named " Meta Newguita." Sailed May 31, 1578. Hacklenyt was with him assisted
nothing.

In 1585 John Davis set out. Discovered Davis Straits and Cumberland Straits.
1586 set out on second voyage. Discovered Cumberland Island, Toucbed at

N on the coast of Labrador.
1587 he set out again. Named Cape Chudley and Warwick's Forland.
In 1589 Weymouth sailed in the Discovery to Warwick's Forland, which he

found to be an island, and entered. Sumley's Inlet.
Hudson's first voyage in 1607 discovered Hold with Hope six or seven degrees

to the north of Inland, on east of Greenland. Tried to get round Greenland and re-
turn by way of Davis Straits.

Second voyage, 1608, reported nothing.
Third voyage, April 17, 1610, discovered Hludson's Straits, named Cape Diggs

and Cape Walsingtham. Wintered in the Bay.
In 1612 Button set sail Wintered at Nelson River, which he named from his

mate. Resolution comimanded by Button. Discovered by Ingram.
1614 Captain Gibbons sailed, but only got to Hudson's Straits.
1615 Byla[ went out in the Disrovery.
1616 Bvlat, with Boggin for pilot, went again. Smith's Sound, Lancaster

Sounid, Whle Sounid, Cary's Islalds, Jones Souad, Baffin's Bay.
16116 to 131, laukbridge.
1631 James Fox went to Nelson's River. Fo)und Buttons Cross overturned.

Erectel it. Met Capt. James, August 29th.
1631 Thoias Jincs wintere in James Bay.

CLA1I OF BoURDON.
See Mills, page 9i7.

' Lndsypage 506.
Bourdon was well known by the priests. He was Ingenieur en chef et procureur

de la Nouvelle-France. (Le Sieur Jean Bourdon) Relation des Jésutes, 1637, pae
9," dirige un feu d'artifice."
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1646, page 15, accompagne le P. Jacques chez les Iroquois.
1647, page 36. le returns to Quebec.
1658, page 9, le Il (du méme mois d'aoust 1657) joint la banque de monsieur Bour-

don, lequel était descendu sur le grand fleuve du côté du Nord, voyage jusqu'au 55e
degré, où il rencontra un grand banc de glace qui le fit remonter, ayant perdu deux
Hurons, qu'il avait pris pour guides. Les Esquimaux, Sauvages du Nord les massa-
crèrent, et blessèrent un Français de trois coups de flèches et d'un coup de coateau.

Se Charlevoix, vol. ii, page 186, describing his journey with Jacques in 1646,
letter to page 1)5 (Jacques was killed 1647.)

Bourdon removed from office, item Sieur Villeny by Mr. de Mesy.
Charlovoix, vol. iii, page 74, or 1664, and sent by France.
Charlevoid, vol. iii, page 230. "Since i is certain" that the English pressed

nothing on that Bay when in 1656 the Sieur Bourdon was sent there to secure ita
possessions to France, a ceremony repeatedly renewed in subsequont years.

Churchill's Collection of Voyages, vol. ii, page 430.
Captain Thomas Jones discovered James' Bay. His vessel was provided by

merchants of Bristol.
He is named in His Majesty's Royal Letters.
Set sait May 2nd, 163 1.
August 20th. Named the land " The new Principalities of South Wales," and

drank a health in the bestýliquor we had to Prince Charles His Highness, whom
God preserve.

August 29th. Fell in with a ship, "Fox."
Septen ber 3rd. Named Cape Henrietta Nfaria by Her Majesty's name who had

before named our ships.
September 10th. Named land " Weston's Island."
September 13th. That he would go to the bottom of Hudson's Bay and see if

he could discover a way into the River of'Canada.
September 19th. Named "the Earl of Bristol's Island."
September 23rd. iNamed "Sir Thomas Roe's Island."
October 2nd. Named " Earl of Dan by's Island." Wintered on it.
December 25th. Made a merry Christmas, and named the port he wintered in,

in honor of Sir James Winter, " Winter's Forest."
May 29th, 1632. Named the island they wintered on, Charlton's Island, in

honour of Prince Charles' birthday, and their habitation Charlestown.
June 24th. Whereas, I had formerly cut down a very high tree, and made a

cross of it, to it I now fastened the King's and Queen's Majesties pictures drawn to
life, and doubly wrapt in lead, and so close that no weather could hurt them. Be-
twixt both these I affixed Ris Majesty's Royal titles, viz. : Charles thc First, King of
England, Scottand, France, and Ireland ; as also of Newfoundland and of these
territories; and to the westward as far as Nova Albion; and to the northward to the
latitude of 80 degrees, etc.

On the outside of the lead, I fastened a shilling and a sixpence of Ris Majesty's
(ci ; under'that we fastened the King's Arms fairly eut in lead, and under that the
Arrms of the City of Bristol. And, this being mid-summer day, we raised it on the
top of the bare hill, where we iad buried our dead fellows; formally by this ceremony

kg possession of these territories to Ris Majesty's use.
July 2nd. Found on Danby Island two stakes driven into the ground about a

ot and a-half and fire-brands, aud pulling up the stakes found they had beau eut
10the ends with a hatchet or good irou tool.

July jrd. Set sail.
Jdy L2nd. Erected a cross on Cape Hoenrietta Maria, fastened the King's Armo

e ArmC of the City of Britol to it. Left hisdogs ashore, one with a collar on.
(t1ober 22nd. Arrived ut Bristol. Reas that as North-West Passage can be

buh and that there is a go td deal of Xud between Hudson's and Passage.
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Letterfrom Sir John -Rose to the Secretary of State, Ottawa.

BARTHOLoMEw LANE, E.C.,
25th June, 1877.

Boundary Question.

MY DEAR SIR,-I have now the pleasure to enclose, under separate cover, all
the documents I can procure enumerated in your letter of the 5th instant. These
are: . Petition from the Hudson's Bay Company to the Lords Commissioners of
Trade and Plantations, dated 4th August, 1714. 2. Memorial to ditto, dated 3rd
August, 1719. 3. Statement of the posts of the company at the time of the surrender,
and a statement of the posts of the North West Company in 1821.

I regret to say the Secretary of the Hudson's Bay Company informs me that it
is impossible for them to give the date of the establishment of any ;of these posts.
They grew up origirially from encampments to their position.

4. Copy of the agreement between the Hludson's Bay Company and North-West
Company ia 1821.

5. Proceedings and evidence sefore, and report of the Committee of the flouse
of Lords in 1749, respecting the company, together with a pamphlet giving interest-
ing details on several of the points mentioned by you.

I regret to say that the commission issued by Queen Anne to Capt. Knight and
Mr. Ielsey cannot be found, but I am causing a search to be made in both the Foreign
and Colonial Offices for it, in addition to the other documents enumerated by you in
your letter of the 11th instant.

I will reply more fully to that letter in the course of a few days, it being only
received this morning, and I will endeavor as far as possible to get the further
information asked for.

Yours, &c.
JOHN ROSE.

The Ion. R. W. SCOTT,
Secretary of State, Ottawa.

WEDNESDAY lth April, 1880.

The Committee met at 11:30 a.m., Mr. DAwSON in the chair.

MR. MURDOCH, C.E. and I).L.S., was examined and testified as follows:-

581. I an acquainted withthe territory in dispute. I am a Civil Engineer in the
employ of the Goverment. I have travelled from Winnipeg through thiat country to
Lake Suiperior ait different times. I have travelled from Manitoba in a line almost direct
to the north of Lake Nipigon, to Nipigon Bay by those routes, (pointing out routes
on map); also, from Thunder Bay to a point called Sandy Bay, about midway between
Nipigon and Manitoba; also, further to the north, again midway between Sturgeon
Lake and Sandy Lake. I bave also gone by land and water as far as Fort Frances
from Thunder Bay by water route. On the north of Lake Nipigon is generally a
flat country, covered, immediately to the north of the Lake, densely with spruce
timber and evergreens of that description. The land is low, and, in the spring of the
year, swampy. As you ascend from the low grounds around the lake, you corne into
higher grounds. Proceeding westward, you come into portions where the soil is rich,
that of the valleys in all these rocky countries being very fertile. between the
valleys, the country is rocky. As you go still further west, say to the shores of
Eagle Lake, you come to a more level country.

By Mr. Weldon :
582. This is a hilly country throughout here ?-Yes, near Sturgeon and Sandy

Lakes.
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By Mr. DeCosmos:
583. What is the elevation of these hills ?-They vary in height from 25 to 100 feet,

the latter being the maximum.
By the Chairman:

584. Alter leaving Sandy Lake and going along the tributaries of the Winnipeg
you get into a better country ?-Yes; immediately around Eagle Lake, the country
is more flat. You can call it a level country.

585, Into wbat river system does Eagle Lake run?-It runs into the English
River, which runs into Winnipeg.

5b6. What do you consider the climate in that region; is it such as to admit of
the growth of wheat ? -1 should undoubte lly say so.

587. Do not the Indians g-ow Indian corn at Wabegon Lake, near Gull Lake ?-
I think they do. I know they grow it at Fort Frances.

By Mr. Weldon :
588. You bave been there in winter?-Yes; both in winter and summer.
589. How is the winter?-It is. I suppose, about the same as Quebec winters are.
590. Mach snow ?-Yes; a good deal.

By the Chairman :
591. At what time does spring open about the Lake of the Woods and Lake

Nipigon ?-At Lake Nipigon the spring does not open sometimes by two weeks
as early as at Thunder Bay.

592 But at Lake of the Woods it opens quite early ?-At the time I was there in
March, 1873, I had to be very careful in crossing at RZat Portage, owing to the open-
ing of the water. In fact, I saw open water at that time.

593. Do you know anything of the old colony of Assiniboia, that was established
by Lord Selkirk ?-As to its boundaries ?

594. The Chairman :-About it generally ?-I know something of the character of
the soil and country. I have lived there for the last year.

595. You have, I understand. a commission from Iler Majesty to the Bishop of
Rupert's Land ?-Yes; here is the document. It is a copy of letters patent from the
Queen to the Bishop of Rupert's Land, in 1849.

596. Are you aware what extent of territory the See covered ?-Am given in those
letters patent it extends over the entire water-shed from the ludson's Bay coast
south to the height of land, and the height of land would be the boundary.

597. Would you read the document ?-

BIsnoP's COURT, March 2Oth, 1880.
I)EAR MR. MURDOCH,-

The following is the reference in the Lettors Patent founding the Seo of Rupert's
Land to the Boundaries :-

" Whereas His Majesty King Charles the Second, by letters patent under the
Great Seal of England, bearing date at Westminster, the second day of May, in the
twenty.second of lis Reign, and in the year of our Lord one thousand six hun-
dred and severity, did incorporate a certain Company by the name of ' The Gover-
nor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Jludson's Bay,' and did in
and by the said letters patent, among other things, give, grant and confirmn to the said
Governor and Company, ' All the lands and territories upon the countries, coasts,
and confines of the seas, bays, lakes, rivers, brooks and sounds in whatsoever lati-
tude they shall be that lie within the entrance of the Straits commonly called Hud-
son's Straits, that was not already actually possessed or granted to any of His sub-
jects, or possessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State,' and did,
noreover, ordain and direct that the land within the said limits, territorios, and places

should thenceforth be reckoned and reputed as one of lis plantations and Colonies
Of America called ' Rupert's Land ' * * * * * *
We have determined to erect the said Colony of Rupert's Land into a Bishop's See or
Diocese, to be styled the Bishopric of Rupert's Land. Now know ye, that in pur-
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suance of such, our Royal intention, We, by these our letters patent, under the
Great Seal of our United Kingdoni of Great Britain and Ireland, do erect, found,
make, ordain and constitute the said Colony of Rupert's Land into a Bishop's See or
-Diocese, and so declare and ordain that the same shall be styled ' the Bishopric of
Rupert's Land.' "

The above description extends Rupert's Land to the sources of the rivers in any
latitude. It, therefore, carries the Colony of Rupert's Land to the Rocky Mountains,
to the source of thd Saskatchewan and along the height of land very near to Lake
Superior at some point on to the Labrador coast. Of course there is the exception
of any part previousl1y granted, etc.

But in ecclesiastical matters I never heard, and I think I may say my prede-
cessor never heard, of any exception, and as far as we have had the means we have
visited and directed the whole Colony of Rupert's Land from the height of land; and
the members of the Church of England within that whole district have latterly, by
mutual consent of bishops, clergy and laity, formed the Province of Rupert's Land,
inclusive of only such Colony of Rupert's Land, with the knowledge and approval of
the English authorities, being enabled to do so by the said authorities. The Arch.
bishop of Canterbury, by the Queen's mandate, having consecrated additional bishops
for the colony, one to reside at Moose, the Bishop of Moosenee; one to reside in the
Saskatchewan, the Bishop of Saskatchewan ; one to reside in the far north, the
Bishop of Athabasca. And the part of the Colony of Rupert's .Land still under my
own care, extends east to the height of land somewhere between 70 and 40 miles from
Lake Superior. 1 have one of my clergy stationed at Fort Frances. As for the
Diocese of Moosenee, it has been practically worked and visited all round, I believe,
to the height of land.

I send with this a copy of Synod reports and documents. On pages 3 and 4 you
will find marked the limits of the several dioceses. The Diocese of Athabasca, how-
ever, is an addition to the Colony of Rupert's Land, being under the care of the Bishop
of Rupert's Land, not by letters patent but from .evangelical efforts. That district
-was never placed by the Queen in any See.

What I have written above upon the question of the effect of old grants, or
French possessions, but it shows what was the practical of the case for many years.
'The Church bas acted on that state of things and settled itself by it I cannot but
think it is a pity that the Province of Ontario, which is already so large and powerful
in comparison with other provinces, should open up this matter of old grants, &c., for
I presume the Hudson's Bay Company practically managed all the colony temporally,
as the Church did spiritually.

I arm, faithfully yours,
R. RUPERT'S LAND.

W. MURDOoH, Esq.

By the Chairman:
698. You have been in communication, I believe, with the Archbishop also ?-

Yes ; his Grace the Archbishop of St. Boniface, in a conversation we had on the sub-
ject, furnished me with a plan of his own, which Inow exhibit.

599. Would you show the extent of his diocese and say how long it has been re-
cognized as a diocese ?-Here is a line drawn by his Grace along the internatonal
boundary line to the height of land, thence by the sinuosities of the height of land to
the height of land between ludson's Bay and Lake Winnipeg, and thence followinfg
the.sinuosities of the height of land you can take in the whole extent.

By Mr. DeCosmos :
600. Where is the written or printed description of these ?-It is in these maps

which were furnished ine by his Grace. They have been handed from Vicar tO
Vicar, as f ar back as all records they l4ve, as the easteru boundaries of the diocese.
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By the Chairman:
60. From what date back does that reckon ?-Ris Grace does not know how far

back it does extend. It was given him by his predecessor.
602. From the first missionaries, I suppose ?-Yes, from the first who went there

and oceupied it as a diocese.
603. It is a diocese connected with Lner Canala ?-I suppse so.
604. There is no incorporation by R>yal charter or proclamation or anything of

that kind?-Their records were lost at the tine of the fire. Their rdccords came
down from the time of the old French occupation, very likely.

605. There was an Act passed in 1803 providing for the administration of jastice
in the Indian territories. Have you anything to show where these Indian territories
were, or what was considered Indian territory by the Canadian authorities ?-[ have
the proclamation of Sir John Coape Sherbrooke, who was then Governor Goneral of
Canada.

606. The Chairýnan:-In 1816, there were troubles occuring at Red River, and after
the Act of 1803, the Caradian authorities were making arrests and endeavoring to
maintain order in these territories?-This is the proclamation issued by Sir John
Coape Sherbrooke, in English and French, which clearly shows the territory to which
the Act was intended to apply:-

By His Excellency SiR JoHN CoAPE SHiERBRooKE, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Honorable Military Order of the Bath, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief
in and over the Province of Lower Canada, Upper Canada, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and their several Dependencies, Vice-Admiral of the same, Lieute-
nant-General and Commander of all His Majesty's Forces in the said Province
of Lower Canada and Upper Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and their
several Dependencies, and in the Islands of Newfoundland, Prince Edward, Cape
Breton, and Bermuda, &c., &c.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas in and by a certain Statute of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, made and passed in the forty-third year of His Mlajesty's
Reign. intituled: " An Act for extending the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Justice
"in the Provinces of Lower Canada and Upper Canada to the Trial and Punisii ment
"of persons guilty of Crimes and Offences within certain parts 6f North America,
"adjoining the said Provinces," it is amongst other things enacted and declared that
from and after the passing of the said Statute, " All Offences committed within any
"of the Indian Territories or parts of America, not within the limits of either of the
"said Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada, or of any Civil Government of the
"United State of America, shall and be deemed to be Offences of the same nature,
"and shall be tried in the same manner and subject to the same Punishment as if the

same had been committed within the Province of Lower or Upper Canada."
And whereas under and by virtue of the above in part recited Statute, Justices

Of the Peace have been duly nominated and appointed with power and authority to
apprehend within the Indian Territories aforesaid, and to convey to this Province of
Lower Canada for trial, all and every person and persons guilty of any crime or
offence whatever:

And whereas there is reason to believe that divers breaches of the Peace, by acts
of force and violence have lately been committed within the aforesaid Indian Terri-
tories, and jurisdiction of the aforesaid Justices of the Peace:

I have therefore thought fit, and by and with the advice of His Majesty's Execu-
tive Council, of and for the Province of Lower Canada, to issue this Proclamation, for
the Purpose of bringing to punishment all persons who may have been or shall be
guilty of any such act or acts of force or violence as aforesaid, or other crime and
1ffence whatever, and to deter all others fiom following their persicious example,thereby requiring all His Majesty's subjeets and others within the said Indian Terri-
tories, to avoid and to discoarage all acts of force and violence whatsoever, and all
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proceedings whatever.tending to produce tumults and riots, or in any way to disturb
the public peace,

And 1 do hereby strictly charge and command all Justices of the Peace so as
aforesaid nominated and appointed under and by virtue of the above-nentioned
Statute, and all Magistrates throughout this Province, and do require all others of
His Majesty's subjects generally in their several and respective stations to make
diligent enquiry and search to discover, apprehend and commit, or cause to be com.
mitted to lawful custody for trial, in due course of Law, pursuant to the provisions in
the above-mentioned Statute contained, ail persons who have been, or shall be guilty
of any act or acts of force or violence as aforesaid, or of any other crime or crimes,
offence and offences within the said Indian Territories, to the end that the laws may
be carried into prompt execution, against all such offenders, for the preservation of
peace and good order therein.

Given under my Hand and Seal at Arms, at the Castle of St. Lewis, in the City of
Quebee, in the said Province of Lower Canada, this Sixteenth Day of July, in the
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Eight Huudred and Sixteen, and in the Fifty-sixth
Year of -is Majesty's Reign.

J. O. SHERBROOKE.
By His Excellency's Command.

JonN TAYLOR,

Deputy Secretary.

By the Chairman :
607. This is a very important document, because it shows clearly that the

Provinces exercised jurisdiction under the Act of 1803, in the Indian territories
where those troubles were taking place.

By Mr. Mouseau :
608. Where was that document deposited ?-I got it from an Indian Chief called

Henry Prince, who lives down on the shores of Lake Winnipeg, and it was given to
him by his father.

By Mr. Ouimet:
609. What meaning would you attach to the word "northward," used in the Quebec

Act, as the direction in which the western bonndary of the Province shduld run?-
As a profèssional man, running a line or determining a boundary of that descriptiol,
as given in that Act, there is no other meaning I could put upon it but due north.

By Mr. Decosmos:
610. Why ?-Because, if anything else had been used in connection with it, such

is north-east er north-west, it would define that the line tended either to the east
slightly or to the west slightly, but it says distinctly northward, and it distinctly
defines, in the opinion of a surveyor, that no other meaning eau be attached tO it,
except a due north direct lino.

By Mr. Ouinet :
611. Can you point out on the map at what point of a boundary between the

United States and Canada would this due north line strike ?-A true meridional line
drawn from the junction of the Mississippi and Ohio, would pass through Lake
Superior, cutting the south-westerly portion of Isle Royale, intersecting the intera-
national boundary in the sound between Isle Royale and the mainland, thence aero '
Thunder Bay, a little to the east of Prince Arthur's Landing, running northward, thence
northward a little to the west of Lake Nipigon, and theuce stili northward to the
height of land, or the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's TerritorîS
as shown on Devine's map of part of North America, dated 1878.

612. Does the lino you have drawn as your interpretation of that due north line
pass on the same boundary as that presumed to exist before the award of 187S
CertWnly, as by the Quebec Act.
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By Mr. Weldon:
613 You treat the word " northward " as the direction of a line not referring to

the location ?-Yes, as a boundary line.

SATURDAY, 10th April, 1880.

The Committee met at 11.30 a.m. Mr. Dawson in the chair.

P. L. MORIN called and examined :
614. I was formerly director of the Cadastral Office at Quebec, and am now a

Crown Lands officer. I beg to hand the Committee a copy of the original map of
Varennes de la Verandrye, the first discoverer of the Rocky Mountains. I made
this eopy from the original at Paris.

By the Chairman :
613, 1 suppose your professional duties have niade you acquainted with maps ?-

Yes; I have had a good deal to do with maps.
616. Can you tell us anything about the country lying between Lake Superior and

Hudson's Bay ?--This map of Mitchell's, to which you refer me, does not appear to be
correct, according to the maps i have copied at Paris. It puts the terrîtoral line of
Hudson's Bay farther south.

617. You observe in this map of Mitchell's that the rivers are made continuous
from Lake Superior to Hudson's Bay.-That arises from an error in lithographing;
anyone can see where the height of land passes.

By Mr. Trow :
618. Were you employed by the Goveru ment to secure these papers? -Yes.
619. Under what circumstances ?-They wanted to know about the affairs of the

country and they sent me to Paris, two years ago.
620. Have you been employed in that section of the country ?-Yes; I travelled

from York, on Hudson's Bay, by way of Lake Winnipeg and Rainy River. This
memorandum contains an account of my journey and my impressions in respect to
the country.

(Witness handed in his memorandum, but it does not bear on Lhe subject of the
boundaries.)

621. What were these lines drawn for on this map which you have handed in ?-
The onerepresents the fine claimed by the French after the Treaty ofUtrecht; the
other, the line insisted on by the English. The latter, being near the water-shed,seems the most natural.

622. The French Commissioners wanted this and the English the other line ?-The
English made this line, thinking it the height ot land. The spirit of the treaty is to
go to the height of land.

By .Mr. Royal:
623. Here is Mitchell's original map, published in England. Looking at the rivers

as laid down on it, you cannot tell which way they run ; they are all join ed together.
11ow do you account for that ?-It is simply an error of the lithographers. He has
mnarked the heights of land, which you can easily trace. Looking at that map, no
ene would suppose that the Lake of the Woods or Lake Winnipeg sent their waters
s1outh to Lake Superior, but north to Hudson's Bay, as they really do.

14th April, 1880.
The Committee met at 11 o'clock. Mr. Dawson in the chair.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Ramsay, Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench, examined

By the Chairman.;
624. You have made investigations into the matter of the boundaries between the

norganized territories of the Dominion and the Province of Ontario ?-In 1878,
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before I was appointed a Judge of the Court of Queen's Bonch and after I had been
temporarily a Judge of the Superior Court, I was entrusted by the Government with
the duty of reporting on the subject. I made a report, and my report was printed
and confidentially circulated to a certain extent. I do not know whether it has come
under your notice.

625. We have a copy of it.-That report contains in substance all I have really to
say on the matter ; but, of course, a report of that kind is only an opinion and nay
be open to attack. I shall therefore be glad to answer any questions that may be put
to me that may seem to shake the ground I have taken. I may say that the result
I have arrived at is to be found in a few words at the end ot my report, as follows
"The limits of Ontario are therefore to the east, the Province of Quebec; to the north
"the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Territory shown to be the height of"
"land dividing the waters which fall into Hudson's Bay from those which fall into
"the St. Lawrence and the great lakes) ; to the south, the northern boundary of
"the United States and longitude 89° 9' 27" west of Greenwhich to the west."
That is the geographical determination of the line which is referred to as the
meridian passing through the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. &

626. Are you still of the sarne opinion ?-I sec nothing to shako that opinion; I
have not followed all the literature on the subject since I made my report, because
have had-another occupation; but I have seen nothing to shako my opinion. Lately,
the Secretary of the Government of Ontario was kind enough to send me a printed
copy of the correspondence between the Dominion Government and that of Ontario,
in which the latter urged the carrying out of the award, and from what I saw in that
it does not appear to me that the Government of Ontario has taken any ground that
had escaped my notice, when I dealt with the subject.

627. There did not appear to you to be any argument advanced by Ontàrio that
would shake your view ?-No. Some other arguments may have escaped me, for I
have not followed the literature which bas appeared on the subject
since my report was written very closely, and ny opinion bas not
the value as a judicial opinion. There may have been arguments
which have escaped me, but I am not aware of any. If the Committee
pleases I shall be glad to give in general terms the reason for the view I take.

628. There is one point which seerns to have been used as an argument, and that
is the proclamation by General Clarke in 1791, in which, after describing the division
line between the two Provinces, he says: " to the utmost bounds of the country
known as Canada." On that ground it bas been contended that Uppe Canada
aBhould extend to the extreme limits of the country known as Canada ?-That ques-
tion, of course, as a historical question on a geographical question is of great
interest, but it does not appear to me to be of any practical value after the legislatioln
that took place prior to that proclamation. There is a remark made by Garneau in
his history, which was, of course, written without any idea of limiting the b'undaries
of old Canada, because his history, though by no means untrustworthy, has a strong
natural bias, to the effect that what thev called Canada in those days was a country
they really did not know the extent of. The valley of the St. Lawrence was not
really known when they were talking of Canada stretching to Hudson's Bay and il
all directions. The practical view of the matter is this: what was the legislation
prior to this proclamation of Alured Clarke? I think the Statute of 1774, commonly
called the Quebec Act, establishes what was to be Canada as understood by the Govern-
ment of Great Britain. At the time there were no hostile interests and no local
Governments, and what they intended to be Canada was the country that was laid
down in the Act as such.

629. They called it the Province of Quebec ? - Yes, the Province of Quebec. Then
when the Constitutional Act came in 1791, and the country was no longer to be
governed in any sense as a Crown colony, but by Parliaments, the division took
place. As it bas been remarked, very properly, by Chief Justice Sewell, the intentioni
of the Act of 1791 was not to extend the limits of Canada, but to divide what bad
already been declared by the Act of 1774 tu constitute tho Province of Quebec. I
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hold it is undeniable law, that if the Act of 1774 is clear as to what the
limits of Canada should be, and if the Act of 1791 does not interfere with that legis-
lation so far as the boundaries of Quebec are concerned, no prolamation, no corn-
mission, in fact, nothing but an Act of Parliament can possibly affect the question.

By Mr. Weldon :
630. Then the royal prerogative could not extend the boundaries of a colony ?-

No; for instance, the Government of the Dominion of Canada, at the present day,
could doubtless authorize the Governor of Manitoba to govern the territories beyond
that Province, but the Government coild not extend the Province; that can only be
done by an Act of Parliament.

By Mr. Royal:
631. They could not extend the Province by a commission ?-No.

By Mr. Mousseau :
632. Nor by proclamation ?-No; the boundary of a Province being fixed by

Act of Parliament, can only be extended by Act of Parliament. That is the view I
take, and therefore I do not think the western boundary question, as a lcgal ques-
lion, offers any difficulty at all. The fact that the Act of 1791 did not interfero with
the Act of 1774 in respect of boundaries being admitted, it seems to me the con-
elusion is inevitable. Therefore, though it said that Ontario might make an equit-
able claim to more than it legally has-a view which might be worthy the considera-
tion of the Government if it was going to legislate on the subject-still I think the
legal fact, as to the boundary, is clear.

By fr. Royal:
633. Did you arrive at that conclu-!on i fter reading both the Imperial Acts of

1803 and 1821 ?-I looked at those Acts. That Act of 1803 is rather an inferential
Act than direct legislation. It provides for the administration of justice in what is
not Canada. It is a negative form ofarriving at a conclusion. The positive legisla-
tion is to be found in the Act of 1774.

6,4. The Act of 1821 refers to the Indian territories described in the Imperial Act
of 1803, as lying to the north and west of the Province of Upper Canada ?-Weil,
when you come to be precise, that is really nothing ; you must go back to the
previous Act.

635. No, of course; but you read all these Acts together ?-There was something
Outside of the Province of Quebuc that had to be deait with, so that justice might be ad-
ministeied; but i hat Act does not purpose to give a direct title, it only affects the title
imferentitlly. The decision in the Reinhardt case appears to me to be a great
authority, as being a decision of a court of justice when the question was fully raised
and argued, in a matter of life and death.

By Mr. Weldon :
636. Was there not an adverse judgment in Ontario ?-I think there was another

case, but I do not remember the details.
C37. It would appear nothing was done to De Reinhardt. He was not exec.zted

and was subsequently released. Are you aware whether the matter was referred to
the Crown officers in England ?-I am not. If I may venture to criticise the decision
in a case presided over by a Judge so eminent as Chief Justice Sewell, I think it is
Possible there was room 'to say it was manslaughter and nct murder. I amnot aware
that that had any influence as to the pardon. The jury held the offence was murder,
.t the circumstances and the time under which it was committed may have possibly

fluenced the Executive.
By -Mr. Royal :

638. I su ppose there was a private war between the rival Companies ?-I suppose
Lord Selkirk and his adversaries had introduced something of the sort.

By Mdr. i row:
t639. Are not the powers of the Executive more definite at present than during

those days ? Were they not more arbitratory then than now ?-Posibly, but I do
laot know that the theory of the law is changed on the subject. I think the King
was subject to the law in those days as at present.
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640. But at the same time large territories were given by the King without the
consent of Parliament ?-Yes, in unsettled territories, but never after it had been
legislated upon. Aiter territory bas been once legislated upon, the King's power to
trieat it as a Crown colony ceased entirely.

By Mfr. Robinson :
641. You have never known an instance when any proclamation has interfered

with the Statute ?--The Statute was evidently not followed in the proclamation
referred to.

By fr. Weldon:
642. The commission issued immediately after the Quebec Act to Governor Sir

Guy Carleton carried the western boundary to the Misissippi. The question is:
Could that alter the Act of Parliament ?-I think it could not.

By Ar. 1Ross:
643. That Act of Parliament, to which reference is made, is the Quebec Act of

1774. Is it possible that the commissions to Sir Guy Carleton and others would be
merely interpretations of that Act, made at a time when the Act was fresh and the
intention of the Act present to the minds of those who were thon interpretating it ?-
Well, nlot baving lived in those days, I cannot speak of the feeling thon existing, but
iiow-a-days that would be looked upon as rather a heresy.

644. You will observe the Quebec Act of 1774 says: " Along the bank of the said
river westward to the banks of the Mississippi and northward to the southern boun-
dary of the territory granted to the merchants adventurers, &c." ?-Northward must
mnean a straiÎght line,

645. That is the point in dispute. The whole force of your opinion lies in the
interpretation to be put on the word northward. The proclamation of Clarke quotes
that sanie language, refers to that same boundary. What reason have you for saying
that northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted, &c., means a direct
north line ?-A line is that which lies between two points. It does not mean a crooked
line. It cannot run between two points unless it is a straight line; consequently, the
answer is mathematical, the line defined is a due north line.

By Mr. Weldon :
646. Could fnot the word northward bc applied to location ?-Yes, if there were

other words to qualify it, but not otherwise.
By Mr. Trow :

647. Was not the intention to include certain settlements that a northern lino
would not have included ?--I cannot think so from the expression. You use intention
in a manner that leads necessarily to some explanation. Intention can only be
gathered from words in a Statute. If the words are clear you must take them as they
are. If they are Dot clear, thon what is meant by ambiguous words may be inter-
preted. But nobody has the right to interpret the positive words of a Statute.

By Mr. Weldon :
648. Might not the word northward being possibly applied to location as well as

direction, have sufficient ambiguity. There was then no local jealousy about the line.
Is it nota fact that Burke watched with gront jealousy that southern lino so as nqt to
interfere with the State of New York ?-That was for another interest not that enjeli
at present.

649. Is not the Quebec Act intended more to define the southern lino which is
defined with great accuracy ?-You know the difficuly was as to what had been
French and what was English, and that explains Burke's interest in the question, but
the principal object of the Act was to provide for the Province of Quebec.

650. You see the Act as it came from the House of Lords, was materially altered
in the flouse of Commons apparently under the direction of Mr. Burke, to leave no
doubt as to the dividing line between the State of New York and Canada ?-No doubt
of that, but you will observe that thesouthern line does not affect the present questiou,
and consequently one need not embarrass oneself in urriving at a conclusion about
the description of the bank of the river in the Statute. Arriving at the junction of
the Ohio and the Mississippi, if I am correct in my opinion that northward meant a
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direct line north to the division between the southerii boundary of the HIudsoi's Ray
Territory and the northern boundary of Canada, all description by the batik of the
river ceases.

651. That would have the effect of throwing aill the-setrements on the banks of
the Mississippi, outside of the jurisdiction of Qaebec ?-

By Mr. Ross :
652. The preamble of the Act of 1774 says: "And whereas, by the arrangements

made by the said royal proclamation, a very large extent of country, within which
there were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of France, who claimed to
remain therein urder the faith of the said treaty, was left withoutany provision being
made for the administration of civil governinent therein." This Act goes on to
describe what was intended to be the boundary of that country. Then, taking a line
due northwards, the very purpose for which the Act was framed would be defeated,
because we have information to show that there were settlements along the Missis-
sippi, containing some 2,500 people, which would be excluded under the itnterpretation
due north ?-Any straight line almost that you can conceive from thc junction of the
Ohio and Mississippi, to the northern boundary, would have excluded theni.

By uI1r. Weldon:
653. If the word northward is used in the sense of location, it would inclide tho

lands to the north of the line along the banks of the Mississippi ?-You are supplying,
instead of precise words, a gloze on the Statute.

654. " And along the banks of the said river westward by the banks of the Missis-
"sippi." Of course, the svord westward is governed by the banks ?-There is no doubt
it follows the banks of the Ohio until you reach the junction of the two rivers.

655. " To the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of
"the territory granted, &c." The question is whether that does not mean northward
along the banks of the river ?-You mean to say following the course of the river?

656. Yes ? I think you are putting an interpretation upon the Statute which
never wï s put on it before, so far as I know.

By the Chairman :
657. Speaking of instructions and commissions to Governors as to their effect,

we find an instruction to Lord Dorchester, on 22nd December, 1774, after the Act was
passed, which is addressed to him as " Governor-in-Chief in and for our Province of
Quebec, and of all our territories dependent thereon." As we go on through this instrue-
tion, we find it speaks of outside territories, also of interior countries for which Le has
to provide governmuents. This, taken in connection with the Act, would seem to show
that his government extended beyond the bounds of the Province of Quebec, and that
Le had to provide a way of governing the different territories out:.ide ?-The
Governors General have always beenGovernors General of the whole of Bri ti.h North
America. You will find that running through the whole of the commissins to Gov-
ernors General. 'I hey have never been named for Canada alone.

658. In regard to the Quebec Act it says: " Certain territories ni e hereby, durirg
Ris Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and nade part and parcel of the Province of
Quebec." Could we not infer fron that he might curtail but could not extend ?-
These are differential words. But they really do not apply to anything that can
affect the question before the Committee. If a country has been once created and
organized as a portion of the British empire and ceases to be a Crown colony, it must
be governed by its Statutes-nothing can dispense with them.

659. You would look within the four corners of the Act itself for its meaning,
unless the words were ambiguous ?-Yes; and if the words are ambiguous, the effect
given to them in judicial proceedings by the Executive or by practice may help to
interpret them, but unless they are ambiguous they may be taken as they are.

By Air. Weldon :
660. If, then, there could be ambiguity as to whether northward might be location

or direct line, would not commissions issued immediately upon it to Sir Guy Carleton
a nd lialdimand be used to interpret it ?-Yes; they might be used to in-
terpret it. You will observe, if you think it worth while to look at my report, a
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memorandum in which, after having arrived at an absolute conclusion, what I believe
to be the legal conclusion, I state that de facto the exercise of the Government extended
a little beyond that line, and that I thought, perhaps, if they were legislating upon
it, the Governrment could give to Upper Canada what it had defactoheld.

By Mr. Ross:
661. What I understood to be the point of Mr. Weldon's question was that in your

statement you said that the Executive might interpret the Act according to the com-
mission given to Sir Guy Carleton in the year the Act was passed, defining the
iorthern boundary to mean " north along the western banks of the said Mississippl
"IRiver to the northern boundary of the territories granted to the Merchant Adven-
"1 irers of England." In the light of that fact that this commission may interpret the
Act, is it not to your mind pretty strong evidence that northward does mean along
the banks of the Mississippi ?-I cannot say so. I do not think the Statute is am-
bignous, and if the Statute were ambiguous the exact weight you are to give a fact
of that sort a a rule of interpretation is a thing so very delicate that really I cannot
give an abstract opinion upon it. It inust be decided in each special case. For
instance, if a question comes before a court of justice as to whether the B. N. A.
Act is to be interpreted in one sense or another, I think that the interpretation
might and probably would be affected by what both the Local Legislature and the
Dominion might have considered the Act to mean if it was not clearly contrary to
the statute.

By Mr. Weldon:
662. Your opinion is that there is no ambiguity in the Quebec Act; therefore you

construe it by itself ?-I state that, as an opinion, and you will excuse me if I say that
the shape in which the questions have been put to me has not shaken that view.

By the Chairman :
663. 1 suppose that a commission issued forty or forty-five years ago upon the

same authority as a commission issued ninety years ago, would have equal weight.
Forty years ago there were commissions issued to Lord Durham and a succession of
Governors which described the western boundary as simply running into Lake
Superior, and not going beyond that. That would put it as far east of the due north
line as former commissions have west. Of those commissions, which would you take
to guide you ?-Ityou use external facts of that description as a means of interpre-
tation, you must use them with great care ; I cannot say more. It is almost impossible
for me to give a rule for this kind of interpretation. It becomes descretionary, and
words almost fail to describe the process by which a person having to perform an act
of a jndicial character would arrive at a conclusion on such a point.

664. Another point wo were considering was the northern boundary of the
provinces. The instructions to Governors in describing the dividing,line always
say " from the head of Lake Temiscaming due north to the boundary lino of
" Hudson's ýBay." Some claim that the word boundary as there used moans the
shores of the Bay, and others that it simply means the limitary line of the territory
as expressed in Chief Justice Sewell's judgment. I believe you have formed an
opinion on this northern boundary question ?-Now I think you are getting on ground
much more difficult than the other. I think the western boundary is very clearly
defined, and leaves very little room for doubt; but with regard to the northern
boundary, you get into an historical argument of considerable difficulty. I may,
however, say that I arrived at a conclusion when I made the report that the height
of land, the water-shed of the St. Lawrence and the Hudson's Bay, was really the line
that must be practically adopted. That is more a ouestion ofargument and inference
than of the direct interpretation of a Statute. If the Committee desires itj will mention
the ground upon which I go. I started from the Charter to the Merchants Adven-
turers, dated 2nd MLay, 1670. That charter included, as the Committee will remembe',
all the lands that were not held by any other Christian Prince or State, etc. Well,
what did that mean, and what does that generally mean in grants ? Unless there is
something really to show a limitation of another character, the grant has always been
held to extend to the water-shed, and for this very simple reason I hold it. The rivers
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are the sole means of communication through a wild country of that kind; you
cannot travel through forests nor over mountains, consequently travellers follow the
water-courses, and, therefore, as you cannot have a grant of water you have never
seen, and of what 3 ou have no means of access to, these water-sheds or terminations
of the water-courses have generally been considered the limits of the grant. I will
give you an instance in which that oecurred. It is a treaty, perhaps, which may be
subject to some criticism, because I believe the arbitration was afterwards set aside.
But in arguing the matter, the King of the Netherlands and the arbitrators, who were
eninent jurist consults, spoke distinctly of the water-shed as being the course; and
the height of land means the water-shed.

By Mr. Trow :
665. The water-shed might extend inland thousands of miks ?-Of course there

are limits to it. When other territories are occupied by other people and there is an
adverse possession, it is limited ; when a State occupied the mouth of a river by right
of discovery, it generally claimed the whole valley of the river.

By Mr. Weldon :
666. That doctrine was held by France more than by England ?--Well, France

was the adverse possessor. What England contended will finally bind England, but if
you take the other view,that France was really the legitime contradicteur,the adverse pos-
sessor, if she took that view she would limit herseif to the water-shed, but she did not
take that view exactly in relation to Hudson's Bay. The argument then becomes very
much involved. I went through the whole of their pretensions with very great
care, and I arrived at the conclusion, that the claim of the English to the discovery
of Hudson's Bay was admitted by the French themselves, and its extent and signifi-
cance was only denied when they found that ships had been trading to Hudson's
Bay and that the grant to the Merchant Adventurers had been made. Fifteen years
afterwards thëy created a company themselves to counteract the influence of the
Hudson's Bay Coinpany ; and had the French been as successful in Europe as they
were in the north, we should probably have been driven out of these possetsions
altogether. I cannot give you details of ail these preteritions and voyages from
memory, but can hand you my report.

(Report handed in.)
By Mr. Weldon:

667. The French at a very early period had posts or trading forts at the mouth of
the Albany River, had they not ?-I think net. I think they failed to prove that.
It is said that one man went to Hudson's Bay, but in the diary of the Jesuits I found
the Jesuit who wro it said this man said he had been there, but never went further
than a certain point north, and turned back. I cannot find anywhere a settlement
by the French, according to any system whereby they might have taken possession
Of the country. You are aware there has been some controversy as te what con-
stitutes taking possession, whether it is merely going to a place or taking possession in a
formal name, such as by planting a flag. If it is by going there first, we went there
before the French, and if you say it is by planting a flag or doing some other formai
act of possession, we also had the first.

By -ir. Robinson :
668. Was there net an expedition by the French to take possession of the forts at

Hudson's Bay at an early period, founded on the allegation that they were the first
diseoverers ?-Yes; they made a very early expedition there. Iberville made several
maost successful expeditions. On one he went up the Saugenay,I think, and took almost
all the forts from the English, but the French pretentions were, however, practically'
abandoned in the Treaty of Utrecht, and under the Treaty of Paris they were again
abandoned, and the grant te the Hudson's Bay Company was relieved of the F'ench
claim. The English pretention then became paramount.

By Mr. Weldon :
669. The clause in the Treaty of Utrecht, 10th Article, which mentions " all lands,

"etc. at present possessed by the subjects of France, shall be restored,"-would not
that infer there were then tracts of 1an 5possessed by subjects of France ?-Thîat
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was left for the Commissioners to decide. it -was left doubtful in that way, because
when people make a treaty they must necessarily put the thing in such a way as to
make it to some extent acceptable to both, otherwise you would never have a treaty.
The English did not care whether it was doubtful or not so long as they could keep
'what they had got.

670. In one of the French expeditions to Hudson's Bay they obtained, in the
neighborhood of Rupert River, a treaty by which the Indians surrendered that land
to thein ?-No; I do not recollect whether they did. There were frequent claims of
acquisition from natives, but treaties alone of that sort do not avail much.

Ry Mr. Royal:
671. You say in your report: " A difficulty having arisen as to what are the true

"western atid northe, boundaries of Ontario, and the question baving been referred
"to rme for my opin i, I beg leave to report the result of my investigations." Did
you undcrstand yo- instructions required you to make only a one-sided, or a general
report on th , various contentions ?-I was asked to give my opinion, a legal
opinion, on the subject. I had the contentions of both parties before me, but I had
no special instructions or any hint that it was desirable the report should be one
way or the other. Of course I knew the Dominion pretended one thing and
Ontario anotber.

By Mr. Ross:
672. You did not act as a solicitor for the Dominion ?-(ertainly not. I would

not have taken such a position. I had not even an idea as to what the opinion o
the then Minister of Justice was on the subject.

TUESDAY, 2Oth April, 1880

The Committee met at 11 o'clock ; Mr. DAWSON in the Chair.

lon. W31. MCDOUGALL, C.B., M.P., examined:-

By the Chairman :
673. We have been looking into the Act of 1774, and into commissions to Gov-

ernors, and would be glad to have any information you can give on the subject now
before this Committee?-As I understand it, you are only taking the opinions and
impressions with respect to these points, of public men like myself

674. We shall take whatever you choose to give us. We have not limited the
witnesses to any strict line ?-I have simply to say to the Committee, as a public
man, looking at the object of the Committee and its labors, as I understand them,
that I have no evidence to give as to any matter prior to my appointment as Com-
missioner by the Ontario Government in 1871. What I know with respect to the
matter is simply what you or any one else may know, but having examined the
question with some care, especially when charged with the duty on bebalf of Ontario,
to make search into, and to collect the evidence as to its boundaries, I have formed
a very strong opinion on this subject, und all the information I can give you, as to the
results of my enquiries and the conclusions at which I have arrived, as a lawyer
making researches into the question, I will give you. That really is all my evidence
would be worth. It is a mere matter of opinion, and I have no objection, if there
are any special points on which the Committee think, after this account of my connec-
tion with the case, I will be able to throw any light, I shall gladly do so, but I do not
wish to be regarded as a witness to any material facts in the antecedent history of
the case. I am not personally cognizant of them.

By Mr. Trow :
675. The object of the Act was to include those settlements in Illinois ?-Yes.
676. A due north line would not have included them ?-No.
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By Mr. Mou.sseau •
C77. Do you assume the intention of the Act of 1774 was to include the un-

organized territories ?-The object of the Act was first to enlarge the Province of
Quebec, which did not then include the French settlements in the western territory.
Lord North, who carried the Act through Parliament, was the framer of it, and the
responsible Minister, declared in his speech, which you will find reported in the
Cavendish debates, the object to be to include these settlements in the Illinois coin-
try. If you look at the maps of that time, you will find the Illinois country is east
of, and abats on the Mississippi River, and is north of the Ohio River. It is capable
of proof that the French trading posts and settlements had extended into all the
country north of the Ohio towards the sources of the Mississippi long before the
cession in 1763. It was the intention of the Imperial Government, and is so declared
in the preamble of the Act of 1774, to include those posts within the Province of
Quebec in order to bring them under organized Government.

By Mr. Trow :
678. Those Cavendish papers were looked upon as good authority, were they

not ?-Certainly. At that period it was contrary to the rule of Parliament to allow
reporters at its sittings, butSir Henry Cavendish, as is known from contemporaneous
history, was a very shrewd, quiet, observing mem ber of the House, and he had a
system of sbort-hand in which ho took the discussions with remarkable facility and
completeness. Bis reports in manuscript were discovered in the British Museum
among what were called the Egerton manuscripts. The report on the Quebec Bill
was published in 1839. There is no reason to doubt that Sir Henry Cavendish was
an impartial reporter, who took his notes fairly. They were published by the Gov-
ernment printers in a separate volume, when the Union Act of 1840 was under dis-
cussion as being of interest. I have no doubt they were read with very great in-
terest at that time. The historian of the future will regard them with respect as a
record of authority. No doubt is entertained in England of their genuineness.

679. They have been considered an authority in other cases?-When I sayautho-
rity, I mean the authority that such reports of discussions in Parliaments even now
have. We do not regard Bansard as a conclusive authority in a court of law to prove
a fact, even the fact that a particular person may have spoken, because there might
be a mistake in the name. I do not vish to say, as a lawyer, that the Cavendish
debates are like a certified copy of an original document, but they are an historical
authority. We have no reason to suppose that he made those reports for any im-
proper purpose, or that he had any object to serve in giving oie view rather than
another. 1 take it as a fair account of the discussion that took place in the House of
Commons on that subject, and as throwing light upon the meaning of this doubtfut
word " northward " in the Act. Upon that point 1 would like to say, that since the
discussion in the House,in which I mentioned the doctrine that is applicable to a case of
this kind, according to the decisions of courts in modern times, I have taken pains to
look into the authorities as tothe habitof judges and courts,even in England,of looking
into discussions in Parliament and reports of commissions,"for the purpose of finding
an explanation of any doubtful phrase or word in an Act of Parliament. There is a
recent case, which you will find reported in the London Times of 14th January last,
which is very much in point. I think it is the South-Eastern Railway Company
against the Railway Commissioners. In this case, Chief Justice Cockburn, our high-
est legal authority in point of rank, refers to what Lord Campbell said in the House
of Lords, as explanatory of the meaning of the word "facilities," in the Railway Act
of 1854. He refers to the statements of Lord Campbell in the House of Lords, as
defining or explaining the object of the Act; and he refcrs also to the history of the
time to ascertain the intention of Parliament. This he collects, not from the language
of the Act alone, but from surrounding circumstances. I apply the same doctrine in
this case, and I say the surrounding circumstances, the historicai facts to which we
have access, all go to show that the intention and object of the Imperial authorities
was to extend Quebec so as to reach the Mississippi River. That is the conclusion
I have come to, without any doubt as to its correctness, on that point. It is easy
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to show, as a matter of argument, the unreasonableness of any other conclusion,
assuming that the Mississippi was thon the boundary between Eingland and France
in that rezion. If the words of the description in the Act, as introduced in the
House of Lords, had not been altered at Burke's suggestion, you would have gone
along " the banks of the Mississippi River " to its source, which is at or near the 95th
meridian. [Mr. MeDougall explained by reference to a map, that a " due north "
line would have. left a strip of territory between the meridian of the mouth of the
Ohio and tbe upper Mississippi without civil Government of any kind, though con-
taining French posts and settlements. le could not imagine that Parliament in-
tended to defeatprotanto the declared object of its legislation.]

By the Chairnan :
680. We bave discovered some instructions to Governors which are not in the On-

tario volumes, and among these a document under the Great Seal, addressed as follows:
" Instructions to our trusty and well-beloved Guy Carleton, Esq., our Captain-General
" and Governor-in-Chief in and over our Province of Quebec in America,and of all our
"'Territories dependent thereupon.'" In the details of these instructions he is directed to
provide for the Government of outside territories to regulate the fur trade of the
interior country and so forth. So that there were countries to be governed beyond
the limits of the enlarged Province of Quebec, and might not the Illinois and the
country on the Mississippi have been among these ?-I do not object to your drawing
an inference of that sort, but that reference to an interior country cannot over-ride
the positive evidence as to the boundary of Quebec, in my judgment.

By Mr. Ouimet :
681. Supposing that we knew nothing about these debates or these surrounding

circumstances of the passing of the Act, would you have any difficalty in defining
the boundary by taking the word "northward " to mean due north to the lHudson's
Bay territory ?-Yes. In the first place, I take the use of the word " northward "
in the Act to mean something different from due north, or they would have used the
words 1- due north." The draughtsman would have done that, had ho meant " due
north."

By Mr Trow:
682. In the same description giving the western boundary, do they not use the

words "due west " ?-I think so, and that is the difficulty I sec in the interpretation
suggcsted, namely, that it is contrary to the ordinary praetice of surveyers and con-
veyancers, when defining boundaries, to use a word meaning the one side or the other,
of a course, when they really intend a direct course. When a direct course is in-
tended in International Treaties or Acts of Parliament, it is customary to take a
parallel of latitude or a line oflongitude, as the case may be, and if it had been the
intention to take a geographical line, I contend they would have used words to ex-
press that intention. They have not done so. That is the first point. Now, as
to evidence of intention and construction outside of the Cavendish debates, or other
contemporaneous evidence which we have access to, my next point is that in the
first issue of a proclamation or a commission, after the passing of that Act, the
Government, which best understood its own intention, expressly mentions the Mis-
sissippi as the western boundary of Quebec.

By Mr. Ouimet:
683. You are alluding thère to circumstances?-No; to official documents, as ex-

plaining the intention of the Government. The Government so understood the Act,
bocause they issued a proclamation declaring the bank of the Mississippi to be the
lino, and they continued it for many years. These two things satisfied my mind as
to the western boundary, and, I think, will satisfy any legal tribunal. The intention
of the Governiment, as explained by the language of the Act, is confirmed by their
own official acts and documents, and commissions and instructions to subsequent
Governors.

684. Suppose there had been nothing else than the words, northwards to the
Hudson's Bay territories, would not that langtiage taken by itself, without any sur-
_otunding circumstances, mean a line north wards to the nearest point of those terri-
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tories-not due north, but northward to the nearest point in the ludsou's Bay
territories ?-I admit that if we had that description before us, without anything to
explain it, without anything defining the object for which it was drawn, bu&simply
a bald statement on a piece of paper which we were asked Io interpret, it would be
.difficult to deny your construction; but that is not the way in which either legisla-
tors or courts of justice find out the meaning of ambiguous expressions in an Act of
Parliament.

685. Is iL not the rule of interpretation, in respect to statutes, that when the
language is precise, you have not to take into account surrounding circum- tances.
It is the rule of law 1 want you to give ?- There is Do need of summoning witnesses
to lay down rules of interpretation, or to tell you what the rules of law are. We
have only to go to the library, consult the authorities, and settle it at once. I d1o
not set myself up as a judicial authority. I am only an ordinary lawyer and a
member of Parliament. My beliefis, not only that it has been the practice in cases
of this kind, where the language is not precise-

686. Suppose that the language is precise ?-If you want my opinion on a hypothe-
tical case, I will give it to you. I would say that in the construction of statutes and legal
documents, as well as ordinary writings, when the language is precise thc ncaning
is precise, and you are not at liberty to put any other meaning upon il than that
which is plainly expressed.

687. But a good many people think there is no doubt as to the language of the
Statute, and that you have not to take into account all the surrounding circumstances of
which you are speaking ?-What does all this lead to. A select Committee is not a
legal tribunal. I would like to dispose of one side of the question at a time. Let me
add this: at the time (1774), I believe it was supposed in England-becaase I found
maps in which the Une was so drawn-that the Red River of the north was a con-
tinuation of the Mississippi. By some means, the Geographer to whom those manu-
script maps were sent, seeing a river marked as running in the same general
direction, thought it was a part of the Mississippi. You will find on these old maps
that the Mississippi was supposed to take its rise in or near Lake Winnipeg. The
conclusion 1 arrived at was that the maps, being imperfect, and there being nothing
to indicate the course of the stream, it was assumed to be one river running in a
southerly direction. Tbey supposed, therefore, that in defining the Mississippi as the
western boundary, it would carry us into the far north country, and would touch
upon, or intersect with what was then supposed to be the southorn limit of the Hud-
son Bay Company's territories. I state that as the result of my examination of the
maps and other documents of that day.

By the Chairman:
688. Here is an interesting map by Verendrye, copied from a map of

1728, that was found in Paris. Here is Lake Winnipeg, and here Red River; you see
how well they knew the geography and the height ofland in those days. Of course, on
some maps the water-shed may have been incorrect, but as a general rule it is wonder-
fully near to its right position ?-I have seen a map which does not show so much of
the lake, but which indicates the Mississippi as rising in a swampy country about 530
north latitude.

689. That is Mitchell's map, and the explanation a map-raker gave was that the
error was a lithographic one easily detected ?-And that was the map the Commit-
tee consulted in 1774.

By Mr. Trow:
690. Would the description "northward" carry the boundary to the west end of

the Lake of the Woods ?-If we are using that description for any purpose of the
present day, we must take the river where it runs, not where it is assumed to run on
the maps. We must follow this natural boundary where we find it on the ground, not
where surveyors or explorers may have assumed it to be. When we get to the
Most northerly and westerly waters of the Mississippi we have no natural objects to
iDdicate the course we are to go. Then I assume a court of law would hold that you
Must go due north until you reach the objpet at which you are aiming, the southern
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boundary of the Hludson's Bay Territories. A line drawn from Lake Itasca, or
Turi le Lake, towards Hudson's Bay, will pass near the north-west angle of the Lake
of the Woods, the inteénational boundary at that point. We find that when this
country was better known, and when this portion of it up to Lake Superior, via
Pigeon River, was surrendered or transferred to the United States, the Imperial
authorities defined the boundary of Quebec (then called Upper Canada) as running
along the international line until it reached the north-west angle of the Lake of the
Woods. There was another distanie, viz., "due west to the Mississippi," which
iust now be abandoned. We find that in the commissions and instructions to Gov.
ernors. I infer that the construction I have given was the intention of the Imperial
authorities of that day; it was their interpretation of the meaning of the Act, ani is
now the boundary of Ontario in that direction. So we get to the north-west angle of
the Lake of the Woods.

By the Chairmani:
691. Of course, you are aware that if the western boundary was carried to the

north-west angle ot the Lake of the Woods it would run into the old colony of Assini-
boia, which, to a certain extent, had been recognized by the Imperial authorities.
If you look at the commission of Lord Dorchester, in 1786, you will find it carried
the line to the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods, and thence west to the
Mississippi ?-They assumed the Mississippi was west of that point.

692. That commission was revoked and we have a commission in 1838 to
Lord Durham, and from that time forward half-a-dozen commissions carry-
ing the boundary simply into Lake Superior, not one whit further, and those
descriptions are very minute. Would you not think that these commissions
are equally weighty with the former ones ?-They are of equal weight for the
purpose for which they were issued, but if the King or Parliament had defined
interprovincial boundaries by a solemn Act, no subsequent omission of a word or
a course in a commission would change it. It is well to bear in mind through-
out this enquiry that it was a prerogative of the Crown to fix boundaries, and
had always been recognized as such in England. You will find a striking confirma-
tion of this in the Act of 1791, passed subsequently to this Act. The Imperial Par-
liament did not even then presume to define the boundaries of the new Provinces, but
left that to the prerogative action of the Crown. The Act of 1774 was also subject to
the operation of the prerogative, because the boundaries mentioned were only to con-
tinue " during His Majesty's pleasure." So that if His Majesty afterwards, for any
purpose of State, desired to alter those boundaries, he had absolute anthority to do so.
But I take it that those subsequent commissions, when they landed the Governor's
authority in Lake Superior, did not mean it should stop there. I presume it was a
mere clerical abbreviation of the older commissions. From 1774 down to 1838, or
for more than half a century, there is a continuous stream of official proof to show
that the prerogative right or authority of the Crown had been exercised and con-
tinued to be exercised in favor of the boundary I have just been pointing out.

693. With respect to the northern boundary, the commissions to Governors say a
line drawn due north from Lake Temiscaming to the boundary lino of Hudson's Bay
Do you conceive that to mean the shore of Hudson's Bay, or that it means some terri-
torial boundary line inland from the shore ?-In answerto that question, I will say:
In the first place, I have a very strong impression, from an examination of that part
of the case, that originally the word " territories " was omitted by a clerical error.
I think that the Government of 1774, and the Attorney-General whose duty it was to
prepare those descriptions, could not have been ignorant of the fact that there was a
country about Hudson's Bay that had already been granted to the company of ad*
venturers called the Hudson's Bay Company. That tact was within the knowledge
of the English officials in all the Departments, because it had been the subject of
frequent discussion, and even of wars in which the territorial rights of those people wer'
involved. Therefore,we must assume they were equally aware that a portion of the
country south of Hlludson's Bay con tinued under the control of the Hudson Bay Col)-
pany. My impression is that the intention was to carry the boundary line between UPPer
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and Lower Canada to Lake Temiscaming, and thence north to the boundary line o
the Hudson Bay Company's territories, or, in other words, to the southern boundary
of Rupert's Land, as it was called in those days. I think that must have been the in-
tention, but it was not carried out, because I took occasion on my visit to England
in 1869 to trace it to its source. I tirst examined the books of the Colonial Depart-
ment to ascertain whether this was not a clerical error, in copying that description, by
an omission of the woid " territories," and in the books of the Colonial Office, from
which our copies were probably taken, the word "territories" was not to be
found. I asked the officer in charge from what source this copy was nade, and
where I would find the original. He said, " You will probably fimd it among the
papers in charge of Sir Arthur IHelps, Clerk of the Privy Council. He will show you
the original fiat of the Attorney-General. That is the authority from which the
description emanated. All subsequent descriptions should correspond with that,
unless a mistake occurred in the first copy of that document." I imediately went
to Downing Street and saw Sir Arthur Helps, whon I had peviously met, aul miyd
him my object. Ie set an officer to work, and in a very few minutes, showing the
great accuracy and skill with which these things are managed in that Department,
he brought down a bundJe of old documents with the dust of yevars lupon them, in
which the Attorney-General's fiat, containing the description, with Qther papers
relating to the matter, were found . With a good deal of anxiety, I waited
till this was unfolded, and we saw the endorsement " fiat." I opened it and
read the description; it was " to the boundary line of ludson's Bay." I had traced
the matter to its source, but still I believe it was a mistake. It was not the inten-
tion of the Government to ignore the proprietary rights of the Company on the
shores of Hudson's Bay; it was an error of the Attorney-General, who, being human,
in those days, as well as in these, was liable to err. But if an error at first, it bas
been followed and confirmed, because, at a subsequent period, the language of the
commissions was changed so as to remove all ambiguity by carrying the boundary
to the " shores of Hudson's Bay."

Chairman :-The same commissions whiçh ran the lino simply into Lake Supe-
rior. The comlmission to Lord Elgin, thirty-four years ago, says to the shore of
lHudson's Bay on the north, but only "iinto " Lake Superior on the west.

By Mr. Trow :
694. Did not the Hudson's Bay Conpany, after the amalgamation witJh the

North-West Company, extend their limits by usurpation almost indefinitely east,
and draw maps accordingly ?-Well, the Hudson's Bay Company, of course, endea-
voured to make out, of late years, especially, when the question of the validity of their
charter and the extent of their territory was raised in Canada, that they had always
claimed and exercised authority over the greater part of the North-West. They in-
vented, or at all events adopted, this doctrine that their territory, under the terms of
their charter, extended to the sources of the streams eaptyi,ng into Hudson's Bay.
There was a great deal to be said in favQr of that,view, an>d seor lawyers gave that
interpretation to the termns of grant n, the charter. But I see in a slip you have
printed that ColonelDennis quotes the, language of the charter as if it said that ex-
pressly. The. charter nowhere says tha., (in hoc verba). Lord Jrougham, Erskine
(I think) and several other distinguished lawyers of that, day, held that the language
of the charter did not give the Company any territory except on the " confines " of
the B4y. The chrter itself did »et carry them to the ;seurces of all the waters
emptying into Ijudson's :Bay, beoçaue ioluded them f.rom the territories of the
E 5ng ofFrance, whos iujet.s -gge in possessiomof the interi»r of the country.

695. Of course y»u hivAlooke4dat t t f 8033 ppoviding for the maiUtenance
Of.Qider in the North-West T.riierie L ? hZ baye mot.with it, bet:I -never st.udied it.
I have not seen aything in it to change the generAkeopoluaion .atwhieh •I Iave

696. There is a memerandum here which you wrote te å4Goernment of Ontario
to express your views. Does it do so ?-Pretty well; more information has been
Obaied since, but the conclusions I caune to and staed in tb#4 memaoPadum hêe
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niot been altered. I believe I was the first to investigate officially the evidence bear.
ing on the important points of the case. Further investigation has brought to ligh
additional evidence, which, to my mind, confirms the general conclusions at which I
arrived, and which are set forth in this document.

By iMr. Trow :
697. Supposing the charter of the fludson's Bay Company gave them the right to

the Height ofLand, or at least up to the head waters of the rivers running into Hud-
son's Bay, and they should confine themselves to the shore for a century or so, and
others in the meantime take possession of the country they had not occupied,
how would that matter be settled in point of law, in regard to the true owners of the
territory ?-I think that if the country up to the Rocky Mountains,-for you bave to
go that tar to get to the bead waters of the Saskatchewan,-belonged to the King
ofEngland at that time ; if he, according to the usage of nations, or the international
law of t bat day, had possession of that territory, and if under the terms oftneir charter
the Hudson's Bay Company obtained territorial rights wherever they could find waters
running into Hudson's Bay, then I would say, any occupation subsequent to that,
except by an exercise ofthe prerogative of the Crown taking away from the Hudson's
Bay Company their rights, which the King could do at any time would not give
title. The mere fact of people going in as the North-West Trading Company did,
and occupying a few posts in the country, would not take away from the Hudson's
Bay Company their chartered rights, even though they were not in actual posses-
sion of the whole of the territory.

By. -Mr. Weldon:
698. The Treaty of 'Utrecht seems to recognise the existence of French posts on

the water-shed of the Hudson's Bay ?-On that point there is no doubt. The qualify-
ing words of the charter exclude them from all territory, which otherwise, they might
have claimed then or -previously occupied by the French. I believe the French were
on Lake Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan, and had forts there.

699. They appeared to have forts on the Albany River, which came within the
meaning of the terms of those treaties ?-They traded with the Indian nations who
recognized them as their friends, and as far as a civilized power could obtain posses-
ion of territory by the acquiescence of the native inhabitants, they had it.

By Mr. Trow :
700. Do you think the Hudson's Bay Company had any right to the soil, or was

it merely for hunting and trading purposes?-From the charter, I think, as it was
interpreted in those days and was intended, they had a right to the soil as against
anybody else.

By Mr. Weldon:
701. Whatever those words would include ?-Yes; that is the difficulty.
702. The opinion of Lord Brougham is very strong on that point ?-That is a

question that bas been discussed and legal opinions given upon it, and these differ
very much as to the nature of the tenure and as to the extent ofthe terri tory covered
by the words :-" On the coasts, bays, and within the confines of-." We can only
guess what those words might have been held to mean in those days. At present
they would mean, I think, on or about the shores of Hudson's Bay. No one would
use the word " confines" if it were intended to cover a country a thousand miles
distant.

703. The coast and mouths of rivers-that would give them the water-sheds of that
country, according to the French doctrine ?-I suppose France as well as England
would, in ordinary cases, make that claim as against other nations. If the country
was only accessible from one side, and they held the mouths of rivers and the harbors
of the coast, and no other nations could trade or pasa by, they would practicallY
control the interior country. But that was not the case here, because it was accessible
from the Pacific coast, and by the lakes and rivers of the St. Lawrence valley.

By the Chairman:
704. With respect to territorial rights, the Indians sem to halve bud some title to

their native land. Yet all Governments bave very conveniently ignored their elairns
in their disputes ?-I take exception to that.
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705. Well, at least some of the Governments of those days had little regard
for the Indian rights. In the proclamation of 173, certain territories are reecved
to the Indians. Ail to the west and north of the rivers. which flow towards the
Atlantic from the west, and, in fact, all the territories north of the water-shed were held
to be Indian lands ?-I think they have the aboriginal right to ail the terri tory unsiold,
but to what extent that right has been or will be recognized, either by the A merican,
the British or Canadian Governments, is a point on which I do not wislh to pro-
notince, but we recognized it in the B.N.A. Act and in the terms of Union with the
Provinces. We agreed with the Imperial Government, when we 1> rhased Rupert's
Land and the North-Western Territories, to treat the Indian tribes with the >ane
clemency, and as entitled to similar rights with tho>e which had been acknow-
ledged by the Imperial Government in former times. and in pursuance of that unler-
taking we bave not, so far as I am aware, occupied territories inhabited by tribus of
Indians until we had made treaties with them. Some of those treaties are rather
oncrous. But theImperial and theCanadian Governments have acted on the assump-
tion that aboriginal tribes have certain rights on the soit, which must be extinguish-
ed in sone way before the absolute right to deal with it can be asserted or exercised.

By the Chairman :
706. Admitting that, the Indian claim formed a'lien on the ]and, would not

the Government that got the land be liable for that claim ?-I think that
under the Confederation Act, all questions concerning Indians are a-signed to
the Government of the Dominion ; they are the only power whiuh can make treaties
with them, and the only power with which the Indians, under that Act, are likely to
deal, or with which they can deal. They can receive gratuities from anybody, from
the Local Government, from municipalities, or from an individual ; but their legal
and territorial rights and relations are with the Federal Government. They are under
the protection of that Government, and all treaties made with them, and ail stipends
or public moneys payable to them, are at the instance and under the directiou of the
Dominion Government.

707. Would the Dominion Government, if they extinguished an Indian claim in
Ontario, bave a claim on Ontario for the amount paid to the Indians, the Indian
title being a lien on the land ?-My opinion is as between the two jurisdictions, that
the Indians, in conceding their right to the land-we will assume that the boundary
of Ontario is where the arbitrators have placed it-could, in their treaty with the
Dominion Government with respect to their lands, transfer their rights to the Do-
muinion Government and would do so, and in that case the Ontario Governmentcould
not deal with those lands and sell or grant them to individuals without respecting
the claim or lien of the Dominion Government upon them for any liability they had
assumed respecting the Indians.

By Mr. Trow :
708. Can you describe the limits of Treaty No. 2, made by Hon. Mr. Laird ?-

I have not read it with a view to such a question.
709. iow far east does it extend' into this present award?
The Chairman-Treaty No. 2 did not extend into this award at all. I was

One of those who negotiated Treaty No. 3, which is the basis of all the treaties
m4ade. I can show you the boundary of it.

710. Mr. Weldon-The territory covered by Treaty No.3 is included in the award ?
The Chairman-The greater portion of it is.
Witness handed in bis menio. prepared by him for the Ontario Govarnment, and

said: " I have nothing to modify in the general conclusions arris ed at in this memo.,
but as I have already stated, a great many additional documents have been brought-
to light by Mr. Mills and Mr. Lindsay which confirm those conclusions."

Mr. McDougall adds to bis evidence, as to the interpretation of the Act of 1774,
']à respect to the country intended to be included within the boundaries prescribed by
that Act, a passage from a pamphlet published in England the same year by a
suPporter of the Government in defence of the justice and policy of tho Quebec Act.
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It will be found in a collection of pamphlets and papers contained in a volume in the
libraiy entitled "Il Noih America, 1774."

The pariagiapis 1rum page ;8 to 45 of this pamphlet bear on hIe point, and show
that the country called the "Illinois countiy," exltnding hom the Ohio to the hlads
of the JJissispp, wus uideirstood Io have been added to Queb<c for the puipose of
civil Goves tment. 'lhat this was the inteip)etation of ibe Act by the Government
of the day is proved 1y the commissions and proclamations, and that the public
understood it in tbe same sense is evident from such jublications as the one referred
to :-

" The objects of this Act are: the extension of the boundaries of the Province, the
revocation il the civil government, whieh took place in consequence of the procla-
ination in 763, and l1 its Act s ; the toleration of the Rnan Catholic religion, agree-
able to the T eaty of Paris; the securing to all the Canadian subjects, except the
religious orders and communities, the enjoyment of their properties and civil rights;
the re-estabiishment of their ancient laws and customs, subject to such alterations as
the legislature ofthe Province may think it to make; the continuation of the admin-
istration of the criminal laws of England, subject to the like alteration, and the estab-
lishment of a tenporary legislature within the Province.

" When the lines drawn by the proclamation of 1763 for the boundaries of
Quebec and of the Floridas. and for the limitation of settlements under grants from
the old Provinces, were resolved upon, a general plan for the regulations of the trade
with the savages was under consideration of the Board of' Trade, and in great for-
wardness. To give this plan uniformity and effect, it was thought necessary to ex-
clude all the provinces fiom juridiction in the interior or Indian country; but all
persons resorting ibither for trade (and no settlements were to be permitted) were
to be subject to a police, deriving authority immediately from the Crown, and sup-
ported by a revenue, arising from a tax upon the trade, to be imposed by Act of
Parliament.

'' The events of the following year were fatal to this plan, for it was not then
judged expedient to lay the tax, and consequently the expense could not be defrayed
without an additional charge upon the Anericon contingencies, which were thought to
be sufliciently buidened already. This was the reason that so large a part of the
ceded territories in America was left without government, and that the new Province
of Quebec contained so smiall a portion of ainient Canada.

"lthad been the policy of ihe French Government to possess themselves of the
water communications ihroughout the whole of that vast country, and, for that end,
to establish posts at the most important passeF ; but, being well aware of the great
difficulty of supplying Ibese posta with provisions from the inhabited country, they
settlea a little colony iound each post, to cultivate the ground and raise provisions
for the garrison. 'lhis gave rise to the settlement at Detroit, Misilmakinac and upon
the heads of the i1ississippi, called the ll/irois cotíntry, and as these settlers had been
put entirely under the direction of the commxanding fikers of the forts, when the
}'rench gar isons were wiîthdrawn, and military orders ceased to be law, they were
alitogethei without law or government, espêeially as, by the new arrangemet, they
were excluded every Englisb province. It niust le confessed, no 'great mischief
hbas happened from the>.e people beir;g left in this lawless ttate. 'te y had beeu
accustomed to obey French mihtary orders, and the English officlus wbotommande
the posts which were continued in Iléir neigbborhôd, of UlGer o#'n ·authority,
exercised the same command er ëh ;*a nd as it'was not the pùrpose of theadmin-
israt3on to encourage sethiemients in Uose iemn•te sit'uations, tlie rbitrey ruieél
the nmilitary was tolerated, às xiôst Iikéýy 'to pxevent aD incrëüe of i-lialitnts.

"lu suêh, paris of thids: c s a cae Gdrti 011 t 'the r
emits of tbe ld eolori's, éand w ere t re wsnoasi as t
w ere er diflerent. Émgänsing-at Meinibers llockd tit o t

colones, took possession of vasi trac s of count# WitLO it àny aùthorfty, a't1d' sat
themselves in sch situations as p1ëaséd th1 best. À 1s10 e1vil jfrigdiction reachd
these intruders upon the King's waste, 'd as their number increased every day,
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insornich that the native savages, in dreai of their power, quitted theie Lin ls ani
rem>vel to others at a gre-ter tiistance, the c*e wts jul o t to be witho;t other
remedy than that of following the emigrants with governm nt, ani erocting a new
province botwoen the Alleghany Mountains and the River Ohio for that purp-e.

"TIhat the mischief might not, however, farther exten1 itself, anI the li ke reasons for
erecting new colonies at a stil greater distance from the se% coat nay not again
recur, the whole of the derelict country is, by the first clause of the Act, put unrler the j srisdic-
tion of the Government of Quebec, with the avowed pirpose of excluling ail furLheïr
settlemort therein, and for the establishmont of uniform regulations for the Indi'a
trade.

"The Province of Qtiebec was preferrel for these ends before ail the otherq,
because the accesq by water is much easier from Quebec to such parts of this country
as are the most likely to be intrulod upon than from any one other colony, for emri.
grants always choose to seat themselves upon places where they can bave the
advantage of a water cornmmqnication with the market they intended to traffic at; and
if this country had been parcelled out arnong the several colonies that bounded upou
it, experience has fully testiRed the impracticability of their all agreeing Qpon one
general plan, which would 4ave the effect to prevent settlenent, or. to onforce any
regulations which may bp a.hought necessary for giving security and satifaction to
the savages in thçirèlealings with our traders, the only meaps to prevent the quarrels
and murdere which are every day happening, and which are, the certain consequences
of a fraudulent comrmerce. Both these objects, it is expected, will be obt4ined by
putting this country under the jurisdiction of Quebec; for, as there is now a legisia-
ture in that Province compet(ent to enforce such regulations, adinistration is ple iged
to recomn end that Acts o'dr thdse purposes t drstbetaan w hlegao wesý J hob the tirst objecta upen which thé
legislIative powers sail be.exercised."

3Oth April, 1880.

Committee met at eleven o'clock; Mr. D.AwsoN in the Chair.

Mr. Wu. McD.»DAwsoN, of Three Rivers, was exarmined as followe:

By Mr. Mousseau:
111. Have yoti any special knowledge of questions of disputed territorial bound-

aries, or practical experience in describing or delineating the same ?--es. At a
Very early date, 1 had the diýection of the surveys of tIhe Ottawa River and its tribu-
aries in connection with the lumber trade, the describinZ of the boundaries oftirnbet

liMits and supervising their survey whea required, under circu'nstances of re
diffieulty and complication in the then unexplore I condition of atmaost the whol0
Ottawa Valley, and in the face of as eager contestants 'ith as great a variety' lf
eondicting pretensione, and of procisely the same character ascould arise with regai4ýO the bou'ndaries of 4 whole eountry.

112. Iaave you in any way specially studied the northern and western boundaries
9f Canada in connection with the claims of the Hudson's Bay Company as the <ue-hon stood before the purchase of the rights of the company ?-Yes. I wrote a rýpor
Upon the subject for the Commiàsioner of rn Lands at Toronto in 184, whie',I
m~y say, has been the cause of all the controversy that has since taken palace ln
eliation thereto. Itwas the first paper since 1821, through which the just clais d

Canada bad been asserted and maintained, it has been continually ûseb y
ntation or plagiarism throughout every phase of the eontroversy since, and, Jthink
Iay safely say, is mainly the cause that we have redeemed and possess the vast and

tertile regions of the North-West to-day.
113. Under what circumstances did you come to write that report and for wba$

¶Qbject ?-I was, at that tine, ocpying an important position in the Cr Lffuyiga 1 rn nth f,!
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Department. Mr. Cauchon was Cornnissioner of Crown Lands and a Cabinet
Minister. I was generally working late at night, and was thon frequently visited by
Mr. Cauchon for consultation on public affairs under his surveillance, and one night,
before leaving, he incidenitally mentioned that a despatch had just been laid before
Council by His Excellency the Governor General, from the Colonial Office, the pur-
port of which was that the Hudson's Bay Company had made application to be
allowed to resign their lease of the Indian territories, and obtain a renewal, and that
it was suggested that the answer should be that it was no concern of ours, as the country
did not belong to us etc. I at once told him, I dare say, somewhat excitedly, that
this was a subject I had been watching for years in the interest of Canada; that the
license the Company already had did not expire for two years; that they were but
playing the same game they had sucessfully donc or.ce already by resigning the
leaLe befôre it expired, so as to get the crisis quietly over without any one know-
ing it; that the country was ours, and our future greatness and prosperity
depended on reclaiming it as the just inheritance of the people of Canada.
Mr. Cauchon was very much astonished, as the subject had never come under
his notice before; he at once took a very warm interest in the matter, but said
that in the conversation they already had on the subject there seemed to be no
doubt entertained of the " validity " of the Iludson's Bay Company'so Charter, and
that it did not need renewal. I then explained to him the hue and cry that bad been
got up about the " validity of the Charter," which was a false issue, for the most part
absurd and unfounded, as the Charter, so far as making them a chartered Company,
was as valid as any other Royal Charter ; that if any point in it were invalid as
beyond the constitutional powers of the King to grant, such as the exclusive right of
ti ade in Hludson's Bay, etc., it was a matter of secondary importance to us; but that
it was not the Charter, as he had at first supposed, that they were seeking a renewal
of, but a license of exclusive trade with the indiaus under a special Act covering a
large area of what was properly Canada, under the name of the "I ndian Territory."
That this Indian territory had already the nucleus of settlement established at Red
River, and embraced a great part of the most fertile regions of the continent, which
wer e the just inheritance of the people of Canada, secured to them at the surrender of
the country and by the Treaty of Paris. The question then came up of
the boundary of Canada, as reprcsented on every map that hung upon the walls or
met the eye everywhere giving the northern water-shed ol the St. Lawrence from
the United States limits as the boundary of Canada, and I explained that there
was no authority whatever for such a boundary, and that it was not to be found on
maps anterior to 1821. That since the date of the lease of the Indian territories
gented jomtly to the North-West Fur Company of Montreal and the Hudson's Bay
Company, the surveys made by the Canadian Company7(a large manuscript map of
'which was in the Departmint) Lad been used for publication in London, and the
boundaries laid down as shewn at the instigation of the united lessees of the said
territories as a blind which had succeeded in course of a gencration in habituating peO-
ple to the belief that these boundaries were real instead of imaginary. Mr. Cauchon
become quite excited and entered warmly into the subject, expressing the strongest
determination to defend the rights and interests of the Province-as I must do him
the justice to say ho always did during the period I served under him in the Crown
Land Department. It was then arranged that, as at territorial matter, he was to claim
the despateh as appertaining to bis Department and bring it to me to report upon.
These are the circamstances, and I would only add that from the discussions that arose
among Ministers, and the sending of Judge Draper to England to appear before the

Committee of Parliament, the report was very much pressed for, and was in fact
written against time, which may fairly account for anything that is obscure or it-
perfect in it.

711. Did you then take the ground that the North-West country, embracing the
Red River, the Saskatchewan, etc., were within the boundaries of Upper Canada?-
Not exactly. I claimed these countries, and was sustamned in that claim by the
highest authorities, as the birth-right of thé people of United Canada, the just inherit'
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ance of the early French settlers who had traded, settled in and originally owned
undisputedly these territories as weil as the British who had succeeded unitedly with
tbem in possessing, and unitedly with them, as for instance under Sir Alexander
McKenzie, extended those territories to the Pacific and to the North Sea, withont
any intervention or interference, either in the way of prevention or aid from the
iudkon's Bay Company, who had then made no such pretension as they did at a later
period. It might indeed seem that the claim put forward by me (and which became
the ground-work of all that Canada claimed and has accomplished since) would have
inured, if promptly and efficiently maintained, to the benefit of Upper Canada, but
thatwas not a point of special importance at the time-we were one Province, under
one Government and one Legislature, under the same laws (except in some particulars
of French and English law which did not seem to me to be of much importance),
and every acre of those vast regions was as much the property of the one as the
other portion of the United Province. I simply demonstrated that the country was
part of that acquired by Great Britain as Canada, or la Nouvelle France, and that as
such, it was the duty of our Government to claim it, whether it was technically
within our Provincial boundaries, or as a dependency of Canada, formed part of the
" Indian territories," to which the then expiring lease gave us the opportunity of
maintaining our original title.

715. What do you mean by the " Indian territories; " can you state definitely
what they were ?-When the first Province of Quebec was constituted in 1673, it
embraced a very limited portion of the country just then acquired from France, the
great bulk being reserved for the benefit of the Indian nations, who were its principal
inhabitants. In 1774 an Act was passed extending the boundaries of the Province
of Qacbec, and whatever this Act did not embrace within these boundaries continued
to be reserved for the benefit of the Indians, and would therefore be the " Indian
territories."

716. How do you define the boundary prescribed by the Quebec Act of 1774, as
the western boundary of the Province ? -That point miglit be deemed sufficiently
clear by itself, in the terms of the Statute, but seems to be involved in some difficulty
by reason of official mistakes. The other boundaries of the Province are described
with such minute accuracy of detail that the vagueness of " northward " taken by
itself would, in my mind, imply some condition by which its precise direction would
be guided. It would not necessarily be a due north line. It might be to the east or
to the west of north, according, as these conditions prevailed, the one way or the
other, but if all conditions failed it would, of necessity, be due north. The conditions
are: 1st, that starting from the Mississippi, at itsjunction with the Ohio, it runs north-
ward; and 2nd, that it strikes the southern boundary ofthe Hudson's Bay Co's terri-
tories. Taking the first, if the commission, issued immediately after the passing of
the Act, was meant to interpret it, then the Mississippi would be the westerly bound-
ary Of the Province, as far as it went. There is not, however, the slightest doubt
but what the upper waters of the Missouri were, at that time, taken to bo the Missis-
ippi and such a boundary would, in no sense, be called " northwai d " as it would be

about north-west. Such a boundary would not, therefore, fulfil the first condition
and still less would it fulfil the second, as a lino in continuation of the general bearing
of the Mississippi, as laid down on the maps of the day, would never strike the
suthern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, as thon understood.
Assuning, however, that the Governor's commission gave so much of the boundary
as was intended to run along the Mississippi River, and that the " northward " meant
from its source to the southern boundary of the Company's territories, it would
eClally fail in fulfilling the second condition, as, to do se, the lino would require te
take a new departure and a new course, and run north-easterly. Failing, therefore,
in both conditions, we necessarily fall back upon a due north line, which dees fulfil
those conditions, as it is "northward," and strikes the southerly boundary of the
eudson's Bay Company's territories, though it does not accord with the terme of the
Governor's commission, which I shall deal with presently. It is hardly worth while to
advert to the fact that the Mississippi, taking simply what is so designated at the
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pi-esent day, would fulfil the first part of the condition of the boundary in being
sufflciently near north to be called " northward," but even that would not fulfil the
encord condition, as a continuation of the line on its general bearing would not strike
the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, as thon recognized, but would pass to the
westward thereof. It is needless to discuss this, however, as that was not the Missis-
sippi mentioned in the Act-neither was it the Mississippi meant or intended, even
at a later period, when the independence of the United States pushed our southern
boundary up to the 49th parallel on a due west course from the Lake of the Woods,
as it was perfectly well known, at both those periods, that the sourceof the Missis-
sippi, as now known by that name, lay to the south, or even east of south from the
north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods, and could not, therefore, be the Missis-
sippi the due west line from that point was intended te intersect.

Notwithstanding, however, that these conditions fail to give the lino a direction
elther te the east or to the west, I would not construe the Act rigidly as meaning a
due noth line if any contemporaneous Act of the Imperial Government had other-
wise construed it, and at first sight, the Governor's commission, first issued thereafter'
would seem to imply auch a construction.

The instructions th the Governor simultaneously issued with that commission,
would seem indeed to account for the difference between the Act and the commission,
and indicate that the distinction was not a matter of accident or oversight, but of de-
sign. I have already adverted to the fact that on the formation of the first Province
of Quebec, in 17e63, all the thon recently acquired territories of Canada, or New
Fiance, Were reserved for the use and protection of the Indians, and. only s0
nuinh as was deemed necessary for the purposes of civil Governmont affecting the
&Mapean population, erected into a Province. As a botter acquaintance with the
atual circumstances of the country grew up, it became expedient to extend and enlarge
the Province of Queboc, and hence the Act of 1774. This Act did one of two things.
It either, on thé one hand, abolished ail separate autonomy of the Indian nations
earefully guarded in the proclamation of 176a)) abrogated all special charge of the I-
dianE as the wards of the Crown,ard extended the Province of Quebec over ail the terri-
t46ee aequired foeiù Fratce by the Treaty of Paris, without ,any limitary fine what.
ever; or, on the other hand, it presented a positive and defined limitary lino, de-
pindeift as te its exaet position upon conditions already explained, but absolute in its
emssatitl characteristime.

If the latter of these propositions were unconditionally true, I argued in, the
report written for the Government and signed by Mr. Cauchon in 1857, that the Act
woâld have so expressed it by saying " due north," and read by the light of the com-
missions and proclamation of 1791 (to be further adverted te), which were then
bfore me, I would say so still.

If the former of these propositions wore true, the converse of this might as well
he assumed, and that the Act would have so expressed it as covering the whole of
the aoquired territory, especially as the distinction seema to have been quite well
undorstood at the time, as evidenced by the commission and certain instraitions
thM i'ssued simultaneonsly therewith, and which, differing from the Act,nndoubtedly
di put the whole of the ceded territory under the Governor as " dependencies" of
the province ereated or enlarged by the statute. And here I think may be found the
solution of the diieulelty that confronted me in the hurried composition Of the report
of 1SIS7, and which I had not thon the time te study up, viz.: as te the division
1t*eën the Indian territories and <Janada. A glance at that report will show that
it tWa intended te prove, and did prove, that no part of the territory ceded by
Ptande by the treaty of 17ag, inclading the countries on the Red River and the
Saskitchewaa, could possibly belong te the Hudson's Bay Co., that they simply held
IëeMNsea of exclusive trade with the Indians since 1821, unéer a Apecifie Act fora

pécific and limited time, in that part ef the ceded conntry called the, "adian terre
$ofe*," and that as the leïae was about to expire, a-nd United Canada thon in a poe
1oià te Asutme ontM1 of thee territories, it shoaud not be renewed.
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I think it must be clearly seen that by the authority of the Imperial Goverment,
either with or without Parliamentary sanction, (altinzh the Qaebec Act of 1774,
may not be held to have done so), the whole of the territory acquired from Franoe.
by the Treaty of Paris was put under the Governors of Quebec, and afterwards of
Lowor Canada, as it was done after as well as bafore the division of the Province,
until 1821.

The Province of Qiebec and its dependencies were thus manifestly two distinct
things. The " dependencies " were part of the territory acquired from France, as well
as the enlarged Province of Qaobec, legally constituted and boundod by the statute,
was: but the Province of Quebe did not cover ail, else there would have been no
Indian territories and no dependency. Thie Proclam tcion of 17553 clearly reserved t4e
whole acqu.ired territory as Indian territory, except the small Province of Qu'abcc then
constitutel. The entargemernat of that small Provinco was cut out of tbat 1adian
territory, the remainder of which, in the more settle I state of things that was, sc-
ceeding to military ocempation, was naturally placed under the Governor Gener&l a
a dependency, but not as part of the Province constituted by the Act.

Tnis leads to the enquiry of how the Proelamation of 1791, dividing the Pro-
vince of Qaebec, came to be issued. I have shown that there were two distinct %hirge;
lst, the Province of Qmebec ; and 2nd, its " depe-vdencies." By its depe deneies, I a
prehend there can be no diffio-lty in distinguishin4 the " [ndian territories" set as'
and recognisei by the first act of Governme it performe I towards the couritry acquiad
under the treaty, by the Proclamition of 176 1, and atterwards enerosched uponi, bat,
not absorbed by the Qaiebec Act of 1774. The commission issued to bIrd 'Dàehe*ter
in the period interveninig between the in lepenience of the United Sta6ea aud the
division of the Province of Qaebec (1 78j) necessarily prescribed the interaattional
boundary, (I here drop the word and stato the fact) to the waters of the Missouri,
supposed at that time to be the true Mississippi. This was no more than bispreviotu
conmmission in 1774 had done, and was certainily within the prerogative vight of the
Crown to do, even though the extreme limit of his jurisdiction may thus have gone
far beyond the boundary legally provided by Statute for the ProvinSe of Queboo.
In fact, it was a necessity of the case that the supreme authority, the nly
authority representing the territorial rights of the Crown in the country, Sob)uld
cover the whole of the acquired.. territory, whether within or without the Provinoe
constituted by Statute, otherwise the whole country outside of the Provinee wonld
have been practically abandoned.

With Lhese precedent fects establishel, though the O,-der in C>ouncil of 19th of
August, and the Commission to Lord Dorc-heter o1lth Séptember, 1791, very clearly
defined what was to be done, it devolved uon the Li 'utonaint-Governor, tem porarily
adninistering the Governmxent in the absience of his Chiof, to issue the proiarnatioq
for the division of the Prorince, which he did under date of 18îh Novenber, 1791,
and expressed one part of it in words which miy have a presuanptive, but certairnly
have no intelligent meaning. It iimposible, without any data to go by, to realias
how the wording of the proclamation came to be ad ptei. Possibly Lieut.-Governar
Clarke May have been alvisel taat the 0der in C Paneil and Cm'nission did not
cover ail the territory already placel utider the jurisition of his Ciief, as, ter ii-
stance, by the Commission of 1786, and not realising the distinction between the
legal boundaries of the Province and its depmearaies. this geatleman, who was a
solier ani not a statesrmîan, seems to have conceivo I the idea of a dingY to the aet ho
was required to iccomplish, and givingas a q4tatîes fro a the verbal detinition of it,
words whieh it did not coatain, and not only so, but suppes'.rig the wards wbicht
did contain. It was this ila-conceived pr >clamation that seens io have exercioed the
Bar and the Bench in the De Reinhardt trial at Q iebec in 1818, and, without siftlag
the discrepancy, of which the abwve appears to bu the only possible explanation, th#
Judges held to their interpretation of the Act, pure and simple, as they fband i it
the Statu1es. I must confeass that taking the proclaMation of 1791, as elaborated by
Iiess>rs. Stuart and Vallière de St. Réal, then roputted the abest Seunsel in the country,
-and not noticing that it was in confiet with every other Odicial Act ol the titu* M,
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far as these acts have yet become available, and which were not, in fact, available at
that time for reference, I was thereby influenced in the indecision or doubt I ex-
pressed regarding the precise division between Canada and the Indian territories ; but I
must here add tibat it had no effect whatever upon the conclusions I then arrived at, and
still adhere to as absolutely beyond the possibility of intelligent contradiction, upon
the true extenit of Canada unitedly with its dependencies, the " Indian territories," as
againbt the pretensions of the Hudson's Buy Company, which was a matter of un-
doubted historical fact, public law, long acknowledged possessory right, and fully
admitted alike by the Bench and the Bar on the occasion referred to.

I would here eall attention to the fact that the sole pretension of the defence in
the De Reinhardt trial was, not that the Province of Quebec, asconstituted by the Act
of 1'74, covered the territory in question ; on the contrary, it was elearly admitted
that it did not, but that in the division of the Province of Quebec, under the Act of
1791, the King not only divided the Province of' Quebec, but by the exercise of His
Royal Prerogative, added to that part of it which became Upper Canada.

This was the pretension, and it rested solely upon the Proclamation of 1791.
it, therefore, becomes a matter of the first importance to ascertain what this

Proclamation amounted to, on which two pertinent questions arise :-
1st. Was it authentic-by which I do not mean any question as to its having

gone through all the forms and been duly promulgated, as it professes to have been,
but as to any authentic authority given to the Lieut.-Governor by the Crown, to add
the words, or rather substitute the words which have been the cause of all the con-
troversy, and which differ from every other authentic authority of the day that has
yet been brought to light ?

2nd. Assuming its autbenticity and authority as proved, does it really do that
which has been attriiuted to it and add to Upper Canada more than a specific allot-
ment out of the pre-existing Province of Quebec ?

If either of these conditions fail, the whole fabric on which the pretension of
elaiming a boundary, beyond that assigned by Statute to the Province of Quebec, has
been raised, that would embrace the Indian territories in Upper Canada, crumbles to
the ground.

On the first of these it may not be surprising|that in the DeReinhardt trial neither
the Bench nor the Bar seem to have questionod the authenticity of the authority under
which Lieut.-Governor Clarke issued the Proclamation in question, containing the
addvd words; it was, as a matter of course, taken for grarted that it issued in its entirety
-nder the direct mandate of the Crown. And yet we have the fact now plainly

stablished, that every contemporary act of authority was in direct contradiction of
the neuning attributed to thie words added or substituted. The Order in Council of
24th August, the commission to Lord Dorehester if 12th September, clearly describ-
ing Upper Canada as comprehending such territories west ofthe dividing line, "as were
part of our Province of Quebec," and no more, and the instructions to his Lordship,
again si ating the boundary to be " as in our said commission is particularly expressed,"
mumt all have reached Quebec just shortly betore the Proclamation issued on lsth
November, 1791, and were all in direct contradiction of it; and not only so, but every
subsequent commission up to that of the Earl of I)urham in 18.i8, contained precisely
the same definition and in the same words, making the westerly boundary of Upper
Canada identical with that of the pre-existing Province of Quebec as constituted by
the Statute of 1774.

The words added by Lieutenant-Governor, General Alured Clarke, were therefore
without authority, and, consequently, were and are without effect.

But, on the second of thetse points, do the words substituted by Governor Clarke
really eonvey the meaning so extensively attributed to thom ? A vaguely-expressed
idea, indistinct and meaningless, may sometimes, rashly interpreted, get hold of mens
minds and become widely expatiated upon, while no one ever thinks of any close
analysis of the original, but takes for granted any supposed meaning that may have
been once attached to it, and makes that instead of the real meaning the ground of
long disputation. Any one accustomed, however, to the delineation of complicated
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boundaries, on sitting down, pencil in hand and map before him to apply specific
words with mathematical pieciion to intelligible resuits, will vey soon corne to a
point oferror, if it exists, that will bring the matter to a stand. Such seems to be
the case with regard to the Proclamation of 1-91, and the unau thorized words it con-
tains, which, when tried by the test of the most superficial analysis, are found to be
utterly meaningless.

Let anyone read the proclamation and sec whether it says that Upper Canada
shall have an extent greater than its allotted poition of the divided Province of
Quebec. The description is precisely the same as in all the other authorities up to
the words " boundary line oflBludson's Bay." The otherauthorities continue : "lThe
"Piovince of Upper Canada to comprehend ail such lands, territories and islands lying
"to the westward of the said line of division as were part of our Province of Quebec ;
"and the Province of Lower Canada to comprebend all such lands, territories and
"ilands lying to the eastward of the said line of division as were part of our said
"Province of Quebec." That is at least clear and explicit, but instead of this the
proclamation continues. " including all the territory to the westward and southward
" of the said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the
"name of Canada." These words do not follow, they are substttuted for the words that
declare what shall be Upp)er and what shall be Lower Canada. Had the declaration
of what should be Upper Canada been inserted and followed by these words, the
meaning would at least have been intelligible and apparent, and it would have only
remained to consider whether Governor Cîarke had the power to make the change.

But as the words stand, let me ask, in what was this territory 4 to the westward
and southwad, etc.," included? Not in the Province of U pper Canada ! The pro-
clamation does not say so. Let me read from the document itself, leaving out the
more description ofthe line, " that our Province of Quebec should be divided into two
"dis in t Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of
"Lower Canada, by separating the said two Provinces according to the following lino
"of division "-" including all the territory to the westward and southward of the-
"said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the
"name of Canada." Now, the introduction of the description of the line does not
alter the sense in the least; it is still the " line of division," (as described) " including
" all the territory, etc." What is it, then, thiat bas the privilege of " including" ail
that territory? is it Upper Canada or is it Lower Canada? The proclamation does
Dot bay, and the only grammatical solution the construction of the sentence is sus-
ceptible of is that the " lino of division" includes itself and ail the territory to the
westward and southward ofitself. And yet it is on such nonsense as this, substituted
for language the most clear and definite that could be put in words that the claim has
been prelerred to half a continent.

There may, indeed, be a presumption that it was the intention to include all the-
territory, etc., within the limits of Upper Canada, but the intention of the writer,
if such it waR, has not been expiesseu in intelligible language. It is not, however,
clear that it was even the intention, as there may have been some correspondence
indicating ihat the unoiganized or Indian territories should remain in some way
under the Governor General (as they did before and as they did after). and which,
miminterpreted, may have eaused the error, for, according to the words used, and the
only possible grammatical application of then, it is Lower Canada as well as Upper
Canada and the line of division that includes all the territory, etc.. The proclama-
tion does not say that Upper Canada is to the west of the line of division, nor that
Lower Canada is to the east of it. It simply describes the line of division as includ-
ing all the territory, etc.

To elucidate any intention that may have existed by the correspondence of that
day, there seems to have been no enquiry or investigation by the Dominion, and the
Volumes published by Ontario bave not resulted from researches mado on everypoint
iD the right direction. The enquiry would only be interesting, however, as affecting
matters of historie research, as the facts already available are quite sufficient to
stablish the point now in controversy. .
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I need only further remirk on the Inlian territories that they were, though
vaguely, defined by the proclamtion of 1763, as embracing ail the lands not covored
by the Province thon constitated, incluling tha in is to the north-wast bayanI the
sources of the rivers flowing from that direution. They were encroache l upon to sone
extent by the Quoboc Act in 1771, and by instructions of that date put as " deperiden-
ties " under the Governor of Q tebec. In 1803 tbey were legislated specially for and
again put more particularly unuder thojurisdiction of L >wer Caniada, in virtue of which
commissions of the peace were issued and criminals arresteI and brought therefrom
for trial in the courts of that Province. Oa one of these trials a question arose as to
wbether the boundary between Upper Canada and the Indian territories was
govern >d by the Quebec Act of 177 1 or by the Proclamation of 7.1 t, and a ju licial
decision was then rendered that such boundary was governed by the Act, and that
the interpretation ofthe word - northward," as usel in tho Act, was due north. Thlis
decision was taken to Englaul by appeal, or referonce by consent, to the Irnpirial
a4thorities, but w..s not reversed, and therefore remains of bin Iing force as to what
was then the boundary, unless and until some constituted tribunal ofhigher authirity
declares otherwise.

Trials took place about the same tirne in Upper Cmnada for offences commited
in the same region west of LLke Superior. as boing within that Province, but without

result or judicial decision on the point involved. By the Act of 1831, the " Indian
territories" were put more particularly under the jurisliction of Upper as well as
Lower Canada, but without further definition of thoir boundaries, and by the exclu-
sive license of traie with the Indians granted jointly to the fur companies of M>nt-
real and Hadson's Bay, were practically lost ight of by the people of Cana la for, 1
may say, more than a generation, when the application of the comnpany for a new
lease, the action takon in Canada as alreaiy described, and the enquiry before a coin-
mittee of the House of Commons in England brought on the agitation that has
ultimately-though not so soon, nor on the terms we should have had it-put us in
possession of the country.

I submit copy of the report I wrote for the Cominissioner by which this matter
as first brought i-ato notice in 187, the evidence I gave before a Committee of

the Legisilatpre the same year, and also a set of resolutions I moved during the fol-
lawing year in Parliamont, to which I had been elected for Three Rivers in the in-
lerim. These resolutions were negatived throu4h influences it is not neçessary nqw
te dweil wpon, but I may call attention t, the fact, that these papers uMin-

ag» the just rigats of Canada, unfettered by sectional divisions, just as I maint44*
tSaem to-day; and if any sectional discrepancy appears as to the division betw-en
Ç4nada and the Indian territories, it will sea"coly seern strange that a document-
the Proclamation of 1791 -emanating fi om the highest authority in the country,
profess.edly under the Order of the King in Council, atter having been arguel upon
ççfore the court of highest jurisdict-on without exception being taken by the Binch
,r the Bar as to the authority from which it professed to enmanate, or the meaning
Ihat was attributed to its verbal construction, should have been taken by me in
the light which it was thus placed before the world, notwithstandinig that a scrutiny,
tw which I had not then subjected its contenti, an i examination of the dqeçmeînts o4
wbich it was founded. now show that it had neither the autiority claimed for it fnor
oenveye1 the meaning attribsted to it.

Q. Have you examined the boundary prescribed by the Arbitrators gppointed
by the Daminion and the Province of Qatario, and can you state upon what ground
of bi-4ory or fact it rests, or can be maintained ?-With al possible respect for p
Arbitrators, two of whom I have known well and esteemed highly, and the other o
whom, ocupying a diplomatie position that comrma4di the conidnee and respect
$Wo great nations, is entitled to the highest oompsideration, I must nevertheles8
egnidly say, that their decision has no basis whatevpr of history or fact to sust4is
it. I the Arbitrators conceived that tbey wore t9 make a boundery, it was of cou ,
# matter of opinion týs to where ,t wqld be suitable to place it, ina which tiheywoul
be right to exercise their own judgment and yiews of expedency; but if they Ns4
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znerely to examine and declare where the boundary was, or where it had ever been,
11 i n e a<id iat -Mbii hMas not a 1 os+il e one. They bud, 1 thiik, one of
thi ee iings open to them to declai e. lst. That Ontario embraced the whole North-

1 '> '] it(3 rtder tie P Ic(n ali(n ci 3751, which 1 have just dikmissed as
en1itibie. 2nd. '1iat it m as tounded by the hne pi escribed by the Quebec Act in
14; or 3rd. That a moie retent detnition which they seem to have intended to
adopt in j art, should pi evail. The boundary they have adopted was not a possible
one under any cicunmstar ces.

As to the first, apart from the untenable character of any proposition based upon
the piocianmation of 1I91, with the analysis i have just given of its contents, I think
that Ont ario piactically enteîcd confederation without it, as well as that Confedera-
tion mculd lac hern pacltilly in poiie with it, as tie Fmaller Provinces
would not bave consented to stand like j igmies beneath the shadow of a colossus;
assurcdly objection would have been taken by Lower Canada, already stripped by the
divison of the Province in 1791 of the just inheritance of ber people (jointly con-
sidered as regards both races), and a new Province established in the very garden of
the then available country, wbose people rapidly accumulating the wealth that soil
and climate poured for tbem into the lap of plenty, have been sometimes but too
ready to decry the less rapid advance of those whose lot bas been cast
in the more sterile regions of the north; and finaliy, if Ontario even had
any such colorable claim, she abandoned it when a majority of ber repre-
sentatives voted for the erection of the Province of Manitota.

As to the 2nd, had the British North America Act declared that the Province of
Ontario should consist of Upper Canada as it Lad existed for 47 years, (from 1791 till
1838), instead of as it existed at the passing of that Act, it would very clearly have
embraced all that it had originally possessed as the western division of the former
Province of Quebec; but ils description having been changed by competent authority
at the last-named date, it ceased to have the same boundaries as before and entered
confederation as it then existed.

On the 3rd alter native, therefore, that was open to the Arbitrators, and which
they seem to Lave intended to, and did in part, adopt, I would observe:-
that, for a consecutive period of 47 years, in every document issued by
competent authority, after describing the divisonal line drawn due north from the
head of Lake Ttmiscamingue " to the boundary line of ludson's Bay," the Province
of Upper Canada was declared in the most brief and intelligible language as simply
" to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the westward of the
said line of division as were part of our Province of Quebec." Its boundary on the
north, therefore, was the " boundary line of Hudsron's Bay " which, by the Statute
'which gave a limit to its boundary in that direction, necessarily, was the soutbern
boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, wherever that might be found.
It was positively restricted by Statute lrom going furtber. Its westerly extension
bas already been fully dealt with.

In 1838, however, the description was entirely remodelled, all reference to what
it had been as a division of the foi mer Province of Quebec expunged, a new descrip-
tion for'mulated and a new, distinct and, in some respects, entirely different boundary
given to Upper Canada by competent authority, as cmbodied in the commission to
Lord Dui'ham, and continued in every sucëeedimg description thereafter.

By this niew boundary the Protinee of Upper Canada was extended on the
north to the " shore " of tindson's Bay, ind curtailed on the west te the entrabee

into Lake Superior."
Iobserve that it has been contended that "l the boundary line of Hfudson's Bay"

and "the share of (Rudson's Bay " were convertible terms and 1neant one and the
5a'me thing. -Icalneot admit tihia; the liw does not admit it, for it has declared, bat

rtitry, kanted to taie udson's lay Co. existed, andif it existed it had to ibe
found s&mewbere between its sonhérn boundary and the shore of Hudson's Bay,
*iid its sAduthern kioundary leing, by Statute law, the rorthern boundary of the
Pl'oVince Ôf Upper Canada, it could not bê identical with the shore of Hudson's Bay.
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The question then arises, had the Crowxvn the prerogative right to extendthe
boundary of Upper Canada to the north beyond that provided by Statute, and if so
did that right inclu le the power to extel I it over aly part of the lludson's Bay
Company's territories ? On this point, it m ty be o-erved that the Hudson's Bay
Company's territories had ah-cady heen put by law (Ict of 1831) very etfectually
under the Government of Upper as wcl as L nxv Canada-reserving whatevor
peculiar rights may have appertaincd to then a i 1er their charter. Tae Haison's
Bay Company were a trading concern, having certain rights, bat they were not a
governrnent-notwithstan ling that they mai so n proetensi)ns in that direction,
and, I sec nothing in the law, as it thei sto >1, to ren lor it incompatible for the R>yal
prerogative to have extended the litnits of U,>per or of Lower Canala over theso
territories, reserving the rights of the Cornpany as the law already did.

This seems to have becn the view taken by the Arbitrators, for they commence
their description at the shore of ILidson's Bay where an extension of the due north
line from the head of 1,ake Temisamingue w )ali reah it.

It would not, however, appear to be the view taken by the Department of the
Interior if I may judge by the Dominion rmaps issned since the sitting of the Arbi-
trators, for these maps carry the boundary of untario to the shore of Hudson's Bay
as if the Arbitrators had made a boumlary there, but do not carry the contiguous
boundary of Quebec to the same point, but indicate it as extending only to what may
have been considered "the houndary line of ludson's Bay." The Department must
necessarily be in error in this, for the Arbitrators have not made nor declared a boun-
daryfor Ontario between these points. They have assumed it as existing by commenc-
ing-at the shore of Hudson's Bay, but if the Department is right, there is a hiatus and
no legal boundary whatever provided for Ontario in the large gap between the point
where the boundary of Quebec is made to terminate and the point where the Arbi-
trators commence their description, for if they were right in commencing there, Que-
bec also extends contiguously to the same point, as the same extension of Lower
Canada to the North was made in 1838 as of Upper Canada, in a separate and distinct
,description.

I think, therefore, that in commencing their description at the shore of Hludson's
Bay, the Arbitrators were correct, and that the Crown had the prerogative right to
extend the boundary to that point, just as the first Province of Quebec was created
in 17u3; and as the extended Province of Quebec might have been further added to
by Proclamation in 1791, had it been'so done by proper authorization, and convey-
ed in intelligible language, which it was not.

I now corne to the other point, the curtailment of the Province on the West by
the same instrument the Arbitrators have recognized as extending it on the North.

By that instrument it will be see . that ail reference to the former Province of
Quebec, to be found in every antecedent descriptive act of authority for
the preceding forty-seven years, is entirely dropped, and a new descrip-
tion, complote within itself, formulated, not resting upon any previous
law, Proclamation or order. From that date, the Province of Upper
Canada no longer subsisted as a divisional part of the old Province of Quebec;
it subsisted from that date independently, on the merits of the description by
which it was duly designated by competent authority, and by which its limits were
extended to the "shore" of Hudson's Bay on the north, and curtailed to the entrance
" into Lake Superior " on the west. I approhend that there can be no constitutional
objection to the prerogative right of the Crown to make the extension. Those who
maintain that the Province of Quebec was extended by the Proclamation of 1791
cannot, at least, controvert it. If, thon, it was a constitutional exorcise of the prorog-
ative to extend it to the north, as assumed by the Arbitrators and acquiesced in by
Ontario, how can the legal exercise of the prerogative, authorized by a specifie pro-
vision of statute law to curtail it in the west be denied? That specifie provision Of
law will be found in the Quebec Act of 1774, enlarging the Province by certain
additions that were to subsist only " during lis Majesty's pleasure " by whichpower
was undoubtedly given to the Crown to curtail it again, which was done by the new
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and specific description most carefully and minutely drawn up for the Barl of Dur-
ham, in 1838, and continued thereafter.

I conclude, therefore, that the Arbitrators were right in their construction of
that part of the doscription of Upper Canada existing at the time of th-
tie B. N. A. Act-as it was, in fact, contended for by the Ontario Government-by
whieh the Province had been, about thirty years before, extended to the shore ot
Iludson's Bay; and that, whether frorm their not being experts in matters of the
kind, accustomed to deal with questions of boundary, or froi the exceedingly defec-
tive mainner in which the case for the Dominion was placed before them-which was,
in fiaet, no case at al[ -they failed to give effect to the whole description, on one part
of which they acted, and consequently failed to define correctly the western limit of
the Province.

The following is the description of Upper Canada as it entered Confederation:-
"The said Province being bounded on the east by the line dividing that Province

"fron Lower Canada, beginniing at a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St.
"Francis, at the cove west of the Point au Beaudet, in the limit between the Township
"of Lancaster and tie SCigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said lirmit in

the direction of north thirty-four degrees west, to the westernmost angle of the said
"Seigneurie of New Longueuil ; thence along the north-western boundary of the
"Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the
" Ottawa River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscamingue; the said Pro-
"vince of Ujpper Canada being also bounded by a lino drawn due north from the head
"of the said lake until it reaches the shore of Hudson's Bay; the said Province of
"Ujper Canada being bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone boundary

between Lancaster and Longueuil, by the Lake St. Francis, the River St. Lawrence,
"the Lake of the Thousand Islands, Lake Ontario, the River Niagara,* Lake
"Erie, and along the middle of that Lake ; on the west by the channel of Detroit,
"Lake St. Clair, up the River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond
"Island, that of St. Joseph and Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior."

That description gives as its easterly boundary from the Ottawa, a due north
lino to the shore of Hudson's Bay, and as its westerly limit the commencement of
Lake Superior ; and taking the description simply on its own merits, on the one
point as well as the other, its westerly boundary must run from its extreme westerly
extension, where it enters Lake Superior, parallel to its eastern, due north to the
shore of Hudson's Bay.

By Mr. Ross :
717. Does that agree with your contention as to the northward line from the con-

fluence of the Mississippi; it will be 200 miles short of that ?-That was previous
tu 1838. I take the ground that that was changed. The new boundary was made
according to the terms of the description given in 1838.

718. Why due north from the east end of Lake Superior instead of striking a
lino from the east end of Lake Superior diagonally across the country to the shore
of Hudson's Bay. What authority have you for going due north ?-Because, as a
gencral principle, if you give a description due east or due west or due north, say, for
instance, due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming, and extend the Province so
far westward, then your western boundary is naturally a boundary parallel to the
eastern, unless otherwise described.

719. That is merely an inference. Where would that line due north from Lake
-Superior terminate ?-At the shore of Hudson's Bay.

720. It would strike Hudson's Bay ?-Certainly; it would still go parallel to a due
north line from the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio. I was going to remark,
in reply to the suggestion that I differed so much from everybody else, that I did Bo
also when I wrote that report in 1857, no other had given the subject any consider-
ation. I might turn out as near right now as then.

721. You were the first explorer. Doos that statement substantially agree with

In the first description there seems to have been a clerical error making the Niagara River fal
into Lake Erie, but afterwards corrected, and I bave copied from the corrected one.
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your report of 1857 ?-Yes; except in this that I did not raise then the question of
inter-provincial boundary. i was claiming the country for Canada as a whole.

By Mr. DeCosmos :
722. lou stated ihat licenses were granted toMonfreal Companies to trade in the

Indian territory. Who granted the licenses, to whom were they granted, and where
was the eastern boundary of the territory ?-The licenses were granted under the
Imperial Act of 1821, which had been passed in consequence of the troubles and
bloodsbhed that had occurred there between the two companies. the North-West Com.
pany of Montreal and the ludson's Bay Company. The licen-e was granted by the
Imperial Government, and these two companies united and settled their differences.
The first license to exclusive trade with the Indians was granted to the North-West
Company of Montreal, the Right Honorable Edward Ellis and others, (conjointly
with the Hudson's Bay Company) çho afterwards became the strongest advocates o
the claims of the Iudson's Bay Company, of which they had previously been the
strongest opponerits. The actual boundaries of the territory were not definitely
described any more than they had been at any previous period.

Committee adjourned.

nAy 3, 1880.
The Committee met.

Mr. W. McD. DAwsoN re-called and further examined:-

By Mr. Ross :
723. Did you ever see the lease that was made to the North-West Fur Company

of Montreal for trading in furs ia the Indian territories ?-You mean the leaso that
was made to them jointly with the Hudson's Bay Company?

724. Yes ?-I have seen it. It was made on December 6th, 1821, and was resigned
in 1838, three years before the time at which it would have expired.

By Mr. Trow :
725. What object had the company in resigning the lease ?-The object stated

was that the North-West Company had sold out to the Hudson's Bay Company, but
in fact the former company became incorporated with the latter.

By Mr. Ross:
726. What powers, under the joint lease to the North-West Fur Company and to

the Hudson's Bay Company, did these companies exercise in the country in question;
were they territorial powers or powers to trade ?-They were simply and exclusively
powers to trade with the Indians. The true object of resigning the lease was, I may
say, to blind the eyes of the Canadian people by making it appear that all this
country that had been leased to them as Indian territory came in fact under their
charter.

727. Will you explain as near as you can over what area of country they
traded ; and over what area you think they had a right to trade ?-You mean the
two companies jointly ?

728. Yes ?-They traded over precisely the same country as the two companies
had traded over before when separate. The North-West Comppagy traded, for
instance, in succession to the French over the whole country from Lake Superior,
rbt to the Booky Mountains, and afterwards through the discoveries of Sir Alexander

Mackenzie, -to the. North Sea by the Mackenzie River, and to the Pacifie by the
Iraser River and the Columbia.

129. So that they traded over all that is now&anada with the exception ofQuebec
and the Maritime Provinces ?-They-traded from Laike Superior to the Pacifie and to
the North- Sea, -The NorthWest Company, in sucoession to the French, were the first
to do so. The HRudaon's iBay Company made their first post in the interior in 1774
They had never gone into the interior from the shores of ludsor's :Bay before that.
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By Mr. Royal:
730. But it is a fact that the fur-trading posts of the Freneh had been established

in that part of Canada before the cession of the country to England ?-Most undoubt-
edly. There was Fort Bourbon, near the mouth cf the Saskatchewan, Fort La Reine,
Fort Maurepas, Fort Rouge and others or the Red River, the Winnipeg, Rainy Lake,
etc.; all these were established before the French ceded the country.

By Mr. Trow :
731. Did you, in your report, question the validity of the Hudson's Bay Com.

pany's Charter ?-I explained that in the first part cf my evidence. Tho validity of
the ludsen's Bay Company's Charter had been a subject of question before. I ignored
that controveý sy altogether. I admitted the validity of their Charter so far as it
made them a chartered company, but I denied that it covered the torritories ceded
by France, whieh were occupied in succes;sion to the French y Canadias, Britishi
and Fiench together, and became known as the Indian territoi-i.

By Mr. Royal:
732. I suppose you have noticed the evidence given before this Committue by

judges on the effect of proclamations and commissions to Governors. You have in
your last evidence referred to those commissioris in connection with this
question ?-Yes, I remark upon it, that since I was before the Committee on
Friday, my attention bas been called to the fact that some bon., judges
who were examined, do not attach much importance to desýcriptions in Governor's
commissions or even proclamations that would over-ride boundaries established by
law. But my contention does not conflict with this: When Upper Canada was
curtailed on the west by the commission issued to Lord Durham in 1838, it was in
strict accordance with a specific piovision of law ; and when it was by the same
instrument extended on the north overa part of what could not butbe deermed as apper-
taining to the Hudson's Bay Company's Territory, there not only was no law violated,
but the deed had been already, in effect, accomplished and all but completed by the
Aet of ï821 extending the jurisdiction of the Province over it.

I assume that Lord Durham's commission correctly designated the limits
of the Provinces, to the government of which ho was appointed under very excep-
tional circumstances. It is needless to refer to these circumstances, further than to
say that they were such as to cause the deepest anxiety to the British Gov-
ernment, and to ensure to every act affecting the interests of the country, the closest
and most careful supervision. Whon, thon, we find under these circumstances, a
most careful and studied revision of the boundaries by which these Provinces had
been continuously designated for 47 years previous, I am compelled to assume that
the change was an intentional, a deliberate, and a legal one, effected at a time when
the state of this country made every Act in relation to it a matter of great care and
anxiety. It must therefore have undergone the most anxious consideration of the
whole Cabinet, and been found both expedient and entirely within the powers of the
Crown, under the ablest advice and the best legal acumen the British Government
could command.

With these facts established, therefore, no expert in such matters, with this
description before him, can, I think, for a moment hesitate, in laying down the
boundaries of Upper Canada, under which ber distinct autonomy, both separate and
in union with Lower 04anada, had been continuously recognized for about 30 years
before the passing of the B.N.A. Act, with that matheinatical precision that leaves
ne doubt. There may be room for argument on one point, on which the descri ptien
is not fully closed, but not of sumicient force to oreate a rational doubt. The northerly
and easterly boundaries are first described, and the most northerly limit is the shore
of ludson's Bay on a line contiwue4 due north from the head of Lake Temiscamingue;
the south and south-westerly bqundaries are then desibed and the most westerly
linlit is the commencement of Lako Superior; you can go no farther, the shore of
fudson's Bay is the limit on the north; the entrance to Lake Superior is the limit on
the west; you can only close the boundaries by connecting these two points, and
there is but one rational way to do it, by producing from your last-named western

1I~?
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limit, a westerly boundary, parallel to the eastern, to the other objective point, the
ýshore of Hudson's Bay; your only alternative would be to connect your two- objective
points by a direct line ; but I don't think it admissible. When you have got an
easterly boundary distinctly described, and a westerly extension to a given spot
specially named, a paraliel lino to your eastern necessarily becomes your western
boundary. You certainly cannot go west of it.

Upper Canada, then, ceased to be a constituent part of the former Province of
Quebec in 1838. From that time it had a separate and distinct identity with which,
with that specifie description and these boundaries, it entered Confederation, and no
pre-existing state of things or pabt history can shake i.

I would only further observe that the large northerly addition thereby made to
the Province of Upper Canada embraces a very extensive and valuable territory, a
considerable portion of it lying south of some very fine Lower Canada settiements,
with a degree of westing that akýo favors its climatic character, while it abounds with
coal or iignite and other minerals of great economic value.

I would call the attention of the Committee to another point that may have
escaped notice, which is, that at the very time when this somewhat révised boundary
was made in 183t, the affairs of tLe ludson's Bay Company, and the joint lessees
representing the Canadian interest were also under discussion before the Imperial
Government on the question of resigning the first lease and obtaining a renewal,
which renders it all the more unlikely that there was any misunderstanding on the
part of the Inmperial Ministers as to what they were doing.

It will also be observed that the Act of 1821, authorised the license of trade in
the Indian territories, " not being part of the lands or territories heretofore granted"
to the Hudson's Bay Company, and yet, the license when issued, while making all
the other except.ons named in the Act, did not except the Hudson's Bay Company's
territories; and why this was so, as must strike the most casual observer,5was that
to get a share in the trade of the Canadian North-West, the Hudson's Bay Company
consented to the Canadian Company sharing the trade of their chartered territory,
and the fact that this was all a second time under discussion during the great crisis
in Canadian history (in 1838) when the amended boundaries of the Provinces were
described, shows that the matter obtained the fullest consideration.

By Mr. Ross;
733. In what year did that description first appear ?-1838.
734. That was Lord Durham's commission. In subsequent changes from 1838 to

1867, the year of Confederation, the Government of the old Parliament of Canada
exercised jurisdiction north of Lake Superior-did they not-in the iegion of Thunder
Bay ?-They did, I think, justifiably.

735. You say they did, according to the commission of Lord Durham ?-They did,
notwithstanding the commission.

736. On your contention now, they would have no right to exercise jurisdiction
north of Lake Superior, that is, it was outside their commission if they did. On
what ground do you consider they exercised jurisdiction ?-By the Act of 1803 and
the Act of 1821, which were not répealed.

737. That Act of 1803 was the Act which gave them a criminal jurisdiction, and
the Act of 1821 was confirmatory of that. But, besides, did not the two Provinces
exercise jurisdiction in another way ? Did they not expend money in the construe-
tion of works in that part of the country, on the Dawson route, for instance? HloW
could they tax people of the old legislative union for the construction of public works
outside of what was part of either the Province of Ontario or of Quebec ?-I think
they were justified in doing so, seeing that the jurisdiction of the country was entirely
in their hands. I have discussed the subject very thoroughly in 1859 with the
Colonial Minister, Lord Lytton, who coincided with me thoroughly in everything
that is written in the report of 1>57, heretofore referred to, and wished that Canada
would go on and occupy the whole.

738. But still that would have no legal weight. We want to know the lega1

etatus of Ontario in the West ?-It was the United Provinces of Upper and o wer
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c(nada that evercised that jurisiction, and the law gave civil as well as criminal
juri7decation over th: t and the whole of the Indian territories.

i';1. Lord Durh im's commission aecording to your contention. would entitle him
to exe;cise iurisdi'tion to the extremne cast of Lake Superior. in the face of that
Corwii-sion, however, he an t successive governors have exercised jurisdiction ail
along the north shore. For instance, the uncle of my hon. friend (Mr. R> binson),
enfteried into a treaty with the Indians along the north shore, and that is the treaty
tirt sornetimes gives us a little trouble, the treaty of 1850 with regard to the con-
telt ion of the Hudson's Bay Company, because there is a tacit admission in that
treatv that the company had a right to come down to the height of land for which
theV (the Canadian authorities) negotiated with the Irdians for the disposal of a part
of those lands. On what anthority could they act if they did not feel their Commis-
sions entitid them to go further west ?-It is stated in the case made for Ontario in
the piesent controversy, that this purchase was made under a special permission
ganated by the British Governmernt in 1850. The height of land being the limit of
that purchase createe no title in the territory beyond it for the Hudson's Bay Com-
panv, and tle mere statement in the Treaty isonly a part of the prevailing ignorance
on the subject that had got hold of men's minds since 1821. Iad the Treaty said
territory covered by the " lease " instead of " charter," it would have been more
accurate. 'I he distinction had simply been lost sight of.

740. While you were in England, did you ever discuss these matters with othor
persons in authority besides Lord Lytton ?-1 have discussed this matter in regard
to the boundaries, as regards the view I have taken of the past history of it in my
reports, with the gentleman wno had been principal geographer of the British Empire
for a very lengthened period, Mr. Arrowsmith, and who had made all the maps and
plans for the Hudson's Bay Company which designated our boundaries as being the
Hecight of Land; and he entirely and absolutely concurred with me that there was
no authority whatever for making the Height of Land the boundary. H1e said he
had put that boundary, simply at their (the united Company's) request, upon the
map of the old North-West Company of Canada, a copy of which I have referred to
in the first part of my evidence as having been long of record in the Crown Lands
Department.

By Mr. Ross:
741. What maps do you think the members of the English Parliament had before

them when they passed the Quebec Act of 1774-when they then settled a boundary?
I could not say, excepting from what information is before the Cornmittee, more
than that I presume all previous maps of the French and English were before them.
I think the investigation made by Mr. Devine, which he has consolidated in the map
Dow before the Committee, seens on the whole to ho very correct.

742. I see you made some reference to the Mississippi as then known ?
Mr Weldon:-He says what was then the Mississippi is now the Missouri.
TVitness:-Ail the maps, without exception, confirm that view.

By Mr. Ross:
743. You make the statement further in your evidence that a line drawn north-

ward along the Mississippi, now the Missouri, would not reach the southern boundary of
the Hudson's Bay Company's territory as then known. ?-Certainly not; neither
Would the line on the course of what is now recognised as the actual Mississippi
strike the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company.

By Mr. Robinson :
144. It would go off to the west ?-Yes.

By Mr. Ross:
745. And along the Missouri it would go further west of the ]Hudson's Bay Com-

pany's Territory ?-Yes, very far; but by the Mississippi, as it is now, the lino would
g0, though of course not so far, still a long way west of what was thon recognized as
the Hudson's Bay Company's territories.

746. Can a Governor's commission alter a boundary ?-As an exercise of the
royal prerogative, when the law specially allows it, I think so; where it is an ex-
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tension out of territory, not otherwise organized, and the law doos not forbid it, I
think so too. I would beg to state that I give thee answers without having any
more interest in Quebec than in Ontario, and simply as an expert giving the olIy
possible definition of the descriptions laid before me.

By Mr. Trow :
717. The intention of the Quebec Act in defining the western boundary vas for

the purpose of including certain settlements west of Lake Superior, was it not ? I
could not say what the intention was in that way. Tbere was a distinct provinre,
Illinois at that period, which lies east of the Mississippi, and was undoubtedly ):rt
of New France, but may not have been part of Canada.

748. It was part of New France, but not of Illinois. The Mississippi was the
boundary between New France and Louisiana ?-It became the boundary between
Canada and Louisiana by treaty afterwards.

749. What was called New France by the French extended to the Mississippi ?-
New France was the generie term for the whole of the French possessions, which
included Louisiana.

750. But it did not include Louisiana?-It included Louisiana and Canada both;
the whole was called New France.

By -Mr. Robinson:
751. In your statement to us the other day you said that the Arbitrators, Sir

Edward Thornton, Sir Francis Hincks arid Chief Justice Harrison, had no proper
case presentea to them. I think you went as far as to say that they had no case at
all before them. Why do you say that ?--In reply to Mr. Robinson, I may remar k
that, in saying the case presented by the Dominion was no case at all, J do not wih
to cast any imputation upon the learned gentleman whose name is at the case, with
whom I arm not acquainted, but who had, evidently, after a great deal of desultory
reading, failed to seize the true facts of history bearing upon it, neither do I wi-h to
impute any dereliction to the late Ministers who placed the case in his bands, and
for some of whom I entertain the highest esteem, but sinply that they had not made
themselves masters of the subject in which they were only like some of their pre-
decessors, for I cannot but remember that in 1858, after the report t had written one
year previous was fully before the country, the then Provincial Secretaiy, speaking
in Parliament as the mouth-piece of the Government, after a very eloquent speech
on the beauties of the North-West Territories, and a truthful assertion of my con-
clusions that they were part of French Canada at the time of the cession in 1783,
nevertheless read the description of the boundaries of the first Province of Quebec,
as conveying the only title we had, and declared that we were not legally entitled to
a foot of territory beyond it. I asked him under what title we held Toronto, in
wbich the Legislature was then sitting, which, of course, gentlemen bere now are
well aware, was not within the first Province of Quebec, but so great was the ignor-
ance prevaihng at the time he did not even knowwhat I meant. 1 am bound to say,
therefore, that the Dominion case is utterly unsound and something more than that,
for, after Canada, before Confederation, and the Dominion after it, had claimed the
North-West Territories and acquired whatever interest the IHudson's Bay CompanY
had there or elsewhere, it amounts to this, that, by the pressure of two powerfdi
Governments we had compelled them to part with their possessions, and nolf
acknowledged that their title was undisputable, that we had, in fact, bullied theSe
gentlemen into parting with property for a song which was worth hundreds of
millions, and made it the basis of an empire. To show how strong impressiOne
sometimes get hold of men's minds that cannot easily be got rid of, I notice that
my esteemed friend, the Deputy Minister of the Interior, bas given evidence betOJ 0

this Committee in which he gives as a quotation from the Hudson's Bay CompayJ
charter, the following words: -" Extending over and ineluding all lands and ter"',
" tories drained by the waters emptying into Hudson's Bay; " *hereas ,there are 10
such words in it nor anything that, as I would translate that very absurd doculeltr
could possibly bear such a construction.
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By Mr. Ross:
753. You say there are no such words in the charter ? -There are no such words.

You will find something else in the charter by which, provided they could reach it
through Hludson's Straits, they could just as rightly claim Hong Kong, which Great
Britain had since taken possession of. The charter provided that the company could
make war on any heathen nation, and acquire their territory, but it restricted themn
fromi acquiring a right to any territory they found in possession of a Christian Prince
or People.

By Mr. Weldon:
753. You gave evidence before a Committee in June, 1857. You then stated as

follows, speaking of the De Reinhardt trial: " De Reinhardt was found guilty and
sentenced to death, but although the court refused to re-consider its decision, yet the
reasoning of Messrs. Stuart and Vallière was so clear that the judges deemed it
expedient that the execution should be delayed till the decision of the Imperial
Government could be had upon the qucstion of jurisdiction. The actual reasons
given by the Imperiil Government I have not been able to get at, but I know that
when the decision was given, the prisoner was released, and that tne question sub-
mitted was that of jurisdiction, as above stated." Where did you get that informa-
tion ?-I searched for the despatch by which De Reinhardt had beeni released. .1
searehed the Governor General's office, where I found an index giving its number;
but that alone of all the papers wts wanting from the place where it :hould have
been. I have since heard that the late Colonel Gugy of Quebee made a search in the
records of the Quebec Court louse, since burnt, and there discovered that the cause
given for the release of De Reinhardt was that the murder resulted through what
was known as a private war.

By Mr. Royal:
754. Between two civil co9mpanies ?-Yes, the North-West and Iludson's Bay

Com panies. I am aware, otherwise, from reading other authoritieson the subject, that
it was known by the Bitish Government as a private war.

By Mr WVeldon :
755. It seems that you were leaving the question of jurisdiction open here. The

contention seems to have been whethler the place where this murder was committed
was in the Indian Territory or within the Province of' Upper Canada. Tl'he whole
question turned upon that, and Messrs. Stuart and Vallière's argument is entirely
upon that point, and so was the decision of Chief Justice Sewell. I thought you
might give us some information as to whether that question had been betfre the
Imperial Governmient ?- No doubt it had, but there appears to have been no decision
further than that the mari was released upon the other ground.

756. I sec you, on the same occasion, when the question, " Have yon made the
early and present boundaries of Canada a particular subject of study; i so, state the
result ?" was put to you, vour answer was, " The early boundaries of Canada or
New France included, I think, the whole of Hudson's Bay, for I find all that
part of the country granted to a trading company by the King ofFrance, in a charter
Somewhat similar, but forty-three years earlier than the charter of the Hludson's
Bay Company. How did you ascertain that?-It is in the history of the time that
Franee had granted charters extending to the North Sea-wher'ever it might be
found-previous to that. I have also shown in the doeument I had written previous
to that evidence that such a charter was granted by France, and that the maps of
Budson's Bay produced hy the French previous to the existence of the Hludson's Bay
Coipany were the first that really showed the conformation of Hudson's Bay at all.

By/ Mr. Royal:
757. Those charters given by the French were merely trade licenses for a very

Short period-five vears, I think ?-Precisely.
Buy Mr. Ross:

758. You have no other written docunents in your possession containing your
Opinions on the question than this report ?-No. I discussed the subject a great deal
(and there are some documents both written and probably printed upon it) with the

1 ?
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authorities in England, both with Lord Lytton and the Duke of Newcastle, when ho
became Colonial Minister; and 1 may say I was alko sustained by him in the view I
have taken, as will be found by the English Bansard, in the speech he made in the
louse of Lords.

By Mr. Ross:
759 The general consensus of opinion tore was that the northern boundary of

Ontario was the leight of Land; Mr. Dawson evidentlygoes to the shore of Hudson's
Bay ?-I do that under the commission to Lord Durham. Previous to that I hold it
only extended to such point as France occupied under the Treaty of Utrecht, in
contradistinction to what was thon ceded to England.

760. I am glad we have got that out. I wanted to know on what grounds you
based that contention; you contend that we go now to the shore of Hudson's Bay,
on Lord Durham's commission ?-Preeisely. We did beforego to whatever might be
considered to have been the boundary created by the Treaty of Utrecht, betweon
the French possessions and the English; but the Height of Land was never made a
boundary.

By Mr. Weldon:
761. Mr. Dawson's pretention is that the boundary of Upper Canada was defined

by Lord Durham's Commission of 1838, was recognized and continued down to Con-
federation, and the Province of Ontario went into Confederation as the Province of
Upper Canada, defined in Lord Durham's Conhmission ?-Yes; the Ontario case, I
would observe, accepted that definition on one point, but seems to evade it on the
other.

By Mr. Ross:
762. I suppose it accepts it on the north ?-Yes; but it seems to evade it on the

west.
By Mr. Weldon:

763. I see in the Ontario case the description of Lower Canada taken from Lord
Durham's Commission; but not the description of Uppor Canada; we should also
have a description of Upper Canada from Lord Durhain's Commission ?-I have put
it in my previous evidence.

Ry Ar. Royal :
764. In conversation a few minutes ago, Mr. Chairman, you related the facts that

led to the passing of the Imperial Act of 1803. Do you know anything further than
was stated to the Committee ?

The Chairman:-I have here a complote list of facts that led to it-the diturb-
ances trom 1765 to 1803.

765. MUr. Royal:-Some witnesses in their evidence stated what was not exactly
correct regarding the reason for the passage of the Act.

The Wtness:-I may here observe to the Committee that when I wrote this re-
port and gave that evidence I was an officer of the Government, and had full access
to all the papers in the Executive Council office, had seen the early manuscrip>ts Of
trials and everything else there, and was quite aware that the disturbances referred
to at the time of the passing of the Act of 1803 occurred from the shores of Lake
Superior back through the interior to James' Bay, and that the disturbances which
caused the second Act of the same nature to be passed in 1821, were the disturbances
that occurred at Red River. where the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company and
some nineteen or twenty of bis people were killed in battle. It was such incidents
as these that caused these troubles to be. recognized as a private war.

766. Can you tell us what effect the report you wrote in 1857 had upon the state
of the case as it thon stood ?-I am very certain that, backed by thA very energetic
support of Mr. Cauchon, it had the effect of preventing the renewal of the lease Of
the Indian Territories to the Hudson's Bay Company, as I think the answer to the
despateh from the Colonial Office would otherwise have been that we had no objection
to the renewal of the lease, and its renewal would have been for 21 years, which
would have shut us ont of that country at least till it expired, say two years ago.
There were many thts and circumstances, however, of that time that I do not kn'w
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that I can properly divulge without much consideration. I was not, of course, swora
to secrecy, but there are many things that a Minister may find it necossary to dis.
cuss with a confidential officer of the Department over which he presides, involving
Cabinet secrets that require at least great circumspection on the part of such officer.
I should like to add that having very strong convictions against the former preten-
sions of the Hudson's Bay Company (which are now but matters of history), any
remark of mine that may seem harsh, does not in any way apply to individuals con-
nected with that Company, from whom I bave never received anything but the
utmost courtesy, even to the extent of local assistance when pushing the opening of
the route by the sending of the mail, and making preliminary improvements between
Thunder Bay and Red River.

By Mr. Robinson:
767. Were you consulted by or did you furnish any information to the authorities

of either tho Local or Dominion Governments to be made use of by the Arbitrators in
the matter ?-No; I must say it very often seems to be the habit of Governments not
to consult those who know most about the case that lias to be dealt with.

The Committee thon adjourned.
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APPENDIX

TO THE

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

B O J N ID A R IE S.

1.-DE REINHARD'S CASF, 1818.

[Charles De Reinhard was tried in the District of Quebec, on the 18th day of
May, 1818, before Chief Justice Sewell and Mr. Justice Bowen, under the authority
of a Special Commission, issued by the lon. John C. Sherbrooke, Governor of Lower
Canada, dated 29th April, 1818, and autlorizing such trial under the Act 13 Geo. III.,
Chap. 138, for murder committed at the Dalles, on the assumption that this place was
situate in the [ndian territory, or parts of America not within the limits of Upper
or Lower Canada, or of any Civil Government of the United States of Ainerica; and
the jurisdiction depended on whether the place where the muider was committed
was within Upper Canada. The fbllowing evidence on this point was given :]-

THE EVIDENCE.

WILTAM SAX, sworn.-I ani a survevor; I am acquainted, acording to a map
whch I 1have here, with the limits of Uper Canada, that is to say, of the old
Provin(e of Quebec; the western limit, the mouth of the River Ohio, is in longitude
88 50' west trom Greenwich, and latitude 370 10' north. That appears by a map
which I have made and have in my hand, to be the latitude and longitude of the
junltction of the Ohio River with the Mississippi.

ChiiefJustice Sewell.-When you speak of the junction of the Ohio R'iver with
the Missistippi River, do you mean where the Ohio River empties itselnto the
banks of 1he Mississippi ?

Mr. Sax.-That is the uidrstanding, and the Statute provides also-
Chiet Justice Sewell.-We do not require any information or assistance in the

COnstiuction of the Statute; we require it as to the fact. The construclion of the
Statute, it is our province to docide on.

Attorney-Geneial.-Would a line running north from the junction of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers strike, in its passage to the Hudson's Bay Terr tory, the great
lakes, an(d where would it strike Lake Superior ? And where would it leave Fort
Wliam ?

Mr. Sax-Such a line, drawn due north, would strike Lake Superior on its
passage, and at or about a degree east of Fort William, or perhaps three-quarters of
a degree ?

Attorney-General.-That is to sav, the we-t end of Lake Superior?
Mr. Sax.-Yes, nearly so; when I say that such a line would strike east of Fort

William, I mean that it would leave Fort William about three-quarters of a degree
te the west of it. It is so laid down in ail the maps.
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Attorney-General.-From your knowledge of maps, will you then explain in
French to the Jury this line ?

Mr. Sax having done so, continued his evidence:-I am acquainted with the
River Winnipic by the maps, and it is between the 50th and 51st degree of north
latitude. The Portage de Rats is in 49Î° by this map, or 49° 45', and longitude 94°
6' west from Greenwich, and the River Winnipic is consequently about 5° west of
the line running north from the junction of the Rivers Ohio and Mississippi, and
certain ly witbout the old Province of Quebec.

Chief Justice Sewell.-What are you speaking of now ?
Mr. Sax.-That a line, supposing it ran due north from the junction of the Ohio

and Mississippi Rivers, would leave the River Winnipic five degrees out of the
Province of Upper Canad,-not a northward line, but a due north line.

Attorney-General.-Do you mean to say that a northward line is not a north
une?

Mr. Sax.-It is not always ; it may be north by east or north by west, or n< rth
north-west, or many other points of the compass. A due north line is one that goes
direct to the north polo without any deviation whatever.

Attorney-General.-And does not a northward line go to the north pole ? If
you had a northward line to run, would you not run it to the north pole ?

Mr. Sax.-Perhaps I might and perhaps not; I would certainly run it northerly,
though I might not run it due north.

Attorney-General.-What is to prevent you taking it due north? If you had a
Une to run from a given point till it struck a river, and thence to continue along the
course of thut river nortbward, would you call that drawing a northern line ?

Mr. Sax.-UndoubLedly it would be a northern line, but not a due north line.
Attorney-General.-Would it not? Could it be east or west?
Mr. Sax.-It might according to cireumstances be a north-eastward or north-

westwardly lino, and yet a northern line-that is a lino having a northward course
or drawing nearer to the north pole as it progressed, though not an astronomical
north lino.

Attorney-Genera.-Is not a north lino a line northward ?
Mr. Sax.-Certainly; a line running due north is undoubtedly a northward Une.
Attorney-Genera.-And a lino true north-westward you would call a north-west-

ward line?
Mr. Sax.-Certainly; a line due north-west is a north-westward line, but a line,

for instance, that ruts towards the north, notwithstanding it may gain in its course
more northing than westing or easting, is not therefore necessariy a due north line,
but is a northern or northward line.

Chief Justice Sewell.-I really do not comprehend the distinction; to say that a
northward line is not a north line, i eonfess. aippears to me to approach the "reduct.
ad absuriuîn." Suppose that we had a conpass here, and trom a given point I draw
a hine north-westward, that is to -uy, teiminati;g ait a point north-westward, would
fnot that be a due north-west line ?

Mr. Sax -It would, if drawn due north-west; but if in drawing it you gained
xortberly, it would, from the course of its deviation, be a line northward, though not
a norih line.

Chief Justice Sewell.-Then its course northward must unquestionably be due
north-if a line north-westwardly is a north-west line ?

Mr, Vallière de Si. RéiJ.-Your Honor will observe that he added. " but if it
deviated so, as to ' gain a lit tle north,' it would then he a northward lino."

Chief Justice Sewell.-lf a lino is to be drawn from a given point of tbe cOn-

pass, say from the west in a northward direction, to say that such a line would not
be a due north line, appears to me to be a contradiction to the plainest principle.of
common sense, and totally irreconcilable. I will put the question to you again, sir.
Do I understand you to say, that a line drawn from a given point northward is not a
morth line ?

Mr. Sax.-Surveyors usually call lines running-
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Chief Justice Sewell.-I am not asking you what surveyors usually call-I want
to know whether in point of fact, a fact that any man can tell as well as a sur-veyor,
whether a line from the eastern or western point of the conpass, drawn northward,
is, or is it not a north lino ? Just answer that question, ves or no, and then you may
explain that answer in any way you think proper.

Mr. Sax.-It certainly must be, to a certain extent, a north line, but not a due
north line.

Chief Justice Sewell.-Why not ?
Mr. Sax.-A line drawn from any point, between two cardinal points of the

compass direct to any cardinal point, is a due north or west lino, as the case may be;
but a lino may be so drawn between two points as to be called by surveyors a north-
ward or a southward line, as it may chance to gain in the course of running it upon
that point of the compass to which it is approaching; as 1 might draw a line trom
a point north-westerly, but gaining in a northerly direction in its course, so that
at its termination it would be a lino northward, from having more n.orthing there
than at the point frorn which I started.

Chief Justice Sewell.-Would not a lino drawn from a westerly point, one-half
north and onehalf east, be a due north-east lino, or must not lines drawn from any
point in one-half the compass between east and west be a north, and, in tne other-
half, a south line ?

Mr. Sax.-Certainly, while progressing north or south, but they might be gain-
ing east or west.

Chief Justice Sewell.-Is it then equally true, that lines:runnirg east from points
between north and south are due east lines ?

Mr. Sax.-Yes, if progressing east.
Attorney-General.-Then they cannot be northward any more than north ?
Mr. Sax.-An identical lino from any point running a direct course east, is

undoubtedly an eastern lino, but if inchlning in its courbe half north and half east it
is a north-east lino.

Chiet Justice Sewell.-Am I to understand you that one and the same line can
be a northern and eastern line ?

Mr. Sax.-The same lino may be a north-east line.
Chief Justice Sewell.-Let me be clearly understood by you, because at present

I do not at all comprehend what you meanî. Taking as a point ol departure a centre,
and travelling on the radius of a circle, would not the line, according to what you
say, be at one and the sane time a due north-east and a due north-west line-which
appears to me complet ely a " reductio ad absurdun," though ycu cei tainly have baid so.

Attornev-Geeral.-If'your Ilonor will permit me, I will ask him a question.-
If you weredirected simply to draw a boundary line northward, would you qualify
it in any way by drawing it to the east or west, or would you go as nearly in a direct
north course as possible ?

Which question being repeated in French-
Mr. Sax.-If I were directed to draw a northward lino without any other

instruction, I should draw it as due noî th as I could. it would al>o depend upon
Whether I was desired to craw it astronomically or magnetically, for the variations
between an astronomical and magnetic line extend in some places from twenty to
thirty degrees, and in some places they agree. The astronomical line is thie true
parallel.

Attorney-General.-But whether you run the line astronomically or magnetically,
Still in run.ning an unqualified northward line, you would get as much to the north
a you could? ; --w _-

-Mr. Sax.-Yes, if I had to draw a line northward, without other 'instruction, I
should draw it due north, either astronomically or magnetically; magijetically, if
there was any variation, and astronomically if there was none. l « 4
. Attorney-General.-Will the Court have the goodness to take that down? Now,

sir, would a line drawn due west from the Portage des Rats, strike the River
Mississippi ?
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Mr. Sax.-A line drawn due west from the Portage des Rats would never strike
it at all.

Chief Justice Sewell.-What line are you speaking of now-the American lino ?
Attorney-Gereral.-Yes, your Honor. Well, but if a lino was drawn from

Portage des Rats, any way to the Mississippi, would it in its passage strike the Lake
or River Winnipic, or how would it leave them ?

Mr. Sax.-A line drawn from Portage des Rats to the River Mississippi would
leave the whole of the River Winnipic to the north-west of such a line.

Chief Justice Sewell.-But Portage des Rats is not the point of departure; it is
"the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods " which we want.

Attorney-General.-The most north-western corner of the Lake of the Woods is
Portage des Rats. Do not the English and Arnerican maps agree in that particular?

Mr. Sax.-Yes; they both make that the most north-western point of the Lake
of the Woods; and a line drawn froni there to the Mississippi would leave both the
Lake and River Winnipic entirely to the north-west of it.

Attorncy-General.-And if a line ve-e drawn due west, as the Americans
contend it oight to be, would the effect be the saine?

Mr. Sax.-Yes; a line drawn due west would leave the whole of the River
Winnipic to the north-west.

[ellish's Map of the United States prodaue by the Attorney-General.]
Attorney-General.-Are you acquainted with the map which Mr. Mellish has

published under the auspices of the G ivernment of the United States ? Look at it,
if you please, and tell the Court and the gentlemen of the jury how it lays down the
Portage des Rats or the River Winnipic.

Mr. Sax.-The map leaves it wholly to the north west, excepting perhaps a
particular elbow, where the river runs iito the [Lfke of the Woods.

Attorney-General.-It nust be so entirely, for if not, you do not draw your lino
correctly after the Statute; it must be from the dead water of the lake you start, or
you take your departure from a river.

Mr. Sax.-It nay be and actually is the prop.r point of departure at the very
point where the two join ; and that is in coufortnity with the best charts or maps,
both English and American.

Attorney-Geneial.-Will your TIonor please to take that down ?
Cross- examined by Afr. Vallière de St. Réai.
Mr. Sax-I have seen many charts and maps, and it is from them I derive my

knowledge of the latitudes and longitudes of whieh I spoke. The maps of Jetfreys
ard Bouchette, I believe, agree, and in these maps the western limit of the old P-0-
vince of Quebec runs trom the junetion of the Ohio and tho Mississippi, followirig the
Mississippi until its source, whieh is called Turtile Lake, in latituue 44° 38' nýorth, and
longitude 94°, or more correctly, 950 west.

Mr. Vallière de St. Réal.-Of Greenwich?
Mr. Sax-Yes, west fi om Greenwich.
Mr. Justice Bowen-What did you say was the latitude ?
Mr. Sax - 470 38' north
Chief Justi e Sewell-Do I understand you right, sir. when I take, you say that

the head of the Mississippi in Turtle Lake has about 470 38' northern latitude, and
about 950 western longitude, calculating it from the meridian of Greenwich ?

Mr. Sax-Yes, that is about the latitude and longitude.
Mr. Justice Bowen-From whence does the fine go ?
Mr. Vallière de St Real -Northward, or due north, is it ?
Attorney-General-I beg my learned friend will permit the Court to put their

own questions as they think proper.
Chief Justice Sewell-You are certainly right. The Court can have no desire

but that whieh is common to all parties-that of obtaining truly and correctly the
facts of the case, and if, Mr. Vallière, the Court does not obtain thereby the informa-
tion you think important to obtain, you can extract it yourself. Our question does
not deprive you of your right of cross-examination. How does the lino run ?
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Mr. Sax-From the source of the River Mississippi it runs by a line due north
to Huîdson's Bay. It is thus down in Bouchette's nia p-it stops in Jeffrey's map at
Turtile Lake-and consequently it will leave the source (beginning) of the Lake of
the Woods to the east <, such a la e, and the Dalles is als Io the east.

Mr. Vallièi e de St. Réal- T ou cidy k•nuw ibat from niaps, I believe ; you were
never there, I imagine?

Mr. Sax-I was never tbese, il is on13 hum mals tihat I speak.
lMr. Vallière de St. Riéal-1 bave d; nc wiîh Mr. Sax.
Attorney-General-Respect ing thbese naps--wlhai nation does Jeffreys belong to?
-Mr. Sax-Jeffieys is an Englisli autho or g<(gia 1 ier.
Mr. Vallière de St. Réai-I wish that to be iaken uown.
Attorney-Geneial-Wheie was bis map iublihel ?
Mr. Sax-I do not know ; il Uoes not mention on the map.
Mr. JosEPr BnUCIETTE, jun., bworn .-
Attorney-General-You, sir, are, i believe Deputy Surveyor-General of this Pro-

vince, and can give us the western line of Upper Canada ?
Mr. Bouchette-I am Deputy Surveyor-General of this Province. The western

limit of Upper Canada is a lit e running due north from the junction of the Rivers
Ohio and Mississippi to the southerin liits of tbe Bay of Fundy.

Attorney-Gener-al-Not Fundy, I believe ?
Mr. Bouchette-No, Hudson's Bay; and the latitude of the junction of those

rivers is 37° 10' north, and the longitude is 8° 58' west from the meridian of Green-
wich; and this line will leave the whole of the River Winnipic to the west. The
Portage des Rats is in latitude 49° 51' north, and longitude :49 10' west froin Green-
wich.

Attorney-General-Do you know the Dalles ?
Mr. Bouchette-I have discovered it laid down in Arrowsmiith's chart, as being

about twelve miles above, that is further north than Portage des Rats. The llace
called the Dalles is twelve miles to the north of Portage des Rats, according to Arrow-
smith. The most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods is in latitude 490
28' north, and longitude 9,° 25' west from Greenwich.

Attorney-General--How would a line drawn from-here to th, Mississippi leave
the Winnipic as relates to the United States of America ?

Mr. B~ouchette-It would leave the whole of the River Winnipic to the north, and
consequently out of the limits of the United States of America; it would leave the
head of the Mississippi to the south.

Attorney-General-Yes, but I want the Winnipie only ; and also tell us what
would be the effect of a line drawn due west from the most north-western point of the
Lake of the Woods?

Mr. Bouchette-A line running from the most north-western point of the Lake
of the Woods to any part of the River Mississippi will leave the whole of the River
Winnipie to the north, and the same thing will happen if the line be drawn due west ;
and consequently that river is without the boundaries of the United States of
America.

Attorney-General-Now, sir, you say you know the Dalles ?
Mr. Bouchette-According to Mr. Arrowsminth's map, they are four leagues to

the north of Portage des Rats, and consequently rot within the United States.
ChiefJustice Sewell-The Dalles, are they on the Winnipie?
Mr. Bouchette-Yes; tu the north of the Lake of the Woods, and also of Portage

des Rats.
Cross-examined by Mr. Stuart.
Mr. Stuart-What age are yon, sir?
Mr. Bouchette-I -am nineteen years old.
Mr. Stuart-I observe yon have a map before you; what map is it?
Mr. Bouchette- It is the map lately published by my lather, the Surveyor-

Generai.
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Mr. Stuart-I believe y u were never at any of these places beyond Upper
Canada, or at the mouth of the Ohio, or ever out of Lower Canada ; never, I believe,
in the United States ?

Mr. Bouehette-I never was at the mouth of the River Ohio, nor at the Lake of
the Woods, nor at the River Wirnipic; I have been out of Lower Canada and in the
United States, but not in that part. My sole knowledge of the latitudes and longi-
tuJes is derived from my father's map now before me, and Mr. Arrowsmith's,
published in 17,95.

Mr. Stuart-You have spoken of a line as being the boundary of Upper Canada.
Does it appear upon y ur father's map ?

Mr. Bouchette-The green line upon the manuscript map before me prolonged
from longitude 68° 5S' west, and running due north, was copied fromi a map by
Emanuel Bowen, in 1775, at London. It runs due north from the confluence of the
rivers. In other maps the western limit of Upper Canada is drawn as running fron
the mouth ot' the River Ohio in the Mississippi until its source in Turtle Lako.

Mr. Stuart-Blere is a purple line; what does that show?
Mr. Bouchette-That is principally for a heading to the map; it is, however,

copied from some map, but 1 do not recollect of what geography.
Mr. Stuart-I observe another line, but I hardly know what color to call it

(though blue, I believe) as marking some boundary.
Mr. Bouchette-It is a line denoting the boundary fixed by the Treaty of

Utrecht, and is taken also from Emanuel Bowen, and there is also a line in the map
taken from Bennett's, being the boundary of the Uudson's Bay Territory.

Mr Stuart-I imagine, sir, you know nothing of the correctness of any line
under the Treaty of Utrecht?

Mr'. Bouchette-No; i have read the Treaty, that is all.'
Mr. Stuart-The same, I presume, with respect to the Hludson's Bay Territory?
Mr. Bouchette-Yes, certainly; I never was there.
Attorney-General- really do not see what we have to do with the Hudson's

Bay Territory, or Mr. Bouchette's knowledge of it.
Mr. Stuart-It may probably appear very immaterial to my learned friend, the

Attorney-General, but it is very material to us.
(The map was here handed to the Court.)
Mr Justice Bowen-From what geographer is the south boundary of Hudson's

Bay taken ?
Mr. Bouchette -From Emanuel Bowen.
Chief Justice Sewell-I thought, and you certainly did say, just now, that that

lino was copied from Bennett?
-Mr. Bouchette-No, sir; the line from Bennett is the lino running fron St.

Croix River to the highlands, and thence along them.
Chief Justice Sewell-lere is a line on 490 latitude.
.Mr. Bouchette-That is from Emanuel Bowen also, and drawn by the Commis-

sioners, under the Treaty of Utrecht, and the lino colored violet is the southern limit
of the territory of IHudson's Bay, according to Emanuel Bowen's map.

WM. BACHELOR COLTMAN, Esq., sworn:-
Attorney-General-Are you, sir, a magistrate for thejIndian territories as well

as for this district?
Mr. Coltman-I am a magistrate for this district and a Commissioner in the

-Indian Territory.
Mr. Justice Bowen-Let the examination be in French, if you please.
Attorney-General-Have you been in the Indian Territory, and when ?
Mr. Coltman-I have been in the Indian Territories; I was there last year.
Attorney-General--What do you consider the most north-west point of the Lake

of the Woods ?
Mr. Coltman-My mind being occupied by the business of my mission, I did nOt

make any particular local observations, but 1 always understood, and I myself onl
sider the Portage des Rats to be the most north-western part of the Lake of the
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Woods, and that, also, according to what I observed ; but I had no opportunity of
making exact observations on the spot.

Attorney-General--You have, no doubt, a knowledge of the River Winnipic.
Does it run out of the Lake of the Woods or into it ?

Mr. Coltman-It is true that the- River Winipie runs out of the Lake of the
Woods and into Lake Winnipic.

Attorney General-What is the distanc e between them ?
iMr. Coltman-I cannot say, exactly.

Attorney-General-Not exactly; but how many leagues do you think-twenty
or thirty ?

Mr. Coltman-I think about one hundred leagues; probably from cighty to a
hundred leagues.

Attorney-General-What is the general course of the River Wininipie ?
Mr. Coltman-The general course of the River Winnipic is north-west, or about

that course ; but it is necessary that I should repeat that I h.ad no timae to make
particular observations.

Attorney-General-Is any part south of a line drawn due west from the nort
west angle of the lake of the Woods ?

Mr. Coltman-I think assuredlv not. I do not believe that any part of the
River Winnipic would be to the souith of a line running west frem the inost north-
western point of the Lake of the Woods, or at most a very small portion.

Attorney-General-It is hardly necessary to ask you if a line drawyn from that
point to the Mississippi would leave any part of the Winnipie to the south ?

Mr. Coltman-Without doubt it wouId not. It is more to the south, and a lino
running from the Lake of the Woods to the Mississippi will leave the whole of the
River Winnipie to the north-west of such a line.

Chief Justice Sewell-Such a line must necessarily run due south.
Attorney-General-Do you know a place called the Dalles ?
Mr. Coltman-I do know a place called the Dalles; I passed it twice.
Chief Justice Sewell-Are the Dalles upon the River Winnipie ?
Mr. Coltman-The spot called the Dalles is part of that river.
Attorney-General-At what distance are the Dalles from the Portage des Rats?
Mr. Coltman-I cannot say with accuracy, being always accustomed to read

wbilst travelling in a canoe in the Indian countries; but the places are not very near
to each other ; they are, I should think, at the distance of two or three hours' march.

Attorney-General-At what rate, sir, do you generally travel in the canoes ?
Mr. Coltman-We go just according to the currents we meet with; our progress

is entirely regulated by them, but perhaps generally a league and a-half or two
leagues per hour.

Chief Justice Sewell-Then it is perhaps about fourteen miles?
Mr. Coltman-I should tbink it more; I should imagine it to be about five or six

leagues from Portage des Rats.
Mr. Justice Bowen-To the north, sir, of Portage des Rats and Lac des Bois ?
Mr. Coltman-It is by a lino running to the north with a little westing, and they

are distant from five to six leagues, I believe, from Portage des Rats and the Lake of
the Woods.

Attorney-General-Are you, sir, acquainted with the place where Owen Keveny
w'as killed, or said to be killed ?

Mr. Stuart-I object to that question being put, for, if answered, it could not be
Iade evidence. The place must have a name, and must be identified before any

question can beYput relative to anything whatever that may be supposed to have
Occurred there.

Chief Justice Sewell-It can be a matter of no consequence to put the question;
'ee know enough of this case to know that if the murder was committed at all, it was
Omimitted ut the Dalles, or very near to them; but you must first establish the fact.

Attorney-General-For the present I have'done with Mr. Coltman, reserving to
myself the rizht hereafter, should it be necessary, to examine Mr. Coltman again.
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Chief Justice Sewell-Certainly, Mr. Attorney-General.
Cross examined by MJJr. Stuart:-

Mr. Stuart-You speak, i think you have said, Mr. Colt man, about the boundaries
and other places you bave mentioned in your examination in chief, only from belief?

Mr. Coltman--I speak about tho linos and other places only from belief.
Chief Justice Sewell-But from having been tbore also ?
Mr. Stewart-Yes, your flonor; but Mr. Coltman adds to his having been there

from belief only. Will you give your former answer to the jury, in French, sir?
Mr. Coltman-I speak only according to my belief, being generally engaged in

reading whilst travelling in those parts, and I had not an opportunity of makng
particular observations in the localities of the River Winnipic.

Mr. Stuart-Am I to understand you as speaking in the same way when you say
that the Portage des Rats is the most north-western point of the Lake of the Wods ?

Mr. Coltman-Yes; I speak according to the same belief, a belief likewise
founded upon this circumstance. I was told that itwasthe most nortb-western point,
and when I passed it I saw nothing that could make me call this in doubt. I was in-
formed that that was the point whence the b>undary lino ran between the United
States of America and the Englisbh, agreeably to the treaty of 1783.

Mr. Stuart-Can you say, sir, where it was you were told this, or at what time;
whethor before or after passing it ?

Mr. Coltman-I cannot say, but it was on the passage or during the tioie I was
in the upper, country, that I was informed it was the most north-western point of the
Lake of the Woods.

Mr. Stuart-You made no astronomical observations, or any other, so as uccur-
ately to ascertain the latitudes and longitudes ?

Mr. Coltman-None whatever; my only observations were those of the eye, in
passing accidental remarks.

Chief Justice Sewell-Then, I will add, sir, "according to my observations or
remarks made in passing."

Mr. Stuart-Your Ilonor will remark that my question was not only whether
Mr. Coltman made any astronomical observations on the places, but also whether
they came under his eye in such a manner as accurately to observe these two places,
and Mr. Coltman's answer is in the negative-they did not.

Chief Justice Sewell-You spoke of Portage des Rats.
Mr. Stuart-I spoke, or intended to speak, of both places, your Honor, and Mr.

Coltman's answer referred to both. Is not Fort William, sir, reputed generally to
be in the Province of Upper Canada ?

Mr. Coltman-Yes; Fort William is usually considered to be in the Province of
Upper Canada, and I understand it to be so.

Solicitor-G-eneral--I submit to your Honor that there is nothing in this case to
which this can apply.

Mr. Stuart-We are not called upon at present to show its application; it is a
fact, and therefore evidence.

Sohcitor-General-But I contend that my learned friend, Mr. Stuart, ought tO
show how he intends to apply evidence, which primd facie bas no bearing on the case,
before lie is entitled to proceed in such a course of examination; I therefore thought
it right to check it in the commencement.

Chief Justice Sewell-All that Mr. Stuart bas obtained is the naked fact that
Fort William is, according to general repute, in Upper Canada. Whether any or
what use ho may propose to make of it, we cannot say; as a fact, it is evidence.

Mr. Stuart-)o not writs issue in the Western Disti ict of Upper Canada on that
presumption ?

Mr. Ccltman-The Chief Justice of Upper Canada told me-
Solicitor-General-You must not tell us that, Mr. Coltman.
Mr. Stuart.-I will ask you, sir, is it not a matter of public notoriety, that the

processes of the magistrates of the Western District are issued for offences at fort
William, and executed thore?
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Mr. Coltman-Yes, it is a matter of notoriety that writs are issued by the
magistrates of the Western District of Upper Canada to be executed at Fort William.

Mu. Stuart-You have traversed a good deal, sir, in that country ; d id you
observe any vestiges of French Forts above Fort William in your way tol Red River ?

Mr. Coltman-I do not recollect that I did ; I do not think I did.
Chief Justice Sewell-Is it worth while to take that ?
Mr. Stuart-No, it is not necessary. I have done with Mr. Coltman at present.

We propose to examit e him on the defence.

SAMUEL GALE, Esq., sworn:-
Attorney-General-You have been in the Indian Territory, I believe, sir ?
Mr. Gale-I was in the Indian Territory last summer.
Attorney-General-Did you go down the River Winnipic ?
Mr. Gale-Yes, I went down the River Winnipic, from the Lake of the Woods to

within Lake Winnipic.
Attorney-General-DJo you know the Portage des Rats ?
Mr. Gale-I do know the Portage des Rats.
Attoiney-General-What course has the River Winnipic from Portage des Ratg

to Lake Winnipic ?
Mr. Gale-Its course from Portage des Rats to lake Winnipie is the same as

before, north of north-west.
Chief Justice Sewell-North, tending a little west.
Mr. Gale - Yes; nevertheless, less to the west than to the north.
Attorney.General-Then the whole is north, is it not ?
Mr. Gale-I should not like to speak positively, but I believe that a line drawn

from the source (beginning) of the River Winnipic to Lake Winnipic, would be to
the north of north-west ; but, as a lawyer, I would not say that such a line was a north
line.

Chief Justice Sewell-From what we have heard this norning, I should think it
would puzzle a dozen lawyers to describe a line.

Attorney-General-Are you, sir, acquainted with the Hudson's Bay Territory
and its line of separation from the Province of Upper Canada, by maps or any other
way?

Mr. Gale-I have never seen a map in which they were correctly delineated, ac-
cording to my idea.

A ttorney General-By the Treaty of Utrecht, was nct the boundary estab-
lished ?

Mr. Gale-I know that by the Treaty of Utrecht no line was given nor any
boundary fixed as to the Hudson's Bay Territory soutb, or on the side of Upper
Canada. I have examined that treaty for the purpose of ascertaining. I do not
know that any line has been drawn between the territories of .Hudson's Bay and
Canada in pursuance of the Treaty of Utrecht, and that treaty did not describe a
boundary line.

Cross examined by Mr. Stuart:-
Mr. Stuart-Do you mean, sir, to say positively that no part of the River Win-

iiipie, is in a more southern latitude than Portage des Rats?
Mr. Gale-J, perhaps, do not know precisely where it commences. I considered

that I entered it at Portage des Rats, and I do not think that any part is more south
but it may, perhaps, begin a mile or two before.

Mr. Stuart- WilI you undertake to say positively one way or the other.
Mr. Gale-I should not like to be positive, but I will mention why I think I am

eorrect as to its course, [Intimated to speak French.] I had a small compass before
me, and I observed that the general course of the River Winnipic is, as 1 have said,
for a short distance, more north than fterwards.

Chief Justice Sewell-For what distance, sir, does its progress preserve the more
Lortberly course ?
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Mr. Gale-Perhaps about ten or twelve leagues from Portage des Rats. The
whole course of the river is certainly not due north, but if a lino was drawn from its
commencement at the one lake to its discharging itself into the other, the course of
the river would certainly be more north than any other.

THE ARGUMENT.

The following was the argument on the point on a subsequent day
Mr. Stuart-In excepting to the jurisdiction of the Court, 1 beg leave to remark

that the exception is made as an exception by the counsel of the prisoner only. Our
opposition does not arise from any apprehension as to the verdict of the jury ulti-
mately being that De Reinhard is innocent; but we are counsel for the prisoner, and
your Honors know that even of technical objections, where the life of a defendent is
at stake, it is the duty of bis counsel to avail themselves; and although they enter-
tain no doubt of the acquittal of the prisoner, in the duty which, as his legal advisers,
we have to perform, and a trying and distressing duty it is, we feel ourselves com-
pelled to neglect nothing that, by possibility, can lead to his acquittal; we therefore
except to the jurisdiction of the Court; and as I shall have the honor of being followed
by a learned friend with me, who has bestowed considerable time and attention to the
subject, I shall trouble the Court very shortly in opening, as I shall have an oppor-
tunity of' again addressing the Court in reply to the Crown officers. The first objec-
tion I shall have the honor to submit is, that the offence charged in the indictment,
if committed at al], was not committed in the Indian Territory, as alleged, but in His
Majesty's Province of Upper Canada.

Chief Justice Sewell-Will you stay one moment. If I understand you
correctly, it is a geographical objection you make. You argue that the spot, "en
haut des Dalles," is not in the Indian Territory, but in the Province of Upper
Canada?

Mr. Stewart-That is my proposition, and in support of it, I proceed to remark
that the first enactment relative to the management of this portion of His Majesty's
dominions took place in 1763. It is known to all of us, that the conquest of this
portion of North America by the British arms took place in 1759 and 160, but from
that period to 1763, nothing was done to provide a government for, or to regulate
this conquered country. In that year (1763) a province called Quebec was created
by proclamation. The affairs of this territory, notwithstanding the proclamation of
1763, renained in a very unsettled state till the year 1783, when the whole of the
country called Canada was ceded to the English, who have retained possession ever
since. Accordiiig to the most respectable historians, we contend that the portion of
country thus ceded was exceedingly extensive, going, agreeably to some writers, as
far as the River Ohio. The pretensions of the French, as we gather from history,
carried them into countries distant, remote, and, in fact, unconnected altogether with
the province created in 1163. The people of Montreal and Quebec, we shah show,
had long traded in those wilds, which are now fancifully called the Hudson's Bay
Territory, and from which, after an uninterrupted enjoyment of traffic for ages by
the French traders, it is now sought to exclude enterprise and competition. It must
be apparent to every one, that after the conquest, this immense tract of country
required a government adapted to the change which had taken place in its circum-
stances by becoming a province of another nation. Its remote situation from the
parent state rendered it impossible as well as unadvisable to legislate hastily for its
necessities, but the Parliament proceeded to provide what it stood most in need of.
Accordingly, by the 14th of the King, the Province of Quebec was enlarged, and
bore let me remark that a great deal of the misapprehension which exists on the
subject, arises from confounding the Province ofQuebec as thus erected and enlarged,
with what, under the French régime, was denominated Canada. This Act merelY
provided a government for a portion of the conquered country, as will immediatelY
appear on referring to history. Adverting to the i4th of the King, the Act of 1774,
it will be seen that the country erected and enlarged theroby into the Province of
Quebec was not commensurate to the country known by the name of Canada as a
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French colony, and recognized as such by the French and British Governments. The
object of this legislative provision was to provide a government for that portion of
His Majesty's Province whose necessities required it. It was to establish a temporary
government for a portion of an immense continent larger than England herseif that
this Act of the British Parliament provided. As settlers pushed themselves into the
settlements of Upper Canada, as civilization extended its stride, it became necessary
to adopt a government for the whole, and the interval from 1774 to 1791 afforded
time to maturely form a suitable government for the immense territory known as
Old Canada.

Chief Justice Sewell-You are making a small mistake; it was not to provide a
government for Old Canada that the Act of 1791 provided, but for the new Province
of Quebec.

Mr. Stewart-I know the Act of 1791 mentions the Province of Quebec, and it
speaks also of Canada. The proclamation issued in consequence of this Act, I
contend, must be construed liberally. It must be looked at, not as a deed of property,
in which only a minute survey can be taken ; we must not look at it like lawyers, in
our study; we must not contemplate it as the act of an attorney surrounded by his
musty papers and parchments; but we nust view it as the act of great and enlight-
ened statesmen legislating for the population of an immense and distant territory,
with whose wants they were acquainted, and whose affections they were desirous of
securing by liberal and magnanimous policy. But even looking into this proclama-
tion strictly and minutely, we shall find this country, where it is alleged the offence
was committed, to be strictly and minutely the Province of Upper Canada, agrecably
to the Act of 1791, upon which the proclàmation was grounded. This Act, in pro-
viding for the more suitable government of the province, created by the former one
of 1774, divided it into two parts, and we think, even in a strict construction of the
provisions of that Statute, and the proclamation issued in consequence of it, that if
this offence had been committed at all, it had been committed in the Province of
Upper Canada, and consequently beyond the jurisdiction of this Court. But let us
look into this Act and proclamation with a broad, liberal and enlarged disposition,
and we must arrive at the same conclusion, that, agreeably to this Act, this country
must form a part of the Province of Upper Canada. I am well aware that in the
preamble to this Act the Province of Quebec is adverted to, but the preambles of
Acts of Parliament are never looked at as explaining the design of the Legislature,
except doubt arises in the construction of the enacting clauses. It is almost super-
fluous to remark that, for ascertaining the spirit of an Act of Parliament, we must
refer to its enacting clauses; if they are clear, there is no necessity for reference to
the preamble, which is but an introduction, a sort of preface setting forth the
necessity for legislative provision on the subject of the Act, but not making the
provision. On the other hand, I freely admit, if the words of the Act are uncertain,
if different constructions may be put on the enacting sections, then we ought to go
back to the preamble for the intention of the Legislature; but that should never
be done except doubt and uncertainty prevail in the body of the Act. Adopting this
sound principle, let us take up the Act we are at this moment considering, and we
shail find it so clear that misunderstanding cannot exist for a moment. In the
Proclamation issued in consequence of the d1st of the King, Cap. 31, we find the
boundaries of His Majesty's Province of Upper Canada thus set forth: After a short.
introduction, stating that His Majesty bad thought fit, by and with the advice of bis
IPrivy Council, by an Order of Council to divide his Province of Quebec into two
distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of
LOwer Canada, by separating the said line of Provinces, according to the following
laie of division, viz.: " To commence at a stone boundary on the nortb bank of Lake
8t. Francis, at the cove west of Pointe au Beaudet, in the limit between the Township
o>f Lancaster and the seigneurie of New Longueuil, running along the said limit in
the direction of north, thirty-four degrees west, to the westernmost angle of the said
seigneurie of New Longueuil, thence along the north-western boundary of the
seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north, twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the
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Ottawas River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiseaming, and from the
head of the said lake, by a lino drawn due north, until it strikes the boundary line
of Hudson's Bay, including all the territory to the westward and southward of the
said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the
name of Canada."

Now, what was the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by
the name of Canada, we all know. It is that territory conquered by British arms in
1759, and ceded finally in 1763 to the British Crown ; it was Canada, recognizcd as
such in treaties of peace, and other most important documents entered into between
France and England. This is Canada, the whole of which, after the Act of the 'lst
of the King, by the advice of His Privy Council, Ris Majesty declared it bis royal
will and pleasure, sbould form the Province of Upper Canada, with the exception of
the comparatively small part situated to the north and east of those boundaries,
which constitutes the Province of Lower Canada. The Province of Quebec was
quite another thing, and could not have been meant as designating the boundaries of
Upper Canada. If that.hed been intended to fôrm its limits, that is the limits of the
new Province, the course was simple and easy; it was to have said, the utmost extent
of country commonly known as Ris Majesty's Province of Quebec; but that is not
the case; the boon was not so circumscribed. Let us, now, for a moment, examine
the fact strictly and minutely, according to rigorous municipal principles, and we
shall, I think, arrive at a similar result. Iis Majesty's Province of Quebec was
always defined, whereas Canada was more undefined. Had the Province of Quebec
been intended as exhibiting the proposed boundaries of the about-to-be-created Pro-
vince, a word could have sufficed to express Ris Majesty's pleasure. It would
merely have been necessary to have referred to the royal proclamation of 1768,
founded on the Treaty of Paris, in conjunction with the Act of 1774, and we should
immediately have known the extent of Upper Canada; but it is mauifest that such
was not the intention, but that instead of the then Province of Quebec as established
by the Act of 1774, it was intended, as clearly expressed in the proclamation issued
in consequence of the 31st of the King-the Act by which it was constituted a Pro-
vince-that Upper Canada was to include " all the territory to the westward and
southward of said lino " (the lue of its boundaries), " to the utmost extent of the
country commonly called or known by the name of Canada." I am fully aware that
I may be told that in the preamble of this Act, and of the proclamation, the term
" Ris Majesty's Province of Quebec," is made use of. It is almost unnecessary for
me again to remark that the preambles of Acts of Parliament are, in genei al, loosely
and vaguely cdrawn up, and ought to form no criterion by which to estimate the
objects contemplated by the Acts themselves. That this is the case is known to every
lawyer and every legislature. It is to the enacting clauses of any Statute that we
must refer to ascertain with accuracy the provisions of the Act. Adopting this
certain rule for our guide here, we have a clear manifestation of the intention of
Parliament in the Act of 1791; it was to create two Provinces of Canada, and in
defining the limits of the Upper, it declares that it shall, in a certain direction,
include " the utmost extent of the country commonly called " what? the Province of
Quebec ? no; it shall include " the utmost extent of country commonly called and
known by the name of Canada; " the utmost extent of that country which, as I have
before remarked, was the conquest of British valor in 17à9, by force of arms, and
which was finally ceded to Britain by the Treaty of Paris, of 1763, of that immense
territory which bas never, by any treaty, been surrendered, which as it is, and has,
from the time of its discovery, as well as its cession, been known as Canada, mUSt
be the territory which was intended by this municipal enactment to form the Pro-
vince of Upper Canada. That being the cas-e (and i thinkit isonly the construction,
even in a minute point of view, that eau with propriety be given to the Statute), we
find that the Dalles was strictly within the Province of Upper Canada, consequentlY
out of the jurisdiction of this Court, and the offence charged, if committed at all, i
not cognizable under the Act upon which the indietment is founded.
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I come now to the more broad and liberal interpretation of the Act, and I shall,
as I apprehend, have no difficulty in showing that we can not arrive at any other
conclusion. The 14th of the King was evidently intended to provide a temporary
government for that part of the newly acquired territory which stood most in need
of it. It was passed at a season of great difficulty, when anxiety and alarm pervaded
all classes of society in Englaud relative to the issue of the disputes between the
parent state and those of the colonies which she has since acknowledged as the
United States of America; at a period when the intercourse between the Province
and the Mother Country was so limited that it could hardly be said to belong to it.
Such was the moment in which the Act erecting the Province of Quebec was passed
-an Act whose temporary nature may be clearly deduced upon a single reference
thereto. This Province was to subsist only by the Act of 1774, till the King should
see fit to alter its limits. In 1791, the situation of affairs relative to this portion of
the Britsih possessions was widely different, and the British Parliament proceeded
to form a people whose loyalty during a contest which had severed such numerous
colonies from the Dominion of Britain, had well entitled them to be distinguished,
and distinguishing privileges secured to them, by the munificent Act of 1791.
Refer to the Acts of 1774 and 1791, and surveying the difference, is it 'possible for
a moment to imagine that the Government of 1791 intended only to legislate for a
part of Canada. Is it, I would ask, reasonable to consider that the Minister of a
great nation such as England-contemplating an extensive and valuable, though
distant territory, belonging alike by conquest and affection to the Mother Country,
and entitled to protection in time of war from its superior strength in time of peace
from its extensive and unequalled trade, entitled to receive and have secured to it
the due administration ofjustice and the unrestricted enjoyment ofreligious freedom,-
is it, 1 ask, reasonable to suppose that from 1763 to 1791, the great men who presided
over the Couneils of Britain, intended at that period to propose a Government for a
part of Canada ? To suppose so is to suppose they were sleeping at their post. Can
it, I ask, be imagined that a Minister could be found so regardless of his duty, so
ignorant of the necessities, so insensible to the loyality of this country, or so neglizent
to the interests of his master as in 1791 to propose a Governmenit to a part of Canada ?
We cannot suppose it; they have not so neglected us. They have given us a Govern-
ment, and a bonstitution superior to any on earth, excepting their own, after which it
was modelled ; a Government suited to our necessities and gained by our unshaken
and persevering loyalty, when revolution tore our sister Provinces frorm their alle-
giance, and strove to associate us in the revolt. I ask them, is it for a moment
to be believed that such magnanimity would be tarnished by these advantages
being confirmed to only a part of a people of the same blood, equally brave, loyal
and grateful, and equally standing in need of, and equally entitled to all these
privileges ? If any should be found disposed to support by argument a contrary
opinion, they ought to be confident before they make so heavy a charge as is involved
therein, that they can substantiate it beyond the power of contradiction. But there
is no occasion to apprehend such an argument, fbr the proclamation is clear as the
nloonday sun upon the subject. It tells us that the Act of 1791 has provided a liberal
and equitable, and a permanent Government for the brave, the loyal and grateful
Population of an extensive tract of country, within certain latitudes and longitudes,
"including all the territory to the westward and southward of a line drawn due north
from the head of the Lake Temiscaming until it strikes the boundary of Hudson's
Bay, to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name cf
'Canada." What that country consisted in I have had the honor of submitting to the
Court, in the early part of the argument I have had the honor of addressing te the
Court. In conclusion, I contend on this part or view of the subject, namely, the
broad and liberal construction of the Act of 1791, tbat by Canada must be meant
Canada as known to the French, from whom it was taken, and who, in ceding this
part of North America to the British Crown, in 1763, tactually as a part of Canada
ceded the Dalles. Reverting to the whole question, I contend that, whether the Adt
of 1791 is constructed aecording to strict, rigid, municipal rules, or contemplated
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with a broad, liberal, and statesman-like spirit, the Dall3s form a part of His Majesty's
Province of Upper Canada, and if the offence has been committed at all, it has been
committed out of the jurisdiction of this Court.

Mr. Vallière de &. RéaC.-May it please the Court; I have the honor to submit
that it appears to me that the Statute of the 14th of the King (upon which the
Crown officers rely) must instantly strike the reader as being a temporary Act, and
that it never was intended to be a permanent one. It is true that the boundaries
were given by this Act to the old Province of Quebec, but these boundaries were only
to remain during the King's pleasure, and his will is clearly made known by the
Act of 1791. But the principal objection which my learned brethren, the counsel for
the Crown, make to our construction of that Act is this, that in the preamble or title
to it, the Province of Quebec is mentioned. But it was well remarked by my learned
brother Stuart, that the preamble of an Act is nothing-that it is like the preface of a
book, but that we must look at the enacting clauses to discover the spirit. We know
that it is necessary in the preamble of one Act to recite the title of the old Act
which is amended, and it is perhaps to that circumstance that may be ascribed the
introduction of the words " the Province of Quebec" in the Act of 1791. But that
does not signify; it is impossible to consider the proclamation of the King, or His
Order in Council, otherwise than as giving to the Province of Upper Canada " all
the country to the west of a lino drawn due nortü, from the head of Lake Temis-
caming to the boundary of Hudson's Bay, which was known as Canada." Let us
look at the boundaries and we shall see that the boundary lino between the Provinces
is this, namely, from " a stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis,
at the cove west of Pointe au Beaudet, in the limit between the Township of Lancas-
ter and the Seigniory of New Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction
of north thirty-four degrees west, to the westernmost angle of the said seignory of
New Longueuil, thence along the north-western boundary of the Seigniory of Vau-
dreuil, running north twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the Ottawas River, to
ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the said lake
by a line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hludson's Bay, includ-
ing all the territory to the westward and southward of the said lino to the utmost
extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of Canada." I beg
to remark that these limits are very well known, and also that they were well known
before the proclamation. My learned brother, Stuart, has well explained the extent
of these limits, and he has not taken too wide a purview of them. The words of the
proclamation are very remarkable. After having described the lines which separated
the Province of Upper Canada from the Province of Lower Canada, it adds, "includ-
ing " (a very remarkable expression) " including all the territory to the west and
south of the said line," (the lino drawit due north from the head of Lake Temiscam-
ing until it strikes the boundary of Hudson's Bay,) " to the utmost extent of the
country commonly called or known by the name of Canada." Let us consider these
words, " the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada." The words are not " of the country commonly called or known by the
name of the Province of Quebec; " no, not at all; but they say: " by the name of
Canada." The question therefore is, what is the utmost extent of the country known
as Canada? The Abbé Raynal, in his "History of the Indies," speaking of this
country, vol. 8, book 17, page 238, says: " the year 1764 beheld the rise of a new
system. Canada was dismembered of the Coast of Labrador, which was added to
Newfoundland; of Lake Champlain and the whole tract of land to the south of the
45° of latitude with which New York was augmented; of the immense territory to
the westward of Fort Golette and of Lake Nipissim, which was left without a gov-
ernment; and the remainder, under the designation of the Province of Quebec, W8
placed under one governor." The description which this respectable historian here
gives of the territory thus dismembered gives a correct idea of the country knOwn
as Canada. ThIs new system, he says, gave a part of Canada to Newfoundland. New
York was increased by another part, namely, the tract to the southward of the 450 0f
latitude. " The immense territory to the west of Fort Golette and of Lake Nipissim
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wais left without any government," (and as my learned brother Stuart has well main-
tained, it is this immense territory which the proclamation of the year 1791 gave to
Upper Canada, as being a part of the country called or known by the name of
Canada) "whilst the remainder " (to wit, of the country known by tise name of
Canada) "was placed, under the designation of the Province of Quebec, under one
governor." I have the honor to submit to your Honors, that looking at the words
of the proclamation of 1791, and comparing them with this description of the Abbé
Raynal, of the territory left without any government, we shall find it to be the coun-
try which, by this proclamation, It was proposed to make a part of Upper Canada, at
the time when it was declared that the line hould be "drawn from the head of the
Lake Temiscaming due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson's Bay ;"
and moreover, "including all the territory to the westward and southward of the
said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name
of Canada." This territory was then known by the name of Canada, and it is
situated to the westward of that line, and therefore it proves to be a part of Upper
Canada. Again, I beg the attention of the Court to the work of Mr. Pinkerton, a
well-known English geographer. This distinguished author, speaking of the
extent of Canada, gives very large bounds to it; vol. 3rd, page 234, he says:
" This country " (Canada) " is computed to extend from the G-ulf of St. Law-
rence and Isle of Anticosti, in the east, to the Lake of Winnipic in the west, or
from longitude 64° to 97°, west from London 330, which, in that latitude, may
be about 1,200 geographical miles. The breadth from the Lake of Erie, in the south,
or latitude 43°, may extend to latitude 490, or 360 geographical miles, but the medial
breadth is not above 200." So far he speak of the absolute geographical extent of
Canada; the subsequent observation which be makei relative to the original popula-
tion of the country, strongly supports the argument which we have the honor to
submit to the Court, viz. :-that this country described by the Abbé Raynal as
" l'immense territorie, qui fut lassé sans aucun gouvernement," is the very country
intended by the proclamation of 1791 to receive a government and become a part of
Upper Canada. " The original population" (says Mr. Pinkerton) " consisted of
several savage tribes, whose names and manners may be traced in tho carly French
accounts, which may also be consulted for the progressive discovery, the first settle-
ment being in Quebec in 1608. During a century and a-half that the French pos-
sessed Canada, they made many discoveries towards the west, and Lahontan, in the
end of the 17th century, bas given a tolerable account of some lakes beyond that
called Superior, and of *the River Missouri. Quebec being conquered by Wolfe in
1759, Canada was ceded to Great Britain by the Treaty of Paris in 1763." I therefore
confidently submit that this western territory which had been discovered by the
French, and is described by Labontan and other writers, under the name of Canada,
became mn reality a part of Upper Canada by the proclamation of 1791, and conse-
quently does not form part of the Indian Territory, nor is it within the jurisdiction
Of this Court. The Abbé Raynal and Mr. Pinkerton agree in their description of the
western boundary of Canada, and for the southern boundary of Canada let us again
look at the Abbé Raynal's work. This writer, in the same volume of bis " History
Of the Indies," treating of the extent, soil and climate of Louisiana, says (book xvi.,
page 111):-" Louisiana is a vast country, bounded on the south by the sea, on the
east by Florida and Carolina, on the west by New Mexico, and on the north by
Canada, and by uaknown lands which may extend to Hudson's Bay. It is not pos-
sible to fix its length with precision, but its medium breadth is 200 leagues." Here
we see that the northern limit of Louisiana is Canada and unknown lands, which may
extend to Ludson's Bay. With the proclamation 1791 before our eyes, which tells
us that the boundaries of Upper Canada include the whole of the country to the west
anld south known under the name of Canada to the utmost extent of that country, it
is impossible to say, but that that country which bourds Louisiana to the northward,
according to the Abbé Raynal, must at this moment form, in conformity with that
proclamation, a part of Upper Canada. The country known as Canada extends to
the south as far as Louisiana, and to the west as far as the 970 of longitude. There
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remains now for us to consider the northern limits of Canada, and bre we have not
the same certainty. In the maps of New France, it is true that the whole of the
River Winnipic is included in it, and the northern boundary line is drawn in con-
formity with the interpretation of the limits of Canada, which we have sub-
mitted to the Court. To prove that this interpretation is a corre2t one, and that it
in effect agrees with the limits of Canada as they were known to the French
Government, I will take the liberty of praying the attention of the Court to what we
look upon as a very strong authority. It is an Act of the Duke of Ventadour, dated
in 1625, and will be found in the " Edicts and Ordinances," vol. 2, page 11, under
the title of " Commission of Commandant in New France, of the 15th February, 1625,
by his Grace the Dake of Ventadour, who was Viceroy of the country, in favor of
the Sieur de Champlain." This instrument begins by reciting other patents of
commission obtained by him, and proceeds in the 12th page to declare, in the most
precise manner, the view taken by the Government of France of the extent of this
part of their possessions. This instrument will support the position that the territory
which the French knew as being called by the name of Canada, to the south and
west of the line so frequently mentioned in the course of my speech, proves to be
ordered by the King's proclamation of 1791, to make, and that it will be found
actually to make part of his Province of Upper Canada " as far as the utmost extent
of that country." Let us look at this Act and we shall preceive from it that the
nost extended powers were given to the Sieur de Champlain, powers which it must

also be maintained did not at the time awaken any doubtsas to the right which France
had to grant them, nor any impediment to their exercise, on the part of any other
nation. This commission, in the first place; ordains and deputes " the Sieur de
Champlain, our Lieutenant, to represent our person in the country of New France,
and to that effect we have ordered him to go and reside with all his people at the
place called Quebec, being within the River St. Lawrence, otherwise called the great
river of Canada, in the said country of New France." Now we will look at the
powers which were granted by this commission; "and in the said place, and in
-other places which the said Sieur de Champlain may think fit, to cause to be erected
and built such forts and fortresses as may be wanted, and necessary to him for the
preservation of his people, which fort or forts he shall keep for us in his power, in
order, at the said place of Quebec, and other places and stations within the extent of
our said power (vice-royalty), as much and as far as may be, to establish, extend and
make known the name, power and authority of His Majesty, and in the premises to
conquer, subject and bring to obedience all the people of the said country, and of the
circumjacent countries, and by means thereof, and of other lawful means, to call them,
cause them to be instructed, excited and moved towards the knowledge and service
of God, and of the Catholic, Apostolie and Roman religion; to establish it there, and
in the exercise and profession thereof to maintain. guard and keep the said places
inder the obedience and authority of His said Majesty; and in order to have regard
thereunto, and more surely to fultil the same, we have, in virtue of our said authority
(vice regal), permitted to the said Sieur de Champlain, to commission, appoint and sub-
stitute such captains and lieutenants for us as need may be, and in the like manner
to commission officers for the distribution of justice, and the observance of the
-police regulations and ordinances, until by us otherwise may be provided; to treat
'for and contract, to the same effect, peace, alliances, confederations, good friendship,
correspondence and communication with the said people and their princes or others
having the command over them; to maintain, observe, and carefully kéep the
treaties and alliances which he mýy enter into with them, provided that 'they falfil
the same on their parts, and in default thereof, to make open war upon thein to
constrain them, and bring them to such terms as he shall deem requisite for the
bonor, the obedience, and the service of God, and the establishment, maintenance and
preservation of the authority of His said. Majesty amongst them; at least to reside
amongst, haunt and frequent them, in all safety, freedorm, frequentation and com-
munication; to trade and traffic amicably and peaceably ; for that purpose tb cause
to be made discoveries in the said 'countries, and specially from the said place Of
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Quebec, until as far he may be able to penetrate beyond the same, within the lands
and rivers which discharge themselves into the River St. Lawrence, in order to
endeavor to discover a convenient way to go thro:ugh the said country unto the
Kingdom of China and the East Indies." lere, may it please your Ilonors, we
behold powers the most extensive, granted by the (Government of France for all the
objects which might require attention, to make peace and war; to spread the name,
power and authority of the King of France over a country the bounds of which were
not exactly known to themselves; to establish religion ; to commission and in the
like manner establish military and civil officers; to treat for and contract peace,
aliances and good friendship with other nations and their princes, and on their
being in default thereof, to wage open war against them. In fine, powers are
granted by this commission which would not have been granted unless by a
government which, by the law of nations, was entitled to grant them. These
powers extend over all the lands and rivers which discharge themselves into the
River St. Lawrence; assuredly the River Winnipic does not discharge itself into that
river, but by the old maps that river (Winnipic) is situated within the country known
to the French as Canada. After this proof of what was at the time considered as the
territories of France by herself, it is only necessary to enquire whether the possession
thereof was actually held by that kingdom. The species of possession which the
law of nations admits as a proof of actual sovereignty will equally appear to be
maintained. We see that by this commission power is given to cause to be erected
and build such forts and fortresses as may be wanting and necessary to him, the Sieur
de Champlain; now forts and fortresses were erected, and to this day there are ruins
of French forts remaining in that country which incontestibly prove actual posses-
sion. We therefore now take up this position : that, neither at the time ofthe actual
possession of the country by the French, nor since its conquest by the English, have
the boundaries of Canada been actually defined. In support of this position, which
is especially true as regards the northern limits, I submit that Charlevoix, the Abbé
Raynal, -Mr. Pinkerton, and all authors agree in representing that the boundaries of

Canada under the French regimé were not positively fixed or known. As an
authority for saying that they are not fixed even at the present time, I produce
the Topogiaphy of Mr. Bouchette, the Surveyor-General of this Province, who has
bestowed great attention to everything that is interesting on this subject. I flatter
Inyself that his work must be esteemed very strong authority. Mr. Bouchette,
speaking of Upper Canada, says, page 590 of his Topography, Ion the west and
north-west no limits have been assigned to it." I pray the particular attention of
the Court to the expression " no limits have been assigned to it; therefore it may be
supposed to extend over the vast regions that spread towards the Pacific and the
Northern Oceans. The separation between it and the United States is so vague and
ill-defined, and the prolific source of so many disagreements between the two powers,
that it has long called for the revision which is now about to be performed in fulfil-
ment of the fourth and fifth articles of the Treaty of Peace of 1815." Htcrewe have
the declaration of the Surveyor-General of this Province, that on the west and north-
'West no limits have been assigned to the country called Canada. Mr. Bouchette
speaks of the proclamation of 1791, but this is his opinion. In case there are no pre-
Cise limits fixed we must enquire how those who were contemporaries, and who nad a
knowledge of the country, how the geographers of those days understood the matter.
Let us look at the maps and we shall find that the whole of the River Winnipic is
delineated as belonging to Canada. When Mr. Bouchette, speaking of this country
i his Topography, says that it has no limits assigned to it, and adds, " therefore it

Imay be supposed to extend over the vast regions that spread towards the Pacific and
the Northern Oceans," it is very certain, as it appears to me, that he alludes to the
Proclamation of 1791, which i bestows the whole country, to its utmost extent, com-
mnonly called or known by the name of Canada, upon the Province of Upper Canada.
The Indian Territories are to the north of a line drawn as above, because the whole
Of the country to the south and to the west is within lUpper Canada. The only point
tO consider seems to me to be this: that the proclamation of 1791 did not give the
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boundary of the Province of Quebec for the limits of the tyvo provinces, but that, in
the actual words of the proclamation the limits of Upper Canada extend on the one
side " from the head of Lake Temiscaming by a lino drawn due north until it strikes
the boundary line of Hudson's Bay, including all the territory to the westward and
southward of the said line, to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or
known by the name of Canada."

By Fort Bourbon and Fort Dauphin, and by many other circumstances, it is also
beyond a doubt that the country where the Dalles are situated was in possession of
the French, and, as we say, and as I hope we bave proved by the maps and by
enlightened authors (with whom the Survevor-General of this province agrees), the
country to the southward and westward was called and known by the name of
Canada. In conclusion, I say the French knew the country as Canada, and that
nothing to the contrary can be brought forward; and, moreover, that if we do not
produce positive evidence that the Dalles are within the limits of Upper Canada, we
have proved that no fixed limits have been assigned to it, and, by the same authority
(an authotity well entitled to respect on account of the official situation held by the
writer), that it is considered to extend over the vast regions to the west and north.
It is for your Honors to decide whether the Dalles are within it or not.

Attorney-General-The point befoie the Court appears to me to be so clear that
it is almost unnecessary to argue it. A great deal of learning has been produced,
and much ingenuity exercised by my learned friends to prove the point with which
they set out, viz., that if the offence alleged in the indictment to have been perpe-
trated, and that by the prisoner at the bar, bas been committed at ail, it must have
been in the Province of Upper Canada, and consequently out of the jurisdiction of
this Court. In support of this position a variety of arguments have been resorted
to, and numerous authors have been referred to. Fortunately for us, standing in a
Court of law, there is positive law upon the subject; there is, therefore, no occasion
to have recourse to the Abbé Raynal, or to Charlevoix, or any other of the speculative
writers (writers, at the same time, for whom I entertain great respect), to whon my
learned friend who last addressed the Court bas referred, as furnishing authorities
upon the question. It is our advantage that, in this case, without referring to authors
who, however respectable they may be, were exposed to the too common failing of
endeavoring to secure the favor of their respective Governments. I do not intend to
throw the slightest imputation on the veracity of the very eminent writers whose
opinions and arguments have been with so much ability brought forward, but merely
to state that reference to them is completely unnecessary, as we have positive Acts of
the British Parliament to guide both the examination and decision of the question.
But we do not differ ut ail with our learned friends as to the extent of territory
formerly claimed by the French, and which, undoubtedly, came into the possessiOn
of the l3ritish Crown at the Treaty of Paris of 1763; but ait we submit to the Court
is, that the whole of the French possessions did not constitute Canada, but that the
count-y known by the naine of Canada was much more circumscribed in its extent
than my learned friends have described (and, I doubt not, very accurately to), the
old French possessions to have been. The argument of my learned friend who
opened this question is, that in construing this and every other Act of Parlianl)t,
we should proceed in a liberal and statesmanlike manner to apply its provisions. If
we trace the movements of the British Government, we shall see the finpossibility 0f
that construction which my learned friends contend for being admitted to be correct.
In 1760 these colonies were conquered, and capitulated to the British forces. By the
Treaty of Paris, 1763, the whole conquest was finally ceded to His Majesty. In 1763
a part of this conquest was, by proclamation, erected into a province, denoninated
the Province of Quebec. By the Act of 1774, the Province of Quebec was e,:arged.
By the Treaty of Peace with the United States of America, the situation and bound-
aries between the late colonies and the Province of Quebec and other of Il
Majesty's Dominions in North America were clearly defined, and in 1791 this series
of legislative and d:plomatic measures were completed by fis Majesty dividing his
then Province of Quebec into his two Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada. Let
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us for a moment look at what the Act of 1791 proposes to effect, and everything like
difficulty disappears in a moment. It was to divide a large province, namely, that
of Quebec, into two small ones, to be called Upper and Lower Canada; and, conse-
quently, the boundaries of these two provinces could only be commensurate to that
of Quebee, and Upper Canada must be a part of the former province and of that
only; otherwise the Act, instead of being an Act to divide the Province of Quebec,
ought to bave been denrominated an Act to enlarge its boundaries, and from its
extended limits to form the two provinces therein created. The error of my learned
friend is this: that because Canada happens to be mentione1, therefore the avowed
object of the Act, viz: that of dividing the Province of Quebec, must be abandoned,
or give place to what my learned friend calls the broad and enlightened policy of
providing a government for the whole of His Majesty's dominion in North America.
I again take up the Act, and looking at its title I find it to be an Act to repeal cer-
tain parts of an Act passed in the 14th year of His Majesty's reign, entitled an Act
for making more effectual provision for the government of the Province of Quebec
in North America. What the Province of Quebec comprehended is as well known
as the limits of this room. The Act of the 14th of the King, commonly called the
Quebec Act, defines them precisely, and how then did this Act of 1791
amend that of 1774 ? Why, His Majesty having been pleased to signify
by message to both Houses of Parliament his royal intention to divide
his Province of Quebec into two provinces, it was enacted by this Statute
that it should be so divided, and that two provinces should be created.
If my learned friend's observations are correct, then the 14th of the King amounts to
nothing, because, though the Act of 1791 is professedly an Act to amend, not to repenl
the Act of 1774, stili it is indispensable to a correct interpretation of the Act to divide
the Province ot Quebec (according to my learned friend's doctrine) that you add a
very considerable territory to it-a mode of division I confess I am not acquainted
with. The Act being to divide the Province of Quebec, I contend that the limits
of the two Provinces must be found in those which constitute the province ont of
which they were formed, and that whilst on the one hand they must be commensurate
to those limits, so on the other hand they cannot exceed them; that more cannot be
included in the two than in the one province; and, that being the case, the Province
of Upper Canada can consist only of that part of the former Province of Quebec
which does not form the Province of Lower Canada. This proposition I consider so
clear-that a province, any more than anything else, cannot comprehend or contain
more when divided into two Provinces than it did when a whole--that I should feel
myself very unjustifiably taking up the time of the Court were I to pursue the
argument further. If any other construction is to be given to the Act, then the 14th
Of the King, defining the Province of Quebec, amounts to nothing, and the Act of the
31st, instead of being an Act to divide, is in reality an Act to enlarge the Province of
Quebec under the new title of Upper and Lower Canada.

Solicitor-General.--I consider the point so extremely plain, that it is not only
wasting, but almost trifling with, the time of the Court, seriously to argue whether
the division of a Province into two parts can, by any possibility, be construed to mean
the addition thereto of a vast and almost (according as my learned friends contend)
immeasurable territory. In support of this apparently most novel and extraordinary
Proposition, my learned friend, Stuart, contends that the expression in the designa-
tion of the boundaries, " the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada," is conclusive that it was in this manner that His Majesty intended to divide
the Province of Quebec. The enquiry, and the only enquiry upon the subject,
appears to me to be one extremely easy of decision. It is simply whether that one
sentence is to preclude or set aside the whole of the first clause of the Act, in which
the intention of His Majesty and of Parliament is so clearly expressed. The Act of
1791, after reciting the title of the 14th of the King, assigns the reason which
induced the Legislature te pass the Act for the internal regulation of the two separate
Provinces, which His Majesty bad signified his royal intention of forming by the
division of his then Province of Quebec, namely, "that the said Act is, in many
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respects, inapplicable to the present condition and circumstances of the said province
antd that il was expedient and necessary that further provision should now be made
for the good governnent and prosperity thereof." It is not said that it is necessary
or expedient to enlarge the said Province of Quebec, but that further provision
should be made for the good governmnent thereof; of it, as it thus stood: of that
province which had, by proclamation, been created in 17(63, and whose limits have
been extended to what they then were by the Act of the 14th of theKing, commonly
called the Quebec Act. My learned friend must most surely be driven to the last
sta1e of despair when he sets up a loose expression in a declaratory Act which he
well knows is the weakest of all Acts of the Crown, in affording a just ground or
foundation for such an opinion. I know that it is not to the preamble of an Act
of Parliament that we generally most look for a clear exposition of its objects; but,
whilst I admit the correctness of that position, I would also remind my learned
friend, that there is a wide difference between the çnacting and declaratory clauses
of a Statute, and tbat we ought not to set aside the obvious meaning, and overturn
the avowed intention of an Act of Parliament because of a loose expression in the
declaratory clause. I cannot think so meanly of the whole French nation as to suppose
they ever claimed these territories and wildernesses, as belonging to or forming a part
of Canada. As to the authorities my learned friend who spoke second has advanced,
they cannot, in a court of law, be styled authorities. I have a very great respect for
the Abbé Raynal, but bis work is merely speculative and philosophical, and is no
geographioal authority upon a question of territory; the same remark will apply to
Pinkerton,-we all esteem it as a very useful work, but it forms no geographical
authority in a Court. Upon the whole, I contend, with the Attorney-General, that
that the former Province of Quebec must be found in the Provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada, and that no more can be included in them than what was contained
in that province; for the Act by which they were erected into provinces was
nothing more but an Act to divide it into two parts, thereafter to be designated
Upper and Lower Canada. Again, the learned gentlemen say, that ail to the south
and west of this line, from Temiscaming Lake to Hudson's Bay, must be esteemed
Canada; what thon was the use of this Act of the forty-third of the King? The
Logislature, if my learned friends' arguments were correct, were idly passing an Act
that could have no object. Instead of Indian territories it is all Upper Canada,
-according to my learned friends' statement. But it is a position completely unten-
able for a moment. Upper Canada extends no farther south and west than the
Province of Quebec did,'any more than does Lower Canada to the north and east.
In the two Provinces are now to be found that which before the separation consti-
tuted the Province of Quebec, and UJpper Canada consists of that part, and of that
part thereof only, which is south and west of the Province of Lower Canada. I
refrain from enlarging, confident that, in the view we take of the subject, we are
-correctly construing the intention of the Legislature, and that we shall have our
own opinion strengthened and confirmed by your Honors' decision.

Mr. Stuart.-I confess I look in vain for those grounds of confidence on which
mny learned friends rely. If supporting their opinions by confident assertions entitle
them to expect the result they anticipate, they have certainly gone a good waY
towards obtaining it; but I look in vain for anything that can be called argument

pon the question that is now before the Court, in the observations that have been
submitted by the offieers of the Crown. If there was anything that demanded
attention, it was the remark of my learned friend the Solicitor-General, on the Act
of the 43rd of the King; but in that the learned gentleman bas made a mistake; for
if my learned friend referred to the chart, he would perceive that nine-tenths of the
whole Indian Territories, according to the description of them, lie beyond the boundarY
which we claim as that given to Upper Canada by the Act of 1791. If my iearn
triend tr aced the parallel of 52° he would perceive that nearly the whole of the
North-West Company's stations, and the whole of those of the }Iudson's 'Bay Coin-
pany, are to the north of that line. Then surely it is obvious that this w s'not an
Act without an object. It was an Act to extend the jurisdiôtion of 'the Provincial
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Courts to the trial and punishment of offences committed in the Indian Territories,
and they are to be found in the immense and almost boundless wlderness to the
north and west of the Province of Upper Canada, as established by the Act of.1791.
The Act of the 14th of the King was obviously temporary ; the proclamation of
1791, defining the boundaries of the two provinces-and which, I must confess, I was
extremely surprised to bear so lightly spoken of by the Crown officers-was lounded
upon an Act of a very different description. The former was merely a temporary,
whilst this was a permanent Act.

Mr. Justice Bowen.-From what part of the Act of 1774 do you conclude that it
was only a temporary Act ? I see no part in it that warrants such a conclusion,
except with reference to the last clause.

Mr. Stuart.-The words there made use of are general, and, ns I conceive, must be
understood to refer to the whole of the Act. I mean, however, independently, to con-
tend that the time at which that Act was passed, and the situation of England with
reference to her American Colonies, concur to show that this Act was merely tem.
porary. But it is needless to refer to the Act of 1774, as it does not bear upon the
case, being completely done away by the broad and liberal proclamation of 1791.
That proclamation created two provinces. I am surprised that the Crown officers
should treat so lightly His Majesty's proclamation; it is certainly not the quarter
from wbich we should expect it. How was the Province of Quebec created ? By
proclamation-and surely my learned friends will allow as much weight to one of
His Majesty's proclamations as to another. They will not deny the sanie power to
lis Majesty in 1791 which he exercised in 1765 [1763 ?]. If proclamations are such
weak acts, what are we to think of the proclamation that has been put i1 evidence on
the present trial and has been resorted to upon all occasions as the justification for
all the apparent aggressions which have marked the progress of these unfortunate
disputes ? But I differ in opinion with my learned friends on that point; if, in 1763 His
Majesty eould create a province by proelamation, he, in 1791, could divide aud enlarge
a Province in the same way. This he has been pleased to do, and all we have to do
with this expression of the royal will and pleasure is to adopt it as the rule by which
we are to be governed in considering and deciding the question of jurisdiction now
before the Court; and we contend that, looking at this proclamation, it is impossible
to say that this offence, if committed at al, was committed within the jurisdiction of
this Court, being perpetrated at the Dalles, which form a part of His Majesty's
Province of Upper Canada, as created by His Royal Proclamation of 1791.

FrIDAY, 29Tu MAr, 1818.

Chief Justice Sewell.-The Court are most distinctly of opinion, on referring
both to the Act of 1791 and that of 1774, that the argument on the defence must fail.
What was the object of each Act ? Amongst others, that of 1774 was to enlarge the
Province of Quebec, which had been created in 1763. That of 1791 was to separate
Or divide the Province of Quebec into two provinces, to be denominated Upper and
Lower Canada, and make each respectively independent of the other by giving a
Legisiature to each respectively, but still retaining between or within the two
Provinces, the same extent of country, the same space as the one province contained.
What is the Act? What is its object, its avowed object? To repeal certain parts of
the Act of 1774; and what is the part repealed? It is that part of it which gives
authority to the Council of the Province of Quebec; and what is the reason assigned
for so doing? Why, that His Majesty had signified it to be his royal will and pleasure
to divide his Province of Quebec. To assert that he intended by this that the limits
of the Province should be extended by the separation appears to be repugnant to the
Plainest principles of common sense, and therefore I cannot assent to it. The short
history of the Act of 1791 is briefly this: The King signifies to Parliament bis royal
intention of dividing his Province of Quebec, and he calis on the Logislature to
provide for this alteration by granting an Act adapted to the change. The Legislature
pass an Act providing for the due governmont of the two provinces, and under the
authority of this Act, and the Royal Proclamation, the Province of Quebec was
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accordingly divided, the Royal Proclamation being an exercise of sovereign authority.
Ris Majesty in that Act, by and with the consent of his Privy Council, declared what
should tie the line of separation between Upper and Lower Canada, and how mach of
the former Province of Quebec shall belong to the one, and how much to tho other.
The object of the Act and the object of the Royal Proclamation are so clearly
expressed that we cannot for a moment doubtupon the subject. What says the Act?
" is IMajesty having been pleased to signify his royal will and pleasure to separate
and divide the Province of Quebec." What says the proclamation ? Why, the very
same words. To divide the Province of Quebec, not to add to it, any more than to
take away from it. Therefore, Upper Canada, in the purview, could include only
that part of the province so divided as was nlot contained in Lower Canada; but it
could not extend beyond those limits which constituted the Province of Quebec,
otherwise it would certainly have been an Act to enlarge, rather than an Act to
<ivide. In delivering this opinion I am speaking our unanimous sentiment, for we
have consulted our brother Perrault upon the subject and le clearly concurs with us.
According to our understanding of the Act and Royal Proclamation, we are bound
to say that we consider the argument of the gentlemen concerned for the prisoner,
though presented with great ability and ingenuity, must fail, because the western
boundary of the Province of Upper Canada is "a line drawn due north from the
confiuence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers till it strikes the boundary territory
line of Hudson's Bay."

The question of fact will remain with the Jury. It is they who are to say
whether this place, the Dalles, IS OR IS NOT to the west of the line which we now
declare to be the western bouudary of Bis Majesty's Province of Upper Canada. If they
are of opinion that it is within, or to the east of this western line, then it is in the
Province of Upper Canada and not within our jurisdiction; but, if they are of opinion
that it is to the west of this line, then, I am giving you our unanimous opinion, when
I declare that the Dalles are in the Indian Territory, andnot within the linits of the Pro-
vince cf Upper or Lower Canada, but clearly within the jurisdiction of this Court, by
the Act of the 43rd of the King, chapter 138, which extends our power to " the trial
and punishment of persons guilty of offences within certain parts of North America."

2.-TROUBLES IN THE NORTII-WEST.

CASE OF JOHN MOWAT, 1809.

In the autumn of 1809, Mr. William Corrigal acted as a trader in the service of the
Hudson's Bay Company, at a post which he occupied near Bagle Lake, to the north of
Lake Superior. On the 15th September, a party of the North-West Company
established an encampment about forty yards from his house, under the command of
one £neas MacDonell, a clerk of the latter company. The same evening an Indian
arrived in his canoe to trade with Corrigal, and to pay a debt which he owed hii.
He was not able, however, to defray the whole amount, and Corrigal told him he
would take the canoe in part payment. This the Indian consented to, but requested
that it might be leut him for a few days, when he would return with it. This was
agreed to, and the canoe was brought up to Corrigal's house, where the Indian
remained all night. Next morning he received some more articles in advance, such
as clothing for his family, ammunition for his winter hunt, &c.; and when he was
going away, three of Corrigal's men were sent down to the wharf with the cane
and the gouds. This being observed from the North-West Company's encampment,
MacDonell immediately went down to the Lake, armed with a sword, and accoa-
panied by a Canadian named Adhemar, armed with a brace of pistols. Upon pre-
tence that the Indian was indebted to the North.West Company, they proceeded to
seize and drag away the canoe with the goods to their own wharf, when Mr. Cor-
rigal observing them, ordered two of his men, James Tate and John Corrigal, to go
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into the water and secure the canoe and the property. They proceeded to obey
his orders, when MacDonell drew bis sword and struck two blows at Tate's head.
The latt3r was unarmed, and, in order to guard his head, raised his arm which was
il consequence severely cut across the wrist. He then received another deep
wound in his neck, immediately below the car, which felled him to the ground.
Adhemar at this time had seized John Corrigal (who was also unarmed), and pre-
senting a cocked pistol to him, swore that if he went near the canoe he would blow
his brains out. Several of the Hudson's Bay Company's servants who wero near
the spot, observing what was going on, and perceiving that the rest of MacJnell's
uen were collecting with arms, ran up to their own house, which was only about

forty or fifty yards from the Lake, to get weapons for the defence of themsolves and
their fellow servants. MacDonell next attacked John Corrigal, who, to escape from
him, ran into the lake; but finding the water too deep, ho was soon obliged to make
a turn towards the shore, when his pursuer made a blow at him with bis sword, eut
his arm above the ielbow, and laid the bone bare. He followed this up with a tre-
mendous blow at his head, which Robert Leask, one of Corrigal's men, fortunately
warded off with the paddle of the canoe, which was eut in two by the blow, as
stated upon oath by Leask in bis affidavit. MacDonell then attacked another ser-
vant named Essen, making a blow at him with his sword, which, however, only struck
his bat off; but in making bis escape, Essen fell in the water, and before he could
recover himself, another Canadian of the name of Joseph Parisien, aimed a blow at
his head with a heavy axe, wbich missed his head, but dislocated his shoulder, >o
that he could make no use of his arm for two months afterwards. MacDonell and
Adhemar, the one with his drawn sword, the other with bis pistol, continued to pursue
4everal other of Corrigal's servants towards their house, when one of them, named John
Mowat, whoin Mac)onell had previously struck with his sword, and was preparing
to strike again, shot MacDonell on the spot.

Mr. Corrigal immediately got his party up to the hdnse, had every care taken
of those who were wounded, and consulted with his men about the best mode of
securing themselves against further attack. In a few hours Adhemar the Canadian,
sent off a light canoe to Lake Sal, where Mr. Haldane, of the North-West Company
(under whom MacDonell had been placed), was stationed. Another canoo was also
kspatched to Lac La Pluie, to a Mr. MeLellan, under whom Adhemar himsolf had
aced.

On the 24th Haldane arrived in a canoe with ten men, and on the following day
McLellan also made his appearence with about the same number, all armed.
They shortly afterwards came to the gates of the stockades, with which Corrigal and
his party had barricaded themselves, and demanded the person who had shot
MacDonell. Corrigal told them that ho had not seen MacDonell shot, and could
lot say who the person was that killed him. They answered him by declaring that
if the person was not immediately given up, they would either shoot every one of
thein or get the Indians to kill them, were it even to cost thom a keg of brandy for
each of their hoads. In order to prevent bloodshed, Corrigal then told them that
three of them might enter within the stockades and fix upori the person if they
could, and that ho would call out all his men for that purposo. This was acordingly
done, and they fixed upon Edward Mowat. Corrigal told then it could not be him,
a8 he was in the house at the time MacDonell was shot. John Mowat thon stepped
forward, saying ho was the man, and that ho would do so again in bis
Own defence. He thon voluntarily agreed to surrender himself, and it was settled
that two of Corrigal's men should be taken down with him to Montreal, as witnesses
'I bis bebalf. James Tate and Robert Leask volunterred for that purpose, and it
'as stipulated that if Mowat was taken down straight to Montreal, the two witnesses
s'hould be carried along with him, but if ho was dotained till the spring, one of them
should be sent back to Eagle Lake, and that Mr. Corrigal himself should go to Mon-
trIl as a witness in bis room.

These precautionary measures having been thus taken, Mowat and his two
Witnesses proceeded to the North-West Company's encampment, where the former
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was put in irons. Next day, Adhemar, with six men, togetherwith the prisoner and
his witnesses, set off for Lac La Pluie, where they arrived on the 2rid of October.
From that day tilt the 19th, Mowat was kept in irons from six in the morning tilt
eight in the evening. On the 19th they were taken off, but were replaced on the
26th, and although he had neither the means nor the inclination to make his escape,
they were kept on during the night. This treatmont continued tilt the 14th of
Deceniber. During the whole winter he was kept in close confinement, and his
witnesses themselves were subjected to much insult and indignity, and were obliged
to submait to every species of drudgery and labor, in order to obtain a bare
subsistence.

On the 26th of February, 1810, Leask was sent back to Eagle Lake from Lac
La Pluie, as had been agreed upon. On the 25th May, Mr. Corrigal arrived at the
latter place from Eagle Lake; on the 29th, Mowat and Tate were sent off with
Adhemar for the North-West Company's rendezvous at Fort William, on Lake
Superior, and two days afterwards Corrigal was despatched for the same place. They
all arrived there on the 9th Jane, when Mowat was immediately imprisoned in a
close and miserable dungeon, about six or eight feet square, without any window or
light of any description whatever.

On the 2lst June, Mr. Angus Shaw, a partner of the North-West Company, and
a magistrate for the Indian Territory (under the Act of 1803) arrived at Fort William
from Montreal. Next day Mowat was ordered to be brought before him, guarded by
three mon with muskets and fixed bayonets. The prisoner became a little restive at
this summons, and refused to go, saying ihat he did not want to be taken before any
magistrate tilt he arrived at Montreal. He was, however, dragged out of his dungeon
ard brought before the magistrate, who, being unable to extract anything from bis
mute and stubborn prisoner, ordered him to be taken back to his prison and put in
irons.

From the 2end June to the 10th July, canees went off almost daily to Montreal.
The witnesses repeatedly requested that they should be sent down there, but in vain.
During that period they were not allowed to hold any communication with the
prisoner, being only permitted to look into his cell at the time his allowance of
victuals was handed to him. On the 10th Tate got an opportunity of speaking to
him. Upon enquiring how he was treated, Mawat said he was well off for food, but
that he was kept in handcuffs from seven oclock every evening till nine in the morn-
ing. After this the prisoner fell sick, and when Corrigal and Tate were informed of
it, they went to see him, but were refused admittance. H1e grew worse on the 16th,
and sent forTate, who found hia in a most lamentable state, his arms eut with fetters
and his body covered with boils. He had asked for medicine, but got none, though
there was a doctor in the place. From this time Tate continued to visit the prisoner
as often as he could, dressed his sores, washed his linen, etc., etc., and on one occasion
procured for him some medicine. On the 26th, McLellan and the person who had the
custody of Mowat, told Tate that the prisoner wished to see him. They all went
together, when Mowat advised Tate to try and make his escape with Corrigal, for, is
to himself, he believed they meant to keep him there and murder him. McLellan
assured him that that was not the case; that there was a magistrate on the spot, and
that justice would be done him. The prisoner remonstrated on their keeping hita
there in irons, and not sending him down at once to a place where he could be tried.
On the 5th August they brought Mowat's knife and razors to Tate, saying they could
not trust him with them any longer, as they thought he was growing deranged. Tate,
however, continued occasionally to visit and assist him till the 17th August, when ho
was brought out of his dungeon to be sent off to Montreai. In taking him out he fell
down on the ground fron weakness, and when they were assisting hia into the canoe
he again feil headlong into the bottom of it among the luggage, and eut his face with
his handeuffs. This was the twentieth canoe belonging to the North-West Company
which had left Fort William for Montreal during their stay at that place.

On the 2Oth of August, Corrigal and Tate were also sent off from Fort William in
different conveyances, apd on the 18th Septembor, Tate arrived at Montreal.
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Corrigal and Tate (the former ofwhon beien four mionihs, and the latter a year,
in Ihe delention of the North-West Company), remaned i p- rion in Montreal about
>ix ruonlths, and (urirg most of that timne, tiey, weli as Mowat, epiced great
dis tcss and want. luring part ofi tt p5od, I wc ver, lthey exclied tle commis-
ertioni and (ceved ihe charitable aid oif some( beinvolenl individu:ls of that place.

Nlowat an!d his witneses wcre indicted for nun der. The C'rand Jury found a
1rue bill against Mowat, but 1101e 1gi w the thes. These were, In c(nequence,
diîtcLatrged, and wer e there'b' renderd ompe ei witnesc's t% owat's tijal, which

unîately' had not tukein place before their cer
After a colsultation*l of fi CeI Or »teen boui, lie jr broIhit il a vNitt of

oslaughter. Mtwa: wx ' uïenc 't b e i pioned ix mniths raid branded on
the haud with a lot iron.

1.--REPORT OF T. lK. RZAMSAY. s, Q.C., ON UrEI NOR1THERN AND
W N LMITS OF ONTARk10.

SOXTLaL, 18P b iMarch, 1873.

Sm.-I bg l5ve to e>lose mv Rert o the qîe tio umli ited to me as to
e-' ori bei ad W estel Limits of lte PrinCe of Ontario.

i have counensed tie Leport s mucL asî p il; bu t s, my satements may
l appear n d Iegh sa t isfact ory, no t beig always based ou precise authority, I

te added tes c<ntaining p'oofs and illustitions in sup;port of tle concluszions at
wh bh I have arrived. Sone of' tLeste muay, perbp, go i-t reaterdetail thaI is

intely re quiredu, but in im1y inves'tigat 3is of thle couie.d and often> contradi'tory
Itaives oi the early oyag'cs Io, and set0leimtcis in i ud-on's Bay, I was obliged

Sexaumine ail ihee dtciais, and havi ng done so, it was scar'ely more difficuit to
eurce the w 10e 1result of my researches to writing than to separate the morie fron
ne less cssenta parts.

in thte 1rni ii Whil Ihese notes are pres:ented. it is ioped tley may interest,
ee where tleV do net instrUct, those who may iereafter treqiuile to malke us-e of
e accompantying work.

I have the bonor to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

T. K. RAMSAY.

'o the Hlonorable A. CAMPBEIL, P.M.G., P.C.,
&c., &c., &c., Ottawa.

REPORT.

A difficulty having arisen as to what are the true Northern and Western bound-
aies of the Province of Ontario, and the question having been referred to me for
MY opinion, I beg lea e to report the result of my investigations.

1. The limits of te Province of Ontario are defined in The British North
Amflerican Act, 1867, as being such part of the Province of Canada, at the passing of
the said Act, as formerly formed the Province of Upper Canada. We have, there-
foie, to enquire what were the limits of Upper Canada prior to the Legislative
Union of UJpper and Lower Canada in 1840.

2. TLe position taken by the Government Of Canada is, that the Northern and
Western boundaries of the Province of Ontario are identical with so much of those
laid down in the Quebec Act (14 Geo. 111., cap. 83), as being the limits of the old
Province of Quebee, as would not inelude the former Province of Lower Canada.
That 1s to say, tLe western boundary of Ontario is the meridian passing through the
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point of junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers (now ascertained to be 89° 9' 27"
16 west) north of the United States and south of the Hudson's Bay territories ; and
its northern boundary is the southern boundary of the territory granted to " The
Merchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson Bay," west of the line of divi-
sion between the former Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada. It is iurther con-
tended that the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay territory is the height of
land dividing the waters which flow into Hudson's Bay from those emptying into
the valley of the St. Lawrence and the great lakes.

3. The Government of Ontario claims that the boundary is " very different"
from the one set forth by the Government of Canada; and that the western boundary
is at Ieast to be deterrnined (north of the United States and south of Hudson's Bay
territory), by a line drawn north from the source of the Mississipp. and that the
northern boundary of Ontario is the southern boundaries of the HudB's Bay terri-
tories, west of the lino of division betwecn the former Provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada. While agreeing with the Government of Canada, in general terms, that
the southern boundary of the lHudson's Bay territories is the northern boundary of
Ontario, the Government of that Province does not, however, admit that the height-
of land dividing the waters falling into Hadson's Bay, from the waters failing into
the St. Lawrence and the great lakes is that boundary. On the contrary, they claim
that the boundary is to the north of the watershed, according to the content îons of
all former Governments, and by the indisputable facts that the northern bouandary
lies north of the watershed of the St. Lawrence system.

The Provincial Government further contends that there are grounds for main-
taining the contention of former Governments of Canada, that the western boundary
is further west than the line drawn due north from the source of tile Mississippi (1)

4. It is important, before proceeding further, to clear the way, as far as possible,
the vagueness created by the reference to the pretensions of former Governments of
Canada. For this purpose, it is necessary to examine what they contended, in order
to know what the Government of Ontario now claims. Except for the purpose of
limiting the indefinite description of the pretensions of the Ontario Government, the
enquiry as to the contentions of former Governments of Canada, prior to Confedera-
tion, will be barren of results. Former contentions cannot bind la any way the
Dominion Government, and this appears from every consideration. (a) Former
Governments were not urging precisely the same question. Incidentally they may
have represented a right to a greater extent of territory than that which they
possessed; but the actual question formerly was the resistance of the claims of the
Hudson's Bay Company, to the renewal of a lease held by them of the Indian terri-
teries (2). The real question now is, as to what was understood to be the Hludson's
Bay Company's southern boundary, by the authority which fixed that of Upper
Canada. (b) The Dominion Government is not liable for the opinions oi former
Governments; but only for their debts and liabilities. (c) The preten-ions of the
Government of the Province of Canada were not admitted. On the cotuary, the
title of the Hudson's Bay Company was maintained; and the Dominion G wernment
actually paid a large sum of money for the expropriation of the Compa.., besides
leaving them a considerable estate, (3)

5. The most ex, rine pretension of the former Government of a portion of the
now Dominion of Canada, so far as I can learn, is that put forth by the Commissioner
of Crown Lands, in 1857, in a report which was not considered conclusive, in spite
of its unquestionable ability. It was there incidentally contended that to the north
Canada was either bounded by a few isolated posts on the shore of Iudson's Bay, or

(1) Correspondence between the Dominion Government and the Government of the Province
of Ontario.

(2) M. Cauchon'- Report in 1857.
(3) In a Treaty b 'ween the Goverument of the late Province of Canada and the Indian',

"the height of land " is described as that which separates the territory covered by the Charter ot
the Honorable the Hudson's Bay Conpany from the tract over which the Governienàt w' t
acquire the rightd of the Indians.
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that it had no particular Pimit in that direction, that to the wcst Canada incudes
the coun ry about Red River anId Lake Wininipeg.

6. The line of argument usually adopted turns on priority of discovery. So
long as the contest was carried on between two iidcpendent nation, the tiltle derived
from conquest or discovery, however unsatiftory, was the only possible subject of
discussion. But when the whole title centres in one supreine power, hIe quîestion
becomes simplified, ard the facts to be considered acquire a more conclusive char-
acter. It is the neglect to observe this distinction which gives the diñifuit aspect
to the question before us. The attempt has been to submit to legal appreciation,
pretensions which, after years of fruitless diplomacy, were only disposed of by
force (note A). Were the question a new one, 1 should not stop, even for an instant,
to enquire who first diseovered and took possession of the lands round Hudson's Bay,
or how far the French pushed their discoveries in the west; but from the
bent given to the discussion, I cannot wholly ignore the line of argament involving
these matters, although the conclusions at which I arrive will not be materially in-
fluenced by it.

7. The historical argument of those who seek to give the greatest extension to the
limits of the former Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada seerns to be, that these
Provinces were co-extensive with La N\ouvelle Fran'e. They say that the Hudson's
Bay charter was, if not wholly bad, at all events limited by its terms, which only
grant those territories not already acually possessed by the subjeets of any other
Christian Prince or State (note B) that by the right of diseovery, and as part of La
Nouvelle France, all the country up to the Aretie Circle belonged to France, and -that
in the west, Canada extended to the farthermost post ever held by the French, wbich
would include Red River¥

8. It will at once strike those who examine this pretension, that it is one thing
to say that Canada extended to the Aretie Ocean, and quite another to say that the
territories around ludson's Bay were first discovered by the French, independently
of any connection with La Nouvelle France or Canada. Of course if the discovery
of La Nouvelle France gave the King of France a right to the whole continent north
of the St. Lawrence, it is idle to waste time discussing the question of particular dis-
coveries on the side of Hudson's Bay. But this pretension is utterly untenable and
an after thought. The Commission to De Lauzon as Governor, 20th Uarch, 1651,
gives him authority--" dans toute l'étendue du dit fleuve St. Laurent en la Nouvelle
"France, Isles et Terres adjacentes de part et d'autre du dit fleuve et autres Rivières
"qui se dechargent en icelui jusq' à Son Embouchure à prendre dix lieues près de
"Miscou du côté du sud et du côté du Nord autant que s'étendent les terres du dit
"pays--De la meme sorte et toute ainsi que l'avoit, tenoit et exerçoit le Sr. d'Aille-
"bout." A similar commission was also given to de Mezy in 16C3. It is therefore
plain that at that time the King of France did not think that La Nouvelle France ex-
tended beyond the water-shed of the St. Lawrence, (note C). It would not be diffi-
cuilt to make numerous extracts from ancient grants in unsettled countries to show
that the grant of lands adjacent to a river was understood to be those drained by such
river. A few instances will suffice. In a letter in the Paris M.S. Vol. 8. p. 990
limiting the extent of the Postof Temiskamingue, we find " Ce n'est point l'intention
"de Sa Majesté d'affermer sous le nom de Temiskamingue plus de deux cent lieues
"des pays qui faisoient ci-devant la majeure partie du commerce de Montreai, puisque
" cela tend à la ruine de cette ville. Son intention était d'affermer le seul poste de
'' Temiskamingue dans ces limites qui naturellement doivent consister dans les terres
' arrosées de la rivière de ce nom et des autres qui se dechargent dans la dite rivière;
"sans que l'on puisse y comprendre les terres qui sont au dessus ni au dessous de la
"dite rivière." The grant to the fludson's Bay Company was of the lands and ter-

ritories on the confines of certain Bays, Lakes, Rivers, Creeks and Sounds. So com-
Pletely was it understood that the watershed is the limit of a grant described by

* gr. to M. du Chesneau, 15th May, 1678. Mer 8 Nov., 1686. Doc. Hist. 9, Pare M rest Lettres
d. Nelle Ed. Vol. VI, p. 4.
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rivers lakes, or sz, tLt even the use of the word ' hihlands " in such a grant or
Oi a treaty will be controled -o as to iean uch an eeation as (ivide tlh- ILo w of

the weaters. Ii the decision of the in of' ihe INetherands up1 te di d
points of Boundry urder the Fifti Aiie ie of h Treaty of Ghent>, beeLen e reat
Britain andl tihe Li td States of America 1i.M. said "*ie o les excmple 'léguê

le tevrme Il*bl'and <apiplique non1 seulemen;t 4 un piys monIo eux ou élevé, nais
" encor ài un e I (n gil sanm,, être moiltileux, é eu des x uln ant da e i ec.

"tlion a:ére e. et qu' aincie caractèle ph;s on moms mnuîs t éle\é t xlà
"' tr e e ntiées les deLux lignics rexictinnent -o eclaméce, au med et

"an nudi dei jar Riié e St. Johdn, 1.e sauralit faire la Ins d'un oîptan oitr' el " '-. u1
M. Bus (? B:) meirfi' (i) resp)ecting the b aundaies, t ep:u. m 1i~723, he r:une
of "' La iNoiuvelle Frnc i "HCC* is gie to t hat vatit> trct o>f country extendoguî i n the

4J0 to ih 5'2 degree cf N. Lat. And ini 1755 :?eilin, wto was "Ingéeur de la marin ~e
"' et <I j dlep '1 s Cartes Pixns et Jouirnmmx et Censeur R~oy'a , saîys La ba e d'Iludson

'a et les Pay voiin sotne gr>. uoa 'de étendue de côtés entr-e le 67 et le 1 s.e é tde
"La-i et Se tenionie.' (notel J)

t). Thle quesion 'î of prori t if dis-covery of the Hudson'- Bayv, jxnd of il eri
tories- on he con ines of the rr andi buays conneexc-d w ith Huin' Bayx~,13, e not

apeI to be in iavor of Frjench prîeiensions. If ditscoveryv aloue is mo coi\vey a tide
to either- itio the r iench pet ensi1ons usit fal.
31. It i n e in ni te ) hait Hudii n-on discovered the bay whic h lh-:1rs his

nÇ e (2 n ha N. nted thAere iii 1 610-1i. l the íbllwiyer, o i. le --
lowu in x se p':xh bx traîed by uoudso, discoverd Nelson ivler, w1]en he

ned aîter i nil t. who ie during the expedi ton, and he passed the wie 5 î oef
1 12- 3 in 'heby I t w ould em the laîure iof these disc-oveirr, in the r ain

obect to m'nd a nirth-we-t passaOge, discouragedit fujther enîterîprise inî this iriectiou,
nndj (3 "thei b'usiness -dep friîomi 1616 to 16331 ," while their attention wa> iurined t-

waords the South.i In 1G3 Luk e Fox weut and wintered ai Nelson river. Jat
wintered xin the Ba in 101-32 (note F.) In 1667 or 168, illam, w-ith DeGrz er0C

and Radisson, (uoe G) w'ent to Hudon's Bay and estabtished hiself at is
river. On his -et aun o idn glani d a ComnpaNy was formecd which, under the unie oi

The Governor and Compn of Adventu es of England trading ite Hudsol's Bay,"
obtained from Charles Il the famous Charter bearing date the 2nd Iay, ILO.

In the samne yeaI the Cominpany sent out an expedihioa te make a pern ent
establishment, with Mr. Bailey as G-overnor, and Fort Nelson was founded as the

-,princ~iai post.
11. Th'lîe F-rench meet this, without denying the early discoveries of Hudson,

blutto, I ox a.nd James, by saying (4) that possession of unknown countries
must be taken by some fermai act, such as planting the arms of the King

who claims a title to it; that those travellers have left no account of their dis-
coveries, and consequently it is not established that they ever took posses-
sion of the countries, they are said to have visited, in the name of their Sov-
ereign. They further pretend that in 1656 Jean Bourdon sailed froin Quebec and
took possession of the Baie du Nord and that this is proved by the register of the
Council of New France of the 26th August, 1656. That in 1661 the Indians of the
North Bay came expressly to confirm the good understanding between them and the
French and asking for a Missionary, and that Father Dablon went there in the same
year. That there were expeditions of Couture and Duquet in 1663; and that the
expedition of Gillam was led there by rebellious subjects, who could convey no title,
and that the very fact of Des Grozeliers and Radisson being able to lead the English

(1). Doc. Hist. 9., p. 913.
(2). Map in Gottfriedt 1655. Charlevoix 1, p. 476, Garneau 1, p. 139.
(3). Ogilby's America, published 1671. French and Englisl discoveries in America, DoC.

Biet. 9, p 1. Supposed to be written by Champlain, Am. Ed. note.
(4). See Memoir of M. de Caillieres to M. de Seignelay, 25th February,,1685, P.M. S. III, p. 1,

and memoir of Sth Nov. 1686. Is it by de Denonville ? See note signed louis and Lower dowa
Colbert, Doc. Hist. 9, 303.
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Captain Gillam there, shows that they had thernselves been there before, and con-
sequencly had acquired the territory for the King. The French then proceed to
relate the voyage of de Lauson to Sault Ste. Marie in 1671, and his format taking
possession in the name of the King of France with the consent of seventeen nations,
among whom were the Indians from Hudson's Bay. They also insist on the voyage
of P. Albanel and St. Cimon in 1671-72.

12. This is an unfortunrte answer. It either goes too far or not far erough.
To get over Hudson's and Button's discoveries, it cuts off the expeditions of Couture
and Duquet, of which there are no format records. The same may be said of the
overland expedition of Des Grozeliers and Radisson. Prior to the voyage of Gillam
in company with them, there is no record whatever of Dès Grozeliers and Radisson
ever having been at Hudson's Bay, nor is it even now said in what year they were
there. It is a mere rumor, in no way proved by their conducting Gillam to Hud-
son's Bay. The experience derived from an overland journey, even if it had taken
place, could not bave aided them in a voyage by sea. Again, if anything were to be
drawn from the quality of these two adventurers as Frenchmen, by parity of reason-
ing, we should have to deprive Spain of the results of Columbus' discoveries. The
presence of a foreigner, even were he the leader of the expedition, would not alter
its national character. lowever, no mystery attends the history of Jean Bourdon's
voyage in 1656 (note H) or that of Père Dablon in 1661 (note I). The evidence is
complete that neither ever reached Hudson's Bay. Albanel's (note J) journey,
again, is too late to affect the question, and trading with the Indians (note K) from
other countries in Canada cannot give a title to their country.

13. The answer of the French to the early discoveries of Hudson, Button, (note L)
Fox, and James, is unfounded. In the work attributed to Champlain, already
quoted, (1) the map published by " the English Captain " of his discoveries in 1613
is referred to in 1633. Purchas also saw this map, and Jereinie (2) speaks of the
taking possession of Bourbon river by Nelson and says that he planted a post on
which he exposed the arms of England, and a great board on which a ship was drawn.
He also left some trifling articles of which the Indians profited in the spring.
Jeremie says, also, that the English returned the following year; but it is more
probable that they wintered at the Bay, for there it is said Nelson died, and Button
gave his name to the river they discovered. Again, Fox, when be went there in 1631,SUw " quelques petits monumens du sejour que Thomas Button (y) avait autrefois." (3)
In 1635 Luke Fox published " The North-West," with a map; and in 1633 James
had already published his adventures with a map. James' work was re-published in
1740.

11. We have, therefore two English voyages of discovery (those of Hudson and
Button) well authenticated, more than forty years before the voyage of Bourdon, of
which there is no authentic mention till 1686, and then the account is evidently
ileorrect and written -with a purpose. Fox and James' voyages to Hudson's Bay
were both in 1661, the year of the pretended.journey of Dablon, and two years
Previous to the totally authenticated journies of Couture and Duquet. Again, the
lEnglish Company was established and had built forts in 1670, whereas the Canadian

Company did not begin its operations tilt 1682, andý was not chartered tilt 1685.
Whether then we consider priority of discovery, or di'covery backed by actual acts of
POssession, the English claim to the country round Hudson's seems to be siuperior to
to that of the French, (note M)

15. But it is still more worthy of note that the activity displayed by the French
ia the di rection of Hudson's Bay dates from the ti me they heard that ships had been

ieen i the neighborhood of the Bay, (note N.) They learned this from some
Algon 4quins, (4) and they immediately became alarmed. The next year, 1671, Father

(1) P. 8, note (3).
(2) Recueil de Voyages du Nord, p. 320.
(3) Di-cours prel, au Voyages du Nord, Vol. 1, p. xxxv.
(4) Talon to Colbert 10 Nov. 1670, Doc. Hist 9, p. 67.
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Albanel was despatched wiîh St. Cimonr to take possession of the countriy anew. (1)
It was only, iîowever, in 16.5 that the Canadîan Company de la Baie du Nord was
formed, (2) and the following ycar the Governor of Canada sent de Troyes and
d'Iberville to ai'aek tle English posts in Hudson's Bay. (3) Tiese attempts to
recover lost time were such flagrant violations of international law, that the Governor
was obliged to disavow tle obji et he reaily Lad in view, and to pretext the desire te
capture Radisson. (4) The ex-use was a bad one, even if it had been true, and it
would have been more to the purpose if ie Lad said that the Treaty of Neutrality
was not signed till the 16th November, 16ô6, and that his commission to de Troyes
was dated the 12th February, 1686.

16. The efieet of tie Treaty oi Neutrality (note O) was not, however, much felt
in these out-of-ithe-way places, and the war between the English and French companies
progressed while the Commisisaries huuted up titles and exchanged statements of pre-
tensions. Recip col- impLiints- having been made, the French and English Com-
missaries met in London, but not being able to agiree as to the facts, they adjourned
urtil the first of January, 1689. (2) In tie icantime the revolution took p;ace, and
William, profiting by the invasion of the Caribee LIlands of the State of New York,
and of the Territorries of Hludson's Bay, declared war on the Sth May, 168e. Ot the
7th June, the King of France, presuning tiat owing to " the present trouble-
some conjuncture " in Enîgilad, the English would not have adoptedI " great
precautions ii those parts ' (Hudson's Bay), desired de Frontenac to afford the
Canaian Cmpany the p;otection it inght iieed" as well for the expuision of the
-Egishii ir'om, te poss they ocupy at Hudson's Bay as for the coitinuation of trade."
(6) On h'the Frenh i eclared war. (,)

17. l iiie which had bearried ou at Hudson's Eay in spite of the
Treaty J~of ' 'J N tly, s ed tby the Deelaration of War, coitinued witi all the
force the ivalopanies could eanrtimild. 'l'ie dashinrg courage of' d'Iberville
tuniîe i the s1.-ale ii f-vor of the Frecl, aid the Enîrglsi Companies loudliy comn-
pIainred of ti 1 r lose (noe1C P). In Europe Wilit ats appeai to ajrms had not pro-
du-ced all the re,'su-ts i ard tihe Tirealy orfRywick (8), by which his title to
the Engi-hi trone-> wsc w e , was coniclded wih a total disrgard of the
righrts a of Tio rrhats Adventurers of Enrgianrd tr-ading into Hdson's
Bny." Most dleraL y did they complin rat in tire general re joicings at peace, they
alone Were left to g v ,).. Nvrhles, it would seem that tleir suferings were
ntot f 't CImminsaiis rnme never reported (note Q),
arndi hing- went in :t udn 's-i Bay p, muirrh- as they had done beoore, unîtil the
Tre.y- of U ht'i (i ) t fe-dî -- ov j'e Enlih-r ithe -Bay and straits of Hudson,
toe her withi lIn,-,I se-'s, sUe.Coass, rivis and places sîtuate in the said Bav and
Straits, and whicl belonga t uto, lia traots of land or of sea being excepted which
are it pre-cit posses:e by the subjects of Frne." But it is agreed on both sides
to determinile within a year by Comisries, to be forthwith namaed by each party,
the i1mI1ts, wbich are to be fixed beltween tie said Bay of' Hudson and the places

apperti nngto the Frenh. And tie abuve mentioned rrost Christian Kiîrg
undertook tIr"hat atifain should be gi-enr accding t tihe rule of justice and equity,
to the Englih Cuopany trading to the Bay of Hudson, for ait damage and spol

(1) Talon to ie King 2nd Nov., 1671, lb., p. 71.
(2) Denon yie on the state ot Canada, 12th No., 1685. Ib., p. 280.
(3) in struct ions by d Penonville. 12th Feb., 1686, Paris, Doc. V. p. 176, 2 Serie.
(4) Denonviile to Minister, lth Nov.. 1686. .b., p. 259.'
(5) Instructions to de Frontenac, 7th June, 1689, Doc. fHist. 9, p. 422.
(6) Garnean 2, p. 51.
(7) Garneau 2, p. 137. says tire Engiish lost all tieir forts by the capture of Fort Nelson,

1697 but this i, an error. Ste note G.
(8) 10-20 Sept., 1697.
(9) Menorial oi Company, exposing state of their affairs, 19th January, 1704, Pownal papers:

M.S. in1 Parl. Lib). In the Q uebec Act, the Conrpany is thus styled " The Merchants Adveniturers
of En niand, trading into Hudson's Bav."

(10) Article 10.
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done to their colonies, ships, persons, and goods, by the hostile incursions and depre-
dations ofthe French in time of peace, an estimate being made thereof by Commis-
saries to be named at the requisition of each party (1).

18. The stipulation to surrender the posts near Hudson's Bay, in the possession
of the French at the lime of the Treaty, was at once carried out, the forts being
delivered up under orders from the King of France in 1714 (2).

19. Commissaries were appointed to define the limits, but they never arrived at
any decision (note R) ; but both countries seem to have acquiesced in the idoa that
the watersbed, or the height of land dividing the waters which flow north from tbose
wbich flow :outh, was the real boundary between Canada and the ludson's Bay
territory.

20. This conclusion, with only slight variation, is supported by numerous maps,
both Frencb and English, by Douglas, who gives the whole line from the Atlantic
Coast ; by Bellin (3), who gives the limits of Canada, and by Mr. Bouchette, Surveyor-
General of Canada. In the map published by the Government of Quebec in 1870,
the saie line of highlands is unhesitatingly adopted. As it bas been alrcady shown,
the prim-ipe that the watershed was the natural limit of an unexplored country was
generally acquiesced in. The rivers were the only highways, and the utmost limit
of a possession could hardly be interpreted to extend further than those claiming it
could go.

21. Nor is there anything to coutradict this view to be fouid in the voluntinous
correspondence between the authorities in Canada and the Government of France,
from the time of the Treaty of Utrecht (note S) till the Treaty of Pý-Ks, by which
England acquired Canada, put an end to the possibility of a question ar. ing between
the two countries as to the boundaries of the H-udIson's Bay Territories.

22. But whether the conclusion at which we have arrived he h&n en"re't or
net, in so far as regards the right of' the u S os iy company t(o tuo territory
claimed by them. it is clear it was so understood by the Government in England ;
and, being so understood, a description in a document by competent authority, giving
tL Hludson's Bay territory as the iorthern limit of Canada, would limit Canada to
thie lie undorstood to be the southern boundary of the HJudson's Bay territory. In
other words, if the Hudson's Bay claim had been proved to be wholly unfounded,
this would not ofitself have extended the limits of Canada.

23. By laying down the height of land or watershed as the goneral rule by
which the territory of' Canada was to bc distinguished from that of HIudson's Bay,
results more important than any contemplated at that time were attained. The
actual flow of the river was not thon known, and it could not readily be imagined
that the lieight of ]and which forns the watershed of the system of the St. Lawrence
and the great lakes, should hem in as closely as it does the waters of Lake Superior.
This fact, now perfectly established, reduces to very moderate proportions any claim
the Province of Ontario could put forwaid, based on the idea that the western limits
of la Nouvelle France, were also those of the late Province ot Canada. The Treaty
of 173, which fixes the lino of division between the British possessions and the
United States, cuts this height of land, and with it defines the whole boundaries of
the Province-north, west and south-even if tbe extreme pretonsion to which
allusion has just been made were adopted. AI.

24. But looking at the question from a strictly legal point of view, this preten-
sion cannot be maintained. The terms of the Treaty of Paris, conveying certain
territory to the Crown of England, could not possibly convey to the people of Canada,
Inuch less to any portion of them, any absolute territorial right to any particular
extent of territory further than what they actually occupied, or what was afterwards
Coliferred by competent authority (note T). They might seek to have certain limits

(1). Article 11.
de (2). Jeremie (Noel Jeremie Lamontagne, see l'Abbé Ferland, 2de partie, p. 279 note) Recueil

Voyages du Nord, vol 5, Amsterdam, 1732.
(3), Already quoted, p 8.
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granted them as a matter of sentiment or convenience (1), but no one has ever
pretended that the English Government was obliged to maintain under one govern-
ment, the whole territory ceded to the Crown of England as Canada ; and, in effect,
no such unity lias ever been attempted. The whole territory ceded by Vaadreuil as
Canada, and claimed by England as such, has never for a mement been all included
in any Government of Canada (note U.).

25. It is unquestionable law that after the cession of Canada, and until a regular
Government was conferred hy Statute, the Province remained a Crown Colony, and
was subject to be governed under the special ordinances and instructions ofthe King.
Elence it is we must lurn to the Proclamation of 1763, to ascertain what was thence-
forward to be considered as the Province of Quebec or Canada.

26. That Proclamation sets forth that the King, with the advice of his Privy
Council, had granted letters patent, creating four distinct and separate governments
within the countries and islaads ceded and confirmed to the Crown in England by
the Treaty of Paris (1763).

27. The first of these governments, that of Quebec, was declared to be bounded
on the Labrador coast by the River St. John, and from thence by a line drawn from
the head of that river through the Lake St. John to the south end of the Lake
Nipissing, from whence the said line, crossing the River St. Lawrence and the Lake
Champlain in 45 degrees of north latitude, passes along the bighlands which divide
the rivers which empty themselves into the said River St. Lawrence from those
which fall into the sea, and also along the north coasts of the Baie des Charleurs,
and the coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Cape Rosier, and from thence, crossing
the mouth of the River St. Lawrence by the west end of the Island of Anticosti,
terminates at the aforesaid River St. John, (note V.) A 2.

28. Several maps, published subsequent to the Treaty, give the limits thus
described to Canada. (note W.) (2.)

29. The boundary to the south-west remained unchanged till 1774 (3). It
included all the settlements of any importance at that time (note X). Burke (4) says
" this boundary, fixed for the Government, was so because it was tbe boundary of the
possession, and that the people of Canada acquieseed in it." (5) But on this point,
perhaps, Burke was not a totally impartial witness, and ho probably expressed the
extreme pretensions of the Government he represented. At any rate the people of
Canada did not approve of the limitation, and by their petition in 1773, they prayed
that as under the French Government, their boundaries might be extended to the
Mississippi..(6) (note Y.)

30. It seems, however, of very littleimportance in a legal point of view, whether
the old Government of Canada as a French Province, really extended to the Missis-
sippi, or whether the people of Canada acquiesced in the limits given by the King in
his letters patent constituting the Government of Quebec or not; nor indeed does it
signify, for the discussion at present, how far constitutional)y the King had a right
to carve Provinces and Govenmuents out of the possessions of the Crown, for we are
now arrived at the time when the limits of Canada were determined by Act of
Parliament.

31. The 14 Geo. III, C. 83, (1774,) called the Quebec Act, after setting up the
eastern boundaries, continues, and " thence along by the eastern and south-eastern
bank of Lake Erie, following the said bank until the same shall be intersected by
the northern boundary granted by the Charter of the Province of Pennsylvania, in
case the same shall be so intersected; and from thence along the said northern and
western boundaries of the said Province, until the said western boundary strike the

(1). They did by their petition of 1773. Doutre et Lareau Dr. Civil Canad. I, p. 674.
(2) Jeffrey's Map, 10th June, 1775. Also map in translation of Charlevoix. Dunn's Map.

1776, and see notes R and V.
(3) Burke, in Cavendish Debates, p. 189.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
(6) Doutre & Lareau Droit Civil, Canad: 1, p. 674.
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Ohio; but in case the said bank of the lake shall not be found to be so intersecte d
then following the said bank until is shall arrive at that point of the said bank which
shall be nearest to the north-western angle of the said Province of Pennsylvania, and
thence by a right line to the said north-western angle of the said Province, and thence
along the western boundary of the said Province (Pennsylvania) until it strike the
Ohio; and along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the uississippi,
and northward to the southern boundary of the territory grantod to " The Merchants
Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay." Section 2 of this Act contains
the orly limitation to this description; "Providsd always, that nothing herein con-
tained relative to the boundary of the Province of Quebec, shall in anywise affect
the boundaries of any other Colony."

32. The boundaries laid down by the Act were deliberately adopted after much
discussion (1). All the parties were either represented directly in the house or were
heard by petition; and very notably the petition of the Canadians of the previous
year had received due attention. The only difficulty which remained was foreseen.
The unsurveyed boundary of the Province of Pennsylvania might, or it might not
strike the bank of Lake Erie, and both cases were provided for; but about the line
of the Ohio there could be no doubt. From the point at which it cut the western line
of the Province of Pennsylvania, it constituted the boundary of Canada, until its
confluence with the Mississippi. Prom that point the line was clearly defined ; it was
a due north line, for that is the only interpretation which can be gqven to the words
"northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to 'Merchants
Adventurers of England trading to Hudson's Bay.'" (note Z.)

This opinion, which indeed recommends itself naturally, is supported by the
decision of Chief Justice Sewell, in the trial of de Reinhard at Quebec in 1818 (2),
which judicially interprets the Act of 1774 in this sense. Nor can there be any
doubt that the effect of these words in the Statute, was matter of law for the court to
decide (3).

33. Curions to say, in the new Commission to Sir Guy Carleton, rendered neces-
sary by the Actof 1774, a somewhat different boundary is described. Af ter following
the description of the Statute till the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, the
Commission goes on: " and northward along the eastern banki of the said river to the
southern boundary of the territorygranted to ' The Merchants Adventurers ofEngland
trading to 1udson's Bay.' " The words in italies are an evident and very material
addition to the Statute; and they either fell in with, or created the general impres-
sion that Canada, before the treaty with the United States (1783), extended to the
Mississippi. This description also appears in a Commissioa of two years later date to
Sir Frederick lHaldimand, and very probably in other Commissions between 1774 and
1783 ; but no words in letters patent could alter the express dispositions of an Act of
Parliament. The only manner in which the effect of the Act of 1774 could be de-
stroyed would be by another Act of Parliament. Was there any such ?

34. The Act of 1791 does not deal with the question of the western boundaries of
the Province of Quebec. The subject of the precise boundaries of Upper Canada was
then of some difficulty, for the Treaty of 1783 had not made clear the line which was
to divide the British possessions from the United States. In this dilemma it was
thought advisable to describe " the Upper district by some general words." (4)
But whether, owing to the difficulties occasioned by the Treaty of 1783 or not, all
description was omitted in the Act, and the King, by bis Message ofthe 25th Feb-
ruary, 1791, announced bis intention of dividing " the Province ot Quebec into two
Provinces to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Lower
Canada," whenever His Majesty shall be enabled by Act of Parliament to establish

(1) Cavendish Debates.
(2) Report of trial, p. 646.
(3) Attorney General of Upper Canada remarks, acquiesced in by the Court cn the Trial of

Grant for the n urder of Governor Temple, p 267.
(4) Letter from Lord Grenville te Lord Dorchester, 20th October, 1789. Christy's History of

Canada, Vol. 6, p. 16.
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the necessary regulations for the Government of said Provinces. The Act being
passed, the King, by proclamation, declared what should be the division line, but ho
abstained most carefully from entering into any other description of the two Pro-
vinces, and as Lord Grenville had suggested, used " some general words." Having
established the boundary line of Hudson's Bay as the northern limit, the Upper
Province is said to include " all the territory to the westward and southward of the
said line to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or io.'wn by the name
of Canada."

35. lt is maintained that what is called or known by the name of " Canada"
must be taken to mean what was then known by law (i.e., by the Act of 1774) as
Canada, less the reductions under the Treaty of 1783, which are provided for by
Section 2 (1) of the Act of 1774. But even if the words had another and more ex-
tended sense, it is further maintained that in so far they would be inoperative. The
King's authority to make any proclamation at all to dividec the Province depended
on the implied consent of Parliament by the Act of 1791. Ie could only divide the
Province of Quebec-he could not extend it by proclamation. (Note AA.)

36. This view is supported by Chief Justice Sewell in the case of De Reinhard,
already cited. He said: " The intention of the Proclamation and Act of 1791 was
to divide the Province, not to add to it." (Note BB.)

37. The Act (2) reuniting the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada simply
declared " that it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, with the advice of Her Privy
Council, to declare or to authorize the Governor General of the said two Provinces
of Upper and Lower Canada to declare, by Proclamation, that the said Provinces,
upon, from and after a certain day, in such Proclamation to be appointed, which day
shall be within fifteen calendar months next after the passing of this Act, shall form
and be one Province, under the name of "l the Province of Canada."

38. The British ïNorth Ainerica Act, 1867, is equally unambitious. The Pro
vince of Canada was divided by it, and the part which formerly constituted the
Province of Upper Canada was declared to constitute the Province of Ontario.

31. Canada, then, as it stood after the Act of 1774, was divided into two Pro-
vinces, tbe two were again re-united; but the limits of the whole were not ehanged
in so far as regards the north-western boundaries, until the Act constituting the New
Dominion became law.

40. TheW limits of Ontario are, therefore, to the east, the Province of Quebec; to
the north, the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay territory (shown to be the
height of land dividing the waters which fall into lludson's Bay from those which
fall into the St. Lawrence and the great Lakes); to the souith, the northern boundary
of the United States and longitude 89° 9' 27" 16 west of Greenwich to the west.

T. K. R.
Montreal, March, 1873.

MEMo.

In the report submitted the strictly legal view has alone been considered, because
it alone seemed to be within the scope of my instructions; but from the course of
my investigations I coald not fail to see that beyond this there is another consider-
ation not less important, and that is the equitable side of tbe question. In creating
the Province of Ontario it is not possible to conceive that the Imperial Legislature
intended to convey to that Province and to the Province of Quebec less territory than
the late Province of Canada actually enjoyed. Now it is incontestable that up to
1867 the Government of Canada, de facto, extended to the heigh t of land which forms
the watershed of the water system of the St. Lawrence and the great lakes. This is
made apparent by the registers of the Executive Council, by which we find that a
Commissioner was appointed to obtain the surrender of the claims of the Indians o

(1) Supra p. 14.
(2) 3 and 4 Vie., c. 35 (Imp. Act), 1840.
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the lands in the vieinity of Lakes Superior and Huron, or of such of them as may be
required for mining purposes. The Commissioner executcd a treaty by which he
obtained a portion of the very territory that would be cut off from the Province of
Ontario if the dispositions of the Act of 1774 were literally observed. " From Bat-
chewanoning Bay to Pigeon River, at the western extremity of the said Lake
(Superior), and inland to that extent to the height of land which separates the terri-
tory covered by the Charter of the Honorable the Hudson's Bay Company from the
said tract and also the islands in the said lake within the boundaries of the British
possessions therein."

There ae doubtless other aets of authority beyond the meridian indicated in the
foregoing report. ln the De Reinhard trial, Mr. Coltman, a magistrate for the Dis-
t riet of Quebec, and a Commissioner in the Indian territory, in his evidence, said:
" Il est notoire que les writs des Magistrats du District ouest du Haut Canada sont
émanés pour être exécutés à Fort Willium." It wo!d, therefore, scem that in fair-
news to the Province of Ontario the old Une of the height of land should be adopted
as the western as well as the northern boundary of the Province of Ontaria.

T. K. R.
Montreal, March, 1873.

NOTES.

Note A.-" They (France and England) prepared to cut the gordîan knot of
this long and intricate negot)liation with the sw rd." (" The history of the present
war," l'y Burkc, in the fil st îunber of the Anrual Register. Republisied separat-
elv in 1774.)

ote B.--It is quite uniecessary nuow to discuss the validity of the Charter.
It hlould, hîowevcr, be rcenarked that the words " limiting the grian t to suci territo-
nUsas are not already actually pLosescd by the ubjects of any other Christian
Prince of State," ceased to have any legal value after the Treaty of Utrecht. As
betWeen the King of England and the Iudson's Bay Company there couild bc no
cnte-st as to the rights of the Frech. I do not know whether the x alue of the par-
tui'ar words " actually possessed " bas ever been comnted. They exelude the

eO of a claim of title by simple discovery or, by any naked firmality, and there ean
be io question that in 1670 the French had ne actual posses'on of any part of the
lands round Hudson's Bay.

-.Yote C.-The report of the Commissioners of Crown Lais iii 1857 is incorrect
in saying that the commission to Roberval " included IHudson's Bay, though not
then, of course, known by that name." The writer would have extended geograph-
ical knowledge iad he told us by what name it 'was, and by whom known in 1540.
It possible the official writer mistook " The Great Bay," which is mentioned by
Jefirey (from whom he quotes), as the narne by which Hudsoh's Bay was known in
1540 ? Then, and long after, " La grande baie " was the name given to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, from "-le cap de St. Louis à l' entrée de la baie des Chaleurs." (Deois'
bescription de l'Amerique Septentrionale, 1672. Tom. 1, p. 164, chap. 7.)

In the same report it is said that in " 1627 the Quebec Fur Company was formed
under the auspices of Cardinal Richelieu, and an exclusive charter granted to them
for the whole of New France or Canada, described as extending to the Arutic Circle."
This is incorrect. At the lime it is not unlikely that the French Government knew
little or nothing of the two early English voyages of discovery to Hudson's Bay, and
they could nlot have known anything of these parts from their own voyages, for no
Freuclh expedition had ever then been there. But the arrêt of 1627 does not men-
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tion Hudson's Bay. It gives the Company the whole country from Florida, " en ran-
geant les Côtés de l'Amerique jusqù au Cercle Arctique." (Ed. and Ords., Tom. I,
p. 7. Quebec, 1854.)

Note D.-In the oft-repeated description by L'Escarbot it is said that la Nouvelle
France is bounded to the north by " cette terre qui est dite inconnue vers la mer
glacée jusqù au pole arctique." Thus lie does not pretend that la Nouvelle France
stretches to the Frozen Ocean (L'Escarbot, vol. 1, p. 31, ed. 1611), as Mr. Cauchon's
Report seems to imply, but only to the unknown lands, which, in their turn,
extend to the Frozen Ocean. Having quoted the passage of L'Escarbot referred to,
Garneau adds: " Mais ces limites étaient plus imaginaires que réelles, puisque l'on ne
connassait pas alors méme la vallée entière du St. Laurent."

Note E.-" Il est certain que ce fut Henry Hudson, anglais qui en 1611 donna
son nom et à la Baie et au Detroit par où il entra." (Charlevoix 1, p. 476.)

Note F.-Mr. Justice Monk, in the case of Connolly vs. Woolrich, p. 14, says:
"From the voyage of Sir Thomas Button in 1611 till the year 1667, it (Hudson's
Bay) appears to have been wholly neglected by the English Government and Nation."
There is, however, no doubt about the voyages of Fox and James.

Note G.-Médard Chouard des Grozeliers (" the name is spelled in a variety of
ways;" L'Abbé Tanguay writes: " Medard Chouart des Grozelliers,") Pierre Esprit
Hayet-Radisson, and Pierre LeMoyne d'Iberville. These three names are intimately
connected with the history of the early settlement of Hudson's Bay. Des Grozeliers
came from Touraine when very young and became a voyageur of some repute.
(Ferland, 2nde Pie, p. 80. Jermie Rel. de la Baie d'Hudson, p. 14. Mère de l'In car-
iation Lettre d'Août, 1670.) He reported that, being to the north of Lake Superior,
lie met some Indians who led him to James' Bay. Subsequently, he endeavored to
induce the principal merchants in Quebec to fit out an expedition to visit the North
Sea; but failing in this,* be went to Boston, and from thence to Paris,t and finally
to London, in search of persons sufficiently adventurous to carry out his scheme. In
London his representations were favorably listened to, and a New England captain,
Zacariah Gillam, was sent off with des Grozeliers in 1667 or 1668.‡ They built a fort,
which they called Charles or Rupert, at the mouth of the Nemisco River. On their
return, the Hudson's Bay Company was formed and obtained a charter, dated
2nd May, 1670.§ Nowhere is any date given to des Grozeliers alleged first jour-

Jeremie says that he did induce the Merchaats in Quebec to fit ont a bark with which he went
to the Bay and discovered Nelson River; but the whole of bis narrative up to the expedition
of 1694, in which he was engaged, is totally worthless. lie is, however, followed by Murray,
who adopts the account of a sea voyage by des Grozeliers fron Canada, and gives other details;
for all of which lie disdains to quote any authority. 2 p. 132.

t De la Potherie omits the going to Paris.
t Oldmixon says 1667; so does M. de Callières in a letter to M. de Seignelay, 25th February, 1685,

Doc. Hist. 9, p. 797; Ferland says 1668, 2nde pie, p. 80; Murray also says 1668, 2, p. 132.
In the French Memoir of the 8th Noven ber, 1686, the year is given twice as 1662, Doc. Hist.
9; Charlevoix gives the year as 1663, vol. 1, p. 476; and in this he is followed by Garneau,
2, p.126; but in the Fastes Chronologiques Charlevoix says 1668; again Dobbes says 1667,
but later he says Gillam was there (rom 4668 to 1673; in the description of the right and title
of the Crown of Great Britian to Hudson's Bay, June 2, 1709. Eng. MSS. vol. 1, p. 64, it is
said that Zachary Gillam went there in 1667, in the "Nonsuch," to explore and make a
settlenent in Hudson's Bay, and built Charles Fort at Rupert River.

§ Ferland says 1669. He is not the originator of this error. I have seen it elsewhere. It arises
from a miscalculation of the year of the King's reign. The Charter is dated the 2nd day of
May, in the two and twentieth year of the king's reign. Charles the 1st was beheaded the
30th January, 1648; the 22nd year, therefore, began on the 31st January, 1670.
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ney overland to J ames' Bay; indeed it was only formally put forward in 1686
(French Memoir, 8th November, 1686, Doc. Hist. 9) to sustain the French claim to be
the first discoverers of the Bay. But curions to say, in the French Memoir, the year
of the Gillam expedition is stated to be 1662. It is, however, perfectly certain that
he did not go to the North in 1662, and that the Gillam expedition did not start before
1667-perhaps only in 1668. It seems more than probable that the story of the over-
land journey to James' Bay was an invention of des Grozeliers in order to draw the
Quebec merchants into his scheme. Probably be had heard of Hudson's Bay from the
Indians he met in the North-West ; for difficult and- tedious as was the overland jour-
ney, it was not impossible; and occasionally there was some intercourse between those
living in Canada1 and Indians from the neighborhood of the Bay. Thus, in 1657,
eight Canadians went up the Batiscan with twenty canoes of Algonquins. The voyage
was rough, long and dangerous, though properous; and they met with the Kiristinons
" qui sont proche de la mer du Nord." (Journal des Jesuites, p. 217.) Again, in 1664,
it is said 80 Kiristinons came as far as Montreal to look for a Missionary. (Ibid.)
But it seems very odd if he had really made any such journey that the records of the
Jesuits should be silent on the subject. From their Journal we learn that, in 1659,
des Grozeliers did go up to Lake Superior, and passed the winter with tbe Nation de
Bouf, returning the following year to Canada with 300 Outawas and a great quantity
of fur. He was at Three Rivers on the 24th August, 1660. Again we hear of him
on 3rd May, 1662, and he then said he was going to La Mer du Nord. He passed
the night at Quebec, and he wrote to the Governor from Cap Tourmente.* We know
nothing positive of his subsequent movements for some time; but it is not unlikely
that after leaving Quebec, he passed the years from 1662 to 1667 advocating his pro-
ject of a voyage to Hludson's Bay. This conjecture would also account for the error of
the French Memoir in placing the date of the Gillam expedition in 1662. It would
appear that de ï Grozeliers was accompanied by Radisson,to whose sister he was married,
and that Radisson was married to an English woman. (De Frontenae's letter, 2nd Nov.,
1681.) This marriage of Radisson is involved in great confusion. De la Potherie tells
us that Lord Preston, who was Ambassador at Paris, promised to make a servant of his
named Godet perpetual Secretary of the Embassy,if he could prevai l on Radisson to go
to England, and that Godet, as an inducement to Radisson, promised him hisdaugnter
in marriage (1,145). Charlevoix says that the negotiation took place through a servant
of Lord Preston, called " Gods," (1, p. 481), and that Radisson was then married to a
daughter of Chevalier Kirke; that he went to London, where he was cordially received
by his father-in-law, and that he was granted a pension of 12,000 livres a year. Shea,
in a note to his translation of Charlevoix (3,233), says that it was Sir David Kirke's
daughter he married. Another account (Murray 2, 131) is that des Grozeliers was
induced to go to England by Mr. Montague, the English Ambassador, who gave him
a letter to Prince Rupert. Murray gives no authority for his version ; but it is possible
there may be some truth in all these stories, though certainly not all true. The
following dates are correct, and contradiet much of them. Des Grozeliers' first expe-
dition to Eng!and must have been prior to the summer of 1668. Ralph Montague
was Ambassador at Paris from September, 1668 to 1678. Radisson was married to
an Englishwoman before November, 1681. (De Frontenac's letter, 2nd November,
1681.) Radisson's second visit to England was in 1684, and then Sir David Kirke
had been dead nearly thirty years. He died in 1655 or 1656, (Shea's translation of
Charlevoix 3,232-6 & 6, 124.) In 1670, Radisson accompanied the new Governor back
to ludson's Bay. We hear of him, and also of des Grozeliers, at Fort Nelson, in 1673,
and at Fort Rupert in 1674. They obtained their pardon in 1676 from the King of
France, and returned to Canada. I do not know when they returned to Canada, nor
can the date given by M. de Callières in his letter to M. de Seignelay, 25th

Under date May, 1662, in the Journal des Jesuites, there is this entry: " Je partis de Quebeck
le 3 pour les lrois Riviéres, je recontrai de Groselliers qui s'en alloit à la Mer du Nord Il pana
la nuit devant Quebeck avec 10 hommes et éstant arrivé au Cap Tourmente, il l' escrivit à Mons. le
Gouverneur," p. 308.
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February, 1685, be relied on, for he goes on to speak of the Canadian Company
having been formed in 1676. This is evidently an error, if not an intentional mis-
statement, for in a memoir of the Compagnie du Nord établie en Canada, 1698,
P. M. S. VIII., 265, it is said: " Elle (la Compagnie) c9mmenca cette enterprise en
1682." Before we have anything more to do with Radisson in Hudson's Bay, he
served under Marshal d'Estrées in the West Indies, and obtained permission from him
to go in a vessel belonging S. de la Chesnay ("Aubert de la Chenaye " is one, of
the signatures to the Memoire de la Compagnie du Nord, 15 November, 1690, Paris,
M. S. V. p. 156), to make settlements along the coast leading to Hudson's Bay. This
was prior to November, 1681. (M. de Frontenac, 2nd Nov. 1681, Doc. Hist. 9.)
In 1682 a company was formed at Quebec to trade to Hudson's Bay. This was
the commencement of this enterprise. (Memoire de le Cie. du Nord, établie en
Canada, 1698, P. M. S. VIII., p. 265.) There was a complaint by the English
Ambassador that in 1682, Radisson and other Frenchmen had gone with two barks,
called the "St. Pierre " and the " Ste. An ne," to Fort Nelson, and seized the fort and
the property found there. (The King to M. de la Barre, 10th April, 1684.) They
also took Benjamin Gillam, son of their old captain, prisoner. They also captured a
Boston ship, and toolc it to Quebec. (De la Potherie 1, 143.) M. de la Barre caused
the ship to be restored to the owners, for which he was severely reprimanded by the
Minister (10th April, 1684).

Des Grozeliers and Radisson, from some cause or other, became dissatisfied with
their partners in the ludson's Bay trade. It is net unlikely they were not over-pleased
with the restitution of their capture. At all events, Radisson went to France in 1684.
From France he went to London, induced by Lord Preston, as some say, and there he
succeeded se well that the same year he sailed for ludson's Bay with five ships. H1e
captured Fort Nelson by surprise, 16th August, 1684,-(Instructions frorn M. de
Denonville, 12th February, 1686), took prisoner his own nephew, together with all the
Frenchmen he found there, and carried them to London. le also carried off an im-
mense quantity of furs, and did the Canadian Company $400,000 worth of damage.
De la Potherie says 300,000 livres, which is more credible. After this, we hear very
little of M. M. Des Grozeliers and Radisson. It would appear, however, that Radisson
wintered in the Bay in 1685-'6, for the excuse for de Troyes' expedition was the
capture of Radisson. (Instructions of M. de Denonville to de Troyes, 12th February,
1686; letter of de Denonville, 10th November, 1686.) In 1685, the Canadian Com-
pany obtaiined a charter (20th May). In 1686, de Troyes and d'Iberville went
overland to Hudson's Bay. They first attacked Fort Monsippi or Moose Fort, which
they took. They next surprised Fort Rupert, On the 16th July, they took Fort
Chechouan or Albany. On the 10th August, 1686, de Troyes started on his return
journey to Montreal. (De la Potherie I, p. 147; Ferland, 2nde partie, 164.) M. de
la Potherie says that six months after, having sent the English prisoners home,
d'Iberville went to Quebec ; but it would appear, from a letter from M. de Denonville
to M. de Seignelay, lie was still supposed to be in command of the forts at ludson's
Bay on the 25th August, 16S7. On the â1st October, 1688, M. de DenonvillO
announces the return of d'Iberville, but says lie was to return to the Bay. In
1688, it would seem, the English built Fort Churchill, towards the end of the
year. (Memoire de la Cie. du Nord, 15 November, 1690.) In 1688 d'Iberville
took two English ships. (See the account given of it in the letter of the Sr. Patu de
Quebek, 14th November, 1689, and in d'Iberville's letter of the 17th, in which he
promised to go back next year and take Fort Nelson, if lie could obtain the assistance
he required.) Fort Churchill was captured by the French in 1689 (Memoire de la
Cie du Nord, 15th November, 1690.) In 1690 d'Iberville returned, intending to take
Fort Nelson, but being repulsed he landed and forced the English to abandon Fort
Nieu Savanne. He had gone there with three ships called " La Sainte Anne," " Les
Armes de la Compagnie," and " Le Saint François." In 1693, the English re-took
the Forts Chechouan or Albany, Monsippi or Moose Fort, and Rupert. (De la
Potherie I, 165.) No one but de la Potherie mentions the re-taking of Moose Fort
and Fort Rupert, and in 1700 the H{udson's Bay Company complain of the French
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encroachments, saying that, owing to them, they have only one settlemer ivmaining
out of seven they had. It would, therefore, scem that if the English re- .k Moose
and Rupert Forts, tbey lost them before 1700. In 1694, d'Iberville, in eoiiinand of
two of the King's ships, which were lent to the Company, sailed for Iudson's Bay
to retake Fort Nelson. Jeremie, who was in the expidition, says the two shipswere
the " Poli " and the " Charente." HEle is followed in this by l'Abbé Ferland, (2 Pie,
p. 278.) P. Marest, who was also in the expedition as " aumonier," says de Serigny
commanded the " Salamandre," and his relation is called "voyage du Poli et Sala-
mandre." (Lettres Ed. Nouv. Ed. vol. VI., p. 4.) In the letter of M. M. de Fronte-
nac et de Champigny to the Minister, 5th Nov., 1694, it is said that de Serigny
commanded the " Salamandre." De Bacqueville de la Potherie, who was the King's
Commissioner in the expedition of 1697, say that the ships sent out in 1694 were
the "Poli " and "Salamandre " (vol. 1, 166 1.) He says they sailed from Quebec on
the Sth 4ugust, de Frontenae et de Champigny says the 9th August, and Jeremie says
the 10th August, jour de St. Laurent (p. 17.) M. M. de la Potherie and Jeremie
agree that they reached Fort Nelson the 24th September ; L'Abbé Ferland says the
20th September. The Fort capitulated on the 12th October. D'Iberville remained
at Fort Nelsoa fifteen months. He then returned to Canada, leaving La Ferest as
Governor. In 1696 the English returned, recaptured Fort Nelson, and carried off
the Governor and all the Beaver. The capitulation by La Forest of Fort Nelson
(alias York, alias Bourbon), is that inentioned in the 6th Article of the Treaty of
Rylswick. The capitulation was dated 31st August, 1696, but it is spoken of as the
cap)itulation of the lst September, and in the Treaty as of the 5th September. In
16,7 a fleet of five ships sailed from La Rochelle to retake Fort Nelson, namely,
" Le Profond," " Le Palmier," " Le Weesph," " Le Pelican," and " Le Violent." M.
de la Potherie went as the King's Commissioner. " Le Violent " was crushed in the
ice. Action between the " Pelican," the " Hampshire," the " Dering " and the
l Hudsou's Bay," 3rd September. The "l Hampshire" was sunk by the French ships;
the " Hudson's Bay " was captured, and the " Lering " escaped. " Le Pelican " was
very ruch shattered in the action with the English ships, and went ashore next day
in a storm and was lost. The other three French ships coming up, d'Iberville
attacked Fort Nelson, which he took about the 12th September. D'Iberville left his
brother, de Serigny, in comrand of the Fort, and sailed on his retura voyage on the
24th September. (de la Potherie, 1, p. 183; Jeremie, who was aiso in this expedition,
antd who remained with de Serigny at the Fort). At this point M. Garneau exclaims
"Ainsi le dernier poste que les Anglais avaient dans le baie d'Hudson tomba en
"notre pouvoir, et la France resta seule maitresse de cette région," (2 p. 137). M.
Garneau totally overlooked the three forts in James' Bay retaken by the English in
1693, and one of which, Fort Anne or Chechouan, he mistook for Fort Nelson. At
any rate Fort Anne or Chechouan remained in possession of the tiglish from 1693,
anti they never lost it. Itwas unsuccessfullyattacked byde M enthel in 1709. (Paris
M.s. il, p. 123; Letter of de Vaudreuil to the Minister, 25th October, 1710, p. 139.)

To avoid confusion, it may be well to enumerate the forts, and to give their
difrrent names. In 1700, the company said that they had had seven forts, and that
by the encroachments of the French there remained to thei only one. (Pownall
p'apers MSS.) Six of the seven only appear to have given rise to any contest ; the
seventh I presume to be East Main. The six others are-

1st. ,Fort Rupert, called by the French St. Jacques, founded in 1667 or 1668 by
Gillam. Taken by the French under de Troyes and d'Iberville July, 1686. Retaken
by the English in 1693.

2nd. Fort Monsippi, Monsonis, St. Louis, or Moose Fort, taken by de Troyes
and d'Iberville about the 20th June, 1686. Retaken in 16-93.
. 3rd. Fort Chechouan, Ste. Anne, or Albany, taken by de Troyes and d'Iberville
m 1686. Retaken in 1693.

4th. New Severn, or Nieu Savanne, taken by d'Iberville in 1690.
5th. Fort Bourdon, Nelson or York, founded in 1670. Taken by des Grozeliers

and Radisson, acting for the French, in 1682; retaken by Radisson, acting for the
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English, in 1684; retaken by d'Iberville 12th October, 1694; retaken by the English
1696, and again by thé French in 1697. It remained in the possession of the French
until 1714, when it was given up under the Treaty of Utrecht.

6th. Fort Churchill, built 1688, and taken by the French in 1689.

Note Hl.-In the memoir of the French right to the Iroquois country and Hudson's
Bay of the 8th 1ovember, 1686, it is said-that in 1656 Jean Bourdon ran along the
entire coast of Labrador with a vessel of 30 tons, entered and took possession of the
North Bay, and that this is proved by an extract of the ancient register of the
Council of New France of the 26th of August of the sai .. year (1656.) Unfortunately
the register in queistion is not nowdn existence; but if it were, it could not prove
what the writer of this memoir pretends. At most it was but an authorization* to
Jean Bourdon to undertake the voyage to the coast of Labrador, and not a recital of
what he actually did, for iourdon's voyage was in 1657 and not in 1656. He sailed
froin Quebec on the 2nd May, 1657, and returned on the 11th August of the same
year at ten at night. (Journal des Jésuites pp. 209-218.) But we are lot left in
any doubt as to the extent of Bourdon's voyage. On reference to the " Relations des
Jésuites," vol. HI., 1658-9, we find this entry: " Le 11 çAugust) parut la barque de
"Monsieur Burdon, lequel estant descendu sur le grand fleuve du côté du Nord,
"voyagea jusques au 55 degré, ou il rencontra un grand banc de glace, qui le fit
"remonter, aiant perdu deux Hurons qu' il avait pris pour guides. Les Esquimaux
"sauvages du Nord les massacrèrent et blessèrent un François de trois coups de
"flèches et d'un coup de couteau."

Note I.-Dablon never reached Hudson's Bay; the extreme limit of bis journey
being only 100 leagues from Tadousac. We learn from the "Journal des Jésuites," that
he started for " la Mission St. Fr. Xavier aux Keristinons" the 11th May, 1661, p. 296.
He left Tadousac on the 1st or 2nd June. On the 6th, the Iroquois attacked Tadousac,
atid drove away ail the Canadians. They even came up to the Isle d'Orleans and the
Côte Beaupré, and killed several persons. At page 300 of the Journal, there is this
entry: " 1661, Juillet le 27, retournèrent ceux qui éstoient allés ou prétendoient aller
"à la mer du Nord ou aux Kiristinous P. Dablon, &c." In the " Relation des Jé-
suites," we have the relation of this voyage, which is called " Journal du premier
voyage fait vers la mer du Nord." (12 août 1661.) The account is dated from the
highest point they reached, " Nekouba, 100 lieues de Tadousac, 2 Juillet, 1661." See
.also Journal of Count of Frontenac, 1673, when the importance of making it appear
that Dablon had been at Hudson's Bay was fully understood. (Doc. Hist., vol. 9.)

Note J.-The voyage of Albanel aind St. Simon is not open to the same objections
as that of Dablon. It would appear that they performed the whole journey from
Canada to Hudson's Bay, and that they took formal possession in the King's name.
(Relation de 1672.) The dificulty to this voyage as giving a title to the King of
France, is that it came too late (1671-'2), and after the English were in possession of
Hudson's Bay. Besides, it was only a formality, for the French took no steps towards
making a ettlement there till 1682. (Ferland, 2nde partie, p. 83.)

Note -K.-The dealings with the Indians from Hudson's Bay cannot be relied 01
as a title. Besides, we have the repeated assurance that trade with Hudson's Bay
could only be carried on by sea. (Denonville on State of Canada, 12th Nov., 1685
Doc. Eist. 9; Letter from Denonville au Ministre, 10th Nov., 1686; Paris, Doc. M.
V; same to de Seignelay, 25th August, 1687, Doc. Hist. 9 ; Memorial de la Cie. du
Nord, 1698.) This conclusion had not been arrived at without an effort to keep UP

*Besides see letter of M. de Callières to M. de Seignelay, 25th Februaiy, 1685,
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communication by land. M. de la Barre, on the 9th November, 1683, writes: "The
people who ia ve been at Hudson's Bay have returned after having encountered
extreme dangers." * * * "It is expected that communication can be had with
it overland, as will be seen by the maps ho sends."

Note L.-Dobbes says that Hudson's and Button's Journals are not to be found.
Murray says: " It is remarkable that no original of this voyage (Button's) bas been
published, and that it is not even mentioned by Purchas, who made it bis business
to colleet accounts of all voyages made at this era." (Vol. 2, p. 56.) In Rose's Bio-
graphical and Geographical Dictionary, it is said there is an extraet of Button's
Journal in Purchas. Both the Biographical Dictionary and Mr. Murray are in error.
There is no extract of the Journal in Purchas. On the contrary, Purchas says he
had not seen the Journal, but ho had seen the chart, which was also seen by Cham-
plain, p. 926, ed. 1617. Murray, probably, had only looked at the first edition of
Purchas, which was printed in 1613, so that it was hardly possible for it to contain
any mention of Button's voyage, which only terminated that year. Although not in
Purchas, a fragment of Button's Journal was communicated to Fox by Sir Thomas
Roe. (Haokluyt Society Papers. See also Appendix.) Even in the absence of any
mention of Button's Journal in Purehas, there is no doubt of the voyage having
taken place. la is not questioned by foreign writers. As an example, sec Anec-
dotes Americanes, Paris, 1776, by Hornot.

It is hardly necessary to answer the doubt thrown out by the French Memoir
and by Dobbes on Hudson's voyage. If we have not Hudson's Journal, which, un der
the circumstances, is not very remarkable, we have, at all events, the account of
Pricket, who, in bis own justification, wrote an acount of the mutiny; a rd, in doing
so, he mentions Hudson's discoveries. (Harris' complete collection of Voyages and
Travels, 2, p. 244.)

-ote M.-There is a great uncertainty as to what sort of discovery or occupa-
tion gives a title.

ln the report of the Commissioner of Crown Lands in 1857, it is maintained,
citing the Oregon dispute as an authority, that a discovery " not made known to the
wvorld either by the discoverer himself or by his Government, has no value." This
would destroy one of the Commissioner's own pretensions.

M. Denonville, in a memoir on the French limits in North America, in 1688,
maakes the rigbt depend on discovery, and " planting the arms of the King or
Prince." But the French officials urged claims, owing to voyages where no such
Iormality was or could be complied with.

Note N.-In 1671, the French authorities in Canada could not venture to fix a
date for the first taking possession of Hudson's Bay. In Tallon's Memoir to the
King, 2nd November, 1671, he says: those countries were auciennement discovered
by the French ; (Doc. Hist. vol. 9,) It seems to be only in February, 1685, that the
Freneh detailed their pretensions. The 15th May, 1678, the French Minister, writing
tO M. du Chesneau, takes exception to what du Chesneau had written about giving
passes to private persons, and remarks: "l It is of advantage to the King's service to
go towards that Bay, in order to be able to contest the title thereto of the English,
who pretend," etc. On the 15th August, 1683, th King, writing to M. de la Barre,
recommends him "to prevent as much as possible the English establishing thein-
selves in Hudison's Bay, possession whereof bas been taken in my name seceralyears
49o." (Doc. Hist. 9.) In the Relations des Jésuites, the narrative of the voyage
of P. Dablon is called " Journal du premier voyage fait vers la mer du Noid." This
was in lc61. In the relation of 1667, they say they know nothing of the country,
but th- reports of the Indians. (1667, 23.) On the 18th Mareh, 1688, M Denon-
Ville is instructed to make the strictest search possible for titles. la a letter of
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August, 1670, la Mère de l'Incarnation, who knew des Grozeliers well, because he was
from Touraine, from which Province she came, mentions the expedition of des Gro.
zeiliers in the English ship, and speaks of him on that account, as being the dis-
coverer of the Bay.

Note O.-Commissaries were named under the Treaty of Neutrality, on the part
of Engiaid. They were the Earl of Sunderland, Lord President of the Council and
Principal Secretary of State; the Eari of Middleton, Principal Secretary of State;
and Lord Godolphin, one of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury. On the part
of France, the Pr. Barillon, Ambassador, and the Pr. Bonrepaux, Envoy Extra-
ordinary. They bad their first conference 18th May, 1687. (Doc. ilist. 3, p. 506.)
In 1687, complaints were made of the injuries done by the French. (Collection of
Treaties, 1648 to 1710.) It would seem the Commissaries arrived at no conclusion,
and in 1687 the English Commissaries report that the Company have full right to
the Bay and Straits of Hndson, and to the trade thereof. (1 vol. Trade and Planta-
tions, MS. p. 89; Pownall Papers in Lib. of Parl.ì

Kote P.-They lost all their forts save Nelson in 1686, and Garneau says they
lost their last fort in 1697. (Garneau, vol. 1, p. 137.) But this is an error. (Sec
note G.) On the 2Oth, 1701, the Governor and Company of Hudson's Bay petitioned
the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations on the subject of their losses in
the Bay. In tbis petition they say they have lost all their settlements but one out
of seven, namely, ",Albany, vulgarl. called Chechouan."

.Note Q.-The Treaty of Ryswick was not altogether so disastrous to the Hudson's
Bay Company as it is represented. In order fully to understand its operations, its
terms must be brought into relation with the position of the contending parties
there.

Article VII. stipulated that within six months, or sooner if it could be done, the
King of France should restore to the King of England al] countries, islands, forts and
colonies wheresoever situated, which the English possessed before the declaration
of the war (1689), and that, on the other hand, the King of England should do like-
wise for the French possessions.

By Article VIII. it was stipulated that Commissioners should be appointed to
examine and determine the rights and pretensions which either of the said Rings
had to the places sîtuated in Hudson's Bay. But the places taken by the French
during the peace preceding the present war, and retaken by the English during the
war, should be left to the French. The capitulation of the 5th September, 1696, was
to be carried out, the Governor then taken released, and the merchandize to be valued
by commissioners, who were also to decide what lands belonged to the French and
what to the English.

From these two articles we deduce, first, the general principle that there shoald
be a mutual restoration of conquests made during the war; second, that the alfairs of
Hudson's Bay gave rise to a question, to be settled by a joint commission, which
might make it an exception to the general principle in so far as regards English
conquests durinn the war; third, that until the Commissioners should decide as to
the merits of this question, English conquests during the war should follow the
general principle; fourth, that the capitulation of the 5th September, 1696 (duriilg
the war), should be cari ied out.

Commissaries were appointed, but it does not appear that they settled anything.
Their dilatoriness caused some comment. (Letter of Frontenac to Bellomont, 21st
September, 1698; Lords of Trade to Bellomont, 5th January, 1698-9, the King to
Frontenac, 25th March, 1699; letter from de Calliéres to Governor Nanfan 6tl
August, 1699.) While the Commissaries negotiated, events in Europe were prepar-
ing the way for a new war. By his will, Charles II., who died lst November, 1700
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bequeathed the Crown of Spain to the grandson of Louis XIV. On the 24th Novem-
ber the King ot France accepted the succession for h;s nephew. Tbis led, ea ly in
1701, to the negotiations for the Grande Alliance, which was signed 7th Septeim ber,
17(1. On the 16th September James II. died, and Louis Xi V. recognized his son
as King of Great Britain, in violation of the Treaty of Ryswick. This caused the
Emperor to add another article, to the effect that he would not treat of peace with
France until she had offered England reparution for this affront. France having
refused to do this, war was declared by the States General, 8th May, by Gr'eat
Britain 14th May, and by the Emperor lath May, 1702. Garden Hist. des Traites
de paix, Tom. 2, ch. x.

Note R.-Both the Treaties signed at Utrechtr-the Treaty of Commerce and the
Treaty of Peace-required the appointment of commissaries to regulate certain
questions that could naot be determined summarily. The treaties were signed on
the 13th April, 1713, and no great time was lost in appointing commissaries Those
representing the King of France were M. M. Anison and Fenelon, Deputez au Conseil
de Commerce, whom Lord Bolingbroke had, on a previous occasion, contemptuously
styled " Mercantile Politicians," and M. d'Iberville, a diplomatist of some note, who
must not be conlounded with the Canadian sailor of that name, who died in '706 at
Havana. (Pownall papers, v. 7.) Messrs. Anison and Fenelon, arrived in London
on the 17th February, 171-4, (Lord Boiingbroke's letter of the 19th, Pownall
papers, v., p. 19). M. d'Iberville, who had preceded them, arrived before the 17th
December, 1713, on which day he had an interview with Lord Bolingbroke, to whom
he brought a special letter of introduction from M. de Torcy. dated the 14th Decem-
ber (letter to the Queen 8th December, 1713; Ibid, 17th December, Bolingbroke's
corresporidence, vol. IV., p. 3q7). The English commissaries were Charles White
worth, James Murray, Esq., Sir Joseph Martin, Kt., and Frederick ilerne, Esq.,
(letter to Mr. Whitworth, fDecember 23rd, 1713, correspondence IV., 40h). There
was no mention of M. d'Iberville in the commission of the King of France, dated
Versailles, 10th February, 1714; but he desired to take part in tho discussions under
bis private instructions. It appears that this difficulty was overcome by the issue
of a new commission including M. d'Iberville, of the samne date as the other. Aiother
diffieulty soon pre-ented itself. The inhabitants of Montserrat had sent a petition
to the Queen, and the Hudson's Bay Company sent a memoir, setting forth their
claims. The petition and memoir were forwarded by Lord Bolingbroke to the Lords
Commissioners of Trade and Plantations who at the saine time intiinated that the
comnissaries " now here " have not " any powers to treat upon the said matters,"
(Pownall papers, v., p. 35). It would seerm that the difficulty as to powers Lad been
already raised, and been admitted by the French commissaries who wrote to the King
fr"more ample powers," (London, 11-1 th March, 1714; Ibid, p. 22). In Mlay the
Commissioners of Trade and Plantation wrote to Mr. Martin, Secretary to the Eng-
lish commissaries, to know whether the French commissaries were empowered to
treat upon the subject matter of the meinorial and petition pursuant to the lth, 1lth
and 15th Artieles of the Treaty of Peace with France (Minutes of the lth May,
1714. lb). Mr. Martin answered on the 12th, saying, that the French commissariei
were not empowered to treat about Hudson's Bay and the Island of Montserrat; but
that the Envoy of France, M. d'Iberville. had told Mr. Whitworth that a general
mnention tbereof was made in his instructions, and he should receive more particular
orders from his Court, whenever demanded. (Minutes of the 13th, Ibid.) The Com-
Irissioners of Trade and Plantations immediately resolved that the commissaries of
France should be notified that the commissaries should be named to treat of these
m11atters pursuant to the lth, 1lth and 15th Articles of the Treaty of Peace.

It is somewhat odd that there should have been any question on this point, for
neither in the Queen's instructions to the English commissaries, nor in the commis-
sion of the French commissaries was there any reference to the yreaty of Peace. it
does not appear that more ample powers were ever accorded to those commissaries,
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and on the 9th June, 1714, the English commissaries report the deliberations " at a
tLand." Thus the first effort to establish the limits of Hudson's Bay failed.

The death of the Queen, and the change of policy which followed on
the succession of the fHouse of lanover, put an end to any immediate
prospect of settling these delicate questions as to boundaries. The Treaty
of Utrecht was no longer popular, and nothing seems to have been
done in the matter for some years. The next mention of the subject,
1 have found, is contained in a despatch to MM. de Vaudreuil and Begon, dated
23rd May, 1719. (Doc. Hist. c.) In this depatch, the King says he has instructed
his Ambassador in Englarid to propose the nomination of commissaries on both sides
agreeably to the Treaty of Utrecht, for the settlement of the boundaries of New
France. With the materials within my reach, I have not been able to trace the steps
taken to fix these boundaries; but having had communication of the notes of Chief
Justice Draper, who went to England in 157, to represent the late Province of
Canada before a Committee of the flouse of Commons, I take the liberty of copying
froin him. The Chief Justice says: "On 3rd September, 1719, instructions
were given to Daniel Pulteney and to Martin Bladen, Esqrs., as Commissioners
for Great Britain, under several Articles of the Treaty of Utrecht, which, after a
ipecial reference to tbe 10tb Article ofthe Treaty, proceeds thus: 'You are to en-
deavor to get the said limit settled in the following manner, that is to say,' giving a
particular description, and then adding: ' But you are to take especial care in word-
ing such articles as shall be agreed on with the commissary or commissaries of His
Most Christian Majesty on this head that the said boundaries be understood to regard
the trade ofthe Hudson's Bay only; that His Majesty does not thereby recede from
his rieht to any lands in America, not comprised within the said boundaries.' " In a
letter dated Paris, 7th Nov., (N.S.) 1719, Colonel Bladen writes to the Lords of
Trade: " And this day we shall deliver in the Company's demand upon that subject
(the boundary of fHudson's Bay)in the terms of our instructions, although I already
foresee some difficulty in the execution of this affair, there being at least the differ-
ence of two degrees between the best French maps and that which the Company
delivered us."

" gain, in November, 1719, Lord Stair and Colonel Bladen delivered to the
Mareschal d'Estrees, one of the French Commissaries, the demand of the H. B. Com-
pany. The other French Commissary, the Abbe Dubois, (afterwards Cardinal), was
prevented by indisposition from attending.

" On the 3rd January, 1720, Lord Stair wrote to Secretary Craggs; ' J'ay parlé
"aussi touchant la commission pour les limites son A. R. ma assurè qu'on tiendroit
"incessament des nouvelles conferances.'"

" Similar assurances were transmitted to Lord Stair from the French iRegent in
several letters."

" On the 29th February, 1720, Lord Stair wrote: 'De la maniere que Mons. le
Mareschal d'Estrees, m'a parlé aujourdhuy nous seront encore du temps sans voir
renuer les conferences sur les limites en Amerique.' "

(The French spelling is Lord stairs. I copied from originals. Note by Chiet
Justice Draper.)

14th April, 1718, Mr. Secretary Craggs writes to Mr. Pulteney, then at Paris:
'As my Lord Stair is on the point of leaving Paris, H. My. would have you use this
occasion, either yourself directly or by fis Excellency, as you shall judge proper, tO
demand some peremptory answer upon the subject of your commission, and whether
the French Court will renew the conferences with you ; which, if you find they will
not, H. My. thinks it needless, in that case, for you to make any longer stay at Paris,
and would have you say you are to come away, but not come away until such tiMe
as you shall have further orders from hence.' "

" Mr. Pultency's letters, which I have examined, showed that he and Lord Stair
made many fruitless attempts to get the French Commissaries to meet them, but
though repeated promises were made, there was no meeting after Colonel Blhiaen had
submitted the British proposals and the map."
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Colonel Bladen was again in Paris in 1722, but his letters made no allusions
whatever to the limits in America. They refer to some matters connected with Ste.
Lucie, as to which it does not appear whether any arrangement was made."

" By a letter from Sir Robert Sutton to Secretary Craggs, dated Paris, 8th Sep-
tember, 1720, it appears nothing had been done in regard to ' settling the Iinits in
America, beginning with Hudscn's Bay.'

I could not trace any further correspondence on this subject in the State Paper
Office until after the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle (October, 1748.) But in July, 1750,
the H. B. Company were again called upon to lay before the Lords of T ade an
account of the boundaries granted to them, and they repeat what their former memo-
rials stated on the negotiations for carrying out the Treaty of Utrecht. They refer
to their proposals as what tiey still desired, and they stated that the Commisioners
under that treaty were never able to bring the settlements of those limits to a final
conclusion."

" But there is a letter from the Duke of Bedford to the Earl of Albemarle, dated
12th February, +749-50, stating that the commissaries for settling the limits will be
ready to set out for Paris as soon as Governor Shirley has finished some affairs now
depending with the Boaid of Trade, and on the 16th April, 1750. the Duke of Bed-
ford writes to the Earl of Albemarle to the effect that Mr. Shirley and Mr. Mildmay,
or one of them, will be in Paris as soon as this letter,' to act as Commissioners, there
to settle the difference between England and France as to encroachments of the latter
in North America."

The French commissaries were M. Silhouette and M. de la Galissonnière. They
sailed from Quebec in the " Leopard," on the 24th September, 1749, to return to
France to meet the English commissaries, General Shirley and Mr. Mildmay (Fer-
land, 2nde Pie, p. 495). These commissaries had no greater success than those who
preceded them. In the private instructions from the King to M. de Vaudreuil, of the
lst April, 1755 (Doc. Hist. 10), it is stated that commissaries had been appointed on
both sides, that they did meet at Paris to regulatu all the disputes concerning the
French and British possessions. The King regrets that the success of the labors of
these commissaries to the present time did not correspond to the hopes he had enter-
tained, and that as yet the commissaries had not entered on the limits of Canada
further than what regards Acadia. It seems they never did enter seriously on the
question of the li mits of Canada. Several bulky vol umes made known to the world
what they did. The first of the papers exchanged is dated September, 1750, and the
last the 7th June, 1755; by a strange coincidence, the very day Boscewen captured
the "Lys" and the " Alcide." Theonly tangible proposition I have found in all theee
volumes is that the St. Lawrence is to be the centre of Canada. The English com-
miissaries say they do not know what is meant by that; neither do I.

The capture of the " Lys" and the "Alcide" was really the recommencement of
hostilities between France and England, but the formal declaration of war was not
Until the i 8th May, 1756. There was, however, an end of negotiation until after the
taking of Quebec, when negotiations were recommenced. They lasted from the 26th
March to the 20th September, 1761. (See the "Memoire historique sur les negocia-
tions de la France et de l'Angleterre," prepared by the King's order by the Duc de
Choiseul, Paris, 1761.) Those were, I believe, the last negotiations until the Treaty
of Paris (173.)

il the meantime, it would appear, that so far as the Hudson's Bay territory was
concerned the limits were practically settled.

In a map by John Senex, F.R S., 1711 (A 3) we find a dotted line indicating a
division between Canada and the Hudson's Bay territories, simiJar to the one des-
cribed and claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company. In a map in Carver's travels
(1778) this is carried out to the Atiantic. In Mitchell's map (1755), (A 4), there is a
hne similar to that on Senex's map, with the words, " Bounds of Hudson's Bay by
the Treaty of Utrecht." Bennett's map of 1770 coincides with Mitchell's.
(Bouchette's British Dominions, 1, p. 30.) In a map published from 1754 to 1761, by
John Roque, Topographer to His Britannie Majesty, we have much the same line,.
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called " Southern boundaries of Hudson's Bay territories as settled by the com-
missaries of the Treaty of Utrecht." In Vaugondy's map (he was son of the
geographer to the King of France), in 1750, we find a similar line, but without any
words explahiing it. (A 5.) Douglas in his summary, published in 1747, says:
" By the Treaty of Utrecht the Canada or French lino with Hudson's Bay Company
or Great Britain was ascertained, viz., from a certain promontory upon the Atlantic
Ocean in lat. n. 56 deg. 30 min., to runi s.w. to Lake Mistassin (whicb communicates
by Indian water carriage by P. Rupert's River with Hudson's Bay, and by Saguenay
River with St. Lawrence River at the Port of Tadousac, thirty leagues below), and
from thence continued s.w. to lat. n. 49 deg., and from thence due westindefinitely."

It is not maintained that the lines shown on these different maps are identical.
Mr. Bouchette bas remarked on the difference between Mitchell's and Bowen's, the
latter giving the 49th parallel. But it is evident they were all aiming at the sarne
natural division-the height of ]and dividing the waters flowing to the north from
those which flow to the south;

The subject of maps would not be fully disposed of without some allusion to the
map accompanying the Report of the Comnissioner of Crown Lands in 1857, and
which appears at the end of the Hudson's Bay Report of the House of Commons of
that year. A dotted line enclosing Hiudson's Bay is given with the following descrip-
tion : " Boundary of Hudson's Bay after the Treaty of Utrecht, 1703 (sic), according
to maps published at Paris in 1720, 1739 and 1771. Another lino, giving a little more
space to the Hudson's Bay territory, is thus described: "Northern boundary of
Canada at the conquest, according to British Geographers." Nothing is more easy
than to manufacture history thus. Who are the British geographers? I presume the
French maps alluded to are-1720, Delisle's map of the Western hemisphere; 1739,
nap by the same, published not at Paris, but at Amsterdam; and Vaugondy's ma) of

1771. Neither of the two first give any boundaries to Hudson's Bay territory.
Vaugondy's map of 1771 is, of course, no authority, for it comes after the Treaty
of Paris.

Note S.-In the correspondence between Canada and France I have found two
allusions to ludson's Bay after 1713. On the 8th October, 1744 M de Beauharnois,
in writing to Coant Maurepa , says that the King recommended him to neutralize
or utterly destroy the English Forts at Hudson's Bay. (Doc. Hist. 9). And the
following year (18th June, 1745) M. de Beauharnôis explains why ho could not carry
out the King's orders in this respect.-Ibid.

Note T.-This did not escape the perspicacity of the author of Crown Lands
Report of 1857. Ho says: " The most direct interest that Canada could have in the
matter at the present moment, being responsible for the administration of justice,
would be rather of a moral and political than of an interested or commercial
character."

Note U.-La Nouvelle France, as understood by the French, bas never been under
one government. The Province of Quebec was first limited in the east by the River
St. Jean, in the west by the line from Lake Nipissing, which struck the St. Lawrence
about 15 leagues from Montreal. It was then extended, but the extension did not
include the territory ceded by Vaudreuil, and claimed by England as Canada; a part
was then ceded to the United States by Treaty, 1783). What remained was divided
into two Provinces (1791), again reunited into one (1840), and lastly, the remnant is
joined at once or prospectively to the whole of B.N.A. (1867.)

Note V.-In Dunn's map, 1776, this boundary is given as the " Old Boundary by
which the French possessed Canada." It is curious that in Vaugondy's map of 175e
(A 5) a similar line is marked out without anything to show what it was intended
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t limit, and the paucity of materials prevents our finding out the history of this
line. Vaugondy's father was historiographer to the King of France.

Note W.-By the Act of 1774 al the territories and countries heretofore part of
the territory of Canada which are within the limits of some other British Colony,
or which have, since the 10th February, 1763, been made part of the Governnent of
Newfoundland, during lis Majesty's pleasure, are annexed to and made part of.the
Government of Canada. In conformity with this disposition, so much of the Commis-
sion of the Governor of Newfoundland was revoked "as related to the Coast of
Labrador, including the Island of Anticosti, with any other of the said small islands
on the said Coast of Labrador."

Note X.-In 1721 Charlevoix writes: "Jusqu' à présent la Colonie Francaise
n'allait pas plus loin à l'ouest," than the Lake of the Two Mountains and Isle Porrot.

Note Y.-It is curious how deeply rooted was the desire to have the Mississippi
recognized as the western boundary of Canada. The people of Canada claimed this in
1773, and the King immediately after the Act of 1774 describes the limits of Canada in
his Commissions as following the banks of the Mississippi. Mr. Bouchette, however,
did not fall into this error, and in his later and more important work ho quotes and
comments a document which negatives this pretension in the most formai manner. Up
to the time of ceding Canada to England it was the interest of France to make its limits
as extensive as possible, while the interest of England was directly the reverse; but
when the negotiations which led to the Treaty of Paris were being carried on, the in-
terest changed. France sought to eircumscribe the limits of the provinces she had
promised to code, while England sought to extend them. England, by its answer
of lst September, 1761, to the French ultimatum, claimed "d'un côté le lacs
Huron, Michigan et Superieur et la dite ligne (la ligne de ces limites) tirée
depuis le lac Rouge, embrasse par un cours tortueux la rivière Onabache
jusqu' à sa jonction avec l'Ohio et de là se prolonge le long de cette dernière
rivière inclusivement jusqu' à son confluence dans le Mississippi," being the limits
as traced by the Marquis de Vaudreuil in capitulating. The Kirg of France, as he
had promised to cede the possession of Canada "dans la forme la plus étendue," says
in reply to the English answer to the French ultimatum, " comme cette ligne
demandée par l'Angleterre est sans doute la plus étendue que l'on puisse donner a la
cession le Roi veut bien l'accorder." (13th Sep., 1761, Memoire du Duc Choiseul, 1761.)
Le Duc de Choiseul in his memoir, p. 139, says: " Il était prescrit à M. de Bussy de
"convenir des limites du Canada et de la Louisianne d'après la carte angloise quoique
"très de favorable aux droits et aux possessions do la France." Vaudreuil denied
having made the tracing in question, and the map has not been found. Was it that
mentioned in the French reply as having been presented by Mr. Stanley ? On the
annexed map A 2, the green line marks the probable " cours tortueux" to the
Wabash.

Note Z.-In the original draft of the bill the words were "southward to the banks
of the River Ohio, westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the
southern boundary." It is therefore probable that the amendment passed unper-
ceived by those who drew the new Commissions; or the Commissions may have been
engrossed from drafts made prior to the passing of the Act. In Lord Elgin's
Commission, 18ï6, there is also a curious mistake. The western boundary of Lower
Canada is made to extend to the shore of Hudson's Bay. I call it a mistake, for no
aecount can be given of it at the Colonial Office; and by comparing it with the
Proclamation of 1791, it will be observed that the alteration consists in using the
Word "shore " for the words " boundary line." It was not unnatural to say that
the " shore " was the " boundary lino " of ludson's Bay.
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Note AA.-I did not fail to notice the words " During His Majesty's pleasure '
in the Act of 1774. I take i these words, if more than deferential, cannot be
extended, and therefore they would not give the King the power to add to the Pro-
vince ot Quebec, But at all events, he never attempted it, for extending the authority
of the (-Tovernor to the Mississippi cannot be converted into an extension of the
province to that line. Otherwise Lord Elgin's commission would have extended
Canada to the shore of Hudson's Bay.

Note BB.-It has been attempted to throw some ridicule on the decision in the
de Reinhard case, and it may therefore be worth mentioning that Chief Justice Sewell
was probably the man at the time in Canada best fitted to preside in such a case, and
that the Bar ofLower Canada could not then, or indeed at any other time, have been
more brilliantly represented. The prisoner's counsel, who desired to have the
western boundary of Canada extended beyond the due north line from the confluence
of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, were Andrew Stuart, the equal, if not superior,
of his brother, the well-known Sir James Stuart, Vallieres de St. Réal, afterwards
Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench, Montreal, and Vanfelson, one of the first-named
Judges of the Superior Court after its organization in 1849.

ADDITION TO NOTE Y.

Since my report was sent in, I have received a letter from the Abbé Verreau,
now in London prosecuting historical investigations on behalf of the Government,
enclosing a correspondence between General Haldimand and Sir Jeffrey Amherst,
with respect to the limits of Canada alleged to have been traced by Mr. de Vaudreuil,
on a map which he gave to General Haldimand, and which has not yet been found.
The letters forming this correspondence were copied by the Abbé Verreau from the
Haldimand papers in the British Museum.

The Abbé Verreau gives the following account of the work he has obligingly
volunteered to perform: " J'ai tenu à copier cette lettre moi-même. Je nai trouvé

que le projet de Haldimand, corrigé et raturé avec un soin qui montre l'importance
" attachée par lui à ce qu'il écrivait. C'est ce qui m'a engagé à copier les ratures ;
"je les ai mises entre parenthèse. Il y a bien deux parenthèses de laldimand, mais
"j'ai indiqué qu'elles sont de lui."

LETTER PROM SIR JEFFRET AMHERST TO GENERAL HALDIMAND.

NEw YORK, lst November, 1762.
DEAR SIR,-I have been twenty times at the point of writing to you on a subject

which, though of no consequence, I should be glad to know the exact transactions
that passed. When I made a report of Canada to the Secretary of State, I transmitted
a copy of the part of the map where the limits between Canada and Louisianna were
marked, which you delivered to me, and which I acquainted the Secretary of State
were done by Monsieur de Vaudreuil. Whether by him, or done in his presence by
his direction, comes to the same thing, and the thing itself is of no sort of consequence,
as the letier and orders he (Monsieur de Vaudreuil) sent to the officers commanding
at Michillimakinach. the Bay, Oocciatanou, Miamis, &c., mark out the boundaries and
expressly include those posts in Canada, so that there can be no dispute about it;
yet as I see some altercation has passed in England and France about Monsieur de
Vaudreuil's giving the boundaries, I should be glad to know of you whether he
marked the map himself, or whether it was done in his presence, and what passed on
that subject, that I may hereafter be able to say all that was done regarding the
'whole affair.

I am, with great truth, dear Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

JEFF. AMHHERST.
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" Copie véritable. La parenthèse est dans l'original. J'ai copié aussi bien que
possible ce nom sauvage Oocciatonou. 11. V.

LETTER FROM GENERAL HALDIMAND TO SIR JEFFREY AMHERsT.

"TRors RIVIÈRES, le 10 Xbre., 1762, }
" Fait partir le 16 do. j

" MoNsIEuR,-J'ay reçu avec plaisir la lettre que V. Excellence me fait l'honneur
"de m'écrire du 1er Xbre à l'ègard de ce qui s'est passé entre Mons. de Vaudreu il et
"moi au sujet des Limittes du Canada. Je m'elais proposé plusieurs fois de la
"prévenir; mais j'ay crû devoir attendre ces ordres auxquels je vais obéir avec toute

l'exacitude possible.
" Environs 5 ou 6 jours apprès que je fus entré dans Mt. Real, je demanday à M.

"de Vaudreuil, s'il n'auroit point quelques Plans, Mcmoires ou Cartes instructives,
' concernant le Canada; que je le priois de vouloir me les remettre, afin que je pusse
"les faire tenir à V. Ex.; il me répondit qu'il n'en avait point les ayant toutes perdues
"à Québec (et pour evitter d'entendre l'enumeration qu'il vouloit me faire de ces autres
"pertes) ;* je me contentay pour lors de cette réponse ; mais ayant en occasion (le
"lui en reparler quelques jour après, il me dit qu'il avait retrouvé une Couple
"de Cartes, et passant dans une autre Chambre, il fit apporter une grande Carte
"de l'Amerique Septile. faitte à la main et ployée dans le couvert d'un atlas
"il y avait aussi quelques mauvais plans de forts, dans un roulleau détaché; ne
"trouvant rien d'instructif dans cette Carteet me rappellant que je l'voie vue imprimée
"j'appellay le Lt. Herring de Notre Batt, qui était dans la Salle et je la lui remis avec
"les autres papiers qu'il porta chez moi; En fin la matin du jour que Mons. de Vaudreuil
"partit,t (étant occupé à arranger le reste des papiers que j'avais reçus de différentes
"personnes) cette Carte me tombant sous la main me rappella les tentatives
"inutiles que j'avais faittes auprès de lui et différentes personnes pour connaître
"l'étendue de ce Pays, et me fit naître l'idée de l'examiner avec M. de Vaudreuil.
"Je me rendis sur le champ chez lui en y faisant porter la carte par l'enséigne
"Monin, ayant trouvé M. de Vaudreuil dans sons cabinet qui donne sur la rue
"avec quelques personnes de sa maison (après lui avoir fait mon compliment) ‡1
"je le priay sans autre préambule de voulior bien me montrer quelles étaient les
"Limittes (qui séparaient le) du Canada (de la Louisianne) et le conduisant vers
"la table qui était au fond du Cabinet, j'ouvris la Carte et aprés l'avoir un peu
"examinée, je réitéray ma demande; ill me parut fort surpris; et come il ne me répondait
"point, je pasay le doigt sur la rivière des Illinois en lui disant, Voicy les Illinois, alors
"il me repondit que les Illinois avaient été en contestation entre les deux Gouverneurs,
"mais qu'il avoit éte descidé qu'ils dependroient de celui de la Louisianna, sur quoy
"sortant un crayon de ma poche et m'accoudant sur la Carte, M. de Vaudreuil se tenant
"debout auprés de moy (je marquay un point à la source des Illinois en lui montrant
"le nord, je lui demanday si la ligne passait là et m'ayant repondu que oui), je lui
"demanday en lui montrant le nord du Micéssépy si la ligne passait par là et m'ayant

repondu que oui, je moi quay de point depuis la source des Illinois en remontant le
"M icéssépy, et lui ayant demandé encore une foi si je marquois bien, il me répondit

ces propres pâroles (lui Monsr. le Marquis de Vaudreuil ayant les yeux fixés sur la
Carte)§-prenés tout le nord, prené tout le nord, alors je pointay jusques au Lac Rouge
qui me parut la borne la plus naturelle, sans qu'il y eut la moindre objection de sa
part, ensuitte revenant de l'autre cotté des Illinois; et ne me figurant pas que Loio
put seulement etre misse en conteste, je lui dis, icy nous prenons sans doutte par
l'ambouchure du Wabache, et posant men crayon au confluant de Loio avec le
Mieéssépy, je tracay une ligne en remontant cette première rivière et l'Wabache qui

Cette Parenthèse est de Haldimand.-fl V.
f qui suit a été raturé par Haldimand. H.V.

Effacé. H.V.
§ Parenthese de de Haldimaad. H.V.
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"alloit joindre la point que j'avois (marqué) commencé à la source des Illinois, M. de
"Vaudreuil toujours à cotté de moy, et regardant sur la carte, sans qu'il fit aucune
"objection (de quelle nature que ce puisse être). Cette ligne par ses différentes contours
"ne pouvant se faire à la dérobée (come un simple trait de crayon) lui en donnait
"cependant bien le temps ; mais soit que'occupé de son départ il eut prononcé les oui
"indifferèment (ou supposant que ce que je faisois ne pouvait être d'aucune conséquence,

il n'y eut pas) et sans y pretté tout l'attention qu'il aurait due (et ayant dit les oui
trop à la lêgeré le rècit (ou qu'en donnant une approbation tassitte il chercha à

" m'induire en erreur, le récit que je viens de vous faire, Mons. n'en et pas moins
"(exact) la plus exacte vérité. M. de Vaudreuil et tout ce qui restrait de François à
" Mont Réal devant parti cej(matin) jour là, les Compagnies de milices étant assemblées
" pour delivrer leurs armes, et pretter le serment de fidellité, je n'avois pas de temps
"à (perdre) donner à l'examen de cette Carte et dés que je crus comprendre ce qu'on
"enterdoit sous le nom de Canada et que la ligne fût bien marquée, je refermay la
"Carte et la renveyay chez moy par l'enseigne Monin, enfin Mons. vous pouvez être
"pursuadé que la Carte que vous avez entre les mains, est la même que me fut remise

par Mons. de Vaudreuil 8 ou 0 jours après la prise de Mont Réal, et que Lt. Herring
"qui je crois est à N. Yorcà (reçut de ma main dan son Cabinet pour la porter) porta
" chez moi; que c'est cette même carte qui fut reportée par l'Enseigne Monin chez
" M. de Vaudreuil le matin de son départ; que lorsque je l'ouvris dans son Cabinet il

n'y avoit ny lignes, ny points, ou rien qui put désigner des Limittes; que la ligne
" qui les marque aujourd'hui a été tracée par moy même entiérement sous les yeux
" de M. de Vaudreuil, et qui seul je me suis addressé, et que par tout ce qu'il m'a dit je
"n'ay jamais pu doutter un instant, qu'il ne me donnat cette ligne pour les vrayes
"Limittes du Canada, et que du moment que je fremay cette Carte dans son Cabinet,

jusques à celui ou je la remis entre vos mains, il n'y a en aucune altération faitte à
cette ligne de quelle nature que ce puisse être. Cecy, Mons, est sur ma parole la

" pure véritté de cette transaction.
" Je dois vous avouer aussi Mons. que me persuadant que vous demandiez plus

tôt dos intelligences (sur l'ètendue d'un Pays, qui je crois n'a jamais eu de Limittes
"fixees)* qu'un acte authenthique faite en vertu de la Capitulation ; je ne crus pas
"qu'il convint de faire signer la Carte par M. de Vaudreuil, ce qui m'eut été faeille,
"de meme que de me faire donner les Limittes du Canada par écrit, ce qu'il n'aurait
" pu me refuser en vertu de la Capitulation et aurait rendu cet acte incontestable, au
"lieu que n'ayant point de signature à montrer, il poura toujours faire croire à son

party qu'on a cherché à le surprendre.
Si j'ai mal compris V. Ex., j'en suis très fâché et lui en fait mes excuses, et

"lorsqu'en vous remettant la Carte je vous dis qui les Limittes étaient tirées par M.
de Vaudreuil; j'entendois qu'elles avoient été tirées sous ses propres yeux, et

" avoient eu son approbation; ce qui est vray à la lettre.
" Je suis au reste bien charmé que (ce différent) cette vilaine chicane de M. de

"Vaudreuil, ne porte aucun préjudice aux affairs, elle même servira d'une bonne leçon
" dont je me souviendray si j'ay le bonheur de pouvoir la mettre un jour en pratique.

"J'ay l'honneur d'etre avec un profond respect,
Monsieur, De Votre Excellence,

Le trés humble et très obéissant serviteur,
FRED. HALDIMAND.

Du 10e Xbre.

" Vraie copie faite et relue par moi. J'ai marqué les parenthéses faitQs par
"EHaldimand. Toutes les autres parenthéses indiquent des mots effacés dal*

l'original. Hl.V."

Oette parenthése est de Haldimand et n'est pas une rature. H.V.
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LETTER FROM SIR JEFFRY AMiERST TO GENERAL HALDIMAND.
NEw YORK, 25th January, 1763.

DEAR SIR.-
* * * "[(Il parle de la cessation des hostilities et des forges de Ste. Maurice.)"
I am much obliged to you for the particular and exact detail you have sent

to me of what passed between yourself and Monsieur de Vaudreuil. It is almost
preeisely as I imagined. It is of no consequence whatever; but if it was, there
could be none but good proceeding from what you did in that affair, which has my
thorough approbation to every part of it.

"(Le reste de cette lettre se rapporte à d'autres affairs.)"
I am, with great truth, dear Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,
JEFF. AMHERST.

From the correspondence it appears clear that the map was transmited by Haldi-
mand to Amherst, and that part of it-the part on which the limits were traced-was
by the latter transaitted to the Secretary of State. This tends to support the sug-
gestion that the map insisted on by Mr. Stanley was the one Gen. Hlaldimand got
from M. de Vaudreuil. The points as marked by Haldimand seem to correspond
with the description in the English answer to the French ultimatum, an extract of
which will be Ibund in note F, and the probable line of which I have suggested on
the annexed map A 1, in green.

List of books and papers quoted and abbreviations used in referring to thern:-
" Père Marest, Lettres Edifiantes vol. 6. Relation d'un voyage a la Baie d'Hud-

"son en 1694, avec M. d'Iberville.
" Receuil de voyages du Nord, 10 vols., Nelle. Ed. 12 mo. Ce receuil a commencé

"en 1714 par le Libraire Jean Frederic Bernard et a été discontinué en 1731. Ams-
"terdam 1732. Il contient un discours preliminaire très intéressant, Dans le troisième
"volume du receuil se trouve la Relation de la Baie de Hudson par M. Jérémie dont le
"véritable nom est Noel Jeremie Lamontagne. On trouve son ouvrage imprimé
"ailleurs.

" Lettre de la vénérable Mère Marie de l'Incarnation, Première Superieure des
"lUrsulines de la Nouvelle France. 4to. Paris, 2681.

"Relations des Jésuites. 3 vols., 8vo. Quebec, 1858.
'<Journal des Jesuites. 1 vol., 4to. Quebec.
"Histoire de l'Amérique Septentrionale. Par de Bacqueville de La Potherie.

"4 vols., Svo. Paris, 1722.
"Historia Antipodum. Johann Ludwig Gottfriedt. Frankfort, 1655.
"Denis, description des costes de l'Amérique Septentrionale. 2 vols. Paris, 1672.
"L'Escarbot, Marc. Histoire de la Nouvelle France. 12mo. Paris, 1609.
"Père Charlevoix Histoire et description de la Nouvelle France. 2 vols., 4to.

"Paris, 1744."
Shea. John Gilmary, Translation of the above with notes. 6 vols., Svo. New

York, 1866-72.
"Journal d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans l'Amérique Septentrionale,

forme les volumes 5 et 6 de l'histoire de la Nouvelle France.
" Bellin, Remarques sur la Carte de l'Amérique Septentrionale, comprise entre le

28 e et le 72e degré de Latitude, avec une description géographique de ces parties.
4to, Paris 1755."

Purchas, Samuel, His Pilgrimage. Folio. London, 1617.
Oldmixon, J., The British Empire in America. 2 vols., 8vo. London, 1741.
Dobbs, Arthur. Of Countries adjoining to Hudson's Bay. 4to. London, 1744.
Ilakluyt Society's Publications. London.
Ogilby, John. America: Being the Description of the New World. 2 vois.,

Co. London, 1671.
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Carver, Jonathan. Travels through the Interior Parts of North America, in
1766, 167 and 1768. Illustrated with copper plates, colored. 8vo. London, 1781.

Harris' Complete Collection of Voyages and Travels. 2 vols., folio:
Murray, Hugh. Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in North

America, including the United States, Canada, the Shores of the Polar Sea, and the
Voyage in Search of the North-West Passage, with Observations on Emigration.
2 vols., 8vo. London, 1829.

Bolingbroke's Letters and Correspondence. 4 vols., 8vo. London, 1798.
Chalmer's Collection of Treaties. 2 vols. London, 1790.
" Garden, M. le Comte de, Histoire Générale des Traités de paix entre les puis-

"sances de l'Europe. 15 vols., 8vo. Paris, 1817-18."
Douglas', Dr. W., Sumn ary -Historical and Political-of the First Planting,

&c., of the British Settlements in America. 2 vols., 8vo. 1755.
Christie, Robert, A History of the late Province of Lower Canada. 6 vols., 8vo.

Quebec, 1849-55.
" Ferland, L'Abbé, Cours d'Histoire du Canada, en deux parties. Quebec, 1861 7."
Cavendish, Sir Henry, Bt. Debates in the House of Commons in the year 1774,

ýon the Bill for naking more effectual provision for the Government of the Province
of Quebec. London, 1839.

Docuients relative to the Colonial History of the State of New York, procured
in llohland, England and France, by John Romeyn Broadhead, Esq., Agent of the
State. Publisbed under an Act of the Legislature and edited by E. B. O'Callaghan,
M.D., L.L D., with a second introduction by the Agent. 10 vols., 4to. Albany,
1853-8. Doc. Hist.

Historical Documents relating to Canada and the English Colonies in America,
from the London Archives. 6 vols. M.S. Eng. M.S.

Papers the property of John Pownall, Esq. (brother of Governor Pownall), when
Secretary of the Board of Trade. After his death, in 1795, they passed into the
hands of his son, Sir George Pownall, who was Secretary of the Province of Lower
Canada until 1805. Sir George presented the volumes to the late Hon. H. W. Ryland,
Secretary to the Governor General, who gave them to his son, G. F. Ryland, Esq.,
from whom they were purchased by the Library of Parliament. 7 vols., M.S. Pow-
nall Papers.

" Manuscrits relatifs à l'Histoire de la Nouvelle France. Trois Séries. 1ère
Serie 17 vols., in folio, se trouve deposée à la Bibliothèque de la Société Littéraire

"et Historique de Québec. 2ième Serie, 11 volumes, deposée dans la Bibliothèque du
"Parlement. 3iôme Serie, 12 vols., deposée dans la Bibliothèque du Parlement.
"Paris, M.S.

" Doutre, Gonzalve, B.C.L., et Edmond Lareau, L.L.B. Droit Civil Canadien
"suivant l'ordre établie par les Code, precéde d'une histoire générale du droit
"Canadien.

" Garneau, F. X., Histoire du Canada depuis sa decouverte jusqu' à nos jours.
";4 vols., 8vo. Quebec, 1845, 1846, 1848, 1852."

Memorandum. Remarks submitted by the Commissioner of Crown Lands On
the North-West Territories of Canada, Hudson's Bay, the Indian Territories, and the
questions of Boundary and Jurisdiction connected therewith, to accompany certain
other documents in Return to an Address of the Honorable Legislative Assembly of
Canada. 1857. App. (No. 17) (B). Cited as Mr. Cauchon's Report in 1857.

Correspondence between the Dominion Government and the Government of the
Province of Ontario, sent down in Return to an Address of the Legislature of that
Province in 1872.

Foot notes are indicated thus: (1) (2) (3), &c.
Notes at the end of the Report are indicated thus: " Note A," &c.
The Maps in the Report are referred to thus: Al, A2, A3, A4.
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4.-STATEMENT OF THE CASE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF TUE DOMIN-
ION OF CANADA REGARDING THE BOUNDARIES OP T1HE1 PRO-
VINCE OF ONTARIO. PREPAED BY HUGH MACMAIION, Q.C.,COUNSEL FOR THE DOMINION.

ABBREVIATIONS.

Ont. Docts. Statutes, Documents and Papers respecting the Northern and
Western Boundaries of Ontario, compiled by direction of the Govern-
ment of Ontario.

lis. Revised Report for the purpose of the Arbitration between the
Dominion of Canada and Province of Ontario, by David Mills, Esq.,
M.P.

Papers relating to Papers presented by command of Her Majesty to the House ofH. B Ci. presented Commons in pursuance of an Address respecting the Territory,
Mons. Trade, Taxation and Government claimed or exercised by the

Hudson's Bay Company. (Ordered by House of Commons to be
printed, 12th July, 1850.)

8TATEMENT OF THE CASE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINION OF CANADA
REGARDING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PRO 7INCE OF ONTARIO.

The limits assigned to the Province of Ontario by the British North America
Act, 1867, Sec. 6, are such part of the Province of Canada as at the passage of the
Act formerly constituted the Province of Upper Canada.

The claim of the Dominion of Canada is, that the meridianal lino drawn due
north from the junction of the Ohie and Mississippi Rivers (ascertained to be 89° 9'
27" west) forms the western boundary of Ontario, and that the land's height of the
northern water-shed of the St. Lawrence is the northern boundary.

The Government of Ontario contend that the western limit of that Province is
the Rocky Mountains; that the north-western limitary line lies north of the Saskatch-
ewan; and that the north-eastern line lies in the vicinity of Hludson's Bay. (Mills, p. 1.)

The claim of Ontario to extend the western limit of the Province to the iRocky
Mountains rests, it is assumed, upon the supposed title of France to that country, as
having been the first discoverers thereof. It was stated by M. de Callières, when
writing to M. de Seiguellay in 1685 (N.Y. bis. Doc., Vol. IX., p. 265), that the
French were the first to discover Hudson's Bay, and that nation was therefore
entitled to the whole country to the base of the Rocky Mountains; and the rule of
international law on which this is claimed is thus stated by M. de Callières: " It is a
custom established and a right recognized by all Christian nations that the first who
discovers an unknown country not inhabited by Europeans. and who plant in it the
arms of their prince, secure the property thereof to that prince in whose name they
have taken possession of it."

L'Escarbot, in 1617, stated that "New France has for it.s limits on the western
side the lands as far as the sea called the Pacific, on this side the Tropie of Cancer;
on the south the islands of the Atlantic Sea, in the direction of Cuba and the Island of
IHespaniola; on the east by tbe Northern Sea, which bathes New France; and on the
north that land called 'Unknown' towards the icy sea as far as the Arctic Pole."
(Ont. Docts., p. 53.) So that the whole of the north-western portion of the
continent was claimed as belonging to France.

It will be necessary briefly to show upon what these claims are founded; and
then to consider if they have any value as bearing on the question to be decided by
thu arbitrators.
SIl 12j, Louis XIII, granted to the Company of New France a charter which,
it is asserted, included the whole of the country about Iludson Bay and west of it.
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The Indians frcm the vicinity of Hudson's Bay came to Montreal to trade; hence
it is said there was no neeessity for erecting forts and trading posts. 'Mills, p. LU.)

It is stated that Jean Bourdon, the Attorney-General in 1656, explored the entire
coast of Labrador and entered Hudson's Bay.

It appeais that in the year 1656 there was an order of the Sovereign Council of
Quebec uuthorizing Sieur Bourdon, its Attorney-General, to make a discovery thereof.

There is no record whatever of his having attempted to make the discovery in
the same year in which the order was passed by the Council. There is a record,
however, of his having made the attempt in the year following (1657), and be may
then have designed carrying out the order. He sailed on the 2nd day of May and re-
turned on 1Ith August, 1657; and it is not pretended that he could have made a voy-
age to Hudson's Bay and return between these dates. (Journal des Jesuites pp. 209-
218.) As to the externt of this voyage there can be no doubt, as in the -ReL. je Jests.,
Vol. III., Rel. 1658, p. 9, it is thus reported :-

" Le 11 (August) parut la barque de Monsieur Bourdon lequel estant descendu
"sur le grand fleuve du Costé du Nord voyagea jusques au 55 degré au il rencontra un
"grand banc de glace qui le fit remonter aiant perdu deux Hurons qu'il avait pris
"pour guides. Les Esquimaux sauvages du Nord les massacrèrent et blessèrent un
"François de trois coups de flèches et d'un coup de couteau."

The Jesuits would have known if Jean Bourdon had entered the Straits of Hudson,
and would have meitioned it in their Relations. On the contrary, they never mention
it, and it is to be taken from that, that the assertion that he ever entered Hudson's
Bay is a myth, because he was of the Province of Quebec, and was a man well known
and truteu by the Jesuits, and went with Father Jaques on an embassy to Governor
Dongan, of New York.

It is asserted that Father Dablon and Sieur de Valliere were in 1661 ordered by
Sieur d'Argenson, Governor of Canada, to proceed to the country about ludson's Bay,
and they went thither accordingly, and the Indians who then came back with them
to Quebec declared that they had never seen any Europeans there before.

In Shea's Charlevoix, Vol. IH., pp. 39 and 40, it is stated that he (Father Dab-
lon) attenpted to penetrate to theNorthern Ocean by ascending the Saguenay. Early
in July, two nonths after they set out, they found themselves at the head of the Ne-
kauba River, 300 miles from Lake St. John. They could not proceed any further,
being warned by the approach of the Iroquois.

Rev. Claude Dablon arrived in Canada in 1655, and was immediately sent mis-
sionary to Onoidaga, where he continued with a brief interval until 1658. In 1661
he set out overland for Hudson's Bay, but succeeded in reaching only the head waters
of the Nekauba, 300 miles from Lake St. John. (N. Y. Hist. Doc., Vol. IX., p. 97,
note 2.- _Ed.)

In the Rel de Jésuits, Vol. I1 (1661), p. 13, there is an account of this voyage,
which is called " Journal du premier voyoge fait vers la mer du Nord. (12 Août, 1661.)"
The account is dated from the highest point they reached, Nekauba, 100 lieues de
Tadousac, 2 Juillet, 1661:

" 1661 Juillet le 27 retournèrent ceux qui estoient allés ou pretendoient aller à la
" mer du Nord au Kiristinons P. Dablon &c." (Journal dl Jésuits, p. 300.)

A n assertion is made that some Indians came from about Hudson's Bay to Quebec
in 1663, and that Sieur la Couture with five men proceeded overland to the Bay pos-
sessions, whereof they took in the King's name.

There is no record of this voyage. No mention is made in Charlevoix or in the
Relations of the Jesuits respecting Couture or his expedition.

Sieur Duquet, King's Attorney for Quebee, and Jean L'Anglois, a Canadian colo-
nist, are said to have gone to Hudson's Bay in 1663 by order of Sieur D'Argenson and
renewed the act of taking possession by setting up the King's arms there a second
time.

Viscount D'Argenson, who is stated by Mr. Mills at p. 129 of his Revised Report
to have given the order to Duquet to proceed to Hudson's Bay, left Canada on 16th
September, 1661, two years prior to the giiing of the order, which, it is stated, Sieur
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Duquet received (Shea's Charlevoix, Vol. III., p. 65, note 5 and p. 17. N.Y. His.
Doc'ts, Vol. iX., p. 17.)

ln 1666 or 1667, Radisson and des Grosellières were roaming among the Assinni-
boines in the region ot Lake Winnipeg, and were conducted by members of that tribe
to the shores of ludson's Bay. (Mills, p. 8)

Father Albanel and Sieur St. Simon were, in November, 1671, sent by M.
Talon to Hudson's Bay, which they reached in 1672.

In the Relations of tho Jesuits, Albanel gives au account of his trip, and shows
that the English Company were already in possession of Hudson's Bay, having
entered there under their charter.

It is quite a-pparent from the Relations that no one had on behalf of France
Yisited Hludson's Bay prior to his visit in 1672. Father Albanel says:-

" Jusques icy on avoit estimé ce voyage impossible aux François, qui apres l'
"avoir entrepris déjà par trois fois, et n'en ayant pû vaincre les obstacles, s'estoient
'veu obligez de l'abandonner dans le desespoir du succez. Ce qui paroist impossible,
"se tiouve aisé quand il plaist à Dieu. La conduite m'en estoit deuë, apres dix-huit
"ans de poursuites que j'en avois faite, et j'avois des preuves assez sensibles que Dieu
"m'en reservoit l'execution, après la faveur insigne d'une guersion soudaine et
"imarveilleuse, pour ne point dire miraculeuse, que je receus des que je me fus devoné
"à cette mission, à la sollicitation de mon Superieur." (Rel. Jests. 1672, p. 56.)

Up to this time (1672) the Jesuits do not appear to have heard ofany prior
expedition having reached HUudson's Bay.

What is relied upon by the Province of Ontario as furnishing evidence of Father
Dablon and Sieur Couture having visited Hudson's Bay is a memoir of M. de
Callires sent to the Marquis de Seiguelay in 1684 (N.Y. list. Doct., Vol. IX.,
p. 268), and M. de Denonville, on the 8tb Nov., 1686, bv a memoir sent to M. de
Seiguelay, appears to have copied the statement made by M. de Callières. (See
ibid, p. 304.) But in his letter which accompanies the memoir, M. de Dononville
says: "I annex to this letter a memoir of our rights to the entire of that country of
which our registers ought to be full, but no memorials of thern are to be found." (N.
Y. Hist. Dec., Vol. IX., p. 297.) M. de Denorville thereby admits that
documentary evidence could not even at that time be adduced in support of these
visits having been made to Hudson's Bay.

At the time that M. de Calliéres and M. de Denonville wrote (in 1684 and 1686)
it was most important to show if possible that Dablon and Couture had been at lud-
âon's Bay. The French, before that time, had driven the English from a number of
their forts; and in March, 1686, Canadian troops were sent by Denonville who sur-
pnised and captured Forts Albany, Hayes and Rupert, belonging to the Hudson's Bay
Company; and it therefore became necessary ts show a color of right for these pro-
eeedings, and these memoirs were prepared with that view.

ENGLISH DISCOVERY.

1517.
Sebastian Cabot, who sailed to Hudson's Bay and Straits under a commission from

lienry VII. of England, entered the Bay, which, in 1610, took the name of Hudson.
This is admitted by Mr. Mills, pp. 122 and 123. (See Bacon's History of Henry
I. lakluyt, Vol. I, pp. 25, 26 and 27.)

1576, 1577 and 1578.
Sir Martin Frobisher, it is said, made three voyages to Hudson's Bay. le

entered Hludson's Bay in 1576, and gave the name Frobisher's Straite. (Mills, p.
123. Hakluyt, Vol. IIIL, pp. 55 to 95. Pinkerton's Collection, Vol. XII., pp. 490-
Î21.)

1608-1610.
According to the narrativo ot Prickett (who was with Hudson during the voy-

age), to be found in Harris's Voyages, Vol. II., pp. 243-4, Hudson sailed on 17th
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April, 1610, realched the Bay now known as " Hudson's " in July of that year, and
wintered in tne Bay, and rornained there until late in the summer of 1611.

1611.
lt was desired to prosecute the discoveries made by Hudson, and in 1611 Hlis

Royal Iighness Henry Prince of Wales was applied to by persons concerned in the
project. and lie resolved to send Captain Button, who penetrated to 1adson's Bay
and sailed 200 leagues to the North-West. He wintered there at Nelson River.
(Harris, Vol. 1I., pp. 245-404.)

1631.

It appears that the English nation had been trading with Greenland, and those
trading tinding that "other nations were interfering with ibis trade " found them-
selves under the necessity of having recourse to the Crown for protection and
assistance, as well for defending their fisheries as for prosecuting their discoveries,
and tbey accordingly addressed themselves to King Charles I., who flurnished them
with a frigate called " The Charles," under command of Captain Luke Fox, who
sailed in the spring of 1631, in order to make discoveries towards the North-West.
Captain Fox and Captain James met at Fort Nelson in August, 1631.

Capt. Thomas James undertook his voyage in 1631 for the satisfaction of Charles
1. at the expense of the merchants of Bristol. The account of the voyage was written
by himself and published in 1633. Captain James left England ii May and met
Captain Luke Fox on 29th August near Port Nelson. Ie wintered in Hudson's
Bay..(11arris's Travels, Vol. Il., pp. 401, 409 and 413.)

1667 and 1668.

Des Grosellières and Radisson (who it is supposed were Coureurs des bois) were
roaming among the Assinniboines and were conducted by them to Hudson's Bay.

Des Grosellières and Radisson went to Quebec for the purpose of inducing the
merchants there to eonduct trading vessels to Hudson's Bay. The proposai was
rejected, as the project was looked upon as chimerical by the Quebec merchants.
(Ont. Docts. p. 280). (This does not accord with the pretensions of the French that
Jean Bourdon had made a voyage there in 1656 or 1657).

Des Grosellières was in London in 1667, and before going there had been in
Boston and Paris in search of persons willing to fit out an expedition to explore

udson's Bay. He met with a favorable reception, and the London Merchants em-
ployed Z. &illam, a person long used to the New England trade, to perfect this
discovery. Gillam sailed in the "Nonsuch " in 1667, and on his arrival built Port
Charles, said to have been the first fort erected in the bay, and upon his return those
engaged in the enterprise applied to Charles Il. for a patent, which was issued on
2nd May, 1670, to Prince Rupert and others. (Harris's Voyages, Vol. Il., p. 286).

1669.
Captain Newland was sent out in 1669 by the same parties who in 1667 sent out

Z. Gillamn.
As far as Hudson's Bay territory is concerned the English were first, both as to

discovery and occupation. So long as the English were not there the Indians came
to Montreal and Quebec, and the French derived the benefit of the trade, which was
all that was required, and they could then afford to treat as chimerical the statements
of Radisson and Des Grosellières that Hudson's Bay could be reached with ships.
But once the English occupied the territory, erected forts and created settements,
whereby the French fur trade was cut off from the west and north, then it became
necessary for them to claim title by discovery. Hence the mem>ir of M. de Callières
to M. Seiguelay, which is shown cannot be relied upon, and whieh 1). Denonville
says i here are no memorials to support.

If possession is to form a claim to the country, the evidence that the English
lirst made a settlement and thus took possession is of the clearest charaoter, for it i8
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not seriously pretended that any actual possession was taken nor any settlement
made until Gillam went to ludson's Bay and built Fort Charles in 1667.

What, then, did England obtain by taking possession and making a settlement
for the purpose of occupancy by building the numerous forts on Hudson's Bay in the
year 1667 and during subsequent years ? According to Vattel, Book I., Chap. 18.,
Sect. 27, " Navigators going on voyages of discovery furnished with a commission
from theiÈ Sovereign, and meeting with islands or other lands in a desert state, have
taken possession of them in the name of their nation; and this title has been usually
respected, provided it was soon after followed by real possession."

" When a nation takes possession of a country, with a view to settle there, it
takes possession of everything included in it, as lands, lakes, rivers, &c." (Ibid,
Chap. 22, Sect. 226.)

" In the negotiation between Spain and the United States respecting the western
boundary of Louisiana, the latter country laid down with accuracy and clearness
certain propositions of law upon this subject, and which fortify the opinion advanced
in the foregoing paragraphs. ' The principles (America said on this occasion) which
are applicable to the case are such as are dictated by reason and bave been adopted
in practice by European powers in the discoveries and acquisitions which they have
respectively made in the New World. They are few, simple, intelligible, and, at
the same time, founded in strict justice. The first of these is, that when any
European nation takes possession of any extent of sea coast, that possession is under-
stood as extending into the interior country to the sources of the rivers emptying
within that coast, to all their branches, and the country they cover, and to give it a
right, in exclusion of all other nations, to the same. (See Memoire de l'Amerique,
p. 116.) it is evident that some rule or principle must govern the rights of Europ-
pean powers in regard to each other in all such cases; and it is certain that none
can be adopted, in those to which it applies, more reasonable or just than the present
one. Many weighty considerations show the propriety of it. Nature seems to have
destined a range of territory so described for the same society to have connected its
several parts together by the ties of a common interest, and to have detached them
froi others. If this principle is departed from it must be by attaching to such dis-
covery and possession a more enlarged or contracted scope of acquisition ; but a
slight attention to the subject will demonstrate the absurdity of either. The latter
would be to restrict the rights of an European power who discovered and took pos-
session of a new country to the spot on which its troops or settlement rested-a
doctrine which bas been totally disclaimed by all the powers who made discoveries
and acquired possessions in America.'" (Phillimore's Intl. Law, 2 ed., Vol, I., pp.
277-8-9.)

Sir Francis Twiss, in his d iscussion on the Oregon question, at page 300 states
that " Great Britain never coi ,idered. her right of occupancy up to the Rocky Moun-
tains to rest upon the fact of her having established factories on the shores of the
Bay of Hudson, i. e., upon her title by mere settlement, but upon her title by dis-
covery confirmed by settlements in which the French nation, her only civilized neighbor,
acquiesced, and which they subsequently recognized by treaty."
covery confirmed by settlements in which the French nation, her only civilized
neigh bor, acquiesced, and which they subsequently recognized by treaty."

The British nation, therefore, acquired, by discovery and by settlements made
en ludson's Bay, the possession of the country extending into the interior to the
5Ources of the rivers emptying within that coast, which wonld include the Saskat-
chewan and English Rivers to the west, having their sources at the foot of the
Rocky Mountains, and extending south and east to the sources of all the rivers
flowing into James' Bay.

The law entitling England to this has been stated not only by Vattel, but has
been adopted as correct by the United States, and is recognized by the highest
authorities on International Law in England-Dr. Twiss and Dr. Phillimore-.as
being the correct principle to apply in such cases.

1-16
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If England acquired the territory claimed within the limits stated, it may
for some purposes be necessary to consider what the Hudson's Bay Company
took under their charter. The charter will be found in Ont. Docts pp. 29-37,
and at p. 33 will be found what the King grants to the Hudson's Bar Company,
under the name of "I Rupert's Land." First is granted the sole trade aid commerce
of al] those seas, bays, lakes, rivers, creeks, &c. Then the company are created the
absolute lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits and places, &c., &c., in
free and common socage," with power to erect colonies and plantations, &c.

The charter is very wide; and, although it appears to have been conceded by
the leading counsel in England (Ont. Docts., pp. 193 to 202), whose opinions were
obtained that the charter granting a monopoly to the Company to trade may have
been void because not sanctioned by Parliament, yet that the terrtorial grant is
valid, and the only difference in the opinions appears to be to the exte it of territory
covered by tbe grant.

In 1849, on an Address of the House of Commons, praying that Her Majesty
would be graciously pleased to direct that means be taken to ascertain the legality
of the powers in respect to Territory, Trade, Taxation and Government, which are
or have been claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company, the Directors of the Company
were requested to render their assistance in complying with the Address of the
Flouse of Commons, which they did on the 13th September, 1849, by enclosing to
Earl Gray a statement as to their Rights as to Territory, Trade, &c., which will be
found in full in Ont. Docts., pp. 288-9 and 290.

Annexed to this statement was a map showing the territory claimed by the
Company as included within their charter; and a copy of this map was likewise
produced in 1857 to the Select Committee of the House of Commons and is attached
to the Report of that Committee. This map shows that on the south the Company
claimed to the land's height, and on the west to the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

On 30th October, 1849, Earl Gray enclosed to the then law-offlcers of the Crown
the statement and map furnished by the Company, requesting an opinion as to the
rights of the Company.

The opinion furniîhed is as follows:-

Cyopy of a Letterfrom Sir John Jervis and Sir John Romilly to Barl Gray.

TEMPLE, January, 1850.

My LoRn,-We were honored with Tour Lordship's commands, contained in Mr.
Hawes' letter of the 30th October last, in which he stated that he was directed by
Your Lordship to transmit to us a copy of a Resolution of the louse of Commons,
that an Address be presented to Her Majesty, praying that measures may be taken
for ascertaining the legality of the powers which are claimed or exercised by the
Hudson's Bay Company on the Continent of North America.

Mr. Hawes then stated that he was to enclose the copy of a letter f, m the
Chairman of the Iudson's Bay Company, together with a statement and zyP, pre-
pared under his direc, ion, of the territories claimed by the Company in i:tue of
the charter granted to them by King Charles the Second.

Mr. lawes also sent the copy of a letter dated the 30th September last, fromf
Mr. A. K. Isbister, inquiring in what mode Her Majesty's Government intend to
give effect to the Resolution of the House of Commons, and whether, in the event
of any reference to a judicial tribunal, it will be necessary for the parties interestd
to appear by counsel or otherwise, or to furnish evidence. and, if so, of what nature.

Mr. Hawes concluded by stating that your Lordshin requested that we would
take these papers into our early consideration and inform you whether we are of
opinion that the rights claimed by the Comapany do properly belong to them. la
the event of our entertaining a doubt on any point raised in these papers, Mr.
Hawes was to request that we would advise your Lordship in what mainer the
opinion of a competent tribunal can be obtained on the subject.



In obedience to your Lordship's command, we have taken these papers into
our consideration, and have the honor to report that, having regard
to the powers in respect to territory, trade, taxation and government chaimed
by the Hudson's Bay Company in the statements furnished to your Lordship by the
Chairman of that Company, we are of opinion that the rights so claimed by the
Company do properly belong to them.

Upon this subject we entertain no doubt; but as it will be more satisfactory to
the complainants against the Company, to the promoters of the discussion in the
Rouse of Commons, and possibly to the Company themselves, if the questions are
publicly argued and solemnly decided, we humbly advise your Lordship to refer these
questions to a competent tribunal for consideration and decision, and to inform Mr.
Isbister that ho may appear as complainant, and the Company that they may be
heard as respondents upon the argument. The proper mode of raising the question
for discussion will, we presume, be for Mr. Isbister, or some other person, to embody
in a petition to Her Majesty the complaints urged against the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany; and such a petition may be referred by Her Majesty either to the Judiciary
Committee, under the 4th Section of the Statute 3 and 4, Will. IV., c. 41, or to the
Committee of Trade, as involving questions within their jurisdiction. The Judicial
Committee, from its constitution, is the best fitted for the discussion of a case of this
description, and we recommend that to that tribunal the proposod petition should be
referred.

(Papers relating to Hudson's Bay Company, presented to the House of Com-
mons, pp. 7-8.)

On 6th June, 1850, Earl Grey caused to be sent to Sir John Pelly a letter, from
which the following extracts are taken:-

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FRoM B. HAwEs, ESQ., TO SIR JOHN PELLY, BART., DATED
AT DowNING STREET, 6TH JUNE, 1850.

"With reference to your observation, ' that it would be of the utmost import-
ance if the decision of the Privy Council on the rights and privileges of the Com-
pany were sent to Hudeon's Bay by one of the ships appointed to sail on the 8th
instant,' I am to remind you that the proceedings for the purpose of giving effect to
the resolution of the House of Commons of 5th July, 1849, have not led to any
reference to the Privy Council, and that the question raised in that resolution stands
in the following position:-

" Steps have been taken, as you are aware, ta obtain from the Hudson's Bay
Company a statement of its claims; that statement was duly submitted to Her
Majesty's law advisers, and fier Majesty's Government received from them a report
that the claims of the Company were well founded. It was observed in that report
that, with a view to the fuller satisfaction of the House of Commons, and the parties
mnterested, it would be advisable to refer the onquiry to a competent tribunal, and
that the proper method of raising a discussion upon it would be for some person to
address a petition te Her Majesty, which petition might then be referred either to
the Judicial Committee or the Committee of Privy Council for Trade and
Plantations.

" Such a petition was, therefore, essential to the complote prosecution of the
'nquiry. Lord Grey accordingly gave to certain parties in this country, who had
taken an interest in the condition of the inhabitants of the Hudson's Bay Company's
Territories, and had questioned the validity of the Company's charter, an opportunity
te prefer the necessary petition if they were so disposed; but, for reasons which it is
!lnnecessary to repeat, they respectively declined to do so. Lord Grey having,
therefore, on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, adopted the most effectual means
(P]n to him for answering the requirements of the Address, has been obliged, in the
a sence of any parties prepared to contest the rights claimed by the Company, to
88 me the opinion of the law officers of the Crown in their favor to be well
foUnded."ý
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(Papers relating to Hudson's Bay Company, presented to House of Com-
mons, p. 15.)

The law officers of the Crown-Sir Richard Bethell, Attorney-General, and Sir
Henry S. Keating, Solicitor-General-gave an opinion in 1857 (Ont. Docts., pp.
200-1), " That the validity and construction of the Hudson's Bay Company's charter
cannot be considered apart fron the enjoyment which bas been had under it during
nearly two centuries, and the recognition made of the rights of the Company in
various Acts both of the Government and the Legislature."

" We beg leave to state, in answer to the questions submitted to us, that in our
opinion the Crown could not now with justice raise the question of the general validity
of the charter; but that, on every legal principle, the Company's territorial owner-
ship of the lands and the rights necessarily incidental thereto (as, for example, the
right of excluding from their territory persons acting in violation to their regula.
tions) ought to be deemed to be valid."

" The remaining subject for consideration is the question of the geographical
extent cf the territcry granted by the charter, and whether its boundaries can in any
-and what manner be ascertained. In the case of grants of considerable age, such as
this charter, when the words, as is often the case, are indefinite or ambiguous, the
rule is that they are construed by usage and enjoyment, including in these latter
terms the assertion of ownership by the Company on important pubhe occasions, such as

Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, and again Zn 1750."
Now, what were the ludson's Bay Company claiming as their territorial rights

at the time of the Treaty of Ryswick (1697) and after the Treaty of Utrecht (1713),
and also in 1750 ?

By the 7th and 8th Articles of the Treaty of Ryswick certain things were to be
done-(l) the Treaty was to be ratified, and (2) after the ratification Commissioners
were to be appointed who were " to examine and determine the rights and pretentions
which either of the said Kings had to the places situate in iudson's Bay." (Ont.
Docts., pp. 15 and 16.) And although Commissioners were appointed, and although
claims were at different times advanced by the ludson's Bay Company (as will pre-
sently be stated), nothing was done by the Commissioners to determine such rights
and pietensions.

" After the Commissioners have deternined those differences and dis putes, the
Articles the said Commissioners shall agree to shall be ratified by both Kings, and
shall have the same force and vigor as if they were inserted word for word in the
present Treaty." (Treaty of Ryswick, Art. 8, Chalmers' Treaties, Vol. 1, p. 335.)

The English and French Goveruments went on negotiating under the Treaty,
until 1702, when the war of sudcession broke out and all negotiations were at an
end.

It bas been stated and urged as a ground against the latter pretensions of the
Hudson's Bay Co., that in July, 1700, they were willing to contract their limits.
While willing to do this for the purpose of effecting a settlement, ad only on con-
dition of their not being able to obtain " the whole Straits and B&y which of right
belongs to them." (Ont. Docts., p. 123.)

Nothing was done under this, and the Hudson's Bay Co. were again addressed by
the Lords of Trade and Plantations in January, 1701, when they again insist on their
rights to the whole Bay and Straits, but are willing to forgo their rights to a certain
extent if by that means they can secure a settlement. "JBut should the French
refuse the limits now proposed by the Company, the Company think themselves net
bound by this, or any former concessions of the like nature, but must, as they have
always done, insist upon their prior and undoubted right to the whole Bay and
Straits of Hudson which the French never yet would atriotly dispute, or suffer to be
examined into (as knowing the weakness of their claim), though the first step in the
said Article of Ryswick directs the doing of it." (Ont. Docts., pp. 124-5).

la May, 1709, the Company were requested by the Lords of Trade and Planta-
tion to send an account of the encroachments of the French on Her MajestY'
Dominion in America within the limits of the Company's charter. To which tb
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Company replied, setting forth their right and title, and praying restitution. (Mills,

pp. 152-3).
A further petition was sent by the Hudson's Bay Company to the Queen in 1771.

(Ont. Docts., pp. 126-7.)
Nothing was done by the Commissioners towards the determination of the di'f-

ferences and disputes up to the time when Count de Torey, on behalf of France,
made a proposition, in April, 1711, with a view of bringing about a general peace
between England and France, and while these negotiations were in progress, and on
7th February, 1712, the Hudson's Bay Co. set forth what they desired should be
stipulated for them at the ensuing treaty of peace. (Ont. Docts., pp. 128.9.)

For reasons thought very cogent, it is not supposed the question of post
liminiy will require mach, if any, consideration; but as no point should be over-
looked which ought, or even might, be considered in the case, the subject is, there-
fore, shortly considered.

Vattel, Book IIl., Cap. 14, Sec. 20, defines the right of post liminiy to be
"that in virtue of which persons and things taken by the enemy are restored to
their former estate on coming again into the power of the nation to which they
belonged."

" The Sovereign is bound to protect the persons and property of his subjects, and
to defend them against the enemy. When, therefore, a subject, or any part of his
property, has fallen into the enemy's possession, should any fortunate event bring
them back again into the Sovereign's power, it is undoubtodly his duty to restore
them to their former condition-to re-establish the persons in all their rights and
obligations-to give back the effects to the owners-in a word, to replace everything
on the same footing on which it stood previous to the enemy's capture. (Ibid,
Sec. 205.)

" Provinces, townsand lands, which the enemiy restores by the treaty of peace
are certainly entitled to the right of post liminium; for the Sovereign, in whatever
manner he recovers them, is bound to restore them to their former condition as soon
as he regains possession of them. (Ibid, Sec. 205.) The enemy in giving back a
town at the peace renounces the right he bad acquired by arms. It is just the same
as if he had never taken it; and the transaction furnishes no reason which can
justify the Sovereign in refusing to reinstate such town in the possession of al her
rights, and restore her to her former condition." (Ibid, Sec. 214.)

It is submitted, however, that, as between the Dominion and Province of Ontario,
the question whether the Hudson's Bay Company were entitled to denand the right
oi post liminium is of no consequence whatever.

The late Chief Justice Draper, when acting as agent for the Province of Canada,
delivered to the House of Commons Committee, on the 28th of May, 1857, a paper
relative to the boundaries, wherein it is stated,

"The 8th Article of the Treaty ofiRyswick, shows that the French at that time
set up a claim of right to Hudson's Bay, though that claim was abandoned at the
peace of Utrecht, and was never set up afterwards." (Ont. Docts., p. 240.)

Lord Dartmouth's letter of the 27th May, 1713 (Ont. Docts., p. 129), enclosing
the petition of the Hludson's Bay Company, shows what was the design in not
accepting an " Act of Cession " from the French King; and Her Majesty the Queen

insisted only upon an order from the French Court for delivering possession; by
tEs means the title of the Company is acknowledged, and they will come into the
inmediate enjoyment of their property without further trouble."

The Sections of Treaty of Utrecht having any bearing upon the question are
the 10th and 15th, to be found in Ont. Docts., pp. 16 and 17.

Under Sec. 10 the King of France was "to restore to the Queen of Great
Britain, to be possessed in full right forever, the Bay a Straits of Hudson, together
With all lands, seas, coasts, rivers and places situate in the said Bay and Straits, and
which belong thereunto; no tracts of land or of sea being excepted which are at present
Pssessed by the subjects of France." * * *
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'-The same Commissaries shall also have orders to describe and settle in like manner
the boundaries between the other British and French Colonies in those parts."

In the wording of the 10th Article a great deal of discussion arose as to whether
the word " restore " or the word " cede " should be used. Count de Torey, in January,
1713, says: "I he Plenipotentiaries now make no difference between places ' ceded'
and places ' restored.'" (Bolingbroke's Correspondence, Vol. III., p. 601) But in
March, 1713, he says that the truth is so evident that the Plenipotentiaries of Great
Britain at Utrecht always make a distinction between places that should be " ceded "
and those that should be " restored." (Bolingbroke's Correspondence, Vol. III,
p. 605.)

Great Britain was coritending that as France had dispossessed her of Hudson's
Bay Territories the French should " restore " them, while the French desired to use
the word " cede," as if the territories had belonged to the French, and they were for
the first time ceding them to Great Britain. The word " restore " was used, and it
is important to examine the original text of the Treaty, which is in Latin. The
words used in that Article, " spectantibus ad eadem," show clearly that France was
to restore to England all the lands looking towards the Hudson's Bay: in other words,
the whole water-shed of the waters running into the Hudson's Bay.

The first part of the 1 10th Section does away with any exception, and left nothing
for the French to hold possession of in Hudson's Bay.

Mr. Mills, at p. 159 of his Report, after quoting the portion of the 10th Section
above referred to, says: " The words of the Treaty just quoted and the attendant cir-
cumstances show that what was claimed by England and yielded by France was the
Bay and the country upon its margin. Nevertheless, the language of the Treaty
did not make it impossible for En.gland, if she were so disposed, to insist upon the
possession of the whole eountry to the land's height. France, too, consented with
reluctance to the use of the word ' restoration' instead of ' cession.' "

The Treaty not orily made it possible for Eugland to inäist upon the possession
of the whole country to the land's height, but from the very moment Commissaries
were appointed as provided by the Treaty she always insisted that she was entitled
to the whole country, and it will be apparent that France assented to to this conten-
tion as being the correct interpretation of the Treaty.

Although Commissaries were appointed as provided by the Treaty, and notwith-
standing the Commissaries failed to define the boundaries between the territories of
each of the Goveinnients, it was in sone manner assumed thatthe boundary had been
settled by the 49th parallel; and this was looked upon by the Americans and by the
English themselves as being the southern boundary of the Hladson's Bay Company's
territory. And we find that in the discussions which took place in regard to the
boundary lino from the noith-west angle of the Lake of the Woods to the Rlocky
Mountains, the United States asserting on the one hand, and Great Britain not deny-
ing on the other that the 49th parallel was the boundary between their respective
countries, because it was the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay.

I From the coast of Labrador to a certan point north of Lake Superior those
limits were fixed according to certain metes and bouuds, and from that point the lino
of demarcation was agreed to extend indefinitely due west along the 49th parallel Of
north latitude. It was in conformity with that arrangement that the United States
did claim that parallel as the northern boundary of Louisiana." (Greenshaw's
Oregon, 2nd ed., p. 460.)

Whether a boundary was ever agreed upon, or whether it was merely assumed
that the boundary above stated had been assented to, cannot now be of much import-
ance, as in 1760 the Marquis de Vaudreuil did not pretend that the Canada of the
French extended in a north-westerly direction beyond the Red Lake.

On the 4th August, 1714, the Hudson's Bay Company sent a memorandum tO
the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations, accompanied by a map in which
they claimed that the eastern boundary should be a line running from Grirnington's
Island through Lake Wiscosinke or Mistassinnie, and from the said lake by a line
run south-westward into 49 degrees north latitude, as by the red line may more par-
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ticularly appear, and that that latitude be the limit; that the French do not come to
the north 0i it nor the English to the South of it. (Ont. Docts., pp. 131-2.)

When, in 1719, Commissaries were appointed the instructions given to Mr. Pult-
ney and Col. Bladen, the British Commissaries, were explicit to claim to the 49th of
north latitude where another line was to begin and extend westward upon the 49th
p arallel, over which said lines the French were to be prohibited from passing. (Ont.

octs., p. 302.)
In order that there might be no mistaking the full extent of the demand of the

British Government, and to show that under the Treaty, England was claiming the
whole territory northward to the height of land and westward to the Rocky Moun-
tains, the English commissaries in 1719 sent to the French commissaries a memoir
on the subject of the boundary, in which they set forth that "the French since the
Treaty of Utrecht had made a settlement at the source of the River Albany, the Com-
missaries of lis Britannic Majesty insist that the French shall quit the said settle-
ment, and that the fort, if there be any such building, shall be given up to the
company of English merchants trading in Hudson's Bay aforesaid."

" The said Commissaries further demand that the subljects of His Most Christian
Majesty shall not build forts or found settlements upon any of the rivers which empty
into lludson's Bay under any pretext whatsoever, and that the stream and the entire
navigation of the said rivers shall be left free to the company of English merchants
trading into ludson's Bay and to such Indians as wish to traffic with them." (Ont.
Docts., p. 365.)

Sir Travers Twiss says
" The object of the 10th Article of the Treaty of Utrecht was to ecure to the

Hiudson's Bay Company the restoration of the forts and other possess ons of which
they had been deprived at various times by French expeditions from Canada, and of
which sone had been yielded to France hy the 7th Article of th TUatyfIRyswick.
By this latter Treaty Louis XIV. had at last recognized William I. as King of
Great Britain and Ireland ; and William, in return, had consented that 1e principle
of uti possidetis should be the basis of the negotiations between the two Crowns. By
the l0th Article, however, of t he Treaty of Utrecht, the French King agreed to restore
to the Queen (Anne) of Great Britain, 'to be possessed in fnll right forever, the Bay
and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands, seas, sea cousts, rivers and places
Situate in the said Bay and Straits, and which belong thereto; no tracts of land or sea
being excepted which are at present possessed by the subjects of France.' The only
question, therefore, for Commissaries to settle were the limits of the Bay and Straits
of Hudson, coastwards, on the side of the French Province of Canada, as all the
country drained by streams entering into the Bay and Straits of Hudson were, by the
terms of the Treaty, recognized to be part of the possessions of Great Britain."

" If the coast boundary, therefore, was once understood by the parties, the head
Waters of the streams that empty themselves into the Bay and Straits of Hudson
inldicate the line which at once satisfied the other conditions of the treaty. Such a
line, if commenced at the eastern extremity of the Straits of Hudson, would have
swept along through the sources of the streams flowing into the Lake Mistassinnie
and Abbitibis, the Rainy Lake, in 480 30', which empties itself by the Rainy River
into the Lake of tbe Woods, the Red Lake and Lake Travers."

"This last lake would have been the extreme southern limit in about 450 40',
Whence the line would have wound upward to the north-west, pursuing a serpentine
COurse, and resting with its extremity upon the Rocky Mountains, in about the 48th

arallel of latitude. Such would have been the boundary line between the French
rossessions and the lud son's Bay district; and so we find that in the limits of Cana da,

assigned by the Marquis de Vaudreuil himself, when he surrendered the Province to
Sir J. Amherst, the Red Lake is the apex of the Province of Canada, or the point of
departure from which, on the one side, the line is drawn to Lake Superior; on the
other, 'follows a serpentine course southward to the River Oubache, or Wobash, and
along it to the junction witb the Ohio.' This fact was insisted upon by the British
Government in their answer to the ultimatum of France, sent in on the lst of
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September, 1761, and the map which was presented on that occasion by Mr. Stanley,
the British Minister, embodying those limits, was assented to in the French memorial
of the 9th of September." (Historical Memorial of the Negotiations of France and
England from March 26th to Sept. 20th, 1761. Published at Paris by authority.)
(Twiss' Oregan Boundary, pp. 209-211.)

" By the Treaty of Utrecht, the British possessions of the north-west of Canada
were acknowledged to extend to the head-waters of the rivers emptying themselves
into the Bay of Hudson; by the Treaty of Paris they were united to the British
possessions on the Atlantic by the cession of Canada and all ber dependencies; and
France contracted ber dominions within the right bank of the Mississippi. That
France did not retain any territory after the Treaty to the north-west of the sources
of the Mississippi will be obvious, when it is kept in mind that the sources of the
Mississippi are in 4e' 35', whilst the sources of the Red River, which flows through
Lake Winnipeg, and ultimatelv finds its way by the Nelson River into the Bay of
ludson, are in Lakes Travers, in about 450 40'" (Twiss' Oregon, p. 226.)

It bas not been thought necessary to refer to the numerous maps described in
the Ontario Documents, as unless a map bas been made use of in connection with a
treaty, or a boundary bas been definec thereon, but little reliance can be placed upon
it. Sir Travers Twiss says: "The claim, however, to the westwardly extension of New
France to the Pacific Ocean requires some better evidence than the maps of French
geographers. A map can furnish no proof of territorial title: it may illustrate a
claim, but it cannot prove it. The proof must be derived from facts which the law
of nations recognizes as founding a title to territory. Maps, as such, that is, when
they bave not had a special character attacbed to tbem by treaties, merely represent
the opinions of the geographers who have constructed them, which opinions are fre-
quently founded on fiietitious or erroneous statements : e.g., the map of the discoveries
of North America by Ph. Buache and J. N. De'Lisle in 1750, in which portions of
the west coast of America were delineated in accordance with De Fonte's story, and
the maps of North-west America at the end of the seventeenth and beginning of the
eighteenth centuries, which represent California as lately ascertained to be an
island. (Twiss' Oregon, pp. 305-6.)

When new Commissaries were appointed in 1750, the Lords of Trade and Plan-
tations requested the Hudson's Bay Company to furnish a memorandum showing the
limits claimed, which was done on the 3rd of October in that year, and is substan-
tially as claimed by them in 1719. (Mills, pp. 176-7.)

It were well to consider what territory was comprised within the limits of
Louisiana, as this will prove a help to arriving at a proper conclusion as to what
England claimed as being comprised in " Canada," or "New France."

According to extracts (Ont. Docts., pp. 41-2) copied from the charter of Louis
XIV. to Mr. Crozat, Sept., 1712, it will be seen that Louisiana " was the country
watered hy Mississippi and its tributary streams from the sea-shore to the Illinois,"
i. e., the Illinois River was the northern boundary of Louisiana according to this
"authoritative document of the French Crown." By the same public document all
the rest of the French possessions were united under the Government of New France.
(Twiss' Oregon, pp. 219-220.)

In the course of the negotiations respecting the limits of the Provinces of Canada
and Louisiana the Marquis de Vaudreuil, who signed the surrender, published his ownl
account of what passed between Sir J. Amherst and himself, of which he considered
the English account to be incorrect. " On the officer showing me a map which lie
had in his hand, I told him the limits were not just, and verbally mentioned others
extending Louisiana on one side to the carrying-place of the Miamis, which is the
height of the lands whose rivers run into the ouabache; and on the other to the
Iead of the river of the Illinois." (Annual Register, 1761, p. 268.) Even thus,
then, aill to the north of the Illinois was admitted to be Canada." (Twiss' OregOa,
pp. 220-221.)

What took place at the various Conferences respecting the limits of Canada has
been procured from the records of the Foreign Office.
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On the 18th August, 1761, K. 4e Bussy, the French Minister at London, fur-
nished to Mr. Pitt a memorandum of the limits of Louisiana, which, bore upon the
limits of Canada, and ran thus:

" Sur les limites de la Louisiane. Pour fixer les limites de la Louisiane du côté
"des colonies Angloises et du Canada, on tirera une Ligne qui s'étendra depuis Rio
"Pereido entre la Baye de la Mobile et celle de Pensacola, en passant par le Fort
'- Toulouse chez les Alimabous, et qui, se prolongeant par la point occidentale du Lac
"Erié enfermera la Rivière des Miamis, et par l'extremité orientale du Lac Huron,
"ira aboutir à la hauteur des Terres du côté de la Baye d' Hudson vers le Lac de
"l'Abitibis, d' où la Ligne sera continuée de I' Est à l' Oriest jusques et compris le
"Lac Superieur." (Pub. Rec., Off. Vol. 483.)

Instructions, however, accompanied by an ultimatum, were transmitted under
date of the 27th August, 1761, to Mr. Stanley, in which it was laid down that these
limits could not be acceded to; and Mr. Pitt, in alluding to the conduct of France,
stated that among the reasons whereby British confidence had been shaken was " the
claiming, as Louisiana, with an effrontery unparalleled, vast regions which the
Marquis de Vaudreuil had surrendered to General Amherst as Canada, and defined
himself, with his own hand, as comprehended in the government of that Province
where he commanded," and Mr. Pitt gave the following definition of the boundaries
of Canada, as set forth by M. de Vaudreuil:-

" Le Canada, selon la Ligne de ses limites tracée par le Marquis de Vaudreuil
"lui-même, quand ce Gouverneur-Général a rendu, par capitulation, la dite Province
"au Général Britannique le Chevalier Amherst, comprend, d'un côté, les Lacs
" Huron, Michigan et Superieur, et la dite Ligne, tirée depuis Lac Rouge embrasse
"par un cours tortueux, la Rivière Onabache (Wabash) jusqu' à sa jonction avec
"l'Ohio, et de là se prolonge le long de cette dernière Rivière inclusivement, jusques
"à son confluent dans la Mississippi; " and on this definition of the limits of Canada
its cession was claimed-a copy of M. de Vaudreuil's map being sent to Mr. Stanley
for reference, together with an extract of a letter from General Amherst, dated 4th
October, 1760, bearing upon that subject. (Pub. Rec. Off. Vol. 483.)

Annexed will be found a copy of that map of M. de Vaudreuil, to which Mr. Pitt
referred, which has been made from the original enclosed by G-enral Amherst in
bis despatch of the 4th October, 1760, from which documents aIso the following ex-
tracts bave been taken:-

" The Government of Canada includes Lakes Huron, Michigan and Superior, as
you will see by the enclosed sketch, the red line being marked by the Marquis de
Vaudreuil."

"The Government of Quebec begins with Troudines on the north-west and de
Chaillon on the south-east, and takes in all the parishes from them'down the River
St. Lawrence." (Pub. Rec., Off. Vol. 94, Ama. and W. Indies.)

It is further recorded on the 2nd September, 1761, the Marquis de Vaudreuil'
Inap was shown to the Duke de Choiseul by Mr. Stanley, and that the bounds o
Canada were agreed upon as tberein stated. This fact is further substantiated by a
Passage in Mr. Stanley's despatch of the 4th of that month, which runs as follows:-

" The Due de Choiseul complained that the bounds of Canada were laid down
Very unfavorably for France, in the description which your memorial contains,
alleging (sic) that there had been disputes between the Marquis de Vaudreuil and
the Governor of Louisiana with regard to the limits of their two Provinces, wherein
the former, being the more able and the more active, had greatly enlarged his juris-
diction; he added, however, that though many such objections might be made, it
had been the intention of the King, his master, to make the most full and complete
Cession of Canada, and that he consented in His name to those limits. I then pro-
duced the map you sent me, and it was agreed that this Province should remain to
Great Britain as it is there delineated." (Minutes of a conference at Paris, Sept.
2nd, 1761. Pub. Rec. Off. Vol. 483, France.)

The last Mémoire of France to England in these negotiations is dated 9th Sept.,
1761, and was delivered by M. de Bussy te Mr. Pitt on the 14th.
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The first article f ully confirms the acceptance of France of the de Vaudreuil map,*
and states as follows -

" Le Roi, a dit dans son premier mémoire de propositions et dans son ultimatum,
"qu'il cederoit et garantiroit à l'Angleterre la possession du Canada dans la forme la
"plus étendue: Sa Majesté persiste dans cette offre; et sans disenter sur la ligne des
"limites, tracé dans une carte presentée par M. Stanley, comme ce+te ligne demandé
"par l'Angleterre, est sans doute la forme la plus étendue que l'oi ,uisse donner à la
"cession le Roi veut bien l'accorder." (Mémoire Historique sur Negotiation le la
"Franco et de l'Angleterre, 1761, p. 52. F. O. Lib. 4to, No. 431.)

Then came the Treaty of Paris, concluded on 10th February, 1763, by which the
Canada of the French was ceded to Great Britain.

By the 7th section of this Treaty, " It is agreed that for the future the confines
between the Lominions of Ris Britannic Majesty and those of His Most Christian
Majesty in that part of the world shall be fixed irrevocably by a line drawn along the
middle of the River Mississippi from its source to the River Iberville, and from thence
by a lino drawn along the middle of this river and the Lakes Maurepas and
Pontchartrain to the sea." (Ont. Doc., pp. 18-19.)

As the source of the River Mississippi was Red Lake, and as it was from that
point that the Marquis de Vaudreuil directed the red line to be drawn, there can be
no difficulty in coming to a conclusion as to what was included within the bounds of
the "Canada" of the French.

Now, the proclamation of the King on 7th October, 1763, created four separate
Governments, viz.: Quebec, East Florida, West Florida and Grenada.

All the lands not within the limits of the said Governments, and not within the
limits of the territory granted to the Hudson's Bay, were for the present reserved for
the protection and dominion of the Indians. (Ont. Docts., p. 26.]

QJEBEC ACT, 1774.

When the Quebec Act of 1774 was introduced it was designed to extend the
bounds of the Province of Quebec far beyond those created by the Proclamation of the
King, issued in October, 1763. By the Act, as originally introduced, it was
evidently intended to include in the Province of Quebec " ail the territories, islands
and countries heretofore a part of the territory of Canada in North America extend-
ing southward to the banks of the Mississippi and northward to the southern boundary
of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to lHud-
son's Bay, and which said territories, islands and countries are not within the limits
of the o'her British Colonies as allowed and confirmed by the Crown, or which have
since the 10th February, 1763, been made a part and parcel of the Province of New-
foundland." (Mills, pp. 77-8.)

Now, in the Act as passed the words " heretofore a part of the territory of
Canada " are left out, and the Act included " ail the territories, islands and countries
in North America belonging to the Crown of Great Britain," between certain defined
limits along the western boundary of the then Province of Pennsylvania until it
strike the River Ohio; and along the bank of the said river westward to the banks of
the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted tO
the Merchants Adventurers of England trading in Hudson's Bay ; and ail the
territories, islands and countries which have since the 10th February, 1763, been made
part of the Government of Newfoundland, by, and they are hereby, during lis
Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and made part and parcel of the Province of Queboc,
as created and established by the said Royal Proclamation of 7th day of October,
1763. (Ont. Docts., p. 3.)

*Yet on the 30th Nov., weeks alter the cessation of these negotiations, M. de Vaudreuil
addressed a letter to the Duc de Choiseul, which was published, as stated in the Annual Register
of 1761, " to quiet the minds of the people," and in which the Marquis stated that what he was
charged with by the English as regards the limits of Canada was entirely false and groundless
and that nothing passed in writing on that head, nor was any line drawn on any map. An. Reg.,
1761, pp. 267-8. (See M. de Vaudreuil's letter, Ont., Docts., p. 159.)
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On reading this description it will be seen that the east bank of the Mississippi
cou]d not have been intended as the western limit.

Whenever the bank of a river or lake is created a boundary, the Act expressly
states such to be the case, as "the eastern bank of the River Connecticut," " the
eastern bank of the River St. Lawrence,"I "thence along the eastern and south-
eastern bank of Lake Erie," and " along the bank of the said river (Ohio) until it
strikes the Mississippi." Now, when the River Mississippi is reached the descrip-
tion does not proceed " along the bank of said river," as in other descriptions, but
describes the remaining limit as ; northward to the southern boundary of the terri-
tory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of England."

It is said that the word " northward " in the Act cannot mean " north," and that,
therefore a line drawn north from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to
the southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay Company's lands would not conform to
the description in the Act.

The meaning of the expression " northward," as used in this Act, received
judicial interpretation in the year 1818, on the occasion of the trial of Charles de
Reinhard for murder committed at the Dalles; and also during the trial of Archibald
MeLennan, in the same year, for a like offence.

The Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, in Lower Canada, in giving judg-
ment in these cases (Ont. Docts. pp. 226-7-8), were clearly of opinion that the
western limit of Upper Canada was a lino drawn due north from the junction of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.

In the Treaty between Great Britain and the United States, in 1846, the term
"westward " was used, and it was interpreted to mean " due west." (U. S. Treaties
and Conventions, p. 375.)

Because the Commission which issued to Sir Guy Carleton in 1774 extended the
boundary of the Province " along the eastern bank of the Mississippi river to the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Company," it is
asserted that the Commission should govern.

The fet of a Commission having been issued, with this extension not authorized,
cannot bc made to extend the boundaries croated by the Act. These Commissions,
being more instructions to the Governor General, can have no effect in altering terri-
torial boundaries.

The Commission to Governor Andros, of Connecticut, gave him authority to the
South Sea.

Lord Elgin's Commission as Governor General, issued in 1846, apparently gave
him jurisdiction to the shore of Hudson's Bay ; but it never was claimed or pretended
that the Commission extended the boundaries of Canada to the shore of that Bay.
(For Commission, vide Ont. Doets., pp. 51-52.)

1791.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL ACT.

What is known as the Constitutional Act of 1791 (31 Geo. IIl, cap. 31), was
passed to repeal certain parts of an Act passed in the fourteenth year of His Majesty's
reign, entitled "An Act for making more effectual provision for the Govern ment of
the Province of Quebec, in North America," and to make further provision for the
Government of the said Province.

" Whereas, an Act was passed in the fourteenth year of the reign of his present
Majesty, entitled 'An Aet for making more effectual provision for the Government
of the Province of Quebec, in North America; ' and whereas the said Act is in many
respects inapplicable to the present condition and circumstances of the said Province;
and whereas, it is expedient and necessary that further provision should now be
Made for the good government and prosperity thereof; may it therefore please your
aost excellent Majesty that it may be enacted; and be it enacted by the King's most

excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
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Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by ! he authority
of the same, that so much of the said Act as in any manner relates to the appoint-
ment of a Council for the affairs of the said Province of Quebec, or to the power
given by the said Act to the said Council, or to the major part of them, to make
ordinances for the peace, welfare and good government of the said Province, with the
consent of His Majesty's Governor, Lieutenant Governor, or Commander-in-chief for
the time being, shall be and the same is hereby repealed.

" And whereas His Majesty has been pleased to signify, by bis message to both
Houses of Parliament, his royal intention to divide his Province of Quebec into two
separate Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of
Lower Canada, &c." (Ont. Docts., p. 4.)

The Proclamation of November, 1791 (Ont. Doets. p. 27), declares that by an
Order in Council of August it was ordered that the Province of Quebec should be
divided into two distinct Provinces. But it is argued that this Proclamation annexed
to Upper Canada territories not included in the Province of Quebec. This argument
is based upon the use of the word "Canada " at the end of the first paragraph of the
Proclamation.

It is stated the 14th Geo. III. "is in many respects inapplicable to the present
condition and circumstances of the said Province." To what Province is it applica-
ble? Why, to the Province of Quebec. The Act says the intention of the King was
"to divide his Province of Quebec into two separate Provinces."

His Majesty, on the 24th day of August, 1791, " was pleased by and with the
advice and consent of his Privy Council to order that the Province of Quebec be
divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and
the Provinoe of Lower Canada, by separating the said two Provinces according to the
line of division inserted in the said ordor." (Ont. Docts., p. 389.)

The Act of Parliament was that alone upon which the Order in Council could be
based or the Proclamation issued; and it is quite evident that neither the Order-in-
Council nor the Proclamation intended to do more than the Act made provision for,
i. e., to divide the Province of Quebec.

The construction put upon this Act by the Court of Queen's Bench in Lower
Canada, in De Reinhard's case and in McLennan's case (Ont Docts., pp. 226-7-8),
was that " Upper Canada could include only that part of the Province so divided as
was not contained in Lower Canada, but it could not extend beyond those limits
which constituted the Province of Quebee."

In the Commission issued to Lord Dorchester, September 12, 1791, as Captain-
General and General-in-Chief of the Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower Canada
(wherein the Order in Council of 19th August, 1791, is recited), it states the inten-
tion to divide the Province of Quebec into two separate Provinces, " the Province of
Upper Canada to comprehend all said lands, territories and islands lying westward of
the said line of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec." (Ont. Docts.,
p. 48.)

The Commission issued in 1794 to Henry Caldwell, Esquire, Receiver-General of
the Province of Lower Canada, contains a boundary description of Upper Canada
similar to that in the Commission of Lord Dorchester. (Ont. Docts., pp. 389-390.)

The ten Commissions issued to the Governors-General of the Provinces of Tpper
and Lower Canada between December, 1796, and 1st July, 1835, contain boundary-
line descriptions similar to that of Lord Dorchester in September, 1791.

On 13th December, 1838, a Commission was issued to Sir John Colborne as Gov-
ernor-in-Chief of the Province of Upper Canada, in which, after describing the other
boundaries of the Province, it proceeds: " On the west by the Channel of Detroit,
Lake St. Clair, up the River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond
Island, that of St. Joseph and Sugar Island, thence into Lake Superior." (Ont.
Docts., p. 390.)

The Commission to the Right Hon. Sir Charles Paulett Thompson, dated 6th
September, 1839, contains boundary discriptions similar to above. (Ibid, p. 390.)
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29r AUGUsT, 1840.

The Act of Union (Impl. Act 3, 4 Vic., cap. 35) was passed to make " provision
for the good government of the Province of Upper Canada and Lower Canada,
* * * * which, after the passing of this Act, shall form and be one Province
under the name of the Province of Canada." (Ont. Docts., p. 10.)

After the passing of the Union Act, and on the 29th August, 1840, a Commission
was issued to Lord Sydenham as Governor-in-Chief of the Province of Canada. The
Commission gives the western boundary of the United Provinces, as in the Commis-
sion to Sir John Colborne. (Ont. Docts., p. 51.)

The Commission to Lord Metcalf in February, 1843, and that to Earl Cathcart
in March, 1846, and the one issued to Lord Elgin on Ist October, 1846, contain
boundary line descriptions of Upper Canada similar to that issued to Lord Sydenham
in 1810.

It will be seen that, between December, 1838, when Sir John Colborne was
appointed Governor-General, until 1852 or 1b53, when Lord Elgin's term as represen-
tative of Her Majesty expired, the British Government understood and treated the
western boundary of Upper Canada as being on the shore of Lake Superior; and it
is fair to infer that the Imperial authorities were not ignorant that a lino drawn
north from tho junction of the Ohio and Mississippi would strike the shore of Lake
Superior, and they no doubt intended that where the line so struck should be the
limit of the jurisdiction of the Governors General, and consequently the westerly
limit of the Province of Upper Canada.

Then, in order to reach offenders for crimes committed in the Indian territory
(reserved for the Indians by the Proclamation of October, 1763), the Act of 43 Geo.
11, cap. 138 (lth August, 1803), was passed. (Ont. Docts., pp. 4-5.)

As doubts existed as to whether the provisions of 43 Geo. HI, cap. 138, extended
to the Hudson's Bay Territory, the Acts 1 and 2 Geo. IV., cap. 66 (2nd July, 1821),
was passed, including the Hudson's Bay Company's lands and territories heretofore
granted to the Hudson's Bay Company, and under the fourteenth section of that Act
the rights and privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company are to remain in full force,
virtue and effect, (Ont. Docts., pp. 6, 7, 10.)

So that in all these Acts they were making provision for the government, or at
least for the judicial control of the large territories claimed as belonging to the
Crown of Great Britain, and which were not included in the Province of Uppor
Canada.

The sixth clause of the British North America Act, 1867 (Imperial Act, 30th
Vic., cap. 3), is as follows:-

"The parts of the Province of Canada (as it exists at the passing of this Act),
which formerly constituted respectively the Provinces of Upper Canada and Lower
Canada shall bè deemed to be severed, and shall form two separate Provinces. The
part which formerly constituted the Province of Upper Canada shall constitute the
Province of Ontario; and the part which formerly constituted the Province of Lower
Canada shall constitute the Province of Quebec." (Ont. Docts., p. 11.)

And the 146th section of the same Act under which. Rupert's Land and the
North-western territory could be admitted into the Union is as follows:-

" It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the advice of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, on Addresses from the Houses of Parliament of Canada and
from the Houses of the respective Logislatures of the Colonies or Provinces of New-
foundland, Prince Edward sleand and British Columbia, to admit those Colonies or
Provinces, or any of theminto the Union, and on Address from the Houses of Par-
hiament of Canada, to admit Rupert's Land and the North-western territory, or
either of them, into the Union on such terms and conditions, in each case, as are in
the Addresses expressed, and as the Queen thinks fit to approve, subject to the pro-
visions of this Act; and the provisions of any Order in Council in that bebalf shall
have effect as if they had been enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland." (Ont. Docts., p. 404.)
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On the 17th December, 1867, the Senate and Commons of the Dominion of
Canada adopted an address to the Queen, praying Her Majesty to unite Rupert's
Land and the North-western territory with this Dominion, and to grant to the Par.
liament of Canada authority to legislate for their future welfare and good govern-
ment. (Orders in Council, Dom. Stats., 1872, p. lxvi.)

In compliance with the terms of the above Address 'the Rupert's Land Act, 1868
(Imperial Act, 31 and 32 Vic., cap. 105), was passed, and under the second section of
that Act the term "I Rupert's Land " should include the whole of the lands and terri-
tories held, or claimed to be held, by the said Governor and Company.

On the 19th November, 1869, the Hludson's Bay Company executed a deed of
surrender to Her Majesty of iRupert's Land, which included the whole of the lands
and territories held, or claimed to be held, by the Company, excepting the lands
mentioned in the second and fifth paragraphs. Under the second paragraph the
Company might within twelve months select a block of land adjoining each of their
stations. The schedule of the lands selected is attached to the surrender, and
includes about 46,000 acres of land.

Under paragraph No. 5 "the Company may within fifty years after the surren-
der claim in any township or district within the fertile belt, and which land is set
out for settlement, grants of land not exceeding one-twentieth part of the land so
set out."

(6.) " For the purpose of the present agreement the fertile belt is to be bounded
as follows: On the south by the United States boundary ; on the west by the Rocky
Mountains; on the north by the northern branch of the Saskatchewan; on the east
by Lake Winnipeg, the Lake of the Woods, and the waters connecting them."
(Orders in Council, Stats. of Can., 1872, p. lxxix.)

Such surrender was accepted by Her Majesty by an instrument under her sign
manual, and signed on 22nd day of June, 1870.

On the 23rd June, 1870, Her Majesty, by an Order in Council, ordered that after
the 15th July, the said North-western territory in Rupert's Land should be admitted
and become a part of the Dominion of Canada, on the Dominion paying to the
Company £300,000, when Rupert's Land should be transferred to the Dominion of
Canada, which transfer has been made and the consideration money paid. (Ont.
Docts., 405-6-7-8.)

On the very threshold of Confederation Ontario knew the terms upon which
Rupert's Land and the North-western territory might be admitted into the Union;
and during the negotiations that were pending between the imperial authorities and
the Dominion respecting the surrender by the Hudson's Bay Company of their lands
and territories, rights and privileges, the Ontario Government never interfered or
claimed that what was about being surrendered to Her Majesty for the purpose of
admission into the Dominion had at any time formed a part of the Province of
Upper Canada-although, Ontario must be assumed to have known that the Hud-
son's Bay Company was, in 1857, claiming under its charter that the southern bound-
ary of the Company's territory was the height of land dividing the waters which
flow into the Hudson's Bay from those emptying into the St. Lawrence and the
Great Lakes, and that the western boundary was the base of the Rocky Mountains.

In thus lying by while the Dominion was purchasing this territory, and without
forbidding the purchase or claiming any interest whatever in the rights and privi-
leges about being acquired that Province is now estopped from setting up that its
western boundary extends beyond the meridian passing through the point of julc-
tion of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, north of the United States and south of the
Hudson's Bay territories. Ail the remaining territory was "held, or claimed to be
held, by the Governor and Company," and was, as such, paid for by the Dominion.
(Gregg v. Wells, 10 A. and E., 90.)

The acceptance by the Imperial Government of a surrender of what the Haud-
eon's Bay Company claimed as territory belonging to them was an admission that
no portions of these territories was ever included in the Province of Upper Canada.
The British Government being bound by this admission, surely Ontario must be.
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In 1871 a Commissioner was appointed by each of the Governme a ts of the
Dominion and Province of Ontario for the settlement of the northerly and westerly
boundaries of the Province.

The instructions given to the Commissioners on behalf of the Dominion were
that-

1- The boundary in question is clearly identical with the limits of the Province
of Quebec, according to the 14th Geo. III., ch. 83, known as the "Quebec Act," and
is described in the said Act as follows, that is to say: Having set forth the westerly
position of the southern boundary of the Province as extending along the River Ohio
" westward to the banks of the Mississippi" the description continues from thence
(i. e., the junction of the two rivers) " and northward to the southern boundary of
"the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to the
"lHudson's Bay."

Having determined the precise longtitude, west of Greenwich, of the extreme
point of land making the junction of the north and east banks respectively of the said
river, you will proceed to ascertain and define the corresponding point of longitude
or intersection of the meridian passing through the said junction with the interna-
tional boundary between Canada and the United States.

Looking, however, to the tracing enclosed, marked A., intending to illustrate
these intersections, it is evident that such meridian would intersect the international
boundary in Lake Superior.

Presuming this to be the case, you will determine and locate the said meridians
the same being the westerly portion of the boundary in question, at such a point on
the northerly shore ofthe said lake as may be nearest to the said international
boundary, and from thence survey a lino due south to deep water, making the same
upon and across any and all points or islands which may intervene, and from the
point on the main shore formed as aforesaid, draw and mark a line due north to the
southern boundary of the Hudson's Bay territory before mentioned. This will com-
plete the survey of the westerly boundary line sought to be established.

You will then proceed to trace out, survey and mark, eastwardly, the afore-
mentioned southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of
England trading to Rudson's Bay.

This is well understood to be the height of land dividing the waters which flow
into Hudson's Bay from those emptying into the valleys of the Great Lakes, and
forming the northern boundary of Ontario; and the same is to be traced and sur-
veyed, following its various windings till you arrive at the angle therein between
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, as the latter is at present bounded, having
accomplished which, the same will have beon completed.

The Privy Council of Ontario on receiving a copy of above instructions advise
the Dominion that the Province of Ontario claims thàt the boundary lino is very
different from the one defined by said the instructions, and cannot consent to the pro-
secution of the Commission for the purpose of marking on the ground lino so defined,and
that the Commissioner appointed by the Government of Ontario should be instructed
to abstain from taking any further action under bis Commission. (Ont. Docts., pp.
340-1.)

The boundaries Ontario was willing to accept are set forth in an Order in
Council. (Ont. Docts., p. 243.)

Until the boundaries could be definitely adjusted, provisional boundaries were
agreed upon on the 3rd of June, 1874, as follows: On the west, the meridian line
Passing through the most easterly point of Hunter's Island, run south until it meets
the boundary line between the United States and Canada, and north until it inter-
sects the fifty-first parallel of latitude; and the said fifty-first parallel of latitude shall
be the conventional boundary of the Province of Ontario on the north. (Ont. Docts.,
P. 347.)
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SUPPLEMENT TO DOMINION CASE.

(Coiied from Documents furnished by the Foreign Oflce.)

M. de Vaudreuil was Governor of La Nouvelle France in 1755.
General Wm. Shirley (as Mr. Shirley) was Captain-General and Commander-in.

Chief of the Province of Massachussetts' Bay in 1749, and in July of that year it
was agreed that Commissaries should be appointed to define, in an amicable spirit,
the boundaries between the colonial possessions of Great Britain and France in
North America.

There is proof that Mr. Shirley was originally one of these Commissaries, and
that Mr. Mildmay was the other, for, on the 21st September, 1750, a memoire, signed
"W. Shirley' and " W. Mildmay " was presented to the French Commissaries, tes-
pecting the boundaries of Nova Scotia or Acadia, under Art. 12 of the Treaty of
lUiltrecht; and on the 11h of January, 1751, a second memoire on the same subject
was signed by "W, Shirley" and " Wm. Mild may," as British Commissaries at Paris;
but it is evident that Mr. Shirley had ceased to be a Commissary in April, 1755, for,
ou the 23rd January, 1753, a further memoire was presented by the British Commis-
sarios to the French Commissaries respecting the same boundary, but instead of its
bearing the ,ignatures of Mr Shirley and Mr. Mildnay, it was signed " Mildmay"
and " Ruvigi y de Cosne."

Mr. Shi :ey had, therefore, no doubt returned to America, and Mr. Ruvigny de
Cosne, who was British Chargé d'Affaires at Paris, in the absence of Earl of Alber-
marle, had bucceeded him as one of the British Commissioners.

In May, 1755, the Commission was still sitting at Paris.
On the 14th of May of that year a memoire was delivered by the French

Ambassador in London, the Duke the Mirepoix, to the British Minister for Foreign
Affairs, in which was laid down the following four points of discussion:-

1. Limits of Acadia.
2. Limits of Canada.
3. The course and territory of the Ohio.
4. The islands of St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Dominica and Tobago.

With regard to the limits of Canada, the memoire ran as follows:-
The Court of France bas decisively rejected, and will always reject, the proposi-

tion which bas been made by England, that the southern bank of the River St.
ILawrence and Lakes Ontario and Erie shall serve as boundaries between the two
nations.

It is necessary to establish as a base of negotiation reltive to this Article, that
the River St. Lawrence is the centre of Canada. This truth is justified by ail titles,
by ail authors, and by possession. Ail that France will be able to admit, after having
established this principle, which cannot be reasonably contradicted, is to examine,
in regard to this object, whether the reciprocal convenience of the two nations can
exact some particular arrangement thereto, in order to fix invariably the respective
boundaries.

The only pretext the English make use of to color their pretensions is drawl
from Article XV. of the Treaty of Utrecht; but in examining attentively ail the
expressions of that Article, it is evident that nothing is less founded than the induc-
tions which the Court of London actually wishes to draw from it.

1. It is only a question in this Article of the person of the Savages, and not at
all of their country, or pretended territory, since they have no determined territory,
and the only knowledge they have of property is the actual use they make of the
land they occupy to-day, and which they shall cease perhaps to occupy to-morrow.

2. It would be absurd to pretend that everywhere where a Savage, a friend or
subject of one of the two Crowns, should make a passing residence, that country that
he had dwelt in should belong to the Crown of which lie might be the subject or the
friend.
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3. The Savages in question are free and independent, and there are none that
uald bc called subjects of one or the other Crown; the enunciation of the Treaty of

Utrecht in this respect is incorrect, and cannot change the nature of things; it is
certain that no Englishman would dare, without running the risk of being massacred,
tell the Iroquois that they are subjects of England; these savage nations govern
themselves, and are as much, and more, friends and allies of France than of England;
several French families are even affillated among the Iroquois, and have dwelled
with them during the course of the last war, during which the five nations preserved
the Most exact neutrality.

4. Article XV. of the Treaty of Utrecht contains the same stipulations, as much
in favor of the French as in favor of the English, and these stipulations are mutual;
the French could then sustain with a better title than the English pretend about the
Iroquois, that the nations Abéaquises and Souriquoises, otherwise Micmacs, Malecites,
Cannibas, &c., are subjects of France, and as there are some Souriquois who inhabit
the extremity of the peninsula of Cote, Cape Fourcher, and Cape Sable, it would
follow that the French could pretend to form settlements there, with as much right
a> the English have formed them at Oswego, or Chouagen, on the shores of Lako
Ontario in 1726 or 1727, and consequently long after the peace of Utrecht; France
lias not ceased since that time to complain of that enterprise, and she relies upon
the Fort of Chouagen being destroyed.

5. The Treaty of Utrecht has been ill interpreted in pretending that it would
authorize the French and English to go and trade indistinctly amongst all the savage
nations, under pretext of subjection, alliance, or friendship; this Article well under.
stood and well expounded, assures only the liberty of commerce which the savages
can make among themselves, or with European nations, and does not at all authorize
them to leave the confines of their colonies to go and trade with the Savages

6. Finally, this Article XV conveys that it shall be settled that the American
nations shall be reputed subjects or friends of the two Crowns; this stipulation has
not been executed, because, in fact, it is scarcely susceptible of execution, since such
a savage nation, which to-day is friendly, to-morrow may become an enemy, and,
consequently, the fixation which might have been appointed for it, would be contin-
ually contradicted by fact.

All that has just been exposed proves clearly that in discussing concerning the
rules of the justice and right of Article XV of the Treaty of Utrecht, it will be
easy to destroy the false interpretations that have been given it; it will not be less
easy to demonstrate that the English should not be determined by any motive of in-
terest to put forward the pretensions they have formed; it is not a question in these
vast regions of America, to dispute about a little more or a little less land. The
essential interests is confined to two objects, that of security and that of commerce;
and the Court of France will be always disposed to concert, in these two respects,
with that of London, equitable and solid arrangements, as well for the present as for
the future.

On the 7th of June following, the British Government returned a reply to this
M1émoire, repeating Article by Article, and with reference to the limits of Canada,
said:-

It will be difficult to form a precise idea of what is called in the Memorial the
centre of Canada, and still less, can it be admitted as a base of negotiation that the
River St. Lawrence is the centre of that Province; this is advanced without proof,
and it is impossible that the course of a river of that length can form the centre of
any country; besides, Great Britain cannot grant that the country between the
lorthern coast of the Bay of Fundy and the southern bank of the River St. Lawrence,
Which Great Britain has already offered toleave neutral, and not possesscd by either of
the two nations, in reserve for the borders that are proposed to Oe drawn #for it,
<ught to be regarded or has ever been considered as a part of Canada, sinco the con-
trary has been demonstrated by authentie proofs. Neither can Great Britain admit
that France has right to Lakes Ontario and Erie, and the Niagara River, and to the
ravigation of these waters exclusively, since it is evident, by incontestable facts,
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that the subjects of Great Britain and France, as well as the five nations Iroquois,
have indiscriminately made use of the navigation of these lakes and this river, accor-
ding as occasions and convenience have required; but as regards a piece of country
situated on the south bank of the River St. Lawrence, exclusive of that already pro-
posed to be left neutral, the boundaries of whicn are in dispute between the two
nations or their respective colonies, the Court of Great Britain is ready to enter into
a discussion in regard to this, and to fix the limits of it by an amicable negotiation,
but without prejudice, nevertheless, to the rights and possessions of any of these five
nations.

With regard to the exposition that is made in the French Memorial, of the XVth
Article of the Treaty of Utrecht, the court of Great Britain does not conceive that it
is authorised either by the words or the intention of that Article.

1. The Court of Great Britain cannot admit that this article only has regard to
the person of the Savages and not their country, the words of that Treaty are clear
and precise, viz.: The Five Nations or Cantons Indians are subject to the rule of
Great Britain, which, by the accepted exposition of all Treaties, must have reference
to the country as well as to the person of the inhabitants ; France has recognized
this most solemuly; she has well weighed the importance of that avowal at the time
of the signature of this Treaty, and Great Britain eau never depart from it; the
countries possessed by these Indians are very well known, and are not at all as inde-
terminate as is pretended in the Memorial; they possess and transfer them, as other
proprietors do everywhere else.

2. Great Britain has never pretended that the country in whiclh a Savage should
make a passing residence, would belong to the Crown whose subject or friend he
might be.

3. However free and independent the Savages in question may be (which is a
point which the Court of Great Britain does not at all wisb to discuss) they can only
be regarded as subjects of Great Britain, and treated as such by France in parti-
cular, since she has solemnly engaged herself by the Treaty of Utrecht, renewed and
confirmed in the best form by that of Aix-la-Chappelle, to regard them as such ; the
nature of things is not changed by the Treaty of Utrecht. The same people, the
same country exist still; but the acknowledgment made by France of the subjection
of the Iroquois to Great Britain, is a perpetual proof of her right in this respect,
which can never be disputed with her by France.

4. It is true that the XXth Article of the Treaty of Utrechf contains the sanie
stipulations in favor of the French as in favor of the English, with regard to such
Indian nitions as shall be deemed, after the conclusion of this Treaty,by Commissaris
to be subjects of Great Britain or of France; but as to what is mentioned of the Five
Nations or Cantons Iroquois, France has distinctly and specifically declared by the said
XVth Article that they are subjects of Great Britain " Magne Brittanni impterio
subjecti," and consequently this is a point to be no more disputed about.

5. In whatever manner one interprets the Treaty of Utrecht with respect
to the trade which will be permitted the English and French to carry on in-
discriminately with the savage nations, it is nevertheless very certain that such
a general trade is by no means forbidden by this Treaty ; it is an ordinary
and natural right to transact businesb with one's own subjects, allies or friends ;
but to come in force into the territories belonging to the subjects or allies of
another Crown, to build forts there, to deprive them of their territories and tO
appropriate them, is not and will not be authorized by any pretention, not even
by the most uncertain of all, viz., convenience:-However, such are the. Forts of
Frederick, Niagara, Presqu'Isle, Riviére-aux-Bœufs, and all those that have been
built on the Oyo and in the adjacent countries. Whatever pretext France can allege
for regarding these countries as dependencies of Canada, it is certainly true that
tley have belonged to, and (inasmuch as they have not been ceded or transferred tO
the English,) belong still to the same Indian nations, that France has agreed, by the
XXth Article of the Treaty of Utrecht, not to molest, "nullo in posterum impedimento
aut molestia aficiant."
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6. It has already been proved that France has, by the express words of the
said Treaty, fully and absolutely recognized the Iroquois as subjects of Great Britain,
it would not have been as difficult as is pretended in the memorial, to come to an
agreement on the subject of the other Indians, if among the many Commissions
which have emanated to settle this point, there had been a mutual disposition to
come to a conclusion; the acts of these Commissions have sufficiently shown the true
reasons which have prevented the execution of the XVth Article of the Treaty of
Utrecht, without recourse to an imaginary supposition, as if the Treaty was not
capable of being executed ; a supposition which is evidently destroyed by the Treaty
itself with regard to the Iroquois nations.

On the 22nd of July, 1755, Monsieur de Mirepoix, the French Ambassador, left
England by order of his Court, without taking leave ; consequently on the sanie
day Mr. de Cosne was instructed by His Britannie Majesty's Government to quit
France immediately, without taking leave, and to repair to England, which he did
on the 25th, and arrived in England, with all his public papers, on the 31st of the
same month.

Negotiations were accordingly suspended, and on the 17th of May, 1756, war
was declared by Great Britain against France; followed on the 9tb of June by a
French ordonnance declaring war against England.

No further reports than those above described would appear to have been made
to the Government by the English Commissaries between the lst April, 1755, and
March, 1756.

The following is an account of what passed between the 26th March and 20th
September, 1876.

On the 26th of March, 1761, the Duc de Choiseul, in the nane of the King of
France, addressed the King of Great Britain, through Mr. Pitt, a letter cormmunicat-
ing proposals as to the bases of negotiations for a separate peace between England
and France, in addition to those pending to secure a general European peace.

On the 8th of April the British reply was forwarded to the Duke, containing
the views of the Court of St. James as to the proper bases to be established, in which
willingness was expressed to receive an Envoy, duly authorized to enter into
negotiations; the resuit of this was that M. de Buqsy was appointed French Minister
to London, and Mr. Hans Stanley was sent in a similar capacity from Great Britain
to Paris; these diplomatists arriving at their respective posts early in June of the
same year.

Negotiations were immediately set on foot for the conclusion of peace between
France and England ; but the chief difficulty in arriving at an amicable understand-
ing consisted in the desire of the French to retain the fisheries at and near Cape
Breton.

On the question of Canada, under date of the 17th June, the Duke de Choiseul
had demanded that the boundary of Canada in that part of the Ohio which is rega-
lated by the water line, and so clearly defined by the Treaty under discussion, be so
established that there may not be any contestation between the two nations as to
the said boundary.

On the 26th June, the above proposal of the Duc de Choiseul, as to the fixation
of new limits to Canada towards the Ohio, was rejected by G(reat Britain on the
grounds that it was " captions and insidious, thrown out in hopes, if agreed to, to
shorten thereby the extent of Canada, and to lengthen the boundaries of Louisiana,
and in the view to establish what must not be admitted, namely, that all which was
not Canada was Louisiana, whereby all the intermediate nations and countries, the
true barrier to each Province would be given up to France."

The intentions of the Court of St. James were further fully set forth, as to
Canada, in the following passage of the same letter:-

" First, then, the King will never depart from the total and entire cession, on
the part of France, without new limits or any exception whatever, of ail Canada and.Its dependencies."
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On the 29th June Mr. Stanley reported that " the southern bounds of Canada
were to bW so settled as to give that Province entire and unmutilated to Great
Britain, such as France, in short, held it in all respects ; " and on the lst July he
stated that "it was agreed that Canada, as that Province was determined by their
(French) geographers and historians, as well as by the respective civil and military
departments, should be ceded, undismembered and entire to Great Britain."

In his despatch ofthe 14th July, 1761, Mr. Stanley forwarded a mémoire con.
taining proposals from the Duc de Choiseul, Art. 1 of which ran as follows:-

"1. The King cedes and guarantees Canada to the King of England, such as it
has been, and in right ought to be possessed by France, without restriction, and
without the liberty of returning upon any pretence whatever against this cession or
guaranty, and without interrupting the Crown of England in the entire possession
of Canada."

It must, however, be remembered that other questions of great importance bear-
ing on European interests, were involved in these ne'gotiations for peace; and as
difficulties were offered by France to the British proposals, on the 25th July, Mr.
Stanley was instructed to present an ultimatum from Great Britain, the first point
of which related to Canada, and declared that His Britannie Majesty would never
depart from the total and entire cession on the part of France, without new limits,
or any exception whatever, of all Canada and its dependencies."

The reply of France to this ultimatum was transmitted home in Mr. Stanley's
despatch of 4th August, which contained the following clause with regard to Canada:

" The King consents to cede Canada to England in the most extensive form, as
specified in the memorial of propositions."

Nevertbeless, the replies of the French Government to the other demands were
not deemed satisfactory, and Mr. Stanley, assuming that the Treaty had failed, stated
in his despatch of the 6th August, that ho was " convinced that the sole cause of the
failure was the determined resistance of the French as to the entire concession of
the fishery."

M. de Bussy was, as has been stated, at this time French Minister in London,
and on the 18th August, he furnished to Mr. Pitt a memo. upon the limits of Louisi-
ana, which bore upon the limits of Canada, and ran thus:

"On the limits of Louisiana.
"To fix the limits of Louisiana towards the English colonies and Canada, a line

should be drawn which will extend from Rio Pareido, between the Bay of Mobile
and that of Pensacola, passing by Fort Toulouse in the Alimabous, and which, being
prolonged by the western point of Lake Erie, will enclose the river of the Miamis
and by the eastern extremity of Lake Huron will go and meet the high lands on the
side of Hudson's Bay towards the Lake of Abitibis, from whence the line will be
continued from east to west up to and comprising Lake Superior."

Instructions, however, accompanied by an ultimatum, were transmitted under
date the 27th August, 1761, to Mr. Stanley, in which it was laid down that these
limits could not be acceded to, and Mr. Pitt, in alluding to the conduct of France,
stated that among the reasons whereby British confidence had been shaken, was
" the claiming, as Louisiana, with an effrontery unparalleled, vast regions which the
Marquis de Vaudreuil had surrendered to General Amherst, as Canada, and defined
himself, with his own hand, as comprehended in the government of that Province
where he commanded ": and Mr. Pitt gave the following definition of the boundaries
of Canada, as set forth by M. de Vaudreuil.

" Canada, according to the line of its limits traced by the Marquis de Vaudreuil
himself, when this Governor General surrendered, by capitulation, the said Province
to the British General, Chevalier Amherst, comprises, on one side, Lakes Huron,
Michigan and Superior, and the :aid line, drawn from Lake Rouge, embraces by a
tortuous course, the River Ouabache (Wabash) up to its junction with the Ohio, and
from there extends the length of this river inclusively, until its confluence into the
iMis>issippi " ; and on this definition of the limits ot Canada, its cession was claimed;
a copy of M. de Vaudreuil's map being sent to Mr. Stanley for relerence, together
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with an extract of a letter from General Amherst, dated 4th October, 1760, bearing
upon that subject.

Annexed hereto will be found a further copy of that map of M. de Vaudreuil, to
which Mr. Pitt referred, which has been made from the original enclosed by General
Amherst in his despatch of 4th October, 1760, from which document also the follow-
ing extracts have been taken:

" The Government of Canada includes Lakes Huron, Michigan and Superior, as
you will see by the enclosed sketch, the red line being narked by the Marquis de
Vaudreuil."

" The above State is taken only from the part beginning above the Island of'
Montreal, with the Cedars and Vaudreuil on the north-west of the River St. Law-
rence, and Chateau-Gay on the south-east, and ends with Berthier on the north-west
of the river, the Island of Dupas and Sorel on the south-east.

" The Government of Trois Rivières joins that of Montreal, with Maskenongy
on the north-west, and Yamaska on the south-east, and ends with Ste. Anne on the
north-west, and St. Pierre de Becquit on the south-east of the River St. Lawrence."

" The Government of Quebec begins with Grondines on the north-west and de
Chaillon on the south-east, and takes in all the parishes from there down the River
St. Lawrence."

It is further recorded on the 2nd September, the Marquis de Vaudreuil's map
was shown to the Due de Choiseul by Mr. Stanley, and that the bounds of Canada
were agreed upon as therein stated. This fact is further substantiated by a passage
in Mr. Stanley's despatch of the 4th of that month, which runs as follows: -

" The Due de Choiseul complained that the bounds of Canada were laid down
very unfavorably to France in the description which your memorial contains,
alleging (sic) that there had been disputes between the Marquis de Vaudreuil and
the Governor of Louisiana with regard to the limits of their two Provinces, wherein
the former, being the more able and the more active, had greatly enlarged his juris-
diction; he added, however, that though many such objections might be made, it
had been the intention of the King, his master, to make the most full and complete
cession of Canada, and that he consented in his naine to those limits. I then pro-
duced the map you sent me, and it was agreed that this Province should remain to
Britain as it is there delineated."

The last mémoire of France to England, in these negotiations, is dated 9th
September, and was delivered by M. de Bussy to Mr. Pitt on the 14th.

The first Article fully confirms the acceptance, by France, of the de Vaudreail
*Map, and states as follows :-

" The King has declared in his first memorial of propositions, and in his ultima-
tum, that he will cede and guarantee to England the possession of Canada, in the
most ample manner. His Majesty still persists in that offer, and without discussing
the line of its limits marked on a map presented by Mr. Stanley-as that line, on
which England rests its demands, is without doubt the most extensive bound which
can be given to the cession-the King is willing to grant it."

On September 15th, in consequence of the non-acceptance by France of the terms
offered by Great Britain, instructions were sent to the British Minister at Paris to
demand his passports, and on the 21st a passport was sent to M. de Bussy, the French
Envoy in London.

On the 20th, Mr. Stanley received his passport, together with an assurance that
the King of France would be found at any time willing to re-open these negotiations,
which were, in effect, resumed the following year, for on the 29th August, 1762, the
French King despatched the Duc de Nivernois to London to carry over the peace

Yet, on the 30th Novenber, weeks after the ceseation of these negotiations, M. de Vaudreuil
addressed a letter to the Duc de ChoiFeul, which was published, as stated in the Annual Register
Of 1761, " to qmiet the minds of the people," and in which the Marquis stated that what he was
Charged with by the Englisli as regards the limits of Canada was entirely false and groundless,
and that nothing passed in writing on that head, nor was any line drawn on any map.-An.
Reg. , 1761, pp. 267-268.
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propositions; and, as a result, preliminary articles of peace were signed at Fontain-
i>leau on the 3rd November, 1762.

From these is given the following extract:-" Ris Majesty renounces ail the
pretensions that be had formerly formed, or could form, for New Scotland, or Acadia,
in ail its parts, and guarantees it quite entire and with all its dependencies to the
King of Great Britain ;-Besides, His Very Christian Majesty cedes and guarantees
to His said Britannie Majesty, in all its entirety, Canada, with all its dependencies,
as well as the Island of Cape Breton and ail the other islands in the Gulf and River
St. Lawrence, without restriction, without Bis being free to come back upon this
cession and guarantee, under any pretext, nor to trouble Great Britain in the afore-
mentioned possessions.

EDWARD HERTSLET.
FOREIGN OFFICE,

27th April, 1878.

5.-ARGUMENT OF 11-UGII MACMAHON, Q.C.

Hugh MacMahon, Esq., Q C., opened the case for the Dominion. He said-A
great deal which bas been urged upon the other side we have never questioned at all;
and a great part of what has been addressed to the Commissioners by my learned
friend Mr. Hodgins we agree with entirely. What I propose doing, in the first place,
is to glance cursorily at the evidence in regard to the early settlements, although I
do not conceive it to have very much bearing on the case; still, as it has been
pressed on the Arbitrators by the Attorney-General so very forcibly, I consider it
necessary to view the facts as lhey appear from the historical documents. France
claimed in 1685, and in 1671-1671 to 1685-that she was entitled to the North-
West, to wbat is claimed as part of the Hudson Bay Territory; and that claim was
set up first by De Callieres, wlen writing to the authorities in France in 1685 and
afterwards. His memoir was followed by the Marquis de Denonville, when commu-
inicating with the same Government. Now, it was stated in that memoir just as has
been asserted by the Attorney-General, and set forth in the New York Historical
Documerts, vol. 9, page 287, and also at page 304 of the said volume. But in that
statement of M. de Denonville, he admits that documentary evidence could not even
at that time be adduced in support of those visits having been made to Hudson
Bay. His words are: " I annex to this letter a memoir of our rights to the entire of
that country of which our registers ought to be fuli, but no memorials of then are
to be fouud." When we come to examine into the facts of these asserted voyages,
it will be found that not one of them was made until the voyage of Albanel in 1672.
IL is asserted that Jean Bourdon, the Attorney-General in 1656, explored the entire
coast of Labrador and entered Hudson Bay. Now there is no record whatever of
that, nothing whatever to support it. But there is a record in 1655 that Sieur
Bourdon, then Attorney-General, was authorized to make a discovery of the Hudson
Bay, and it will be seen hereafter what he did in order to comply with that arrêt of
the Sovereign Council. Hle did make an attempt. He started on his voyage on 2nd
May, 1657. The statement is contained on page 3 of the Dominion case. He
started on May 2nd and returned on 11th August of the same year. My learned
friend had to admit tbat there was no possible chance of his making a voyage to
Hudson Bay between those dates. The account of it, as given in the relations of
the Jesuits of 1658, page 9, is this: " The 11th August there arpeared the barque of M.
Bourdon, which having descended the Grand River on the north side, sailed as far as
the 55th degree, where it encountered a great bank of ice, which caused it to return,
having lost two Hurons that it had taken as guides. The Esquimaux savages of the
"north massacred them," and wounded a Frenchman with three arrows and one eut
" with a knife." Jean Bourdon was ofthe Province of Quebec, he was well known to the
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Jesuits, and trusted by them ; and it is stated in the memoir that he went with Father
Jaques on an embassy to Governor Dongan, thon Governor of the Province of New
York. The other statement is that Fathor Dablon with Sieur de Valliere were
ordered in 1661 to proceed to the country about Hudson Bay, and they went thither
accordingly. Now all the accounts agree in the statement that Dablon never reached
Hudson Bay. In Shea's Charlevoix, vol. 3, pages 39, 40, it is stated that Father
Dablon attempted to penetrate to the Northern Ocean by ascending the Saguenay.
Early in July, two mon ths after they set ont, they found themselves at the head of
the Nekauba River, 300 miles from Lake St. John. They could not proceed any
furtber, being warned by the approacli of the Iroquois.

Now, iii the New York Historical Documents, there is a note by ýthe editor of
these papers on page 97, which gives an account of the Rev. Father Dablon from the
time of bis arrival in Canada in 1655. He was immediately sent missionary to
Onondaga, where he continued with a brief interval until 1658. In 1661 he set ont
overland for Hudson Bay, but succeeded only reaehing the head waters of the
Nekauba, 300 miles from Lake St. John. An assertion is also made that some Indians
carne from about Hudson Bay to Quebec in 1663, and that Sieur La Couture, with
five men, procoeded overland to the Bay, possession whereof they they took in the
iKing's name. There is no account of this voyage in Charlevoix or in the Relations
Of the Jesuits; and the authority relied upon is the saine as my learned friend relies
on as being furnished for the Marquis de Denonville, to which I have already referred
as being untrustworthy. Now, M. de Callieres, in his memoir, written in 1685, was
21 years after the time of which ho writes. It is asserted in the inemoir that
Couture made that journey to the Hudson Bay for the purpose of discovery; and
taking that in connection with the iaet that the Governor of the Province iscompelled
to admit that they have no record in any shape to which they could refer, although
they ought to have many, and when we come to what really took place in 1671,
durin 'lalon's adminristration, we find that t was then that the desire existed that
some one connetel with the French should go to the Hudson Bay and if possible
make a discovery of it; and the design of putting ali this forward in 1685 was to make
the King of France and his Ministers betieve that this country was thon in the pos-
session of the French. For what roason ? Because in 1f82 they had gone to that
territory, had taken possession of the forts built and set up by G-illam and others on
behalf of the Hudson Bay Company, and had destroyed property there; therefore
it was necessary that they should account in soine way for having gone into that
territory and taken passession of it. Now, the next voyage clained after that of
Coîute is the voyage of Sieur Duquet.

Chief Justice Harrison.-Before these periods there can be no doubt that some
Frenebman had penetrated to Hudson Bay.

Mr MacMahon.-Not one; not one. Fort Rupert was established in 1668; that
was Gîilam's fort. It is admitted on all hands that Giliam built the first fort of any
:ieount upon the Hudson Bay or anywhere in connection with it; this is not ques-
tioned by my learned friend. That fort was put up in the interest of Prince Rupert.
I am merely going over the arguments of my learned friend in order to show on what
a slight basis the historical statements have been built, and how willing the Province
of Ontario has been to seize upon them as authentic documents, in order to prove
that this territory was French. li 1663 Sieur Duquet, the King's Attorney for
Quebec, and Jean L'Anglois, a Canadian colonist, are said to have gone to Hudson
Bay by order of Sieur D'Argenson, and to have renewed possession by setting up the
Kings arms there a second tirne. By reference to page 129 of Mills' revised report,
it will be seen that that order could not have been given by D'Argenson, because he
had left Canada on 16th September, 1661, two years before this pretended order was
given to Sieur Duquet ; and there is ample authority for that in Shea's Charlevoix,
vol. 3, p. 65, note 5 and p. 17. I have given the historical references here in order
that if possible my learned friends might meet the statement that is made.

lon. O. Mowat.-Would it not be convenient for my learned friend to answer
the way in which Mills treats these things ?
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Mr MacMahon.-I do not think it is necessary, because Mills puts it on a ground
that could hardly be maintained. If he were to look at it now, he would admit that
there is not so much in it as he thought there was at the time. In a note on page 129
Mills says, " an attempt has been made, on the strength of certain passages in the
Relations des Jesuites, to throw doubt on the authenticity of certain of the occur-
rences mentioned in the memoirs of M. de Callieres and the Marquis de Dennonville.
It is at all not liely that either of these-the one being Governor of Montreal, and
the other Governo- General of New France, having access to the official documents.
and writing within a short timo of the date of the events narrated-could by
possibility be mistaken." Now, de Callieres was writing twenty-one years aflter the
events. Denonville was writing 22 years after them, and relying upon the very identi-
cal memoir that De Callierie had written and which Le said there was fnot a docu-
ment to support. If there was not a document upon which they could rely, how is
it possible that any reliance could be placed upon their statements just at that par-
ticular juncture, when it wes necessary for them to find some argument upon which
they could defend their having sent the French into Hudson Bay and destroyed
these forts ? For in 1686 the Marquis de Denonville had sent two or three com-
panies of Frenchmen to Hudson Bay, and taken three forts in one year ; and it
was necessary that they should account for these transactions to the Government of
France. I will show that the Hudson Bay Company were, at that very time,
naking representations to their Government in regard to the conduct of the French,
and to the Grovernors of the French. I think that this is all I need say in regard to
Sieur Duquet's voyage.* The fact of d Argenson having left Canada two years
before his order is said to have been given to Duquet, shows that the whole thing
was, if not a fabrication, a mistake. I am not going to say that it was a fabrication;
I am not called upon to account for it in any way; I am only called upon to point out
that there is no authority fcr it, and the whole circumstances go to show that it
could not have transpired as it is set forth by the Governors at that day. There has
been an egregious error committed in some way. That order could never have been
given, because we have the most unmistakable evidence that d'Argenson was not in
this country then. When we come to the voyage of Albanel and St. Simon in 1671,
which we admit was made, we find in a letter of M. Talon to the King, dated Quebec,
Nov. 2, 16-1, these words:-" Three months ago I. despatched with Father Albanel,
a Jesuit, Sieur de St. Simon, a young Canadian gentleman recently honored by His
Majesty with that title. They are to penetrate as far as Hudson Bay, draw up a
memoir of all they will discover, drive a trade in furs with the Indiars, and especi-
ally reconnoitre whether there be any 1reans of wintering ships in that quarter.
That is what they were to do; so that, if the French Government of the day had,
prior to that, caused visits to be made to Hudson Bay, in the way in which they
pretend some years after that to state, all that knowledge and information would
have been acquired, and there would have been no necessity for sending a priest
there in order to make that discovery. If those statements of the earlier alleged
voyages had not been made by the duly constituted authorities of the Government of
the country, I think this is almost all the answer it would be needfuil to make.
But Father Albanel says, at page 56 of the Ilelations for 1672:-" Hitherto this
voyage had been considered impossible for Frenchmen, who, after baving undertaken
it already three times, and not having been able to surmount the obstacles, had seen
themselves obliged to abandon it in despair of success. What appears as impossible
is found not to be so when it pleases God. Tho conduct of it was reserved for me,
after 18 years prosecution that I had made, and I have very sensible proof that God
reserved the execution of it for me, after the signal favor of a sudden and marvellouS,
not to say miraculous, recovery that I receivod as soon as I devoted myself to this
mission, at the solicitation of my superior ; and, in fact, I have not been deceived in,
my expectation. I have opened the road ir company with two Frenchmen and six
savages." This shows that so far as the Jesu ts were concerned, the pioneers of the
country, they had never heard of any one haviTg penetrated to Hudson Bay before
th å . The very letter that Mr. Tallon was writing to the King shows that he had
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never heard ofanything of the kind. There is no doubt, therefore, that Albanel's
voyage was the first effoit successfully made to reach Hudson Bay.

Hon. O. Mowat -M. Talon says, also, in that letter to the King, that those
countries were originally discovered by the French.

Mr. MacMahon.-- That is the way in which these accounts were made up; but
it is evident that the French had not been in Hudson Bay, and did not know
whether it would winter ships or not.

Hon. O. Mowat.-M. Talon says that he directed St. Simon to take renewed pos-
session of it.

Mr. MacMahon.-It was not necessary to take renewed possession if they
were in possession already, as it is now claimed that they were. There is not a
record in existence which will substantiate the claim then made as to former possos-
sion. In December, 1711, the Hudson Bay Company presented a petition to Queen
Anne, in which they set forth that the French, in tîme of perfect peace between the
two kingdoms, in 1.682, arbitrarily invaded the Company's territories at Fort Nelson,
burned their houses and seized their effeets; that in the years 1684 and 1685 they con-
tinued their depredations; that in the year 1686 they forcibly took from the Com-
pany Albany Fort, Rupert, and Moose River Fort, and continued their violent pro-
ceedings in 1687 and 1688; and the Company lay the damages at £108,511 19s. 8d.
(Mills, 153.) It is not my intention to take up the time of the Arbitrators
in referring to the English discoveries. A series of them will be found at
pages 4 and 5 of the Dominion case. The voyages are those of
Sebastian Cabot, in 1517; Sir Martin Frobisher, in 1576, 1577, and
1578; Hudson, 1608-10; Button, 1611; Luke Fox and Thomas James, 1631.
Thon we come to 1667 and 1668, when we fnd that des Grosellieres and Raddison
(who it is supposed were Coureurs des Bois) were roaming among the Assiniboines,
and were conducted by them to Hudson Bay. These two nien went to Quebec after
their return for the purpose of inducing the merchants there to conduct trading ves-
sels to Hudson Bay. At page 280 of the Ont. Docts. we have the whole transac-
tions during that period fully set forth by the Hudson Bay Company, just as they
transpired. The proposal of des Grosellieres and Raddison was rejected, as the pro-
ject was looked upon as chimerical by the Quebec merchants. Now, if Attorney-
General Bourdon, the Attorney-General of the Province, had been there 12 or 14
years before, and made known what his discovery was and how he got there and
returned from there, it would not have been stated by the merchants of QuLtee
that the project was chimerical.

Hon. O. Uowat-Nor did they state it. The document merely says that their
projeet was rejected.

Mr. MacMahon-i will furnish you with the authority for stating that the pro-
ject was looked upon as chimerical. I think you will find in Mr. Mis' book. Des
Grosellieres was in London in 1667, but before going there he had been in Boston and
n Paris, endeavoring to get merchants to assist in reaching Hudson Bay by ships.
He wished them to fit out an expedition for that purpose, but they refused to join in
the undertaking, and he was then referred to the British Ambassador at the Court of
Paris, who advised him to go to London. He went there, and those who afterwards
obtained the patent from Charles Il of the Hudson Bay Company, employed des
Groseli'eres and Radisson with Gillam, who went there and built Fort Rupert, in 1667
or 1668. Then Captain Newland was sent out in 1669 by the same parties who sent
Out Gillam. So far as the Hudson Bay Territory is concerned, the English were
first, both as to discovery and occupation. It is stated in Mills' book, and not denied,
that as long as the English were not there the Indians carne to Montreal and Quebec
and Three Rivers. The whole of the trade was done between Fort Frontenac
(Kingston) and Quebec by the Indians theraselves; and with the exception of the
Coureurs des Bois, who went inte the country some hundred miles, there was no
Pretence of the French to penetrate into the interior. But as soon as the English com-
llenced occupyng the Hudson Bay Territory, as soon as they were intercopting
"nd taking possession of the trade that had formerly belonged to the French mer-
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chants, then those who were interested took steps to secure at Hudson Bay the
trade which the English were intercepting. The memoirs are full of state-
ments as to the venality of those connected with the French Government
in Canada. It is stated that the Governors General themselves were in league
with certain merchants and traders for the purpose of getting possession of as
much of the trade as they possibly could, and that none except certain favored indi-
viduals could get licenses from the Governors. The people stated themselves that
they were persecuted by the emissaries of the Government, who sought to prevent
them going into the interior; and thus the Coureurs des Bois were prevented froin
going into the interior of the country, and cutting off the trade which would other-
wise have gone to Montreal, and which the officials were bound to participate in if
tley could. That is the reason why the French GOvernors here thought it necessary
to send these memoirs to the Court of France. Now, having found the English
making discoveries, entering into possession, and building forts upon Hudson Bay,
the question suggests itself, a question whieh ought to be determined, what extent of
territory the King of England as represented by the Hudson Bay Company, or the
discoveries of that Company, what extent ofterritory the King of England was entitled
to by this discovery, possession and occupation ? I do not think there can be a doubt
about it. Most of the authorities on the point are referred to on page six of the
Dominion case. It is laid down in Vattel, that "navigators going on voyages of
discovery, furnished with a commission from their Sovereign, and meeting with
islands or other lands in a desert state, have taken possession of them in the name of
their nation; and this title has been usually respected, provided it was soon after
followed by real possession." Here we have these people sent out under the sanction
of the King and of Prince Rupert, to make a discovery of Hudson Bay. They did
make that discovery and entered into possession; and I am going to show to the
Commissioners, no matter what the occupation was, that under the law of
nations as interpreted then and since by the highest authorities, they were entitled
to the whole of the lands watered by the streams flowing into Hudson Bay and
James' Bay; and more than that, it will be apparent that the Hudson Bay Con-
panty and thie English Government were clairning that the whole of these lands
belonged to England. Vattel says, also: " When a nation takes possession of a
country, with a view to settle there, it takes possession of everything included in it,
as lands, lakes, rivers, &c." The next authority I shall quote is Phillimore. Ho
says: " In the negotiations between Spain and the United States respecting the
western boundary of Louisiana, the latter country laid down with accuracy and
clearness certain propositions of law upon this subject, and which fortify the opinion
advanced in the foregoing paragraphs. 'The principles (Amerira said on this
occasion) which are applicable to the case are such as are dictated by reason and have
been adopted in practice by European powers i the discoveries and acquisitions
which they have respeetively made in the New World. They are few, simple, intel-
ligible, and, at the same time, founded in strict justice. The first of these is, that
when any European nation takes possession of any extent of sea coast, that possession
is understood as extending into the interior country to the sources of the rivers
emptying within that coast, to all their branches, and the country they cover,
and to give it a right, in exclusion of all other nations to the same. (Sce
Memoire de l'Amérique, p. 116.) It is evident that some rule or principle nmust
govern the rights of European Powers in regard to each other in all such cases ; and
it is certain that none can be adopted, in those to which it applies, more reasonable
or just than the present one. Many weighty considerations show the propriety of it.
Nature seems to have destined a range of territory so described for the saine society
to have connected its several parts together by the ties of a common interest. and to
bave detached them from others. If this principle is departed from it must be by
attaching to such discovery and possession a more enlarged or contracted scope f
acquisition ; but a slight attention to the subject will demonstrate the absurdity of
either. The latter would be to restriet the rights of an Enropean power who
discovered and took possession of a new country to the spot on which its troops or
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ettloement rested-a doctrine which bas been totally disclaimed by all the powers
who made discoveries and acquired possessions in America.'" (Phillimore's lIntl.
Law, 2 ed., Vol. I., pp. 277-8-9.)

I wish to draw the Arbitrators' particular attention to this expression in regard
to restricting the rights of European powers, etc., to the spot on which troops or
tsettlement rested, because in dealing with the Treaty of Ryswick the argument bas
been advanced that all which was left to the English after tbat treaty was the
settlenients in the immediate neighborhood of the fort or two which was then in
their possession-that is, the territory immediately round about, and nothing more;
although, as I will afterwards show, I do not think that the Treaty of Ryswick bas
anything to do with the discussion of this case. At page 223 in the discussion of the
Oregon Question, Dr. Twiss says: " In the negotiations antecedent to the Treaty of
Utrecht, it was expressly urged in support of the British title to the territories of
Hudson Bay that M. Frontenac, then Governor of Canada, did not complain of any
pretended injury done to France by the said Company's settling, trading and building
forts at the bottom of EHudson Bay, nor made pretentions of any right of France to
that Bay till long after that time." (Anderson's listory of Commerce, A.D. 1670,
Vol. 2, page 516.) He goes on to say: " In other words, the title which this charter
created was good againt other subjects of the British Crown by virtue of the charter
itself." Now, that is what Dr. Twiss lays down as a proposition which he says
cannot be controverted. That as regards the title created by the charter, it was good
against other subjects of the British Crown by virtue of the charter itself; so that in
virtue of what bas taken place within the last few years, it must be good as against
the Province of Ontario. He continues: " But its validity against other nations
rested on the principle that the country was discovered by British subjects, and at
the time of their settlement was not occupied by the subjects of any other christian
Prince or State; and in respect to any special claim on the part of France, the non-
iiterference of the French Governor was successfully urged against that power as
conclusive of her acquiescence." Now, that is laid down by Dr. Twiss, and it is a
proposition which has been assented to by Phillimore in the quotation just read.
The quotation which was made use of by my learned friend the Attorney-General
fmm Twiss's Oregon, was not attempted to be controverted by the Englisi authori-
ties at the time of the Oregon difficulty. Now, Mr. Mills, at page 182 of his report,
says. " It can hardly be contended that because the Hudson Bay Company had estab-
li'dhed certain posts and forts at the nouths of some of the rivers that empty into
the Bay, they could rightfully claim all the country drained by those rivers and
their tributaries. A pretension of this kind was put forward by the United States
1o the whole of Orugou, because of the discovery of the Coumbia River by Capt.
Gray, but it was expressly repudiated at the time by Great Britain. No such rule
is iecognized by writers on international law." Now, the rule of law, as recognized
by international writers and Great Britain, was different frorn that put forward by
Mifis. What was stated by Twiss, and what is asserted here, is that it depended
Upo()n other considerations.

Sir Francis Twiss, in his discussion on the Oregon question, at page 300, states
that "Great Britain never considered ber right of occupancy up to the Rocky Moun-
tains to rest upon the fact of ber having established factories on the shores of the
Bdy of Hudson, i.e., upon ber title by moire settlement, but upon ber title by discov-
er-y (onfirmed by settlements in which the French nation, ber only civilized neighbor,
acquiesced, and which they subsequently recognized by treaty."

That is the ground upon which Dr. Twiss puts it, and it is the groundwork of
the1 whole international law, as stated by Phillimore in the quotation that I have
already read. The principle is stated in Vattel, in the reference I have made, is

liy recognized by Great Britain and the United States, and is fully assented to by'fWss and Phillimore. In reference to the middle distance, my learned friend
q.uoted from Twiss, page 148. At pages 173 and 177, Twiss treats of this middle
distance in regard to this very territory. He says: " Again, in the case of a river,
the banks of which are possessed by certain States, since a river is comimunis juris,
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the general presumption, &c., &c." (Reads the extract). Now, here we bave
taken possession of the sea coast, so that the question of middle distance, or reaching
the territory by another route, cannot come in question at all, because, as contended
by the United States and Great Britain in the discussion of this question, they have
ailways claimed, and the Hudson Bay Company have always claimed, that the teri-
torial rights extended to the height of land on all sides ; and I will point out to the
Commissioners that as early as 1709, before the Treaty of Utrecht, the Hudson Bay
Company were claiming, on the east and the south, the very line that ran from
Grimnington's Island down through Lake Mistassinne. Now, it is necessary to look
at the Company's grant in different aspects. It will be found in Ontario Documents,
pages 29, 30. What does the King grant to the Hudson Bay Company under
the name of Rlupert's Land ? First is granted the sole trade and commerce of all
those seas, bays, lakes, rivers, creeks, etc. Then the Company are created the
absolute lords and proprietors of the same territory, limits and places, etc., etc.
in free and common socage. with power to erect colonies and plantations, &c,, so that
here was a proprietary government created by the charter. You will see by the
charter that they had the power to adjudge, to create colonies-the power to do
everything apparently, which any g overnment ought to be called upon to do. And
I refer to the fact of its being a proprietary government, because it will be necessary
to consider that in relation to the bounds which my learned friend the Attornev-
General says could be created by the King, notwithstanding that the boundaries
might have been limited by the Act of Parliament. The charter is very wide;
although Sir Vicary Gibbs, who gave an opinion in 1804, thought the charter void
because it purports to confer upon the Company exclusive privileges of trade. He
does not say anything about the proprietary rights; he does not say anything about
the right of the King to grant a charter the sane as was granted in Pennsylvania;
he does not say anything about the right to make a territorial grant; he merely
gives tbe opinion that the charter is invalid because it grants exclusive privileges of
trade, and thereby creates a monopoly, which they say the King could not grant
without the sanction of Parliament. The next opinion, in point of time, is that of
Sir Arthur Pigott, Sergeant Spankie and Lord Brougham, 1816, and the next one is
that of Edward Bearcroft, in 1818. In these two opinions they do not for a moment
say that the charter is invalid, but they say that the Crown had no right and could
flot of itself create a monopoly, and, therefore, as to that part of the charter it might
be invalid; but, as to the rest of the charter, they say the only part of it to which
a question could be raised was in regard to the extent of territory covered by the
charter itself. I think I will be able to show the Commissioners that the charter
was always considered by the British Government as extending to the full length
asserted now by the Dominion, and as was asserted by England shortly after the
Treaty of Utrecht. Now, the Attorney-General urged with a great deal of force that the
opinions given by the law-officers of the Crown in 1850 and 1857 were given upoln
statements furnished by the Hudson Bay Company, which were ex parte, and that
therefore, we are not bound by these opinions. I do not pretend that we are bound
by these opinions; that is not asserted by the Dominion ; but it puts the Province of
Ontario into a position which I think the Province is not able to get out of, fi'om the
very fact of these proceedings having been instituted, and that the law.officers of
the Crown stated at that time that the Hudson Bay Company were
entitled to everything that they claimed ; and I am going to
point out to the Commissioners what the claims were, and upon
what these claims were based. The claim as furnished by the Hudon
Bay Company will be found in full in Ont. Docts., page 288-90. That claim Was
founded upon what? Upon a document prepared by the Crown itself, and furnished
to these very people as the title upon which they were to rely; and the law officer'
of the Crown, looking at that document, at the charter itself, could see for them-
selves, and were giving an opinion in regard to a legal document. Now, the Coin-
pany import into their statement a part of the charter, and set out by saying m the
words of the charter what the King has granted them; and then they say that theY
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hve " ai vays claimed antd exercised dominion as absolute proprietors of the soil in
the terriLories understood to be embraced in the terms of the grant, and which are
noje particularly defined in the accompanying map," The map is an exact counter-
part of what was used in 1857, and in that map is set forth all that they claim.

Chief Justice Harrison.-Each time that they were called upon to give their
am they appear to have extended their boundaries.

ir. MacMahon.-They were determined to claim enough ; like my learned
iend, who started out with the line of the Rocky Mountains; they furnish3d that

daim to the grantors under the charter ; they were furnishing that claim to the
(rovn, and it was submitted to the Crown officers, who gave an opinion in regard to
ii, and that opinion I have had copied in the Dominion case, at page 7. It was

given by Sir John Jervis and Sir John Romilly-one Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, and the other Master of Rolls. In that opinion, which is addressed to Earl
Grey, they say, " in obedience to Your Lordship's command, we have taken these
papers into consideration, and have the honor to report that, having regard to the
powers in respect to territory, trade, taxation and Government, claimed by the
Hudson Bay Company, in the statements furnished to Your Lordship by the Chair-

ian of that Company, we are of opinion that the rights so claimed by the Company
do properly belong to them. Upon this " subject we entertain no doubt." The
Comissioners will see that that map is attached to the correspondence and papers;
and all these papers were brought down in 1850 to the flouse of Commons on a
Return thon ordered; and it shows the correspondence that took place between Mr.
hbister, who was representing those who felt themselves aggrieved-I do not know
whether representing a Government or private parties.

Chief Justice Harrison. -He was not acting for any Government ; he was acting
as an individual.

Mr. MacMahon.--He was acting for some people who claimed to have rights in
the Hudson Bay; and the correspondence took place in respect to the charter, the
extent of territory, and the trade, taxation and Government as claimed by the Hudson
Bay Company.

Sir Edward Thornton.-I should suppose that Mr. Isbister represented the
people in Assiniboine-the dissatisfied people in the Red River settlement.

Chief Justice Hlarrison.-Yes; certainly he did not represent any Government.
le was one of the first to rouse public opinion about the monopoly both here and in
England.

Mr. MacMahon.-I showed the letters and papers attached to the map to the
Attorney General, but we concluded that it was not necessary to have then printed,
as part of tbem appear in the Ontario documents. The letter I will now read is
addressed to Mr. Isbiwter, dated April 13, 1850, and will be found at pages 12 and 13
of the Hudson Bay Company's documents:-

DowNIING STREET, 30th April, 1850.
"SIR,-In answer to your letter of the 16th of this month, I am directed by Earl

(rey to state to you, with as much distinctness as possible, since there appears to
Lave been some misunderstanding on the subject, the course which Her Majesty's
Government have adopted and propose to pursue relative to the charges against the
Hudson Bay Campany.

" 2. lu pursuance of the Address of the House of Commons, praying Her Majesty
to take such means as might seem most fitting and effectual to ascertain the legality
of certain powers claimed by that Company, Lord Grey cal!ed on the Company for
c sta'ement of those claims, and laid it before the Attorney and Solicitor-General for
their opinion. You are acquainted with their opinion, which was to the elffeet that
he rights so claimed by the Company properly belonged to them.

"d. They added a suggestion that yourself or any other party dissati.sficd with
LLenr opinion might be recommended to prosecute complaints against the Company
bymeans of a petition to the Queen, which might be referred to tne judicial or some
other Committee of the Privy Council.
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"4. This offer was accordingly made to yourself. You now appear to suppose
that lietr Majesty s Government, in making the offer, intended to defray, out of the
public funds, the expense which must attend sucb an investigation.

5. This, however, Her Majesty's Government cannot consent to do, having been
advised by their own law officers that the claims of the Company are well founded,
they cannot impose on the public the expense of proceedings which, in the opinion of
their own regular advisers, will prove ineffectual. Ail that is in their power is to
recommend that those who are dissatisfied with that opinion should pursue the course
pointed out by the law advisers for questioning it, and to assist as far as they nay
lawfully do in having the question so raised brought to a legal determination.

" 6. But the expense of the steps necessary for this purpose must be borne by
the parties who undertake them, and if none of those wbo have brought under the
notice of Lord Grey and of Parliament their exceptions to the jurisdiction and power
-claimed by the Company are willing to incur such expense, 11er Majesty's Govern-
ment must consider that there are no further stops which it is in their power ti
adopt for the purpose of ascertaining the legal validity of the claims of the Company."

Now, here was the British Government being informed by their own legal advisers
that any steps which they might take in order to test the territorial rights, which I
suppose it was designed to test by anything that might go hefore the Privy Council,
would be ineffectual; and here, at that early date, Mr. Isiister, who was moving either
on behalf of himself or somebody interested was told that the Government would not
assume any responsibility. And we are told in 1850 that the only way of testing the
validity of that charter or the extent to which the rights of the Company might be
narrowed down, was by the legal interpretation to be put upon it by the Privy
Couneil Neither then nor in 1857 did Canada think it proper to test in any way,
particularly as suggested by the law officers of the Crown on both of these occasions,
the validity of that charter. Following that, there was further correspondence,
In 1850, Sir John Pelly, who was then Governor of the Hudson's Bay Co., had
written to Lord Grey. The following is an extract from his letter, dated at the
Hudson Bay House, 3 1t May, 1850: " Permit me at the same time to state that the
Company's ships for Hludsou Bay are appointed to sail on the 8th June, and that it
would be of the utmost importance if the docision of the Privy Council on the
rights and priveleges of the Company were sent out by that opportunity, and the
Govermnent directed to issue a proclamation agreeable to the tenor of the decision,
which would in my opinion greatly tend to allay the excitement in which a portion

,of the half-breed inhabitants have been kept." Now, there the Governor of the
Hudson Bay Company invites Her Majesty's Government to have it decided and to
have the excitement allayed. The reply of Lord Grey will be found at page 8 of the
Dominion case. After pointing out what had been done, Mr. Hawes says that a
petition to Her Majesty was suggested: and ho goes on to say: "Sucli a Petitioln
vas, therefore, essential to the complete prosecution of the inquiry; Lord Grey

accordingly gave to certain parties in this country, who had taken an interest in the
condition of the inhabitants of the Hudson Bay Company's Territories, and had
questioned the validity of the Company's charter, an opportunity to prefer the
necessary petition if they were so disposed ; but, for reasons which it is unnecessary
to repeat, they respectively declined to do so. Lord Grey having, therefore, ou
behalf of lier Majesty's Government, adopted the most effectual means open to him
for answering the requirements of the Address, has been obliged, in the absence of
any parties prepared to contest the rights claimed by the Company, to assume the
opinion of the law-officers of the Crown in their favor to be well founded."

Now, Lord Grey at that time was Colonial Minister, and ho, on behalf of
Her Majesty's Government was obliged 'b assume that the opinion of the law officer
of the Crown in favor of the Hudson Bay Co., was well founded, and Her Majesty
Governmont refused to interfere any further with it, as they were perfectly right in
doing.

Chief Justico Harrison.-These questions, however, were ail questions as
certain rights more than questions as to boundary.
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Mir. MacMahon.-The trade, taxation and territory were all included.
Chief Justice Harriso.-But tue question as to the boundary really never caine

up, because the persons who were attacking the Hudson Bay Co. said that the Coni-
pany had no right to any part of the territory. If the question of boundary had
come up, they must have looked to the Quebec Act and to these other Acts. It was
not a question of boundary at all; it was a question of whether the Company had
any rights.

Mr. MUaeMahon.-Tbey were claiming certain rights, and a certain territory a
being covered by those rights. The whole of it went in altogether.

Chief Justice iarrison.-There was no opinion from the law officers of th e
Crown as to the boundary.

MIr. MacMahon.-They claimed those boundaries; their own position supplied
boundaries. In 1857 the very same question came before Sir Richard Bethell; and
a reference has been made to the distinguished lawyers who gave opinions on the
other side, I may say that I presume Sir Richard Bethell's opinion as Atterney
General would be authority as high as could be got from any source in regard to
what was covered by that charter.

Sir Edward Thornton.--I do not see that there can be the least doubt that the
omplaints made in 1850 were from Winnipeg, from the same people wbo were

dissatisfied for a great number of years with the Hudson Bay Co.
Hon. O. Mowat.--Hal-breeds, chiefly.
Mr. MacMahon.-Then in this case the question as to territory, as to that portion

of the territory at least, must have got before the law officers of the Crown in some
way.

Chief Justice IIarrison.-These people at Red River said the Hudson Bay Co.
had no rights in any part of this territory, and the law officers were against them.

Mr. MacMahon.-We have not the petition presented to the flouse of Commons,
Biut if Mr. Isbister was acting on behalf of those who were known as the Red River
'ettlers, and if he was their representative, then as fai as regards the territory that
they were disputing, as being controlled by the Hudson Bay Co. when they had no
right to control it at that time, that must have been a question the law officers con-
<dered and in regard to which they gave an opinion.

Chief Justice larrison.-The Attorney-General for the sake of this argument
*irmits that the Hudson Bay Co. had some rights, but that as a matter of boundary
they did not extend to certain points.

Mr. MacMahon. -The question of boundary must have been cons idered in regard
to that territory, as to whether the Hudson Bay Company where exercising rights
Outside of the boundary that they were claiming under the charter.

Chief Justice Harrison.-The case was not put on that ground. The higher
ground was taken that the Company had no right there at all.

Sir Edward Thornton.-If I am.not mistaken, the territory of Assiniboia was
g'anted to the Earl of Selkirk ; it is marked upon this map as the territory of Assini-

Mr. MacMahon.-Yes; in 1857 the Arbitrators will remember that that was after
a lengthened investigation had been gone into by the louse of Communs, when Chief
Justice Draper was acting as Agent fer Canada.

Sir Edward Thornton.-That is the first time that Canada as a country appeared
m the matter at all; I mean the late Province of Canada.

Mr. MacMahon.--Yes. When Chief Justice Draper went to England as the
-gent of Canada, the whole matter then as to the rights of the Company was sup-
P>osed to have received very close attention by the home authorities, and the strongest
lPossible arguments where adduced by the Agent of the Province, in order to curtail
the rights of the Hudson Bay Company teritorially; and at that time the law
911cers of the Crown, Sir Richard Bethell and Silicitor General Keating, were asked

for an opinion; the whole of whieh is in Ont. Doets., 200, 201. In that opinion,they say :--" That the validity and construction of the Hudson Bay Company's char-
ter cannot be considered apart from the enjoyment which has been had under it
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during nearly two centuries, aid the recognition made of the rights of the Company
ii various acts both of the Government and the Legislature." In their statement of
rights the Hudson Bay Company say in 1850 :-" It may be right here to mention
that although the original title to the territory and trade in question was derived
under the charter above referred to, the rights of the Company have in various
instances received the recognition of the Legislatue."

Chief Justice Harrison.-Just confirming what I said ; the whole dispute was as
to the rights of the Company, not the boundary.

Mr. MacMahon.-They also say:-
It niay bc right here to refer to several Acts of the Legislature which have

recognized the general rights and privileges claimed and exercised by the Company:-
An Act passed in the sixth year of the reign of Queen Anne, c. 37, intituled,

"An Act for the Encouiagement of the Trade to America," and this Act contains
an express proviso, that " nothing therein contained shall extend or be construed to
take away or prejudice any of the estates, rights or privileges of, or belonging to the
Governor and Company of Adventurers trading into Hudson's Bay."

In like manner, in 1745, when an Act was passed (18 Geo. 2, c. 17) for granting
a reward for the discovery of a north-west passage through Hudson Straits, it was
expressly provided, that nothing therein contained should extend or be construed to
take away or prejudice any of the estates, rights or privileges of or belonging to the
Hudson Bay Company.

One of the contentions in regard to the rights and privileges of the Hudson Bay
Company was that they had not fulfilled the intent of their charter--that they had
not been making any endeavors to discover a passage to the North Pole; that if the
charter was ever valid they had forfeited it by not fulfilling certain conditions. I
refer to that to show that during all that time their rights and privileges were being
expressly accepted and held valid by these Acts of Parliament during the reigns of
Anne and the Georges-so that they were not to be infringed upon in any way-and
that they had been recognized up to the very day when Rupert's Land was surrend-
dered by the Hudson Bay Company to Her Majesty.

At this point the Arbitrators adjourned, at five o'clock, until ten o'clock next
imorning.

SArtTanAY, 3rd August, 1878.
Arbitrators and Couisel all present.

Chief Justice Harrison.-Before proceeding with the argument I would state-
without having any desire whatever to unduly hurry the argument-that if there ib
any probability of its being concluded by one o'clock or so, there is a prospect of the
Arbitrators being able to agree this afternoon.

Hugh MacMahon, Esq., Q.C.-I will shorten my argument very much. Before
commencing in the regular course of the argument, I wish to refer to that matter of
Radisson and des Grosellieres. In the printed case the word " chimerical " is used to
express the way in which the merchants of Quebec looked upon the statement of
these men. My learned friend the Attorney General said, that that was a statement
of Mr. MacMahon. I thought that that statement would be found in Miills' book, but
I see that I am mistaken in that; the statement is to be found in Harris' Travels, p.
286, vol. 2. (Reads the passage.) So that it was not a statement of my own.

lon. O. Mowat.-The authority is then less than that of my learned friend would
be.

Mr. MacMahon.-Not at all.
Chief Justice Harrison.-The difference is that Harris is not an advocate.
Mr. MacMahon.-Harris is about the best authority that we could get for the

statement; his work was published in 1760. I was referring the Arbitrators last
evening to the opinion delivered by Sir Richard Bethell, alterwards Lord Westbury,
and Sir Henry S. Keating, delivered in 1857; Ont. Docts., 20u, 201. It will be
remembered that ut that time the whole evidence and all the correspondence that
could be got together in regard to this question had been submitted to the Committee
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of the House of Commons, and, therefore, the law officers of the Crown were fally
advised of everything that could be brought to bear upon the subject; and I may say
here, as the matter was referred to by the Hon. Chief Justice yesterday, that although
perhaps the question of boundary did not come up as a square issue at that time nor
iD 1850, still the question of boundary must have arisen incidentally when each of
these opinions was given; so that the law officers of the Crown at that time were
dealing incidentally with the question of boundary, and they could not avoid dealing
with it in some way. They say:-

" We beg leave to state, in answer to the questions submitted to us, that in our
opinon the Crown could not now with justice raise the question of the general validity
of the charter, but that, on every legal principle, the Company's territorial owner-
ship of the lands and the rights necessarily incidental thereto (as, for example, the
right of excluding from their territory persons acting in violation of their regulations)
ought to be deemed to be valid."

They likewise say :-" Nothing could be more unjust, or more opposed to the
spirit of our law, than to try this charter as a thing of yesterday, upon principles which
imight be deemed applicable to it if it had been granted within the last ten or twenty
years." In another part of the opinion, they say :-" The remaining subject for con-
sideration is the question on the geographical extent of the territory granted by the
charter, and whether its boundaries can in any and what manner be ascertained."
That is the question they were discussing. "lu the case of grante of considerable
age, such as this charter, when the words, as is often the case, are indefinite or
ambiguous, the rule is that they are construed by usage and enjoyment, including in
these latter terms the assertion of ownership by the Company on important public
occasions, such as the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, and again in 1750." Now,
they point to these three different periods as points of time in order to ascertain what
ought to be the boundaries allowed to the Hudson Bay Co., in 1857, and show that
the enjoyments under that charter, the assertion of rights under that charter, and
the claims made by virtue of the charter itself, must and ought to be taken into con-
sideration when dealing with the question; and the law officers, in giving that
opinion, dealt with it in that view. The Treaty of Ryswick I will only refer to very
shortly. The Attorney-General, in his argument yesterday, referred to the forts that
had been taken by the French, and to the effect of the Treaty of Ryswick in regard
to the possession of these forts. But although the question is somewhat discussed at
page nine of the printed case, I do not think it necessary that I should elaborate it
at all, because in 1857 Chief Justice Draper, acting as agent on behalf of Canada,
stated what was in effect in a very few words his view of the Treaty of Ryswick;
and that was this: " The eighth article of the Treatv of' Ryswick shows that the
French at that time set up a claim of right to Hudson Bay, though that dlaim was
abandoned at the Peace of Utrecht, and was never set up afterwards." Ont. Docts.,
page 240. So that at the Peace of Utrecht-and this is nearly the last stage in the
argument-any rights that the French might or could have had were abandoned in
1713, and at one bound we get to what was the position of the Government of Great
Britain and the Hudson Bay Co. at that time. It is stated at a certain time in 1700
that the Company were willing to contract their limits, and the statement is made
oecause that they were precluded at a later date from setting up that they were
eltitled under the charter to all that the charter could give them. What do they
say in 1700-about the earliest date at which they made a claim after the Treaty
Of Ryswick ? They say: "We are willing to contract our limits, but although we are
Willing to do that we are entitled of right to the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson."
This is like a man who has a suit of ejectment, who in order to avoid the expense
and trouble of a law suit says: "I will be willing to allow you certain bounds, but if
you do not accept that I will insist on getting all my rights and all that I am entitled
to." Then there was another statement made at that time to the Lords of Trade
and Plantations, in January, 1701, when the Hudson Bay Company again insist on
their rights to the whole Bay and Straits, but are willing to forego their rights to a
certain extent if by that means they can secure a settlement. "I But should the
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French refuse the limits now proposed by the Company, the Company think them-
selves not bound by this, or any former concessions of the like nature, but must, as
they have always done, insist upon their prior and undoubted right to the whole
Bay and Straits of Hudson, which the French never yet would strictly dispute, or
suffer to be examined into (as knowing the weakness of their claim), though the first
step in the said article of Ryswick directs the doing of it." (Ont. Docts., pp. 124-5.)

In May, 1709, the Company were requested by the Lords of Trade and Planta-
tions to send an account of the encroachments of the French on Her Majesty's Domin-
ion in America within the limits of the Company's charter; to which the Company
replied, setting forth their right and title, and praying restitution. (Mill, pp.
152-3).

A further petition was sent by the Hudson Bay Company to the Queen, in
1711. (Ont. Docts., pp. 126-7).

On February 7th, 1712, the Hudson Bay Company set forth what they desired
should be stipulated for them at the ensuing treaty of peace. (Ont. Docts., 128).

In this memorandum, the Hudson Bay Company ask " that a line be supposed to
pass to the south-westward of Grimington Island, or Cape Perdrix, to the great Lake
Miskosinke, at Mistoveny, dividing the same into two parts (as in the- map now
delivered), and that the French nor any others employed by them shall come to the
north or north-westward of the said lake, or supposed line, by land or water." I
believe that the plan now produced is marked as having been prepared in 1709. I
refer the Arbitrators to it. There is the Island of Grimington, and they ask that a
line be drawn through that lake until it passes south to the 49th parallel; showing
that at that time, in 1712, when they were presenting their petition to Queen Anne,
that is what they were claiming as their rights at that time. I do not intend to
refer to the question of post liminiy at all, because the assent of Chief Justice
Draper prevents the necessity of our having to discuss that question. Now, Lord
Dartmouth's letter after the Treaty of Utrecht, addressed to the Lords of Trade and
Plantations on May 27, 1713, will be found in Ont. Docts., 129. He says:-

"My LoRDS AND GENTLEMEN,-The Queen has commanded me toi transmit to you
the enclosed petition of the Hudson Bay Company, that you may consider of it and
report your opinion, what orders may properly be given upon the several particulars
mentioned. In the meantime I am to acquaint yon that the places and countries
therein named, belonging of right to British subjects, Her Majesty did not think lit
to receive any Act of Cession from the French King, and has therefore insisted only
tpon an order from that Court for delivering possession to such persons as should be
authorized by Her Majesty to take it ; by this means the title of the Company is
acknowledged, and they will come into the immediate enjoyment of their property
without further trouble."

Now, the object of that will be seen when we consider that the
whole course of these negotiations had been impeded by the French
Ambassadors claiming that the word " cede " should be used, whi st the
English Ambassadors refused to accept it with the word " cede " used at all;
they insisted on the word "restored." They said that the territory was being
restored to them; claiming that the French never were there, never had a right to
to be there, and therefore could not cede it, for it was not theirs to cede ; but that
having taken possession of a part of it in the time of peace, as claimed by the Hud-
son Bay Company, the wcord "restore " was the proper word to use; and a great
deal of correspondence took place between the Ambassadors in regard to it. Under
section 10 of the Treaty of Utrecht, the King of France was " to restore to the Queen
of Great Britain. to be possessed in full right forever, the Bay and Straits of
Hudson, together with all lands, seas, coasts rivers and places situate in the said
Bay and Straits, and which belong thereunto ; no tracts of land or of sea being
excepted, which are at present possessed by the subjects of France." i n refer-
once to the discussson just spoken of, Bolingbroke says: in March, 1713, that the
truth is so evident, that the Plenipotentiaries of Great Britain at Utrecit, always-
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make a distinction between places that should be ceded and those that should be
restored (Bolingbroke's correspondence, Vol. 3, 60 i). Then we corne to the question
of the extent of country. Mr. Mills, who prepared this case for the Province of
Ontario, was compelled to admit that all was claimod for England under the treaty
which possibly could be claimed, and that is an admission which my learned friends
cannot get over.

Mr. Mills, at p. 159 of his report, after quoting the portion of the 10th section
above referred to, says: " The words of the treaty just quoted and the attendant
circumstances show that what was claimed by England and yielded by France was
the Bay and the country upon its margin. Nevertheless, the language of the treaty
did not make it impossible for England, if she were so disposed, to insist upon the
possession of the whole country to the lands height. France, too, consented with
reluctance to the use of the word ' restoration' instead of ' cession."

Now, what was England doing froni the very time of the passing of the treaty,
from the very time when Commissioners were appointed?-I will show that she
commenced to claim, and that she did claim in 1730, the restitution of these lands to
the Company itself, because Lord Dartmouth says tiat the order was required so
that the company might be placed in possession ; and England wont on elaiming to
the very height of land, and she insisted that France should send lr subjects out of
that country, or prevent them from building forts or places whereby they could trade in
the Hudson Bay Territories. Although it is stated that Commissioners were appoint-
ed as provided by the treaty, it was in some way assumed that the boundary had been
settled at the 49th parallel. Everybody seemed to be impressed with the idea that
the 49th parallel had been settled by the Treaty of Utrecht. In the United States this
was urged when the States were settling the parallel as to the northern boundary of
Louisiana. It was claimed that the 49th parallel was settled at the Treaty of Utrecht,
and that the United States, as the proprietors of Louisiana, were entitled to
come up to that parallel as the territory ot Louisiana. And in this country it was
assumed, in a letter that will be found from the late Archbishop Strachan to Lord
Selkirk, it is stated that the 49th parallel had been settled upon. In some way or
other that seemed to be understood, and we find that many of the maps of very early
date show that, as a reference to the list of the maps in the Ontario documents will
show. Many of these maps have the 49th parallel upon them as being the bounds
between the English and French possessions under the Treaty of Utrecht. There is
nô doubt it was assumed at that time that that was the parallel. It was insisted
upon by the United States and not denied by Great Britain. The law ofmicers of the
Crown in Great Britain at that time seemed to have the idea, whether derived from
maps or from what source I do not know, but they appear to have fully believed
that the 49th parallel had been settled upon. The reason is, I suppose, because the
Hudson Bay Company always assumed that the height of land was their southern
boundary; and Mitchell's map will show that the height of land was about the 49th
parallel, and, therefore, it was taken as if the 19th parallel was about the proper line
to be drawn. Now, whether that was the case or not, whether it was ever agreed
upon or not, is of very little importance.

lon. O. Mowat.-You admit that it was not, I suppose.
Mr. MacMahon.-Oh, I admit that it was not; it was never decided upon, and

in fact France never intended it. It is stated in Anderson's history that France
never desired to settle the boundaries at all under the Treaty of Utrecht, and it was
only when she was compelled after the war of 1759 that any settlenent conld be got.
But it matters very little just now. If the Commissioners will look at the map
attached to the Dominion case, which was furnished at the time of the surrender of
Quebec-and that is taken from the map that was sent over by Genera! Amherst to
the British Government, furnished to General Haldinand by the Marquis de Vaud-
rueil-they will find there what France was claiîming. She never claired anything
beyond the Red Lake. There never was any pretence, as fi'r nq Fne was con-
Cerned, of elaiiing as Canada anyuiung norLii or we- of the 1ed Laku. ThaL is
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what the Marquis de Vaudrueil at that time considered was the boundary of Canada
upon the north and the west.

(Some conversation took place over the maps, in the course of which Chief
Justice, Harrison pointed out that there were two Red Lakes.)

Hon. O. Mowat.-It is a little south of Turtle Lake.
Mr. MacMahon.--It is hardly south; it is more west than south; but for the

purposes of my argument it does not matter, because I am addressing myself to
that part of the argument of the Attorney-General which lays claim to all that north
and west country as belonging to the French and being part of New France. The
map shows that there never was any such claim; and the correspondence which took
place with regard to the boundaries shows that after that map was delivered in 1761,
France was claiming, as being part of Louisiana, a large part of the territory that
was ceded as part of Canada-claiming it as being part of the Illinois country. The
correspondence shows how anxious the French Government, the French Administra-
tion of that day, was in regard to acquiring the territory south, or at least retaining
the territory south, as part of Louisiana.

On the 18th August, 1761, M. de Bussy, the French Minister at London, furnished
to Mr. Pitt, a memorandum upon the limits of Louisiana, which bore upon the limits
of Canada, and ran thus:-

" Sur les limites de la Louisiane. Pour fixer les limites de la Louisiane du côté
"des colonies Angloises et du Canada, on tirera une Ligne qui s'étendra depuis Rio
"Pereido entre là Baye de la Mobile et celle de Pensacola, en passant par le Fort
" Toulouse chez les Alimabous, et qui, se prolongeant par la pointe occidentale du Lac
"Erié enfermera la Rivière des Miamis, et par l'extremité orientale du Lac Huron,

ira aboutir à la hauteur des Terres du côté de lay Baye d' Hudson vers le Lac de
l'Abitibis, d' où la Linge sera continuée de l' Orïest jusques et compris le Lac Super-
ieur." (Pub. Rec., Off. Vol. 483.)

Now, Mr. Pitt, the Prime Minister of that time, states in an ultimatum which
he forwarded to Mr. Stanley at Paris, the following definition of the boundaries of
Canada, as set forth by M. de Vaudreuil: " Canada, according to the line of its limits
traced by the Marquis de Vaudreuil himself, when this Governor General surrendered,
by capitulation, the said Province to the British General, Chevalier Amherst, com-
prises on one side, Lakes Huron, Michigan and Superior, and the said line drawn
from Lac Rouge, embraces by a tortuous course the River Ouabache (Wabash) up to
its junction with the Ohio, and from there extends the length of this river inclusively,
until its confluence into the Mississippi." Then on page 8 of the supplement will be
found what was stated by the Duc de Choiseul when the map was shown to him by
Mr. Stanley. Mr. Stanley's despatch says:-

" The Due de Choiseul complained that the bounds of Canada were laid down
very unfavorably to France, in the deseription which your memorial contains,
alledging (sic) that there had been disputes between the Marquis de Vaudreuil and the
Governor of Louisiana with regard to the limits of their two Provinces, wherein the
former, being the more able and the more active, had greatly enlarged his jurisdic-
tion; he added, however, that though many such objections might be made, it had
been the intention of the King, his master, to make the most full and complete
cession of Canada, and that he consented in his name to those limits. I thon pro-
duced the map you sent me, and it was agreed that this Province should remain to
Great Britain as it is there delineated." (Minutes of a Conference at Paris, Sept.
2nd, 1761. Pub. Rec., Off. Vol. 483, France.)

So that was the Province as understood both by the French and English at that
time; and according to the claim made, at that time, it had not any greater limits
or any wider extent. In 1114 the Hudson Bay Co. sent a memorandum to the
Lords Commissioners of trade and plantations, accompanied by a map in which
they claimed that the eastern boundary should be a lino running from Grimington's
Island through Lake Wiscosinke or Mistassinnie, and fromthe said lake by a lino rua
south-westwards into 49 degrees north latitude, as by the red lino may more particu-
larly appear, and that that latitude be the limit; that the French do not come to the
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north of it nor the English to the south of it. (Ont. Docts., 131, 132.) In 1719
Commissioners were appointed, and they set forth that " the French since the Treaty
of Utrcht had made a settlement at the source of the River Albany, the Commissaries
of His Britannic Majesty insist that the French shall quit the said settlement, and
that the fort, if there be any such building, shall be given up to the Company of
English Merchants trading in Hudson's Bay aforesaid."

" The said Commissaries further demand that the subjects of His Most Christian
Majesty shall not build forts or found settlements upon any of the rivera which
empty into Hudson's Bay under any pretext whatsoever, and that the stream and
the entire navigation of the said rivers shall be left free to the Company of English
Merchants trading into Hudson's Bay and to such Indians as wish to traffic with
them." (Ont. Docts., p. 365.)

The Attorney-General stated that it was merely the freedom of the rivers which
was required by the English Commissioners at that time. But Lord Dartmouth, in
his letter to the Lords of Trade and Plantations, appeared to be anxious In regard to
the property that the Hudson Bay Ce. had acquired under their charter, and which
he wisbed to be given back to them, in order that they might continue to occupy it.

Hon. O. Mowat.-This is not mentioned in the instructions that Lord Dartmouth
gave; it was the motion of the Commissioners themsolves.

Mr. MacMahon.-The Commissioners, I suppose, were instructed.
Hon. O. Mowat.-We have got the instructions.
Mr. MacMahon.-This is the demand they were making. They wore insisting

that the French should not continue there, and that they should give up all their
settlements, and not trade or build forts, and that they should cease to occupy this
country altogether. (The demand will be found in Ont. Docts., p. 3=5.) Sir Travers
Twiss says in regard to that,-by the 10th Article, however, of the Treaty of Utrecht,
the French King agreed to restore to the Qucen (Anne) of Great Britain, " to be
possessed in full right forever, the Bay and Straits of hudson, together with all lands,
seas, sea coasts, rivers and places situate in the said Bay and Straits, and which
belong thereto; no tracts of land or sea being excepted which are at present possessed
by the subjects of France. The only question, therefore, for Commissaries to
settle were the limits of the Bay and Straits of Hudson, coastwards-, on the Bide of
the French Province of Canada, as all the country drained by streams entering into
the Bay and Straits of Hudson were, by the terms of the Treaty, recognized to be
part of the possessions of Great Britain."

" If the coast boundary, thorefore, was once understood by the parties, the head
waters of the streams that empty themselves into the Bay and Straits of Hudson
imdicate the lino which at once satisfied the other conditions of the troaty. Such a
line, if commenced at the eastern extremity of the Straits of Hudson, would have
swept along through the sources of the streams flowing into the Lake Mistassinnie
and Abitibis, the Rainy Lake, in 48° 3)',4 which empties itself by the Rainy River
into the Lake of the Woods, the Red Lake, and Lake Travers."

These are the bounds that Sir Travers Twiss places on the rights of the Hudson
Bay Co., saying that all that extent of country, to 48' 30', at which the sources of
these rivers commence, of right belonged to tho Hudson Bay Co. under the treaty,
and that they could claim it and were claiming it under the Treaty of Utrecht. Now,
speaking of Lake Travers, he says

" This last lake would have been the extreme southern limit in about 450 40',
Whence the line would have wound upward to the north-west, pursuing a serpentine
course, and resting with its extremity upon the Rocky Mountains, in about 48th
parallel of latitude. Such would have been the boundary lino between the French
Possessions and the Hudson Bay district; and so we find that the limits of Canada,
assigned by the Marquis de Vaudreuil himself, when he surrended the Province to
Sir J. Amherst, the Red Lake is the apex of the Province of Canada, or the point of
departure from which, on the one side, the line is drawn to Lake Superior; on the
other, 'follows a serpentine course southward to the River Oubache, or Wabash, and
along it to the junction with the Ohio.' This fact was insisted upan by the British
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Government in their answer to the ultimatum of France, sent in on the lst Septem-
ber, 1761, and the map which was presented on that occasion by Mr. Stanley, the
British Minister, embodying those limits, was assented to in the French memorial of
the 9th of September." (IHistorical Miemorial of the Negotiations of France and
England from March 26th to Sept. 20th, 1761. Published at Paris by authority).
(Twiss' Oregan boundary, pp. 209.211).

"IBy the Treaty of Utrecht, the British possessions to the north-west of Canada
were acknowledged to extend to the head-waters of the rivers emptying themselves
into the Bay of Hudson; by the Treaty of Paris they were united to the British
possessions on the Atlantic by the cession of Canada and all her dependencies; and
France contracted her dominions with the right bank of the Mississippi. That
France did not retair any territory after the treaty to the north-west of the sources
of the Mississippi will be obvious, when it is kept in mind that the sources of the
Mississippi are in 47° 35', whilst the sources of the Red River which flows through
Lake Winnipeg, and ultimately finds its way by the Nelson River into the Bay of
Hudson, are in Lake Travers, in about 450 40'." (Twiss' Oregon, p. 226.)

I have not referred to any of the maps, for the reason, as stated by Sir Travers
Twiss, that it was an impossibility at that time to get any correct maps; few or no
surveys having been made in 1750, and that date is referred to in the opinion of Sir
Richard Bethell and Sir Henry Keating. In 1750 the Hudson Bay Company were
claiming as their bounds just what they were claiming in 1857. The claim of the
Company in 1857 will be found in Milis, 176, 177. " The line to begin from the Atlan-
tic Occan on the east side of Grimington's Island, otherwise Cape Perdrix, in the
latitude of 58- on the Labrador Coast, and to be drawn from thence south-westward
to the Great Lake Miscosinke, otberwise called Mistoseny, and through the same,
dividing that Iake into two parts, down to the 49th degree of north latitude, as des-
cribed in the said map or plan delivered herewith, and from thence to be continued
by a meredian fine of the said latitude 49 westward." So that they have been claim-
ing that all along; and as stated by Sir Richard Bethell and his associaties, that is wbat
ought to be taken into consideration in viewing the question. Now, I think I have
gone over the whole of the ground as far as regards the treaties, and I have shown
that no part of that territory to the north and the west ever belonged to France, nor
was it claimed by France at the time of the cession of Canada to Great Britain in
1760. In fact, the Freneh wanted to contract the limits and to claim as part of
Louisiana that which in 1760 the Marquis de Vaudreuil had marked out as the limits
of Canada; and there was no pretence, no claim of any kind made by France to the
northerly and westerly limit when she could have made the claim if it was in her
power to do so. Tihe other point to which I am drawn is in reference to the Quebec Act.

Sir Francis Hincks.-The learned counsel has been going for a long time upon
the respective claims of the French and English ; but it is an important thing to see
what the Eiigish Government has done with regard to the boundaries since the whole
territory became English. That is what we want to see particularly.

Mir. MacMahon.-The proclamation of 1763 created four separate governments-
Quebec, East Fliorida, West Florida and Grenada, and provided that all the lands not
within the limits of these governments and not within the limits of the territorY
granted to the Hudson Bay Company should be received for the present under the
royal protection and dominion for the use of the Indians.

lon. O. Mowat.-The old Province of Quebec is marked on the map in accord-
ance with the proclamation.

Sir Francis Hincks.-Then these boundaries on Devine's map are agreed to as
representing that proclamation ?

Mr. MacMahon.-Yes. I consider there is no point which turns on the proclama-
tion of 1763: we are both agreed as to the correctness of that. We come now to the
Quebec Act of 1774, and that is where the first difficulty occurs; but I think I will
be able to show to the Commissioners that there is no difficulty in deciding that ques-
tion. If we look at the circumstances under which the Act was brought in, and take
into consideration the statement, as made by the Attorney-General, of what the ob.
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ject of the Act was and what was originally introduced into the House, and how it
was amende,], we will easily see that the claim of Ontario in regard to that western
bound ary cannot be supported at all. My learned friend the Attorney-General laughs.

Hon. O. Mowat.-I thought that those cousiderations demonstrated our claim:
I am amused that I made such a mistake.

Chief-Justice Harrison.-It is not the first time I have heard two counsels relying
upon the same facts to support their respective cases.

Mr. MacMahon.-Assuming that the claim made by the Province of Ontario is
the correct claim, what territory could they possibly acquire by taking the Red Lake
-by running through the Red Lake which is on the boundary there?

Sir Francis Hincks.-I do not think you need trouble yourself about the Red
Lake, that is not the point; it is the boundary to the north and east of Hudson Bay,
the question of the boundary running to Hudson Bay.

Mr. MacMahon.-I will confine myself to that altogether. If the Commissioners
will look at page 77 of Mills' book, they will find the clause of the Act as originally
introduced; and I would draw special attention to that, in order to show what was
the design of the legislature at that time in settling the western boundary of the
Province. It reads in this way: "Be it enacted that all the said territories, and
islands, and countries beretofore a part of the territory of Canada in North America,
extending southward to the banks of the River Ohio, and westward to the banks of
the Mississippi." Well, now, the House of Commons, or the Committee of the Honse
of Commons, at that time understood that if the Act read in that way, when once
the River Ohio was reached the use of the word westward would make it on a due
west course to the River Mississippi.

Sir Francis Hincks.-I think you do not appreciate our point. Y u are still at
the westerly boundary; it is the northerly boundary we want to get at.

Mr. MacMahon.-You are not troubled about the westerly boundary.
Sir Francis Lincks.-Not so much as the northerly. Whatever the westerly

boundary may be, there is no doubt that it runs notherly until it reaches t he soutberly
boundary of the Hudson Bay Company. We want to known what the southerly
boundary of the ludson Bay Company is.

Mr. MacMahon.-In 1703, 1750 and 1857, the Hudson Bay Company were claim-
ing that the height of land was the southern boundary of their territory; they always
claimed that.

Sir Francis Hincks.-What you have got to deal with is whether any Acts of
Parliament, proclamations, or Commissions to Governors, established other bound-
aries. You are aware of the points in that brancb of the case. Some of the Com-
missions, for instance, expressly say "to the shore of Hudson Bay."

Mr. MacMahon.-Then, dealing with the question of the Com missions. First
we have to look at the constitutional Act of 1791, because it is asserted that the
proclamation of 1791 enlarged the boundaries of what was once the Province of
Quebec. The Act of 1791 does not itself give boundaries, but the proclamation
follows it and gives boundaries. My learned friend says that it does not matter
whether the boundaries were extended into the Hudson Bay territory or not, that that
is not a question for the consideration of the Arbitrators, but I say that it is. The
Hludson Bay Company had a Government of their own under the charter as it
existed, and the Hing could not of bis own mere motion take from them the proprietary
Government, that which had been granted to them by the charter, unless they had
forfeited the charter in some way.

Chief Justice Harrison.-That is assuming that the charter gives them definite
boundaries.

Mr. IMacMahon.-What took place by the acquisition of Manitoba, by the
Manitoba Act, must define the boundaries as far as Great Britain and as far as the
b.udson Bay Company are concerned ; and when we come to look at what was being
stipulated for by the Hudson Bay Company under that Act, and the surrender made
1 consequence of the Act, we shall find exactly what the British Government were
doing and assented to only ten years ago.
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Chief-Justice Harrison.-What are the boundaries in the proclamation under the
Act of 1791 ?

Mr. MacMahon.-The boundaries under that Act have received judicial interpre-
tation.

Chief-Justice Harrison.-We want to give them an interpretation.
Mr. MacMahon.-The proclamation will be found in the Ont. Docts., 27; and I

may say here that the whole trouble results from the use of one word, and it is upon
that the Province of Ontario are building their right to go to the west and north of
what was the Province of Quebec. The last word in the first clause is " Canada,"
when it should have been " Quebec." It is altogether in relation to that word; and
before we know anything about what was comprised in Canada we have to ascertain
what was comprised in the limits of Quebec-that is, if the Commissioners think it
proper that I should discuss what was proposed in the Act of 1774. That is what I
was doing when Sir Francis spoke of the boundaries under the Acts of the Govern-
ment, as by proclamations, commissions, &c. I considered it necessary to argue that
point under the Act of 1774, in order to show that the use of that word in the procla-
mation of 1791 was a mistake.

Sir Francis Hincks.-Refer to that, please.
Hon. O. Mowat.-It would be rather a bold thing for the Commissioners to say

that the use of the word Canada in that Act was a mistake.
Mr. MacMahon.-I say that the Act of 1791, in all its provisions, is merely for

the purpose of dividing the Province of Quebec, and that the use of the word Cainada
was simply a mistake. The Commission to Lord Dorchester is 1791 will be found
on page 48, Ont. Docts.; that is the first Commission issued after the Act. It is
issued certainly before the proclamation; but the Commission that was issued in
1796 speaks of the Province of Quebec-it does not speak of Canada at all. The
third paragraph of Lord Dorchester's Commission is this :-

" And whereas, we have thought fit by Our order made in Our Privy Council on
the Nineteenth day of August, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one, to divide
our said Province of Quebec into two separate provinces, to be calied the Province of
Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by a line to commence at a stone
boundary on the North Bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove west of the Point
au Baudet in the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of
New Longueuil, running along the said limit in the direction of north thirty four
degrees west to the westernmost angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil;
thence along the north-western boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running
north twenty-five degrees east, until it strikes the Ottowas River, to ascend the said
river into the Lake Tommiscanning, and from the head of the said lake by a line
drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay, the Province of
Upper Canada, to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands, lying to the
westward of the said line of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec;
and the Province of Lower Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and
islands lying to the eastward of the said line of division as were part of our said
Province of Quebec."

Now, if we are to consider the Quebec Act and the proclamations under it, it is
necessary to understand what was comprised in the Province of Quebec under that
Act; and it was for that purpose I was referring the Commissioners to what took
place on the introduction of the Act in 1774.

Sir Francis Hincks.-That is very important.
Mr. MacMahon.-The Quebec Act, as introduced into the House of Lords, con-

tained these words: " Be it enacted that all the said territories, islands and countries,
heretofore a part of the territory of Canada in North America, extending southwards
to the banks of the River Ohio, and westwards to the banks of the River Mississippi,
etc. I stated that that, as it was, would mean from the point at which the line
struck the Ohio, a due west course until it reached the MIississippi. What do we filnd
was done in regard to that ? The Legislature felt that that was the interpretation
which would be put on these words, and they made an amendment. The amendment
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will be found in Cavendish's debates-the Act, as it is, we have. They made this
amendment: " Until it strikes the River Ohio, westward to the banks of the Missis-
sippi," but they inserted after the word Ohio, " and along the banks of the said River,"
showing that they intended that the bank should be followed. And, if the Commis-
sioners read the whole of that Act, they will see that in every instance the phrase
"along the bank of the river " is used,

Hon. O. Mowat.-It only professes to describe the south line.
Mr. MacMahon.-But when it comes to the junction of the Mississippi and Ohio

it describes it in another way, showing that the eastern bank of the Mississippi was
not intended by the Legislature at that time to be the eastern boundary of the Pro-
vince of Quebec. If they had intended that an amendment would have been made
as was made in regard to the Ohio, they would have put " westerly (northerly?)
along the bank of the Mississippi, 'just as they did " westerly along the bank of the
Ohio." But when it came to the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi, they said
" westward" (northward ?), and it is alleged that because they used that word
" westward " (northward ?) it must mean " westerly" (northerly ?) along the banks of
the Mississippi River, because a Commission was issued to one of the Governors con-
taining that clause in it. But, when it comes to the Commission of 1796, which
describes what was intended to be contained as the territorial jurisdiction of the
Governors, that is not to be taken at all. Now, in lQoking at DeReinhard's case, it
wiil be found that the whole of that was very elaborately argued.

Sir Francis Hincks.-Yes; we understand the whole of that question. You will
see that there is a line drawn in this map of Devine's professing to be the boundary
according to the Commission of Lord Elgin.

Hon. O. Mowat.-That is the last Commission. The other Commissions were-
substantially in the same terms. One set of Commissions says "shore," and the
other set says " boundary line " of Hudson Bay.

Sir Francis Hincks.-The proclamation of 1791 says, "until it strikes the
boundary line of Hudson Bay." Now, what is the boundary line of Hudson Bay ?

Chief Justice larrison.-Can you strike the boundary line of Hudson Bay with-
ont going to the shore ?

Mr. MacMahon.-It is not the Bay which is meant, it is the territory.
Chief Justice Harrison.-That is the point we want you to address yourself to;

it is a very important point.
Mr. MacMahon.-The Commission to Lord Dorchester in 1791 says, "until it

strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay." (Ont. Docts., page 48.)
Sir Edward Thornton.-The proclamation of 1791 follows that very Commission.

The wording is the same-" the boundary line of Hudson Bay." WM
Mr. MacMahon.-The bouDdary line of Hudson Bay cannot be anything but the

boundary line of the territory, because the King had no authority, no right, under a
proclamation, to enter upon a territory granted to the Hudson Bay Campany for the
purpose of governing.

Chief Justice Hlarrison-Of course that is all based upon the assumption that it
had been granted; but al] these proclamations of course throw light upon the ques-
tion of whether it had been granted or not.

Mr. MacMahon.-They show afterwards how it was dealt with, and I will come
to that question now.

Sir Francis Hincks.-They repeat the expression in 1796, five years later-" the
boundary line of Hudson Bay."

Chief Justice Harrison.-All the Commissions follow that, along down to 1838.
Mr. Iodgins.-And then, from that down to Lord Elgin's, the language is

Strikes the shore."
Mr. MacMahon.-Between those dates they understood that there was a difference

between the shore and the boundary line.
Sir Francis Hincks.-You will observe that it still follows the words " due north."

In the old Commissions it says " due north to the boundary Une of Hudson Bay ;"
but afterwards they say-" still following the expression "due north "-expressly
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" to the shore of Hudson Bay," which rather conveys the idea that they interpreted
the boundary line of Hudson Bay and the shore of Hudson Bay to be the same thing.

Sir Edward Thornton.-They improved the English a little in that.
Mr. MacMahon.--The proclamation is void to a certain extent; it bas gone too

far. I will show the way in which the Government have dealt with the Hudson Bay
Company in regard to this very territory. And I say that where there is a pro-
prietary Government such as the Hudson BayCompany was adm ted to be-and the
British Government have always dealt with them as such, neith, the proclamation
nor the Act of Parliament could take away the rights of the Hudson Bay Company
in any way; the only way to do so, if the Company had forfeited their charter, would
be to bring them into court, and that is the course which in 1850 the law officers of
the Crown advised should be pursued if the Company had committed any acts by
which their charter ought to be forfeited or abridged in any way. In the case of
Campbell vs. Hall, in 1 Cowper, 204, cited in Forsyth's Constitutional Law, 401, it is
laid down by Lord Mansfield that there cannot exist any power in the King exclusive
of Parliament.

Chief Justice Harrison.-That depends entirely upon the territory where the
power is exercised; if there is no Parliament there is no power to limit the King's
authority. There was no Parliament in the Hudson Bay Territory.

Mr. ilacMahon.-I cite also the case of Payne against Lord Baltimore, 1 Vesey,
444, that and the case of Campbell and Hall, together with a case in 12 Peters, the
State of Rhode Island against the State of Massachusetts, have decided that where
there is a proprietary Government existing there is no authority, unless by proceed-
ings under a sci. fa. to take away the territory or to assume any Government over it,
so that after the grant was made and confirmed by all these Acts of Parliament, the
King had no authority or power to take away the rights of the Hudson Bay Company
that existedj

Chief Justice Harrison.-Of course that is assuming one of the things which has
been argned before, as to the rights if any of the Hudson Bay Company south of
Hudson Bay, and to what extent north. That is one of the points in controversy; all
these documents throw light upon it.

Mr. MacMahon.-My learned friends do not claim that they are entitled to any
land north of the height of land.

Hon. O. Mowat.-I thought I had occupied a good deal of time in showing that
I was claiming that.

Chief Jusiice|Harrison.-I understood the Attorney-General to claim to the
Arctic Ocean.

Mr. MacMahon.-I did not know that he meant that.
Sir Francis Hincks.-Do I understand that you have no difficulty about the

northern boundary.
Mr. MacMahon.-The northern boundary is of no great consequence; the trouble

is with the western boundary. Then came the Act of Union in 1840, and we will
see what was the boundary under that. The first Commission, to Lord Sydenham,
is dated August 29, 1840. After the line reaches Lake Temiscaming, it is due north
from the head of the said lake until it reaches the shore of Hudson Bay, and being
bounded on the south, beginning at the said stone boundary between Lancaster and
Longueuil, by the Lake Saint Francis, the River St. Lawrence, the Lake of the
Thousand Islands, Lake Ontario, the River Niagara, which falls into Lake Erie, and
along the middle of that lake; on the west by the Channel of Detroit, Lake Saint
Clair, up the River St. Clair, Lake Huron, the west shore of Drummond Island, that
of Saint Joseph and Sugar Island; thence into Lake Superior. I think you stop
there; it just takes you where the lino of 1774 would strike, and shows that Upper
Canada is bounded by that northern liné running from the junction of the Ohio River
to that pint in Lake Superior which would be intersected.

Hon. O. Mowat.-It does not say that.
Mr. MacMahon.-No ; but that is the whole extent of Canada in 1840, and all

that was claimed for it by the British Government.
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Chief Justice Harrison.-Yet that same Commission is the one which draws a
dividing lino between the two parts of Canada, Upper and Lower-a line running
due north from Lake Temiscaming to the shores of Hudson Bay.

Mr. MacMahon.-Yes, that is included in that Commission ; that wrong reading
appears to have got into it in some way or other ; but no matter what the Commission
was, the King had no right to draw that lino as against the Hudson Bay Co., if we
satisfy you that the Hudson Bay Company's territory extended south of the Hudson
Bay to the height of land. Then the Commission that was issued to Lord Elgin in
1846 is somewhat similar :-" Thence into Lake Superior." Lord Elgin left in 1852
or 1853; showing that up to that time the jurisdiction of the Governors General of
Canada ended on the shores of Lake Superior, and must have ended just about at the
point where that northerly lino strikes; because the Province of Canada afterwards
bought from the Indians the territory between the height of land. I have argued
that question about as fully as I can, in regard to the Commissions and in regard to
the extent of territory under the jurisdiction of the Governors in 1846, and down to
the last Commission issued to Lord Elgin in that year, and up to the time he left
in 1852 or 1b53. Now, the British Government must have been aware at that time
where a lino drawn from the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers would
strike in Lake Superior, and no doubt thoy intended Upper Canada to be included
in that.

We come now to Confederation. The 146th section of the British North
America Act is as follows:-

" It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the advice of Her Majesty's Most
Honorable Privy Council, on Addresses from the Houses of Parliament of Canada and
from the Houses of the respective Legislatures of the Colonies or Provinces of New-
foundland, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, to admit those Colonies or
Provinces, or any of them, into the Union, and on Address from the lHouses of the
Parliament of Canada, to admit Rupert's Land and the North-Western.Territory, or
either of them, into the Union on such terms and conditions, in each case, as are in
the Addresses expressed, and as the Queen thinks fit to approve, subject to the pro-
visions of this Act; and the provisions of any Order in Council in that behalf shall
have effect as if they had been enacted by the Parliament of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland." (Ont. IDocts., p. 404).

Well, after or about that time, the Agents of the Government of Canada went to
England, and made representations in regard to the expenditure of some $20,000
which the Government of Canada thought proper to expend on roads in the vicinity
of Hudson Bay. In the letter that was addressed to the British Government-by Sir
Stafford Northcote, I think, who was then the Governor of the Company-he com-
plained, on behalf of the Company, of trespasses having been committed by the
Canadian authorities; and although the Canadian authorities denied that they were
committing any trespass whatever in going to the Red River country, still they
stated that the people there were in a starving condition, and that as an act of
humanity alone the Government was prompted to make this expenditure, so as to
give the people employment. That correspondence shows conclusively what was
being asserted on the one hand by the Canadian authorities, and being denied by the
Hudson Bay Company on the other hand-denied with all the force which could be
given to a denial. The result was that the British Government, through whom this
charter to the Hudson Bay Company was granted, or at least confirmed-because
they did confirm it in effect if not in express words, by stating in the numerous Acts
of Parliament frorn 6th Anne to 13rd George the Third, that all the rights and
Privileges of the Hudson Bay Company should be respected-the result was that the
British Govesnment took legislative action. What do we find them doing ? We find
that an Act known as the Rupert's Land Act was passed in 1868, after the presenta-
tion of an Address froi the Senate and House of Commons of Canada on Docember
17th, 1866. (Ont. Docts., 404 to 407). What was the agreement between the
parties to-this transaction ? It is necessary to understand what was being surren-
dered, because the fact of the surrender, and the acceptance of that surrender by Her
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Majesty, was a confirmation of everything that the Hudson Bay Company had been
claiming under their charter; and that is a point which I am sure the Arbitrators
will not lose sight of in dealing with this question. The surrender itself, the
Act of Parliament itself, the agreement which was come to, not only between the
British Government and the Hudson Bay Company, but between the Canadian
authorities; these ail prove the same thing. Under paragraph No. 5 of the
Hudson Bay Company's deed of surrender, "the Company may within 50 years
after the surrender, claim ia any township or district within the fertile belt in which
land is set out for settlement, grants of land not exceeding one-twentieth part of the
land so set out." 6. " For the purpose of the present agreement the fertile belt is to
be bounded as follows: On the south by the United States boundary; on the west Dy
the Roeky Mountains; on the north by the northern branch of the Saskatchewan;
on the east by Lake Winnipeg, the Lake of the Woods, and the waters connecting
them." Now here are the boundaries of the fertile belt, and there can be no mistaking
them. Under the second section of the Rupert's Land Act, it is declared that the
term "I Rupert's Land" should include the whole of the lands and territories held, or
claimed to be held, by the said Governor and Company; so that ail that land, which
in 1719 and 1850 the Company were claiming, the British Government admitted they
had a right to; and the Dominion accepted the surrender of all that, and permitted
them under the agreement.-

Chief Justice Harrison.-Of course the Britisi Government, when accepting the
surrender were willing to accept a surrender not only of ail that the Company had,
but of ail that they claimed to have had.

Mr. MacMahon.-They claimed the fertile belt, and were allowed to participate
afterwards in its lands as their own; they were allowed to hold lands there.

Mr. Hodgins.-The same as squatters on Crown Lands ?
Mr. MacMahon.-They claimed it as lords of the soil, and entitled to the domain.

The Commissioners will see from this map of 1850 what they were claiming. They
were claiming down to the 49th parallel, and when they came to the height of land
again they went north, showing that they were claiming ail that extent of territory
to the height of land at the very last moment. Ontario, as a part of the Dominion,
knew of ail that was going on; knew that the Dominion was entering into these
negotiations; but she sat by and never said a word-never said, " No matter what
you do, we are going to claim.this land." They said nothing, but agreed that al this
should be surrendered. It was surrendered, and paid for by a million and a-half of
the Dominion's money, and the surrender was accepted by the Dominion and
British authorities as being a part of what was granted to the Hudson Bay Company.
It does not matter whether the Company had a right to it or not, they were claiming
it, and claiming to be paid for it. And there is where I say that the Province of
Ontario can have no rigit now to claim any portion of that land that was surrendered,
to claim it as being p1 it of the Province. If she had a right to claim it, then was the
time to intervene, and say, " this is part of our Province, and if you accept the title
to that land you do so at your peril." I need not quote the numerous authorities in

support of the proposition as to the Province now being excluded.
Hon. O. Mowat. -I would like very much to see them, if there are any.
Mr. MacMahon.-I cite Sturey's equity, sec. 546.
Chief Justice Harrison.-That is quite clear as between individuals; can you

show us that that is part of the law of nations ?
Mr. MacHabon.-I do not think that the Province can possibly stand in a better

position than an individual.
Chief Justice Ilarrison.-One nation is not bound by what two other nations do,

unless the third nation is a party to what is going on.
Mr. MacMahon.-Ontario is a part of the Dominion,
Chief Justice Harrison.-It was no party to these negotiations.
Mr. MacMahon,-No.
Chief Justice Harrison.-Then the arrangement was something that took place

between other parties that were strangers to the Province.
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Mr. MacMahon.-The Province is part of the Dominion ; and, knowing that the
Dominion was acquiring rights from the Hudson Bay Co., if the Province had any
claim to that territory they should have made the claim then, when the matter was
about being settled. The instructions given to the Commissioners on behalf of the
Dominion, when it was proposed that this claim should be settled, will be found on
page 20 of the Dominion case, from which I will read an extract:-

1. The boundary in question is clearly identical with the limits of the Province
of Quebec, according to the 14th Geo. III., c. 83, known as the "Quebec Act." and
is described in the said Act as follows, that is to say: Having set forth the westerly
position of the southern boundary of the Province as extending along the River
Ohio " westward to the banks of the Mississippi " the description continues from
thence (i. e., the junction of the two rivers) " and northward to the southern boundary
of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to the
Hudson Bay." Now, what the territory of the Merchant Adventurers of England,
trading to the Hudson Bay was has been fully set forth by them, and, although on
the side of the Province of Quebec, the line of the Prevince of Quebec may have
struck the shore of Hudson Bay, still that has nothing to do with this western limit.
It can have nothing to do with that, because on the western limit there is no line at
all. Wc are bound by that in no way, and they may get as much from the Province
of Quebec as they can; the Province of Quebec willi be glad to dispose of it.

My learned friend, Mr. Monk, will follow me, and if there is anything that
strikes me after my learned friend, the Attorney-General, has replied, perhaps the
Arbitrators will allow me a few words.

E. Monk, Esq.-I have great difficulty in adding anything to the able and ex-
haustive argument of my friend and colleague, Mr. MacMahon. I shall limit myself
as briefly as possible to a reference to some of the portionb of my learned adversary's
case upon certain points which, to say the least, are well open to controversy. I find
on the third page of his case-and I know that he laid great stress upon it in address-
ing the Commissioners-a letter written by Sir George E. Cartier and Mr. Mac-
Dougall to Sir F. Rogers. I find on the fifth page the following in reference to this
letter :-" Ontario claims that the officia views of the Government of the Dominion,
as thus expressed, should primá facie be carried out as betweeii the Dominion and
the Province, unless the Dominion proves that the assertions so made by its Min-

were false or mistaken, and that the claim to which they led was unfounded."
The second assertion in this letter is that the charter of the Hudson Bay Company
expressly excluded all lands, etc., then possessed by the subjects of any other Chris-
tian Prince or State;" and the next paragraph states that " by the Treaty of St.
Germain-en-Laye (1632) the King of England resigned to the King of France the
svereignty of Acadia, New France and Canada generally, and without limits."
That, I submit, is unfounded. The Treaty of Ryswick is quite different in its terms.
The word "resigned " or " give up " is not a correct translation tor the French ver-
-ion of it as I find it in the Treaty of St. Germain, at page eleven of the Ont. Docts.
The French words inserted between brackets there are I rendre " and " restituer "-
tO give back or restore-implying unquestionably a previous possession on the part
of France of these territories. New France, Acadia and Canada could not have included
Hudson Bay. The Hudson Bay territories were never in the possession of France
at that time, and, as Mr. MacMahon has established, were not even known or discov-
ered in 1632 by the French. The Attorney-General also laid particular stress on this
lenoir of M. de Callières, and I may therefore be allowed to refer the Commissioners

-o a few notes that I have made on the subject. The first French voyage alluded to
bY M-r. Mills is that of Attorney-General Bourdon, and Mr. Mills makes the statement
Upon the authority of a memoir from Sieur de Callières to the Marquis de Seignelay
and another memoir from the Marquis de Denonville. Much astonishment was
expressed at the assertions in these memoirs, and a doubt thrown upon their correct-
ness by the learned counsel for the Province. This memoir says that in 1656 Jean
Purdon, the Attorney-General of Quebec, explored the entire Coast of Labrador and
entered Hudson Bay; and this, M. de Callières says, is proved by an extract from,
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the ancient registry of the Council of New Fraince of 1656. Jean Bourdon
was a man thoroughly well known in the Province-better known, no doubt, in that
part of the country than would be Attorney-General of the Province to-day, and was
a man with whom the Jesuits were on intimate terms, and who is mentioned on
almost every page of their Relations, written at that time. Yet notwithstanding
these facts, no mention whatever is made in the " Relations des Jesuites "-and I have
read them over with care--no mention whatever is made of Jean Bourdon's voyage
to Hudson Bay. At page 9 of the " Relations " for 1658 mention is made of an
attempted journey which Bourdon made with the intention of reaching Hudson Bay.
Under date 11th August, we find an entry in which the Father Jesuit who is reported
as keeping the journal at that time says that the barque of M. Bourdon returned.
We have in the " Relations " no particular date of Bourdon's starting on this voy-
age; but in the "Journal des Jesuites," pages 209, 218, the Commissioners will find that
he left in the middle of May in the same year; he returned on 11th August ; and, as
is not controverted, it would have been perfectly impossible for him to have made the
vovage to Hudson Bay in so short a time; but the learned counsel stated that there
was no reason why this particular voyage should have been the one mentioned by
de Callières. This voyage to which I refer was made in 1657. The extract from the
register to which de Callières refers is dated 1656; clearly indicating that what
de Callières took as evidence of a voyage having been made was simply an order,
an instruction, given by the council to Sieur Bourdon to attempt this voyage. There
can be no doubt whatever that the " Relations des Jesuites," whatever may have been
said of them since, were the only correct record which was kept of the early doings
of the colony; and there can be no doubt whatever that had Sieur Bourdon in 1656,
as is claimed, made a voyage of this kind, a record of it would have been kept, as I
propose to show in a moment. The next voyage to which M. de Callières refers in his
memoir is that of Father Dablon, a Jesuit, who in 1661, as Mills states in bis report,
was ordered by Sieur d'Argenson, Governor of Canada, to proceed to the countrv
about Hudson Bay. It is stated that Dablon went there with Sieur de Vallière, and
that the Indians who came back with them to Quebec, declared that they had never
seern any Europeans there before. Mr. Mills in a note on the next page, 127
explains the Relations of the Jesuits not mentioning Bourdon's voyage by the
assertion that they were naturally anxious that members of their ownl
society should be the pioneers in discovery, and that, therefore, many
important discoveries were never brought to light in their "Relations" because
they were not made by Jesuits. Of course an argument of this kind cannot apply
to the voyage of Dablon, as he was a Jesuit, a man in whom the interests Of
the society were cented; and if a voyage had been made by him, no doubt a
great deal of prominence would have been given to it. On the contrary, in the third
volume of the Jesuit Relations, 1662, we find this Jesuit Father Dablon describing5an
unsuccessful voyage that ho made. There can be no doubt that he attempted a
voyage. A portion of this relation is written by himself, and he calls it, I Journal du
premier voyage fait vers la mer du nord." This first portion of it is most important
and conclusive, as showing that de Callières in his memoir to M. de Seignelay.
twenty-one years afterwards, must have been speaking from hearsay and withOut
any authentie documents on which to base his assertions. Dablon says that the
highest point which he did reach was Nekauba, a hundred leagues from Tadousae,
and that subsequently ho returned; and this is from a report of this journey written
by himself. I noticed that the Attorney-General attempted to raise a doubt as tO
the identity of the Dablon in de Collières' memoir with the Dablon of the "l Relations
des Jesuites." I have examined with care, and I find at the end of one of the volumle
a complote list of all the Jesuits, pioneers both of the faith and in the way of dis-
covery, and I find that there is only one Dablon mentioned. Another inaccu1racy
of this memoir is as to the trip of Duquet, under an order said to have been given by
Sieur d'Argenson. There can be no doubt that at the time this pretended order Wa-
given d'Argenson bad left Canada. Th1 e Attorrey General must admit now, althoXzil
ne attachcs so much im-portance to this memoir, that it is inaccurate in moi-
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portant particulars; first as to the voyage of Bourdon, which is shown ner r to have
taken place at all; next as to the voyage of Dablon, which is shown also not to have
taken place; then as to the trip of Duquet, under the special instructions of a
superior who had left the country two years before. My learned friend has attached
a great deal of importanee, apparently, to the fact that in 1627 a charter had been
granted by Louis XIII., to a number of adventurers sent to discover new lands to the
north of the River St. Lawrence. But my learned friends have omitted to verify the
fact that in this charter to the French Company, which the Commissioners will find
in the first volume of at page 6, the only portions of land granted to the
French Company are the lands or portions of lands which had already been occupied
by the Kings of France, and the object of the charter was simply to give them an
exclusive right of trade therein. The charter reads as follows. (Reads an extract in
the French language). Thereby clearly indicating that the charter did not go
further than the land occupied by the predecessors of Louis XIV. In the case
for the Province it is stated at page 3, " La Nouvelle France was then
understood to include the whole region of Hudson Bay, as the maps and
histories of the time, English and French, abundantly prove-" This is a
broad assertion, which is net supported by the early discoverers nor by the
historians of that time. Charlevoix described New France as being an exceedingly
limited territory. (Reads extract from Charlevoix in French.) I find, also, in
L'Escarbot. a description which shows that at that time the whole territory known
as New France extended but a few miles on each side of the St. Lawrence; and Char-
levoix regrets it, and says that at this time the giving up of this territory did not
amount to much, as New France was circumscribed by very narrow limits on either
side of the St. Lawrence. My learned friends say that the right of the French to places
in Hudson Bay was acknowledged by the Treaty of Ryswick. The Commissioners will
see, on reference to this Treaty of Ryswick, that a special provision was made, quite
distinct from the provision in the seventh Article of the Treaty. By Article VIII
it was specially provided that Commissioners should be appointed with full powers
to settle the limits of the territories of the conflicting nations around Hudson Bay.
The fact of these Commissaries never having met to settle the limits renders, I res-
pectfully submit, the provisions of the treaty, so far as the territories around Hudson
Bay are concerned, a dead letter. Having shown that Sir George E. Cartier and Mr.
Macdougall were mistaken in most important points, I think that the pretension of
My learned friends that the Dominion should be bound by this letter of its Ministers
is unfounded. On referring to a map attached to a report made by Mr. Ramsay to
the Dominion of Canada some time ago, I flnd a line which corresponds with the one
the Chief Justice referred to at the time, where the Red Lake is shown immodiately
to the north-west of Lake Superior, at the height of land. I understand that the
Commissioners have much less difficulty about the western boundarv tban the other ?

Chief Justice Harrison-It is the northern boundary that we want.
My learned friend seemed to lay considerable stress on the Constitutional Act ot

'791. The Commissioners were alluding a few minutes ago to the fact that in the
Proclamation which followed the Constitutional Act (Ontario Documents, page 27)
the words " until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay " are to be found. Now,
this proclamation was simply declaring when the Constitutional Act would come in
force, so that if the Commissionera would take communication of the Constitutional
Act itself, which is in Ontario Documents, page 4, they will perceive a frequent recur-
rence of the words " Government of the Province of Quebec." It is to be four.d in the
second line of the second paragraph, and is continually mentioned, thereby indicating
that by that Constitutional Act there was no intention whatever to enlarge or vary
Sa manner the old limits of the Province of Quebec, as stated in the Quebec

Act of 1774. I may be allowed to refer to the remarks of Chief Justice Sewell in the
he Reinhard case, which do not apply to the western boundary, but show that no
rncrease of the limits of the Province of Quebec could have taken place. I am citing
from the minutes taken la shorthand under the sanction of the coUrt, printed in a
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book which I got from the Parliamentary Library, in which the point specially set
forth by Mr. Stuart, then representing the prisoner, is fully reported.

Hon. O. Mowaf.-I think the case is wrong on that point; I think they did
decide it as Jar as they could.

Mr. Monk.-The case came up specially on two or three occasions. It came up
on a motion for arrest of' judgment after the verdict had been rendered. On this
question as to whether the Constitutional Act of 1791, owing to the use of this word
" Canada," might directly or indirectly be accepted as showing what was the Pro.
vince of Quebec, Chief Justice Sewell was concurred with by Mr. Justice Bowen and
Mr. Justice Perault. I will road from his decision:-

Chief Justice Sewell.-The Court are rnost distinctly of opinion, on referring both
to the Act of 17.1 and that of 1774, that the argument on the defence must fail.
What was the object of each Act ? Amongst others, that of 1774 was to enlarge the
Province of Quebec, which had been created in 1763. That of 1791 was to separate
or divide the Province of Quebec into two Provinces, to be denominated Upper and
Lower Canada, and make each respectively independent of the other, by giving a
Legislature to each respectively, but still retaining between or withir the two Pro-
vinces, the same extent of country, the same space as the one Province contained.
What is the Act ? What is its object, its avowed object ? To repeal certain parts of
the Act of 1774; and what is the part repealed ? It is that part of it which gives
authority to the Council of the Province of Quebec; and what is the reason assigned
for so doing? Why, that His Majesty had signified it to be his royal will and pleasure
to divide his Province ofQuebec. To assert that he intended by this that the limits
of the Province should be extended by the separation, appears to be repugnent to the
plainest principles of common sense, and therefore I cannot assent to it. The short
history of the Act of 1791 is briefly this: The King signifies to Parliament his royal
intention of dividing the Province of Quebec, and he calls on the Legislature to pro-
vide for this alteration by granting an Act adapted to the change. The Legislature
pass an Act providing for the due government of the two Provinces, and under the
authority of this Act, and the Royal Proclamation, the Province of Quebec was
accordingly divided, the Royal Proclamation being an exorcise of sovereign authority.
lis Majesty in that Act, by and with the consent of his Privy Council, declared what
shall be the line of separation between Upper and Lower Canada, and how much of
the former Province of Quebec shalh belong to the one, and how much to the other.
The object of the Act and the object of the Royal Proclamation are so clearly ex-
pressed that we cannot for a moment doubt upon the subject. What says the Act?

l His Majesty having being pleased to signify his royal will and pleasure to separate
and divide the Province of Quebec." What says the Proclamation ? Why, the very
same words. To divide the Province of Quebec, not to add to it, any more than to
take away from it. Therefore Upper Canada, in the purview, could include only
that part of the Province so divided as was not contained in Lower Canada; but it
could not extend beyond those limits which constitute the Province of Quebec; other-
wise it would certainly have been an Act to enlarge, rather than an Act to divide.

Sir Francis Hincks.-Unfortunately it does not help us one bit, because of the
indefinite character of the boundary of Hudson Bay. We want to know the southerl
boundary of Hudson Bay. The Act of 1791 does define it to a certain extent, because
it refers to a lino drawn due north to a certain point, to the boundary of Hudson Bay ;
and thon afterwards the commissions come to assist us, and they say distinctly " to
the shore of Hudson Bay." If the Act had said " the boundary line of the territory
of Hudson Bay," it would have been clear; but it says, "the boundary of Hudson
Bay." That is the difficulty with which we have to deal.

Chief Justice Harrison.-From that it may be very fairly argued that it was
understood -at that time that the south shore of Hudeoi Bay was the southern limit
of the Hudson Bay Company.

Sir Francis Hincks.-The Attorney-Geieral has brought forward his argumenlt
very strongly on that point, and I do not think you have answered him by the Act
of 1774, because that simply gives au indefinite boundary.
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Mr. Monk.-If our contention be correct that it was not intended by the Consti-
tutional Act to extend in any manner the limits of the Province of Quebec, we have
to examine the Quebec Act of 1774, however indefinite it may be, to see what were
considered the southern boundaries of Hudson Bay at that time. The Quebec Act of
1774, in defining the northern boundary of the extended Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, says, "northward"-not to Hudson Bay, as the proclamation does, but-" to
the southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of
England trading into Hudson Bay."

Chief Justice Harrison.-That, of course, was uncertain ut that time. There
was no natural boundary there. That bas been the dispute all along, and it continued
shifting from time to time.

Mr. MacMahon.-And that is what is to be decided by the Commissioners now,
incidentally. The Act and the proclamation, I suppose, we will be justified in taking
together.

Mr. Monk.-This would bring us back to the proclamation of 1763, constituting
the four Provinces in the British Dominions, and specifying thus: " and we do further
declare it to be our royal will and pleasure for the present, as aforesaid, to receive
under our sovereignty, dominion and protection, for the use of the said Indians, all
the lands and territories not included within the limits of our said three new Govern-
ments, or within the limits of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company"-
not specifying them again, but clearly indicating by inference that the territory to
the north of the old Province of Quebec up to the limit, to that northern boundary,
had been granted to the Hudson Bay Company, as it was occupied or supposed to be
occupied by them. I would refer the Commissioners to the 10th Article of the Treaty
of Utrecht (page 16, Ont. Docts,), as follows :-" The said most Christain King shall
restore to tLe Kingdom and Queen of Great Britain, to be possessed in full right for-
ever, the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands, sous, sea-coasts, rivers
and places situate in the said Bay and Straits, and which belong thereto, no tracts of
land or of sea being excepted, which are ut present possessed by the subjects of
France." At that time there were some forts occupied by the French just at the
other side of the northern boundary, the height of land. The 11th Article
of the Treaty provides that " the most Christian King shall take care that
satisfaction be given, according to the rule of justice and equity, to the
English Company trading to the Bay of Hudson, for all damages and spoil done
to their colonies, ships, persons and goods, by the hostile incursions and depredations
of tho French." On reference to this map of Bevine's the Commissioners will see
that ut that time there were French posts just at thQ other side of the height of land.
For instance, there was one on the south-west corner of Lake Mistassinnie ; another
.Just ut the other side of the light of land, just above Lake Temiscaming; another at
the source of Moose River; and anotber south-east of Lake Joseph, a little above
Lake Superior. The stipulation regarding the damages which were to be paid to the
Hudson Bay Company, and the restitution of ttie forts, constitute, as far as we can
judge, an acknowledgment of their rights to that portion of the country. The real
question, as I understand it, is to ascertain what was understood by the Hudson Bay
Company as their southern boundary by the authority that fixed that of Upper
Canada. Subsequent to this Treaty of Utrecht, in 1711, Commissioners were appointed;
and although the first Commissioners appointed did not come to any conclusion,
Owing to the fact of their powers, it would seem, not being sufficiently extensive,
Other Comm Issioners were appointed, and the Hudson Bay Company were ordered
by the Lords' Commissioners of Trade and Plantations to send in their claim as theo
understood it. The Hudson Bay Company did send in their claim, and in 1719
instructions were given to Commissioner Bladen regarding the limits of the territory
Ir, question, based on the claim of the Hudson Bay Company; and Commissioner
Biaden received certain instructions as to the limits which he was to insist upon.
Lis instructions are at page 362, Ontario Documents. This is important as being a
recognition on the part of England of the claim of the Hudson Bay Company, such
as Lad been sent in at the time, since they insist upon Commissary Bladen maintain-
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ing his position as far as these limits are concerned. The limits as contained in
these instructions are a line " drawn from the south-western point of the island of
Grimington or Cape Perdrix (so as to include the same within the limits of the Bay)
to the great Lake Miscosinke, alias Mistoveny, dividing the said lake into parts fas
in the map to be deliveý ed to you). And that where the said line shall cut the 49th
degree of northern latitude another line shall begin and be extended westward from
the said lake, upon the 49th degree of northern latitude, over whieh said line, so to
be described as above mentioned, the French and all persons by them employed
shall be prohibited to pass to the northward of the said 49th degree of latitude."
There can be no doubt whatever that at that time the 49th parallel seemed settied
upon as corresponding about with the height of land. Further on in the instructions
to the Commissary are these words: " but you are to take especial care in wording
such articles as shall be agreed on with the Commissary of his most Christian Majesty
upon this head, that the said boundaries be understood to regard the trade of the
ltudson Bay Company only," elearly recognizing in these instructions to their Com-

missary that the charter of the Hudson Bay (ompany, such as it bad been granted
to them, according to their interpretation and recognition of lhe charter, extended
down to the 49th degree of latitude.

Chief Justice Harrison.-For the purposes of trade only.
Mr. Monk.-I would respectfully submit that their charter for the purposes of

trade did not extend further than their territorial right went. In 1719 a memoir on
the subjects of the limits of the Hudson Bay was sent to the English Commissioners
through Lord Stairs to the Marquis d'Etrees, one of the French Commissaires. It
states:-" The Commissaires named by His Britannic Majesty demand that the said
"limits may be defined in the following manner, viz.: that the limits shall commence
"from the North Cape, in Davis' Bay, in latitude 56 degrees 30 minutes, which shall
"serve as limits between the English and the French on the Coast of Labradore." It
then describes the Coast of Labrador and the 49th parallel as being the limits on
which the English Commissaries would insist ; and proceeds to state that these limits
were to be insisted on solely as regards trade only, and that His Britauinic Majesty
did niot thereby accede to the right of the French to any lands in America in the said
boundaries. I submit that this was an act on the part of His Majesty's Government
clearly showing that in 1719 the interpretation of the Hudson Bay charter and the
limits, as understood then, were the 49th parallel, or what was corresponding to it,
the height of land, as understood at that time. I will not detain the Commissioners
any longer on this portion of the case. If there is any difficulty as to whether this
northward lino should be drawn due north from the confluence of the Ohio and the
Mississippi, or should follow the course of the Mississippi, I would refer the Commiis-
sioners most particularly to the judgment, a very exhaustive on, which was rendered
by Chief Justice Sewell and his colleagues upon the motion on arrest of judgment. It
is not reported in full in the Ontario Documents, and is very imperfect as an ext ract.
The point was a most important one; the life of a fellow-being depended on it; and
the gentlemen on the Bench to whom were entrusted the decision were men of the
highest reputation and standing in the legal world.

Chief Justice Harrison.-Notwithstanding the adjudication, the point supposed to
be adjudicated upon was considered so doubtful that the sentence was never acted upoil.

Mr. Monk.-But the reason I lay some stress upon this is that my learned friend
seemed to think that this question at the trial had simply come up incidentally. The
fact is that it was argued at great length on the motion for arrest of judgment, and a
decision come to after mature consideration of all the documents and treaties, and
after as much historical research as was possible. Chief Justice Sewell says :-" We
c'have been compelled to give a decision upon the question, not from any wish on our

part, but because it Las been brought before us and we had no way of evading lb

It is impossible for us to do otherwise; it is a fixed and certain boundary (speaking
of the due north line from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi), and accOrd-
ing to the statute we have, to the best of our knowledge, decided it. In the
decision we have made we are supported by the authority of Lord Hardwicke a
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" the disputes between Penn and Baltimore "-where a similar difficulty arose. I
have the case at length, but there is no use in detaining the Commissioners any longer
upon it, if I may be allowed to leave this book with them. The discussion about this
northward line is very amply shown in these notes which I have, much more so than
in the Ont. Docts. I do not know from what report that ex tract was taken. The
book I have contains every point brought up and adjudicated upon, and every argu-
ment used in favor of the pretension which my friends are urging, that the Missis-
sippi should be the boundary line.

6.-A STATEMENT OF THE CASE OF THE PIOVINCE OF ONTARIO
RESPECTING THE WESTERLY AND NORTHERLY BOUNDARIES OF
THE PROVINCE.

PREPARED FOR THE ARBITRATION BETwEEN TII DOMNIoN AND TUE PRoVINCE.

Ontario has the same limits as Upper Canada had; and tiho -ne limnits as, west
of the division line between Upper and Lower Canada, the Province of Canada had,
and the Dominion of Canada had before its purchase of the rights of the Hudson Bay
Company.

In the present dispute the claim of Ontario is to the boundaries which were offi-
cially insisted upon by the Province of Canada before Confederation, and by the
Dominion afterwards. It is submitted that the demand so made was just and w0ll
founded.

Thus the Hon. Mr. Cauchon, Commissioner of Crown Lands, in an official paper
in the year 1857, claimed that the westerly boundary of the Province extended " as
far as British territory, not otherwise organized, would carry it, which would be the
Pacifie; or, if limited at ail, it would be by the first waters of the Mississippi, which
(a due west lino from the Lake of the Woods) intersected, which would be the White
Earth River; and this (ho showed) would, in fact, correspond with the extent of
Canada previously known to the French. * * * * The southerly boun-
dary of the British dominions, west of Lake Superior, being, therefore, demonstrated
as identical with the southerly boundrry of Canada to some point due west of the
Lake of the Woods, the only question is as to where that point is to be found. Is it
the White Earth River, the first waters of the Mississippi which the due west lino
intersects; or is it the summit of the Rocky Mountains, on the same principal that
the co-terminous boundary of Louisiana was ultimately so construed ?"

With respect to the northerly boundary, the Commissioner pointed out that
"the only possible conclusion is that Canada is either bounded in that direction by a
few isolated posts on the shore of Hudson Bay, or else that the Comany's territory is
* * * * a myth, and consequently, that Canada has no particular limit
in that direction."

So, also, after Confederation, in an official letter of the Canadian Ministers, Sir
George E. Cartier and the Honorable William MeDougali, to Sir Frederick Rogers,
Bart., Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, dated 16th January, 1869; they
pointed out that " the boundaries of Canada on the north and west were declared,
under the authority of the Constitutional Act of 1791, to include ' ail the territory to
the westward and southward' of the ' boundary line of Hudson Bay * * * *
to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada.' Whatever doubt may exist as to the 'utmost extent' of Old or French
Canada, no impartial investigator of the evidence in the case can doubt that it
extended to, and included, the country between the Lake of the Woods and Red
River. The Government of Canada, therefore, does not admit, but on the contrary
denies, and bas always denied, the pretensions of the Hudson Bay Cornpany to any
right of soil beyond that of squatters in the territory " betweenv the Lake of the
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Woods and Red River (that being the territory to which the matter which called
forth the letter referred.)

In another letter. dated 8th February, 1869, also addressed to Sir Frederick
Rogers, the same Ministers mentioned, among other facts and inferences "which
cannot (they believe) be disputed," the following:-

"1. The charter of Charles 11. (and for the present we raise no question as to
its validity) could not, and did not, grant to the Hudson Bay Company any territory
in America which was not then (1670) subject to the Crown of England.

"2. The charter expressly excluded all lands, &c., then possessed by the subjects
of any other Christian Prince or State.

" 3. By the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye (1632), the King of England resigned
to the King of France the sovereignty of Acadia, New France, and Canada generally,
and without limits.

" 4. ' La Nouvelle France,' was then understood to include the whole region of
Hudson Bay, as the map and histories of the time. English and French, abundantly
prove.

" 5. At the Treaty of Ryswick (1697), twenty-seven years after the date of the
charter, the right of the French to 'places situated in the Hudson Bay,' was dis-
tinctly admitted ; and altho' Commissioners were appointed (but never came to an
agreement) to 'examine and determine the pretensions which either of the said
Kings bath to the places situate in the Hudson Bay,' and with ' authority for settling
the limits and confines of the lands to be restored on either side,' the places taken
from the English (i.e., from the Hudson Bay Company) by the French previous to
the war, and re-taken by the English during this war, shall be left to the French by
virtue of the foregoing (the 7th) article.' In other words, the forts and factories of
the Hudson Bay Company, established in Hudson Bay under pretence of their charter,
and taken possession of by the French in time of peace, on the ground that they were
an invasion of French territory, were restored by the Treaty of Ryswick, to the
French, and not to the Company.

" 6. By the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713, ' the Bay and Strait of Hudson, together
with ail lands, seas, sea-coasts, rivers and places situate in the Bay and Strait, and
which belong the eto,' were finally ceded to Great Britain.

" 7. As no definite boundary was ever establIshed between the possessions ofthe
French in the interior and the English at Hudson Bay, down to the Treaty of Paris,
1763, when the whole of Canada was ceded to Great Britain, the extent of the actual
possession by the two nations for some period, say from the Treaty of Utrecht to the
Treaty of Paris, affords the only rational and true basis for ascertaining that boundary.

" 8. The evidence is abundant and conclusive to prove that the French traded
over and possessed the whole of the country known as the Winnipeg Basin and
Fertile Belt from its discovery by Europeans down to the Treaty of Paris, and that
the Hudson Bay Company neither traded nor established posts to the south or west
of Lake Winnipeg, until many years after the cession ol Canada to England.

" 9. No other or subsequent grant to the Company was ever made which could
possibly extend their territorial rights under their charter. The license to trade in
the Indian Territories, which they obtained in 1821, was revoked in 1858, and has
not been renewed.

" The country which, in view of these facts, must be excluded from the operation
of the charter, includes all the lands fit for cultivation and settlement in that part of
British America."

Ontario claims that the official views of the Government of the Dominion as
thus expressed, should prind facie be carried out as between the Dominion and the
Province, unless the Dominion proves that the assertions so made by its Ministers
were false or mistaken, and that the claim to which they led was unfounded. The
onus of proof is on the Dominion.

The opinion of Chief Justice Draper, as communicated to the Government of the
Province of Canada, 12th June, 1857, was that the decision of the Privy Council
woul i-give " to Canada a clear right west to the lino of the Mississippi and sone
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considerable distance north of what the Hudson Bay Company claim;" though not
any territory " west of the westernmost head of the Mississippi River."

But the claim of the Dominion as made in 1872, after having acquired the
Company's right, and as made now, proposes to limit the Province on the west to the
meridian of the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, variously stated as 880 50',
880 5s', and 890 9' 2"; and to limit the Province on the north (as the Company
claimed in 1857) by the height of land which divides the waters that fall into the
Hudson Bay from those that fall into the St. Lawrence and its lakes.

In support of the claim which Ontario represents, the Provinee relies on the
arguments of the Ministers of the Province of Canada before Confederation, the
arguments of the Ministers of the Dominion, the legal opinion of the learned Chief
Justice, and the arguments set forth in Mr. Mill's report, and in the other papers, on
the same side, whieh have been collected and printed, for the purpose of the present
Arbitration. The evidence, obtained during the present year, affords some fresh
arguments in favor of the same views.

The present statement is a summary of some only of the facts and reasons
which support Ontario's claim.

In 1763 France ceded to England Canada with " all its dependencies," reserving
so much of what had theretofore been known as Canada as lay west of the Mississippi
River; and the treaty provided that the confines between " France and England
in that part of the world shall be fixed irrevocably by a line drawn along the middle
of the River Mississippi from its source.........to the sea."

Shortly after the treaty, His Majesty, by Royal Proclamation, dated the 7th
October, 1763, erected the Province of Quebec, with certain boundaries therein set
forth. Afterwards, in 1774, the Quebec Act was passed ; which recited that " by
the arrangements made by the said Royal Proclamation, a very large extent of ter-
ritory, within which were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of France,
who claimed to remain therein under the faith of the said Treaty, was left without
any provision being made for the admidistration of civil governîment therein." The
Act therefore provided, "that all the territories, islands, and countries in North,
America, belonging to the Crown of Great Britain, bounded on the south by " a line
therein described, from the Bay of Chaleurs to" the River Ohio, and along
the bank of the said river westward to the banks of the Mississippi, and north ward to
the southern boundry of the territory granted to the Merchants Adventurers of Eng-
land trading into Hludson's Bay,.........be and they are hereby, during His Majesty's
pleasure, annexed to and made part and parcel of the Province of Quebec, as created
and established by the said Royal Proclamation of the 7th October, 1763."

Ontario contends that a true construction of this language requires that the
lino northerly from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi should follow the Mis-
sissippi River to its source.

That this is not only the just construction of the language employed, but was
also the real intention of Parliament, is shown further by the history and the known
objects of the Bill, by the proceedings thereon in the House of Comions, and by the
letter of the Right Honorable Edmund Burke, dated 2nd August, 1774, to his consti-
tuents of the Province of New York, whose agent he was at the time.

So, the Royal Commission which was issued immediately afterwards (viz: 27tb,
December, 1774), to Sir Guy Carleton, as Captain General and Goveinor-in-Chief of
the Province, expressly describes the lino from the coufluence of the Ohio 'and Mis-
sissippi as "northward along the eastern bank of the said river [Mississippi] to the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the " Hudson Bay Company.

Sir Frederick Hlaldimand succeeded Sir Guy Carleton. Ris Commission is dated
18th September, 17T7, and assigned to the Province the same boundary lines as the
previous Commission had donc.

These two Commissions remove all reasonable doubt as to the lino northward
being along the banks of the Mississippi to its source on two grounds:-

(1.) On the ground that these Commissions show the contemporaneous exposi-
tion of the intention of the Act by the Ministers of the day and by their disting-
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uished law advisers. Lord Camden was Lord Chancellor, Mr. Thurlow was Attorney.
General, and Mr. Wedderburn was Solicitor-General, each of whom afterwards became
Lord Chancellor.

(2.) On the ground that tue Crown had an undoubted right to add to the boun-
daries of the Province, and that if the bounaaries given to it by the Commissions are
not the identical boundaries which the Statute provided for, and which were thereby
to continue during His Majesty's pleasure, and if the Commissions assigned to the
Province a larger area than the Statute had described, the Crown had the right to
make and did make the addition.

By the Treaty of Paris between Great Britain and the United States, in 1783, it
was agreed that the boundary between the two countries should be a line, therein
particularly described, from the north-western angle of Nova Scotia, through Lakes
Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior, Long Lake, &c., to the Lake of the Woods, " thence
through the said Lake [of the Woods] to the most north-western point thereof, and
from thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi, &c."

The Commission to Sir Guv Carleton after this Treaty, (dated 22nd April, 1786),
followed this description in giving the boundaries of the Province, and assigned as
its southerly boundary a Une " to the said lake to the most north-western point
thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi; and north-
ward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the " Hudson Bay Company.

A due west line from the point indicated would not intersect what is now known
as the Mississippi, and therefore what was then known as the Mississippi, or the first
tributary so intersected, the waters of which flow into the Mississippi, may be taken
as intended. This question is very fully discussed in Mr. Dawson's paper. If that
view should not be sustained, the alternative is the course taken under the treaties
with the United States, of 1794, 1814, 1818 and 1842.

The Constitutional Act, 1791, the Act providing for the division of the Province
of Quebec, recited that "l His Majesty had been pleased to signify, by His Message to
both louses of Parliament, His Royal intention to divide His Province of Quebec
into two separate Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper Canada and the
Province ot Lower Canada," and the Act made provision for the Government of each
Province after the division should take place. A paper had been presented to Par-
liament previous to the passirg of this Act, describing the line proposed to be drawn
for dividing the Province of Quebec into two Provinces. This paper traced the
line of division into Lake Temiscaming, " and from the head of the said lake by a line
drawn due north until its strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay; including all
the territory to the westward and southward of the said line, to the utmost extent of
the country commonly called or known by the name of Canada."

On the 24th August, 1791, an Order-in-Council was passed, reciting among other
things that this Paper Lad been presented to Parliament previous to the passing of
the Act; and dividing the Province into two, according to the line of division men-
tioned in the paper.

On the 18th November, 1791, General Alured Clarke, Lieutenant-Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Province of Quebec, issued a proclamation, in His
Majesty's name. in pursuance o. his instructions and of a provision for this purpose
in the statute, declaring wben the division shouid take effect (26th December, 1791).
This proclamation recited as follows: -

" Whercas we have thought fit, by and with the advice of our Privy Council, by
our Order-in-Council, dated in the month of August last, to order that our Province
of Quebec should be divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of
Upper Canada and the Province of Lower Canada, by separating the said two Pro-
vinces according to the following line of division, viz.:-' To commence at a stone
boundary, [&c.,] running north twenty-five degrees east until it strikes the Ottawas
River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscaming, and from the head of the
said lake by a line drawn due north until it strikes the boundary line of Hudson Bay,
including all the territory to the westward and southward of the said line to the
utmost extent of the country commonly cafled or known by the name of Canada.'
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That the country then commonly called or known by the name of Canada, com-
prised the whole of the territory formerly claimed against the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, and now claimed by Ontario, is established by abundant testimony.

On the 12th September, 1791, a Commission issued to Lord Dorchester, this
being the second Commission issued after the Treaty of 1783. It recited the Com-
mission of 22nd April, 1786, to the same (overnor-General (as Sir Guy Carleton),
the Order in Council of 19th August, 1791, dividing " the said Province of Quebec "
into two separate Provinces by a line therein specified: "the Province of Upper
Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to the westward
of the said line of division as were part of our said Province of Quebec." This form
of expression shows that Quebec was supposed and intended to include all the terri-
tory belonging to England, and formerly known as Canada; for it is not to be sup-
posed that there was an intention so soon to give to the Province narrower bounds
than were indicated by the paper presented to Parliament, adopted afterwards by
the King in Council and declared by the Proclamation of Governor Clarke. The
change of expression was probably suggested by taking note of the language of the
Treaty of 1763, by which, while France ceded to England "Canada and all its depen-
dencies," the cession was subject to a limitation. The watershed of the Mississippi
and Missouri had been the boundary line between Canada and Louisiana, and that
part of Canada which was west of the Mississippi was reserved to France. So, by
the Treaty of 1783 a further part of Canada was ceded by England to the United
States. A description, therefore, in 1791, of the Province of Quebec, or of Upper
Canada, which would purport to give to the Province all " the country
commonly called or known by the name of Canada," would not have been
correct. A form of expression was therefore substituted which was free from this
difficulty.

The subsequent Commissions to the Governors General of Canada, up to and
including that of Lord Gosford, in 1835, and the Imperial Commiission to Mr. Cald-
well as Receiver General of Lower Canada, assigned the saie line of division between
Upper and Lower Canada.

In the seven subsequent Commissions, from the Commission to the Earl of
Durham, 30th March, 1838, to the Commission to Lord Elgin, 1st October, 1846,
inclusive, and also in the two Commissions to Sir John Colborne and the Right
Honorable Charles Poulett Thomson, as Captains General and Governors-in-Chief of
Upper Canada, dated the 13th December, 1838, and 6th September, 1839, respect-
ively, the line of division between Upper and Lower Canada is stated to read the
shore of Hudson Bay, " by a line drawn due north from the head of said Lake
[Temiscaming], until it strikes the shore of Hudson Bay." The expression "shore
of Hudson Bay " obviously bas the same signification as " boundary line of Hudson
-Bay," but if the latter expression could be supposed to refer to some lino south of the
shore, the subsequent Commissions must be taken as having extended the boundary
to the shore. These two Commissions trace the western boundary into Lake
Superior and no further, saying nothing of the line thence westerly or northerly;
but of course nobody has ever supposed that the southerly boundary of the Province
terminated as soon as Lake Superior was reached.

[The Commissions subsequent to Lord Elgin's contain no boundary line des-
criptions. The other Commissions to the Lieutenant-Governors of Upper Canada,
Which have been examined, either do not give the boundaries of Upper Canada or
give them partially only, and in such a manner as throws no light on the present
question. So also the Commissions after the Union do not give the western bound-
ary of the Province of Canada. The Act of Union, 1840, does not specify the
boundaries of the Province of Canada thereby created, but describes the new Pro-
vince of Canada as constituted of the former Provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada.]

Now the Province of Upper Canada, from a period long antecedent to its Union
With Lower Canada, and the Province of Canada afterwards, acted, whenever there
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was occasion, on the assumption that the boundaries of the Province were those
assigned by Royal Commissions, thus:

(1,) The Province of Upper Canada is known to have been in the habit, since,
at all events, 1818, of issuing writs into the territory west of the line of 89° 9V'.

(2.) In 1850, the Province of Canada, with the sanction of the Imperial author-
ities, entered into a treaty with the Indians, and procured from them the surrender
of the rights of the Indians in the territory as far west as Pigeon River. This terri-
tory, it may be observed, is south of the height of land, and was never claimed by
the Hudson Bay Company, though it is now claimed on behalf of the Dominion.

(3.) From the year 1853, the Province of Canada, continuously, and without
objection from any quarter, made grants of lands, in the Queen's name, in this terri-
tory, and west of the proposed line of the Dominion. Between 1853 and Confederation
no less a quantity than 35,059 acres had thus been granted west of that line.
Numerous mining licenses in the same territory were granted in like manner, com-
mencing with the year 1854, the territory embraced in them extending to Pigeon
River.

(4.) In 1868 the Government of the Dominion appropriated $20,000 towards the
construction of a road from the Lake of the Woods to Fort Garry on Rel 'River; and
the money was spent accordingly.

So far as relates to Ontario's western boundary, it is unnecessary to consider for
the present purpose the argument as to the Hudson Bay Company owning this territory;
because the extension to the southerly boundary to the west is not, either by the statute
or by the subsequent Acts of the Crown, made to depend on the Company's having
or not having the territory to which the western extension of the southerly boundary
would bring us ; and the Crown of course had the power to include part of the terri-
tory of the Company, if such was the Royal will. But the fact that this western
territory had been discovered, explored, traded with. occupied and taken possession
of by the French before the Treaty of Cession adds strength to Ontario's claim, even
in respect of the western boundary.

The decisions of a Lower Canadian Court, in 1818, in the case of de Reinhard and
McLellan have been cited in favor of the line drawn due north from the confluence of
the Ohio and Mississippi, and stated in the evidence in that case to be 88° 50' or 880
58'. The principal evidence, however, on which a different conclusion is based was
not before the court or referred to in those cases; and it is said also thatthe prisoner,
de Reinhard, was pardoned (though clearly guilty of murder), and tha.t the reason of
his pardon was, that (notwithstanding the supposed decision of the court to the con-
trary) the place of committing the murder was within Upper Canada, and, therefore,
not within the jurisdiction of the court under the statute 43, Geo. II,, c. 138, on the
aithority of which the court was acting.

In view of all these considerations, it is apparent that if there is any difficulty
on the westerly side of the Province, it is as respects the territory west of Lake of
the Woods. Is the western line further west than this lake ? Is the point of com-
mencement the point on the first tributary of the Mississippi which a line due west
from the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods strikes ? Or does the
western limit extend to the Rocky Mountains?

Then as to the northern boundary.
It bas been already stated that the Quebec Act, and such of the Royal Commis-

sions to the Governors, previous to 1838, as mention the northern boundary, specifv
for that purpose the southerly boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay
Company, and the principal difficulty here is that the southerly boundary of this
territory bas always been an unascertained line.

The claim of the Dominion is that the boundary is the height of land already
described. It is submitted for the following among our reasons, that the height of
land is not our northern boundary:

(1.) Because the easterly and westerly lines assigned to the Province, by the
Royal Commission, cut through and go north to the height of land; and the Commis-
sion issued in 1791, and such of the subsequent Commissions as mention the northerly
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boundary, thereby declared in effect, that the southerly boundary of the Company's
territory was not south of those points, viz.: the south shore of Hudson Bay (then
called James' Bay), and the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods; and
was north of the height of land.

(2.) Because the height of land was not claimed or suggested by the Company
as being the intention of the charter, or as being the measure of the Co npany's just
rights, until nearly a century and a half after the date of the charter. This fact is a
practical contemporaneous exposition of the statute by the Company themselves
against their recent claim, and having been continued for 150 years is, without other
evidence, conclusive.

(3.) Because the alleged rule that the diseovery and possession of the shore of
a new country gives a right to the rivers and the land adjoining the same, if a recog-
nized rule now, was not such at the time of this charter being granted, and ought
not to govern its interpretation. The rule is said to be founded on reason and
necessity, but there is no just reason or necessity for applying such a rule in the case
of a river nearly 3,000 miles long.

(4.) Because the French from the beginning of the seventeenth century were
in possession of the territory to the south of the lands watered by the rivers flowing
into Hudson Bay, and were extending their explorations and settlements to the
head waters of the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay and to the interior of the
country, there is no sound reason to sustain a rule for giving to the discoverers of
the Bay into which these rivers flow, a right to stop such explorations and settle-
ments in favor of discoverers (if the English were such), who did not choose to
occupy the interior of the country. The rule as to rights to unoccupied contiguousý
territory is in such case more than sufficient to outweigh the supposed rule as to the'
height of land.

(5.) Bocause the grouud of the recent claim is that the English were the firs
discoverers, and that their discoveries were followed by such possession of the terri-
tory in question as the laws of nations recognize as giving a title to the territory up
to to the height of land ; while the fact is that it is impossible to say with certainty
who were the first discoverers, nor was the alleged discovery by the English followed
by possession, The voyage of Cabot, when ho entered the Bay, is said to have been
in 1517, and no sort of possession of any part of the Bay by the Engiish before 1667
is pretended, being an intorval of 150 years. Gillam is said to have built, in 1667,
Fort Charles (Rupert), which was on the east side of the Bay. In the meantime
the Bay had become known to the world; persons acting under the authority of the
French Government had repeatedly visited it, had taken possession in the French
King's name, and set up the Royal arms there; the French had established posts at
convenient points for trade with the indians, and had secured and were engaging
the whole trade with the Indians around the Bay. In 1627 the King gave to the
Company of New France the right of trade to an extensive territory, including
lludson Bay, both along the coasts and into the interior. Under such circumstances

the rule invoked by the Dominion has no application.
What then is to be regarded as the southerly boundary of the territory of the

Company ?
The language of the charter, by reason of its ambiguity, affords no assistance

in this enquiry. The validity of the charter has always been questioned on the
ground of its ambiguity as well as for other reasons. Some legal opinions have,
indeed, been given in favor of the validity of the charter as respects the whole terri-
tory to the height of land claimed in recent times by the Company, but these opinions
Were based upon the Company's statement that they had " always claimed and exer-
Cised dominion as absolute proprietors of the soil, in the territory understood to be
Onbraced by the terms of the grant."

(1.) Assuming, however, that the northern boundary is on one side the shore of
Hudson Bay, say between 51° and 520 of latitude, and on the other at least as far
north as the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods, say latitude
490 23' 55". if these points were in the Hudson Bay territory, the northern bound-
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ary would be a line drawn from one of these points to the other. We claim that
our boundary is further north than this, but it cannot be south of it.

Are these points in what was the territory of the Company ? And is the provin-
cial boundary therefore no further north ?

(2.) If by reason of the charter being so old, and having been acted upon in
some sort, and of its validity to some extent being implied in certain statutory refer.
ences to the Company, the instrument cannot be treated as absolutely void; it must,
as regards its construction and operation, on well known and weil settled principles,
be interpreted most strongly against the Company, and in favr- of the Crown; the
object ofgiving the charter was to encourage discoveries by the Company; and the
validity or operation of the instrument is to the extent only of giving to the Com-
pany whatever of the unknown territory the Company, within a moderate and rea.
sonable time, should occupy; and all that the Company could be entitled to was what
the Company had, in this manner, acquired for themselves and for the Crown, previ-
ous to the cession of Canada in 1763 by France to England; or whatever, previous to
that time, the Company had been in possession or engagement of as their own with
the concurrence of the Crown.

(3.) The Company were certainly not entitled to any of the territory which
France owned at the time of the cession, and ceded to England; for it is preposterous
to suppose that the charter intended to grant, and did effectually grant, to the Com.
pany, as against the world, all the territory southerly and westerly of the Bay to
the then unknown height of land (unknown to the Crown and to the Company),
though such territory should bc, as it was, to the extent of unknown hundreds of
thousands of square miles-a third of the continent; that the charter was intended
to give, and did give, to the Company, the right to shut up this enormous territory
from the Crown and from all British subjects, and from other nations also, for all
time; that if the Company should do nothing to discover, settle or acquire it for a
hundred years or more, nobody else could; and that any portion of it which England
should, a hundred years afterwards, acquire by war with another nation, and by em-
ployment of the resources of the whole Empire, in Europe as well as America-ac-
crued when so acquired and was intended to accrue to the Company for their own
private benefit.

(4.) It is clear, and indeed has been repeatedly admitted by the Company them-
selves, that until long after the date of the cession, the Company had no possession
of any part of the interior of the country, and that their possession was confined to
certain forts on the Bay and two factories not very distant.

(5.) On the other hand, the Dominion Ministers truly affirmed in 1869, that
"the evidence is abundant and conclusive tu prove that the French tradcd over and
"possessed the whole of the country known as the Winnipeg Basin and Fertile Belt,
" from its discovery by Europeans down to the Treaty of Paris, and that the Hudson's
"Bay Company neither traded nor established posts to the south or west of Lake
I Winnipeg until many years after the cession of Canada to England." In fact, the
Company's first post, viz. : Cumberland House, on Sturgeon Lake, in the vicinity of
the region in question, was not built until 1774, and they did not establish any post
within this tract of country before 1790.

(6.) The following facts (amongst others) were judicially found by Judge Monk,
in Connolly vs. Woolrich, with respect to the proceedings of the French, before the
Huds )n Bay Company's charter was granted. He showed that as early as 1605,
Quebec had been established and bad become an important settlement; that before
1630 the Beaver and several other companies had been organized at Quebec for carry-
ing on the Fur Trade in the west, near and around the Great Lakes ana in the North-
West Territory; that the enterprise and trading operations of these French Con-
panies, and of the French Colonists generally, extended over vast regions of the
northern and north-western portions ofthe continent; that they entered into Treaties
with the Indian tribes and nations, and carried on a lucrative and extensive fur trade
with the natives; that in the prosecution of their trade and other enterprises these
adventurers evinced great energy, courage and perseverance; that they had extended
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their hunting and trading operations to the Athabasca country (say 58° north latitude
and 111° west longitude), that some portions of the Athabasca country had before
1640 been visited and traded in, and to sorne extent occupied by the French traders
in Canada, and their Beaver Company (which had been founded in 1629); that from
1640 to 1670 these discoveries and trading settlements had considerably increased in
number and importance; that Athabasca and other regions bordering upon it, be-
longed to the Crovn of France, at that time, to the same extent, and by the same
means as the countries around Hudson's Bay belonged to England, viz. : by discovery
and by trading and hunting.

(7.) It may be added, that if the Athabasca country thus belonged to France at
so early a period, so would the wbole intermediate country between Athabasca and
Hudson Bay on the west, and between the Athabasca country and the St. Lawrence
on the south.

(8.) Between 1670 (the last date named by Judge Monk) and 1763, the French
established posts or forts in that North-West Territory which they had previously ex-
plored, and hunted over and traded with; namely, on Rainy Lake, the Lake of the
Woods, Lake Winnipeg. Lake Manitoba, on the Winnipeg River, the Red River, the
Assiniboine River, the River aux Biches, and the Saskatchewan, and so west to the
Rocky Mountains. Where Fort la Jonguiére was established by St. Pierre in 1752.
All the lakes and rivers mentioned are connected by the Nelson River with Hudson
Bay, and are in the territory which, in the following century, the Hudson Bay Com-
pany claimed under their charter; but confessedly they had constructed in it no post
or settlement of any kind until long after 1763. Their first post away from the Bay
(other than the two factories already mentioned) having been established in 1774, it
was not until 1790 that they had any post in the Winnipeg Basin; and they did not
enter the Valley of the Red River until long afterwards.

(9.) France had also, on the northerly side of the dividing line, Fort
Abbitibi, which was north of the Height of Land, and was built in 1686. It
was situate at a considerablo distance north of the height of land, and upon
the lake of the same name, from which the River Monsippy flows into Hudson
-Bay. The French had also Fort St. Germain, on the Albany, which was built in
1684; and still higher up, on the same river, Fort La Mane, established about the
same pcriod; and, to the east, Fort Nemiscan, on the lake of that narne, situate on
the River Rupert, midway between Lake Mistassin and the Bay-this fort was built
before 1695. Of none of these did the English Government or the Company ever
complain. The French had also another fort on the Albany, being that mentioned
in one of the memorials of the Company as having been built in 1715.

(10.) The Company furnished certain maps for the purpose of the prosent arbi-
tration, two of which only seem of importance on either side. One of these two
bears the Royal Arms and those of the Company; is of the date of 1748, and seems
to have been prepared by the Company in view of the parliamentary enquiry of that
year, and for the purpose of showing the limits which the Company then claimed.
The line which this map gives as the Company's southern boundary is considerably
north of the height of land, even as shown on this map; for the line is therein
made to cut Frenchman's River, a river not named on this map, but corresponding
with the Abbitibi River, and several other rivers shown on the map as flowing into
HIudson Bay. The line runs to Lake Winnipeg (which is misplaced, being repre-
Sented as due north of Nepigon, its southern point in the latitude of Fort Wilson),
thence northerly along the easterly shore of Winnipeg, and thence northerly to Sir
Thomas Smith's Sound, in Baffin's Bay. The map thus demonstrates that the Con-
Pany, at the time of its preparation, did not claim to the height of land, even as the
same was then supposed to be situated, and did not claim Lake Winnipeg.

The other of the two maps is Mitchell's engraved map, described as published
b the author, February, 1755. This copy appears to have been much used and
Worn. There is on it an irregular line, marked, "Bounds of Hudson Bay by the
Treaty of Utrecht;" and this line may therefore be taken as showing the extent of
the Company's claim in 1755, and long after. The line is about one-third of a degrme
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north of the Lake of the Woods, and extends to the limit of the map in that direc-
tion, being about 98° of longitude. The territory south of this lino is differently
colored from the territory north of it.

It is evident that the Company bave in their possession no maps which purport
to give to them a larger territory than these maps do. Their claim to the height of
land as the true intention of the charter and the true measure of their rights, so far
from having been always made, was not thought of by the Company until more than
half a century later, and was in effect negatived by the Crown in numerous com-
missions to the Governors of the country.

The maps produced show the extent of territory which the Company claimed
prior to the cession of 1763.

It may be observed that on the occasions of the Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht,
the Company's claims were expressed either in the terns of the charter, or were
simply to " the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson, and to the sole trade thereof." It
sufficiently appears from the early documents which emanated from the Company,
that this general claim to the whole Bay and Straits was a claim to the waters and
shores only, and to the exclusion of the French therefrom-the French having been
in possession of forts on the Bay until after the Treaty of Utrecht, and the Treaty of
Ryswick having, in effect, given them possession of all places on the bay, except, it
may be, Fort Bourbon ;and that the Company's object was the trade of the Bay, and
not the occupation or settlement of the country away from the shores of the Bay.

Indeed, in 1700, the Company, notwithstanding this claim, were willing to
accept the Albany River as their southern boundary on the west side, and Rupert
River as their southern boundary on the east side of the Bay. In 1701-2 they were
content even with East Main River, and proposed it as a boundary; but both pro-
posals were rejected by the French as being far more than the Company had any
right to demand.

In 1711-12, the Company proposed a lino to run from the Island of Grimington
or Cape Perdrix, on the Labrador coast, south-westerly to and through Lake Mis-
tassin. This lino did not extend beyond the south-west shore of the lake; and
though the Company made a demand for the surrender of the forts on the shores of
the Bay, yet they do not appear to have made at that time any proposal as to a line
on the west or south side of the bay.

Thus the only claims and contests of the Company at this period were about the
margin of the Bay.

After the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), which gave to the British all lands, &c..
"on the Bay and Straits, and which belong thereto," the Company, on the 4th
August, 1714, proposed, for the first time, that the Mistassin line should go south-
westerly to 49° " north latitude, * * * and that latitude be the limit ;" but
as to how far to the west this line of 490 was to be followed, nothing is said.

In 1719 and 175() the Company proposed the line of 490, but both times the
proposition was rejected by the French. This line would have given to the Coin-
pany a boundary greatly more limited than the boundary of the height of land,
which began to be claimed three-quarters of a century later.

It has already been said that the Company could not take advantage of their
chai-ter for the purpose of making any addition to their territory by exploration or
settlement after the cession of 1763; but the practical result would be nearly the
same if this right should be deemed to have ceased at a somewhat later date, viz.,
the date of the passing of the Quebec Act, 1774, or even the date of the Treaty of
1783. The Company made no further settlement between 1763 and 1783, except
Cumberland House; and it is doubtful whether its locality belongs to the Winnipes
or the Churchill system. Both the Act and the Treaty obviously require that the
southern boundary should be deemed a fixed line, not liable to variation by the mere
act of the Company.

These considerations are submitted as showing that the strict legal rights of the
Company did not extend beyond their forts on the shores or in the neighborhood of
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the Bav, and such adjacent territory as these forts may have commanded; and that
Ontario is entitled to have its northerly boundary line drawn accordingly.

Or, if the Company's territory is to be considered as extending beyond the forts
on the bay and the immediately adjacent territory, their territory is not to be
deemed south of the northern extremity of the dividing lino between Upper and
Lower Canada, or to exceed otherwise what England herself vas entitled to under
the Treaty of Utrecht, viz.:-the middle lino between the forts and settlements of
the English and French; and, further, is not to include a greater area than is shown
on the maps furnished by the Company, in case the middle lino would give them a
larger territory than these maps claimed for the Company; for the reference in the
Statute of 1774 to the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company cannot, in any
view, be construed as referring to a more southerly lino than the Company had
theretofore claimed for themselves.

Or, if there is too much doubt as to the southern boundary of the Company's
territory to determine, with precision, where such boundary was, a northern boun-
dary should be assigned to the Province which would give to the Province the full
territory whicb the Commissions to the Governors definitely provided for, and, in
addition, such further territory to the north as may be just and reasonable.

O. MOWAT,
Attorney-General of Ontario.

7.-REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE ARBITRATORS IN THE
MATTER OF THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PRIOVINCE OF ONTARIO,
AT OTTAWA, 1sT, 2ND, 3RD AUGUST, 1878.

Arbitrators .

THE RIGHT HONORABLE SIR EDWARD TiiORNTON,
THE HONORABLE SIR FRANCIs HINCKS, AND
THE HONORABLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF ONTARIO.

Counsel for Ontario:

THE HoN. OLIVER MOWAT, A.G., ONT., AND MR. THomAs HoDGINs, ,.

Counsel for the Dominion:

3JR. HUGH MACMAHON, Q.C., AND MR. E. C. MoNK.

OTTAWA, Thursday, August 1st, 1878.

The Arbitrators met at noon, but in consequence of the absence of Sir Francis
lincks, the transaction of business was postponed until the following day.

FR1DAY, August 2nd, 1878.
Arbitrators and Counsel all present.

The Hon. OLIVER MOWAT, Attorney-General of Ontario, opened the case for
Ontario. le said:-

I have embodied in the printed " Statement of the Case of the Province of
"Ontario," the substance of the principal grounds on which I think that the Pro-
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vince is entitled to the bounds northerly and westerly which we claim. I have also,
for facility of reference, had printed in a book, of which the Arbitrators have copies,
the statutes, documents and other matter which seemed to bear on the subject,
wbether favorably or unfavorably to our claim. I do not mean to attempt now an
exhaustive statement of all that is material, but purpose confining myself to stating
some grounds which seem to me to be quite sufficient, and more than sufficient, to
sustain our claim, although there are others of perhaps not less importance, that
might be dwelt upon. I do not mean even to answer at present all the points which
have been set forth in the case for the Dominion; some of them I shall refer to, and
if any of those not referred to seem to make any impression upon the Arbitrators, I
shall have an opportunity in my reply to remark upon these.

The 6th section of the British North America Act provides, that that part of
the Province of Canada " which formerly constituted the Province of Upper Canada,
" shall constitute the Province of Ontario ;" the Province of Canada was by the Union
Act of 1840 constituted of the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada. The line of
division between these Provinces had been settled in 1791 by an Order in Council,
and extended in manner therein described to the " boundary line " of Hudson's Bay.
By the same Order in Council, Upper Canada was to include " all the territory to
"the westward and southward of the said lino to the utmost extent of the country
"commonly called or known by the name of Canada." All of the Province of
Canada which lies west of the line of division belongs to Upper Canada, as all which
lies east of the same division line belongs to the Province of Quebec. Ontario has
the same limits as Upper Canada had, and the same limits as west of the division
lino the Province of Canada had, and as the Dominion of Canada had before its pur-
chase of the rights of the Hudson Bay Company. In 1870 the Dominion acquired
these rights, as alse the " North-Western Territory," in addition to the territory
which the Province of Upper Canada and the Province of Canada had had. The
question for the Arbitrators is as to the westerly and northerly boundaries of the
Province of Ontario, or of the Province of Upper Canada.

It will be convenient, before entering upon the argument, to point out upon the
produced map by Mr. Devine the principal points which come in question in the
discussion. This map has been prepared to assist the Arbitrators in following the
arguments addressed to them. It is in the main correct, although I have discovered
two or three unimportant inaccuracies. On this map is marked the lino of division
between Upper and Lower Canada, which lino runs northerly into Lake Temiscaming,
and thence due north to the boundary line or shore of Hudson Bay. In regard to
that lino I suppose there will be no dispute.

The westerly boundary of the Province, according te the present claim of the
Dominion, has also been marked upon the map; it is a lino drawn due north from
the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi, and in longitude about 89° 9j'. The
provisional line of 1874 is the next on the map westward, but is not of any import-
ance for our present purpose; it was found necessary, until the right boundary
should be decided, that a lino should be agreed upon provisionally, to the east Of
which the Province should make its grants of land, and to the west of which grants
by the Dominion might be made. (Book of Documents, p. 347,) The next line
westwardly is that running to the most north-western angle of the Lake of the
Woods, near the Province of Manitoba ; that point is very nearly in the meridian of
Turtle Lake and of Lake Itasca, both of which lakes have been regarded as sources
of the Mississippi, and are very nearly in the same longitude.

Ontario claims that it is clear that its western boundary line is no farther east
than the meridian of the most north-western angle of the Lake of the Woods, and
that the only question on the western side of the Province is as to how much (it
any) territory we are entitled to west of that meridian.

With regard to the northern boundary, we claim it to be certain that it is no!
south of the shore of James' Bay, or of the most north-westerly point of the Lake Of
the Woods; as to the exact extent of the Province to the north of those points there
may be more dlûiculty. The Statute of 1774, usually called the " Quebec Act," added
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a considerable territory to the Province of Quebec, and purported to give as the
northern boundary of that Province, the territory granted to the Hudson Bay
Company; how far that territory extended has never been definitely ascertainod.
We have examined whatever documentary evidence there is which might throw
light on this question, and we have also had a pretty exhaustive examination made
of the various maps published before the present century. An analysis of the maps
has been printed at p. 135 and on subsequent pages of the Book of Documents; and
the produced map by Mr. Devine shows the principal lines. The most northerly is
one ý,which, in 1701, the Hudson Bay Company unsuccessfully claimed for its
southern boundary; and the next is the line they had asked for without success in
the previous year, 1700. All of the other northerly lines marked on this map are at
the westerly side placed to the north of the Lake of the Woods; most of them are
several hundred miles to the north of that lake; whilo on the east they are south of
James' Bay and of the point to which the Royal Commissions bring us there. None
of these northerly lines has the authority of a treaty, or a statute, or an agreement.
One lino is marked on certain maps as " bounds of Hudson Bay by the Treaty of
" Utrecht;" but that was a mistake of the geographers ; it must be admitted that the
bounds were not settled by the Treaty of Utrecht.

The claim of Ontario is precisely the same as had always been made for the
Province before the Dominion of Canada purchased the rights of the Hudson Bay
Company. Controversies on the subject took place between the Hudson Bay Com-
pany and the Province of Canada, and afterwards between that Company and the
Dominion of Canada. During these controversies able papers were written, wherein
the claims of Canada were set forth; and I rely upon the arguments contained in
these papers, though not now repeating them all.

Opinions of some learned lawyers having been given in favor of the claim of the
Hudson Bay Company, these were controverted in the official papers on behalf of
Canada,; those opinions were given on inaccurate and partial representations of the
facts; new evidence in favor of our claim bas been obtained since; but upon the
evidence collected before 1856, we have on our side the opinions of other eminent
lawyers, and the opinion of the late Chief Justice Draper. The opinion of the Chief
Justice was formed and communicated when he was in bis prime; lie was one of the
ablest judges in Canada, and had given great attention to this subject. He was sent
to England by the Canadian Government to watch over the interests of the Province;
he had access to private sources of information, some of which wo have been able to
reproduce now; and the opinion that he formed was arrived at upon a fuller know-
leige of the facts than had existed on the part of any court or counsel who had
theretofore given attention to the matter, and whose opinions we are in possession
of. The opinion was communicated to the Government here, not expressed in con-
troversy with any adversary; and it is very cautiously expressed; it does not go as
far as the Province was claiming ; he did not think the evidence sufficient to give a
line to the Rocky Mountains (as the Province claimed), but expressed the opinion-
bis " confident hope "-that a decision by the Privy Council would give " to Canada
a clear right west to the line of the Mississippi, and some considerable distance north
of what the Hudson Bay Company claim, thougli not any territory west of the
westernmost head of the Mississippi River," which is very near the Rocky Moun-
tains. The opinion will be found at page 391 of our Book of Documents.

Sir Edward Thornton.-The law officers of the Crown in England strongly
recommended an appeal to the Privy Council, but that was not done. The writer of
thNs extract seems to have expected that there would be a decision of thc Privy
Council, and I would like to know why the case was not referred.

Chief Justice Harrison.-It was probably delayed by negotiaions.
The Attorney General.-Thore were constant negotiations going on from that

tine, and the matter was one which, however clear the right might be thought to
be, it was considered desirable to settle by compromise.

Sir Edward Thornton.-But it was not compromised.
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The Attorney General.-It was compromiised twelve years afterwards. My
learned friend, Mr. Hodgins, reminds me that one thing which prevented the refer-
ence was that the Government here thought the question ought to be referred by the
British Governmnent-that the Province ought not to have the responsibility of it;
at all events, the delay was only twelve years from this time-not a great while to
be negotiating about a continent of territory.

Ir. MaeMahon.-I can answer further in regard te that. The Province of
Canada refused to submit anything but the validity of the Charter of the Hudson
Bay Company to the Council; they refused to submit the question of the boundaries,

The Attorncy-General.--The adverse opinions were founded upon the Company's
ex parte staten)cuts of the facts, and one of the allegations was that the Hudson
Bay Company had been always in possession of the territory. Now, it is a familiar
princip le with regard to old statutes or charters, that the interpretation of them is
governed by the contemporaneous exposition they received, and by the acts of the
parties under them. If the fact was that, from 1670 to the time when these opinions
were called for, there had been an actual possession by the Hudson Bay Company
of the whole territory which they claimed, there could be little question of their
rigbt to such territory. It would be absurd to suppose that, as a matter of law and
legal construction, the Company could be deprived of property which they had for
iearly two eenturies "claimed and exercised dominion over" under their grants, as
absolute and undisputed proprietors of the soil. But we deny that there was any
such claim, dominion or possession by the Company of the territory now in question
for more than a century after 1670; the principal ground upon which the opinions
referred to inust have procecded was not in accordance with the facts. We have in our
book the Company's statement. I refer to page 288 "Under this grant the Company
have always claimed and exercised dominion as absolute proprietors of the soil in
the territories understood to be embraced by the terns of the grant, and which are
more particularly defined in the accompanying map ; and they have also claimed
and enjoyed the exclusive right of trading in those territories." The map referred
to claims up to the height of land. No lawyer, upon that statement, could come to
any other conclusion than did the law-officers. In some of the earlier as well as the
more recent of the legal opinions, express reference was made to the importance of
knowing how much of this territory had been in possession of the Hudson Bay
Company, and it was stated in them that an old charter of ibis kind, especially an
ambiguous one, should nut be interpreted without reference to that fact.

No adverse legal opinions has been given on the facts that are now before the
Arbitrators. On the other hand, we have the opinion of a very distinguished Judge,
who was aware of all the material facts in favor of the Company's contention-
although not of all the facts in favor of the Province-and who gave that opinion
after having been exclusively occupied several months with the subject. Ilowever,
the Arbitrators are not bound by that opinion. They will give whatever weight
they may consider due to it; but they will consider for themsclves whetber the
opinion was right or wrong.

On entering now upon some discussion of the evidence, I submit that, inasnuch
as the Province, o' Ontario is now claiming what had always been claimed before by
the Province of Canada and by the Dominion of Canada likewise, I am entitled to ask
the Arbitrators to take that claim as prima facie correct and well-founded. The
Dominion is one of the two parties to this controversy, and we put in evidence the
official statements of the representatives of the Dominion repeatedly made; we shOw
what position they took in regard to this question, what assertions they made, and
what they claimed, up to the very last moment before becoming purchasers of the
Hudson Bay Company's rights. 1 do not say that this is conclusive, that it estops
the Dominion from saying that their contention Lad been wrong, false or mistaken,
but I do say that their demands before buying out the Comnpany throw the burden on
the Dominion of showing that in all these antecedent discussions and statements theY
had been wrong. 1 start with the strongest presumption in my favor when I shOW
that before they made that purchase the Dominion of Canada had taken the positi"
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which I now take, had made the assertions which I now make, had used many of the
arguments which 1 now use, and had considered that those arguments were iniapable
of beir.g answered. To take a single exampie, what did the Dominion Ministers say
in their letter to the Colonial Minister on the 16th January, 186 ? (Book of Docu-
meits p. 324.) They expressly claimed " that the boundaries of Upper Canada on
the north and west," included "all the territory to the westward and southward of
the boundary line of Hudson Bay to the utmost extent of tho country commonly
called or known by the name of Canada," and that " whatever doubt may exist as to
the utmost extent of old or French Canada, no impartial investig tor of the evidence
in the case can doubt that it extended to and incluted the country between the Lake
of the Woods and Red River."

But I shall show that, if [ had no presumption in my favor, the conclusions which
I desire the Arbitrators to arrive at are the conclusions which they cannot but arrive
at in view of ail the facts.

In 1763 France ceded to England " Canada with all its dependencies," reserving
only such part of what had been known as Canada as lay west of the Mississippi. The
treaty will be found ut page 18 of our Book of Documents. The watershed between
the Missouri and the Mississippi Rivers had been the boundary between Canada
and Louisiana when bcth were owned by France, and by the treaty ot'17t4 the River
Mississippi was agreed to as the future boundary between the Enghish and French
possessions in that quarter; the language of the treaty being, " that the confines
between (France and England) in that part of the world shall be fixed irrevocably by
a line drawn along the middle of the River Mi-ýissippi from its souice (etc.), to the
sea." Very soon after this treaty, viz, on the 7th October, 1763, the Province of
Quebec was erected by Royal Proclamation, but the Province as then constituted,
took in very little of what was afterwards Upper Canada and what is now Ontario;
the most north north-westerly point was Lake Nipissing; the whole of the territory
adjacent to the great lakes was excluded. In 1774 the boundairies of Quebec were
enlarged by the Quebec Act. That Act recited that " by the arrangements made by
the said Royal Proclamation, a very large extent of territory, within which were
several colonies and settlements of subjects of France, who claimed to remain therein
under the faith of the saidtreaty, was left without any provision being made for the
administration of civil government therein." The Act therefore provided that " all
the territories, islands and countries in North America belonging to the Crown of
Great Britain, bounded on the south by a lino" therein described from the Bay of
Chalenrs to the River Ohio, and along the bank of the said river westward to to the
banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territory
granted to the Merchant Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay," etc.,
" be, and tbey are hereby, during Ris Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and made part
and parcel of the Province of Quebec as created and established by the said Royal
Proclamation of the. 7th October, 1763." What territory was embraced in this
description ? The Dominion contends now that the expression " northward to the
southern boundary" of the Hudson Bay Territory, meant a lino drawn from the
confluence of the two rivers due north, which would be in longitude about 89 deg. 9J
Din. west, that the old Province of Quebec contained no territory west of that line,
and that the Province of Upper Canada or the Province Canada contained none.
The only pretense for this argument is the word "northward" in this Statute.
Reasons as strong and indisputable as possible in favor of a more westerly boundary
are afforded by the other language of the Statute, by the surrounding circumstances,
and by subsequent transactions.

Look first ut the Statute itself. It will be fbund ut page three of the book. The
enactment is as f dlows:"That ail the territories, isiands and eountrioi in North
Amnerica, belonging to the Crown of Great Béitain, bounded on the south by a line
frorm the llay of Chaleurs," etc., "until it strikes the River Ohio, Und along the
bank of the said river, westward, to the banks of the Mississipipi, and north ward to
the southern boundury of the territory grantod to the Merchants Adventurers of
Èngland, trading to Hadson Bay; and als)o all such territories, islands and countries
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which have, since the 10th day of February, 1763, been made part of the Govern.
ment of Newfoundland-be, and they are hereby, during His Majesty's pleasure,
annexed to and made part and parcel of the Province ofQuebec as created and estab-
lished by the said Royal Proclamation of the 7th day of October, 1763."

Now, in the first place, the word "northward" does not necessarily mean dne
north. lu descriptions in the ordinary deeds and documents with which we are familiar,
the word " northward" is constantly used as meaning any northerly direction-either
due north, or towards the north-west or the north-east. Then, in another part of the
description a corresponding word is used in the sense in which I say this word " north-
ward" should be used, for after the description brings the line to the River Ohio, it goes
on thus: " along the river westward to the banks of the Mississippi." Here the
word " westward " is used, not in the sense of due west, but of a line following the
sinuosities of the River Ohio. Further, we have in the sanie description the expres-
sion "directly west." We have thus a word corresponding to "northward "-
namely, " westward "-meaning not due west, but in a westerly direction ; and w.
have the words " due west " and Il right lino " when Parliament meant duo west and
in a straight lie. These considerations remove any presumption that Parliament,
when saying northward, must necessarily be taken to have meant due north. Ail
the territories, islands and countries in North America belonging to the Crown of
Great Britain, which were assigned in 1774 to the Province of Quebec, are boundedi
on the south by the line described to the banks of the Mississippi; and what we say
is that " northwards " meant the whole territory northward from the south lino so
described. The south lino is given, and the statute describes what territory that
south lino is intended to include-all the territories belonging to Great Britain north-
ward to the Hudson Bay Company's territory.

The surrounding facts bearing on the question place the intention beyond doubt.
First, observe that the recital declares the object of the Act to be, to give to the
Province more extensive boundaries than it had by the Proclamation: " Whereaa
by the arrangements made by the said Royal Preclamation, a very large extent of
territory, within which were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of
France who claimed to remain therein under the faith of the said Treaty, was left
without any provision being made for the administration of civil government therein."
Where were these colonies and settlements? There is no room for question that il
you take the due north lino as the westerly boundary you do not include in the Pro-
vince mAny of these French colonies and settlements. A large number of them, con-
taining a large population, are given in Mr. Mill's book; and by looking at the pro-

'duced map by .Mr. Devine, the Arbitrators will see the number of forts which, with
the populations in their neighborhood, would be excluded. It is thus an historical
fact, utterly beyond controversy, that a lino due north from the confluence of the
Ohio and Mississippi, would leave between that lino and the Mississippi northward,
a large number of the colonies and settlements for which it was intended by the
statute to provide civil government. Assume that the word northward is ambiguous,
as certainly it does not necessarily mean due north, we remove ail doubt by showing
from the statute what the intention was, and by showing that that intention would
not be carried out by a due north lino.

Further, if I had not the recital in the statute; if I did not know from histiry
that there were colonies and settlements there, which the recital shows that it was
intended to include; if all I knew was that we had this ambiguous word, and that
the British possessions at the time of the passing of the Act extended along the
banks of the Mississippi to its source, that tact would afford sufficient ground for
presuming that the word "northward " was intended to include whatever British
possessions there were there.

" In the interpretation of statutes, the interpreter must, in order to understand
the subjoct matter, and the scope and object of the enactment, call to his aid all
those external and historical facts which are necessary for the purpose." (Maxwell
en Statutes, pp. 20-21.) It is presumed that the circumstances which led to the
Aot, the Bill introduced, and the proceedinirs of Parliament thereon, osa be looke
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at for the purpose of the present controversy, as the discussions on the negotiation s
for a treaty are looked at to remove any doubt to which the language of the treaty
might give rise. The proceedings in Parliament are printed at page 299 of the
Book of Documents; and the debate on the Bill shows that, as a matter of fact, the
intention of the measure was understood on both sides of the House to be that the
Mississippi, and no due north lino, should be the western boundary. The Bill origi-
nated in the Lords, and the Bill as it ceme down from that House, was clear as to the
Mississippi being the western boundary. The Bill described the Province as "all
the torritories, etc., heretofore forming a part of the territory of Canada in
North America, extending southward to the banks of the river Ohio, westward
to the banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the soutbern boundary of the
territory granted to the" Hudson Bay Company. (Page 302.) Under that
description the present question would not be arguable. There isno reference there to
a due north lino from the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, and it will not be
argued that any territory there, belonging to Great Britain, was to be left without
any government or without any provision made by the statute for its government.

The description was altered in the Commons. Why was it altered ? Was it in
order that the banks of the Mississippi should not be the western boundary? By no
means; no member objected to that boundary. It appears beyond question from the
debate, that all parties, those in favor of and those opposed to the Bill, concurred in
regarding the western houndary as being properly the Missi>sippi River to its source
(that being, as I have said, the boundary also between the possessions of France and
England), and that the only reason for the change was the desire of Mr. Burke-who
was at that time agent for the Province of New York-to settle the boundary between
the Province of Quebec and the Province of New York. He thought that the Pro-
vince of Now York might suffer if the Crown was left to settle its boundaries, and
he, therefore, wanted the statute to settle them; but no proposal was made by him or
by anybody else that the territory of the Province of Quebecshould be lese extensive
towards the west. We have Mr. Burke's letter, written after the Act had pa-sed,
and in which he gives an account Io his constituente of the Province of New York
of what he had done for thom. He points out what was wrong in the Bill as first
introduced, namely, the difficulty as between the French Province of Quebec and the
English Province of New York-in a region of country far away from the Mississippi;
and he tells what he did for the purpose of removing that difficulty. His letter is
<ated 2nd August, 1774, and is printed at page 384 of the Book of Documents. He
told his constituents that he thought they " might be very much affected by " the
clause as it stood in the Bill as it passed the Lords; and explained " the conduct
which (he) held in consequenco of that view of (their) intorests." He informed his
clients that " the predominant and declared opinion " was, that " any growth of the
(English] colonies which might make them grow out of the authority of this king-
dom, ought to be accounted rather a morbid fullness than a sound and proper habit ;i"
that the prevailing idea was to restrain " the colonies from spreading into the back
c'ountry; " and " that the lines of the plan of policy . . . . just mentioned were
Very distinguishable in the Bill as it came down to " the House of Commons, and
that he had in consequence procured the alterations which had been made in the
House of Commons. " That (it) was not (as it might be between two ancient British
Colonies), a mere question of geographical distinction or of economical distribution,
where the inhabitants on the one side of the lino and the other lived under the same
law and enjoyed the same privileges of Englishmen. But this was a boundary dis-
*rirnnating different principles of jurisdiction and legislation, where, in one part, the
subject lived under law, and in the other under prerogative."

ln the debate the great extent of this territory was objected to by Mr. Townsend,
who said that the limits thereby assigned to Canada, and stated in the Bill to have
been part of it, were greater than England and France had ever given to Canada.
ie was answered by Lord North as follows:-

" The first thing objected to by the honorable gentlemen is the very great extent
'of territory given to the Province. Why, he asks, is it so extensive? There are
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added undoubtedly to it two countries which were not in the original limits of Canada
as settled in the proclamation of 1763, one the Labrador coast, the other the country
westward of (to ?) the Ohio and Mississippi, and a few scattered posts to the west.
Sir, the addition of the Labrador coast bas been made in consequence of information
received from those best acquainted with Canada and the fishery upon that coast,
who deem it absolutely necessary foi the preservation of that fishery that the
Labrador coast should no longer be considered as part of the Governient of
Newfoundland, but be annexed to that country. With respect to the other addi-
tions these questions very fiirly occur. It is well known that settlers are in the
habit of going to the interior parts from time to time. Now, however undesirable,
it is open to Parliament to consider whether it is fit there should be no government
in the country, or, on the contrary, separate and distinct governments, or whether
the seattered posts should ho annexed to Canada. The House of Lords have thought
proper to annex them to Canada; but when we consider that there must be some
government and that it is the desire of ail those wbo trade from Canada to these coun-
tries that there shGuld be some government, my opinion is that, if the gentlemen will
weigh the inconvenience of separate governments, they will think the lcast incon.
venient method is to annex those posts, tbough few in population, groat in extent
of torritory, rather than to leave them without government at all, or make them
separate ones. Sir, the annexation likewise is the result of the desire of the Cana-
dians, and of those who trade to those settlements who think they cannot trade with
safety as lorg as they remain separate."

Attorney-General Thurlow said: - " The honorable gentlemen are mistaken if
they suppose that Tho bounds described embrace, in point of fact, any Eiglih settle-
ment. I know of no English settlement embraced by it. I have heard a great deal
of the commencement of English settlements; but as far as I have read they ail lie
upon the other side of the Ohio. I know at the same time that there have been, for
nearly a century past, settlements in different parts of all this tract, especially in the
southern parts of it and in the eastern(? western) bourded by the Ohio and Missis-
sippi,but with regard to that part there have been different tracts of French settlements
established. As far as they are inhabited by any but Indians, I take those settlements
to have been altogether French; so that the objection certainly wants foundation."

Solicitor-General Wedderburn said : "It is one object of this measure that these
persons (the English) should not settie in Canada."

Mr. Burke said: "ln the first place when I heard that this Bill was to be brought
in on the principle that Parliament was to di aw a line of circumvallation about our
colonies, and to establish a siege of arbitrary power, by bringing round about Canada
the control of other people different in manners, language and laws from those of the
inhabitants of this colony, I thought it of the highest importance that we should en-
deavor to make this boundary as clear as possible. * * The noble lord
showed me the amendment which by no means relieved my apprehensions. The rea-
son why I feel so anxious is, that the line proposed is not a geographical distinction
merely; it is not a line between New York and some other English settlement; it is
not a question whether you shall receive English law and English government upon
the side of New York, or whether you shall receive a more advantgeous governMent
upon the side of Connecticut; or whether you are restrained upon the line of NeW
Jersey. In ail these you will find English laws, English customs, English juries, and
English assemblies wherever you go. But this is a line which is to separate a mail
from the rights of an Englishman. First, the clause provides nothing at ail for the
territorial jurisdiction of the province. The Crown has the power of carrying the
greatest portion of the actually settied portion of the Province of New York iDtO
Canada. . . . . The Bill turns freedom itself into salavey. Thee are the rea-
sons that compel me not to acquiesce by any means either in the proposition origin-
ally in the Bill or in the amendment."

Lord Cavendish testifies in so many words that " the difference was whether the
tract of country not inhabited should belong to New York or Quebec." The chane
made was by substituting a long clause d rnwu by Mr. Burke for the short descriptiol
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of the southern boundary which the Bill had contained. The followinz words of
the Bill from the Lords, " extending southward to the banks of the River Ohio, and
westward to the banks of the Mississippi," were cancelled, and for this description
the one substituted gave to the province " all the territories, &c., in North Armerica
belonging to the Crown of Great Britain bounded on the south by the line [therein
described] to the banks of the Mississippi,"-eaving untouched the remainder of the
original description which was and is as flows:-" and northward to the southern
boundary of the territory granted to " the Hudson Bay Corn pany, which word " north-
ward " elearly had not iin the Bill meant a due north limitary line on the west (to
its point of contact with the territory of the Hudson Bay Company), but had meant
northward from the whole described boundary lne te the whole southerly bouridary
of the Hudson Bay Company; and such southern boundary the Bill had constituted
the northern boundary of the newly created Province. It is thus prefectly clear that
the western boundary was, as a matter of fact, intended to be the lino of the Miss-
issippi to its source; that as to this there was no difference of opinion.

Then let us look at the subsequent transactions. 1 have reterred to the commis-
sions issued by the Crown immediately after the passing of the Act, and which con-
stitute an authorative contemporaneous exposition of what the statute meant. In the
first commission issued to the Governor Gener'al of Canada after the passing of the
Act, the b>undaries of the new Province were described. The Commission was to Sir
Guv Carleton, and it described the line word for word as the Act had described it, tg
the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi, and northward, as in the Act, except that
after the word northward the Commission had these words which are not in the
Act, " alonq the eastern bank of the said River " (Mississippi) to (as in the Act) the
southern boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company. Thus we
have a Royal Commission issued shortly after the Act, defining the Province as it was
the royal will that it should be bounded, and expressly declaring that the line should
be along the eastern bank of the Mississippi; such Commission having been prepared
asnd issued on the advice of the very Ministers who were responsible for the statute
and personally knew what it meant. That fact would possess great force, no matter
who the Ministers were or who were their law advisers, and at this date must be held
by any tribunal to free the question from a possibility of a doubt, on two grounds.
First, because the Commission is, as I have said, a conclusive contemporaneous
exposition of what the statute meant; and, secondly, because the Crown had a right
to add to the terri tory of the Province. If the statute did not give the territory to
the banks of the Mississippi, the Crown had, by virtue of the royal prerogative, a
right to add to the limits of the Province ; and the Commission in which territory up
to and along tho eastern bank of the Mississippi was given to the Province had the
effect of giving to it that bounaary, supposing that the statute had not given it.

Chief Justice Harrison-And providing the Crown had not given the territory
to the Hudson's Bay Company already,

The Attorney-General-No; because the Crown had the right to place the terri-
tory in the Province, though it could be made to appear that the territory in some
sense belonged to the Hudson Bay Company; they were only private persons. If
the Crown had chosen to put the whole of the Hudson Bay Territory into the Pro-
xince, the Crown had a right to do so. The present is not a question of property,
but of goverment.

Chief Justice Harrison-That of course bringslnp the old question as to what
right the Hudson Bay Company did acquire.

The Attorney-General-I mean that the Hudson Bay Company might have the
fee, just as a private individual might have the fee in any portion of the territory of
the Province; the Crown would not be interfering with their property by placing it
uinder a certain government. That is all I arn concerned about now. What I want to
know is, how far our Province extends, and what territories are included under the
goverment of the Province; the ownership of the soil may be a distinct question.

It is of some importance to know that the Law Officers of 1774 were men of great
erinence. Lord Gamden wa the Lord Chancellor; Mr. Thurlow was the Attorney
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General and he afterwards became Lord Chancellor; the Solicitor-General was Mr-
Wedderburn, and he also afterwards became Lord Chancellor. The ministry had the
highest legal assistance, and their A ets, on which I rely, are of the highest value. They
more certainly show the intention than a mere exposition by a court, however able,
whose members know nothing personally as to why an Act had been passed or what
was meant by it; and a contemporaneous exposition by such a court would not be
meddled with fifty years afterwards, not to speak of a hundred years afterwards.

The second Commission to a Governor General, after the passing of the Act, was
to Sir Frederick Haldimand, and it defined the Province in the same way as the com-
mission to Sir Guy Carleton had done.

I have said that the Crown had a right to include additional territory
beyond that given by statute if the Crown thought proper. An illustration
of this prerogative is afforded by this Act of 1774, which provides for
additions to the Province of Quebec as theretofore given by the proclamation.
The Act provides that these additions, which Parliament itself was making,
were to continue during His Majesty's pleasure only; although Parliament
was making an addition, the prerogative in regard to even that territory
was not interfered with ; and a fortiori the prerogative right of giving
still further territory to the Province, was not intended to have been interfered with
by the Act. As the statute provided that the additions thereby specified were to be
during His Majesty's pleasure, if Ris Majesty's pleasure should interfere with that
provision being carried out, it would so far be in effect a repeal of the Act, and
would be a stronger exercise of the royal prerogative than a further addition to the
territory provided by the statute would be.

The Constitutional Act of 1791 implies the same right of the Crown to exercise
the royal prerogative in the arrangement of territorial limits. That Act was passed
in contemplation of the division of the Province of Canada into the two Provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada, and it made provision for the government of each of those
Provinces. But the Act did not itself make the division ; it provided that when the
division was made, the government should be as the Act describes. This is the
enactment: " His Majesty has been pleased to signify, by his Message to both Houses
of Parliament, his royal intention to divide his Province of Quebec into two separate
Provinces," etc. It was to be done, if done at al], by the royal prerogative. His
Majesty might divide the Province into two in any way he chose; and all that Par-
liament did by the Act of 1791 was to provide that, in case of such a division by the
Crown, each of the two sections should be subject to the Government which the
statute provided for.

Another illustration of such an exercise of the prerogative is in the proclama-
'tion of 1763, whereby the Crown created four new Provinces; Prince Edward Island
or St. John's Island, as it was sometimes called in those days, with the lesser islands,
were added to Nova Scotia by the same prerogative.

Mr. Burke's letter to his constituents (printed in the Book of Documents) con-
tains a reference to this matter-the paragraph is towards the foot of page 385. -He
says. " My next object of inquiry, therefore, was upon what principles the Board of
Trade would, in the future discussions which must inevitably and speedily arise,
determine what belonged to you and what to Canada. I was told that the settled
uniform practice of the Board of Trade was this: that in questions of boundary,
where the jurisdiction and soil in both the litigating Provinces belonged to the
Crown, there was no rule but the King's will, and that he might allot as he pleased
to the one or the other. They said, also, that under these circumstances, even where
the King had actually adjudged a territory to one Province, he might afterwards
change the boundary; or, if he thought fit, erect the parts into separate and newf

governments, at his discretion. They allegod the example of Carolina: first one
Province ; then divided into-two separate governments, and which afterwards had a
third, that of Georgia, taken from the southern division of it. They urged, besides,
the example of the neutral and conquered islands. These, after the Peace of Paris
were placed under one government. Since then they were totally separated, and hd
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distinct governments and assemblies. Although I had the greatest reason to ques-
tion the soundness of some of these principles, at least in the extent in which they
were laid down, and whether the precedents alleged did fully justify t hem in that
latitude, I certainly had no cause to doubt but that the matter would always be
determîned upon these maxims at the Board by which they were adopted." Mr.
Burke did not approve of the extensive claims of the Crown in the matter of pre-
rogative, as maintained by the Board of Trade; he thought the doctrine was carried
too far; still, he admitted that it was the uniform settled practice of the distinguished
persons who constituted the Board of Trade to act on that principle. I find nothing
against that view; there seems to be no doubt that the Crown had the legat power
stated, and that, if the Quebec Act did not give to the Province of Quebec as large a
territory as the commissions of the Governors afterwards provided for, these Com-
missions were sufficient to give the additional lerritory to the Province.

By the Treaty of 1783 (printed at page 19 cf the Book of Documents), it was
agreed between Ris Majesty and the United States of America that the
boundary of the United States should be a lino therein particularly
described from the , north-west angle of Nova Scotia, through Lakes
Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior, Long Lake, etc., to the Lake of the Woods, "thence
through the said Lake (of the Woods) to the most north-western point thereof, and
fron thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi, etc. The effect of
this was to transfer a further portion of what was formerly Canada, from Great
Britain to the United States; it is in this Treaty that we have the first description
referring to the Lake of the Woods. It is material to observe the language of the
Commissions to the Governors General after this Treaty. The Commission to Sir Guy
Carleton three yeurs afterwards in giving the boundaries of the Province, followed
this description of the Treaty, and assigned as the southerly boundary of the Pro-
vince a line " to the said Lake of the Woods, thence through the said lake to the most
north.western point thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River Mis-
sissippi, and northward to the southorn boundary ofthe territory granted to the"
Hudson Bay Company. This was the first Commission issued after the Treaty, and
will be found at page 49 of the Book of Documents. It is to be observed that a due
west line produced from the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods
would not strike what is now known as the Mississippi, and as we tind that to be so,
what is to be donc ? Various views have beensuggested. Oneis that the lino should
go on until it reaches the first tributary of the Mississippi.

Chief Justice Harrison-What was the Mississippi as then understood ? That is
the first enquiry.

The Attorney-General-I have had that marked on the map. Mr. Dawson, the
M1ember for Algoma, has furnished me with an elaborate paper showing what the
Mississippi was as then understood. (Ont. Documents, 473,278.) On this part of the
Case, i rely on the arguments of Mr. t)awson, and of Mr. Mills in his book ut page 67,
Without repeating them.

Chief Justice larrison-They both treat it with great ability.
The Attorney-General-The matter is also discussed very ably in a paper by the

l-on, Mr. Cauchon, Commissioner of Crown Lands, which has been printed at page
243 of the Book of Documents. If the Arbitrators fail to be satisfied with the reason-
ing of all these gentlemen, where is the line to go from that point ? What alternative
is there ? When the difficulty on this point occurred between England and the United
States, they agreed that the lino should be drawn due north or south, as the case
mnight be, to the line 49. This was by the Treaty of 1818, which will be found on
page 21 of the Book of Documents. I shall advert to this point again.

I have referred to the Coistitutional Act of 1791, and have read the recital in
that Act to the effect that lis Mojesty had been pleased to signify his intention to
divide the Province of Quebec. A paper was presented to Parliament before the
passing of the Act, which described the lino proposed to be drawn to divide the Pro-
vince. (Docts., p. 411.) It traced the line of division into Lake Temiscaming, and
thence " by a lino drawn due north until it sti ikes the boundary lino of Hudson
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Bay; including ail the territory to the westward and southward of the said line to the
utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of Canada.'
That was the description of Upper Canada as given in this paper, laid before Parlia-
ment when providing for the Government of each of the two sections, and afterwards
adopted by an Order in Conneil passed for the purpose of giving effect to the Act.
In August, 1791, the Order in Council was passed, and it recited among other things
that this paper had been presented to Parliamont previous to the passing of the Act.
It was, therefore, with the knowledge and concurrence of Parliament, that the Crown
adopted the line of division which I have spoken of, and gave to Upper Canada all of
old Canada which was to the westward and southward of the lino or lines mentioned
in the Order. On 18th November of the same year, General Alured Clarke, Lieu-
tenant-Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Province of Quebec, issued a Procla-
mation in His Majesty's name, in pursuance of his instructions. declaring when the
division should take effect; the Act having provided that the division should take
effect upon a Royal Proclamation being issued, setting forth a day for that purpose.
December 26th, 1731, was the date naned in the Proclamation. The description
of the Province is given in the recital:

" Whereas we have thought fit by and with the advice of our Privy Council, by our
Order in Council, dated in the month of August last, to order that our Province of
Quebee sbould be divided into two distinct Provinces, to be called the Province of Upper
Canada and the Province of Lower Canada,by separating thesai1 two Piovinces accord-
ing to the following lino of division, viz:-' To commence at a stone boundary on the
north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the Cove West of Pointe au Bodet, in the limit
between the Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, running
along the said linit in the direction of north thirty-four degrees west to the western
most angle of the said Seigneurie of New Longueuil; thence along the north-western
boundry of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, running north twenty-five degrees east until
it strikes the Ottawas River, to ascend the said river into the Lake Temiscanning,
and from the head of the said lake by a lino drawn due north until it strikes the
boundary line of Hudson's Bay, including ail the territory to the westward and
southward of the said lino to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or
known by the name of Canada.'"

What "territory westward and southward " of the described lines was "commonly
called or known by the name of Canada? " I have collected in the Book of Docu-
ments a vast amount of evidence on that point, which I will not trouble the Arbitra-
tors with at present. There is no doubt that Canada included the whole of the
territory now claimed by Ontario. If I find that my friends dispute that the naine
had this extensive signification, I shallgive references to ail sorts of documents which
show that Canada was as extensive as i state it to have been.

SiR EDWARD THORNTN-Are you able to show any acts of jurisdiction exercised
by Canada in the disputed territory ?

THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL-YeS; I shall corne to that point directly, and shall
show continued and repeated acts of jurisdiction by the Province in the territorY
west of the lino that the Dominion now contends for.

Belore the proclamation of General Clark, the Commission to Lord Dorchester,
who was to be Governor-General, had been issued. It bears date 12th September,
1791, and recited the Commission April 22nd, 1786, to the same Governor-General (as
Sir Guy Carleton), and the Order in Council of August, 1791, dividing i the said
Province Quebec " into two separate Provinces, by a lino therein specified: "the
Province of Upper Canada to comprehend all such lands, territories and islands lying to
the westward of the said line of division as were part of our said Province Of
Que bec." This form of expression shows that Quebec was supposed and intended to
include ail the territory belonging to England, and formerly known as Canada, for it
is impossible to suppose that there was an intention so soon to give to the Provifce
narrower bounds than were indicated by the paper presented to Parliament, adopted
atfterwards by the King in Council, and than were defined by the proclamation If
Governor Clark. Some change was required by strict accuracy of expression. _By
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the treaty of 176,i, France had ceded to England " Canada and all its dependencies,'
but with a limitation: the wator-shed of the Mississippi and Missouri had been the
boundary line between Canada and Louisiana, and by the treaty the part of Canada
which was west of the Mississippi had been reserved to France;, by the treaty of
1763, a further part of Canada had been ceded by England to the United States. A
description, therefore, in 1791 of the Province of Quebec, or of Upper Canada, which
would purport to give to the Province ail " the country commonly called or known
by the name of Canada" would not have been correct; and a form of expression was
substituted which was free from this objection. There is not the slightest reason for
thinking that there was any intention by the subsequent Commissions-in referring
to the old Province of Quebec-to limit the territory which was provided for by the
paper to which I have referred by the Order in Council, and by the Commissions first
issued. Quebec was evidently understood on ail hands as embracing so much of
Canada as still belonged to Great Britain.

The subseqnent Commissions to the Governors-General of Canada, up to and
including that of Lord GosIord, in 1835, and the Imperial Commission to Mr. Caldwell
as Receiver General of Lower Canada, assigned the same lino of division between
Upper and Lower Canada. I point this out in order to show that it was not an acei-
dent or a mistake which led to the line between Upper and Lower Canada being
described as it was; it was evidently the deliberate purpose of the Crown to give
that description. The Commissions commence with the one issued in 1791 to give
that line-the very first Commission issued after the Act-and every Commission
from that time to 1838 assigned the same boundaries. In seven Commissions, from
that issued to the Earl of Durham, March 30th, 1838, to that to Lord Elgin,
October 1st, 1846, and also in the two Commmissions to Sir John Colborne and the
Right Hon. Chariles P. Thomson, as Captains-General and Governors-in-Chief of
Upper Canada, dated respectively Decem ber 13th, 1838, and September 6th, 1839, the
line of division between Upper and Lower Canada is stated to reach the "shore " of
Hudson Bay: " by a line drawn due north from the head of said lake (Temiscam
ing) until it strike the shore of Hudson Bay." These seven Commissions use the
word "shore." It is not tô be supposed that there was a mistake in substituting the
word "shore" for the words " boundary line." The two expressions " boundary line
of Hudson Bay" and "shore of Hudson Bay " evidently meant the same thing.

After Lord Elgin's, the Commissions to the Governors-General did not contain
any boundary lie descriptions. The other Commissions to the Lieutenant-Governors
of Upper Canada which have been examined, either do not give the boundaries of
Upper Canada or give them partially only, and in such a manner as throws no light
on the present question. So aiso the Commissions after the Union do not give the
western boundary of the Province of Canada. The Commissions to Sir John Colborne
and Governor Thomson trace the western boundary into Lake Superior, and no
farther, saying nothing of the line thence either westerly or northerly.

I was asked just now by Sir Edward Thornton, whether acts ofjuridiction were
ever exercised within the limits now claimed by the Dominion; and I propose now
to answer this question. The first fact I may mention is, that Upper Canada has
been in the habit of issuing writs into the territory west of the line 89 degrees 9Î
mninutes, since, at ail events, 1818. We have been able to trace the practice back to
that date. In 1850 the Province of Canada, with the sanction of the Imperial
authorities, entered into a treaty with the Indians, and procured the surrender of the
'ights of the Indians in the territory as far west as Pigeon River or the international
boundary. This territory, it may be observed, is south of the height of land, and
includes the territory between the lino 89° 9j' and the international boundary, this
being territory which the Hudson Bay Company never claimed, although the Dom-
uluon claims it now. The treaty is set forth in pages 22 to 24, Book of Documents.
Mr. Robinson, who negotiated the treaty, seems froi the terms of it, to have been of
the opinion that the height of land was our northern boundary, but, of course, bis
'pinion does not bind us. Another way in which jurisdiction has been exercised is
this:-From the year 1853 the Province of Canada, continuously, and without
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objection from any quarter, made grants of lands in the Queen's name in this terri-
tory, west of the proposed line of the Dominion, and up to Pigeon River. Between
1853 and Confederation, no less a quantity than 35,05 acres had thus been granted
west of that line. Numerous mining licenses in the same territory were granted il
like manner, commencing with the year 1854, the territory embraced in them extend-
ing to Pigeon River. The dates and other particulars of ail these grants are given
in the Book of Documents, 322, 409. In 1868 the Government of the Dominion
appropriated $20,000 towards the construction of a road from the Lake of the Woods
to Fort Garry, on Red River; the money was expended accordingly.

Sir Edward Thornton-1 think that was the money expended in time of great
di>tress, and which led the Hudson Bay Company to complain of intrusion on their
er ritories.

The Attorney-General-And, on behalf of the Dominion, its Ministers Sir George
E. Cartier and the Hon. William McDougall ably replied to the complaint, and
showed that there was no ground for it. The correspondence will be found at page
323 of the Book of Documents.

· So far as relates to Ontario's western boundary, it is unnecessary to consider the
argument as to the Hudson Bay Company owning this territory; because the exten-
mion of the southerly boundary to the west is not made to depend on the Company's
having or not having the territory to which the western extension of the
southerly boundary would bring us, and the Crown had power to include within
the limits of the Province part of the territory of the Company, as well as
that of any private owner of land, if such was the royal will. But the
fact that this western territory bad been discovered, explored, traded with,
occupied and taken possession of by the French before the treaty of cession-which
seems now to be admitted on all hands-shows that the Company had no right to-
this territory and adds strength to Ontario's claim, even in respect to the western
boundary.

The only thing that I know of against ail this mass of evidence are the deci-
sions of a Lower Canadian Court in 1818, in the cases of De lReinhardt and Mac-
Lellan, which have been cited in favor of the line drawn due north from the con-
fluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi, and stated in the evidence in those cases to
be 88°50' or 88°58'. In each of those cases the question was-whether the locality
in which the murder was committed was in Upper Canada or not. The court was
acting under a special statute and Commission, which confined its authority to offenices
committed outside of Upper Canada; the prisoners wished to make out that the scene
of the alleged murder was in Upper Canada, and that the Court had therefore no
jurisdiction. The court naturally leaned against what seemed a technical objection.
The investigations and discussions of the last twenty-five years have thrown an
immense amount of freslh light on the question ; a gnod deal of the evidence on
which 1 ask the Arbitrators to come to a different conclusion, was not before the
court ; the court seemed also impressed with the erroneous idea that the word
" northward" in the Act of 1774 necessarily meant due north, and the argument for
another construction from other words in the statute was not presonted by counsel,
whose contention rather conceded that the Act of 1774 was against them, and they
endeavored to show that the Act of 1791 extended the boundaries ; the court had
before it the proclamation of General Alured Clarke, but not the paper which had
been submitted to Parliament in 1791, nor the series of Commissions which had
been issued, and which showed conclusively the intention of the Act and of the
Crown ; nor had the court its attention called, either to the historical facts referred
to in the recital of the Quebec Act, or to the evidence of intention afforded hy the
debate on the Act and by Mr. Burke's letter. The court had nothing like the samfle
materials for coming to a correct conclusion as the Arbitrators have ; and, h1avilfn
reference to the materials before the Arbitrators, I submit it is quite clear that the
conclusion of the court on the point now in question was wrong.

Chief Justice Harrison-Still it was an important decision.
Sir Edward Thornton-It was a unanimous decision.
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Mr. MacMahon-The then Chief Justice said that he had consulted his brother
judges, and they were unanimously of opinion that that was the conclusion which
ought to be reached.

Chief Justice Harrison-De Reinhardt, although convicted, was never executed.
The Attorney General-No; he was not executed. I have endeavored to get the

despatch which directed that he should be released, but it cannot be found. There
is no doubt that the man was not hanged, and no reason bas been suggested for this
except that the British Government, acting under the advice of the Crown Lawyers
in England, thought that the ruling of the court on the point in question here was
not correct. (Documents, page 226.) McLellan was acquitted.

In view of the whole evidenice now before the Arbitrators it is apparent that if
there is any difficulty on the westerly side of the Province, it is only as respects the
territory west of Lake of the Woods. Is our western lUne further west than this
lake ? Does it extend to the first tributary of the Mississippi, which a line due west
from the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods strikes ? Or does our
western limit extend to the Rocky Mountains ?

I submit that the proper legal way of viewing the matter is, that inasmuch as
the Royal Commissions declare that the line is to go due west to the Mississippi,
some meaning must be given to that direction, and these words should be construed
as referring to either the then supposed locality of the Mississippi, or the first streain
the waters of which flow into the Mississippi, no matter by what name the stream
nay be called. There are various streams which fall into the Mississippi that a due

west fine would meet; these first fail into the Missouri and then into the Mississippi.
We must find some meaning for the words employed; and as what is now called the
Mississippi would not be touched by this due west line, we must find another mean-
ing as near to the language used as possible.

I come now to consider the northern boundary, which, so far, I have only referred
to incidentally. I have stated that the Quebec Act, and such of the Royal Commis-
sions to the Governors, previous to 1791, as mention the northern boundary, specify
for that purpose the southerly boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson
B3ay Company; and the principal difficulty here is, that the southerly boundary of
this territory was never definitely ascertained.

The claim of the Dominion is that the northern boundary of the Province is the
height of land already described. I submit that it is clear that the height of land is
not our northern boundary, and, on the contrary, is considerably south of our
northern boundary. The first fact showing this is, that the easterly and westeriy
hnes assigned to the Province by the Royal Commissions eut through and go north,
of the height of land. This alone is conclusive on the point. The shore of Hudson,
Bay, to which our boundary goes on the east, is far north of the height of land; and
the Lake of the Woods, through which our boundary passes on the west, is aiso north,
of the height of land, to which the claim of the Dominion would limit us. It may
be said also that the Commis,'ion which was issued in 1791, and such of the subse-
quent Commissions as mentioned the northerly boundary, declared in effect that the
Southerly boundary of the Company's tetritory was not south of those two points,
namely: the south shore of Hudson Bay (called there James Bay) and the most
north-western point of the Lake of the Woods.

The next answer to which I ask the attention of the Arbitrators is, that Qo-
southerly a boundary as this height of land was not claimed or suggested by the,
Company as being within the intention of the charter, or as being the measure of
the Company's just rights, until nearly a century and a half after the date of the
ciarter. The Company's papers and books have been thoroughly examined, and I
do not think my learned friends will be able to show that for a century and a half
after the date of the charter the Company claimed the height of land as their
bour dary. The English Commissioners, in their negotiations with France, made, in
One instance, a proposal something like that, but made it of their own motion, with-
Out any authority from the English Government, and without any suggestion from
the Company. That proposal will be found printed in the Book of Documents, at
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page 365, the last paragraph on that page. The language used is this: " The said
Commissaries further demand that the subjects of His Most Christian Majesty shal
r ot build forts or found settlements upon any of the rivers which empty into the
Hudson Bay, under any pretext whatsoever; and that the stream aad the entire navi-
gation of' the .aid rivers shall be left free to the Company of English Merchants
trading into Hudson Bay, and to such Indians as shall wish to traffie with them."
But even that proposai did not claim as the boundary the height of land; it claimed
-only that the rivers should be free, and that no forts should be built or settlements
made upon them, beause such would interfere with the freedom of the streams. The
proposition had reference only to the rivers, not to the lands. There is no evidence
that the land was in the minds of the Commissioners.

The point, however, whieh I an making is, that the Company themselves did
not for one hundred and fifty years make that claim. They made their claim in
different forms at ditferent times. Upon the occasion of the Treaties of Ryswick, in
1697, and Utrecht, in 1713, the Company's claim was expressed either in the terms of
the charter, or was simply to " the whole Bay and Straits of Hudson, and to the sole
trade thereof." It sufficiently appears from the early documents which emanated
froni the Company, that this general claim to the whole Bay and Straits was a claim
to the waters and shores only, and to the exclusion of the French therefrom,-the
French having been in possession of forts on the Bay until after the Treaty of
Utrecht, and the Treaty of Ryswick having in effect given themr possession cf ail
places on the Bay except, it may be, Fort Bourbon. The Company's object was
the trade of the Bay, and not the occupation or settlement of the country away
fron the shores of the Bay. The line which the Company itself proposed in 1700
was from the River Albany, on the one side, to Rupert River, on the other side
of the Bay; but the French rejected the proposal. In 1701 the Company proposed
a still more northerly line, namely, from the River Albany, on the one side,
to East Main River, on the other; but the French rejected that one also.

In 1711-12, the Company proposed a line to run from the Island of Grimington,
or Cape Perdrix, on the Labrador coast, south-westerly to and through Lake Mis-
tassin. This line did not extend beyond the south-west shore of the Lake; and though
the Company made a demand for the surrender of the forts ou the shores of the Bay,
yet they do not appear to bave made at that timue any proposai as to a line on the
west or south side of the Bay, and their only claims and contests of this period were
about the margin of the Bay. In one instance or more they absurdly claimed the
whole eastern coast to the Atlantic and the whole western coast to the Pacitie; but
the specific claim that they were entitled to the height of land, and to the territory
along the various rivers which directly or indirectly flow into Hudson Bay, was not
made for one hundred and fifty years after the charter had been obtained.

The ground on which the Company's (and now the Dominion's) claim to the
height of land is maintained is, an alleged rule that the discovery and possession of
the shore of a new country give a right to the rivers and to the land adjoining. I do
not admit that so-called rule. It is stated more strongly than the authorities
warrant. My learned friends have in their case referred to Dr. Twiss's book on the
Oregon Territory. That book was written by Dr. Twiss as a controversialist. It
was published during the discussions on the question of the Oregon Territory, and

published to help the English cause. But the view which was taken by Great
Britain as to the alleged rule, appears from an extract which my learned friends tiave
printed at page 6 of the Dominion Case :-" Sir Francis Twiss, in his discussion on
"the Oregon question, at page 300, states that Great Britain never considered ber

right of occupancy up to the Rocky Mountains to rest upon the fact of her having
"established factories on the shores of the Bay of Hudson-that is to say, upon her
"title by mere settlement, but upon her title by discovery confirmed by settlements,

in which the French nation, her only civilized neighbor, acquiesced, and which they
"siubsequently recognized by treaty." So that it is only to the extent of the actual
recognition of the Englîsh settlement by the French, subsequently made, that Dr.
Twiss was of opinion that the rule had proeeeded. At page 148 of the bame book
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the author quotes Mr. Rush as asserting on behalf of the United States, " that a
" nation discovering a country, by entering the mouth of its principal river at the

sea coast, must necessarily be allowed to claim and hold as great an extent of the
"interior country as was described by the course of such principal river, and its

tributary streams." But Dr. Twiss remarks that " Great Britain fbrmally entered
"lher dissent to such a claim, denying that such a principle or usage had been evor
"recognized amongst the nations of Europe ;" and that "in the subsequent discussions
"of 1626-z7 Great Britain considered it equally due to herself and to other powers
"to renew her protest against the doctrine of the United States."

Suppose, however, the modern rule to be as the Dominion contends; we are now
interpreting an old charter, and we cannot interpret it by a new rulo. The object is
to find out what the intention at the time was; and we are not for that purpose to
make use of m9dern rules not known and acted on at the time the charter was granted.
I do not find any ground whatever for holding that the rule, which my learnod friends
contend tor, was a recognized rule at that time, if there is any reason for maintaining
its subsequent adoption and recognition.

Again, ail international rales are founded on reason and necessity; it is because
they are supposed to be just that the rules are recognized. If, in some cases, it may
be just and reasonable that the possession of the coast should give a title to all the
land watered by the rivers, back to the height of land, this cannot apply to a river
3,000 miles long. So far from being a matter of necessity or reason, it is absurd
that the possession of a few miles of coast on Hudson Bay should give the right to a
river 3.000 miles long, and to half a continent of territory which that river happens
to water. General rules respecting the rights of nations must be applied in a
moderate and reasonable way, and not to cases to which the application cannot be
defended on grounds of reason and justice. If such a rule exists as my loarned friends
contend for, there is no reason, justice or good sense in applying it to a case of this
kind.

Further, possession, as well as discovery, is needed in order to give to a nation,
the rights for which my learned friends contend. The facts are, that the French
from the beginningof the seventeenth century, were in possession of the territory to
the south of the lands watered by the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay, and were
from time to time extending their explorations and settlements, as they had a right
to do, to the head waters of the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay, and to the interior
of the country. They had various forts and settlements in the interior, and these
settlements were not objected to by the English, nor could they have been. Supposing
the rule to have been what the Dominion contends that it was, the factof the French
being in possession of the territory to the south of the rivers, and extending their
territory from time to time, would bar the discoverers of the Bay-if the <nompany
were the discoverers-from saying that, by reason of the discovery, they could stop
all further exploration in that direction. The rule, se far as it exists, is of effect
only where the interior of the country can be reached only through the coast dis-
covered and settled.

The ese of the Dominion is based on the assertion that the English were the
first discoverers of the Bay, but it is impossible to say with certainty who were the
first discoverers, nor was the alleged discovery by the English followed by possession.
The voyage of Cabot, "grand pilot to Henry VII " (ot England), into the Bay, is
said to have taken place in 1517; but no sort of possession of any part of the Bay
by the English before 1667 is pretended, being an interval of 150 years. It would
be extraordinary to find a rule by whieh, after discovery being mado, and 150 years
or more allowed to go by, the advantage of that discovery can thon be claimed as
giving title to half a continent. Gillam, a British subject, is saitl to have built, iii
1667, Fort Charles (Rupert), which was on the east side of the B:ay; but in the
meantime the Bay had become known to the world. In the list or inaps at page 135
of the Book of Documents, will be foind a number of maps of dato-, an-ecedent to
the charter, and showing the Bay. The country was well known to everybody when
Gillam built his fort
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It is not material under the circumstances, but it is reasonably clear, as a fact,
that the Bay was repeatedly visited by Frenchmen from the French settlements on
the St. Lawrence between 1656 and 1663. I refer the Arbitrators to page 108 of the
Book of Documents, the memoirs of Sieur de Callières to the Marquis de Seignelay,
the Foreign Minister of France. My learned friends dispute the truth of the state-
ment in the memoir of Sieur de Callières, that Father Dablon and Sieur Couture
visited Hudson Bay in 1661 and 1663, M. de Callières is spoken of as a man of
high character, and this memoir was not written for the purpose of controversy, but
was a confidential communication to the Minister in France, who was the official
superior of the writer. M. de Callières was Governor of Montreal and afterwards of
Canada. I apprehend it will be assumed at this late day that his statements were
correct. He says

" As regards Hudson Bay, the French settled there in 1656, by virtue of an
.rrêt of the Sovereign Council of Quebec, authorizing Sieur Bourdon, its Attorney-
General, to make the discovery thereof, who went north to the said Bay and took
possession thereof in His Majesty's name. In 1661, Father Dablon, a Jesuit, was
ordered by Sieur d'Argenson, at the time Governor of Canada, to proceed to said
country. He went thither, accordingly, and the Indians, who then came from thence
to Quebec, declared they had never seen any European there. In 1663, Sieur
d'Avangour, Governor of Canada, sent Sieure Couture, Seneschal of the Côte de
Beaupre, to the north of the said Hudson Bay, in company with a number of the
Indians of that country, with whom he went to take possession thereof, and he set
up the King's Arms there. In the same year, 1663, Sieur Duquet, King's Attorney
to the Prevôte of Quebec, and Jean l'Anglois, a Canadian colonist, went thither again
by order of the said Sieur d'Argenson, and renewed the act of taking possession by
setting up His Majesty's Arms there a second time. This is proved by the arrêt of
the said Sovereign Council of Quebec, and by the orders in writing of said Sieurs
d'Argenson and d'Avangour." There is a detailed account of which the Governor of
the Province is sending a confidential communication.

I refer also to the statemeuts of M. de Denonville, Governor-General of
Canada, to the Foreign Minister. They will be found at page 111 of the Book
of Documents. M. de Denonville says:-" On the 29th of April, 1627, a new
(company) was organized, to which the King . (Louis XIII) conceded the
entire country of New France, called Canada, in latitude from Florida, which His
Majesty's Royal predecessors had had settled, keeping along the sea coasts as far as
the Arctic Circle, and in longitude from the Island of Newfoundland westward to the
great lake called the Fresh Sea, and beyond, both along the coasts and into the
interior. ' Since that time, the French have continued their commerce within the
countries of the said grant. In 1656, Jean Bourdon ran along the entire coast of
Labrador with a vessel of thirty tons, entered and took possession of the North Bay.
This is proved by an extract of the ancient register of the Council of New France on
the 26th of August of the said year. In 1661, the Indians of the said North Bay
came expressly to Quebec to confirm the good understanding that existed with the
Freuch, and te ask for a missionary. Father Dablon went overland thither with
Sieur de LaVallière and others. Father Dablon has given his certificate of the fact.
In 1663 those Indians returned to Quebec to demand other Frenchmen. Sieur
d'Avaugour, then Governor, sent Sieur Couture thither with five others. Said Sieur
Couture took possession anew of the head (fonds) of said Bay, whither ho went over-
land, and there set up the King's Arms engraved on copper. This is proved by
Sieur d'Avangour's order of May 20th, 1663, and the certificates of those who were
sent there." These also are statements made confidentially by a man of high char-
acter, who ought to know, to his official superior in France.

I find the following on this subject at page 3 of the Dominion Case:-" It
appears that in the year 1656 there was an order of the Sovereign Council of Quebet
authorizing Sieur Bourdon, its Attorney-General, to make & discovery thereof. There
is no record whatever of his having attempted to make the discovery in the same
year in which the order was passed by the Council. There is a record, however, Of
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his having made the attempt in the year following (1657), and he may thon have
designed carrying out the order. He sailed on the 2nd day of May, and returned on
1Ith August, 1657; and it is not pretended that he could have made a voyage to
Hudson Bay and return between these dates. (Journal des Jesuites, pp. 209 218)."
Of course he could not; but thon a man may make voyages in different years. It is
not to be assumed that he did not make a voyage the year before because he made a
partial voyage in this year, since we bave positive testimony that ho had also made
that previous voyage. If these Governors were making false statements to their
superiors in France, they would have referred to 1657; but they referred to 1656,
showing that the reference was to a different transaction altogether. It is true there
is no entry in the Josuits' book of this voyage of 1656, but that book is silent in
regard to many things which no doubt did occur; and the mere fact of its not mon-
tioning a voyage is no sort of evidence that the voyage did not take place. The
printed case for the Dominion comments also on what is said in reference to Father
Dablon. It does not appear whether there wore two priests of that name or only
one. At all events, the more fact that the journeys which we prove to have been
made by a priest of that name were not recorded by the Jesuits is no evidence
against the direct authority that we have for the fact. On the whole, there seems to
to be no reason which would justify us in now pubting that persons acting under
the authority of the French Government had repeatedly visited Hudson Bay in and
before 1663, had taken possession in the French King's name, and set up the Royal
Arms there.

And, however that may be, the French had certainly before that date estab-
lished posts at convenient points for trade with the Indians, and had secured the
whole trade with the Indians around the Bay. ln 1627, long before the date of the
Hudson Bay charter, the King of France gave to the Company of New France the
iight of trade to an extensive territory-including Hudson Bay-both along the
eoasts and into the interior; those words being inserted in the charter. The French
were enjoying the whole trade with the Indians around the Bay at the time the
charter to the Hudson Bay Conpany was given. It is said in the books that for
the purpose of giving property in a country, the possession needed is a possession
having relation to the nature of the country. This was not an agricultural country ;
settlement for the purpose of agriculture was not expected; all that either party
wanted was the trade with the Indians; the French had secured that, and had been
in the enjoyment of it long before the Hudson Bay Company obtained thoir charter,
and this was sufficient to prevent their rights from being interfered with by the sub-
sequent possession of the coast by the English, after they had allowed one hundred and
fifty years to pass without acting on the discovery which they are said to have made.

In the Dominion case, stress is laid on the fact that, by the Treaty of Utrecht
(1713) the whole Bay and Straits were ceded or restored to England by France. But
it was never intended by either party that so extensive a claim as is now made
should be made under any language employed in that treaty. In the memorial con-
certed with the Marquis de Torcy, January 19th, 1713, and forwarded to Lord
Bolingbroke by the Duke of Shrewsbury (Book of Documents, p. 153), it is stated:-
" The inhabitants of Hudson Bay, subjects of the Queen of Great Britain, who have
been dispossessed of their lands by France, in time of peace, shail be, entirely and
immodiately after the ratification of the treaty, restored to the possession of thoir
laid lands; and such proprietors shall also have a just and reasonable satisfaction for
the losses they have suffered, with respect to their goods, movables and effects; which
o8ses shall be settled by the judgment of Commissaries, to be named for this pur-

Pose, and sworn to do justice to the parties interested." And Mr. Prior writes to
Lord Bolingbroke on January 8th of the same year (Book of Documents, p. 153):-
"As to the limits of Hudson Bay, and what the Ministry here seem to approhend,
èt least in virtue of the general expression, tout ce que l'Angleterre a jamais possedé de
e coté la, (which they assert to be wholly new, and which I think is really so, since

Otir plenipotentiaries make no mention ot it), may give us occasion to encroach at
1Y time upon their dominions in Canada, I have answered, that since, according to
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the carte which came from our plenipotentiaries, marked with the extent of what
was thought our dominion, and returned by the French with what they judged the
extent of theirs, there was no very great difference, and that the parties who deter-
mine that difference must be guided by the same carte, I thought the article would
admit no dispute. In case it be either deternined immediately by the plenipoten.
tiaries or referred to Commissioners, I take leavo to add to your Lordship that these
limitations are not otherwise advantageous or prejidicial to Great Britain than as we
are better or worse with the native Indians, and that the whole is a matter rather of
industry than dominion. If there be any real difference between restitution and
cession, queritur 1"

It is plain, therefore, that the treaty was not intended to authorize so large a
claim by England against France as the Dominion case contends. We know pretty
well what, for the sake of peace, the French were willing to give up-namely, the
territory to one or the other of the lines marked on DeLisle's maps, and marked as
such on our map-and what I have just read shows that there was not a great differ-
ence between what England demanded and what France was willing to give; and it
is manifest that wonld not have been the case if there was anything like what is now
demanded.

The testimony, therefore, appears to be abundant that the height of land bouind-
ary was what the English had noright to claim. Assuming that to be so. the ques-
tion is-What line north of the height of land is to be regarded as the Company's
southern bouudary ?

The language of the charter, by reason of its ambiguity, affords no assistance in
this inquiry. The validity of the charter bas always been questioned on the ground
of its anibiguity, as well as for other reasons. Assuming that the northern boundary
is on one side the shore of Hudson Bay, say between 51° and 52° of latitude, and
on the other, at least as far north as the most north-western point of the Lake of the
Woods, say latitude 490 23' 55"; if these points were clearly in the Hudson Bay
territory, the northern boundary would perhaps be a line drawn from one of these
points to the other. We claim that our boundary is farther north than this, but
cannot be south of it. Are these points in what was the territory of the Company?
And is the Provincial boundary no farther north ? If by reason of the charter being
@o old, and havirg been acted upon in some sort, and of its validity to some extent
being implied in certain statutory references to the Company, the instrument cannot
be treated as absolutely void, it must, as regards its construction and operation, on
-well-known and well-settled principles, bo interpreted most strongly against the
Company and in favor of the Crown. The object of giving the charter, as the
charter itself declares, was to encourage discoveries by the Com>any; and the
validity or operation of the instrument is to the extent only of giving (so far as the
Crown could give) to the Company whatever of unknown territory the Company,
within a moderate and reasonable time, should occupy; and all that the Cornpany
could be entitled to was what the Company had, in this manner, acquired for
themselves and for the (Jrown previous to the cession of Canada in 1763 by France
to England; or what previous to that time, the Company had been in possession or
enjoyment of as their own with the concurrence of the Crown.

It is a familiar rule that Crown Grants are construed most favorably to the Crownl
the grantor. The rule is thus stated in Chitty on Prero., page 391 : " In ordinary
cases between subject and subject, the principle is that the grant shall be construed
if the meaning be doubttul, moet strongly against the grantor, who is presumed to
use the most cautious words for bis own advantage and security. But in the case
of the King, whose granta chiefly flow from his royal bounty and grace, the rule is
otherwiso; and Crown grants have at all times been construed most favoraHly for
the King where a fair doubt exists as to the real meaning of the instrumont, as well
in the instance of grants from His Majesty as in the case of transfers to hil.
Tho rule is not new, but wasin existence at the time of this charter and before, and
was, perhaps, more stringently acted upon thon than it is in the case of modern
deeds. Independently of this consideration, legal opinions are uniform, that, in the
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case of an old and ambiguous charter like this, the instrument oporates as far as
possession and enjoyment have been had under it, and no further. I may cite some
decided cases bearing on this point. Blankley vs. Winstanly, 3 Term Reports, 288, is
one of them. In that case it was observed by one of the learned Judges, as follows
" With regard to the usage: usage consistent with the moaning of the charter has
prevailed for 190 years past, and il the words of the charter were more disputable
than they are, I think that ought to govern this case. There are cases in which
this court bas held that a settled usage would go a great way to control the words
of a charter. Such was the case of Gape ovs. landley, in which the court went mach
further than is necessary in the present case; and it is for the sake of quieting cor-
porations that this court has always upheld long usage where it was pomsible, though
recent usage would not perhaps have mnuch weight." So in Wadley vs. Bayliss, 5
Taunt, 753, the case of an award under the Inclosure Acts, it was laid down that
"the language of the award being ambiguous, it was competent to go into evidence
of the enjovment lad, in order to see what was the meaning of those who worded it."

The rule is thus applied by Sir Arthur Pigott, Mr. Spankee and Mr. Brougham,
in the opinion printed at p. 193 of the Book of Documents:-" In such a long track
of time as nearly one hundred and fifty years, now elapsed, since the grant of the
charter, it must now be, and must indeed long since have been, fully ascertained by
the actual occupation of the Hudson Bay Company, what portion or portions of
lands and territories in the vicinity, and on the coasta and confines of the waters
mentioined and described as within the Straits, they have found necessary for their
purposes, and for forts, factories, towns, villages, settlements or such other estabiish-
ments in such vicinity, and on such coasts and confines as pertain and belong to a
Company instituted for the purposes mentioned in their charter; and neeessary,
useful, or convenient to them within the prescribed limite for the prosecution of those
purposes."

In 1857 the Crown lawyers pointed out (page 232)that the question of the validity
and construction of the Company's charter cannot be considered apart from the enjoy-
ment that had heen had under it. " Nothing could be more unjust than to treat this
charter as a thing of yesterday, and upon principles, which might be deemed
applicable to it if it had been grauted within the last ten or twenty years." They
likewise say :-" The remaining subject for consideration is the question of the
geographical extent of the territory granted by the charter, and whether its bound-
aries can in any and what manner be ascertained. In the case of grants of consider-
able age, such as this charter, where the werde, as is often the case, are indefinite
or anbiguous, the rule is, that they are construed by usage and enjoymentL." There
is no authority or opinion against that.

Again, the Company were certainly not entitled to any of the territory whieh
France owned at the time of the cession, and ceded to England ; it is pre-
posterous to suppose that the charter intended to grant, and did eff ctually
grant to the Company, as against the world, ail the territory sowuherly
and westerly of the Bay to the then unknown height of land (un-
known to the Crown and to the Company), though such territory should
be, as it was, to the extent of unknown hundreds of thousands of square
miles-..a third of the continent; that the charter was intended to give, and did give,
to the Company, the right to shut up this enormons terZitory froi the Crown and
from all British subjects-and from other nations also-for al! time; that if the
Comfpany should do nothing to discover, settle or acquire it for a hundred years or
more, iobody else could, and thatany portion of it which England should, a hundred
Years afterwards, acquire by war with another nation, and by the cnploymentof the
resources of the whole Empire, in Europe as weil as A merica-accrued when so
acquired and was intended to accrue, to the Company, for their own pivate benefit.
Such a claim cannot be in accordance with a sound interpretation of any authorities
which can be found.

It is clear, and, indeed, has been repeatedly admitted by the Company them-
sOjves, that until long after the date of the cession, the Compauy had no possession of
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any part of the interior of the country, and that their possession was confined to cer-
tain forts on the Bay and two factories not very distant. Henley House was one of
these factories, on the Albany, erected in 1744; and France had, at the same time,
forts on the sanie river. At all events, with these exceptions, Do possession of any
part of the territory away from the shore was had by the Company until long after
the cession.

I bave said that the Company have admitted that to be so. A Committee of the
British House of Commons was appointed in 1749 to inquire into the state and con-
dition of the countries adjoining Hudson Bay, and of the trade carried on there; and
evidence was given before this Committee that at that time the only forts and settle-
ments of the Company were on the Bay. (Book of Documents, 3!5.) Those
opposed to the Company at that time were complaining of this, and urging that the
Company had not attempted to settie the country.

Again in a statement of the Hudson Bay Company, the material part of which
is printed in the Book of Documents, page 402, there is this admission: " As long as
Canada was held by the French, the opposition of wandering traders (Coureurs des
Bois) was insufficient to induce the Companv to givo up their usual method of trading.
Their servants waited at the forts built on the coasts of the Bay, and there bought by
barter the furs whicb the Indians brought from the interior. But after the cession of
Canada to Great Britain, in 1763, British traders, following in the track of the French,
penetrated into the countries lying to the north-west of the Company's territories, and
by their building iactories, brought the market for furs nearer to the Indian seller."
That means British traders unconnected with the Company. " The Company, find-
ing their trade seriously affected, extended the field of their operations, and sent
parties to establish theiselves in the interior." I need for my purpose nothing more
than this statement by the Company themselves. It is an express admission thatthe
French did settle in the territories referred to, that the Hudson Bay Company con-
fined themselves to the forts on the Bay, and that after the Treaty of 1763, British
traders unconnected with the Company commenced to move; that they were first to
Inove; and that, it was not until the Company found their trade seriously
affected by the acts of these other traders that the Company extended their operations.

Thon at page 412, Book of Documents, there is a letter from Mr. Goschen, then
Chairman of the Company, telling the result of his researches into the books and
papers of the Company. Amongst other things, he says: "At the time of the passing
of the Quebec Act, 1774, the Company had not extended their posts and operations
far from the shores of Hudson Bay. Journals of the following trading stations have
been preserved bearing that date, nameiy, Albany, Henley, Moose, East Main, York,
Severn and Churchill." The Solicitors employed by the Dominion to search the
records of the Hudson Bay Company, wrote as follows (sce page 414, Book of Docu-
nents):-From a perusal of the Company's Journals, we find "that it was not the

practice of the Company's servants to go up country to purchase peltry from the
Indians; but the Indians came down to York and other forts on the Bay and there
exchanged their furs, etc., for the Company's merchandise." So that the Company
not only did not establish stations, but did not go up the country. "LIt appears
that the peddlers (French traders-Coureurs des Bois, as they were called), from
Quebec, had, for some time prior to the year 1873, gone up into the Red River
district, and by so doing had cut of the Indians and bonght their furs." Sir John
.Rose saiys (his st.tement is at page 414 of the same book) : "I may mention that I
do not think that any further research would have thrown more light on the matte'
than the Ontario Government is already in possession of. I employed a gentleman for
several weeks to search a the Colonial Office and Foreign Office, as well as the Rolls'
Office and the Hudson Bay Archives, and every scrap of information bearing on it
was, I think, sent out cither to Mr. Campbell or to Mr. Scott [Dominion Ministers]
some months ago. 1 believe that any further search would be attended with n0
re.sult." Thus, during the whole period, froin 16&0 to the passing of the Quebec Act,
the Haidson Bay Company had been in no sort of possession of more than their
forts and factories on and iu the immediate neighborhood of the Bay.
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The Dominion Ministers truly affirmed, in 1869, that " the evidence is abundant
and conclusive to prove that the French traded over and possessed the whole of the
countrv known as the Winnipeg Basin and ' Fertile Belt,' from its discovery by
Europeans down to the Treaty ot Paris, and that the HudIson Bay Company neither
traded nor established posts to the south or west of Lake Winnipeg, until many years
after the cession of Canada to England." The Comîpany's first post-viz, Cumber-
land House, on Sturgeon Lake-in the vicinity of the region in question, was not
built until 1774, and they did not establish any post within this tract of country
before 1790.

There bas been printed in the Book of Documents, 230, the judgment of the
Hon. Mr. Justice Monk, of Lower Canada, in a case of Connolly vs. Woolrich, and
the substance of it is this:-he shows, in regard to the French, that as early as 1605,
Quebec had been established and had become an important setlement ; that bfore
1630 the Beaver and several other companies had been organized at Quebec for
carrying on the fur trade in the west, near and around the great lakes and in the
North-West Territory; that the enterprise and trading operations of these French
companies, and of the French colonists gcnerally, cxtended over vast regions of the
northern and north-western portions of the continent ; that they entered into treaties
with the Indian tribes and nations, and carried on a lucrative and extensive fur
trade with the natives; that in the prosecution of their trade and other enterprises
these adlventurers evinced great energy, courage and perseverence; that thev had
extended their hunting and trading operations to the Athabasca country (say 58°
north latitude and 111° west longitude); that some portions of the Athabasca country
had before 1640 been visiteud and traded in, and to some extent occupied, by the
French traders in Canada and their Beaver Company (which had been founde 1 in
1>29); that from 1640 to 1670 these discoveries and trading settlements had consider-
ably increased in number and importance; that Athabasca and other regions bordering
upon it, belonged to the Crown of France at that time, to the same xtent, and by
the saine means, as thg country around Hudson Bay belongedt to Irigland, viz., by
discovery, and by trading and hunting. Judge Mlonk mentions i670 because it was
the date of the charter of the Hudson Bay Company. These were the conclusions
to which Judge Monk eame judicially.

It may bo added, that, if the Athabasca country belonged to France at so carly
à period, so would the whole intermediate country between Athabasca and Hudson
Bay on the east, and between the Athabasca country and the St. Lawrence on the
south, because with these parts the French were more familiar, and traded to a nuch
larger extent, than further north. Between 1670 (the last date named by Judge
Mork) and 17G3, the French established posts or forts in that North-West Territory
which they had previously explorel, and hunted over, and traded with, n:amely, on
Rainy Lake, the Lakeof the Woods, Lake Winnipeg, Lake Manitoba, on the Winrni peg
River, the Red River, the Assiniboine River, the River au Biches,and the Saskatchewan,
,and so west to the Rocky Mountains, where Fort la Jonquière was estab:ished by St.
Pierre in 1752. All these lakes and rivers are connected by the Nelson River with
iUndson Bay, and are in the territory which, in the following century, the 1Idson
.lay Company claimed under their charter; but confessedly they had construeted in
It no post or settlenent of any kind until long after 1763.

The subjects of France had also, on the northerly side of the dividing line, Fort
Abbittibi, which was north of the height of land, and was tuilt in 16$. It was
ýituate at a considerable distance north of the height of land, and upon the lake of
tbe same name, from which the River Monsippy flows into Hudson Bay. The Frenich
had aliso Fort St. Germain, on the Albany, which was built in 684; and stilt h igher
11P on the same river, Fort La Manne, established about the same period ; anrd, to the
east, Fort Nemiscau, on the lake of that nime, situate on the River Rupert, mi-iway
between Lake Mistassin und the Bay; this fort was built befire 16 5. Of none of
these did the English Government or the Company ever complain. The French
hud also another Fort on the Albany, being that mentioned in one ofthe mrm'rials
of the Cmnnjally as having been built in 1715. The facts enumerated form another
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conclusive ground against such a claim as is now set up by the Dominion as pur-
chasers from the Company.

The matter is made clear in another way; that is, by the maps which the Con-
pany has furnished for the purposes of the present arbitration. We applied to them
for what maps they bad, and they furnished seven, only two of whiclh seem to be of iin-
portance. One of the two, dated 1748, bears the Royal Arms and the Arms of the
Company, and sems to have been prepared by the Company in view of the Parlia.
mentary inquiry of that period, and for the purpose of showing the limits which the
Company thon claimed. The lino which this map gives as the Company's southern
boundary is considerably north of the hoight of land, even as shown on this map; for
the lino is therein made to cnt Frenchman's River, and several other rivers shown on
the map as flowing in Hudson Bay. The Company does not, by the map, claim to
the height of land, even so far as these comparatively small rivers are concerned.
Their southerly lino on the map runs to the eastern shore of a lake called Nimigon,
thence to and northerly along the easterly shore of Winnipeg, and thence northerly
to Sir Thomas Smith's Sound, in Bafflr's Bay. I am entitled to say that this map
demonstrates that the Company, in 1748, did not claim to the height of land even
as she height of land was thon supposed to be situated, and did not claim Lake
Winnipeg.

The other of the two maps is Mitchell's engraved map, described as published
by the author, February, 1755. This copy appears to have been much usod and
worn; I suppose, therefore, that it is the map to which the Company chiefly refer-
red to when they had occasion to examine anîy map oftheir territory. There is on it
an irregular line marked " bounds of Hudson Bay by the Treaty of Utrecht," and the
coloring on the two sides of that lino is different. This lino may therefore be taken
as showing the extent of the Company's claim in 1755 and long after. Can thore be
any doubt that this is a fair conclusion to draw ? On what principle can it be said
that this map, which bas been in the possession of the Company for over a century,
should not be taken as showing, not what the bounds were, but what the Company
regarded as their bounds ? The lino is about one-third of a degree north of the
Lake of the Woods, and extends to the limit of the map in that direction, being ia
about the 98th degree of longitude.

Chief Justice Harrison-The height of land does not appear to have been known
at the time the first of these two maps was prepared.

The Attorney-General-But these rivers are marked on the map, and the terri-
tory marked as the Company's does not extend to the sourees of thern.

Chief Justice Harrison-Those rivers are undoubtedly to the north of the height
of land.

The Attcrney-General-In regard to the territory which the Company knew
when these maps were prepared, they did not claim to the height of land. On this map
of Mitchell's the Company claimed a more southerly boundary than in the other map,
but even in this map the lino they claimed eut some rivers which flow into Hudson
Bay, instead of extending to their sources. The claim to go to the sources of the
rivers is inconsistent with both maps, although the Company claimed larger bounds
by the one than by the other. The Lake of the Woods is marked, and the lino they
claim by the map is north of the Lake of the Woods.

Chief Justice Harrison-There does not appear to be an interval of more than
seven years between these two maps. The height of land is marked in some places
upon Mitchell's map.

The Attorney-General-Yes; but the map throughout negatives the idea that the
Company then claimed to the height of land. After the Treaty of Utrecht (17 13).which
gave to the British, all lands, etc, " on the Bay and S'raits, and which belong
theretto,1 the Company, on the 4th August, 1714, proposed for the tirst time, thut the
Mista-4in line should go as far south-wester'ly to 49° " north latitude * *
ant-i that that latitude be 1ihe limit;" as to how far to the we-t this lino Of i9o Ws to
be followed nothing was then r.aid. In 1719 and 1750 the Company proposed the
lino 49° generally, but both titnes the prorosition was rejected by the French. This
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line would have given to the Company a boundary greatly' more limited than the
boundarv of the height of land, which began to be claimed nearly three-quarters of
a century later.

It has already been said that the Corpany could not take advantage of their
charter for the purposo of making any addition to their territory by exploration or
settlement after the cession of 1763. The practical result would be nearly the same
if this right should have been deemed to have ceaset ut a sonewhat later date, viz.:
the date of the passing of the Quebec Act, 1174, or even the date of the Treaty of
1783, for the Company made no further settlement between 1763 and 1783, except
Cumberland House; and it is doubtful whether its locality belongs to the Winnipeg
or the Churchill System. B)th the Act of 1774 and the Treaty of 17s3 obv*ously
require that the Company's southern boundary should be deemed a fixed line, not
liable to extension by the mere act of the Company.

These considerations are submitted as showing that the legal rights of the Com-
pany did not extend beyond their forts on the shore or in the neighborhood of Hud-
son Bay, and such adjacent territory as these forts, may under the circumstances,
have given them a right to; and that Ontario is entitled to have its northern bound-
ary line drawn accordingly.

If the evidence fails to satisfy the Arbitrators of the right of Ontario to this
extent of torritory, I refer them to the possible alternative lines mentioned ut page
423 and following pages of the Book of Documents ; and I will fnot detain the Arbi-
trators now by the statement and discussion of these other lines.

If there should seem to the Arbitrators to be too much doubt on the subject to
enable them to determine with absolute precision the northern boundary of the Pro-
vince, a boundary should be assigned which would give to the Province the full ter-
ritory which the Commissions to the Governors definitely provided for, and such
further territory to the north as inay be just and reasonable in view of the whole case.

8.-THOMAS HODINS, Q.C.-ARGUMIENT BEFORE THE ARBITRATORS.

Mr. Thomas Hodgins, Q.C., for the Province of Ontario, next addressed the Arbi-
trators. He said: In the printed documents submitted by the Government of
Ontario, three territories are mentioned, the localities and limits of which must in
some measure be ascertained in order to arrive at a proper solution of the question
where the boundaries of Ontario should be traced. These territories are,-(1) the
Indian Territories; (2) the Territories claimed by the Hudson Bay Company, and
(3) the Territories known as Canada or New France.

The Indian Territories may be shortly deseribed as those extensive tracts of
land lying to the westward and northward of Canada and the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's Territory, not actually taken possession of by any civilized government
prior to 1763. These Indian Territories are, as we contend, the lands described by
Sir Alexander Mackenzie in bis " Travels in North America," published during the
early part of the present century, and appear on the map as the Arthabascan and
Chippewayan Territories. These territories were specially reserved under the
sovereignty of the Crown for the use of the Indians, by the King's Proclamation of
the 7th October, 1763, which established the Provinces of Quebec, East and West
FIorida and Grenada, "within the countries and islands coded to the Crown " by
the Treaty of Paris, of the 10th February, 1763. That Proclamation describes them
as " the lands lying to the westward of the sources of the rivers which fall into the
sea from the west and northwest," and as " suéh parts of our dominions and terri-
tories as, not having been ceded to us, are reserved to the Indians, or of them any, as
their hunting grounds;" and again, as " lands whieh not having been ceded to or pur-
Chased by us, are still reserved to the said Indians as aforesaid." (a) They are also

<a) Book of Documents, p. 26
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described in the first section of the Act of 1803, which extended the jurisdiction
of hie Courts of Lower and Upper Canada over crimes and offences committed
within certain parts of North America, in the following words:-" [ndian Territories
or other parts of America, not within the limits ofthe Provinces of Lower or Upper
Canada, or either of them, or of the jurisdiction of the Courts established in those
Provinces, or within the limits of any civil government of the United States of
Arnerica."(a). No more clearly detined locality is given to these territories in any
of the St ate Papers relating to North America ; but Lord Selkirk, in his Sketch of
the British Fur Trade in North America, published in 1816, refers to them thus:-
" This vague term, 'Indian Territories,' has been used without any definition to point
out the particular territories to which the Act is meant to apply." " There are, how-
ever, extensive tracts of country to which the provisions of the Act unquestionably
do qpp'y, viz:-those which lie to the north and west of the Hudson Bay Territories,
and which are known in Canada by'the general name of ' Arthabasca.' It was here
that the violences which gave occasion to the Act were comitted; and these are
the only districts in which a total defect of jurisdiction described in the preamble of
the Act was to be found."(b).

The other territories are those which, prior to the cession of Canada, in 1763,
formed the possessions of the King of England, and are claimed as the " Hudson
Bay Company's Territory," and the possessions of the King of France, known as
" Canada or New France." That portion of this latter territory lying west of the
Ottawa and Lake Temiscaming, and of' "a line drawn due north to the boundary
line " or " shore" "of Hudson Bay "-excepting the portion south of' the great lakes,
and west of the Mississippi, ceded to the United States in 1783-now forms the terri-
tory ofthe Province ofOntario. The diplomatie correspondence and State Papers,
printed in the Book of Docunents, show that for a series of years, prior to 1763, the
territory about the shores of Hudson Bay was a chronic subject of dispute, of dip-
lomatic negotiation, and of treaties, between the English and French Goveruments.
From 1668 to 1755, tbe chief subjcet of diseussion between the French Ministers aId
their Goverinors in Canada, and the English Ministers and the French Plenipoten-
tiaries, was-what were the ter ritorial liniits or boundaries of the two Sovereigns
about Hudson .Bay.

Taking first the question-to whieh Sovereign the southera limits of Hudson
Bay belonged, it will be found that after the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, the English
Ministers asserted, that the whole of Hudson Bay, including, of course, the southern
shore inland to lins 49, belonged to Great Britain. On the other hand, the reprosen-
tatives of the Crown of France contended that their earlier discoveries, their prior
possession, and their settlements had made that southern shore part of the territory
of Canada. Certainly up to 1700, the Hudson Bay Company conceded to the
French the sovereignty of the southern portion of James' Bay, south of the Albany
River, on the west-or line 530 north latitude.(c). But subsequently, a gradual
advance was made in the territorial claims ofthe Hudson Bay Company, as follows:
To the Canute or Hudson River in 52" north latitude (d); to Lake Miskosinke, or
Mistoveny, in 51ý° north latitude (e) ; although no new possessory rights were
acquired by Great Britain or the Company in the disputed territory, between 1700
and 1713.

Alter the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713, the claim presented by the Company to the
English Government advanced the boundary to line 490 north latitude.(f). That
Treaty restored-not surrendered-to England "the Bay and Strai*s of Hudson,
together with all lands, seas, sea coasts, rivers and places situate in the said Bay and
Straits which belong theieto," all of which, with the fortresses there erected,
"either before or since the French seized the same," were to be given up withi'
six months from the ratification of the Treaty. It further provided that the 0on-
terminous limits of the territories of the two nations at Hudson Bay should

(a) Book of Documente, page 5. (b) Earl Selkirk, Sketch of the Fur Trade, pp. 85-6.
(c) Book of Documents, page 123. (d) Ibid, page 124. (e) lbid, page t29. (f) Ibid, page 133
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1e determined within a year by Commissioners to be named by each Goveru-
met; >o as to fix "the limits between the said Bay of Iludson and the places
aIpp>ertaifning to the French-which limits both the British and French subjeets shall
be wholly forbidden to pass over or thereby to go to each other by sea or land."
This Treaty, notwithstanding the exclusion, gave to the French a right to use the
shores of the Bay, whatever meaning may be attached to the following words: ' It
i, however, provided that it may be entirely free for the Company of Quebec, and
al other the subjects of the Most Christian King whatsoever, to go by land, or by
sea, whithersoever they please, out of the lands of the said Bay, together with ail
their goods. morehandisos, arms, and offects of what nature or condition soever,"
except munitions of war. (a) The Commissioners were appointed, but never deter-
mined the question of boundary. The British C!ommissioners, inspired by the
ludsonl Bay Company, claimed for the first time as the boundary, the line 490 north
latitude. (b) This the Coimmissioners of the French King resisted,contending that
the territory claimed was part of Canada.

Now, at that time, the ludson Bay Company had not any territorial occupation
leyond a few small posts or a widely scattered fringe of settilements, abut three or
fuîr, on the shores of the Bay, and from which their trade with the Indians was car-
ried on. This fact appears in the eviderjce taken by a Committee of the IHouse of
Comimons in 1749. Historically, the sane fact is stated by writers and ofilvers of the
Company who dealt with the question from personal knowledge. In Robson's
&count of fludson Bay, published in 1753, it is stated :-" The Company have, for
sixty years, slept at the edge of a frozen sea. They have shown no curiosity to pene-
trate turther themselves, and have exerted all their art and power to crush Ihe spirit
ini others" (p. 6.) Further on, in speaking of the Indians, ho shows how the
Frcec had gone inland, and had-unmuolested by the Company-ei'ablished forts
and trading sett lements with the Indians, and wbiel, acording to i he acknowlodged
rule of international law, had giv en the French King proprietary and sovereign
rigrhts over the territcry thus occupi by his sujects. " The French," ho says, " live
and trade with the Indians within the country ai the heads of the rivers that run
down to the English factories." " In consequecte of this narrow spirit of self-interest
in the c'ompany, the French have been encouraged to travel inany hundred miles
overland froin Canada, and up many rivers that have great watertlls, in order to
nake trading settleinents; and there they carry onu a friendly intercourse with the
natives at the head of most of the rivers westward of the Bay, even as far as the

Chur<:hill River, and intereept the Conpany's trade." " There are fine improvable
lands up the rivers of the Bay, and no British settlements or colonies are made or
attempted to be made there." p. 7.

Bowen's Geography published in 1747, says:-" The bottom of the Bay is by the
Freneh pretended to be part of Now France; and indeed, to cross the country from
N, Margaret's River (meaning the St. Maurice or the Saguenay) whieh runs into the
river of Canada or St.Lawrence, to Rupert's River, at the bottom of Hudson Bay, is
not above 150 miles. The French have a house or settlement for trade near the
snthern branch of Moose River, about 100 miles above the f'actory. where they sall
their goods cheaper than the Company do: although it be very difficult and expensive
to carry them so far fromn Canada. . . . The French get alil the choice skins, and
leave only the refoue for the Company. The French have also go another house
(Fort Nemiskau) pretty high up, upon Rupert's River, by which they have gained all
the trade upon the East Main, except a little the Company get at Slude River, the
mouth of which is about thirty leagues to the north of Ruperts River." And
further on, referring to the absence of English trade with the interior, the writer
saVs that "I The English who trade here have no plantations or settlements within
land, but ]ive near the coast within their forts, in little houses or huts." (c) Governor
Pownall, in his report on the French posts in North America, states that by their
influence with the Indians, the French had been admitted to a landed possession and

(a) Book of Documents, page 16. (b) Ibid, page 132. (c) Ibid, page 371.
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Jwi become possessed of ai real in terest in and a real comnand over the country. (a)
Thie French Governent, prior to the Treaty of Utrecht, claimed the whole of
that territory ; and afior the Treaty, they continued to claim it as part of
" Cainad." They contended : The term , restitition,' whieh has been used in the
Treaiy, conveys the idea clearly that the English can claim only what they have
piossesed; and as they never had but a few establishments on the sea coast, it
is evident that ilie interior of the countrv is considered as belonging to
France." (b) The French King, Louis XIV., in a letter to M. De la Barre,
dated the 5th August, 1683, (laimed that the actual possession of the territory
,about the Bay had been taken in his name prior to the possession of the Enrglhsh.
His letter states : " 1 reconnend you to prevent the English, as much as possible,
from establishing themselves in Hudson Bay, possession whereof was taken in my
naie several years ago; and as Col. d'Unguent (Dongan), appointed. Governor of
New Yorl by the King of England, has had precise orders on the part of the said
King to maintain good correspondence with us, and carefully avoid whatever may
interrupt it, I doubt not the diffieulties you have experienced on the side of the
English will cease for the future." (e)

The tats conneeted with the right of possession then claimed by the French
King will be found in a letter from M. Talon to the King, dated Quebec, Nov. 2,
1671, in which b states that he had despatched Father Albanel and Sieur de St.
Simon to Hudson Bay. (d) Thon, further on, the result of their journey is thus
described "Father Charles A]banel, Jesuit Missionary, employed in the instruction
of the Indian nations and Montagnais, and Paul Denis de St. Simon, Commissary, and
deputed by M. Talon, Intendant of Canada, to take possession in the King's naine of
the countries. lands, lakes and rivers which lie between the banks of the River St.
Lawrence as far as the shores of the Straits of the Fretuni Davis, including Hudson
Bay, and adjacent lands and seas, being at Miskaouto, Nagasit, places where the
Indians meet to trade, and at the River Nemiskau (iRupert's River) which rises in
Lake Nemiskau, the residence of Capt. Kiaskou, Chiefof all the Indians inhabiting
tle North Sea and Hudson Bay, and on the 9th of July, 1672, planted the Cross,
with the Captain's consent, and in His Majesty's name set up the arms of France, on
the said Lake Nemiskau, ut the mouth of the river of the same name. On the 19th
of the same month, being at the River Minahigouskae, Sossibabourat, captain of the
Mistasirenois, having consented, they did set up in like manner the said arms, after
having turned up a sod of earth, pulled up some grass, planted some shrubs and per-
lormied other necessary ceremonies. They made known to the Indian nations, in
iheir language, that they subjected them to the French nation, and that they should
aeknowledge in future King Louis XIV., for their Monarch and Sovereign Lord. In
witness whereof, the said minute was signed by Father Albanel, Sieur de St. Simon
and by Sebastian Provero; and the chiefs of each Indian nation, to the number of
eleven, made their hieroglyphical marks." A similar surrender by the Indians on
the west side of Hudson Bay took place at Sault Ste. Marie. (e) In these state-
ments we have not only the actual taking possession, but wo have that act of Indian
surrender which bas been recognized by the Crown of England for years; the actual
surrender of the Indian territory by a document signed by the ehiefs of those Indians
who were the occupants of the territory about Hudson Bay, acknowledging that
they surrendercd the territory to the King of France, in the saime manner as the
Indian territories have been and still are surrendered to the Crown in Canada.

The Treaty of Utrecht did not surrender any portion of the territory of Canada
or New France; it only restored the Bay and Straits of Hudson; therefore, whatever
should be ineluded in that description was ceded to the Crown of England. The
English could not claim more territory than that named in the treaty, and a8
" Canada " was not naned or ceded, no part of it, as such, bocame the property o
the Crown of England. The word used by the French was restitura. The raie Of

(a) Ibid, page 380. (b) Ibid, page 372. (c) Book oi Documents, page 106. (d) Ibid, page 104.
(e) Ibid, pages 348 and 61-2.
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interpretation in regard to suci tr-eaties is, that where the treaty is ulleged to be
capable of two interpretations, that which is most favorable to the ceding power
shall goveri. Such was the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the uase
of the United States vs. Arredondo. (a) In that case thero was a difference betveen
the American and Spanish copies of the treaty; but the court held that the version
which was nost favorable to Spain, the ceding power, should govern. ln giving
judgment the court said: " A Treaty of cession is a deed of the ceded territory; the
Sovereign is the grantor, the act is his, so far as it relates to the cession ; the treaty
is his act and deed." " The King of Spain was the granlor; the treaty was his deed;
the exception was made by him; and its nature and effect depended upon his jii-
tention expressed by his words in reference to the thing granted, and the thing re-
served, and excepted in and by the grant " " We must be governet by the clearly
expressed and manitest intention of the grantor, and not the grantee, in private-a
fortori, in public-grants."

Exanining this Treaty by the light of this decision, we find that the French
King "restored " only that which had been originally Euglish territory-.on the Bay
and Straits of ludson ;-not by name any territory of Canada or New France. The
French King being the ceding power, could not be hield bound by a larger cesioni
than the words of the Treaty covered. This view was strongly and effectively main-
tained by the French Commissioners. In M. de Lamothe's memoirs to the Duke of
Orleans, he reported: " The English have never possessed the lands that the French
have at Hudson Bay, therefore it is impossible for the King of France te restore
them to them, for one cannot restore more than that which has been taken by usurpa-
tion. The fact is that at the time of the said Treaty of Utrecht, the French
possessed one part of the Strait and Bay of Hudson, and the English possessed the
other. It is very true that, some time before, the King of France had conquered the
English part; and it is of this that it is understood that restitution is to be made."
(b.) To the same effect is the memoir of M. D'Auteuil, Attorney-General of Canada;
" The Treaty of Utrecht speaks only of restitution ; let the English show that which
the French have taken from them, and they will restore it to them; but all that they
demand beyond this they demand without any appearance of right." "It is well to
remark that the English in all the places of the said Bay and Straits which they have
occupied have always stopped at the border of the sea, while the French, from the
foundation of the colony of Canada, have not ceased to traverse all the lands and
rivers bordering on the said Bay, taking possession of all the places and founding
posts and missions. They cannot say that any land, or river or lakc, belongs to
Hudson Bay, because if all the rivers which empty into this Bay, or which com-
municate with it, belong to it, it might be said that all New France belonged to
ther-the Saguenay and the St. Lawrence communicating with the Bay by the
lakes. That this, being incontestable, it is for France to regulate the limits in this
particular quarter, and that of the little which she mav ede, she will aíways code
that which is her own, as the English cannot pi etend to anything except a very small
'extent of the country adjoining the forts which they have possessed at the foot of the
Bay. (c) And consistent with these views, it appears that after the Treaty the French
erected a fort at the head of the Albany River. (d) The Huds-on Bay Company
claimed that the boundary should be at the 49th parallel, while the French insisted it
should be at the 60th parallel. The objeet of the Company being, as stated by Chief
Justice Draper, " to establish an arbitrary boundvry ani to secure the fur trade from
the French." (e)

The negotiations between the Commissioners appear to have ended about 1720,
probably because during that year several of the chief Ministers of State whose names
appear in these papers-notably Mr. Secretary Craggs, the Earl of Sutherland, the
Chancellor of the Excbequer, and others-became implicated in ceorrupt transactions
With the South Sea Company, which caused their expulsion froin Parliament the

(a) 6 Petere U. B., 691. (b) Book of Documents, page 370. (e) Ibid,page 368.
(d) Ibid, page 363. (e) Ibid, patge 242.
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following year. Their successors in the Government appear to have allowed the
negotiations to lapse. " Nothing was done," wrote the Duke de Choiseuil in 1761.

The next chapters in this history are the capture of Quebec and the Trenty of
Paris of 1763, by which Canada was ceded to England. By the Articles of the
Capitulation of Montreal between General Amherst and the Marquis de Vaudreuil, in
1760, and the Treaty of 1763, France ceded to England, " in full right, Canada and
all its dependencies, and the sovereignty and property acquired, by treaty or other-
wise," and declared that " a line drawn along the middle of the River Mississippi"
should be the limits of the British and French territories.

Neither in the capitulation between General Amherst and the Marquis de Vaud-
re 1, nor in the Treaty of 1763, is there any reference to the territories about
Hludson Bay. But I take this ground now: By this capitulation, by this treaty, the
English King succeeded to the sovereignty to the prerogative rights, and to the asser-
tion of title, over the territories which the French King claimed about Hudson Bay.
In addition to his own prerogatives as King of England, he became clothed with the
prerogatives which had pertained to the King of France as the Sovereign over this
territory; and this double prerogative was to be exercised in such a way as would
best maintain the public right of the people to whose allegiance he had succeeded.
The claim to the territories about Hudson Bay had not been a contest between the
King of France and the Hudson Bay Company. It now became a question of terri.
torial right between the King of England, as representing the possessory rights and
sovereignty of the King of France, on the one side, and the Hudson Bay Company
on the other. Succeeding therefore to the French sovereignity over this territory
and people, the Crown of England had the right to claim as against the Hudson Bav
Company, and all others, the French sovereignity, as if the French authority had not
been suppressed, and as if the French authority was itself seeking to enforce its terri-
to îal claims. Viewed in the light of this claim of the double sovereignty which it
thus had, the subsequent proceedings of the Crown of England in regard to the boui-
daries of Upper Canada, should weigh with the Arbitrators in determining what effect
and what interpretation should be given to these subsequent proceedings as political
acts of state. The interpretation, I take it, of this double sovereignty, must be thiLt
which was the largest and most advantageous for the public rights of the Sovereign
and people. This doctrine of succession to sovereign rights has received judicial iii-
terpretation in regard to the property and territory, and sovereign rights, of a dis
placed power. And the judicial interpretation which I shall quote is cited with ap-
proval in the last edition of Wheaton on Interna/ional Law, as being a fair and proper
exposition of public law on that question. In the case of the United States vs. .ic Rae
(a), Vice-Chancellor (now Lord Justice) James, says: "I apprehend it to be the clear,
public, universal law, that any Government whiclh defacto succeeds toany other Gov-
ernment, whether by revolution or restoration, conquest or re-conquest, succeeds to
ail the publie property, to everything in the nature of public property, and to al
rights in respect of the public property of the displaced power,-Whatever may be
the natue or origin of the title of such displaced power." " But this right is the
right of succession is the right of representation ; it is a right not paramount but
derived, 1 will net say under, but through the suppressed and displaced authority, and
can only be enforced in the same way, and to the same extent, and subject to the sarne
correlative obligations and rights, as if that authority had not been suppressed and
displaced, and was itself seeking to enferce it." The same doctrine had been previ-
onslv recognized in England, in the case of the Kinq of the Two Sicilies vs. Wilcox, (b)
Uited States vs. Prioleau, (c) and in Canada in the case of United States vs. Boyd (d)

Th'lie Supreme Court of the United States has in various cases affirmed the saime dec-
trine : that the new governiment takes the place of that which has passed awiy, and
succeeds to all the rights and property of the original Sovereign.

(a) Law Reports,8 Equity, 75. (b) i Simons N. S., 301. (c) 2 Hemning & Miller, 563-
(d) 15 Grant's Chancery, 138.
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Now, with reference to the aleged caims of the Hudson Bay Company to the
lands south of Hudson Bay, to line 49°, it may reasonably be argued that there could4
be no estoppel between the Crown of England. clothed with the double sovereigrnty
of the French and English Crowns, over this disputed territory, and the Huidson
Bay Company. Whatever representations and claims the Hudson Bay Company
may have inducod the English Government to make prior to the cession of the terri-
tory, would not estop the Crown of England, having acquired the sovereignty which
Fraine had held, in any contention between it and the Hudson Bay Company.

Chief Justice Harrison.-I fancy that Great Britain could not have conferred on
the Hudson's Bay Company any greater rights than Great Britain at the time of the
grant possessed.

Mr. Hodgins.-The cession of the disputo territory would not accrue to tho
Hudson Bay Company.

Chief Justice Harrison.-Not in the absence of an express grant.
Mr. H1odgins.-We say that this territory about the south shore of Hudson Bay

had been surrendered by Indian treaty to the Crown of France prior to the Hud-
son Bay Company's claim of title, and had been occupied and thenceforward claimed
as French territory up to a period after the Treaty of Utrecht, and therefore
could not have been granted to the Hudson Bay Comnpary. And that there would
be no estoppel operating in favor of the Hudson Bay Company by reason of th
s>ubsequent acquirement of that territory by the Crown of England, in 1763.

We come next to the King's Proclamation of the 7th October, 1763, under which
the Provinces of Quebec, East and West Florida, and Grenada, were established.
Iii that Proclamation there seems to be an express reservation. The Proclamation
is not printed in full in Book of Documents, but it will be found in a work which I
obtained from the Education Department ot Ontario, in which the terms of Capitu,
lation, the Treaty of Peace, and the Proclamations in regard to the earlier establish-
ment, of Quebec and the other Provinces, are collected. That Proclamation reserves
out of the exten-ive and valuable acquisitions in America secured to the Crown by-
the Treaty of Paris, other territories than those placed under the four governments
then constituted, viz., a territory not yet ceded to the Crown, which, I assume, included
the Indian territories before referred to, and a territory beyond the sources of the
rivers which fall into the Atlantic. It was assumed at that tim,, and some of the
maps confirmed theassumption, that-Lake Winnipeg was connected with Pigeon River,
and so through the great lakes with the St. Lawrence. The Crown therefore reserved
for future disposition the territories referred to, and expressly limited the jurisdiction
of the Governors in the new Provinces in a way markedly different from the Com-
missions which issued subsequently under the Quebec Act: " That no Governor or
Coniander-in-Chief do presume, upon any pretence whatever, to grant warrants of
survey, or pass any patents for lands beyond the bounds of their respective goveri-
mnents, or for lands beyond the heads or sources of any of the rivers which fall into
the Atlantic Ocean, from the west or the north-west, or any lands whatever, which,
nlot having been ceded to or purchased by us, are reserved to the Irdians."

The next document in point of time is the Quebec Act of 1774. The Attorne-
General has left me little to add in construing that Act, and he has shown that the
words " during His Majesty's pleasure," preserved the future exercise of the Royal
Prerogative. The Dominion contends for the most limited construction which can
be placed upon the term " northward " in that Act-that it means "due north."
The rule is otherwise stated by the Supreme Court of the United States: " In great
questions which concern the boundaries of States-when great natural boundaries
are established in general terms with aview to publie convenience and the avoidance
of con troversy-the great object, where it can be distinctly perceived, ought not to
be defeated by those technical perplexities which may sometimes influence contraets
between individuals." (a) But apart from the construction placed by the Crown-
upon that word " northward," immediately after the passing of the Act, we find ir

(a) Handley's Lessee v. Anthony, 5, Wheaton, 574.
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the preanible of the Act, and on the ground within the dIsputed territory-tht is,
between the line drawn " duc north " from the junction of the Ohio and Missis:ippi,
and the line of the ' banks of the Mississippi River," irresistible argumen ts against the
contention of the Dominion. Now, within that disputed territory between the lines
referred to, there were, at the time, several well-known settlements and trading forts
of the Fronch, as shown on the maps: Forts Kaministiquia, St. Pierre, St. Charles,
La Pointe or Chacouamicon, St. Croix, Bonsecour, St. Nicholas, Crevecceur, St. Louis,
De Chartres, and the settlements on Lake Superior, west of this " due north " line.

The preatuble of the Act shows that the intention of Parliament was to extend
ivil government over French settlements left out of governmental control; for atter

reciting the Proclamation of 176i3, it says Whereas by the arrangements
muado b*y the said Royal Proclamation, a very large extent of country, within
which there were several colonies and settlements of the subjects of France who
<laimed to remain therein under the faith of the said Treaty, was left without any
provision being made for the administration of civil government thercin." Now,
if the object of the Act, as stated in the preamble, was to extend civil govern-
ment over the colonies and settlcmnents not theretofore within the limits of any of
the Provinces, eau any reasonable argument be advanced for excluding fromn the
benefits of that Act a long and narrow strip of territory containing the settlements
nnd forts named, lying between this " due north " line and the eastern banks
of she Mississippi ? England, ut the surrender of Canada, claimed to the line of
the Mississippi, and the map produced by the Dominion as the one containing the lino
traced betwecn General Amherst and the Marquis de Vaudreuil, shows that the lino
started from Red Lake, one of the sources of the Mississippi. And, as if to place the
boundary beyond question, the Treaty declares that the limits between the British
and French Territories shall "be fixed irrevocablv by a line drawn along the middle
of the River Mississippi, from its source, to the River Iberville," etc.

But,-still keeping in view the o1ject of the Quebec Act as set forth in the pre-
amble, and remembering that the Crown in its negotiations with France had persever-
ingly insisted upon the line of the Mississippi as the western boundary of Canada, and
had obtained that boundary,-there is a further point which I would press upon the
Arbitrators. The first document promulgated by the Crown immediately after the
passing of the Act, was a Commission to Sir Guy Carleton, in December, 1774, as
Governor General of the new Province of Quebec, and it gives an authoritative inter-

p retation by the Crown of the indefinite word "northward," used in the Act of Par-
liament, and which was peculiarly within the power and prerogative of the Crown to
interpret. That Commission gives the boundaries mentioned in the Quebec Act until
it comes to the words " westward to the banks of the Mississippi and northward," not
l due r.orth," but "northward along the eastern bank of the said river (Mississippi)."
This description mnust bc taken to be the Crown's interpretation of the boundaries
which the Act of Parliament had established for the Province of Quebec, and was a
political act of state within the prerogative right of the Crown-to fix the boundaries
where they were uncertain, and even to extend them if necessary; and such act of
the Crown is binding upon the Arbitrators and cannot now be questioned. That
Governor General, as well as bis successor, had thus from the Crown complote juris-
diction over the territory to the line of the banks of the Mississippi. But when the
southern portion of the Province of Que bec was ceded to the United States, by the
Treaty of 1783, the Crown had again to interpret the Quebec Act as to the remaining
territory; and in the Commission issued by the Crown in 1786, appointing Sir GUY
Carleton Governor General over what remained of the Province of Quebec, the Crown
detined that Province as extending in the west to the Lake of the Woods and the
Mississippi River. (a)

These Commissions to the Governors were political acts of state or of sovereign
powor over the territory in question, and brought the territory within the jurisdiction
of the civil govornment of Quebec delegated to the Governors. The courts of the

(a) Book of Documents, pages 47-48.
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United States have been called upon to determine questions of boundaries similar to
that now before the Arbitrators; and by a consensus of decisions from 1818 to the
present, their courts say that in all these questions affecting boundaries the aet is a

political act. We call it a prerogative act. They hold that where the political act
bas been recognized either by the Executive or by Congress, either officially or in
legislative documents, or in diplomatic controversies with foreign nations, that the
interpretation put upon the boundaries of territories, and the limitation of such
boundaries, and the claim in regard to such boundaries, shall govern the civil courts.
Chief Justice Marshall, in delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court on the ques-
tion of the bounaries of Louisiana and West Florida, iii the case of Foster v. Neilson,
(a) says: "After these acts of sovereign power over the territory in dispute, to
maintain the opposite construction would certainly be an anomaly ir the historyand
practice of nations. If the Government have unequivocally assorted its right of
dominion over a country of which it is in possession, and which it claims under a
treaty, if the legislature has acted on the canstruction thus asserted, it is not in its
own courts that this construction is to be denied. A question like this, respecting
boundaries of nations, is more a political than a legal question, and in its discussion
the courts of every country must respect the pronounced will of the Govern ment.
To do otherwise would be to subvert those principles which govern the relations
between the logislative and judicial departments, and mark the limits of each." This
judgment has been cited with approval, and has been followed in all subsequent cases
of disputed boundaries of states or torritories.

But we are not limited to these unquestioned and unquestionable prerogative acts
of the Crown in interpreting the statute. We come next to the division of the Pro-
vince of Quebec into Upper and Lower Canada; and if words mean what they express,
then the words used in the Order in Council (b), in the paper presented to the Iouses
of Parliament, previous to the passing of the Act of 1791 (c), in the Proclamation of
General Clarke (d), and in the Commissions which were subsequently issued to the
Governore under that Act (e), shew conclusively the intention of the Crown as to
the boundaries of the new Province of Upper Canada, whether as dividing the old
Province of Quebee, or as settling the uncertain course of the I northward " line of the
Quebec Act. The Order of the King in Council and the Proclamation issued imme-
diately after the passing of the Act, were also "acts of sovereign power over the
territory " in question, and are, we contend, as binding on the Arbitrators as they
would be on a court of justice. If these acts of the Crown were more than a division
of the Province of Quebec; if they were also an extension of the boundaries of the
old Privince of Quebec, they are equally acts of the prerogative, done with the con-
currence of the other estates of the realm, and are binding upon this arbitration as a
court of justice. Therefore, in whatever light the Order in Council of 1791, and the
Proclamation under it, are viewed, that Prolamation-giving the boundaries described
in the paper presented to the Parliament, and sanctioned by the Order in Council-is
the document which determines what are the boundaries of the Province of Ontario. It
deternined what were the boundaries of the Province of Upper Canada. The Statute
of 1841 united the Province of Upper Canada with the Province of Lower Canabda,
but did not alter the boundaries of either. The Confederation Act of 18i7 declares
that the boundaries of the former Province of Upper Canada shall be the boundaries
of the Province of Ontario. Thus, we are brought back to the Order in Council and
Proclamation of 1791, as to what are the true boundaries of Ontario. The paper
submitted to Parliament, and the Proclamation, give two limite.

Pirst.-That the boundary shall commence at the St.Lawrence at Longueuil,thence
to the Ottawa River, thence up the Ottawa to the head of Lake Temiscaming, and
theieu in a line " due north until it strikes the boundary line of Huid-son B &y "-not,
Of the Uludson Bay Company's territory. And we have in the Commni,ions to the
Governors-Generi, as the Attorney -,eneral has stated, a further interpretation of

(a) 2 Petere, U.S., 254. (b) Books and Documents, p. 388. (a) Ibid, p. 411. (d) Ibid, p. 27.
(e} Ibid, pagEa 45-53.
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the word "boundary "-the use of the word "shore." From 1791 to 184,6 every
commission issued by the Crown, contains the expressions, " strikes the boundar.
lino," or "strikes " or "reaches" the "shore of Hudson Bay." No less thap
eighteen Commissions issied by the Crown of England to the Governors between
those dates use the terms " strikes " or " reaches " the boundary line or the shore of
Hudson Bay. Therefore we contend that the Crown of England, having what may
be called the double sovereignty of the French and English Crowns in regard to that
disputed southern shore of Hudson Bay-whether the former sovereignty had been
admitted or denied-intended that this new Province of Upper Canada should extend
to the southern shore of Hudson Bay.

&cond.-The Parliamentary paper and the Proclamation say, " westward to the
utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of Canada."
Now, the Crown here uses a word which the Crown had knowledge of. In the nego.
tiations with the French King, tne Crown had been contending for the cession of the
country called or known by the name of " Canada." It had obtained, first by con-
quest, and then by treaty, the territory or country called or known by the name of
" Canada." Now, the limits of Canada were known either from description in State
documents, or fron a known extent of territory-known to the Crown and to the
officers of the Crown-or known by localities which bad certain names admitted to
be within the territory or country called or known by the name of " Canada." To
aid us in finding the extent of Canada, we may refer to maps published in England and
France prior to and at the time of this Proclamation. We may also refer to the
prior admissions or reports by the officers of the English and French Governments;
to the works of historians and geographers, and the knowledge acquired by the
actual experience of travellers; and from all these we can obtain with tolerable cer-
tainty a knowledge of the extent of the territory called or known by the name of
" Canada." Now, it is not necessary, so far as this arbitration is concerned, to consider
that portion soutli of the present boundary between the United States and ourselves,
or to determine whether it was part of Canada or not. 1 have argued that it was; and
the United States Courts in dealing with questions of titles there have held that the
territory lying to the east of the Mississippi was formerly Canada, and, that the
United States had succeeded to the title of the King of France in that part of Canada
which he had prior to the conquest by Great Britain in 1759, and which was ceded
to England by the Treaty of 1763 (a). So far, therefore, as that territory is con-
cerned, had it renained the property of England it would have become part of the
new Province under the term " Canada," used in the proclamation of 1791. North
of the line of the Mississippi, and north of what is now the international boundary,
there were French forts or trading posts. These French forts-Fort Bourbon, Fort
Dauphin, Fort, La Reine, Fort Rouge, Fort St. Charles, Fort Maurepas, Fort St. Pierre
and Fort Kaministiquia-appear on both French and English maps published prior
and subsequent to the surrender of Canada. Now, to what sovereign did these forts
belong ? Did they belong to the Sovereign of England or of France? Were they
occupied by English or by French subjects? Every record we have, whether taken
from Engish or French sources, admits that these forts were French, that all through
that interior western country the French bad established their posts, had carried on
trade with the Indians, and were more adventurous than the English. The English
had simply occupied a scattered fringe of posts on the shores of Hudson Bay, while
the French had gone into the interior of the country, had established these trading
posts, and by virtue of their establishment had occupied the territory with the know-
ledge and tacit acquiescence of the English-if the English had been entitled by
the posse-sion of the coasts to that interior country,-had occupied the interior
portions of the country, and made settlements, and had therefore acquired for the
King of France the dominion and sovereignty of that territory. That interior
territory, therefore, as part of the territory of Canada, was surrendered under the
Treaty of 1763. 1 think that this is put beyond question by the article8 of capitu-

(a) United States vs. Repetingy, 5 Wallace, U.S., 211.
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hition between the Marquis de Vaudreuil and General Amherst. Article 3 mentions
the posts situated on the frontiers-Detroit, Michilmackinac, and other posts Article
25 provides for the affairs of the trading company known as the Indian or Quebec
Company, referred to in the Treaty of Utrecht. Article 37 provides that the Caria-
dians and French " settled or trading in the wbole extent of the Colony of Canada,"
shal preserve peaceable possession of their goods, both movable and unmnovable;
they shall also retain the furs in the " posts above " which belong to them, ani those
which may be on their way to Montreal; and they shall have leave to send *anoes
to fetch fairs which shall have remained in the posts. These particular referces to
the settIments and posts in the countries above, clearly point to the French trading
posts on Lake Superior and in the country west of that Lake. Thon, wo hiave the
map whichi is printed in the Dominion case, which shows that whatever may have
been the dispute between the Marquis de Vaudreuil and General Amherst as to the
Misssippi, the Marquis admitted that the western boundary of Canada extonded to
_Red Lake-a lake immediately south of the Lake of the Woods. They did not dis-
pute as to the lerritories north of [that lake; and the torms of the capitulation
covered the posts and forts in the countries above, which posts and forts were those [
have mentioned, sone of which were in what has since been known as the It River
Territory.

After these admissions by the Marquis de Vaudreuil on behalf of the King of
France, reospecting ' the posts and countries abovo," could the French be heard con-
tending that the country within which these posts and settlements were to be found,
was not a portion of Canada ? French officers hiad established posts there for the
benefit of the Grovernment of Canada. A trade was carried on betwoen those posts
and Montreal, and by distinct references, in the terms of the capitulation, provision
was made respecting the French subjects and their property and furs therein, which
would have been improper unless as referring to the territory of Canada thon surren-
dered to the British Crown. The only dispute between the British and French was
whether the south-westerly boundary should be along the River Ohio or along
the River Mississippi. Then, if those western posts and seltlements formed
part of the country commonly called or known by the name of " Canada,"
dlearly they were included in the boundaries of Upper Canada, by the Procla-
mation of 1791. Fort Nepigon, Fort Kaministiquia-tracing them westward,-
Forts St. Pierre, St. Charles, La Reine, Maurepas, Dauphin, Bourbo>n,-sorne of
them on Lake Superior, others on Pigeon River and the Lake of the Woods,
Lake Winnipeg and Lake Manitoba. The evidence that these forts did exist is tund,
not only in the documents furnished to the Arbitrators, but some of them are referred
to in Sir Alexander Mackenzie's travels. The preface to his work contains the fol-
lowing statement at page lxv.: " Fort Dauphin, which was established by tho French
before the conquest; " and again, at page lxxiii.: "l It may bc proper to observe that
the French had two settlements upon the Saskatchiwine long beforU and at the con-
quest of Canada, the first at the Pasquia, near Carrot River, and the other at Nepawi,
where they had agricultural instruments and wheel carriages, marks of both being
found about those establishments, where the soil is excellent." The Nep'wi settle-
ment mentioned by Mackenzie is Fort St. Louis, or Nipeween, on the Saskatchewan.
He also refers to Fort Kaministiquia as having been under the Frenchi Goivernment
of Canada,

Now, the Dominion case asserts a general principle of international law, which,
af there was no countervailing doctrine or fact agairst it, would bo held to bo clcarly
applicable to cases where there was only the simple fact of possession. " When a
Lation takes possession of a country with a view to settle there, it takes possession
of everything included in it, as lands, lakes, rivers, etc." That is truc to a limited
extent; but this other doctrine is also truc: that where the subjects of another
Ur'Own take possession of the same territory-either close to the settlements origin-
a1lY made by the first discoverers, or get by some means into the interior of that
territory, to the head waters of the rivers which flow down throtugh the territory
irst settied-the subjects of the other Crown become entitled to that possession and
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territory if they are allowed to remain undisturbed, and their Sovereign becomes
entitled to the dominion over that territory. I quote first from Twiss on the Law of
,Vations in Time of Peace, page 166: " When discovery has not been immediately
followed by settlement, but the fact of discovery has been notified, other nations by
courtesy pay respect to the notifleation; and the usage of nations has been to pre-
sune that settlement will take place within a reasonable tirne; but unless discovery
bas been followed, within a reasonable time, by some sort of settlement, the pre-
sumption arising out of notification is rebutted by non-user, and lapse of time gives
rise to the opposite presumption of abandonment." He then quotes the argumentof
the English Plenipotentiaries at the conference between Great Britain and the
United States, in 1826, that it is only in proportion as first discovery is followed by
exploration ; by formally taking possession in the name of the discover er's Sovereign;
by occupation and settlerment more or less permanent; by purchase of the territory
on receiving the sovereignty from the nation, or some of these acts, that the title is
strengthened and confirmed.

The rule is further stated in Tattel's Law of Nations, page 170: " If, at the sane
time, two or more nations discover and take possession of an island or other desert
land without an owner, they ought to agree between themselves and make an
equitable partition; but if they cannot agree, each will have the right of empire and
domain in the parts in which they have first settled." Apply this to the case of the
English and French struggling for the right of possession and soverignty over this
northern continent. Admit that the English did make discoveries an-d settlements
on the shoies of Hudson Bay. The French, prior to that, had made settlements
along the St. Lawrence and up towards Hudson Bay, and subsequently within the
interior of the country where the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay took their rise.
The two nations should agree as to their limits; but if they do not or cannot agree,
each nation has the right of empire in the part respectively first settled by its
subjects. The English will thus be entitled to so much of the shores of le Bay and
of the interior country as will not interfere with the possessory rights of the
French at the Bay and in the west. The French will have the right to the territory
they had settled upon, and up to such a lino, as the Chief Justice referred to when h
suggested the illustration of a lino along the micidle of a river; so that it must be
between the English settlements on the Bay and the French settlenents on the Bay
and in the interior tlat the lino should be drawn. The English, after making
a few small settlements on the shores of the Bay, rested there for
years, and neglected to take possession of the interior. The French then took
possession ; and the effect of those acts of the two nations is governed by the rule
thus stated by Vattel, at page 171: " It may happen that a nation is contented with
possessing only certain places, or appropriating to itself certain rights in a country
which has not an owner, without being solicitous to take possession of the whole
country. In this case another nation may take possession of what the first has
neglected; but this cannot he donc without allowing all the rights acquired by the
first to subsist in their full and absolute independence;" that is, to the extent of the
territory they have acquired, or to the middle lino between the two territories. And
it is interesting to find the oninion of an English Sovereign, Queen Elizabeth, affirm-
ing a principle which bas since been recognized as the correct one by writers on1
international law.-In Twiss on the Law of Nations, at page 173, we fwnd the follow-
ing: When Mendoza, the Spanish Am bassador, remonstrated against the expedition
Of Drake, Queen Elizabeth replied that she "knew no right that the Spaniards had to
any places, other than those they were in actual possession of. For that they having
touched only here and thera upon a coat, and given naines to a few rivers and capes,
were such in-ignificent things as could in no wise entitle to a propriety. lurther than
in parts where t bey aetually settled and continued to inihabit." Again Twis says, at
page 175: " Settlement, when it has supervened on discovery, cons itutes a perfect
title; but a titie by settloment, when not combined with a title by discovery, is an
itselt imperfect, and its immediate validity will depend upon one or other condiioD:
that the right of discovery has been waved, dejare by non-user, or that the right Of
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occupancy has been renounced de facto, by the abandonment of the territory."
" Again the presumption of law will always be in favor of a title by settlement."
"Where a title by settlement is opposed to a titie by discovery, although no conven-
tion can be appealed to in proof of the discovery having been waived, stili a tacit
acquiescence on the part of the nation that asserts the discovery, during a reasonable
lapse of tirne since the settlement bas taken place, will bar its claim to disturb the
settlement." Wheaton, referring to this rule, says on page 220: " This rule is
founded upon the supposition, confirmed by constant experience, that every person
will naturally seek to enjoy that which belongs to him; and the interence-fairly to,
be drawn from bis silence and neglect-of an original defect in bis title or his inten-
tion to relinquish it."

Thus the Arbitrators will see that international law bas incorporated the samé
doctrine of prescription as that which prevails in the municipal courts of every
civilized community. Assuming that the Hudson Bay Company had the right under
their charter to go up those rivers which flowed into Hudson Bay, and settie the
country, did they exercise that right or did they acquiesce in another nation taking
that right from them ? Clearly, they did so acquiesce. Thoy knew that the French
had gone inland to the heads of the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay, and were trad-
ing with the Indians there ; they knew that the French had established their forts
and posts there; and they knew that these forts and posts indicated an occupation
and settlement of the territory; and they knew al[ the legal results flowing from that
occupation and settlement, which gave the French King proprietary and sovereign
rights there ; and they acquiesced in that occupation from the time the French
settlements were made, and had acquiesced in it, up to the time of the cession of
Canada in 1763; and the Hudson Bay Company, and those who now claim under
them, cannot be heard asserting to-day that there was no acquiescence, and that there
was no non-user of the right which the charter gave ther, of going into the interior
and occupying this territory as their own. The Hudson's Bay Company, and the
Dominion as claiming under them, assert title to the height of land or watershed line,
on the ground that baving taken possession of the mouths of certain rivers at Hud-
son Bay, they were entitled to ail the lands watered by the rivers flowing into the
Bay. A similar ground was taken by the United States in 1827, but Twiss (p. 174)
combats it, and shows it to be irreconcilable with other rules of international law to
which al] nations agree. And referring to the argument founded upon the grants in
such charters as that to the Hudson Bay Company, he says (p. 173): " Those
charters bad no valid force or effect against the subjects of other Sovereigns, but could
only bind and restrain, vigore suao, those who were within the jurisdiction of the grantor
of the charters; and that aithough they night confer upon the grantees an exclusive
ttile against the subjects of the same Sovereign power, they could only affect the
subjects of oLber sovereign powers so far as the latter might be bound, by the common
law of nations, to respect acts of discovery and occupation effected by members of
other independent political communities."

Apply these doctrines to the case of the Province, and the result is clear. We
have established the fact of the early surrender of the Indian titie to the territory
around the southern shores of Hudson or James' Bay to the French King ; the tact
of the actual sttlement and occupation of these interior posts by the French, and
which, according to the rules of international law, had made that territory part of
Canada or New France. We stand on the territorial rights which the French King
had thus aequired; which the French King, in 1763, ceded to the English Crown as
Canada, with aIl its dependencies and its settlements and posts in the whole extent of
the Colony of Canada; which by the Quebec Act and Commissions to Governors,
becaine the north-western part of the Province of Quebec; which, by the Order in
Council and Proclamation of 1791, and the Commissions to Governors, became the
fo'rmer Province of Upper Canada, and which, by the British North America Act,,

las now become the territorial extent of the Province of Ontario.
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9.-PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM

BY THE HONORABLE WM. MCDOUGALL, C.B., FOR THE INFORMATION OF HIS EXCELLENCY

THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF ONTARIO, ON THE SUBJECT OF THE WEsTERN

BOUNDARY OF THE PROV[NCE.

The undersigned, appointed a Commissioner for the Province of Ontario to act in
conjunction with a Commissioner on behalf of the Dominion " in the matter of the
settlement of the boundary lino between Ontario and the North-West Territories,"
has the honor, in compliance with the request of the Provincial Secretary, communi-

*.cated to him by letter bearing date the 5th March, 1872, to submit the following
memorandum upon the subject of the " North-West Boundary."

As the undersigned has not yet been put in communication with the Commissioner
on behalf of the Dominion, he is unable to submit a report in conjunction with that
officer.

A preliminary statement of his own views as to the true position of the western
boundary lino of the Province, and a brief reference to the authorities and proofs
which he has thus far been able to collect in support of the conclusions at which he
has arrived, will probably meet the- wishes of the Government as expressed in the
letter of the 5th inst.

It will be convenient to consider, in the first place, the western boundary as dis-
tinguished from the north-western or northern boundary of the Province.

There are four possible lines, any of which, it may be contended with more or
less plaisibility, is the western boundary of Ontario.

1. The meridian of 880 50" west from London, or a line due north from the mouth
of the Ohio River;

2. A lino commencing at the height of land, west of Lake Superior, at the inter-
national boundary, and following the water-shed of that lake, in a north-easterly
direction, to the southern limit of Rupert's Land wherever that may be found;

3. A line from "the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods," north-
ward to the southern limit of Rupert's Land."

4. A line northward from the source of the Mississippi River to the southern
limit of Rupert's Land.

There is at least a difference of six degrees of longitude between the first or most
eastern, and the last, or most western, of these lines. In other words, the adoption
of the last mentioned line would give to the Province three hundred miles of territory
on the west, which would be cut off by the adoption of the first lino, including Thunder
Bay, and nearly all the mineral lands which have been surveyed or sold in that
neighborhood.

(1.) It is contended by some that the first, or Ohio River meridian, is the true
legal boundary of Ontario on the west, because the Imperial Act of 1774, known as
the Quebec Act, defined the boundary of Canada after it reached the north-west angle
of the Province of Pennsylvania, as follows :-

" And thence along the western boundary of the said Province (of Pennsylvania)
until it strikes the River Ohio, and along the bank of the said river westward to the
banks of the Mississippi, and northward to the southern boundary of the territorY,
granted to the Merchant Adventurers trading to Hudson Bay."

If by the word "northward" the Imperial Parliament meant north or due north
(as the Court of King's Bench for Lower Canada, held in the trial of de Reinhard, in
1818), thon the meridian of 800 50" (or whatever the meridian of the right bank o0
Ohio at its junction with the Mississippi may be ascertained to be), will be the lne
which, in 1774, formed the western boundary of Canada.

In the opinion of the undersigned, the word " northward " in the Act of 1774,
does not mean and was not intended to mean either "north " or " due north," but

" northerly," or " northward," along the banks of the Mississippi River to the southern
boundary of the territory granted to the Hudson Bay Company, as will be hereafter
shown.
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(2.) The "height of land " limit would take the line about two degrees further
west. starting from the present international boundary, and it would then run in a
north-easterly direction for about two hundred miles before intersecting the meredian
880 50", the supposed limitary line of 1774.

This may be designated the Hudson Bay Company's line, as the only authority
for it is to be found in documents and maps emanating from them. It bas never, as
the undersigned believes, been recognized in any Act of Parliament, or by any Court
of Law, nor in any Royal Proclamation as the western boundary of Canada. It has
always been rejected by the Canadian Government as a more assumption, or rather
usurpation, on the part of the Company. When, after the Union of the Hudson Bay
Company with the North-West Company of Canada, the new monoply adopted the
ingenious and convenient theory that the Charter of 1670, included all the north-
western Territories unwatered by rivers and lakes falling ultimately into Hudson
Bay, they reconstructed their maps, and laid claim to the whole country between the
water-shed of Lake Superior and the Rocky Mountains. If it can be proved that this
claim of the company, under their Charter, was a legal and valid claim, then the Act
of 1774, admitting that the word "northward " was meant to designate the line of
the Mississippi, would not carry the western boundary of Canada beyond the height
of land referred to " the southern boundary of the Territory granted " to the Hudson
Bay Company would, on this theory, have been met with in the now State of Minne-
sota, about 100 miles south of the present international boundary.

That this was not the construction put upon the Charter in 1774, either by the
Imperial Government, or by the Company, can be easily shown. Ail the maps of
that period, even those issued by the Company, placed the southern boundary Rupert's
Land (on the line of the Mississippi) to the north of the Lake of the Woods, and
therefore beyond the water-shed of Lake Superior.

(3.) The line from the north-western point of the Lake of the Woods will be
more conveniently discussed after considering the Mississippi line.

(4.) The contention that the Mississippi River formed the western boundary of
Canada from the passing of the Act of 1774 to the Treaty of Paris (acknowledging
the independence of the United States), in 1783, is sustained by the following (among
other) facts, proofs and considerations:-

a. The Act of 1774, as already stated, describes the western boundary of Canada.
That Act is not as explicit or unambiguous as it might have been. The undersigned
thinks he bas discovered both the cause of the ambiguity and the means of removing
it.

In consequence of the rigid enforcement of the Standing Order of the House of
Commons against strangers, and the printing or publishing of the speeches of Mem-
bers, when the Act of 1774 was passed, no report of the debates which it evoked could
be found prior to 18i9. In that year (1839) Mr. Wright, editor of the Parliamentary
Hlistory of England, publisbed an interesting and remarkable report of the debates on
the Quebec Government Bill of 1774, taken in short-hand by Sir Henry Cavendish,
who was a Member of the flouse of Commons at the time. It was found in the
British Museum among the Egerton manuscripts, and is of undoubted authority.
From these debates it appears that the Quebec Bill was first carried through the
House of Lords. It came down to the Commons, and was there proposed by Lord
North, who explained the reason for extending the limits of the Province of Quebec,
as fixed by Royal Proclamation in 1763. He montions expressly " the country west-
Ward of the Ohio to the Mississippi, and a few scattered posts to the west," as having
been added in order that " there should be some government " for the settlers and
traders in these distant countries (Cavendish Debates, pp. 9, 184.) The description
in the Bill, as framed by the Government and carried through the Lords, was in
these words:-

" Be it enacted that all the said territories, islands, and countries " (referred to
il the preamble) " heretofore part of the territory of Canada, in North Amer ica,
extending southward to the banks of the River Ohio, westward to the banks of the
Jisssippi, ard northward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the
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Meirchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson Bay, etc., be, and they are
hereby, during His Majesty's pleasure, annexed to and made part and parcel of the
Province of Quebec, etc."

This mode of describing the bounds of the enlarged Province of Quebec is
explicit enough. The intention of the Government to make the Mississippi the
western limit of the Province does not admit of doubt. Why was the language of
the description altered in the Act as finally passed ? The debates in Committee
show that it was done at the instance of Mr. Edmund Burke, who was English Agent
for the Province of New York, and was apprehensive that some portion of that Pro-
vince might be transferred to Quebec by the description as it stood in the Bill. Lord
North, to satisfy Mr. Burke and bis clients, consented to an alteration by which a
lino of boundary was substituted on the south for the indefinite terms of the Bill.
As no private interests were affected by the proposed western or north-western
boundary, that part of the original description was allowed to remain. The amend-
ment was made in baste, and, as often happens, without any one ut the moment
noticing its incongruity with the former mode of description. Sir Henry Cavendish
gives us the following account of the amendment:-

" The first clause being read, there was much puzzling about settling the bound,
ary lino. Mr. Edmund Burke, Mr. Jackson, Mr. Baker and Sir Charles Whitworth,
went up stairs in order to settle it, while the House was supposed to be proceeding
ou it. The Bouse continued for at least an half an hour, doing -nothing in the mean-
time. The difference was-whether the tract of country not inhabited should belong
to New York or Canada. At five o'clock Mr. Burke returned with the amendments,
some of which were agreed to, others not." (Cavendish Debates, p. 253).

Throughout the debates no objection was made to the Mississippi as the western
boundary. There is no evidence of an intention to alter that boundary either by the
Government or the Committee, and the conclusion seems irresistible thatParliament,
as well as the Government, intended that the Mississippi should bound the Province
on the west. The word " northward " (though its meaning in the Act is different
from its meaning in the Bill) is not inconsistent with that intention. The Missis-
sippi, as delineated on the maps of that date, is nearly due north for about 500 miles
above the mouth of the Ohio. It forms exactly that kind of boundary for which Mr.
Burke contended. " Nothing," says he, " can be more geographically distinguished
than water and land. This boundary is physically distinguished , it is astronomic-
ally distinguishcd '(referring to the parallel of 450 which had been determined by
Commissions at the head of Lake Champlain).' We have everything thatgeography,
astronomy and general convenience, stronger sometimes than either, can give to
make this boundary definite." (Cavendish Debates, p. 194).

(b) In framing the Treaty of Paris, a few years later, the Imperial Government
recognized the Mississippi as an existing territorial boundary. All the country east
of that river, and south of a line drawn through the middle of the greatlakes to the most
north-western point of the Lake of the Woods, was surrendered to the United States.
All the country west of the Mississippi, extending south to 311 of north latitude, and east
to the Atlantic Ocean, was left to its former owners. This Mississippi was supposod,
at that time, to take its rise to the west and north of the Lake of the Woods. (See
Bowen's, Mitchells and other Maps by Royal Geographers, 1775 to 1783).

(c.) The construction put upon the Act of 1774 by the Court of King's Bench
of Lower Canada in DeReinhard's case cannot now be regarded as an authority.
The court admitted that the question of boundary was brought before thom " inci-
dentally " They concluded their judgment on the point as follows:-

" The power of deciding finally is, however, at home. The question will be
taken before the King and his Council, and on deciding the limits of Upper Canada,
they will either confirm or reverse our decision, according as we have done right or
wronig, so that as to any consequerces that nay result from our error, if error we
have committed, they will be obviated by the superior authority to whom the ques-
tion is to be referred."
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DeReinhard was charged with murder, and the court, holding that the place of
the crime (some part of the Wiinipeg River) was beyond the limits of Upper
Canada, asserted theirjurisdiction uiider the Act 43 George III, c. 138, and convicted
the prisoner. 11e was sentenced to be executed, but the sentence (the case being
referred to the Imperial Government) was not carried out. It is believed, and the
point can no doubt be arertained in England, that the law-officers advised the dis-
cbarge of the prisoner on the grouni that the court was mistaken as to the western
limit of Upper Canada. See Report of the Select Coinmittee of Legislature of Canada,
1857, Appendix No. 8, and see Bouse of Comnmons Report, 1857, on Hudson Bay
Company, p. 397.

(d) Chief Justice Draper, who was sent to England in 1857 by the Canadian
Government to maintain the claims of Canada against those of the Hudson Bay
Company, was examined before the House of Commons Committee, and in answer to
question on the subject of the western boundary of Canada, stated that,-

" The only western boundary which is given to the Province of Canada is the
Mississippi River." (. B. Report, 1857; question 4,133.)

" All the documents einanating from the Crown, which will give western bound-
ary to Canada, give the Mississippi River." (Question 4,134.)

(e) The Right Hon. Edward Ellice, the representative of the Hudson Bay
Company before the same Committee, did not dispute the claims of Canada on this
point. On the contrary, he admitted that the Mississippi was its western boundary.
He was asked,-" Have you ever considered the question of a boundary between
your territory and Canada ?"

A. " Yes; I have considered it very much." And, after giving his views as to
the effects of the charter, he says: " Then, if you come down to the Act of Parlia-
ment constituting the boundaries of Canada, which I hold, after al], to be the great
authority on which we must proceed, the Act of Parliament defines the limits of
Canada to be bounded, westward by the Mississippi ; and thence to where the line
touches the lands granted to the Hudson Bay Company." (Report p. 329;
q'lestion 5,833.)

Assuming, thon, that the Mississippi River was the western boundary of the
Province of Quebee, as fixed by the Act of 1774, we must follow the river to its
source. According to the best American maps, the principal branch appears to take
its rise in Lake Itasca, on or near the meridian of 9.5 degrees west longitude, and
about 47 degrees north latitude. The Mississippi, as already observed, was supposed,
in 1774, and even in 1783, to take its rise to the north and west of the Lake of the
Woods. If that supposition had proved correct, the point at which the western
boundary of Canada intersects the present international boundary would be easily
determined. In what direction must that lino be drawn under the terms of the Act
Of 1774, when the natural boundary has been traced to its natural termination ?
The point to be reachod was the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's
territories, or Rupert's Land. As "northwards " can no longer be explained or
defined by the course of the river, it seoms that a due north lino, or a lino north-
wards in the general direction or course of the river from the Ohio to its source, are
the only alternatives. In case a due north line is adopted, which is, perhaps, the
maost reasonable, or the least objectionable alternative, the meridian of 95 degrees
Mill be the western limit of Ontario, from its intersection with the 49th paraliel to
the southern boundary of Rupert's Land, wherever that soathern boundary may be
found.

In either of the cases last mentioned the western limitary lino so to be found
will be the most western of the four possible lines discussed in this memorandum.
But it romains for the undersigned to mention the evidence which he has discovered
il favor of No. 3, or the Lake of the Woods lino, and which, in his opinion, conclu-
sively shows that the western boundary of Upper Canada, at its southern limit or
starting point, is and has been, ever since the Treaty of Paris of 1783, or, at all events,
since the 22nd April, 1786, identical or coterminous, with " the most north-western
Point of the Lake of the Woods."
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1. Interprovincial boundary lines, in the absence of express statutory definition,
are fixed by prerogative. In De Reinhard's case the court said: " Original jurisdic-
tion relative to the colonial territories of the King is in the King and his Council."

2. The Act of 1774 did not oust the jurisdiction of the Crown in the matter of
boundaries. It established the limits of the Province of Quebec only "during His
Majesty's pleasure." (14 Geo. iii, cap. 83, sec. 1).

3. In 1786 the King commissioned Sir Guy Carleton as " Governor-in-Chief in
and over our Province of Quebec in America, comprehending all our territories,
islands and countries in North Anerica, bounded on the south by a line from the Bay
Chaleurs, &c.," describing the line through the lakes to Lake Superior, and through
that lake as follows:-"Thence through Lake Superior, northward of the Isles
Royal and Phillippeaux to the Long Lake, thence through the middle of said Long
Lake and the water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods, to the
said Lake of the Woods, thence through the said lake to the most north-western point
thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the River Mississippi, and north-
ward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers
of England trading to Hudson Bay. (See copy among the Chisholrn Papers, Parlia-
mentary Library, Ottawa.)

It will be seen that this definition of boundary would carry the limitary line on
the west to the same point (on the parallel of latitude which cuts the most north-
western point of the Lake of the Woods) at which the Act of 1774 intended to place
it, namely the Mississippi River. But it was afterwards discovered that the Mis-
sissippi River had its source two degrees to the south ofthis parallel. In the Treaty of
Amity, &c., between Great Britain and the United States, of 1794, an article (4) was
inserted, admitting a doubt on this point, and providing for a joint survey of the
Mississippi, and " if it should appear that the said river would not be intersected by
such a line (due west from the north-west point of Lake of the Woods) the two
parties will, thereupon, proceed, by amicable negotiation. to regulate the boundary
line in that quarter, as well as all other points to be adjusted between the said parties
according to justice and mutual convenience, and in conformity to the intent of the
said treaty."

The question was not settled till 1818. By the treaty of that year, Great
Britain surrendered to the United States all the country west of the Mississippi and
south of the 49th parallel, " to the Stony Mountains." The line from Lake Superior
to the most north western point of the Lake of the Woods and the 49th paralle,
have since formed the international boundary in that quarter. But the western
boundary of the Province of Quebec, or, since its division into Upper and Lower
Canada, of the Province of Upper Canada, was not affected by that surrender of
territory.

The Treaty of 1783 had given up all the country east of the Mississippi and
south of the present International Line. The question, then, seems to be reduced
to a singlé point. Must we stop in our progress westward at the most north-western

int of the Lake of the Woods, because that is the last point or distance that can
ascertained on the ground either under the Treaty of 1783, or the Royal Commis-

sion of 1786, or may we continue on our due west course, not to the Mississippi, but
to the meridian of 95 degrees, which, according to one of the alternatives under the
Act of 1794, takes the place of that river ? In the first case, the western boundary
line of Ontario will start from the " most north-western point of the Lake of the
Woods," and run northwards (which, in the absence of any natural or geographical line,
must be interpreted to mean north), to the southern boundary of the territorY
granted to the Hudson Bay Company-

The "north-west angle " of the Lake of the Woods, as determined by the Com-
missioners appointed under the Convention of 1818, is not the most north-western,
point of that lake, according to Mr. Dawson and other later observers; but an
officiai determipation of the point under treaty with a foreign power will probably
be deemed binding on ali subordinate authorities. In the second case, the meridian
of 95 degrees, or a due north line from the source of the Mississippi, will, according
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to the most authentic maps, place our western boundary a few miles further west.
It is to be observed that this last mentioned lino was the boundary of the Province of
Quebec, under the Act of 1774. Was the lino intended in the Treaty of 1783, and
in the Commission to the Governor, Sir Guy Carleton, in 1786. It is the western
limitary line of the " Canada" of official designation and legal jurisdiction, and it
reinains unchanged to this day by any Act of Parliament or exorcise of " the plea-
sure'" of the Crown.

In conclusion, the undersigned would observe that the elaborate Report of the
Conmissioner of Crown Lands, in 1857; the instructions to Chief Justice Draper,
the Agent of. Canada in England; and the Minute of Council, approved by the
Governor, Sir Edmund Head, show that the Government of Canada of that day con-
tended for a still more western lino. The approved "Minute" claims that "the
western boundary of Canada extends to the Pacifie Ocean." The "Canada " referred
to in the Minute and in Mr. Cauchon's Report was, however, the Canada of the
French, Nouvelle France; but the Canada whose boundaries we have now to determine
is the Canada of the British, after the whole country eat of the Mississippi had
become British by the Treaty of 1;6 ý. It is the Canada whose limits were declared
by Statute, by Proclamations, Commissions and other " acts of sovereign authority,"
between that date (176) and the passing of the British North America Act of 1867.

Many additional facts might be adduced and statutes and doeuments cited, to
support the position that the western boundary cf Ontario is at least as far west as
the most north-western point of the Lake of the Woods; but the course of its pro-
longation northwards is a question of legal inference. Its distance frorn the Inter-
national boundary to the southern boundary of Rupert's Land will depend on the
determination of a much more difficult question, viz.: Where is the southern
boundary of Rupert's Land.

A satisfactory answer to this question will, probably, never be given; but before
it can even be suggested, with any approach to historical -or legal certainty, an
examination of the maps, records and documents in the custody of the Hudson Bay
Company will be necessary. As the Company have no longer an interest in main-
taining the extravagant territorial claim put forward by them in recent times, such an
exaniination would, no doubt, be readily permitted to any representative of the
Province or the Dominion.

10.-MEMORANDUM.

BY WM. MCD. DAWSON, SUPERINTENDENT OF WOODS AND FORESTS, TORONTO, 1857.

The Commissioner of Crown Lands submits the following remarks on the .North-
West Territories of Canada, Hudson Bay, the Indian Territories and the Ques-
tions of Boundary and Jurisdiction connected therewith to accompany the other
Documents :

The question now under special consideration has more

Par]iamentary Papers particular reference to the subject of the renewal of a lease

No. 5 p7 of 18e. held by the Hudson Bay Company for the " Indian Territories,"
which are not considered to be within the boundaries of Canada,
though subject to Canadian jurisdiction.

But the Hudson Bay Company's " Map and Statement of

Rights," under their original charter, as submitted to the Imper-Parliamentary Papers ial Government in 1850 by Sir J. H. Pelly, the Chairman of the
No. 542 of 1850. Company, has also, however, to be considered in connection with

it.
It becomes necessary therefore to expose the fallacies of the "Statement of

Rights and Map " referred to, in order that the rights of the Province may not be
Ilisunderstood or the pretentions of the Company taken for granted.
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The rights of the Hudson Bay Company and the effect of their operations upon
th interests of Canada will best be considered under the following separdte heads,
viz.:

First.-With respect to their operations ander the original charter on the terri-
tories affected thereby.

Second. -With respect to their operations within the boundaries of this Pro-
vinee.

Third.-With respect to their operations on what has been termed the Indian
Territories, now under lease to them.

Fou rth.-Arising out of the foregoing, the more important question of the
boundaries of the above territorial divisions ; and

Fifth.-With respect to jurisdiction as exercised and as sanctioned by law.

OPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY ON THEIR OWN TERRITORIES.

On the first head, as 1 egards their operations under their charter on the terri-
tories which, if valid, it would cover, it is a matter of very secondary importance to
Canada. The territories of the Hudson Bay Company, taken at the largest extent
which any sound construction of their charter in connection with international
rights would warrant, if not in point of distance so very remote, are nevertheless so
tituated, that it can only be when all the localities to the south and west, more avail-

able for purposes of agriculture and settlement, bave been filled

43 Geo. 3rd Cap. 138. to overflowing, that settlers may be gradually forced into that
vicinity from the superabundant population of more favored
countries.

The most direct interest that Canada could have in the matter at the present
moment, being responsible for the administration of justice there, would be rather of
a moral and political than of an interested or commercial character. But as the

necessities of the Company, in whose hands a monopoly of the
1 & 2 Geo. 4, Cap. 66. trade lias practically existed since the Treaty of Utrecht, to-

gether with the powers which they profess to derive from their
charter, bas inducec them to establish a jurisdiction which, for

the moment, seems to have been successful in maintaining tranquility and order,
Canada has had no special reason to intervene, though if any complaints had been
made on this score she would of course have felt called upon to exercise the powers
vested in ber by Imperial Statutes.

It is tnot indeed to be denied that the freedom of the trade, consisting of furs and
fisheries, would be of advantage to this country ; but as this involves a question of
the ve:idity of the charter, and whether or not, if valid in respect of the territory
really affected by it, it would also affect the open sea of the Bay, and seeing that the
question is not row raised of any further legislation to give effect to the powers it
professes to confer, the consideration of this point is immaterial at the present
moment compared with the more important subjects that have to be treated of.

DPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY ON CANADIAN TERRITORIES.

The second point to be taken into consideration, and which is of a more impor-
tant nature, is that which affects the operations of the Company within the bound-
aries of Canada, and on this head it must be admitted that they have had every facility
they could possibly enjoy in their own territories, if such exist : whether on the
coasts of Labrador, Lakes Huron, Superior or Winnipeg; whether on the Saguanay,
the St. Maurice, the Ottawa, the Red River, the Assiniboine or the Saskatchewan,
wherever they bave operated within the boundaries of Canada, they bave had pre-
cisely the same scope as within their own territories on the shores of Hudson Bay;
not indeed but what if opposition had sprung up, the sane facilities must tocesstilY
have been afforded to any rival traders, had they not been effectually protecteil fron
such rivalry by their unlimited means, their extensive ramifications and complete
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organization, with which no rival traders were able to compote, uniless indeed to a
very limited extent in the immediate vicinity of the settlements.

There are indeed parts of the Province so remote from established settle-
ments and having so little direct intercourse with them, that in former years it
might have been to some extent a tax upon the country to have established
tribunals sufficient to enforce the laws over regions inhabited only, with one
exception, by the servants of the Company and the Indians, though it may nowibo
reasonably questioned whether corresponding benefits would not have accrued from
such a course, while it must be admitted that the Company have, at all events, reaped
.a profit, taking together the costs they have been put to from the want of legal tri-
banals and the monopoly of the trade which the non-organization of such tribunals
has practically been the means of enabling them to enjoy.

The exception referred to, where a considerable settlement exists, besides the
employees of thO Company and the Indians, is the Red River country.

But the time has passed when any considerations of expense or temporary incon-
venience, even if proved to exist, can be allowed to stand in the way of opening up
those territories, when indeed the necessity for expansion compels the Provincial
Government to create further facilities for it; and as an additional reason why the
Government should no longer permit the present state of things to continue, it must
be added that rumors have been gaining ground of late years, with a force and clear-
ness which almost compel conviction, that the jurisdiction actually exercised in those
remote localities has been as contrary to the wishes of the people as it has been
manifestly without the sanction of law, all which has created a necessity for
early investigation and action on the part of the Canadian Government.

With this view, preparations were made in the Crown Lands Department last
summer, for a preliminary survey from the head of Lake Superior westward, prepara-
tory to the opening of free grant roads, which have been so successful in other parts
of the country, for the purpose of forming the nucleus of a settlement which would
gradually penetrate to the valley of the Red River and the prairies beyond. Besides
which a first-class thoroughfare would be necessary to afford easier means of com-
munication with the navigable waters flowing to the west, &c., tg facilitate the admin-
istration of justice in the distant settlements and the necessary intercourso generally
between those parts and the more populous districts of the country, and which would,
at the same time, throw open to emigration, agriculture and commerce a far larger
area, with, at least, an equal average mildness of climate, and susceptible of more
rapid development (a known characteristic of prairie countries), than all other
parts of the Province heretofore rendered available for settlement.

The question of the renewal of the license of exclusive trade on the Indian Ter-
ritories does not, of course, affect the country above referred to, any more than it
does the lands, whatever they be, for they have never been defined up>n author-
ity, which the original charter of the Hudson Bay Company may, upon iuvestigation,
be construed to cover.

OPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY ON THE INDIAN TERRITORIEs.

The third point is, for the moment, of less importance than the last, though
within the period of another such lease as the Act 1 and 2 Geo. 4, cap. 66, authorizes,
it would be impossible to calculate the immense influence it must have upon the
future of this country, and the British institutions whî.h have taken root so deeply
and thrive so nobly on its soit. The presentoperationsof the Hudson Bay Company
on these " Indian Territories " are conducted on the same principle precisely as
within the boundaries of Canada, the jurisdiction they exercise having heretofore had
the excuse of necessity, if not the sanction of law, as so far and it can be shown
to have been exercised to the benefit of those countries, the Company night fairly
claim indemnity for the consequences, should that becorne necessary, and there is no
reason to doubt either the generosity or the justice of the Legislature if called upon
to ratify such a measure.
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It now becomes necessary, under the fourth head, to treat the questions of
boundary arising out of the three foregoing; and these questions have heretofore,
been so little understood, that it will be necessary to enter into the subject at some
length.

The difficulty of describing definite boundaries in countries, which, at the time,
were but very imperfoctly or partially known, has always been a matter of serious
embarrassment. In the present instance, however, the difficulties can only be in
matters of detail, and it may be safely assumed that they will be still further lessened,
by the fact, that wherever uncertainty can be supposed to prevail in any point of
re.l importance, it can only be between the Province of Canada, on the one hand, and
the "Indian Territories," on the other (not between Canada and the Torritories of
the Hudson Bay Company, unless at a point of comparatively little consequence);
and it would be difficult to conceive that it could be adverse to the interests of the
Crown or the community if the principal question of boundary were sunk altogether,
and the whole of the " Indian Territories " incorporated with this Province.

BOUNDARY oF THE COMPANY'S TERRITORIES UNDER CHARTER OF 1670.

In the first place, then, with respect to the territory affected by the charter of
the Hudson Bay Company, it may be admitted that it would not only be difficult, but
absolutely impossible, to define it; it is, therefore, fortunate that its limited extent
renders the question of little importance, further than that it becomes necessary to
consid-er and rebut the very large pretensions of the Company.

The extent of the territory affected by the charter is subject to two distinct con-
ditions:

First.-It is confined to all such territory as was then the property of the donor.
Second.-It is confined to all such unknown territories as by the discoveries of

the Company, his subjects, might become his property.
These distinctions, though not directly expressed, are, nevertheless, conditions

resulting from the circumstances and neeessary to a proper understanding of the
case.

With respect to the first, viz.: the territory which was the property of the donor,
it is necessarily limited by usage and by common sense to what was known or dis-
covered, for the unknown and undiscovered could not be his property, and might
never become bis property, that being dependant upon circumstances then in the
future ; is further limited by specific condition, expressed in the charter itself, to
such portions of what was then known as did not belong to any other Christian
TPrince, which condition, it must be admitted, was an acknowledgment on the part of
the donor, that some part of the territory he was describing was not his, and of
doubt as to what did or did not belong to him.

With respect to the extent of territory that might have been affected by the
second condition above stated (that is as regards exclusive trade, the grant of soil
being less extensive and more ambiguous) it has no particular limit, for it embraces
all countries which could be reached either by " water or land" through Hudson
Straite, and to limit or extend it merely to the sources of rivers discharging into
Hudson Bay, would be a construction which the charter will in no sense admit of.
But while it extends to all unknowri countries, or infidel nations, which the CompanY
could reach through Hudson Straits or Bay, it is at the same time inferentially and
necessarily restricted from extending to any of these unknown parts which might be
first discovered and possessed by the subjects of any other Christian Prince or State.
This is not, indeed, expressed in the charter in relation to undiscovered territories, but
it is emphatically so as regards the then state of the rights and possessions of christian
powers. While the King, therefore, is so careful, at least in the wording of the
document, not to infringe upon the rights of others already acquired, it can scarcely
be supposed that he meant to infringe upon the rights of others to acquire what then
belonged to none. The inference is altogether against the supposition that King
Charles meant by his charter to deny the right of any other civilized nation to make
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further discoveries and appropriate the countries discoverd, and, even if he had so.
intended it, he had not the power to alter the law of nations in this respect. Besides,
the charter is one of discovery as well as trade, &c.; the advantages granted to the
" adventurers " are incidental and subordinate to that greater object, but there could
be no discovery on their part wherever they were preceded by prior discovery and
possession on the part of the subjects of any other Christian Prince. The right of dis-
covery is and was so well established, and wherever considered of any importance,
bas been so jealously watched that volumes of diplomatic controversy have been
written on single cases of dispute, and the King of (Yreat Britain could not, by his
charter, annul the recognized law of nations. or limit in any degree the right of other
states to discover and possess countries then unknown. It may be even considered
extravagant to affirm that he could convey a right of property to territories not then
but which might afterwards become his or his successors' by the prior discovery and
possession of the Company themselves, his subjects: were it recessary to dwell upon
this point it could easily bc shown that most of the territories now claimed under the
charter, which were not discovered at that date, the Company were not afterwards
the first, nor were any other British subjects the discoverers of; that, in fact, except
the Coppermine River, the Company never discovered anything or penetrated beyond
the coasts and confines of the Bay (to which perhaps they at that ti me justly considered
their rights restricted) for upwards of a hundred years after the date of their charter,
and that when they did so penetrate, the only discovery they made was that the whole
country in the interior had been long in the peaceful possession of the subjects of
another Christian Prince.

But the position, as regards discovery after the date of the charter, it is unneces-
sary to dwell upon, partieularly as an adverse title can be proved prior to to the date
of the charter, and that, too, sanctioned by treaty.

The early discovery and occupation of the country in and about Hudson Bay
are, as in many other cases, shrouded in a good deal of obscurity. The British claim

as the first discoverers of the whole coast of this part of North America,
1497. in the persons of John and Sebastian Cabot, about the year 1497, but

it is contended, on the other hand, that their discoveries did not extend
to the north of Newfoundland, which still retains the name they gave it and, which
they supposed to form part of the mainland. It is said, indeed, that the Cabots peie-
trated to a very high latitude far to the north of the straits now bearing the name of
Hudson; but it must bc remarked that there appear to be no authentic records of
the two vovages of the Cabots, their journals or observations. There appears to be-
only hearsay evidence of what they did, or where they went, told afterwards at second
hand to third parties. The voyages of the Cabots, therefore, although they are matters
of history not admitting of any reasonable doubt in a general way, as to their hav-
ing reached the coast of America, lose much of their force as the bases of specific
territorial claims, from the want of any record of their proceedings. Did they ever
land? If so, where ? What observations did they make ? Did they take formal
possession ? &c.

The French claim through fishermen of Brittany who established
1504. fisheries on the coast as early as 1504, and through a map published by
1506. Jean Deny, of Honfleur, in 1506. The map would be valuable if any

authentic copy of it be extant. There does not appear to be any such
record of the operations of the Breton fishermen a would fix precisely the spot where

their trade was carried on, tbough a British geographical
Ogilby, London,1671. work, published in 1671, with a map attached, fixes it at Hud-

son Straits, naming the country after them, on the south siau
of the Straits and within the Bay. The next navigator through
whom the French claim is maintained is John Verezzani, who
visited the country by order of Francis the First of France, in

1523-4. 1523-4. This is the first voyage in behalf of either France or
England, of which any authentic and circumstantial record
exists, as written by the navigator himself, who gave the coun-
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1534. try the name of New France. In 1534, Jacques Cartier's discoveries eom-
menced, and these are so well known that is it unnecessary to say

iore of them.
Thus, then, it appears that the Cabot's voyages, unsustained by any authentie

record, affording no means of basinr even a probable surmise as to whether so much
as a landing was effected, formai possession taken, or any act done to constitute the
assumption of sovereignty or territorial dominion, comprise the only grounds on
which England can base a claim to the country north of Newfoundland,

prior to the voyage of Jacques Cartier. Apart, therefore,
fiom the question of " beneficial interests " (to use the

Oregon Negociations. expression of a British diplomatist) which were acquired by
France, commencing with the discoveries of Cartier, the prepon-
derance of admissible evidence is altogether in favor of French

discovery of that part of the continent between Newfoundland and Hudson Bay.
iBut, even if the question rested altogether between the unauthenticated discoveries
ofthe Cabots and the commencement of settiement by Cartier, it would not be inap-
propriate to assume the British view of a similar question as maintained in the
Oregon dispute, in the following words:

"In the next place, it is a circumstance not to be lost sight of, that it (the dis-
"covery by Gray) was not for several years followed up by any act which could give

i value in a national point of view; it was not in truth made known to the world
either by the discoverer himnself or by his Governnent."

The next English attempts at discovery commenced in 1553, wben
1553. Willoughby penetrated to the north of Hudson Bay, which, however,

he did not discover or enter. This was nineteen years after Jacques Cartier's first
voyage, and was followed by various other attempts at finding a north-west passage,
all apparently directed to the north of Hudson Straits until 1610, the period of

Hudsoi's voyage, in which ho perished after wintering in the bay which
1610. bears his name ; but by this time, it must be observed that Canada was

colonized by the French.
In 1540, De Roberval was made Viceroy of Canada, the de-

1540. Jeffery's p 98. scription of which as given in his Commission included Hudson
Bay, though not then of course known by that name.

1598. L'Escarbot gives a full description of Canada at that period of
L'Escarbot, Ed.161 1, De la Roche's appointment in 1598, as follows:

Vol. 1, p. 31.

" Ainsi notre Nouvelle France a pour limites du côté d'ouest les terres jusqu'a
"la mer dite Pacifique au deçà du tropique du cancer; au midi les isles de la mer

Atlantique du côté de Cuba et l'Isle Espagnole au levant la.mer du nord, qui baigne
la Nouvelle France ; et au Septentrion cette terre, qui est dite inconnue, vers la
mer glacée jusqu'au Pole Arctique."*

Notwithstanding failures and difliculties, France continued the effort to colonize
Canada, and in 1598 De la Roche was appointed Governor of the whole of Canada as

above described. In 1603 or 1604 the first exclusive charter was granted
1603-4. for the fur trade of Canada up to the 54th degree of north latitude. In

1608 Champlain founded the City of Quebec, and in 1613 ho accompanied

160 his Indian allies, to the number of between two or three thousand, up the
6 Ottawa and by Lake Nippissing and the French River, to war with a

hostile nation at Sault Ste. Marie. It must now be observed that I the
1613. great incentive to the colonization of Canada was the enormous profits of

the fur trade, without which it is scarcely likely that such persevering
efforts would have been made for that purpose while so many cou ntries with more
genial climates remained in a manner unappropriated.

• Therefore, New France has for Boundaries on the west the Pacific'Ocean within the Tropic
of Cancer; on the south the islands of the Atlantic towards Cuba and thé Spanish Island or lig-
paniola; on the east the Northern Sea which washes its shores, embracing on the north the lands
called unknown, towards the Frozen Sea, up to the Arctic Pole.
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Tadousac, at the mouth of the Sagueney River, was the first important post
established by the French on the St. Lawrence; it was the entrepot of the fur trade
before Quebec was founded, and continued to be so afterwards. This will not be
deemed extraordinary when it is considered that the Saugenay River afforded the
best means of access into the interior, and was the best inland route, in fact, is the
best canoe route yet to the great bay now bearing the name of Hudson. There is
indeed no authentic record of any of the French having made an overland journey
to the Bay at so early a period, but when it is considered at what an early date the
Coureur de Bois traversed the whole country in search of peltries, how readily they
amalgamated with the Indians, who in that locality were in friendly alliance with
them, and when it is aiso considered what extraordinary journeys the Indians under-
took, as instanced by the war carried into the enemy's country at the Sault Ste.
Marie, already referred to, the presumption is that the fur traders of Tadousac not
only enjoyed the trade of the great Bay, but must also have penetrated very far in
that direction, if not to the Bay itself, a journey at the most of less distance and not
greater difficulty than that which Champlain successfully accomplished with an army,
while it had the strong incentive of profit to stimulate it. It is not necessary, how-
ever, to prove that every corner of the country known to the world as New France
or Canada had been first visited by the actual possessors of the region so known.

IHowever strong the probabilities, therefore, of the Coureur des Bois having been
in communication witti the great northern bay before the visit of Hudson, in
1610-1612. 1610, or of Button, who succeeded him, in 1612, it is not necessary to

base any argument thereon; nor is it necessary to dwell on the reputed
1545. voyage of Jean Alphonse, of Saintonge, in 1545, which, although quoted

by French historians, does not appear to be sufficiently authenticated. For, granting
that the rights accruing from discovery resulted from the voyages of Hudson and
Button, these discoveries were practically abandoned, in fact, werc never dreamt of
being followed up by way of occupation, the finding of a north-west passage having
been their sole object; but, waiving even this point, it will be found that the rights
of France were made good by international treaty long before the charter of Charles
the Second was granted.

It will be seen from L'Escarbot's description, and those contained in the Com-
missions of the Governors already referred to, that France claimed the whole country
extending to the north of Hudson Bay, her title resting, in the first instance, upon
the discoveries already mentioned, of which those of Verezzani, Cartier and Cham-
plain are of unquestioned authenticity, to which they had added, when L'Escarbot
wrote in, 1611, the title resulting from actual possession in the shape of permanent
settlement. England, on the other hand, claiming under Cabot's discovery, denied
the right of France generally to the whole and practically to the more southerly
parts where she endeavored to plant settlements of her own, in which she was success-
ful at a period somewhat later than the French. The fact is, each was trying to
grasp more than they could take actual possession of; and if mere discovery of parts
of a continent without actual possession or settlement were made the basis of perman-
ent rights, neither of the contending parties would, perhaps, have had any right at all.
Gradually, the state of the actual possessions of the two owers settled down into a sort
of intelligible shape, though without any very distinct boundaries, tha most northerly
of the English possessions being known as New England, and all the country to the
north thereof being known as New France or Canada, where the French only were
Ir possession, there being no possession or settlement of any kind to the north of
them. Still, had England colonized Hudson Bay at that period and been successful
iD keeping actual possession of it, she would just have had the same right to do so
that she had to colonize New England. That England persevered with extraordinary
energy in trying to find a north-west passage there cn be no doubt, nor does it
appear that France, though publicly claiming the country, made any objection, but
n either country made the most distant attempt at settlement or actual occupation of
those remote and inhospitable regions at that period.
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1615. In 1615 another expedition was made into Hudson Bay, in
1627. search of a north-west passage by Baffin and Bylot. In 1627, the

the Quebec Fur Company was formed under the auspices of Cardinal
.Richelieu and an exclusive charter granted to them for the whole of New France

or Canada. described as extending to the Arctic Circle. In 1629, Que-
1629. bec was taken by the British, as were also most of the principal towns

founded by the French in Acadia and Nurembega (now Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick), which were then Provinces of New France, the two nations being

then at war. In 1631 Fox and James, on two different expeditions, pro-
1631. secuted a further search for a north-west passage in Hudson Bay, and

from the latter of these navigators the southerly part of the Bay,
takes its name.

At this period the authenticated voyages of the English into Hudson Bay were
Hudson in 1610, Button in 1612, Bylot and Baffin in 1615, and Fox and James in
1631; the numerous other expeditions having been all apparently directed to the
north of Hudson Straits. At the same time, the extent of New France or Canada, as
claimed by the French, was publicly known throughout the civilized nations of
Europe. It is not necessary to say that that claim was admitted by Great Britain;
it is sufficient that it was known. British authorities even of a later period, it must
be observed, have contended that the French were intruders in America altogether
in violation of the title accrued through the discoveries of the Cabots, and had no
right whatever to any part of it until acquired by treaty'. It therefore becomes im-
material whether the claims of the French were disputed or not so far as they were
afterwards confirmed or a title created by Treaty.

1632. In 1632, peace was concluded, and by the Treaty of St. Germain en
Laye, Canada or New France was relinquished to the French without

,any particular designation of its limits, and the British forces were to bc withdrawn
from the places they had taken, which, being the most important, including the seat
of government, might almost be said to have amounted to the conquest of the whole
country.

Admitting, then, that but a disputed title of discovery had previously existed on
-either part, nay, admitting more, that the right vested by prior discovery was in
England, this treaty sets the matter at rest as regards all that was at that time called
by the name ofNew France, or Canada. There is, indeed, no getting behind this treaty,
of which the charter afterwards granted by Charles the Second was, in fact, but for
the saving clause it contains, a violation, and Canada might well be contented to rest
her case here as against a charter which, relerring to a country previously guar-
anteed by the treaty to a foreign power is expressly conditioned (as a charter of dis-
covery) not to interfere with what belonged to that other power. If, as is asserted
by somC English writers, France had no rights in America but such as she acquired
by Treaty, what, it may be asked, were the limits of the territory she acquired by
the Treaty of St. Germains en Laye, if not all that she claimed under the name Of
New France ? It must be observed, too, that Champlain, the Viceroy of Canada, was
made prisoner when Quebec. was taken in 1629, and carried to England, where he
remained for some time, and that the very year in which the treaty was entered
into he published a work containing a map of New France, by which Hudson Bay
was included in the country so called. Can it then for a moment be supposed, with
Champlain, the Viceroy of New France, a prisoner in their hands, and their flag
-oating in triumph from the battlements of its capital, that the British Government
and the diplomatists who negotiated the treaty were ignorant of the meaning
attached to the terms " Canada " or " New France," or could attacli any other meamnsif
to those terms than that which Champlain's published maps of a previous date indi-
cated, and with wbich the descriptions of other French writers whose works were
known throughout Europe coincided ? Cen it be supposed that in the negotiatils
preceding the treaty, Champlain's views of the extent or boundaries of his Vic-
royalty were wholly unknown, or that the British diplomatists meant something
less by the appellation than what was known t> be understood by France ? If, i'
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ileed, something less than the known extent of country calied New France had been
agreed upon, some explanation would undoubtedlyhave been contained in the treaty,
or, if there had been any misunderstanding on the subject, the map which issued the
same year, in Champlain's work of 1632, would at once have been made a cause of
remonstrance, for coming from the Chief Officer of the colony, who was re-appointed
to or continued in his office after the peace, and published in Paris under the auspices
of the King, it could not be otherwise looked upon than as an official declarat.ion of
the sense in which France regarded the treaty.

Even, then, if the rights of France were wholly dependant upon international
treaties, her right became as good by the Treaty of St. Germains en Laye to the
shores of Hudson Bay as to the shores of the St. Lawrence. If she had rights before,
the treaty confirmed them, and if she had no rights before, the treaty created them;
and, in either case, the effect was as great in the one locality as the other. Every
further step, however, in the history of the country will only tend to show that even
if there had been no such treaty as that of St. Germains en Laye the charter could
not be sustained in opposition to the rights of France.

1632. The provisions of the Treaty of 1632, seem to have been respected
1668. for a period of 36 years, when, in 1668, the next English expedition

entered the Bay, which was the first trading voyage ever made by lritish
subjects to the Bay, and which resulted in the formation of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany and the grant of the charter two years after. In saying that this was the first
purely commercial enterprise of the British in Hudson Bay, it is not meant to be
implied that no trade was had with the Indians by those engaged on the former
expeditions, but that such enterprises were undertaken with the definite object of
reaching the Pacifie, and without the least idea of any practical occupation of, or
trade with the country.

The British having ceased any attempt upon Hudson Bay froma the time of
Fox and James' voyages and the Treaty of St. Germains en Laye, for a period of 36
years, it now remains to be seen what the character of this their next attempt was,
and what had been the circumstance of the country in the interim.

That the name of Canada or New France continued to attach to the whole
country during that period is indisputable; the French published maps of these
times, leave no doubt upon the subject, and when we flnd the French not only desig-
nating the country by these names in their maps published by royal authority, but
also entering upon the practical occupation of the since disputed parts of the country
so designated, the carrying on of the trade with it both by sea and land, and the
establishing of missions, all within the period intervening between the Treaty of St.
Germains en Laye and the granting of the charter, or the voyage which preceded
the charter, and all without interference on the part of Great Britain, we must con-
clude that the rights of the French were incontestable, and that if ever an adverse
claim had been preferred it was considered to have been abrogated by the treaty.

In 1656 the first exclusively commercial sea voyage was made into
1656. Hudson Bay by Jean Bourdon, who fbund the trade in furs so profitable

that others immediately followed. The first missionary establishment
1663, was made there in 1663 by La Couture, who went overland by direction

of D'Avaugour, Governor of Canada, who had been twice solicited by
deputations of Indians from the Bay to send them missionaries, and now the French
being fully established in the trade and in the occupation of the country both by sea
and land, of the coast and of the interior, the English " Adventurers " first appear
Upon the scene, in a business way, under the countenance of two Canadians,
beGrozelier and Radisson, who having been already engaged in the trade of the Bay,
and having failed in procuring certain privileges they desired from their own

Government, went to England and induced some Englishmen to join them
1668- in a trading voyage in 1668, which was so successful that, as already

stated, it resulted in the formation of a Company and the grant, in 1670,
1670. of one of those extraordinary charters which were so much in vogue in

those days that the whole of the Continent of America north of the Gulf
151
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of Mexico, known and unknown, may be said to have been covered by them, and
some of it doubly so if the vague and ambiguous descriptions, of which this was the
most vague, could be said to mean anything.

This was the origin of the Hudson Bay Company, and they immediately com.
menced to build forts and establish themselves in the trade, but no sooner was this
.known in France than orders were given to expel them. Accordinglv a desultory
warfare was kept up for a number of years between the Canadian traders and the
Company, in which the latter were iearly expelled, but again recovered themselves
and strerigthened their position, when it became necessary to take more effective
means for their expulsion. Troops were accordingly dispatched from Quebec over-
]and for that purpose under the Chevalier De Troyes, who commenced bis work very

effectually by taking the principal forts of the Company. It must be
1686. observed that this was in 1686, in time of peace between Great Britain

and France, and yet these proceedings were not made a cause of war,
which in itself would strongly imply an admitted right on the part of France to ex.
tirpate the Company as trespassers upon her territory.

War having afterwards broken out, the forts on Hudson Bay were successively
taken and retaken, 'till the peace of Ryswick, in 1697, put a stop to hos-

1697. tilities, at which time the British appear to have been possessed of Fort
Albany only, the Canadians having possession of all the other establish-

ments and the trade of the Bay.
By the Treaty of Ryswick, Great Britain and France

were respectively to deliver up to each other generally
Treaty of Ryswick, 7h and whatever possessions either held before the outbreaik of the

war, and it was specially provided that this should be ap-
plicable to the places in Hudson Bay taken by the French

during the peace which preceded the war, which, though retaken by the British
during the war, were to be given up to the French. There could scarcely be a
stronger aeknowledgment of the right of France to expel the Company as trespassers
upon her soi], for it is impossible to construe the treaty in this particular otherwise
than as a justification of the act.

Moreover, Commissioners were to be appointed, in pursuance of the treaty, to
determine the rights and pretensions which either nation had to the places in Hud-
son Bay. [lad these Commissioners ever met, of which there appears to be no
record, there might have been a decision that would have set the question at rest as
to which were " rights " and which were " pretensions." The Commissioners must,
however, have been bound by the text of the treaty wherever it was explicit. They
might bave decided that France had a right to the whole, but they could not have
decided that Great Britain had a right to the whole. They would have been com-
pelled to make over to France all the places she took during the peace which pre-
ceded the war, for in that the treaty left them no discretion. The following are the
words of the treaty: "But the possession of those places which were taken by the
French during the peace that preceded this present war, and were retaken by the
English during the war, shall be left to the French by virtue of the foregoing
article." Thus the Treaty of Ryswick recognised and confirmed the right of France
to certain places in Hudson Bay, distinctly and definitely, but it recognized no right
at all on the part of Great Britain; it merely provided a tribunal to try whether she
had any or not.

So strongly bas the Treaty of Ryswick been interpreted in favor of France in
this particular that some historians merely state the fact, that by it she retained ail
Hudson Bay and the places of which she was in possession at the beginning of
the war.

The Commissioners having apparently never met to try the question of right,
things remained in statu quo, and the most reliable accounts show that the Hudson

Bay Company retained possession of Fort Albany only from that time up
1713. to the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713. Now, whatever the Commissioners

might have done, had they ever passed udgment on the cause the treatY
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provided they should try, they could not have given Fort Albany to the Briti-h, for
it was one of the places taken by the French during the preceding peace and r taken
by the British during the war, and therefore adjudged in direct ternis of the treaty
itself to belong to France.

Thus, then, it will be seen that the only possession held by the Hudson Bay
Company during the sixteen years that intervened between the Treaty of Ry awick
and the Treaty of Utrecht was one to which they lad no right, and which the obli-
gations of the treaty required sbould be given up to France.

Here, therefore, for the second time, an international treaty inter)oses a barrier
against the pretentions of the Company.

1713. By the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, the whole of Hudson Bay
was ceeded to Great Britain without any distinct definition
of boundaries, for the determining of which Commissioners were

Treaty of Utrecht. to be appointed. No oficeial statement 4 the action of such
Commissioners is at present available foi reference, but ki is
stated that no such action threw any adcitional light upon the

subjeet. Indeed, no such Commissions ever have done much to determined bound-
aries in unexplored countries, as witness, for instance, the dispute so long pending on
what was called the north eastern boundary question between Great Britain and the
United States, which was finally compromised by the Treaty of Washington, con-
cluded by Lord Ashburton; and again, the difficulties arising out of the same ambigu-
ous description, and which so many Commissions endeavored in vain to settle
between the Provinces of Canada and New Brunswick.

There is no denying the fact that the ancient boundaries of Canada or New
France were circumscribed by the Treaty of Utrecht, and it is difficult to determine
precisely the rew boundaries assigned to it. The general interpretation adopted by
the British geographers, as the country gradually became better known from that
time up to the final cession of Canada, was that the boundary ran along the high
lands separating the waters that discharge into the St. Lawrence from those that dis-
charge into Hudson Bay to the sources of Nipigon River, and thence along the
northerly division of the same range of high lands dividing the waters flowing direct
to Hudson Bay from those flowing into Lake Winnipeg and crossing the Nelson, or
rather (as it was then known) the Bourbon River, about midway between the said
lake and bay, thence passing to the west and north by the sources of Churchill River,
&c., no westerly boundary being anywhere assigned to Canada. It may, indeed, be
beld doubtful whether the terms in which Hudson Bay was ceded could possibly be
interpreted to mean more than the Bay and its immediate environs, but whatever
the legitimate interpretation of the treaty, the actual acceptationof it gave to France
at least all to the south of the dividing high lands above described, for she remaained
in undisputed possession thereof until the final cession of Canada, in 1763; while, on
the other hand, the acceptation of it on the part of Great Britain, as proved by the
same test of occupation. confined her at least to the north of the said high lands, if
not to the very shore of the Bay, beyond which her actual possession never extended.

It must here be observed, however, that the Treaty of Utrecht conferred nothing
upon the Hudson Bay Company. It gave them nothing that was not theirs at the
Treaty of Ryswick, and the Treaty of Ryswick gave them nothing that was not
theirs before. The charter obtained from King Charles the Second, may have granted

167o. all that was his (if anything) to grant in 1670, but it would have
required a new charter to have granted what France ceded to Great

1713. Britain forty-three years afterwards. No doubt the Treaty of Utrecht
had this important bearing upon the country that, although it conferred

10 territorial rights upon them, the territory it conferred on Great Britain was thon
inaccessible to British subjects by any other route than through the Bay and Straits
of Hudson, over which (if over anything) the Company's charter gave exclusive
cOItrol, and over which, whether rightfully or wrongfully, they have exercised
such control.

853
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Matters continued in this state as regards the territorial rights of Great Britain
and France for 50 years more, when Canada was ceded to Great Britain

1763. by the Treaty of Paris in 1763. During this period the Hudson Bay
Company occupied the posts on the coasts of the Bay,and these only,

Treaty of Paris. having made no attempt to penetrate into the interior or occupy
even what the British qeographers of the time construed the Treaty
of Utrecht as conferring, not upon the Company, but upon Great

Britain; while, on the other hand, the French had covered that part of New France
which still remained to them (according to the British authorities), with posts or
forts from the Lake of the Woods to the lower end of Lake Winnipeg, and remained
in peaceable possession thereof, and in the most active prosecution of the trade, until
the whole country was given up to the British by the Peace of Paris, in 1763; by
which, however, nothing was conferred upon the Hudson Bay Compa'ny any more
than there had been by the Treaty of Utrecht, the rights acquired by these treaties
being sim y in common with other British subjects.

For a few years, about the time of the transfer of Canada from French to British
dominion, the trade of the western territories languished, from a very natural want
of confidence on the part of the Canadians by whom it had, up to that time, been
carried on, and who now owed a new allegiance and had to seek a new market for
the produce of iheir industry; but a fresh impulse was soon given to it, first by
sepa) ate individuals, then by small companies, and finally, by the great North-West
Company of Montreal, who not only spread their operations over all the territories
forrmerly possessed by the French, but explored new countries to the north and west,
while the Hudson's Bay Company had not yet made a single establishment beyond
the immediate confines of the sea coast.

The temporary depression of the fur trade at the period of the transfer
of Canada tu British dominion was of course advantageous to the Hudson
Bay Company, lor the Indians inhabiting those parts of Canada where the
French posts wer established around Lake Winnipeg and its tributaries, would
naturally seek a market in Hudson Bay during the comparative cessation of demand
at the estabinshmes in their midst. But when confidence was restored, and a new
impulse was given to t le trade in the north-west of Canada, the supply was again eut
off from Hludon Bay, and now the Conpany for the first time entered into competi-

tion with the Canadian traders in the interior, where their first establish-
1774. ment was ruade, in 1774. And why, it may be asked, did not the Hudson

.Bay Company oppose the French Canadians in the interitr a few years
earlier, as well as they opposed themi (principally the same people) now that they
had become British subjeets ? The answer is very simple. During French dominion
they could not do it because the country be:onged to France, but by the cession of
the country to Great Britain, the Company had acquired the same right as any other
British subjects to trade in it, and they availed themselves of that right accordingly.

Froin this period an active competition was carried on between these companies,
but the Canadian North-West Company were everywhere in advance of their rivals;
they were the first to spread themselves, beyond the limuits of the French, over the
prairies of the Saskatchewan; they were the first to discover tnie great river of the
north, now bearing the name of McKenzie, and pursue its course to its discharge in
the Frozer Ocean. They were the first to penetrate the passes of the northern
Cordilleras and plant their posts on the shores of the Pacific; and with such indom-
itable energy did they carry on their business that at the period of Lord Selkirk's
interference, they had upwards of 300 Canadians, " Voyageurs," employed in carry-
ing on their trade to the west of the Rocky Mountains.

It would be a useles task now to enter into a detail of the attempt made by the
Earl of Selkirk, as a par wer of the Hudson Bay Company, to ruin their opponentS.
It is only necessary to refer to it here as the first endeavor made to exercise the
privileges contended for under the charter over those territories which had not beOn
acquired by Great Britain till the conquest or cession of Canada. Lord Selkirk
having become the principal partner and acquired a predominaut influence in the
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affairs of the Hudson Bay Company, it was dotermined to assert the assumedl pr'ivi-
loges of the Ciompany to an extent nover before attempted, and for this purpose a

grant of the country on the Red River was made to His Lordship, who
1811, comrenced in 1811-12 to plant a colony there.* A Governor was

nppointed, the colonists and the servants of the Company were armed
1814. and drilled, and in 1814 the chaims of the Company to soil, jurisdiction

and exclusive trade were openly asserted, and for the first time attempted
to be enforced by the actual expulsion of the North-West Com-

W. Semple, 2nd appointed pany, several of whose forts were surprised and taken, their
to that Office. people being made prisoners, their goods seized and the channel

of their trade obstructed by the interception of their supplies.
Overaw-ed somewhat for the monent by this bold assumption of authority, the
Canadian Company appear to have avoided the contest, but when forced into it they
proved the stronger; the Governor was killed in leading au attack upon a party of

the Nortlh-West Company who turned and gave battle, and the colony was
1816. dispersed. This final catastrophe occurred in the spring of 1816, while in

the meantime Lord Selkirk was organizing a more formidable force than
WAid hitherto taken the field. Having procured a commission of the pouce from the
Gowernment of Canada he engaged a large force of the disbanded DoMeuron soldiers,
equipped them in military style, procured armis, ammunition, artillery even, and
started for the interior.

It must be allowed that it was a somewhat anomalous course for the Govern-
ment of Canada to have pursued to permit such a force to be organized; but when it
is cornsidered that great ignorance prevailed as to the state of those remote localities,
that it was known that there had been disturbances and bloodshed the previous year,
when also Lord Selkirk's position is considered, and that ho wont as a pacificator
professedly to maintain peace, it may not be deemed so extraordinary that so much
confidence should have been placed in him, for he was even granted a sergeant's
guard of regular troops. It is not the object here, however, to enter into a discussion
of the unfortunate occurrences of that period, or the particular action of the Provin-
cial Government, and the circumstances are only referred to, to show that Canada
actually exercised the jurisdiction, that Lord Selkirk's destination was the Red River
colony, and that he deemed it necessary to fortify himself doubly with commissions
as a Canadian Magistrate, first for Canadian territory, and second (under 43 Geo. 3rd)
for the " Indian Territories," so that those who resisted his authority on the ground
that they were in Canada, ho could judge under the one commission, and those who
resisted on the ground that they were in the Indian Territories, he could judge under
the other, while the judicial and governmental attributes claimed for the Company
would have served as a third basis of operations; and thus, with the actual force at
his disposal, there was a pretty fair prospect of the Hudson Bay Company being
Inade the absolute masters of the North-West country.

At the Sault St. Marie, however, Lord Selkirk met intelligence of the death of
Governor Semple and the dispersion of his colony; novertheless, ho still proceeded

with his force as far as Fort William, on Lake Saperior, where he arrived
1816. about the 11th August, 1816, and soon after arrested the partners of the

North-West Company, who were there at the time, and took possession
Of the whole establishment including the merchandise and stores of the Company.
Te course pursued on this occasion, as appears by documents published at the time,
shows the character of the pretensions set up at that period-pretensions which were
then and not till then presumed upon.

"Who, have been the aggressors in their different quarrelà, I am not able to determinet;
owever, previous to 1811, at which time Lord Selkirk became connected with the Company

tra(hig to Hudson Bay, and sent settleri from Europe to that country, no great differences
enisted between the servants of that Comp.ay and the fur traders of Canada. There inight be
diicu1lties between different posts, but seld>mn attended with serious consequences."

DeSpatch of Lieutenant Governor Gore to Earl Bathurst, 9th September, 1816.
355
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It will be ocbsivd ihat Fort William was the principal depot of the
Canadian merebants. tliough which all their supplies for and peltries
from the ]North-West lad to pass. By seizing on this point, therefore, Lord
Selkirk bad possession of the ley of tbeir whole trade, and was enabled to
permit or refuse the transit of their goods, as he saw fit. For whatever pur-
pose, therefore, he obtained bis two commissions of the peace in Canada,
the expedition simply resolved itself into a continuation of the attempt to destroy
the North-West Company of Canada, the i nis in trade of the Hudson Bay Com.
pany, for, however desirable it might be to arrest and bring to trial aill parties
implicated on either side in the death of Governor Semple, there could be no excuse
for seizing the persons of those gentlemen who were known not to have been at the
time witbin hundreds of miles of the sceue of that catastrophe, merely because they
were partners in the North-West Company, nor, even if there were cause for their
arrest, did that justify the taking possèssion of thoir propeity without the sanction
or the form of law.*

The object of entering upon this brief recoid is, to point out that ail this
occurred at Fort William, on the shores of Lake Supe i or, within what the Hudson
Bay Company, by their map and statement of " rights," now ,dmit to be within the
boundaries of Canada. And thus it will be seen tbat, while the pretension of
extending the privileges of the charter beyond the ' coasts an, 'onfines " of the Bay
to the western territories of Canada, was a mere irvention ef 1hat period, to further
their own ends and to destroy the rival company of Canada, they were as ready to
employ force at Fort William as in the Valley of the Red River.

In further proof that the transactions at Fort William were openly done in
violation of Canadian law and in defiance of Canadian authority, it is on]y neessary
to add that when Lord Selkirk's proceedings became known, warrants werc issued
for his apprehension and a party of constables sent to arrest lii, and that refusing

obedience to the laws of this courntry and presurning upon the
force for the moment at his command in that remote locality

Deputy Sheriff obtained (remote then as regards the ine it took to reach it, though at
verdict or £500 dam- our doors to day) he caused the constables to be taken
ages. prîsoners themselves, and treated the Deputy Sheriff of

the western district, who afterwards made the attempt in like
manner.

This war between the Companies, thouglih injurious to both, failed to extermiriate
cither, and the final result was a compromise by which they entered into partner-
ehip; and thus the trade bas been carried on since, under the name indeed of the
Hudson Bay Company, but expressly in conjunction with the North-West Company
of Canada, so that Canada can at no time be said to have been out of possession of
her western territories within the limits occupied by the French at the time of the
conquest, nor out of possession of the "Indian Territories beyond, which, after the
conquest, were first discovered by the Canadian traders, and for which the license of
exclusive trade was granted to the partiners of the North-West Company of Canada,
as such, in conjunction with the Hudson Bay Company.

It is true that after the amalgamation of the Companies and the
1821. license of exclusive trade granted in 1821, competition became illegal in

the " Indian Territories," beyond the boundaries of Canada, as indeed it
had always proved impracticable on the part of minor traders either within or beyond
the remote parts of the Province, small traders beiug altogether unable to cope with
the two great Companies. It is true also that after they, the two great Companies,
had been for some time united, and when by the policy pursued by them the tradO

* " From these documents it appears, that the Earl of Selkirk, acting in his own cause,
aided by an armed force, has not only made the partuers of the North-West Company prisoners,
but has also seized their papers and property." Lieut.-Go. Gore to Earl Bathuret,

9th Sept. 1816.
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had ceased to be beneficial to, and haI been lost sight of in Canada. an arrangement
was effected between the two sections of the united Company by which the rame of

North-West Company was dropped entirely, the lease relinquished, and
1838. a new one obtained in which the name of the Hulson Bay Company

alone appeared; but it must be observed that this new arrangement
was accepted and entered into by the British Government by con sent of the partners
representing the original Canadian Company, for although this lease or license only
affects the Indian Territories beyond the actual bonudaries of Canada, it can searcely
be supposed that the government vould have agreed to give it, bad Canliain traders
still remained in the field. The policy of the Companies, when joined, has h or
been so far successful that they have managed heretofore to secure themselves aîainst
opposition, many no doubt being imposed upon by the pretentions but erroneous
construction put upon their charter, and the public in general kept in the dark
respecting a trade which, though partly carried on in the very cotil-e of Can-a ta and
within range of steam navigation, is so managed as to pass by a circuitous route, by
means of the primitive canoe and over portages on men's backs, away hundreds of
miles into the interior and round by Hudson Bay.

But the time has come when Canada must assert ber rights, not only from that
necessity for expansion which ber growing population and trade require, but also
because if she does not now begin to pro vide for the future by opening up ber remote
territories to colonization, and securing the loyalty and attachment of the people by
extending to them the rights and privileges of her laws and institutions, there is a
moral certainty that a power far more formidable than the Hudson Bay Company
must in a very short period acquire the actual possession of those countries.

This brief chronological sketch of the history of the Company and of the cir-
cumstances connected therewith, must sufficiently show that they have acquired no
territorial grant whatever under either of the two conditions stated to which their
charter was subject: first, as regards the countries then known upon the " coasts
and confines " of Hudson Bay, because they were already in possession of the
subjects of another Christian Prince, and were therefore excluded from the grant in
terins of the charter itself; and second, as regards discveries, becanse when they

first penetrated into the interior, 104 years after the date of their charter,
1774. they found the country and a long established trade in the hands of others,

-unless indeed as regards some discoveries to the north which are of no
special importance to Canada, such as the Copper Mine River, discovered by Hearne

1772. under the auspices of the Company.
Under the frrst head, the most sanguine advocate of the Company, upon a full

investigation of ail the circumstances, could only urge on their behalf a claim to
certain points or stations on the sea coasts of the Bay, and even to these a doubtful
and disputel title.

The bigh legal authorities that may be quoted in favor of the
Parliamentary Paper, claims of the Company cannot be held as of weight against the
No. 542 of 1850. conclusions inevitably resulting from a faller investigation of the

subject, inasmuch as they are merely opinions upon the cases
Uditted. The latest opinion given upon the subject is that of Sir John Jervis and
Sir John Romilly in their letter to Earl Grcy, of January, 1850, in which they give
it as their opinion, " That the rights claimed by the Company do properly belong
to them." Bofore arriving at this conclusion, however, these learned gentlemen
are caretul to specify precisely what papers they ha then under corsideration,
and to whieh alone they refer as the basis of their opinion. These papers were si mply
the "Statement of Rights and the Map " submitted by the Chairman of the Conpany,
Sir J. H. Pelly.

This opinion, therefore, can only be taken as affirmative of the power of the King
to grant such rights and privileges as the charter specities, and that the charter
Would cover all the territory claimed, but the question of whether that territory
belonged to the King to grant was not before then. With re-pect to the territory
Which the wording of the charter would cover, it would be ditticult to say what it
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iwould not cover ; and with respect to the validity of the grant of such powers, it is
to be renarked ihat very bigh authorities have giver a directly opposite opinion;

and it may Le asked why, if the charter was valid, did the Company
1690. procure an Act of Parliament to confirm it in 1690, and why, when that

Act expired, which was limited to seven years, did they agin ask for an
-Act to continue it ? It is worthy of notice, too, tbat the seven years Act was passed
during war with France, wben it appears that Parliament did not scruple to grant or
confiîm a charter for couutriem to mhich Great Britain had, at best, but a disputed
title, Lse d only upon a veiy partial, and, even during pence, a very precarious pos-
session ; ner is it less worthy of remark, that, when Parliament refused to re-grant
or continue the charter the Treaty of Ryswick Lad intervened, by which the rights
of Fiance were recognised, and those of Great Britain left, at most, in doubt, and
wbcn, Iheiefore, any such Act would have been a direct violation of an international
treaty.

Another opinion appears to have been obtained by the Hudson Bay Company at
an earlier period, from Romilly, Holroyd, Cruise, Scarlett and Bell,equally upon the
case diawn and witbout reference to the real points at issue, merely affirming that
the grant of the soil contained in the (hiter is good, and that it will include all the
countries the water s of which flew into Budson Bay. This opinion is, therefore, like
the other, of no weight on questions which were not before the learned gentlemen
who gave it.

Opposite opinions weie obtained at tn carlier period by the North-West Com-
pany, viz: in 1k04, frem Sir Y. Gibbs and Mr. Eeareroft. These opinions, however,
alih ugh they touched the fuindameital piples ol the (harter, had no refierence
to the inteiior countries on the REd River, Lake Winnipeg, *he Saskatchewan, &c.,
fcr the simple reascn Ihut no op1 ini(n was usked on a cùae wLich only aiose six or
seven years later, when Lord Selkirk came on the field.

The position ofite question at this period was that the North-West Comp:any,
being in possession rot only et l ibe count y formernily possessed by the Caîndian
Frenich iii ibat direction, Lut aiso ci the count y first discvered [y them-elvcs, to
the norlh-west ofihe Clurebill River, canie to the corciusion ihat lheir trade could
1be moi e convenuticl caried ,u with these moI e remote parts through Hudson
Buy than tiii ough Canada. The question they submitied, therefore, was solely in
regaid Io the validity of tLe c1lrtcr in resp iet le navigation, trade and fi5hieies
of the iBay itself. The North-West Company as litle di eampt of asking an opinion
respecting le legalily cf ieir trade in tLe inteiior as the Hudson Bay Conq any
thought, rt thatî ci eod, oi a temu ting ils loible restr aiit. Il the case put it is
to Le r<maiked Ilai no i cfeier ce is msde to iLe cai1y possesins of tle F orech On
the cousts of tLe Uy, and consequci poseion of the Ehy itself in communicalilg
therew ith, aid 3 et, cven withut tis, thee opinions are entirely adverse to the
exclusive privileges claimed under the charter.

After the difliculties occasioned by tLe more iecent assumption of power in
virtue of the charter to exiel iLe Nort-West Coni juy from the Red River coultrY,
under the auspices of I ord Seliik, i ad becone serius, another opinion was obtained
by that Conpany, in 1S16, Iicm Sir Artur Pigott, Seigeant Spankie ard ,Loid
Biough: n. This opinion munst Le helId to Le n ore viluable than those obtained by
the Hudsn B3y Ccnaiy, iîasnuel as it ente s more into the merits of the case,
and is therefore more explicit vs to Ile inal views cf tle leairned counsel on the sub-

jeet sulmitted Io them, wheiens the opposit eOpinios ar e such as thegentlemn' who
gave them wou!d le ai liteity te ignoie upon a fuller submission of the case, without
incurring a charge of inconsisteîny.

Tfhe opinion under ecnsideration is very decided on the point Ibat the REd River
and Saskatchewann countries ai e iot w ithin tle limits of the charter, even ipon the
merits of desciipiien <Inained in iLe thanel its, apart ficm tLe question o prior
possession by another tate. The q uestion of prior occupation of these locolitie, by
the French is indeed liehtiy tuched upon, iough the opinion, as above, i- dehntiiely
given without it; but the rigits cf Canida Iow for te first time ful!y discussed,
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based on the prior discovery, ai least of the whole of the interior, prior occupation on
the shores of the Bay itself, and international treaties do not appear to have ever
been pronounced upon by any of those high legal authorities who have beretofore
beeii consulted, beenuse no sub case bas ever been submitted; and yet. based upon
the history and lacts. it may be takento supersede all necessity for iaising any ques-
tion as to the extent of the royal prerogative in giving validity to sucb a charter.

Had the Hudson Bay Company indeed deemed their position good in law, as
against the North-West Company, in reFpect of the Red River countr, it can
scarcely be supposed that they would bave resorted to force at such a lavish
expense (and it must be added, involving no small amount cf' blood.hed) when the
question could Lave been so easily determined by the legal tribunals, at an expense
altogether inconsiderable as compared wilh the actual losses and cosis incurrred.
They have, indeed, attempted to show that they had not an equal chance with their
rivals in the courts of this Province; but not to speak of the injustice of such an
insinuation in itself, the objection is untenable while they had the right of appeal,
and to suppose that they were deterred from taking such a course from any
difficulty attending the proceeding would be simply absurd, when we find them
organizing an army to defend their claims in those i emote localities, and thus volun-
tarily removing the venue from the courts of law, by a fiar more difflcult and expen-
sive process, to the arbitrament of force, where the interference of law couild not be
so readily irvoked to check their proceedings.

And if any justification of tbis course could be based on the supposed validity
of their charter, and on the ground that it could be construed to cover [Lat loeality,
why, when they failed to maintairi their position by force, when the North-West
Coinpany, even after the temporrry interruption of their traie through the seizure
of Fort William by Lord Selkirk, stit contintied in tle ascendant, why did they not
then re-ort to a trial at law. which, if it had reulited in their f*avr, vWOuld at once
bave seeured a power exactly commensurate with the energency to maintain their
rights; lor tin, if the civil power had proved insufficient, tle whole power of the
Empire wouid have been available as far as necessary. But, instead of trving the
issue in a court of law, they finally amalgarnated with their rivais, affrding thereby
a clear proof that they had no hop'e of being able to treaît then othîerwise than as
possessing equal rights, thus consenting to their opponents sharing with them what
they haid previouslIy rontenled to be thIir private property.

To coiclude the queition of the iudson Bay Coipany's territories under their
charter, tLerelore, it is difficult to arrive at the result that thev hve any territorial
riglts at aill; for, in the first place, the country was practialy occupied by the
French before the date of the charter, and consequently exclided fron it; tnd in the
second place, because the whole country, including Hudson Bay, was kno o i as New
France or Canada, as per maps and descriptions publiely known throîugh it Europe
previous to that date; and. therefore, if not so before, becme the property of
France y tle Treatv of St. Germains en Laye, in 1632, and as sch neces-
sarily could not be and expressly was not granted by their charter ; and in the third
place, bec ause by the Treaty of Ryswick, the right of France to expel tIen as tres-

assers oi her soi! was manifestly admitted. And finally, everi as.uming that Great
ti oiginal y Lad acqui ed a divided rigt with Frnce, ea.lu toi textent of

the establishments which their subjeets respectively were the tirst to form, the Hud-
son Bay Compnany would onlv have a right under their eharter to thoc particular
posts or forts which they were the first to take possession of in localities lreviously
Unoccupied. for the Treaty of Ryswick conferred niothing upon thern (if ir even per-
mitted hlm to retain anything, which is doubtfuil), the T:eaty of Utrecit, although
iL gav iudson iLay to the British. conferred nothin~g upon the Company apart fron
Other British subjects; and tie Treaty of Paris (although it gave Ca-dato reat
Britain) conferred nothing upon them, except rights in cuIlîom i with < r British
subjects; wbile, until eleven years after the last-named treaty thcy never occupied
anything beyond their original establishments on the coast, and those (aiso on the
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coast) conquered from or (eded by France at the Treaty of Utrecbt, but whi3h could
not, by such subsequent conqet or cession, be made subject to their charter.

BOUNDARIES OF CANADA.

Having thus diposed of the boundaries of the Hudson Bay Company's Terri-
tories-if such can be said to exist-the boundaries of Canada next come to be con-
sidered, and a division of the subject will naturally suggest itself into two heads.
First, the original boundaries of Canada under the French, and second, the boundaries
of Canada as acquired by Great Britain, in 1763. The southerly boundaries, when
not affecting the present question, need not, of course, be particularly referred to.

It will not be necessary to enter at length into the question of the original
boundaries under the French, as they have alroady been sufficiently indicated. They
claimed all to the north of the St. Lawrence, and were the first to occupy Hudson
Bay. If the British, besides their visits in search of a north-west passage, had seen
fit to occupy the country for any practical purpose and been the first to do so, they
might, no doubt, have claimed it for their own. Had any such actual occupation
followed the voyages of Hudson and Button, notwithstanding the French footing on
and claim to the whole continent north of the St. Lawrence, it must be admitted that
a valid title would have been created. But when such occupation was only first
attempted soine fifty or sixty years later, in support of a commercial project of two
Frenchmen, who had been already engaged in the trade, and when France was in
formal and atual possession, it cannot bo denied that the French title was the prefer-
able one. 0f the original territories of Canada, Great Britain, therefore, acquired a
part by thc Treaty of Utrecht, the residue remaining to France for fifty years later.
On this head there seems to be no dispute, for British authorities designate a part of
what they claim to have been acquired by that treaty as Canada.

It now remains to be considered what were the boundaries of the country finally
acquired by the Treaty of 1763, which, according to French and other authorities,
was much larger than according to British authorities; but it will, perhaps, be most
satisfactory for the present to adopt the latter.

One of the most cireumstantaial British accounts of the westerly possessions of
the French is to be fou.d in a geographical and historical work published

1760, by Thos. Jefferys, in 1760. After giving the French account of Canada,

words :- he proceeds to give the English version of its bondaries in the following

" Canada, according to the English account, is bounded on the north by the high
lands which separate it from the country about Hudson Bay, Labrador or New Briton,
and the country of the Esqimeaux and the Christeneaux; on the east by the River
St. Lawrence, and on the south by the Outawais River, the country of the Six Nations
and Lousiana, its limits towards the west extending over countries and nations
hitherto undiscovered.'

The high lands referred to in the above are distinctly dilineatel on the maps
published with the work as the northerly -ection of the range which, dividing
to the north-west of Lake Superior, separates the waters flowing direct to Hludsou's
Bay from those flowing into Lake Winnipeg, crossing the Nelson River at Split Lake
or Lac des Forts, etc. Describing the country from Lake Superior westward, the
author goes on, at page 19, as follows:-

-' At the mouth of Les Trois Rivières, or the Three Rivers, is a little French fort
called Canenistagouia; and twenty-five leagues to the west of the said fort, the land
begins to slope, and the river to run towards the west.

"At ninety-five leagues from this greatest height lies the second establishment
of the French that way, called Fort St. Pierre, in the Lake des Pluies. The third is
Fort St. Charles eighty leagues farther on the Lake des Bois. The fourth is Fort
Maurepus, a hundred leagues distant from the last, near the head of the Lake of
Ouinipigcon. Fort La Reine, which is the fifth, lies a hundred leagues further on the
River of the Assiniboels. Another fort had been built on the River Rouge, but was
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deserted on account of its vicinity to the two last. The sixth, Fort Dauphin, stands
on the west side of Lac des Prairies, or of the Meadows, and the scventh, which is
called Fort Bourbon, stands on the shore ofthe Great Lake Bourbon. Thechain ends
with Fort Poskoy ac, at the bottom of a river of that name, which falls into Lake
Bourbon. The River Poskovac is made bv DelisIe and Buache to rise within twenty-
five leagues of their west sea, which, they say, communicates with the Pacific Ocean.
All these Forts are under the Governor oj Canada."

The above, it will be observed, is the English account of what was still French
Canada, in 1760, just after the taking of Quebec and before the final conquest and
cession of the country. The River Poskoyac is that which now bears the nane of
the Saskatchewan, upon which Sir Alexander Mackenzie states that the French had
another fort higher up than Fort Poskoyac.*
«,The same author, Jefferys. in his description of Louisiana, says: " It is bounded
on the north by Canada; on the east by the British Colonies of New York, Pensyl-
vania, Maryland, Virginia, &c, &c." The map accompanying this description claims
the British Colonies, Virginia, &c., as coming up to the east bank of the Mississippi,
and therefo>re it is Louisiana west of the Mississippi that he refers to as bounded by
Canada on the no, th ; that is to say, from the sources of the Mississippi westward.

The same year in which this work was published, ail Canada was surrendered to
the British, though not finally ceded till three years after.

In surrendering the country to the British the Marquis de Vaudreuil subinitted
articles ofeapitulation which were marked " granted," or " refused, etc." according as
they were finally.agreed to by Generol Anherst. In guarding the iiterests of the Cana-
dian colonists in every part of the country surrendered, the localities abovedescribed
by English authority as being under the " Governor of Canada," are designated as
" the countres above," and the 46th article of the capitulation is as follows:

" The inhabitants and merchants shall enjoy ail the privileges of trade under the
same favors and conditions granted to the ,ubjects of lis Britannic Majesty as well
in the ' couairies above' as in the interior of thîe colony.--Granted."

By which these countries were inanifestly surrendered along with the rest of
Canada, and the future rights of the Canadians guaranteed thereto by the provision
that no British subjects should ever enjoy any privileges of trade there in which they
did not share ; not, indeed, that this g'uarantee, although it would decidedly have that
effect, could have been foreseen as a safeguard against the Hudson Bay Company,
who had never at that periord penetrati inîto the country, it being sinply iniended
to prevent any cause w'hatever from depriving the French colonists of the benefits of
a trade whiich had always been one of the mest important in the co.untry.

In the negociations for peace that lollowed, in 176t, which were directed ,n the
one part by Mlr. Pitt, and by ti Duke de Choiseul on the other, and whiei onded,
for the time, in failure, France contended for the boundaries of Loui.iana exteiding
to Canada, which Great Britain opposed. Finally, the Treaty of 1703 aill wed.
Louisiana to extend west of the MisÀssippi to its source, and made that River from
its source downwards, the bou nlary between the British and French possessions, the
boundary from the source of the Mississippi westward being left undetermined, a
question which had ultimately to be settled with the United States instead of with
France.

1846. The system adopted and industriously followed1 up by the two rival Com-
panies after their union lad indeed so disseminated an erroneous
appellation, that the country north and north-west of the M issis-

Oregon negoeiations. sippi had corne to be conmmonly called the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's Territories; but when diplomatists and statesmei came

"t mav be proper to observe that the French liad two settlenents upon the Saska+chiwine,
long before. and at the conquest of Canada; the first at the Pasquia, near Carrot River, and theOther at Nipawi, wvhere they had agricultural inutrurnents and wheel cari iages, marks of both
being found about those establishmejts, where the soi] is excellent."

Note to general history of the Fur Trade, p lxxiii. See Mackenzie's Voyages, London, 1801.
861
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to study the subject, tracirg up from history and fact their respective clain s,
as bearing upon the Oregon question, lhey did not stultify themselves
by the use of such an erroneous term ; accordingly, we find Mr. Buchanan, now
President elect of the United States, using the following language, in concluding a
proposition made by him on 1st July, 1846:

" The •ne proposed will carry out the principle of continuity equally for both
parties, by extending the limits both of tincient Louisiana and Canada to the Pacifie
along the same parallel of latitude which divide them east of the Rocky Mountains."

The same line of argument sustains the British plenipotentiary when, in arguing
the pretensions of his government to Oregon, he traces the progress of the Canadians
westward across the Roeky Mountains te the Pacifie.

The next step in the natural progress of events is the description of Canada
under British sway. The first step alter the Treaty of Paris was to provide for the
government of the settled parts of the country, for which purpose the Government
ot Quebec was organized, comprising, however, a very limited portion of Canada, as
per proclamation of 7th October, 1(J3, the iest of the country being tbereby reserved
from sLuvey or settlement, fer the moment, for the protection of' the Indians. The
descriptions of Canada, however, of that period took in the country to the westward
of Pennsylvania, by the Ohio River, to the Mississippi. And the Imperial Statiute of
1774, commonly called the "Quebec Act," describes the Province as extending
"nor thward to the southern boundary of the territory granted to the Merchant
Adventurers of England trading to Hludson Bay," but does not specify uchat their

boundaries are, and it will be seen, bv what follows, that the
construction put uion this Act, by the Briîtish Government,

Independence of United nine years later, was adverse to the present preten sions of the
States; boundary of Can- Company. The Treaty of Independence of the United States
ada then adopted. provided a new southerly boundary for Canada, a p-art of

what had formerly gone under that name having been ceded
to the United States; and by the Commission issued to Lord

Dorchester-the first after this treaty-the same words are used in describing the
bourdaries of Canada, as in the treaty, viz.

" Through Lake Superior northwards of the Ts!es Royal and
Philipeaux to the Long Lake ; thence, through the nidle of
the said Long Lake and the water communication betw(eel it

Lord Dorchester's Coni and the Lake of the Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods;
misio. thence, through the said lake to the most rorth-western peint

thereof, and from thence. in a due west c.urse, to the iver
Misissippi, and northw ai d to the southern boundary of tae tIr-
ritories granted to the Merchants Adventurers of Englaid
trading to Hudson Bay."

This description, it will be ýeen, Icaves tle boundaries [eyond the sourcc. Of
the M iisippi indeterminate. On the suppjosition that a line due wet firom the
Lake ot the Woods would intersect the Mississippi, the King was obiliged to limit
the ex:eit of Canada, on such line to the Mississippi proper, because by tle Trcaty
of Paris, Fiance retained the whole country to the west of tIe Mi-si"sipi frrn its
source downwards. Had the King's Commi>sion said from the intersctio cf' tho
due uicst line v, i'i the Mississippi " due north," it migit have been argucd that it p'-
vidcd t w stei Iv boundary, but it simply says 'îo/ tIher/i " because aitbhough it was
necessaiy to limit it to the Misssppi, where Louisiann commenced, theere was no
need Icr being specifie beyond the sources of ihat river where tLe Vestey boundai'Y
of Canada was yet unknown. Of the extent of Canada to the north by this deýcrip-
tion, il is enough te say that il was the same as by the Act of 1774, and required the
boundarie of' the territory granted to the Rudson Bay Company, to be defined first,
and if that failed it had no other limit, short of its original extent undei the Fthe h.

At the " definitive Treaty of' Peace " with the United States their territory did
not extend at any point to the west of the Mississippi, until they acquired Loui,-ianla
in 1803. It will be remembered that Mr 'i tt objected to tho northerly boundarY Of
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Louisiana coming so far north as the southerly boundary of Canada, in 1761; that
nevertheless it was so settled in 1763 that the Mississippi should be the boundary to
its source. This result seems to have been a compromise by which Louisiana was
confined almost entirely to the west of the Mississippi, Great Britain thus gaining
her point on the east, which came more nearly in contact with ber old possessions,
and giving to France entire scope on the west to the very sources of the Mississippi,
the boundarv from thence westward being left undetermined. This point had accord-
ingly to be afterwards settled with the United States, who bad in the meantime
acquired the rights of France. This settlement iltiniately admitted the 49th parallel
of latitude as the northerly boundary of Louisiana, and as such necessarily the
southerly boundary of Canada from the Lake of the Woods due west to the Rocky
Mountains, passing north of the source of the Mississippi proper, though intersecting
some of its tributary streams, the only error in which was that the lino should not
have been north of the source of the Mississippi, an error resulting from a previous
treaty with the United States, at a time when it was supposed that the parallel of
latitude agreed upon east of the Mississippi would intersect that river.

Were the King's letters patent to Lord Dorchester indeed taken literally at the
present day in regard to the southerly boundary of Canada, the due wet line of the
description, not intersecting the Mississippi, would go on as far as British ierritory,
not otherwise organized, would carry it, which would be to the Pacifie; or if limited
at all, it would be by the first waters of the Mississippi which it did intersect,'which
would be the White Earth River, and this would, in fact, correspond with the extent
of Canada previously known to the French, taking in all the old forts already men-
tioned and leaving out the "countries and nations hitherto undiscovercd," that is at
the tine of the conquest, thcugh at the period when that description was imade the
North-West Company were carrying on an active trade much farther to the west:
nor is it clear that this would be adverse to the intention of the description, for some
of the maps of that period represent the Mississippi as west of the Led. River.

The southerly boundary of the British dominions west of Lake Sup;erior being
therefore demonstrated as identical with the soiutherly boundary of Canada to sone
point due west of the Lake of the Woods, the only question is as to where that Point
is to be found ; is it the White Earth River, the first waters of the Misisippi with
which the due west lino intersects? or is it the surnmit of the R >cky Mountains, on
the same principle that the co-terminious boundary of Louisiana was ultimatcly so con-
strued ?

The next point to be deteriined is the northerly extenîsion of Can.da froin its
southerly boundary. The official descript ion. coriesponding with the Act of 1774,
earries it to dhe boundary of the HIudson B'y Comp1anîy's Territories, lut the sane
offieial decription ignores the bounudares they laim (thus proving so far the struc-
lion then put upon the Act of 1774), for it caries the southerly bounOary of Ca aa
down the watershed of Hudson Bay froni two b three- lundred nle. io the fe f
the Woods, and thence due west, thus making the starting point far witin whlu Ihe
Hud son Bay Company claim, and thus, fromn a point within what they cluin sh
territory, it is to extend northerly to their territories. If, then, the " rigtts of he
Hudson Bay Company were even far less equivocal than thev are, their so'theHy
boundary, as pretended by themselves, is entirely demolished, and the quest ion ari-es
where is the boundary of their territories so described as the northerly lim;t of u C da ?
The question of territorial rights bas aiready been so fully discussed that it is :n e-
cessary to repeat the arguments. The ouly possible conclusion is, that Canad is
either bounded in that direction by a few isolated pots ou the shore o Ilu 1 iky,
or else tbat the Company's territory is- like the intersection of the due w-t line
with the Mississippi-a myth, and consequently that Canada has no parueular limit
in that direction.

The accompanying map illustrates the northerly boundaryof Canada. accordig
to British authorities as ceded by the Freneh in 1763, there boing no westerly b>un-
dary then known or since provided. Thisi is perhaps all tbat could in the first
instance be absolutely claimed as under the Government of Canada, wore it not that,
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since the final determination of the southerly boundary, the Imperial Government
merely described the authority of this Government as extending over all the countries
theretofore known as Canada, which might fairly be taken to cover the territory
acquired by the Treaty of Utrecht, as well as that acquired by the Treaty of Paris.

BOUNDARIES OF THE INDIAN TERRITORIES.

The boundaries of the Indian Territories need little coneideration or explanation,
as they simply iiiclude all that belongs to Great Britain in North America to the
north and west of Canada, excepting the territory (if any) which the Hudson
Bay Company may of right claim. It must not be lost sight of, however, that the
great bulk of this territory has been acquired by the Crown of Great Britain through
discoveries of its Canadian subjects, beyond whatever may be determined to be the
westerly boundary of Canada, across the Rocky Mountains to the shores of the
Pacifie, and by the McKenzie River to the Frozen Ocean. The importance of these
discoveries in the negotiations pending the Troaty of Oregon, cannot be forgotten,
for it is in virtue of Canadian discovery and Canadian settlement that the British
negotiator was enabled to maintain his position in the controversy, and secure a foot-
ing for his country on the Pacifie. And when, it may be asked, did ever the Hudson
Bay Company afford such an important advantage to British intrests?

,ir Alexander McKenzie's journey in 1.793 aeross the Rocky Mountains (the first
ever perfbrmed north of Mexico) is thus referred to by the British Plenipotentiary,
in negotiating the Treaty of Oregon:

"While Vancouver was prosecuting discovery and explor-
"ation by sea, Sir Alexander McKenzie, a partner in the
"North- West Company, crossed the Rocky Mountains, discov-
"ered the head waters of the river since called Frazor's River,
"and following for some time the course of that river, effected a

Oregon Negotiations. " passage to the sea, being the first civilized man who traversed
"the Continent of America from sea to sea in these latitudes.
"On the retuin of McKenzie to Canada the North-West Com-
"pany established trading posts in the country to the westward
"of the Rocky Mountains."

This was the British title to that part of the country, and but for this journey
and the establishing of these trading posts, by which were acquired what the same
diplomatist says " may be called beneficial interests in those regions by commercial
"intercourse, the probability is that Great Britain would now hold no continuous
possessions across this continent, if she even held any isolated localities on the Pacifie
in virtue of her discoveries by sea.

Lewis and Clark, Americans, descended the southerly branch of the Columbia
River, 1808, and in 1811, Mr. Thompson, of the North-West Company, came down
the main branch froin the north, whose discovery is thus refhrred to by the British
Plenipotentiary:

"In the year 1811, Thompson, the Astronomer of the North- West Company,
" discovered the northern head waters of the Columbia, and fallowing its course till
"joined by the rivers previoasly discovered by Lewis and Clark, he continued his
" journey to the Pacifie."

And again:
" Thompson, of the North-West Company, was the first civilized person who

"navigated the northern, in reality the main branch, of the Columbia, or traversed
' any part of the country drained by it."

This is the title by which Great Britain has been enablel to retain the main
branch of the Columbia to its intersection with the 49th parallel of north latitude,
and the free navigation for her subjects of the whole river from that point to its dis-
charge in the Pacifie Ocean, as secured by the Treaty of Oregon, 184.

With respect to McKenzie's discoverios to the north, no diplomatie reference
thereto can be quoted, inasmuch as there has been no disputed title on the part of any
foreign power to give rise to any controversy upon the subject.
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It may be fairly urged, therefore, that these "Indian Territories," orig aaly the
fruits of Canadian enterprise, perseverance and industry, should no longer le shut out
from the Canadian people, but should in faet be united to Canada as a part of the
British Dominions. whieh Canadiaii subjects bave had the merit of acquiring and
retaining for the British Crown.

JURISDICTION.

The question of jurisdiction next comes under consideration, and in this, as
regards the Hudson Bay Company, it is apprehended that the actual exercisýe of it is
widely different from what existing laws would sanctioi.

The mystery with whjich this Company have managed to shroud their operations
in the interior renders it difficult to say what they do or what they do not do, but it
is gencrally understood that they actually exercise unlimited jurisdiction in every
resI)ect, civil, criminal and governmental, and that not only in what has been con-
sidered their own territories, but also in the Indian Territories and those parts of
Canada not immediately contiguous to settlement, all which existing law positively
forbids them to do, it need not be said in Canada, but either in their own territories
or in the Indian Territories.

By the Imperial Statute, 43 George III., chapter 138, the jurisdiction over the
Indian Territories and ail "parts of America not within the limits of the Provinces
"Of Upper or Lower Canada, or either of them, or within any civil government of
"the United States of America," is vested in the said Provineos. It is a curious cir-
cumstance that the very words of this Act which seem to have been intended to deny
all claim to any jurisdiction on the part of the Hudson Bay Company, should have
been taken hold of as the means of questioning its reference to them. The picamble
of the Act in giving the reason for the enactment states that, offenees not coirnitted
within the limits of the Canadas or the United States, as above, " are therefore not
cognizable by any jurisdiction whatever." This the Company argued could not mean
their territories because jurisdiction did exist there. The Act, they said, could not
mean all British America not within the limits of the Canadas, for the assertion that
ro jurisdiction existed was iiot true of Nova Seotia or New Brunswick, and therefore
might not be true of Hudson Bay. Thus, in fact, it appears that the framers of the
Act having their minds directed to the North-West, where the offences referred to
had occurred, forgot to exclude the provinces lying on the opposite side of Canada, on
the Atlantic Coast, from its operation; and this omission, when the war was carnried on
between the two Companies in the interior, Lord Selkirk turned to account to throw
doubt on the applicabilty of the Act to the Company's territories. But the assumption
that this Act does not affect their protensions is doubly futile; for, when more closely
considered, it either brings their territories within Canadian jurisdiction or it ignores
them altogether, and in either case it contracts the limits they claim. If they make
good their assertion that it does not affect their territories, then it destroys their claim
to have their limits extended to the boundaries of Canada. The territories referred to
in the preamble of the Act are those not within the limits of either Lower or Up-
per Canada, the two provinces being treated distinctly as regards the territories not
within their limits. Now, taking Lower Canada, in the first instance, it is bounded
by the Ottawa, and a line due north from the head of Lake Temiscamingue, and the
places outside its limits on which the Act would have effect, if not the Company's
territories must certainly be something between those limits and their territories.
But the question is more important as regards the places outside of Upper Canada.
If the maps accompanying the " Statement of Rights " submitted by Sir J. H. Pelly
be correct, thon the territory effected by the Act is about 1,500 miles distant in its
nearest part from the most remote point in Canada. In other words, Canada ends at
the source o Pigeon River, and the Indian Territories begin at the top of the Rocky
Mountains, and we are required therefore to assume that the Imperial Legislature
ineant to commit the absurdity of giving jurisdiction to the courts of Canada over a
territorybeginning at a distance of some fifteen hundred miles from her frontier,
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while a different British jurisdiction (that of the Company) prevailed in the inter-
vening space. But assuming for fact, the Company's view of the case that it did not
affect their territories, we tind the very purpose for which the Act was passed as
expresscd in the title to be to provide a jurisdiction for " certain parts of North
Anerica adjoining to the said provinces " of Lower and Upper Canada. Consequently,
if the territory affected by the Act only commences at the suinrit of th3 Rocky
Mountains, as represented by the map submitted by Sir J. H. Pelly, then as it adjoins
this province, Canada must extend to the summit of the Rocky Miountains, so thaton
their own showing the jurisdiction they exorcise in the intervening space, at Red
River for instance, is out of their own territories, and therefore not only without the
sanction of law but in violation of a positive enactment. They must thus either
ignore their own pretensions to the territory between what they call the westerly
boundary of Canada, and easterly boundary of the " Indian Territories," or they must
admit that the Act under consideration (which is still unrepealed) applies to their
territories, in which case their jurisdiction in every part would be in violation of the
statute.

But if there was any doubt on the subject before it was fully removed by the Act
1 and *, Geo. 4, Cap. 66, which was passed after all the strife and bloodshed in the
north-west, and which after reciting the doubt raised respecting the former Act being
applicable to the Hudson Bay Company's Territories, declares at section 5 in the
strongest and most comprehensive manner, that the said Act and all is clauses shall be
construed to apply to their territories, anything in " any grant or charter to the
Company to the contrary notwithstanding ."

This Act, 1 and 2, Geo. 4, Cap. 66, gives jurisdiction as full and complete as lan-
guage can make it over all the Indian and Hudson Bay Company's Territories to the
courts of Canada, and it provides for the appointment of Justices of the Peace by the
Crown (both of the Indian Territories and Hudson Bay Company's Territories) to
whom the Canadian Courts are empowered to issue Commissions "to take evidence in
any cause or suit, and " return the same, or try such issue, and for that purpose to
hold courts, &c." These courts are most distinctly made subordinate to the courts of
Canada, &c., and can in fact be created by, and exist through them only.

By the 11th and 12th clauses, however, the Crown is empowered to create Courts
of Record, without the intervention of the Canadian courts (but without limiting the
power to be exercised thro' them), for the trial of small causes and petty offences,
the former being limited to civil cases not effecting a larger amount than £200, and
the latter to cases in which the offence does not subject the person committing the
same to capital punishment or transportation.

By this Act, it is repeatedly declared and enacted in the most emphatie manner,
that its enactments shall have effect " notwithstanding anything contained in any
charter granted to the governor and Company of Adventures of England trading to
Hudson Bay."

It is true the last clause of the Act reserves to the Company in the most ample
manner all rights and privileges they " are by law entitled to claim and exercise
under their charter." This it will be observed is what the "Statement of Rights"
refers to when claimiing a " concurrent jurisdiction " with the Canadian courts. Now,
when it is observed that the legislature has refrained from expressing any opinion as
to what the rights or privileges of the Company really are, and cautiously abstained
from recognising any but what they already had " by law," it is difficult to suppose
that it was the intention of the Act to recognise in them those very powers which it
was making the most ample provision for the exercise of by a totally diiferent
authority in strong and repeatedly expressed abnegation of their pretensions.

It is also to be observed that the previous Act, 43 Geo. 3, which denies their juris-
diction, is still in force, unrestricted in every particular, and not deriving its force
from the subsequent statute, which is merely declaratory in that particular, of its
proper construction.

The question of whether the Company can exercise any legal jurisdiction within
their own tcrritories,-imited to their just extent,-loses its importance, however, in
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face of the more serious question of its actual exercise both in Canada and Indian
Territories, and that even to the extent of life and death, while the intention of the
Imfperial Legislature in creating ajurisdiction for those territories, reserved all impor-
tant cases, either civil or criminal, for trial by the regularly constituted legal
tribunals of an organized community, where the charter of British rights would be
held as sacred as the interest of the commercial Company who assume to be them-
selves the Judges where (without any reflection upon them collectively or individu-
ally) cases must, in the very nature of things, arise in which they ought to be the
judged.

It therefore becomes of very great moment to ascertain the truth of certain
stateients that have been made to the effect that their principal officers at Red
River hold their commissions from the Crown, and if so, under what fbrm, for what
extent of territory, and how described. Such commissions might no doubt have been
issued under the statute 1 and 2, Geo. 4, for the Hudson Bay Company's Territories
and for the Indian Territories, for the trial of small causes and offences of a minor
nature, as already describod, without in the least infringing upon or limiting the
right of Canada to intervene; but if the British Government has expressly included
the Red River country in any such commissiors, it can only have been through a
misapprehension of boundaries, which is not to be wondered at from the policy pur-
sued since the union of the Companies, and the erroneous view of the case they have
so constantly disseminated, and no doubt any such powers, if they have been granted,
would be withdrawn as soon as the case has been fully under the consideration of the
imperial authorities.

In concluding the question of jurisdiction it is necessary to
observe that the inperial Statutes, herein quoted, which vest the
jurisdiction in Canada to the shores of the Pacifie, have been re-

Vancouver's Island. pealed in so far as they relate to Vancouver's Island by the Act
12 and 13 Vic., Cap. 48, which re-invests the jurisdiction of Van-
couver's Island in the Imperial Government until the establish-
ment of a local legislature, which the Act contemplates.

At the same time a charter was granted to the Hudson Bay Company for the
colonization of the Island, conveying a grant of the soil.

Neither the Act nor the eharter, however, confers any jurisdiction upon the
Company.

The Company were required by the terms of the grant to colonize the Island
within five years, failing which the grant was to become void. It was also stipulated
that the grant might be recalled at the time of the expiration of their lease for
the Indian Territories upon payment to the Company of the expenses they might
have incurred, the value of their establishments, &c.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Before concluding this report it is desirable to offer a few general remarks upon
the subject, which the policy of the Company has kept out of view, and which con-
sequently is not generally well understood. .

The Hudson Bay Company claim under three separate titles, the first of which
is the charter of Charles 11, granted in 1670, for ever. The second, is the lease,
riginally granted, in 1821 to them in conjunction with the North-West Company of

Canada for the Indian Territories. The third, is their title to Vancouver's Island, as
explained. Under the first they base their claim to government, jurisdiction and
right of soil over the whole country watered by rivers falling into Hudson Bay,-
at least, sucLi is the theory, although they have abandoned it south of the present
southerly boundary of Canada at Rainy Lake, the Lake of the Woods and along the
49th parallel, to the south of which those rivers take their rise. tnder the second,
they claim exclusive trade from the Rocky Mountains, west to the Pacific, and from
the sources of the McKenzie River to the Frozen Ocean. Their is no dispute about
their title on this head, but their lease expires in two years, and it is the renewal of
tLis lease for a farther period of 21 years which they now seek to obtain.
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i will be 'een l.y tLe quýestion of boundary already treated, that the countryalcut Led River znrra Luke Winnicg, etc., wbich they claim urder their charter,
absolutely I ngs I trCnada; arid it -will be observed that the abstract riht, not the
value of tlc iiioiy, Las been dwelt upon, Lut unfortunately tLe later bas been
as little geerfally understcd as the foimer, the result of the ncans the Company
have talen to conceal it, for seldom if ever Las tLe wisdom and foresight of man de-
vised a poliicy Letier calculated to tLe erd for wbich it was intended than thatadopt.
ed sincc the union of the Companies, in 1821.

Before Ihat union tLe Caradian fur trade g.ve employment to home thousands
of men as mero cariers, or " Yoyageurs," as thcy were termed.

in endeavoring to depreciate the national serviees rendered by the North-West
Cornpany during the war of 1812, at the caplure of Michilimacin, &c., Lord Selkirk
alludes Io this Lcdy of men as formirg the " Voyageurs Corps," but denies credit to

the Compary for their impoitant services which he nadmits "in a
great ieasure secured Canada, because they were not constantly

Selkirk's Pamphlet, employed by the Company, and effected this service at a season
p. 27 to 35. of' the year wben the Company did not requirethem. Assuming

this to be the fact, however, had there been then, as now, no such
Company and no such trade, there would have been no such body
of men ready lor action in the hour of danger.

iHad the circumstances of the trade continued the same to the present day,
settlement must have followed the route of such a line of traffie, aind the continuai
intercourse between this country and the fertile plains of the " Far West " would
have placed us as far in advance of our American neighbors in the colonization of
those countries, as we are now behind them.

But the policy of the united Companies bas been so admirably carried out in all
its details, that an erroneous impression respecting the country and everything con.
nected with it had gradually got possession of the public mind, and it is wonderful
with what tact such impressions may sometimes be conveyed without any statement
being made contrary to truth. The very appellation of " Hudson Bay Territory," as
applied for instance to tho Red River country, carries a talse impression witb it, for
the waters of the Mississippi and the Red River, the Assiniboine and the Missouri,
interlace with each other there, and therefore, the designation of " Gulf of Mexico Ter-
ritoi y " would just be as correct. But what a different impression it would convey as
regards climate ? Again, almost every mention of the available parts of the West-
ern Territories, which are well known to possess a soil and climate adapted in the
highest degree for successful settlement, is interwoven with some reference to ice in
some shape or other, which no doubt the Company truly encounter in carrying the
trade some eight hundred miles due north through Hudson Bay.

An admirable specimen of this kind of pohcy, by which erroneous impressions
may be conveyed, is to be found in Sir J. H. Pelly's letter to Lord Glenelg, of lth
February, 1837 :

" For many years prior to the conquest of Canada, French
subjects had penetrated by the St. Lawrence to the frontiers of

Parliamentar Papers, Rupert's Land; but no competition had occurred between the
No. 547 01f1842. traders of the two conntries within the territories of the Hudson

Bay Company previous to the cession of Canada to Great
Britain.

"Subsequent to that period, the greater capital and activity of British subjects
led to a competition, first on the frontier parts, then in the interior, and at last to the
formation of a Company, combining all the individuals at that time engaged in the
trade, to countries bordering on and west of Lake Superior, under the firm of the
North-West Company of Montreal.

This, when dissected, is a signifleent paragraph. Where are "the frontiers of
Rupert's land," if the French, whose forts were all around Lake Winnipeg, had not
reached them before the cession of Canada to Great Britain ? This is an important
corroboration of the views of the boundary question explained in the present report.
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That "no competition had occurred within the Territories of the Hudson Bay
Company ". up to that timo may be very true, because the Company had never come
up from the shores of the Bay, and the French had not gone down-from their places
on Lake Winnipeg-to the Bay. The second paragraph, above quoted, may also be
substantially true, but yet it is so framed as to convey to the general reader that the
competition arose from the inhabitants of Canada advancing beyond where they had
been before; whereas it was the Hudson Bay Company who then came up, for the
first time, from the shores of the Bay, which led to the competition, " first on the
frontier parts" of Rupert's lard, "theh in the interior," on Lake Winnipeg, the
Saskatchewan, &c., where the Canadians had long enjoyed the trade without
competition.

Such is the system and policy pursued by the Company to exclude from view
and create erroneous impressions respecting the western portions of this Province,
than which there is perhaps no finer country in North America. The same course
marks their proceedings at the present moment, for no intimation has been given in
this country 5f their intention to apply for a renewal of the lease of the Indian
Territories, tbough, exercising the privileges they do in countries subject to the
Canadian Government, it would not have been unreasonable to expect à different
course. Neither does it appear that they have taken any means to inform the
inhabitants of those countries, whose rights and interests are most deeply affected
by the action to be taken, that they were to make this early application for renewal
of their lease. iHad it been effccted in the quiet manner they seem to have desired,
-a consumnmation which the thanks of the country are due to the Imperial Govern-
ment for having refused to sanction-they only would have been bard in their own
case, and the result would have been, alike to the people herc and in the morc remote
territories, a surprise.

Canada lias no quarrel with the Hudson Bay Company, and desires no harsh
moasures towards them. It would be alike ruinous to them and injurious to the
countries over which they hold either legal or illegal sway to put a sudden stop to
their operations, but it is an error to suppose that the governing of those countries
is a task of uncommon difficulty. The state of anarchy which prevailed in those
countries during the warfare of the Companies was the result of the strife between
them, where there was no sort of authority, except what they scemed equally to
yield, and not arising from any turbulent or ungovernable spirit on the part of the
native population. On the contrary, the moment a recognized authority stepped in
to control both Companies, implicit obedience was at once yielded to it throughout
those vast territories, and either party would have found itself powerless to
command followers for an, purpose of further aggression. This was upon the
ocasion of the withdrawal o all commissions of the peace, previously granted to
the leading people of the twu Companies, the appointment of two special commis-
Sioners (one of them a member of the Executive Council of Lower Canada), and
the isuing of a proclaration in the name of the Prince Regent by authority of a
despatch from Earl Bathurst, of 6th February, 1817, requiring the mutital restitution
of all the places and property captured during the strife, to the party who had
Oliginally possessed the mame, and the entire freedom of the trade to each party,
until further adjudie:med upon. Galling as this restitution must have been in numer-
OUs instances where party feeling, embittered by the loss of many lives, lad reached
the biglest pitch of excitement, it was immediately complied with.

The proper course to pursue, therefore, would be to lay before the Imperial
Government the expediency of annexing the Indian Territories to Canada, showing
that by this means only can those countries be retained long in the possession of Great
Britain. For colonized they must and will be; it is only a question of who shall do
it. If we do not, the Americans will, and that in spite of anything the Company
tan do to prevert it. Thatthese territories are fit fields for settlement it is useless
to dispute, for -onc physical fact upsets all the theories ta contrary. Where a
Qountry is found to sustain animal life to such an extent that hundreds of
thousands of wild cattle fid subsistence there both in summer and winter, there man
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can also find a home and plenty. Nor is the country possessing this characteristie
confined to a narrow strip along the frontier, but continuing to widen to the westward
it is found that the climate, even on the east side of the Rocky Mountains and at
a depth of seven degrees north of the American boundary, is milder than the average
of the settled parts of Upper Canada.

On the west side of the Rocky Mountains the climate is mild to a still higher
latitude, but Vancouver's Island, together with the contiguous main land, is perhaps
one of the finest countries in the world for colonization. The only drawback is the
difficulty of access, a difficulty which the present system will never remove, for it
looms larger now than it did forty or fifty years ago, when the North-West Comp:tny
of Canada poured a continuous stream of traffic across the continent. This Isand
cannot now of course be annexed to Canada on the same terms as the othor Indian
Territories, as the existing charter under which the Island is held (a different and
distinct thing, be it remembered, from either the old charter or the expiring lease)
entities the Hudson Bay Company to payment of the value of their establisbnents
if the grant be rescinded, which Canada would naturally be expected to pay, if the
Island were conceded to her, and it might be well to see now upon what terms this
could be done, because it seems if it be not done at the expiration of hie lease of the
"Indian Territories," it could not be done afterwards, unless indeed the Company
have failed to fulfil the conditions required within the first five years.

Twelve years ago.the United States had no communication with their territories
on the Pacifie except by sea, and during the Oregon negotiations, wlien propoing
strenuous measures upon the subject, the President in his Message to Congress, 2nd
December, 1845, says:

" An overland mail is believed to be entirely practicable; and the importance
of este blishing such a mail at least once a month is submitted to the favorable
consideration of Congress."

How different the circumstances now, and how " entirely practicable " it
has proved need not be dwelt upon, but it must be remarked that at no other point
north of the Gulf of Mexico are the facilities for communication across the continent
anything like equal to what they are through Canada, there being good navigation
three-fourths, if not more, of the whole distance; first to the head of Intke Superior,
from whence the navigation is broken to Lake Winnipeg (though about 150 miles of
this distance is navigable), then through that lake to the Saskatchewan, on which
there are obstructions in the lower part, near the lake, from whenee the navigation
is unimpeded to the very base of the Rocky Mountains.

It would be very desirable, therefore, and quite practicable, if the British Govern-
ment will consent, to annex the Indian Territories, extending to the Pacific and
Vancouver's Island, to Canada, to establish, during summer, a monthly communica-
tion across the continent. It is of incalculable importance that these menures
should be most forcibly pressed upon the Imperial Government at the present *junC-
ture, for on their solution depends the question of whether this country tuLi ulti-
mately become a petty state or one of the great powers of the earth; and nio only
that, but whether or not there shall be a counterpoise favorable to British i -rests
and modelled upon Brtsh institutions to counteract the preponderating influe ce-
if not the absolutedomi n ion-to which our great neighbor, the United States, iiutst
otherwise attain upon this continent.

No reference has been here made to the controversy between the Coipany and
those who accuse them of excrcising a pernicious influence over the Indian popula-
tion, nor is it necessary to enter into the subject farther than to point out the erro-
neous impression the Company strive to inculcate, to the effect that they are
necessary to the Indians. It may well be that the state of things is better, under
them, than it was when the two powerful companies were in hostile array against
each other; and it n; y be that their affairs are as well conducted, with reference to
their effect upon the mi;tive population, as could well be expected of a commercial
company, having the primary question of profit and loss as the object of their atssOc.
ation. But the question really comes to be, whether those countries shall be kept In
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statu quo till the tide of population bursts in upon then, over an imaginary line,
frorm a country where it has been the rule that the Indian must be driven fron the
lands the white man covets; or be opened up under the influence of the Canadian
Government, which has always evinced the greatest symupathy towards the Indian
race, and has protected them in the enjoyment of their rights and properties, not
only in their remote hunting-grounds, but in the midst of thickly-peopled districts of
the country.

CRowN LAND DEPARTMENT,
Toronto, 1857.

11.-EVIDENCE OF WM. McD. DAWSON.--FROM THE REPORT OF A COM-
MITTEE-THERE WERE TWO OTHER WITNESSES EXAMINED-
ALLAN McDONELL AND GEO. GLADMAN--IIURRIEIDLY GOT UP
AT CLOSE OF SESSION, 1857.

MoNDAY, 8th June, 18,7.

Mr. WILLIAM McD. DAWSON called in and examined.
I am head of the Woods and Forests Branch of the Crown Land Department,

and reside in Toronto.
I have never had any difculty or quarrel with any one connected with the

Hudson Bay Company.
Have you particularly studied the titles under which the Hudson Bay Company

claim certain rights of soil, jurisdiction and trade on this continent?
I have made this subject a particular object of study for many years, and have

omitted no opportunity of acquiring information upon it, and although with more
time than I could devote to it, and a more extended research, mueb additional infor-
mation could be obtained, I believe that it would only tend to fill up details, and
strengthen and confirm the results of the investigation I have already made.

Will you state to the Committee the result of your investigation ?
The result of my investigation has been to demonstrate that in the Red River

and Saskatchewan countries, the Hudson Bay Company have no right or title what-
ever, except what they have in common with other British subjects. Wherever they
have any possession or occupancy there they are simply squatters, the same as they
are at Fort William, La Cloche, Lake Nippissing, or any of their other posts in
Canada.

The Governmental attributes they claim in that country are a fiction, and their
exercise a palpable infraction of law.

I am no enemy to the Hudson Bay Company, nor to any individual connected
with it, and I think that there are, at the present day, extenuating circumstances to
justify a great degree of forbearance towards them, when their position comes to be
dealt with either judicially or legislatively.

Illegal as it undoubtedly is, their present position is a sort of moral necessity
With them. The first attempt of the Company, under Lord Selkirk's regime, to
assume that position, was no doubt a monstrous usurpation, but it was defeated,
though not till it had caused much bloodshed.

The Hudson Bay Company and the Canadian traders (North-West Company)
afterwards amalgamated, and then, in pursuance of a policy, most dexterously
Planned and executed, carried the trade away back into the interior, from the very
shores of the lakes and rivers adjoining the settlements of Canada, and took it round
by Hudson Bay to keep it out of view, to lessen the chances of a new opposition
Springing up.

They also gave out that it was their country-a fiction which the license of ex-
clasive trade for the Indian territories helped to maintain-ard they industriously
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pyblished and circulated maps of it as such, which, being copied intoother mapsand
geographical works strengthened the delusion, till it became very general indeed.

When, therefore, by tbis means they had been leit alone in these remote
territories, withont any intercourse with the organized tribunals or legitimate
Government of the country-an intercourse which their monetary interests forbade
them to seek-it became a sort of necessity for them to establish a jurisdiction of
their own.

It is true tbat they have gone to an extreme in this matter which it would be
difficult to excuse; but in such a case it is bard to take the first step and be able to
stop afterwards, more particularly when. it consists in a total antagonism to existing
law, or rather in assuming to themselves the functions of constituted authorities
where they legally possess only the rights of subjects and traders, in common with
the rest of the community.

But having once assumed and exercised such powers, and thereby made them-
selves amenable to the laws of the country, it is not to be wondered at that they
have sought to justify it on the pretence that they possess those powers of Govern-
ment which (doubtful at best, even in those localities where they have some show of
title) are without the least foundation on the banks of the Saskatchewan or Red
Ri vers.

In thus palliating the tenacity with which the Iludson Bay Company cling to
their fictitious title, 1 may be accused of being their apologist, but I am so only to
the extent that, at the present day their position has become a necessity, for, in so
far as they have affected the rights of others, they have rendered themselves liable
to the most serions consequences, should any party agrieved see fit to appeal to the
legal tribunals of the country, and it is but natural to suppose that they will endea-
-vor to maintain the fiction long enough to enable them to effect a compromise.

Any number of individuals might associate themselves together for mining,
hunting or agriculture, say at Lake Nipissing or on Anticosti, and finding no legal
tribunals there, or within their reach, they might establish a jurisdiction of their
own and execute their judgments. Circumstances may be imagined in which such a
course, if resulting from the necessity of their position, might be morally right
though legally wrong, but nothing short of an act of indemnity could save them from
the consequences if pursued at law, by those whose rights they had affected.

Such is exactly the position ot the Hudson Bay Company at the Red River, and
for the judgments they have rendered there they are undoubtedly amenable to be
judged by the legally constituted tribunals of this country; and those whom they
have condemned or punished, or whose rights or interests they have adjudicated upon
can certainly obtain redress. And to this extent I would be their advocate, that in
so far as their assumption of jurisdiction has been, in a manner, a necessity resulting
ffom the acts of former years, the Legislature should pass an Act of indemnity to
shield them from the consequences-the circumstances to be first investigated, how-
ever, by a commission appointJ by the Government for that purpose.

It may seem presumptuous in me to put the case so strongly in opposition to the
general view of their territorial rights, but it is not a matter of opinion, it is a matter
of fact. I could have no hesitation to state as a fact, that the County of York and
the District of Montreal are not portions of the Company's territory, but the fact
that the Red River and Saskatchewan are not in their territory is just as strong and
absolute, and the circumstance that the one happens to be better known than the other
does not alter the fact in the one case more than the other.

But the generally received view of the subject is but of recent date and simplY
the result of the circunstance, that no one in particular has taken any interest in,
denying it. It is only since the union of the companies in 1821 that there has been
no obstacle to the continuous imposition of the Company's views upon the public till
they ultimately became rather unopposed than accepted; and in denying their
title now (on the Saskatchewan and Red River) I an simply in accord with thet
highest authorities whose province it has been to treat the question judicially.
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It must be remembered that the Company did not attempt to even entcr upon
these countries until 104 years after the date of their charter, viz.: in 1774, and that
they then did so, not as taking possession under their charter, but only to participato
in a traffic then in the hands of British subjects trading Irom Canada in virtue of the
conquest or cession of the country, through which, and not in virtue of their charter,
the Company also had. of course, a right to trade as Britsh subjects.

A rivalry having been kept up for many years in ihe trade, and the absurd
construction of the charter now contended for having been invented, the attempt to
exercise the powers claimed was made by the Company throngh Lord Selikirk, first
theoretically about the veurs 1811-12 and practically about 1814, by warning off the
North-West Company and obstracting the channel of their trade, andw the resuit was
a great deal of strife and bloodshed. In the course of this strife various appeais
were made to the Provincial and Imperial Governments and to the legal tribunals,
and in every instance the decisions were directly or corstructively adverse to the
pretensions of the Hudson Bay Company.

In a despatch to the Governor General from Earl Bathurst, by order of His
Royal lighness the Prince Regent, under date 6th February, 1817, 1 find the follow-
ing instructions in relation to these events:

"You will aiso require, under similar penalties, the restitution of all forts,
buildings, or trading stations, with the property whieh they contain, whieh may
bave been seized or taken po session of by either party, to the party who originally
established or constructed the same, and who were possessed of them previous to the
recent disputes between the two Companies.

" You will also require the removal of any bloekade or impediment by which
any party may have attempted to prevent or interrupt the free passage of traders or
others of Ris Majesty's subjects or the natives of the eountry with their merchandize,
furs, provisions, and other effects, throughout the lakes, rivers, roads and every other
usual route or communication heretofore used for the purposes of the fur trade in the
interior of North America, and the fuill and free permission for all persons to pursue
their usual and accustomed trade without hindrance or molestation."

And in conclusion this object is again peremptorily insisted on, viz.: "the
mutual restoration of ail property captured durirg these disputes, and the fruedom
of trade and intercourse with the Indians, until the trials now pending can be brought
to a judicial decision and the great question at issue with respect to the rights of the
two Co>mpanies shall be detinitely settled."

The trials then pending to which the above allusion has reference were those
institued by Lord Selkirk against the partners and employees of the North-West
Company, who had resisted the pretensions of the Huds>n Bay Company, and in
consequence of which a battle was fought on the Frog Plains, at the Red River, in
which some 20 of the Hudson Bay people were killed, including the " Governor," as
they styled their chief officer. Those trials were for murder (some of the parties as
principals and some as accessories), fer arson, robbery (stealing cannon), and other
high misdemeauors, and were held in this city, then the Town of York, in October,
1818, und resulted in the acquittai of all the parties on al the charges, thoughî it was
flot denied that some of themi had been in the battle, in which, however, they con-
tended that they were in the defence of their just rigbts.

These trials were held under the Canada Jurisdiction Act (43 Geo. lI, cap. 138),
by authority of a commission from Lower Canada, but the jurisdiction under that
Act being questioned on the ground that the Frog Plains were in Upper Canada and
therefore not in ihe territories affected by that Act, the court was so doubtful oi the
question of boundary that the charge to the jury dir'ected that in case of finding the
prisoners guilty, they should return a special verdict, setting forth that " they could

not see from any evidence before thei, what were tle limiits of
Report from minutes Upper Canada." The Attorney General vas unable to define

taken in court, page these limits, but appealed to the court to decide, as they290.
were "deducible from Treaties, Acts of Parliament, and Procla-
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mations, &c." and the judgment of the court was as above stated ; the following
passage occurring in the charge of the Chief Justice:

" Mr. Attorney Ceneral has put in evidence the latitude and
Report from longitude of the Frog Plains, but he does not put in evidence whether
minutes taken n this latitude and longitude be without or within the boundaries ofcourt pae27
Oct. 188.2 ' Upper Canada, and I do not know whether from 90° to 1000 or 150°

form the western limit of Upper Canada."
In other words, the court could not afiirm that Upper Canada had any western

limit on this side of the Pacifie; and the court was right, its westerly limit never
had been assigned, and absolute evidence, of the very nature which the Attorney

General (now Chief Justice, Sir J. B. Robinson) admitted would be
Description in proof upon the subject, existed, so far as to prove that the Province
Commissions to extended beyond the Lake of the Woods, without determining how
Governors. far beyond, but it was not bis duty to quote it as he was prosecuting

for a conviction as directed by a special commission from Lower
Canada under a particular Act. An acquittal, however, rendered any special verdict
unnecessary, and the question was not, therefore, further tried on these cases.

I must remark, however, that the question raised was solely whether the scene
of the outrage at Red River was in Canada or the Indian Territory, not whether it
was in Canada or the Hudson Bay Company's Territory; the latter alternative was
not even entertained, having been almost entirely ignored on the trials as too mani-
festly absurd to make any legal fight upon at all. In short, the case for the defence
was based on a justification of resistince to the assumed authority of the Company,
whose preposterous pretensions on the Red River with " Governors, Sheriffs, &c.,"
were treated with ridicule; without, however, detracting from the individuals,
"Governor " Semple, who was killed, or bis predecessor, McDonell, who were worthy
of the highest respect, though, like many others, inposed upon in the first instance
by the specious pretences of the Company and Lord Selkirk.

Other actions and trials took place in Upper Canada, all of which, so far as I
have been able to trace them, were adverse to the Hludson Bay Company. In
February, 1819, in this city, William Smith, Under Sheriff of the then Western
District, obtained £500 damages against Lord Selkirk, then at the head of a large
armed force, for resisting him in the execution of a writ of restitution founded upon
a verdict obtained at Sandwich in 1816, and resistance, also, to a warrant for his
Lordhip's arrest.

At the saine tine Daniel McKenzie obtained £1,500 damages for forcible deten-
tion, &c., by Lord Selkirk.

Criminal proceedings were also instituted and a bill of indictment found against
Lord Selkirk hinself and the leaders of his party, for their illegal transactions in the
western territories; but I have not yet been able to trace up the resuilt of this case,
and no doubt much valuable information could be obtained by some one having more
time than I have had to hunt up the records of these proceedings.

The latter trials, I believe, were in the ordinary course of procedure of Upper
Canada, and not under the Special Act for the Indian Territories, &c., and the prO-
ceedings taken extended to transactions which occurred far within the territories
drained by waters discharging into Lake Winnipeg.

lHaving shown the views of the judirial authorities of Upper Canada, I would
advert !or a moment to those of Lower Canada.

In May, 1818, Charles De Reinhard was tried at Quebee for murder committed
in 1816 on the River Winnipeg, under the Canada Jurisdiction Act. Exception
was taken to the jurisdiction of the Court on the ground that the locality was not
in the Indian Territory, but within the limits of Upper Canada. The court over.
ruled the objection and decided that the westerly boundary of Upper Canada was a
lino on the meridian of 880 50' west longitude. from London. 1 bardly think that
any surveyor, geographer or delineator of boundaries of any experience or scientific
attainments would concur in that decision.
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The question would be too long, however, to discuss now, and I shall only Say
that it was based on the assumption that, of the territory previously belonging to
and acquired from France in 1763, only a part was organized as the Province of
Quebec, and that the two Provinces of Canada, after the division, were confined to
the same limits provided for the former by the Act of 1774. The court, the Attorney
General and the counsel for the prisoner, alike concurred in the fact that the River
Winnipeg was a part of the country previously belonging to France, and ceded by
the Treaty of Paris, in 1763, and at no stage of the proceedings was the question of
its being a part of the Hudson Bay Company's Territories for one moment enter-
tained.

De Reinhard was found guilty and sentenced to death, but although the court
refused to re-consider its decision, yet the reasoning of Messrs. Stewart and Vallière
was so clear that the judges deemed it expedient that the execution should be
delayed till the decision of the Imperial Government could bc had upon the question
of jurisdiction.

The actual reasons given by the Imperial Government I have not been able to
get at; but I know that when the decision was given the prisoner was released, and
that the question submitted was that ofjurisdiction, as above stated.

I must here remark, however, that notwithstanding the able and convincing
arguments of Messrs. Stewart and Vallière, they omitted one point which the court
would have been obliged, by its own admissions, to have accepted as conclusive
against the judgment it gave. The decision given was based up-)n the techilcal
construction put by the court upon the actual wording of an Act of Parliament, but
it was admitted ýby the court) that the country to the west only " came into the
posssession of the British Crown at the Treaty of Paris, in 1763;" and it was also
admitted that the King could, by " an Act of Soverin Au!nrity," hav placed that
country under the Government of Canada. It was merely donied that ho did so, not
asserted that he could not. The counsel for the prisoner did not chance to come

upon the Commissions of the Governors, or they would have found
Lord Dorchester's that there had been such an " Act of Sovereign Authority," distinetly
Commission, 1783. describing that country to the west of the Lake of the Woods as

attached to the Government of Canada, and the court, by its own
admission, must have been bound by it.

I may also remark that the decisicn of the Court at Quebec would have made
the westerly limit of Upper Canada a long way east of the United States boundary
at Lake Superior, leaving out the shores of the lake (where we are now selling
mining lands) and its westerly tributaries, and has therefore nothing in common
with the boundary designated for us by the Hudson Bay Company, viz.:-the
water-shed of the St. Lawrence, and for which there is no earthly authority except
themselves.

On this bead I must advert to one other authority which is of the highest
importance at this moment, when troops are about to be sent to the Red River, and
who, if they carry with them the erroneous views which, of late years, have been
with some success imposed upon the public by the assiduous promulgation of the
Company, may unfortunately be placed in a position of antagonisra to the civil
power. There were, indeed, some troops there not very many years ago, and no
such evils, as might be apprehended now, resulted; but the circumstances are
changed; the scenes of an earlier period may come back if the attempt bo made
wholly unsustained by law, to repress a legal right. If such should be the case, it
would be unfortunate if Her Majesty's soldiers were found on the wrong side, acting
against law, for the subject is now being so well diseussed that the people will
know their rights, and will appeal to the legal tribunals and the civil powers of
the State to sustain them. Better that military rule prevailed entirely, for thon the
officers would know their duties and their responsibilities. If they go under the
impression that they are to be subject to the supposed civil officers of a self-consti-
tuted government whîch has no legal existence, -they may find themselves called
upon to enforce behests which are not law, which are infractions of law; they may
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be called upon to subdue resistance to illegal acts to which resistance is a duty and a
right ; and if, for acting on these bchests, they are ultimately brought before the
courts of justice, they will find that they bave acted under those whose powers will
be treated as a nullity, whose civil offices will be held a mockery. This bas been so
before; it may be so again, if due precaution be not observed; and I state it thus
strongly now because the more it is known, the less will be the chance of its recur-
rence.

If proper civil officers, magistrates, &c., were appointed by His Excellency the
Governor General, for the Red River country, to whom alone the troops could look in
case of emergency, as vested with authority, the difficulty and danger would be
obviated ; for without this there is no authority in that country, by, through or in
sny person connected with the Hudson Bay Company, as such, to which any officer
or soldier in Her Majesty's service would be justified in yielding obedience.

To revert to the authority upon this subject, I was about to quote; it will be
remembered that during the troubles which formerly took place, upon special repre-
sentations made by Lord Selkirk, that he was not safe in proceeding to the Red River
settlement, some troops were sent with him, and the instructions given to them by
order of His Excellency Sir Gordon Drummond, are so clear and decisive thatno one
can mistake their purport. They were as follows:-

ADJUTANT-GENER &L'S OFFICE,
QUEBEC, 17th April, 1816.

SIR,-THE EARL OF SELKIRK having represented to the ADMINISTRATOR-IN-CHIEF,
and Commanding General of the Forces that he has reason to apprehend that attempts
nay be made upon bis life in the course of the journey through the Indian country

which he is about to undertake, lis Excellency has in censequenoe been pleased to
grant his Lordship a military guard for his personal protection against assassination.
This party which is to consist of two serjeants and twelve rank and file of the regi-
me: t de Meuron, is placed under your command, and I am commanded to convey to
you the positive prohibition of His Excellency the Lieutenant-General eommanding
the Force-s, against tbe employment of this force for any other purpose than the per-
sonal protection of the EARL OF SELKIRK. You are particularly Ordered not to engage
in yourself, or the party under your conmand, in any disputes which may occur
betwixt the EARL oF SELKIRK and bis engagés and employés, and those of the NoRTu-
WEST COMPANY, or te take any part or share in any affray which may arise out of
such disputes.

By such an interference on your part, you would not only be disobeying your
instructions, but acting in direct opposition to the wishes and intentions of the Govern-
ment to the COUNTENANCE, SUPPORT and PRoTECTION of which EACI PARTY has an
equal claim.

The EARL OF SELKIRK has engaged to furnish the party under your command
with provisions during the time of your absence; you are on no occasion to separate
from your party, but to returri with bis Lordship, and on no account to suffer yourself
or any of your detachment to be left at any settlement or post in the Indian country.

These instructions are to be clearly explained to the non-commissioned officers
and men in your party.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

(Signed) J. HARVEY,
Lt.-CoL., D.A.G.

Lieuten, rt Graffenried,
De Meuron's Regiment.

[The italies and capitals are the same as in the original.]

This is another emphatic declaration that the Government held the Hudson Bay
Company and the Canadian tracr anr ssessed o t ual rigX:s, and that 11is
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iMajesty's troops at least were not to be used against the one to sustain the rediculous
pretensions of the other.

Notwithstanding the stringency of these instructions, however, Lord Selkirk
having a number of the disbanded De Meuron soldiers in his pay, it was diffcuIlt for
the regulars to resist being led along with them, to enter upon the North-West Com-
pany's property. &c., and which involved them in legal difficulties, after their return,
from which it was not easy to extricate them.

1 have confined nyseif in the foregoing remarks to the Red iRiver and Saskatc-
wan countries, which were the principal scenes of the disputes which have heretofore
called for action, and it will be' seen that the imporial authorities, the military
authorities, and the courts ofjustice have all ignored the pretensions of tho Hudson
Bay Company as regards those countries.

The great danger in renewing the Company's ]ease of the Indian Territories,
however, would be th:tt they might drop the pretence that the Red River, &c., is
covered by their charter, and claim it as part of the Indian Territories, a plea which,
though erroneous, might be more easily sustained by technicalities, inasmucli as
some of the remote parts of Canada, perfectly understood to be such, have neverthe-
less sometimes been designated as the " Indian countries " in official docunents.

I have not referred to the validity of the Company's charter, either to deny or
admit it; I merely deny that it lias effect on the countries I have spoken of.

In support of this I bave quoted more recent authorities, but for a more par-
ticular investigation of their title, its extent and origin, I beg to refer to a report
which I wrotc for the Commissioner of Crown Lands, some months ago, the substance
of which appears in the shape of a memorandum in the Return to an Address of the
Honorable Legisiative Assenbly, dated 15th March, 1857, for certain papers con-
nected with the Hudson Bay question. It embodies the views I have entcrtained for
many years, and is the resalt of much careful study.

Have you made the early and present boundaries of Canada a particular subject
of study ; if so, state the result ?

The early boundaries of Canada or New France included, I think, the whole of
Hludson Bay, for I find al[ that part of the country granted to a trading Company by
the King of France, in a charter somewhat similar, but forty-three vears earlier, than
the earter of the Hudon Bay Company. I find the country also coniried by
Treaty to France, at St. (erniain's en Laye, thirty-eight years befbre the last named
charter, but the investigation of this part of the subject is fully stated in the memor-
andum referred to.

I find that from the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, to the Treaty of Paris, in 1763,
the boundaries between the French possessions in Canada and the British 1 ossessions
in Hudson Bay were not defined. The lines claimed by both parties are distinctly
laid down on the map lately prepared by Mr. Devine in the Crown Land Department.
Both, it will be seen, give the Red River and the Saskatchewan to France, and the
line laid down from British authorities is from those least favorable t) French pre-
tensions of that period. All the country south of that line is of course what was
ceded by France, as Canada, in 1763, and was in her undisputed possession up to that
time. There was never any westerly limit assigned to Canada either before or since
the Treaty of Paris. The French claimed to the Pacifie though they never explored
the whole way across, which, however, the Canadians (British and French) were the
first to effect after the treaty.

Some British authorities of a more recent date claimed under the Treaty of
Utrecht from Hudson's Bay to latitude 490 as having been so determined by Com-
inissioners; but no such decision was ever given. I have searched every book I could

fr upon the subject, and have communicated with those who have searched the best
ries of France and England with the same object, but no authority can be found

for ah authority.
What do you know of the soil and climate of the British territories north and

West of Lake Super1 or to the Pacific ?
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I know the country in these respects in a general way, as well as I can know
any country that I have never personally visited. A great deal of it is of the finest
character, both with respect to soil and climate, but in such an extent there are of
course some sterile, rocky and barren tracts. The immediate shores of Lake Superior
are for the most part rock-bound, but a conviction I have long entertained, deduced
from certain promises, has been sustained by recent proof, tb an extensive table.
land or flat country exists in the interior to the north. To th,- west, after crowning
the height of land near the lake, there is a great deal of flat country. Froni the
most westerly British point on Lake Superior to the Red River Settlement, the dis-
tance in an air line is 350 miles, and there is no reason to apprehend that the average
difficulties of making a road the whole way are greater than are ordinarily met with
in the interior of Canada.

Much of the distance, however, is navigable. From the lower end of the Lake
of the Woods to the foot of Rainy Lake is navigable in one reach of 156 miles;
thence through Rainy Lake, &c., there is a navigable reach of 77 miles (although
some say there is a break, making 44 and 33 miles), thence there are 28 miles, mak-
ing fine navigable reaches, the Winnipeg River being nearly as large as the Ottawa.
From the last 28 miles the distance is about 115 miles to Lake Superior. If the road
were made through tbhis tract, the whole country would be easily accessible. There
are navigable waters, however, a great part of the last-named distance, though in
smaller reaches; I have only given those on which steamers could be used whenever
desirable. From the Lake of the Woods to Red River in a direct line, without going
round by Lake Winnipeg, is said to be a very fine country, but it is not thoroughly
explored.

The route above sketched is the nearest and the easiest to be made available for
summer travel. It has an immense advantage in distance over the Minnesota route.
Taking Detour on Lake Huron as a starting point common to both routes, we find
the direct distance to be, from Detour to Pigeon Bay, 300, and from Pigeon Bay to
to Red River, say 356 miles, in al] say 656 miles. By way of Minnesota the distances
are, Detour to Chicago, 350 miles; Chicago to St. Paul's, 340 miles, and from St.
Paul's to Fort Garry, 380 miles, making in all 1,070 miles, making a difference of 414
miles in favor of the Lake Superior route through our own territory. The above
distances are given in air lines, and would, of course, he considerably increased in
actual travel, but there is not the least reason to suppose that they would be more
increased by the one route than by the other. Pigeon Bay, on Lake Superior, is
equally accessible and rather less distant from Lake Huron than Chicago is; but,
allowing these two points to be equally accessible from the east, when we turn to the
west Fort Garry is 356 miles distant from our own port, and 720 miles distant, vid
St. Paul's, from the American. In other words, starting from Fort Garry it is about
30 miles farther to St. Paul's than to Pigeon Bay, and when you have got to St.
Paul's you are about as far from Chicago as you were from Pigeon Bay before you
started from the Red River.

To make an excellent waggon road, therefore, clear through from a British port
on Lake Superior to Fort Garry, on Red River, allowance for curvatures bringing the
distance up to about 400 miles, would take say £95,000. Such a road, at a cost of
£240 per mile, would immediately transfer the trade from St. Paul's to Lake Superior,
would speedily pour a large population into the country, and would likewise become
settled throughout its entire length, with such occasional exceptions, no doubt, as
usually occur on the average of road lines in the interior of Canada. This result is
worth millions of money to the people and the trade of this country, and the outlaY
is comparatively insignificant. But it is not necessary to make even this outlay tO
attain the end desired. I have already shown 260 miles navigable on the route, in
three or at most in four, separate reaches, the data for which I have takea from the
actual survey made in 1826 under the Treaty of Ghent. The navigable parts are
not, of course, in a straight line, but they lie very closely in the general direction of
the route, and from £25,000 to £30,000 expended on the 115 miles from Lake
Superior to the first navigable reach referred to might at once be said to open up the
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territory. Gradual access might of course be had, at a still less cost, by commencing
settlement with the ordinary class of free grant roads. The whole route might
indeed be made accessible at once at the cost of a few thousand pounds, by clearing
out the portages (over which artillery and military stores have been taken ere now)
which have fallen into disuse, and even this would be beneficial, as it would create
trade and travel enough to induce a more general knowledge of the capabilities of
the country. I need only add on this head that my views of this country are derived
personally from some who have seen it, and from the writings of others, and have
recently been confirmed by the evidence of Sir George Simpson and Dr. ]Rea, who,
while manifesting a strong desire to condemn, have afforded the most convincing
proofs of the practicability of rendering this route available. They both admit that
from the high lands near Lake Superior westward to Lake Winnipeg, the country
generally is of a flat character.

The next point is, that from the impracticable nature of the north shore of Lake
Superior, it eau only be a summer route, and that it is not therefore desirable to
have a British population in these countries to which access could only be had, dur-
ing winter, through the United States. I admit the inconvenience, but what becomes
of Canada altogether in winter? The entire intercourse between it and England is
through the States at that season. But, it may be said, there is another route possible
from Halifax to Quebec. Is there, then, no other route possible to Red River? For-
tunately, Dr. Rae has recently thrown some very valuable light upon the subject.
He says that in the interior, behind the rock-bound shores of the upper part of Lake
Superior, the country is low and swampy, having found it rough and broken when-
ever he got nearer the lake. " Swampy," it must be observed, as used in Canada,
conveys an erroneous impression to English readers. who do not know that what is
called a " swamp" in Canada is a level tract, with a thicket growing upon it, which
keeps the ground damp by keeping out the sun's rays; that there is generally from
six to eigiteen inches of rich vegetable mould on the surface, with a pretty stiff
clay botton; that, in short, a Canadian swamp is about the best ground that nature
ever made for a railway track. Dr. Rae has not been far enough back at the lower
end of Lake Superior to reach such a country, but we have the explorations of
gentlemen connected with the lumber trade, a considerable distance into the interior
westward from Lake Temiscamingue, where a very fine, level hardwood country is
found; and from other good authorities I have learned that the country continues of
a flat character westward to the localities describd I as such by Dr. Rae, and that the
snow does not lie quite so deep as in Lower Canadi.

I shall not assert anything positive of a route which has not been sufficiently
explored or reported upon, but f rom all that is known there is no rational ground for
supposing that the route would be in the least more difficult in its natural features
than between Quebec and the Lower Provinces. Such a route is of no immediate
necessity, h-wever, until a considerable population shall have grown up to the west.

Having dealt thus fully with the question of the accessibili ty of the country, I shall
be brief in relation to its soil and climate, which are so generally known as to render
a refutation of the erroneous statements still sometimes made by interested parties,
or those who are swayed by them, a superfluity.

I have had some communication"with parties in England who take a deep interest
in the subject, and have seen a great part of the evidence taken by the Committoe
of the House of Commons, before which it has lately been undergoing investigation.
The evidence given on that occasion, on behalf of the Hudson Bay Company, must
ultimately become a subject of deep regret tu those whose names are associated with
it, becauso of its entire want of truthfulness. The evidence before the Comnittee of
the Commons was not complete at this time, but I was in communication with parties
who kept me informed. But it will soon, I presume, become public, and I need not
ntow anticipate the reception it must then meet with.

I will only advert to a few points, to elucidate my remarks upon the soil and
climate of the country. Sir George Simpso admits-what everybody knows-that
the climate on the same parallel of latitude, improves to the west. I am aware that
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wheat grown in eastern Canada, north of the 48th parallel of latitude, obtained hon-
orable mention, as ranking next after the prize wheat. at the world's exhibition in
Paris. The Rainy L tke River is also between the 48th and 49th parallels of latitude,
but there, Sir George tells the Committee, that the ground, behind the immediate
bank of the river, is permanently frozen. Thus between the saie parallels of latitude
we find one point on the east at which we know that the best of wheat can be grown,
and another point, thirteen miles due west .of it, where, while he says the climate
improw e, by westing, Sir George informs the Committee that we have reached the
regions of perpetual frost.

Colo el Lofroy also says that the climate ameliorates to the westward, but and
that in the country froi Lake Superior west to the Rocky Mountains, both soil yet,
climate are adverse to settiement. lis proofs are curious, however; he says: wheat
lias been raised with success at Fort Cumberland. Now, Fort Cumberland is upwards
of three hundred miles due north of the boundary. Foilowing the saie meredian
due south, therefore, there must be one of the finest wheat-growing countries imagin-
able; at least a due north and south line of upwards of three hundred miles, in this
par' of the world, would reach from a very fine to a very indifferent wheat-growing
country. He says also that horses live out and find their own food all winter, on the
north branch of the Saskatchewan, and that the buffaloes get very fat in winter. lie
says that barley is the only cereal that can be grown with successat Fort Simpson; but
this being about 62° north latitude (he mistakes in calling it 580), the climate on the
same meridian at 490 must be magnificent. The fact is, that those who have
given evidene for the Company, speak of the territories from Lake Superior
to the Rocky Mountains, and from latitude 490 to the Polar regions, as a whole,
and thus it is that Fort Simpson is dragged in to prove the unfitness of the
ountry generally for agriculture; whereas the fact that nothing botter than barley

can be grown at Archangel might as well be adduced to prove that wheat would not
succeed in Poland, or the farthest portions of Germany; or the inhospitable climate
of Lpland made an argument against the cultivation of the British Islands. Colonel
Lefroy indeed condemns both soi] and climate, and attributes the success of agricul-
ture at Fort Simpson to the fcte of the farm being on an island formed by an alluvial
deposit. If then the accident of an island of alluvial soil in latitude 620 found a
climate genial enough to mako "farning unusuallysuccessful,' with " very fine timber,"
though " the largest trees seldom exceed threefeet in dianeter," no language of mine
could convey a stronger disproof of the evidence given by the sane gentleman
against the climate as a whole, including 13 degrees furtber south, and the same
proximity to the Pacifie as Fort Simpson.

ReŽpecting my own opinions upon the subject, from having read what bas been
written by indifferent pai ties upon it, I think the nature of the climate is just as well
establlished as that of the climate of Europe and Asia is. It is aftected by the same
causes precisely, varied in a greater or less degree, in different localities by cireui-
stances peculiar to eah.

The west side of the Continent of Europe and Asia is warmer on the same
parailel of latitude than the east side, because the west has an ocean to the windward
of it, the prevailing winds being westerly.

The cause and effect are precisely the same on the Continent of America, only
they operate in a sonewhat greater degree from its having a larger and warmer
ocean to the windward of it, and colder sea to chili its eastern shores.

The greater eoldness of the North Atlantie, on the eastern shores of America, is
caused by the mass of ice that annually driyeb southward through Davis' Straits. I
believe there are no such icebergs reach the same latitudes in the Pacifie.

The isothermal lines of equal temperatur-e run farther north therefore on the
west east of America on tho Pactie, tn on the west coast of Europe on the Atlantic.

The obervations upon which thi fact is based, are concurred in by all disin-
teresied authorities ; against such testimony the evidence of the few interested in
the Hudson Bay Company, or their friends, is entirely valuoless.
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Assuming, however, that equal latitude gives only the saine mean temperature
on the west coast of America, as on the west coast of Europe, we find that some of
the finest countries in the world lie between the 49th and 60th parallels, including
the wholo of the British Islands.

The 60th parallel of north latitude passes through Christiania, in Norway, a
little north of Stockholm, the capital of Sweeden, and through St. Petersburgh ; but
in following the same parallel through Europe and Asia we come out in the most
northerly parts of Kamtschatka, which cannot be said to be habitable in the ordinary
sense.

There is no barrier in climate, therefore, to a St. Petersburgh being at latitude
600 north, on the west coast of America, any more than on an inlet of the west coast
of Europe, although on following the same parallel eastward across the continent to
the shores of Hudson Bay, or the confluence of Hudson and Davis Straits, we come
to countries whose sterile shores and wintry skies forbid the hope of their ever becom-
ing the. homes of civilized mon, except as hunters and fishers.

• The 49th paraltel of north latitude passes nearly a degree south of the southern-
most point of England, through the environs of Paris, through the southern Provinces
of Germany, and less than a degree north of Vienna,

Tbere is no reason therefore, as regards climate, why the lower course of the
Fraser River, or the upper course of the Columbia, in British torritory, and in the
same latitudes, should not rival the banks of the Rhine, the Meuse, or the Moselle;
there is no such reason why the valleys of the Unjiga, the Eik, the Saskatchewan,
the Red River and the Assiniboine should not yield their golden harvests as rich as
those of the Weser, the Elbe, the Oder or the Vistula.

The geographical affinities between these localities, in relation to those influ-
ences by which climate is affected, are indeed such that it would require sone very
strong tacts, sustained by a concurrence of all the most credible testimony, to prove
that the above comparison is too favorable to the places I have named on this con-
tinent. The facts established, however, by all disinterested authorities, prove the
reverse.

What, then, is this immense region, equal in area and climate to many of the
nost powerful kingdoms of the Old World, composed of? Bare rock, snow-clad
mountains, and sandy plains or swamps and morasses, are what the friends of the
Hudson Bay Company would have us believe. We find, however, that the construc-
tion of this part of the globe is very much like the rest of the world, varying from
the primitive to the secondary and tertiary formations, with limestone, coal, &c., In
abundance; and to assert that a country of such formation, and with such a climate,
is unfit for the abode of man, is simply to assert that the laws of nature are reversed
in regard to it.

The Company and their friends, however, try to prove too mach; according
to Sir George Simpson, immediately to the south of the 49th parallel on the
Pacifie coast, there is a beautiful country-that being United States territory-
and immediately to the north of that parallel the country is all rock and mouin-
tain, "quite unfit for colonization,"-that being Blitish territory. Indeed, accord-
ing to him, the 49th parallel forms a sort of natural wall across the continent;
that is, not quite across it, for a peculiar feature in his evdence is that the regions
of permanent frost get down south of it at one point, and not the least strange part
of this phenomenon is that it just occurs -at that point where the parallel of 490
ceases to be the boundary, and the British territory also gets to the south of it, viz:
at Rainy Lake.

Animal life, however, abounds in the country; the, buffalo, literally " swarm,"
even according to the evidence submitted by the Company.

The Rocky Mountains have also been referred to as affecting the climate injur-
iously by the influence of the perpetual snow upon their summits. But the fact that
the snow-clad mountains of other countries do not prevent the valleys from being
habitable is a sufficient argument against this ; indeed it is questionable whether the
ilcreased reflection of the sun's rays, concentrating in the valleys below, does not
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more than compensate for the cold communicated from the snow upon their sum-
mits.

I may remark, in conclusion, that the Lake Superior route to the Red River,
was not always such a solitude as it is now. The strife between the Companies was
deplorable, in many respects, but the disorder and anarchy could easily have been
subdued- indeed was subdued -and could have been so still more readily, had the
facilities for access been as great then as now. But it must be remembered that
canoe navigation at that time commenced at Lachine, and yet even thon, there was
a great highway, for there was money to be made, and a land worth fighting for lay
in the distance.

Tht following extract from a work, published by a gentleman who had come
across from the Pacific, represents the scene on his arrival at Fort William, on
August 16th, 1817 :

" On enquiry, I ascertained that the aggregate number of those persons in and
about the establishment, was composed of natives of the following countries, viz
England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, Holland,
Switzerland, United States of America, the Gold Coast of Africa, the Sandwich
Islands, Bengal, Canada, with various tribes of Indians, and a mixed progeny of
Creoles or half-breeds. What a strange medley! Here were assembled on the
shores of this inland sea, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists, Sun-worshippers,
men from all parts of the world, and whose creeds were " wide as the poles asunder,"
united in one common object, and bowing down before the same idol."
Ross Cox,

London, 1831.

These were the features of an embryo city-in strange contrast with the deso-
late and decaying loteliness which the blight of an illegal monopoly has thrown
over it to-day-the entrepôt of the trade of half a continent which, but for that
blight would, at this day, have helped to enrich the Canadian people, to fill their
canals, and to swell the traffic on their railroads, and it depends upon the action to
be taken now how long the incubus is to last.

If I have said anything which may seem harsh or uncalled for of any one con-
nected with the Hudson Bay Company, I regret it. I have given my answers hur-
riedly, and may have used expressions I would recall, as I have had no motive but
to show the truth, though I have desired to speak it strongly for the good of my
copntry, and in the interest of humanity.

CROWN GRANT to the Hudson Bay Company of the exclusive trade with the Indians
in certain parts of North America, for a further terni of twenty-one years, and
upon the surrender of a fbrmer grant.

VICTORIA R.

(L. s.) VICTORIA, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith.

To all whom these Presents shall come, greeting.

WMREAs by an Act passed in the Session of Parliament holden in the first and
second year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Fourth, intituled "An
"Act for regulating the Fur Trade, and establishing a Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction
"within certain parts of N4ýorth America," it was amongst other things enacted, that
from and after the passing of the said Act, it should be lawful for lis said Majesty,
his heirs or successors, to make grants, or give His or their Royal License, under the
hand and seal of one of His or their Principal Secretaries of State, to any body cor-
porate or company, or person or persons, of or for the exclusive privilege of trading
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with the Indians in all such parts of North America as should be specifie 1 I any
such grants or licenses respectively, Dot being part of the lands and territoi L, there-
tofore granted to the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading to
Hudson Bay, and not being part of any of our Provinces in North America, or of
any lands or territories belonging to the United States of America, and that all such
grants and licenses should be good, valid and effectual for the purpose of securing to
all such bodies corporate, or companies or persons, the sole and exclusive privilege
of trading with the Indians in all such parts of North America (except as thereinafter
excepted) as should be specified in such grants or licenses, anything contained in
any Act or Acts of Parliament, or any law to the contrary notwithstanding ; and it
was further enacted, that no such grant or license made or given by His said Majesty,
lis heirs or successors, of any such exclusive privileges of trading with the Indians
in such parts of North America as aforesaid, should be made or given for any longer
period than 21 years, and that no rent should be required or demanded for or in
respect of any such grant or license, or any privileges given thereby under the pro-
visions of the said Act for the first period of 2l years; and it was further enacted,
that from and after the passing of the said Act, the Governor and Company of
Adventurers trading to Hudson Bay, and every body corporate and company and
person to whom any such grant or license should be made or given as aforesaid,
should respectively keep accurate regiters of all persons in their employ in any
parts of North America, and should once in each year return to the Principal Secre-
taries of State accurate duplicates of such registers, and should also enter into such
security as should be required for the due execution of all processes criminal and
civil, as well within the territories included within any such grant, as within those
granted by charter to the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading
to Hudson Bay, and for the producing or delivering into safe custody, for the pur-
pose of trial, all persons in their enploy or acting under their authority, who should

e charged with any criminal offence, and also for the due and faithful observance of
all such rules, regulations and stipulations as should be contained in any such grant
or license, either for gradually diminishing and ultimately preventing the sale or dis-
tii bution of spirituous liquors to the Indians,or for promoting their moral and religious
improvement, or for any other object which might be deemed necessary for the
remedy or prevention of any other evils which had hitherto been found to exist:
And whereas it was in the said Act recited, that by a convention entered into between
lis said late Majesty and the United States of America, it was stipulated and agreed,
that every country on the north-west coasts of America to the westward of the
Stoney Mountains should be free and open to the citizens -nd subjects of the two
powers for the term of ten years from the date of the signature of that convention ;
and it was therefore enacted, that nothing in the said Act contained should be deemed
or construed to authorize any body corporate, company or person to whom His said
Majesty inight, under the provisions of the said Act, make or grant or give a license
of exclusive trade with the Indians in such parts of North America as aforesaid, to
claim or exercise any such exclusive trade within the limits specified in the said
ai ticle,to the prejudice or exclusion of any citizens of the said United States of America
who might be engaged in the said trade; with a proviso, that no British subject
should trade with the Indians within such limits without such grant or license as was
by the said Act required.

And whereas by an instrument under the hand and seal of the Right Honorable
Earl Bathurst, then one of His said late Majesty's Secretaries of State, and dated the
6th day of December, 1821, after reciting therein, as or to the effect aforesaid, and
alo reciting that the said Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trad-
ing to Hudson Bay, and certain associations of persons trading uider the
name of " The North-West Company of Montreal," had respectively extended
the fur trade over many parts of North America which had not been before
explored, and that the competition in the said trade had been found, for some years
then past, to be productive of great inconvenience and loss, not only to the said Com-
pany and associations, but to the said trade in general, and also of grcat injury to
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the native Indians and of other persons, His said Majesty's subjects; and that the
said Governïor aid Company of Adventurers trading to Hudson Bay ; and William
M'Gillivray, of Montreal, in the Province of Lower Canada, Esquire; Simon
M'Gillivray, of Suffolk-Iane, in the City of London, merchant; and Edward Ellice, of
Spring-gardens, in the County of Middlesex, Esquire; had represented to lis said
Majesty that they had entered into an agreement, on the 26th-day of March last, for
putting an end to the said competition, and carrying on the said trade for twenty-
one years, conmoencing with the outfit of. 1821, and endingý with the
retuvrs of the outfit of 1841, to be carried on in the narne of the said Governor
and Company exelusively, and that the saitd Governor and Company,- and William
M'Gillivray, Sinion M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice had humbly besought His said late
Majesty to make a grant and give His Royal Licenise, to them jointly of and for the
efxilusive privilege of trading with the Indians in North America, under the restrie-
1ions and upon the terms and conditions specified in the said recited Act: His said
ate Majesty, being desirous of encouraging the said trade, and remedying the evils

which had arisen from the competition which had thoretofore existed therein di-d
give and grant his Royal License, under the band and seal of one of bis Principal
Secretaries of State, to the said Governor and Company, and William KMGilivay,
Simon M'GI ivray and Edward Ellice, for the exclusive privilege oftradidng with
ihe Indianis i all such parts of North America to the northward and to the westward
of the said 1i nds and territories belonging to the United States of America, as should
not form pa i of any of His said Majesty's Provinces in North America, or of any lands
or territories belonging to the said LJnited States of America, or to any European Gov-
er'nment, state or power; and His said late Majesty did also give and grant and secure
to the said Governor and Company, and Witliam M'Gillivray,, Simon M'Gillivray and
Edward Ellice, the sole and exclusive privilege, for the full period of 21 years, from
the date of t hat grant, of trading with the Indians in all sucb parts of North America
as aforesaid (except as thereinatter excepted), and did thereby declare that no rent
should be required or denanded for or in respect of that grant and license, or any
privileges given thereby for said period of 21 years, but that the said Governor and
Conpany of Adventurers trading to Hudson Bay, and the said William M'Gillivray,
Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, should, during the period of that grant and
license, keep accurate registers of all persons in their employ in any parts of North
America, and should once in eacb year return to lis said Majesty's Secretary of State
accurate duplicates of such registers, and enter into and give security to lis said Ma-
jesty, his heirs and successors, in the penal sum of £5,000 for ensuring, as far as in them
might lay, or as they could by their authority over the servants and persons in their
employ, the due execution of all criminal processes, and of every civil process in any
suit where tle matter in dispute shall exceed £200, by the officers and persons legally
empowered to execute such processes within all the territories ineluded in that grant,
and for the producing or delivering into custody for puxrposes of trial all persons in
their employ or acting under their authority within the said territories, who should
be chargod with any criminal offence; and His said Majesty did thereby require that
the said Governor and Company, and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and
Edward Ellice, sh,>uld, as soon as the same could be conveniently done, make and
submit for His said Majesty's consideration and approval, such rules and regulations
for the management and carrying on of the said fur trade with the Indians, and the
conduct of the persons employed by them thereiu, as might appear to lis said
Majesty to 'be effectual for diminishing or preventing the sale or distribution of
spirituous liquors to the Indians, and for promoting their moral and religious im-
provemeni ; and His said Majesty did thereby declare, that nothing in that grant-
contained should be deemed or construed to authorize the said Governor and Com-
pany, and William M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, or any persons
in their ein ploy, to claim or exercise any trade with the Indians on the north-west
coast of A merica, to the westward of the Stony Mountains, to the prejudice or
exclusion of any citizens of the United States of America who right be engaged in
the said trade; and providing also by the now reciting grant, that no British subjects
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other than and except the said Governor and Company, ani the said Wfliain
M'Gillivray, Simon M'Gillivray and Edward Ellice, anl th Ie perowns a i hori: - to
carry on exclusive trade by them ou grant, should trade with th lInlians within
such limits during the period of that grant :

And whereas the.said Governor and Company have acquired to thems-elvcs all
the rights and interests of the said William M'Gillivray, Sinori M'Gilivray and
Edward Ellice, under the said recited grant, and the said Governor and Company
having humbly besought us to accept a surrender of the said grant, and in considera-
tion thereof to make a grant to them, and give to them our Roval License and
authority of, and for the like exclusive privilege of trading with the Idi ans in North
America, for the like period, and upon similar terms and conditions to i hose specitied
and referred to in the said recited grant. Now, know ye, that in consideration of the
surrender made to us of the said recited grant, and being desirous of encouraging the
said trade, and of preventing as muci as possible a reni'r'eee of the evils
mentioned or referred to in the said recited grant ; as also in consideration of the
yearly rent hereinafter reserved tous: We do hereby grant adi give our liœuse,
under the hand and seal of one of our principal Secretaries of' N1at, to the said Gov-
ernor and Company, and their successors, for the exclusive privilege of trading with
the Indians in all such parts of North America, to the northward and to the west-
ward of the lands and territories belonging te the United States of America, as shall
net form part of any of our provinces in North America, or of any lands or
territories belonging to the said United States of America, or to any Europeai gov-
ernment, state or power, but subject nevertheless as hereinafter mentioned: And
we do by these presents give, grant and secure to the said Governor and Company,
and their successors, the sole and exclusive privilege, for the full period of 21 years.
from the date of this our grant, of trading with the Indians in all such parts of North
America, as aforesaid (except as hereinafter mentioned): And we (o hereby declare,
that no rent shall be required or demanded for or in respect of this our grant and
license, or any privileges given thereby, for the first four years, of the said term of
21 years; and we do hereby reserve to ourselves, our beirs and successors, for the
remainder of the said term of 21 years, the yearly rent or sum of 5s. to be paid by
the said Governor and Company, or their successors, on the first day of June in every
year, into our Exchequer, on the account of us, our heirs and successors; and we do
hereby declare, that the said Governor and Company, and their successors, shall,
during the period of this our grant and license, keep accurate registers of all persons
in their employ in any parts of North America, and shall once in ch year return
to our Secretary or State accurate duplicates of such registers; and shall also enter
into and give security to us, our heirs and successors, in the penal sum of 5,0001.,
for ensuring, as far as in them may lie, or as they can by their authority
over the servants and persons in their employ, the due execution of all criminal
and civil processes by the officers and persons legally empowered to exocute
such processes within ail the territories included in this our grant, and for
the producing or delivering into custody for the purposes of trial all
persons in their employ or acting under their authority within the said territories
who shall be charged with any criminal offence; and we do also hereby require, that
the said Governor and Company, and their successors, shall, as soon as the same can
be conveniently done, make and submit for our consideration and approval
such rules and regulations for the management and carrying on the said fur trade
with the Indians, and the conduct of the persons employed by them theroin, as may
aPpear to us to be effectual for diminishing or preventing the sale or distribution of
Spiituous liquors to the Indians, and for promoting their moral and religious improve-
ment; but we do hereby declare, that nothing in this, our grant, contained, shall be
deemed or construed to authorize the said Governor and Company, or their successors,
or any persons in their employ, to claim or exercise any trade with the Indians on
the North-west eoast of America to the westward of the Stony Mountains, to the pre-
judice or exclusion of any of the subjects of any fereign states, who, under or by
force of any convention for the time being between us and such foreign states, res-
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pectively, may be entitled to, and shall be engaged in the same trade; provided,
nevertheless, and we do hereby declare our pleasure to be, that nothing herein con-
tained shali extend or be construed to prevent the establishment by us, our hoirs or
successors, withia the territories aforesaid, or any of them, of any colony or colon-
les, province or provinces, or for annexing any part of the aforesaid territories to any
existing eolony or colonies to us, in right of our Imperial Crown, belonging, or for
constituting any such form of civil government as to us may seen meet, within any
such colony or colonies, province or provinces:

And we do hereby reserve to us, our heirs and successors, full power anid autho-
rity to revoke these presents, or any part thereof, in so far as the same may embrace or
extend to any of the territories aforesaid, which may hereafter be conprised withia
any colony or coloie.s, province or provinces as aforesaid:

It being, nevertheless, hereby declared, that no British subjects other than, and
except t he said Governor and Company, and their successors, and the persons utho-
rized to carry on exclusive trade by them, shall trade with the Indians during the
period oi this our grant within the limits aforesaid, or within that part thereof which
shall no be comprised within any such colony or province aforesaid.

Gin ciat our Court at Buckingham Palace, 3Oth day of May, 1838.
By ler Majesty's command.

[L. S.] (Signed) GLENELG.

COVENANT hy the Hudson Bay Company for performance of Conditions and Reserva-
tions contained in the Crown Grant of even date.-(Dated 30th May, 1838.)

Whereas, lier Majesty bath, by an instrument under the hand and seal of the
Secretary of Sae, uh Right Honorable Charles Lord Gienelg, bearing even date
herewith, granted di given Her Royal License to us, the Governor and Company of
Adventurers 'f lEui d, trading into Hudson Bay, and our successors, the exclusive
privilege of tradingw ith tbe Indians in all such parts of North America to the north-
ward and to the weit y:ud of the lands and territories belonging to the United States
of America as shall 't form part of any of Her Majesty's provinces in North
America, or of any kauds or territories belonging to the United States of America, or
to any European goxernment, state or power, and hath secured to us, the said Gov-
ernor and Company, and our successors, the soie and exclusive privilege for the full
period of 21 years fiou the date of hie said grant, of trading with the Indians in all
such parts of No rth A merica as aforesaid (except and with such restrictions as there-
inafter excepted), and hath thereby declared that no rent shall be required or
demanded for or in respect of the said grant or license, or any privileges given thereby,
for the first four years of the said term of 21 years, and hath thereby reserved to
Her Majesty, her ber heirs and successors, for the remainder of the said period of
21 years the yearly rent of 5s., to be paid by us, the said Governor and Company,
and our successors, on the 1st day of June in every year, into Her Majesty's Exche-
quer, on account of Her Majesty, her heirs and successors: We, therefore, the said
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay. do
hereby covenant and bind ourselves and our successors, that we and they shall yearly
and every year, and on every 1st day of June, from and after the expiration of the
first four years of the said term of 21 years, and thenceforth during the continuance
of the said grant and license, pay or cause to be paid the said yearly rent of 5s. into
Her Majesty's Exchequer, and on account of Her Majesty, ber heirs and successors,
and that we and our sucessors shall, during the period of the said grant and license
keep accurate registers c all persons employod by us or our successors in any parts
of North Anierica, and s!ll once in each year return to Her Majesty's Secretary of
State accurate duplicates of such registers; and we, the said Governor and Company,
do bereby bind ourseIves ard our suceossors in the penal sum of 5,04l. that we
will, as far as in us may lie, eîjsure the due execution of all criminal and civil pro-
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cesses by the officers and persons legally empowered to execute such process within
ail the territories, for the time being, included in the said grant, and for the produc-
ing or deliveting into safe custody for the purpose of trial of any person in our
inploy or acting under our authority witbin the said territories who may be charged

with any criminal offence; and we do also hereby covenant that we will, as soon as
the saine can be eonveniently done, make and submit to the consideration and
approval of Her Majesty such rules and regulaions for the management and car-
rying on the said fur trade, and the conduct of the persons employed by us therein,
as have appeared or may appear to us to be most etectual for gradually diminishing
and ilhimately preventing the sale or distribution of spirituous liquors to the Indians,
end for promoting their moral and religious improvement. Witness the seal of the
said Company, the 30th day of May, 1838.

By Order of the Gornor and Committee.

[L. S.] (Signed) W. G. SMITH, Assistant-Secretary.

Sealed under ihe common seal of the within-mentioned Governor and Company,
ane delivered by William Gregory Smith, their Assistant-Secretary, pursuant to their
oder and appointment, being first duly stamped in the presence of Î

(Signed) THOMAS CROSSE,
Threadneedle Street, Solicitor.

12.-RESOLUTIONS

To be moved by Mr. Dawson for an Address to Uer Majesty, on the subject of the
a North-Western parts of this 'Province, the Indian Territories and the Hudson

Bay Company.

That it be Resolved:-
1. That Canada, or New France, as originally known and recognized by European

nations, had no limit towards the north, except the Frozen Sea, and no limit towards
the west except the Pacifie Ocean.

2. That a charter was granted by King Charles the Second, of England in 1670,
to certain parties as " The Merchants, Adventurers of England, trading to Hudson
Bay," which-although neither the grantor, nor the British people, knew anything,
at that time, o the interior of the country about Hudson Bay-nevertheless, pre-
cluded the Company from entering upon the possessions of France; the charter thus
bearing upon its face a doubt of the extent, or indeed the existence of the title it
professed to convey, and a knowledge of the fact that the right to the country even
on the shores of Hudson Bay (which only was then known to England) was, in
whole or in part, vested in France.

3. That from the first moment the intrusion of the Hudson Bay Company
became known to France, or to the Canadian authorities of that day, it was forcibly,
and for the most part successfully resisted, though in a time of peace between Great
Britain an France.

4. That by the Treaty of Peace concluded at Ryswick, in 1697, between Great
Britai n and France, most of the places situate on Hudson Bay were recognized as
belonging to France, while the claims of the two nations to the remaining places
were to be determined by Commissioners respectively appointed for that purpose,
who, however, never met for the object contemplated.

5. That by the Treaty of Peace concluded at Utrecht, in 1713, the whole of-
Hudson Bay (saving the rights of the French occupants down to that period) was
ceded by France to Great Britain, but without defined limits, which were also to be
determined by Commissioners, who, however, in like manner, never met for the
purpose.
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6. That the extent of the actuil possession by each of the two nations affo is,
therefore, for the next fifty years, the truc basisof their respective rights; unaffected
by the various propositions, not based upon the treaty, but conventionally made or
rejected by the one or the other.

7. That during the said period the possession of Great Britain, through the
medium of the Hludson Bay Cornpany, was confined to the shores of Hudson Bay, or
extended a very short distance inland, while Franee was in possession of the interior
countries to the south and west, inluding the Red River, Lake Winnipeg, the
Saskatchewan, &c.

8. That by the Treaty of Paris, in 1763, Canada was ceded by France, as then
possessed by her, to Great Britain, reserving to the French inhabitants all the rights
and privileges of Britith sudjects,-- a provision made specially applicable to the
Western Territories (then the great sent of the fur trade) by the capitulation of
Montreal.

9. That Canadians, alike of British and Freineh origin, continued the fur trade
on a large and increasing scale, from 1763 to 1821, by the Ottawa, Lake Superior,
the Saskatchewan, &c., west to the Pacific Ocean, and by the McKenzie River north
to the North Sea.

:0. That, in 1774, the Hudson Bay Companîy, exercising the undoubted right of
-British subjects, also entered upon the Saskatchewan and other parts ofthe Canadian
territory, ceded by the Treaty of Paris, and carried on the fir t rnde ihere, though
on a lesser sele than the North-West Company of Canada.

11. That, about the year 1812, the Hudson Bay Company, under the auspices of
the Earl of Selkirk, set up the pretence that the countries on the Red River, the
the Saskatchewan, &c., and the jurisdiction thereof, belongced to them in virtue of
their charter of 1670, and attempted practically to enforce this view by the expul-
sion of the North-West Company, which, however, they fii led to etfect, and in the
attempt to do which the decisions of the Imperial and Canadian authorities were
uniformly adverse to their pretensions

12. That after a protracted struggle between the two Companies, they united, in
1821, and obtained a joint lease from the Imperial Government of the " Indian
Territories."

13. That under this lease the two Companies-unitinig upon the policy of the
Hudson Bay Company-have since carried their trade through Hudson Bay, allowing
the cheaper and more advantageous route by the St. Lawrence to fail into disuse, to
the serious detriment of the resources of Canada, to which the fur trade had always
been a source of great wealth.

14. That the said "Indian Territories" being 'witbout any specific territorial
designation, the Company have taken advantage of this circumstance to disseminate
such views as were most suitable to their own objects,-publishing maps, and creating
territorial divisions, upon paper, alike inconsistent with ail authority, contrary to
historical facts, adverse to geographical association, and even in direct contradiction
to the terms of the Statute under which their lease is held; and by these means they
have succeeded in imposing upon the people of Canada so as to exclude them from a
lucrative trade which, in fact, there is no lease, charter or law to prevent them from
prosecuting.

15. That, therefore, the Hudson Bay Company under their charter (in itself
held by eminent jurists to be invalid and unconstitutional-void, also, as this House
believes it to be, on the ground that the countries it professes to grant, belonged, at
that period to France-) cannot, by virtue thereof, in any event, claim the interior
countries on Lake Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan; and under their lease of the
Indian TerTitories can claim the exclusive trade of such countries only as they maay
prove to be no part of Canada.

16. That this House maintains the-right of the people of this Province to enter
upon and freely to trade in that part of Canada, or Nouvelle France as originally
known, on Hudson Bay, ceded by France to Great Britain, in 1713; and independ-
ently of the ownership thereof having been in France previous to 1670, denies the
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existence of any constitutional restriction to preclude them from enjoying the rights
of British subjects in that or any other British territory

17. That, by the Treaty of Paris, the Mississippi necessarily became the westerly
boundary of the the then southerly part of Canada (now part of the United States),
because France retained the west bank of that river from its source downwards; but
the territory lying north of the source of the Mississippi-thence west, forming the
northerly boundary of Louisianna-previously possessed by France, and so cedéd by
the said treaty, this House claims (save in so far as it has since been relinquished to
the United States) as an integral part of Canada, without any westerly limit exeept
the Pacifie Ocean.

That a Joint Address of the two Houses of Parlianient be presented to Her
Majesty, founded upon the above Resolutions, and praying that in c ederation of
the injurious conseguences to the trade and genoral interests of this Provinee resulting
from the indefinable nature of the "Indian Territories," under cover of which the
Lessees have been enabled to create a monopoly in localities not legally affected by
their lease of the said territories, Her Majesty may be graciously pleased to refuse
any renewal of such lease to the Hluason Bay CDmpany: And further, that Her
Majesty may be pleased to sanction no Act by which the existing territorial rights
or jurisdiction of this Province would be affected.

13.--DOCUMENTS AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE CLAIMS OF THE
HUDSON BAY COMPANY.

To the Right Ronorable the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.
The Memorandum of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading

into Hudson Bay.
That for avoiding ail disputes and differences that may in time to come arise

between the said Company and French, settled in Canada, they humbly represent and
conceive it necessary :

That no wood-runners, either French or Indians, or any other person whatsoever,
be permitted to travel, or seek for trade, beyond the limits hereinafter mentioned.

That the said limits begin from the island called Grimington's Island, or Cape
Perdix, in the latitude of 58â north, which they desire may be the boundary between
the English and French, on the Coast of Labrador, towards Rupert's Land, on the
east main, and Nova Britannia on the French side, and that no French ship, barque,
boat, or vessel whatsoever, shall pass to the northward at Cape Perdrix, or Griming-
ton's Islrnd, toward or into the Straits or Bay of Hudson, on any pretence whatever.

That a line be supposed to pass to the south-westward of the said Island of
Grimington, or Cape Perdrix, to the great Lake Miskosinke, alias Mistoveny, dividing
the same into two parts (as in the map now delivered), and that the French, nor any
others employed by them, shall come to the north or north-westward of the said lake,
or supposed line, by land ot water, on or through any rivers, lakes, or countries, to
trade, or erect any forts or settlements whatsoever; and the English, on the contrary,
not to pass the said supposed line either to the southward or eastward.

That the French be likewise obliged to quit, surrender, and deliver up to the
English, upon demand, York Fort (by them called Bourbon), undemolished; together
with aill forts, factories, settlements, and buildings whatsoever, taken from the
English, or since erected, or built by the French, witn all the artillery aud ammuni-
tion, in the condition they are now in; together with ail other places they are pos.
sessed of within the limits aforesaid, or within the Bay and Straits of Hudson.

These limits being first settled and adjusted, the Company are willing to refer
their losses and damages formerly sustained by the French in time of peace to the
Consideration of Commissioners to be appointed for that purpose.

By order of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of Englan I trading into
Hudson Bay.

Hudson Bay House, 7th February, 17-.
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Nor 1.<.-The said Company are by tieir charier constituted Lords Proprtietors of
all thoselands, territories, seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes, aid soundings, within
the entrance of the straits, to hold the same, as of Rer Majesty's Mnor of East
Greenwich, in the County of Kent.

THE COMPANY's CLAIMs AFTER THE TRiEATY Or UTRECHT.

To the Riyht Honorable the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.
My LoRDs AND GENTLEMEN,-The Queen has commanded me to transmit to yoK

the enclosed Petition of the Hudson Bay Company, that you may consider of it and
report your opinion, what orders may properly be given upon the several particulara
mentioned. In the meantime I am to acquaint you that the places and countries
therein named, belonging of right to British subjects, Her Majesty did not think fit
to receive any Act of Cession from the French King, and has therefore insisted only
upon an order from tlt court for delivering possession to such persons as should
be authorized by Her Majesty to take it; by this means the title of the Company is
acknowledged, and they will come into the immediate enjoyment of their property
without further trouble.

I am, my Lords and Gentlemen, your most obedient servant,
DARTMOUTH.

Whitehall, May 27th, 1713.

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.
The humble petition of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England

trading in the Hudson Bay,

SHEWETH:
That your petitioners, being informed that the Act of Cession is come over, where-

by (among other matters thereby concerted), the French King obliges himself to restore
to Your Majesty (or to whom Your Majesty shall appoint to take possession thereof)
the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together with aUl the lands, seas, sea-coasts, rivers and

places situate in the said Bay and Straits, as also all forts and edifices whatsoever,
entire and not demolished, together with guns, shot, powder and other warlike pro-
visions (as mentioned in tho 10th article of the present treaty of peace, within six
months after the ratification thereof, or sooner, if possible it may be done.

Your petitioners do most hunbly pray Your Majesty will be graciously pleased
to direct the said Act of Cession may be transmitted to your petitioners, as also Your
Majesty's commission to Captain James Knight and Mr. Henry Kelsey, gentleman, to
authorizo them, or either of them, to take possession ofthe premises above mentioned,
and to constitute Captain James Knight to be Governor of the fortress called Port
Nelson, and ail other forts and edifices, lands, seas, rivers and places aforesaid; and
the better to enable your petitioners to recover the eame, they humbly pray Your
Majesty to give orders that they may have a smail man-of-war to depart with their
ships, by the 12th day of June next ensuing, which ship may in all probability return
in the month of October.

And your petitioners as in duty bound shall ever pray.
By order of the Company.

per WM. POTTER, ecretary.

To the Right Honorable the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations.
Mr LORDs,-I send Your Lordships enclosed, by the Queen's command, amemO-

randum of the Governor and Company of Hudson Bay, and a petition of several
persons on behalf cf themselves and the inhabitants of Mountserrat. 1V is Her-
Majesty's pleasure ihat Your Lordships should consider the said memorandum and
petition, as likewise the several matters which are referred to the Commissaries by
the tenth, eleventh, and fifteenth articles of the late treaty of peace with the Most
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Christian King, and upon the whole make your representation, to be lail before Her
Majesty, for her further plea-.ure therein. * * * *

I :nn, my Lords, your most humble servant,
BOLINGBRON N.

Whitehall, April, 13th, 1714.

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.
The humble memorial of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England

trading into Hudson Bay.
That the said Company do, with the utmost gratitude, return Your Majesty their

most humble and hearty thanks for the great care Your Majesty has taken for them
by the Treaty of Utrecht, whereby the French are obliged to restore the whole Bay
of Hudson and Straits, being the undoubted right of the Crown of Great Britain.

And whereas, by the 1 ith Article of the said treaty, satisfaction is to be made
to the said Company for all damages sustained from the French in timos of peace, for
which Commissaries are to be named on both sides to adjut the same; the said Com-
pany bumbly presume to acquaint Your Majesty that whene ver Your Majesty in Your
great wisdom shall think fit to name Commissaries for that purpose, they are ready to
make out their demand of damages sustained from the French, according to the said
1lth article.

All of which they nevertheless submit to Your Majesty's wisdom and goodness.
The Hudson Bay Company,

WM. POTTER, Secretary.

To Wm. Popple, Esq.
Sia,-I, being one of the Commissioners for the Hudson Bay Company, give me

leave to take this opportunity to inform you we are sending a gentleman to take
possession of our country very speedily. If the Lords have anv commands touching
the memorial lately presented to Her Majesty by us, relatirng to the damages the
French did us in times of peace, this gentleman, who was in lud.son Bay at that
1ire, can give their Lordships some information in that matter.

I am, your very humble servant
JNO. PERY.

June 3rd, 1714.

To the Riaht Honorable the Lord Viscoint Bolingbroke.
My LoR,-In obedience to Her Majesty's commands, signified to us by Your

Lordship's letter of the 13th of the last month, we have considered the mernorial of
the Governor of the Company of Hudson Bay, and the petition relating to Mount-
serrat, and thereupon take leave to offer, that Her Majesty be pleased to signify to
the Court of France, the necessity cf appointing Commissaries to treat the several
matters pursuant to the 10th, 11th and 15th articles of the Treaty of Peace with
France, we being informed that the French Commissaries who are here have not full
powers to treat on those matters; and as soon as we have their answer we shall lay
it before Your Lordship.

My Lord,
Your Lordship's most obedient and most humble servants,

GUILDFORD,
R. MONCK fON,
ARTHUR MOORB,
JOHN COTTON,
JOHN SHARPR,
SAMUEL PYTTS,
THOS. VERNON.

18th Jane.
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To the Honorable the Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantation.
The humble repre entations of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of

England trading iito IIudson Bay,

SHEWETH:
That pursuant to the lOth article of the Treaty of Utrecht they did, the begin-

ning of June lat, send a ship for hudson Bay, and therein a Governor, one Captain
Knight, and his Deputy, one Mr. Kelsey, to take possession of the whole Bay and
Straits of Hudson, together with all other places relating thereto, as mentioned in
the said articles, they having not only Her late Majesty (of blessed memory) Her
commission for the sane purpose, together with one from the Company, but likewise
the most Christian King's order, under bis band and seal, with a power from the
Canada Company to deliver up the same according to the said treaty, which ship, at
the request of the said Canada Company, is not only to bring away the French
settled in Hudson Bay, but likewise their effects, pursuant to the aforesaid treaty,
they paying freight for the sane, which ship may be expected the latter end of
Septem ber or the beginning of October next.

They further represent to Your Lordships that, according to a memorial formerly
delivered this honorable Board, relating to the limits or boundaries to be settled by
Commissaries 'twixt the English and French in those parts, tbey humbly prayed,
that for avoiding all disputes and differences that may in time arise between the
Company and the French settled in Canada, that no wood-runners, either French or
Indians or any other person whatsoever, be perimitted to travel or seek for trade
beyond the limits thereafter mentioned.

That the said limits, beginning from the island called Grimington Island, or
Cape Perdrix, in the latitude of 58J north, may be the boundary between the English
and French, on the coast of Labrador towards Rupert's Land on the east main, and
Nova Britannia on the French side.

That no French shi p, barque, boat or vessel whatsoever, shall pass to the north-
westward of Cape Perdrix, or Grimington's Island, towards or into the Straits or
Bay of Hudson on any pretence whatsoever.

That a line supposed to pass to the south-westward from the said Island of
Grimington or Cape Perdrix, to the great Lake Miscosinke, alias Mistoveny, dividing
the same into two parts <as in the map now delivered), and from the said lake, a lino
to run south-westward into 49 degrees north latitude, as by the red line may more
particularly appear, and that that latitude be the limit; that the French do not come
to the north of iL nor the English to the south of it.

That the French, nor any others employed by them, shall come to the north or
north-westward of the said lake, or supposed line, by land or water, on or through
any rivers, lakes, or countries, to trade or erect any forts or settlements whatsoever;
and the English, on the contrary, not to pass the said supposed line, either to th*
southward or eastward.

The said Company having already delivered to Your Lordships an abstract of
the damages sustained by the French in times of peace, amounting to £100,543 13s. 9d.
according to the direction of the Ilth article of the aforesaid treaty, which they
bumbly entreat Your Lordships to take care of, to the relief of the great hardships
they have so long labored under.

By order of the Governor and Company of Adventures of England trading inte
Hudson Bay.

WM. POTTER, Secretary.
Hudson Bay House, 4th August, 1714.

To the Right Honorable the Lords Commissioners of Trade, &c.
My Loans,-The Lords Justices desire to have an account forthwith laid before

them. of what has been donc since the peace, relating to Hudson Bay, Nova Scotia,
and St. Christopher's. Some things have passed in my office, others I believe in the
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treasury, and a considerable deal I doubt not has been done by Your' L >dships;
wherefore if Your Lordships be pleased to collect a perfect state of the whole, I will
furnish you with what you may want fron me.

I am likewise on this occassion to put Your Lordsbips in mind of the point re.
ferred by the Treaty of Peace with France to the discussion of Commissaries that
their Excellencies niay be acquainted with the orders given to the Comnissaries of
commerce in these matters, and their proceedings thereupon.

Your letter of the 30th July, relating to Captain Van Estegle, has been laid be-
fore the Lords Justices, and the orders their Excellencies have been pleased to give
thereupon, have been sent to the treasury and admiralty. It is likewise thought fit
that Your Lordships, in your station, should advertise the governors and other officers
in the plantations, of their duty in the particulars mentioned in your letter, both
with respect to the trading to the French settlement, and to the illegal landing ot
goods from thence.

I am, my Lords, Your Lordships' most humble servant,
BOLINGBROKE.

Whitehall, August 12th, 1714.

To the Viscount Bolingbroke.
My LORD,-In obedience to their Excellencies the Lords Justices' comumands,

signified to us by Your Lordship's letter of' the 12th inst., requiring to know what
has been done since the peace relating to Iudson Bay, Nova Seotia, and St. Christo-
pher's, we take leave to represent :

That upon Your Lordship's letter of the 22nd July, requiring us to prepare
proper instructions for the British Comnmissaries who are appointed to treat with
those of France upon the 10th, 11th, and 15th articles of the Treaty of Peace, we
wrote letters to several persons concerned in the Leeward Islands, and several parts of
the continent, for what they might have to offer to such parts of the said articles as
did relate to them respectively, and have received answers from some of them. We
pray Your Lordship will piease lay the enclosed copies thereof before their Excel-
lencies, the Lords Justices, as follows :

Copy of a memorial from the 1-udson Bay Company, describing the limita
which they desire may be fixed between then and the French in those parts, as also
an abstract of the damages they have sustained by the French in times of peace.
& In relation to St. Christopher's. we further take leave to represent that upon
beveral references from Her late Majesty in Council, from the Lord ligh Treaisurer,
and from the Secretary of State, we prepared a representation relating to ihe settle-
ment of the French part of that Island, as also a letter to the late Lord Tre tsurer
upon the same subject, copies whereof are here enîelosed, which your Lordship will
please also lay before their Excellencies the Lords Justices.

Since which time-we have received some other petitions from French refugees,
also referred to us, of the sane nature as those mentioned in our above said repre-
sentations, which we have not yet been able to consider so as to be able to make a
report thereon.

We shall take care by the first opportunity to send directions to the Governors
and other officers in the plantations, in relation to the illegal trade betweon the said
plantations and the said French settlements.

We are, my Lord, your most obedient servants,
PH. MEADOWS,
ARTHUHR MOORE,
JNO. SHARPE,
SAMUEL P>YTTS,
THOS. VERNON.

Whitehall, Aug. 14th, 1714.
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14.-TIREATIES, CONVENTIONS, &c.

TREATY OF ST. GERMAIN, 1632.

TREATY BETWEEN LOUIS XIII., KING OF FRANCE, AND CHARLES I., KING OF ENGLAND,
MADE AT ST. GERMAIN-EN-LAYE, THE 29TH OF MARCH, 1632.

(Extract.)

III. On the part of the King of Great Britain, the said Ambassador, in virtue of
the powers with which he is vested, and whicb shall be inserted at the end of these
presents, has promised and promises in the name of His said Majesty, to give up and
restore (rendre et restituer) all the places occupied in New France, Acadia and Canada
by the subjects of the King of Great Britain, by whom these places shall be restored;
and to this end the said Ambassador shall deliver at the time of the signature of
these presents to the Commissioners of His Most Christian Majesty, in due form, the
authority which he received from the King of Great Britain for the restitution of the
aaid places, together with the orders of His said Majesty to all those who had com-
mand in Fort Royal, the Fort of Quebec and Cape Breton, for the restoration of the
said places and forts to be given up into the bands of those whom it may please His
Most Christian Majesty to appoint, eight days after these orders shall have been
notified to those who command or may then command ; the said time of eight days
being given to them to remove from those places and forts their arms, baggage,
merchandise or money, utensils, and generally everything that belongs b tohem; to
whom and to all who are in the said places, the term of three weeks, after the expi-
ration of the eight days, is given, that they may during that time, or sooner if pos-
sible, retire to their vessels with their arms, munitions, baggage or money, utensils,
merchandise, furs, and generally everything that belongs to them, for the purpose of
going thence to England without remaining longer in the said countries. And as it
is necessary for the English to send to those places to fetch their people and take
them back to England, it is agreed that General de Caën shall pay the necessary
expenses of equipping a vessel of two hundred tons, or two hundred and fifty tons'
burthen, which th1e English shall send to those places; that is to say, the cost of
chartering a vessel for the passage to and fro, the provisions of the sailors who work
the vessel as well as of those who being on land are to be taken away, the wages of
the men, and generally all that is necessary for the equipage of a vessel of the said
tonnage for such a voyage, according to the usages and customs of England; and

1besides, for the merchandize remaining unsold in the hands of the English, satisfac-
tion shall be given, according to the cost in England, with thirty per cent. of profit,
in consideration of the risk of the sea and port charges.

TREATY OF BREDA, 1667.

(Extract.)

Art. X. The before-mentioned Seigneur, King of Great Britain, shall restore and
give Up to the above-named Seigneur, the Most Christian King, or to those who shall
be charged and authorized on his part, sealed in proper form with the Great Seal of
France, the country called Acadia, situated in North America, of which the Most
Christian King was previously in enjoyment.

TREATY OF NIMEGUEN, 1678.
ARTICLES OF PIACE BETWEEN THE EMPEROR AND THE FRENCH KING, CoNCLUDED

AND SIGNED AT NIMEGUEN, THE 3RD OF DECEMBER, 1678.

(Extract.)
Their Imperial and Most Christian Majesties, retaining a grateful sense of the

effces and continual endeavors the Most Serene King of Great Britain hath used tO
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restore a general peace and public tranquility, it is mutually agreed between the
parties that he with his kingdom be included in this treaty, after the best and most
effectual manner that may be.

Art. I. That there be a Christian, universal, true and sincere peace and friend.
ship between their Imperial and Most Christian Majesties, their heirs and successors,
kingdoms and provinces, as also between all and every the confederates of his said
Imperial Majesty, more particularly the electors, princes and states of the empire,
comprehended in this peace, their heüis and successors on the one part, and all and
every of the confederates of his said Most Christian Majesty, comprehended in this
peace, their heirs and successors, on the other; whieh said peace and friendship shall
be so sincerely observed and improved that each party shall promote the honor,
advantage and interest of the other. And there shall be so perpetual an oblivion
and amnesty of all hostilities committed on each side since the beginning of the
present troubles, that neither party shall, upon that or any other account or pre-
tence, give or cause to be given hereafter to the other any trouble, directly or in-
directly, under color of law or way of fact, within or without the empire, any formal
agreement to the contrary notwithstanding; but all and every the injuries&, violences,
hostilities, damages and charges sustaired on each side by words, writing or deeds,
shall, without respect of persons or things, be so entirely abolished that whatsoever
may upon that accourt be pretended against the other, shall be buried in perpetual
oblivion.

TREATY OF NEUTRALITY, 1686.
BETWEEN LoUIS XIV., KING or FRANCE, AND JAMES Il., KING OF ENGLAND. (CON-

cLDED AT LONDON, THE 16TH NoVEMBER, 1686.)
(Extract.)

It has been concluded and agreed that frorm the day of the present treaty there
shall be between the English and French nations a firm peace, union, concord, aud
good correspondence as well by sea as land in North and South America, and in the
isiles, colonies, forts and towns, without exception, in the territories of His Most
Christian Majesty, and of His Britannic Majesty, and governed by the commandnments
of their said Majesties respectively.

II. That no vessel or boat, large or small, belonging to Ris Most Christian
Majesty shall be equipped or employed in the said isles, colonies, fortresses, towns
and governments of lis said Majesty, for the purpose of attacking thesubjects of lis
Brittannic Majesty, in the isles, colonies, fortresses, towns and governnents of lis said
Majosty, or doing there any harm or damage. And in this manner, lilewise, that no
vessel or boat, great or small, belonging to the subjects of His Britannic Majesty shall
be equipped or employed in the isles, colonies, fortresses, towns and goverrments of
His said Majesty, for the purpose of attacking the subjects of His Most Christian
Majesty in the isles, colonies, fortresses, towns and governments of His said Majesty,
or to do them any injury or damage.

IH. That no soldiers, or men-at-arms, or any other persons whatsoever, residing
or living in the said isles, towns or governments of His Most Christian Majesty, or
come there from Europe in garrison, shall exercise any act of hostility, or (o any
injury or damage directly or indirectly, to the subjects of His Britannic Majesty in the
said isles, colonies, fortresses, towns and governments of Ris said Majesty; or len d or
give any aid or assistance in men or provisions to savages against whom Ris Britan nie
Majesty shall be at war. And, in like manner, no soldiers, or men-at-arms, or any
ether persons whatsoever, residing or being in the said isles, colonies, fortresses,
towns and governments of His said Britannic Majesty, or corne there from Europe in
garrisQn, shall exercise any act of hostility or do any injury or damage to subjects of
His IMost Christian Majesty in the said isles, colonies, fortresses, towns and govern-
ments of His Majosty; or lend or give any aid or assistance in men or provisions, to-
%avages with whom His Most Christian M :ijesty shall be at war.
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IV. It has been agreed that each of the said Kings shall have and hold the
-domains, rights and preeminences in the seas, straits, and other waters of America,
and in the same extent which of right belongs to them, and in the same way they
enjoy them at present.

V. And therefore the subjects, inhabitants, merchants, commanders of ships,
masters and mariners of the kingdoms, provinces and dominions of each King respec-
tively shall abstain and forbear to trade and fish in all the places possessed or which
shall be possessel by one or the other party in America, viz.: the King of Great
Britain's subjects shall not drive their trade and commerce, n:r fish in the harbors,
bays, creeks, roads, shoals, or places which the Most Christian King holds or shall
hereafter hold in America: And, in like manner, the Most Christian King's subjects
shall not drive their commerce and trade, nor fish in the waters, bays, creeks, roads,
shoals or places which the King of Great Britain possesses or shall hereafter posssoss
in America. And if any ship or vesset shall be found trading or fishing contrary to
the tenor of this treaty, the said ship or vessel, with its lading, proof being given
thereof, shall be confiscated; nevertheless, the party who shall find himself aggrieved
by such sentence or confiscation, shall have liberty to apply himself to the Privy
Council of the King, by whose governors or judges the sentence has been given
against him. But it is always to be understood that the liberty of navigation ought
in no manner to he disturbed, where nothing is committed against the genuine sense
of this treaty. * * *

XI. The commandants, officers, subjects of either of the two Kincs, shall not
molest the su bjects of the other King in the establishment of their colonies respec-
tively, or in their commerce and navigation.

XII. For the greater security of the subjects of His Most Christian Majesty as
well as those of His Britannic Majesty, and to prevent vessels of war, or other vessels
owned by private persons, doing injury or damage, all captains of vessels, as well of
his Most Christian Majesty as those of His Britannic Majesty, and all thoir subjects
-who equip vessels at their own expense, also persons in the enjoyment of privilege,
and companies, shall be forbidden to do any injury or damage to those of the other
nlation, on pain of being punished in case of contravention, and be liable for all dam-
ages, either by the seizure of their goods or the imprisonment of thoir persons.
W [By Art. XI[[. all captains of war vessels, armed at the expense of private per-
sons, were hereafter to give bonds in the sum of £1,000 stg., or 13,00) livres, and
when the number of men is more than lôO, in £2,000 stg., or 26,000 livres, that they
would make good all damages which they or their officers might cause in the course of
their navigation against the present treaty.]

(By Art. XLV the governors and officers of the two Kings were to discountenance
all pirates; not giving themr any aid nor allowing them to take shelter in their ports
respectively; " and that the said governors and officers should be expressly ordered
to punish as pirates all those who might be found t, have armned one or iore vossels
sailing without commission or legitimate authority.']

[Art. XV made the taking by the subject of either King, of any commission in

the army of a Sovereign at war with the other, piracy.]
[Art. XVII. If disputes arise between the subjects of the two Crowns in the

isles, colonies, ports, towns and governments under their dominior, they are not to be
alloved to interrupt the peace, but are to be decided by those having atithority On
the spot, and in case they cannot decide them, they are to remit them at once to the
two Crowns to be settled by their Majesties.]

XVIII. Further, it has been concluded and agreed that if ever. which God
forbid, any rupture should take place in Europe between the said Crowns, the garri.
sons, armed forces, or subjects of whatever condition of His Niost Christian MajostY,
being in the isles. colonies, forts, towns and goveruments which are at present, or
may hereafter be, under the dominion of His said Majesty in America, shall not
exercise any act of hostility by sea or land against the subjects of His BritanniO
Majesty, inhabitants of any of these colonies of America. And, in like manner, in
case of a rupture in Europe, the garrisons, armed forces, and subjects of whatever
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condition of lis Britannic Majesty, being in the isles, colonies, forts, twns and gov-
erninents which are at present, or may hereafter be, under the dominion of lis
Britannic Majesty in Amorica, shall not exercise any act of hostility, either by sea or
land, against the subjects of His Most Christian Majesty inhabiting any colony what-
ever im America. But there shall always be a firm peace and neutrality botween the
said peoples of France and Great Britain, just as if no such rupture had taken place.

[XIX. This treaty not to derogate from the Treaty of Breda, July, 1667, all the
articles of which are to remain in force and vigor to be observed.]

PROVISIONAL TREATY CONCERN1NG AMERZICA, 1687.

BETWEEN Louis XIY., KING OF FRANCE, AND JAMES I., RING OF ENnLAND. (CON-
CLUDED AT WHITEHALL, ITIH DECEMBER, 1687.)

[M. Paul Barillon, Councillor of State and French Ambassador, M1. Frarçois
Dusson de Bonrepans, were the Commissioners for France, and Counts Sunderland
and Middleton, and Lord of Godolphin, were appointed on behalf of Great Britain,
" to execute the treaty concluded on the 6-16 November, 1686, to settle and terminate
all the differences which had arisen between the subjects of the two Crowns, in
America, as well as to fix the bounds and limits of the colonies, isles, islands, lands
and countries under the dominion of the two Kings, in America, and governed by
their Commanctants, or which are of their dependencies."J

We, the undernamed Commissioners, in virtue of the powers which we have
received from the said Kings, our Masters, promise, agree and stipulate in their nane,
by the present treaty, that, up to the 11th January ot the year 1689, new style, and
after that time until the said Most Serene Kings give some new and express order in
writing, all persons and Governors and Commandants of the colonies, isles, lands and
countries whatsoever under the dominion of the two Kings, in America, are absolutely
forbidden to commit any act of hostility against the subjects of ci ther of the said Kings,
or to attack them ; and the Governors and Commandants are not to suffer, under any
pretext wbatever, that they shall do any violence; and in case of contravention on
the part of the said Governors, they shall bo punished, and obliged, in their own
private names, to make restitution for the damage which may have been done by
such contravention; and the same shall be done in the case of all other contreven-
tions; and the present convention shall have full and entire effect in the best
manner possible. We have, besides, agreed that the said Most Serene Kings shall,
as soon as possible, send the necessary orders to their Commandants in America, and
that each shall send to the other authentie copies of the same.

(Signed), BARILLON D'AMONCOURT,
DUSSON DE BONREPANS,
SUNDERLAND,
MIDDLETON,
GODOLPHIN.

THE TREATY OF RYSWICK, 1697.

(Extracts.)

VII. The Most Christian King shall restore to the said King of Great Britain-
all countries, islands, forts and colonies, wheresoever situated, which the English did
Possess before the declaration of this present war. And, in like manner, the King of
Great Britain shall restore to the Most Christian King, all countries, islands, forts
and colonies, wheresoever situated, which the French did possess before the declara-
tion of war; and this restitution shall be made on both sides within the space of six
Inonths, or sooner if it can be done. AndýI to that end, immediately af ter the ratifi-
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cation of this treaty, eacl of the said Kings shall deliver or cause to be delivered to
the other, or to Coiniissioners authorized in bis name for that purpose, ail acts of
concession, instruments and necessary orders, duly made and in proper form, so that
they mfay have their effect.

VIII. Commissioners shall be appointed on both sides to examine and doter-
mine the rights and pretensions which either of the said Kings hath to the places
situated in Hudson Bay; but the posession of those places which were taken by the
French, during the peace that preceded this present war, and were retaken by the
English during this war, shall be left to the French by virtue of the foregoing
articles. The capitulation made by the English on the 5th Septenber, 1695,
shall be observed according to its form and tenor; the merchandizes therein men-
tioned shall be restored; the Governor at the fort taken there shall be set at liberty,
if it be not already done; the differences which have arisen concerning the execution
of the said capitulation and the value of the goods there lost, shall be adjadicated and
determined by the said Commissioners; who, immediately after the ratification of
the present treaty, shall be invested with sufficient authorty for the settling of the
limits and confines of the lands to be restored on eiuher side by virtue of the forego-
ing article, and likewise for exchanging of lands, as may conduce to the mutual
interest and advantage of both Kings.

TREATY OF UTRECHT, 1713.

(Extracts.)

X. The said Most Christian King shall restore to the Kingdom and Queen of
Great Britain, to be possessed in full right forever, the Bay and Straits of Hudson,
together with all lands, seas, sea-coasts, rivers and places situate in the said Bay and
Straits, and which belong thereunto, no tracts of land or of sea being excepted, which
are at present possessed by the subjects of France. All which, as well as any build-
ings there made in the condition they now are, and likewise ail fortresses there
erected either before or since the French seized the same, shall, within six months
from the ratification of the present treaty, or sooner, if possible, be well and truly
delivered to the British subjects having commission from the Queen of Great Britain
to demand and receive the same, entire and uademolished, together with al the
cannon and cannon-ball which are therein, as also with a quantity of powder if it
be there found, in proportion to the cannon-ball, and with the othor provision of war
usually belonging to cannon. It is, however, provided, that it may be entirely free
for the Company of Quebec, and ail other the subjects of the Most Christian King
whatsoever, to go by land or by sea, whithersoever they pleaso, out of the lands of
the said Bay, together with ail their goods, merchandizes, arms and effects of what
nature or condition soever, except such things as are above referred in this article.
But it is agreed on both sides, to determine within a year by Commissaries to be
forthwith named by each party, the limits which are to be fixed between the said
Bay of Hudson and the places appertaining to the French; which limits both the
British and French subjects shall be wholly forbid to pass over, or thereby to go to
cach other by sea or by land. The same Commissioners shall also have orders to
describe and settle, in like manner, the boundaries between the other British and
French colonies in those parts.

XI. The above mentioned Most Christian King shall take care that satisfaction
be given, according to the rule of justice and equity, to the English Company trading
to the Bay of Hudson, for ail damages and spoil done to their colonies, ships, persons
and goods by the hostile incursions and depredations of the French, in time of peace,
an estimate being made thereof by Commissioners to be named at the requisiton of
each party. The said Commissioners shall moreover inquire as well into the com-
plaints of the British subjects coneerning ships taken by the French in time of peace,
as also concerning the damage sustained lgqt year in the island called Montserrat
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and others, as nto those things of which the French subjccts complain, relUting to
the capitulation in the Island of Nevis, and Castle of Gambia, also to French ships, if
perchance any such have been taken by British subjects in time of peace; and in like
manner into all disputes of this kind which shall be found to have arisen between
both nationls, and which are not yet endedd; and due justice shall be done on both
sides withoit delay.

X1L. The iMost Christian King shal take care to have delivered to the Queen of
Great Britain, on the samne day that the ratification of this treaty shall be exchanged
solemn and authentie letters, or instruments, by virtue whereof it shall appear, that
the Island of St. Christopher is toe o possessed alone hercafter by British subjects,
likewise all Nova Scotia or Acadia, with its ancient boundaries, as also the City of
Port Royal, now called Annapolis Royal, and all other thinga in those parts which
depend on the said lauds and islands, together with the'doninion, propriety, and
possession of the said islands, lands, and places, and all right whatsoevei, by treaties,
or by any other way obtained, which the Most Christian King, the Crown of France,
or any the subjects thereof, have hitherto Lad to the said islands, lands and places, and
the irhabitants of the same, are yielded and made over to the Quen of Gr'eat Britain,
and to Her Crown forever, as the Most Christian King doth at present yield and
make over all the particulars above said, and that in such ample manner and form,
that the subjeets of the Most Christian King shall hereafter be excluded from all
kind of fishing in the said seas, bays and other places on the coasts of Nova Scotia,
that is to say, on those which lie towards the east within thirty leagues, beginning
frem the island commonly called Sable, inclusively, and thence stretching along
towards the south-west.

XiI. The island called Newfoundiand, with the adjacent islands, shall from this
time forward belong of right whollyto Britain ; and to that end the Town and Fortress
of Placentia, and whatever other places in the said island are in the possession of the
French shall be yielded and given up, within seven months from the exchange of the
ratifications of this treaty, or sooner, if possible, by the Most Christian King, to those
who have a commission froma the Queen of Great Britain for that purpose. Nor shall
the Most Chiistian King, his heirs and successors, or any of their subjects, at any
time hercafter lay claim to any right to the said island or islands, or to any part of
it or them. Moreover, it shall not be lawful for the subjects of France to fortify any
place in the said island of Newfoundladd, or to erect any buildings there, besides
stages nade cf boards, and huts necessary and usual for drying of fisb; or to resort
to the said island beyond the time nccessary for fishing and drying of tish. But it
shall be aliowed to the subjects of France to catch fish and to dry then on land in
that part only, and in no other besides that, of the said Island of Newfoundland,
which stretches froin the place called Cape Bonavista to the northern point of the
said island, and from thence running down by the wertern side, reaches as far as the
place called Point Riche. But thelsland called Cape Breton, as also all others, both
in the mouth of the River St. Lawrence and in the Gulf of the same name, shall
hereafter belong of right to the French, and the Most Christian King shall have all
manner of liberty to fortify any place or places there.

XIV. It is expressly provided that in all the said places and colonies to be yielded
and restored by the Most Christian King, in pursuance of this treaty, the subjects of
the said King may have liberty to remove themselves within a year to any other
place as they shall think fit, together with all their movable effects. But those who
are willing to r emi n there, and to be subjects of the Kingdom of Great Britain, are
to enjoy the free exercise of their religion according to the usage of the Church of
Rome, as far as the laws of Great Britain do allow the saine.

XV. The subjects of France inhabiting Canada, and others, shall hereafter give
no hindrance or inolestation to the five nations or cantons of Indians subject to the
dominion of Great Britain, nor to the other natives of America who are friends to
the same. Ii like manner, the subjects of Great Britain shall behave thenselvos
peaccabiy towa rds the Americans who are subjects or friends of France; and on both
Sides they shall enjoy fuil liberty of going or coming on account of trade. As also
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the naitives of ihose countries shall with the same liberty, resort, as they please, te
the Britih nd Fiench Colonies, for promoting trade on one side and theother, with-
out any inokcstation or biidrance, either on the part of the British subjects or of the
French. But it is to be exactly and distinctly settled by Commissioners, who are,
and who ought to be, accounted the subjects and friends of Britain or of France.

THE TREATY OF AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, 1748.

(SPAIN)

(Extract.)

Art. V. All the conquests that have been made since the commencement of the
present war, or which, since the conclusion of the preliminary articles, signed the
30th April last, may have been or shall be made, either in Europe or the East and
West Indies, or in any part of the world whatsoever,, being to be restored without
exception in conformity to what was stipulated by the said preliminary articles, and
by the declarations since signed, the high contracting parties agree to give orders
immediately for proceeding to the restitution, as well as to the putting the Most Serene
Infant Don Philip in possession of the states which are to be yielded to him by virtue
of the said preliminaries, the said party solemnly renouncing, as well for themselves
as their hei-s and successors, all rights and claims, by what title or pretence soever,
to all the states, countries, and places that they respectively engage to restore or
yield; saving, however. the reversion stipulated of the states yielded to the Most
Serene Infant Don Philip.

THE TREATY OF 1763.

THE DEFINITE TREATY oF FRIENDSiIP AND PEACE BÉTWEEN Hfis BRITANNIC MAJESTY,
THE MOST CHRISTIAN KING, AND THE KING oF SPAIN, CONCLUDED AT PARIs, THE
10TH oF FEBRUARY, 1763.

(Extracts.)

Art. Il. The Treaties of Westphalia of 1648; those of Madrid between the
Crowns of Great Britain and Spain, of 1667 and 1670; the Treaties of Peace at Nime-
guei, of 178 and 1679; of Ryswick, of 1697; those of Peace and Commerce of
Utrecht, of 1713; that of Baden of 1714; the Treaty of the Triple Alliance of the
Hague, of 1717; That of the Quadruple Alliance of London, of 1718; the Treaty of
Peace of Vienna, of 1738; the Definite Treaty of Aix-La-Chapelle, of 1748; and that
of Madrid, between the Crowns of Great Britain and Spain, of 1750; as well as the
Treaties between the Crowns of Spain and Portugal, of the 13th of February, 1668;
of the 6th of February, 1715; and on the 12th of February, 1761; and that of the
11th of April, 1713, between France and Portugal, with the guarantees of Great
Britain, serve as a basis and foundation to the peace and the present Treaty; and for
this purpose they are all renewed and confirmed in the best form, as well as all the
treaties in general, which subsisted between the high contracting parties before the
war, as if they were inserted here word for word, so that they are to be exactly
observed for the future, in their whole tenor, and religiously executed on all sides, in
all their points, which shall not be derogated from by the present treaty, notwith-
standing all that may have been stipulated to the contrary by any of the high con-
tracting parties; and all the said parties declare that they will not suffer any privi-
lege, favor or indulgence to subsist, contrary to the treaties above confirmed, except
what shall have been agreed and stipulated by the present treaty.

Art. IV. His Most Christian Majosty renounces all pretentions which he has,
heretofore formed, or might form, to Nova Seotia or Acadia in all its parts, and
guarantees the whole of it, with all its dependencies to the King of Great Britain
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moreover, lis Most Christian Majesty cedes and guntees to lis said Britanric
Majesty, in full rigbt, Canada, with ail its dependencies, as w4ll as the Island of Cape
Breton, and ail the other islands and coa>ts ini the Gulf and River St. Lawrence, and
in general, everything that depends on thc .aid countie, linds, islands and coasts,
with the sovereignity, property p and ail righ ts acquired by treaty or
otherwise, which the Most Christian King and flic Crownj of France have had till now
over the said countries, islands, lands, places, coasts ai their inhabitants, so that
the Most Christian King codes and makes over the wholo t) the said King and to the
Crown of Great Britain, and that in the rnost anmple iri without restriction, and
without any liberty to depart from the said ecssion and guaratnty under any pre-
tence, or to disturb Great Britain in the possessions above mentioned.

Art. VII. In order to re-establish peaeo on solid and durable foundations, and to
remove for ever all subject of dispute willi regard to the limits of the British and
French territories on the Continent of Anerica, it is agreed th:t, for the future, the
confines between the dominions of Hlis Britannie Majety anîd those of lis Most
Christian Majesty in that part of the world, shall be lixed irrevocably by a line drawn
along the middle of the River Mississippi, from its source to the River Ibverville, and
from thence by a line drawn along the middle of this river and the Lakes Maurepas
and Pontchartrain, to the sea ; and for this purpose tli Most Christian King codes in
full right, and guarantees to His Britannic Majesty the river and port of the Mobile,
and everything which he possesses, or ought to possess, on the left side of the Mis-
sissippi, except the Town of New Orleans, and the island in1 which it is situated, which
shall remain to France; provided, that the navigation of the Mississippi shall be
equally free as well to the subjects of Great Britain as te those of France, in its whole
breadth and length, from its source to the sea, and expressly that part whieh is
between the said Island of New Orleans and the right bank of that river, as well as
the passage both in and out of its mouth.

THE DEFINITE TREATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSIP

BETWEEN His BRITANNIC MAJEsTY AND TNE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. SIGNED
AT PARIS, THE 3RD OF SEPTEMRER, 1783.

(Extracts.)

Article I.-His Britannie Majesty acknowledges the said United Stal es, viz., New
Hampshire, Massachusets Bay, Rhode Island, and Providence Plantations, Connecti-
cut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginit, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, to be free, sovereign and independont States ;
that ho treats with them as such, and for himself, his heirs and successors, relinquishes
all claims to the government, propriety and territorial rights of the same, and every
part thereof.

Article II.-And that all disputes which might arise in future on the subject of
the boundaries of the said United States may be prevented, it is hereby agreed and
declared, that the following are and shall be their boundaries, viz., from the north-
West angle of Nova Scotia, viz., that angle which is formed by a line drawn due
north from the source of St. Croix River to the highlands, along the highlands
which divide those rivers that empty themselves into the River St. Lawrence, from
those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-westernmost head of Conneticut
River; thence down along the middle of that river to the forty-fifth degree of north
latitude; from thence by a line due west on said latitude until it strikes the River
Iroquis or Cataraquy; thence along the middle of said river into Lake Ontario,
through the middle of said lake until it strikes the communication by waterbetween
that lake and Lake Erie; thence along the middle of said communication into Lake
lrie, through the middle of said lake, until it arrives at the water communication

tween that lake and Lake Huron; thence along the middle of said water communi-
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cation into Lake Huron; thence through the middle of said lake to the water
communication between that lake and Lake Superior; thence through Lake Superior,
northward of the isles Royal and Philippeaux, to the Long Lake; thence through
the middle of said Long Lake, and the water communication between it and the
Lake of the Woods, to the said Lake of the Woods; thence through the said lake to
the most north western point thereof, and from thence on a due west course to the
River Mississippi; thence by a line to be drawn along the middle of the said River
Mississippi until it shall intersect the northernmost part of the thirty-first'degree of
north latitude. South, by a line to be drawn due east from the determination of the
line last mentioned in the latitude of thirty-one degrees north of the equator, to
the middle of the River Apalachicola or Catahouche ; thence along the middle thereof
to its junction with the Flint River; thence straight to the head of St. Mary's River,
and thence down along the middle of St. Mary's River to the Atlantic Ocean. East,
by a line to be drawn along the middle of the River St. Croix, from its mouth in the
Bay of Fundy to its source, and from its source directly north to the aforesaid high-
lands, which divide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean from those which fall
into the River St. Lawrence; comprehending all islands within twonty leagues of
any part, of the shores of the United States, and lying between lines to be drawn
due east from the points where the aforesaid boundaries between Nova Sootia, on the
one part, and East Florida, on the other, shall respectively touch the Bay of Fundy
and the Atlantic Ocean; except such islands as now are, or heretofore have been,
within the limits of the said Province of Nova Scotia.

TREATY OF AMITY, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION

BETWEEN IS BRITANNIC MAJESTY AND THE UNITED STATES oF AMEIcA, CONCLUDEI
THE 19TH OF NoVEMBFR, 1794.

(Extract.)

Article IV.-Wbereas it is uncertain whether the River Mississippi extends so
far to the northward as to be intersected by a line to be drawn due west from the
Lake of the Woods, in the manner mentioned in the Treaty of Peace between His
Majesty and the United States; it is agreed, that measures should be taken in con-
cert with His Majesty's Government in America, and the Government of the United
States, for making a joint survey of the said river from one degree of latitude below
the Falls of St. Anthony, to the principal source or sources of the said river, and
also the parts adjacent thereto; and that if, on the result of such survey, it should
appear that the said river would not be intersected by such a line as is above men-
tioned, the two parties will thercupon proceed by amicable negotiation, to regulate
the boundary line in that quarter as well as all other points to be adjasted between
the said parties, according to justice and mutual convenience, and in conformity tu
the intent of the said treaty.

TREATY OF GHENT, CONCLUDED THE 24TH OF DECEMBER, 1814.

(Extract.)

Article VI.-Whereas by the former Treaty of Peace, that portion of the
boundary of the United States from the point where the forty-fifth deg.ee of north
latitude strikes the River Iroquois or Cataraquy, to the Lake Superior, was declared to
be " along the middle of said river into Lake Ontario; through the middle of said
lake until it strikes the c'ommunication by water between that lake and Lake Brie;
thence along the middle of said communication into Lake Erie; through the middle
of said lake until it arrives at the water communication into the Lake Huron; thence
through the middle of said Lake to the water communication between that lake and
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Lake Superior;" and whoreas doubts have arisen what was the middle of the said river,
lakes and water communications, and whether certain islands lying in the salme were
within the dominions of His Britannic Majesty or of the United States : In order,
therefore, finally to decide these doubts, they shall be referred to t'vo Commissioners,
to be appointed, sworn, and authorized to act exactly in the manner directed with
respect to those mentioned in the next preceding article, unless otherwise specified
in this present article. The said Commissioners shall meet, in the first instance, at
Albany, in the State of New York, and shall have power to adjourn to such other
place or places as they shall think fit. The said Commissioners shall, by a report or
declaration, under their hands and seals, designate the boundary through the said
river, lakes and water communications, and decide to which of the two contracting
parties the severat islands Iying within the said rivers, lakes and water communica-
tions, do repectively belong, in conformity with the true intent of the said treaty of
one thousand seven hundred and eighty-three. And both parties agree to consider
such designation and decision as final and conclusive. And in the event of the said
two Commissioners differing, or both or either of them refusing, declining, or wil-
fully omitting to act, such reports, declarations, or statements shall bc made by
them, and such reference to a friendly Savereign or State shall be made in all respects
as in the latter part of the Fourth Article is contained, and in as full a manner as if
the saie was herein repeated.

CONVENTION

BETWEFIN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES, CONCLUDED THE 20TH OF
OCTOBER, 1818.

(Extract.)

ARTICLE Il.-It is agreed that a line drawn from the most north-western point
of the Lake of the Woods, along the forty-ninth parallel of north latitude, or, if the
said point shall not be in the forty-ninth paraliel of north latitude, then that a hue
drawn from the said point due north or south, as the case may be, until the said lino
shall intersect the said parallel of north latitude, and from the point of such inter-
section due west along and with the said parallel, shall be the line of demarcation
between the territories of the United States and those of His Britannic Majesty, and
that the said line shall form the northern boundary of the said territories of the
United States, and the southern boundary of the territories of His Britannic Majesty,
from the Lake of the Woods to the Stony Mountains.

TREATY

BETWEEN GrREAT BRITAIN AND TEE UNITED STATES, CONCLUDED THE 9TH OF
AuGUST, 1842.

(Extract.)

ARTICLE IL.-It is, moreover, agreed that, from the place where the Joint Com-
missioners terminated their labors, under the VI. Article of the Treaty of Ghent, to
Wit, at a point in the Neabish Channel, near MNddy Lake, the line shall rnn into and
along the ship channel between St. Joseph and St. Tam-aany Islands, to the division
of the channel at or near the head of St. Joseph's Island; thence turning eastwardly
and northwardly around the lower end of St. George's or Sagar Island, and following
the middle of the channel which divides St. George's from St. Joseph's Island ; thence
Up the East Neebish Channel nearest to St. George's Island, through the middle of
Lake George; thence west of Jonas' Island into St. Mary's River, to a point in 'the
Middle of that river, about one mile above St. George's or Sugar Island, so as to'
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appropriate ind assign the said island Io the Lnited States ; tience a oing the
line traced on the niups by the Commissioners, through tle Riv'r St. Maiy and Lake
Superior, to a point north of Ile Roy aie, in said lake, one hundredi ya ds to the north
and east of Ile Chapeau, which last mentioned island lies iear the noih-et ein point
of lie Royale, wherc the line niaiked ly the Coniniissiories terminates; and from
the last mentioied point south-westerly through the imiddle of the sou;d I tween lie
Royale and the north-western mainland, to tie moutli of Pigeon River, .d up the
said river to and through the North and South Fowl Lakes, to the lakes ofi he height
of land between Lake Superior and the Lake of the Woods; thenice along the waer
communicatiot to Saisaginaga, and through that lake; thence to and through ('ypress
'Lake, Lac du Bois Blanc, Lac La Croix, Little Vermillion Lake, and Lake Namîecan,
and through the several smaller lakes, straits, or streanms connecting the 1 kes here
nentioned to that point in Lac la Plaie, or Rainy Lake, at the Chaudière Falls, fron

which the Commissioners traced the line to the næs iorth-western point (,- the Lake
of the Woods; thence along the said line to the said niost north-western point,
being in latitude 49° 23' 55" north, and in longit ude 95° 14' 38" west from the
Observatory at Greenwich; thence, according to existing treaties, due sOuth to its
intersection with the 49th parallel of north latitude, and along that pardel to the
Rocky Mountains. It being understood that all the water (ommunicati ns, and all
the usual portages along the line from Lake Superior to the L of the Woods, and
also Grand Portage, from the shore of Lake Superior to the l eonRi e as now
actually sued, shafl be free and open to the use of the cil in ;ind subju s of both
countries.

TREATY

IBETWEEN lIER ÀMAJESTY AND THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA, FOR THE SETTLEMENT
OF TUE OREGON BOUNDARY, CONCLUDED TIE 15TH OF JUNE, 184().

(Extracts.)

ARTICLE I. From the point on the 49th parallel of north latitude, where the
boundary laid down in existing treaties and conventions between Great Britain and
the United States terminates, the line of boundary between the territories of Her
Britannie Majesty and those of the United States shall be continued westward along
the said 49th parallel of north latitude, to the middle of the channel which separates
the continent from Vancouver's Island, and thence southerly, through the middle of
the said channel and of Fuca's Straits, to the Pacifie Ocean ; provided, however, that
the navigation of the whole of the said channel and straits, south of the 49th parallel
of north latitude remain free and open to both parties.

II. From the point at which the 49th paraliel of north latitude shall be found to
intersect the great northern branch of the Columbia River, the navigation of the said
branch shahl be free and open to the Hudson Bay Company, and to all British subjects
trading with the same, to the point where the said branch meets the main streai of
the Columbia, and thence down the said main stream to the ocean, with free access
into and through the said river or rivers, it being understood that all the usual port-
ages along the line, thus described, shall in like manner 'b free and open. In
navigating the said river or rivers, British subjects, with their goods and produco,
shall be treated on the same footing as, citizens of the United States ; it being, how-
ever, always understood that nothing in, this article shall be construed as preventing,
or intended to, prevent the Governiment of the United States from making any
regulations respecting the navigation of the said river or rivers not inconsistent with
the present treaty.

IHL In the future appropriation of the territory south of the 49th parallei of
nqrth latitude, as provided in the firat î;ticle of this treaty, the posscssory rights of
the Hudsoh Bay Company, and of all British subjects who may be already in the
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occupation of land or other property lawfully acquired within the said territory,
shall be respected.

IV. The farms, lands, ani other property of every desaripion belonging to th&
Paget's Sound Aricultural Company on the north side of the C >lumbia Riiver, shal
be confirmed to the said Coraoany. In case, however, th-e situation of' those farms
and lands should be considered by the United States to be of public and political
importance, and the United States Governrnent should signify a desire to obtain
possession of the whole or of any part thereof, the property so requircd shall be
transferred to the saidT Goveîrnent at a proper valuation to be agreed upon botween
the parties.

15.-AN ACT 43 GEO. III., CAP."138 (1803).

AN ACT FOR EXTENDING THE JURISDICTIoN OF THE COURTS OF JUSTICE IN THE Pao-
VINJCES OF LoWER, AND UPPER CANADA, To THE TRIAL AND PUNISUMENT OF
PERSONS GUILTY OF CRIMES AND OFFENCES WITIN CERTAIN PARTS oF NORTa
AMERICA ADJOINING TO TRE SAID PROVINCES.

Whereas crimes and offences have been committed in the Indian Territories and
other parts of America, not within the lirnits of the Provinces of Lower or Upper
Canada, or either of them, or of the jurisdiction of any of the courts established in
those Provinces, or within the lirmits of any civil government of the United States of
Arnerica, and are, therefore, not cognizable by any jurisdiction whatever, and by
reason thereof great crimes and offonces have gone, and may hereafter go unpunished
and greatly increase. For reiuely whereof, may it please Your Majesty that it may
be eriacted, and be it enacted by the King's M>st Excellent Majcsty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords, spiritual andl temporal, and Comnons, in this present
Parliainont assembled, and by the authority of the same, That frorm and after the
passing of this Act, all offences committed within any of the Indian Territories, or
parts of America not within the limits of cither of the said Provinces of Lower or
Upper Canada, or of any civil government of the United States of Amecrica, shail be
and be deemed to be offonces of the sarne nature, and shall be triel in the same
manner, and subject to the same punishýnent as if the same hal been committed
within the Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada.

2. And be it further .nacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor or Lieut.-
Governor, or person administeringr the Government for the timu being of the Pro-
vince of Lowcr Canada by commission undor his hand and scal, to auth)rise and
empower any person or persons, wheresoever resident or being at the tiiae, to act
as civil magistrates and justices of the peace, for any of the Inlian Territories or
parts of Americanot within the limits of either of the said Provin -es, or of any
civil government of the United States of Amerioa, as well as within the limits of
either < f the said Provinces, either upon information taken or given within the said
Provinces of Lower or Upper Canada, or out of the said Provinees in any part of
the Indian Territories or parts of Aneria aforesaid, for the purpose only of hearing
crimes and offences, and cornmitting any person or persons guilIy )f any crime
or offence to sate custody, in order to his or their being coniveyed to the said
Province of Lower Canada, to be dealt with ac'cordn to la; ao1 it sh il! be lavful
for any persons whatever, to apprehentd an I take be> fr any persons so e uni sioned
.as aforesaid, or to aporehend anid coavev, or t 1 t) b >neve 1, with all con-
venient speed, to the Province of L >wer Cani la, tv pers )n or pers ils guilty of
any crime or offence, there to be delivered into safe -ustody for the purp->)-e of being
dealt with according to law.

3. And ho it further enacted, that every such offentder may ani shall be
prosecuted and tried in the courts of the Province of lnwer Canada (mr If the Gov-
ernor or Lieutenant-Governor, or person administering the Government for the time
being, shall, froma any of the circumstanies of the crire or offence, or the local
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situation of any of the witnesses for the prosecution or defence, think that justice
may more conveniently be administered in relation to such crime or offence in the
Province of Upper Canada, and shall, by any instrument under the Great Seal of the
Province of Lower Canada, declare the same, then that every such offender may and
shall be prosecuted and tried in the Court of the Province of Upper Canada) in
which crimes or offenees of the like nature are usually tried, and where the same
would have been tried if such crime or offence had been committed within the limits
of the Province where the same shall be tried under this Act; and every offender
tried and convicted under this Act shall be liable and subject to such punishment as
may by any law in force in the Province where Le or she shall be tried, be inflicted
for such crime or offence; and such crime and offence may and shall be laid and
charged to have been coimmitted within the jurisdiction of such court; and such
court may and shall proceed to trial, judgment and execution or other punishment
for such crime or offence in the same manner in every respect, as if such crime
or offence had been really committed within the jurisdiction of such court; and it
shall also be lawful for the judges and other officerE of the said courts to issue sub-
pcnas and other processes for enforcing the attendance of witnesses on any such
trial; and such subpenas and other processes shall be as valid and effectual, and be
in full force and put in execution on any parts of the Indian Territories, or other
parts of America, out of and not within the limits of the civil government of the
United States of America, as well as within the limits of either of the said Provinces
of Lower or Upper Canada, in relation to the trial of any crimes or offences by this
Act made cognizable in such court, or to the more speedily and effectually bringing
any offender or offenders to justice under this Act, as fully and amply as any su b
poenas or other processes are within the limits of the jurisdiction of the court from
which any such subpœnas or processes shall issue as aforesaid; any Act or Acts, law
or laws, eustom, usage, matter or thing to the contrary notwithstanding.

4. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that if any crime or offence
charged and prosecuted under this Act shall be proved to have been committed by
any person or persons not being a subject or subjects of «His Majesty; also within
the limits of any colony, settlement or territory belonging to any European State,
the court before which such prosecution shal be had shall forthwith acquit such
person or persons not being such subject or subjects as aforesaid of such charge.

5. Provided, nevertheless, that it shall and may be lawful for such court to pro-
eeed in the trial of any person being a subject or subjects of Ris Majesty, who shall
be charged with the same or any other offence, notwithstanding such offence shall
appear to have been committed within the limits of any colony, settlement or terri-
tory belonging to any European State as aforesaid.

16.-THE RUPERT'S LAND ACT, 1868.

AN ACT FOR ENABLING HER MAJESTY TO ACCEPT A SURRENDER, UPON TERMS, OF THE
LANDS, PRIVILEGES AND RIGHTS OF " THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY oF ADVEN-
TURERS oP ENGLAND TRADING INTO HUDSON BAY," AND FOR ADMITTING THE
SAME INTO THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

[31st July, 1868.]

Whereas, by certain letters patent, granted by HRis late Majesty King Charles
the Second, in the twenty-second year of His reign, certain persons therein named
were incorporated by the name of " The Governor and Company of Adventurers of
England trading into Hudson Bay," and certain lands and territories, rights of
government and other rights, privileges, liberties, franchises, powers and authorities,
were thereby granted, or purported to be granted, to the said Governor and Cola-
pany in Ris Majesty's Dominions in North America:

Andi, whereas, by the British North America Act, 1867, it was (amongst other
things) enacted that it should le lawful for Ber Majesty, by and with the advice and
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consent of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, on Address from the Houses
of the Parliament of Canada, to admit Rupert's Land and the North-Western Terri-
tory, or either of them, into the Union on such terms and conditions as are in the
Address expressed, and as Her Majesty thinks fit to approve, subject to the provisions
of the said Act:

And, whereas, for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of the said
British North America Act, 1867, and of admitting Rupert's Land into the said Do-
ininion as aforesaid, upon such terms as Her Majesty thinks fit to approve, it is
expedient that the said lands, territories, rights, privileges, liberties, franchises,
powers and authorities, so far as the same have been lawfully granted to the said
Company, should be surrended to Her Majesty, ber heirs and successors, upon such
terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by and between Her Majesty and the
said Governor and Company as hereinafter mentioned.

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords, spiritual and temporal, and Commons, in this pre-
sent Parliament assembled, by the authority of the same, as follows:-

1. This Act may be cited as "I Rupert's Land Act, 1868."
2. For the purpose of this Act, the term " Rupert's Land " shall include the

whole of the lands and territories held or claimed to be held by the said Governor
and Company.

3. lt shall be competent for the said Governor and Company to surrender to Her
Majesty, and for Ber Majesty, by any instrument under sign manual and signet, to
accept a surrender of aIl or any of the lands, territories, rights, privileges, liberties,
franchises, powers and authorities whatsover, granted or purported to be granted by
the said letters patent to the said Governor and Company, within Rupert's Lan,
upon such terms and conditions as shall be agreed upon, by and between Ber Majesty
and the said Governor and Company: Provided, however, that such surrender shall
mot be accepted'by Her Majesty until the terms and conditions upon which Rupert's
Land shall be admitted into the said Dominion of Canada shall have been approved
of by Ber Majesty, and embodied in an Address to Her Majesty from both the
louses of the Parliament of Canada, in pursuance of the one hundred and forty-sixth

section of the British North America Act, 1867; and that the said surrender and
acceptance thereof shall be null and void, unless within a month from the date of
such acceptance ler Majesty does, by Order in Council, under the provisions of the
said last recited Act, admit Rupert's Land into the said Dominion: Provided further
that no charge shall be imposed by such terms upon the Consolidated Fund of the
United Kingdom.

4. Upon the acceptance by Her Majesty of such surrender, all rights of govern-
ment and proprietary rights, and all other privileges, liberties, franchises, powers and
authorities whatsoever granted, or purported to be granted, by the said letters patent
to the said Governor and Company, within Rupert's Land, and which shall have been
so surrended shall be absolutely extinguished: Provided that nothing herein con-
tained shall prevent the said Governor and Company from continuing to carry on in
Rupert's Land or elsewhere trade and commerce.

5. It shall be competent to Her Majesty, by any such Order or Orders in Coun-
bil as aforesaid, on Address from the Houses of the Parliament of Canada, to declare
that iRupert's Land shall, from a date to be therein mentioned, be admitted into and
become part of the Dominion of Canada; and thereupon it shall be lawful for the
Parliament of Canada, from the date aforesaid, to make, ordain and establish within
the land and territory so admitted as aforesaid, aIl such laws, institutions and ordi-
nances, and to constitute such courts and officers, as may be necessary for the peace,
order and good government of lier Majesty's subjects and others therein : Provided
that until otherwise enacted by the said Parliament of Canada, ail the powers, autho-
rities, and jurisdiction of the several courts of justice iow established in Rupert's
Land, and of the several officers thereof, and of ail magistrates and justices now st
ing within the said limits, shall continue in full force and effect therein.
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17.-PROCLAMATION OF 7rn OCTOBER, 1763.

(Extracts.)

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to our interest, and the
oecurity of our colonies. that the several nations or tribes of Indians with whom we
are con nected, and who live under oar protection, should not be moleste or dis-
turbed in the possession of such parts ofour Dominion and territories a-, iot having
been ceded to us, are reserved te them, or any of them, as their hunting grounds; we
do therefore, with the advice of our Privy Counciil, declare it to be our royal willand
pleasure, that no -overnor or Commander-in-Chief in any of our colonies of Qaebec,
East Florida or West Florida do presume, upon any pretence whatever, to grant
warrants of survey, or pass any patents for land, beyond the bounds of their respective
Governrnents, as described in their Commisssions; as also that no Governor or Com-
mander-in Chief of our other colonies or plantations in America do presume, for the
present, and until our further pleasure be known, to grant warrants of survey, or pass
patents for any lands beyond the heais or sources of any of the rivers which fall
into the Atlantic Ocean from the west or north-west, or upon any lands whatever,
which, not having been ceded to or purchased by us as atoresaid, are reserved to the
said Indians, or any of thern.

And we do turther declare it to be our royal will and pleasure, for the present, as
aforesaid, to reserve under our sovereignty, proteution, and dominion, for the use of
the said Indians, all the land and territories not included vithir, the limits of oursaid
three new Governints, or within the limits of the ter ritory granted to the Hudson
Bay Company; as aiso all the lands and territories lying to the westward cf the
rivers which fall into the sea from the west and north-west as aforesaid; and we de
hereby strictiy forbid, on pain of our displeasure, all our loving subjects from making
any purcha esor settlenents whatsoever, or taking possession of any of the lands
above reserved, without our especial leave and license for that purpose first obtained.

And we do further strictly enjoin and require all persons whatsoever, who have
either willingly, or inadvertenlv, seaied themselves upon any lands within the
countries above described, or upo any other lands which, not having been ceeed to,
or purchased by us, are still reserved to the said Indians as aforesaid, forthwith to
remove themnselves frçrm such settlenents.

And whereas great frauds and abuses have been conmitted in the purchasing
lands of the Indians, to the great prejudice of our interests, and to the great dissatis-
faction of the said idians; in order therefore to prevent such irregularities for the
fature, and to the end that the Indians may bc convineed of our Ijutice and deter-
mined -esouIiîtion to remove all reasonable cause of discontent, we do, with the aivice
of our Privy Council, strictly enjoin and req uire, that no private person do presume
to make any prehase fron the said I ndians, ofany lands reerved te the said indians,
within those parts of our colonies where we have thought proper to allow settlemient;
but if at any time any of the said Indians shouild be inclined to dipose of the said
lands, thie s:nO shaI be purchaled o--v fer us, in our name, in somne public meeting
or assemly of the said Indizns, to be held for that purpose, by the G vrnor or Con-
maridern -Chbief of ou r colonv res; eeti'ely, wi hin which they shall lie ; and in case
they shail be within the lirmits of:anv proprietaries, conformnable to such directions
and instructions as we or t hey shnIl thiint proper to give for that purpoe. And we
do, Uy thb advice of our Pri\,v Coiuil, declare and enjoin, that the traude with the
said lndi-ns shall Ue free and open to ail our s jects whatever ; provided that every
persni vo may-incline toi trade wit h the sid lndians do take eut a license for carry-
ing on sueh trade from the G vernor or Conmmarnder-in-Chief of any oft or colonies
respeti vely where su(h per-son shazil reside, and also give securil to observe such
regiltions as We shal, at anv time t!hinlk tit, b ourielves or Conrnissaries to be ap-
pointed for this purpose, to direct and app;int fer the beneit of the said trade : and
we ko hereby authorize, enjoin, and requi re the Governors and Conmanders-in-Chief
of all our colonies respectively, as well as t'ose under our irimmediate government, as
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those under the governnent and direction of proprietaries, to grant those licenses
without fee or reward, taking especial care to insert therein a conditioa that sueh
license shall bc void, and the security forfeited in case the person to whomu the saine
is grantel shall refuse or neglect to observe such regulations as we shall think proper
to prescribe, as aforesaid.

And we do further expressiy enjoin and require all offiQers whatever, as weil mili-
tary as those employed in the management and direction of the Indian affairs, within
the territories reserved, as aforesaid, for the use of the said Indians, to seize and appre-
hend all persons whatever, who, standing charged with treason of treason,
murder, or other felonies or misdemeanors, shall fly from justice and take refuIe in
the said territory, and to send them under a I)roper guard to the colony where the
crime was conmitted of which they shall stand accused, in order to take their trial
for the same.

Given at our Court at St. James, the 7th day of October, 1763, in the third year
of Our reign.

God Save the King.

18.-NORTH-WESTERN ONTARTO, ITS BO U TDARIES, RESOURCES
ANI) COKRMIVUNICATIO.NS.

PREPARED UNDER INSTRUCTIONs FROM THE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT.

By the award of the arbitrators, to whom was referred the duty of determining
the northern and western boundaries of the Province of Ontario,* a vast and inagni-
ficent territory bas been declared to be withir the jurisdiction of the Ontario
Governnit and Legisiature. This fine region contains within its lirnits, tiiber
lands of great value, rich and varied maineral deposits, rivers and laiike of noble
proportions,-abounding in fish, and opening UP rernote districts to travel and com-
merce-and touches at once the head waters of the St. Lawrence navigation and
the shores of the great northern sea, the treasures of which, when ought wîih the
ardour and appliancs of moder enterprise, may yield a return not cenn dream ed of
by those oli exploiers and navigatrs who were most sanguine of its resources.
The possession of sumh a country ne"essarily entails upon its ruieso:m bu,'dens
and nany reLonsibliies. To preservo peace and order, to administer j ', to
imaintain civil rights, to encourage sedement, to inmrove existing mean- (comn-

munieftion, to proimote eduaion, are duties couing, under the ikw, v- the
functions of Piovi ne'iil auti horit y. It is therefore iniportant to aer aI Ivan-
tages hkely io accrue to ih p'pe of Orio fromio the assumption ol tI Iew or
additional obigations ineidenta to thie possession] of this extensive domai

THE BOUNDARIES.

The queýtion of bounda v et at rest bv tie award, had been the r if nuch
labo ious investig~aîon.t The D,)ominion Governcmnt contended thit Ithe nrthrn
boundare of Ontario was the b hight o<f land form in h elic waterhed ofii the S' Law-
rene' and great lakes, nd skiring, aut distanices va'IrIn from ficte l fifty amles,
the no, he n 'iores of Laikes Superior and Neigon. The western baay, it Vas
conttnded, w:s to be ascertained by a line duavn ulie north from tie con 'ente of
the Ohio and Missiszppi River , and which was f >und to be in longitu le ;9 P ' 27"j
wet. S h a line would have intersected Thunder B ty, divided the exi-.n settle-
ments on its shores, alienatel froa 0rtario a large district--includig' thi tilage of

Con. Stat nfes (Ont ) cap. iv. The- arbitrators were. Chif Junîice Harri, n, Sir Francis
Hncks, and Sir Edward Thornton, the British -NiMter at Washington.

† See Report on the Boularies of Ontario, by David Mils, 1873; alsa, an Investigation of
the unsettled btnadaries of Ontario, by Charles Lindsey, 1873.
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Prince Arthur's Landing, the population gathering round Fort William, the site of
the projected terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the Townships of Blake,
Crooks, Pardee, Poiponge, Oliver, Neebing and McIntyre, already under Ontario
jurisdiction,-and left within the Province, only a narrow strip north of the lakes
and south of the height of land. Opinions were divided as to the rights of the
Province beyond the boundaries contended for in behalf of the Dominion, but it will
probably be found that the decision of the arbitrators is, on the whole, consistent with
equity, convenience, and public policy. The award declares that the following are
and shall be the boundaries of the Province of Ontario, namely:-" Commencing at
a point on the southern shore of Hudson Bay, commonly called James' Bay, where a
line produced due north from the head of Lake Temiscamingue would strike the said
south shore, thence along the said south shore westerly to the mouth of the Albany
River, thence up the middle of the said Albany River and of the lakes thereon to the
source of the said river, at the head of Lake St. Joseph, thence by the nearest line to
the easterly end of Lac Seul, being the head waters of the -English River, thence
westerly through the middle of Lac Seul and the said English River to a point where
the same will be intersected by a true meridional line drawn northerly from the
international monument placed to maik the most north-westerly angle of the Lake
of the Woods by the recent Boundary Commission, and thence due south following
the said meridional line to the said international monument, thence southerly and
easterly following upon the international boundary line between the British posses-
sions and the United States of America into Lake Superior. But, if a true merid-
ional line drawn northerly from the said international boundary at the said most
north-westei ly angle of the Lake of the Woods shall be found to pass to the west of
wheie the English River empties into the Winnipeg River, then and in such case
the northerly boundary of Ontario shall continue down the middle of the said Eng.
lish River to where the same emplies into the Winnipeg River, and shall continue
thence in a lino drawn due west from the confluence of the said English River with
the said Winnipeg River until the sane will intersect the meridian above described,
and thence due scuth follow ing the said meridional line to tbe said international
monument, thence southerly aid easterly lollowing upon the international boundary
line between the British possessions and the United [States of America into Lake
Superior."

AREA.

The district included within these boundaries is of equal if not of greater area
than the whole of the rest of Ontario, exclusive of the Lakes Ontario, Superior,

rui on and Erie. Omitting those lakes, the Province, within the limits embraced in
the proposition of the Dominion, -ontained about 64,000,000 acres, or 100,000 square
miles of territory. From the Quebee boundary line-from Lake Temiscamingue to
James' Bay-to the Lake of the Woods, the distance cannot be much less than seven
hundred miles; while, measured from north to south, the ncw territory covers a
breadth of c<untry varying from over three hundred to one hundred miles. The
Province of Ontario will consequently, in future, possess an area of fully 200,000
square miles. This is 80,000 square miles greater than the area of the United King-
dom; only 12,(00 square miles less than the whole German Empire; only 2,000
square miles kss than France; and equal to the combined areas of Holland, Portugal,
United Italy, Switzerland and Belgium. The awarded territory, alone, possesses an
area greater by 20,000 square miles than the group of couniries just named, except-
ng Italy.*

POPULATION.

The present population of the terrilory is chiefly confned to the settlements on
the north or north-west shore of Lake Superior, and in the valley of the Kaminis-

Mr. Devine, Deputy Surveyor-General of Ontario, gives 97,000 square miles as a rough
approximate estimale of the area of the araided territory. Other authorities, however, consider
120,000 to 140,000 square miles to be its probable oxtent.
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tiquia, to the colony at l ort Frances, on Rainy River, to a few settlers and Hudson
Bay officials at Moose and Albany, on James' Bay, and to the Indians, who are to be
found mostly at Rainy River, the Lake of the Woods, Lac Seul, and Pigeon River.
A few Half-breeds and christianized Indians are also settled at Islington, on the
Winnipeg River, and around some of the Hudson Bay Company's iactories. The
total jpopulation, ineluding, of course, the Thunder Bay settlements, is probably
under 10,000, half of whom are Indians and Half-breeds.

LAKES AND RIVERS.

In the more southerly portion of the territory lies the chain of rivers and lakes
forming what bas been popularly known as the Dawson Route from Thunder Bay
to Fort Garry. The western central portion is intersected by the Canadian Pacific
Railway from Fort William to Rat Portage. The principal rivers of the territory
are:-The Albany, flowing north-eastward to James' Bay from Lake St. Joseph,
which lies on the nothern boundary line, about midway between the Bay and Winni-
peg River; English liver, -which, leaving Lac Seul, alter throwing off a branch to
the southward, finds its way to the Winnipeg; the Seine, a fine stream, that, coming
from the north-east, is finally lost in Rainy Lake; the Manitou, flowing due south
from the lake of that name to Rainy Lake; the Kaministiquia and its confluent, the
Matawin, falling into Thurder Bay; the Moose River, emptying itself into James"
Bay, and which divides into three large branches, known as the Missinibi, flowing
northward from Lake Missinibi, just north of the height of land that divides that
lake from the head waters of the Michipicoton River; the Mattagami, or south
branch of the Moose; and the Abbitibbe, which runs from Lake Abbitibbe, lying
upon, but chiefly to the westward of the Quebec and Ontario boundary line,-until
it joins the main stream to the south of Moose Factory. Should the difficulties
attending the passage of Hudson Straits prove to be a more serious hindrance to
their navigation than modern appliances can successfully overcome, the tendency
would be to give to Ontario the benefit of any traffic that might be generated in
ludFon Bay, or on its coasts, and which would seek an outlet by way of the Moose
or Albany hivers, or by other means of communication with the great lakes.

AGRICULTURAL OAPACITT.

The value of the territory in an agricultural sense will have to be largely deter-
mined by the facilities afforded for the developnent of other industries. Should ita
fishelies, its foresis, and its mines yield a return at all proportionate to present
indications, the agriculturist will find an ample demand for the produce of large
sections oi country which will well repay cultivation. In noticing the features and
resources of the territory more in detail it will be most convenient roughly to divide
it into two sections; one ihat may be generally described as lying between Lake
Superior and Lake of the Woods, the other between Lake Superior and James' Bay.

WESTERN DIVISION.

LAKE SUPERIOR TO LAKE OF THE WooDs.

From Fort William, at Thunder Bay, to the Lake of the Woods, according to
the course taken by the Canadian Pacific Railway, which crosses the waters of the
latter at Rat Portage, its northern extremity, the distance is 298 miles.* The Daw-
Bon route, which, following the navigable waters, curves to the southward until it
reaches the linternaional Boundary line, which it follows until the north-west angle
is reached-involves a journey of 351 miles.t The latter may, in fact, be described

Report Canadian Pacifie Railway, 1877.
Report Public Works. Sess. Papers (Canada), 1875.
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as the arc of a circle of which the railway line is the chord. Smth of the railway,
and connecting it ut various points with the water route, are inumerable lakes and
streams, some navigable for large bsats, others with occasional portages for canoes,
so that it has been said an Indian in his canoo may traverse the whole region with
little impediment or difficulty.

THE DAWSON ROUTE.

The Dawson Route was originally designed to form a means of communication
through Canadian territory with the Red River Settlements. The partial construc-
tion, however, of the Canadian Pacific Riilway, and the completion of railway com-
munication between Duluth and Red River, have supplanted the older route, which
must henceforth be regarded mainly in connection with local colonization and indus-
tries. To this object the fine road from Thunder B:.y to Lake Shebandowan, the
Fort Frances Lock on Rainy River, and numerous improvements on the intermeliate
waters and portages may alil be made largely subservient. A brief description of the
route itself will give a very fair idea of the peculiar characteristics ot the region it
traverses.* From Thunder Bay to Like Shebandowan by road, the distance is 45
miles. The remainder of the route is represented as follows:-

Miles. Miles.

Lake Shebandowan................................................. 18-00
Portage .................... . ...................... . -15
Lake Kashebowie .......................................... ....
leight of Land Portage...... ................................. 100

Lac des Mille Lacs..... ....................................... .....
Baril Portage............................. ..... ................... O025
Lake Biaril ............................ ............................
Brulé Portage............................... .......... 025
Lake Windegoostegan.............................................
French Portage ............... ......... .............. 5
Lake Kaogassikok...................................................
Pine Portage......................................038
Lac dlex Rivières.......................... . .................
Duex Rivières Portage ............................................. O040
Lake Sturgeon........ .........................................
Maligne Portage (lift)............ .................
River Maligne............. .................................
Jsland Port age.................. ................................. O6
Lake Nequaqunon ............. ...................
Nequaquon Portage...... ......... .................. ............ 325
Lake N imcukan ..................... ............... ..............
Kettle Fals Portage... ...................................... 12
R a:tinv L ake......... ................. .... ............... . .........
Fort Frances Portage (now avoided by the Lock)..... ... 012
Iiainy River anid Lakze of the Woiad(s, to northL-west angle.

9.00

18-50

8.00

12 00

15.00

1-22

16.00

10.00

1700

15-00

44.00

120-00

8-33 303.72
To Rat Portage is 35 miles further....... .....................

We shall notice presently the method by which it is sugested the necessity for
transhi pment at the portages may be overcone, and a journey along the whole route
be perforned with comparative ease. Meantime, it is worthy of notice that the
settlers ab ng a line of country, over jO9 miles in extent, may secure communication
by the cbeap and ready means afforde i by a series of sp!endid water stretches, vary-
ing from one to one hundred and twenty miles in length, and interruptel by only

* Report Public Works. Sesa. Papers (Canada), 1875.
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eleven portages, eight of wbich aie less than a mile, and two under two ndes, while
only one excecds thice miles inngth. 'Le facilities for communication aie not,
Lowever, actually confined to lhe waters on tle lire of hie Tlawson Poute. South of
tli Tburder Lay and Shbcrdowan eod, tire the Knministiquia and Matawin Rivers,
Loth fine and navigable streasni, and, alorg the inlernational boundary line, are
Pigeon River, Lake Sageniga and Basswood Lake, connected with Necquaquon Llke,
already merlioned as a link in the cbain of thle Dawson Roule. Frcm the north-
east, navigable by loats for 30 miles friom its moutb, and for over 100 miles for the
passage oftimter, the Seine empties itself into Rainy Lake at Sturgeon Falls, while
the ianitou-ahlo a fine river-approaches the same lake from a more northerly
source.

TEE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The Canadian Pacifie Railway bas, meantime, tecome a most important factor
in connection with tIe (olonization of the region under consideraticn. It was
originally intended that tle liue, after leavirg Fort William, should deflect Io the
soutbwtid, in order to touch the water roule at Sturgeon Falls, at theli head of a
navigable arm cf Jainy Lake. By the construction of the Lock at Fort Frances
ard the removal of a few obstiuctions in the Rainy ]River, an unbroken line of some
200 miles of regular communication would have been established between Sturgeon
Falls and the crossing of the Lake of the Woods, at any spot determined upon,
whence another section of the railway would have been constructed to ]Red River.
But, for engineering reasons, the railway has been carried farther north, and now
first touches the navigable waters at Port Savanne, situated at the northern extremity
of Lac de Mille Lacs, 71 miles from Thunder Bay.

IMPROVEMENTS OF TIE LAKE ROUTE.

The best mode by which traffic may be niaintained between Lae de Mille
Lacs and Lake of the Woods, bas been the subject of investigation before a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons.* At Lac des Mille Lacs, the height of land is
reached separating the waters that flow into the Lake of the Woods from those
that find their outlet in Lake Superior. From Port Savanne to the head of Rainy
Lake, the distance is about 112 miles, with 6½ miles of portaging. Adopting the
suggestions of Mr. Hugh Sutherland, Superintendent of Public Works in the North-
'West, the Commons Committee, in their report, advised the construction of tram-
ways upon the portages between Port Savanne and Kettle Falls, to be worked
with light narrow-gauge cars drawn by horses, the cars being run on the barges,
and thus tranferred with their freight, without breaking bulk or requiring tranship-
ment. Mr. Sutherland was of opinion that these works could be executed for a sum
of $150,000 in one season, and ' that they would lead to the colonization of cultivable
tracts along Rainy River and other ports of the Dawson Route, and also furnish the
Province of Manitoba with inereased facilities for obtaining lumber at a much cheaper
rate than at present." What this would do for the lumberers of Ontario will he
noticed further on. To complete the information respecting the accessibility of this
portion of the territory it is only needful to add, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
is being rapidly completed to English River, 113 miles west from Thunder Bay, and
that the link between Rat Portage and Selkirk, on Red River, 23 miles north of
Winnipeg, with which it is connected by railway, is aLo under construction. The
country lying directly west of the north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods was
long sinee rendered accessible by a good road from the angle to Fort Garry.

INDUCEMENTS TO SETTLEMENT.

Ilaving noticed the means of access to and internal communications of the west-.
ern portions of the territory, it becomes necessary to consider what attractions it may

Report Select Standing Committee on Immigration and Colonization, House of Commons,
4878.
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possess in itself to the settler or speculator. The exhaustive explorations of Canadian
Pacifie surveyors and their associates have done most towards affording information
on this head.

KAMINISTIQUIA VALLEY.

Profesror Macoun,* in bis report to the Dominion Government, after repelling
the current opinion that the western shores of Lake Superior are unit for settlement
on account of the severity of the climate, and remarking that " the vegetation around
Lake Superior is noted for its luxuriance," thus describes the aspect of the country
in the vicinity of the Kaministiquia:-"As the traveller proceeds up tho river, roses
(Rosa blanda) begin to appear. By the time two miles are passed, biack-ash
(Fraxinus sanbucifolia) shows on the banks, and the undergrowth becomes almost
identical with that of the rear of Hastings and Frontenac, on the shore of Lake
Ontario. A few miles further, and forms peculiar to a dry soil begin to take the
place of those seen further down, while the alluvial flats along the river support a
most luxuriant growth of just such plants as would be seen on any river bottom in
Eastern or Central Canada. Thickets >f wild plams (Prunus Americana), three or four
different cherries, gooseberries, currants, raspberries and strawberries grow in pro-
fusion, interspersed with various species of Viburnum and other caprifolaceous plants.
The herbaceous ones were very numerous and luxuriant, and these, including the wild
pea (Lathyrus venosus et ochrocolencus), and the vetch ( Vicia Americana), caused such
tangled thickets that it was almost an impossibility to force our way through them.
Wild hops (Ifumulus Sapulus) climbed up almost every tree. For the whole distance
up to Kakabeka Falls there was a constant influx of new species having a westward
tendency. Between Kakabeka Falls and the mouth ofthe river I detected 315 spocies,
all of these natives of Hastings except eighteen." Professor Macoun adds:-" I could
see nothing in the flora to lead me to doubt the feasibility of raising all the cereals in
the valley of the Kaministiquia, a valley said by Professor Hind to contain an areaof
more than 20,000 acres exclusive of the Indian reservations. Nor is Professor Macoun
at ail singular in his estimate of the attractions of the Kaministiquia valley.

The Rev. George (now Professor) Grant, in his popular work,t says.of the same
district:-" The flora is much the same as in our eastern provinces; the soil light,
with a surface covering of peaty or sandy loam, and a subsoil of clay, fairly fertile
and capable of being easily cleared. The vegetation is varied, wild fruits being
especially abundant, raspberries, currants, gooseberries, and tomatoes; flowers like
the convolvulus, roses, agreat profusion of asters, wild kallas, water lilies on the ponds,
wild chives on the rocks in the streams, and generally a rich vegetation. It is a good
country for emigrants of the farmer class. The road, too, is first-rate and the market
is near." " The Valley of Kaministiquia," he goes on to say, " is acknowledged to be
a splendid farming country. Timothy grass was growing to the height of four feet
on overy vacant spot from chance seeds. A bushel and a half of barley, which was
all a squatter had sown, was looking as if it could take the prize at an Ontario
Exhibition." Thirty years before Professor Grant's visit, Sir George Simpson had
been equally struck with the evidences of fertility of this region. He says:-‡" The
River (Kaministiquia) during the day's march passed through forests ofelm, oak, pine,
birch, &c., being studded with isles not less fertile ant lovely than its banks; and
many spots reminded us of the rich and quiet scenery of England. The paths of the
portages were spangled with violets, roses, and many other wild flowers, while the
currant, the gooseberry, raspberry, plum, cherry, and even the vine, were abundant.
All this bounty of nature was, as it were, imbued with life by the cheerful notes of a
variety of birds." Remembering that the country so enthusiastically described is
eontiguous to a mineral region of extraordinary richness, that the produce raised in
the Valley of the Kaministiquia can be readily conveyed by water to the whole of the

.Appendix C to Report, Canadian Pacifie Railway, 1874.
tOcean to Ocean, p. 28.
4Overland Journey Round the World, 1841-2. Vol. 1, p. 36
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north or west shores of Lake Superior, and that the terminus of a transcontinental
railway is close at hand with all the local demand that implies, little more need be
said as to its attractiveness to the agricultural settler.

VALLEY OF THE MATAWIN.

Proceeding westward with Professor Macoun, we find him referring in the
following terms to the Valley of the Mattawin, a confluent of the Kaministiquia.
*"At the Matawin, vegetables of every description were growing luxuriently, but
more especially timothy hay which seoms to be peculiarly suited to the region
round Thunder Bay. Many of the stalks were four feet in length with heads ful!y
eight inches long. After passing the Mattawin the soil changes to a reddish clay,
but there is no change ia the vegetation. The flora of the region indicates a moist
climate, with a sufficiency of warmth to bring seeds in all cases to perfection.
When the country becomes cleared up-which will be in a few years-either by
accidental fires or by those of the settler, a marked change will take place in the
climate. It will become drier and all kinds of grain will ripen much earlier. Con-
iferous trees, with a thick coating of moss, cover the greater part of the country;
when these are gone a new crop of trees will spring up, but they will be deciduous
ones, and the country will probably be less moist and warmer."

THE HEIGHT OF LAND.

In the immediate vicinity of Lake Shebandowan there is little land fit for culti-
vation, but the-e is some fine land in the valleys and on the slopes in many places at
no great distance, especially west of the Kashabowie Portage. There are scattored
groups of red and white pine, but the principal forest growth is birch, oak, aspen,
and scrub pine. The height of land is passed, and Lac des Mille Lacs is reached,
surrounded with a continuous forest of spruce, balsam aspen and birch, with a
sprinkling of red and white pine, and occasionally groups of Banksian pine. Baril
Lake presents, according to Mr. Macoun, much the same characteristices s Lac des
Mille Lacs.

A PINE REGION.

But now the aspect of the country changes. On the shores of Lake Winde.
goostegon are large groves of red, white and Banksian pine, the forest " taking the
appearance of the pine lands of Ontario."t This continues till Pine Portage is
reached, where "red and white pine attain to a great size, many of them being over
three feet in diameter." As there are considerable areas of good land in the neigh-
borhood of Pine Portage, it may yet be the scene of a profitale conjunction of the
lumbering and agricultural industries. From Pine Portage to Rainy Lake, and
until the western end of the lake is reached, the country wears a cheerless aspect.

Pine of good quality nearly disappears, but although little of it is fit for the saw-
mill, vast quantities of railway ties might be produced and easily shipped to Rat
Portage. It will be borne in mind, however, that the foregoing applies only to one
strip in a vast area of country, and that on the banks of the Seine and other rivers
flowing into Rainy Lake there is a very large growth of both red and white pine.
The whole region, in fact, bounded by Lac Seul and English River on the north,
and Lake of the Woods on the west, may be said to be a pine-growing territory.

‡ RAINY RIvER.

We have now reached what, in an economical sense, is the most profitable
and important section of the" whole region lying between the height of land west

'Report, Canadian Pacific Railway, Appendix C, 1874.
† Professor Macoun's Report.
4 More properly René River, its original name.
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of T e Superior and the Lake of the Woods. Professor Macoun, speaking of his
vi e distriet, says:-* " The approach to Fort Fr'jances is very beautifuil. As
wC [ proeci the outlet to the lake and enter Rainy River, the right bank appears
very muCh like a gentleman's park, the trecs standing far apart and having the
rour ed ots of those seen in open grounds. Blue Oak (Quercus Prinos var. dis-
coloi ) and'Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera), with a few aspen, are the principal
fore, trees. Thehe line the bank, and, for two miles after leaviI)g the lake, we glide
down betweuen walls of living green, until we reach the fort, whieh is beautifully
situ: ted on the right bank of Rainy River, immediately below the falls. All sorts of
grai can be raised bere, as well as all kinds of garden vegetables ; little attention is
give to) agriculture, but enough was seen to show that nature would do her part if
prop dly assisted. Barley, three fect high, and oats over that, showed there was
nothiig in the climate or soil to prevent a luxuraint growtb. -* * The
leng2h of the river is about eighty miles. The right, or Canadian bank, for the
whole distance, is covered with a heavy growth of forest trees, shrubs, climbing
vine, and beautiful flowers. The Indians say the timber gets larger as you proceed
inla d. The forest trees consist of oak, elm, ash, birch, basswood, balsam, spruce,
aspei, balsam poplar, and white and red pine near the Lake of the Woods. The
whoie flora of thi, region indicates a climate very like that of Central Canada, and
the uxuriance of the vegetation shows that the soil is of the very best quality.
Wilc peas and vetches were in the greatest profusion; the average height was
aboi six feet, but many specimens were obtained ofeight feet and upwards. While
the .>at was wooding, I took a stroll inland, and found progress almost impossible,
owiî, to the astonishing growth of herbaceous plants. The following plants were
observed on Rainy River, and are only an index to the vast profusion of nature's
bouries in that region : Lilium Canadense, Lilium Philadelphicum, Vicia Americana,
Cal3 stegia spithamoa, Calystegia sepium, Aralia hispida, Lobelia Kalmii, Snilacina
stellata, Lathyrus venosus, Lathyrus ochroleneus, Monarda fistulosa, Viburnum
pubewscens, Astragalus Canadensis, Erysimum chieranthoides, Asarurm Canadensis,
and Lopaulthus anistatus." Writing of the Rainy Lake region, Sir George
Simpson was fully as culogistic of its merits and beauties as ho had been of those
of tie Kaministiquia valley. His description agrees remarkably with that of Mr.
Macemn, just quoted. Sir George Simpson says: t " From Fort Frances downwards, a
streich of nearly 100 miles, the river is not interrupted by a single impediment,while
yet the current is not strong enough to retard an ascen4ing traveller. Nor are the
bank- less favorable to agriculture than the waters themselves to navigation, re-
sei)ling in some measure those of the Thames. near Richmond. From the very
brink of the river there rises a gentle slope of green sward, crowned in many places
with a plentiful growth of bireh, poplar, beech, elm and oak. Is it too much for the
eye of philanthropy to discern through the vista of futurity this noble stream con-
nec i ng, as it does, the fertile shores of two spacious lakes, with crowded steamboats
on its bosom and populous towns on its borders ?" A few years later, before a Select
Con nitteo of the House of Commons in London, Sir George endeavored to qualify
to sone extent his former glowing panegyrie. But ho was at that time looking on
this and some other matters in question, not with "the eye of philanthropy," but
through a pair of Hudson Bay monopoly spectacles, and, under a vigorous cross-
exanination by Mr. Roebuck, had virtually to admit the correctness of bis first
description, founded as it was on an experience of twenty-seven years. ‡ The report
of Mr. S. J. Dawson-now M.P. for Algoma-in 1874-and thon engineer in charge
of the district, fully corroborates the views of the two eminent authorities already
quoied. Hie says:-§" Alluvial land of the best description extends along the banks
of Rainy River, in an unbroken stretch of seventy-five or eighty miles from Rainy

Report, 1874.
f Overland Journey Round the World. 1841-2, p. 45.
IConmîittee, House of Commons (G.B.), 1857, on Hudson Bay Company.
§Public Works Report, 1874. Sessional Papers (Canada), Appendix 23.
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Lake to the Lake of the Woods. In this tract, where it borders on the river, there
is not an acre unsusceptible to cultivation. At intervals there are old park-like
Indian clearings, partly overspread with oak and elm, which although they have
naturally sprung up, have the appearance of ornamental plantations. * * *
The whole district is covered with forests, and Canadian settlers would find them-
selves in a country similar in many respects to the land of their nativity; nor does
the climato differ essentially from that of the most favored parts of Ontario or
Quebec. Wheat was successfully grown for many years at Fort Frances, both by
the old North-West Company and their successors, the Hudson Bay Company. The
Indians still cultivate maize on little farms on Rainy River and Lake of the Woods.
In many places the wild grape grows in extraordinary profusion, yielding fruit which
comes to perfection in the fall. Wild rice, which requires a high summer tempera-
ture, is abundant, and, indeed the flora, taken generally, indicates a climate in every
way well adapted to the growth of cereals."

SUPPLY OF PINE TIMBER.

As regards the pine-growing capacities of this region, Mr. Dawson says:*-
"The Lake of the Woods receives the drainage of an area which may be approxi-
mately estimated at thirty-three thousand six hundred square miles, or 21,504,000.
acres. In this vast district there are, of course, considerable varieties of climate,
soil and natural productions, but I desire expressly to draw attention to the fact,
that it reaches nearly to the northern and north-western linits of the growth of pine
wood of the class known, in Ontario and Quebec, as red and white pine; that is, in
the region eastward of the great prairies. Within this district, on the streams
tributary to Rainy Lake, there are, in many places, extensive groves both of red and
white pine, of a size and quality well adapted to all the purposes for which such
timber is usually applied. On the alluvial belt of Rainy River white pine of a large
size is to be seen interspersed with other descriptions of forest trees, and on the
islands of tbe Lake of the Woods and main land to the north and east, there are
occasionally pine groves of moderate extent; but, on proceeding to the north, by
way of the Winnipeg, it gradually becomes more rare, until, on reaching Lake
Winnipeg, it finally disappears." In the region west of the Lake of the Woods, and
thence to the Rocky Mountains, except at one or two isolated spots near the Lake,
pine, properly so called, is unknown, and bas to be imported by the ever-increasing
population of Manitoba and the North-West. Lt.-Col. Dennis, lately Surveyor-
General of the Dominion, and now Deputy Minister of the Interior, estimates the
quantity of pine to be found between Lake Superior and the Lake of the Woods,-
including that on the islands i. the lake and within the region which may be sup-
posed to be embraced between the international boundary and the new boundary
awarded to Ontario on the north-at twenty-six thousand millions of feet, board
measure. All this is destued to be consumed in the Province of Manitoba and the
North-West Territories That it will form no unprofitable trade to the capitatist who
embarks in it, may bejudged from the Iact that timber sells at the present time for
from $25 to $45 per thousand at Winnipeg. A cargo lately shipped from Colling-
wood, where it cost $ I per thousand, was sold for $30 in the capital of Manitoba,
and realized agood pru i after paying all the charges for freight vid Duluth and the Red
River. From Fort Fi anices the cost of shipment to Winnipeg would be trifling, and,
as the Lake of the Woods is too stormy for the transit of logs, the lumber must be
manufactured in a district where it is found, thus giving a grand impetus to local in-
dustry and lake transportation. The foundations of such a trade have been already
laid by the allotment, under Domiirion authority, of extensive timber limits, and the
establishment of a saw mill on a large scale at Fort Frances. A population of some
400 souls bas been already attracted to the spot, and it is stated that some persons
who had passed rá Rainy River to Manitoba had returned and taken up land on

*Public Works (Canada) Repoit. Appendix 23. Sessional Papers, 1875.
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Rainy River, owing to a preference for a well timbered country over one in which
timber was scarce and dear.

ALBERTON.

The name of " Alberton " has been given to the setdement, which also rejoices
in thé possession of a local newspaper, the Alberton Star, in which appeared,
during tte present year, the following :-" The lots immediately fronting on the
river are ten chains in width .and have a depth of two miles; each settler is ai iowed
to homestead one of these lots, and pre-empt the adjoining one, if vacant, also.
About fifty entries have been taken here during the past summer, and considerable
improvements have and are now/being made on these lots. Some very fine crops
were harvested by those who took the trouble to sow and plant in this section last
season, samples of which may be seen at the land office here. To the industrious
mian, be he farmer, mechanie or laborer, with a small capital, Rainy River prosents
an opening second to no other district in the Dominion of Canada-and where in a
few years any such man may become independent. * * . * From.
Fort Frances to Rat Portage (about 120 miles) we have an excellent water ron te via
Rainy River and the Lake of the Woods. There are upon these waters now one
large side-wheel steamer, 'Lady of the Lakes,' and two tugs, with an addition, pro--
bably, of another large tug next season. Those vessels will pass down the whole
length of Rainy River on their way out, and must consequently touch upon every
man's homestead on the river, thus enabling him to take his produce to any market
he pleases. In the meantime he may obtain a good price for anything he wishes to-
dispose of àt Fort Frances or Rat Portage. At the former place there are now about
sixty houses and 400 inhabitants-all necessary conveniences, four si ores, post-office,
school, blacksmith shop and church---and these have all arisen within three years.
We have also Mr. Fowler's large saw-mill, where you may get your lumber, plain or
dressed, doors, sashes, laths, shingles, &c. Mr. Fowler is further making arrange-
ments for the importation of a grist-mill, to run in connection with his saw-mill, on
the opening of navigation. * * * * We may also take into consider-
ation the fact that the land on th opposite side of the river is quite as good as our
own, and that the American Government will doubtless soon place it in the market.
Our canal will shortly be completed, and through its gates the large lumbering trade-
(soon to be created) in the neighb-pring State, Minnesota, must pass. This will add
much to the trade and commerce of Rainy River.'' A later issue of the same paper
speaks of the favorable crops of the present year, the busy demand upon the new
grist-mill, the establishment of a Hudson Bay Company's post at Sturgeon Falls,,
the summer-like weather prevailing in the fall, the construction of another steamer
for the Rainy River and Lake of the Woods navigation, the arrivals of several new
settlers, and other signs of a healthy, growingand prosperous community.

ADJACENT TERRITORY IN MINNESOTA.

As well remarked in the newspaper we have already quoted, it is not f om the
territory within Cai dian jurisdiction alone that the Rainy River settlemeù s are
likely to derive advan [age. While, from. a distance of fully one hundred miles to the
-northward, the streams flow into Rainy Lake or River, and are thus mnade tributary
to the trade and commerce of the settler in that district, the large area lying be-
tween the height of land in Minnesota to the southward and Rainy R iver, is also
capable of being rendered a prolific source of wealth. The height of land which
divides the source of the MisEisippi from the waters that ultimately find their
course to Hudson Bay, lies nearly parallel tp and some 60 to '10 miles south of
Rainy River, about midway between that river and the Northern Pacifie Railway
from Duluth to the west. The country is said to be well timbered, to yield large
quantities of pine, and to contain, in the neighborhood of Lake Vermillon, ricl
minerai deposits. The Big Fork and Little Fork Rivers, emptying themse :es into
Rainy River, and the Vermillion River, falling into, Nameukan Lake, may all be
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utilized for conveying the timber and other products of Minnesota to a common fleus
at Fort Frances. That the settlers on the American side are alive to the advantages
of traffic with Canada is shown by the following, clippod from the Star of October
29th:-" One of the settlers from the Minnesota side of Rainy River shipped a carg:
of 00 bushels of potatoes to Rat Portage a short time ago, which ho got sale for, as
soon as landed, at prices ranging from seventy-five cents to one dollar per bushel.
The same party has started with the second lot, whieh he has already disposed of,
on his arrival at the Portage, to the railroad people."

FORT FRANCES LOCK.

The works at Fort Frances consist of a canal 800 feet in length, eut through the
solid rock, about forty feet wide, with one lift of 24 feet 8 inches. The chamber of
the lock is 200 feet long and 38 feet wide in the clear. The lowest depth of water on
the sills will be 5 feet 6 inches, but it is rarely if ever known to be so low as that,
and is ordinarily from 8 to 10 feet. The cost of the works to the Daminion Govern-
ment has been $250,000.

THE INDIANS.

The relations of the Government and white populatiu of the territory to the
Indian tribes must, necessarily, be an object of considerable interest and importance.
The Indians of the country lying between Lake Superior and the Lake of the Woods
are Saulteux of the Ojibway nation. They derive their name from Sault Ste. Marie,
from the neighborhood of which they originally immigrated. In the southern divi-
sion of the new territory they probably do not nurnber over frorm 3,500 to 4,000
souls, nearly one-half of whom are settled in the vicinity of the Lake of the Woods
and Rainy River.

NUMBER THREE TREATY.

These Indians, as well as some of the same tribe, settled on Lac Seul, are
those embraced in what is known as Treaty Number 3, negotiated at the north-
west angle of the Lake of the Woods, in 1873, by Lieut.-Governor Morris, with
Messrs. S. J. Dawson and J. A. N. Provencher as joint Commissioners. This treaty
settled any troubles or difficulties that had arisen out of the encroachments of Cana-
dian settlers or surveyors on what the Saulteux had regarded as ibeir lands. The
negotiations afforded, too, a very excellent opportunity for testing the intelligence
and general character of the tribe as there represented. Archbishop Taché, in his
work,* deplores the persistency with which the Saulteux cling to their pigun faith,
and the habits and customs incidental to their unconverted condition. But although
so hostile to christianizing influences, the Saulteux of this region are not deficient in
many of the qualities that command respect. They are brave, high-,spirited, and
among themselves, very capable of self-government. The bands at Rainy River and
Lake of the Woods meet frequently in Council, discuss their affairs very intelhi-
gently, and enforce sternly the rules and regulations considered necessary for the
comipon welfare. While mostly retaining the primitive wigwam, and practising
pagan rites, they are far more thrifty, prudent and industrious than many of their
race. In addition to the products of the shore, the lakes yield them an unlimited
supply of fish, principally white fish and sturgeon-the extensive marshes produce
immense quantities of wild rice, which the Indians collect on a systematie plan
enjoined by their self-imposed laws, and the same plant attracts vast numbers of wild
ducks of every description which divide with the Indians the collection and con-
sumption of the rice, with, however, this advantage on the side of the Indian, that,
while the ducks can only eat the rice, the Indian, in addition to the rice, can also
eat the ducks. When first visited by missionaries, these Indians were already culti-

Sketch of the North-West of America, p. 120.
1-27.
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vating maize, which they still raise on their clearings, a proof, at once, of their
partial civilization, and the favorable nature of the soil and climate of the district.
The main body of the Saulteux refuse to hold communication with the small band of
Pigeon River, whom they regard as an inferior class, and look with supreme con-
tempt on the little settlement at Islington, where, under missionary guidance, a
christianized population, fifty or more in number, have made good progress in the
arts of civilized life, especially agriculture. The Saulteux are keen at bargains, and
managed to make a very good one under the Treaty of 1873. Lieut.-Governor Morris
gives an amusing account of the negotiations.* For four days they held aloof from
meeting the Commissioners altogether. On the fifth, they attended in response toa
peremptory summons. It then appeared that jealousies among themselves weie the
chief cause of delay, and that, so fearful were they lest one chief or band should
obtain an undue advantage over others by privately communicating with the Com-
missioners, that they had set a guard over the Lieut.-Governor's house and Mr.
Dawson's tent. Several days were consumed in listening to and refusing exorbitant
demands, until matters at last came to a dead lock, and the Commissioners declared
they would leave unless the Indians came to terms. " This," says the narrator,
" brought matters to a crisis. The chief of the Lac Seul band came forward to speak.
The others tried to prevent him, but he was secured a.hearing. He stated that he
represented four hundred people in the north ; that they wished a treaty; that they
wanted a scho<,imaster to be sent them to teach their children the knowledge of the
white man ; that they had begun to cultivate the soil, and were growing potatoes
and Indian corn, but wished other grains for seed and some agricultural implements
and cattle." " This chief," says Mr. Morris, "spoke under evident apprehension as
to the course he was taking in resisting the other Indians, and displayed much good
sense and moral courage." He was supported, bowever, by Chief Blackstone, whose
residence is at Pine Portage, and, the ice once broken, the business of the meeting
went forward. But after some progress had been made, the spokesman of the Indians
presented, with new demands, a request that fifty dollars annually should be paid to
each chief, and a new suit of clothing for every member of the band, was capped by
the still cooler proposal that they should all have free passesforever over the Canadian
Pacifc Railway. it will hardly be alleged, after this, that the Saulteux of north-
western Ontario have not made exceedingly good progress in the manners and
customs of their white exemplars.

TERMS oF THE TREATY.

The treaty provides for the cession of all the lands within the following bound-
nries:† "Commencing at a point on the Pigeon River route where the internationial
boundary line between the territories of Great Britain and the United States intersects
the height of land separating the waters running to Lake Superior from those
flowing to Lake Winnipeg; thence northerly, westerly and easterly, along the
height of land aforesaid, following its sinuosities whatever their course may be,
to the point at which the said height of land meets the summit of the watershed from
whence the streams flow to to Lake Nepigon; thence northerly and westerly, or what-
ever may be its course, along the ridge separating the waters of the Nepigon and the
Winnipeg to the height of land dividing the waters of the Albany and the Winnipeg;
thence westerly and north-westerly, along the height of land dividing the waters flow-
ing to Hudson Bay by the Albany or other rivers from those running to English
River and the Winnipeg, to a point in the said height of land bearing north forty-
five degrees east from Fort Alexander at the mouth of the Winnipeg; thence south
forty-five degrees west to Fort Alexander at the mouth of the Winnipeg ; thence south-
erly along the eastern bank of the Winnipeg to the mouth of the White Mouth River ;
thence southerly by the line described as in that part forming the eastern boundary of
the tract surrendered by the Chippawa and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indians to Her

t Sessional Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 8, p. 15.
.Sessinal Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 8, p. 19.
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Majesty, on the 3rd of August 1871, namely, by White Mouth River to Whi'e Miouth
Lake, and thence, in a line having the general bearing of White Mouth River, to the
forty-ninth parallel of north latitude, to the Lake of the Woods, and from thence by
the international boundary line to the place of beginning."

A reference to the map* will show that this treaty, consequently, covers three-
fourths of that portion of Ontario we have been describing as the western division of
the territory embraced by the late arbitration. It extends, however, considerably
beyond the boundaries of Ontario as assigned by the award, probably a little over
one-third of the whole being north of the waters of Lac Seul and English River, or
west of the Lake of the Woods. The area, by the cession, of which Ontario is
directly benefitted, is bounded by Lac Seul and Englhsh River on the north; by the
Winnipeg River, Lake of the Woods, and international boundary lino on the west;
by the international boundary line on the south; and by the height of land which
first separates the waters of Lac Seul from those of Lake St. Joseph (the head of
the Albany River), and then those flowing eastward into Lake Superior, from those
flowing to Lake of the Woods and forming the Dawson Route. The whole area
ceded is stated to be 55,000 square miles.t and of this we may rightly estimate
35,000 as coming within Ontario jurisdiction. From this have to be taken the
Indian Reserves, the allotments of lands for that purpose not to exceed one square
mile for each famnily of five persons. The right of hunting is to be continued to the
Indians, subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by law, or to the limita-
tions imposed by settlement.

SUBSIDIES AND PRESENTS.

The payments, in money or kind, made by way of purchase or presents, once for
ail, in return for the cession, were as follows:-‡Twelve dollars per head for every
man, woman, or child belonging to the lands there represented; for every
band who were then cultivating, or should hereafter cultivate the soil, two
hoes for every family actually cultivating; also one spade per family as afore-
said ; one plough for every family as aforesaid; one sythe for every family as
aforesaid; and also one axe and one cross-cut saw and handsaw, one pit saw,
the necessary files, one grindstone, one augur for each band; and also for each
chief, for ihe use of his band, one chest of carpenters' tools; also for each band,
enough of wheat, barley, potatoes and oats, to plant the land actually broken up for
cultivation by each band; also for each band, one yoke of oxen one bull and four
cows. In addition to these gratuities, the sum of fifteen hundred dollars is to be spent
annually in the purchase of ammunition and nets for the Indians; a sam of live dol-
lars per head is to be paid to each Indian also, annually; each duly recognized chief
is to receive a salary of twenty-five dollars per annum, and each subordinato officer
-- not exceeding three for each band-fifteen dollars per annum. Each chief and
subordinate officer is also to be be provided with a suit of clothing once in every
three years. Finally, in recognition of the closing of the treaty, each chief received
a flag and medal. Schools for instructions were also to be established whcrever the
Indians desired it, and al[ intoxicating liquors were to be excluded frorm the reserves.§
In connection with the granting of the medals, an incident occurred during the con-
ference, certainly creditable to the astateness of the Saulteux, if not to their know-
ledge of the precious metals. Mawedopinias, the chief who acted as principal spokes-
man, who had obtained a medal given to one of the ied River chiefs, declared it was
not silver, as it turned black, and, contemptuously striking it with his knifle, pro-
tested he and bis friends would be ashamed to wear it.

* Map of North-West Territory, &c., exhibiting ,racts ceded by Indian Treaties, accotnpany ing
Report of Minister of Interior, 1876.

† Lieuterajt-Governor Morris's Report, Sessional Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 8, p. 18.
‡ Sess. Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 8, p. 20-21.
§ Lt-Gov. Morris's Report, Sess. Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 8, p. 17.
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PROGRESS IN CIVILIZATION.

In the report of the Minister of the Interior, for 1877, the following passage
occurs:-*1" The Indians who reside about eighty miles west of Rat Portage, within
the limits of Treaty No. 3, are represented to be making satisfactory advancement in
the arts of civilization, and stock-raising to some extent is ventured on ; and alto-
gether a commendable spirit of enterprise has developed itself among themu. At
Làc Seul, also the progress of the Indians is said to be quite marked." The Indians
west of Rat Portage are, of course, beyond the Ontario western boundary.

NUMBERS INCLUDED IN TEEATY NO. 3.

The accounts of the Indian Department, for 1877, show that the Indians receiv-
ing annuities under Treaty No. 3 numbered 2,890, classified as foilows:-9 Chiefs, 26
Ileadmen, 2,865 Indians. The annuities paid in 1877 amounted to $14,890; the total
sum placed to the credit of the bands being $17,440. The tribeintbisregion counted
not many years since 20,000 souls. Small-pox has reduced them to their present
numbers.

GEOLOGICAL FEATUREe.

The reports of the Crown Lands Department of Ontario refer to the numerous min-
ing locations granted within the area bounded on the west and north of Lake
Superior by the height of land, and the whole of the interior region west of Lake Su-
perior bas been the subject of geologicial surveys, very full accounts of which have
appeared in the reports of the Geological Branch of the Department of the Interior.t
That the geological conditions are indicative of valuable mineral deposits, there can
be no doubt. A band of rocks running south-west from Lake Shebandowan-in the
neighborhood of which gold has been found in considerable quantities-to the inter-
national boundary, and thence to Lake Vermillion in Minnesota, is rich in auriferous
deposils. Around Jackfish Lake they are probably most marked, but specimens of
gold and gold ore are found along hie whole line of country above indicated. The
entire region, alsc. of the Rainy River invites further explorations. Mr. Dawson in
his report (1874)‡ says:-" The Indians, both of Rainy Lake and Lake of the Woods,
have among them specinens of native gold and silver ore, which they affirm is to be
found in places known to them in abundance, and the rock formation is such as to
corroborate their statement. Iron ore is plentiful in many sections, and charcoal for
smelting easily obtainable. Granite, which i eport says is equal in texture and fitness
to the best importcd specimens, is to be found at the Lake of the Woods, and the
steatite, of which the Indians inake pipes, a very valuable article forthe construction
of furnaces, is quite abundant at Rainy Lake and Sabaskin." It was stated in evi-
dence before the ('ommittee on Immigration and Colonization, at Ottawa, last year,§
that coal liad been discovered in the vicinity of Rainy River, There does not appear
to be any reason, on scientific grounds, for doubtmag the existence of coal in that
region, but its quality or the extent of the deposits, if they exist, are subjects for
further inquiry before much reliance can be placed on the value of the alleged
discotvery.

The mineral resources of the district intervening between the height of land and
Lake of the Woods must te mainly predicated upon the investigations of the geolo-
gist, and the information he supplies. Professor Robert Bell in a series of notes on
the geological formation of the eountry on the line of the Dawson Route, writes as
follows: i -" Laurentian gneiss, running in a west south-westerly direction, extends
from a point on the south shore of Lac des Mille Lacs, about four miles east of Baril

Sessional Papers (Canada), 1875, No. 10. Report Deputy-Superintendent General, p. 15.
t Reports Geological Surveys (Canada), 1872-3, 187.3-4, by Professor Bell.

Public Works Report, 1875, Appendix 23.
Report of Connittee, page 139.
Geological Survey, 1873-4, page 87.
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Portage, al! along the chain of lakes which this route follows as far as Sturgeon
Lake, Mica schist begins near thc inlet of Sturgeon Lake, and continues along the
route as far as Cross Lake. The Maligne and Island Portages occur in this interval.
The mica schist appears to be all of the same character. It is moderately coarse-
grained, and has a white shining appearance with black specks on fresh fracture,
and often holds small bard patches of pebbles of a granular quartzose character like
sandstone, At Cross Lake the mica schist becomes mueh mixed with reddish granite
in the form of veins and intruded masses, the proportion of granite increasing in
approaching Nequaquon Portage, at the western extremity of the lake, In the
western part of Crosq Lake nearly all the points and islands are formed of granite.
At Nequaquon Portage the rock consists of a dark grey mica schist, interstratified
with gneiss, the latter prevailing towards the west end of the portage where it has
entirely replaced the former. * * * The rocks along the route from Nequaquon
Portage towards Kettle Falls consist partly of gneiss and partly of a dark, coarse,
splintery, shining mica schist, to a point on Nemakon Lake, about six miles west of
the narrows by which %e entered it. Along the east side of Nequaquon Lake, and
approaching the main body of gneiss in the western part of Nemakon Lake, the
gneiss and mica schist are interstratified with each other, while between the two
latter the rock consists of mica schist alone, with some veins and masses of granite.
Proceeding westward from Kettle Falls through Rainy Lake, gneiss continues to
prevail for about twenty miles. The gneiss at that locality holds micaceous bande
and intruded waves of coarse reddish-grey granite. * * * A broad band of
schist covers the central part of Rainy Lake, This appears to be he same band
which follows the Seine River, and is probably identical with the on which covers
Bush Creek. The Indians at Fort Frances manufacture pipes from a grey slate
which occurs on the long point between the mouths of the Manitou an] Seine Rivers.
Mr. Robert Pither, the Indian Agent ut i'ort Fatuces, bhowe me peci;iens ot light
colored granular iron pyrites, which, be informed me, were taken froni :1 thick band
in the same locality as the pipe-stone. I was shown a specimen of coarse silvory
quartzose mica schist, which is said to occur, in situ, in the above neighborhood. Mr.
Pither likewise exhibited me a sample of copper pyrites in quartz from a vein on
Rainy Lake, but he was not certain of the exact locality at which it occurs. lie
confirms the accounts of Mr. Dawson and others as to the occurrence of luronian
schists along the Seine River. The rock at the falls of the Rainy River is a massive
grey granitoid gneiss. Gneiss is also seen on the river about a mile below Fort
Frances, and again at about ten miles, An expanse of massive-looking rocks, appar-
ently Huronian schists, occurs at the mouth of Rapid River, which joins Rainy River
from the southward, about fifteen miles from the Lake of the Woods. The banks of
Rainy River, except on approaching the Lake of the Woods, are generally from
fifteen to twenty feet high, and are composed of clay and drift materials, in which
pebbles and boulders of a yellowish-grey limestone are plentiful. There is reason to
believe, however, that, under these superficial deposits, a broad band of Huronian
rocks covers the lower section of the river." The information thus afforded, while
not absolutely conclusive, is so far indicative of mineral deposits of greater or less
richness in the region we have been describing, as to suggest the propriety of a care-
ful exploration, with the special object of ascertaining more thoroughly the value of
the district for mining purposes, If to an abundance of splendid farming land,
extenfive pine forests, and a water way open to a market of which the demand will
be unlimited, the country traversed by the Dawson route should develop the mineral
resources indicated by its geological formation, it will prove a rich acquisition both
to the commerce of Ontario and the revenue of the Government.

LAC DES MILLE LACS (VIA LAC SEUL) TO WINNIPEG RIVER.

While the exigencies of travel, and the need felt for a highway through Canadian
territory to the North-West, have done much to further a knowledge of the features
of the southern portion of the country we are describing, scientific explorations
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have been made along its northern limits by the officers of the Geological Survey.
Starting from Lac des Mille Lacs, Messrs. Selwyn and Bell. in 1872, travelled by
canoe the whole distance of 461 miles to the Winnipeg River, encountering no more
serious obstacles than portages, which were easily crossed, or the danger of being lost
in the labyrinthine system of lakes, streams and rivers with which the whole route
is more or less intersected.* A very brief sketch of the journey, condensed from
the published reports, will give a fair idea of the nature of the country visited.
Leaving Lac des Mille Lacs on the 29th of August, the party on the 10th September
were camped on Sturgeon Lake, hav-ng passed over twenty-five portages, altogether
9,836 yards in length, in a distance of 100 miles. Being deserted by their Indians,
the travellers fortunately recruited their force by the voluntary services of half a
dozen Pacifie Railway surveyors' men, who were met with on the way, and who
desired to return to their homes on Red River. On the 16th of September the camp
was on the line of the Railway Survey, from which Point the Sturgeon Lake River
was descended about ten miles to the head of the second rapids in the portage, 210
yards in length. A journey of four miles further brought them to the falls by which
Sturgeon Lake River discharges into Lake Minnietaki, there being in that distance
three portages, respectively 1,500, 250 and 1,280 yards in length. The water, how-
ever, was then at its lowest stage; when the river is full the rapids may bedescended
in a canoe. It is between Minnietaki Lake and Lac Seul that the route becornes
most intricate, and, but for the fortunate appearance of a wandering Indian, who
acted as pilot, the journey might have had a premature ending. One portage, 1,758
yards in length, being crossed, the canoes entered a small river flowing directly into
Lac Seul, and on the 20th September, the Hudson Bay Company's post on that lake
was reached, 81 miles from tbe camp on Sturgeon Lake, the trip in that distance
involving portages, thirteen in number, and aggregating 7,848 yards in length. The
Hudson Bay post on Lac Seul, appears from the maps to be situated about midway
between the eastern and western extremities of the lake. Some idea of the extent
of this sheet of water may be formed from the fact that, from the post to the head
of the English River, at the western end of the lake, the distance is 52 miles. The
passage down the English River to its junction with the Winnipeg was accomplished
by the 2nd of October, the portages to be crossed being twelve in number and
measuring altogether 5,535 yards.

As to the gencral aspect of the country, Professor Selwyn, after urging the
importance of a mineralogical survey of " the great parallel bands of schistose and
slaty strata traversing this region," and pointing out that gold, copper and iron are
associated with similar strata, says:-t"Except such as arises from causes connected
with the presence of Huronian rocks, as above described, or with the occurrence of
superficial deposits of sand, clay, &c., but little variation is perceived in the general
aspect of the country on the r>ute wbich we traversed, between Lac des Mille Lacs
and Lake Winnipeg. On the mainland, and on the innumerable islands, the shores
of the lakes aud rivers generally present bare rock surfaces. Bold cliffs and preci-
pices are rare; the rocks either rise abruptly from the water for fifteen or twenty
feet, or else slope gently upward till above the line of highest flood; they are con-
cealed beneath a thin coating of moss-covered soil, supporting a thick undergrowth
of brushwood, and a forest of poplar, aspen, birch, spruce and small tamarack, with,
occasionally, a few red pine trees, standing singly or in small clumps, and which,
though considerably taller than the rest of the forest, and hence conspicuous at a
distance, are rarely of large size. The generally small size of the timber, however,
is evidently not altogether due to the effects of unfavorable soil and climate, but in
a great measure to the fact that nearly all the older trees have been destroyed by
the successive fires that at one time or other have devastated every part of the
country, and the effects of which are often conspicuously marked by the tall dead
branches and charred trunks which still tower above the younger forest. There are

* Geological Survey, 1872-3, p. 87.
† Geological Survey, 1872-3, p. 16.
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no prominent hills or even ridges; the highest elevations do not probably exceed
four or five hundred feet above the intervening waters, and I think it is no exagger-
ation to say that the latter occupy fully one-half of the whole surface area of the
region. The surface is generally undulating and broken, and often rocky, but occa-
sionally both lakes and rivers are bordered either by entensive swampy flats, or by
banks of stratified sand, silt and clay, which often rise terrace-like at a short distance
from the water's edge. The point on which the Hudson Bay Company's post stands
is formed of these deposits, and to the westward of the post, along the north shore,
they are exposed in cliff sections for several miles. At the junction of the Mattawa
and English Rivers, where a small Indian village and trading post is situated, pre-
sided over by Chief Pierre, there are similar banks of sand and sandy clay resting on
the ordinary grey Laurentian gneiss, which is exposed along the water's edge. The
barks here rise steeply to about thirty feet above the water, and for soie distance
iniand the country seems to be tolerably level, and the soil on this part of the river
appears to be generally of fair quality. Small patches of it are cultivated by the
Indians, who succeed in raising excellent potatoes, carrots and onions, and there is
no doubt that many crops would flourish equally well, and would be cultivated by
them if they were supplied with seed. Throughout the region, especially from
Sturgeon Lake westward to Lake Winnipeg, there are considerable arcas of soil
suitable for cultivation.

THE LINE OF THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY,

Following the course of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as located and partially
constructed between Fort William and Rat Portage, on the Lake of the Woods, we
gather a fair idea of the character of the country from the reports of the engineers.*

From Fort William to Lacs des Mille Lacs the route has already been described.
From thence to the arm of English River, crossed by the railway 113 miles from
Thunder Bay, the ground is slightly undulating, and although there are several rock
cuttings they are generally in short lengths. Still their frequent pie>cae denotes a
rugged and uninviting surface. From the 113th to the 160th mile, where Little
Wabigoon River is reached, the country is rolling, containing numerous lakes and
swamps, with very irregular rocky ridges. From Little Wabigoorn to Thunder liake,
the latter 206 miles west from Thunder Bay, the country is very slightly undulating,
but where excavations occur they will be in rock. For the next 58 miles the line
traverses a heavy rolling country with numerous lakes, swamps and rocky hills and
some good land intcrspersed. Lastly, from the 264th mile to the 298th, at Rat
Portage, the section is over a very rough rocky country, indented with numerous
lakes and hollows and containing very little soil. It is evident thatthe route for the
railway bas thus far been chosen with an eye mainly to engineering purposes and
objects, and, probably, to secure as the primary desideratum the most direct line to
the Red River, but uninviting as the section it covers may appear from these
descriptions, it must not be forgotten that the very fact of a railway passirg through
it gives value to what would otherwise be a waste, and justifies an expenditure of
labor and capital in places, that without it, would never entice either to attempt
their reclamation. Should mineral wealth be developed on the lino of the railway
route, as there is good reason to anticipate, it will not be long before whatever por-
tions of the country can be made cultivable will be discovered and appropriated.

THE CLIMATE.

The ability, not only to live, but to :enjoy life, in- an atmosphere that, to the
inhabitants of warm or very temperate regions appears to be almost incredibly
severe, is tested every day for several months in the year by the hardy population
of Canada. A very low temperature bas few terrors, and is often attended with less
actual suffering, or inconvenience, than the raw, damp ehilliness of a milder climate.

*Canadian Pacific Railway Report, 1877. Appendix Z, p. 357 et seq.
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By no one need the western portion of north-weern Ontario be really dreaded.
Mr. Sandford Fleming, in his Report of Progress., laid before Parliament in 1874,
referring to the climatic peculiarities of the regions traversed by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, says :-*" Throughout the whole of the woodland region (Nipissing
to Red River), the depth of snow is generally less on an average than it is at the City
of Ottawa. Only in one locality on the routes favorable for th railway, between
Manitoba and Lake Nipissing, is the snow found generally so ,p as at this city
(Ottawa). The locality referred to is in the immediate ne, borhood of Lake
Superior, where the route approaches the coast ; here the lake appears to have a local
influence on the humidity of the atmosphere, and, in consequence, on the amount of
snow-fall. * * * From Lake Nepigon to Manitoba the snow ranges from 70 to
less than 50 per cent. of the depth at Ottawa." A witness examined by the Com-
mittee on Colonization and Immigration at Ottawa, in reply to a question respecting
the climate of the Rainy River Region, replied that was "similar to Manitoba." †
This statement would probably apply to the larger portion of the country, the
character of which we are now considering. The intensity of cold will, of course,
vary according to the elevetien or sheltered position ofdifferent localities. The Hon.
Senator Sutherland, of Manitoba, before the above-nared Committee, in 1876, said,
with regard to the winters in that Province:-‡ " The frost penetrates on exposed
places to the depth of from three to four feet, that is where the land is not covered at
all with snow. Where it is covered with snow it is seldom frozen deeper than
eigbteen inches. Vegetation begins and progresses before the frost is all out of the
ground, and we generally begin sowing when it is thawed to the depth of six inches,
at which time the surface is perfectly dry. We believe this frost helps the growth
of crops, owing to the heat of the sun by day, causing a continual evaporation from
the underlying strata of frost. * * * We have occasional (summer) frosts;
generally one frost about the first of June, but seldom severe enough to do any
material injury to the growing crops, and showers are frequent during spring and
summer. The average depth of snow throughout Manitoba is about 20 inches, and
is quite light and loose." That the winter does not, in the region between
Lake Saperior and Lake of the Woods, encroach to an inconvenient extent
upon the open season, is incidentally shown by a circumstance alluded to by
Mr. Dawson, in his report to the Government of the Dominion, in
1874. § At the close af the season of 1873, orders were suddenly received to pre-
pare for the transportation of a body of the Mounted Police over the Dawson
Route. By the titme the force had reached the north-west angle, winter had set
in with great severity, and the result was, that a large force of workmen,
employed in the transportation service, were winter bound. It is in making this
statenent Mr. Dawson incidentally mentions that the smaller lakes near the height
of land were frozen over on the night of the 28th October, and that, although every
effort was made to1 keep the navigation open, the thermometer fell on the night of
the 2nd November to 6° (Fahrenheit), completely stopping the tugs. " But," ho
adds, ' winter had set in earlier than ever before known in the short experience of
the white man, or even in the knowledge of the Indians." In the report of the same
gentleman to the Legislative Assembly of Canada, in 1858, he says:11 Blodget, in
his isothermie chart, showing the mean distribution of heat for the summer, places
the line of 6O to the north of the Lake of the Woods, and that of 65° at Fart Garry.
* * * That a great precipitation of rain takes place at and near the highlands
which separate the waters flowing to Lake Winnipeg from those that run towards
Lake Superior, is evinced by the magnitude of the rivers, as compared with the area
they drain. The climate, however, seems to be milder on the western slope of the
highlands than on the eastern." The following record, by Sir John Richardson, of

Report Canadian Pacifie Railway, 1874, p. 34 et seq.
† Report, p. 169. Journals Honse of Commons (Canada), 1878.
‡ Report of Committee, p. 39, Journals House of Commons (Canada), 1876.
§ Publie Works Report, 1874. Appendix 23. Sess. Papers (Canada), 1875.

Journals Leg. Assembly, Canada, 1858. Appendix 36.
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the progress of the seasons at Fort William, will give some idea of the climatie con-
ditions on the more favorably situated western slope of the height of land above
referred to: *-

Feb. 9.-Thermometer at noon, 390 F.
March 1.-Temperature, 610 in the middle of the day.
April 2.-The sap of the sugar maple began to run.

9.-First wild ducks seen.
" 10.-Butterflies, blueflies and gulls noticed.

20.-General thaw commences. Ground frozen to a depth of 3 ft. 9 in.
30.-River Kaministiquia partially open.

May 2.-River free of ice.
" 10.-The birch tree and maple budding.

Jane 15.-Swallows building.
July 15.-Barley just coming into ear. Potatoes in fiower.

" 31.-Raspberries ripening.
Aug. 8.-Red curr5ints and blueberries perfectly ripe.

19.-Barley ripening.
29.-Peas quite ripe.

" 31.-Swallows have disappeared.
Sept. 7.-Leaves of birch and aspen change colour.
" 13.-Potatoes, cabbage, turnips and cauliflowers nipped by frost.

Oct'r 7.-Leaves of the birch and aspen falling.
Nov'r 3.-Small lakes frozen over.

" 9.-River covered with a sheet of ice, which broke up again.
Dee'r 1.-Ice driving about by wind.

" 17.-Thunder Bay frozen across to the Welcome Islands.t

Another authority states that the average period of the Kaministiquia freezing
over is from the 3rd to the 15th of November, and that it becomes free from ice
between the 20th and 23rd of April. Bearing in mind the tendency to an ameliora-
tion of the climate in pursuing a westerly course, and the comparison instituted
between the Rainy River region and Manitoba, there certainly are no climatic diffi-
culties in the way of the colonization of the country lying between Lake Superior
and the Lake of the Woods.

EASTERN DIVISION.

LAKE SUPERIOR TO JAMES' BAY.

The possession of the territory lying north of the height of land and extending
to the shores of -Hudson Bay opens up an entirely new field to energy and enterprise.
The soutbern shore of the Bay, which forms under the late award the northern limits
of Ontario jurisdiction, is but little furtber from Toronto than the City of Quebec; a
railway from the present termination of our northern lines to Moose Factory need be
accounted a no more chimerical scheme than would the proposition have been con-
sidered to connect Toronto with the ancient capital of the Lower Province by a
similar means fifty years ago; and the terrors of frost and snow that, somebow or
other, are associated in men's minds with the Hudson Bay region, are certainly not
more appalling than were the stories of hardship and suffering supposed, as but yes-
terday, to attach to a settlement in what is now the populous and busy capital of
Manitoba. The broad rivers that flow northward and eastward into James' or
Rudson Bay, seem to invite the voyager by the facilities they offer for his journey
to the great northern sea or inland lake whose coasts he may desire to explore,

Arctic Exploring Expedition, Vol. IL., pp. 227-8.
t Journals Leg. Assembly (Canada), 1858. Appendix 3.
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and the head waters of our St. Lawrence or lake navigation, approach near enough
to make the journey one of comparative ease to men inured to the experiences
of Canadian pioneer life. These rivers côuld all tell a tale of strange doings in
past times to which their waters have been witness; when Hudson Bay Company's
retainers contended for the rights secured to them under their monopoly; when their
traders were intercepted by rivals by whom, and towards whom, rough measures were
by no means repudiated; when the "French from Canada " outbid the Company's
factors for the Indians' hunting spoils, and bore them away hundreds of leagues
overland instead of leaving them to find their way by the annual ship from York
Factory to Europe. To-day, when all strifes and hostile competition are at an end, the
Indians and trappers still bear their skins by the Nelson, the Albany, or the Moose,
to the respective forts, and it is but some thirty years since a force of Lritish troops,
with ordnance, and accompanied by women and children, made a safe passage, by the
Hayes River, from York Factory to Norway House, and thence by Lake Winnipeg
and the Red River to Fort Garry, reaching their destination in thirty days. The
country constituting what we shall call the eastern half of north-western Ontario,
will be bounded by an imaginary line drawn north-west from the point at which the
height of land, north of Lake Nepigon dips to the southward, to the head of Lake
St. Joseph, the source of the Albany River. Thence easterly along that river to its
mouth, thence east along the south shore of James' Bay, nearly to its south-east
angle, then south along the boundary line between Ontario and Quebec, and finally
westward along the height of land, on the north of Lake Superior and Lake Nepigon,
until the starting point is reached. But in order to estimate properly the value of
the possession of this region, it will be nccessary to take into consideration the trade
and resources of the country lying north of the Albany, its connections with the
trade of the North-West, and also the promise of advantages accruing from a traffic
in the products of Hudson Bay itself. We shall first notice, however, the means
and routes by which the Bay is accessible from the settled portions of Ontario or
other parts of the Dominion.

ROUTES TO HUDSON BAY.

Several large rivers flow into James' Bay, whieh is simply a contraction of
Hudson Bay at its southern extremity. From the south corne the- south branch of
the Moose. cr the Mattagami, as it is called in the country, the Missinibi or north
branch of the Moose,-both streams uniting before discharging themselves into the
Bay,-tbe Abbitibbe River coming from the south-east, which also joins the Moose
and seeks its outlet at the same point ; the Albany from the south-west, which enters
the Bay about one hundred miles west of the Moose ; the Harricanaw, which crosses
the provincial boundary line some distance south of the Bay from the east ; the
Notaway and Rupert's Eiver which are wholly to the eastward of that boundary,
and enter the Bay at points on its south-eastern shore corresponding very nearly to
the positions of the mouths of the Moose and Attinibee on its south-western coast;
and, further north still, the East Main or Slude River entering the Bay at a point
nearly opposite the mouth of the Albany. Following the western shore of Hudson
Bay to the northward we first come to the Severn River, and then still further north
to the Nelson and its southern branch, the Hayes River, at the mouth of which York
Factory is situated. The Nelson River forms the channel by which the drainage of
the whole region of the Lake of the Woods, fed by innumerable Rivers and streams,
of Lake Winnipeg which receives the waters of the Lake of the Woods, of the
Winnipeg, Red, and Assiniboine Rivers, and of the mighty Saskatchewan with its
confluents, find their way to the ocean. North of the Nelson is the Churchill, a
large river, and still further to the north the Seal River. It is in the rivers of the
south and west we are primarily interested in connection with our present inquiries.
Recent explorations made under the direction of the Dominion Government have
afforded very ample information as to the routes to James; Bay through what is now,
under the award, Ontario territory, from the south and south-west. A brief de-
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scription of each survey will present a tolerably clear view of the general character
of the country and the routes traversed.

LAKE HURON TO MOOSE FACTORY.

Setting out from the north shore of Lake Huron by way of the White-fish
River, the Wanapiti River and Lake, Professor Bell, in 1865,*y passed, by way of
the Sturgeon River-which flows into Lake Nipissing and must not be confounded
with a river of the same name west of Lake Superior,-through a succession of
lakes to the head of the east bra nch of the Montreal River, a tributary of the Ottawa;
thence viá Pigeon Lake to Grassy River, the waters of which flow northwards to
Lake Shatagami. From this Lake by a six mile portage, Lake Mattagami was
reached, and a passage down the Mattagami to the south branch of the Moose or
Mattagami River effected. The river was surveyed to its junction with the north
branch of the Moose or Missinibi. The party then passed down the main stream to
Moose Factory, a short distance south of the mouth of the river and open bay. Mat-
tagami Lake, which gives the river its name, and which, if not the source, may be
regarded as one of its sources, is about 26 miles in length. For five or six miles the
river, after leaving the lake, flows smoothly, but then takes a plunge, first by a fall,
and then a rapid, thus accomplishing a descent of forty-five feet. This impediment
to navigation is overcome by a portage known as Fishing Portage, a mile in length,
on the west side of the river. At a distance of a mile and a-half from Fishing Por-
tage the river enters Kenogamissee Lake, twenty-two miles in length. The united
length of the two lakes and intervening river supplies a navigation of some fifty-four
miles with one portage a mile long as the sole interruption. From the foot of Ken-
ogamissee Lake to Moose Factory is a distance of 2161 miles, divided as follows:-

From Kenogamissee Lake to a (first) brook at a S.E.
bend about N.E................................................. 12 miles.

To second brook at a N.E. bend about N ...... .......... 3
To a third brook to a S.W. bend about W ................. 5
To Muckwa Powitik (Bear Rapid), about 1............... 66
To foot of Long Portage to junction of Missi nibi Branch,

about N . 42 deg. E............................................ 39 "
From junction of Missinibi to Moose Factory, about N.

52 deg. E .................................... ................... 46

Total....«........................... .. .. ........ 216J m iles.

Long Portage is the last of eighleen portages in the above distance. It is four
miles'in length and avoids a descent of 190 feet, the three portages above it being
represented by a fall in the river of 195 feet. Adding forty feet for the intervening
space the total descent in 10 miles is 425 feet. On leaving Kenogamissee Lake the
river falls some 117 feet in three-quarters of a mile, but the intervening portages
are described as " short, with a comparatively slight fall in the river at each," so
slight, in fact, that canoes can be frequently taken up and down with a half load.
Numerous streams help to swell the Mattagai min its northward course the principal
one, besides the Missinibi, already mentioned, being the Abbitibbe which joins the
Mattagami 17 miles south of Moose Factory, The most interesting fact, perhaps,
in the foregoing brief sketch of the Mattagami's course is the existence of a stretch
of ninety miles inland from James' Bay, with no serious impediment to navigation
whatever.

MOOSE FACTORY TO MICHIPICOTON.

Leaving the topographical and productive features of the country watered by
the Mattagami, to be noticed subsequently, we will now turn southward and

Geological Survey, 1875-76, p. 294.
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accompany Mr. Bell on his homeward trip, his objective point being the River
Michipicoton, on Lake Superior, probably the nearest point on the navigable waters
of the St. Lawrence chain to James' Bay, and which, owing to the wide reach of
country, extending from Lake Huron northwards, before the height of land is crossed,
and the sources of the Moose are reached, must, in the absence of roads or railroads,
be one of the most natural and accessible routes to Hudson Bay.* We have already
traced the Mattagami or South Branch of the Moose to its union with the North
Branch or Missinibi and thence to James' Bay, at Moose Factory. The return trip
will therefore commence at the junction of the two streams. In a straight line the
distance from Round Bay, 4ý miles below Long Portage, to the outlet of Missinibi
Lake is 113 miles. Following the course of the river the distance is much greater.
The portages, twenty in number, are as follows:-

1. Long portage................................................... 1 mile.
2. Storehouse portage............................................ j "
3. Congening House portage ................................. 866 paces.
4. River side portage............................................. 673 "
5. Kettle portage............ ........................ 100 yards.
6. Black feathers portage................ mile.
7. Rocky Island portage........................................ 160 paces;
8. Sandy Bay portage............................................ 85
9. Sharp rock portage ................... .... , ................ 87

10. Beaver portage................................................ 455
11. Sugar loaf portage.......... ........................ 77
12. Pond portage. Length not stated.
13. A portage sometimes navigable........................... 200
14. St. Paul's portage.............................................. 178
15. St. Peter's portage.,........,.................................. 330
16. Okandago (or Greenhill) portage.........................1634
17. W avy portage.. ............................................. . 110
18. Island portage................................................... 431
19. Foot-of-swampy-grounds portage ............... 353
20. K eg portage......................... ........................ 360

In the interval between the outlet of Missinibi Lake and the mouth of the
Michipicoton there are seven more portages. Following the general course of each
of the stretches above given, the total distance from. Moose Factory to the mouth
of the Michipicoton is 314 miles, or in a rtraight line 281J miles. In round figures
it may therefore be said that, at this point, the waters of Lake Superior are separated
from those of Hudson Bay by a distance of a little over 300 miles. The number
of portages varies considerably with the season and the state of the rivers and their
feeders. In many cases, with a lght load, the rapids can be wholly overcome,.and a
recourse to portaging avoided.

Missinibbi Lake is a fine sheet of water twenty-four miles in length and at
about eighteen miles from the outlet a bay opens off the north-east side and runs
back north-east, parallel to the main body of the lake about nine miles. "On the
.south-east side of the lake, fifteen miles from the outlet," says the report, "a river
falls a considerable height over the rocks into the lake. It is called Wi-a-sitch-a-
wan or Water shining from Afar." The country traversed by the Missinibi must
be of a generally level character, for, according to Mr. Bell, the first hills seen from
the river after leaving Moose Factory were immediately north of Missinibi Lake. It
is doubtful, however, whether either of the two routes above described is the true
one, if the object be to secure the easiest means of access to the waters of Hudson
Bay from the great lakes. A more adventageous route will probably be one from
the north shore of Lake Nepigon to the main stream of the Albany, or stili botter,

Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 327.
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one from the mouth of Black River, on Lake Superior, by way of Long 1 e, and a
southern branch of the Albany, joining the main river at about 150 milte 'rom its
mouth.

BLACK RIVER (LAKE SUPERIOR) TO THE ALBANT.

This route appears, from the information at command, to possess the greatest
natural advantages. After curving round Lake Nepigon the height of land dips
suddenly to the southward, forming a sharp bend-or rather loop, for it immediately
recedes to the northward again-opposite to the mouth of the Black River. In this
loop or bend lies Long Lake, a narrow sheet of water fifty miles in length, its
southern end being one mile north of the height of land, and only twenty-two miles
from Lake Superior. Between the height of land and Lake Superior water com-
munication exists; the Black River being navigable by light canoes for its whole
length. But, as portaging would be necessary at several places for heavy freights,
and as there is an intervening space between the waters running north and south,
respectively, which must, in any case be overcome, it is possible that. whenever a
scheme is devised for utilizing the navigation of Long Lake as a route to Hudson
Bay, the first effort will be to secure an easy method of land conveyance from Lake
Superior to the nearest long stretch of navigable water. Although the country on
the north coast of Lake Superior is generally rugged and rocky, the Canadian Pacifie
engineers who have surveyed a line of railway from Lake Nipissing to Nepigon
River, which passes between the height of land south of Long Lake and Lake
Superior, do not represent this section as being at all particularly formidable from
their point of view, although they would traverse it longitudinally, while a road,
tramway or railroad from Lake Superior to Long Lake would cut it laterally. The
elevation of Summit Portage is given by Mr. Bell as 489 feet above the Lake
Superior level, while Long Lake is 466 feet above Lake Superior. From Long Lake,
with its fine stretch of fifty miles of clear navigation, flows the Kenogami River,
marked as English River on some of the maps, but that name is appropriated by so
many other streams that it will be more convenient to use the Indian designation.

As considerable interest may attach to this route, it may be well to describe the
Kenogami in Mr. Bell's own words. He says : *" Leaving Long Lake the Kenogami
River winds for two miles along open marshes, on which the Hudson Bay Company's
men eut hay for the use of the cattle at Long Lake louse; the general course of the
river for the first nine miles is N. 100 E. In this section the first portage occurs at
three, and the second at seven miles down, and between them, on the west side,
Kenogamishish, or Little Long Lake River, enters at five and Munitounanaig, or
Devil Fish River, at six miles from Long Lake. From the outlet to tie first of
these tributaries, tbe river is only from a chain and a-half to two chains wide ; but
below them it expands to four chains. Further down it continues to increase in
widlh ill, at the end of nine miles (following the stream) from Long Lake, it aver-
ages ten or twelve chains. At the end of nine miles from Long Lake, the river bonds
round, running N. 860 E., in a straight line for eight miles; then it enters tbe west
side Mani-gwa-ga-mi or Pine Lake, at right angles, about two mile.s from its southern
extremity. Portages three to seven occur in this stretch, and a river enters from
the north. The main body of Pine Lake, which runs N. 12° E., is about seven and
a-half miles long, and one and a-half wide. At a mile and a-hall from its northern
extremity, a channel, ten chains wide, leads into the lower division of tho alake. This
runs N. 25> E., and is three and a-quarter miles long and one mile wide. A bout one
and a-half miles froma Pine Lake we reach the eighth portage, and immedately below
it Arm L-ke, which is about three miles long, and lies at right angles to the general
course o the river. The ninth portage is passed at about two miles below Arm
Lake, and half a mile further on the river enters Ka-pees-a-watan Lake, iwo miles
long, in whieh there are several low islands. Mani-gwa-ga-mhl or Little Pine River,
flowing from a lake of the sane name, enters the south side of this lake, and the

Geological Survey, 1870-1, p. 338.
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Wa-big-a-no or Mouse River, comes in from the same side, about two miles in a
straight line below the lake. A third stretch of the river, which bas a nearly east
course below Pine Lake, terminates with a rapid a mile and a-half long. This is
avoided by a portage (the eleventh), the tenth one being a mile higher up. The
fourth reaeh of the Kenogami River bears N. 450 E., and is thirteen and a-half miles
long in a direct line. It embraces portages twelve to seventeen and terminates on the
eightenth, which is the last to the junction of the river with the Albany, on which
canoe navigation is uninterrupted to the Bay. The Atick or Deer River enters from
the north, between the sixteenth and seventeenth portages. The fifth reach bears
N. 800 E., and was followed for twenty-one miles, when we reached Pembina Island,
which, although not large, is easily recognised by a conspicuous light-colored bank,
about thirty-five feet higli, running for about a mile along the north side of the
river immediately above it. Throughout this last stretch the river is shallow, swift
and sometimes rapid. In the last twelve miles explored it spreads in several places
among low islands, and flat-lying limestone is exposed in the bed of the riveïr. In
the same interval it receives the Mun-did-i-no and Wa-tis-ti-gum Rivers from the
north, and the Pe-wo-na or Flint River from the south. The following register is
given of the portages on Kenogami River:-

Chains. Fall in River.
1. 14 20 feet. Trait level and dry. Carry canoes.
2. 1 Trait level and dry. Wade, light canoes.
3. 12 22 " Bank of gravelly earth. Carry canoes.
4. 9 25 " Brnt land. Sandy trail. Wade, light canoes.
5. 6 12 " Run light canoes.
6. 3 4 do do
7. 34 24 " Steep bank at lower end. Carry canoes.
8. 4 3 "c Run light canoca.
9. 2 10 Over rocks. Carry canoes.

10. 6 12 " Lower end steep and rocky. Carry canos.
11. 120 75 " Trai level but intersected with a few small ravines.

Steep bank near lower end. Soit yetlow clay,
overlaid by gravelly loam. Carry canoes.

12. 1 Over rock. Carry canoca.
13. 5 10 " do do
14. 12 15 " Level trai. Run light canoes.
15. 5 6 do Carry canos.
16. 2à 20 " do Wade, ull canoes.
17. 4 a do Wade, light canoes.
18. B 4 Numerous small islands of gneiss in river. n unofui

canoes down. Wadc up.

With the exception of a flew roecky ridges and knolts in the upper part of the river,
the country throug'î which. the Kenogami flows to join the Albany River, is uniformly
level. Terraces o. 1 anks of brown loam and gravelty earth Prom ten to'forty feet in
height are to be seeit ail a Song the Kenogami and around Pine Lake, som.imes close
toR and at others a short distance nrom the banks. The soit in the neighborhood of
the river is good. The timber is principasy .pruce, balsam-fir, white cedar, tamarac,
-white birL and aspen. Some of the larger spruces and tamaracs have bcen found Vo
measure as înuch as Prom four to five feet in girth, at five feet from the ground, but
the average Tiameter of the trees is about eightcen inches. As the last twenty or
thirty mi1eS is reached, the ground becomes swampy, the trees diminishing in siz,
and value iii proportion. The distances Prom .ike'Supeior to James' Bay by this
ioute woui be mdade up as folowsa

Lake Suprior to Long Lake....... ...... ........... 2 miles.
Long Lake free navigation, about adnsiteprro..................... f te vr
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Kenogami River and lakes on its course .......................... 901 miles.
Pembina Island to junction of Kenogami with Albany....... 99 "
Albany to James' Bay .................................................. 150

416 "

The route from Pembina Island to the junction with the Albany and thence to
James' Bay, is without portages, and admits of canoe navigation. It would, however,
be more correct to say that the Albany to the point of junction is fitted for naviga-
tion by larger craft, a fact that bas been well-known ever since the earliest opening
of the Hudson Bay Company's trade. It was at this point that Henly House, or
Fort, was erected, to protect the trade of the Company against the attempts of the
French Canadians to intercept the Indians coming from the west to trade their furs
and peltries at Albany, and not a few sharp encounters took place between the rivals,
who, in a limited scale, thus maintained a warfare too often raging on a far more
extensive one between the representatives of their respective nations nearer home.
To the capabilities of the Albany for navigation as described by those who have
tested them more recently, older authorities also bear testimony. Before a committee
of the British House of Commons, in 1749,* one John flayter, a servant of the
Hudson Bay Company, gave the following evidence: He said, " that he had been
twelve days' journey up the Albany River to a fort or factory called Henly House,
which is 150 or 200 miles up that river, that he saw large trees there, but no corn."
Being asked the occasion of building Henly louse, he said " that the old leading
Indian had been used ill by the Governor (at Albany) and brought four French
Indians (Indians favorable to the French) from the Southerly to the Westerly River;
upon which the Governor erected that fort to prevent the French trade, who never
traded there before that season." The Indians referred to had probably taken a
route similar to the one we have just been discussing on the authority of Mr. Bell.
The witness Hayter goes on to say: " that the elimate is much warmer at Henly
House than at Albany; but they broke no ground there and consequently he eau
give no account of the frost; that they carried up nothing but utensils and met with
but few falls of waters (rapids) which they towed their boats up. That they were
forced to row almost all day long, the stream being too rapid for boats to sail up even
in a fresh gale; that it is impossible to tow the boats with horses on account of the
badness of the ground, but one man tows a canoe of 24 or 25 feet long and 4 feet
wide, which draws about 8 inches of water and will carry a great weight; * * *
that the country about Henly House is very high, but warmer than the coast;
* -Y * that he bas seen large tracts of land that would, in his opinion, bear corn,
(grain) if cultivated, the climate being much warmer within land." Long Lake
being at a level of 466 feet above, and Pembina Island 120 feet below, the level of
Lake Superior, a difference of only 586 feet in a distance of 140 miles, a road from
the outlet of Long Lake to the point on the Kenogami which would be unin-
terrupted by portages, would hardly be a work involving much labor or cost, if,
indeed, it were not economical to construet it to the waters of the Albany itself.

LAKE NEPIGON TO ALBANT.

We have, however, one more alternative route for reaching James' Bay vid
Albany, and one that bas also been very carefully explored. This would make
the north-east shore of Lake Nepigon its starting point.t Lake Nepigon, as will
be observed by the map, lies nearly due north of Thunder Bay, communication
between the two lakes being maintained by the Nepigon River. The level of
Nepigon is, however, some 250 feet above Superior, and, therefore, a lift of that
extent would be required to improve the inter-navigation of the two lakes. That
once provided, a clear stretch of one hundred miles would be secured and, if the

*Report Select Committee, House of Commons 1749, p. 281.
Geological Survey 1871-2, p. 101.
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prospects of a large mineral production on the shores of Lake Nepigon be realized,
as there seems good reason to believe they will, such a work would probably, in
time, be demanded by the exigencies of that and its dependent industries. From
Lake Nepigon the Ombabika River is the first stream to be passed on the route to
the Albany. The distance to the surmit level of the height of land, where Shoal
Lake discharges its waters, both north and south, is 25 miles. So easy is the passage
of the height of land bere that Mr. Bell, in his report, says: " No portage occurs on
the Ombabika for about nine miles before reaching Shoal Lake, nor for nearly five
miles beyond its northern outlet, so that we passed the height of land with the great-
est possible ease, having had about seventeen miles of uninterrupted canoe naviga-
tion from the time we made the last portage in going up on the southera side tili we
came to the first in going down on the northern." Shoal Lake has an elevation of
scarcely i00 feet over Lake Nepigon. The distance given, 25 miles, is, by measure-
ment, on direct line. The distance following the course of the stream would be 42
miles. If, however, a road were eut to the point at which the open navigation,
mentioned by Mr. Bell-nine miles south of Shoal Lake- commences, it is probable
it need not exceed some 18 to 20 miles in length, and several portages on the Omba-
bika would be avoided, and the rise of 300 feet easily overcome.

The Powitik River, which is the northern discharge of Shoal Lake, after a course
of six miles, joins the Ka-pi-ko-ton-gwa, which was descended by Mr. Bell and bis
party for twenty-one miles, where the Mokoké River was entered and the canoe
route north-westward pursued to the Zhob-schquay, and by that stream the Ogoké, a
branch of the Albany, was reached, a large river 500 feet in breadth and fifty to
sixty feet deep, with lagoons and marshes on either side. These features it is
reported to maintain for a long distance both above and below the junction of the
Zbob-schquay, although, still lower down, it spreads itself out to a great width and
becomes veryshallow. But, leaving the Ogoké, the party entered the French Chan-
nel, and, at the end of a couple of miles, striking across a height of land that separates
the Ogoké from the Ka-ge-i na-gami, another tributary of the Albany, finally arrived
at its junction with the Albany at a lake known as Lake Abazotikitchewan, a distance
in a straight line of 83 miles from the mouth of the Ombabika River, or 142 miles,
according to lhe measurement of the distances actually travelled. In the course of
the journey there aire thirty-three portages, or twenty-nine, if a bend of the Ombabika
be avoided by making one portage of sixty-six chains in length, by which means a
distance of eight mi!es of river navigation may also be saved. From Abazotikitche-
wan Lake to Makokebatan Lake the distance is eight miles, but although there are
several rapids there are no portages, the width of the river extending from ten or
twelve chains at the rapids to a mile in the intervening spaces. Makokebatan Lake
is a fine sheet of water, sixteen miles in length by a mile and a half in width. The
Albany leaves the last nained lake by two channels, which re-unite at Moosewaké
Lake, twenty miles below Makokebatan. The northern channel bas, meantime,
flowed through a lake called Washi-saigan, or Lake of the Narrows, formerly known
as Gloucester Lake, from a Hudson Bay post, so called, that once stood in the
vicinity. From Moosewaké Lake to Martin's Falls, in a distance of twenty miles,
the River is full of islands and rapids. Martin's Falls, so called, is really only a
rapid of some 12 or 15 feet easy descent, and readily passed by canoes. Between
Makoketaban Lake and Martin's Falls there are fifteen portages. But, at the Falls,
the character ef the river changes. The Falls are fully 120 miles above the junction
of the Kenogami-River with the Albany, which, as already stated, is probably 150
miles fL'om James':Bay. For the whole course of 250 to 270 miles to the sea, the
Albany is from twenty to thirty chains in widtb, from five to twenty feet (averaging
about eleven feet) deep, ad has a mean velocity of three miles an hour. In the
opinion of Mr. Bell, the river would, except in very low water, be navigable by
powerful steamers of light draunght ail the way from its mouth to the Falls. At
Martin's Falls is a Hudson Bay post, -' where hay, turnips, and potatoes have, for a
long time, been successfully eultivated, and cattle thrive well." The river is open,
as shown by the journal kept at the post for six months in the year. So free is it
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from obstructions below the Falls, that the Hudson Bay boats, in descending, are
allowed to drift all night with the stream, the subnerged top of a pine tree boing
sufficient to keep them in the channel.

The total distances traversed by the surveying party are given in the report as
follows:-

Miles.
From Lake Nepigon to the Albany........ .............. .......... 142
Albany to the mouth of the Kenogami River....... ...... ........... 184
Kenogami mouth to James' Bay............................................ 50

Total m iles........ ....................................................... 476

or, from Thunder Bay, one hundred miles more, making the entire distance 576
miles. The question of actual distance, however, is of even less importance than
the facilities of this route as compared with others. It must be recollected that,
at Thun-ler Bay, there is already a considerable population, and one of a very
enterprising character ; that it is the head of the great lake navigation, and also
likely to be the resort of a very large tonnage of vessels from the United States
as well as from Canada. In view of a trade being opened up either with any
section of the region intervening, or with Hudson Bay, the considerations sug-
gested must have great weight. Again, the Hudson Bay Company were, afore-
time, accustomed to bring in their goods from Europe via Moose for distribution
at Fort William and other stations, the payment of customs rates, in the absence
of governmental supervision, being thus avoided. And if it should turn out
that a trade with Europe can be opened from Hudson Bay to any extent, the
busy and growing communities on the shores of Lake Superior and beyond, would
naturally expect to benefit by their comparative contiguity to an Atlantic port.
We may find, too, in the course of our inquiries, that the mineral region around
Nepigon, as well as Superior, will need supplies that a more fertile region to the
northward will afford, and for which a route corresponding with some of those
already traced out will have to be found. Dividing the course followed by Mr. Bell
into open and obstructed or interrupted sections we have the following result:-

From Nepigon by the Ombabika with the portages, to the
Shoal Lake and Powitik River, seventeen miles reach,
33 miles, reduced by 68 chains portage at bend to......... 25 miles.

From seventeen mile reach (open)...... ............... 17 "
To Albany at Lake Abazotikitchewan (with portages)....... 92
Lake Abazotikitchewan to Martin's Falls (with portages). 64
Martin's Falls to James' Bay (open)................ . . 270

Total........... ................ 468 miles.

With one sweep of 270 miles, the distance in which any interruptions to an unem-
peded traffic occur, is thus reduced to less than 200 miles between the great inland
lakes and the ocean, and there does not appear to be anything in the nature of the
country to make such local imrovements as may be needed to facilitate travel or the
carriage of freight unreasonably expensive. The explorations of Mr. Bell and his
assistants, have been, it is evident, conducted with great intelligence and perseverance,
Still they have been, of necessity, more or less hurried, and consequeantly partial.
A very càreful examination of the whole country would be needed before pronouncing
authoritatively on the advantages of the respective routes, the prospects of settle-
ment, the tokens of latent wealth, or the means of reducing the labor of a journey
from point to point to a minimum.

LAKE ABBITIBBE ROUTE.

The reports of the Geological Survey do not contain any account of explorations
over the River Abbitibbe to Moose Factory, although that route has, doubtless, be§n,
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in past ti mes, well travel led by voyageurs coming by way of the Ottawa River, from
the head waters of which it is separated by only a short distance. Lake Abbitibbe
lies nearly east and west, a little north of the height of land and on the Ontario and
Quebec .oundary line, about one-fourth of its area, according to the Government
maps, being in the latter Province. The River Abbitibbe may be said to rise in the
height of land and to flow through the lake, for the same name is given to its most
important feeder from the southward as that of the stream that issues from its west-
tern extremity and, after a dip to the south, flows north-west to James' Bay. From
lac des Quinze-an expansion of the Ottawa described by Mr. McOuat of the Geo-
logical Survey* as in most parts about a mile wide and some twenty-three miles in
length-with the exception of one short portage at a fall of four or five feet on Lonely
River, the navigation for canoes is uninterrupted to within half a mile of the height
of land which separates the waters of the Ottawa from the rivers flowing into Hudson
Bay, and there is scarcely a perceptible current to overcome. The distance is thirty-
one miles. The height of land is but some three-quarters of a mile to a mile in
length. That passed, the waters of the A bbitibbe are tonched at a small lake lying
at the foot of the height of land, Lake Abbitibbe itself being reached by way of Lake
Matawagogig, eight miles, and Lake Agotawekaim. six miles long, connected by a
small stream with four short portages in a distance of eleven miles. Here the south-
ern Abbitibbe is struck and traversed for nine miles until it joins the lake. Adding
together the several stretches of water and portage, the distance to Lake Abbitibbe
from Lac des Quinze will be about 67 miles, and from the beight of land 35 miles.
The total length of Lake Abbitibbe, or rather of the two lakes into which it is
divided, is forty-seven miles. From the south-west corner flows the northern Abbi-
tibbe, first south-west, then west to its first fall, a distance of seven miles. From this
point in a straight line to its mouth, where it enters James' Bay by the same outlet
as the Moose, the length is about 200 miles, making an approximate distance by this
route, allowing for the sinuosities of the river, of probably 350 miles from the height
of land, or 380 from Lac des Quinze, to James' Bay. Traces of iron are found in the
neighborhood of Lake Abbitibbe, but not in large quantities, and one curious feature
is a magnetic island, situated about the middle of the west side of the lower lake, so
powerfully attractive that the surveyors' compasses were useless in its vicinity. On
the northern slope of the height of land " groves of white pine were observed in all
directions; several pine trees were measured and found to be eight or nine feet in
circumference." W hite spruce, yellow birch and cedar are also tolerably abundant
and of good size, some good specimens of the latter being noticed in the hollows
among the hills on the sonth shore of Lake Abbitibbe. Around the lake itself pine
is scarce, althiough a few well-grown trees were noticed. " Lake Abbitibbe," says
Mr. Meuat, "is surrounded on all sides by level clay land; * *Y * several
acres are cultivated at the Hudson Bay Post, and a French Canadian, who has been
more than thirty years at Abbitibbe, although the only crop now raised there is
potatoes, insisted that all the ordinary cereals could be cultivated as successfully at
Abbitibbe as on the St. Lawrence.

FROM LAKE NEPIGON TO LAKE ST. JOSEPH.

In following up the explorations of Mr. Bell, we have incidentally surveyed the
larger portion of the tract forming the eastern balf of north-western Ontario. The
only scetion remaining is that lying between Lake Nepigon and Lake St. Joseph or
the head waters of the Albany. This region, like all the rest of the new territory,
is intersected with rivers, lakes and streams. The construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railwav will do much towards utilizing these means of access to the more
remote districts. The information at command leads to the opinion that it is neither
a desert nor altogether inhospitable. At Lake Wabigon the Indians cultivate maize,
and although in a country so prolific of pine as is Canada other woods are in danger

Geological Survey, 1872.3, p. 119 et seg.
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of being undervalued as an element of national wealth the spruce and tamarac, which
seem to become finer and more valuable the further north they extend, are a class of
timber that bear a good merchantable reputation, where they can be easily and cheaply
conveyed to market. The tamarac for railway purposes finds an enormous consump-
tion, which will increase as the construction of linos either by the Government or as
the result of private enterprise is promoted in the North-West, while for ship-build-
ing it is an excellent material.

PHYSICAL PECULIARITIES AND ASPECT OF EASTERN DIVISION.

Occassional reference has been already made to the physical peculiarities and
aspects of the country traversed by the surveyors of the routes to Hudson Bay froin
Lakes Nepigon, Superior and Huron. A little closer examination of the information
at command on this point may be interesting. The termination of the portages and
the comparative smoothness with which the rivors falling into James' Bay pursue
their course from points at a considerable distance from their ultimate destination is
thus accounted for: * " Between the great lakes and James' Bay, the country is of a
very different character in each of the two geological areas which it eribraces,
namely, the Laurentian and Huronian plateau, and the palæozoic and (probably)
tertiary basin of James' Bay. The former is somewhat elevated, undulating, and
dotted with great numbers of lakes, while the latter is low, level and swampy, and as
far as known, generally free from lakes, constituting a well-marked geographical as
well as geological basin, bounded by a distinct vein of bard, ancient rocks for five-
sixths of its circumference, since it contracts to a width of only about 200 miles,
where it opens into Hudson Bay on a line between Capes Jones (on the east), and
Henrietta Maria (on the west). This rim is high, and bas a steep slope towards the
centre all around. Owing to the unyielding nature of the rocks, all the rivers run-
ning into James' Bay meet with a great and generally very rapid descent on reaching
the edge of this basin. As a consequence, the "long portages" on all of them occur
where they pour down this slone. While the term rocky is very generally applied
to the whole of the area lying between the lakes and James' Bay, it is asserted, on
very good authority, that the proportion that is "rocky," in the popular signification
of the term, is less than is commonly supposed. Mr. Bell, who, from his continuons
and very able devotion to the study of the subject, we are again tempted to cite,
points out that the fact of the bigh and rocky points being more conspicuons than
the levels, and the further fact that the portages usually occur at rocky places, is
very likely to produce a generally exaggerated and erroneous impression.t lHe goes
on to remark: " Loose materials of some kind actually cover the greater proportion
of the area, and in a very considerable per centage of it the soil is more or less suited
for agriculture. Its precise nature, in varions sections, has been described in my
reports from 1869 to the present one. As a matter of experience in this sort of
country, in the district of Algoma and elsewhere, the quantity of cultivable land, on
the establishment of settlements, always proves to be much greater than it appeared
while in a state of nature. In a general way there is, perhaps, a greater proportion
of good soil in the plateau region northward than southward of the height of land."
This will apply, probably, with great fairness, not only to the area referred to as a
whole, but to the more limited portions that may be traced aiong the courses and on
either branch of the rivers. The general aspect of the country traversed by the
Mattagami, or south branch of the Moose, is undulating, but the inequalities do " not
often exceed one or two hundred feet." Rock crops up here and there, the land other-
wise consisting of a sandy and gravelly subsoil, underlaid by boildery earth or Clay,
and having more or less vegetable loam upon the surface. From the foot of the
Long Portage to the sea, the basin alroady described is entered. The banks of the
river are not often high and usually composed of gravelly and bouldery earth and

Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 338.
t Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 339.
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clay. The banks sustain a second growth of poplar, and white birch, with some
coniferous trees, but at a short distance back, the ground is swampy and covered with
black spruce and tamaracs growing on a deep layer of sphagnum moss. The islands
and mainland about the mouth of the river, consist of alluvial earth well suited for
cultivation. Farming and gardening have been very successfully carried on at the
Hudson Bay posts at Lakes Mattagami and Missinibi. At Missinibi spring wheat has
been grown and turned out well. The climate becomes more moderate as the slope
towards James' Bay is descended, the lower level being a compensation for the
increasing latitude. The red and white pine are both found in the neighborhoods of
Mattagami and Kenogamissee Lakes, and also at Lake Missinibi, but not further
north. Indications of mineral deposits present themselves at varions points on the
route, and large deposits of gypsum occur on the Moose, near James' Bay. A speci-
mon of lignite from the main Moose River gave the following analysis: *

Slow coking. Fast coking.
Fixed Carbon....... ............................ 45.82 44.03
Voluble combustible matter............... ......... 39.60 41.39

Slow coking. Fast coking.
W ater....... ................................. ........... 11.74 11.74
A sh........................................................ 2.84 2.84

100.00 100.00
Ratio of voluble to fixed combustible.... ...... 1.16 1.06

The lignite is very similar to some found in the Souris Valley, and also to.
specimens collected for analysis from the neighborhood of Dirt Hills and Woody
Mountain, in the North-West Territory. An analysis of ore from a large deposit on
the Moose, at the foot of the Grand Rapid and below the Long Portage, has yielded
52.42 per cent. of metallic iron.t

JAMES, BAY.

Having noticed most of the several approaches to James' Bay from the south
and west, and supplied at all events material on which some calculations may be
made as to its accessibility, we shall direct our attention to the Bay itself and its
more immediate neighborhood. James' Bay is a sheet of water 300 miles in length,
méasured from its most southerly point, to a line drawn from Cape Jones, on its
eastern, to Cape H1enrietta Maria, on its western coast, where it suddenly expands,
and Hudson Bay is entered, of which James' Bay is simply an inlet. James' Bay,
except at its southern end, where it becomes irregular and more narrow, is about 150
miles in width, its shores being almost parallel for nearly 250 miles. It received its
-name from Captain James, one of the North-west passage explorers, who wintered
in the Bay at Chai Iton Island, in the year 1631. It is described as being so shallow
that, with the exception of a channel down its centre, the bottom may be touched
with an oar by a person rowing iii a small boat when almost out of sight of shore.
'the ship channel runs from a point opposite Moose Factory, in the south of the Bay,the whole distance to Mansfield Island, in Hudson Bay, 750 miles north in nearly a
straight line. In traversing this channel a chain of islands, 500 miles long, is passed,
many of them of large size, and having rivers that discharge into the larger or smaller
Bay. The southern and western shores of the Bay, which represent the portion form-
ing the Ontario boundry, are low and level, and owing to the extreme shallowness of
the water at some places, they are difficult of approach from the Bay. " Between
high tide water mark and the woods," says Mr. Bell,‡ "there is generally a broaL

Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 422.
tGeological Survey, 1875-6. p. 431.
Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 322.
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space or marshy belt intersp. rsed with willow bushes and divided by muddy creeks.
In some places this open border is raised above all but the highest spring tides, and
constitutes a level prairie, supporting a rich growth of grasses and sedges. The
marshy outline of the shore of the Bay is often interrupted by points and peninsala.
like islands composed of boulders piled together in thousands, with scarcely any fine
material among them." In the southern part of James' Bay the water, although
tidal and brackish, is in some parts so free from saline matter as to be used for drink-
ing. This peculiarity is ascribed to the immense volume of fresh water poured into
the Bay from the great rivers of which it is the outlet. Its muddiness, caused by the
ebb and flow of the tides over so shallow a bottom, is also fatal to the existence of fish
which, consequently, have to be sought for in a more northerly situation.

MOOsE FACTORY.

Moose Factory, at the month of the river of that name, is situated on a small
island, six or severn miles from the Bay. The factories of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany are not located anywhere with a view to the advantages of settlement, con veni-
ence for trade with the lndians and hunters and protection in more troublous times
than the present having been the objects most in view in the selection of their sites.
The soil at Moose Factory is of cold wet clay, on a level!and quite undrained. Neyer-
theless, oats, barley, beans, peas, turnips, beets, carrots, cabbages, onions, and
tomatoes, are grown with no more care for their protection or production than is
shown in any other part of Canada. A crop of 1,700 bushels of potatoes was barvested
in 1874, and wheat, accidently sown, had ripened although no experiments as to the
ordinary capacity of the soil and climate for its production on a larger scale appear
to have been recently made. That this is no barren or famine-stricken land may also
be seen from the fact that, at Moose Factory there is quite an establishment ofhorses
sheep and pigs, in aiddition to eighty head of cattle. The Right Reverend Dr. Ander-
son,* in his evidence before the flouse of Commons Committee, in 1857, suggested
that the means of living were more precarious than formerly at Moose Factory, but
bis remark probably applied to wild geese or other resources of the Indians, and not
to those of settlers depending on the cultivation of the soil or domestic live stock. Mr.
George Gladman, who was literally a child of the Hudson Bay Company, for hewas
born at New Brunswick, one of their posts on the Moose River, and resided at Moose
Factory fifteen years, gave a very favorable account of the productions of the district.†
lie stated that the climate and soil were good; that potatoes and vegetables were
raised in great abundance; that barley ripened well; that small fruits such as
currants, gooseberries, strawberries and raspberries were plentiful and grew wild;
that wheat, owing to the shrtness of the season, had never been tried, but that
horned cattle, horses, sheep and pigs, were kept there and did well. They required,
of course, to be housed in the winter. At Albany, which lies in latitude 52 degrees
8 minutes, north, the climate and soil, Mr. Gladman stated, were similar to those at
Moose Fort, although it is considerably further north. It is well sheltered and the
marshes on the tanks of the river and shores of the Bay yield inexhaustible sup-
plies of hay, a fact that is worthy of notice in connectioa with settlement in any
part of the James' Bay area, as securing an abundant and cheap fodder for cattle.

Sir George Simpson, on the other hand, discouraged the idea that the soil could"
be successfully or profitably enltivated at Moose Fort.t " Barley," he said, " very
seldom ripons, the potatoes are exceedingly small, and the crops unproductive," But
Sir George Simpson was too clearly convicted, during his examination, of partisan
feeling in favor of the Hudson Bay Company, and too antagonistie, to the opening-up
of their close preserve, to bo accepted as a reliable witness in opposition to the inde-
pendent testimony of otber porsons. Nor are we confined to tbe assertions of those

Report Seleot Committa emadson Bay Coto theUonweeot Commens (E~ng.1857, p. 241.
p eieen EIadsein Bay Co. to.he House of Conunçma ( F.u-) l@7, . 391
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whose reports have been already quoted, although no good reason exists for casting
doubts upon them. The capacity of the James' Bay region for supporting any popu-
lation that the temptations of commerce may draw thither, and that is, practically,all we need to know, were perfectly well understood a hundred and fifty years since.
In a description of the countries adjoining Hudson Bay, published in 1744,* is a
statement by a Mr. Prost, who had resided at Moose Factory since 1730, and who
gave a very good account of the climate and country there, and of the river south-
ward. The purport of Mr. Prost's information was, that on the banks of the Moose
wild rice grew in great abundance, the Indians beating it off the plant into their
canoes when ripe, and that ail sorts of grain could be raised in the vicinity of the
river a little to the southward, while, at Moose Factory, barley, peas and beans
thrive well, " although exposed to the chilling winds which come from the ice on the
Bay." in the woods at the bottom of the Bay, he goes on to say, both at Moose and
AIbany, as well as at Rupert's River (on the east coast), are large trees of oak, ash.,
pine, cedar and spruce. " They have," he alds, " exceeding good grass, which im-
proves overy day as they cut and feed it, and may have everywhere within land all
sorts of pulse and grain, and all sorts of fruit trees as in the same climate in Europe ;for what sorts they have tried throve well." In another book, published in 1152,t it
is stated that at Moose Factory " sown wheat has stood the winter frosts and grown
very well the summer following, and that black cherries also have grown and borne
fruit. Before the Commons' Committee, in 1749, several witnesses gave evidence
confirmatory of the above.‡ Mr. Edward Thomnpson, three years surgeon at Moose
Factory, had seen far better barley and oats grow at Moose River than he ever saw
in the Orkneys ; but the quantity sown was small. The seed would bear sowing
again, but diminished in goodness. " There was ground enough broke for this cora
(grain), but never any encouragement given for sowing it, but quite the reverse,
the Governor forbidding it for no other reason, than that if corn (grain) had beensown, a colony would soon have been erected there." The residents of any settlements
on the shores of James' Bay would not, however, be confined to foAd raised by agri-
cultural labor. The rivers abound in pike, trout, perch and a fish, probably whitefish,,
from the description. Enormous flocks of wild geese frequent the rivers and bay,
and countless flights of wild duck breed in the marshes near the mouths of the Moose
and Albany. As many as 20,,000 wild geese have been shot in one season, the
slaughter only being stayed because Do more were needed. In addition to these,
there is an abundance of partridges, plovers and other birds familiar to the sports-
man.

CLIMATE AT MOOSE AND ALBANY.

Mr. Bell, as previously mentioned, gives the neighborhood of the Bay credit for
a milder climate than is experienced further inland at a higher level. Mr. Frost,
quoted in Hobbs' work, states that at Moose Factory the ice breaks up in April.
Mr. Matthew Sergeant, an employé of the Hudson Bay Company, in his evidencoe
before the Committee, in 1749, stated, that the thaw bogins at Albany, about the 8th
or 10th of April, when there is a good soil for six or eight inchos which may be
gained within a fortnight after the beginning of the thaw; that in two or three
weeks more it thaws to the depth of two feet, commonly by the beginning of May;
and the frost sets in again about the beginning of Outober; but the frosts break
sooner up in the country and come in later.§ A journal kept at Albany Factory
gives an exact account of the weather and climate at that post in the years 1729-31.|
The frost, it is recorded in this document, began in October in 1729, about which
time the geese that had returned from the northward to that river in August,

• An account of the countries adjoining Hudson Bay,, by Arthur Hlobbs, Esq., London,
1744, p. 45.

f An account of six years' residence in Hudson's Ray, by Joseph Robson, London, 1752.
‡ Report of the Select Committee on the State of the Hudson Bay Company, 1749, p. 222.
§ Report, 1749, p. 220.
| Hobbs, p. 12.
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.departed from thence to the more southern countries. The creek near the
Factory was frozen over on the 13th; by the 21st there was a good deal of ice
floating in the river; by the 31st it was fast as far as Charles Creek; by the 5th
November the whole river was frozen over, but not so strong as to bear; the
weather was temperate with some snow on the 27th; all the month of December
was interchangeably three or four days cold, and then a temperate frost with some
snow; the month of January much the samne, cold and temperate interchange-
ably ; the month of February was variable, but mostly moderate, at intervals
warm, and then sharp weatber; March to the 8th was warm, temperate frost;
from that time to the 17th fine clear weather, with some snow; thence to 29th
clear weather, tolerably warm; on the 30th a storm of snow; and then it began
to thaw in the middle of the day; it continued thawing till the 5th of April,
then two days frost; it thawed again till the 13th after the geese returned
from the southward ; then to the 17th raw, cold weather; 18th warm and rain;
then interchangeably warm and raw weather until the 28th, when the frost
was broken up in the country by the freshes (freshets) coming down; the 29th the
ice gave way to the head of the island, and next day drove down to Baily's Island,
when all the marshes were overfilowed, the Bay not being yet thawed; the ice
-continued driving in the river until the 5th of May, then the river fell five feet by
the breaking up of the ice at sea; the 7th they had thunder and rain, the ice stili
driving in the river; the 8th the Indians came down in their canoes to trade; the
13th they had raw, cold weather; 16th they began to dig their gardens; 22nd the
tide began to flow regularly; the 23rd they sowed their turnips; the geese then
went to the southward to breed; raw, cold weather until the 29th; 30th variable
weather with some hail and snow; from that time till the 12th of July fine warm
weather; then to the 7th September warm or very hot weather; Io the 18th warm
ýand temperate; then to the 25th variable and temperate with some rain; then frost
in the night; fine weather until the 29th; October 2nd and 3rd some frost and snow
in the night; to the 12th fine weather; stopped fishing, having no frost to freeze
the fish; to the 24th fine warm weather with small frost; the 28th ice in the river
and the geese going away; November 13th the river full of heavy ice; the 18th it
was moderate weather ; the winter was not so severe as the former; the geese
returned the 14th of A pril, 1731; the freshets came down May 5th, the 12th the ice
was gone to sea; the 13th the Indians came down to trade in their canoes; they had
fine warm weather that year from the 1Ith of May to the middle of September.
The Albany was frozen over on the 10th of November. This perfectly reliable
narrative certainly does not show the climate of James' Bay to be more severe than
in many of the settled portions of Canada. That 1729 was not exceptionally mild
is evident from the remark that in 1730 it was not so severe as in the former year.
There is nothing in the description here given to show that the inhabitants of the
south shore of James' Bay need want for any of the ordinary pleasures or comforts
of life, or be more unfavorably circumstanced in regard to the length of the
inclement season, than many of their fellow countrymen even in some other portions
of the Province of Ontario. The attractions to seulement will bo only ascertained
-after more thorough and systematic explorations than were possible in the brief
period of time allotted to the surveyors of the Geological Department, and, although
the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company have now thrown off the reserve once
enjoined upon them, and show much praiseworthy anxiety to afford information as
to the resources of the country. there has never been, under their auspices, any
such thorough and exhaustive examination of its hidden treasures as the indications
of their existence would justify.

MINERAL RESOUROES OF JAMES BAY AND NEIGHBORHOOD.

While at Moose Factory in 1875, Mr. Bell was presented with specimens of
]Massive iron pyrites, dark, smoky chert, like that of Thunder Bay, epidosite, agate,
carnelian, quarry crystals, galena, and black crystaline siderite, containing rather a
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large amount of manganese, ail from the mouth of Little Whale River. Little
Whale River is on the east coast of Hudson Bay near the northern extremity of
James Bay, and north-east of Moose Factory. It is consequently not within the
limits of the Province of Ontario, but its accessibility from Moose River renders its
deposits available to any enterprise directed from that point. Mr. Bell, in his report,
says:* " The conglomerates are said to be largely developed between Cape Jonea
and Little Whale River. At Moose Factory, I was shown a pile of flagstones which
had been brought from an island about seven miles north of Little Whale River.
This rock is a very fine-grained semi-crystaline non-calcareous olive-grey felsite. I
was given some chips of a somewhat similar, but slightly calcareous rock, holding
bunches of small crystals of iron pyrites, which were said to have came. froxn the
same vicinity." The specimens of lignite found on the Moose River, or rather at the
mouth of Coal Brook, a confluent of the Moose, and analysed by Mr. Hoffman, have
been already referred to. Another object of interest, and one demanding careful
research, is the appearance of a minerai that closely resembles, if it is not the true,
anthracite. Mr. Hoffman's report of his analysis of a specimen of anthracite from
Whale River is as follows:t

" It is not improbable that the mineral may have an origin analogous to that of
the black anthracite matter which occurs in many places in the Quebec group, as
also in the chert beds among the upper copper bearing rocks of Lake Superior, and
alluded to in the Geology of Canada, 1863, pages 525 and 68. The specimen examined
was very compact, homogeneois; color, pitch black; powder, deep black; lustre,
bright metallic; fracture, highly conchoidal; it does not soil the fingers. When
boiled in a solution of caustic potash, it was apparently unacted on ; the solution
remained colorless, and the powder black. Gradually heated, or when projected
into a bright, red-hot crucible, in either case decrepitated but very slightly." The
following is the mean of two very closely concordant analysis:-

Fixed carbon............................................................... 94.91
Volatile cor bustible matter........................................... 1.29
W ater................................................... ................... 3.45
A sh .............. .................................. ........................ 0.35

100.00

Coal, whether anthracite or bituminous, is so potent a factor in ail commercial
eperations, whether as a mechanical agent or as an article cf traffic, that the most
important results might flow from the discovery of any extensive deposits within
a distance not more remote from the commercial centres of Ontario than many of
their prehent sources of supply. Mr. Hoffman ‡ also reports that a specimen of iron
ore fron a large deposit on the north-west side of the south branch of the Moose
River, at the foot of Grand Rapid, below the Long Poitage, contained i2-42 per cent.
of metallic iron. Mr. Bell, speaking of this ore, says: §"The position of the
deposit is on the north-west side of the river, at the foot of the rapids. It runs
along the cliff for a distance of upwards of 300 yards, with an exposed breadth of
twenty to twenty-fLve yards. The highest points rise about flifteen feet above the
level of the river. The surface is mottled, reddish-yellow and brown, and has a
rongh, spongy, or 'lumpy' appearance, like that of a great mass of bog ore. On
tbe surface, and sometimes to a depth of several inches, it is a compact, brown
hematite, occasionally in botryoidal crusts, with a radiating columnor structure;
but deeper down it is a dark-grey, compact, very finely crystaline spathic ore,
apparently of a pure quality. The brown hematite evidently results from the con-
version of the carbonate. The former yields, according to the analysis of Mr.

Geological Survey, 1875-76, p. 323.
† Geological Survey, 1875-76, p. 423.
lGeological Survey, 1875-6, p. 431.
{Geological Survey, 1876-6, p. 32L.
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Hoffman, 52-42 per cent. of metallic iron, while the latter shows a very small amount
of insoluble matter; indeed there is, chemically, little room for impurities, since it
gives rise to so rich a brown hematite."

The gypsum beds on the Moose are thus described: * "The bank on the south.
east side rurns for above two miles; that on the opposite side about half that distance.
The gypsum consists of a bed of the ordinary hydrous saccharoidal variety
running along each side of the river and rising to a beight of not more than ten feet
above low-water mark. It is mostly of a light-blueish grey color, with some
whitish portions colored or mottled with yellow and other colors. The white
variety, suitable for making stucco, was not observed to be in sufficient quantity
to be of economic value. * * * * A gypsum bank, similar to the last, runs
along the south-east side of the river, between four and five miles below the extremity
of the higher one, on the same side."

In a letter which recently appeared in the Toronto Globe, Mr. William Hickson,
a gentleman of evident intelligence and powers of observation, and formerly in the
employ of the Hudson Bay Company, thus refers to the mineral deposits on the
shores of James' Bay: " At a certain point on the east coast of James' Bay there is
a vein of magnetic iron, so extensive, that, when examined by a practical English
miner, in 1865, it was pronounced by that gentleman to be one of the most valuable
veins of that ore in existence. Plumbago, in a pure state, is also to be found in the
same locality ; and at this place is the commencement, on the sea coast, of a range
of mineral bearing rocks, which extend along the mainland, and among the
islands near the shore, for a distance of 600 miles, with a width of from fifty to
two hundred miles or more, into the interior of the country. * * * * At
certain points on this range a partial examination has been made, showing that
galena, iron, and copper are procurable in almost unlimited quantities, and during a
thirteen years' residence at various parts on this east coast, I had ample opportunities
for examining both its geological and mineralogical formations, at a great many
points, hoth in James' and Hudson Bay, and have no hesitation in stating that I
elieve it to be the most valuable minerai region in the Dominion, perhaps on this

continent."

THE WILD ANIMALS OF NORTH-WESTEBN ONTARIO.

Most of the wild animais of north-western Ontario are to be found in greater
*r less numbers over both .the eastern and western portions. Cariboo range all
through the territory, either singly or in small parties of eight or ten. A curious
change in the habits of these creatures bas been noticed, and one that certainly
speaks wonders for their instinct, if the circumstances be asrelated. It was formerly
the habit of the cariboo to migrate during winter in vast herds to the colder regions
north of the Nelson 'River. Thousands of them collected together for their northern
march, the crossing of the Nelson being always effected at pretty nearly the same
period every year. This fact being well known, they were watehed for, and a certain
number were killed, their condition in the fall being very favorable for the purposes
of the hunter. But in one fatal year (1832), a grand battue was arranged ; Indians
and whites gathered from all parts for one tremendous massacre. The poor cariboo
were slaughtered by wholesale, and in sheer sport, the carcasses that could not be
consumed or carried off floating in heaps down the water of the Nelson to Hudson
Bay. And-strange to tell-the cariboo have, since that terrible day in the annals
of cariboo history, never crossed the Nelson again. The moose are becoming very
scarce in the region west and north of Lake Superior, although still plentiful, it is
said, in the neighborhood of Lake Nipissing. Black bears are very numerous every-
where. In the vicinity of James' Bay and Hudson Bay, there is a bear, dark-brown
in color, and in form half-way between the common black and polar bear. This bear
is exceedingly fierce and dangerous to attack, while the black bear is seldom known
to show ferocity of disposition. The latter may be tamed, but the brown bear of

Geological Survey, 1875-6, p. 321.
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fudson Bay is untameable and resists, even when captured young, all attempts at its
domestication. Wolves are scarce, as are also their chief prey, the red deer. Red
deer once abounded in the region west of Lake Superior, but the destruction of the
forests by a great fire about 200 years ago, or near the time of the advent of the
first white settlers-and the signs of which are seen in the age of vast forests of
trees of about 200 years' growth-drove out or destroyed the red deer, deprived them

-of their means of support, and, probably, led to the migration of the wolves to places
where they too would secure. food and shelter. Buffalo were seen by early settlers
near Rainy River, but they are not now found nearer than some 300 miles west of
Fort Garry. The lynx is frequently met with and so too is the thievish and
mischivious wolverine.

The rabbit, or rather hare-for it is of the character of the latter animal the
Canadian representative of the genus partakes-is ubiquitous here as elsewhere. The
rabbit is the chief food of most of the smaller carnivora, and their numbers largely
depend on his fecundity. In times past, too, the Indians found in the rabbit their
staff of life. His flesh was their meat; his skin, worked up into every form of robe
and garment, was their chief covering. But there came trouble to rabits and to their
hunian, as well as brute, destroyers. In 1868 a pestilence attacked the rabbits of
the whole northern part of the continent. They died in millions; and, in Quebec,
local authority had to be invoked to prevent the diseased bodies of rabbits picked up
in the woods being sold in the markets. The Indians, who had most depended on
rabbits for their supply of food, were terribly distressed, and but for the progress of
the Dawson road, and works connected therewith, many would have starved. As it
was, some 200 were engaged by Mr. Dawson, and thus temporarily supported. It is
to be mentioned to their honor, that they showed the utmost anxiety to send to
their suffering families all they could earn and spare from their own necessities. The
rabbits are now again niultiplying as only rabbits do multiply. There is a sort of
tradition that they are cut off, or fail to increase, periodically about once in seven
years; but this is probably only a local belief. It is not a small allowance of rabbit,
however, that will satisfy the needs of a hungry man, white or Indian. The flesh
contains but a small proportion of nourishment, and three or four rabbits per dieu
are not too many for an ordinary backwoeds or pioneer appetite. The common
brown, and the more rare and very beautiful silver fox, are among the denizens of
north-western Ontario. The black fox, a beautiful creature with silky hair, and
whose skin sells for as much as forty pounds sterling, while an ordinary fox skia
is not worth more than a dollar, is now and thon seen and captured, but, as the
price paid for his coat would imply, is regarded as a very extraordinary spoil by the
hunter.

Beaver abound on the streams and creeks. It is satisfactory to learn, too, that
they are increasing instead of diminishing. In the early days of settlement the
Indians and white trappers took pains to preserve the beaver from extinction. But,
with the invention of beaver hats and other demands upon the beaver's coat, the
prie of beaver skins rose, and cupidity got the botter of prudence. For some years,
'however, furs have been low in price, and the use of beaver for hats has all but ceased,
so the beaver is recuparating his numerical strength. The otter, fisher and mink are
plentiful; while, in the more northern regions the marten attains a high degree of
beauty and corresponding value. The musk-rat builds whole cities of his dwellings
on the banks of the rivers, and seems to defy the destructive operations of his ene-
mies, for he flourishes and even increases, although, in the Rainy River district alone,
no less than 90,000 musk-rat skins have been collected in a single year. The beaver
and musk-rat are both "good eating," and figure prominently in the Indian dietary.
The ermine, a very beautiful and easily tamed creature, is also a familiar acquaint-
ance ot the Indian and settler. The ermine is of a brown color in summqr, but in
winter becomes perfectly white, with a black tip on its tail, in which condition it is
most valuable for marketable purposes. The opossum is a native of the territory,
and in the southern part the porcupine is occasionally found; his flesh is a delicacy.
The common red squirrel abounds, and there are a great many large squirrels, both
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of a brown and grey color. An unpretending but very prolific creature is the deer-
mouse, looking, as it poises itself on its hind legs, like a diminutive kangaroo. It
is of a hybernating disposition, and, like the squirrel, provides an ample winter store,
a colony of deer-mice having been known to carry off half a barrel of peas that had
been left unprotected. Of the odorous skunk and every other American representa-
tive of the weasel tribe, there are varieties enough to gratify the most passionate
student of that branch of natural history. Many of the feathered inhabitints of the
territory have been referred to already. The partridge, fantail grouse and water
fowl of all kinds, are extremely plentiful. The feathers of the wild goose and the
down of the wild swan have long been articles of trade by the -Hudson Bay Com-
pany.

INDI4NS OF JAMES' BAY.

The Indians of James' Bay and western shore of Hudson Bay are like those of
the Rainy River district, members of the great Algonquin family. A large area of
country, lying between Nelson River on the north and Lake Superior, bas not yet
been the subject of treaty arrangements with its aboriginal possessors. The Indians
subsist largely by the chase, and the sale of its produce to the Hudson Bay Company.
At Moose River Post, York Factory, and on the English River, the Church Missionary
Society has maintained stations, and, according to the testimony of the Right Rev. Dr.
Anderson, already mentioned in connection with the Parliamentary Committee in
London in 1857, the results have been satisfactory.* The Bishop, as previously no-
ticed, took an unfavorable view of the agricultural capabilities of the country, and,
according to bis evidence, some such views must have more or less affected the policy
he directed. The difficulty of producing permanently serious impressions on men lead-
ing a purely roving life, or inducing them to conform to habits of settled industry, is
almost insuperable. But, in addition to the direct benefits, in a religious sense, con-
ferred by missionary efforts, the influence on the relations of the two races exercised
by the presence of such an organization as that of the society referred to, can be
but advantageous in elevating the tone of a population in its primitive state, and
giving the Indians a sense of baving in their midst disinterested advisers or protectors.
Dr. Anderson's motives for objecting to the abolition of the Uiudson Bay Company's
monopoly in furs were indicated in a memorial Le addressed to the Governor and
Committee of the Company, in which he says: †' "After four years' residence in
Canada, my opinions are unchanged as to the evils that would follow free trade in
furs. It would doubtless enable unscrupulous adventurers to make money in the
southern part of the territory. Rum would be largely used, and the Indians greatly
demoralized, and difficulties thrown in the way of missionary operations. 1 never
hesitate to express my opinion to that effect, whenever I am asked what I think of
the movement." The admirable effects of the policy pursued by the Government of
Canada towards the Indians of the North-West Territories, and the general result of
the system, on which the whole Indian population of the Dlominion is provided for,
have dispelled many of the fears others besides Dr. Anderson may have once enter-
tained as to an influx of white settlers. But it is easy to sce how, looking at the
questions before him from such a point of view, Le may, unconsciously perhaps, have
done an injustice even to the character of the country itself.

HUDSON BAY.

Our references have hitherto been mainly to matters directly bearing upon the
interests of the Province of Ontario in the territory now brought within its jurisdic-
tion. But, in the waters and country lying beyond the boundary line fixed by tle
arbitrators, the people of Ontario have, in common with the whole Dominion, also
an interest, and from their geographical position, it may be anticipated that they

Report of Committee, '. 236.
]Report of Committee, p. 238.
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have even a larger stake in the explorations and developments of those regions than
others. To them, if communications be established with James'Bay, the whole coast
line of Hudson Bay will be accessable, as also will the fisheries in its waters, while,
sbould it be attempted to utilize the Nelson River Valley as a route for the trans-
portation of the products of the Saskatchewan Valley to Europe, settlements would
of necessity spring up on the Nelson or Hayes Rivers, and their confluents, and
probabiy on the western shores of the Bay also; if, too, the expectations
that the eastern coasts contain large mineral deposits be realized, a demand
for the products of Ontario manufactures would naturally present itself in
that quarter also. It is true that, as we shall presently see, some eminently re-
spectable authorities are sanguine that the navigation of the Bay and Straits may be
effected for a period in the course of the year, sufficient to make it profitable, and to
justify very bold measures for connecting the. Saskatchewan and Lake Winnipeg,
with Hudson Bay by means more expeditious than those now existing. The progress
of modern science has done so much to remove old prejudices and to overcome
presumed impossibilities that it would be wrong hastily to decide adversely to these
views. But certainly the evidence so far before us does not go to prove, by any
means that the bulk of cereal products of the west could be forwarded to York
Factory in time to admit of their being shipped to Liverpool during the open season.
That this might be done on a small scale, and for, perhaps, several successive years,
is likely, but it is only by attracting shipping in the ordinary course of commerce,
and that, too, in considerable numbers, that a trade, suited to the exigencies of those
engaged in it, can be carried on. The advent of an early winter and the consequent
detention or dismnissal without freights, of a fleet of merchant vessels, would be
ruinous in its effects, and in all probability, discourage such ventures for many a year
to come. On the other hand, if, in the Hudson Bay region, there are substantial
foundations for local enterprise, it may find a safe and uninterrupted outlet by way
of the Canadian lakes or St. Lawrence, to either the American or European market;
and meantime the possibility of using the mouth of the Nelson River as an ocean
port may be experimentally tested for a series of years with the certainty that, if
the experiment be successful, commerce will not be long in securing whatever advan-
tages it has to offer.

TUE NELSON VALLEY ROUTE.

Although the Nelson River has been the highway of traffie and used as the means
of communication between Hudson Bay and the interior for well nigh two hundred
years, it is to-day as little known to the people of this continent generally or of Great
Britain as was, till recently, the great river the travels of Henry M. Stanley have
rendered so famous, But, with the growth of a new power in British North America,
and the rapid progress of colonization in the North-West, it is all but certain that the
Nelson will ere long become as familiar to Canadians, at all events, as is to-day the
Red River or the Assiniboine. When it is recollected that, while Lake Winnipeg
is 2,500 miles from the seaboard of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and lies exactly in the
centre of the American continent, under the 57th parallel, its northern extremity is
only 380 miles from the tide waters of Hudson Bay, the inducements to bring the
interests of the North-West into closer relations with this comparatively contiguous
ocean port are very great indeed. The Nelson anI Hayes Rivers both flo w from the
westward, and, after a considerable divergence of route, enter Hudson Bay nearly
together. It is at the mouth of the Hayes River that York Factory, the chief trading
post of the Company on Hudson Bay, is situated in latituded, 57 deg. 10 m. north. It
about 650 miles in a direct line north-west from Moose Factory overland; by sea,
750 miles. Prince of Wales Fort, at the mouth of the Churchill, is 150 miles
further to the north-west. The Nelson is the only outlet of the waters of the
Lake Winnipeg Basin, including the North and South Suskatchewan, Its
fail, in its whole course, of nearly 380 miles, is trifling, not exceeding twenty
inches to the mile. While, therefore, the voyager proceeding eastward with his
produce has the benefit of a " down grade," his return trip is not so laborious as
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in the case of many of the river highways of commerce. The Nelson River prope r
is less frequented than the Hayes and the chain of rivers with which it is connected.
Tho reason assigned by the Hudson Bay Company for preferring the Hayes for thoir
batteaux is, that there exists danger in " tracking " in the Nelson, from tho large
blocks of ice hanging from its precipitous banks The Indians, too, choose the
Hayes, because of the accessibility of the factory at its mouth, which, in their light
canoes, it would at times be difficult to reach from the Nelson. The following is the
route, with distances marked, as furnished by the surveyor of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, and referred to by Professor Hind in his evidence given before the Immigra-
tion and Colonization Committee at Ottawa last Session :*

Miles.
York Factory................................................ ...... ............... 0
H ayes R iver......... ............................................ .................. 52
Steel R iver........................................... . . ............... .. 27
H ill River to first fall....................................................... ..... 32
Fall to upper part of river.............. ....... ............................... 30
Lac de la Savanne .............................................................. 7
Jack River (Rivière aux Brochets).................................. . ....... 10
K nee L ake............ ............................................................. 47
Front R iver........................ ............... .............................. 13
H oly Lake..... ................................................... .. .......... 30
Small brooks and lakes on a great plateau.............. ........ 50
Brook with Beaver Dam (Each-away Man's Brook)..................... 28
H are L ake.................. ....................................................... 7
Sea River (part of the Nelson) ................................................ 35
Play Green Lake (Norway House)..... . ...................... 14

Total Geographical miles......... ............................ ....... 382

In the year 1846 a body of troops, under the commond of Lieut.-Col. Crofton,
were sent by the York Factory and Lake Winnipeg route, to Fort Garry, a distance
of 700 miles. The troops consisted of a wing of the 6th Foot, a detachment of
Artillery and a detachment of Royal Engineers. The force numbered 383 persons,
including 18 officers, 329 men, 17 women and 19 children. With its equipment and
four guns, it occupied thirty days in the trip, but the commander reached his destin-
ation in twenty-three days from York Factory. The journey was accomplished with-
out accident, or, apparently, any difficulty, except those incidental to portaging.
Lieut.-Col. Crofton, in his evidence before the Commons Committee in 1857, pro-
duced a list of the port ages made by him on the line of route. They are thirty-four
in number, as below:-t

LENGTHNAMIE O, F PORTAGE . IN PÂoms. NATURE OF GROUND.

Rock Portage.............................. 48 Hard, dry, even.
Porrowicks................................. 39 Rocky, swampy.
White Mud............................. 43 Swampy.
Point of Roeks...................61 Hard, rugged.
Brasa........................... 482 lard and unevea.
Lower Burntwood.. .............. 476 Dry and even.
Morgans ....................... 266 Rocky, broken.

Report of Committee, p. 155.
b Report of Committee, p. 181.
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NAME OF PORTAGE. LENoTHE NATURE OF GROUND.
IN PAc Es.

lUpper Burntwood............... ....... 59 Dry, rather uneven.
Rocky Ledge.............................. 63 Bard, rugged.
Mossy ....................................... 503 Swampy and slippery.
Smootbrock ............................... 347 lard, even.
First Portage........ .................... 42 Swampy.
Second Portage........................... 58 do
Devil's Portage........................... 173 liard. Difficult landing
Ground Water Creek.................... 51 Swampy.
Lower Creek....... .............. 62 do
Long Water Creek................. ..... 521 do
Second Water Creek.................... 68 do
Upper Water Creek...................... 53 do
Front Fall.................................. 49 Rocky, even.
Creek Fal................................ 31 Rocky, swampy.
Hnife Portage................. 59 Swampy.
Upper Portage.............. ............. 40 do
Lower Portage............................ 38 do
Moore's ....... .................. 56 do
Crooked Spout............................ 36 Rocky, swanpy.
Upper Spout............................... 42 Swampy.
lill Portage............................... 243 Rocky, rugged.
Upper Portage......................... .. 57 do
Whitefall, Robinson's................... 1,760 Level, but slippery.
Painted Stone... ........................ 16 Rocky, even.
First Dam.................................. 28 lard, stony.
Second Dam............................... 25 do
Sea River...... ................. 63 Roky, even.

The journey from iNorway flouse to Fort Garry would of course be acomplishd

without obstruction by way of Lake Winnipeg and the lRed River.

OLIMÂTE.

In the vaIley of the Nelson there is considerable cultivated land, nor is the climateê
one of extraordinary severity. That the seasons become milder and the winters horter
as the westerly course is taken, is proved by many incidents on record. In Ellis'
Voyage* it is mentioned that the ice in Hayes.River, where his slips had wintered,
gave way on the 16th of May, and, on the 5th of June, nineteen canoes, laden with
furs, passed the vessels on their way to York Faetory, a clear proof that the rivezs
westward lad been open at least a fortnight or three weeks previosly. earne
relates that in 1775 the and his companions kiiled teal in the rivers they passecI
tîrougli from Cumberland flouse to York Fort as late as the 2Oth of October. This
shows, not only that the birds in question defer their emigration until the end of
October, but that navigation is also open up to, or paat that date. In his evi-
dence before the Immigration and Colonizatton Committee, Professor Hind stated as
follows: $"1 The warm and moisture-laden winds from the Pacifie, moving nortl-
easterly, deposit much of their moisture on the western flanks3 of the RoeK-ky Moun-
tains. ]Rising over the summit of the ranges, thoy are defiected to the soutI by the

Voyage to Hudson Bay, 1746-T.
SJourney to the Northeru Oemn.
Report of Comxxttee, 1878, p. 168.
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combined influence of the earth's rotation and the pressure of the compensating cold
winds from the north. The cold winds acquire their maximum influence on the 95th
meridian, which passes through the Lake of the Woods. Further to the eastward,
the isothermals are pressed back by the warm winds from the Gulf of Mexico, which
push them to the north-eastward. In both cases the rotation of the earth is a leading
cause in determining the course of the fertile zones. These, be it observed, are
broad generdlizations, subject to numerous local modifications, which affect local
climates. The Valley of the Nelson appears to exhibit one of these local modifica-
tions, arising from its low level above the sea. Until within thirty miles of Port
Nelson the eànoe route down Hayes River shows little difference in point of climate
from the canoe route of Lake Superior where it crosses the height of land. The
cause, hdwever, in this case is in part assignable to the difference in elevation above
the sea-level, which is upwards of eleven hundred feet ; this would theoretically
produce a difference in temperature equal to more than three degrees Fahrenheit.
All accounts agree in stating that the climate of the valley of the Nelson River
changes greatly as soon as a distance of some five and twenty or thirty miles from
the sea is reached. The cold winds from Hudson Bay lower the temperature in the
vicinity of the sea-board to a great extent, but thirty miles inland their influence is
greatly mòdified."

Joseph La France, in bis narritive, *states that " within four or five leagues of
the sea at York Fort the cold continued, and there was ice in the river in June, when
above that they had a fine spring, all the trees in bloom, and very warm weather, up
to the Great Fork, m the beginning of June." According to Ballantynet vegetation
in the valley of Hayes River, thirty miles from its mouth, on the 23rd of June, was
found to be in an advanced state, the trees being covered with foliage, and on the
25th of June he describes the spring to have long begun on Hill River, and " along
its gently sloping banks the country was teeming with vegetable and animal life."
This is on the canoe route from York Factory to Norway House, and a little to the
south of the valley of Nelson River proper. Oxford House is situated on loly Lake
and Lieut. Chappel remarks, ‡that owing to the richness of the soil and the geniality
of the climate this place produces a number of excellent vegetables. Dr. King, who
was attached to Captain Back's journey to the Arctic Ocean § states that at the com-
mencement of Hill River, half-way between York Fectory and Norway House, the
argillaceous cliffs are seen rising in some places 100 feet above the water level,
capped with hills of at least twice that beight; and at some parts of the stream,
where it is expanded to a breadth of several miles, innumerable islands :ppear,
stretching in long vistas and well wooded, producing scenery of extreme beauty.
The occurrence of such deep deposits of drift elay in this valley is of great import-
ance. The same traveller states that Steel River-the name which Hill River takes
after flowing fifty-seven miles-- serpentines through a well-wooded valley, presenting
at every turn much beautiful scenery, but nothing to equal what is seen along the
shores of the former strearm. The mouth of Steel River is forty-eight miles from the
sea by the winding course of Hayes River into which it falls. Professor Hind, in
the course of his evidence, remarked, il" The brigade of the Hudson Bay Company's
boats for the interior, usually leaves York Factory about the end of May, which shows
that the rivers are open even in the cold border land within twenty miles of Hudson
Bay. We must bear it mind that ice is often found in the lakes near the water-shed,
west of Lake Superior, about the middle of May, and Lake Winnipeg is sometimes
impassible at its nocthern extremity during the first week of June. From these
comparisons it will be seen that the climate of the Nelson River valley is of an
exceptionally favorable character away from the coast line. It can scarcely excite
surprise that there should be a large tract with a good climate and great depth of

Appendix to Hoise of Commons (Eng.) Committee, 1749.
t Ballantyne's Hlson Bay.
1 Narrative of a oyage to Hudson Bay, 1817.
§Narrative of a journe to the shores of the Aretie Ocean, 1833-4-5, by Richard King, M.R.C.S
l Report of I. and C. oinmittee, Appendix lJournale, Canada, 1878, p. 154.
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drift clays in the vicinity of the valley of the Nelson River, for it is the lowest
portion of the whole basin of Lake Winnipeg, and is constantly under the influence
of the drainage waters from three hundred thousand square miles of land, lying
altogether to the south of the narrow depression, not, perhaps, more thai forty miles
broad, through which the Nelson River finds its way. The great thickiess of drift
clays upon several of the rivers, noticel by different observers, on the canoe route,
from York Factory toNorway House, must necessarily produce a good soil, and the
two conditions of a good soil and a humid climate concur to sustain an exceptionally
fine forest growth for this region, and an abundance of animal life." With the infor-
mation we have at command respecting the Nelson River valley, we may safely
come to the conclusion that if not a region to which large numbers of pd sons
are likely to resort exclusively by reason of special attractions for the agicul-
turist, it is one that would furnish abundant supplies for commniaities settled on
the shores of Hudson Bay, or for any shipping that might resort to its western ports.

sOIL AND CLIMATE AT YORK AND CHIURCIILL.

With the fact just referred to in view, the precise conditions of soil and climate at
York Factory, or the mouth of the Churchill, are of secondary importance. On this point
the statements are a little contradictory. Dr. Rae, in his evidence before the Commons
Committee in 1857, was asked* " how the climate at York Factory conpared w i th that
of the Orkneys." His answer was to the effect, that the character of the summ ors was
about the same in both cases, but that the winters were longer, extending over seven
or eight months, beginning in November and not actually ending before June. Sir
George Simpson also spoke t unfavorably of the productivness of the soil around
York, owing to the presence of ice in the ground for most of the ycar. Mr. A. Isbis-
ter, ‡ on the other hand, pointed out that frost in the subsoil does not necessarily
prevent the growth of vegetation, if the thaw extends to a reasonable depth. In
Siberia, he remarked, which is in the same latitude as the northern part of the Hud-
son Bay territories, there are large crops of wheat every year. With the process of
clearing the country the sun's rays would penetrate deeper and the thaw be more
complete. The testimony of Sir John Richardson § and Mr. Geo g e Gladman was
rather unfavorable than otherwise to the cultivable capacity of the soil at York
Factory. Mr. Joseph Robson, six years resident in Hudson Bay, already referred to,
while admitting the presence of frost at from three to four feet depth in the ground,
alleged that the surface of the ground was free from ice from the latter end of May
to the end of august; that lie had suffered more from cold in England than at York
Factory, the clothing at the latter place being adapted to the climate; and that the
soil bore roots such as carrots, radishes and turnips, as well as many other kinds of
vegetables. In bis opinion, if the land was properly cultivated it would support
numbers of people. The want of proper cultivation, including drainage, lias, no
doubt, a good deal to do with the rather, on the whole, unfavorable picture given of
the agricultural or horticultural capablities of the neighborhood around York Fac-
tory

Robson, who -pears to have been a very intelligent person, says :l "The
soil about York Fori iN much better than at Churchill. Most kinds of garden staff
grow here to perfectior, particularly peas and beans. I have seen a small pea grow-
ing without any culture ; and am of opinion that barley would flourish here. Goose-
berries and black curran ti are found in the woods, growing upon such bushes as in Eng-
land. Up the river are pat hies of very good ground; and battones under banks so defen-
ded from the north-west winds that there is a fine thaw below when the top is freezing;
here, whole families might procure a comfortable subsistence, if they were asdindus-

Report of Hudsu: Bay Committee, 1857, p. 31.
t Report of Commm ee of Hudson Bay Company, 185 7,"p.*46.

Hudson Bay Committee, 1857, p. 136.
§ Hudson Bay Committee, 1857.
I Six yeara' residen ce, p. 43.
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trious as they are in their own country. Upon Hayes River, fifteen miles fron the
fort, is such a bank as I have just mentioned, near which I pitced my tent. After
paling in some ground for a coney-warren, and for oxen, sheep, goats, &(., I should
expect by no more labor than would be proper for my health, to procure a desirable
livelihood; not ai all doubting of my being able to raise peas and beans, barley and,
probably, other kinds of grain. The island on whieh York Factory stanis is more
capable of improvement than can be imagined in such a latitude, and so near the
Bay. It is narrow, twenty miles up from the Bay, so that drains might be cut to
very useful purpose. I eut a drain near the fort, to dry a piece of ground for a bat-
tery of four cannon, which afterwards wore quite a new face; the snow did not lie
upon it so long as before, and grain flourished with new vigor. I observed also, that
before the snow was thoroughly thawed, several vegetables were springing up
beneath it; and by the time it had left only a very thin shell of ice, these vegetables
were grown up three or four inches." Some other experiments by Mr. Robson con-
firmed his opinion that, with draining, a good soil for garden cultivation could be
obtained and a considerable quantity of produce raised. As Professor Hind reminded
the Committee at Ottawa last Session,* in all these nortbern latitudes the duration of
light as well as the intensity of the sun's rays iust be taken in o aecoutit as a com-
pensating influence in relation to vegetable growth. Hre submiie t) the Comrnittee
the following table giving the relative intensity of the su nd the lenguh of day
in latitudes 40', 500 and 60° respectively, and, therefore, ebdog the whole area
of territory referred to in this paper.†

TABLE Showing the Sun's Relative Intensity. and the Length of the Day in
Latitude 40°, 500 and 600.

Latitude 400. Latitude 500. Latitude 600.

jLerieth jLen th Lnt
Sun's Len th Sun's g Sun's Length

Intensity. Day. Intensity. Day. Intensity. Day.

H.M. .M .

May 1.................... 80 13.46 77 14.30 70 ' 15.44
do 16.................... 85 14.16 83 15.16 79 1656
do 31 .................... 88 14.38 87 15.50 85 17.56

June 15...................... 90 14.50 89 16.08 88 18.28
July 1...................... 90 14.46 89 16.04 88 18.18
do 16...................... 87 14.34 86 15.42 84 | 17.42
do 31...................... 84 14.08 81 15 04 77 I 16.38

Aug. 15...................... 79 13.36 74 1 14.18 6 15.24
do 30..................... 72 1302 65 13.28 57 14-08

Sept. 14..................... 65 12.22 58 12.32 46 12.46
da 29....................... 57 11.44 4 11.36 36 11.26

Commenting on this table the Professor says; "l It will be seen that in latitude 400
the sun's intensity is represented by 88 on May 31st, the day being i4 hours 38
minutes long. In latitude 50° the sun's relative intensity of light and heat on the
saie day is 87, but the day is 15 hours and 50 minutes long. In latitude 600, which
is some degrees north of the Peace River, (and nearly three degrees north of York
Factory) the sun's intensity on the 31st May is represented by 85, batt the day is 17
hours 56 minutes long. During the fortnight from June 15th to July 1st the su n's
intensity closely approximates in latitudes 40°, 50e and 609; but the day is wide ly

'Report of I. & 0, Committee, p. 152.
† Report of I. à . Committee, p. 153.
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different in length, and the heat and light have a greuter time to act on vegetation
under the more northern meridians. Thus, trom June 15th to July 1st the sun's
intensity diminishes from 90 to 88 betweei latitude 40° and latitude 60°; the day,
however,. on July lst, is, 14 hours hours 46 minutes long in lat. 40°; 16 hours 4 mir-
utes long in latitude 500; and 18 bours 18 minutes long in latitude 60°."

The Hudson Bay Post at the mouth of the Churchill River, 590 is subject sub-
stantially to the conditions of light, heat and length of day, described in the last
column of the foregoing table. It is spoken of by old travellers as being more favor-
ably situated than the other factories for trade, in consequence of its greater distance
from the French (in Canada), who interfered greatly with the operations of the
incorporated monopolists of the fur trade. The Churchill is described by Hobbs as
" a noble river, navigable for 150 leagues, and, after passing the falls navigable to far
distant eountries." Jts sources are near the height of land in long. 110° W., whence
by a very devious route it winds its way east and north-east to Hudson Bay, at one
point approaching very near to the confluents of the Nelson, and the waters of Lake
Winnipeg. The climate at the fort is not by any means intolerable. Captain Mid-
dleton wintered there with his ship in 1741. His diary* shows that snow fell first
on the 1st of September, after which the weather was unsettled, the river being
frozen over so as to admit of crossing upon the ice on the 9th of October. On the
lst of June the ice gave way in the channel and drove down to sea, but was still fast
on the flats. Partridges in large numbers were killed during the whole winter,
wolves, foxes and other animals also being seen near the fort. At Churchill, as well
as at York and the more southern posts, the wild goose is one of the most regular
sources of subsistence, thousands of these birds being killed and preserved for winter
food. All kinds of wild fowl abound in these latitudes to quite as great an extent
as at Moose or Albany. There is a good supply of wood in the vicinity of Churchill,
and, as at other points, any quantity of hay growing in the marshes, and furnishing
food for cattle. Seal River lies still further to the northward than Churchill, and,
according to Hobbs, the musk-ox is or was, in his time, met with between the two
rivers.

NAVIGATION OF HUDSON BAY.

In regard to the navigation of Hudson Bay, Mr. Walter Dickson, the corres-
pondent of the Toronto Globe, previously mentioned, expresses himself in the-follow-
ing terms:-" This inland sea of Hudson Bay-which might well be termed the
Mediterranean of Canada-is upwards of twelve hundred miles in length (including,
of course, James' Bay) with a width varying from ninety to three (five) hundred
miles and upwards, with several hundreds of islands studded over its surface, some
of them of such extent as to have large lakes and rivers on them, giving altogether
a sea-board of upwards of two thousand miles (more than that of the United King-
dom of Great Britain), and so easy of access that an ordinary screw steamer might
start from Quebec and reach any point on its coast in considerably less than two
weeks. That so little information concerning this great inland sea of the Dominion
has been given to the world, is simply owing to the fact that, for upwards of two
centuries, this sea and the land surrounding were virtually the property of the great
monopoly, the Hudson Bay Company, who made it their study, as it was to their
interest to keep Hudson Bay, like all the rest of the territory over which they held
sway, as completely unknown to the outer world as possible * * * * The sea
of Hudson Bay itself is so little known that there are no charts of it in existence
excepting those made by the Hudson Bay Company, and they are only useful as guides
to the depots at certain points on thé east and west coasts of the Bay."

Professor Hind statest that " the most recent admiralty map of Hudson Straits
exhibits a want a full information regarding the coast lines on both sides of the
Straits." A chart published in 1853, and corrected up to 1872, retains errors per-

•Hobbs, p. 14.
f Report I. and C. Committee, 1878, p. 136.
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ceivable in those constructed in Queen Elizabeth's reign. The practical tests of the
navigation of the Bay have been confined to slow sailing merchant ships someti mes
convoyed by men-of-war, not less worthy the appellation of tubs, as compared with
the vessels of the present time, sent out on any service supposed to require special
qualifications in the direction of speed, strength and security. Yet, it is alleged,
that, since their original occupation of the coasts of the Bay two centuries ago only
two of the Hudson Bay Company's own ships have been lost, and that through culpable
recklessness. It is quite probable, however, that the navigation of Hudson Bay will
soon be robbed of some of its terrors, and that what bas been reg-arded as hazardous
or impossible will be found, by the aid of the new and powerful agencies modern
discovery has provided, both safe and practicable. The contrast in other respects
between the experience of twenty years since and that of to-day is rather amus-
ingly exemplified by a perusal of the evidence of Captain Herd, one of the wit-
nesses before the committee of 1857. " I do not think," said the worthy captain,
" that a steamer would do at all among ice, to force a passage. * * * If I were
asked my experience I would prefer a sailing ship among ice to a steamer." le
would have been loth to believe that, in a very few years, the whole conditions of
the great sealing industry would be changed by the adoption of steamers in place of
sailing vessels, and that the hardy seal hunters, so far from avoiding, would actually
seek the very ice that ho was wont to encounter in bis sailing ship, and enter it as
fearlessly as he steered bis craft in open water. With stout serew steameis, pro-
tected as are these used in the Newfoundland seal fisieries, and furnished with the
magneto-eleetric light, there is very little loose ice that need preclude a passage
where an end is to be gained by attempting it.

HUDSON STRAITS.

Hudson Straits, the only outlet of the Bay, are at its north-eastern extremity.
They are about 500 miles in length, and vary in width from 45 miles at the etrance
between Resolution Island, on the north, and Britton Islands, on the south shore, to
three tiies that extent in other places The Strait, like the Bay, contains numerous
islands affording ex(ellent shelter and bar. orage. The Hudson Bay ships, according
to a table compiled by Lieut. Chappeil, R.N., in 1814,t had usually arrived abreast
of Chairles Island, on the south side and near the western entrance of the Strait-, at
periods varying from the last week in July to the beginning of September. Captain
Ierd, before the committce in 1857, stated that he usually arrived at York Fautory
about the 10th or 15th of August, and left again from the 15th to the 25th of Sep-
tember.‡ The time occupied in going through the Straits on the westwat d trip, in
July, and returning in August or September, in sailing vessels, differs greatly, vary-
ing from three weeks to a month in the former case, and from three to five days in
the latter, the Straits in August or September being fi-ee of ice. Professor lind's
theory§ is that Iudon Straits are never frozen over, and that the ice br-ought down
in July is not even from Hudson Bay, but from a more northerly region, whence it
reaches Hudson Straits througn Fox Channel. The heavy tides in the Straits are
strongly against the notion of solid iee being formed there. There is very good
authority for believing that the ice forrmed in IUIdon Bay does not leave the Bay
at ail, but that its dissolution takes place in the Bay itself. In the southern parts of
Hudson Bay, and in James' Bay, nearly the whole surface may be frozen ovor ; but
the water- there is shallow, and, in James' Bay, from causes al-eady stated, contains
very ittle sait. On the contrary, in the upper portions of' Hudson Bay, the main
body of the water, it is believed, does not fi-eeze at aIl. Hearne, refèrring to a fact
in ornithology, mentioned by Pennant,jj alludes quite incidentally to the ice being

Repnrt Huidgon Bay Committee, 1857, p. 256.
+ Narrative of a vovge to Hudsou Bav, 1817.
‡ Repocrt Hudson Bay Comnittee, 1857, p. 255.
§ Report uf 1. and C Comnittee, 1878.
Il Journey to the Nortliern Ocean, p. 429.
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frozen "several miles from the shore, the implication being that the ice was limited
in its extent to a distance from the shore which the term "several miles" wou Id be
popularly supposed to represent. Another fact, too, confirmatory of the belief that
Hudson Bay is not the source of the ice-pack that crushes through Hudson Straits,
is that, after passing Charles Island, near the western entrance of the Straits, ice is
seldom seen, except it is met with floating in the centre of the Bay. The proposi-
tion, however, that the passage of the Straits cannot be safely made before the middle

pf July bas been vert generally endorsed by navigators of great experience, includ-
ing Sir Edward Parry. But the view held to-day by Professor Hind and other more
recent authorities, namely, that an entrance could be effected and the Bay reached in
June, is not a new one.

Robson, in his book already frequently referred to,* and which was published in
1752, advocated the passage being attempted in June. He says: " At York Fort and
Churchill River I have observed that the ice did not break off close at the shore, but
gradually; the first field leaving the shore-ice two or three miles broad, the second
less, and so on until it was cleared away. These several fields of ice drive through
the Straits; but as they go off at intervals, one field may be driven through before the
next enters from the Bay; consequently the Strait is sometimes pretty clear of ice.
As the Straits, then, are neverfrozen over, nor always unnavigable, even when there
is much ice in the Bay, I imagine that a safe passage may often he made about the
beginning of June; for, as the ice enters the Straits at intervals, according as it
breaks off, and as the wind and currents drive it out of the Bay, so the wind may
keep the ice back at this season, as at any other. Besides, the ice at the bottom
(southern end) of the Bay, and the north and west ice, will not have had time to
reach the Straits, but after June ail the Bay ice commonly reaches it. The begin-
ning of June, therefore, seems to be the likeliest time in which to expect a free pas-
sage." IRobson's idea as to the ice being from the Bay was probably incorrect, but
Lis information as to the ice-rovements in the Straits may nevertheless have been
perfectly sound. Lient. Chappell, RN.,t was also of opinion that the Straits might
be entered in June. The danger, if any exists, would be rather in the entrance of the
Straits than in their subsequent navigation. The ice at the mouth of the Straits is
exposed to all the force of the Atlantic; but, once in the Straits, a vessel, if warned
by signals of danger, could easily take refuge in one of the numerous places of
shelter on the coast or one of the islands in the Straits. ProfessorHind‡ suggests the
establishment of signal stations, from which mariners could be advised as to the drift
of the ice as affected by the winis, and thus usually secure a more or less open
channel. In faet, if the iron-protected screw steamer, thus aided and guiled, did not
always succeed in overcoming the obstructions arising from this flow-ice in the
Straits, the diflicuIties it presents would be reduced to their smallest proportions.
It is understood that Professor lind's theory bas the full endorsation of Professor
Bell, whose next issued report of bis most recent explorations will be looked for
with great interest.

HUDSON BAY FISIIERIES, MINERALS AND COMMERCE.

Calculations as to permanent trade and intercourse cannot, of course, be based
on exceptional experiences. It is, however, a fact attested to by recent visitors to
the coasts of Hudson Bay and James' Bay, that for the past two seasons there bas
been little or no ice in either. while Hudson Straits have also been very clear,
and navigation quite unimpeded. To what this state of things may be auributable
it is difficuit to say, and how long iL may continue, is, of course, quite uncertain.
But it is interesting as affording one more proof that Hudson Bay is not the ice-
bound sea it was once endeavored to make the world believe.

* Six Years' Residence in Hudson Bay, p. 58.
f Narrative of a voyage to Hudson Bay.
‡ Report of Immigration and Colonization Comtittee, 1878.
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The accessibility or otherwise of Hudson Bay and Straits for several montbs in
the year will have an important influence on the development of its fisheries, which
have yet received but littie attention. Ungarva Bay, just within the eastern entrance
of Hudson Straits, bas already an excellent reputation as the field of an extensive
seal and whale fishery. In an interesting little brochure recently issued by Lieut.-
Colonel Dennis, Deputy-Minister of the Interior,* a table is given from American
offlicial sources, showing the returns of American whaling vessels fishing in Hudson
Bay from the year 1861 to 1876. The favorite resort of these vessels is Marble
Island, in the north-west part of Hudson Bay. Their numbers varied from one to
fifteen in a season, the total number in the fifteen years being forty-nine. Another
return of the value of the catch for the eleven years-1861 to 1874, omitting 1869
and 1871-was $1,371,023. Seals and porpoises, among the larger denizens of the
ocean, are also to be found in the waters of the Bay or Straits. On the north-
western shore of the Bay is a very prolific salmon fishery, capable, apparently, of
forming a most important local industry. Although there is no evidence published
of cod being captured alive, their remains having been frequently' found on the
shore, and the resort to the Bay of enormous shoals of caplin-the chief food of the
cod-is regarded as one of the best proofs that the cod are not far behind them.

With the fur trade, which still finds, at the mouths of the great rivers that fall
into ttudson Bay, its principal depots; with the mineral wealth that will inevitably,
at no distant day, be extracted from the coasts of these bitherto almost unexplored
waters; from the fisheries that may be stimulated as the facilities for navigation
become better understood, and from the fertile soil on the banks of the _reat western
rivers, may accrue results most important to the people of Canada, aiu in these it is
desirable that the Province of Ontario, looking, as it does, to this vast northern sea
as one of its boundaries, should as early as possihle parti-ipat. The uestion of
establishing improved communications between the more populous sections of Ontario
and its north-western territory, especially with the settlements on Lake Siperior, will
undoubtedly ere long engage fuller attention. The practicability of constructing
a railway from Sault Ste. Marie from the most advanced point of existing railway
communications bas long since been demonstrated. The late Mr. Herrick, and other
surveyors, have furnished information pointing to the comparative ease by which
connections in winter, by means of a stage road, might be maintained with Thunder
Bay, the inhabitants of which region are now practically isolated for six months in
the year. Lake Superior, on the other hand, never freezes over, nor is it a stormy
water, and even Thunder Bay is open till so late a period that, with vessels properly
rotected in the bows, it would be possible to maintain traffic, vià the Sault, for nine

imonths out of the twelve. The Sault certainly appears to be the point to which
railway enterprise will have to be directed as providing a way to intercourse with
north-western Ontario and the vast territories lying both to the north and west of
the boundaries of this Province.

19.-EXTRACTS FIROM INSTRUCTIONS TO LORD DORCHESTER, 22ND
DECEMBER, 1774.

The following extract from the Royal Instructions bearing date of 22nd Decem-
ber, 1774, will show that the Governors o; Quebec had authority ovér countries
beyond the limits of the Province, and that for those outside territories and interior

countries they had to provide the means of Government.

PUBLIC RECORD-OFFICE COPY.

State Papers, Colonial SeriesLBoard of Trade, Canada, Entry Book B., Quebec, No. 16.

QUEBEC.

1774. Page 207.-Instructions to Our Trusty and well-beloved Guy Carleton,
Esquire, Our Captain General and Governor-in-Chief, in, and over Our

Navigation o[ Hudson Bay, Ottawa, 1878.
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Province of Quebec, in America, and of all Our Territories dependent thereupon,
GIVEN:

First.-Witb these Our Instructions you will receive Our Commission under
Our Great Seal of Great Britain, constituting you Our Captain-General and Governor-
in-Chief, in America, and in all Our Territories thereunto belonging, as the said Pro-
vince and Territories are bounded and described in and by the said Commission;
you are therefore to take upon you the execution of the Office and Trust We have
reposed in you, and the administration of the Government, and to do and execute all
things in due manner that shall belong to Your Command, according. to the several
p wers and authorities of Our said Commission, under Our Great Seal of Great

ritain and these Our Instructions to you, or aceording to such further powers and
instructions as shall at any time hereafter be granted or appointed under Our Signet
and Sign Manual, or by Our Order in Our Privy Council.

* * * * * * * *

14. With regard to the nature and number of the Courts of Justice which it may
be proper to establish, either for the whole Province at large, or separately, for its
dependencies, and the times and places for holding the said Courts, Do certain rule can
be laid down in a case in which the judgment must, in many respects at least, be
altogether guided by circumstances of local convenience and consideration.

* * * * * *

31. * * * But it will be highly proper that the limits of each of those
posts and of every other in the interior country should be fixed and ascertained, and
that no settlement be allowed beyond those limits, seeing that such settlements must
have the consequence to disgust the savages, to excite their enmity, and at length
totally to destroy the Peltry Trade, which ought to be cherished and encouraged by
every means in your power.

32. It is Our Royal intention that the Peltry Trade of the interior country
should be free and open to all Our Subjects, inhabitants of any of Our Colonies,
who shall, pursuant to what waýs directed by Our iRoyal Proclamation of 1763 (vide
Gazette of 7th October, 1763) obtain license from the Governors of any of Our said
Colonies for that purpose, under penalties to observe such regulations as shall be made
by Our Legislature of Quebec for that purpose. These regulations, therefore, when
established must be made public throughout all Our American possessions and they
must have f'or their object the giving every possible facility to that trade which the
nature of it will admit, and as may consist with fair and just dealing towards the
savages with whom it is carried on. The fixing stated times and places for carrying
on the trade and adjusting modes of settling tariffs of the prices of goods and furs,
and above all the restraining the sale of spirituous liquors to the Indians will be the
most probable and effectual means of answering the ends proposed. These and a
variety of other regulations, incident to the nature and purpose ot the Peltry Trade,
in the interior country are full stated in a plan proposed by Our Commissioners
for Trade and Plantations, in 1764, a copy of which is hereunto annexed, and which
will serve as a guide in a variety of cases in which it may be necessary to make pro-
vision by law for that important branch of the American commerce.

33. The fisheries on the Coast of Labrador and the islands adjacent that are
objects of the greatest importance, not only on account of the commodities they
produce, but also as nurseries of seamen upon whom the strength and security of Our
Ringdom depend.

34. Justice and legality demand that the real and actual property and posses-
sions of the Canadian subjects on that coast should be preserved entirely, and that
they should not be molested or hindered in the exercise of any sedentary fisheries they
may have established there.

35. Their claims, however, extend to but a small district of the coast, on the
greatest part of which district a cod fishery is stated to bc impracticable.

36. On all such parts of the coast where there are no Canadian possessions, and
more especially where a valuaple cod fisnery may be carried on, it will be your duty
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to make the interests of Our British subjects going out to fish there in sbips fitted
ont from Great Britain the first object of your care, and as far as circumstances will
admit, to establish on that coast the regulations in favor of British ti-iing ships
which have been so wisely adopted by the Act of Parliament passed in the reign of
King William th Third for the encouragement of the Newfoundland fishery, and
you are on no account to allow any possession to be taken, or sedentary fisheries to be
established on any parts of the coast that are not already private property by any
persons whatever, except only such as shall produce annually a cortificate of their
having fitted out from some port in Great Britain.

37. We have mentioned to you the fisheries upon the Coast of Labrador as the
main object of your attention, but the commerce carried on by the savages of that
coast and the state and condition of those savages deserve some regard.

The Society of Unitas Flratrum, urged by a laudable zeal for promoting christi-
anity, has already under, Our protection, and with Our permission, formed establish-
ments in the northern parts ofthat'coast, for the purpose of civilizing tho natives
and converting them to the Christian Religion; and it is Our expren will and
pleasure that you do give thom every countenance and encouragement in your power,
and that you do not allow any establishment to be made but with their consent
within the limits of their possessions.

20.-EXTRACTS FROM SIR TRAVERS TWISS' WORK ON TEI "OREGON
QUESTION."

Page 207.-Mr. Greenhow (p. 281), in alluding to the negotiations antecedent to
this convention, states that Mr. Munroe, on the part of the United States, proposed to
Lord Harrowby the 49th parallel of latitude, upon the grounds that this parallel had
been adopted and definitely settled by Commissaries appointed agreeably to the tenth
article of the treaty concluded at Utrecht in 1713, as the dividing line between the
French possession of western Canada and Louisiana, on the south, and the British
territories of Hludson Bay, on the north; and that this treaty, hingîw been spucially
confirned in the Treaty of 1763, by which Canada and the part of Lnuisiaai:t east of
the Mississippi and Iberville were ceded to Great Britain, the remainder Wof Inisiana
continued as before, bounded on the north by the 49Lh parallel. The sanie ftt was
alleged by the Commissioners of the United States, in their negotiations with Spain
in 1h05, respeeting the western boundary of Louisiana (British and Foreign State
Papers, 1817-18, p. 322).

Page 209.-Nr. Anderson, in his History of Commerce, published in 1801, Vol.
III. p, 50, observes under the events of the year 1713:-" Although the French King
yielded to the Queen of Great Britain, to be possessed by her in fuil right forever, the
Bay and Straits of Hudson, and all parts thereof, and within the same, then p>ossessed
by France; yet the leaving the boundaries between Hudson Bay , nd the north parts of
Canada, belonging to France, to be determined by Commissaries within a year, was, in
effeet, the same thing as giving up the point altogether, it being well known to all
Europe that France never permits her Commissaries to determine matters referred
to such, unless it can be done with great advantage to her. Those bouwlarics there-
foie have never yet been settled, although both British aid French subjects arc by
that article expressly debarred friom passing over the saine, or mercly to go to each
other by sea or land."

The olject of the tenth article of the Treaty of Utrecht was to secure to the Hud-
son Bay Company the restoration of the forts and other possessions of which they
had been deprived at various times by French expeditions from Canada, and of which
some had been yielded to France by the seventh article of the Treaty of Ryswick.
By this latter treaty Louis XIV. had at last i:ecognized William III. as King of
Great Britain and Ireland, and William, in return, had consented that the principle of
utiposidetis should be the basis of the negotiations between the two Crowns. By the
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tenth article, however, of the Treaty of Utrecht, the French King agreed to restore
to the Queen (Anne) of Great Britain, " to be posse sed in full right forever, the Bay
and Straits of Hudson, together with all lands, seas, sea coasts, rivers and places
situate in the said Bay and Straits, and which belong thereto, no tracts of land or sea
being excepted, which are at present possessed by the subjects of France. The only
question therefore for Commissaries to settle, were the limi' of the Bay and
Straits of Hudson, coastwards, on the side of the French Province , Canada, as all
the country drained by streams entering into the Bay and Straits of Hudson were by
the terms of the treaty recognized to be part of the possessions of Great Britain.

If the coast boundary, therefore, was once understood by the parties, the head
waters of the streams that empty themselves into the Bay and Straits of Hudson,
indicate the line which at once satistied the other conditions of the treaty. Such a
lne, if commenced at the eastern extremity of the Straits of Hudson, would have

swept along through the sources of the streams flowing into the Lake Mistassinnie
and Abbitibis, the Rainy Lake, in 480 30', which empties itself by the Rainy River
into the Lake of the Woods, the Red Lake and Lake Traverse. This last lake would
have been the extreme southern limit, in about 45° 40', whence the line would have
wound upward to the north-west, pursuing a serpentine course, and resting with its
extremity upon the Rocky Mountains, at the southern most source of the Saskatch-
ewan River in about the 48th parallel of latitude. Such would have been the
boundary line between the French possessions and the Hudson Bay district; and
so we find that, in the limits of Canada, assigned by the Marquis de Vaudreuil him-
self; when he surrendered the Province to Sir J. Amherst, the Red Lake is the apex
of the Province of Canada, or the point of departure froin which, on the one side,
the line is drawn to Lake Superior ; on the other, " follows a serpentine course
southward to the River Oubaclie, or Wabash, and along it to the junction witb the
Ohio." This tact was insisted upon by the British Government in their answer to
the ultimatum of France, sent in on the 1st of September, 1761; and the nap, which
was presented on that occasion by Mr. Stanley, the British Minister, embodying
those lîmits, was assented to in the French Meinorial of the 9th September. (lis-
torical Memorial of the negotiations of France and England from March 26th to
September zOth, 1761, published at Paris, by authority.) By the fourth article,
however, of the Treaty of 1763, Canada was ceded in full, with its dependencies,
including the llinois; and the future line of demarcation between the territories of
their Britannic and Christian Majesties, on the contin'ent of America, was, by the
seventh article, irrevocably fi'ed to be drawn through the niddle of the River
Misissippi, from its source to the River Iberville, and thence along the middle of the
latter river and the Lake Maurepas and Pontchartrain to the sea. Thenceforward the
French territory in North Arnerica was confined to the western bank of the Missis-
sippi, and this was the Louisiana whieh was ceded by France to Spain in 1769, by
virtue of the treatv secretly concluded in 1762, but not promulgated till 1765.
There would have been no inistake as to the boundaries of Louisiana, Canada and
the Hudson Bay territories, as long as they were defined to be the aggregate of the
valleys watered by the rivers flowing into the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of St. Law-
rence and the Bay of Hudson, resnectively.

The relative positions of the Lake of the Woods, the Red Lake, and the northern-
most source of the Missisipipi, were evidently not understood by the parties to the
second article of the Treaty of 1783, when it was proposed to continue a line from
the north-western point of Lake Superior through the Long Lake, and thence to the
Lake of the Woods, and due west to the Mississippi. In order to bit off the sources
of the Mississippi, whieh was the undoubted purport of the treaty, the line should
have been drawn from the westernmost point of Lake Superior up the River St.
Louis, and thence it migh t have been carried due westward to the source of the
Mississippi, in 470 38'. No definite subtitute was proposed in the Treaty of 1791,
which admitted the uncertain character of the proposed frontier; for even then the
country had not been surveyed, and as neither of the Conventions of 1803 or 1806
was ratified by the United States, nor could the respective plenipotentiaries come to
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any agreement on the subject at the negotiation of the Peace of Ghent, the question
remained unsettled, until it was at last arranged by the provisions of the 2nd article
of the Cnnvention of 1818, that the boundary line agreed upon in 1806 should be the
frontier westward as far as the Rocky Mountains.

If this view be correct of the boundary line of the Hudson Bay Territory, as
settled by the Treaty of Utrecht, and of the western limit of Canada, as expressed
upon its surrender to Great Britain, it will be conclusive against the opinion that the
French possessions ever extended inde6nitely north-westward along the Continent of
North America.

It should be kept in mind that the Treaty of Utrecht was signed in the interval
between the grant to Crozat, in 1712 and the charter of Law's Mississippi Company,
in 1717. By the former grant, Louisiana had been definitely limited to the head-
waters of the Mississippi and the Missouri, and before the subseqent annexation of
the Illinois to the Province of Louisiana in 1717, all the territory watered by the
streams emptying themselves into the Bay of Hudson had been acknowledged by
France to be part of the possessions of the Crown of England.

As, then, the Hudson Bay Territories were implied by that treaty to extend up
to the Red Lake and Lake Travers, this would definitely bar the French title further
north ; but the declaration of the French authorities themselves, on the surrender of
Canada, that its boundary rested upon the Red Lake, will still more decisively nega-
tive the assertion that Louisiana, after 1717, extended " to the most northern limit
of the French possessions in North America, and thereby west of Canada and New
France," unless it can be shown that the Illinois country extended to the west of the
Rec Lake, which was not the fact. This question, however, will be more fully
discussed in the next chapter.

Page 223.-The charter given by Charles H. to the Hudson Bay Company, granted
to them, by virtue of the discoveries made in those parts, all the lands, &c., within the en-
trance of the straits commoaly called Hudson Straits, " which are not now actually
posessed by any ofour subjeets, or by the subjects of any other christian prince or
state ;" and thus we find in the negotiatiois antecedent to the Treaty of Utrecht, it was
expressly urged in support of the Brtish title to the territories of Hudson Bay,
" that Mons. Frontenac, then Governor of Canada, did not complain of any pretended
injury done to France by the said Company's settling a trade and building of forts at
the bottom of Hudson Bay, nor made pretensions to any right of France to that Bay,
till long after that time." (Anderson's History of Commerce, A.D. 1670, Vol. ii., p.
516). lit other words, the title which this charter created was good against other
subjects of the British Crown, by virtue of the charter itself; but its validity
against other nations rested on the prnciiple that the country was discovered by
iritish subjects, anid, at the time of their settlerment, was not occupied by the subjects
of any other Christian Prince or State ; and in respeet to any special claim on the
part of France, the non-inteîfeeco of the French Governor was successfully urged
against that power as conclusive of her acquiescence.

That the Province of Louisiana did not at any time extend further north than
the source of the Mississippi, either if we regard the evidence of publie instruments
in the form of charters and treaties, or of historical facts, is most assuredly beyond
the reach of argument. What, huwever, were the western limits of the Province
has not been so authoritatively determinîed. Mr. Greenhow (p. 283), after examining
this question, concludes thus :-" In the absence oi more direct light on the subject
from history, we are forced to regard the boundaries indicated by nature-namely,
the highlands separating the waters of the Miss4issippi from those flowing into the
Pacific or Californian Gulf-as the true we.stern boundaries of the Louisiana ceded
by France to Spain in 1762, and retroceded to France in 1800, and transferred to the
United States by France in 1803; but then it must also be admitted, for the same as
well as for another and stronger reason, that the British possessions further north
Were bounded on the coast by the same chain of highlands; for the charter of the
Hudson Bay Company, on which the right to those possessions was founded and
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maintained, expressly included only the countries traversed by the streams emptying
themselves into Hudson Bay."

Charters may certainly be appealed to as evidence against the parties which have
granted that, on their own admission, they do not extend their claim beyond the
limits of them, and Mr. Greenhow is perfectly justified in confining the limits of
Rupert's Land, for such seems to have been the name recognized in the charter, to
the plantation in Hudson Bay, and the countries traversed by the streams emptying
themselves into the Bay; but the right to those possessions, as against France, was
not founded upon the charter, but generaily upon recognized principles of inter-
national law, and especially upon the Treaty of Utrecht. So, in respect to the
northern limit of Louisiana, Crozat's grant, or the grant to Law's Mississippi Com-
pany, might be alleged against France, to show that its limits did not extend further
north, on the left bank of the Mississippi, than the Illinois. On the other hand, the
Treaty of Paris might be appealed to, in order to show against Great Britain, that it
did extend on the left bank of the Mississippi as far north as the sources of that
river. Again, in respect to the western boundary of Louisiana, Crozat's grant might
be cited against France, to show that the Provinee of Louisiana did not extend further
westward than the confines of New Mexico. What, however, was the boundary of
New Mexico does not seem to have been determined by any treaty between France
and Spain. France seems, indeed, from the words of Crozat's grant, to have
considered herself exclubively entitled to the Missouri River on the right
bank, and to the Ohio on the left. The claims, however, of- Great Britain
clashed with ber on the banks of the Ohio, as remarked by Mr. Calhoun, in his letter
to Mr. Pakenham, of Sept. 3rd, 1844. in an analogous manner the Spanish title con-
flicted with the French title on the banks of the Missouri; for we find that, in the
nçgotiations antecedent to the Treaty of Washington, in 1819, the Spanish Commis-
sioner maintained that, after Santa Fé, the Capital of New Mexico was
built. Spain considered all the territory lying to the east and north
of New Mexico, so far as the Mississippi and Missouri, to be her
property. (British and Foreign State Papers 1817-18, p 438.) The
United States, indeed, on succeeding to the French title, declined to admit that
the Spanish frontier ever extended so far to the north-east as was alleged; on the
other hand, the letter of President Jefferson, of August, 1803, shows that they con-
sidered their own claims to be limited by " the high lands on the western side of the
Mississippi, enelosing all its waters (the Missouri, of course.")

By the Treaty of Utrecht, the British possessions to the north-west of Canada
were acknowledged to extend to the head-waters of the rivers emptying themselves
into the Bay of Hudson; by the Treaty of Paris, they were united to the British
possessions on the Atlantic by the cession of Canada and all ber dependencies; and
France contracted her dominions within the right bank of the Mississippi. That
France did not retain any territory after this treaty to the north-west of the sources
of the Missisippi wil be obvious wlen it is kept in mind that the sources of the
Mississippi are in 47, 35', whilst the sources of the :Red River, which flows through
Lake Winnipeg, and ultimately finds its way by the Nelson River into the Bay of
Hudson, are in Lake Traverse, in about 45° 40'.

Page 246.- Vattel, v , i. §26.;, writes: " When a nation takes possession ofa coun-
try, with a view to settle there, it takes possession ofeverything included in it, as lands,
lakes, rivers. &c." It is universally admit ted, that wlien a nation takes possesion of a
country, she is considered to appropri-oe to herself all its natural append ages, such as
lakes. rivers, &c., and it is 1 irfectly intelligible why the practice of European nations
bas sanctioned the exclusive title of the first settlers on any extent of sea-coast to the
interior counitry within the limits of the coast which they have occupied, because
their settlements bar the approach to the interior country, and other nations Can have
no right of way across the settlements of independent nations. In reference, how-
ever, to the extent of coast, wh:ch a nation nay have presumed to have taken
possession of by making a settlement in a vacant country, the weil known rule of
terr dominîium finitur, ubi finitur arnorum vis, might on the first thought suggest
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itself; but it has not been hitherto held that there is any analogy between jurisdic-
tion over territory and jurisdiction over adjoining seas; on the contrary, it was ruld
in the Circuit Court of New York.

21.-CORRESPONDENCE BETWEET DOMINION MINISTERS AND THE
COLONIAL OFFICE. RESPECTING THE SURRENDER OF THE HUD-
SON BAY COMPANY'S TERRITORIAL CLAIMS, 1869.

SIR GEORGE E. CARTIER AND HON. WM. MCDOUGALL TO SIR F. ROGERS.

WESTMINSTER PALACE HOTEL, LoNDON, January 16, 1869.

S1R,-We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letier of the 30th
ult. (with its enclosures), stating that you were directed by Earl Granville to trans-
mit to us a copy of a letter which his Lordship had received from the Deputy-Chair-
man of the Huds.on Bay Company, relating to some steps which have been takon
under the authority of the Canadian Government, and from which the Company
apprehend some invasion of their territorial rights.

You inform us that his Lordship will be glad to receive from us anyexplanation
which we may be able to furnish him of the steps taken by the Canadian Goverment.

We have read the letter of the Deputy-Chairman, and extracts from the letters of
Governor McTavish, and have much pleasure in being able to furnish his Lordship
with what we hope will prove satisfitetory information on the subject of the Hudson
Bay Compa'ny's complaint.

1. In the month of September last, very precise information reached the Cana-
dian Government that, in consequence of the complete destruction of their crops by
locusts, the people of the Red River settlement, numbering probably fron 12,000 to
15,000 souls, were in eminent danger of starvation during the winter about to set in.

2. Numerous and earnest appeals for aid had already been made to the Canadian
public by writers in the newspapers, and by clergymen and others acquainted with the
country. The Right Reverend Robert Machray, Lord Bishop of Rupert's Land, a
member of the Council of Assiniboia, and so far a representative of the Company,
visited Ottawa, and urged upon members of the Canadian Government the duty of
prompt assistance to avert the threatened calamity.

3. No steps had been taken (so far as the Government could learn) by the Hud-
son Bay Company to provide supplies, and, aware that a few days' delay at that
season might render it impossible to get provisions to Red River in time to afford
relief, the Canadian Government appropriated the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) towards the construction of a road from Lake of the Woods to Fort Garry.
The Minister of Public Works (one of the undersigned) was directed to expend the
principal part of this sum in the purchase of provisions, which were to be forwarded
with all possible despatch to the Red River settlement, and offered to the settlers,
not as alms, but in exchange for their labor on a public work in their own vicinity,
and of the highest utility to their settlement.

4. A con fidential and experienced agent proceeded at once to St. Paul's, Minne-
sota, and succeeded in forwarding a cansiderable supply of provisions before the
close of navigation. A further quantity had reached Fort Abercrombie, an American
post in 'Dakota Territory, from which point it can be sent to the settlement early in
the spring.

5. Information has reached the undersigned since their arrival in England, that
the Government Agent had, in accordance with his instructions, conferred with the
local authorities on his arrival at Fort Garry ; that he had received their approval
and promise of assistance; that his timely aid was a cause of mueh joy and thank-
fulness in the settlement; and that he had proceeded with a large force of laborers to
the limit of the prairie country, some thirty miles from Fort Garry, towards Lake of
the Woods, and had there commenced the construction of the road.
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6. The immediate object of the Canadian Government in taking the steps com-
plained of, was to supply food to a starving commiuity about to be imprisoned for
six months in the heart of a great wilderness, without roads or means of communi-
cation with their fellow subjects. and to supply it in the way most acceptable to a
high-spirited people, viz., in exchange for their labor. It was thought that even the
Hudson Bay Company might look with favor upon a public work which, when com-
pleted, will prove a valuable protection to those under their government against
similar dangers in the future. On behalf of the Canadian Government, we deny that
a " trespass " has been committed, or that our action in this matter was intended to
forestall or embarrass negotiations, which the Imperial Parliament bas directed to
be undertaken for the transfer of the North-Western Territories and Rupert's Land
to the Dominion of Canada.

The foregoing explanation may perhaps be deemed sufficient to enable the Earl
Granville to answer the complaint of the Hudson Bay Company against the Canadian
Government; but the undersigned beg leave to add one or two observations which,
in their opinion, this extraordinary demand for the "intervention of Her Majesty's
Government," both invites and justifies. If the Hudson Bay Company, who claim
the right to hold and govern the territory in which the alleged " trespass " bas taken
place, had performed the first duty of a government towards its people, by providing
them with easy means of communication with the outer world, or if they had
shown themselves either able or willing to meet the threatened calamity by a prompt
effort to forward sufficient supplies to the settlement before the close of navigation,
the Canadian Government would have rested happy in the belief that neither
humanity nor public policy required or justified their interference.

The assertion of the Deputy-Governor of the Hudson Bay Company, that the
country between Lake of the Woods and Red River is " the freehold territory of the
Company," and that the so-called "trespass " of the Canadian Government in send-
ing provisions to the starving settlers, and assisting them to .make a road for their
own convenience and safety hereafter, is " an actual encroachment on the soil of the
Company," might, if unnoticed by us, be claimed as another proof or admission of
the rights of the Company in that part of the continent. We, therefore, beg to
remind lis Lordship that the boundaries of Upper Canada on the north and west
were declared, under the authority of the Constitutional Act of 1791, to include " all
the territory to the westward and southward " of the " boundary line of Hudson
Bay, to the utmost extent of the country commonly called or known by the name of
Canada." Whatever doubt may exist as to the "utmost extent " of old, or French
Canada, no impartial investigator of the evidence in the case can doubt that it
extended to, and included, the country botween Lake of the Woods and Red River.

fhe Government of Canada, therefore, does not admit, but, on the contrary,
denies, and has always denied, the pretentions of the Hudson Bay Company to any
right of soil beyond that of squatters, in the territory through which the road com-
plained of is being constructed.

We have, &c.,
G. E. CARTIER,
WM. McDOUGALL.

Sir FREDERICK ROGERs, Bart., &c., Colonial Office.

BIR STAFFoRD NORTHCOTE TO SIR FREDERIC ROGERS, BART.

HUDsoN BAY HOUsE, LONDON, February 2nd, 1869.

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 28th January, addressed
Io Deputy-Governor of this Company, enclosing a communication from Sir G. Cartier
and Mr. MDougall, on the subject ot the recent proceedings of the Canadian Govern-
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ment in the matter of the construction of a road through the Company territory
between Fort Garry and the Lake of the Woods.

After the distinct statement contained in Sir Curtis Lampson's letter ot the 22nd
December, that the Company, while protesting against a trespass on their lanE were
prepared favorably to entertain any application for permission to make such a road,
either on the part of the Imperial or of the Canadian Government, the Comnittee
think it unnecessary to discuss the greater portion of the letter of the Canadian
Ministers. Their objection is not to the road being made, but toits being undertaken
by the Canadian Government as a matter of right, as though the territory through
which it is to pass were Canadian. Such a step, taken at a moment when negotia-
tions are in progress for the transfer of the Company's possessions to Canada, and
taken by a Government which openly disputes their title to this portion of them,
could not have been allowed to pass unchallenged without derogating from the Com-
pany's rights. The Canadian Government themselves seem to have been alive to
this. Mr. McTavish states that the agent of that Government (Mr. Snow), on arriv-
ing at the Red River, communicated to him his instructions fiom the Commissioner
of Public Works in Canada, containing the expression of " a hope on the part of the
Commissioner, that the Company's Agent here would offer no opposition to Mr. Snow's
operations, but would leave the matter entirely in the hands of the Imperial Govern-
ment." Governor McTavish, upon this, very properly allowed Mr. Snow to commence
his operations; and so far a3 this Company is concerned, no impediment has been, or
will be, offered to the prosecution of the work.

If it were worth while to discuss that part of the letter of the Canadian Ministers
which refers to the circumstances under which the construction of the road was
ordered, the Committee would be able to show that the (Jompany had in no way failed
in their duty to the Colony; but that they had promptly taken measures for the
relief of its inhabitants, and had supplied large sums, both by direct grants and by
subscriptions raised under their auspices for that purpose, at a period anterior to the
appropriation of the Canadian road grant. They would also be able to point out how
the delay wbich has occurred in opening up communications, and otherwise develop-
ing the resources of Red River Settlement, is due to the restraint which bas been
imposed upon them by Her Majesty's Government, at the request of Canada, and not
to any negligence or indifference of their own.

But the Committee desire to avoid the raising of a false issue, and they accord-
ingly instruct me to re-state to Earl Granville the precise complaint which they have
to make. It is this: that while negotiations are going on for the acquisition oftheir
territory by Canada, the Canadiau Government are endeavoring to exercise rights
of ownership over a portion of that territory, to the exclusion of the Company, and
to the prejudice of their title. This they are doing by virtue of an old claim which
they have repeatedly advanced, which the Company have invariably disputed, and
have declared themselves ready to contest before a court of law, and which ler
Majesty's Government, acting under the advice of various Law Officers of the Crown,
have declined to endorse.

The Canadian Government have hitherto shown no inclination to bring their
claims to the test of a judicial decision, and in the absence of any such decision, the
Committee consider it not unreasonable to ask that due respect should be paid to the
Company's uninterrupted possession of the territory for two centuries, and to the
numerous and weighty legal opinions which have from time to time been given in
their favor.

In appealing to Earl Granville for support in this matter, instead ofentering into
a controversy with Canada, or taking legal steps to enforce the Company's rights,
the Committee have been actuated by a desire to proceed as far as possible in accord-
ance with the views and wishes of Her Majesty's Government, as tney have
endeavoured to do throughout the pending negotiations for the establishment of a
settled form of Government at the Red River. They desire now respectfully, but
confidently, to claim the support and protection of the Colonial 3inister agaiist any
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invasion of the Company's rights which may have been prompted or facilitated by the
policy which they bave adopted in order to meet the wishes of the Colonial Office.

I bave, &c.,
STAFFORD H. NORTHCOTE.

Sir FREDERICK ROGERS, Bart.

SIR S. NORTIOCoTE TO SIR F. ROGERS.

HUDSON BAY HloUSE, LoNDON, 13th January, 1869.

SIR,-I have the honor to acquaint you, for the information of Earl Granville,
that I was elected by the shareholders of this Company, on Tuesday, the 5th instant,
to the office of Governor, vacant by the resignation of the Earl of Kimberly.

It now becomes my duty to address you in reply to Mr. Adderly's letter, dated
the 1st December, 1868, which was received by mypredecessor on the eve of his resig-
nation, and to which, in consequence of that event, the Committee have not been able
to send an earlier answer.

Before making any observations upon the particular topics discussed in Mr.

Adderly's letter, I am desired by the Company to assure Lord Granville that they
continue sincerely anxious to promote the object with a view to which this Company
was reconstructed five and a half years ago, viz., the gradual settlement of such por-
tions of their territory as admit of colonization; that they adhere to the opinion
expressed in their resolution of the 28th August, 1863, viz., that the time has come
when it is expedient that the authority, executive and judicial, over the Red River
Settlement, and the south-western portion of Rupert's Land, should be vested in
officers deriving such authority directly from the Crown; and that tbey cheerfully
accept the decision of ler Majesty's Government, communicated to them in Mr.
Adderly's letter of the 23rd April, 1868, viz., that the whole of the Company's terri-
tory sh>uld, under proper conditions, be united with the Dominion of Canada, and
placed under the authority of the Canadian Parliament.

Acting in accordance with the wish of*Her Majesty's Government as conveyed
to them in Mr. Elliott's letter of the 23rd January, 1867, the Committee bave de-
clined to encourage overtures which have been made to them by private persons for
the purchase of portions of the Companf's territory with a view to their colonization,
and have kept the whole question in abeyance during the time that the negotiations
which have led to the confederation of the British Provinces constituting the Domin-
ion ot Canada, were proceeding. in the whole of that time they have taken no step
whieh could give rise to fresh complicatiQns, or could place any new difficulty in the
way of the admission of their territory into the confederation when the proper
moment should arrive; and when they were informed by Mr. Adderley's letter of the
23rd of April, that the Parliament ofCanada had addressed Her Majesty upon this
subject, we were requested to state the terms which the Company would be prepared
to accept, proceeding on the principle adopted in the interrupted negotiations of
1864, they unhesitatingly complied with the desire of the Government.

It is therefore with surprise, as well as with regret, that they have learnt from
the letter now undc reply that the terms proposed by them, even when most strictly
in conformity with the principles adopted in 1864, are considered by Her Mojesty's
Government to be inadmissible, and not to afford much prospect of an arrangement
being come to. They find, for instance, that the stipulation that the Company
should receive one shilling per acre on lands bere.fter sold, which was originally
suggested to the Committee by His Grace the late Duke of Newcastle, in Mr.
Fortescue's letter of March 11th, 1864, and which bas never hitherto been called in
question, is the first point to which exception is now taken. Objections are also
raised again-t several other proposals which bave been long before the Government,
while no ioi ice at all is taken of some which have been rade for the first tine with
a view to the protection of the Company's trade, and with regard to which the Com-
mittee are left in ignorance whether they are considered adiîsibLle or not.
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The Committee, although somewhat embarrassed by this apparent change in the
spirit of the correspondence, desire me, however, to make the following observations
upon some of the remarks contained in Mr. Adderley's letter, in order that there may
be no misapprehension as to the bearing of their proposals:

The Committee are aware that, as stated in Mr. Adderley's letter, in order to
prepare the country for settlement, very considerable annual outlay will have to be
incurred, and that for this charge the produce of the early sales oflands is the natural
resource, but they are at a loss to understand upon what grounds it is alleged that
their proposals would deprive the future Government of the ceded territory of " any
prospect," for a long time at least, of " receiving any income."

The only part of the territory in which it is probable that an early or extensive
settlement will take place, is the part known as the Fertile Belt. It has been confi-
dently asserted by independent persons who have travelled throigh the couutry, th at
a great part of the land is not inferior in quality, or in advantages of Climate, to tb e
adjoining United States Territory now forming the State of Minnesota, and it has been
justly pointed out that, being prairie land, it does not require much labor to render
it fit for cultivation. But the price of land in Minnesota ranges, as the Committee
are informed, from five shillings to one pound per acre. The Committee think, there-
fore, that the fixed payment of one shilling per acre, proposed by the Dake of New-
castle, and accepted by them as a basis of compensation, cannot be deemed to be
unreasonable is so far as related to land sold within the limits set forth in Sir
Edmund Head's letter of the 11th November, 1863.

As regards any portions of land lying outside these limits, which may possibly
be sold, the Committee think it very improbable that such sale will take place except
for mining purposes, in which case the payment of a shiiling per acre could hardly
be deemed excessive. In order to save trouble and obviate disputes, therefore, the
Committee proposed the fixed payment of one shilling per acre in respect of all sales
wherever they may take place, and they believe that the arrangement would have
been, on the whole, more favorable to Canada than that suggested by Mr. Adderley.

Mr. Adderley proceeds to remark with reference to Lord Kimberley's proposal,
that the Company should retain certain reserves around their posts; that the reser-
vations would amount to upwards of 500,000 acres. It was, however, stated by Lord
Kimberley and the Deputy-Governor, at an interview with the Duke of Buckingham
upon this subject, that the Committee were willing to confine their claim for reserves
to the limits defined by Sir Edmund Head's letter of the 11th November, 1863; that
they were prepared to agree that such reservations should be measured by the import
ance of the posts to which they were to be attached, and should in no case exceed
3,000 acres. The total quantity of land to be retained by the Company under this
arrangement would not exceed 50,000 acres. The Committee cannot agree to the
absolute exclusion of these reserves from all frontage to " rivers or tracks, roads or
portages," which would render them entirely valueless, although they would have
been ready to consider any reasonable limitation of these special advantages.

As regards the right of selecting lands from the Company in proportion to the
quantities sold from time to time by the Government, the Committee desire to call
Lord Granville's attention to the reasons given in Sir E. Head's letter of the 13th
April, 1864, for adopting this mode of reservation in preference to that of " setting
apart beforehand a number of isolated tracts of wild land, dotted over the surface of
the colony, and calculated to impede the free flow of settlement in the territory."
Their proposai was framed with reference to sales in the Fertile Belt only, and it never
entered into their njinds to contemplate such contingencies as those suggested by Mr.
Adderley's letter. In order, however, to obviate allcavil upon this point, they would
have been quite willing to limit the Company's right of .selection to the case of lands
sold or alienated within Sir E. Head's limits, provided Ahat it were agreed that no
alienations should take place beyond those limits, except either for distinctly public
Purposes, or for the bond fide carrying on of agricultural or mining operations. As
regards Mr. Adderley's proposai that the right of selection should be confined to five
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lots of 200 aeres each, in each township as it is set set out, the Committee can only
remark that the character of this proposal must depend upon the size of the town.
-ship, of which no indication has been given.

The Committee still adhere to the opinion that, under the peculiar circumstances
of the proposed transfer of their territory, it would be reasonable that their wild
lands should, for a limited time, be exempt from taxation, in order to allow them a
fair opportunity of bringing them into profitable cultivation.

They observe that Mr. Adderley makes no reference to the tenth stipulation
contained in Lord Kimberley's letter of-the 13th May, viz., that until the stipu-
lated sum of £1,000,000 sterling has been paid to the Company, no export duties
shall be levied by Canada upon furs exported by the Company, nor any import
duties on articles imported by them, into the North-Western Territory, and into that
part of Rupert's Land which is not included within the geographical limits laid down
in Sir Edmund Head's letter of November 1lth, 1863. This is a point to which the
Comm it tee attached very great importance. If it had been proposed by the Cana-
dian (vernment to make a direct purchase of the Company's territory, and to pay
the price for it at once, the Company would, of course, have accepted their fair share
of the burdens which annexation might be expected to involve. But if the purchase
money is to be withheld until the Canadian Government have sold off 20,000,000 acres
of the land, or have realized a considerable sum by the produce of mining operations,
it is reasonable that the pressure of the fiscal burdens, which would fail almost ex-
clusively upon the Company's trade, should be suspended also. Otherwise it might
happen that, in consequence of the neglect or inability of the Canadian Government
to proceed with the settlement of the territory, the Company would be subjected to
very heavy contributions to the colonial treasury without receiving the smallest
benefit in return. As an illustration of the extent to which they might thus be
injured, were no limitation placed upon the colonial power of taxation, I may observe
that, according to the present Canadian tariff, the duty upon the value of the Com-
pany's imports alone would amount to about £20,000 a year, while any export duty
that might be laid upon their furs would operate still further to their disadvantage.
The Committee feel confident that Lord Granville will acknowledge the reasonable-
ness of their taking precautions against such a contingency.

The Committee have desired me to offer to Lord Granville these explanations
of their proposals, in order to show that they have done their best to comply with
the desire of Her Matjesty's Government, that they should submint a scheme founded
ùn the principles of the negotiations of 1864. They have not, however, failed to
perceive from an early peariod of the lengthened correspondence which has taken
place between them and the Government, that those principles necessarily gave rise
to many difficulties ; and tbey have felt this the more strongly since the negotiations
originally commenced between the Company and Her Majesty's Government have
virtually become negotiations between the Company and the Government of Canada.
They cannot disguise from themselves the danger which exists that arrangements so
complicated, and involving so many topics for future discussion, are likely to lead to
the Company's being placed in a position of antagonism to the Government of
Canada, and to the creation of a state of things injurious not only to their own
iuterests but to the welfare of the country itself. They are sincerely anxious to
co-operate with the Canandian Government in the settlement, development and im-
provement of the territories with which they have been so long connected, and they
believe that, if the arrangement between them can be placed on a satisfactory foot-
ing, it will be in their power to render material assistance to the colonial authorities
in this respect. They believe that, if a simpler arrangement than that which has
recently been under discussion could be adopted, and if the Canadian Government
were prepared to com ilete the purchase of the territory at once, by the payment of a
sum of money or by 1he delivery of bonds, it would conduce to a more satisfactorY
result than the prolongation of a controversy as to the minute pointe of such a
scheme as has been under consideration.
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Should Lord Granville be of this opinion, and should his Lordship think it desir-
able to recommend any proposal of the kind to the Canadian delegates, this CoM-
mittee will gladly place themselves in full communication with him on this subject.

I have, &c.,
STAFFORD H. NORTHCOTE, Governor.

Sir FREDDRIO ROGERS, Bart.

SIR F. ROGERS TO'SIR G. CARTIER AND HON. WM. McDOUGALL.

DOWNING STREET, 18th January 1869.
GENTLEMEN,-I am directed by Earl Granville to transmit to you, for any obser-

vations which you may wish to offer upon it, the enclosed copy of a lotter from the
Hudson Bay Company in answer to the proposals made to them by the Duke of
Buckingham and Chandos in the letter from this Departmont of the 1st of December
last, with respect to the proposed cession to the Crown of the Company's territorial
rigbts in British North America.

I am, Gentlemen, your obedient servant,
FREDERICK ROGERS.

Sir G. E. CARTIER, Bart.,
W. McDOUGALL, Esq., C.B.

SIR GEO. E. CARTIER AND HON. WM. M'DOUGALL TO SIR P. ROGERS.

WESTMINSTER PALACE HOTEL, LONDON, February 8th, 1869.

SIR,-we have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th
ultimo, enclosing a copy of Sir Stafford Northcote's letter of the 13th ultimo, in reply
to proposals made to the Hudson Bay Company for the cession to the Crown of their
territorial rights in British America, by His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and
Chandos, in the letter of Mr. Adderley, of lst December last.

You state that Earl Granville directed you to transmit this document to us for
any observations which we may wish to offer upon it. His Lordship's courtesy and
consideration in sending us a copy of Sir Stafford Northcote's letter and inviting us
to express our views upon it are gratefully acknowledged, but upon reflection we
thought it would be expedient to refrain f-om any formal expression of our opinion
on new and indefinite propositions until we had received some intimation of the view
which his Lordship was likely himself to take of them, or of the policy in respect to
the general question which Her Majesty's present advisers intend to adopt.

At an interview with which we were favored by Barl Granville, on the 26th.
ultimo, he expressed his preference for a less complicated mode of dealing with th*
Hudson Bay question than that proposed by the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos;
and requested as to communicate to him our observations on the reply of Sir Stafford
Northcote, and especially on the proposition with which his letter concludes, viz.,
that the Canadian Government should " complete the purchase of the territory at
Once, by a payment of a sum of money or by the delivery of bonds."

As we have had but few opportunities to confer with his Lordship since his
accession to office, it may be proper, before considering Sir Stafford Northcote's letter,
to state the position of the Canadian Government as we apprehend it, in this nego.
tiation.

The British North America Act of 1867 affirmed the policy uniting under one
government all the provinces, colonies and territories of British North Arnerica.
Three provinces were united at once, and provision was maie by the 146th section
for the admission into the Union of the remaining colonies, on Address to Her Majesty
by their respective Legislatures and the Parliament of Canada.
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The North-West Territories and iRupert's Land, or either of them, are to be
admitted on the Address of the Parliament of Canada alone, and on such terms and
conditions as the Canadian Parliament may, in its Address express, and Her Majesty
approve.

In pursuance of the policy of the Imperial Parliament, thus distinctly affirmed,
the Canadiarn Parliament at its first session under the new constitution, adopted an
Address to Her Majesty for the incorporation of the North-West Territory and
Rupert's Land with the Dominion of Canada. The terms and conditions expressed
in the Address were:-

lst. That Canada should undertake the duties and obligations of Government
and legislation in respect of those territories.

2nd. That the legal rights of any corporation, company or individual within the
territory should be respected, and that provisions should be made for that purpose
by placing those rights under the protection of courts of competent jurisdiction.

3rd. That the claims of the Indian tribes to compensation for lands required for
purposes of settlement should be considered and settled, in conformity with the
equitable principles which have uniformly governed the British Crown in its dealings
with the aborigines.

The above were the only terms and conditions which, in the opinion of the
Canadian Parliament, it was expedient to insert in the Order in Council authorized
by the 146th section.

Ris Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, on receiving the Address of
the Canadian Parliament, consuited the Law Officers of the Crown, who advised,
amongst other things, " that there would be much difficulty created by the existence
of the Charter " of the Hudson Bay Company, to " putting into ecution the powers
of the 140th (146th) section of the British America Act, 18E7, assuming that the
Hudson Bay Company were adverse to the Union."

A bill was thereupon carried through the Imperial Parliament, apparently to
remove the "difficulties" which the law officers had discovered. It reverses the
order of procedure contemplated by the Act of 1867, and observed by the Canadian
Parliament in its Address, and makes the assent of the Company a condition pre-
cedent to the transfer.

The Canadian Government were not consulted as to the terms of this Act; they
could not understand why it was necessary, and greatly doubted the expediency of
passing it.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, having opened negotiations with the
Hudson Bay Company under the authority of the Act last mentioned, invited a
delegation from the Canadian Government to confer with him in this country. The
undersigned, duly commissioned for that purpose, repaired to London in October
last, and bad frequent interviews with Ris Grace before his retirement from
office.

The proposals submitted to the Coinpany by the late Government in the letter
of Mr. Adderley of the lst December last, were not made at our suggestion, although
we were disposed to think (and so informed His Grace) that if the Company
accepted them, the Canadian Parliament might be persuaded to undertake the duties
of legislation and Government in the territories on the conditions specified.

The Company, through Sir Stafford Northcote, have declined to accept either the
principle or the mode of settlement proposed by the late Governnent, but suggest a
mew and summary method of closing the negotiations, by demanding that the Cana-
dian Government should, by a payment in cash or bonds, " complete the purchase of
the territory at once." No sum is mentioned, and no data given from which it can
be inferred. Under these circumstances, we are asked, as representatives of 4he
Canadian Government, to communicate to Earl Granville any observations we may
wish to offer on this reply and proposition of the Company.

His Lordship will readily perceive from the foregoing reeital, that as reproesen-
tatives of the Canadian Government, we are in the position of spectators of a
negotiation, begun and carried on upon principles and under conditions to which we
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are strangers, rather than that of assenting principals, responsible for its initiation
and bound by its reeults.

Without uudertaking, therefore, that our views on every point will be approved
by the Canadian Government, we proceed most respectfully to offer a few observa-
tions on Sir Stafford Northcote's reply to the recent proposals of the Imperial Gov-
ernment.

It will be observed that two things are assumed in these proposals to the Com-
pany, which the Canadian Government have always disputed:

1st. That the Charter of Charles Il. is still valid, and grants the right of soil, or
freehold, of Rupert's Land to the Company.

2nd. That .Rupert's Land includes the so-called " Fertile Belt," extending from
the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains.

The Law Officers of the Crown in England have, on two or three occasions, given
their opinion in favor of the first assumption,but never, so far as we are aware, in favor
of the second. The report of the Law Officers, in 1857, ad mits that the geographical
extent of the territory granted must be determined by excluding the country that "could
have been rightfully clairned by the French as falling within the boundaries of Canada,"
(which the Charter itself excludes by express words), and states that " the assertion
of ownership on important occasions, as at the treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht,"
should be considered; and also "the effect of the Acts of 1774 and 1791." The most
recent opinion of the law officers of the Crown whieh we have seen (January dth,
1868), as to the rights of the Hudson Bay Company, does not even by implication
support their present claim to the fee simple of nearly one-third of the American
Continent. On the contrary, Sir John Karslake and his colleagues conclude their
report with the emphatic statement that it is "very necessary, before any union of
Rupert's Land with Canada is effected, that the true limits of the territory and
possessions held under the charter should be accurately defined." An assumption,
therefore, which covers so much ground, and is unsupported by any competent legal
authority; which ignores the repeated protests and claims of Canada, and seeks to
supply a basis upon which a surrender for valuable consideration may be made, is,
to say the least, a most favorable assumption for the Company. We notice the»s
peints in Mr. Adderley's letter before remarking on Sir Stafford Northcote's reply,
to prevent the possible inference that we have acquiesced in them.

Sir Stafford Northcote assures Lord Granville that the Company " continues sin-
cerely auxious to promote the object with a view to which the Company was re-con-
structed five and a-half years ago, viz., the gradual settlement of such portions of
their territory as admit of colonization." It would be tedtious to quote the numerous
and positive averments by members and governors of the Hudson Bay Company, in
the course of official inquiries, during the last fifty years, that their territories (in
which they included the Red River and the Saskatchewan districts) are totally unfit
for colonization. The evidence of Sir George Simpson before the House of Commons
Committee of 1857 is a fair sample of the views heretofore entertained and avowed
by the representatives of the Company. (Vide Commons Report, t857; Questions
716,717, 718, 719, &c.) Mr. Ellice, for many years the ruling spirit of the Company,
declared before the same Committee that the Red River settlement was an " unwise
speculation," and " had failed; " that " the climate is not favorable; " that the
-Saskatehewan is a country capable of settlemet only when "the population of
America becomes so dense that they are forced into situations less fit for settlement
than those they occupy now;" that the winters are "rigorous," and the country
"badly off for fuel," &c. (Questions 5,840 and 5,847.)

With such views of the unfitness of the country for settlement, and avowing their
belief that colonization and the fur trade could not exist together, it is not surprising
that the Company have always cherished the latter, which was profitable, and dis-
couraged, and, as far as possible, prevented the former, which had proved an " unwise
Speculation." It is true that the Company was " re-constructed ' in 1863, with loud
promises of a new policy. A great road across the continent was to be made, a tale-
graph line was to be put up, and emigration and colonization developed on a large
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scale. The Duke of Newcastle, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, was so much
impressed by the zeal and public spirit of the gentlemen who effected the re-con-
struction, that he wrote despatches to the Canadian Government on their behalf, and
evidently believed that a new era was about to open in the North-West, and the wild
animals and fur traders retreat belore the march of "European " settlers. The stock
of the old Company, worth in the market about £1,000,000, was bought up, and by
nome process which we are unable to describe, became £2,000,000. A show of
anxiety to open postal and telegraphie communication was made, and "Ieads of pro-
posais " were submitted to the Governments of Canada and British Columbia, which,
on examination, were found to embrace a line of telegraph only, with the modest
suggestion that the two Governments should guarantee the Company a profit of not
less than 4 per cent. on their expenditure! A proposal so absurd could only have
been made to be rejected, and it was rejected accordingly. The surplus capital of the
re-constructed Company, wbich was called up lor the avowed purpose of opening
their territories to " European colonization, under a liberal and systematic scheme of
land settlement," bas never been applied to that purpose, Five ar;d a-half years
bave passed since the grand scheme was announced to the world, but no European
emigrants bave been sent out, no attempts to colonize have been made. Sir Stafford
Northcote was not probably aware, when le vouched for the bonafdes of the Eudson
]Bay Company as promoters of colonization, that a solemn vote of the sharebolders
was taken in the month of November, 1866, which condemned and rejected the
policy of colonization, absolutely and definitely.

*While unable, for the reasons stated, to concur in Sir Stafford Northcote's assur-
ance that lhe Budson Bay Company are anxious to promote colonization, we are
gratified to learn that they " adhere " to the resolution of 2th August, 1863; tiat
the time has corne when it is expedient that " the authority, executive and judicial,
over the Red River Settlement and the south-western portion of Rupert s Land,
should be vested in officers deriving such authority directly from the Crown."

The first remark we have to make upon this reference to the resolution of 1863
is, that it admits the continued incapacity of the Company as a governing power; the
second, that if this was true in 1863,-il at that time it became expedient to substi-
tute the authority of the Crown for that of the Company,-it is muci more expedient,
if not absolutely necessary, now; and third, that if the Company are to be relieved
of the duty and cost of government which their charter imposes, and which they
admit they do not and cannot properly discharge, compensation should be made, not
to the Company, as is claimed, but by the Company to those who take the burden off
their shoulders.

We confess we lave failed to discover any evidence, and therefore cannot be-
lieve that the Company have " cheerfully " accepted the decision of ler ilajesty's
Government, " that the whole of the Company's territory shiould, under proper con-
ditions, be united with Canada." A brief notice of the acts in contrast with the
professions of the Company will, we think, account for the ill success of our ro-
searches, and jUetify our incredulity.

The representatives of the Company, while declaring before the House of Com-
rnons Committee, in 1857 (as we have already shown), that their territories were
"unfit for settilement," professed their readiness to surrender any portion of them
that might be desired by the Impeiial or Canadian Government for that purpose.

Mr. Ellice declared in the most unqualified terms, not only that the Company
was willirg to surrender, but it was the duty of the Government to see that no mere
trading corporation obstructed " for one moment, ' nor to the extent of " one acre Of
land fit for settlernent," the " dominion of the actual settilers." (Commons Report,
1857; questions 5,859, 5,860 and 5,933.)

The Governor of the Company informed the Colonial Secretary, (18th July,
1857,) that any inquiry into the " geographical extent of the territory granted by
their Charter," which the law officers had recommended, was of little importance,
because, if the object of the inquiry was " to obtain lor Canada land fit for cultiva-
tion, and the establishment of agricultural settlers, tie Directors are already pro-
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pared to recommend to the shareholders of the Company to cede any lands whioh
may be required for that purpose. The terms of such cession," he assured Mr.
Labouchere, " would be a matter of no difficulty between Her Majesty's Government
and the Company."

Mr. Ellice had previously told the House of Commons Committee, that the ques-
tion of boundary was " of no importance at all," because " if the Province of Canada
requires any part of the territory, or the whole of it, for purposes of settlement, it
ought not to be permitted for one moment to remain in the hands of the Hudson Bay
Company." He added that, "less monev than would be spent on a litigation upon
the subject would be sufficient to indemnify the Hudson Bay Company for any claim
which they could have on giving up any disputed part of their territory."

These assurances induced the Committee to negative propositions for ascertain-
ing by a judicial inquiry the validity of the Charter, or the position of boundaries,
and to report in favor of annexing to Canada "such portion oi the land in her neigh-
borhood as may be available te her for the purposes of settlement, with which she is
willing to open and maintain communication, and for which she will provide the
means of local administration." The Committee "trusted that there would be no
difficulty in effecting arrangements as between Her Majesty's Government and the
Hudson Bay Company for ceding the territory on equitable principles."

It may be proper to remind Earl Granville, that leading members of the Com-
mittee of 1857, taking the offers of the Company on the subject of colonization to
mean what the language of the representatives imported, strongly opposed the recom-
mendation to leave the question open for " amicable adjustment " upon " equitable
principles," with the certainty of protracted negotiations and a chance of ultimate
disagreement. Mr. Gladstone accordingly submitted resolutions for a prompt and
definite settlement of the whole question. He proposed-

Ist. " That the country capable of colonization should be withdrawn from the
jurisdiction of the Hudson Bay Company."

2nd. " That the country incapable of colonization should remain within their
jurisdiction."

He proposed that, in the country remaining within their jurisdiction, power
should be reserved to fier Majesty's Government to make grants " for the purposes
of mines and fisheries, but with due regard to the immuinities and trade of the Com-
pany." No " immunities " were even suggested with respect te the country which
was to be withdrawn for colonizatiohi. He proposed to ignore the charter, by declar-
ing that the jurisdiction of the Company "should rest henceforth upon the basis of
statute." le quoted the Governor's letter above referred to, " as an expression of
the willingness of the Company to accept in principle the arrangement " he pro-
posed, and ended with the suggestion that, " as the Company had tendered conces-
sions which may prove sufficient to meet the case," no decision seemed necessary as
to the question of raising a " judicial issue with the view of ascertaining the legal
rights of the Company." The propositions of Mr. Gladstone were only lost in the
Committee by the casting vote of the Chairman.

Twelve years have passed since these offers were made by the Company and
accepted by a Committee of Parliament. Every Colonial Secretary, from 1858 to
the present moment, has attempted to carry out the recommendation of the Com-
mittee, with the assent of the Company, but without success. Two Acts of the
Imperial Parliament have been passed, with provisions to facilitate the arrangement,
but are yet without fruit. Sir Edward Bulwer (Lord Lytton) characterized the
offers of the Company during bis administrrtion as " illusory," and declared that
they " by no means met the exigencies of the case." He expressed lis regret at a
determination on their part which retains the very difficulty in the way of speedy
and amicable settlement which he had sought to remove, and stated that if Canada
declined to resort to " legal proceedings (which he ad recommended) it would be
his duty to consider whether negotiations with the Company eau be resumed, or
whether, in the last resort, Her Majesty's Government must take the matter into their
own hands and proceed on their own account." (Mr. Merivale's letter to H. H.
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Berens, 9th March, 1859). Sir Edward remained in office long enough to put an end
to the Company's license of exclusive trade in British Columbia and the Indian Terri-
tories, but not long enough to carry ont his policy of " connecting the two sides of
British North America without the obstacle interposed by a proprietary jurisdiction
between them."

The Duke of Newcastle opened negotiations with the Company in 134 with
much vigor. But after various proposals and counter-proposals, including the
"reconstruction " of the Company, he was obliged to treat their propositions as
"inadmissible."

Mr. Cardwell, during his administration, could not accept their proposals " with
out considerable modifications."

The Duke of Buckingham, after many discussions with the representatives of
the Company, regretted to perceive that their proposals " did not afford much pros-
pect of an arrangement being come to; " and in the communication to which the
letter of Sir Stafford Nortbcote is a reply, declared himself "unable to recommend
the adoption " of the terms demanded by the Company.

Our notice of what, in Sir Stafford Northcote's opinion, constitutes a " cheerful"
acceptance of the decision of Her Majesty's Government, would be in complete, if we
did not remind Earl Granville that the Company's " proper conditions " for the sur-
render of that portion of the North-Western Territories, for which they can show no
title but such as may be derived from the possession of a few trading posts, estab-
lished there within the last fifty years, rose from a question of " no importance at
all," in 1857, or at most, of " less money than would be spent in a litigation on the
subject," (House of Commons Report; question 5,834), to the retention, in 1863, in
fee.sim ple, of half the land proposed to be surrendered, with various other conditions,
including the guarantee by the Governments of Canada and British Columbia, of an
annual profit on the Company's expenditures for improvements on their own property 1
In 1864, these conditions took the form of a demand, first, to be paid £1,000,000
sterling, from sales of lands and mines, with large reservations " to be selected by
them," &c.; and, secondly, to be paid £1,000,000 sterling, in cash, with other terms
and reservations favorable to the Company.

In 1888, these conditions for th ý surrender of territorial and governing rights
over the whole territory, remained at £1,000,000, as in the first proposition of 1864,
with large reservations of land at a selected " points, especially exempted from taxa-
tion, and with full liberty to carry on their trade free from the export and import
duties, to which all other subjects of Her Majesty in that country would be exposed.

1 In 1869, these various proposals, which no Secretary of State could possibly
entertain, have all been aparrently merged in one grand proposition to sell out "the
territory at once for a sumr of money," in cash or bonds, the amount of which is not
stated.

We content ourselves under this head with the observation, that whatever others
may be able to see in all these transactions, we are utterly unable to discover either
a cheerful acceptance of the decision of any Government, or an honest disposition to
fulfil the solemnn pledges made to Parliament in 1857, on the faith of which the Com-
pany was unquestionably saved from judicial or legisislative extinction.

Sir Stafford Northeote claims credit for the Company because they have " declined
to encourage overtures which have been made to them by private persons for the
purchase of portions of the Company's territory with a view to their colonization."
Our information is (and we can give Earl Granville namos and dates, if the point is
deemed of any importance) that the only " overtures " of the kind mentioned which
the Company have received, were not merely " encouraged," but suggested and con-
cected by prominent members of the Company, for the purpose of producing an
impression on the Government, and with a view, not to colonization, but to negotiation
and the stock market.

We are not sure that we understand the statement of Sir Stafford Northcote that
the Company " have taken no step which would give rise to fresh complications or
place any new difficulty in the way of the admission of their territory into the
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"1,Confederation." The sale of land to private parties for colonization (assuming that
bonafde offers have been received from such parties) could not give rise to much
complication, except in the affairs of the Company. If Sir Stafford hints at the
negotiations which were lately reported to be going on with certain American specu-
lators in London for denationalizing and Americanizing the Company with a view tW
the " admission of their territory " into the -United States, instead of the Confedera-
tion, we respectfully submit that while such a difflcùlty might indeed be " new," the
proper person to solve it would be Her Majesty's Attorney-General, with the aid of a
court and jury of competent jurisdiction.

We do not und erstand that Earl Granville expects us to defend in detail the Duke
of Buckingham's proposals, or to answer all the objections made to them by Sir
Stafford Northcote. The Government of Canada, as we have already reminded lis
Lordship, neither suggested the Act of Parliament nor the terms of the negotiation,
which the late Secretary of State for the Colonies attemptel to carry out under its
authority. The Canadian plan of dealing with the question of the North-Western
Territory and Rupert's Land, is set forth in the Address of the Canadian Parliament
to Her Most Gracious Majesty, and we do not feel at liberty, as representatives, to
suggest any other mode, until we are informed by ler Majesty's Government that
the one proposed is deemed impracticable.

Sir Stafford Northcote's suggestion that " the payment of a sum of money " for
the purchase of the territory,would conduce to a more satisfactory result, is, we believe,
the point upon which Earl Grenville specially desires to have our views. Assuming
that by " territory," he means the whole territory to which the Company lay claim,
and that they are to continue as a trading corporation, retaining their posts, and
allotments of land in their neighborhood, as he states, was agreed upon by the Duke
of Buckingham and Lord Kimberly, we have to observe:

1. This proposition involves an abandonment of the principle which two Secre-
taries of State (and it must be presumed, two successive administrations) declared,
after much consideration, and in view of the transactions of 1857, was properly and
justly applicable to this case, viz.: That the compensation should be derived from the
future revenue of the territory itself, and payable only as it came into the hands of
Government. This p? inciple was also accepted by the Company in their communica-
tion of 13th April, 1864.

2. On the other hand, the principle of ascertaining and fixing a money value
upon the territorial rights of the Company " in the British territory east of the Rocky
Mountains, and north of the American and Canadian lines," and of extinguishing
those rights by a payment " at once," was suggested in 1865, by a delegation fro rn the
Canadian Government of that day, and assented to by Mr. Cardwell, then Sccretary
of State for the Colonies, and his colleagues.

If the latter principle and mode of settlement is now to be adopted, it is obvious
that the first question is-What is the nature of these "rights," and what territories
do they affect? and the second, what are the rights, separated from the duties and
burdens attached to them by the charter, fairly worth ?

We shall not attempt to answer these questions fully in the present communica-
tion, out we venture to subnit for Earl Granville's consideration a few facts and in-
ferences which cannot, we believe, be disputed ; and which are essential elements in
any calculation which may be attempted on the basis of a money purchase.

1. The Charter of Charles II. (and for the present we raise no question as to its
validity), could not and did not grant to the Hudson Bay Comnpany, any territory in
America which was not then (1670) subject to the Crown of England.

2. The charter expressly excluded all lands, etc., then " possessed by the subjects
of any other Christian Prince or State."

3. By ùhe Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye (f632), the King of Eagland resigned
to the King of France, the Sovereignty of Acadia, New France, and Canada gener-
ally, and without limits.

4. ' La Nouvelle France " was then understood to include the whole region of Eud-
son Bay, as 4he maps and histories of the time, English and French, abundantlyprove.
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5. At the Treaty of Ryswick (1697), twenty-seven years after the date of the
charter, the right of the French to "places situated in the Hudson Bay," was dis-
tinctly admitted; and although commissioners were appointed (but never came to an
agreement), to " examine and determine the pretensions wbich either of the said
Rings bath to the places situate in the Hudson Bay," and with " authority for settling
the limits and confines of the lands to be restored on eitber side;" the places taken
from the English (i.e., from the Uudson Bay Comapany), by the French previous to
the war, and "retaken by the English during this war, shall be left to the French by
virtue of the foregoing (the 7th) article." in other words, the forts and factories of
the ;Hudson Bay Company, established in Hudson Bay under pretence of their
charter, and taken possession of by the French in time of peace, on ihe ground that
they were an invasion of French territory, were restored by the Treaty of Ryswick,
to the Frencb, and not to the Company.

6. By the Treaty of Utrecht, 1714, " the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together
with all lands, seas, sea cousts, rivers, and places situate in the Bay and Straits, and
which belong thereto," were finally ceded to Great Britain.

7. As no definite boundary was ever established between the possessions of the
French in the interior and the English at Hudson Bay, down to the Treaty of Paris,
1763, when the wbole of Canada was ceded to Great Britain,'the extent of the actual
possession by the two nations for some period, say from the Treaty of Utrecht to the
Treaty of Paris, affords the only rational and true basis for ascertaining that boundary

8. The evidence is abundant and conclusive to prove that the French traded over
and possessed the whole of the country known asthe Winnipeg Basin and "Fertile
Belt," fhom its discovery by Europeans down to the Treaty of Paris, and that the
Hudson Bay Company neitber traded nor established posts to the south or west of
Lake Winnipeg, until many years after the cession of Canada to England.

9. No other or subsequent grant to the Company was ever made which could
possibly extend their territorial rights under their charter. The license to trade in
the Indian territories, which they obtained in 1821, was revoked in 1858, and bas not
been renewed.

10. Thecountry which, in view of these facts, must be excluded from the opera-
tion of the charter, includes all the lands fit for cultivation and settlement in that
part of British America.

It will be for Earl Granville to consider wbether this Company is entitled to de-
maand any paynient whatever for surrendering to the Crown that which already belongs
to it. We confess our utter inability, upon any principle of law, or justice, or public
policy, with which we are acquainted, to estimate the amcunt which ought to be
paid under such circumstances. The only basis of computation we can discover,
applicable to such a case, is the cost of the legal proceedings, if any be necessary, to
recover possession. A person bas taken possession of a part of your domain under
the pietence that it is included in a deed which you gave him for some adjoining
property efoire you purchased the domain. You want to get rid of him but will be
conpelled to bring an action. He is artful, stubborn, wealthy and influential. Ile
will be able to worry you with a tedious litigation. How many acres will you allow
Ihim Io ' reserve," and how much will you pay to save yourself the cost and trouble
cf a lawsuit ? Compromises of this kind are not unknown in private life, and the
motives and calculations which govern them may be applicable to the present case.
Ve recomamend this mode of computing the amount of the payment to be made for
the suri eider of the North-West Territory, as distinguished from Rupert's Land,
with all Ihe more confidence because it Las already been suggested by one of the
ablest and nost trusted of the representatives of the. Company. (Vide evidence of
Right Bonoiable E. Ellice, EBouse of Comumons Report, 18b7, question 5,634.)

With respect to Rupert's Land, or the "lands and territories," "upon the coasts
and confines of the seas, bays," &c., that lie " within the entrance of the straits
commonly called Budson Straits," "not possessed by the subjects of any other
Christian Prince or State," a diffient rule, we admit, may be held to apply. Giving
to the words of the grant the widest condFruction, territorially, that could possibly be
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admitted by any judicial body with the facts of the case in evidence before it, or
giving to these words the construction which the Company themselves applied for a
hundred years from the date of their charter, the " rights " they propose to sell are
of little commercial value. No revenue, we feel assured, will ever be derived from them.
The fur trade is the only industry the country offers as a source of profit, andthis, if we
rightly understand Sir Stafford Northcote's suggestion, the Company wish to retain.

It bas never been alleged, even by the most sanguine advocates of the new theory
of the Company respecting land-sales, that any revenue can de derived from that
source within the limits which we have assigned to Rupert's Land. The cost of
Government there, inconsiderable though it may be, will always exceed any possible
revenue. We are thus led to the same conclusion as in the case of the territory
claimed, but fnot owned by the Company, viz., that what they propose to sell bas no
pecuniary or commercial value. They are there, however, by at least a show of
right. Being there, they obstruet the progress of Imperial and Colonial policy, and
put in jeopardy the sovereign rights of the Crown over one-third (and as some think,
even a larger portion) of the North Ainerican Continent. "What is itworth to have
this obstruction quietly removed? " This is perbaps the true question; but the
answer, we submit, belongs rather to Her Majesty's Government-which bas the
power, in the event of resistance, to remove the evil by a summary process-than to
those who are little more than spectators of the negotiation.

Earl Granville is aware that several attempts bave been made since 1857 to
arrive at a definite agreement on the subject of compensation. The suggestions and
proposals on each side, together with the actual maiket value of the Company's
stock at different periods, supply data which His Lordship may deem of importance;
and we, therefore, respectfully submit our views as to the conclusions which May be
deduced from them.

The first attempt of the Imperial Government to estimate, and express in pounds
sterling, the compensation which it would be reasonable to offer to the Company, waa
made by the Duke of Newcastle in 1864. The greatest sum which, after "very
grave consideaation," bis Grace felt himseif able to propose for the surrender of the
country west of Lake Winnipeg was £250,000. But the payment was subject to the
following conditions:-

1. £150,000 was to be derived from the sale of lands by Government witbin the
territory. The payment was to be made at the rate of 1a. per acre sold, but to be
entirely dependent on the Government's receipts.

2. Payments were to cease wbenever they reached £150,000; and absolutely at
the end of fifty years.

3. The Company was to be paid one-fourth of the sum received by Government
for export duty on gold or for mining licenses or leases for gold mining in the terri-
tory, lor fifty years, or until the aggregate amounted to £100,000.

4. The payment of any part of the £250,000 was contingent on the ability of
the Comnpany'to place Ber 3Majesty's Government in possession of an 4 indisputable
title " to the territory ceded by ihem as against the claims of Canada.

The last condition was objected to by the Company, on the ground that they
could only give such title as they Lad, which they contended " must be taken for
better or for worse." The Duke o Newcastle renem ed his ofher, modilying the last con-
dition into a stipulation that, in case it t-hould be found advisable, the territory east-
ward cf a line passing through Lake Winnipeg and Lake of the Woods might be
ceded or annexed to Canada, in which case nothing would be payable to the Company
in respect to that lerritory.

'Ibe present value in cash of such an offer, subject to the conditions and contin-
gencies specified, would be very difficult to ascetain. The revenue from export
duty on gold, and for licenses weuld probably be nil. The revenue froi land sales,
if the costs, surveys, management, and necessary roads were deducted, would be nil
alEo. It is very doubtful whether, if these deductions be made, the revenue from
land sales in the Provinces of Canada, from the cession, in 163, to the present time,
would show a surplus.
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Sir Stafford Northcote, quotes the price of land in Minnesota, and thence infers
the value of lands in the Red River and Saskatchewan districts, which lie from five
to ten degrees further north, and are still in possession of the wild Indians of the
plain. But we think it will be found that the lands in Minnesota, which sell for " one
pound per acre," are either private lands in the neighborhood of towns, or the pro-
perty of railway companies, on or near which millions of dollars have been expended
to nake them saleable. They are certainly not public lands unimproved by publie
expenditure. Sir Stafford ought to have mentioned at the same time a fact which,
we believe, is known to every emigrant who leaves the British Isles fQr America,
that in the Western States of the Union, and in the Province of Canada, wild lands
-are now given to settlers as " free grants," and we may add, this policy is more
likely to be extended than reversed. To talk of the value of public lands as a source
of revenue, distant from one to two thousand miles from available markets, and.
without roads or navigable waters by which to approach them, is to contradict all
experience, or to assume that the cost of surveys and management, and of canals,
roads, or other improvements for their development and settlement, will be supplied
by those who do not own them, for the benefit of those who do.

But in order to arrive at some result that can be expressed in figures, we will
assume that the sum ascertained by the Duke of Newcastle to be a sufficient " com-
pensation," would, under his proposition, have been paid within fifty years, and at
an average rate per annum. We thus give the Company the benefit of all the doubte
in the case, and reduce the question to a simple problem in arithmetic: What is the
present value of an annuity of £5,000 per annum for fifty years ?

That value, we submit, is the highest amount in cash which can be claimed as
an equivalent for the offer made to the Company, in 1864, by his Grace the Duke of
Newcastle.

The next offer of the Imperfial Government which mentions a specific sum, is
that made by his Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, on the lst December
last. It differs from the previous offer in several important particulars:

1. It embraces the whole of the territory claimed by the Company.
2. It proposes to allow the Company to retain their " posts " and certain allot-

ments of lands in their vicinity, with a small reservation in each township as it is
surveyed.

3. It purposes to allow the Company one-quarter of the receipts from land (free
grants being treated as sales at ls. per acre), and one quarter of the sum received by
Government as an export duty for gold and silver.

,4. It limits the amount to be received under these heads conjointly, at £1,000,000
sterling.

The other stipulations are unimportant for the purpose of ascertaining the cask
-equivalent of the proposition.

It is evident that the "unknown quantities " in this question are as difficult te
find as in the first. We know the total sum to be paid, and the proportion of the receipt
from lands and mines applicable for its payment; but we do not know the average
annual sum likely to be realized from their sale. The minimum price is fixed at le.
per acre, and it is doubtful if, under the proposed arrangement, the price would ever
be found to exced that sum. There is one term sti Il to be ascertained-the average
number of acres per annum likely to be sold and granted. A crude guess is ail that
the case admits of. If we take Upper Canada, possessing many advantages for early
and rapid settlement, of which, unfortunatly, the remate territories of the North-
West are deprived, we find that frorm its erection into a seoarate Province, dowa to
1868, about 22 millions of acres had beun disposed of by sale and grant, or an aver-
age of about 286,000 acres per annum.

Assuming that the said rate of sale, &c., is maintainel in the North-West Terri-
tories (which all the old Hudson Bay authorities who know the contry would pro.
nounce a bold assumption), we have reduced the question to a simple reference to
the annuity tables as before, viz: What is the present value of an anuaity of £,575
pe r annum for 280 years ?
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We have omitted from the last term the one-fourth of the Government receipts
from gold and silver, for two reasons. 1st. It has not be shown that there are gold
or silver mines in the territory that will pay for working. 2nd. All the attempts
heretofore made to obtain a revenue from such sources in Canada have failed, and
public opinion bas forced the local Governments to adopt the policy of what may be
called " free mining," or cheap lands for the miners, and abolition of royalties and
imposts, except to meet the cost of preserving the peace, and of surveys and neces-
sary supervision.

There is another proposition on the Government side, which bears on the -lues-
tion of " compensation." It results from the agreement between the representatives
of the Government of Canada and Her Majesty's Government, in 1865, and, contain-
ing fewer elements of uncertainty than propositions which involve questions of Gov-
ernment policy, emigration, land sales, &c., it can be reduced to a cash value with
greater exactitude.

Mr. Cardwell describes the agreement as follows ;-" On the fourth point, the
subject of the North-Western Territory, the Canadian Ministers desired that that
territory should be made over to Canada, and undertook to negotiate with the Hud-
son Bay Company for the termination of their rights on condition that the indemnity,
if any, should be paid by a loan to be raised by Canada under the Imperial guarantee.
With the sanction of the Cabinet, we assented to this proposal-undertaking, that if the
negotiations should be succesfiul, we, on the part of the Crown, being satisfied that the
amount of the indemnity was reasonable, and the security sufficient, would apply to
the Imperial Parliament to sanction the agreement, and to guarantee the amount."

The Canadian delegates reported on the subject with a little more detail:-" We
accordingly proposed to the Imperial Ministers that the whole British territory east
of the Rocky Mountains, and north of the American or Canadian lines, should be
made over to Canada, subject to such rights as the Hudson Bay Company might be
able to establish, and that the compensation to that Company (if any were found te
due) should be met by a loan guaranteed by Great Britain. The Imperial Govern-
ment consented to this, and a careful investigation satisfies us that the compensation
to the Hudson Bay Company cannot, under any circumstances, be onerous. IL is
but two years since the present Hudson Bay Company purchased the entire property
of the old Company; they paid £1,500,000 for the entire property and assets, in
which wera included a large sum of cash on hand, large landed properties in British
Columbia and elsewhere, not included in our arrangement, a very large claim against
the United States Government, under the Oregon Treaty; and ships, goods, pelts
and business premises in England and Canada, valued at £1,023,569. The value of
the territorial rights of the Company, therefore, in the estimation of the Company
itself, will be easily arrived at."

The principle which this agreement between the two Governments recognises
as applicable to the case, appears to be-compensation in money for the ascertained
rights of the Company, after deducting the value of the property detained by them.
The words "if any," and " if any were found to be due," import that, in the opinioni
of both parties, it was possible, if not probable, that after making the deductions,
no compensation would be "due."

The basis of the calculation which seems to have been made, or agreed upon, is
very simple. The old Hudson Bay Company had recently sold all the rights and
property of the Company of every deseription for the sum of £1,500,000. An
inventory agreed to by both sellers and purchases, set down the assets, exclusive of
"territorial rights," as follows:-

"1. The assets (exclusive of Nos. 2 and 3) of the Hud-
son Bay Company, recently and epecially valued
by competent valuers ................................. .. £1,023,569

"2. The landed territory (not valued).
"3. A cash balance of................................... ....... 370,000

"£1,392,569"
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On the face of their own statement, £1,500,000 less the above sum, or £106,431,
was the amount which the new purchasers actually paid for the " Landed Terri-
tory." Under the agreement of 1865, this seems to be the highest sum which Mr.
Cardwell and the representatives of the Canadian Government thought could in any
event be demanded by the Company as indemnity or compensation for the surrender
of the rights they " would be able to establish."

We have thus attempted to convert into their equivalents in cash, the two offers
made to the Company since 1857 by the Imperial Government, and to ascertain the
amount of the indemnity contemplated by Mr. Cardwell and the Canadian delegates
in the arrangements of 1865. To arrive at any result, we have had to assume figures
which, accordinig to our experience, the facts of a new country will be more likely to
reduce than to increase. We have also ommitted conditions either implied or ex-
pressed in the proposals of 1864 and 1868, which, we believe, would have imposed
considerable expense upon the Company.

There is another mode of estimating the amount to be paid, on the principle of
cempensating for actual loss only, which remains to be considered.

The stock of the Company has for some time bc quoted at an average o' 131.
The capital is, nominally, £2,000,000, and the shares £20-the value of the stock,
therefore, in cash, assuming that the whole of it could be sold at the market rate, is
£1,350,000, or £43,569 less that the value, according to their own estimate, in 1863,
of the Company's assets, exclusive of the "landed territory." The money obtained
from the public for shares, beyond the £1,500,000 p9id to the old shareholders, will
no doubt be amply sufficient to make good any deficiency in the valuation of 1863.

From a consideration of these data, we submit that, if the validity of the charter
is not now to be questioned; if the territorial extent of the country affected by it is
not to be defined; if the claim of Canada to include within her boundaries a large
portion, if not the whole, of the country occupied by the French at the time of the
cession, in 1763, is not to be inrestigated, and finally determined; if the admitted in-
capacity and the notorious neglect of the Company to perform the duties of govern-
ment (which were part of the consideration for the rights conceded by the charter),
are not to be taken as sufficient on public grounds tojustify cancellation, and re-entry
by the Crown-then the very highest indemnity which ought to be paid, in cash,
for a surrender of the territorial claims of the Company, with the reservations and
other privileges offered by His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, is the
sum indicated by the foregoing computations.

We must, in conclusion, express to Earl Granville our strong conviction that no
money offer, which either the Imperial or the Canadian Government would deem
reasonable, will be accepted by the Company, and that to delay the organization of
constitutional government in the North-West Territory until the Hudson Bay Com-
pany consent to reasonable terms of surrender, is to hindei- the success of Confedera-
tion in British America, and to imperil the interests and authority of the British
Crown in the territories now occupied by the Company.

We therefore respectfully submit for Earl Granville's consideration, whether it
is not expedient that the Address of the Canadian Parliament be at once acted upon,
under the authority of the Imperial Act of 1867.

But, if his Lordship should see any sufficient legal or other objection to that
course, then we ask, on behalf of the Dominion Government, for the immediate trans-
fer to that Government of the " North-West Territory," or all that part of British
North America, from Canada on the east, to British Columbia, Alaska, and the Aretie
Ocean, on the west and north, not hitherto validly granted to and now held by " The
Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson Bay," by
virtue of a charter of King Charles the Second, issued about the year 1670.

We have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants,
GEO. ET. CARTIER,
WM. McDOUGALL.

Sir FREDERIOK RoGERs, Bart., &c., Colonial Offie.
478
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22.-RETURN
To an Address to His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, praying lis

Honor to cause to be laid before the flouse, a Statement showing, in detail, the
Expenditure each year since 1867 on account of the Settlement ofthe Northerly
and Westerly Boundaries of the Province and the Arbitration in reference there-
to; with the Names of the Persons, to whom and what account the payments
were made, and the date of such payments.

By Command,
ARTHUR S. HARDY,

Provincial Secretary's Office,
Toronto, 14th February, 1879.

TORONTO, 13th February, 1879.

Statement showing the amounts paid o-i account of North-Western Boundary
between 1867 and 1879.

$ eta.

1872-Hon. Wm. McDougall, services........ ................ 907 00
Hon. D. Mills do .......................... 350 20

1873-Charles Lindsay do .......................... 600 00
Hon. D. Mills, expenses and services ......... ......... 1,060 00
Hunter, Rose & Co., printing...................... 2,264 61

1874-Charles Lindsay, services................................. 536 00
1875-Hon. D. NIills do ......... ,...................... 300 00
1876- do do ....... ........................ 1,700 00

Thos. Bengough do .................. .............. 83 33
C. Panet do ...... .. ,....................... 10 00
I. P. Macdonald do ................................ 83 33
Hunter, Rose & Co., printing............................ 455 23
Express Company's charges......... ..... ............... 4 60
Hon. O. Mowat, travelling expenses,.................. 60 00

1877-Hunter, Rose & Co., printing ........................... 419 58
Copp, Clark & Co., engraving maps........ ............ 350 00
State Librarian, Albany, map......... ......... ......... 5 00
Express Company's charges............ .................. 3 30
Dominion Telegraph Co., telegrams................... 18 00
I. P. Macdonald, services as Clerk and expenses... 909 00
T. Bengough do do 111 il
E. S. Thaynes, services .................................... 9 00
J. G. Smith do .............................. ..... 4 00
L. J. Burpee do ... ............................. 3 00
T. C. Scoble,travelling expenses to London and Paris 600 00

1878-Welling & Williamson, stationery...................... 6 75
T, C. Scoble, on account of services.................... 771 17
C. E. Janrin, services....................................... 10 00
H. A. Semple do ..................................... 3 78
Express Company's charges.............................. 11 95
I. P. Macdonald, services............................... 390 00
Hunter, Rose & Co., printing..................... 928 25
M . Donnelly, cab-hire....................................... 1 00
Telegraph Co., telegrams,................................ 1 10
G. Verral, cab-hire.......................................... 3 50
Sir John Rose, advance to T, C. Scoble...... ......... 585 28
A. H. Sydere, services....... ................... 100 00
J. M. Delamere do ............ ,........................ 50 00
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Statement showing the amounts paid on account of North-West Boundary
between 1867 and 1879-Concluded.

$ cte.
1878-Ottawa Free Press, printing...... ....................... 98 55

Hon. S. C. Wood, to pay expenses re preparation of
report on lands awarded Ontario........... .... 200 00

H. MacMahon, payment of Ontario share of short-
hand writers' account.... . ............... 57 13

Hon. R. A. Harrison, services as Arbitrator......... 1,000 00
1879-Hon. O. Mowat, expenses of himself and clerk at

O ttaw a.................. .............. .................. 56 90
Thos. Hodgins, travelling expenses as Counsel...... 31 00

$15,152 65
Certified, W. R. HARRIS,

Assisstant- Treasurer.

23.-AWARD OF THE ARBITRATORS.
To all to whom these presents shall come:
The undersigned having been appointed by the Governments of Canada and

Ontario as Arbitrators to Determine the Northerly and Westerly Boundaries of the
Province of Ontario, do hereby Determine and Decide the following are and shall be
such Boundaries; that is to say -

Commencing at a point on the southern shore of Hudson Bay, commonly called
James' Bay, where a line produced due north from the head of Lake Temiscaming,
would strike the said south shore; thence along the said south shore westerly to the
mouth of the Albany River; thence up the middle of the said Albany River, and of
the lakes thereon, to the source of the said river at the head of Lake St. Joseph;
thence by the nearest line to the easterly end of Lac Seul, being the head waters of
the English River; thence westerly through the middle of Lac Seul and the said
English River to a point where the same will be intersected by a true meridianal
line drawn northerly fron the International Monument placed to mark the most
north-westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods by the recent Boundary Commis-
sion; and thence due south, following the said meridianal line to the said Interna-
tional Monument; thence southerly and easterly, following upon the international
Boundary Line, between the British Possessions and the United States of America,
into Lake Superior.

But if a true meridianal line drawn northerly from the said International
Boundary at the said most north-westerly angle of the Lake of the Woods, shall be
found to pass to the west of where the English River empties into the Winnipeg
River, then, and in such case, the northerly boundary of Ontario shall continue
down the middle of the said English River to where the same empties into the
Winnipeg River, and shall continue thence on a line drawn due west from the con-
fluence of the said English River with the said Winnipeg River, until the same will
intersect the meridian above described, and thence due south, following the said
meridianal line to the said International Monument; thence southerly and easterly,
following upon the International Boundary Line, between the British Possessions and
the United States of America, into Lake Superier.

Given under our hands, at Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, this Thirdday of
Angust, Eighteen Bundred and Seventy-eight.

(Signed) ROBT. A. HARRISON.
"d EDWD. THORNTON,
i F. INCKS.

Signed and published in the presence of
(Signed) E. C. MoNK,

T i HoDGIN4.
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REPORT

COMMITTEE RooM, 3rd May, 1880.

The Joint Committee of both Houses on the Printing of Parliancn t, beg leave
to submit the following resolution as their

THIRTEENTH REPORT:

Resolved,-"That in view of the facts which have been elicited during the inve-
tigation into the circumstances conneeted with the awarding of a onitract to
Messrs. Mac Lean, Roger & Co. for the Printing of Parliament, from the tst of

"January, 1880, a report, based on the evidence taken in this case, be ruade for
presentation to both 11ouses of Parliaient, to the effect that said contiact vas

"obtained through irregular and improper means, and should theiefbre be caucelled."

Appended to this report will be found a report of their Sub-Committec, appointod
to report as to the best means of preventing in future similar irregalarities or im-
proper practices in the tendering for such contracts, and to consider the best method
for the performance of the printing in future.

Also, The Minutes of Evidence, as taken before the Committee. (Appendix No. 1.)

Also, Extracts from Minutes of Printing Committce of last Sesion. (Appendix
No. 2.)

A'so, Evidence taken before the Court of Queen's Bench at Toronto, ir January,
in re Boyle Ys. The Globe. (Appendix No. 3.)

Al of which is respectfully submitted for the consideration of both Houes.

RUFUS STEPHENSON, Chairman.

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

COMMITTEE ROOM,

Saturday, lst May, 1880.

The Sub-Committee of the Joint Committee of both Houses on the Printing of Par-
liament, appointed to report as to the best means of preventing in the future similar
irregularities, or improper practices in the tendering for such contracts, and to con-
sider the best methods for the performance of the printing in future, beg leave to
submit as their report the following resolutions :

1. Resolved,-That the adoption of any Report of the Committee recommending
the cancellation of the Printing Contract must take immediate effect. and wo ul
consequently involve great loss and inconvenience to the public service, and serj-
ously inierfere with the perfbrmance of the work necessarily required by Parliament.

2. Resolved,-That in order to obviate this difficulty, and secure the cancellation
of the contract for the printing of Parliament at such a time as would least interfere
with or affect the requirements of the Public Service, the Sub-Committee would
recommend, under advice, that a Bill be introduced into Parliament, declaring the
present contract with Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co. null and void after the close of
the work pertaining to the present Session.
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3. Reolvd,-That, on or before the fifteenth day of May, the Clerk of the Com-
mittee do advertise for tenders for the future performance of the work ; such tenders
to be 'ent in within three weeks after the date of the a ivertisement, and to be accom-
panied with a deposit of $1,000 as aguarantee of the good fait i ot'uch 1 eider. an d shonIld
any party to whom the contract may be awarded, aS based on bis tender, fail to sign
the sane. or comply with the necessary conditions, or to make the requircd deposit of
$5,000 (the'ecurity demanded for the lue fulfilnent of the contract), the said sum of
$,0 to bc peremptorily forfeited for the public ue of the BDomiinion. Two days,
and no longer, after the notification of the acceptance of the tender will be allowed for
the malcing of the :required deposit. Should default bc made, the forfeiture as above
to be exacted, and another tender selected on the same conditions, and so on.

The conditions of the contra't for the priiting to be the saine as those entered
into for the present eontract, saue nd except the aIterations as above specd,

The quantities on which flic several tenders will be worked out to bc thse as
furnished in the Printing Account for the year 1878-9.

The tenders shall be addressed to and opened by the Clerk of the Conmittee, in
the presence of the Honorable the Speaker of the Senat', or the Honorable the
Secretarv of State, and of the Honorable the Speaker of the Hfouse of Comnons.
who are hereby autborized and empowered to make such an award as to ther
may seem proper.

The contract to be entered into shall comnienee on the first day of Oetober next.
and to continue in force during the unexpired portion of the present contract.

4. Resoled,-That the Sub-Committee having given as muci consideration to the
question of the best means of preventing a reenrrence of' the irregular and improper
practices with reqpect to tih granting of the late printing contiacts, as disclosed ic the
Minutes of Eviidence, and as the time at thcir disposal admitted, would recommnend, as
a means to prevent in future the evils complained of, that Parliament should perform
its own printing. The Sub.Committee, howev-er, are not prepared to make ary definite
recommendation until more particular enquiry can bc male into the systems as
adopted by G reat Britain. France, the United States, and the 1BveralBritish Cololies ;
they would tlerefor'e respectIally request tha they be rclivevd fron the tarther con-
sideration of this subject during thme p.sen .

The Sub-Committee would further recommend that when tenders arc called foi'
in future. and received, that neither the names of the parties tendering, or the namne
of the party to wbom the contraet may be awarded, should be divulged till the
required security for the due fulfilment of the contract is deposited, and the contract
awarded, so far as the recommendation of the Committee is concerned.

Ali which is respectfully submitted.

LTFUS STEPHENSON,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

APPENDIX No. 1.

FRIDAY, April 2, SSO.
JOHN CHARLES R1OGER was called and sworn.

By Mr. Ross:
1. Mr. Roger, you are a member of the firm of MacLean, Roger & Co.?-I am.
2. Did your firm tender for the Parliamentary printing last session ?-We did.
3. Are you now the contractor for this Parliamentary printing for which you

tendered ? -I am-one of them.
4. I observe that C. H. Mackintosh, James Hope, E. J. Charlton, J. C. Boyce

and P. Boyle put in tenders lower than yours. Are you aware of that ?-I am.
5. I see by the report of the Committee that the contract was originally awarded

to C. H. Mackintosh. Are you aware of that ?-I was.
6. Would you explain to the Committee, as far as you know, how Mr. Mac-

kintosh's tender was withdrawn ?-Well, that was something I did not know of.
7. Had you and Mr. Mackintosh any conversation, thon, in regard to the with-

drawal of Mr. Mackintosh's tender ?-We had conversation.
By Mr. Trow:

8. You are the gentleman who drew out the tender for Mr. Mackintosh ?-I did.
By Mr. -Ross:

9. That is, you mean to say that Mr. Mackintosh had nothing to do with the
drawing up of that tender ?-Yes.

10. Where did the first conversation you had with Mr. Mackintosh, in reference
to the withdrawal of his tender, take place ?-I had several conversations with him.

11. As near as possible, can you tell me where the first took place?-In myown
office.

12. Did Mr. Mackintosh call at your office to talk over the matter ?-Oh, ho had
spoken casually about the matter previously to tendering.

13. Did ho speak to you about withdrawing the tender at any time previous to
that conversation in your office ?-No; it was an understood thing that he should
put in.

14. What was the understanding when you made up the tender for Mr. Mackin-
tosh ?-The understanding was that we should go in together to get the printing.

15. Was there an understauding that Mr. Mackintosh should be a partner with
you in getting the work ?-It was not.

16. State, thon, so far as you understand, what the understanding was ?-There
was no understanding until after the printiiig matter was settled by the Committee.
We could not make an understanding before.

Yes.17. After the matter was settled by the Committee had you a conversation ?-

1. Where ?-In Mr. Mackintosh's office.
19. Did you go to his office to talk about it ?-J did.
20. And what conclusion did you come to thon ?-That I was to pay him $12,000.
21. Pay him $12,000 for what?-For his interest.
22. Did that mean that for $12,000 he was to withdraw his tender ?-No

because his tender could not take the printing. There was no possibility of his
tender taking the printing.

2A- 1
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23. Didn't you know that the Printing Committee had awarded the contract ?-
I knew that whether they awarded it or not he could not take the contract.

24. Did you know, as a matter of fact, that he was not willing to accept the
centract on that tender ?-Of course I did know.

25. Then you say you went to Mr. Mackintosh's office to talk about the with-
drawal of his tender ?-Not exactly the withdrawal of his tender, because it was an
understood thing that he would withdraw his tender when he put it in.

26. What did you go to his office for ?-To make some arrangement with him.
I saw a probability that the tender would reach myself.

27. You felt that if Mr. Mackintosh was disposed those between him and you
could be got rid of also ?-I knew that there was no tenderer under me who could
attenpt to do the work. I had the be.t possible reasons for knowing that from the
fact that I had already done the work for five years, and no one could possibly do
the work below me. Of course I knew it was possible for anybody to get the
contract.

28. When the first announcement was macle that the Printing Committee were
going to advertise for tenders for the public printing, did you go to Mr. Mackintosh
and make any propositions to him that ho should put in a tender for you, or that you
could put in a tender as his tender, to be subsequently withdrawn, so that you should
get the contract ?-Mr. Mackintosh and I had talked the matter over a month
before tenders were called at ail.

29. Who spoke about the subject first-you or Mr. Mackintosh ?-Mr. Mackin-
tosh spoko first.

30. And what was the subject of that first conversation ?-le wanted to know
whether Mr. MacLean would sell out.

31. Do you mean to say that he wanted to buy Mr. MacLean out ?-That was
his first proposition.

32. What was your reply ?-I told him that I had no desire to get rid of Mr.
MacLean, and had made up my mind to sink or swim with him.

By Rion. Mr. Aikins :
33. What did you understand about buying out Mr. MacLean? Ris interest in

the partnership ?-Hlis interest in the partnership-in the establishment altogether.
By Mr. Ross:

34. When you told Mr. Mackintosh that you were not disposed to make any ar-
rangements whereby he would be substituted for Mr. MacLean, what was the next
proposition he made to you?-I think I made the proposition myself, that we should
go in together and get the contract if possible.

35. ln what form did you put that proposition-what were the details of the
arrangement, so far as you remember ?-That he shouild put in a tender that I should
control ?

36. Anything further ?-And that the matter should stand there, because we
could not make any definite arrangement until the Committee settled the matter-
that, in fact, the arrangement should be an after consideration altogether.

37. Did you inform Mr. MacLean of that arrangement ?-I did.
38. Did you inform any member of this Committee of that arrangement?-I

did not.
By the Chairinan:

39. You settled upon no amount that Mr. Mackintosh should get untit after the
contract had been awarded to Mr. Mackintosh ?-Until after the contract was
awarded, I might say, to myself, because there was no possibility of his doing it.

40. You had an indefinite understanding that he should have some interest in the
contract, but what amount that interest should be was not decided until after the
tender was awarded to Mr. Mackintosh ?-No.

BY M1r Ross :
41. Did you draw up the tender for Mr. Hope, or any one else under you ?-I

did not draw up the tender for Mr. Hope. I had nothing to do with it.
42. For Mr. Charlton ?-I did.
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43. For Mr. Boyce ?-I didà n ot.
44. For Mr. Boyle ?-I did not.
45. So that you had two tenders besides your own-Mr. Mackintosh's and Mr.

Charlton's-under your control ?-Yes.
46. What was the understanding you had with Mr. Charlton ?-1 had no under-

standing with Mr. Charlton. I never gave him any consideration. He was an old
newspaper man whom I knew in Quebec-an old acquaintance.

47. Mr. Charlton tendering, then, was a labor of love ?-Yes.
48. You paid Mr, Mackintosh $12,000 for the withdrawal of bis tender ?-I did.
49. What did you pay Mr. Hope for the withdrawal of bis ?-I did not pay Mr.

Hope anything. There was $1,450 paid to Mr. Hope.
50. Who paid that money to Mr. Hope ?-Mr. Charlton.
51. Who paid Mr. Charlton ?-I did.
52. Mr. Hope got $1,450 for the withdrawal of bis tender, and you paid the

inoney to Mr. Charlton, who paid it to Mr. Hope ?-I paid it to Mr. Charlton, of
course. I don't know how much he paid to Mr. Hope.

53. Did you pay Mr. Boyce anything for the withdrawal of bis tender ?-I did
not.

54. Do you know how his tender was withdrawn ?-I do not.
55. According to the evidence you gave in the court, you paid Mr. Boyle, or on be-

half of Mr. Boyle ?-Mr. Boyle denies it, however. He swore postively that he did
not get it.

56. You paid Mr. Boyle, or on behalf of Mr. Boyle, $3,000 ?-Yes; I paid $3,000,
but whether it withdrew bis tender or not, I don't know. He swore he did not get
it.

57. Did you pay anything to anvbody else?-I did not.
58. Did you pay Mr. Cotton anything ?-I gave him a suit of clothes.
59. Worth how much ?-Twenty-four dollars.
60. Was there an understanding between you and Mr. Mackintosh, that he

should use bis influence on your behalf in any other way; I notice that Mr. Mack-
intosh, in bis evidence, makes a reference to the contract for Departmental Printing
and binding-was that subject talked of at that time ?-It was not, because we
could not talk about it then.

61. You had no conversation with Mr. Mackintosb in regard to the Departmental
Printing contract which you then had, and which was to expire in the FaIl ? -Nothing
positive; no.

62. What conversation had you,'then ?-Welspoke about the probabilities ofgoing
in for the Departmental Printing, if there was an opening, as we were for the Parlia-
mentary.

63. Was there any conversation between you and Mr. Mackintosh to the effect
that when the Departmental tenders should be called for, some arrangement should
be made between you whereby his influence should be utilized in your behalf ?-There
was no arrangement-no settled arrangement.

64. There was a conversation, however ?-There was a conversation.
65. Can you state, as near as may be, the nature of that conversation ?-As I

told you, we spoke of going in together for the Departmental, as we had already done
for the Parliamentary, because we found that it was necessary to do that. There
were a number tendering for the work who did not intend to do it, and it was noces-
sary to have more than one tender in, because if that were not done, a man with an
expensive plant would run the risk of losing it. That is done in all tendering. I
don't know whether the Committee know it, but I know it is done outside.

66. Did Mr. Mackintosh promise yoa any assistance, in case you should tender
foir the Departmental contract ?-There was nothing settled about it, and we had no
assistance from him.

67. Did he say that if, between you, you got the Parliamentary Printing, you
wvould be in a better position to get the Departmental Printing ?-I knew th at myself.
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68. Did he say so ?-No ; it was not necessary for him to say it, because I
knew it.

G9. Did be say that his poÂition would be of service to you ?-No; I considered
that myself.

By Hon. 11r. Simpson:
70. During the time these negotiations were going on between your firm and

Mr. Mackintosh, and before he withdrew his tender, did you communicate, or have
any correspondence as a member of the firm, with any members of this Committee?
-I did not.

71. Directly or indirectly ?--IDirectly or indirectly I never spoke to any member
of the Committee.

By Hon. Mlr. Vark:
72. You spoke of $12,000 which you were to give to Mr. Mackintosh; is that

money all paid ?-$4,000 of it is paid.
73. In cash ?-No; $2,000 of it is paid in cash.
74. Have you given notes or obligations fbr the balance ?-Yes ; I have given

notes for $2,000 a year, one of which is paid.
75. Did you get any value for those notes ?-The value I got vas in getting the

contract.
By Mr. Bannerman:

76. It was a share in the partnership, as I understand ?-Exactly.
By BHon. Mr. Wark:

77. You spoke of paying $3,000 to another tenderer, Mr. Boyle ?-I did, Sir.
78. Is that all paid ?-lt is.
79. In cash ?-There is 8500 to be paid.
80. I understood that there were three notes of $>00 to be paid ?-That was in

January. The case came on in January, and the notes have been paid since. The
whole amount was payable inside of twelve months.

81. The $1,450 to Mr. Hope was paid in cash ?-Yes.
By Hon. Mr. Bureau:

82. Are you the person who was examined as a witness in the Court of Queen's
Bench, before Osler, J., in Toronto, on the 26th of January last ?-I am.

83. Take the communication of your evidence, as reported in the said case, con-
tained in the document now handed to you, and certified by Mr. Fisk Johnstoi,
reporter ?-I say it is very incorrect; I have read it over.

84. Can you point to those parts of your testimony that are incorrectly re-
ported ?-One error I notice is that the cost of the plant is put at $6,000; it should
have been $56,000.

85. With the exception you bave made, is the evidenceyou gave, as it appears in
the said document, correct?-On the whole, it is correct-with some few exceptions.

By lon. Mfr. Brouse:
86. Are the rates you are now receiving proportionately less than those of the.

old contract ?-They are $35,000 less-that is, for the whole five years.
87. So the country saves that much ?-Yes.

By Hon. I1r. ,,Uacfarlane:
88. Bfore the time of closing with Mr. Mackintosh, had you arranged with

Messrs. Boyle, Hope and Charlton; did you arrange to close with them before or
-after you closed with Mr. Mackintosh ?-Before.

89. They were ont of the way in the first instance ?-They were out of the way
before I spoke to Mr. Mackintosh.

By 1fr. Charlton:
90. las the cost of material changed since you took the previous contract ?-

The cost of material bas gone up fifteen per cent. on printing and bookbinding
machines and all other machines.

By M1r. Wallace ;
91. Did you estimate what your probable losses would be in the plant if you had

mot got the contract ?-1 consider that we would have lost two-thirds of the value
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.of the plant, because Mr. Taylor's plant when sold did not, I think, realize more than
88,000.

91. You think, at any rate, that you would have lost two-thirds of your plant?
-I think so, certainly. With the exception of the presses, it is a plant of no use for
anv other kind of work.

By lon. 3fr. Brouse:
93. And was that what induced you to take the course you did ?-Yes; I

would either have had to sell the plant for what the man who got the contract chose
to give me, or else sell it as old metal.

By Hon. 3fr. Aikins :
94. You say you paid Mr. Mackintosh $12,000 for his interest ?-Yes.
95. What do yo wish the Committee to understand by that ?-I mean that he

w-as interested. Of course, if Mr. MacLean would not sel out, I looked upon Mr.
Mackintosh as the only man here who bad a printing office at all likely to enable
him to compete with me, and it was far botter for nie to arrange with him in the
way I did than to sacrifice my plant. At the same time, I did not want to take a
third partner into the firm.

9M. Was Mr. Mackintosh, then, a partner with vou in the firm when he tendered ?
-You might call him a partner. He was not a partner, because I refused to take
him in as a partner. I agreed to buy out his interest in the contract; that is the way
to put it.

97. Was the agreement reduced to writing ?-No ; there was a verbal agree-
ment.

98. Did you consider that the tender put in by Mr. Mackintosh was your tender?
-My tender for the firm.

By Mr. Wallace:
99. What was the object in putting in that tender ?-The object was to get the

position. I knew there were parties tendering who had no idea of getting the work,
but whoonly tendered in order to get something for getting out of the road. One
man I know, five years ago, got $500 for a tender; that was MUr. lope, for bis
tender for the book-binding.

100. Did you understand, when you put that tender of Mr. Mackintosh's in, that
you would do the work ?-On that tender? No; i would not have donc the work
under mine.

By ion. MIr. Bowell:
101. When you drew out this tender for Mr. Mackintosh, you did it with the

'expectation that that would be the lowest, and that yon would buy out the inter-
mediate tenders until you came to your own, and thon yon would withdraw your own
through M r. Mackintosh-you were quite convinced that it would be the lowest ?-
Yes; I was.

102. Did I understand that Mr. Mackintosh was not to withdraw that tender
until you had succeeded in withdrawing al[ the intermediate tenders ?-Exactly.

103. And when you got rid of all the rest, Mr. Mackintosh's was to be with-
drawn ?-Exactly; if I could make the arrangement with him. If I could not, Mr.
Mackintosh would have to withdraw anyway.

By Ron. -Mr. Aikins :
101. Why did yon pay Mr. Mackintosh $12,000 for his interest if you knew that

it was utterly impossible for him to do the work under his tender?-Because I could
not get his interest and name for nothing; besides, ho had a large printing office
here, and was open to campete with me.

Bu Mr. Ross :
105. What security had you from Mr. Mackintosh that be would withdraw his

tender in your interest ?-I did not take any security; I did not thnk it was
necessary, as ho could not do the work.

By lon Mr. Bowell :
106. Did Mr. Mackintosh say that ho had any influence with any members of

this Committee ?-I don't know that he said so; I suppose he thought ho had, however.
5
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107. Di J he say ho spoke to anybody ?-Ie said he spoke to Mr. Ross and
several other members of the Committee.

108. Did ho mention the name of Mr. Ross ?-He did.
109. Do you remember bis referring to others, besides Mr. Ross ?--He said sorne-

thing about having seen Mr. Ross and Mr. Simpson the morning before the Com-
mittee met and awarded the contract to me.

110. Did he say what Mr. Ross or Mr. Simpson said to him ?-He said they
were all right; that was the substance of it.

By Hon. Mr. Simpson:
111. Do you remember what Mr. Mackintosh really said in reference to Lis hav-

ing seen Mr. Ross and myself ?-No; 1 don't recollect. Ail I know is, that I met
Mr. Mackintosh very near my own office the day before the Committee met, I think,
and he mentioned that ho Lad seen Mr. Ross and Mr. Simpson, and they were all
right.

112. All right in regard to what ?-In regard to the withdrawal of the tenders.
By lMr Ross :

113. Did you and Mr. Mackintosh have any difficulty in arrangirig the sum
which was to be paid to him for bis withdrawal?-We had some conversation about
it.

114. Did ho want more than $12,000 ?-He did.
115. What argument did he use in favor of getting more ?-He spoke about the

possibility of getting the Departmental Printing. He said there was a possibility of
getting it if we had the Parliamentary Printing. I said I didn't know about that.

116. Did he say that if you did not pay him the sum agreed to, he would take the
contract ?-No; he did not.

117. Did ho say that on condition of your paying him what he wanted, ho would
use bis influence to get the Departmental Printing for you ?-There was an under-
standing that we should go in together if there was any possibility of getting the-
Departmental work.

118. On what day was it that ho said Le had spoken Io Mr. Ross and Mr. Simp-
son ?-The day before the Committee met.

By lHon. Mr. Simpson:
119. Was that the day they met to award the contract ?-I cannot tell.

By Mr. Ross :
120. Was that after the tenders were opened or before?-Oh, after ; the day

before the Committee awarded the contract to myself I recollect distinctly meeting
him; I met him on the Parliament stops, nearly opposite my office door.

121. What did he say ?-He said ho had seen Mr. Ross and Mr. Simpson, and
they were all right.

122. Did ho mention the names of any other members of the Committee ?-He
did not mention any other names.

123. Did Mr. Simpson have any conversation with you about the contract ?-He
did not; I never spoke to a member of the Committee about the contract.

By Hion. Mr. Aikins:-
124. Is the Committee to understand that the arrangement was made with Mr.

Mackintosh, wben Lis tender was put in, that he was to have an interest in the
contract, but that interest was undefined until the contract w as awarded ?-Yes, sir.

125. That is, as to the value of it ?-Yes, sir.
By -Mr. Trow :

126. You never expected that his interest would Le of such value, did you, until
the contract was awarded to him ? You had no expectation of having to pay that
very large amount, I presume ?-No; I did not anticipate that I would have to pay
as much as I did have to pay all through.

127. To whom did you pay the $3,000 for the withdrawal of Mr. Boyle's tender?
-I paid the money to Mr. Charlton and Mr. Cotton to be handed over.

128. Do you know who bas participated in that-whether Mr. Boyle has parti-
eipated in it or not ?-I do not know.
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129. Did you expect him to get the money ?-I always did believe it; but I
heard Mr. Boyle swear that he did not get it.

By Mr. Ross:
130. Did you pay any money to any other of these tenderers ?-None, except

those I mentioned.
131. The sum you paid to Mr. Hope, the money you paid to Mr. Charlton for

Mr. Boyle, the money you paid to Mr. Mackintosh, and the suit of clothes you gave
to Mr. Cotton, were all you paid to get this contract ?-Yes.

132. You paid no other agency fees to any person to manipulate the matter ?--
No.

By Mr. Trow:
133. Did Mr. Mackintosh examine your tender carefully-that is, the one you

drew up for him ?-No; he did not. I don't suppose he knew anything about it.
134. You drew up his tender, and all he knew about it was to put his name to

it ?-That was all.
135. Is Mr. Charlton a practical printer ?-He was a newspaper man.
136. You drew up bis tevder, I believe?-Yes.
137. Did he know anything about the different items ?-I could not say.
138. He did not know anything about the printing?-I don't think so,
139. He placed bis signature to it, and no more ?-Yes.

By Hon. Mr. Wark :
140. Ras Mr. Mackintosh performed part of this contract ?-No, sir.
141. Or rendered you any bervice?-None whatever.

By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane :
142. Did you know that there was a withdrawal of the deposit ?-No; I did not.

By the Chairman:
143. You knew that there was a deposi ù to be put in ?-I knew that.

By Mr. Trow :
144. Did Mr. Mackintosh say that he would use bis influence to get these de-

posits?-No; ho did not.
By -bon. Mr. Bureau:

145. Did you furnish the money for these deposits? -I furnished the money.
By Mr. Trow:

146. Then you put up $1,500 ?-I did.
By lHon. Mr. Macfarlane:

147. That was all returned ?-Yos, sir.
By Hon. Mr. Simpson:

148. 1 understood you to say thatyou put up $500 for each of three tenders, that
is, for your firm, for Mr. Mackintosh and for Mr. Charlton ?-Yes, sir; I did.

By Mr. Trow:
149. Did Mr. Mackintosh give you any particular reason why bis influence

would be so great, or where his influence lay ?-He did not give me any reason.
150. He did not say that he had more influence with this Government than you

had ?-He need not have told me that he had influence; I was perfectly aware that
he had a good deal of influence.

151. And that you had io chance with this Government-lid he say that?-No;
I can't say that he did.

J. C. ROGER.

CHARLES I. MACKINTOSH was sworn and exanined.
By Z1. Ross :

152. Are you one of the parties who tendered for the Parliamentary Printing last
year ?-I am.

153. Are you the person named in this report of the Committee to 'whom the
contract was awaided as having put in the lowest tender ?-I am not aiware whether
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the Printing Committeo accepted my tender or not. There was a report of the Sub-
Committee; I am the person, I think, mentioned in that report recommending that
my tender should be accepted.

151. The resolution of the Sub Committee was as follows:-" Resolved, Thatus the
tender for the printing of Parliament of Mr. C. Hl. Mackintosh is the lowest, it is
recommended that the contract be awarded to him, on his depositing the neeessary
security of $5,000." You are this Mr. C. H. Mackintosh, are you ?-I am.

155. Did you prepare the tender on which the Sub-Committee made that report ?-
My impression is that I signed it; I didn't prepare the figures.

156. Do you know who prepared the figures ?-I think-I could almost swear
positively-that Mr. Roger did. I could not swear positively, but I think he did.

157. Had you any intention, when you put in that tender, of'doing the Parlia-
mentary Printing, provided you were awarded the contract ?-I had no intention of
doing it if I could carry out the arrangement with MacLean, Roger & Co. which we
spoke of some time before. We had a conversation, and arranged to try and get the
contract at a rate at which it could be donc profitably. It was verbal ; there was no
writing.

158. Did Mr. Roger understand that, provided you could not make this arrange-
ment, you would go on with the contract?-That, to a great extent, would rest with
them ; I agreed with them that we would do what was best.

159. Did you understand that, if this arrangement fell through, the contract
would be carried out by you under that tender ?-I could not say so, because Idid not
control the tender myself.

160. What do you mean when you say you did not control the tender vour-
self?-I agreed with them to lot the tender be used as they thought best.

161. On what conditions did you make such an arrangement ?-There we-re no
conditions ; we talked it over y ery burriedly. The arrangement, as I understood it,
and as I believe they understood it, was that I should have a portion of the printing,
or sone interest at that tire undefined.

162. Was the arrangement that you should be a partner in the firm ?-Well, I
could not say that, but an undefined interest.

163. What do you mean by an undefined interest?-I mean by an undefined
inter est that I could not hope at that time to get the printing at a fair, legitimate
price. Not knowing what price we would get when there were so many competitors
who were not practical men, and many of the tenders being so low, my interest
could not be defined, nor could I make any arrangement as to what proportion ofthe
contract I siould receive.

164. How long before this tender-nominally your tendler-was put in
was it that you had this conversation with Mr. Roger ?-I can't recolleet the day.

165. Was it a month or a week ?-I arn not suie; it may bave been over five or
six weeks. We had different conversations, which must have run over six weeks or
two months.

166. Which of you broached the question first ?-I think I went to Mr. MacLean,
in consequence of the firm having expressed a desire to have a conference with me,
to talk over the matter of the printing. I did, in fact, go there, and we had ýa con-
versation, and I asked him there if they would be prepared Io sell out their plant. He
said, no; that Mr. Rowe, I think it was, and sorne other gentlemen, had been there
asking thesame question. lie said, I think, that at any rate we had better join our
interests, and do what we could to get the printing.

167. Who said ?-Mr. MacLean, J think, said it.
168. You spoke of a certain undefined interest; what was that interest when it

was defined-when you got this contract ?-The interest was $2,000 a year.
169. For how many years ?-For five years. The whole amount was $ 12,000.
170. And you are in receipt of, or expect to be paid $12,000 from the firm of

MacLean, Roger & Co ?-I think it is very piobable.
171. What service did you render for this 612,000?-I rendered, to a certain ex-

tent, the same service MacLean. Roger & Co. are now rendering to the country. I
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was a partner with them in the arrangement we bad r..ade, and the night before tho
contract was awarded, both of them came to my office and said "We have lad no
statement as to what your interest is." And we then made that final arrangement.
They said they did not want a partner, but wouIld rather that I would take a portion
out of the earnings.

172. Was there any conversation between you and Mr. Roger to the effect that
you should use your influence with the other tenderers to get their tenders with-
drawn ?-No conversation of that kind whatever. They never asked me to do so at
all. There was a tender of Mr. Boyce's, which was my tender, and under which ho
would have taken the eontract, had it been necessary.

173. Did you prepare Mr. Boyee's tender ?-I think my foreian did ; I an not
positive about that.

174. Did you sec it before it was put in ?-Oh, yes.
175. Did you promise Mr. MacLeanI te use your influence for the withdrawal of

iMr. James Hope's tender ?-I never spoke to M r. Hope about it.
176. Did you promise your influence for the withdrawal of Mr. Charlton's

tender?-I never had any conversation as to the withdrawal of Mr. Charlton's
tender.

177. Did vou promise your influence for the withdrawal of Mr. Bovee's tender?
-I did not promise m1y influence, because I eonridered MacLeun, Roger & Co. to be
as much interested as I was.

178. Was Mr. Boyce's tender under your control ?-Quite so.
179. Mr. Boyce ceould not insist on going on with the contract under that tender

without your permission ?-He could have done so, I suppose, but I do not think he
would have done so.

180. Had you any conversation with Mr. Boyle about the withîdrawnl of his
tender ?-No conversation whatever.

181. These two tenders, one in your own nane and one in Mr. Boyce's name
were the only tenders yo had anything to do with ?-Yes; I had no conversation
with reference to any of the others at all.

182. Did you have any conversation at any time with Mr. MacLean, separate
from Mr. Roger, in connection with this contract ?-No ; I think not. I met them
very seldom, and had very little conversation with them, and anything we did say
wvas of a very trivial character, merely in passing, and I don't remember anything
particular.

183. I notice iii the evidence yon gave before the court, that you spoke of having
had a conversation with le Member for West Middlesex and Hon. Mr. Simpson with
regard to this matter. I notice that you further say that you had conversation with
several other members of the Committee. Mr. Roger, in his deposition, stated that
you had told him that yo had a conversation with Mr. Ross and with Mr. Simpson
in regard to the withdrawal of the tenders. Would yon state where that conversa-
tion washeld ?-I might mention to the Committee that I have just read this evidence.
I have never seen it before, and a great deal of it is very incorrect. It is all mixed,
and I can't make head or tail of it. With reference to the conversation with Mr.
Simpson, I was in Mr. ILartney's office, I think, a day or two after I had been notified
to prepare my securities, and I was introduced to Mr. Simpson then.

By 11on. MIr. Sinpson.-
184. You met me there?-Yes. We had a conversation on various iatters. and

Mir. Simpson, as well as several other members of the Committee, told me that my
tender was very low. I said Ithought so, too, and that probably we would be able to
make somo satisfactory arrangement. I said, " Of codrse you will give me back my
checks if we do." Mr. Simpson laughed, and said at first, " We keep them," but
afterwards said. "Certainly, I think you wili get back your checks." I told Mlr.
Roger that the Committee seened perfectly willing ithat some arrangement of the
kind should be made. With reference to the conversation with the Member for West
Middlesex, I can't exactly say in what part of the Buildings it took place, but it was
n the Centre Block. I met him one afternoon and ho said, ·' I see y ou have been
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awarded the printing." I said, "l Yes; but I think I can't do it at those figures. I
think I will have to make some arrangement with Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co.
that will be satisfactory to the Committee," or something like that. Ido not
remember the words that I used. I said there was some arrangement by which the
work could be donc at a fair price. That was ail the conversation. I did not in-
form the members of the Committee to whom I spoke of the details of the arrange-
ment I had with MacLean, Roger & Co. I said there was some arrangement bywhich
I would get a portion of the interest.

185. Did you know me personally when yon met me at Mr. Ilartney's office ?-
I only knew you from having met you in the evenings. I think Mr. Hartney was
sitting there at the time.

186. Did you ever speak to me anywhere else, or at any other time about the
printing ?-Oh, no; it was all a very slight conversation.

187. Did you give me to understand that you had an interest d7roct or indirect
with lacLean, Roger & Co. in this matter ?-No; not the slightest.

188. Wben you spoke of the cheques, you said I said somethingjestingly. Can yon
remember the words I used ?-You said, " Of course we will keep them."

189. That the Committee would keep them ?-Yes ; the Conmittee. I then
spoke to you again, and said, "If I want to withdraw my tender, I suppose you wilt
give me my cheques back ?" You said,"Oh, yes; that will be ail right," or sornething
to that effect. You gave me to urderstand that I would get the money back.

By Mr. Ross:
190. In your evidence before the court, you say, " I spoke to the Member for

West Middlesex, and he strongly advised me to make other arrangements ?"-That
is ail wrong; perfectly incorrect.

191. You say, ' when the matter came before the Printing Committee, several
gentlemen advised me not to take the contract at any figures, as they were very low."
Who were these several gentlemen ?-I spoke to several members of the Committee,
as well as to gentlemen outside. I met the Queen's Printer, and I spoke to him
about it.

192. Will you be good enough to name these members of the Committee to
whom you spoke ?-I think I had conversation with the members ot tme Committee
to whom I referred. There were several gentlemen outside with whom I had con-
versation.

193. Did other memb-.rs of the Cornmittee advise you to make other arrange-
ments ?-Yes ; my impression is that they did. I could not give the names of ail
of them. I asked them if they thought the Committee would have any objection if
I should make ot her arrangements with MacLean, Roger & Co.

194. With whom did you consult ?-I could not tell all.
1!)5. 1 ou must know ?--Well, if I knew al], I would stite the names.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell:
196. Do you remember any members of the Committee with whom you had

conversation, except Mr. Ross ?--I think I spoke to Mr. Macdonald, of Cape Breton,
Mr. Wallace, of Norfolk, and Mr. Bunting.

By Mr. Ross:
197. What was the nature of your conversation ?-I could not detail the conver-

sation.
198. Did you mention to any member of the Committee that you had an under-

standing with MacLean, Roger & Co. whereby your tender would be withdrawn and
they would get the contract ?-Well, it is my impression I did. I do not know that
I mentioned w'hat the arrangement was, but that I had made an arrangement by
which I would probably get a portion of the work.

199. To whom did you mention that ?-I think I mentioned it to Mr. Bunting;
my impression is that I mentioned it to him, but I an not sure. I had no length-
eued conversation in which I explained matters to Mr. Bunting, or any other mera-
ber of the Committee. I simply wanted to find out what was the feeling of the
members of the Committee witbreferencetoMacLean, Roger & Co., because MacLean,
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Roger & Co. thought the Committee would have power to renew the contract, and i
also thought they might do that ; and in talking over the arrangement generally. I
mentioned it to Mr. Bunting. I did not tell him what arrangement I had made or
would make.

200 Did you lead Mr. Bunting to understand that you had made an arrangement
by which you would have an interest in the contract ?-1I told him the matter was
satisfactory to me, and that it would be mutually profitable so far as the awarding of
the contract was concerned. I had no conversation with him except when I met him
casually in the House.

201. You are reported as having said: "The Member for West MiddleseŽ
strongly advised me to make other arrangements? "-That is perfectly incorrect.What
1 said in the court was that several members of the Committee were aware that I was
making some arrangement with MacLean, Roger & Co.

By Mr. Trow:
202. In your paper did not you repeat time and again that you had such a

conversation with Mr. Ross ?-No; I think not. In fact, I never made a statemenr-
half so strong as that with reference to Mr. Ross. My impression is that Mr. Ross
first told me that he was not in favor of jumping at too lowa tender; that he thought
the contract should go to the old contractors, as they had the plant and could do the
work. We had a general conversation about the matter. I did not think anything
a t ail about it at the time.

By Ron. Mr. Reesor:
203. Did you tell MacLean, Roger & Co. that unless they paid you $12,000 you

would go on with the contract yourself?-No; I did not.
By Mr. Trow :

204. Your tender was not at a legitimate figure?-I wculd have said sone
months ago that it was not, but judging from the figures at which the Departmenta!
Printing was taken I think it was a very legitimate figure.

By BHon. Mr. Reesor:
205. Did you know the contract could be carried out at the tender you made ?-

I think it could not, because since then the labor market bas gone up, and everything
is going up. Printers' supplies cost more now than they did then.

By .on. Mr. Simpson:
206. I thinkyou said you did not expect to get the work or calculate on doing

it ?-No; I didn't calculate on doing it, unless Mr. Roger or Mr. MacLean desired to
take it at that figure.

By Mr Charlton:
207. I understood you to say that you signed the tender without knowing what

the items were?-I knew what the items were, but I can't remember now.
By Hon. Mr. Aikins :

208. It was your tender, though drawn by MacLean, Roger & Co.?- Ofcourse; I
could have broken faith with them if I had thought proper, and have gone on with,
the contract.

209. Did Mr. Roger say that he was giving you any portion of the money in
order to get other parties out of the road ?-No; ail I heard about buying was what
I heard afterwards on the street. I think I told Mr. Boyce that if he got the tender
I would give him a position in the office, or something of that kind. We did not
use his tender. I gave him a hundred dollars.

210. Had you anything to do with the manipulation of other tenders, that of Mr.
Boyle, or anybody else ?-Not the least.

211. Did you use your influence to get any of the others to withdraw ?-No; I
had nothing to do with that whatever. When I gave my evidence in Toronto, I was
not asked about Mr. Boyce, and did not mention bis name.

212. Did you draw up any part of Mr. Boyco's tender yourself?-Tbe matter-
was done so hurriedly that I cannot remember how it was conducted. My impression
is that I may have written it.
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By Mr. Trow:
213. Had you any conversation with Mi. Ilope ?-I think I had a conversation

onee with Mr. Hope, but I never suggested any arrangement.
By the Hon. Mr. Macfarlane -

214. Who advanced the money for your deposit when your tender was put in ?--
I think I gave my check for one and MacLean, Roger & Co. theirs for the other.

By Hon. -Mr. Simpson:
215. You are not sure on that point ?-I think both of them were my checks on

the Bank of Commerce for $500 each, but my impression is that MacLean, Roger &
Co. gave me a check for $500.

By the Chairman:
216. Yon drew two checks-one to cover Boyce's tender, and one to cover your

own-end they gave you one to cover yours ?-Yes ; and Bo)yce issued one check to
cover bis.

By lon. Mr. Bureau:
217. Are you the person who was examined before the Court of Queen's Bench,

before O1er, J., at Toronto, on 26th January last ?-1 am.
218. Take communication of your evidence as reported in the said case, in this

document now handed to you, and certified by Mr. Fisk Johînston, reporter ?-I have
a copy.

219. Examine your evidence, page 3 1. Is that evidence correct ?-It is very
incorrect, sir.

220. Pleiase to mention those parts of your evidence which are incorrectly
reported in this document ?-That part which says, " I spoke to the Member for Wes
Middlesex and ho strongly advised me to make other arrangements, and I wanted
thein to make some arrangement by which there would be a mutual basis upon which
we could agr-ee." The last few words don't make sense, and my langurge with refer-
once to the Member for West Middlesex was not so strong.. le never told me that
I had better make other arrangements.

221. With this exception, is the evidence the same as given by you ?-It is im-
perfect. I am prepared to admit it generally, but the words I used are not there.
Substantially, it is the evidence that I gave to the Court.

222. With the exception of clcrical errors ?-Yes ; clerical errors.
By Mfr. Bannerman :

223. Did you and Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co. expect to get exorbitant prices
for the printing by the arrangements you made ?-No; we know that we could not
do that. I think Mr. MacLean spoke to me about it, and I said, "you have got to cut
down your figures to get the work." Hle told me ho had $50,000 or $60,000 worth of
plant, and it would be ruinous to him if ho didn't get it. He said lie was going to
<-ut down about $35,000 on the five years, as compared with bis contract of 1874,
and, in looking at the matter, we found the prices that work could be done at and
yield some profit. We made a computation, and found it was the lowest tender made
since 1868. Taylor broke down in bis contract and the Government had togive him
27 per cent. to enable him to carry it out, and, with that 27 per cent. added, this
contract was lower than bis.

By he Chairman:
224. How does this contract compare with the contract of the Ontario Govern-

ment ? -I think it is lower.
By Mr. Bannerman:

225. So, in your opinion, the Gover'nment bas lost nothing in giving the contract
to MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-It is quite clear, because the difference in the Depar-
mental Printing is $95,000, as compared with the former contract.

226. Is it usual for publishers to make sueh combinations as that made between
.you and MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Very frequently. I know that in the matter of
the County printing in Middlesex and other counties, they used to make the same ar-
rangement by which one could get the work one year, and another another year,
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and so pass it round. They frequently make that arrangement and pool the pro its,
or pass the contract fîom one to another.

By Ron. Mr. Aikins:
227. Do you say that thero were such arrangements in the County of Middlesex?

-Yes; the reason 1 know is, that I broke up such an arrangement in London, and
carried the work to Strathroy, which is Mr. Ross's place of residence.

By Bon. M1fr. Boweil :
22S. Can you tel us what the conversation was which you had with Mr. Ross ?

-I don't remember the conversation ; I paid very little attention to it. 1 spoke to
so many people in reference to the matter at the time, that it passed almost entirev
out of my memory; but my impression is that Mr. loss expressed to me his opinion
that the figures were too low ; that I said there would be no trouble between me and
MacLean, Roger & Co.; and that he said, " That's right, you had better have some
understanding." I can't remenber the words exactly, but the conversation left hIe
impression on my mind that he thought there should be some arrangement. When
I gave my evidence before the Court at Toronto, Mr. Ross's name oceurred to me
first, and not being pressed for the names of others, I did not thiik of then.

229. 15 it likely if you repeated that conversation to Mr. Roger that what he
remembered would be correct ? Do you think the impression left on his mind would
be correct ?-Oh, certainly; but what I told him was in confidence. I did not think
it would come out in evidence at all.

By lHon. 1r. ark :
230. You mentioned that you had conversations with other members of the Com-

mittee ?-Yes.
231. Is it not possible that the remarks they made to yon might get mixed up in

your mind when you came to repeat then several months after ?- There is a good
deal in that, and that is the reason why I am rather careful about saying what was
inentioned. But what was said by Mr. Riss impressed itself on my mind because
politically we had not been friendly, although personally we had been friendly for
many years.

232. Still you are not sure whether Mr. Ross made these remarks or some other
inember of the Committee ?-1 could not say what the remarks were exactly, but the
impression left on my mind from the conversation with Mr. Ross was that he wouid
rather see the contract in the hands of the old contractors, MacLean, Roger & C(o.

By the Hon. Air. Aikins:
233. Did you attach more importance to the remarks made by Mr. Ross than

you would it they had fallen from some other member of this Committee ?-I thirik
I did, and that is the reason I remember them. J had a conversation with Mr.
Wallace, for instance, and I don't remember a word of it.

By Mr. Ross;
234. Were you returned your deposit check of $50a ?-1 kno. I received it, but

I don't know whether I received it personally, or whether it was received ut the
office.

235. You did not forfeit the $500 you deposited ?-Oh, no.
236. Did you consult with members of the Cormittea to see whether, in case

the contract was not awarded to you, they would return you your checks ?-I don't
think I had any conversation on that matter, bocause I never mentionod it, after
what Mr. Simpson told me. In fact, I found that the general feeling of the Com-
mittee was in favor of giving the contract to MacLan, Roer & Co. I thought, that
being the case, that we would get our checks back.

237. Did you get any assurance from the Committee that your checks would bc
returned to you in the event of the contract being awarded to MacLean, Roger & Co ?-
Noe.

238. Did you ask for any assurance ?-1 asked Mr. Simpson if I would get my
checks back, but I did not mention it to the Committee at all.

239. Where did the conversation you had with myself take place ?-My im-
pression is that I met you coming out of the smoking roorn, and that you put your-
arm in mine and spoke to me there. The conversation was very brief.
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240. Do you remember telling me that you had arrangemen ts with MacLean,
Roger & Co ?-No.

241. Doyou remember asking me if I was willing that you should withdraw
your deposit ?-No; there was nothing of that.

242. You did not give me any information, in any shape or form, as to the
arrangements you had made with MacLean, Roger & Co.?-No; I may have told
you that I might possibly get a portion of the work, but I did not mention the
arrangement, because I did iiot know, at the time, what the arrangement would be.

243. What advice did 1 give you, then ?-I don't remember. It was satisfactory
to me, and I mentioned it to MacLean, Roger & Co.

244. Do you remember me saying that it was possible you would not make any
-money out of the contract?-Yes; I think it is possible you did.

245. Do you remember me saying anything more than that ?-No; I do not
remember the exaict words yon said.

246. What conversation had you with Mr. Macdonald, of dape Breton ?-I don't
remember. I think, about the sane as J had with you, or any other member of the
Committee.

247. Did you tell Mr. Macdonald of the arrangement you made with MacLean,
Roger & Co. ?-No; I think not. I could not tell any member of the Committee of
the arrangement J made, until after the contract was awarded, because the arrrange-
ment was made the very night prior to the morning on which the contract was
awarded.

248. How many conversations had you with Mr. Macdonald ?-I don't remem-
ber. I just met him casually as I did the others.

249. You said you informed Mr. Bunting of part of these arrangements ?-I
simply told him, as I said to you, that I thought I would make some arrangements
with MacLean, Roger & Co. that would be mutually satisfactory, but I did not tell him
what arrangements.

250. Did you tell him that you were going to share in the profits of this con-
tract ?-I think, from what I said, he would understand that, though I don't think I
said so.

251. Did you tell Mr. Roger that if he paid you that $ 12,000 you would use
such influence as you might have as Mayor of the city and the publisher of a news-
paper, to obtain for him the Departmental Printing contract ?-I never, on any
occasion, used my officiai position as Mayor of the city to further my personal
interests. What I did was simply as the publisher of a newspaper.

252. Did you promise you would use your influence as a man to secure for him
the Departmental Printing contract ?-No; I did not. I don't think he ever asked it.

253. But you had a conversation with him as to the Departmental Printing
ceontract coming up ?-Frequently.

254. And what was the nature of that conversation ?-The nature of it was, that
we would try and get a fair price, which failing, that dropped through.

255. Was there an understanding, then, that if MacLean, Roger & Co. got the
Parliamentary Printing, the same service you rendered in getting that for them, you
would render in getting the Departmental Printing ?-There was no understanding
-no written understanding-except that we verbally had a talk over the matter,
and I believe we would have been on precisely the same footing if we had got it at a
respectable figure.

By Hon. .Mr. Aikins:
256. Well, did you use your influence ?-No; I did not.

By Hon. M1fr. Bowell:
257. Did you get the contract for the Departmental Printing ?-Oh, no.

By Hon. Mr. Wark :
2. 8. 1 think the Committee understood you to say that you considered yoursolf

to some extent a partner in this firm ?-No; I said I considered myself bound te do
what I could to assist MacLean, Roger & Co., because I have no interest in the firm
<lrectly or indirectly.
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259. You had an interest of $2,000 a year ?-Well, of course; that is a separato
matter altogether. I mean an interest in the firm, a business interest.

260. It was assumed that the contract would be so large that they would give
you $2,000 a year out of the profits, but you ran no risk of loss ?-The risk was that
they had $50,000 or $60,000 worth of plant, and if they did not get the contract they
would have to sell it for about $15,000; and they thought itwould be botter for them
to get the contract at a lower rate than to lose the plant altogether.

By Hon. Mr. Reesor:
261. If MacLean, Roger & Co. were not afraid of your going on with the con-

tract, and if you had no claim as a partner of the firm-no previous understanding-
on what ground could you claim the $12,000 ?-We had a previous understanding.
For five or six weeks we talked over the matter, and agreed to let the arrangement
stand until we saw what the tender would sum up to. The interest was to be based
on the amnount ab which they would do the work.

Ry the Chairnan:
262. Your interest was to be derived from the amount of their interest-if thoy

had to take the work at the lower tender, thon your interest would be so much less ?
Yes.

By lHon. Mr. Brouse:
263. I understood you to say, that if they took the lower tender, you woul 1 still

have an indirect interest?-Oh, yes; if they would have taken it.
264. You said you would leave it to them as to what tender they should put

in ?--.Quite so.
By lon. Mr. Bowell:

265. When you entered into this arrangement with MacLean, Roger & Co., and
accepted their figures as the basis of your tender, was it for your mutual benefit ?-
E xactly.

266. The understanding was that in case the intermediate tenders between yours
and MacLean, Rogoer & Co.'s could be withdrawn, yours was to be withdrawn also, and
the contract would fall into the hands of MacLean, Roger & Co., and your interest
would be contingent upon the accomplishment of that ?-Not contingent upon thoir
reaching their own tender, but contingent upon their gotting the contract, and the
amount I was to receive, was to be quaged according to the price at which they got
the contract.

By Mr. Trow:
267. So that I understand you to say that the amount you expected to receive

from MacLean, Roger & Co. was to the extent to which they would rob the country,-
that tie more tenders they got out of the way, the larger amount you would receive ?-
I looked over the whole subject, and I found that in 1874 the contract was given at
$35,000 more than th is contract, and that a tender $20,000 lowver than that of MacLean.
Roger & Co. had boen passed over, and the tendergiven to them. I found that since,
over $50,000 was paid outside of the contract for Departmental Printing to private
publishers during the existence of the contract from 1874 to 1879.

By the Cha/airnan.
268. Have MacLean, Roger & Co. entered a suit to recover this amount ?-Yes

I don't think the Government will loose anything at the price at which the contract
was let. I am prepared to swear, as a man of great experience, that at less thari
these prices no man could do the work and make money ont of it.

By 3Mr. Charlton :
269. Did you receive anything yourself outside of this contract ?- I don't think

the question is relevant. I explained that MacLean, Roger & Co., before putting in
their tender, agreed with me that they would not put in an exorbitant tender, but
would put in one 835,000 less than the amount of the previous contract, and that at
that price we would get the printing. There was no desire, so far as I am concerned,
to rob the country or any one else.

270. Since this contract was awarded to Mac Lean, Roger & Co., have you receivod
any printing outside.of it ?
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The Cbairman ruled the question out of order.
By Mr. Ti ow :

2'71. Did you lead MacLean, Roger & Co. to understand that your influence with
the Government was greater than theirs, and that you might get additional work for
them ?-I never made a promise of the kind, either to Mr. MacLeai, Mr. Roger or
any other gentleman connected with the establishment. I never promised to
influence the Government, or was asked to do so. I was porfectly w illing to give
them any influence I had.

272. Did you say to Mr. Rogor that ho had no influence with this Govern ment ?-
I nover used such an expression to any one.

By Rlon. MJlr. Reesor:
273. Mr. Mackintosh, you stated very distinctly that you did not threaten Ur.

Roger that you would go on with the contract yourself if thoy did not pay the
$12,000, and also, that you had no claim as a partner. Now, what was the considera-
tion you gave for that $12,000 ?-f explaired to the Committee that I had an in-
terest, not as a partner but as a competitor. There were two business firns com-
peting. and he gave me the price of my interest. I may say that I did not settle
the price at all. They came to me about the printing, and I said: " Gentlemen,
settle that just as you please, and make me an offer;" and the offer was made and we
settled it there arid then.

By Hon. Ur. Wdrk:
274. Did you do any part of the work of this contract for the consideration of

$2,000 a year ?-I gave up my right to al[ the work.
275. Did you do any part of the printing ?-No ; certainly not; I left that un-

defined interest to be settled when the contract was awarded. I simply allowed
them to settie their price. They made the offer themselves and I accepted it.

276. The point I want to know is whether you did any part of the work ?-No;
the offer that they made was that I should not compote with them at all.

C. H. MACKINTOSH.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING,
MONDAY, April 5th, 1880.

CHARLES II. MACKINT)SH was recalled and his examination continued.

By zr Ross :
277. You had a conversation with Mr. Hope, had you not ?-Yes.
278. Had you any conversation with Mr. Hope as to the withdrawal of his ten-

der ?-No; I had not. My impression is that I went into Mr. Hope's store, and
asked: " Where is Mr. Hope ? " I was told that he was upstairs, and I went up
stairs and simply talked to him about the prices-asked him what he thought about
the prices-and he told me that I was very low mndeed. There the conversation
dropped. There may have been some further words, but I paid no attention to them,
and made no proposition to him good, bad, or indifferent.

279. Did Mr. Hope make any proposil ion to you as to the withdrawal of his ten-
der ?-Not in the lcast.

280. In your evidence you state that Mr. Boyce's tender was under your con-
trol ?-It happened in this way. The day before all the tenders were to be in, Mr.
Boyce came to me and said to me that lie had bad bad luck. I said: "What's the
matter, Boyce ? " Re had formerly been in the employ of the Citizen Company for
some years, and he said: "I wanted to tender, but I am slipped up on the money."
I said to him : " Boyce, you may put in a tonder, and I will give you a check to
enable you to put it in ; " and he sat down and signed his tender there and then. I
think my foreman or bookkeeper was there. I told him: " If we utilize this tender,
and have to take the printing at this price, I will sec that you are paid," and ho said:
"I am perfectly willing to do what you say."
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281. Did you enter iito anv agreemem wh alr. Boyce, erbally or wri en,
that his tender slould be h1aded ove r ti v ai n p n der vom1 eontrol ?No - I
don't think I did have any agreeenit with him that the tender was to be under my
cortrol. My impiression is that he wrote a letter to me, though i can' i ie ember the
terms of it.

282. Did you make an agreement with Mr. Boyce that if all the tenders below
his were withdrawn, he would be bound also to relinquish his ?-No; I don't think
I did.

283. What did you pay Mr. Boyee $100 for ? -I reinember now that the ar-
rangement with Boyce was this. I told Boyce: " If we utilize your tender, 1 will
see that you are paid for your trouble; " and he said: " All right, I will leave it in
your hands." We did not take the contract at his figures, but I felt morally bound
to pay him for the trouble he had taken.

284. Did you pay him the $100, then, for the withdrawal of bis tender, so that
the contract might go to MacLean, Roger & Co ?--No ; I never made him an offer
of a dollar to withdraw. The terms of agreeînent, verbal or written, I don't know
which, were that if we should use his tender. 1 sh;ud pay him for his troube.

:Z85. You admit, then, that you had a written agreemient ?-There mniay have
been, but I don't remember. I looked through my papers the other day for the lot-
ter ho wrote to me, but I could not find it. There may have been a memîorandum
between myselfand Mr. Boyce, but my bookkeeper does not know aiything aboutit,
nor do I.

286. Did you promise Mr. Boyce a situation ?-No ; Mr. Boyce bad been out of
a situation for some time, and I noticed him on the streets. After the Session, he
was engaged in the Otficiail Debates office, and I determined to see that he was looked
after if it was in my power to do so.

287. Did you promise him a situation in the Ctizen Printing Offle ?-No; I
did not promise him a situation, good, bad, or indilferent. At that time ho was
bothering me a good deal to get him a Government situation. I think it was the
place of Mr. Sioane. who since died. lie came to me about that position, saying that
ho thought Mr. Sloane ought to be su; erannuatcd. This was Iefor-e the tendering
for the printing.

288. Did you promise him before his tender was withdrawn that yon wo9uld get
him a situation ? -I swear poitively, that on no occasion did 1, good, bad, or indif-
ferent, in conneetion with the withdrawal of' his tender, make hlim any promise of
the kind. After this matter came up in Toronto, Boyce wrote me a letter, which I
considered of a blackmailing eharacter, threatening to tell what he knew about this
printing matter. As I was aware ot' ail ho did know-and I have detaiied to the
Printing Committee all he did know -I wrote baek to him, telling him that if he
came into the office again, I would have him put out, and I gave orders that if he
came into the office he should be put out. But I swear that I never used my influence
to get him a situation. I did not need his tender at all.

289. Did you promise that if the lowest tenders were passed over so that Mac-
Lean, Roger & Co. should get the contract for the Parliamentary Printing, you
would use your influence to get them the Departmontal Printing also ?-No; we
simply bad a talk about trying to get it.

By the lion. Mr. Aikins:
290. I understood from your evidence that Bo-yce's tender was practically your

tender?-Yes. I think the letter ho wrote to me was written a day or two before
the withdrawal of his tender, and stated that he was going to withdraw.

By the Hon. Mr. Jacfarlane:
291. I suppose Boyce would not put in this tender without your consent ?-No.

By the Hon. Mr. Ode.:
293. Supposing Boyce's tender had bei accepted, was he in a position to carry

out the contract ?-No, not alone. We would have had to carry it out for him, simply
in the way MacLean, Roger & Co. are carrying out Mr. Drummond's contract for th
Departmental printing.
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By the Chairman:
293. This question has been put into my hands: you state in your evidence that

you said Mr. Ross in connection with this tender, when you had Mr. Ross all right.
Did you think that was all that was necessary?-No, I considered that was only
evidence of the fact that a portion of the Committee were willing that MacLean, Roger
& Co. should have the contract. But I did not considered it settled.

By the Hon. Mr. Boweil:
294. What did you uriderstand by that, did you suppose that Mr. Ross was lead-

ing one portion of the Comumittee ?-I supposed that ho representcd the views of one
portion of the Cormmittee, that he could do a great deal towards bringing about the
arrangement we wanted.

By Mr Mc Donald:
295. In your conversation with Mr. Ross, you understood from him that your

tender was such as would not enable you to get any profit out of the contract ?-Yes,
that was generally expressed. It made no impression upon me, because knowing the
position I was in with ; acLean, Roger & Co., I considered that it would have no
.effect at all. If I had been tendering simply, 't might have had.

By the Chairman:
(Mr. Ross objected to this question.)
296. You say you cannot give the names of all the members of the Committee

-with whom you had conversation with respect to your tender. Can you give the
names of those with whom you bad no conversation on that subject ?-I think, Mr.
Chairman, I had no conversation with you, [ believe you were absent at the time, nor
with Mr. Bowell or Mr. Aikins.

By the [fon. Mr. Bureau:
297. Had I iny conversation with you on any matter connected with this con-

tract?--On no occasion whatever.
By the mn. Mr. Benson:

298. When you say in your evidence before the Court that you spoke to " the
members of the Corninittee," did you refer to all the members of the Committee ?-
-No; I referred merely to the members of the Committee whom I met casually.

By 2fr. Ross:
299. Who were these members of the Committee to whom you spoke; do you

remember the names of any more than those you mentioned in your evidence on
Friday ?-My impression is that I spoke to Dr. Brouse and Mr. Bannerman.

, 300. Any more ?-I have an impression that I spoke to Mr. Costigan, but I am
not sure. I may have spoken to Mr. Tassé. Probably Mr. MacLean would know some
to whom ho spoke.

By the Chairman:
301. Where did you speak to Mr. Bannerman ?- think I met him in the smok-

ing-room on the very daiy I met Mr. Ross.
302. What conveisation had you with him ?-I do not remember. Just about

what I had with Mr. Ross.
303. Was that the time Mr. Ross " strongly advised you to make other arrange-

ments ? "-I don't remember that ho strongly advised me. He seemed to be willing
that other arrangements should be made.

Mr. Ross objected to this question.
The Witness:-He might have given me a little friendly advice, but he did not

urge me v*hat to do at all. He thought it was botter that we should come to some
understanding.

By Mr McDonald:
304. What was his reason for that ?-I had known Mr. Ross a great many years,

and ho spoko to me more as a friend than he did politically, or as a þ*nember of the
Committee.

By the Chairman:
305 Then Mr. Bannerman was with you at the time you had the conversation

with Mr. ioss ?-My impresion is that I was in the bmoking-rouLm with Mr. Banaer-
man at the time i but I could not be positive.
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By the Hon. Mr. Aikins :
306. Did you think the advice given to you by Mr. Ross was good advice ?-I

epproved of it at the time.
By Mr. Ro&s:

307. These are all the narnes of the members of the Committee to whom you
spoke that you can think of ?-These are all the names 1 think of, and what passed
with them could hardly be called conversations. They were very casual. My recol-
lection of)Dr. Bronse is simply meeting him at the hotel, but what he said I have not
the most remote idea of.

308. How many conversations had you with me '-My impression is that I had
,only the one I have alieady referred to.

309. Where was that conversation held ?--l have said that I could not distinctly
swear as to the exact place; but my impression is that it was in the contre block.
It may have been in the smoking.roon, but if it was not there ve must have had a
second one, but where I don't know.

By the Chairman :
310. That was the time Mr. Bannerman was with you ?-I think I went into the

smoking-room with Mr. Bannerman.
By Mr. Ross:

311. You say you received from MacLean, Roger & Co. $12,000. Did you share
that money -with any other person, or did you appropriate it entirely to your own use ?
-Well, I have not got it yet.

312. As much of it, then, as you received ?-As much as I received went into my
business. I offered none ot the money to anyone, nor approached anyone with money.

By the Hion. Mr. Simpson:
313. And you have promised no money to any person ?-No.

By Mr. Trow :
314. Except the $100 you gave to Boyce ?-Yes; I was not compelled to pay

that. Boyce left it all in my own hands.
By the Hon. Mr. Reesor :

315. Are you sure that you did not give Mr. Boyce a letter, saying what you
would do?-I might have given him a due bill, but 1 gave him no letter.

By the Chairman:
316. You spoke of Boyce possibly giving you a letter ?-lle inay have given me

a letter. Hie did give me a letter, saying that he was going to withdraw his tender.
'The agreement with h-im was that we would do the work, if necessary.

By the lion. Mr. Wark:
317. You mention that you were to get $2,000 a year out of this contract, and

von also mention that you were to get $12,000 altogether. $2,000 a year would be
only $10,000. Did you get $2,000 additional ?-Yes; the sums were to be paid at
different dates.

318. They paid you $2,000 at the outset ?-No; they gave me notes for $2,000.
319. Did you furnish any part of the capital for carrying on the businesE ?-I

explained to the Committee that I made no advances to Mr. Roger or Mr. MacLean;
that they knew that I had a printing office; that they were afraid that there would
be a combination here to tender for the Parliamentary Printing; that they asked me
to meet them; that I had a conference with them, and that they then proposed that
I should not compete with them, but should join them, and ta e a silent interest in
their bus-ness. When they succeeded in getting the contract, tir asked me to retire
from that partnership for a certain specified sum per annum. I then gave up my
right to be a partner, or to take any part of the printing, and got so much for my
interest.

320. Did I understand you to swear that if the business was not profitable, you
wonld take less than $12,000 ?-No; there was no conversation %bout anything of
the kind. No matter how the contract went, if they were worth the money I could

oletit.
19
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By the lon. Mr. Simpson:
321. i here is a little dis'-repancy here. You have sworn that you would get

$2,000 a year, but again you have sworn that you would get $ 12,000. -Iow is that
extra $2,000 to be accounted for ?-There was an agreement that I should receive
$2,000 payable in notes beyond the $2,000 a year.

By the lon. Mr. Wark:
322. You say that if tbey had been worth the money, you could collect it from them.

Would it not be necessary for you to show in a Court of law that you had given some-
value for it ?-I had a written agreement with thom, in which they said this-that
in consideration of my disposing to them of the interest I held in that particular
transaction, they would do so and so.

Bu the Chairman:
323. You had a bond drawn up ?-A bond was drawn up, selling out my interest

in the contract.
By the lon. Mr. Mfacfarlane:

324. Have you that in your posession ?-I don't know where it is, but I think I.
can get a copy of it. It was a bond securing paymeit of these different amounts.

By the Hon. 1fr. Reesor:
325. Taken after or before the tenders were put in ?-After; it stated that they

purchased my interest at so much.
C. H. MACKINTOSH.

ALEXANDER MAcLEAN was sworn and examined.

By Mr. Ross :
326. Are you a member of the firm of MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-I am.
327. Are you the contractor for the Parliamentary Printing ?-Yes-one of

them.
328. Iow many tenders did you put in for the Parliamentary Printing under

the present contract?-I think we put in three.
329. Will you name what those three tenders were ?-Our own. that is, MacLean,

Roger & Co.'s, Mr. C. H. Mackintosh's & E. J. Charlton's. I think these were all.
By lon. Mr. Reesor:

330. You had nothing to do with Mr. Boyce's tender?--We had nothing to do-
with Mr. Boyce's tender; we had no knowledge of Mr. Boyce's tender at all.

By 1fr. Ross :
331. Was the tender in the name of Mr. C. H. Mackintosh made out by you ?-

I think it was made out by Mr. Roger. The figures were made out by Mr. Roger.
332. Did you control that tender, or Mr. Mackintosh ?-It was understood that

we controlled it.
333. In what way had you control over it, when it appeared in his name ?-

Well, it was by an arrangement between us-aun arrangement that was understood te
be between Mr. Mackintosh and ourselves.

334. What was the nature of the arrangement ?-Mr. Roger and myself had
some conversation with Mr. Mackintosh about the coming tenders, and there was
some talk, one way and another, about admitting Mr. Mackintosh as a partner.
Nothing very definite was arranged as to figures, but it was decided that Mr. Mac-
kintosh should not tender for the work-that he should not be a competitor against
us for the work, but that he should put in a tender that would be our tender.

335. Then what purpose was his tender intended to serve ?-Well, as I have
found, from my experience, to be usual iD such cases, it was intended to enable us to
take stock in the situation.

336. Was it intended that that tender should get the contract, if possible ?-No;
it was not, because the work could not be done under that tender.
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337. Why did you fix the tender nt that particular figure ?--We thought that no
bond fide tender c:uld be Iower than that, because it was quite clear to us tliat the
-work could not be done under a lower tender.

338. Was it part of the arrangement that M r. Mackintosh should share the
profits if yo got the contraet ?-There was an understanding that we shonid either
admit him es a partner or deal with him in some other way. If wo could not do
anything else we would have to take him in as a partner.

3%9. Did you prefer to give him a cash payment ?-We preferred not to take
him in as a partner, chiefly because he had a newspaper, and we did not want that.

340. Did you settle as to the amount of money you were to give him before the
-tenders were put in ?-No.

341. When did vou corne to a settlement ?-I think it was on the day the con-
tract was finally awarded to us.

342. Was it before or after the contract was awarded ?-After.
343. After the contract was awarded to C. 11. Mackintosh ?-No; after the

montract was awarded to us.
344. Were ihere any other conditions involved in the arrangernent with Mr.

Mackintosh than the payment of money; that is. did you require the promise of
any influence ?-No; there was nothing said about influence that i know of.

345. Are you aware that the contract for the Departmental Printing was then
on the eve of its expiration ?-Yes.

346. Was there any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh to the effect that, in the
event of your getting the Parliamentary contract, his influence would be useful to
you ]i getting the Departmental Printing?-No; I think not. There waà no
arrangement of any kind with him as to the tender for the Departmental work.

347. Did you approach Mr. Mackintosh first about these arrangements, or did he
first approach you ?-I am not very clear on that point. There was some communica-
tion between Mr. Roger and Mackintosh before I had any communication with Mr.
Mackintosh. The first time I met him on the subjeet was when he came casually into
our office.

348. So far as your knowledge goes, Mr. Mackintosh approached you ?-No; I
would not say that, because I am not quite clear on the subject.

349'. What is the value of the plant in your office?-We have been increasing it
ýa little of late. I think it is now worth something over $641,000.

350. To what extent would you have been the losers if you had not been awarded
this contract for Parliamentary Printing ?-That would depend very much on what
-we could get for our plant.

351. You would have been losers to a great extent?-Wo would. We wouid
have been at the mercy of those who got the contract, and it would be a question
whether we would sell to them at their own terms, or ýacrifice our plant by putting
it into the market.

352. In the event of vour not getting the other tenderers out of the way, would
you have donc the work on Mr. Mackintosh's tender ?-No; we would not. In pre-
paring our own tender, we put it at the lowest possible figure at which we could do
the work.

353. In the event of your not getting Mr. Mackintosh's tender out of the way,
would you allow him to go on with the contract ?-Yes ; because we could not have
gone on with it under that tender.

354. Were not the arrangements such that if you could not get Mr. Mackintosh
.out of the way, you would be obliged to go on with the contract at his tender ?-No;
there was no arrangemnt of that kind. I am quite prepired to say that we should
not have gone on with the work under his tender, because we could not have carried
it out without afterwards coming to the Committee for better terms, and that we were
aot prepared to do.

355. What sum did your firm pay to Mr. Mackintosh for giving up his interest
in the lowest tender ?-It was not for giving up his interest in the lowest tender. Ha
was, to ail intents and purposes, in the position of a partuer.
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356. What sum did you pay him for using him in that position ?-We paid hinu
412,0 0.

357. Did you expect, when you entered into negotiations with him, to bave to
pay that large sum of money ?-Well, I can't say that we did or that we did not.
There was no. specifie sum mentioned. Sums had been talked over, but a great deal
depended on the price at which we secured the contract. Mr. Mackiiitosh, if admited
as a partner, would be entitled to an interest, and that interest would be the greater
if the contract price was high. The contract price was low, and we came to an under-
standing by which he received a bulk sum and withdrew.

358. Did you or your firm pay any other person anything besides what you pait
to Mr. Mackintosh ?-Through Mr. Charlton, we paid Mr. Hope $1,450.

359. Did you make any other payment than these two ?-Yes.
360. How much ?-We paid another sým of $3,000.
361. On whose behalf or for whom was that sum paid ?-It was our impressiot

at the time that we were paying it to Mr. Boyle.
-36-. Did you pay any other sum of money, besides these three sums-to Mr.

Mackintosh, Mr. Dope, and practically to Mr. Boyle ?-No; I ihink not.
363. Through whom did you make the payment to Mr. Boyle ?-It was our im-

pression that we were paying it to Mr. Boyle through Mr. Cotton and Mr. Chai Iton.
By Hon. Mr. llaythorre :

364. For what purpose ?-We understood that it was for the withdrawal of his
tender.

By Mlr. Ross:
265. Hlad you any conversations with members of the Committee in coniection

with the contract ?-'I don't think I had. I have no recollection now of having any-
conversation with members of the Committee.

366. You did not ask any members of the Committee to use their influence to
get the other tenders withdrawn, and to give you the contract ?-No; I never ap-
proached any member of the-Committee in any way whatover that I have any recol-
lection of.

367. Did Mr. Mackintosh tell you that he had a conversation with me in regard
to this matter ?-I think Mr. Mackintosh said something of that kind, but I bave not
a very distinct recollection about it.

368. Could you repeat the words he used ?-No ; I could not repeat the words.
369. Could you repeat the substance ?-No; it has beeui brought to my mind by

seeing reports of the evidence given before, and I have an idea that Mr. Mackintosh
said something of that cind to me, but it is a very indistinct idea. I did not attach
at the time very mucli weight to it, one way or another.

By Hon. -Mr. il ark;
370. You say that in the contract which you have taken, you had reckoned

to do the work at the lowest figure it could be done fbr?-Yes.
371. But it appears that you were able to pay $16,500 to different parties?-

In doing that, I may say, that we have almost deprived ourselves,-unless we can
handle the contract much more cheeply than we expected-of all the profit we coultd
see in it.

By the Chairman:
370. At the Fame time, in doing that, you took into consideration the saving of

your stock ?-Yes; we calculated on being able to maintain our plant, so that at th*
end of the time, we might possibly stand a chance of tendering again.

A. MACLEAN.
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.
Tuesday, Api il Gth, 1880.

ALEX. MACLEAN was called, and his cxamination continued.

By 3r. Bannerman :
373. Is the Committee to understand that your tirm made the tirst advance to,

Mr. Mackintosb in reference to this contract ?-No; I am not prepared to say that.
I think I said yesterday, and it is still my impres4ion, that there wis sonie communi-
cation between Mr. Roger and Mr. Mackintosh before I was spoken to on the subjecet
at all, It was after there had been some communication between them that there
was some coversation with me on the matter in our office. I cannot say when the
first advances were made, or who made them.

3'4. Are the prices under this contract higher than the prices were under the
oontract fo! 1874 ?-Oh, no; they are, I think, a trifle over twenty per cent. lower.
There is a difference of about $7,000 a year, making about $35.000 for the whole
period of five years, in which the figures of the present contract are lower than those
of the previous contract. Of course, as the work increases, the percen1tage will bo
greater, so that the saving will be more at the end of the term.

By lHon. Mr. Simpson:
375. Is the twenty per cent. on one year or on the five years ?- Either on one

year or on the term.
376. Twenty per cent. on each year ?-On the prices of the work--twenty per

cent. lower. The figures of the present contract, applied to a given quantity, would
produce about $34,000; the figure of the old contract, applied to the same quantity,
would produce about $41,000, showing a saving at any rate of $7,00 a ye1r.

377. Six per cent. a year on the contr'ct would be thirLy per cent. on the five
years?-Six per cent. on one year would not be equivalent to thirty per cent. on five
years. It would he six per ('ent. all through.

By 3fr. Bannernan :
3'8. By a clause in your contract for 1874-9, the Committeehad power to renew

the contract at the same prices ?-Yes; they had.
379 Was it beeause of your plavt being paid for that you were able to make the

prices lower in 1S79 ?-That was an element in our calculations; we were in a better
position in that respect, probably. than if we had had our plant to buy. At the same
time I will add that we were in a worse position in some respects, because we had
our plant to save, while those who had no plant could go in with perfect freedom.

379. What do you suppose your plant would have been worth if the contract had
not been awarded to you ?-That would be placing a value on our plant ihat would
be inconvenient hereafter if we wanted to sell.

By the Chairman:
380. Mr. Roger stated that you would have to sacrifice probably two-thirds ?-

Yes, I have no doubt that is correct.
By Mr Bannernan:

381. Are you doing the Departmontal Printing for the Government ?-We are
doing the wor'k. I can't say for the Government, but for Mr. Drummond, who is the
contractor. We are doing it indirectly for the Government.

By the Chairman:
382. You are sub-contractors.?-Yes, sub-contractors.

By Mr. Bannerman:
383. How much loss is the Departmental Printing for the next five years than

it was for the last five years ?
Mr. Ross objected to this question as not being upon a subject included in the

order of reference.
The Chairman sustained the objection.

Mr. Bannerman (to the witness):
384. Had you any conversation with Mr. Ross or any other member of this

Committee before the contract for the Parliamentary Printing was awarded ?-When
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you say " conversation," I hardly know how to answer. I probably have had con-
versat ions with men:bers of the omiu- it tee, but I never button-holed or lobbied then.
I have no recollection of speking to Mi. Ross, except in a casual way-nor to any
other member of lie Comnittee.

385. You never mentioned the contract ? -I might have said something about
the printing, but what it was i dur t know. I never broached the subject of our
contrnct arirangenients to iny miember of the Committee.

8i6. Did you, in aiy maniîner, approach any merrbers of the Conmmittee with
the vihw of getting their inîfiluence in your behaîlf ?- I never asked any inember to
use his influence. I have no recollection of anything of the kiînd.

387. lad you conversation with the late Chairman of this Cornnittee, imme-
diately after the award of the contrae t-a day or two atter-(Mr. Simpson, I think,
was the late Chîirman) ?- I met Mr. Simpson, either the day the Committee awarded
the contract or the day after. I met him, I think, in the lobby, easually, while I
was passing through.

388. And did the question of the award of the contract come up ?-Yes ; it was
mentioned.

389. What did Mr. Simpson say in connection with it ?-IHe was very civil and
very kind, and aid he wasglad we had got the contract. He said, all things con-
sidered, ie thought we were entitled to it, as we had performed the contraet satisfac-
torily before. I think that was about the substance of the conversation. There
were only a few casual remarksof that kind.

39. lie did not say: "1 suppose yon had to p.y sormething to get other parties
.out of the way ? "--Weil, he said in this sort of way: "I suppose you had to do
somethting with the:e fellows." I am not quite sure that I can remember the words
exactly, but that is my recollection ofthem. But he said that was a matter the Com-
mittee had nothing to do with. He made some remark, I think, about the remark-
able way in which the withdrawals took place. That is all he said, so far as I can
recollect.

391. And did you state that you had paid something ?-No, I think not. He
did not seem to ask me, or wish to know, and I did not press any information upon
him at alL

392. Did it seem to be understood by all parties that money had passed ?-I
cannot say that I had any understanding of that kind from any member of the
Committee,

393. Not in the Committee, but on the street ?-Well, any contracts are com-
monly talked of in that way on the street.

394. It was stated in evidence here that you are bringing an action against the
Government for damages, for giving out $250,000 worth of work outside of your
contract. Was that for Departmental or Parliamentary Printing or Binding ?-I
think it had referenee exclusively to the Departmental work, although I think per-
haps in the petition of rigbt the Parliamentary contract is cited and set forth.

395. You had the Departmental Printing as well ?-We had the Departmental
Printing for the term-five years.

396. And how was it that there was so much printing given outside of the firm
that bad the contract ?

Mr. Ross objected to this question as not being upon the subject of the order of
reference.

The Chairman ruled that the examination should have direct reference to Par-
liamentory Printing.

397. Was there any portion of this printing, you are now suing for, covered by
your contract ?-J was under the impression at one timie that there was. I thought
the Geological Report was a Parliamentary document, but I am not quite certain on
that point. We, of course, took the advice of counsel, and thelParliamentary Printing
contract was cited in the petition of right in case there might be something of that
kind.
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398. Is the Committee to understand that it was the fear of Mr. Mackintosh
jpersonally competing with you, and not the desire to obtain his inflience, that caused
you to seek an arrangement with him ?-Yes, we did not want bis influenco particu-
larly. We did not go anywhere for influence. We trusted entirely to our record as
contractors. That was our object at the outset to establish such a record as con-
tractors as would ejnable us to secure the contract again. We did not ask Mr. Mackin-
tosh for bis influence unless he chose to give it ; we wanted his assistance otherwise.

399. So it was merely from the fear of bis competing with you that vou acted
as you did ?--Yes, I may say that it was exclusively frcm the fear of' is io)peting
with us. le had a printing establishment hero, and he was one of those few mon
who would be likely to tender successfully against us.

Bq lHon. Mr. Macfarlane:
400. Was the quantity of bis plant sufficient ?--No, ho would have had to make

large additions ; but we apprehended that he was in a position to supply himself with
plant.

By lHon. Mr. Simpson:
401. 1 understand you to say that you met me on a certain occasion, and that

there was some conversation. Was it after the contract had been awarded to you
that you met me ?-Yes, it was the same afternoon or the next day. My impres-
sion is that it was on the afternoon of the day the contract was awarded. I think
you were going to your seat in the Senate.

402. And I told you the contract had been awarded to you ? -I knew it before.
You at once congratulated me on obtaining it, and said you hoped we would be able
to carry it out.

403. Had you seen me on any occasion before that or spoken to me about the differ-
ent contracts ?-We may have spoken to you, having a business annd personal relation
to you. But I have no recollection of having spoken to on you any other occasion. I
certainly did not speak to you in the obnoxious senso.

404. Did you say anything to me about buying, or getting any of these parties
out of the way ?-No. I supposed at the time that it was your suspicion.

By lion. Mr. Aikins :
405. And Mr. Simpson was anxious at the time to get something from you to

confirm those suspicions ?-No, I don't think so. le did not put it in an interroga-
tory way at all.

Ry Mr. Ros':
406. Were you in the habit of meeting me very frequently within the last four

or five years with reference to printing matters ?-Yes, I met you frequently, as
Chairman of the Printing Committee,

407. Did you inform me iin any way that you had this arrangement with Mr.
Mackintosh ?-No, I think not. I don't think I informed anybody inside or outside
of the House. We are men of business, and not in the habit of telling our basiness
affairs.

Bq Hion. Mr. Bowell:
408. Will you tell us whether, in any conversation you ever had with Mr.

Mackintosh, he intimated to you, either directly or indirectly, that ho had any in-
iluence with the Government. as a whole, by which he could aid you in obtaining
the Parliamentary or Departmental Printing ?-No ; not in my recollection did Mr.
Mackintosh intimate anything of the kind. We might have made our own calcula-
tions as to what he could do in that way. But Mr. Mackintosh never intimated to
us, directly or indirectly, that he had any influence.

Ey Mr. Trow :
409. You thought ho had influence ?-Yes; I suppose it was reasonable that we

ýshould. Most mon in his position have influence with the Govern ment of the day if
they are in lavor of it.

By Mr. Ross:
410. Did ho volunteer his influence for you ?-No. We wanted to get rid of him

as a business opponent.
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By Mr. Trow :
411. low long prior to the tenders being opened did your interview with Mr.

Mackintosh, or bis with you, take place ?-We had interviews with him on the suh-
ject, I think, before it was known whetber tenders would be called for or not.

412. The p)lan was arranged between you some time previously?-Yes.
413. Yoti would not accept him as a partner under any consideration, I pre-

time?-I cannot say that we would not accept him under any consideration. I
think we wouid have been obliged to, morally, if we could not make the arrangement
with him. The principai objection to a partnership was that ho had a newspaper,
and a newspaper was not a desirable thing to have in a Government printing office.
That was our experience when we had one.

414. You never anticipatel that you would be blackmailed in this way?-I did'
not consider it blackmailing. I consider some of the other payments blackmail, but
I do n->t consider Mr. Mackintosh's blackmail, because it was arranged on the part of
eurselves. It might be a bad bargain on our part, but still it was a bargain, and we-
stood by it.

415. Was there any written agreement between you and Mr. Mackintosh ?-
There was no wi itten agreement. The money was not all paid in cash; there was
scurity givven, that is all the writing there was.

By Hon. Mr. Bureau:
416. 1 understand that you have paid a certain ameunt to Mr. Mackintosh in

cash, and tha the balance is to be paid in promissory notes ?-No; not in promissory
notes. We have given the form ot a bond.

417. What value do you consider the bond to have ?-We consider it perfectly-
good. About one-fifth of it is paid now.

418. 11ow do you intend to pay it ?-Tn cash.
419. Supposiig he would sue you on the bond, and your legal adviser told you

that it was not valid ; what would you do ? -I have not considered that view of tho
matter, but if the bond was in Mr. Mackintosh's bands, we might of course plead that.

420. So that you have a chance not to pay the bond ?-No; the bond was nego-
tiable, and it has been negotiated. We have acknowledged the transfer, and have
made payment upon the bond subsequent to the transfer, and consequently we can-
not get ot of it.

421. Ilave you a copy of the bond you made to Mir. Mackintosh ?-I have not. I
asked the (oheitor for a copy, but I have not been furnished with it yet

422 .ill you furnish the Comnitte: with a copy ?-I cannot. I suppose those
who have t it can furnish a copy.

By Mfr. Trow :
423. \Vtio is the present owner of the bond ?-We made the payment to Mr.-

Macka y.
424 Oi he know anything about the contract?-I think not.

By lon. ir. Bowell:
425. \\ as it understood, when the tender in Mr. Mackintosh's name was put in,

that it waS t o be beld by Mr. Mackintosh until the intermediate tenders could be got
rid of?-1 t was intended to assist us in that way. Of course, it would not hold over
long, beean-tse Mr. Mackintosh was given a certain time by this Committee to enter
into the contrm t. If that time was reached, we would either have to take the con-
tract or lo>e the tender. It was merely to assist us in reaching our tender. This was
not an original idea with us. It was in pursuance of a very common practice in the-
matter of tendering.

42 . Can you give us any instance ?-I do not say that with reference to Govern-
ment work alone; I say it with regard to corporation and all kinds of tendering.

427. Did you pursue the same practice six years 4go ?-It was done then.
428. And did you buy out tenders then ?-No; we did not pay any money at

that time, but we had a tender below our own, which we could control.
429. A id, consequently, you had not to buy it off ?-And, consequently, had not,

to buy it off.
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By Mr. Bannerman:
430. Was there not one tender between your lowest tender, in 1784, and the

tender that was accepted by the Printing Committee ?-That is, between our lowest,
tender and our own ?

431. Yes.-Well, I don't remember just now, although there may h1ave been. I
would require to refresh my memory.

By lion. Mr. Wark:
432. In whose name had you this lower tender in 1874 ?-In the naine of the

publishers of a Fre-,ch paper- Grison, Frechette & Co.
By Bon. 3r. Aiktn8s:

433. And you are not aware of any money having been paid at that time ?--l
am quite sure there was no money paid. There was no arrangement of that kind.

434. By you or any any one else ?-People were a good deal afraid of us at that
time, because we took the contract at a very low price.

By Hon. Mr. Reesor:
435. Did you own the same printing plant that you now own ?-No; we bought

most of it since. Our printing plant at that time would not be worth more than about
$15,000.

By Mr. Trow:
436. Did you think any tender below you would have taken the contrat ?-No

I don't think there was a practical man below us who could do the work.
437. Didn't you think you would get the contract without paying this money

-No, I think not. There was this danger-i i connection with contrtcts of this kind
there are always people tendering who profess to have political inflience. These
people might have been below us, and might have taken the contract in the hope of
pulling through by book or by crook, by using influence with the Government or the
Committee. Our piedcessor was a contractor ofthat kind. He came to the Com-
mittee, and after a bard struggle, got an advance upon bis contract rates of 1 wenty-
seven uer cent. And we could not tell but that there were persons who, if they got
the contract, might pull through, and we would be left with our plant on our hands.
It was to avoid that that we made the effort we did. We could not tiford to rua the
risk of letting any other person take the contract if we could help it.

By Hon. Mr. Trow:
438. If the contract had gone to a lower tenderer than you, wouldn't you have

the saie chance of getting the Parlianentary Printing, if the contractor was not able
to carry it out, as you bad of getting the Departmental Printing ?-There is very
great difference between the work of Parliament and Departmental work. One is a
very heavy eontract and requires a great deal of material.

439. Which is the beavy contract ?-The Parliamentary is the heavy one.
There is a great deal that requires to b2 done under difficult circumstances.

440. Have you ever made any calculations of the difference between your tender
and that of Mr. Mackintosh, in the aggregate ?-I don't think I have.

By Bon. Mr. Brouse:
441. Instead of being Mr. Mackintosh's tender, that tender was really yours ?-

Oh yes, that was ours, we controlled that tender.
442. It was simply a matter between you and Mr. Mackintosh how to dispose of

it afterwards ?-Exactly.

By Hon. Mr. Beesor:
443. Atd it was really a matter of honour between you, not a written contract?

-A matter ofhonour, not a written contract.

By Mr. Trow :
414. Was there any understanding between you and Mr. Mackintosh, that if the

checks were not returned, he should receive $ 10,000, that is $2,000 less than he did
receive ?-No, there was no understanding what would be the case if the checks.
were not returned. I have no recollection of any arrangement of that kind.
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By Hon. i/r. Brouse:
445. You gave a eheque of $500 for Mr. Mackintosh's, deposit?-Yes; we

advaineid 8500 to cover his tender.
By .Hon. Mfr. Bowell:

41P. Who intimnated to you that the deposit would be-returned ? -We had no
iiitimation untHi afer the Coinmittee had disposed of the matter finally. We did not
know that ihev would be returned.

The Witness stated:-Mr. Wark put a question to me yesterday that I neglected
fully to answer at the time. He asked nie, if we put our tender at the lowest possible
figure, how was It that we could pay $16,000 to have the others withdrawn. Well,
of course, J >uppose the members will understand that when I say we put in our
tender the lowesýt possible fgure we incliided in that figure a reasonable allowance
for wear and tea-, and for interest on capital. That would be at least $10,000 a year,
or $50,000 for the whole term. The $1G,000 would simply go to reduce that amount.

By Ron. 1r. Wark :
447. I thÎink the answer you gave was that you would save by careful:handling ?

-Yes; we wvould do it to a certain extent by careful handling.

A. MAcLEANi

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING,
WEDNESDAY, April 7th,%1880.

CHARLES H. MACKINTOSH was further examined.

By Mr Trow :-
448. To the best of your knowledge, had you conversation with any other mem-

bers of this Committee in reference to the contract in question except those you have
:ulready imed ?-No conversation at all, that I can remember, with anybody further
than those I have mentioned.

By Hon. -Mr McC'lelan
449. Iad you conversation about this contract with Mr. Aikins?=None that I

ean rernem ber at all.
4.0. With Mr. Brouse ?-I bad some words with Mr. Brouse, but I cannot

remrnember at all the tenor of the conversation.
451. With Mr. Bureau?-None at all.
452. With Mr. Brown ?-No, I think not.
453. With Mr. Cochrane?-I think not.
454. With Mr. Fabre ?-Mr. Fabre might have said to me, " I see you have got

the conîtract," but I don't remember any conversation with him at all.
455. With M\îr. Ferrier ?-None at all.
456. With Mr. Haythorne ?-None at all.
457. With Mr. Kaulback ?-None at all.
458. With Mr. Macfarlane ?-None at all.
459. With Mr. McClelan (Hopewell) ?-None at all.
4*0. With Mr. Odell ?-None at all
461. With Mr. Reesor?-None at all.
462. With Mr. Simpson ?-Yes ; the casual conversation I mentioned.
463. With Mr. Wark ?-None at all.
464. With Mr. Bannerman ?-Yes I mentioned bis name.
465. With Mr. Bourassa ?-No.
466. With Mr. Bowell?-None at all that I can remember.
467. With Mr. Bunting?-Yes; I mentioned Mr. Bunting.
468. With Mr. Charlton?-None at ail.
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469. With Mr. Costigan ?-I think I had a few words with Mr. Costigan, of very
minor importance. I cannot remember them exactlv. They made no impression on
my mind at the time.

470. With Mr. Desjardins ?-I think not.
471. With Mr. Macdonald (Cape Breton) ?-I have mentioned him.
472. With Mr. Lantier?-None at all.
473. With Mr. Ross (Middlesex) ?-I have mentioned Mr. Ross.
474. With Mr. Stephenson ?-No, sir; none at all.
475. With Mr. Tassé ?-My impression is that I had a conversation with Mr..

Tassé, but I cannot remember.
476. With Mr. Thompson, of Haldimand ?-None at all.
477. With Mr. Trow ?-None at all.
47d. With Mr. Wallace, of Norfolk ?-I have mentioned him. i never had any

regular conversation with any member of the Committee, but I met them casually,.
and the members of the Committee would simply introdace the subject themselves.

By -lr. Costigan :
479. What reason have you for supposing that any conversation took place

between you and me on this subject, or what impression was left on your mind ?-
it was a mere impression on my mind. The effect of it, or the words you used, I
have not the most remote recollection of. It was simp!y some words as to who was
going to get the contract. I think I met you once on the Parliament square, going
down to your hotel, and once, I think, in the House. You did not promise to assist
me in any w"y, nor did I ask you.

By Mr. Bannerman:
480. Did you go to these several members to ask them to use their influence in

your favor ?-Oh no, I just meet them casually.
481. You did not corne to the building for the purpose of neeting these gentle-

mon ?-I might have come to see how they felt on the matter. Our idea was that
the Committee favored MacLean, Roger & Co., and we desired to know whether that
was reallv the feeling of the Committee, and I came up once or twice to try andi
discover from the members if that was the case, but not to isk themu to do anything,
or to place themselves in an awkward position.

By M7fr. Ross :
482. For what purpose had you these conversatons with members of the Com-

mitte ?-I explained that it was merely to find what the feeling was. i was not
desirous at all to ask any member of the Committee to stultify himselfin the least.

483. Were you aware that the Committee was disposed to award the contract to:
the lowest tender ?-No. But I know there was a clause in the existing contract that
gave the Comnittee power to renew the contract, and we wanted to know whether
the Committee was going to carry that out, knowing that MacLean, loger & Co. had
given satisfaction in the old contract.

484. In your interviews with the members of the Committoe, you wanted to
know whether they were going to pass over all the intervening tenders, and award
the contract to MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Yes, or gwhetber they would adopt the
lowest tender, and thon we would see what we could do to get the contract at a
higher figure,

By Hon. Mr. Aik.s :
485. You wanted to get all the information about it you could-to see how the-

land lay ?-Certainly.
By Mr. Ross:

.86. Did you ask any members of the Committee whether they thought the de-
posits should be returned, in case the tenders were withdrawn ?-No; I said nothing
on that subject except what I said to Mr. Simpson in Mr. Hartney's office.

By Mr. Trow :
487. Were you interested in the withdrawal of any of these deposits other than

your own for $530 ?-Yes; I had Mr. Boyce's money in.
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489. In the event of these deposits being retained by the Committee, what
amount would you bave received from MacLean, Roger & Co.-$2,000 less than you
did receive ?-I suppose they might have deducted the amount of the deposits.
Idon't know whether that question would come up or not. I recollect that MacLean,
Roger & Co. offered to pay the $100 to Mr. Boyce, and I said: " Never mind ; I will
settle that; 1 will pay Boyce for his services." That is the way I came to pay Mr.
Boyce.

489. You were interested to the amount of $2,000 in the withdrawal of these de-
posits ?-No ; about $500. Mr. Roger or Mr. MacLean placed $500 to my credit.
I held this $500 and allowed Mr. Boyce to draw a check of $500 on my credit in
favor of Mr. Hiartney. When the tender was withdrawn, I got my check endorsed
by Mr. Boyce.

490. I understand that if the deposits had not been returned, you would only
have received frorn MacLean, Roger & Co. $2.000 a year?-I might have received
$10,000 had these deposits been retained, but we never had a conversation on that
subject. I would have received just the same, because they asked me to sell out my
interest before the tenders were opened, and the arrangement was made before we
knew whether the checks would be returned or not. I suppose I would have lost
Boyce's check.

By Bon. Mr. McClelan:
491. Is the Committee right in inferring that you did not consider the tender in

your name a bondfide one ?-It was not a bondfide tender in so far as prices are con-
cerned, but I put it in in good faith. If it had been recessary, we would have haid to
take the contract at the rate of that tender, even if we had to come to the Committee
and get an advance.

492. Did you think this was a bondfide tender ?-That was altogether contingent
on whether MacLean, Roger & Co. chose to-

493. Will you answer yes or no, whether you thought it a bond fide tender ?-It
would be if I controlled the tender myself. If I controlled it 1 could see whether I
-eould carry out the work or not.

494. But the question I put is whether you considered that a bond fide tender or
not ?-It is a very difficult question to answer, and to swear to. For instance, if any
-one had brought the pricQes of the Departmental contract to me, and asked, " is that
.a bondfide tender ? " I would have said, " no; the prices are so low that the work
cannot be done."

By Hon. Mr. Haythorne :
495. Did you know the figures of your tender when it was put in ?-Yes, I knew

the lump sun. I could judge by that that it was very low.
By Hon. Mr. McClelan.

496. I think you have said that you could not possibly perform the contract for
that amount of money ?-No; I think my answer was that I thought at one time
that it was not a bond fide terder, but seeing the prices at which the Departmental
Printing was done I now think it was a very legitimate tender.

497. It was a bond fide tender, then, conditionally ?-It was a bond fide tender in
so far as being eut down to the very bottom price, and my impression is that they
would have tried to do the work at that figure if it had been forced upon them.

498. Well, it was not such a tender as you could carry out-not a bond fide one ?-
I could not have carried it out myself.

499. And you didn't intend to when you put it in ?-I couldn't say.
By Hon. Mr. Haythorne :

500. In your cro.4s-examination before the Court at Toronto, you say "I could
muot tell you now, nor could I tell then, the pricos that were put in, but I knew from
what the members of the Committee told me." Then you cannot say now what the
,prices were ?-I knew the lump sum was $27,000.

By Ion. Mr. McClelan :
501. And you are not prepared to say whether it was a bond fide tender or not,

.although you do not say that you could not have carried it out ?-[ was going to do
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what MaLeLan, Roger & Co. advised me, and, consequently, I could not say what I
was going' to do in the matter. The question is a very difficult one foi mne to answer.

50?. Then you do not answer ?-l say that I could not answer the question,
because I eannot say what MacLean, Roger & Co. would have done.

503. The question is whether it was a bondide tender, as being the tender of C.
H. Mackintosh ?-I explained to the Committee that I tendered as a partner of
MacLean, Roger & Co. [ explained that by the arrangement between mnyself and
MacLean, Rger & Co., the tender was coutrolled by them. It was perfectly bond

fide, so far as I was concerned.
504. Could it have been bond fide if you were not prepared to carry out the

work?-It was bond fide ini my not knowing what Mr. Roger or Mr. MacLean was
going to do.

C. H. MACKINTOSi.

JAMEs IloPE was sworn and examined

By the Chairman.
505. You understand the subject that you are summoned bore to give evidence

,upon-the giving of the contract for Parliamentary Pi inting to Maclean, Roger & Co.
Tell us what you know of the matter.-As far back as 1869 I tendered for binding
and paper, an'd was honorably defeated in both. In 1874 I tendered for paper and
binding; I stood lowest for paper and second lowest for binding. The contract for
paper was awarded to the second tenderer, and that for binding to the lowest. In
187J I tendered for paper, printing and binding. I was the lowest in none of these.
.So far as I can understand, that is a correct statement of the case.

By Mr. Ross :
5ù6. I see by returns we have the name of James Hope as being the second

lowest tenderer. Are you that James Hope ?-1 am.
507. Did you prepare the tender yourself ?-I did.
508. Have you a printing office ?-I have, sir.
509. Have you a large stock of printing materiel ?-I have not.
510. You are aware, of course, that this is a pretty heavy undertaking. Have

you the material and plant with which to take the Parliamentary Printing ?-I have
niot at present.

511. Did you intend to carry on this work in your own office ?-I did intend to
earry on the work. My tender was made for that purpose.

512. At the time you put in that tender, had you made any arrangement with
any other person or persons to enter into a partnership or business connection in
order to carry out the contract ?-1 had had negotiations with another person of
capital, which, I believe, would have been ample to have enabled me toicarry on the
work.

513 You bad negotiations with one other porson only ?-Yes.
514. And you and this other person were the two persons who wore to do this

work, provided you wer e awarded the contract ?-I assumed the work entirely upon
iny own responsibility. I had business negotiations with another party, a person
with ample means, to enable me -o complete the contract if I had beenjawarded the
contract for the proportions I had tendered for.

515. That is, the tender for 1t'79 ?-Yes.
516. Did you intend, when you put in that tender, to do the work if you were

.awarded the contraet ?-I did, sir.
517. Did you withdraw ?-I did withdraw.
6,8. Did you receive anything for withirawing ?-I reeeived an amount of

,noney to give the letter of withdrawal Vo. anither person to carry to the Committe.
519. How much money did you receive ?-1 received a check for 81,500, a

-ertied check.
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520. Did vou appropriate that money to your own use, or share it with some
other person ?-I appropriated it to my own use.

521. You didn't share it with any other person ?-I appropriated the check to
my own use. I had services rendered that I paid for.

522. Had you services rendered to you in connection with his contract ?-Yes.
23. What kind of services ?-I had calculations and measurements made of the

work required to be done.
524. How mnuch did you pay for these services ? -That is a matter of my own

business, and I prefer not to answer that question.
525. Who was the gentleman that assisted you in making the calculations ?-I

had my own employces to assist me.
526. Was it to them that you paid this money ?-I paid them regularly for their

services.
527. Was it to thcm that you'paid part of this $1,500 ?-I paid part of that

$1,500 to another person.
528. For what ?-For services rendered.
529. What kind of service did that other person render?-He rendered services

such as Irequired-measurements of the work and calculations, for which I agreed to
pay him.

530. Did lie render you any other service but such as a practical printer would
render you ?-I think not.

531. Besides this person and yourself no other person shared in that money on
account of any service rendered in connection with the preparation or the withdrawal
of that tender ?-Well, the money was of service to me. 1 required the money at the
tine, and it was of service to me.

5.-2. You said, i think, that you gave a letter of withdrawal on the receipt of'
$,500 ?-Yes.

533. To whom dild you give this letter of withdrawal ?-1 gave it to Mir. Charlton,
the next tenderer above me.

534. Did you. understand tihat Mr. Chai-liton represented anyl)ody?-He was in-
troduced to me by a member of Parliament as a printer from Quebec. I lad never
seen him before. Be was introduced in my own office.

535. Who introduced him to you ?-A member of the House.
53t6. Who ?-I don't feel disposed to answer that question. I am quit&

prepared to answer for myself, but I don't want to bring the names of others in. I
think it is not right foi- me to bring any other name before the publie. I will first
see the gentleman-1 know him very well-he is not in the room at present-and if
he has no objections, I am quite ready to answer the question.

The Coimittee Gecided that the witness stould answer the question.
The Witners-The gentleman who introduced Mr. Charlton to me was Mr. Pou-

pore, the member fer Pontiac.
537. When you gave the letter of withdrawal to Mr. Charlton, he paid yon

$1,500 ?-Yes.
538. You said you paid part of that to some other person ?-I appropriated it to.

my own use, and paid some of it for s rvices that were rendered to me.
539. Who rendered these services ?-Mr. Barber.
540. Who is Mr. Barber ?--He is a momber of the Civil Service-Edward Barber

I think his name is.
541. What service did Mr. Barber render you ?-He made measurements of the

work to be done, and furnisbed me with quantities and with comparative rates at
which the work bad been done, both here and at other places.

542. What money did you pay to Mr. Barber?-I don't remember the amount
that I paid him. I paid him liberally for the work that was done.

543. As nearly as you can remember, how much ?-I think I paid. him some-
irhere about $600.

'544. Do you think it was no less than that ?-I could not be positive as to the
ainount. I know he was perfectly satisfied with what I gave him.
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545 Did you pay any other person for services in these operations ?-I paid no,
other person except my own employees.

516. Was there any understanding between you and Mr. Barber that, should the
contract be awarded to you, he should be a partner ?-There was an understanding
to this effect, that if I obtained the contract and required his services, he would give
them to me at so much per annum.

547. How much were you to pay him ?-I think it was $400 a year for any
services I might require in office work. If I found his services of sufficient impor-
tance to justify me in giving him a partnership, I was to do that.

518. Was there any written agreement between you and Mr. Barber ?-There
was a memorandum.

549. Have you a copy of it?-No; I destroyed it as soon as the contract was
disposed of.

550. You said you lad negotiations with a man of capital. Were these made
with Mr. Barber ?-No; they were made with a capitalist to whoim I expected to seli
a portion of my business.

551. What led you to secure Mr. Barber's assi.tan(c ?-Mr. Barbcr offered his
services.

552. Did be come to your office to talk over the matter, or did you go to him ?-
Ie came to me.

553. State the substance of the conversation, as near as you can recollect it ?-
He told me he believed he could give me service that would be valuable to me if I
thought of tendering for the printing of Parliament.

554. Did he indicate what that service would be ?-Yes, he told me that he was
thoroughly acquainted with the work to be done, and that he could be of assistance.
to me.

555. Did he use any influence to get the contract for you that you know of
He was to use what influence he had to obtain the contract for me.

556. With whom did he say he would use that influence ?-IHe said he was.
well acquainted with members of the Committee, and I believed that he was.

557. Did you pay him $600 for his technical services, or for the assistance which
be might have rendered you outside in trying to get the contract for you ?-I paid
him this $600 in full for all the services that he rendered, either outside or inside.

558. Had you conversation wit h Mr. Mackintosh about the withdrawal of your·
tender? - No sir.

559. Was Mr. Barber present when Mr. Charlton gave you the $1,500 ?-No, sir,
he was not.

560. Did you and Mr. Barber, previous to the withidrawal of his tender, agree
that if he got a certain amount, the withdrawal should be perrmitted on your part ?-
Mr. Barber had no power to control the withdrawal or acceptance of my tender. The
arrangement was that Mi. Barber should receive $400 per annum, if I obtained the
contract, for the services he rendered to me, and, if I found his services to be of
sufficient value to induce me to take him in as a partner, that I should give him a
certain share in the business.

561. Did you and Mr. Barber have any conversation, previous to the withdrawal
of the tender, to the effect that if you were offered a certain amount of money, youn
would consent to withdraw ?-No, I think not in that way.

562. I understood that Mr. Barber had a certain prospective interest in this
tender ?-Yes, that's correct.

563. Was it understood between you and Mr. Barber that, if that money was
offered for the withdrawal of that tender, you would both consent to withdraw ?-No,
sir.

564. You had no understanding, then, that the tender was open for sale ?-Not
at that time.

565. At what time ?-Not at the time we entered into the tender. I entered
into it with the honest intention of carrying ont the work.
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566. But when you found that Mr. Mackintosh's tender was the lowest, did you
expect to get the contract ?-No, I did not.

567. Did Mr. Charlton have a conversation with you before he paid you the
$1,500 ?-Yes, he had two or three conversations.

568. What was the object of his conversations with you?-I suppose the object
was to endeavour to get me to withdraw the tender.

569. Did you divulge these conversations to Mr. Barber in any way ?-I told
him Mr. Charlton had approached me.

570. What did Mr. Barber say ?-He said I must use my own judgment in the
matter, that he would not compel me to accept the contract.

571. Was it understood, after Mr. Charlton had approached you, that Mr. Barber
was to get any portion of the money you would receive for the withdrawal ?-The
arrangement was made before the tender was entered into at all, that if I got the
contract, Mr. Barber should have an interest in it of $400 per annum, or, if he went
into partnership, he would share in the profits.

572. My question is whether, after you knew that the tender was withdrawn,
.Mr. Barber could come in for a portion of the money ?-The amount of the charge,
and the power to accept or withdraw, were with me.

573. Was there an understanding that, whatever Mr. Charlton paid you, Mr.
Barber should get a share of it ?-Oh yes. I felt bound to pay bim for his services.
The money was also paid in consideration of the amount f received from Mr. Charlton.

574. If you had got $5,000 from Mr. Charlton for the withdrawal of your tender,
would you have paid Mr. Barber more than $600 ?-I would.

575. So that he was interested in the amount of money you should receive ?-
Yes.

By Mr. Trow:
576. What sim, in your estimation, would be requisite to provide yourself with

the necessary plain t t carry on this contract, had you been awarded it ?-I presume
that I would have required an addition to my own means of capital of about $25,000.

577. Can you icmenber who approached you first in reference to the withdrawal
of your tender ?-Mr. Charlton was the only man who asked me to withdraw my
tender.

578. What inducement did ho offer you at first to withdraw it ?-1 think ho put
the question to me, on what terms I would withdraw my tender. I don't remember
now exactly how it was done. There were two or three conversations before I did
withdraw my tender. I may state that I had seen Mr. Mackintosh, who told me
that ho was going to carry on the contract, and that it was worth more to him than
to any other person by an amount he named. I had applied to Mr. Hartney for the
withdrawal of my check before I had entered into any arrangement with, or accepted
any amount froin, Mr. Charlton.

579. Were you under the impression, then, that Mr. Mackintosh would carry on
the work ?-I had his own word that he would retain the contract, and I believed he
would. I was placed in the same position with respect to the bookbinding. The
tenderer had held it for ton months, and I was offered the binding on terms at which
I could not do the work. At that time Mr. Mortimer paid me $500.

580. Did Mr. Mackintosh lead you to believe that he would carry on that work ?
-I did not believe that he would carry on the work, but I believed that he would
hold the contract, and I believed as Mr. Charlton told me, " if you don't take this
money you'll get nothing."

58i. Were you aware at the time where the money was coming from ?-No; I
was not. I asked Charlton the question, were MacLean, Roger & Co. entirely out of
it-would they lose this contract altogether ?-He said they would lose it, no doubt
that his (Charlton's) tender would take it; and I believed myself that he must have
been in some way connected with MacLean, Roger & Co. After he gave me the cheek,
he told me that ho had been acting in the interest of MacLean, Roger & Co., and I
beleved his tender was goin-ito carry off 4he contret.

582. You stated that Mr. Barber assisted yon to make out your tender ?-Yes.
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58*3. Will you give the Committee an idea of what time he lost in preparing this
tender for you ?- le was busy at it two or three weeks. Ho took all the reports and
papers that were printed, and as he was a member of the School Board, he took
them all to the School Board office and worked at them there in the evenings. I
<don't think he did the whole work himself, but got assistance, and paid for it.

584. He could not have lost many hours in the day ?-No. I think he cane to
see me at about ten o'cloek on two or three evenings.

5S5. How many days do you think he would have[lost in your service ?-I cannot
tell.

586. Would he have lost three days altogether?-That I cannot tell you. I
think bis work was done chiefly by another party.

587. You could have done it yourself in three days ?-I know it had occupied
any thoughts; and my foreman in the bindery, and another young man who managed
my printing press, had both given tne matter time and consideration. Altogether I
don't suppose it would amount to more than three or four days' work.

588. Then he charged you at the rate of $*0O a day ?-He made no charge; I
gave him in proportion to the amount I received, I considered him entitled to it.

By Mr. Ross:
589. Had you and Mr. Barber any difficulty in settling the amount he was to

receive ?-N o.
By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane:

590. You were aware, of course, of the other tenders that were put in for the
printing ?-I was aware of the other tenders when I saw them published.

591. You were aware that Mr. Mackintosh's tender was below yours ?-Yes.
592. At the time you were receiving this sum of money, were you aware that

Mr. Mackintosh's tender was still standing below yours ?-Yes.
593. And if it was yet to be got clear of, what was Mr. Charlton giving you the

money for ?-That was a thing I couldn't understand myself. I know very wel that
if I had been in his position, I wouldn't have given it. I told him he had better go
and get rid of Mackintosh, and lie said that Mr. Mackintosh he wouid have to deal
with separately-that he was man of considerable importance and influence.

By the Chairman:
594. You say you tendered for Government work in 1869, 1874, and 1879 ?-

Yes.
595. In 1869, did you get the contract ?-No.
596. In 1874, did you get the contract ?-No.
597. The man who tendered next above you got the contract ?-The man who,

tendered second above me got the contract for paper.
598. Did you get anything for withdrawing then ?-I did not. If people were

foolish enough to give me money I would not refuse it. I never got the contract
awarded to me, although I was entitled to it in 1874.

By Hon. .Mr. Aikins ;
599. Was this the only time you received money for the withdrawal of a tender?

-Yes. I told the Committee, a few minutes ago, that I had received $500 from
Mr. Mortimer in 1874. At that time tenders were asked for Departmental and
Parliamentary work at the same time. Mr. Mortimer was awarded the contract for the
Departmental binding. He was the lowest tenderer for that, but not for the Parlia-
mentary binding, the contract for which was awarded to Grison, Frechette & Co.
After they had held the con tract for 12 months, Mr. Hartney came to me and told me
they were three months behind.

600. Who approached you in that instance ?-Mr. Mortimer himself. Just after
the contracts had been awarded he came to me and said, " That binding contract ig
not going to be of any value to you, but it will be of value to me." I said, " Mr.
Mortimer, I haven't got the contract ; it is awarded to Grison, Fréchette & Co."

601. Were any members of the Committee aware that you had withdrawn at
that time, having received a money consideration ?-Not that I am aware of.
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By Mr. Trow:
602. Was any deposit required at that time ?-No.

By Bon. .Mr. Wark :
63. The contract was taken by other parties, who offered it to you ?-They-

failed to comply with the terms of the contract, and the Committee offered it to me-
at a time at which it was impossible to do the work.

By the Chairman:
604. And we are to understand that you stepped out of Mr. Mortimer's way for

the sum of $500 ?-Yes.
By Hon. Mfr. Aikins:

605. You swear that you honestly intended, when you put in this tender for ther
Parliamentary printing, that if the contract was awarded you, you would do the work ?>
-That was my honest intention when the contract was prepared. It was preparedl
carefully. Everything was gone over by my foreman, and afterwards checked by
myself, and the estimates wcre put in with no other intention than to obtain the.
contract, if possible.

606. What length of time elapsed between the putting in of your tender and
your withdrawal of it ?-As soon as ever I saw that the contract was awarded, I came,
up to Mr. Hartney's office-I think it was the second day after. I had deposited a
check of $800, and I felt anxious to get it back again, and I asked Mr. Hartney if he
would give me my check. Mr. Mackintosh told me then that he intended to hold the
contract. I then asked Mr. Hartney if he would give me my check. Hie said, " no ;
he did not know but that he would require to call for me." I said Mr. Mackintoshe
had told me that he w'as going to hold the contract; that it was worth more to him
than any other person, which I really believed. I didn't get the contract for the
paper, or for the binding, and I wished to get my check back.

607. Was this before Mr. Charlton had seen you first ?-This was before he gave
me the money, or arranged to give me the money.

608. Was that before Mr. Charlton saw you ?-No. I think the tenders were
opened by the Committee in the morning, and, I think, in the afternoon, before
three o'clock, M1r. Charlton was introduced to me.

609. And then you came to Mr. Hartney and asked to have your check with-
drawn ?-I think it was the day after.

610. Did Mr. Chariton make you an offer the first time he saw you ?-No ; he
made me no offei then.

611. I thought he made you an offer of money ?-le made me the offer of money
afterwards. I think he came for the purpose of sounding me as to what I would do.
He asked me if I woulct give him $2,000 to step out and enable me to take the con-
tract. I said it was nonsense.

612. Why ?-His tender was above mine.
613. He could have withdrawn ?-Yes; but I could not have got the contract.

His withdrawal would have been of no value to me.
614. Then you thought it would be very much safer for you to come to an

arrangement with Mr. Charlton, and take the money from him ?-Yes; I thought
my five hundred dollars might be lost and that it would be well enough to cover the
loss, if possible.

61à. You have sworn that when you tendered you honestly intended that if the
contract was awarded to you, you would take il ?-As soon as I saw that I could not
get the capital I had arranged for, I thought it was to my interest to withdraw.

616. When did you make this discovery ?-I think it was on the day I put in the
tonder that I got a note froni the gentleman who offered the money, stating. that ho
declined to enter into the arrangement.

617. Who was this gentleman ?-Mr. James Ballantyne.
618. The member ?-No, not the member.

By Mr. Ross:
619. Where does Mr. Ballantyne reside ?-Near Ottawa.
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620. What is his occupation ?-Ie is a stave manufacturer, and is engaged about
mills.

By Hon. Mir. Aikins:
-21. When you found that you could not carry out your tender, then you pre-

pared to sell it out ?-I was not prepared to go into the market and offer it for sale,
but when the offer was made to me, I was prepared to accept it.

622. HIow much did you ask ?-I think I ask2d $2,000. I told Mir. Charlton that
I was going to lose $500 of that $2,000, and in the end he assured me, as far as be
could assure me, fhat the $500 would be returned. So I said, in that case, I would
take off the $500, and accept $1,500. 1 told him that if I was in his position I would
not have obljected to give $2,000 to bave got the contraet at his figures.

623. Had you any conversation, in the mneantime, vith any mnembers of this
Committee, with reference to the contract ?-None whatever. I did not approach
any of them.

624. You think that in three or four days a person could make up the aggregates
for a tender like yours ?-Not without previous knowledge.

625. Not without technical knowledge ?-If a person had the technical know-
ledge and had some experience of previous years, hc could do so. I knovw when 1
put in my first tender for the binding, the preparation of it occupied three or four
weeks. Every piece of thread and millboard was weighed.

626. Then you paid Mr. Barber for something other than his technical know-
ledge ?-I thought he was thoroughly acquainted with the work.

627. How was he aequainted with the work ?-I understood from him that he
had been conneoted1 with the printing in his earlier days. I did not know much
about him, but I inferred from what hetold that ho was a practical printer.

6-8. Iad he made out former tenders for you ?-No ho had not.
629. If yeu had employed any person in the city, having the technical

knowledge, would you have paid him $60j ?-I don't think I would. If I had made
the same arrangement with him I certainly would have felt bound to have paid him.

630. We want to know what these services of Mr. Barber for you were ?-I had
made arrangements with him that services should be rendered, in the event of my
getting the contract. Mr. Barber was to have $2,000, at the rate of $400 a year, and
if I found his services to be of value, he was to have an interest in the business ; and
I considei ed that if I disposed of the contract, I disposed of Mr. Barber's prospective
$400 a year, and that ho was entitled to a fair prop)ortion of the money I received ;
and the reason Igave him the amount I did was that it was as near as possible one-
lalf of what I got, I reserving, as near as possible, the amount which I considered
nyself entitled to for the risk I ran in my investment.

6à]. Did you lead 1. Barber to understand that there might bo a partnership
in the disposal of this tender ?-Before the matter was entered into ýat all the ar-
rangements were complCted.

6;32. Did you consult Mr Barber before you sold out this tender ?-I told Mr.
Barber, and he said, " You must use your own judgment." He said, '. If you feel it
against your interest to carry out this work, I arm not going to compel you to pay
for my interest."

633. Did you tell Mr. Barber that yon could not carry ont this work ?-I told
him that I had been disappointed about getting the capital I had expected, and that
I believed it was going to cost me too much to carry out the contract, even if it
8hould be awarded to me-that the amount I should have to pay foi; the necessary
capital would cost too much.

634. Then he understood that you were not in a position to carry out the contract?
-I don't believe he did. He believed I could carry out the contract. In fact, he tcld
'ne that ho believed the work could be done.

635. Did Mr. Barber understand that you were not in a position to carry out
the contract?-I told him the position in which I was placed, that I had been dis-
appointed in getting the capital, that I believed it was going to cost me too much,
and that I thought it better to take the terms offered to me; and ho did not object.
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By the Chairman :
636. The reason you sold out to Mr. Charlton was because you thought Mr.

3lackintosh was going to carry out the contract ?-I believed Mr. Mackintoh was
going to bold the contract so long that it would be of no benefit to me. I knew that
a former contractor had held the contract for twelve months and then had to give
it up.

637. Then you did not believe that Mr. Mackintosh could carry out that con-
tract for $27,133 ?-I did not think that Mr. Mackintosh could carry out that con-
tract and make anything out of it, but I believed that Mr. Mackintosh, through his
influence, might obtain other work from the Government which would enable him to
do the work.

638. Then you thought that by his getting extra work from the Government'to.
enable him to carry out the contract for the Parliamentary printing, he might be
able to take the Departmental printing also ?-I believed this contract held the key
to the Departmental printing, and that the two together would pay. I believe that
any man who holds the Parliamentary contract carries the key to the Departmental
contract.

639. That was not the reason why Mr. Drummond got the contract for the-
Departmental printing ?-It was kept in MacLean, Roger & Co.'s building, and they-
are practically doing the work.

640. You tendered in good faith, thinking that you could carry out this work at
the amount of your tender ?-Yes.

641. And ifthe contract had been awarded to you, you would have completed
it?-It I could have got the binding I believe I would.

By Ron. Mr. Bowell;
642 You said you tendered for the binding in 1874 ?--Yes.
643. To whom was the tender awai ded at that time?-ToGrison,'Fréchette & Co.
644. How long did they hold it ?-Twelve months; my tender was next lowest.
645. Do you know whether they entered into arrangements with the Committee

to carry on the binding ?-I do not know.
64G. low did you ascertain that they were not carrying it out ?-Twelve

months after the contract was awarded, Mr. Hartney came to me and told me that
the contracters could not do the work, and asked me if I was prepared to do it
at my tender. I told him he had been twelve mon ths in bringing the matter to
time, and that I would give him an answer in twelve hours. I think I told him that
f he would call at my office the next morning I would give him an answer.

647. What answer did you give ?-I said I would not carry on the contract.
648. Did you go to Mr. Mortimer in the meantime ?-Yes.
649. Did you tell Mr. Hartney that you had done so?-No.
650 You had offered the contract to Mr. Mortimer for a 'consideration ?-Mr.

Mortimer offered me a consideration belore.
651. What did Mr. Mortimer give you?-I got Mr. Mortimer's note for $500.
652. Did you tell him that Mr. Hartney had offered you the centract ? -I did.
653. Did you ask him if he would give you 'tnything for your control of th-

contract ?-He had promised ihat before.
654. Did you ask ?-I said, "Now, Mr. Mortimer, I've got this contract, what i

it worth ; you told me to let you know."
655. How long before that time did Mr. Mortimer speak to you ?-Immediately

after the Parliamentary contract was awarded.
656. Before Mr. Ilartney spoke to you ?-Yes; it must have been over eleven

months before that Mr. Mortimer offered me that consideration.
657. But you had no intei-est to sell ?-I told you that.
658. When you put in your tender for the Parliamentary Printing in 1879, did

you anticipate selling it out to somebody ?-I ïdid not anticipate that it would be-
worth anything to any one.

659. When you put in that tender did you anticipate making something by sell-
ing out to somebody higher thar you ?-I did not enter into the arrangement witi
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any such intention ; the intention was to do the work, and if I had been nwarded the
contracis for the binding, printing, and paper, even at the low prices, I woild have
taken them, and done the work.

660. I want to know how these manipulations are carried on, whother it was an
understood thing among these contractors ?-I had no understanding with any one of
them.

661. If you could not get the contract, you would sell out your tender ?-1 had
no such intention, none whatever; and if Mr. Charlton had not approached me, I
would not have gone to see him.

By the Chairman:
662. Did Mr. Ballantyne refuse to furnish you with capital before tenders were

opened ?-I think it was on the very day the contract was awarded. He sent me a
note in which he said that he declined to enter into the arrangement.

663. And did you send in your refusal to accept the contract when you got the
note ?-No I did not.

64 When did you withdraw your tender-how long after the tenders were
opened ?-Some two or threc days; I don't remember now exactly how long.

Bi Mr. Trow :
665. lIad you received the money before ?-I gave Mr. Charlton the letter of

withdrawalat the same time that he gave me the chock.
B ion. MkIr. Bowell:

666 1 inderstood you to say that Mr. Mortimer had spoken to you before the
$500 cransa-tion took place?-Eleven months, fully-immediately after the contracts
were awarcd.

667. Ihd you an understanding with Mr. Mortimer, then, that, in case the con-
tract would be awarded to you, you would sell out to him ?-1 had no understanding
at that timc that I would sel out to him, none whatever. But I had the understand-
ing that Mi Mortimer was quite prepared to give me, as he terned it, a consider-
ation, or anamount, in case the contract should be offered to me and I should with-
draw. I bdieved then that it wouid be ofrred to me; I did not believe that the
other partywould do the work.

668. Aid then you agreed to take from him some consideration ?-Not till after
the contrac, was offered to me was there any aimount mentioned, and then I asked
him what tic tender was worth, and Mr. Mortimer feit it worth while to give me his
note for $5(0.

B fon Mr. Mafarlane:
669. IlMr. Charlton had not come to you and offered to pay you for the with-

drawal of pur tender, you would not have made any money ?-I would not have
made a cert.

670. I he had not come and forced the 81,500 upon you, you would have with-
drawn at aiy rate, and left the coast clear ?-Yes.

67 Î. Ind you knew that your tender was worth nothing, because Mr. Mackin-
tosh's was)elow yours ?-l knew my tender was worth nothing unless Mr. Mackin-
tosh's wee withdrawn.

ly Mr. Ross :
672. )id you expect, when you made your deposit, that it would be retained in

the event >f your refusing to take the contract, should it be offered to you ?-I did, sir.
6;3. )id Mr. Barber say anything about that ?-No.
674. ffhat did Mr. Charlton say ?-Hle said he believed the deposit would be

returned: I said I did not believe anything of the kind.
ýy the Chairman:

675.Did that representation of Mr. Charlton induce you to take $500 less than
you at fisit ask ed ? -Yes.

By Mr. Ross :
976.Did you think, when you negotiated with Mr. Barber, that you would have

a better chance of getting the contract than you would by negotiating with any
other peson ?--I did.
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677. Why?-I thought le would give me assistance that would be worth the
money I gave hilm.

678. Did you think Mr. Barber's nane or a-sociation would be of any assistance
to you in getting ihe contract ?-1 did not believe that at all.

679. Did Mr. Barber assure you that le was capable of rendering any special
assistance in order to get the contract ?-le did.

680. What special assistance did le promise ?-In office work. I believed his
office assistance would be valuable to me.

681. When you were preparing the tender, did Mr. Barber lead you to under-
stand that he could render you any assistance in getting the contraet ?-No; I did
not presuine that, whatever he might have thought in that respect. I believed the
contract would be awarded on the merits of the tender.

By the Chai man :
682. Are we to infer that these arrangements with Mr. Barber vere preliminary

to bis going into partnership with you, in the event of your getting the contract ?-
Yes.

68P. And he was then to have a direct interest in the business ?-In tFe event of
his services beiig of such value as to warrant him giving up his sittation, and
eoming into the business.

By 3r. Trow ;
684. I)o you know the difference between your tender and that of MacLean,

Roger & Co. ?-About $6,000 a year-that is my impression.
685. If you had not been approached by M4r. Charlton, and made a ba-gain with

him, the country would have saved $27,000 or $28,000 ?-They would lave saved
that, beeause I would have sacrificed everything I had to carry on the wo-k.

686. And if you had not been approached by M4r. Charlton and Mr. 3arber, the
country would have saved the difference between MacLean, Roger & Co 's .ender and
yours ?-The country would not have been affected by Mr. Barber's arrargement at
all, because M:'. BIa!lantve and I had negotiations sone months before tiat for the
sale of a book tor'e I had opposite the Post Office; and I told Mr. Ballantyne that he
was a good accountant, and I thought bis services would be mueb more adiantageous
to me as a partner. I mentioned this contract, which I was to tender for,and I said
I thought it would require more capital than I had; and lie said that for tie matter
of' $20,000 or 825,000, he couldfurnish that.

687. Could not you have drawn up the tender yourself ?-I could havc with the
assistance of My own erployees.

688. You could have done precisely what was done by Mr. Barber'-I could
have, certainly.

689. IIad he any particular influence that he could bring to bear in an; quarter?
-He could render me services that were well worth what I paid him-serices as an
accountant. That is the reason Ieutered into the arrangement with him.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell:
690. Do I understaind, then, that your arrangement with Mr. Barber sas a pure

business arrangement ?-A pure business arrangement-nothing else.
By Hon. Mr. Beesor:

691. I understand you to say that after Mr. Ballantyne intimated to yo, that he
could not furnish the money to go on with the contract ?-.r. Ballantyne did not
intimate that he could not furniish the money, but he declined to enter 'nto the
arrangement.

692. Declined to assist you in carrying out the contract ?-He declind to go
into the business, having found some other investment for bis money that h<thought
more profitable.

693. And you would have gone on with the contract, outside of that, il it had
been awarded you ?-If it had been awarded to me I would have endeavourea to my
utmost to carry it out.

By Mr. Trow :
694. You carry on a printing office in town ?-Yes.
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695. How many men do you employ ?-Two. What I do is siiply my own
stationery work-cards, bill heads, circulars, catalogues, and things of that kind.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell :
696. And do you take other work ?-Yes, I have tendered for the Corporation

printing and the School printing.
By 3ir. Trow:

697. Is it customary for gentlemen in your lne of business to form rings ?-I
don't know. I know I have entered into no ring. I couldn't refuse the otier made
to me. i did not think it was a prudent thing to refuse to accept a thousand dollars.

JAMES HOPE.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING,
THaRSDAY, 8th April, 1880.

JOHN CHARLEs BOYCE was sworn and examined.

By Mr. Ross:
698. Were you one of the parties who tendered for the Parliamentary Printing

last year ?-There was a tender put in under my name. I was a party to it.
699. The tender bearing the name of J. C. Boyce-is that the tender ?-That's it.
700. Did you prepare that tender yourself?-Well, I dictated it to Mr.

Mackintosh.
71. Did Mr. Mackintosh suggest to you the propriety of putting in such a

tender ?-Well, he did, in an indirect way. J met him accidentally on Sparks street
a few days before the time for the tenders, and, in converastion. lie asked me whether
I was going to tender, and I told him I didn't think so, as I had not the wherewithal
-that is, the necessary money for the deposit-and then lie suggested to me that a
tender should go in, in my name.

By the Chairman:
702. And lie would furnish the wherewithal ?-Yes.

By Mr. Ross:
703. Where was the tender prepared ?-In Mr. Mackintosh's room in the

-Citizen office.
704. Dd he write in the figures, or did you?-He wrote them in.
705. Did he state to you what his object was in asking you to put in that

tender?-Well, I have an indistinct recollection of something transpiring.
706. What do you recolleet aboutit, did heintimate that he would want to use it

himself ?-No.
707. What, then, do yon hirk was bis object in asking you to put in the tender?

-1 couldn't tell what his objeet wns, because I didn't knowv it.
708. Did you control that tender yourself after it was put in ?-No.
709. You said that the tender was put in in your name ?-Yes.
710. How was it that you did not control it ?-Well, Mr. Mackintosh secured it

-after J signed it.
711. How did be secure it?-By a document.
712. Was there any written agreement between you and Mr. Mackintosh, whereby

your interest in the tender was assigned to him ?-There was.
713. Have you got that written agreement ?-No, sir; J had no copy. Mr.

Mackintosh kept the only one that he wrote and I signed.
714. Was it signed in the presence of anybody ?-Yes.
715. It was duly witnessed, was it ?-Yes.

By Mr. Trow :
716. What was the nature of the document ?-It was that if the tender under

rny name should have any chance of securing the contract, in consideration of the
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mum of $100, I should assign it to Mr. C. H. Mackintosh. That was the purport of
the document

By Mr Ross:
717. liad you any intention, when the tenders were first called for, of putting in

any tender ?-I had an intention, but, as I told you before, I had not the where-
withal.

718. So that this tender that you put in, was put in after you had a conversation
with Mr. Mackintosh, and at bis request ?-Yes.

719. Had you a conversation with any other person about putting in a tender ?-
Not te my knowledge.

720. Did any other person or persons see you, and ask you to enter into an
arrangement with him, or them, to put in a tender for this Parliamentary Prnting ?
-That is a question I would rather not answer.

The Chairman decided that the question was'a proper one.
The Witness-Well, I was approached.
721. By whom?-By a gentleman in the Civil Ser 7ice.
722. Will you tell us his name ?-His name was mentioned here yesterday, if

the Free Press report is true. It was Mr. Barber.
723. Was that before, or after, you had put in this tender ?-It was about four

or five days before.
724. What was the nature of the conversation between you and Mr. Barber ?-

Well, it was rather practical.
725. Give it to us, then ?-Mr. Barber asked me if I could furnish him with the

figures, or fill in a tender for him, whereby, in case the contract should be awarded
to them, it would be safe for them to execute it. I told him I would.

726. Did Mr. Barber's proposition involve that you should be interested in the
contract, provided it was awarded to you and him ?-Yes. He also toid me that there
were three or four other parties interested in it with himself, and when I asked him
what remuneration I was to have, ho told me that he would sel tle that if I would
call on him the next day, and he would see the other interested parties in the mean-
time.

727. Did you call the next day ?-Yes, and he told me in conversation, that the
interest I was to have was one-fifth.

728. Do I understand then, that Mr. Barber's proposition was that you and ho,
and two or three other parties should, enter into a syndicate to get this contract, if
possible ?-Yes.

729. Did he tell you the names of those two or three other parties ?-No, sir. I
asked him the niames, but he declined to tell me. He said tnere was a good deal of
mone3y at the back of them.

730. Did you enter into any arrangement of that kind with Mr. Barber ?-No,
sir, I declined. I took a day or two to consider it, and then I wrote to him, declining.

731. Had you any interest in the tender put in in Mr. lope's naine ?-No sir,
not a cent.

732. My understanding of the conversation between you and Mi. Mackintosh is,
that Mr. Mackintosh intended to control the tender that you put in ?-Yes, precisely.

733. Did Mr. Mackintosh consult you before that tender was withdrawn ?-Well,
the only consultation I had with him was when ho came down to my bouse. I was
out of townl, and he waited Lhere till I returned, and he wrote a note that I signed.
Hle never consulted me in the least, because the tender was under bis control.

7.14. Did he promise you any other consideration than the $100 ?-Not for the
withdrawl of the tender, but he promised me bis influence to get mc a situation.

735. What kind of a situation ?-It was the situation lately occupied by Mr.-
Sloane in this building.

736. Will you state the terms in which he promised bis influence to get you that
situation ?-It was only a conversational promise -that's all. I told him I heard that,
Mr. Sioane was going to be superannuated, and I asked him if ho would use his-
influence for me to get the situation, and ho said ho would.
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737. How did you understand when the situation was not in Mr. Mackintosh's
gift, that he would Le of any service to you in getting the situation ?-I knew it was
not in his gift, but I thought he might have a little influence with the Government,
and use it in my behalf.

7S8. Mr. Mackintosh, in his evidence, states that after the tender was withdrawn
you wrote him a blackmailing letter. Did you write any such letter to Mr. Mackin-
tosh ?-I made a request, but not in a blackmnailing shape. If the Committee will
allow me I will rend the letter:

" DEAR MACKINTOSH,-I have seen Messrs. Curiier and Tassé, and they have re-
"ferred me back to you. Mr. Sloane is dead, so that there can be no further excuse-
"for delay. I leave the matter in your hands, and expeet you will fulfil the promise
"you made to me when I assigned the printing tender to you last year.

"Yours truly,
"J. C. BOYCE."

By Mr. McDonald:
739. Didn't you say, in answer to Mr. Ross, that Mr. Mackintosh promised

his influence to get that office for yeu, but not for withdiawing your tender ?-Yes,
sir. He promised bis influence otherwise. I got $100 wholly and solely for that part
of the business.

By Mr. Ross:
740. Did Mr. Mackintosh, in his conversation with you while you were filling

in the tender, lead you to understand that he had no intention of executing the con-
tract provided it was awarded to him on that tender ? -There was a converation of
that kind, but I really forget now what it was.

741. Did you understand that he intended to fulfil the contract ?-I understood
that ho had no intention of fulfilling the contract.

By Hon. Mr. Haythorne :
742. Were the prices of that tender prices at which a mani could make a fair

profit ?-Yes, sir.
By ion. fr. Macfarlane:

743. Are you a practical printer ?-Yes, sir.
By Hon. -Mr. Aikin :

744. What did ho tell you ? It matters not what is in your own mind, because
your inferences might be correct or incorrect ?-Mr. Mackintosh told me ho had no
intention of fulfilling the contract.

Bij Hon. Mr. Ressor :
745. What reason did ho assign, then, for making the tender ?-I could not tell

jou. I don't know what Mr. Mackintosh thought. He did not assign any reason.
By Mr. Wallace:

746. Did Mr. Mackintosh promise to assist you, so far as a situation was con-
cerned, before any printing tenders were called for ?-No, sir.

747. low did Mr. Mackintosh treat the letter yo wrote to him in January last
asking him to get you Mr. Sloane's place ?-He said ho would use his best influence-
to get me the situation.

By Bon. âlr. Wark:
718. Was that the only letter you wrote to him ?-That was the only one re

specting that.
149. Did be reply to it?-No, sir. The reply I got was through his book-

keeper, and stated that ho could not entertain the note because ho thought it nothing
less than blackmail.

By the Chairman:
750. When was this letter written ?-It was written in the Citizen office two or-

thre days after Mr. Sloane's death.
By M&r Wanace :

751. Did you tell anyone to see Mr. Mackintosh and tell him that you had a Jetter
written against him, to be published, unless he got you a situation ?-No, sir, I did
mot. I have in my pocket the shorthand notes of a letter which I read to a gent! eman,
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on the By Ward Market, and if the Conmittee will allow nie I will read it. When I
got that note, stating that Mr. Mackintosh considered my letter to him a blackmailing
one, I wrote another intending to send it to him.

By the (hirman:
71,2. But you did not send it ?-No, sir ; 1 have the shorthand notes of it in my

pocket.
By Hlon Mfr. Macfarlane:

753. Are vou and Mr. Maekintosh at present on gcod terms ?-Yes, sir; I was
talking to him this morning.

By Mfr. Wallace:
754. Did Mr. MIackintosh ever approach you and say, " Mr. Boyce, if you with.

draw your tender, I will get you a Government office ?-No, sir.
755. Did you frequently, before the printing tenders were called for, ask Mr.

Mackintosh to assist you in securing employment ? -I might have asked him once or
twice, not frequently ; he was so very difficult to approach; I could never find him,
or I might have heen more pertinacious.

By 1r Trow:
756. bid MacLean, Roger & Co. know you were going to tender hefore your

tender was put in ?-No, sir.
757. Did Mr. Mackintosh ever tell you they were tendering ?-No sir; of course

I knew they would tender, because they held the former contract.
758. You would not have put in a tender, had it not bcn for Mr. Mackintosh ?-

No, sir; I do not think I would, I could not have done it.
759. And then you got the promise from Mr. Mackintosh that you would be

protected if it was not awarded to you ?-Only to the extent of $100.
By Hon. Mr. Aikins :

760. Was this the first and only tender you had ever put in for Parliamentary
printing ?-For Parliamentary Printing, yes.

761. Or binding?-Yes, sir; I tendered for the ilansard last Session, or the
Session before; I think it was the Session before last.

By Mfr. Wallace :
762. Did you tender for the Departmental binding?-Yes.

By Mr. Ross:
763. bid MacLean, Roger & Co. approach you about the withdrawal of your

tender?-No, sir; they never spoke to me at all.
By lion. Mr. Reesor :

764. I)id your tender include the Parliamentary Printing,Binding and Paper ?-
No sir; nercly the Parliamentary Printing.

Byq Mr. Wallace :
765. las any one held an interview with you as to your evidence here ?-No, sir.

By M1fr. Ross:
766. I notice the following in Mr. Mackintosh's evidence:-"282. Did you make

arrangements with Mr. Boyce that if all the tenders below his were withdrawn he
would be bound also to relinquish bis ?- No; I don't think I did." Da you consider
that assignment which you referred to a little while ago was an agreement between
you and Mr Mackintosh ?-It was an agreement that he was to control the tender;
that it was his; that I had nothing to do with it.

By Mr. Trow:
767. Whose check was put in; yours or Mr. Mackintosh's ?-I could not tell

you; I signed a blank check;.I don't know who filled it in afterwards.
By Hon -Mr. Bureau :

768. Were you informed of the money that was paid by MacLean, Roger & Co.
for the three tenders-for their own, Mr. Mackintosh's and Mr. Charlton's; was it
understood that you would have to pay nothing ?--I knew nothing of the transac-
tions that went on between these parties.

769. When you signed the check in blank what did you understand was the
jpurpose of it ?-I understood that Mr. Mackintosh would supply the money.
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770. Do you know at what bank the check was to be paid ?-I think at ther
Bank of Commerce.

771. Had you any funds there ?-No, sir.
By Mr. Trow:

772. What security was this written agreement, which you had from Mr.
Mackintosh, that he would give you the $100 ? -I did not have any security, because
he kept possession of the document. All I had to depend on was his honor in
giving me the $100 afterwards. I bad no further security than that.

By lHon. 11r. Macfarlane :
773. I suppose it was quite understood by you that this was a bogus tender,

intended simply to be made use of for controlling the contract?-Yes; I believe that
was the intention.

774. With no intention of its being carried out ?-Yes.
By Mr. Trow :

775. Who approached you with the view of sending the letter of withdrawal to
Mr. Hartney ?-Mr. Mackintosh wrote it himself, and I signed i

776. And before you signed that letter did you receive your $100 ?-No, sir ;
two days after the contract was awarded to the present contractors I got a check for
$100.

By Mr. Ross:
777. So you permitted yourself just to be used by Mir. Mackintosh for his pur-

poses in connection with that contract?-Yes.

J. C. BOYCE.

EDwARn BARBER wassworn and examined.

By Mr. Ross:
778. Are you a member of the Civil Service ?-I am.
779. What position do you hold ?-I am first-class clerk iii the Audit or-General's

Office.
780. Do the accounts that pass through the Finance Dopartment pass througli

your hands ?-Certainly; the accounts must pass through my hands.
781. Do the accounts that are referred to the Queen's Printer pais through

your hands ?-No, sir.
782. You don't see any of those accounts ?-No, sir.
783. Do you know Mr. James Hope, of the City of Ottawa ?-I do, sir.
774. Hlad you any conversation with Mr. Hope, last year, at the time we adver-

tised for tenders for the Parliamentary Printing ?-Yes, sir.
785. You were interested in the tender put in by Mr. James IIope ?-Well, if you

say how you mean interested. A categorical answer will hardly explain. I was
interested.

786. Did you assist Mr Hope in preparing that tender ?-No, sir, I did not. I
had nothing to do with preparing the tender. I prepared the data.

787. That is, you gave Mr. Hope figures on which you thought it would be safe
for him to tender ?-Yes, sir.

788. If the contract had been awarded to Mr. Hope, you would have been pre-
pared, so far as your interests was concerned in the contract, to go on with the
printing ?-Let me understand you. Do you mean to ask, do I believe that the work.
could be done at those figures ?

789. No. Supposing the contract had been awarded to Mr. Hope, would you have
been prepared, as an interested party in that contract, to go on with the work ?-
Well, I don't exactly understand your question. If you wish to know whether I
think the figures were such as the work could be done at, I have no hesitation in
saying [ thi nk they were.
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By ion. Mr. Raythorne:
790. Have you a practical knowledge of printing ?-Yes, sir.

By «Mr Ross:
791. How was this arrangement between yourself and Mr. Hope brought about?

Who commenced the negotiations?-I could hardly say that there was a commence-
ment of negotiations. If you will allow me to make a few remarks, I will explain. I
had some conversation with another party, with a view of making a tender ourseives.
This party found that he was unable to proceed with the matter. I was going home
one evening about ten o'clock, and passing Mr. Hope's store, J saw his door open,
and went in. We conversed on various matters, and among other things, I brought
up the printing contract. J asked, " Do vou think of going in ?" Hesaid, " I don't
know, why?" " Because," I said, " if you think of going in, I would like to go in
with you."

792. Was that the first conversation in which you and Mr. Hope talked of this
contract ?-l believe it was. I believe that was the initiatory step in the proceedings.

793. You said you had a conversation with another party previous to that con-
versation with Mr. [Iope? -Yes.

794. Who was this other party ?-Of course, if the Committee order me to give
the name, I will do so.

The Chairman decided that the question was a proper one.
The Witness-Well, it was Alderman Rowe.
795. What was the nature of the conversation you had with Alderman Rowe ?-

I was conversing with him with the view of tendering for the printing contract.
796. Were you able to niake any satisfactory arrangements with Alderman

Rowe ?-No, sir. There was no arrangement. Alderman Rowe and myself are very
strong personal friends, and we were talking the matter over about going in to tender
for the work.

797. And not making satisfactory arrangements with Mr. Rowe, youhad a con-
versation with Mr. Hope ?--No arrangements were made. We did not come to an
understanding.

798. Rad you a conversation with any other person besides Mr. Hope and Alder-
man Rowe ?-Yes, sir.

799. Whom ?-Mr. Boyce.
800. Did you approach Mr. Boyce and ask him to go into a syndicate or partner-

ship ?-I did not ask hini to go into a syndicate. I knew he wasa printerand agood
practical business man, and I would like him to come in and assist us.

'801. What proposition did you make ?-I was not in position to make any pro-
position. I asked him on what ternis lie would join in the matter.

802. Did you know that Mr. Mackintosh was tendering at the same time ?-No,
sir. I had no communication with Mr. Mackintosh at ail.

803. Had you any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh about the matter of
tendering for the Parliamentary Printing ?-I think I could say I had not, sir. But
Mr. Mac-kintosh and I are intimate friends. I was in the habit of seeing him every
day, and conversing with him on ail sorts of subjects, and I wouldn't like to swear
that I did not talk on this subject, but I don't think I did.

804. Didn't you tell Mr. Mackintosh that you and Mr. Hope were going to
tender ?-That I couldn't say; I certainly had no business conversation with him.

805. Are you prepared to say that you were not aware that Mr. Mackintosh was
tendering for the Parliamentary Printing?-I am prepared to say that I had no
personal knowledge of the matter whatever.

806. Did Mr. Mackintosh ever tell youn that he had tendered ?-Well, I think the
questions are ail in the same way: I am not able to answer any more except in the
sane way. I have no recollection of having any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh
concerning the Parliamentary Printing at ail, more than, may be, just casual conver-
sation in and out. I would not like to swear positively that I had not, because I was
a very intimate friend of Mr. Mackintosh and saw him every day.
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E07. Do you know how much money Mr. Hope received for the withdrawal of
that tender ?-He told me he recoived $1,450.

808. Did you receive any money from Mr. Hope ?-Yes.
809. How much ?-6600.
81J. What led you to abandon that tender ?-I did not abandon it; Mr. Hope

did; I had no part in the matter at all.
8i1. Why did you take $600 from Mr. Hope ?-Well, sir, I will tell you, in as

few words as I possibly can. An understanding was arrived at that Mr. Hope was
to go in for the contract, and I was to have the option of joining to the extent of
what money I could put in, and if it suited me, I was to go into the business entirely,
if the profit would be such as to show me that I could make more money at that than
where I was. A written memorandum was drawn up, stating upon what terms I
was to have an interest in the contract. After the tenders were opened and the
amounts were known, Mr. Hope, I understood from him, got information from the
party on whoin be relied that ho could not get the capital that was necessary. He
told me he had been approached to sell out, and asked me my opinion. I said:
" The matter is with you to do just as you see fit." I preferred that ho should retain
the contract, if he could get it, than give it up, as it would bring me $400 ayear. The
agreement was that I should have a portion of the profits-I forget what it was-a
smail percentage. Mr. Hope asked me, if he got the capital from the gentleman
vith whom he had been negotiating, on what terms I would go out; I said I would

take $2,000. He said :-"' You could do such work for me as you can, and I will
give you $400 a year, if I get the con ract." Whatever other arrangement ho made
was made without my knowledge.

812. You say it was your intention, providedyoui remained in the Civil Service,
to give him assistance if ho got the contract ?- My intention was, if he got the contract,
tojoin with him.

813. I understood you to say that you intended to receive $400 a year from Mr.
Hope, for services which you could render him in connection with the contract ?-
Yes, anything I could do to assist him in the office-reading proofs, and that kind
of work.

814. How did Mr. Hope come to offer you $600 ?-After lie had arranged with
the party with whom he had been negotiating, ho told me that he hid written a letter
of withdrawal, and that ho had received $i,450; and he said, " of course you have had
:a large amount of trouble in this matter, and given a great deal of time and work to
it, and you are entitled to a share; what do you think you should get ?" " Well,"
I said, " I think you ought to divido." " Oh, no," he said. Then we agreed to
divide it into five parts, each got two-fifths, and he got the other fifth for the risk he
ran of losing the deposit. I ain not very positive that it was not 8580 that I got,
but it was about $600. But that is the way the $600 was arrived at.

815. What services did you render for this $600 to Mr. Hope ?-You could hardly
say they were services rendered for that $600. Mr. Hope got that much, and he
divided with me. The servces f rendered him where these: I prepared all the data,
all the work that was done by thecontractor for five years examined and measured,
I saw what the prices were, estimated what the work could be done at, and did
everything else for his information.

816. Did Mr Hope tell you who paid him this $ 1,500 ?-No, sir; I have no recol-
lection that I had any conversation with him on that subject.

817. Did you know that Mr. Hope's tender was withdrawn before he offered you
part of the $1,500 that he had got ?-I don't say that he offered me any part. fHe
said that ho had written a letter of withdrawal, that ho had received a certain sum
4of money and that as he had got this for his labor in the matter ho was willing to
give me a share.

818. Did you know that this 81,500 that Mr. Hope had was paid to him for the
withdrawal of his tender ?-I did not know. I assumed it.

819. Yon believed that it was paid to him for that purpose ?-No; I believed
tu t wa.in iv jjim fr jj is L a.7r and erouleu in the matter.
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820. low could you believe that it was given to him for his labor and trouble
when ail the labor and trouble he took was in his own office ? How couid he pay
himself $1,500 ?-He could not pay himself. Parties could pay hini to get out ot
the way.

821. Then your answer is that it was paid for the withdrawal of his tender ?-
I suppose it was paid to him to componsate him for his withdrawal.

b22. Then you say you believe that it was paid to him by parties to secure bis
withdrawal ?-Nc ; I don't say that.

823. Did you believe, or were you impressed with the belief that Mr. Hope
received that moneny for the withdrawal of his tender ?-I did not know whether ho
did or not.

By Ron. Mr. Bowell:
824. Did you believe it ?-I didn't trouble myself much about it. He told me

that he had withdrawn, and that le had some money in the matter.
By Mr. Ross:

825. Did he tell you how ho had got the money?-No, sir. He said he was
paid it.

826. Did he say by whom ?-No, sir.
827. Did ho say what le was paid that money for ?---No, sir. He came to me

as I explained, and said he had been offered a certain sum of money and he thought
he would withdraw froni the contract. I asked, "Why ?" "Well," he said, "I
have been disappointed in getting the noney I expected, and I am afraid I will not
be able to perform the contract if I get it."

828. Did he tell you who had offered him that money ?-No, sir. He came to
me once and said he had been offered a sum of money to withdraw, and asked my
advice. I said I had none to give him, that ho could act on lis own judgment.

829. You did not give him advice to withdraw, but you were prepared to give
him advice for a division of the money ?-I wanted to look after my interest.

830. Were you not a consenting party to the withdrawal ?--iNo, sir.
831. Mr. Hope stated that you left the whole matter of the withdrawal to his

judgnent ?--I am not prepared to say that. The question of withdrawal, as I recol-
lect, never aiose between us.

832. Are you prepared to swear that when that tender was put in it was, so far
as you are conoerned, a bond ßde tender ?-I am, unreservedly, that, so far as my con-
nection with it was concerned, it was a square business transaction.

833. And so far as the division of the money was concerned, it was a square
business transaction ?-Yes, sir. Perhaps the Committee would allow me to refer to
a remark in Mr. Hope's evidende which is likely to place me in a false position. If
the report in the Free Press is correct, ho says: " Mr. Barber offered bis services to
me if I thought of tendering; ho said that he was thoroughly acquainted with the
work, and that le could be of use to me in getting the contract ; ho told me that ho
was well acquainted with the members of the Committee." The apparent drift of
this would be that this conversation took place antecedent to the presentation of the
tenders, and the supposition was that J could aid him by using my influence withl the
members of the Committee. I wish to give that the most explicit denial. Nothing
of the kind transpired. What :ranspired was that after the tenders were known, an
impression was understood to exist that, if he got the contract, he would not be able
to carry it out, because ho bad not any printing office. I told him that would be all
right, as I 1<new the members of the Committee and could explain to them that he
was able to carry it out. On the Holy Evangelists I swear that I never conversed
with any member of the Printing Committee with referonce to the matter in a-ny
form or description.

By Bon. Mr. Bowell:
834. You said you are a clerk in the Auditor-General's Department ?-Yes.
835. In auditing the accounts, do any of the printing accounts come under your

notice ?-No, Fir; I don't think I touch any of the printing accounts. I have no re-
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collection of examining any of them. It is possible an occasional account may pass
through, but I have no recollection or any.

b36. Did you get any of the Clerks of that Department to assist you in making
out your calculations for the tender ?-No, sir ; I have no hesitation in saying how
I arrived at my figures. I did not avail myself of any official informatien of any
kind ; I never even took the trouble to look at the original contract to find out at
what figures the contractors were doing the work.

By Hon. Mr. Reesor ;
837. Did your tender include the printing, binding and paper ?-No, sir ; only

the printing and binding. It was just for what MacLean, Roger & Co. do now.
By lHon. Mr Macfarlane :

838. You stated that you were a printer ?-Yes, sir; my father conducted the
iargest Conservative papcr in Ontario when I was a young man, and I served a con-
siderable time ir his office.

By Mfr. Ross:
839. You told us that you went to Mr. Hope's office, and had a conversation with

him with regard to this prospective contract. What reason did you urge for oiTering
to enter into an arrangement with him ?-I urged none. I may say that imy going
into his office was unpremeditated.

840. Did you state to Mr. Hope that your knowledge of the Members of the
House, and your political association with Members, would be of use in aiding hin to
get this contract ?-No, sir ; quite the reverse. We predicated entirely upon being
the lowest tenderers, irrespective of all party or political proclivities. If we were
not the lowest tenderers, we did'not expect to get the contract.

By Ron. Mr. Haythorne:
841. What did you suppose the plant necessary to carry out that work would

cost ?-1 estimated it at about $3-,000.
812. Exclusive of rent or interest on the cost of building ?-Oh, yes, Of course

I did not go into that matter very thoroughly, because, in the memorandum bctween
us, it was assumed that Mr. Hope would attend to all the financial arrangements. It
was specifically stipulated that I was to have no financial responsibility ut ail. If I
was to go in with him afterwards, I was to have such an interest as 1 could put in
capital; but the total financial responsibility rested on him, even to the putting in of
the deposit. If he lost the deposit, I was not to be at the loss of a dollar.

843. Had you any conversation with Mr. Hope about the time the contract was
to be awarded, in regard to the withdrawal of the deposit ?---No, sir; whatever he
did, le did himself. As I say, he carne to me once, and told me lie had been
approached, and I desired him to deal with the matter as to him seemed best.

844. Had you any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh as to the withdrawal of the
deposits?-None. I never conversed with Mr. Mackintosh, so far as I can remember,
upon the matter in a business way at all. I had no reasons to do so.

EDWARD C. BARBER

Wm. BANNERMAN, M.P., was sworn and examined.

By the Hon. Mr. Bowell :
845. You heard Mr. Mackintosh's evidence here ?-Yes.
816. You heard that portion of it in which he said that he had a conversation

with you and Mr. Ross ?-I heard that portion of it.
847. Did you have a conversation with Mr. Mackintosh in reference |to his

tender ?-Well, I can't say that I had, in reference to his tender.
848. Did he even speak to you about his tendering, or about the prospects or

probabilities of his getting the contract for the printing ?-No; I don't believe ho
ever did.
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849. Do you remember ever saying anything to him about it ?-I believe he
asked me once, in one of the corridors, if I knew what course the Committee intended
to pursue in connection with these tenders.

850. What did you tell him ?-I told him I knew nothing at all about the work-
ing of the Committee; that I had not been here at tbe first meeting, and could not
give him any information on the matter whatever.

851. Were you present when he had that conversation with Mr. Ross to which
lie referred in bis evidence ?-Well, Mr. Mackintosh and 1, upon that occasion, were
.walking oui from the smoking-room, and he met Mr. Ross. The three of us were
together in one of the corridors, and the printing matter came up, and Mr. Ross
remarked to Mr. Mackintosh that his tender was too low, and that. in bis opinion, lie
would not be able to carry out the engagements that lie was entering into. and that
he thought it would be to his interest, and to the interest of the Committee, that he
should drop the matter. That is, as nearly as I can recollect, the conversation.

By Mr. Trow :
852. What did Mr. Mackintosh reply to that ?-Generally as he replies to a great

many things-that Le thought be would consider the matter. There was a general
conversation, beforu this, among us, but, of coum e, I can't remember it. I took no
notice of the matter, because some conversation was going on here amongst quite a
number of the Members ut this table, who expressed the same opinion.

By lion. Mr. Bowell:
853. That is, the members in Committee ?-In Committee, and privately wben

they were here, before there was a quorum.
By Bon. Mr. Wark :

854. Mr. Ross did'nt recommend Mr. Mackintosh to sell bis tender, did he ?-
Not that I remember.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell:
855. You didn't hear the advice to Mackintosh to sell out ?-Not I.

By Mr. Ross:
856. Did I advise him to withdraw his tender ?-No ; I did not hear you advise

him to withdraw. To the best of my recollection, you said it would be better for
him to drop out.

857. Did Mr. Mackintosh, in your presence, then, say that he was negotiating
with MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-No; he did not.

858. Was that the only conversation at which you were present ?-That was the
only conversation at which I was present, and the only conversation I have had with
Mr. Mackintosh in connection with the contract.

By Hon. .Mr. Wark :
859. You did not give any opinion yourself as to whether hg was taking the

contract too low or not ?-I could not do so, because I did not know anything about
it. That was my first Session in Parliament, and, as to printing, and the prices paid
for printing, I was not in a position to give an opinion for or against.

By Mr. Ross :
860. Did you hear me give Mr. Mackintosh any advice to make other arrange-

ments with MacLean, Roger & Co., or any other person ?--No.
861. My remark, then, so far as you remember, was that the tender was too low f

-Too low, and that lie would not be able to do the work, if he got it.
By Mr. Trow :

862. Did Mr. Ross volunteer that statement ?-I don't think he did. I believe
it came on in a general conversation.

863. Did Mu. Mackintosh ask his opinion in reference to the contract ?-I could
not say whether he did or not.

864. You and Mr. Mackintosh were coming out of the smoking-room, and !imet
Mr. Ross ?-Coming out, and met Mr. Ross by accident in one of the lobbies.

865. fias your attention been recently drawn to this conversation by any one
refreshing your memory ?-No, sir. In reading over the evidence in the Globe, in
which Mr. Ross's name appeared, I recalled the conversation, and tried to think
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whether this was the time that I met Mr. Mackintosh or not. Of course I could not
say, but he might have had a dozen interviews with Mr. Ross, or any other member
of the Committee.

866. What impression had it on your mind at the time ?-It had no impression
upon my mind at the time that there was anything wrong.

867. That a member of the Committee- should advise one of the tenderers to
withdraw ?--It made no impression on my mind at the time that there was any-
thing radically wrong in what was said.

848. He did not advise Mr. Mackintosh to withdraw his tender, did he ?- He said
"You Lad better drop it, you are not able to carry ont your arrangements under that
contract," or something to that effect.

By lon. Mr. Reesor :
869. That, you say, was the only conversatiou that you remember in conneetion

with the printing contreet, at which Mr. Ross was prescnt ?-That was the only one,
except what took place here, in the Committee.

870. And you had no other conversation with Mr. Mackintosh? -No, sir, not in
connection with the contract.

By Mr. Ross:
871. Did you hear the opinion very generally expressed in the Committee that

Mr. Mackintosh could not do the work at that price ?-Yes; I did.
By Bon. Mr. Reesor:

872. Do you say that you do not remember any other portion of the conversa-
tion that took place in reference to the printing, except what you have stated ?-No ;
Ido not. I do not suppose that the whole conversation lasted more than one minute.

873. And there was nio other remark made that impressed you sufficiently to
cause you to remember it ?-No; probably I would not have remembered it at all, but
that on reading the evidence in the Globe brought it back to my mind.

874. And did it leave the impression on your mind thar the tender was too low?
-My impression was, after listening to the opinion of men who were able to judge,
that it must have been too low.

By lon. -Mr. Aikins:
875. Did you hear any of the other Menrbers of the Committee express them-

selves outside of this room, in the same way to any of the contractors, or to any per-
son ?-No, sir; that was the only conversation that I had with any of the tenderers.

H. BANNERMAN.

GEoRoB W. Ross, M.P., having been sworn, stated:-

I do not recollect having any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh, but one. I
have no distinct recollection of that conversation to which Mr. Bannerman refers; I
would not swear positively that there was not such conversation.

By Mr Trow :
876. Where did the conversation that you refer to, take place ?-It was on the

morning the tenders were opened, and near the Hansard room. When I left the
Committee, I went down stairs; Mr. Mackintosh was waiting, I suppose to hear the
result of the opcning of the tenders, and in going through the lobby to my wardrobe,
I met Mr. Mackintosh there, and I said " Mackintosh, we have awarded you the
contract; I do not think there is much money in it," and I passed along. Besides
these remarks, I remember making no other remark to Mr. Mackintosh. I cannot
recollect a word of the conversation to which Mr. Bannerman refers.

877. It may have been the same conversation ?-I cannot say; that is all I
remember about it.

By Bon. -Mr. Macfarlane:
878. Do you remember Mr. Bannerman being present at the time ?-No; I do
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By Bon. Mr. Reesor:
879. Still, do you think he might possibly have been present at the same time ?

-He might have been near enough to hear what I said. I remember I was hurrying,
and meeting Mr. Mackintosh there, I said that-it took only a few seconds-and besides
that, I had no other intercourse with him, and did not wish to have any intercourse
with him. I wish to say further, Mr. Chairman, that I never advised Mr. Mackintosh
to witbdraw bis tender; that he never told me of any arrangements that were subse-
quently brought to notice, either at the Court in Toronto or here; that 1 knew nothing
of them until after I left Ottawa, or about the time I:was leaving--I could not be sure
which.

By lion. Mr. Blaythorne:
880. Mr. Roger, in his evidence, states that Mr. Mackintosh told him that "l he

had seen Mr. Ross and Mr. Simpson, and they were all right." Can you give any
explanat ion of i hat ?- cannot, Mi. Iaythorne. I cannot understand what he means
by say ing " they are all right." lie never asked me if I would consent to the with-
drawal of the tender, or the withdrawal of the deposit. I was pretty caieful in saying
anyibing to Mr. Mackintosh, and I don't think the conversation Mr. Bannerman
refers to could have taking place without my recollecting it, because I felt myself
not very safe in saying anything to Mr. Mackintosh.

By Hion. Mr. Reesor :
881. Do the times of the two occurrences correspond ?-I don't think Mr. Ban-

nerman mentioned the time.
By Ron. -Mr. Aikins:

882. Do the places correspond ?.-No; I don't think the places do correspond.

G. W. ROSS.
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THURSDAY, April lth, 1880.

CHARLES H. MACKINTOSH was sworn and further examined.

By Mr. Bannerman:
883. Had you any conversation with Mr. Poupore concerning any printing

matter ?-None, either directly or indirectly.
884. You have mentioned casual conversation with mem bers of the Printing

Committee. What do you mean by " casual conversation ?"-Well, I consulted the
Committee casually, simply to find whether they were willing that fair prices should
be given for the printing, instead of having a repetition of the Taylor contract.

885. Did you arrange with MacLean, Roger & Co. what they should pay you
before you put in a tender ?-I made no agreement with themu whatever as to payiig
me for putting in a tender. We had not then arranged the proportion of the interest.
I should have said I was to all intents and purposes a partner with them at the time
-of the tendering, withdrawing my interest altogether and amalgamating my own in-
terest with theirs.

By 31r. Wallace:
886. What kind of partner ?-Not a partner in their general business, but in

that special transaction of tendering for the work.
Bu Mr. Bannerman:

887. Had you an understanding that large prices sbould be obtained by this ar-
rangement?-Well, before I agreed with MacLean, -Roger & Co. I advised thein to
make a reduction, and they then told me that they were willing to make a redaction
of $7,000 a year as compared with their former prices.

By the Chairman :
888. D;d they say that they were willing to make, or that they could afford to

make, on their former contract, a reduction of $7,00 a year ?--They said they could
afford to do so, in consequence of not sacrificing their plant; otherwise, they said
they could not.

By lr. Bannerman:
889. Did you pay Mr. Boyce to withdraw, or was the money you paid him for

the use of his name as a tenderer ?-I did not give him a dollar for withdrawing. My
check furnished the money for Mr. Boyce's tender, consequently, if I feared hi m as
a competitor, I would not have given him money to enable him to tender. IIe simply
represented me in the matter. The arrangement I made with him was to pay hin
for bis services if I utilized that tender, and the utilization meant if I had to do the
work at bis prices.

890. Did you promise Mr. Boyce a Government situation at any time ?-I
promised months before that to do all I could for him. The Government had hardly
changed before there were hundreds of applicants for positions, and he asked me to
do all I could flor him, and I said I would. But, as offering him a situation for bis
tender, I never did so in any shape whatever. I perhaps did him a little injustice
when I said he attempted blackmailing. 1 never read the letter till it was read in
the Committee. Before that, I simply had the impression that he had threateied me
with publication. M y book-keeper brought the letter te me. I had been informned
in the afternoon that Mr. Boyce threatened publication, and I said, " If Mr. Boyce
thinks he can blackmail me, he had botter try it." I took the letter, and 1 just saw
the last line with the words " printing tender " and his name, and I gave it kck to
my book-keeper, and said, "Send that back to Mr. Boyce, and tell him I won't have
any further communication with him," using, perhaps, a little stronger language than
that. Since I saw the letter, I think I may have been mistaken, and I don't think
he intended to blackmail me.

By 1Mr. Thompson ( Haldimand):
891. You say that there were hundreds of others wanting offices before the

,hange of Govern ment took place. Did you run a Government brokerage ?-No, but
having taken a pretty strong part in the elections, and aiso having been in opposition,
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it was natural that some persons should come to me and ask me to sign papers for them
I never received a dollar from any man, either directly or indirectly, for endeavoring
to get him a situation.

By Mr. Bannerman:
892. Did you approach Mr. Hope to buy him off ?-I never approached him on

any occasion. I had a conversation with him as to prices, but I never approached
him or made any offer to him.

893. You never offered him any money ?-Not a dollar.
894. Or notes ?-Not a dollar in notes.

By the Chairman :
895. Had you any conversation with Mr. Barber upon printing matters ?-I

did not know that Mr. Barber was connected with Mr. Hope at all until I saw the
evidence. Some one had told me that he believed Mr. Barber was intorested with
Mr. Hope, but I said I did not believe it, and I never thought of it afterwards. The
evidence brought back to my mind, that during the week of the tendering he was
not in my office at all, though he had frequently visited me before that. It was Mr.
Mitchell who told me that Mr. Barber was interested. But I never had any conver-
sation with Mr. Barber.

896. Did you approach Mr. Boyle at any time ?-No; I never had any conver-
sation at all with Mr. Boyle.

By the Chairman :
897. Had you any conversation with Mr. Charlton ?-Yes, frequently, but not in

reference to buying him out. I met him frequently, but he never made any propo-
sition to me, nor I to him.

By Mr. Bannerman:
898. Did you approach any one who tendered and try to buy him off ?-Not a

single man among the tenderers at all.
899. Did you ask any Minister of the Crown for his influence to help you to get

this contract for MacLean, Roger & Co. ?--No; I did not speak to any Minister of
the Crown concerning the matter at all, that I can recollect-not a single word.

900. You are positive ?-I am positive of that.
901. What particular reason caused you to join MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Well,

in the course of our conversation, and comparing notes, we had reason to believe that
several parties who had no offices., intended tendering and competing against us, and
we deemed it necessary to protect ourselves by uniting our interests.

By Mr, Trow :
902. How did you get the information that others were tendering ?-Well, I

suppose through the foremen of the offices to a great extent. They generally know
what is going on among other printers. Perhaps there were three or four of them
who were practical men without any capital, and who simply tendered to got a
position on the work or to be bought off. Half-a-dozen tendered the same way for
the binding.

903. 1 observe that the Mail newspaper, in which Mr. Bunting is rnported
to hold an iuterest, denies that Mr. Banting ever spoke to you, and states ti a.t yon
have been laboring under a delusion. Can you recollect any of the circumstaii-es of
the conversation that you had with him on this subject ?-My attention was called
to a little paragraph in the Iail, and I did try to recollect the circumstances; of
course, I know that so far as Mr. Bunting is concerned, there is no delusion, good,
bad or indifferent in the mater. It is a practical fact that I had the conversation
with him-otherwise, I would not have sworn to it. I met him either on the outside
of the buildings on the way up to the buildings or in the corridors at the time of the
tendering, and I told him then what I was doing-what I had done-that I was
interested with MacLean, Roger & Co., but I did not go into the particulars. I could
not do so, because I d, not know what the result of my arrangement with MacLean,
Roger & Co. would be at that time. I said to him then, "I hope the Committee
won't report too soon," and ho said, " Oh, no; we'll give you some days," or some-
thing of that kind. I think, after that I had another conversation-I had, in fact,

Mi
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another conversation with him, in almost the same place or in the corridor under
neath.

By Mr. Ross:
904. What was the substance of that second conversation ?-Well, I do not

exactly remember the conversation; I remember the tenor of it.
905. As near as you can remember, what was it ?-Mr. Bunting asked, " Have

you gou your arrangements all complete ?"
906. And the answer ?-l said " Oh yes, they have always been," meaning go

far as the arrangement was well defined between us, and I think he said " that's
right ; do as well as you can in the matter," or something to that effect.

By -Mr. Trow:
907. He encouraged you to go on, did he not ?-On, most decidedly; I think we

had some further conversation at different times, but I do not rernember. His state-
ment that I must be laboring under a delusion made me think over the whole cir-
cumstances, the same as Mr. Ross' evidence the other day made me think of the
conversation with him. Mr. Ross states that he was coming out of the Printing Com-
mittee and informed me that I was the lowest tendorer. I will first explain that.
Mr. Ross' evidence called back to my mind the fact that I had said that I Lad never
spoken to the Chairman. Well, that very morning I did; I was not in the building
at all that morning; I could not have been, because I was at the meeting of the
Police Commissioners; I walked up towards the Russell House. The Piinting Coin-
mittee was then out ; the Chairman was standing at the corner of the Russell House,
and he said laughingly to Judge Lyon, or to whoever he was Talking to, " allow me
to introduce you to the lowest tend(erer," and I asked him " was that tender of mine
the lowest ?" and he said " yes," and I walked on. So it could not have been that
morning that Mr. Ross spoke tome, although I remember speaking to Mr. Ross near
the Kansard room.

By the Chairman:
908. Then you must have had two conversations with Mr. Ross ?-Yes, we did--

one at the Hansard room, and the other at the smoking room.
909. When Mr. Bannerman was present ?-Yes; but Mr. Bunting is quite

incorrect. I am sorry that he is not here, because his statement prejudices me with
some portion of the Committee. The result of my telling the Committee what 1
know in the matter is that the Mail is abusing me more bitterly than the Globe itself.

By .Mr. Trow:
910. Did Mr. Bunting give you any reason to believe that your check would be

returned ?-No, I don't think he did. I was rather wishing that the Committee
would keep it. I was not anxious about it.

911. Would ià not have affected you to the extent of $500 if they had kept it ?-
That's all.

912. Bid not MacLean, Roger & Co. refuse positively to accept you as a partner
prior to the tenders being opened ?-No; they said, " We'll let that stand now, and
we will see what can be done afterwards." I had rather committed myself to do
what I could for thein. They had asked me several times not to oppose them, and
that was the result. They would have taken me in if I had insisted on it, but I
would not have done it under the circumstances.

By Mr. Ross:
913. Did Mr. Barber tell you that he was interested with Mr. Hope in the

tender ?-No; I don't think I ever asked him.
914. Did you tell Mr. Barber that you had any arrangements made, or expected to

make any arrangements with MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-No.
915. Did you tell Mr. Bunting that you were making arrangements with

McLean, Roger & Co. ?-I think I said that I did in a former part of my evidence.

C. H. MACKINTOSH.
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Appendix (No 2.)

WEDNESDAY, 21st April, 1880.

JOHN PoUPoRE, M.P., was sworn and examined

By the Chairman:
916. You are a member of the House of Commons, representing the County ot

Pontiac ?-Yes.
917. It has been stated here that you introduced Mr. Charlton to Mr. Hope ?-

Yes.
918. Will you tell us your connection with this introduction ?-All I know about

it is that I happened to meet Mr. Charlton about the corner ot Mr. Hope's office, and
le asked me if I knew Mr. Hope. I said "Yes." " Well," said he, " wid you give me
an introduction to him ? I don't know him." I said " Certainly," and we walked into
Mr. Hope's store. Mr. Hope was not just in the store, but we sent one of the boys
for him, and I introduced Mr. Charlton to him as a gentleman I knew in Montreal.
The introduction was merely formal. I said : "I Mr. Charlton, this is Mr. Hope; Mr.
Hope, this is Mr. Charlton." I did not know what Mr. Charlton's object was in
seeking an introduction through me.

919. Iad you any conversation with Mr. Charlton in connection with the
printing contract ?-Not the slightest, directly or indirectly. I knew nothing about
the printing business at ail until some days after, when I saw in the papers that Mr.
Charlton was a competitor for the printing, and I never anticipated thatanythingwas
not quite right, and never realized the fact that I was lending myself in any way to
assist him in the arrangements.

920. As a member of Parliament had you any interest in having this contract
awarded in the way it bas been awarded ?-Not in the slightest.

By lion. Mr. Wark:
921. You did not know what Mr. Charlton's object was in wishing to b3 intro-

duced ?-Not at all. I have been acquainted with Mr. Charlton for some years past;
I did not even know that he was a printer by trade.

By -Mr. Ross :
922. Are you acquainted with Mr. Barber, in the Finance Department ?-Not at

ail, except as an official about the buildings.
9231. Had you ever any conversation with him about this contract ?-Not a

word. I never heard anything about this transaction until I saw my name mentioned
in the newspapers.

FRIDAY, 23rd April, 1880.

JOHN POUPORE, M.P., added the following statement to his evidence:-

Mr. Hope states that I introduced Mr. Charlton to him as a printer from Quebec;
I never did so. In fact, I was not aware at that time that he was a printer. All I
did was to give him a formal introduction, as one gentleman is introduced to another.

JOHN POUPORE.

JAMES COTTON was sworn and examined:-

By the Chairman:
924. You are Mr. James Cotton who appeared in Toronto in connection with the

Globe-Boyle case ?-Yes.
By Mr. Ross:

925. You are acquainted with Mr. Charlton who was one ofthe tenderers for the
printing in 1879 ?-I am.

926. Are you also acquainted with the firm of MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Yes.
927. Had you and Mr. Roger any conversation in regard to the withdrawal of

any tenders that were put in for the Parliamentary Printing jn 1879 ?-Yes; with
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Mr. Roger or Mr. MacLean-perhaps both of them. I think Mr. Roger told me that
ho had a telegram from Mr. Boyle that ho was coming here. When ho arrived, as
Mr. Roger was not acquainted with Mr. Boyle, ho asked me to see Mr. Boyle and
fix an interview for him. I did go and se Mr. Boyle, after enquiring where ho was
Ftopping, and I arranged for an interview at Mr. Roger's house.

928. Did you tell Mr. Boyle what Mr. Roger wanted to see him for ?-I told him.
ho wanted to see him about the printing. Mr. Roger had a telegran from Mr. Boyle
saying he was coming down. I think some telegrams passed between them
previously.

929. State the subject of your conversation with Mr. Boyle when you first met
him ?-When I first met him, I merely told him that Mr. Ro)ger wished to be intro-
duced to him, and that, if ho would allow me, I would introduce them to each other.

930. Did you tell him the reason why Mr. Roger wanted to soe him ?-It was
about the printing; ho understood it himself, I suppose. They had met at Mr.
Roger's house. This was first interview.

931. Where was Mr. Boyle stopping at the time you first met him?-I think I
met him on the street, and thon made an appointment for him to meet me at Mr.
Roger's house; I think at three o'clock on the same day.

932. Were you present when Mr. Roger and Mr. Boyle had that conversation ?-
I was at Mr. Roger's when Mr. Boyle was there.

933. Did you remain present while they talked about matters ?-I think I was,
most of the time. I may not have been present during the wholo conversation.

934. Well, what was said ?-Mr. Roger wished to buy out Mr. Boyle's interest
in the tender.

935. Mr. Roger proposed that to Mr. Boyle, did he?-Yes; I think so. Or
whether I suggested it between thom, I dont know. I knew what the objeet was, at
all events.

936. Who made the proposition-Mr. Roger or you ?-I cannot say. If I made
it, it was made at Mr. Roger's request.

937. In introducing Mr. Boyle to Mr. Roger, did you state to Mr. Boyle the oh.
ject for which you had brought him there?-No; I merely introduced him1. 1 know
that would follow. I introduced them together, and, of course, left the explanation
to come after.

938. What proposition did Mr. Roger make to Mr. Boyle ?-I can't exactly
recollect the proposition-what the particulars of it were. Mr. Rioger wished to buy
out Mr. Boyle's tender. Mr. Boyle refused to sell out his tender at all. IIis answer
was that ho nover had done anything crooked in his life, and ho wouldn't begin
now.

939. What offer did Mr. Roger make to |Mr. Boyle ?-He made hin no offer.
He wished Mr. Boyle, I think, to ask a sum.

940. He asked his price ?-Something to that effect. However, Mr. Boyle re-
fused to entertain any olfer of that kind, and that was the conclusion of the interview
that day.

By the Chairman:
941. Mr. Boyle wouldn't consent to any crookedness ?-Well, that was the ex-

pression ho made use of. I didn't understand the expression at the time-it was
one of the phrases.

By Mr. Ross:
942. Had you conversation with Mr. Boyle after that first interview with Mr.

Roger ?-I think I had.
943. Where ?-I really forget where it was. I met him here, in the Parliament

House and at different places. I think I had several conversations with him.
944. Were you instructed by Mr. Roger to negotiate with M r. Boyle ?-I was

requested by Mr. Roger to bring about an arrangement between him and Mr. Boyle,
as he was the next below Mr. Roger.

945. Was it understood between you and Mr. Roger that the matter of arraig-
ing that part should be left to you?-No. It was understood between Mr. Roger and
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myself that if I could bring about an arrangement I was to do so. Mr. Roger did
not leave power in my hand to make one arrangement or another.

946. Did you see Mr. Boyle at any other time at Mr. Roger's house, than the
time you have first mentioned ?-I think I did, once again at Mr. Roger's house.

947. Did you hear the conversation that was going on at that time ?-I heard
some of it. The iesult was protty much the same as before. There was no arrange.
ment made, as Mr. Boyle refused to entertain any offer to sell out.

948. Did Mr. Roger make him an offer of any fixed sum of money ?-No, not
that [ heard.

949. -Did Mr. Boyle mention any sum that he would take ?-No.
By Ur. Trow :

950. Did Mr. Boyle leave it to you to arrange a settlement when he left for
Toronto ?-No.

951. He did not say, before he left, that he would leave it entirely in your hand
and Mr. Charlton's ?-Mr. Boyle, before he left, gave me a letter withdrawing his
tender ; that the matter was decided and the contract awarded to Mackintosh. They
were here about a week, backward and forward, negotiating about it, and Boyle
said he wanted to get home, and he wrote a letter withdrawing his tender when it
was decided that Mackintosh had the contract.

92. To whom did he.give that letter ?--He gave it to me.
By Mr. Ross :

953. Where did he give you the letter ?-I think it was on Clarence Stroet.
By Mr. Trow :

954. That was the letter to Mr. Ilartney?-Yes. 1.e asked me how he
could get back bis cheque, as he wanted to leave for Toronto, and lie wrote a letter
to say that, as the contract had been awarded-I forget the exact words-he wished
to withdraw, and he requested Mr. iHartney to send him bis deposit cheque.

By Hon. Mr. Wark:
955. Wore you and Mr. Charlton associated together in negotiating with Mr.

Boyle ?-Yes; we were together.
956. You had negotiated with Mr. Boyle before you made him an offer ?-No;

we did not make bim an offer.
957. Was not the 83,0 spoken of ?-No; we did not make him any offer.

By Mfr. Ross:
958. You stated von had two interviews with Mr. Boyle ?-Yes; with Mr.

Roger and Mr, Bovle at Mr. Roger's hoise.
9>9. Were those all the interviews you had with Mr. Boyle ?-No; I had

several with him. I met him several times.
1460. For what purpose were you interviewing him ?-I was very desirous about

bringing about an arrangement between him and Mr. Roger, but the only offer that
Mr. Boyle would entertain was, in case the contract came to him, that he would give
MacLean & Roger a joint interest with him in the contract.

961. Upon whose authority were you negotiating with Mr. Boyle ?-I was
negotiating at MacLean & Rog.er's request.

9 2. What arguments did you use with Boyle to get him to withdraw ?-Of
course, 1 cannot tell you now what arguments I used. I used all the arguments
thought necessary at the time- advising Boyle, in the interests of MacLean & Roger,
to negotiate with them, because I thought they could do botter by-well, I advised
Boyle to sell out, but he wouldn't.

963. Did Mr. Roger authorize you to offer Boylo any money inducement ?-I
don t iiink he did-not any pirticutlar amount.

964. Did ho say in your presence tkat he would be prepared to pay Boyle some-
thing for withdrawing ?-I think he said lie would pay him liberally, but I don't
thin any sum was fixed.

965. Did you ever state to Boyle that if he withdrew his tender he would be deaIt
liberally with ?-I think I did. I think I said that Mr. Roger was desirous ofbuying
him out, but that he would not go into partnership.
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966. So you swear that Boyle might understand from what you told him that he
would be paid liberally for his tender ?-Yes.

967. I notice in the papers put in that Boyle withdrew his tender; are you
aware that he did ?-Yes, because he gave me the letter to convey to Mr. Hartney.

968. Who wrote that letter ?-1 think it was in Mr. Boyle's handwriting.
96d. Did you see him write it ?--No. He had it written.
970. He gave you the letter ?-Yes, to convey to Mr. Hartney. I said I would

either mail it or convey it to him.
971. Did you tell Mr. Roger that you had got Mr. Boyle's withdrawal ?-I

showed the letter to Mr. MacLean.
972. Did you show it to Mr. Roger ?-I showed it to Mr. MacLean and Mr.

Roger saw it afterwards.
By Mr. Trow :

973. Did not it strike you that it was taking a wrong procedure to withdraw his
tender when Mackintosh's tender was accepted ?-I don't think it wrong. I think it
perfectly right.

974. Did he mention to you that Mackintosh had received the contract ?-Yes.
975. Then why should he write at all?-He wanted to get back his cheque.
976. lis cheque was certain to come back ?-I can't tell you the reason. Ie

said, "I bave written a letter asking to have my cheque returned." I don't see that
there was anything wrong in that letter.

By the Chairman:
977. Was there any understanding between any member of th' Committee and

Mr. Boyle that he should have his cheque returned ?-I don't remeaber any. You
mean any member of this Committee ?

978. Yes. Was there any understanding, so far as your knowleIo goe-, that
upon his withdrawal he should not forfeit the cheque he had put in ?-l don't know
that there was any understanding. Of course, when the contract was awarded he
was entitled to the cheque.

By Mr. Trow :
979. You mentioned that he wanted you to convey his letter of withdrawal ?-

That was after the contract was awarded . He wanted to get his cheque. I don't
know his object in asking me to convey his letter to Mr. Hartney. I think the letter
said to send him his cheque; I forget really the wording of the letter.

By Mr. Bunting :
980. Did you ask or suggest that he should write that letter for conveyance to

Mr. lartney ?-No, I don't think I did. I didn't ask him to write the letter. I
think he asked me how he could get his cheque back, and I think I told him to write
toMr. Hartney and that as the contract was awarded I supposed he would get it.

By the Chairman:
981. What reason did you have for thinking he would have a right to get it ?-

That is the usual mode.
982. No, it is not ?-I beg your pardon, I think I know the modus operandi.

When a contract is awarded the cheque is returned.
983. The lowest Éenderer gets his cheque returned, does be ?-Not the lowest,

but the highest over all others except the one who gets the contract. I think
I know the modus operandi. I have had a good d eal to do with contracts.

By Mr. Trow :
984. Why write a letter at all ?-I cannot tell your object in asking me a ques-

tion, for instance. I cannot tell what the object was in Mr. Boyle writing the letter.
I was merely an intermediate.

985. Was the letter open ?-I think it was, and I think he asked me if I thought
it would do.

By Mr. Ross:
986. Did you dictate the terms of Mr. 'Boyle's letter of withdrawal?-No, I did
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987. Why did you sign it ?-I signed it so as to identify it. I think Mr. Mac-
Lean said, " Perhaps Mr. Hartney would not recognize it unless there was some
person to identify it," and I said, " I can identify it, because Mr. Boyle au-
knowledged to me the writing of the letter," and I wrote my name.

988. I notice that this letter was signed after the contract was awarded to Mr.
Mackintosh ?-Certainly.

989. Did you tell Mr. Boyle that it was necessary for him to put in a letter
withdrawing his tender, as well as a letter asking for the return of his cheque ?-No;
I don't think I did. I am satisfied I did not.

990. Did you dictate the letter of withdrawal to Mr. Boyle ?-I did not.
991. You were present when he wrote the letter ?-No; I was not. I told you I

got the letter from him on the street.
By Hion. Mr. Rlaythorne:

992. You were in Mr. Roger's confidence, were you not, in reference to these
tenders ?-I was desirous to bring about an arrangement. e

993. Were you aware that Mr. Mackintosh's tender would be withdrawn after
that ?-I was aware of it.

By RHon. Mr. Aikins:
9. 4. If you got that letter on the street, how came you to endorse it as a witness

if you were not a witness ?-He read it and acknowledged it, and I signed it. I
was perfectly right in doing so.

By Mr Aoss :
995. Where did you sign it ?-I am not sure whether it was in Mr. Roger's

offce or not. I think it was at O'Meara's.
By lion. Mr. Bowell :

196. Was it understood at that time that the contract was awarded to Mr.
Mackintosh ?-Yes.

997. And had you any knowledge that Mr. Mackintosh was not going on with
the contract ?-I had no knowledge of it.

998. Will you tell us why you were trying to get the intermediate tenderers
between Mr. Roger and Mr. Mackintosh out of the way ?-Because Mr. Roger was
anxious to do so.

999. Had you any knowledge of his reasons for that ?-I had knowledge that he,
desired to get the contract at his tender.

By Mr. Ross:
1000. Did Mr. Roger tell you ?-He told me he could arrange with Mr. Mackin-

tosh, but I had no knowledge myself.
By Mr. Aikins:

1001. What do you suppose was Mr. Roger's idea for trying to get Mr. Boyle out
of the way ?-Because he was between Mr. Mackintosh and Mr. Roger.

1002. What good would it do Mr. Roger to get Mr. Boyle to retire if Mr. Mac-
kintosh was going to get the contract ?-If Mr. Roger had made an arrangement
with Mr. Mackintosh, then, Mr. Boyle being got out of the way and all others, of
course, everything else went to Mr. Roger.

1003. Then you knew he was arranging with Mr. Mackintosh to get bis tender
withdrawn ?-I cannot speak of anything I don't know. The fact of my hearing that
remark does not make me know it, but he told me so.

1004. But you have repeated a good deal here that you have heard, as being
within your own knowledge ?-I don't think so; I beg your pardon, sir. I did not.

By the Chairman :
1005. You say that from what you heard, you infeired that these tenders were

to be got out of the way ?-I did not say anything of the kind; I merely spoke of
returning the cheque.

1006. But you said that you understood how these tenders were arranged-that
Mr. Maekintosh's was the lowest tender, and Mr. Roger's the highest, and that if the
intervening tenders were got out of the way, Mr. Roger would get the contract ?-
Yeu have said se; I did believe so.



By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane:
1007. Were you aware that money passed between Mr. Mackintosh and Mr.

Roger?-No; I was not aware. I think what I said was that I understood that the
choques wore returned to all above the contractor. When the lowest tenderer is
declared the contractor thon the cheques are returned to those above him.

By the Chairman:
1008. From whom did you understand that the choques would be returned ?-It

was a matter of publie notoriety that Mr. Mackintosh was the lowest tenderer.
1009. From whom did y ou understand that these cheques would be roturned ?-I

am speaking now of the practice in all the Departments. When a man is not the
successful tenderer his cheque is returned.

By Hon. Mr. Bewell:
1010. Did anyone tell you that these choques would be returned ?-No one told

me.
By Mr. Trow:

1011. You were engaging in this matter in the interest of MacLean, Roger &
Co. ?-Yes.

1012. And you knew at the time that the contract was awarded to Mr. Mackin
tosh ?-I heard so.

1013. Mr. Boyle had given you a letter whieh you then held, withdrawing his
tender ?-That was several days after the contract was awarded to Mr. Mackintosh.

1014. Then you received a certain sum of money from MacLean, Roger & Co.
for Mr. Boyle, after he had withdrawn his tender ?-I did not.

1015. Whom did you receive it from ?-I received money from Mr. Charlton, but
not for Mr. Royle.

1016. How much did you receive?-I received $500 in cash and some notes.
1017. What was the amount of the notes ?-82,500.
1018. Did you pay that money to Mr. Boyle ?-No.
1019. Has he never received any portion of that money ?-No.
1020. What did you get it for?-1 got it for that letter which I held. That was

the value that Mr. MacLean proposed to give me when I got that letter.
1021. That is, Mr. Boyle's letter of withdrawal ?-Yes.
10,2. Didn't MacLean, Roger & Co. give you that money with the intention of

giving it to Mr. Boyle ?-No; Mr. Charlton handed it to me, but not with the inten-
tion of giving it to Mr. Boyle.

By Hon. Mr. Maefarlane:
1023. What did he hand it to you for ?-For that letter.
1024. Did he tell you to put that money in your own pocket ?-Yes, he did-or

words to that effect.
By Mr. Bunting:

1025. Was that considered the price of your services, or was it understood that
you were to pay a par- of it to those persons who tendered ?-I was not to pay it to
any one except myself.

1026. And it was intended for your own personal use ?-I intended it for my own
personal use.

By Hon. Mr. Nacfarlane:
1027. Did you receive anything besides that ?-After the thing was all over Mr.

Roger was so weil satisfied that ho said, I You can go and order a suit of clothes
and I will pay for them."

By Hon. Mr. Aikins:
1028. Thon you swear that after you had received this 83,000 you never ap-

proached Mr. Boyle or asked him to withlraw his tender ?-No; never. IL was for
the letter I deliveored that I got the $3,000.

By 'Ur. Trow :
10'9. Was not that sufficient for all you did in the matter without your asking

for a suit of clothes in addition ?-I didn't ask for anything; it was a proposed gift,
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By Mr. Ross:
1030. I notice that Mr. Roger, in his evidence, swore that lie handed the '$3,000

to you and Mr. Charlton ?-He didn't hand it to me; Mr. Charlton handed it to me.
1031. Were you present when Mr. Charlton got that money ?-No; I was not.
1032. Did Mr. Charlton tell you what was to be done with that money ?-Of

course, when I gave up the letter Mr. Charlton handed me that in return for the
letter.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell:
1033. Was there any arrangement before that, that, if you should get this

letter, you would receive $3,000 ?-Yes.
1034. By whom ?-By Charlton for MacLean, Roger & Co., the day before. If I

gave them that letter they would give me $3,000.
By Hon. -Mr. Macfarlane :

1035. Having the letter in your possession, you were~perfectly safe, then ?-Yes.
By lion. Mr. Bowell :

1036. Was it understood, at the time, that this money was to go into your own
pocket, for your services ?-Certainly; I didn't understand it in any other way. It
was understood between myself and Mr. Charlton, who was the person I made the
bargain with.

1037. You said you had made the arrangement with Mr. MacLean ?-That was
the day before. When I shewed hi-m the letter, lie said they would arrange to put the
notes and money into Mr. Charlton's hands.

1038. Do you say, then, that what Mr. Roger states is not true-that he handed
you and Mr. Charlton the money lor the purpose of giving it to Mr. Boyle ?-He
didn't give it to me at all, it was Charlton.

1039. Then you contradict Mr. Roger in that particular ?-I do not contradict
Mr. Roger, because lie "does not say that lie gave me the money.

By the Chairman:
1040. Was there any person in this city who acted as the go-between between

you and Mr. Boyle ?-No one.
1041. To whom did you pay the moncy you received from Mr. Charlton ?-I

cant tell you just now what I did with it. That is my private matter.
1042. I insist that you shall tell ?-I won't tell. I have told you the whole truth.

The money came into my hands, and where it went after I won't tell you, because I
cannot.

1043. The question is, to whom did you pay this $3,000, or any portion of it? -If
I am obliged to tell I will answer, but I will take legal advice first, and thon I will
tell you whether I will answer or not.

By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane:
1044. Will you swear that no portion of that $3,000 was paid to any person in

connection with this printing contract ?-Distinctly, no.
By 1fr. Ross:

1045. Did you pay any part of it to Mr. Starrs for any assistanca he rendered
to you ?-No.

By Mr Trow:
1046. Did Mr. Boyle participate in any of the proceeds ofthat $3,000 directly

or indirectly, to your knowledge ?-Not at all, to my knowledge, directly or in-
directly.

By lon. Mr. Brouse:
1041. Then have you used that money for your own purposes ?-I have used

that money for my own purposes.
By 1fr. Bunting:

1018. Then the notes have all been paid, have they ?-No; they are not due yet.
By Mr: Ross:

1049. Who holds these notes ?-There are two of them in the bank.
1050. In your own name ?-They wore discounted in the bank for me.
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By Mr. Bunting:
1051. To whom were they male payable ?-To Edward Charlton.
1052. He endorsed the notes ?-He endorsed the notes, and handed them over to

me.
By Mr. Ross:

1053. Are they to your credit in the bank ?-They are not to my credit. They
are discounted.

By Mr. Bunting:
1054. When you received these notes from MacLean, Roger & Co., were they en-

dorsed, or did you get them subsequently endorsed by Mr. Charlton ?-Mr. Charlton
had the notes payable to himself and all signed, and they were endorsed when he
handed them over to me.

By Mr Trow:
1055. Didn't you lead MacLean, Roger & Co. to believe that that money was

going to Mr. Boyle ?-I did not. I never asked or saw them.
By lHon. Mr. Aikins:

1056. Did you say to Mr. Boyle that you would be of great service to him in
getting him the contract ?-I never did, not as the contract was awarded.

1057. What did you say to him ?-H e gave me the letter because he wished to get
back his cheque, and he wished to withdraw his tender, as the contract was awarded

By lHon. Mr. Kaulbach:
1058. Was there any condition attached to that letter when you got it ?-None,

except that I should give or convey it to Mr. Hartney.
1059. But did you not do so. You held it for a time ?-I held it till the next

day, or the day after. Mr. Roger told me as soon as he got that, Mr. Maekintosh
would withdraw, and, with that understanding he put the money and notes into Mr.
Charltons bands.

By lon. Mr. Aikins:
1060. After you got this letter of withdrawal, did you inform MacLean, Roger &

Co. that you had been successful in getting Mr. Boyle to withdraw his tender ?-I
stated before, that I went direct and showed the letter to Mr. MacLean when I got it.

10d1. Before you handed it to Mr. lartney ?-I believe it was Mr. Roger or Mr.
MacLean that handed it to Mr. Hartney.

1062. Then you did not give it to Mr. Hartney ?-No; I did not. I conveyed
it to him through then.

By Mr. Trou:
1063. Have MacLean, Roger & Co. taken any action to repudiate these notes ?-

They have advertised tne repudiation of them.
By Mr. Bunting:

1064. Do the notes bear vour endorsement now ?-No.
By -Mr. Trow:

1035. Do you consider the notes that are unpaid valueless ?-I cannot tell that.
By -Mr. Bunting:

1066. You got the proceeds of the notes ?-Well, I have the proceeds-at least, I
don't know that I have got the proceeds of all. The notes have been discounted, and
I have got the proceeds.

1067. Is your name on these notes ?-i o.
By -Mr Bunting:

1068. In what bank were they discounted ?-I really cannot tell, but I think in
the Bank of Ottawa.

1069. Did they bear any other endorsement than Charlton ?-I really cannot tell
you; they may have. I cannot tell just now, but I don't think they did.

By Mr. Ross:
1070. How long since have they been in the bank ?-I cannot tell you; three

or four or five or perhaps six months.
By Bon. -Mr. Macfarlane:

1071. Are they over-due now ?-I cannot say.
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By Mr. Ross:
1072. Had you no difficulty in getting Mr. Boyle to give you that letter of with-

drawal ?-I think I told you ho asked my advice and brought me a letter. I met
him on the street and ho asked me if it would do, and [ took it to Mr. MacLean.

1073. Did you represent to Mr. Boyle that as Mr. Mackintosh had been awarded
the contract, it would be necessary for him to write such a letter and get his,
deposit ?-I think I did; he merely asked me how he would get his deposit, and I
think I represented that if he wrote a letter I would have it sent to Mr. Hartney,
and ho would send him the cheque.

By lHon Mr. Kaulbach:
1074. Did Mr. Boyte know of your receiving any consideration ?--No, he dit

not know it from me.
By Hlon. Mr. Aikins:

1075. Did ho know it from anybody else ?-Not to my knowledge.
By Mr. Ross :

1676. Did you make any offer that if ho wrote such a letter a consideration
would be given to him ?-No.

1077. Did not you give him to understand that if he wrote it he would receive-
any money ?-No.

1078. Did not I understand you to say that in talking to him you gave him to
understand-?-I asked Mr. Boyle if he would sell out to MacLean Roger, and he
distinctly refused.

1079. But, in giving your previous evidence, I think you said that you suggested
to Mr. Boyle that if he gave that letter of withdrawal some money consideration
would be given him ?-As 1 said before, I advised him to take a money consideration,
and he distinctly refused, by saying that he had never done anytþing crooked and
would not begin now.

1080. Did you advise him in good faith that he would get a money considera-
tion ?-Good faith; I don't know what you mean. What do you mean by a money
consideration ?

1081. Did you Advise him ?-Yes, I advised him to write the letter.
1082. In good faith ?-la good faith, to withdraw. I was not acting for him.
1083. But when you got the $3,000 for the withdrawal, why didn't you pay

him part of the money ?-Why, he refused to entertain anything in the shape of a
money consideration.

10S4. Did you offer any part of the money ?-No.
1085. Did you make any offer of any part of that money to Mr. Boyle after it came

into your hands ?-No, I did not.

By lr. Trow :
1086. Have you paid any money to Mr. Houston ?-I have given money to Mr.

Houston, and ho has giv n me noney, but none of that money.
1087. How mueh did you pay him iri consideration ofthis $3,000 ?-Not a dollar.

His transactions and mine for ten years have not amounted to $200.
1088. No money passed between you in connection with this $3,000 ?-No.

By lion. Mr. Bowell:
1089. I understand you to say that in your negotiations with MIacLean, Roger &

Co. there were no instructions given, and no conversation in reference to the securing
of Boyle's tender ?-None whatever ; it was between Charlton and myself that the
matter took place.

1090. Did Roger ever'suggest to you that you might negotiate with Boyle as to,
the withdrawal of his tender ?-I mentioned before that ho sent me to Boyle for that
purpose

.1091. Who sent you?-Mr. Roger sent me to Mr. Boyle to try and effect that
arrangement between them.
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By Mr. Bunting:
1092. At the time you received the $500 and the notes for $2,500, had you

received Boyle's letter of withdrawal ?-I had it two days before that; I showed it to
Mr. MacLean two days belore that.

1093. Are you aware that Messrs. MacLean and Roger distinctly understood
when you received that money that you were to pay a part of it to anybody else, or
did you think that you were to retain it?-The only understanding I had was with
-Mr Charlton, who thoroughly understood that lie gave it to me without any under-
standing that t was to give any portion of it to Mr. Boyle. It was for myself and no
one lise.

1094. Mr. Ch ailton understood that?-Yes.
1095. You are aware Mr. Charlton understood that the money you received from

him was in paymient of your services rendered to Messrs. MacLean & Roger ?-Yes;
we had some conversation and the words he said to me were: " It is ono of my
business what you do with the money, for, of course, we have got value in the letter;
that is all we want."

1096. Are you aware that MacLean, Roger & Co. understood that the $3,000 was
to be paid for 3 our personal services ?-1 am not aware what they understood in the
matter. I an not aware that they had any interest except to get the lotter. That
was their only interest, and they wouldjust as soon the money was in my pocket.

1097. You consideied yourself the agent of Messrs. MacLean & Roger on these
negotiations ? -I was requested by Messrs. MacLean & Roger to bring about an
understanding between them and Mr. Boyle, and I went to Mr. Boyle and brought
him to meet Mr. Roger at his house.

By Mr. H,,ythorie :
1098. Did you rejesent that a sum of money was niecessary in order to get a

withdrawal of Mr. Boyle's tender ?-No, I did not.
1099. It is strange thev sbould have been under the impression their money was

ap) ied for that putpose ?-They wanted to get the letter, and when I got it I showed
it to Mr. MacLan, andi he said that was ail they wanted, but Mr. Boyle distinctly
refused to neoLrtiate about the sale of the contract-that is all.

By-the Uhairman :
1100. Then you were not agent f:r Mr. Boyle, but acting for Messrs. Roger &

MacLean ?-Yes, I was :ang for them in bririging about an arrangement.
By lion. Mr. Kaulbach:

1101. You were negotiating with Mir. Boyle to get this letter of withdrawal.
W.1s it by reason of any such negotiations, or of any offer you made to Mr. Boyle
that you got the letter ?-The reason he gave the letter was that he wanted to go
home. 1 did not expect to get it for three or four hours, but lie wanted to leave for
Toronto and wanteà to get his cheque.

1I02. That was not induced by reason of any offer you made ?-No. He
distinctly refused to entertain any offer.

1103. What day did you get the offer ?-I cannot exactly tell you.
By Mr. 'L homupson (Haldinand) :

1104. Sunday, wasii't it ?-No; I never do business on Sunday. The 21st is the
date, so you can tell what day of the week it was.

By Mr. Trow :
1105. Did Roger ask you to offer a money consideration to Boyle ?-I told you.

before-1 think in the beginning of my evidence-that Roger's object was to get
Boyle to withdraw, and that Boyle refused when I offered him anything of that kind.
He would not entertain anything but a partnership.

By the Chairnnan :
1106. Did Mr. Boyle tell you to negotiate with MacLean, Roger & Co., with

reference to a partnership, in case he got the contract ?-I think he did. I know that
was spoken of several ti mes between MacLean & Roger and Boyle in my presence.

By Mr. Ross :
1107. Did you and Mr. Charlton have any conversation about the withdrawal

of Mr. Charlton's tender ?-It was understood that Charlton's tender was Roger's.
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1108. That is, you understood it ?-Mr. Charlton told me so.
1109. Had you any conversation with Mr. Roger ?-No.
1110. Or Mr. Hope ?-No, not until months afterwards.

By the Chairman:
1112. Did you have any talk with Mr. Barber ?-No, I did not know he was

interested until I saw bis evidence.
By Mr. Ross:

1113. Did you have any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh about the withdrawal
of bis tender ?-I had a conversation with Mr. Mackintosh, and he said he was very
intimate with you.

By Mr. Trow:
1114. I understand that Boyle bad withdrawn his tender and given you this

letter; how long did you hold it ?-I think either one or two days.
1115. lie had withdrawn bis tender before you spoke to Roger about the $3,000

consideration ?-I stated distinctly that when I got the letter I showed it to MacLean
on the day it was written-the 21st, I think.

1116. How did you get at the amount. Here was a letter which did not require
auything; why should he be fool enough to say " here is $3,000." For whom did he
say it was ?-He did not say it was for anybody.

1117. To whom did you give the money ?-When I found they would give
$3,000, MacLean said they bad arranged with Charlton about the money, and I
think it was paid over the next day or the day afterwards.

By Hon. Mr. Aikins:
1118. Did you deliver the letter before you got the money ?-I think it was

nearly about the same moment.
By Mr. Bunting :

1119. Are we to understand that you made arrangements with MacLean, Roger
& Co., or Charlton, by which you were to receive $3,000 in consideration of your
getting this letter of withdrawal ?-When I got the letter Charlton fixed on the
amount, $3,000, which was to be handed to me. I held the letter one or two days
until Mr. Charlton gave me the money.

1120. When Mr. Boyle prepared that letter, or about the time he wrote it, did
you suggest to him that he should not only ask for the return of bis choque, but that
the letter should also stipulate that he withdrew lis tender?-I did not suggest any-
thing about the writing of that letter, only when he consulted me one or two days
before I said " if you write to Mr. Hartney, he will return the choque to Toionto."
IHIe wrote it on his own account and handed it to me.

By the Chairman:
1121. low did you know that Mr. Hartney would return the choque ?-Of

course, if the contract was awarded he would return the cheque.
1122. But was not the cheque forfeited ?-Not at all.

By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane :
1123. Suppose you had not reeiived anything, would you bave delitvei-ed the

letter ?-No; I would not. I would not have delivered it to MacLean, Roger & Co.
until I got the money and notes.

1124. You spoke about a suit of clothes which Mr. Roger was to give you ?-A
month after the thing was done, he said: " You have done so well in this matter,
you can go and get a suit of clothes at my expense."

By Hon. Mr. Kaulbach:
1125. Did you decline giving up the letter until such time as you had the money ?

-No; I did not ask him about it. It was understood the money and notes would be
placed in Mr. Charlton's hands.

1126. And you held the letter ?-Yes. It was the same as a deed, and I held if,
of course.

By Mr. Trou:
1127. Why did Mr. Boyle give you the letter unsealed ?-I think he brought me

the letter to see if it would answer or not. I did not know what his object was in
giving ine the letter unseailed.
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1128. Did ho ask you to witness the letter ?-No; I think I stated 1 re that
Mr. MacLeat or Mr. Roger asked me to witness the letter so that I would idognize
it afterwards, and so that IMr. iHartney would recognize it as an original signature.

1129. When Mr. MacLean gave you the suit of clothes, do you think ho was
under the impression that ycu had then $3,000 in your pocket ?-I cannot tell his
impressions. Mr. Roger had.

1130. Do you think he would have given you the clothes if he had ?-I cannot
tell; but I think Mr. Roger knew that Mr. Boyle had not got the money, and when
I got the suit of clothes I think it was under that impression, but I cannot tell, of
course.

By lon. Mr. Trudel:
1131. You say the letter was handed to you to ascertain if it would answer ?-

Yes.
1132. If Mr. Boyle had omitted to put in the withdrawal of his tendor, would

you have considered that that letter would have answered ?-I think I would have
advised him to put in a withdrawal of his tender, because Mr. Mackintosh said he
had it all arranged through his influence to get the Committee to put off deciding
on the contract until Mr. Boyle could be negotiated with.

1133. You thought that if a withdrawal of the tender was not in that letter you
would not have got the money ?-No; I didn't think so, but of course. I cannot tell.

1134. Did you think you would ?-I really cannot tell. I did not know what
effect it would have.

113a to 1140. It would appear that you had some such understanding ?-In case he
withdrew his cheque he would, of course, withdraw bis tender, but that would dépend
altogether on a legal opinion.

By the Chairman :
1141. You say that, through Mr, Mackintosh's influence with the Comifittee, he

could have got the acceptance of the tender delayed; did Mr. Mackintosh say this to
you ?-He said something of that kind, and of course it was through his influence
with the Committee; I think ho said so himself in his evidence that he would try to
get the thing put off.

1142. But what did he say-answer without reference to his evidence ?-I think
lie intimated to me that ho would get the thing put off for a few dàys ànd try to
negotiate with Mr. Boyle, and if he did not get out of the way, he had influence
enough to get him jumped.

By Mr. Costigan:
1143. Do you know whether Mr. Mackintosh relied on the Committee a a

whole, or on any particular members of the Committee, to bring about the jumping
of this tender ?-I really cannot tell you.

By Mr. Bunting:
1144. Did ho name any members of the Committee ?-Ie sAid he was very

intimate with Mr. Ross-that they had lived together at Strathroy.
By Mr Ross:

1145. What remark did he make ?-Oh, I can't remem ber; it was only in à casual
conversation that he said that, when we were walking up the town.

1146. I understood you to say that Mr. Mackintosh's statement was that he had
influence with members of the Committee which would enable him to get a post-
ponement of their decision ?-Something to that effect ; it was not, perhaps, exactly
in that way.

1147. Had you more than one conversation with Mr. Mackintosh in regard to
postponement or delay ?-No.

1148. Where did that conversation take place ?-It was on the sidewalk, between
MacLean, Roger & Co.'s office and the front of the Parliament Buildings.

1149. Did he say what kind of influence he had with me ?-No; I don't say that
Ihe stated he had any influence with you, but that ho was intimate with you, having
lived formerly with you at Strathroy- There was nothing at ail improper in what
lhe said to me.
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By Mr. Thompson:
1150. Did he refer to any other members of the Committee ? -I don't recollect.

By Mr Ross :
1151. Or any other person that he ha 1 iifluence witli to enable him to secure his

object ?-No; 1 cannot recoliect. Tîeru was a good dealof'conversaion in reference
to getting the awarding of the contruet.

By Mr. Trow:
1152. You codsider the transaction botweon you and MacLean, Roger & Co., by

which you received 63,000, a bonafide transacionL ?-Yes,
I153. Hlow do you aceout tor their repudiating the payment of these notes ?-I

cannot tell you about that. Ail 1 cau tedl you is tuat I saw the advertisement in the
papers.

1154. Did not Mr. Boyle hand you that letter of withdrawal for the express
purpose of handing it to Mr. lioger ?-lH did not. lie didn't know that I was going
to show it to Mr. Roger.

î 155. How do you account for his leaving it in that loose manner in your hands ?
-He was leaving it in no loose matiner. lie nierely handed me the letter, but gave
me no understanding that 1 was goiig to hand it to Mr. Roger.

1156. 1 suppose you took it and read the conteouts to Mr. Roger?-I distinctly
stated that I met Mr. MacLean and showed it to hii.

1157. You had not a right to do that, had you ?-I don't know whether I had or
not.

1158. This letter was given you to take to Mr. Hartney ?-To convey to Mr.
Hlartney.

By Mr. Bunting:
1159. When did MacLean, Roger & Co. become aware of the fact that you had

applied that money to your own ue exclusively ?-1 don't know.
1160. ilave they never compiained to you ofit since ?-No.
1161. Was not the time the trial took 'lace in Toronto the first time they learned

that that money was apphed to your own use exclusively ?-They did know it before
that from me.

1162. When did they first know it ?-I cani't tell you.
By Hon. Mr. Haythorne:

1163. When Mr. MacLean was under examInation, he was asked:-" Did you
make any other payment besides those to Mr CUarlton and Mr. Hope ?-Yes. low
much?-We paid another sum of 83,00o. On whose behalf or lor whom was that
-san paid ?-lt was our impression at the time that wewere paying it to Mr. Boyle"?
-I am not under that impression.

1164. But you have already sworn that you received that money for your own
personal services ?-From Mr. Charltoin-yes.

By the Chairman:
1165. This letter that you gave to Mr. Hartney and showed to Mr. MacLean-

did you show it to anybody else ?-I t hink Mr. Charlton and Roger saw it.
1166. Any o:her person ?-I don't think any other person.
1167. Who wrote the letter ?-I stated here that it was in Mr. Boyle's hand-

writing.
By Mr. Bunting:

1168. When you offered these notes to the bank for discount, did they contain
any other name but Mr. Charlton's ?-I did not offer them for discount. The third
party got them discounted, and I don't know whether he endorsed them or not.

116j. To whom did you give the notes ?-1 decline to answer that question. The
notes were my property, and I gave them to another party.

1170. How long did you hold them ?-For some time-I can't tell you how long.
1171. Did you dispose of them the day you received them ?-I have made use of

them since that time to raise money for the purpose of teniering.
1172. Did you sell them to any body ?-I did not sell them to anybody.
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1173. Did you get any private individual to discount them ?-l got a party to
discount them.

1174. And you sold them to a private individual for a consideration ?-I sold
them to a private individual for a consideration.

1175. Without your endorsation ?-Without my endorsation.
1176. And when you disposed of them they contained no other signature but

that of Mr. Charlton ?-No other signature.
1177. How long had you thom in your possession ?-I cannot tell you.
1178. Had you them more than twenty-four hours ?-Yes.
1179. Had you them two or threc or four days ?-1 really cannot tell you with-

ont referring to my memorandum.
By Mr. Trow :

1180. Who holds the notes ?-I told you they were in the bank.
1181. Did you soll them to Mr. Starrs ?-I did not sel] them to Mr. Starrs.
1182. Have you had transactions with Mr. Starrs in reference to these notes ?-

I have had transactions with Mr. Starrs in reference to these notes.
1183. Do you know whether ho has paid any noney to Mr. Boyle ?-Not to my

knowledge. I don't think he has paid a dollar on account of these notes, bêcause if
he had he would not have accounted to me for them.

By Hon. Mr. Bowdl :
1184. How long did you say you held the letter of Mr. Boyle ?-I think it was

one or two -days.
1185. Have you any recollection that yon swore in Toronto that you only had it

two hours ?-I 'only had it -two hours before I showed it to Kr. MacLean.
1186. The question 'was, "How long had you this letter bere you gave it to

Mr. MacLean ?" and your answer was, It was perhaps two hôurs; it was the same
day." Is that true ?-That cannot be correct, because I held it all-night. I showed
it to Mr. MacLean in two hours after I got it.

Byl Hon. Mr. Aikins :
1187. What negotiations had you with Mr. Starrs in reference te these notes?-

Mr. Starrs and I had been tendering for works together, and we deposited them in
the bank to raise deposit certificates on them, for the purpose of tendering for con-
tracts. We used them as collateral security.

By Mr. Buntinq :
1188. What we want to know, is, ifany portion of that $3,000 got into the hands

of those parties who sold their tenders ?-Not a dollar of it in any shape or way.
By ,Mk. Ross:

118j. To your kîowledge ?-To my knowledge.
JAMES COTTON.

MI. BUNTING made the following statement :-I read a report in The -Mail of
the evidence given by Mr. Mackintosh, and I judge from the general tenor of that
evidence, that he sought to make the Committee believe that I was privy to the con-
spiracy which the parties were entering into-that as a member of the Committee,
I was aware of that collusion or conspiracy. I desire to say distinctly that I had
no knowledge ot any collusion or conspiracy on the part of these people. I had a
knowledge of the fact that Mr. Mackintosh would tender. How I got that knowledge
I cannot say. He may have told me, but my impression is that I got the informa-
tion from Mr. Biyle, who told me in a conversation which I had with him in one of
the corridors, that ho was here for the purpose of tendering for the printing. I
think I aiso learned from him, that Messrs. Roger ard MacLean were likely to put
in a tender, and I heard in a general way that these three parties were about to
tender, but I had no other krowledge of the facts. I was present at the meeting of
the Committee when the tenders were opened. I was present when Mr. Mackintosh's
tender was accepted, and when the Secretary was instructed to advise him of the
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acceptance of the tender. Shortly after that-I cannot say whether it was the saine
or the next day-I met Mr. Mackintosh near bis own office on Sparks Street, when
the acceptance of bis tender was referred to. I expressed surprised that he should
have undertaken the contract at 19 or 20 or 22 cents per thousand. I couldn't
understand how any printer could undertake so large a contract at so low a price,
and I then learut that he had no intention of accepting the contract; beyond that
I learnt nothing from him. I have no recollection of any specific conversation with
him in relation to these tenders or contracts, except the one I now refer Io, and that
was after bis tender was accepted.

By Mr. Ross :
1189½-. Did Mr. Mackintosh tell you that he was making arrangements with the

other tenderers for the withdrawal of their tenders ?-No; 1 have no recollection of
any such statement made to me by him at any time.

By Bion. Mr. Aikins:
1190. You made no suggestion or offered any advice ?-Not the slightest. I

only recollect my expression of surprise that he had tendered at so low a figure, and
that was alter bis tender was accepted. The first time I had any intimation of this
conspiracy was when I read the evidence in the Globe-Boyle libel suit the following
day when it was published in the Mail.

1191. He speaks of having met you outside of the Parliamont Buildings, and of
having had conversation with you ?-Yes; I read his evidence on that point, and I
have studied up the matter since and have tried to recollect, but I cannot recollect any
such conversation as he speaks of. I say again, that my earliest knowledge of this
conspiracy or collusion between the parties was when I read the evidence in tbe
Globe-Boyle libel suit, which, as you know, was months subsequent to the awarding
of the contract. I may say, too, that I have a very good memory.

By Hon. Mr. Xaulbach :
1192. Is it reasonable to suppose that you bad such a conversation ?-Not at all.

I had a long conversation with Mr. Boyle, but not specially in regard to these mat-
ters. We have been acquainted for some 25 years, and I remember we walked up
and down the corridors talking about things in general.

By Hon. Mr. Aikins :
1193. You believe you never had such conversations as have been referred to ?-

I am quite certain I did not. I recollect expressing surprise that he should have
tendered at so low a figure. IL was somewhere in the neighborhood of 20 cents a
thousand, but that was after the contract was awarded.

C. W. BUNTING.

FRIDAY, April 23, 1880.

EDWARD JOHN CHARLTON was sworn and examined:-

By Mr. Ross:
1194. Were you one of the tenderers for the Parliamentary Printing in 1879 ?-

I was.
1195. Did you prepare your tender yourself ?-No, sir.
1196. Who prepared that tender ?-Mr. Roger.
1197. Did you intend that tender to be for yourself or for Mr. Roger when it was

put in ?-I tendered in the interest of Mr. Roger.
1198. If the contract had been awarded to that tender, what was your intention

to do with it ?-I would have worked it in conjunction with Mr. Roger.
By the Chairman :

1199. You were to allow Mr. Roger to manage the tender to suit himself ?-Yes.
By Mr. Ross :

1200. The tender, then, to all intents and purposes, was intended for Mr. Roger
.id not for yourself ?-Yes.
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120 1. Were you aware that Mr. Mackintosh had tendered ?-I became aware
.afterwards, but I was not at the time.

1202. Had Iou any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh about the withdrawal of
his tender ?,-No sir.

1203. Had you any conversation with Mr. Hope about the withdrawal of his
tender ?-I had.

1204. What was that conversation ?-I had several interviews with Mr. Hope-
three or four. I cannot remember all that took place. However, they ended in my
getting a letter from Mr. Hope, withdrawing his tender, for which I gave him $1,450.

1205. You paid Mr. Hope $ 1,450 for the withdrawal of his tender?-Yes.
1206. Did you know that any person had an interest with Mr. Hope in that

tender ?-Not at that time. I saw Mr. Barber every time 1 went there, nearly, but I
-did not knuw that he had anything to do with it.

1207. Did you see Mr. Barber there when you were negotiating with Mr. Hope
.about the withdrawal of his tender ?-No, sir; there was no one present.

120 -. Do you know Mr. James Cotton, of this city ?-I do.
1209. Do you know Mr. Patrick Boyle ?-I do.
1210. lad you any conversation with Mr. Boyle about the withdrawal of his

tender ?-I had.
12LI. Was Ur. Cotton present at any conversation you lad with Mr. Boyle ?-

Yes.
1212. Where did you first meet Mr. Boyle ?-I met Mr. Boyle first at Mr.

Roger's house.
1213. Who was present ?-I may say that I had no coversation on that occasion

with Mr. Boyle about the tender. 1 forget who was present.
1214. Was there any conversation then ?--Not in my presence.
1215. Where did you first meet with Mr. Boyle and have any conversation with

hirm about the withdrawal ?-In my room at O'Meara's hotel.
1216. Who were present?-Mr. Cotton was present, and, I think, Mr. Starrs.

Mr. Starrs has sworn since that he was not present, but I am still under the impres-
sion that ho was.

1217. And Mr. Boyle ?--Yes.
1218. Who opened the conversation ?-I don't remember exactly.
1219. Were you authorized by Mr. Roger to make any proposai to Mr. Boyle

;about the withdrawal of his tender ?-I was.
1220. What proposal were you authorized to make to him ?-Well, I was left to

my diseretion in the matter. I d on't think I was con fined to any particular proposition.
1221. Were you authorized to pay him any sum of money?-I was.
1222. Were you authorized to negotiate a partnership between Mr. Boyle and

MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-No, sir, I was not. In fact, I was told that Mr. Boyle
wanted a partnership. and that he could not get it,-that there could be no negotia-
tion on that basis.

1223. Was any sum of money spoken of between you and Mr. Roger or Mr.
MacLean as to what would be proper and agreeable to both parties to pay ?-Yes,
between $2,000 and $3,000 was mentioned as what they would be prepared to give.

1224. How did you approach Mr. Boyle in regard to the matter ?-I stated that
his expectation of getting a partnership could not be realized; that I knew that
MacLean, Roger & Co. would not negotiate upon that basis.

1225. And what followed ?-Mr. Boyle stated at the interview that ho thought
to take money for the withdrawal of his tender would injure his reputation and injure
bis paper, and ho said something about never having done anything crooked.

1226. Did you offer him any money ?-I did.
1227. Did you offer it to him in Mr. Cotton's presence ?-I did.
1228. Was Mr. Starra present whon you offered him the money ?-- -I think so.

Mr. Starrs has sworn since that he was not present.
1229. You offered Mr. Boyle $3,000 ?-Yes.
1230. Did you sec Mr. Boyle write his letter of withdrawal ?-No, sir.
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1231. Did you see James Cotton put his name to it as witness ?--I did.
1232. Where did Mr. Cotton put his name to it as witness?-In my room at

O'Meara's hotel.
1233. Was Mr. Boyle present when Mr. Cotton put his name to it ?-No.
1234. At whose suggestion did Mr. Cotton put his name to that letter ?-I think

ai Mr. Roger's suggestion. Mr. Roger was present at the lime. I expected to bave
thisletter brought to my room, and it was noar twelve o'clock when it was brought.

By Hon. Mr. MJacfarlane:
1235. By whom ?-By Mr. Cotton.

By Mr. Ross :
1236. Do you know who wrote the letter of withdrawal ? -It is in Mr. Boyle's

handwriting. I had pencilled out a form of withdrawal before that, on the same
morning, but the letter did not come back in the shape in which I pencilled it.

1237. Did you give Mr. Boyle the form you pencilled ont ?-No ; I gave it to.
Mr. Cotton.

1238. Do you know what Mr. Cotton did with that form ?-No.
1239. You state that you paid $3,000 for the withdrawl of Mr. Bayle's tender;

to whom did you pay that money ?-I paid it to Mr. James Cotton.
1240. Did Mr. Cotton show the letter of withdrawal before you paid him the-

money ?-Yes.
1241. For whon did you pay that money to Mr. Cotton, or when you were pay,

ing it, who did you expect would get it ? -I did not feel any doubt but that it would,
go to Mr. Boyle.

1242. Did Mr. Cotton tell you that -he had arranged with Mr. Boyle for the with-
drawal of his tender on consideration of roeceiving a certan sum of money for Mr.
Boyle ?-Certainly.

1243. And you distinctly understood, when you were paying Mr. Cotton that
money, that it was to go to Mr. Boyle?-Certainly.

1244.ý Did Mr. Cotton ever tell you, subsequently, what he did with that money ?'
-He did.

1245. What did he say he had done with it ?-He told me, when he was sum-
moned to go to Toronto to the Globe-Boyle trial, that hehad not given any to Mr.
Boyle. I was rather surprised to hear that.

1246. You were under the impression that it had boon given to Mr. Boyle ? -Yes,
up to that time.

1247. Did you receive any money yourself for the service which you renderod to.
MeLean, Roger & Co. in connection with work ?-No sir; none at all.

1248. Do you expect to receive anything ?-No, sir.
By Mr. Trow:

1249. Ld you receive any money froni Mr. Hope ?-No, sir. I gave him 81,50
in notes, and I got ,50 in cheque back. I handed that over to Mr. Roger or Mr.
MacLean. That is bow the amount which Mr. Hope got comes to be $1,450. There
were fifteen notes of $100 each, which I gave to Mr. Hope.

By. Hion. 31r. Bureau:
1250. Did you get a receipt from Mr. Cotton when you gave him the money ?-

No, sir.
1251. Was there any witness ?-Yes, sir, Mr. Roger was present.

By. Hon -Mr Wark :
1252. Was it on that occasion that he handed the letter of withdrawal to Mr.

Roger ?-Yes, sir.
By Mr. Ross:

1253. Did you have an interview with Mr. Boyce about the withdrawal of his
tender ?-No, sir; I don't know Mr. Boyce at all.

By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane:
1254. You put in a tender yourself?-I did, sir.
1255. For wbat purpose was your tender ?-I tendered for the purpose of assist-

ing MacLean, Roger & Co. I thought they were in a very peculiar position. They
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had everything that they owned invested in plant bore, and this plant, if they did
not get the contract, would be of comparatively little use to them, and I thought, as
a friend of Mr. Roer, that I ought to assist him.

1256. Then the Conmittec are to understand that all the interest you took in
this matter wvas entircly in the interest of MacLean, Roger & Co ?-Yes.

By lon. 1fr. Reesor:
127. Was the $3,000 you paid to Mr. Cotton in notes ?-It was partly in notes.

There was a cheque for $500 endorsed by me, and five notes of $500 each, also endorsed
by me. The reason I endorsed the cheque and notes was, that Mr. Starrs and Mr.
Cotton had an interview with me, and they did not want the payment to Mi. Boyle
to appear, and I volunteered to endorse the notes to make them negotiable without
Mr. Boyle's name appearing on them.

1258. They could be used without the other names being on them ?-Yes.
By. Mr Ross:

1259. Was Mr. Starrs present when you paid the money to Mr. Çotton ?-No.
By MIr. Trow :

1260. Did Mr. Boyle give you any authority to negotiate for himr with Mr.
Roger?-I understood that I was acting for Mr. Roger in the matter, and that Mr.
Cotton was acting for Mr. Boyle. I was under the impression that Mr. Cotton had
something to do with the making up of Mr. Boyle's tender.

1261. Did not Mr. Boyle, before he left, leave the matter to be settled by you ?
-Well, I understood so. Since that, I believe Mr. Boyle appears to think that bis
language did not bear that construction, but I thought at the time that it did.

1262. That ho left it to you to settle ?-Yes, to settle, and that what we arrived
at would be satisfactory to him.

1263. Was there any understanding betweenyou and Mr. Boyle what the amount
should be ?-I mentioned $3,000 to him.

1264. And was he satisfied with that ?-No; he was not satisfied to receive any-
thing, but he stated at the close of the interview, that what we agreed to would be
satisfactory, and then ho went out.

By lion -Mr. Macfarlane:
1265. And he left the letter of withdrawal with whom ?-The letter of with-

dlrawal did not come until two days afterwards.
By Mr Trow :

1266. Who paid you the $1,500 you gave to Mr. Hope ?-Mr. Roger or Mr.
MacLean-I think Mr. MacLean.

By Hon. Mr. Aikins:
1267. Why did you receive the $50 back from Mr. Hope ?-I had $1,500 with

me, but I wanted to get his withdrawal for less, if I could; I offered him $1,400, and
we split the difference; so I gave him the $1,500 in notes, and he gave me back the
'check. I wanted to make the best bargain for MacLean Roger & Co., that I
could; Mr. Hope began by asking $5,000, antl he came down.

By fHon. Mr. Bowell :
1268. Have you any knowledge of any arrangement having been entered into

between Mr. Cotton and Mr. Roger, that Mr. C.tton sbhould receive this money for
his own benefit ?-No such knowledge at all, sir; on the contrary, it was received
altogether for Mr Boyle.

1269. Would you have given it to Mr. Cotton, if you had supposed ho was going
to keep it ?-Decidedly not ; I would not have given him a cent.

By Bon. Mr. Maocfarlane :
1270. Did you know that Mr. Cotton was to receive any recompence at all for

his services ?-No, sir, nothing at all.
1271. You took it thon, that Mr. Cotton was working as you were gratuitously?

-I think Mr. Cotton said to me, when I proposed $3,000, that he would like some of it
to be cash. because he wanted te get a little; I had an idea that he was going to
get a couple of hundred dollars out of it.



By Ron. Mr. Reesor:
1272. Thon, in saying that he would like to have some of it cash, did he at the

same time say that he intended to give the balance to Mr. Boyle ?-Oh, decidedly;
the fact of his saying that he would like to get a little cash, showed that ho was
going to give the rest to Mr. Boyle.

By Hon. Mr. Bowell :
1273. Have you any knowledge why those choques and notes you left passed

through Mr. Starrs' hands ?-I had no knowledge at the time.
1274. WeiI, sinte ?-Yes; Mr. Starrs told me that ho gave a receipt to Mr.

Cotton for the money.
1275. Do you know why Mr. Cotton gave it to Mr. Starrs ?-I do not know per-

sonally of my own knowledge; I have my idea why, but I do not know.

By Rion. _3r. Kaulbach:
1276. Did Mr. Cotton tell you that Ur. Boyle had retired, and written this letter

of withdrawal on condition of getting the $3,000 ?-Of course; the whole transaction
was on the face of it.

1277. Mr. Cotton told you so?-Oh, certainv.
By Mr. Ross:

1278. Were these negotiations with Mr. Boyle held aftor the contraet was
awarded to Mr. Mackintosh by the Committee ?-A. Oh, yes.

1279. Did Mr. Boyle, in bis conversation with you, argue to the effect that since
the contract was awarded to Mr. Mackintosh, all he wanted was to get bis deposit
check back ?-A. No, nothing of the sort. Mr. Boyle, on the contrary, said that if Mr.
Mackintosh did not get the contract, ho was sure ho would getit-that the Committee
would give it to him if Mr. Mackintosh would not accept. le said ho had assurances
from several members of the. Comittee to that effect.

1280. What assurances did ho say ho had ?-A. He did not particularize; and I
did not ask him.

1281. H1e did not mention any assurances that ho had from any member of the
Committee ?-No, I don't remember.

1282. He did not associate any names with them, did ho ?-A. No.
1283. Did ho say ho expected that Mr. Mackintosh would retire ?-Yes. He.

said Mr. Mackintosh's tender was so low that the work could not possibly be done
at the price. In fact, I was under the impression that it could not be done at Mr.
Roger's price.

1284. And you are satisfied that Mr. Boyle understood clearly, when ho was
writing this withdrawal letter, that ho was withdrawing from the contract in full,
and not merely writing a letter for the purpt.se of getting bis deposit check ?-
Clearly. There could not be any question about that, and if Ar. Boyle understood
that the contract was awarded to a tenderer above himself, and if ho was notsatisfied
with it, is it likely that he would not 'have made a row in bis paper. But there
was not a word about it.

By 1fr. Trow:
12%5. Vas there any conversation between yonrself and M1.r. Boyle, in reference

to getting hold of the check before ho left ?-No, sir. I told you at the beginning
that there was no talk about the check at all-that there was a goneral conversation
with Mr. Boyle. le said ho would not negotiate, except on the basis of a partner-
ship, until the close of the interview, and thon ho suddenly said that ho would leave
the matter entirely in Cotton's and my hands. After that I had no conversation
with Mr. Boyle whatever. Mr. Cotton and Mr. Starrs afterwards came to me to
arrange about the price, and how it was to be done. But I had no further conversa-
tion with Mr. Boyle.

By Hon. AMr. Kaulbach:
1280. Did you understand that ho was leaving in your hands to decide what con-

sideration he should receive ?-Yes. I considered that was what he meant.
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By Mr. Costigan :
1287. That does not agree with your evidence in Toronto upon the same question.

You were asked whetber Mr. Boyle's remark had reference to the withdrawal or the
pa tnership and you said, " I cannot say what ho was thinking about, I was very
anxious that he should take this $3,000, and that Roger should get the contract."
You were asked " What Mr.;Boyle meant by that, you cannot undertake to say " and
you answered " No." ?-I cannot undertake to say what ho meant, but I know what
the impression was on my mind at the time. lIe might bave meant difrerently from
what ho said, and I judge, from what ho bas said since that he meant differently.
The impression lett on my mind was that ho would leave the matter in Mr. Cotton's
and my hands, to fix the indemnity that he was to get for the withdrawal of his
tender, and that whatever he got would be satisfactory to him.

By Hon. Air. Bowell :
1288. Did ho say that positively, or was that the impression left on vour mind ?

-That was the impression leit on my mind. And that impression was strongthened
by Mr. Cotton coming to me afterwards with the letter of withdrawal. Of course, if
he had not come to me with that letter of withdrawal, I would have been under a
different impression to this day. But when ho came with this letter, it was carrving
out what ULr. Boyle said when ho went away.

By Mr. Ross :
1289. Yo did not see Mr. Boyle in the meantirne ?- No; and I thouight be did

not want to see me.
1290. Did Mr. Cotton give you Mr. Boyle's letter of withdrawal ?-Yes.
1291. And you handed him themoney?-Ihanded him the moneythen and there.
123)2, Did you make such a remark as that it did not matter to you what ho did

with the money-whether ho kept it or not?-I certainly did not say that it made
no matter whether he kept it or not himself, because I thought quite the reverse.

1293. Yon swear, then, that after the remark made by Mr. Boyle, that ho would
leave the matter in your hands, you had no nogotiations with him ?-Yes.

12J4. And that the next transaction in which you were concerned was the pay-
ment of this money to Mr. Cotton ?-Yes.

1295. Did you understand that Mr. Boyle authorized you to pay the money to
Mr. Cotton for Mr. Boyle ?--Yes.

By Mr. Trow :
1296. You ieceived the money and notes froim Mr. Roger ?-Yes.
1297. He gave it to you in good faith, expecting Mr. B>y:e to get it ?-Yes.
1298. You have heard, I suppose, that the payment of the notes has been repu-

diated ?-Ys.
1299. llow do yon account for that ?--Well, Mr. Roger gave the notes to me to

ho given to Mr. Boyle, Mr. Boyle swore that ho did not get them, and Mir. Cotton
said that they had gone into the hands cf Mr. Starrs, and MUr. Starrs said that he was
keeping them for Mr. Cotton. I presume that Mr. Roger thought that the inoney was
obtained under false pretences.

1300. Are you aware that Mr. Starrs has paid Mr. Bayle a portion of that
money ?-I am not aware of it, I heard Mr. Star-rs swear that he gave Mr. Boyle some
money, but that ho lent it to him on some other business.

By Mr. Costigan :
1301. Migbt it not be possible that the reference in Mr. Boyle's remark was to

an arrangement that might be made between those parties and himself for a partner-
ship instead of for tbis cash payment ?-If that had not been followed up by this
letter of with-drawal being brought to me by Mr. Cotton for the $3,000, I might bave
imagined that, but I think I was right in coming to the conclusion that Mr. Cotton
had full power to act for him in the matter.

By Bon. AIr. BoweU :
13)2. Do I understand that you told M4r. Boyle previons to this that ho could not

have a partnership ?-Yes.
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By _4Jr. Costigan
1303. Were you aware of more than that being told to Mr. Boyle-that it was

impossible for him to get the contract ?--By whom ?
1304. By anybody--by yourself, for instance ?-Yes, I told him the contract

would not go to him, because it would be donc by rnyself in connection with Mr.
.Roger.

1305. That there was no chauce of his gotting the contract at all ?-Yes, for that
reason.

By lHon. 1r. Macfarlane :
3AJ. ilad you withdrawn y-our tender ?-No, sir, my tender was not withdrawn.

1307. Then you were, in reality, holding your tender as a species of influence,
over Mr. Boyle ?-es, I was the third.

130. It was coercion on your part ?-It wasi a mild sort of cocreion to pay himi
$3,000 for the tender.

By Hon. Mrî. Akins :
1303. Did you tell 1r. Boyle that you had an arrangement with MauLean,

Roger & Co. in reference to your tender ?-Yes; Mr. Boyle knew very well that my
tender was in the interest of MacLean, RIoger & Co.

By Hon. Mr. Bureau :
1310. Who furnished you with the $500 to accompanyyour tender? -M. Roger.
1311. And you returned the check to Mr. Roger wlen your tender vas with-

drawn ?-Yes. I may say I thought the Committee must bave understood that the
wholo thing was arranged, because 1 looked upon it as a very queer ciicuLmStance
that the Committee was giving back all the checks.

By Hon. iMr. Aikins:
1312. And did you labor under the impression that the Committee knew that

there was a conspiracy outside ?-I did. I concluded that the Committee thought, as
f did, that they were getting the work donc very cheaply at the highest tender. I
thought the country was not suffering by iL 1 remember that when I was employ-
ing printers, I used to pay them 30 cents per thousand oms, and when this contract
was given at 25 cents per thousand, I thought the country would not suffer.

By the Chairman :
1313. You had no conversation with any nierber of the Comnittee to lead you

to this conclusion ?-Not at ail.

E. J. CHARLTON.

PATRaICK BOYLE, sworn and examined -

By Hon. Mr. -Macfarlane:
1314. You are one of the parties who made a tender for the pt inting cont'act ?-

I am.
1315. State what took place, please ?-After the contraet was awarded, as I under-

stood, I came to Ottawa. I had previously received a telegram from Mr. Roger,
wanting to know if he could meet me in Toronto. I telegraphed or wrote to him
immediately that I intended going to Ottawa, and would see him there. I did not
know his business when he telegraphed. My recollection of the date-of my arrival
here is that it was on Sunday morning ; some of the witnesses say, howevor, that it
was on Saturday. On Sunday I went, by invitation, to Mlr. Roger's bouse, and we
had some conversation about the contract. There was nothing special done at that
interview. On the second occasion he did not make me a direct proposition, but he
hinted that he was prepared to buy me out; I answred in the now somewhat notor-
ions phrase which has got into print, " that I had done nothing crooked so far, and I
was too old to begin now." We talked over matters generally; but the only propo-
sition I would agree to was that if the contract was awarded to me, I would take a
third interest. That ended the interview. On the next day, I think, Mr. Cotton
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came to me and said Mr. Charlton wished to see me. Charlton was stopping at
O'Meara's Hotel, I think, and when I went there 1 met him and Mr. Cotton. I think
it was Charlton made a similar proposition to that of Mr. Roger's, nijmely, that
something might be made out of my tender, and I replied in nearly the same terms
as those in which I had replied to Mr. Roger. I took up my hat to leave, when Mr.
Charlton said, " WeI, never mind ; Cotton and I will talk this matter over." I said,
" You gentlemen can do as you please-I will have nothing to do with it." I left and
went to where I was stoppinz. I think this was on Monday. I went to Ald. Starrs'
and wrote a letter to Mr. lartney. The letter was to the effect that I wished to
withdraw my tender, and I desired my cheque to be sent to Toronto. Mr. Cotton
happened to be at Mr. Starrs', and when I had the letter written, I asked him if he
would be kind enough-as he had given me to understand that ho was going towards
the Parlianent Buildings-to give the letter to Mr. Hartnev. That is ail I know
.ibout it.

By ion. Mir. Bowell.:
1316. Did he witness the letter in your prosence ?--No. I did not know it was

witnessed at all until I saw it in Toronto.

By Hon. Mr. M1facfarlane :
1317. low did you deliver it to h im-sealed or unsealed ?-I think I scalud the

letter, but I could not swear. I told him it was my letter of withdrawal.

By -Mr. Thompson (Haldimand) :
1318. You are not certain whether you sealed it or not ? -Tiam inclined to believe

1 sealed it.
By Mr. Ross:

1319. Ilad you no conversation with Charlton and Cotton after you made that
remark about your never having done anything crooked and your being too old to
begin now ?-I neversaw Charlton after that until I saw him in Toronto. He says
he saw me a few days afterwards on the Parliament Square, but I did not recollect
seeing him again until the libel suit.

1320. Had you any conversation with Cotton after that tine ?-None-that is
about the contract.

1321. Did Cotton give you any form of a letter of withdrawal in pencil which he
thought would suit ?-No.

By Hon. Mr. Macfarlane:
1322. When you delivered that letter of withdrawal to Cotton were there any

'conditions ?-No conditions whatever.
1323. Entirely unconditional and without reference to the payment of any sum

of money ?-None whatever.
By, lion. -Mr. Ilaythorne:

1324. Was it a mere accidental circumstance ?-It was a more accidental circun-
stance.

By Mr. Ross:
1325. If you had not met Cotton at Mr. Starrs' what would you have done with

the letter ?-I would have handed the letter myself to Mr. Hartnev.
1326. Did Mr. Charlton offer you any definite sum of money for the with-

drawal ?--He did not.
1327. Did he say that you could get anything ?--I think ho said something

.might be made out of my tender.
By Bon. Mr. Haythorne:

1328. Upon what date was it that you handed him the letter ?-I think on Mon-
day, the 21st of April.

By Hon. Mr. Beesor:
1329. The next day after the interview wtth Roger ?-Yes. I think the inter-

view with Roger was on Sunday, and the next day Cotton came for me and we went
to the hotel.
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By Mr. Ross:
1330. Did Charlton say that if you did not withdraw the tender you could not

get the contract, as his was ahead ?-I bave no recollection of any such remark.
1331. Did you think it necessary to write such a letter in order to get your

deposit ?-I thought it was, and especially as I wanted to have the choque sent to
Toron to.

1332. Did i on say when you were leaving Charlton and Cotton, " Very well, I
will leave the matter in your hands ?"-Charlton said, "We will talk the matter
over." This was just as I was about leaving, and I said, "Yo can do as you please:
I will have nothing to do with it."

By AMr. Ross :
1333. Was Starrs present -when you made that renark ? -No ; there was no one

present but Charlton, Cotton and I.
1334. Is Mr. Starrs your agent in this city for any purpose ?-He is agent for

the Irish Canadian.
By Mr. Trow':

1335. IIad you received any consideration up to this time ?-any consideration
for the withdrawal of that tender ?-Not to the value of one cent.

By lion. Mr. Kaulbach :
1336. Did you expect any when you withdrew ?-None whatever.

By lion. Mr. Macfarlane :
1337. When did you first know that any money had been paid ?-In the court-

louse at Toronto.
1338. Up to that time yo had not any knowledge of it?-I had no knowledge

of it.
By Hon. 3fr. Reesor.

1339. Did not Mr. Starrs inform vou that certain notes had been deposited with
him ?-No.

By Ar. Ross:
1340. .Did you prepare the tender yourself?-I did.
1341. Did you think you could carry out the contract at the pr;ces at which you

lendered ?-Yes, and make $50,000 without any trouble.
By Hon. 1Mr. Reesor :

1342. Did you ever say anythingto Mr. Cotton that could leîd him to believe
that he had a right to act for you in regard to the withdrawal of the tender ?-None
whateve.

13 13. Yon gave him no nuthority ?-None whatever.
By Ion. 3fr. laythorne:

1341. When yon wrote your letter of withdrawal, had yon given up all hope of
receiving the contract ?-I had.

By Rion. Mr. Bureau :
1345. What reason had yo for giving the letter to Mr. Cotton indtead of Mr.

Iartney ?-Cotton happened to be at Ald. Starrs at the time by mere accident.
By Hon. Mr. ilacfarlane :

1:346. You stated that if the contract had been awarded to you, you would have
made $5,000. Why, then, did you withdraw ?-I thought it was awarded to Mr.
Mackintosh.

By M4r. Ross:
1"47. Why did you state in your letter that you begged to withdraw your

tender ? Wouldn't it have been sufficient to ask for your choque to be forwarded ?-
Well, I don't know. The construction of the letter never occured to me one way or
the other. Perhaps it would have been better to put it that way ; but I was not
particular one way or the other as to the construction.

By the Chairman :
1348. The main thing was to get the choque back, and you thought it neeessary

to notify the Clerk to that effect, the contract having been awarded to Mackintosh?
-Exactly.
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By Mr. Costigan :
1349. Did any person tell you in connection with this matter, that it was inpos-

sible for you to get the contract ?-I don't recollect any person telling me that.
By Hon. Mr. Bowell :

1553. Did Mr. Charlton tell you that ?-No, I think not.
1 ý51. lis tender was lower than yours ?-I don't recollect. I sce there was

given in evidence in Toronto something to that effect, but I don't recollect it. Le
speaks also of having offered me a sum of money. There was no sum offered, either
by pi incipal or agent,-no sun whatever was stated.

Bq Hon. 31r. JWark:
1352 Simply hints thrown out that von might get something ?-That I wold

get something; exaetly, sir.

PATRICK BOYLE.

JohN COSTIGAN, M.P., requested peiriss*on to make a taoeneit 1ele e
Committec. Hlaving been sworn, he stated :-

While the tenders were being discussed before this Committee, 1 felt an interest
in Mr. Boyle's tender, as a personal friend. That interest went so far, that I was
ready to protect him and to secure fair play for his tender. Mr. Charlton, I knew,
was acting as the agent of what I supposed was a combination of the other
tendei ers. Mr. Charlton told me that it was impossible for Mir. Boyle to expect to get
the contract under any circumstances, as the influences were so strong in favor of
MacLean, Roger & Co., and the combination that he spoke of, that Mr. Boyle stood
no chance. I stated that I thought Mr. Boyle's chances ought to -bc very good-
that I considered Mr. Boyle's tender the lowest bond fide tender of the lot, and I
thought, on that ground, that his chances of getting the contract sbould be very
good. Mr. Charlton said, "You are mistaken there, because, even if Mackintosh does
not take it, I stand next, and I would take it on my tender." I was preparing to go
away, when he called me back, and said, - Boyle can do this, and you, as a friend of
Boyle, can go and tell him that he can get "-it bas been stated that it was S6,060,
but the impression fixed on my mind was that $4,UOO was the amount he mentioned.
He asked me to sec Mr. Boyle, and tell him that there were $4,000 that le could get,
and that would be much better than fighting out bis poor chances of getting the
contract. I told Mr. Charlton that I was a frieni of _Mr. Boyle, and was willing that
he should get the contract in fair play, but that I was not a dealer in contracti', auid,
if he wanted to make such a proposition to Mr. Boyle, le could go and make it hln-
self. I told him 1 thought too much of Mr. Boyle to make such a proposition to him.
During the wbole of the proeeedings relating to this contract, I never saw any di-
position on the part of Mr. Boyle to barter or trade on that contract. le seemed to
be acting in good faith from beginring to end. I believe, from what he told me, that
the reason ho withdrew bis tender was that, as the contract bad been awarded to Mr.
Mlackintosh, there was no chance for his competing further, and that he might as
well go home. I make this statement because I see that it bas not been brought out
in the evidence; and, as i might be aceused in the future of knowing something that
I had not told the Committee, I thought it only fair to place myself in the proper
position at once, by stating what actually took place.

By lHon. Afr. Bowetl:
1353. Had you ever any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh in reference to this

matter ?-I feel quite positive I never had any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh, in
regard to that tender, from the time the question was opened here. Being on friendly
terms with Mr. Mackintosh, I know I met him, and I might think that he would say
something, but I thought that ho might judge that I was taking an interest in and:
looking after Mr. Boyle's tender, as 1 expressed the view publicly that I thought Mr.
Boyle's tender was the lowest bond fide tender, and that the others were put in merely-
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to be used to assist MacLean, Roger & Co.; but I have no recollection of Mr. Mac-
kintosh having any conversation with me on the subject at ail. I feel positive that
ho did not. I am quite certain that ho never asked me to give him any assistance.
If I ever spoke to him of the contract at all, it must have been a mere passing remark
thlat had no significance or importance.

By 31r. Ross :
1354. You say, Mr. Costigan, that before the inatter was finally closed, Mr.

Lovle's tender was withdrawn. You saw his letter of withdrawal, did you?-No.
1355. You did not see it until it appeared in print ?-No.
1356. Did you know that Mr. Boyle's tender must have bcen withdrawn before

the contraut was awarded to MacLean, Roger & Co., according to our practice of
giving it to the lowest tenderer ?--l supposed th-al, the contract having been
awarded to Mr. Mackintosh, if he failed, the next lowest tenderer would come in for
it in the usual way.

1357. Did it occur to you, thon, that it was quite possible, as Mr. Boyle's tender
,was withdrawn, that Mr. Charlton did pay him that sum of money mentioned to
you ?-Well, I must admit that after Mr. Boyle had retired, and when I heard this
matter talked over, as it was talked over frequently through the town, and as there
seemed to be a general impression that that was the way Mr. Boyle had retired from
the contract, notwithstanding the confidence 1 had in Mr. Boyle, I was rather in
doubt whether there might not be something in it; and I felt sore about it. I admit
that. But, when I saw the evidence, and judged that from what I knew myself, I
wassatisfied, and I am quite satisfied to say now, that I have not the slightest doubt
of it at all.

By Hon. Mr. Aikins:
1358. At that time you had not beard from Mr. Boyle at all ?-No. I say I felt

some doubts-I felt that there might be something in it, just from hearing it repeated
by everyone, and hearing nothing on the other side. There was no explanation given,
.and I could not give any at the time. But, having since heard all the evidence, and
knowing the circumstances of the man, I am thoroughly satisfied that there was
mothing wrong on the part of Mr. Boyle.

JOHN COSTIGAN.

SATUDAY, April 12, 1880.

MICHAEL STAnRS was sworn and examiried :-

By Mr. Ross :
1359. Are you acquainted with Mr. James Cotton ?-I am.
1360. Do you know Mr. Patrick Boyle ?-I do.
1361. Are you aware that Mr. Patriek Boyle was tendering for the Parliamoi-

-tary printing last year ?-I was.
1362. HIad you any conversation with Mr. Boyle about his tender at any time?

-Very little.
1363. Where did you meet him, or where did he meet you ?-I think it was in

O0ttawa.
1364. Was any other person present while you were having any conversation

with him ?-Well, I really don't remember.
l865. Were you and Mr. Boyle and Mr. Cotton once together during any of these

wonversations ?-I have no doubt that we were together.
1166. Can you tell us wh at was said duri ng any of these conversations ?-Well,

I don't remember th-at the printing business was spoken of.
1367. Was Mr. Charlton ever present during any one ofthese conversations ?-NO,

sir.
1368. Did Mr. Cotton ever say anything to Mr. Boyle in your hearing about the

'withdrawal of Mr. Boyle's tender ?-Not that I remember.
80
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1369. Did you ever hear Mr. Bovle say anything to Mr. Cotton whatever?-I
did not.

1370. Do you swear positively that while you wore prosent neither Mr. Boyie-
nor Mr. Cotton ever said anything about this contract, or these tenders for Parh-
mentary printing ?-Well, they might have, but I have no recollection of it.

1371. Did Mr. Cotton ever give you any money during the time these negti-
lions were going on ?-No, sir.

1372. I notice that in the evidence you gave in Toronto you say that you wera-
made, by Mr. Cotton, the custodian of certain cheques. Is that truo?-That is true,
sir.

1373, Did Mr. Cotton tell you were he got those cheques ?-No.
1374, Were there notes as well as cheques ?-They were ail notes.
1375. Wbose name was to the notes?-MacLean, Roger & Co. 1 think were the,

makers.
1376. Was there any endorsation ?-I think they were endorsed by Mr. Charl-

ton,
137i. What was done with these notes ?-I would not swear positively that

they were endorsed by Mr. Charlton, but I think they were.
1378. Did Mr. Cotton hand them to you ?-He did, sir.
1379. What did you do with them ?-I put them in the bank.
1380. Did you endorse them ?-Some of' thein.
1381. To whose credit did you put thom in the bank ?-To my own.
1382. Did you ever draw any monoy on them ?-Yes.
1383. For whom ?-For Mr. Cotton and myself.
1384. What interest had you in those notes ?-Not the slightest.
1385. Why did you draw the money on them ?-Mr. Cotton, in giving thei t>

me, said, " Here are ihese notes; I want you to deposit them in the bank to your
eredit." I asked him, " Why not put them there yourself? Why do you give them
to me? " I don't know what reply he made. Ho said, " You and I are tendering
for contracts, and those notes will be there for our security," or words to that effect ;
and he said, " Any time you want to use these notes you can do so; " and 1, being
a business man, and sometimes wanting accommodation, and those notes Iying there,
I simply used them as I required them. Had those notes not been there, I would
have put in my own notes for accommodation. Consequently, those notes, to me,
did not amount to a pinch of snuff; but they were thero and I used them.

1386. They amounted to this, that they furnished you money when you vwanted
it?-But if they were not there I could have given others.

13S7. But you got the money when you wanted it ?-I did.
By Mr. Trow :

1388. What was the amount of the notes ?-Five notes of $500.
1389. Have you drawn the whole amount ?-No; there is one that is not di-

counted yet.
1390. They were bearing different dates ?-Yes; they were at three, six, nine,

twelve and fifteen months.
1391. Those matured have been paid ?-Yes.
1392. Ilow many are there still unpaid?-Twa; one comes due on the 24'h or

29th of this montb.
By Mr. Ross:

1393. Did Mr. Cotton tell you how he got these notes ?-He did not.
1394. Do you know how he gotthem ?-I had my opinion of how he got them.
1395. What did you think?-I thought they came from MacLean, Roger & Co.
1396. For what purpose ?-I certainly thought that they had given them in

connection with this printing contract.
1397. Did you know that Mr. Cotton was not a tonderer ?-I did not.
1398. Did you know that he was a tenderer ?-1 did not.
1399. Did Mr. Cotton tell you that MacLean, Roger & Co. were paying money

to certain parties in connection with this printing contract ?-He did not. That is
about the sum and substance of all I know in connection with this tiansaction.
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By Mr. Trow :
1400. Were you on friendly terms with Mr. Boyle thon ? -Yes.
1401. And still are?-And still am.
1402. Did you ever write to him in reforence to his deposit ?-1 don't remernber

'doing so.
1403. Did you ever pay him any monoy on it ?-Never.
1414. Did ho ever draw on you ?-No. Ho asked me for the loan of some

mîioney and I sent it to him.
1405. On this transaction ?-No, not on that.
1406. You had other transactions with himi, had you ?-Oh, yes; time and

agaim.
1407. Well, how did you place this loan in your books?-I am in the. habit of

paying him money almost every month.
1408. For what ?-I act as agent for his paper, and I collect a great deal of

noney for him.
By the Chairman:

1409. Subscriptions, advertisements, etc.?-Yes; I think I have sont him somo
thousands of dollars.

By M1r. Trow:
1410. Have you paid Mr. Cotton much out of this $2,500 ?-I paid him just as

he asked it.
r.à* 1411. Does ho ask much at a time ?-About $50 He draws about $50 a month.
,Of course, ho somotimes draws more than that.

1412. Do you know how you stand now ?-I could not say.
1413. The balance is in your hands?-Yes, of the notes payable.

By the Chairman :
1414. -A thousand dollars remains unpaid ?-Yes; there is a $500 note not yet

discounted, and the other note becomes due in two or three days.
By Mr. Trow :

1415. Do vou anticipate any trouble in the payment of the notes yet unpaid ?-
I don't know. It doesn't make any difference to me.

1416. Have you heard anything ?-When I was up in Toronto, at the suit
between Boyle and the Globe, I heard that they were repudiated at that time, and
that notice was given in the press.

By Hon. 1r. Reesor :
1417. And do you hold this money entirely for the bonefit of Mr. Cotton ?-I

hoid it that way, and ho holds my receipt for it.
1018. Deposited with you as though it were deposited in a bank ?-Just about

the same. I didn't want to take it, but when ho gave me the notes-
Ey MIr. Trow :

1419. Can you call to mind the nature of the receipt ?-I think it read this

way: " Good to James Cottor., Esq., for five notes of $500 each, hold in trust for me"
(Mr. Cotton). I think that is the wording of the receipt.

By Mr. Ross:
1420. Mr. Charlton swears that you were in the room with Mr. Boyle and Mr.

Cotton when the offer of $3,000 was made to Mr. Boyle. Did you hoar Mr. Charlton
making any such offer to Mr. Boyle ?-I never heard any such offer made in my life.
I never was in company with Mr. Boyle, Mr. Charlton and Mr. Cotton at any time
in my life. I don't remember the four of us ever being together.

1421. You did not hear Mr. Cotton or Mr. Charlton make any offer what-

ever to Mr. Boyle ?-None whatever.
1422. Can you tell us what amount you usually remit to Mr. Boyle every year as

agent of the Irish Canadian ?-I could not, sir.
1423. Do you swear positively that no part of this monoy, held in trust for Mr.

Cotton, was sent in connection with that ?-t swear positively that any transaction
between Mr. Boyle and myself was entirely distinct from any arrangement between
myself and other parties.
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1424. Did you pay any money on Mr. Boyle's behalf ?-Not a cent.
142'5. Do you know General Ilewson ?-1 do.
1426. Did you pay him any money on behalfof Mr. Boyle at any timie?-Not a

cent.
1427. Did you lend him any money at any time ?-Not on Mr. Boyle's account.

By Mr. Trow:
1428. Were you acquainted with Mr. Cotton's circumstances ?-Weil, really I

was not. I had not been very long acquainted with Mr. Cotton.
1429. It did not strike you that the deposit that ho made with you was not his

own money?-Well, I naturally thought so-that he was getting it from MacLea,
Roger & Co.

I43. fDeposited for somebody else ?-Well, no; I did not think that.
By the Chairnan :

1431. As far as you knew, Mr. Cotton was acting for hiniself in this matter ? -
For himself, as far as I knew.

1432. And nobody told you that ho was acting as a go-between between
MacLean, Roger & Co. and Mr. Boyle ?-No, I knew nothing at al about these trans-
actions. I was attending to my business. I was not mixed up in the contract
matter at all, except that Mr. Boyle simply asked me for a choque to accompany a
tender for the printing, and I think he and I dropped up to the Buildings one day
and went into Mr. Hartney's office, and it was handed in with Mr. Boyle's tender.
Apart from that, I knew nothing of theso transactions.

1433. Did Mr. Boyle give you a receipt for that deposit ?-IHe gave my choque
back.

1434. I notice that Mr. Boyle, in bis letter, asks for bis choque to be sent to
Toronto. If you furnished the money, why should ho want the choque sent to
Toronto ?-Idon't know. I noticed that. I was a little delicate about it, and 1 passed
the remark to him that I wanted to use the money soon. Why ho gave instructions
that it should be sent to Toronto, I don't know; I suppose because the cheque was
put in in bis name.

By the Chairman:
1435. And the cheque went to Toronto ?-Yes.
1436. And it was returned by Mr. Boyle from Toronto to you ?--And was

returned hy Mir. Boyle from Toronto to me.
By 1r. Ross :

1457. Mr. Boyle did not draw any money on that choque, did ho ?-No, sir.
1438. Did you hold yourself fully responsible to Mr. Cotton for the money ho

placed in your hands ?-For every cent of it. If he demanded it to.dav, I would give
him, in an hour's time, either the notes or the value of them. He hoids my receipt.
and consequently I am responsible to him.

143,1. Did Mr. Cotton tell you that ho was making a good thing out of this
printing contract ?-1 don't remember any conversation of that nature with him. I
had very little conversation with him about the notes, only tbe day that he handed
them to me I said, " Why not put them to your own credit?" I told you what ho
said, and any time since that that ho wants anything, he comes and says, "I want
so-and-so," and ho gets a choque for it.

By Hon. kir. Reesor :
1439. What reason did ho assign for putting the notes in your hands ?-He did

not assign any reason at all; I found that out myseif. I thonght since that ho
wanted to put them in my hands for soma reason ho had for not wanting to hold
them a short time. Previous to that he and I were very intimate; we had put in
a couple of tenders for Government iwork.

By 3fr. Ross:
1440. Have you any business transactions with Mr. Boyle besides simply

remitting money that you may collect for him ?-No; none.
1441. Is Mr. Boyle indebted to you at prosent for any large amnount of money ?-

I could not say that; I don't think ho is. I think if our account was squared up
now there would not be much difference.
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1442. Five hundred dollars difference ?-No; I don't think $53.
By Mr. Trow :

1443. Is it long since you balanced accounts ?-We never did.
By Mr. Ross :

1444. If Mr. Cotton would instruct you to pay part of that money to 1M4r. Boyle,
do you consider that upon the conditions you got it, it would be proper to do so ?--i'
Mr. Cotton told me to pay $100 to-day to Mr. Boyle, I would do so.

By Mr. Trow:
1445. Or any one else ?-Or anybody else, so long as lie handed me a receipt for

it.
By Mr. Ross:

1446. In what bank are these notes discounted ?-In the Ottawa Bank-the last
two or three are. The Union Bank, I think, discounted one of them.

By Hon. Mr. Reesor:
1447. The notes were drawn, I suppose, payable to Mr. Cotton, and endorsed by

whorn?-No, sir; thcy were made payable to Mr. Charlton, I think-to the order of-
Mr. Charlton. I don't think Mr. Cotton's name appears on thematall, ifIremember
well.

1448. In puttine them in the bank, and getting them discounted, did you have
to endorse them ?-Yes. They would not discount them in any other way.

By Mr. Ross:
1449. So your name appears on all the discounted notes ?--I think so.

By Hon. Mr. Reesor:
1450. The only endorsations, thon, would be Mr. Charlton's and yours ?-That's

all, sir.
By Mr. Ross:

1451. Didn't you consider that you were taking some risk by endorsing these-
notes and drawing on them ?--No, sir; I did not think so.

By the Chairman:
1452. Have MacLean, Roger & Co. said anything to you about the non-payment.

of these notes since ?-No, sir; not a word.
1453. And all the knowledge you have that they wished to repudiate their pay-

ment is the fact that they have advertised it ?-Thatisall.
By Mr. Trow :

1454. Have they paid anything since that repudiation ?-Yes, they have paid
one note since that.

By JJor. Mr. Reesor:
1455. So that you do not apprehend that they will refuse to pay the balance ?-I

don't know, sir.
1456. Judging from the fact that they have alroady paid one, which they said

they would not pay ?--That is the natural conclusion I would come to.
By Mr. Ross :

1457. Have you been a partner with Mr. Cotton in any tenders for publie works
of any kind ?-Yes. It was always understood that he was going in with me and
other parties who tendered for work with me. His name never appeared upon the
tender, but it was understood that he was going in.

1458. Have you been in partnership with Mr. Boyle in any works of that kind ?
- No, sir; never.

1459. You say that you were present while Mr. Cotton and Mr. Boyle were
together ?-I think I may have been in my own house, but not at any time when the
printing matter came up.

1460. Had vou more than one meeting ? -1 don't remnember. Mr. Cotton bas
often been in my house, and when Mr. Boyle comes to Ottawa he always stops at my
house.

1461. Did you know what brought Mr. Cotton to your house on these occasions ?
-No, sir.
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1462. You were not aware that Mr. Cotton wanted te got Mr. Boyle's tender out
of the way ? No, sir; I was not aware then.

1463. When did you know ? -I became aware of it at the Globe-Boyle trial.
1464. Didn't you know before then that Mr. Cotton wanted to get Mr. Boyle's

tender out of the way?-I did not.
1465. D dn't you hear before thon that offers had been made to Mr. Boyle ?-I

heard iii conversation that otfers were made to MIr. B>ylo, and I had a talk with Mr.
Boyle myself in mny own house, and he repudiate I the idea of taking anything.

1166. Île admitted receiving an offer ?-I don't know that hoalmitted receiving
an offer, but ho hinted that ho could get something.

1167. Your statemeit thon is, that AIr. Biylo admittod in your presence, receiv-
ing an offer, or being approached ?-Sonething to that effect.

1468. Did he state from whom or by whom?-I don't remember that ho did. I
don't remember that ho mentioncd any naines at all.

1469. Didn't ho mention Mr. Charlton's naine in connection with that ?-I don't
remem ber.

1470. Or Mr. Cotton's name ?-I don't remembor.
By the Chairman :

1471. 11ad you any conversation with Mr. Mackintosh in connection with these
tenders ?-Well, nothing more than a passing word on the street. I remember having
a word with him on the strect when I went dowin to tho City Hall one day, but it
did not amount to anything,

147-. Were you one of. Mr. Boyle's securities for the tender ?-I think so, but I
w)uld not swear whether 1 was or not. It is likely that I was.

1 ,73. \\as the conveisation with Mr. AacMkiitoh to the effect that you had
something to do with the withdrawal of Mr. Boyle's tender ?-It was just a passing
word. lIe asked, " Is Mr. Boye iIn town ?" and " Does he expect to get the
printing ?" I doi't remnemiber the words.

By Alr. Ross •

147 i. Did Mr. Mackintobh ask you if Mr. Boyle ex)ected to get this contract ?-
Well, I doni't ronemmber. I remiemo ber him aski ng if Mr. Boyle was in town. I said
"es," and he said, I supÏo he exp.ets to got thli prinîting contract," or some-
tgiiiii to that effect.

By the Chairman
1,75. lie did not adk you to use your influence to got Mr. Boyle out of the

way ?-No.
By Mr. Ross:

147'). Did yo2 sec Mr. Boyle just before ho left for home ?-J did.
1.77. Did he appear te be disappoirnted at not getting the contract ?-L

could not say how ho felt.
1478. 1il he give you any intimation that ho was disappointed ?-Not

that I r ieimber. 1 think, it I iememîîber riht, that I went down to the train wi.h
lin to sec bima off.

1479. Lad you this money fron Mr. Cotton in your possession at that time ?-
N sir.

1480. How long afLer Mr. B>yle left for home did you got it ?-I could not say.
I think it was a day or two. I would not be positive. It inay have been next day.

1481. Idin't it ocur to you that that was an unusual sum of money for a man
inM. Cotton's position to have ?-I could not exp)lain hiowý I felt at the time.

148S2, Of coure you knew where ho got it ?-1 did not know any more than
from seeing the namns on the paper.

1483. Did you know of Mr. Cotton giving any special value to MaeLean, Roger
& Co. for theose notes ?-I could not say.

1484. You did not know that he had given any valu- ?-N i.

1485. You knew that it was in connection with MLtr. Boyle's tender ? -I could
flot Swear to that, because whon Mr B >yle comes to the city and stops at my place,
Mr. Cotton usually comes to see hin.
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By the Chairman:
1486. They have been in the habit of meeting together in this way before the

contract was talked of at all ?-Yes.
By -Mr. Ross:

1487. Do you swear that Mr. Cotton did not speak to Mr. Boyle, in your hearing,
in connection vith this printing cortract ?-I could not swear that.

1488. You would not swoar positively that Mr. Cotton did not, in your hearing,
offer any money to Mr. Boyle in connection with this contract ?-I would not swoar
to it, I do not recollect.

1489. Had you such close business relations with Mr. Cotton that it seemelI to
you a very natural thing for himi to give you that noney in trust ?-It seemed rather
strange to me at the time.

By Yhe Chairnan:
1490. Ilad any similar trIansaction ever occurred before between you and Mr.

Cotton in reference to other contracts ?-Nothing more than what I told you -that
we got mixed up in tendering, and that Mr. Cotton, I always noticed, was deficient.
I dou't know whether he was deficient of funds to put up, but I know 1 had generally
to furnish the choques myslf-of couise along with other parties who were going in
with me.

By Mr. Ross:
lu9l. Was any other person present when Mr. Boyle gave you a hint that ho

could get money for his tonder-when he repudikted the idea of taking money ?-
Not that 1 remeinber; there might have been.

1492. Did Mr. Cotton tell you, when ho gave yon that noney, what ho got it
for, or how he came to get it ?-No, sir, ho did not.

1493. Did you see the letter ofwCihdrawal that Mr. B)yle wrote ? Did ho show
it to you ?--He bad it in his hand. I do;'t renembor that ho read1 it to me, but I
remember getting him pen and paper to write his withdrawal.

1494. Was Mr. Cotton in the house at the time ?-1 don't know as ho was at
the time. I know he was shortly aiter.

14945. Was he there shortly beotre that letter was written ? -I could not swear.
1496. When was it written-in the moriing or the evoinîug ?-I could not say.

By Ron. Mr. Reesor:
1497. D'id you see him hand the letter to Mr. Cotton ?-.Well, I would not be

positive about that either.
1498. But you saw the letter?-I saw the letter. Mr. Boyle told me that ho

was sending in his withdrawal, and I. approvei of it very much.
1499. Did you see the le01ttr after M\r. Cotton got possesion of it?-No, sir, I did

not.
By M1r. Ross:

1500. You saw him give the le.tter- to Mr. Cotton ?-I might have, but I would
not swear that I did.

By the Chairman:
1501. What inade you approve of Mr. Boyle's withdrawing his tender?-l

thought that Mr. Mackintosh had got the contract, and would keep it.
MICHAEL STARRS.
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MONDAY, 28th April, 1880.

ALEXANDER MAcLEAN appeared and gave further testimony.
i[tness :-I find at question 962 of the evidence, that Mr. Cotton said ho was

"advising Boyle in the interest of MacLeanj, R. ger & Co., to negotiate with them."
If he means that he was acting for us, or was in any wiy our agent, such was not the
case. He was in no sense an agent of ours. norcould he take any responsibility on our
behalf.

By Mr. Ross:
1502, Mr. Roger swore he gave Mr. Cotton a suitof clothes. If ho was not acting

in your behalf or interest, why make him a present ?-It was not a question that
arose in any way in the firm, between Mr. Roger and myself, as to whether he
should give Mr. Cotton a present or not; it was simply an impromptu act on Mr.
Roger's part, not because Mr. Cotton was an agent of ours in any way. There was
an old friendship existing, and they had been intimate in some way,-a case of
employee and employer. I don't think that Mr. Cotton was entitled to anything,
but Mr. Roger gave him the present.

By the Chairman :
1503. Then what prompted him to give the gratuity ?-Mr. Roger can better

answer that than I can. Mr. Cotton was in no sense an agent of ours.
By Mr. Wallace ;

1504. fie was not a representative of the firm at all ?-No.
By Mr. Ross :

1505. What other question is there regarding which you wish to make an,
explanation ?-In regard to question 1il1, I may say, that if Mr. Cotton implies that
he was corcerned on our behalf, or at our invitation, or at our instance, it is not so.

1506. The question is, " You were engaging in this matter in the interest of
MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Yes." Was it not your interest that Cotton should obtain
the withdrawal of Boyle's tender ?-It might have been our interest, but the state-
ment conveys the idea that Cotton was acting as our agent.

By Mr. Wallace :
1507. Was he acting with your consent or by instructions from the firm?-Ie

had no instructions from us, and was not acting with our consent. Ur. Charlton
was our agert in all this matter, and Cotton had not our authority in any respect.

1508. The question in regard to agency that would cover the whole ground would
be whether you repudiate Cotton entirely as the agent of MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-
I am quite prepared to do so. I repudiate entirely the :idea that he was our agent.

By Bon. Mr. Bureau :
1509. Do you consider that he was entitled to keep the $3,000 he received from

company ?-No; we did not expect he would do so.
1510. For whom was that money intended ?-We have already stated-at all

events I have in my evidence, that it was for Mr. Boyle.
By the Chairman:

1511. Were you not aware that Charlton and Cotton were working together with
a common end in view in connection with the printing contract?-We cannot tell
what Cotton's object was, but we can tell what Charlton's was for ho was acting for
ns.

1512. You thought Cotton was acting for Boyle and Charlton for you ?-Yes;
Charlton acting for us, and we understood Cotton was acting for Boyle. Question
1116 of Cotton's evidence rends: Q. "Was not the time the trial took place at Toron-
to the first time they learned that that money was applied to your own use exclusi-
vely ?-They knew it before that."-We did not know it before, and we were very
much surprised when we found it was so. There are several questions, but they are
not very material, where Cotton represents that he had shown a certain letter to
Ie and was communicatingwith me, which are not correct. There are questions 971
and 972 in which ho states that ho showed a certain letter to me, and then there is
question 1020.
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Bq Hon- Mr. Simpson:
1513. Did he not show the letter to you ?-le showed no letter to me that I am

aware of. Ii question 1020, Cotton says (referring to the money), "That was the
value that Mr. MacLean proposed to give me when I got that letter." I made no
proposal to him. Question 1037 runs as follows: "You said yon had made the
arrangeennt with Mr. MacLean ?-That was the day before. lie said he hai arran-
god to put the notes and money into Mr. Charlton's hands."-He made no arrange-
ment with me.

By the Chairman:
1514. Mighthe not have given thatanswer in respect fo Charlton, Charlton being

engaged by you in that matter ?-le might put it in that way, perhaps.
By ion. Mr. Aikins:

1515. Question 1060 is very explicit: "After you got this letter of withdrawal,
did you infrm MacLean, Roger & Co that you had been successful in getting Mr.
Bovle to withdraw his tender ?-I tated before that 1 went direct and showed the
l oer 0 M r. MacLean when I got it." Qiistion 1061 is as follows: " defore you
handed it to Mr. lartney ?--It was Mr. R >ger or MacLean that handed it to Mr.
lartney."-In question 1060 Cotton was mistaken in stating that he showed the
letter to me.

By Ar, Costiqan:
1516. Have you noticed Mr. Rrger's testimony?-Yes. le was asked by Mr.

Trnw: question 1:7, " To whom did you pav the $a,000 for the withdrawal of Mr.
Boyle's tender ?-I paid the money to Mr. Charlton and Mr Ctton, to be handed
over." ?-1 sec thet : I presume Charlton and Cotton were in company at the time.
I cannot. however, speak as to that, because I was not there at the time; but I
say I am quite positive that Cotton was in no sense an agent of ours.

1517. According to this evidence Mr. Roger admitted that money was paid over
to Charlton and Cotton to be expended for a particular purpose: to get the letter of
withdrawal. Cotton came forward and swore that he did get the letter of with-
drawal and brought it to the very gentleman who placed money at their disposal to
get it? There are two separate and contlicting interests in the matter. Our interest
is one, Boyle's is another. Charlton represented us, and Cotton was understood 1o
represent Mr. Boyle.

1518. At thie time of the payment of the money into Charlton's hands, had
Charlton led you to believe that Boyle would accept it ?-Yes, we fully understood
from Charlton that Boyle would accept the money.

1519. -He had informed you that Boyle would accept it ? -Charlton conveved
that impression to us; we understood that from our agent; we would not have paid
the money under any other circumstances. There are one or two other places in the
evidence where Cotton says he had communication with us. Gotton and my>elf were
not on friendly terms, (I say that to strengIheu my denial,) because we found he was
conspiring against our firm, and against ne personally, and, of course, we had no
communication in any way with him.

1520. Do you remember whether, about the time this arrangement was being
ma( e, a suggestion was made to you or your firm that Cotton would be more likely
to suceeed in gettini th-is arrangement made with Boyle on account of his intimacy
wilh him?-lt ha: been stated in evidence ihat Boyle repeatedly refused to take any
money consideration or sell his tender, and it came out in evidence that it was sup-
posed Cotton coubi a>sist rmaterially in inducing Boyle to accept the $3,000.

1521. Do you remember having made a statement of that kind ?-1 think you
will not tind that in my evidence; it must have come from some other
witness. It might have been our impression that Cotton could asList, We
had renson to believe that he was in with Bioyle and a party to his tender, and that
wihl Bioyle lie had tendered for Ontario work some short time ago. We knew there
was ai intimacy between thon, au-d that ho nuit have influence with B iyle. We
thouglit that was shown by Boyle putting Cotton forward as his agent.
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By Mr. Ross:
1522. Question 363 runs as follows:-" Through whom did you make the pay-

ment to Mr. Boyle ?-It was our impression that we were paying it to Mr. Boyle
through Mr. Cotton and Mr. Charlton." You were asked in the next question, " For
what purpose ?" and your reply was, " We understood it was for the withdrawal of
the tender."-That should have been " through Mr. Charlton and Mr. Cotton," if that
would make any difference. We understood the money and notes would have to go
through those parties to Mr. Boyle, because he had no direct communication with us
in the matter.

1523. You don't recognize Cotton as an agent ?-1 distinctly deny, in the most
positive terns in which it is possible to deny anything, that Cotton was our agent,
notwithstanding that answer.

By Hon. Mr. Aikins:
1524. What reason had you to understand that Boyle would accept the money ?

-We understood so from Charlton. It has already been given in evidence that
Boyle told Charlton that if such arrangement was made, he would stand by it.

1525. No such evidence has been given here ?-There is evidence to that effect.
The statements conflict in that respect.

By Mr. Trow:
1526. Did not Cotton reside with you at the time ?-No; he never resided with

me. I think he was residing with Mr. Roger at the time, or had been some time
before, but not since.

The evidence was then closed.
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APPENDIX No. 2.

EXTRACTS FROM MINUTES OF PRINTING COMMITTEE.

Committee met.
PRESENT:

Honorable Messieurs Aikins,
Bureau.
Cochrane,
Fabre,
Ferrier,
RHaythorne,
Macfarlane, and
Simpson.

Messieurs Bannerman,
Costigan,
Desjardins,
McDonald (Cape Breton),
Ross (Middlesex),
Stephenson,
Tass,é,
Trow,
Thonpson, (HIaldimand), and
Wallace (Norfolk).

Ordered, That as the several contracts for the Printing services of Parliament
expire with the work of the present Session, it be recommernded that tenders do isue
for the performance of the work for five years from the lst January next, with
privilege of Parliament to extend the same to ten years if it thinks fit.

COMMITTEE Room,
11th Marcb, 187.

13th MAnC, 1879.

Committee met.

Honorable Messieurs Aikin,
Brouse,
Bureau,
Ferrier,
Macfarlane,
Odell, and
Simpson.

PRESENT:

Messieurs Bichard,
Bunting.
Charlton,
Costigan,
McDonald (Cape Breton),
Lantier,
Ross (.ikfddlesex),
Stephenson.
TIhom2son (Haldimand),
Trow, and
Wallace (Norfolk).

Read a form of Tender, which was agreed to.

Read Advertisement calling for Tenders, as follows

Tenders, addressed to the undersigned, in a sealed envelope, rnarked Tenders for
Printing, Paper, or Binding (as the case may b), will be received until Thursday, the
10th day of April next, after which day no Tender will be received, for the Printing,
furnishing the Printing Paper, and the Binding required for the Parliament of the
Dominion of Canada.
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No Tender will be received except on the blanlk form, which can be had on
application to the undersigned, and from whom all information can be obtained.

The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any Tenler.

By order,

IIENRY IIARTNEY,
Clerk, Joint Committee of both Bouses on Printing.

DEPARTMENT.OF PRINTING oF PARLIAMENT,
OTTAWA, 13th Mlarch, 1879.

Memorandum to tie Publisher.

Please give the above three (3) insertions a week for two weeks, in the above
form, and seud copy of the paper and account to this Department.

Which was also agreed to, and ordered to be inserted in the following papers:-
London, Ont.-Free Press and Advertizer.
Hamilton, Ont.-Spectator and Tines.
Toronto, Ont.-Globe and Telegrarn.
Kingston, Ont.--IVews and Whig.
Ottawa, Ont.-Free Press, Citizen and Gazette d'Ottawa.
Montreal, Que..--.iinerve, Gazette and lierald.
Quebec, Que .- Le Journal, Chronicle and Le Canadien.
St. Johns, Que.-Le Franco Canadien.
St. John, N.B.-Sun and Telegraph.
Halifax, N. S.-Herald and Chronicle.
Shediae, N.B.-Mniteur Acadien.

19th MARc, 1879.
Committee met.

PRESENT:

Honorable Messieurs Bureau, Messieurs Bunting,
Cochrane, Desjardins,
Haythorne, Lantier,
Mac/arlane, Ross (Middlesex),
McClelan (IHopewell), Stephenson,
Odell, Thonpson ( Haldimand), and
Reesor, Trow.
Simpson, and
Wairk.

Ordered, That when the Tenders for the Printing services are submitted to the
Committee, the calculations be made from the quantities of work performed as shown
in the printing accounts of 1877-78; the quantity of press-work, folding and stitching,
and paper, to be reduçed 25 per cent. to meet the reductionca used by the new distri-
bution ist of last Session.

Sth APRiL, 1879.
Permission given to the Clerk of the Committee to give to any intending

tenderers the quantities, etc., upon which the calculations will be made.
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Committee met. TIusRDAY, 17th April, 1879.

PRESENT:

Honorable Messieurs Aikins, Messieurs Béchard,
Brouse, Bowell, (lHon. Mr.)
Bureau, Bunting,
Cochrane, Costiqan,
Fabre, Desjardins,
Ferrier, Lantier,
RUaythorne, Ross (Middlesex),
Xacfarlane, Stephenson,
McClelan ( Hopewell), Thompson (IHaldimand),
Odell, and Trow, and
Wark. Wallace (Norfolk).

The Clerk of the Comittee submitted the several Tenders be had received in
answer to the advertisenent calling for Tenders for the Printing, Binding and
Printing paper required for the Printing services of Parlianent.

Nos. 1 to 13, inclusive, were opened and read, and the prices taken down by the
Chairman.

Each Tender was accompanied by the required deposit.
No. 14 wns submitteI by the Clerk, with the intimation that it was not received

by him tilt ihe 1lth, instead of the 10th instant, as stated in the advertisement.
It was moved by the Hon. Mr. Brouse, seconded by the lon. Mr. Wark,
That the said Tender be received : and the question being put, the yeas and nays

were called for, and were taken down as follows :
Yeas:-Honorable Messieurs Aikins, Brouse, Ferrier, Haythorne, McOlelan

(Hopewell), Odell. Wark, Bowell -8.
Nays:-Honorable Messieurs Bureau, Cochrane, Fabre, fajfarlane, Messieurs

Bunting, Costigan, Dejardins, Lantier, Ross (Middlesex), Stephenson, Thonpson
(Haldimand), Trow.-12,

So it passed in the Negative.
Ordered, That the Clerk doopen the said Tender for the purpose of obtaining the

name of the tenderer and re-enclose it back, with the intimation that it was ieceived
too late.

On motion of Hon. Mir. Bowell, seconded by Hon. Mr. Brouse, it was
Ordered, That the Tenders for Printing, Binding and Paper, be referred to a Sub-

Committee consisting of the Chairman, Messrs. Stephenson, Mfacfarlane, Pabre, Des-
jardins and Ross, with instructions to examine the sane, anI report to the Comnittee
the result of their investigations, with such recommondations as they may deema in the
interest of the service.

Ordered, That the Sub-Committee do meet to-morrow at 11 a. m., adjourned.

18th APRIL, 1879.
Sub-Committee on Tenders met.

PRESENT:

Honorable Messieurs Simpson and Maefarlane, and Messieurs Stephenson, Ros
and Desjardins.

The Clerk of the Conmittee submitted his calculations on the Tenders for the
several serv ces.
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Rtesolucl, That as the Tender for the Prnting of Parliament of Mr. C. -1. Mack-
intosh is the lowest, it is recommended that the contract be awarded him on his
deposiling the necssary security of $5,000 on or before noon on Thursday, the first
day of May next.

Resolved, That as the Tender for the Bind ing required by Parliament of Mr. Alex.
Mort mer is the lowest, it is recommended that the contract be awarded him on hi4
depositing the necessary security of $1,000 on or before noon on Thursday, the first
day of May next.

Re.soled, That as the Tender for the Printing Paper required by Parliament of
Mr. James Barber is the lowest for the quality of paper required, viz: for the Royal,
$2.52½ )er ream, and for the foolscap, $0.97½ per ream, it is recommended that the
contract be awarded him on his depositing the necessary security of $2,000 on or
before noon on Thursday, the first day of May next; and it is further recommended
that shouId any paper of a better quality be necessary for finer work than usual, the
sample submitted at $2.92ý be furnished as required.

Ordered, That the above Resolutions be reported to the General Committee.

21st APRIL, 1879.

Committee met.
PRESENT:

honorable Messieurs Aikins, Messieurs Bunting,
Brouse, Costigan,
Kaulbach, McDonald (C.B.),
JMacfarlane, Lantier,
XcClelan (Hopewell), Ross (Middlesex),
Odell, Tassé,
Simpson, and Wark. Thompson (ffaldimand),

Trow, and Wallace.

The Chairman presented the Report of the Sub-Committee on Tenders, which
was read.

Moved by Mr. Bunting, seconded by Mr. Wallace,
That the Report of the Sub-Committee be received and adopted, and that the re-

spective firms to whom the contracts have been awarded, be required to comply with
the preliminary conditions before eleven o'clock, a.m., on Thursday next. And
further, that this Committee do not report to either House until such time as the
respective contracts shall have been accepted by the parties to whom they shall have
been awarded.-Carried, and

Ordered, That the Resolutions in the Report of the Sub.-Committee be amended
by substituting Thursday, the 24th instant, at 11 a.mi, for Thursday, Noon, 1st May.

Ordered, That the Clerk do communicate with Messrs. Mackintosh, Mortimer,
and Barber, to the effect that the Committe have agreed to recommend their re-
spective Tenders for the Printing, Binding, and Printing Paper, provided they deposit
with the Clerk of the Committee, on or before eleven o'clock a.m., on Thursday next,
the 24th instant, the securities required for the due fulfilment of their respective
contracts.
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Committee met. RTasnAY, 24th April, 1879.

PRESENT:

Honorable Messieurs Brouse, Messieurs Baunerman,
Bureau, Banting,
Carra l, Char/ton,
Cochrane, Desjardins,
Fabre, McDonald (Cape Breton),
Haythorne, Lantier,
Macfarlane, Ross (Middlesex),
McfoClelan (fopewell), Tassé,
Odiel!, Thonipson (Jlaldimand),
Reesor, Trou;, and
&flpson, and TVàlaoe (Norfolk).

Catark.

The Clerli of thoc Caîiinittc submiitted froin Mr. Barber a deposit reecipt for
$2,00>-,; aind froni Mre. -Mort-ner, a lotter atiioiiziîîj U,, t (x)Htinuanpe of his prosent
,depoit of $1,(YW' ; as seviirity on1 :1('outit of thie eontr:tets resl)ectiveIy recorn-
mended. to ho awarJed thein, in aeecoîdarîe.-c with the IUepoî't of the StibComrnittee
of' the lSth April, as ýam-eud(ed by the Geîîeral Commiiittue on the 2lst April.

le also subrnitted IeLtors from Mr. C. II. ALlJtoh, . Janes Iope, Mr. B.
J Ohariton, Mr. J C0. Boyce, anid Mr. P. B~lwith 'i..t.itig theoir respective Tenders
for the Icriating ofDParoiainent.

Besolved, That the foregoing parties havinz withdrawn theli Tenders foi- the
Printing of 1Parliarnent, the Clork is hereby authorized and directel to rcturn them
their deposit cheques.

Besoved, That the Tender of Messrs. MacLean, Roger & C(,. for the Printing of
Parliament fbr five years frorn the Tst January, 1880, be adcepted, and that they b
required to f urnish the neeessary security forthwith.

Mr. XacLean appcared before the Committee and gave iri the following botter as
to bis security, whiTh was read.

OTTAWA, April 24th, 1879.

DEAR SIr,-We hereby authorize you to hod our deposit receipt for the sum fO
$5,000, wich is i your hands, as security for the performance of our present con-
tract, and to retain it as socurity for the performance of the contract this day
awarded to us: that is the contract for the term of five years commencing on the
first day of January asext, au ending on the thirty-first day 2f December, 1884.

Yours truly,
MAcLEAýN, IROGER & Go.

. Charney, Esq.,
Clerk Joint Committee Printin of Parliament,

Ottawa.

Ordered, That the Cormittee do report their recommendation of the acceptane
Rof the Tender of Messrr. MacLean, Roger & Co. for the Printing; that of Mr.

Mortimer f o fho yea frod th1t of Jauay,1 , Barber for the Pridtihg Paper
they having furnished the required security.

5
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24th APRIL, 1879.

Mr. Wallace (Norfolk), from the Joint Committee of both HTouses on the Printing
of Parliament, presented to the louse the EL.VENTH REPORT Of the said COnnittee,
which was read, as followeth :-

The Committee beg leave to submit as their ELEVENTH NEPORT,-The Report of
their Sub-Committee, dated 18th April, 1879, to whom was referred the several Ten-
ders for the Printing Services of Parliament, to which is annexed a list of the
Tenderers, with the prices at which they tendered; also, the calculations in extenso
in the several tenders, and the comparative c)st of each.

By that Report the Tender of Mr. C. R. Mackintosh for the Printing, and that of
Mr. A. fortimer for the Binding, being the lowest, were recommended to be accepted ;
and the Tender of Mr. James Barber, being the lowest lor the quality of paper re-
quired, was also recommended for acceptance.

Thursday, the 24th April, at 11 a. m., was the time limitèd for depositing the
necessary securiLy. Messrs. Barber and Llortimer made the necessary deposit; Mr.
Mackrtosh did not do so, but haided in a letter withdrawing bis Tender. Letters
were also received from Messrs. J. Hope, E. J. Charlton, J. C. Boyce, and P. Boyle,
'withdrawing their several Tenders, copies of whieh will be found annexed to this
Report.

The Committee therefore recommend the acceptance of the next lowest tender,
that of Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co. for the Printing, they having furnished the
necessary security.

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Sub-Conimittee of the Joint Committee of both Houses on the Printing of
Parlianent, to whom was referred the several tenders for the Printing of Parliament,
beg leave to submit as their Report the following Resolutions:-

Resolved, That as the Tender for the Printing of Parliament of Mr. C. H.
Mackintosh is the lowest, it is recommended thut the contract be awarded him on his
depositing the necessary security of $5,000.

Resolved, That as the Tender for the Binding required by Parliament of Mr.
Alex. Mortimer is the lowest, it i recominended that the contract be awarded him on
bis depositing the neeessary security of $1,000.

Resolved, That as the Tender for the Printing Paper required by Parliament of
Mr. James Barber is the lowest, for the quality of paper required, viz.: For the.
Royal, 8.52½ per ream; and for the Foolscap, 97ýc. per ream, it is recommended
that the contract be awarded him on his depositing the necessary security of $2,000 ;
and it is further recommended that should any paper of a bctter quality be necessary
for finer work than usual, the sample submitted at $2.92j be furnished as required.

All which is respectfully submitted,

J. SIMPSON.
COMMITTE E ROOM,

18th April, 1819.

LETTERS WITHDRAWING TENDERS.
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 22nd April, 1879.

Mr DEAR SIR,-It being incumbent upon me to give a definite reply with refer-
ence to the Tender sent iii by me for Parliamentary Printing, from 1880 to 1884, I
would ask you, before the contract is finally reported to the House, or rather the
result of the Printing Committee's deliberations, to allow me to withdraw my tender.

I remain, dear Sir,
Your obedient servant,

-Henry Hartney, Esq. (Signed) C. H. MACKINTOSH.

4.3 Victoria.



OTTAWA, 19th April, 1879.
Sia,-I hereby withdraw my Tender for Printing.

I am yours, etc.,

Henry fartney, Esq., (Signed) JAMES HoPE.

Clerk of Joint Committee oe Printing of Parliament.

OTTAWA, 23rd April, 1879.
Si,-Having discovered a mistake in my figures ot an important item in my

Tender, I desire respectfully to withdraw my proposal for Parliamentary Printing,
and to request you will return me my cheque.

I have the honor to be. Sir.
Your very obedient servani,

(Signed) E. J. CHARLTON.
Jfeutry Hartney, Esq.,

Joint Cler-k of the Printing of Parliament,
Ottawa.

OTTAWA, 19th April, 1879.
DEAR SIR,-Having tendered for the Parliamentary Printing, on the 10th April,

inst., we beg to withdraw our Teoder and alil claims to having it awarded ouir firm-
finding that arrangements cainot bc made by us to nieet the requirements of the
contract we would have to sign.

(Signed) J. C. BoYCE & Co.
Hn&ry Iartney, Esq.

OTTAWA, 21st April, 1879.

Sra,-The contract for the Parlianentary Printing having been awarded to Mr.
-Mackintosh, I beg to withdraw my Tender, and will feel obliged by your kindly
forwarding my cheque to Toronto.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed) PATRICK BOYLE.

. IHartney, Esq.,
Clerk, Parliamentary Printing Committee,

Ottawa.
WITNESs :

James Cotton.

GENERAL CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO BLANK FORM OF
TENDER.

CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT FOR PRINTING.

The Printing work to be comprised under three heads-Plain, Catalogue and
Tabular.

Plain Matter,-To consist of all the ordinary matter in the Journals, Appendices,
Votes, Minutes and Sessional Papers, including the Divisions and Indexes, to be
printed in Long Primer type, and to be charged at oneprice.

Catalogue Work,-To consist of all matter, requiring two lines across (besides
cross lines at head and foot), and two lines down the page, and to be charged one
price and a-ha/f.

Tabular Work,-To consist of all matter, at least two liDes across (besides CrOss
lines at head and foot), and thrce lines down the page, and to be charged at two
prices.
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Catalogue and Tabular Work to be printed with Minion or such other type as
may be directed by the Clerk of the Committee.

Proofs in duplicate of ail printed matter to be sent to the respective revising
officers, after havin been carefully read and corrected in the printing office, without
extra charge, including Revises, till the work is correct.

Ail Documents, Books, Papers and Roports,,whether departmental or otherwise,
or printed matter of whatsoever kind or nature, to be printed in such form, for such
purposes, and in such num bers as Parliament may order, without any other charge
than is authorized by the contract, based on the tender.

The Votes and Proceedings of' both Hiouses, as well as the Orders of the Day, in
both languages, to be printed in Long Primer, and to be delivered at half-past ninw
o'clock on the morning after each sitting.

The Bils, in both languages, to be printed in Small Pieu type, with Brevier
notes.

One copy extra of the Bills in 3rd reading form to be struck off in single pages,
on fine paper (as per sample), to be furnished and paid for by the Contractor; the
charge per page to cover all charges, trimming, &c.

The Journals and Appendices, in both languages, to be completed by Contractor,
within one month after the close of each Sesýsion.

The Sessional Papers, in both languages, to be completed by the Contractor,
within two mionths alter the close of each Ses:,ion.

The Contractor may be required to have 1,000 pages of matter sianding at a
time, without any other compensation than the price allowed for the composition.

No charge will be allowed for blank pages, nor for customary corrections, nor
for over hours or delays, nor any other charge except such as are contained in the
above form.

The printed sheets of the Journals, Appendices, Votes and Minutes, and Sessional
Papers must be well and thoroughly pressed between glazed boards, and delivered to
the Contractor for Binding, free of charge.

The type to be clear and good, and the ink black and of good quality, and such
as is used in book work, and the whole of the work to be executed in a workinanlike
manner, and to the entire satisfaction of both Houses.

The Clerk of the Printing Committee to be furnished by the iPrinter, at least
twice a week, with a coinplete fyle of all work donc, with the cost of caoh in detail
written on the endorse of each, and the quantity of paper used ; and the account, in
detail, by sheets, as soon as there are vouchers sufficient for that purpose.

The whole of the Printing will be given to onie Contractor, and tenders will be
calculated upon the whole work to be done, and not in portions.

Charges for alterations to be allowed only for incorrect copy, after being certified
by the Revising officer, and such charges to be computed only for the time
necessarily and actually taken by the compositor.

The Printer to deliver all printed matter at the several offices ofthe two Houses
in parcels properly tied up, directed and numbered, without charge, in such numbers,
manner, and form as may be directed by the proper officers.

All cancelled matter to be delivered in same form before being paid for.
Five per cent. will be allowed the Printer as allowance for waste on the paper.

CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT FOR PAPER.

The paper to be of full weight, as above specified, and frce from specks (of 480
pheets to the ream), and to be fùrnished, after requisition from the Clerk of the
Printing Committee, at such times and in such quantities as shall be required, and
delivcred at the Public Buildings, at the Seat of Government, for the time being, free
of charge; and all paper specky and inferior to sample to be returned to the Con-
tractor at his cost and charges.

8
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CONDITIONS;OF TIE CONTRACT FOR BINDING.

The Binder to deliver the Journals and Appendices and Sessional Pipers within
one month, and the Votes and Proeedings within two weeks, after the last sheet of
each volume is delivered to him; and to be responsible for the safe keeping of ail
printed matter for which his receipt has been given, and to make good, at his own
cost, any loss or deficiency that may arise after bueh matter shall haxv come into his
hands. Such delivery to be made at the offices of either House, frece of charge. It
shall be the duty of the Binder to count the sheets, when delivered by the Printer,
and give a receipt therefor without charge.

The materials to be used in the Binding, and the workmanship, to be the same
as sample copies, to be seen in the Office of the Clerk of the Printing Committee.

In ail cases 20 per cent. is retained till the work pertaining to each Session shall
be faithfully perforned and completed.

Should the Contractors, or any of them, be at any time backward in their work,
the Committee reserve the right to bave the sarme performed elsewherc, deducting
from their account the difference, if any, in the cost.

The Contractors to be subject to the Clerk of the Joint Committee of both
Houses on Printing on ail points.

The several Contractors for the Printing, Printing Paper and Binding, each to
furnish good and sufficient security in a Guarantee Society, properly incorporated
for that purpose, or by a cash deposit in one of the chai tered banks of the Dominion,
certificates of which must be lodged with the Clerk of the Committee-the Contractor
for the Printing, in the sum of $5,000; the Contractor for the Printing Paper, in the
sum of $2,000 ; and the Contractor for the Binding, in the sum of $1,000 ;-for the
due and faithful performance of their respective contracts.

No tender will be received, except accompanied by a deposit reccipt from a bank,
as a guarantee of good faith that the tender will be carried out by the party to
whom the contract rnay be awarded. If the party to whom the contract is awardedI
should fail to carry out his tender, then such deposit to be forfcited to the uses of the
Committee as follows:-For the Printing, the sum of $500; for the Printing Paper,
the sum of $200 ; for the Binding, the sum of $100.

N.B.-The whole of the above work te be executed at the place where Parlia-
ment holds its sittings for the time being.
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TENDERs for the Printing of the Parliament of the Dominion. Contracts to
the right of Parliament to

PRINTING.

oece

No. Names of Tenderers.

0Q

1 . Boyle......................... b occts. cts. cts. cts. cts. cts.

22* 16 | 2 15 50 2

28 20 1 15 20 5

3 Montreal Paper Co. .................. . . . . . . .
4 MacLean, Roger & Co..... ..... 25 18 2 I10 40 2

5 C. H. Mackintosh................... 20 12¾ 1 8 30 10

i James Hope........................ 19 15 2 15 40 2

7 John L oreli.... ....... ............ 23 17 6I 12 12 12

8 A. Buntin................................. ............. .................................................. •

9 A. S. Woodburn.................... 27 20 2 20 40 2

10 E. J. Charlton..,................... 22j 15 1 10 35 I 6

11 'Barber Bros........................ ............... .............................................

13 J. C. Boyce....... ......... 22 16 1 3 30
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commence on Ist January, 1 80, and to terminato 31st December, 1884, with
extend the same fbr ten years.

PAPER. BINDING.

0~ ci

O= ~ C

, n

m ¾

Journals, Appendices, Votes, Minutes,
I or &essional Papers, half shiver, cloth

sides, gold lettered title pieces, per
Tol. of 600 pages, more or less, as the2 case may be. Also, for half-calf.

0 No charge to be made or allowed
for binding in single leaves or broken
sheets, or for cutting out blank leaves,> oor for inserting maps or tables, or for

S-- any extras.

Half-sheep Half-calf. _

I, P. Feint Unes Red lines,
per quire. per quire.

$ cts. $ce ets ets. c ets.

........ , ....... ..... ............ , 25 1 25 1 2

A 2 20 A 0 91

B 2 33 B 0 98 ........ ... . .
0 2 85 C 1 20 j

....... ................ .... ..... ..... .....
........... ........ .... ......................

R 250 A 100 24 *43 1 2

{ R 2 34 A 0 83 A
195G 077 B

... .......... ................. 22 5

A 2 92J 1 02J
B 2 52J 0 97J ......... ... ...... .. .... ........... .............
C 2 17 0 87 24

. ........ 20 i 140 1 2
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Calculations on the Tenders for Printing.

(5.) C. H. MACKINTOSH. $ cts. $ cts.

Composition, 110,455 M. ems, at 20 cents ............. ,...... ............ 2,fl99 00
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 12j cents ............... ... .................... 2,039 33
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bills, 518 pages, at 1 cent ........................ ......
Alterations, 4,155 hours, at 8 cents .. ..... ......... .............. ..... . 332 40
Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets,, at 30 cents ........ ...... ......... ........ 510 Of)
Chan gin g Minntes. Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 10 cents. ..................... ..... 127 80
Foldin g an d stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500, at à cent. ....... ...... ............ 1,691 25
Folding, per sheet, 260,781, at à cent ....... ........ ......... ........... ......... 1.... 3.

S 27,133 21

(6,) JAMES HOPEC.

'Composition, 110,495 M. ems, at 19 cents ....... ......... ....... ............ 20,994 05
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 15 cents ................ .... ......... 2,447 25
Fine copv, 3rd rending of Bills, 518 pages, at 2 cents ..................... ......... 10 36
.Alerations, 4,155 holws, nt 15 cents ........... .......... 1...... ............. 62 3 25
Alterations. lwadings, 1,700 sheets, at 40 cents .................... ............ ~ 680ý0
Changing MNinjutes, Seniate, 1,278 M. ems, at 2 cents ....-..-.............. 25 56
Folding, lier slheet, 260,781, at ,1 cent ............................................ 173 86
Fo]ding and s*ti'.ching, per sheet, 3,382.500, at lu cent ............ ...... ....... . 3382 50
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at 1 cent...... ........................... 223 88

(10.) E. J. CHPRLTN.

Composition, 110,495 M. ems, at 22 cents . ............... . ................ 24,861 37
Presswork, 16.315 tokens, at 15 cents ............ ............................... ........ 2,447 25
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bills, 518 pages, at 2 cent ..... . ........ .............. 5 18
Alterations, 4,155 hours, at 10 cents........ ............... ...................... ..... 415 50
Alterations, headin gs, 1,700 sheets, at 35 cents.. ......... ........................ 595 00
Changing Minutes, senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 6 cents ............ ................. 6 68
Folding, per sheet, 260, 781 at - cent. .................... ......... ....... 1. 3
Foldin g and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,50, at h cent ..... ............... , 1,6.1 25
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at t cent.......... ........................... . 75

0 30,670 3

'Composition, 110,495) %. ems, at 22 cents .................................. ...... 24,308 90
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 16J cents ......... ........ ...... .. .... 2)691 98
Fine copy, 3rd reading otBîils, 518 pages, at 1 cent ............................ 5 18
.&lterations, 4,155 hours, at 3 cents ............... .............. ........... ........ 540 15
Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets, at 30 cents ............... ......... ........ ... 510 00
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at ï cent ................................. 9 59
Folding, per sheet, 260,781, at ,. cent -........................... ......... ........ 86 92
Folding and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500; at j cent.,.......................... 4,228 1.3j
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at j cent ...................... ........ ... 79 10 32,559 96

<1.) P'. BOYLI.I

Oomposition, 110,495 M. ems, at 22J cents .......................... .... ....... 24861 37
Presswork, 16 315 tokens, at 16 cents......................................... ...... 2,610 40
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bis, 518 pages, at 2 cents ............ ..... .... ...... 10 36

lterations, 4,155 hours, at 15 cents.. .......... ......-................... 623 25
Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets, at 50 cents ................................. 850 00
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 2 cents................ ......... ...... 25.5
Folding, pi-r shpet, ?FO,7Rl at A cent. ......... ........ ....... ........ ... 217 32
Folding and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500 at Jý cent ...... .... ......... 3382 50
Oovering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at j cent ............. ...... ........... j .... 34472 75

12
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Calculations on the Tenders for Printing-C(ntinued.

(4.) MAcLEAN, RoQER & Co.

Composition, 110,495 M. ems, at 25 cents.. ........... ..... ... ..... .........
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 18 cents ........................ ................. .........
Fine cory, 3rd reading cf BiIls, 518 pages, at 2 cents................ ....
Alterations, 4,155 h ours, at 10 cents.. .... .............................................
Alteiations, headingo, 1,700 sheets, at 40 cents .............. ......................
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 2 cents ......... ........................
Folding, per sheet, 260,781 at iS cent....... ............... ..............
Folding and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500 at -l cent........ .............
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at j cent......... ...............

(7.) JoHN LOVELL.

Composition, 110,495 M. ems, at 23 cents ........................... ........ .......
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 17 cents................ . ........ .... ..... ................
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bills, 518 pages, at 1ý2 cent................ .........
Alterations, 4,155 hours, at 12 cents.. ........ ............ . .......
Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets, at 12 cents ......................
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 12 cents.................. ..... ....

$ cts.

27,623 75
2,936 70

10 36
415 50
680 00

25 56
104 32

1,879 17
447 75

25,413 85
2,773 55

0 44
498 60
204 00
153 36

rolding, per sheet, 2609, 7i at -g cent. ...... ....... .... .................................... 217 32
Folding and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500 at * cent.................... ..... ,...... 637 50
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at 2 cents........ .............. 1,791 0o

(9.) A. S. WoODBURN.

Composition, [10,495 M. ems, at 27 cents............. ...................... ......... 29,833 65
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 20 cents ........................ ...... ...... ..... 3........
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bille, 518 pages, at 2 cents.. ........ ....................... .10 36
Alterations, 4,155 hours, at 20 cents.... .............................. ..... .............. 831 00
Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets, at 40 cents.............. .............. 680 00
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 2 cents...................................25 56
Folding, per sheet, 260,781 at jg cent..... ...................... ............ 104 32
Folding and stitching, per sheet, 3,382,500 at fg cent......................2,255 00
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at j cent......................... ............ 447 75

(2.) SPECTÂTORL PRINTING COMPANY.j

Composition, 110,495 M. ems, nt 28 cents. ................... ......... .... 30,938 60
Presswork, 16,315 tokens, at 20 cents ................................ t.... ...... 3,263 C0
Fine copy, 3rd reading of Bis, 518 pages, at 1 cent ........................... 5181
Altp.rations 4.155 hn,,re Rt 15 cents ................ ........ I 6 '3 25. ..... ...... .... ........ . . . .

Alterations, headings, 1,700 sheets, at 20 cents. ......... ........ . .........
Changing Minutes, Senate, 1,278 M. ems, at 5 cents ........................... ........
Fold ing, per sheet, 26 ,781 at J, cent .............. ... ......... ......... ......
Folding and stitching. per sheet, 3,382,500 at is cent.................
Covering pamphlets, 89,550 copies, at 1 cent.................. ......... ...........

340 (0
63 90

104 32
2,255 0O

2 23 88

A. 1880

$ cts.

34,123 11

36,689 82

37,450 64

37,817 13
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Calculations on the Tenders for Binding.

(12.) A. MORTIMER.

12,207 vols. half sheep, at 20 cents......................... ........
225 vols. half calf, at 40 cents ......................... ,........ ..

(9.) A. S. WoODIURN.

12,207 vols. half sheep, at 22 cents ...... ...... ....................
225 vols. half calf, at 55 cents .............................. ..... ..

$ ets. $ ets.

................ ..... 2,441 40
....... ....... ......... 90 00

2,531 40

........................ 2,685 54

....... ......... ......... 123 75
-- 2,809 29

(6.) JÂNEs HOPu.

12,207 vols. half sbeep, at 24 cts.............. ................................ 2,929 68
225 vols. half calf, at 43 cts . ................ ......... 96 75

-- 3,026 43

(2.) SPECTATOR PRINTING COMPANY.

12,207 vols. half sheep, at 25 cts.......,................. ................... .................. 3,051 75
225 vols. half calf, at $1.25.......... ........ ......... ..................... ......... 281 25

--- l 3,333 00
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Calculations on the Tenders for Printinig iPaper.

(3 A.) WM. ANGUR-(MNTREAL PAPER CoMPANY). $ ets. $ cts.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $2.20. ................................................. 11,000 00
750 do Foolscap, at 91 ets. ..... ..... ......... .................... ..... 682 50

- -- 11,682 50

(3 B.) MoNTREAL PAPER CoMPANY.

Z,000 Reans Royal, at $2 33. ........ ............... ........................................... 11,650 00
750 do Foolscap, at 98 ets. ............ ........ ...... ......... .................... 735 0ù

12,385 00

(3 C.) MONTREAL PAPER COMPANY.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $2.85...... ........ ..... ......... .................. 14,250 00
750 do Foolscap, at $1.20..... ............... ....... ........... ........................ 900 00

---- 15,150 <0

(6.) JAMZS HoPa.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $2.50 ........ ................. ........ ......... ...... .. .............. 12,500 00
750 do Foolscap, at $1.00 ..... .................. ............... 750 00

-- 13,250 00

(8 A.) A. BUNTIN.

£,000 Reams Royal, at $2.34....... ............... ......... ................. 11,700 00
750 do Foolscap, at 83 ets ......... .............. ..... .................. 622 50

.12,522 50

(8 0.) A. BUNTIN.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $1.95 ................. ......... ......... 9,750 00
750 do Foolscap, at 77 ets.... ....... .... ............ .... 577 50

- 10,327 U

(11 A.) BARBEE BRoS.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $2.92...................... ................................... 14,625 0
750 do Foolscap, at $1.02. ...... ......... ,. ... ............. ......................... . 768 50

-- 15,393 50

(11 B.) BARBR Baos.

4,000 Reams Royal, at $2.52 ......................................--. ..... . 12,625 00
750 do Foolscap, at 97 cts... ...................... --..................... 731 25

--- 13,956 26

(11 C.) BARBUB Baos.

5,000 Reams Royal, at $2.17 ..... ............................-.. ..-......................... 10,875 00
750 do Foolscap, at 87J ets...... ................. ........................ 656 25

-..- -- -- 11,531 25

Atte8t. UENRY HARTNEY,
Clerk, JoMt Committee on Printing of IParliament.
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APPENDIX No. 3.

IN THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH.

BOYLE Before OSLER, J., at Toronto, 26th Jan., 1880; with a Jury.
Vs. BE McCArTY, Q.C., and DONOVEN for Plaintiff.

THE GLOBE BETHUNE, Q.C., and EDGAR for Defendants.

Action for Libel.

Bethune, Q.C.-We admit publication of these " Globes" in which libel is alleged
to be contained.

M3cCarthy, Q.C.-We put in the following "Globes: 11th Noveniber, 1879,
Ex. 1; 14th November, 1879, Ex. 2; 19th November, 1879," Ex. 3; also Mr. Boyle's
letter of the 19th, Ex. 4, published in the " Globe" of the 22nd November. We have
not the Globe: " Globe of' 25th Novembe-r, Eix. 5, and 27th November, Ex. 6, which
contains plaintiff's second letter.-Case.

For the Defence.
HENRY G. HARTNEY, sworn.-I am Clerk of the Printing Comnittee ut Ottawa,

I am Clerk of'the Joint Conmittee of both Houses.
Q. Have you in your custody some tenders which were given frst Session for

the printing of both Houses ?-1I ave: I produce them. Triere are no dates to
these tenders.

Bethune, Q.C.-I put in Mr. Doyle's tender, Ex. 7.
Witness.-It was received on the 9th April, 1879.
Q. You have marked on the back that this cheque was returned 24th April ?-

Yes.
Q. How was that returnled ? To whom was it given? -I presume it was re-

turned by mail. This tender you, show me is marked the " Spectator," and is re-
jected.

Q. Ex. 8, MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-It is not marked. I returned the cheque
given in this one on the 24th April. -E:. 19 is Mr. Mackintosh's Tender, and the
cheque was returned on the 24th. It was handed to Mr. Mackintosh.

Bethune, Q.C.-I only put in three of these tenders.
Witness.-I produce report of the Committee.
Bethune, Q.0-I put in report of the Joint Committee, dated lSth April; 1879,

Ex 10. (Reads.) Show me a lotter you have there written by M1r. Boyle ?-I pro-
duce it.

Q. This is from plaintiff to witness, 21st April, 1879, withdrawing tender, etc. ?
-I do not know who handed me this letter.

Q. I put this in, Ex. 11; also letter April 12, 1879, Ex. 12 ?-I do not know
what particular day I reeived that letter. (Letter read.)

Q. I put in letter from Charlton, Ottawa, 23rd April, 1879, Ex. 13 ?-That is
from Mr. E. J. Charlton. (Letter read.) I do not remember when I received that.

Q. [ put in letter from Mr. Hope, dated 19th April, Ex. 14 ?- received that. It
looks like January or February, but it must be April.

Q. I put in letter from J. C. Boyce & Co., dated 19th April. Ex. 15.
Witness.-We received that.
Q. Also report of the Joint Committee, dated 24th April, 1879, Ex. 16. (Exs. 14,

15, and 16 read.) Have you a schedule annexed to this anywhere of the various
tenders with their prices ?-Yes, I produco it.

2 c-1
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Bethune, Q.C.-I put in schedule, Ex. 17, showing the prices at which these
various tenders were put.

Cross exainded.-Th ose envelopes are those tenders. There is a schedule attached
to the report, showing the amounts of the tenders. The firstjust shows the prices,
and th e other schedule bas the prices carried out in extenso.

Q. What was the date of the advertisement calling for these tenders ?-I could
find it in that book there. I look at this book (reads from book.) That was
the authority to issue the notice, to cail for tenders. I called for therm by public
advertisement. At the Committee on the 13thi Marcb, the form of tender was agreod
unpon. I am afraid I have not got a copy of the advertisement.

Q. Can you tell what time these tenders were to be in ?-The advertisements
were to be inserted for two weeks. The tenders were in fact opened on the 17th
April. I numbered them in the order I received them.

Q. What was the deposit required-a percenitage on the tender ?-No, Sir. The
deposit for the printing was 85,000.

Q. Do you remember what the deposit was for? What was the object -of the
deposit ?-I presume for good faith. It was the first tirne that any deposit was
asked for.

Q. I see Mr. Mackintosh was the lowest; then Mr. Hope; then Charlton; then
Boyce; Boyle, No. 5; HacLean, Roger & Co., No. 6; John Lovell, No. 7 ; Woodburn,
No. 8; Spectator Printing Co., No. 9; nine tenders seem to have been received which
complied with the conditions?-Yes.

Q. The first report was on the 19th, the day after they were opened ?-I think
there is a little confusion. These tenders are referred to a Sub-Committee to make
the calculation. That Committee reports to the General Committee, which, as a rule,
adopts the report of the Sub-Committee, unless they want to make any change. One
is included in the other. There was just merely a Sub-Committee's report on the
18th to the Joint Committee.

Q. Mackintosh's tender being the lowest, it was accepted, and you were directed
to notify hin to put up the security ?-Yes, Sir.

Q. What was the security that he had to put up?-$5,000.
Q. Do you remember in the first place when you notified Mackintosh of that ?-

I think the day is mentioned there.
Q. Six days to put up the security to enter into the contract. It was a Committee

of both Houses ?-Yes.
Q. Composed of Members of both parties.
Q. Who was the Chairman ?-Hon. Mr. Simpson of Bowmanville on behalf of

the Senate, and Mr. Stevenson on behalf of the Commons.
Q. If Mr. Mackintosh had not put up his security or entered into the contract

by the 24th, what would next have been done ?-I cannot say.
Q. What would be the ordinary course ? The usual course followed then ?-I

-could not say. They award the contract to the lowest tender; could not say if they
would carry that principle through. I do not think we have any precedent in the
case.

Q. You cannot say whether the next tenderer, Mr. Boyce, would have got tho
sane time ?-I cannot say, Sir.

Q. That of course is a more matter of speculation ?-I suppose so.
Q. If that principle were followed out, Mr. Hope would have a chance ?-That

I cannot say; because if there was a number of them refused, it would exhaust the
whole session.

Q. Rave you got the other tenders here besides those put in ?-I merely brought
those relating to printing; I did not bring those relating to binding. I produce the
remaining tenders. No. 6 was withdrawn by letter.

Q. When did you return the cheque ?-It is marked here the 24th April. (Put
in, Exhibit 18.)

Q. When did Mr. Charlton get his money back ?-I am under the impressioc
that that envelope is incorrect.
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Q. When did Boyce get his money back ?-It is marked here that the choque
was given to Mr. Smith on the 24th April, 1879.

Q. When did Mr. Lovell withdraw ?-I am not aware that he withdrew. His
ebeque was returned on the 24th.

Q. Mr. Woodburn?-On the 24th.
Q. And the Spectator Printing Co. ?-On the 24th.
Q. It was on the 24th that the contract was awarded, I believe ?-Yes. On the

24th the matter seems to have been completed in that way.
Q. I see none of the withdrawals are witnessed ; I suppose you did not require

a witness ?-No, Sir.

JOHN CHARLES RoGER, sworn.-I am a member of the firm of MacLean, Roger
.Co.

Q. For five years your firm has done the printing for the Houses at Ottawa ?-
Yes.

Q. Have you had the Departmental Printing as well ?-Yes, Sir. I know Mr.
Boyle. I have some letters from him in my possession ; they are not relative to
this.

Q. One is relating to the Ontario Departmental printing ?-I produce one.
This is the first. It is in Mr. Boyle's biandwriting.

Bethune, Q.C.-I put this in, dated 12th November, 1878.
.McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Bethune, Q.C.-I tender it with the object of showing that this was not a genuine

tender of Mr. Boyle's
Witness.-I have another letter relating to the same matter.
Bethune, Q.C.-I ask to have this put in as evidence that it was not a good

tender-to show that he was not able to take such a large tender.
Osler, J-I shall not admit it.
Q. Produce another letter ?-I produce letter dated Nov. 15.
Bethune, Q.C.-I tender the first one also for the purpose of showing the con-

nection between Boyle and Cotton.
Osler, J.-At present I reject it.
Witness.-Our firim consisted of myself and Mr. MacLean. There is no third

partner. I sent in a claim for the printing for the Houses; very likely on the 9th.
I am not certain about the date. It was the day the tenders were asked for

Q. Do you know what day they were opened by the Committee ?-I do not
recollect the date. I was not in the room. I ascertained what the tenders were.

Q. Did you see Mr. Cotton after that and before the 18th ?-Mr. Cotton had
been stopping with me ; in fact he was my guest for six or seven months. H1e was
staying with me at that time.

Q. Were you aware at the time of the opening of the tenders that Mr. Boyle
was tendering ?-I was not aware.

Q. When did you first become aware that he had tendered ?-I can scarcely tell
you exactly; it was about the time they were opened.

Q. Had you any commuication, by telegraph or letter, with Mr. Boyle ?-Yes ; I
telegraphed Mr. Boyle; I think I have a copy.

McCarthy, Q C.-I object; it cannot be used in evidence.
Bethune, Q.C.-I have given notice to produce it. At all events, witness, in con-

%equence of some communication which passed between you and Mr. Boyle, did you
see Mr. Boyle ?-- did.

Q. Wbere ?-In my own house at Ottawa.
Q. What day was it first after his arrival in Ottawa ?-On Friday evening, in

-Ottawa in my own house. Mr. James Cotton was present besides him.
Q. There were present at your bouse yourself, Mr. James Cotton and Mr. Boyle?

-Ys.
Q. Any person else ?-No.

3
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Q. Who came to your bouse with Boyle ?-Well, 1 do not know who came on
that occasion; i followed Mr Boyle; I found them together.

Q. What time of the evening?-About seven or eight o'clock.
Q. What was the object of your meeting that time ?-To see what I could do

with the tender.
Q. Who;e tender ?- Mr. Boyle's tender.
Q. Why ?-Eecause I believed that a number of the tenders that were in could

be got out of the road for a consideration.
Q. Was Mr. Boyle's oDe of them ?-It was. I met for the purpose of seeing

about that.
Q. You met some time in the evening of Saturday ?-I did.
Q. Had you made any arrangement with Mr. Cotton before that to be there with

Mr. Boyle ?-I had asked Mr. Cotton to see Mr. Boyle ; that I wanted to see him. I
asked him that in my own bouse. I had heard at that time that Mr. Boyle had
arrived in Ottawa. I, in fact, sent Mr. Cotton after him.

Q. What passed between you, as nearly as you can remember ?-As near as I
could, I told Mr. Boyle that evening I wanted to see what ho was going to do in re-
ference to the parliamentary printing. He told me in so many words that ho in-
tended to carry out his tender. I told him then that there was quite a number
below him. I mentioned the number, and ho said that ho thought it was folly at
that stage of the proceedings; that I ought to begin at the bottom, that is, the
lowest tender. I said that everyone I took off the bottom would improve his posi-
tion at the top. Mr. Boyle told me distinctly ho would not sell; that if anything
could be done it would be, in the matter. I do not know if ho said he would do any-
thing that night. He said it was a matter ho would have to give consideration. We
made no arrangement thon.

Q. What inducement did you offer ?-I did not offer any inducement on that
occasion. I simply told him what I wauted him for. I do not know as I can recol-
lect the exact language. I told him plainly what I had wanted to sce him about-to
get it out ofthe road.

Q. Did you think he would involuntarily draw it ?-Mr. Cotton told him him-
self-

McCarthy, Q. 0., objects.
Q. Did Cotton take any part in this conversation that night ?-I do not know

that ho did. I would not even swear positively that ho was in the room.
Q. How long were you and Boyle together that night ?-I should not say 20

minqtes. It was a very short interview, at all events. I had seen Mr. Boyle in
Quebec. I was not personally acquainted with him.

Q. Who introduced you to him, or him to you?-A Mr. Cotton.
Q. When did you see him next ?-I met him the following Sunday afternoon, in

my own bouse.
Q. Do you remember what day of the month Sunday was ?-I do not.
Q. Had you arranged Saturday night to meet on the Sunday ?-We had.
Q. And who came with him on Sunday ?-He came alone.
Q. Was Cotton present on the Sunday ?-Yes, ho was there.
Q. How long were you discussing the matter on Sunday ?-A very short time;

not many minutes, I should say.
Q. What passed on the Sunday ?-Well, as near as I can recollect, Mr. Boyle

told me that ho would not sell his tender; in fact, I do not know that ho exactly
told me that ho would not sell his tender at that time ; ho told me that if it reached
his tender, ho would take a third interest in the concern. I was rather amused at
this. I asked him if that was ali ho would do. Hle said that ho had never done any-
thing wrong that would injure his character.

Q. Putting on the pious ?-That was the only thing that ho would do, and it
ended at that. I did not see him any more after that.

Q. Did you send anybody to soe him ?-I did.
4
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Q. Whon did you serd ?-I sent Charlton. I do not know the exact date. It
was between that and the tine the Committee met.

Q. When did you see this letter which I show you, Ex. 11, witnessed by James
Cotton ?-I do not know the exact date when I saw it. I could not tell you th e date;
I saw it in Mr. Cotton's possessionî in the hotel-that is, the letter to Mr. llartney-
at O'Meara's Ilotel. Mr. Charlton was staying there. I do no know that Boyle was
staying there. Charlton, Cotton, and myself were present. CottoD produced that
letter.

Q. Were you astonished at seeing a letter of that kind, directed to Hartney, in
MËr. Cotton's possession ?- No, I was not astonished at all.

Q. Why ?-I expected he would get it.
Q. Why ?-Well, Mr. Boyle lad told Mr. Charlton--
McCarthy, Q.C.-Never mind what he told M'r. Charlton.
Witness.-The rnatter was leit in Mr. Cotton's hands. I understood--
McCarihy, Q.C.- Never mind what you understood.
Q. At all events, you found that letter in the possession of Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. Did yon afterwards get that letter ?-I did.
Q. When ?-On that day.
Q. What did vou do with it ?-I sont it up to Mr. Hartney.
Q. Ilad you anything to dowith the preparation of that letter? Did you dictate

it ?-No, I did not. 1 did not dictate any letter to be signed before that. I did not
write anything to be signed by Boyle.

Q. Did you write anything which was to be signed by Boyle ?-I did. I saw
something written whiuh was to be signed by Boyle.

Q. Where ?-In O'Meara's. Mr. Charlton read it.
Q. Who were present?-I think Mr. Cotton was present.
Q. Had you given any authority to anybody to act for you in connection with

Boyle ?-1 had.
Q. To whom ?-Mr. Charlton. I gave him that authority after that Sunday, at

Mr. Cotton's suggestion.
Q. You had authorized Mr. Charlton, at Mr. Cotton's suggestion, to act for you

in dealing with Boyle ?-Yes.
Q. Was Mr. Starrs at O'Meara's that day ?-I did not see him there.
Q. Did I undcrstand you to say that Boyle was staying at Stars'? -No, Sir.
Q. Do you know what his connection with Starrs was ?-I do not know what

eonnection they had. I kriow nothing about Mr. Starrs at ail.
Q. Did you ever hear anything from Boyle about Starrs ?-No, Sir.
Q. When tbis letter was given to you, what passed botween you and this man on

the occasion of getting this letter ?
MeCarthy, Q.C.-I object to what passed between Mr. Cotton and Mr. Charlton

and this witness.
Bethune, Q.C.-I propose to prove the payment of notes and money to Cotton on

the occasion of this letter being handed out.
McCarthy, Q.C.-I submit this evidence cannol be given until there is some

foundation laid. They must connect Boyle. This evidence cannot be admitted until
there is some connection shown between Boyle and Cotton, and it is not right that
Boyle should be prejudiced by anything Cotton did.

Osier, J.-I think that, at this stage, you are not in a position to prove this
before you have laid the foundation.

Bethune, Q.C.-Then I ask your Lordship to note that I propose to ask this
witness now whether he paid any money for the delivery up of the letter to him.

Osler, J.-At this stage I rule that that is not a proper question until you connect
Cotton with Boyle.

Bethune, Q.C.-I submit that I ought to be able to give this evidence whether I
connect Cotton or not. I submit that the latter allegation merely means that the
money was paid, whether to him or to a third party.

Osler, J.-You may prove that at a later stage, but not now.
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Q. Produce some cheques you have, and promissory notes of the 23rd April.-
I produce them. That is Mr. MacLean's handwriting on the back of this.

Q. Are these all the cheques and notes you have at that date ?-Yes.
Q. Have you any receipts for money paid since ?-No.
Adjourned till 9.30, Tuesday.

TUEsDAY, January 2th, 1830.

Bethune, Q.C., asks to have his witnesses out of court.
McCarthy, Q.C., opposes this. They are defendant's own witnesses, and the-

plaintiff does not ask to have them out of court.
Witness put out of court.
(On Mr. Cotton's being ordered out of court, he remarked: "Your Lordship, I

ahould like to know the reason of this.")

MICHAEL STARRS, sworn.-I live in Ottawa. I am a merchant at prosent.
Q. low long bave you been a merchant ?-About three years. I am an Alder-

man in the City of Ottawa; I have been been an Alderman about four years.
Q. Do you know Mr. Boyle ?-Which ?
Q. The plaintiff?-Yes, Sir. I have known him about 13 years.
Q. He is proprietor of the Irish Canadian newspaper ?-So I believe.
Q. Was Mr. Boyle in Ottawa in April last ?-I think so. Part of the time he

atopped with me. 1 do not remember the time ho came to me. I do not know how
many days e 'staid with me; to the best of my recollection, ho stopped two or three
days,

Q. And do you remember whether these two or three days included Sunday ?-I
think he came in on Sunday-Sunday morning. I do not know where he came
from.

Q. I suppose he told you?-No, Sir, lie did not tell me, but I supposed he came
from Toronto.

Q. Did he stay in the city after lie left your place ?-I do not know, Sir; T did
see him there after that.

Q. Were you agent of the Irish Canadian at Ottawa at that time ?-I had been
acti'ng as agent for sone years.

Q. And therefore agent for Mr. Boyle. Were you in the habit of corresponding
with the paper for matters at Ottawa ?-Occasionally.

Q. Were you a tenderer for the House Printing or Departmental Printing at
Ottawa yourself ?-No, Sir.

Q. Have you paid any money to Mr. Boyle since April last?-Yes, Sir,
Q. low mui ?-I could not say, Sir.
Q. About how much ?-No.
Q. Have not the least idea ?-No.
Q. 8100?-I think over that.
Q. Over $200 ?-Over $200.
Q. Over $300,-come now ?--I am not quite certain to the amount. I wiIl not

swear it was not over $300.
Q. Swear it is over $400.
MeCarthy, Q. C., objects.
Osler, J.- 1 shall allow it, subject to your objection.
Witniess.-I will not swear it was not over $400; I will swear it was not over

$500.
Q. Is your memory equal to it?--I think to the best of my knowledge: to the

best of my recollection.
Q. Iow was this money paid to Mr. Boyle ?-In the usual way.
Q. By cheques?-In the usual way; sometimes by cheque and other times

just remitted in the usual way that I have been doing for the last twelve yeare,
as agent for the Irish Canadian. I know John Hewson.
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Q. What relation does he bear to the Irish Canadian? I do not know, Sir. I do
inot know from Mr. Boyle; never had any talk with Mr. Boyle about Mr. lewson:
never in relation to the Irish Canadian. I have had no talk with him about Mr.
lewson, except that his name might be mentioned in the ordinary conversation.

Q. Ever had any talk with Nir. Boyle about Mr. Hewson's connection with the
Irish Canadian.-Never at any time.

Q. Did you ever see this, ex. 11 ?-Never seen it; never saw that letter before.
Q. Did you ever see a letter of which this is a copy ?-Yes; since I came to,

Toronto Mr. Boyle showed me a copy.
Q. Had you before that seen any writing like this ?-No.
Q. A letter in pencil, the same as this ? -Nover have.
Q. Had you any talk with Boyle while at Ottawa on the subject of his tender?

-A slight conversation.
Q. Where was this slight conversation?-I think it was in my hotel, if I remem-

ber well.
Q. On what day ?-I do not remember.
Q. Had you more than one conversation ?-Oh,. we may have referred to it once

or twice.
Q Had you any conversation except in your own house ?-No, Sir.
Q. You are sure about that ? -Yes.
Q. Was Mr. Cotton present at any of these conversations in your own house ?-

Not that I remember of. I positively say, not that I remember. Mr. Charlton was
not present. I do not remember of Mr. Charlton being in my louse.

Q. When was that; on the Sunday, or after the Sunday ?-I think it may have
been on the Sunday afler his coming to Ottawa; it might also bo on Monday.

Q. Suinday was the 20th. You have been subpoeaned to produce all your books,
drafts, letters, receipts containing any entry between you and Mr. Boylo; have you
got them here?-l have none to fetch.

Q. Subpenaed also to proIuce all letters, documents, books of account, papers,
cheques, tenders, writings containing any entry with regard to the matter. Any
cheques received from MacLean, Roger & Co., from Charlton ? Have you any
such books or letters ?-Nothing relative to this case.

Q. Any letters from MacLean, Roger & Co. ?--No, Sir; no drafts, or notes, or
bills of any kind. I have none from Charlton.

Q. Or Cotton ?-Yes; I got some cheques from Co' ton, some notes at least.
Q. Where are they ?-Some of them are yet in the Ottawa Bank at present. I

do not know -where the rest are.
Q. When did you see the rest last ?-Not since the time that I placed them in

my credit in the bank. There were five.
Q. Any of them been paid ?-I think so.
Q llow many ?-To the best of my knowledge there were two. I look at these

two notes. These are my notes.
Q. 1 see you cancelled the stamps of one of them on the 23rd of April. M. S. is

your signature ?-Yes.
Q. You seem to have had something to do with Mr. Cotton on the 23rd April.

Had you anything to do with him ?-Not that I remem ber.
Q. Looking at these two documents, and looking at that date, say whether you

had not ? -I know nothing of this. I never saw that before.
Q. Look at the document to whiclh your naine is, and look at the other one, and

say whether you had not something to do with Mr. Cotton on the 23rd April~?-If it
was the 23rd April that Mr. Cotton handed me these notes, it is all that I had to do
with him. I do not remember the date, though

Q. Have you any doubt, from looking at these noter, that whatever it was it
occurred on the 23rd April ?-That i- my signature. 1 would not swear that that
was the day it was cancelled. I would not swear whether that was the date.

Q. Have you any reason to doubt that yon did cancel it on the 23rd April ?-
No; I have no reason to doubt it.
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Q. Did MacLean, Roger and Company owe you any money at that time ?-No.
Q. Notes were handed toyou by Cotton, on the 23rd April; who was present ?-

No person.
Q. Where were they handed to you?-In my own shop.
Q. At what time of day? -I do not remember.
Q. Any receipt given to Mr. Cotton for the notes ?-Yes, Sir.
McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Q. I will drop that at present. Do you know the signature of Mr. Boyle-his

handwr.ting ?-T hat is it, Sir,
Q. Do you know Cotton's handwriting ?-No, Sir, I do not. That is Mr.

Boyle's handwriting-to Ex. 1I.
Q. Did you see Mr. Charlton in Ottawa during the 21st, 22nd and 23rd?-I did.
Q. Where ?-Well, I met him on two or three occasions.
Q, Where vas the first occasion ?-I disrenmember.
Q. Somewhere in Ottawa? Yes.
Q. Do you remember what time it was that you met him ?-I do not.
Q. And you cannot tell us the place you met him ?-No, I would not swear to

where I met him. I met him two or three times, but the places I cannot remember
just now. [ met him on the street, with two or three parties as usual, sometimes
one or two with him, and I do not remember, but peihaps I met him alone.

Q. Have any conversation with him during these days ?-Yes, I think we men-
tioned something. I thinkif I remember thatwas in Mr. O'Meara's saloon. I cannot
remember the day. I do not remember of any person being present on that occasion.

Q. What where you doing on thtt occasion at O'iMeara's ?
.McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Osler, J.-I think I shall allow the question, subject to the objection.
Q. What did you go to O'Meara's for on that occasion ?-To O'Meara's the way

I go to any other saloon occasionally, and I met Mr. Charlton there. I swear that I
went there simply casually. I did not go for the purpose of meeting any person.

Q. You met Charlton there?-Yes.
Q. Anybody beside him?-Not that I remember.
Q. Where was Mr. Boyle at that time ?-I think he was in Ottawa.
Q. Can yon fix any more nearly the date ?-I cannot.
Q. How long were you with Charlton at this interview at O'Meara's?-Not more

than ten minutes, I should say.
Q. Was Cotton present at that interview ?-No, Sir, I do not think it.
Q. Was this before or after the meeting between you and Cotton in your shop;

earlier or later in the day ?-I do not remember whether it was before or after.
Q. Was that the first time you saw Charlton on the subject of this tender ?-I

do not know.
Q. Had yon at any time any conversation with Mr- Charlton upon the subject

of this tender ?-Once, the time that I met him in Mr. O'Meara's.
Q. When did you first know at Ottawa that Mr. Boyle had sent in this letter of

withdrawal, dated 21st April.
Q. Did you know of that before this interview at O'Meara's ? -I do not remember

that.
Q. Who told you about the letter being sent in?
McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Q. Did Boyle tell you about this letter of withdrawal having been sent in ?-

Yes; he told nie that in my own bouse.
Q. On what occasion ?-Well, I do not know what occasion; one of the days he

was there.
Q. What did he tell you about the letter ?-He told me that he was going to

withdraw his tender.
Q. What more did he tell you ?-He told me that he thought that there was no

use; that Mackintosh's tender was accepted and he was only losing bis time in
Ottawa, and I advised him to do the sanie, and I passed the remark te him that there
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were other tenders, and that I thought in ny opinion that ho was only losing time;
I do not remember if this was before the letter was sent in; I sbould say that would
be the day he sent in withdrawing bis tender.

Q. IIad you any conversation with bima after he had sent it in ?-Not that I
remember of.

Q. Did you know from him by whom ho had sent it ?-I think ho said he gave
it to 1r. Cotton to hand in as he passed up to his boarding-house.

Q. At what time ?-I should say that was the day he wrote his withdrawal; I
was in the bouse at the time he wrote the withdrawal; I did not kno w it until after
he had written it.

Q. You saw it after ho had written it, and before he delivered it to Cotton ?-1
think he read il to me; I do not think Cotton was present then; I do not rouiember
-f any person else being pr'esent; I do not think there was.

Q. Why did he read the letter to you ?-Sinply because he wished to let me
know he was going to withdraw it; lie said nothing more that I reinember of;
Cotton was iot there at that time; Mr. Cotton may have been in the liouse; I do not
really remnember whether ho was or not.

Q. You do remernber that some time he told you that he had given the letter to
Mr. Cotton to band in ?-Yes

Q. Was that the same interview at which ho read the paper ?-I think so.
Q. Did he say he had given it, or was going to give it to Cotton ?-IIe said he

was going to give it to Cotton to hand in ; I could not say if Cotton was in the bouse;
he might have been, and Le inight not have been.

Q. How long a time elapsed betweon the tinie he told you he was going to give
the letter to Cotton-aid Cotton coming back to you in the shop on the occasion you
spoke of? Was it the same day ?--It might be the same day, and it miglit be the next
day; in fact, I do net really rememuber whether it was the next day or that day, or
what day it was.

Q. Was tbis letter, according to what he told you, going to be delivered to
Hartney or to MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-I understood it was toe bn ianded in to Mr.
flartney.

Q. Had you more than one interview with Mr. Charlton, whieh you have spoken
of, at O'Mcara's ?--Not that I remember of.

Q. And you cannot tell us now how long a time elapsed between that interview
between you and Charlton at O'Meara's and between you and Cotton in your sho1 ?
-This might have been on the same day, and might not have been; I cannot
remember how that was.

Q. What was the money represented by these two notes given you for.
McCarthy, Q.C.-Objects.
Betlhune, Q..-(Reads from libel) " We are not in a posiun to say that the

money was really paid to Mr. Boyle, but we are informod on excellent authority it
was put where it would benefit him," etc. I submit it is evidente on tIat point. I
submit also we can prove it in the way of mitigation of damages. I tender it with a
view to mitigation of damages.

McCarthy, Q.-I submit -we have nothing to do at ail with these transactions;
it is not pertinent to the issue, and ought not to be given in evidence.

Osler, J.-I see no legal evidence which connects Boyle with this witness; I
reject it.

Q. What did you do with the money ?-What money, Sir.
Q. The money that you got from MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-I got no money from

them.
Q. What did you do with the notes ?-I put them in the bank. I discounted

some of them. I discounted those two produced. I did not discount the other
three.

Q.-What did you do with the other three ?-1 put them in the bank.
Q. For what purpose ?-They are there, to my credit.



Q. What did you do with the money, the proceeds of the discount ?-I gave a
portion of it to Mr. Cotton, as he asked for it.

Q. low much ?-A portion.
Q. What did you do with the iest of the money ?
McCarthy, Q.C.-Objects.
Bethune, Q.C.-I submit I have a right to conneet Mr. Boyle any way I can.
Osler, J.-I (o not think that is evidence; you may ask him whether he gave

any part of this to Boyle.
Bethune, Q.C.-I tender the question.
Osler, J.-I reject it.
Q. Have you got that money still ?-Which money.
Q.-The balance ?-The notes are not discounted.
Q. But the two notes you did discount ?-I have got a portion of it; could not

say how much.
Q. About how much ?-I do not know how my account is at the bank just now.

I know that I have used a portion of it myself, and gave a portion to Mr. Cotton.
Q. You do not know where the rest is ?-I do not know what you mean by the

third portion. It is there. If there is any balance left it is to my credit in the
bank.

Q. Why did you give the portion to Cotton ?-Because he asked it.
McCarthy, Q.(.-Objects.
Osler, J.-I think there is no sufficient connection made out between Boyle and

Cotton to warrant me in receiving these statements.
Q. Were all these five notes the notes of MacLean, Roger & Co.
fmcCarthy, Q.C.-Objects.
Q. What did Cotton give you the notes for ?
XcCarthy, Q.C.-Objects.
Osler, J.-I rule that to be inadmissable for the sane reason.

Cross-examined.
I am agent of Irish Canadian, and have been for some years.
Q. You and Mr. Boyle are on friendly terms ?-Yes, Sir; I think Mr. Boyle

came to my house on Sunday morning. The train from Toronto usually arrives in
Ottawa on Sunday morning.

Q. You stated that during this last year you paid Mr. Boyle money ; you do not
say how much ?-No.

Q. What was that money paid for ?-Subscriptions to his paper.
Q. Moneys that you had collected as agent for the Irish Canadian ?-Yes.
Q. Paid in one sum or in several sains ?-Several sums ; sometimes in six or

eight months; it is more than that sometimes, and sometimes it is less.
Q. Whatever the money was, this was the proceeds of subscriptions for the

Irish Canadian ?-Yes, and for no other purpose.
Q. This exhibit is in Mr. Boyle's handwriting ?-Yes; I know his handwriting.
Q. Is the whole of it in his ?-That is not his, the words " witnoss," and " James

Cotton." I would not think they were written with the same pen or with the same
ink.

Q. Charlton never was in your house during the time Boyle was in Ottawa that
time ?-I never'remember seeing him in my house on that occasion, or any other
occasion.

Q. Mr. Boyle consulted you. about withdrawing his tender ?-He did, Sir.
Q. What was the object of your consultation ?-Well, it is just as I have already

stated. I advised him, in fact, to withdraw his tender.
Q. Why ?-There were so many other lower tenders than he, and all men who

were favorable to the Government.
Q. Mackintosh's tender had been accepted ?-Yes; I think it was.
Q. You advised him, and Mr. Boyle was of that opinion, and he wrote out the

wi hdrawal of his tender in your house ?-He did ; he read it to me.
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Q. He mentioned to you that he was going to give it to Mr. Cotton to take to
Mr. Hartney ?-You will understand I live over my shop, and I did not occupy all
my time with Mr. Boyle upstairs. If I remember well, I got him pen and paper,
and I went down stairs, and Mr. Cotton came in after, if I remember well, and Mr.
Boyle told me that he gave it to Mr. Cotton. He stated to me that ho had given it
to him. I live on Clarence Street, in Lower Town. lartney's office was in the
Parliament Buildings. They are in Centre Town.

Q. What was the distance from your place to the building where ho was ?-1
should say it wonld be half a mile. Mr. Roger lived a little more west of the Par-
Jiament Buildings.

Q. In passing from your place to his own boarding-house, he would pass the Parlia-
ment Buildings ?-Yes; it would be very little out of his way; it is not the same
direction. He would have to go either to the right or the left to give it, but it would
be very little out of his way.

Q. Was this money that you say was paid to you paid to you for Mr. Boyle ?-
No, Sir; Mr. Boyle had nothing to do with the receipt of that money, directly or
indirectly.

Q. In any way or shape ?-No, sir; none whatever.
Q. I will ask you the same thing about the notes. Had Boyle anything to do

about the notes ?-No, Sir.
Q. Were the notes handed to you as agent of Boyle, on account of Boyle, or in

connection with Boyle ?-No, sir; neither.
Witness-By me ?
Q. Yes ?-No.
Q. Been placed to Boyle's credit ?-None whatever.
Q. Has Boyle got the use, advantage, or benefit of any money that was paid to,

you ?-No, Sir.

Re-exanined.
Q. What is the number of copies of the Irish Canadian circulated in Ottawa ?-

I could not say; I have no idea.
Q. Swear you have no idea ?-I do not go to every bouse to collect.
Q. Surely you make up some account of the number of copies, do you not ?-

No, Sir; none at all. I could not give you within fifty of the number. I swear posi-
tively that I cannot.

Q. And although you have been collecting the subscriptions for-how many
years ?-I should say about ten years.

Q. Within 50 ?-Or within 100; I swear that positively. It is not only for
the city of Ottawa.

Q. For your district ?-S->metimes they pay me for the Irish Canadian from the
distance of 100 miles, and in fact for the Old Country.

Q. How large is the circulation for the Old Country ?-Could not tell you;
could not tell you within 50.

Q. A very astonishing agent ?-Yes.
Q. Where did that money go you spoke of in your examination-in-chief ?

McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Mr. Oser-1 do not think you can do that.
-Mr. Bethune, Q.C.-I do it with the view of being able to connect Boyle ulti

mately with this money.
Mr. ilcCarthy, Q.C.-Whenever that happens my learned friend can recall this

man.

Re-cross-examined :-
My agency in Ottawa is general.
Q. What did you do in connection with the paper ?-Nothing more than receive

subscriptions for the Irish Canadian, and the business that I have been in for the last
twelve years makes me very popular with those who take the Irish Canadian, an d,
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keeping an hotel, I have perhaps received more money than any other agent. I
have not a list let' with me of the subscribers from whom I have to collect. I
receive subscri ptions there.

Q You would not know how many subscribers there are ?-Have not the least
idea at all. When I obtain a subscription I send off the money and his nar
keep it till it accumulates to a certain amount, and then I remit it. I have
not a partieular nu:nber of subscribers to go round and collect from.

Re-examinied:-
Q. What is the annual subscription to the Irish Caniadian ?
.Mr. McCarthy, Q.C.-I object; you want to prove the Globe is cheaper.
Vitness-Two dollars.

EDWARD JOHN CHARLTON, sworn.-I live in Montreal; I am a printer ; I had a
tender for this work ; mine was the third lowest.

Q. Nia:kintosh was first ?-Yes, and Hope (?) second. I know Mr. Boyle, the
plaintiff, in this suit.

Q. Did you see him at Ottawa in April last ?-I did.
Q. Had you any conversation with him subject to the tendering ?-I had.
Q. Wbere ?-In ny room at O'Meara's hotel.
Q. Can you fix the date of that?-I cannot.
Q. Can you fix it by the date at which you sent in your letter of withdrawal ?-

It was two or three days before that. I was not personally acquainted with Mr.
Boyle. I was introduced at Mr. Roger's house to him, on the Sunday previous, I
think, or by Cotton or Mr. Roger.

Q. Hlad you any conversation with him on the Sunday ?-None at all.
Q. Did you leave Mr. Roger's house before or after he did ?-I think I remained

after.
Q. Do yon know whether there was any private conversation between Rogers

and Boyle at Roger's house on Sunday ?-A good many persons were in the room.
Mr. Boyle and Mr. Roger went out together.

No. Q. You had no conversation yourself with Boyle on the Sunday afternoon ?-

Q. Did you hear what passed between Boyle and Roger on that afternoon ?-
They went out of the room.

Q. low many days after was it that you met Boyle at O'Meara's saloon ?-Two
or three days after.

Q, That would bring it as late as Tuesday or Wednesday ?-Yes, about Tues-
,day.C

Q. What time of the day was it?-In the evening.
Q. What hour in the evening ?-I cannot tell you exactly.
Q. Before you went to bed ?-Yes; the lamps were lit, anyway.
Q. llow did he corne to your room; alone, or with any person ?-He came with

Mr. Starrs and Mr. Cotton.
Q That is, on the evening of Tuesday ?--Yes.
Q. And did Starrs and Cotton remain in the room along with him ?-Yes.
Q. Then there were the four of you prosent?-Yes.
Q. You, Starrs, Cotton and Boyle ?-Yes.
Q. Who began the conversation ?-I do not remember.
Q. Do you remember what passed between you ?-We discussed this question

about the tender. I advised Mr. Boyle that it would be for his interest to withdraw
bis tender.

Q. How would it be to his interest to withdraw ? What did you say ? Did
you demonstrate in anything ?-I told him I thought-in fact, I was authorized to
State by Mr. Roger that he would give a consideration for the withdrawal of his
tender.

Q. Is that all you suggested to him ?-That is all that i remember.
12
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Q. Did you narne the consideration ?-I think I did. I think I named the con-
sideration; it was $3,000. Mr. Boyle said he would not withdrraw. le said ho con-
sidered it wold be injurious to his reputation to do so. lIe said a good deal to that
effect.

Q. Any proposition made by him as to 'consideration in any other form ?-No.
Q. Anything said about interest in it ?-Yes.
Q. What was said ?-Mr. Boyle said ho would take a third or fourth interest in

the contract, and work it with MacLean, Roger & Co. I rather think it was his own
contract.

Q. Anything else said about the withdrawal of the other tenders ?-Yes.
Q. What was said about that?--,Some talk about my own tender.
Q. What was said about your own tender?-I told Mr. Boyle that my tender

was put in to assist Mr. Roger, and that it was at his (Mr. Roger's) disposal.
Q. What more did you say to him ?-I do not renember.
Q. Anything said about Mackintosh's tender-about the other tenders generally?
McCarthy, Q.U., objects to this as a leading question.
Witness.-l think there was some talk about Mr. Hope's tender. They said it

was altogether likely that Mr. Hope's tender would be accepted, as it was lower than
any of the others. To the best of my recollection, Mr. Hope's tender was mentioned.
I knew that it had been withdrawn at the time. I was urging Mr. Boyle against
his will, and he said he would not withdraw his tender; that ho wanted to have a
partnership with MacLean, Roger & Co. I told him I did not think it possible for
him to get tbat.

Q. Why ?-MacLean, Roger & Co. told him they would not join him in his
tender if they did not get their tender allowed. I told him they said that.

Q. What did Mr. Starrs or Mr. Cotton say ?-I do not remember Mr. Starrs
much. He was a listener. Mr. Cotton spoke a good deal.

Q. What did he say ?-All this interview Mr. Boyle said ho would not withdraw
bis tender, and Mr. Cotton and myself were urging him to do so.

Q. Can you remember anything else that was said by any of the parties; had
Mackintosh withdrawn at that time ?-I do not think he had.

Q. Can you remember anything more that was said ?-When Mr. Boyle was
going away he said ho would leave the matter in Mr. Cotton's hands, or, I think, " in
Mr. Cotton's hands and your hands." That was all he said about that.

Q. What time did he go away ?-Possibly about half an bour.
Q. Have you given us the words that were used by Mr. Boyle on going away-

"leave the matter " ?-That is as near as I cari remember.
Q. Did you see Mr. Boyle after that ?-Never saw him aftcr that till the other

day. I never saw him to speak to him. I saw him in the Parliament square. It
was the next day.

Q. You had no talk with him the next day?--No.
Q. Did you see him in Ottawa atter the Wednesday ?-I saw him the next day.
Q. Did you see him after that ?-I did not. I am not sure whether it was

Wednesday or Thursday.
Q. Do you know from what Mr. Boyle told you, or of your own knowledge,

where he was staying at that time on the night of that interview ?-I believe he was
staying at Mr. Starrs.

Q. Upon what is that belief founded ?-I called there to see him after this
interview.

Q. Whom did you see ?-I saw Mr. Starrs.
Q. Did you see Starrs and Cotton after that ?-I did.
Q. Where ?- At my room.
Q. What time ?-On the Thursday morning.
Q. What time in the morning ?-This was early in the morning, between nine

and ton. The two of them came together, Starrs and Cotton. No one came with
them.

Q. How long did they remain with you ?-A very few moments.
13
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Q. What did they come about that morning ?
.McCarthy, Q.C.-I objeet. I ask to be allowed to interrogate this witness as to

the agency before this question is put.
Osler, J.-I cannot exclude the evidence.
Q. What did they come about ?-ln reference to the withdrawal of Mr. Boyle's

tender.
McCarthy, Q.C.-And as to the dates, the agercy was over at this time.
Q. What passed betwecn you on this morning ?--Mr. Cotton brought over Mr.

Starrs to get some explanation from me as to the effect of the withdrawal, and how it
ought to be done.

Q. What did you say to them?-I said it was very simple: " All that I require
is a letter, which I have in my hands," the cheque and notes to be handed to them on
getting the letter signed by Mr. Boyle, a letter of withdrawal.

(Bethune, Q.C., states at this stage that he bas been informed that a man of the
name of Grey had been communicating as to what bas been going on in court with
Mr. Cotton, the witness put out some time ago. Mr. Bethune despatches a messenger
to Mr. Cotton to tell him that if anyone cominunicates what is going on in court with
1im, he will have him committed.)

Q. Could you say what amount of notes and cheques ?-A $500 cheque and
42,500 in notes.

Q. Did you tell them whose notes?-The choque and notes were made by
MacLean, Roger & Co., in my favor, and endorsed by me. I told them that.

Q. Was that all that passed between you ?-That was ail.
Q. Was anything said then about the form of letter ?-Ys, I pencilled out the

form and sent it tobim.
Q. What did you do with that ?-I gave it to Mr. Cotton.
Q. This was between nine and ten on Thursday morning ?-Yes.
Q. When did you next see Mr. Cotton ?-I saw him about an hour afterwards.
Q. When did you first sec Ex. 11, letter of withdrawal, signed by Mr. Boyle ?-

When Cotton came back.
Q. Had he that letter with him ?-Yes.
Q. Well, do you know whether it is the 21th, 26th or 21st ? It is assumed to be

the 21st ?-It may be the 24th ; it was the 21st that he went after it.
Q. But as a matter of fact, did you Lotice whether the date was just the same ?-

I did not notice.
Q. That was brought to you some time during Thursday ?-Yes.
Q. Thursday would be the 24th ?-Yes.
Q. Who came back-Cotton or both of them ?-Cotton alone.
Q. Well, on the occasion of his coming back, what passed ?-When ho came

back, Mr. Roger was there, and ho handed this letter. Either I or Mr. Roger
handed him the choque and five notes. I look at cheque produced. This is the
,choque.

Q. It is dated April 23rd, 1879, Ex. 19. It is marked on the back, "Boyle
tender, special expense account."

Witness.-These notes produced are two of the notes. These two notes were given
.at the same time. One of these notes is cancelled by Michael Starrs, "M. S." Hie
did not do it in my presence. I do not know his handwriting.

Bethune, Q. C.-I put these notes in, Exs. 20 and 21.
Witness.-I delivered the five notes and the choques to Mr. Cotton. Mr. Cotton is a

witness to this letter.
Q. Do you know when Cotton's name was put to that as a witness, and how it

came to be put there ?
Witness-.I think Mr. Roger said, " how do I know that this is Boyle's letter ?"

He said, " 1 may witness it."
Q. What was donc with the letter after it was witnessed ?-I gave it to Mr.

Roger at the time. We were both together. It may have been handed from Mr.
Cotton to Roger. Cotton went away.
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Q. Was it after or before the occasion of his being there in the morning with
Starrs about tiis thing, that you saw Boyle in the Parliament Square ?-It wasafter.
I wrote no part of what is on Ex. 11.

Q. Did you put any date to the draft?
McCarthy, Q C.- Objects.
Osler, J.-You cannot speak of the "draft.
Q. Did anything about the date of this document Ex. 11, strike you ?-No; I did

not remrk the peuuliarity about it at that time.
Q. Can you bc mistaken about its having been given to you as late as TImrsday

morning ?-There can be no mistake about that.
Q. You yourself sent in a letter of withdrawal ?-Yes.
Q. Will you look at the book there and pick out your own letter of withdrawal ?

I have found it; it is dated the 23rd.
Q. When did you give that, as a matter of fact, to Mr. Roger, or did you take it

,yourself ? (lands witness Ex. 13.) I took it niyself. It is My impression that I
handed that in myself.

Q, On Wednesday or Thursday ?-It was on the Thursday, in the forenoon.
Q. It is dated apparently, the day before ?-Yes.
Q. You.r recollection is that you handed it in on the Thursday forenoon-Yes.
Q. Before or after you had got this letter of withdrawal from Boyle ?-Yes; I am

certain about that.
Q. Had you any more than the one conversation at O'Meara's ?-That was the

ýonly conversation.
Q. lad you any other conversatien at O'Meara's at which Boyle was present ?

-No.
Q, Anything said at the time that he put his name to that as a witness ?-I do

not remember anything particular. There may have been something. I said I de-
eired that this thing should be kept quiet, and that was acquiesced in, of course.

Q. Weie you paid anything for the withdrawal of your tender ?-No; I wa
friendly to Mr. Roger.

Q. MacLean, Roger & Co., have a large printing office at Ottawa?-Yos.
Q. Large staff of men ?-Yes.
Q. Except for the Government contract, would such a staff bo of any use7-It

might be of some use. I look at Mackintosh's letter of withdrawal.
Q. Do you know when that was handed in ?-No; do not know anything at all

about it.
Q. Anything to do with the arranging for withdrawal of that?-No; I had not.
Q. Do you know who did arrange ?-I do not know anything at all about it, ex-

cept my own tender, and Mr. Boyle's, and Mr. Rlope's.
Q. Did you arrange for the withdrawal of that ?-I did.
Q. What wa, paid to Mr. Hope ?-I paid $1,450. We htd a good deal of hag-

gling about it.
Q. Do you know enough about printing to knowwhether or not that printing could

have been done without losing money at Mackintosh's or Hope's tender ?-I would
not like to give an opinion on that. I am not a printer. I publish a newspaper.

Q. Were you con nected with the withdrawal of any other of the tenders ?-No.

Cross-examined:-
I reside in Montreal. I am a contractor.
Q. For what ?-For the Government; for all kinds of work.
Q. Printing, or anything ?-No.
Q. What kind of work ?-I have contracted with the 1mperial Government for

supplying coals for the last twelve years.
Q. You are a coal dealer-A black dealer, anyway ?-A general dealer.
Q. Any other way you have been contracting ?-Yes.
Q. What other way ?-I have contracted for railways.
Q. For the Government ?-Yes.
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Q. What Government ?-The Dominion.
Q. Whereabouts ?-The Canada Pacifie·
Q, When did you get that contract ?--It was awarded to me three or fouryears

ago.
Q. For building a portion of the Canada Pacifie ? -Yes. I am not a practical

printer. I publish a newspaper. It is a long time ago 1 dealt in coal and railways.
I published a newspaper 20 years ago, That is all I know about printing. I never
was a practical printer.

Q. How did you corne to tender for this printing contract ?-I did it simply to
oblige Mr. Roger.

Q. Who gave you the money ?-Mr. Roger.
Q. You were Mr. Roger's cat's-paw ?-Yes.
Q. You helped one another ?--Yes.
Q. He tenders for the Pacifie Railway, and you tendor for the printirg ?-I am-

not aware of that. I suppose he would if I asked hirn, and gave hirm the money.
Q. Who made out your tender?-Mr. Roger made out my tender.
Q. You just lent yourself to Mr. Roger, to do as he would with you ?-Yes. I

wanted to do hin a good turn.
Q. Did you think you were doing anything dishonest, or unworthy f a respect-

able man ?-No.
Q Not ashamed of what you have tol us ?-No.
Q. That is quite in the line of yuur operations ?-Yes.
Q. It does riot hurt your feelings to say that you are a contract-broker ?-Not a

bit.
Q·Having lent yourself to Mr. Roger so much, you were not going to stop

half-way-prepared to do all be wanted ?--No, I was not.
Q. Where did your agency stop?--When I considered J was doing anything

wrong.
Q. When would you have reached that point, according to your code of morality ?

-If ho wanted me to swear to a lie; that is where I draw the line.
Q. Short of that, you cannot imagine anything you would not do for him ?-I

beg your pardon.
Q. What else ?-I would not steal for him.
Q. You did not think you were helping him to steal from the country ?,--No.
Q. You were in Mr. Roger's house when Mr. Boyle was there on this Sunday?-

I was. I may have seen Mr. Boyle before, but I am not sure.
Q. You do not know what took place on the Sunday ?-No.
Q. But were you instructed by Mr. Roger to do anything?-No.
Q. Roger did not tell you to dog Boyle into witbdrawing the tender ?-No; if

he had done so I would not have done it. Roger did not authorize me to do that on
the Suinday nor on the Monday either, nor at any time.

Q. You never had instructions from Roger to negotiate with Boyle about the
withdrawal of his tender ?-I had.

Q. When did you get them ?-I got them on the Monday, I think.
Q. What were your instructions ?-My instructions were to go as far as $3,000.
Q. Your instructions were to see Mr. Boyle and to induce him to withdraw his

contract, and to go as far as $3,000 ?-Yes, those were my instructions. This cheque
was not handed to me at that time; it was given to me on the Thursday morning.

Q. It was not handed to you at that time ?-No.
Q. Any person else associated with you? Had you any coadjutor in this mat-

ter-another assistant ?-Yes, Mr. Cotton.
Q. Were you both authorized together ?-[ do not think so.
Q. But you understood Mr. Cotton was also authorized to endeavour to accom-

plish the same purpose ?-I did not.
Q. What did you mean by saying that he was associated with you in this trans-

action ?-I misunderstood you; I treated with Mr. Cotton and I represented Mr.
Boyle (?). I did not understand Mr. Cotton represented Mr. Roger in any way.
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Q. He was at that time staying at Mr. Roger's house ?-He was.
Q. He was then bis guest ?-Yes.
Q. Were you there, too ?-No.
Q. Where were you?-I stopped at O'Meara's Hotel.
Q. Did you go to Mr. Starr's bouse for the purpose of seeing Mr. Boyle ?-Yes;

that was after Mr. Boyle had come to me.
Q. He came to you ! Where ?-At O'Meara's, where I staid.
Q. You do not know how he came there ?-He came there with Mr.
Q. You do not know by what means ?-I cannot say anything about that.
Q- He came there with whom ?-Mr. Starrs and Mr. Cotton.
Q. Are you sure about that-be careful? I want you to be careful; or have you

forgotten it? Do you not recollect it very plainly ?-Yes, Mr. Starrs was there; I
have no doubt about that; I swear to that positively, even if Mr. Starrs swears the
contrarv--even if Mr. Cotton should swear the contrary, and Mr. Boyle; it is a very
hard thing to do, if you see the three of them it is calculated to shock one's recol-
lection of a fact that is not very important. To the best of my recollection he was
there.

Q. You may be mistaken as to that ?-I am positive he was there.
Q. What time of day was it?-In the evening.
Q. What time in the evening ?-After the lamps were lit.
Q. And it would be in the night, I suppose ?-It must have been after 8 o'clock.
Q. Where was it ?-It was in my room in O'Meara's fHotel, upstairs-my bed-

room.
Q. Did Starrs go up to that room ?-Yes.
Q. And was he in the room during the conversation ?-He was.
Q. Although a silent spectator, you remember his being there ?-Yes.
Q. Cotton and Mr. Boyle all there ?-Yes.
Q. You opened the matter, did you ?-I do not think I did; Mr. Cotton opened

the matter.
Q. lad you and Cotton any communication before this ?-Yes.
Q. Did you know that Cotton was desirous of trying to get Boyle to withdraw ?

-Yes.
Q. Did you understand that you and Cotton were working in Mr. Roger's inter-

est ?-No, I did not.
Q. You did not understand he was working on account of bis friendship for

Roger in the same interest?-I think he was desirous that Roger should get the con-
tract. I am quite sure ho was.

Q. le was anxious, and you were anxious, to get the others out of the way so
that Roger should get the con;iact ?-Yes.

Q. What did Cotton say ?-Cotton said that Boyle was very ticklish-that he
wanted to be very careful about having bis name mentioned in it.

Q. You pressed him and offered him $3,000 ?-Yes.
Q. No mistake about that at all?-Not at all.
Q· You then and there offered Boyle $3,000 if he would withdraw bis tender ?-

Yes.
Q. The only condition annexed to it was simply the withdrawal of bis tender?-

No.
Q. What did he say to that ?-Ie said he would not do it.
Q. What reason did he give ?-lHe said that, publishi, g a newspaper in Toronto,

if the matter got out it would injure him.
Q. Did he say he had done nothing crooked in bis life up to this time, and he

was too old now ?-Yes, he said something about that. He positively declined my
offer. I do not remember if I told him how it would be paid. It would be paid all
right.

Q. He was w Iing, if the contract came to him, to take MacLcan and Roger
into partnership with him; that they should have the benefit of three-fourths or
two-thirds of his tcuder ?-Yes. That he was willing to do and that he was anxious
to do.
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Q. And it would have been their interest to do that as well ?-I do not think so.
Q. If Boyle got the contract, would not it be their interest to get three-fourths

or two-thirds in that ?-Of course, if they could not do better.
Q, You say they promised you an interest in the contract ?-No, I did not say

that. If the contract stopped at my tender, then, if I put money into it and under-
went obligations, of course I would have a part in it. If the contract was awarded
to me I was to take them in. My tender was lower than Boyle's.

Q, You and Roger had made up your mind that Boyle should not get it ; that
you should keep your tender in, so that it would not reach Boyle ?-Yes.

Q. Did you get any interest in it at the end ?-No, I did not put any money in
it.

Q. In this interview, as I understand your statement, Boyle positively refused
to accept the $3,000, but was anxious to make an arrangement about tho partner-
ship ?-Yes ; he was anxious that these men should come in.

Q. When be said he would leave it in your bands and Cotton's to arrange, what
was he speaking of arranging ?-Oh, the withdrawal, I guess.

Q. Tell us what was said. Let us understand how that took place. He wanted
the partnership, and you told him you did not think that could be brought about ?
Give us the whole conversation ?-Mr. Boyle said he would not like to witdraw bis
tender. He would not do it, in fact. And I told bim as to the partnership, it was
out of the question; that I knew that MacLean & Roger would not have him as a part-
ner; it was out of the puestion altogether, and I said that I was anxious Mr. Boyle
should make $3,000.

Q. You urged him to take the $3,000 ?-Yes.
Q. le all along refused to take it ?-Yes.
Q. Tell us what led up to this final statement you mentioned to i r. Bethune,

just as it occurred ?-Cotton suggested "that if we left the matter to C(iarlton and
me -

Q. That is not Boyle's suggestion. What did he suggest ?-That if the matter
was left in my hands and his that it could be arranged in such a way tiat the matter
would not transpire-that no one couWl ever bring any accusation against Mr. Boyle.

Q. You were mistaken when you said that he made that suggestion ?-I did not
say that.

Q. Yes you did ?-Mr. Boyle said, " very well, I will leave the matter in your
hands."

Q. What did Mr. Boyle say to that suggestion ?-" Very well, then, I will leave
the matter in your and Mr. Cotton's hands."

Q. And whether that had reference to the withdrawal or the partnership, you
cannot say ?-My impression

Q. You cannot say positively ?-I cannot say what he was thinking about. I
was very anxious that he should take this $3,000, and that Roger should get the
contract.

Q. What Mr. Boyle meant by that, you cannot undertake to say ?-No.
Q. The matter was left to you and Mr. Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. And you were anxious that Roger should get the contract, and that Boyle

should withdraw ?-No.
Q. Did you ever sec Mr. Boyle afterwalds ?-I did not soe him between that and

the time he handed the le: er.
Q. Whatever else was done was done by you and Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. And whatever else Boyle had to ko with it after that, you do not know ?-

No.
Q. Fow much did you pay for the withdrawal of Boyle's tender ?-I paid a

cheque of $500, and :2,500 in notes. That is $3,000; five notes of $500 each.
Q. Did you imo ne that you wcre authorized by what took place to represent

Mr. Boyle from that time out ?-Not at all.
Q. Did you imagine that you were authorized from that time out to act for Mr.

Boyle in the matter ?-.No, I did not. I represented Mr. Roger.
18
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Q. Did you in point of fact represent Mr. Boyle in any further transactions?-
Not at all; Mr. Cotton represented him.

Q, But you told me that the authority that Boyle gave was a joint authority to
you and Cotton. What he said was he would leave it to you and Cotton ?-Yes.

Q. If it means anything, it means that you and Cotton were his representatives;
you and Cotton were jointly to represent Mr. Boyle, and yet you say you did not
represent him, or pretend to represent him ?-I did not say jointly.

Q. This was on the Monday evening; no mistake about that, it was not Sun-
day ?-Either Monday, or Tuesday, I am not sure which.

Q. What is your recollection, was it Monday or Tuesday ?-I have told you I
cannot say.

Q. To the best of your recollection, which do you think it was ?-I think it was
Monday; my impression is that it was Monday.

Q. When was it you saw Mr. Boyle on the Parliament grounds ?-On the Thurs-
day; I am quite sure it was on the afternoon.

Q. You have no doubt about that; that is as true as all the rest you have
stated ?-I think so; yes.

Q. If Boyle was here on Thursday afternoon, you would be astonished ?-He
could not be at both places on Thursday afternoon.

Q. Are you mistaken about that or not ?-I saw him after the letter was given in.
Q. Was he there on Thursday or not?-It is impossible-
Q. Then you do not swear to it. What did you swear to it now for ?-I swear

it was after the letter. I cannot say whether it was after I saw this letter. I did
not take any memorandum.

Q. You saw him then on the Monday and Tuesday evening, and you saw him
again after the letter was handed.in ?--Yes.

Q. And these are the only two occasions on which you saw him at Ottawa at
that time ?-Except on the Sunday.

Q. You saw him on the Sunday evening and Tuesday evening, and saw him
after the letter was handed in ?-Yes.

Q. You represented Roger, and Cotton represented Boyle ?-Yes.
Q. When was it you made the bargain with Cotton ?-The bargain was some

time in the morning.
Q. Did you, or did you not make a bargain with Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. What was the bargain ?-I was to give what was given afterwards, a cheque

and five notes, $500 each. I was to give him the $3,000 in the way I have mentioned.
This was a day or two before the matter was concluded. It was before the interview
at my rooms ; this was with Cotton.

Q. What time of the day was it ?-It was about mid-day.
Q. You said that if Cotton would get Boyle's withdrawal, you would give

$3,000 ?-Yes; and I told Boyle that before himself, and he refused. I saw Cotton
the next day about this. It was the second day after that ho brought the with-
drawal.; I think it was the second day.

Q. He brought the withdrawal signed by Boyle; he then witnessed it at Mr.
Roger's request, and the $3,000 was handed over to him ?-Yes. This letter was
brought to me at my rooms.

Q. Who was it brought by ?-Brought by Mr. Cotton.
Q. Alone ?-Yes.
Q. Were the notes drawn that day ?-Yes.
Q. How long had you been carrying the notes about ?-They were drawu tat

very morning.
Q. Were they stamped that very pnorning ?-I cannot say; I do not remember.
Q. Whether Boyle ever got this money you do not know ?-No. I swear I

never got any; Cotton did not go halves with me.
Adjourned till one o'clock for lunch.
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After lunch-

JOHN CHARLEs RoGER recalled: Q. Were you present on the occasion of the
delivery of the letter, Ex. Il ?-I was.

Q. Where was it?-In O'Meara's Hotel.
Q. Do you remember what day of the week ?-All that I know is, that I ex-

pected the Committee to meet on the foilowing day; I cannot fix the date.
Q. Here are Exhibits 19, 20, and 21. Can you fix the date from these ?-Yes;

it was the 23rd April. I can see now that that was the day; Mr. Charlton and Mr.
Cotton were present.

Q. Was that the first time you had seen Mr. Cotton that day ?-No.
Q. Where had you seen him before ?-I had seen him before at the same place.
Q. What hour of the day was it that the letter was delivered to you?-It was

about noon.
Q. What hour earlier in the same day had you seen Cotton ?-10 o'clock.
Q. What part of O'feara's Hotel ?-Private sitting room. Charlton was present

besides us, and no one else was present. I never met Mr. Starrs on any occasion.
Q. Was any arrangement made on the first meeting, between you and Charlton

and Cotton, about getting this letter ?-Yes; there was an arrangement between
Charlton and myself; I had left the ma t ter in Charlton's hands.

Q. What matter ?-The matter of getting Mr. Boyle's tender withdrawn.
Q. When, as a matter of fact, did you sign that cheque and those two notes ?-

I signed it on Wednesday, the 23rd April.
Q. Were those the only documents signed that day ?-There were four notes-

482,50,J in notes, and this cheque.
Q. These two notes which are here are $500 each ?-Yes.
Q. What were the others ?-$500 each; there must have been five.
Q. What did you do with those notes after signlng them ?-I handed them to

Mr. Cotton on his witnessing that paper; he witnessed that paper at my instance.
Q. What did you do with the paper after you got it ?-I handed it in to Mr.

Hartney. I do not know exactly the day. It was the day before the Committee met.
Q. Have you paid those two notes, and that cheque ?-Yes, we have.
Q. I observe M. Starrs on one of these, and I observe that the stamp is cancelled?

-I do not know anything in reference to Starrs in the matter at alf. Starrs was
endorser when I got the note back. It was'taken up at our bank. Cotton endorsed
this note himself.

Q. It is " pay James Cotton "?-The cheque was made payable to Charlton, and
'beyond that I do not know anythingr about it.

Q. Are these the only two of the five notes which you have paid ?-That is all.
Q. Are the others due yet ?-One is due on the 26th, Monday, since I came up.

I do not think it bas been paid.
Q. As I understand you, these notes were given by you for the withdrawal of

that tender ?-They were.
Q. Did you pay any money, or give any notes or securities of any kind for the

-withdrawal of any other tenders ?-On that occasion I did not.
Q. Of anyone of that class of tenders ahead ofyou-Mackintosh's, Hope's, or any

of the rest ?-I did. It was not a transaction of the same order. Mackintosh's was
the lowest tender. It was neeessary that he should send in a letter.

Q. What consideration did he get ?-He got $10,00j. That was after the matter
was settled by the House.

Q. Soie negotiation took place before he sent the letter of withdrawal ?-Yes,
there was.

Q. What was he to get?-He was to get $1.200 altogether. I think there were
notes to be given at the time for $2,000. -He was to get $2,000 a year. We have
actually paid $4,000 of that.

Q. Have you paid Hope anything ?-f have not; Mr. Charlton negotiated that.
Q. Messrs. Boyce & Co. were got out of the way ?-1 had nothing to do with

that.
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Q. Do you know who had ?-From hearsay I do. Beyond that I do not know.Q. Has your firm paid any money since then in consequence of that ?-No, I
think not.

Q. I observe that on the back of one of the cheques is a memorandum, " in re
Boyle's tender." Doos that mean this Boyle ?-It is a more office memorandum. It
is a special expense account.

Q. Is that the way you keep an account of that ?-Yes.
Q. You can tell us pretty well. Do you think any person could have carried on

the contract with Mr. Mackintosh's figures without losing money ?-I do not believe
anybody could have taken the tender below my own tender, and made a dollar out of
it. I speak of that after the experience of five years.

Q. Had you any special advantage on account of having your plant running
there ?-Yes. I consider I had all the advantage.

Q. Do you know how Boyle made up his tender ?-He never told me how he
made up his tender.

Cross-Examined:-
Boyle's tender was next to me. There is a difference of a couple of thousand

a year between us. I am not sure.
Q. ILt is a trifle over a thousand dollars. Boyle's was the only tender which, in

your opinion, was in at a fair rate ?-I did not consider it a fair rate. I had a plant
which cost $6,000. I expected to have an interest upon my capital; a very small
interest on the second five years.

Q. low is it you could afford to pay $15,000 to do this contract, if your tender
was so low?-I did not see anybody below me to whom I could sell my plant. I
have a plant specially adapted to that work. A person with a plant is completely at
the mercy of those other tenderers. I am forced in a measure to sell to him who has
got the contract. They may take that into consideration.

Q. Your object was in giving this money to keep up your plant ?-Yes.
Q. You told us the other evening that your only interview with Mr. Royle was

on Sunday ?-Saturday and Sunday. I spoke to him on Saturday about it, and
got his answer on Sunday.

Q. What was your proposal ?-I simply asked him what ho intended to do with
his tender. He told me I had botter begin at the bottom.

Q. What answer did he give you ?-He told me he intended to carry out his
tender.

Q. I believe ho was anxioùs, if the contract was awarded to him, to take you in
with him ?-Yes, he was to take me in for a third. He did not say anything about
putting his share in. I repudiated the ideaat once. I made up ny mind that unless
I and my plant got it, I would not have anything to do with it. I did not make an
offer; when ho told me exactly what he was going to do, then I told him that it
eould not be done. I did not make any proposal ; did not say I would give him so
much to withdraw; told him I intended to make it worth his while. le repudiated
it. He said he had grown to that age, and had never done anything wrong to injure
his character, and would notdo it now. I never saw him again to speak to him. I
employed Mr. Charlton to act as my agent. Mr. Cotton, whom I looked upon as
Boyle's agent, suggested that Mr. Charlton

Q. You need not mind about that.
Witness.*-Mr. Cotton suggested on Monday or Tuesday, am not sure of the days ;

at all events before the arrangement was made; it was not before I employed
Charlton.

Q. Before you authorized Mr. Charlton to see Boyle ?-I think it was.
Q. It was at Cotton's suggestion you employed Charlton ?--I thought Charlton

could do botter than I could; ho suggested that he could. He said they were both
Irish Catholics, and they would have more confidence in one anotLer.

Q. That was the way you came to employ Mr. Charlton?-Yes. Charlton
tendered in bis own name. le did it at my suggestion, for the parpose of getting
the situation if possible. If ho was the lowest he would withdraw.
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Q. If you were lower than he, what could be done ?-So that he would get the
contract. If he was lower, I would get it.

Q. Had you any person else acting in that position ?-Yes.
Q. Who ?-Mr. Mackintosh tendered at my instance; nobody else, Mr. Boyce did

not tender at my instance. Hope did not tender at my instance. Nobody else
tendered at my instance. Hope and Boyce were bondfide tenderers as far as I know.

Q Do you remember what day it was, except from these notes, that the with-
drawal was brought about ?-The notes are the only guide I have. I made the notes
on that day,

Q. Do I understand you to say that you did not pay any money to Mackintosh.
Did you pay Hope any ? - Not personally.

Q. Did it come from you ?-Yes.
Q. What interest had Charlton in this transaction ?-Simply befriending me. I

did not pay him a cent for his services.
Bethune, Q..-Tenders letter of 12th November, 1878, from Patrick Boyle to

Mr. Roger.
McCarthy, Q..-Objects that the agency is a specific agency.
Osler, J.-My impression is against you Mr. Bethune. Now that you have laid

the foundation, I will allow you to ask those questions which were ruled out before.
Defence closed.

In rebuttal-

MICHAEL STARRS, recalled.-I have been in court.
Q. You have heard Mr. Charlton's statement that you and Cotton and Mr. Boyle

went together to O'Meara's lotel ou some evening about 8 o'clock, and made this
negotiation in his bed-room. Is that true ?-No, Sir, it is not.

Q. Did you acconpany Cotton and Boyle at any time to O'Meara's Hotel ?-I
did not.

Q. Did you know of any negotiation between Cotton and Boyle and Charlton ?-
None whatever. He is entirely mistaken about it. I am quite clear and positive
about that.

Q. When were these notes handed to you; perhaps you can say how soon after
you got them you put them in the bank ?-On or about that time. Would not be
positive about when I put them in the bank. I generally put them in immediately
after I get thein. That is my custom. I think I put them in at the same time. I
could not swear whether the date on them is the date I put them in.

Q. Your custom would be to put them in on the day you received them ?-Yes.
Q. You have aieady told me that Mr. Boyle had no interest in these notes, and

got no benefit from them ?-I have already said so.
Q. I want you to tell me how it came that Cotton gave you these notes ? Have

you any business relations with Cotton ?-Yes, Sir; Mr. Cotton and I have been in
the habit of tendering for contracts for some time past, and these notes we left in
the bank for security and for any money that we might require.

Q. Do I understand you to say that Mr. Cotton and you are connected in tender-
ing for contracts ?-Yes, Sir.

Q. Did you keep Cotton's money and your own ?-Yes.
Q. Just explain for what purpose these notes were given you ?-That is the only

purpose that I am aware ot. I kriew nothing in the world about those notes until
they were handed to me to deposit.

Q. Were the other three notes discounted ?-Not yet.
Q. Are you able to say how much of that money has been used, and how it has

been used ? That would be the $1,500 ?-Mr. Cotton got a good portion of it. I
used a good portion of it myself.

Q. Do you know what proportion Cotton used, and what proportion you used ?-
I should say about equal proportions.
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Croes-examined:
Q. You told me that Cotton returned to you, and gave you these notes in your

shop ?-Yes, Sir.
Q. Was that the 23rd or 24th ?-I cannot remember.
Q. About that time ?-Yes; some time in the month of Apri!.
Q. And you think probably about the time that this negotiation was going on ?

-Yes, undoubtedly.
Q. And you bave had these, except when you put them in the bank, ever since

then ?-Yes; I never gave them back to Mr. Cotton. I gave Mr. Cotton my receipt
for them.

Q. Did the receipt say anything about what they were for ?-None whatever.
They were kept in trust for AMr. Cotton. I am positive the recei pt said, "Kept in
trust for Mr. Cotton." I am swearing to that. I put it into the Union Bank. Iput
the whole of them there on or about that time, about the time I got them.

Q. Did you discount them in the Union Bank ?-One of them, I think. I dis-
counted the first one.

Q. Was it a discount of the note, or did you put your own paper in as collateral,
or solely of this note ?-That was it ; I discounted that note. I just had it placed to
my credit.

Q. Out of that you gave Cotton how much ?-I do not know. I p ositively tell
you I do not know.

Q. How much did you give him out of that note ?-I could not tell you. I gave
it to him in small quantities.

Q. Have you kept an account of what you gave Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. You were subpœnaed to produce your books ?-I have got it with me. I

look at book. I paid him in small sums.
Q. Cash, 8th June, $20, $16, $10, $21 and $10; John IIewson, C ?-Mr. Cotton

asked me to give John Hewson $15. It has nothing to do with it.
Q. Where is the rest of the account ?-That is all
Q. $470 ?-Yes.
Q. You swear, now, there is nothing else in this which relates to this matter ?-

Q· Any of these cheques here ?-No.
Q. You were subpeaned to produce these cheques ?-Yes.
Q. " Lent to James." You have put the word " lent ? "-J cannotsee it.
Q. Look at it ?-It is " sent."
Q. Will you swear it is not "lent to James Cotton ? "-In fact, I never remem.

bered to notice that. I won't swear.
Q. You had forgotten that you had put that there. The way of transgressors is

hard ?-Yes. That is ail pretty straight as far as I am concerned.
Q. The cheques you gave into the hands of Mr. Cotton ?-I always give him the

cheque. I delivered it to him personally.
Q. You cannot mean that for "sent." And you have lent $470 ? What did you

mean by entering the word " lent" if it was all James Cotton's money?-That little
book I have used in such a general way I do positively believe that it never was
entered on the day it is there.

Q. How did it get there?-You will find a great deal of scribbling there. I
would not swear it was my hand-writing. It means cash to James Cotton.

Q. What did you put the word " lent " up there for ? What earthly use would
the word "lent " be up there ?-I do not think it has any connection with the ac-
count in the world, and I do not see, supposing that it has, what it has to do with
thie action.

Q. Oh, no, "there are none so biind as those who do not wish to see " ?-I will
swear I have no recollection of having written that word, and I will positively swear
it ought not to be there. I will swear positively that 1 hold myself responsible to
Mr. Cotton for every dollar of that money.
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Q. How can you account for your putting it down as " lent "?-I cannot account
for it at all.

Q. Have you any other account of any other part of that fund, except what you
put down as given to Mr. Cotton ?-No.

Q. Why did you keep that account ?-That was in order to know how much of
this I had given to Mr. Cotton.

Q. You represented yourself as holding that money in trust for Mr. Cotton ?-
Yes.

Q. Did you intend to keep it as a trust account ?--Certainly.
Q. All that you used of that money is what you gave Mr. Cotton ?-And what

I used myself. I am responsible, my dear friend, for every dollar of it-
Q. You believed then that these notes belonged to Mr. Cotton ?-Yes, Sir; I did

not know enything at all about it.
Q. Did you believe that these notes belonged to Mr. Cotton, personally ?-I just

took them. I asked no questions, whatever.
Q. You knew that Mr. Boyle had signed a letter of withdrawal ?-I did.
Q. You knew that that was entrusted to Mr. James Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. You knew he came back afterwards with MacLean, Roger & Company's

notes, for $2,000 ?-Yes; I knew nothing about these notes being given for the pro-
curing of that letter.

Q. Will you swear upon your oath that you did not believe when these notes
came back that they represented the price of the withdraWal of that tender ?-I did
not know anything of the kind .

Q. Did not you believe when these notes came back that they represented the
price of the withdrawal of that tender; on your oath as an honest man ?-How was
Ito know.

Q. What is your belief ?-I believed that they were remunerating to Mr. Cotton.
I got them from Mr. Cotton.

Q. W ere you more friendly to Mr. Cotton or to Mr. Boyle ?-I am friendly to both
of them. I have had a good deal of business with both of them.

Q. What did you mean by saying that they were put into the bank as security
for some tenders for you ?-I mean exactly what I say.

Q. They were to be used as security for contracts you and Cotton were going to
tender for ?-Yes.

Q. How do you reconcile that with your statement about holding it in trust ?-
I cannot see any inconsistency.

Q. Have you tendered for any work ?-We have.
Q. When ?-Time and again.
Q. Since you got these notes ?-Yes.
Q. When ?-More than once.
Q. What work ?-We tendered for different works.
Q. What work ?-We tendered for the St. Anne's improvement.
Q. Who tendered for that ? Who put in the tender ?-Well, there was different

parties tendering with us. Mr. Boyle was not one of them. I disremember the
names of the others. Cotton was one of them.

Q. What connection had these notes with that tender ?-They served as security
in the bank when we wanted an accepted cheque for $2,000 or $4,000.

Q. Did you use them on any other occasion ?-Well, we were going to tender-
Q. Is there anything else ?-Yes. We tendered to three or four or five.
Q. In what bank where they ?-In the Union Bank and in the Ottawa Bank.
Q. These notes did duty in that way ?-In that way.
Q. Then you thought that Mr. Cotton had made something out of MacLean,

Roger & Co. by getting the withdrawal of this tender ?-Had not the least doubt
about that.

Q. Had not the least doubt he made $3,000 ?-Yes.
Q. And you have not the least doubt you made something out of that ?-Not a
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dollar. I hold myself responsible for it. If I had not those notes, my credit is
perfectly good. I did not make a dollar.

Q. Did not yon think this pretty hard on your friend, Mr. Boyle, that Cotton
should be making the money out of him in that way ?-Had not any opinion.

Q. Perhaps you have now ?-I knew just about as much about the transaction
then as I do now, and that is that Mr. Boyle always repudiated the idea of selling
ont. I do not know what Mr. Cotton did with his money.

Q. What occasion was it he told you to give John flewson the $15?-I think
he was in Ottawa and short of funds, and I think Cotton asked me to give $15 to Mr.
iewson, and I marked it to Mr. ilewson's nane, and accounting to Mr. Cotton bore-
after that I would know the certain amount given to lewson.

Q. Have you accepted any drafts of Patrick Boyle upon you since these notes
were given ?-One.

Q. When ?-Some time. It was on the Ottawa Bank. If I remember, it was
$200.

Q. How long ago was it ?-Well, really, 1 could not say. I would not be
positive as to the time. I should say it was about a couple of months ago. That is
the only one to my recollection.

Q. Have you any account in any book of the money you gave him ? Perhaps
it is in this ?-No. That is the end of this matter in this book. There is no further
eptry. I look at book. The Cotton account is not continued in any other page. I
have no account of my dealings with Boyle ; I keep no account of my dealirgs with
him, nothing more than to mark the subscriptions in another little book like this.
Sometimes I do not mark it the time I get it. Straggling remittances and subscrip-
tions I do keep an account of.

Q. Some is torn off there. What is that in your hand ?-It is a private letter.
It is not from Boyle or Hewson ; it is from a merchant in Montreal.

Q. You kept no account at all of your dealings with Boyle ?-None whatever.
Q. Was this a three months' draft?-No ; if I remember I think it was not. I

lent him a couple of hundred dollars, I want to be candid.
Q. It is very hard to be so, then ?-Sometimes I am a little absent-minded.
Q. I often notice witresses in your fix.
Witness.-Mr. Boyle sent down to me, telling me that he was a little hard-up,

and wanted $200, and I sent him $100. It has just now dawned across me. It is not
a couple of hundred dollars. I suppose I must have paid him thousands of dollars.

Q. Perhaps that was the same kind of a loan you made to Cotton ?-I have no
doubt I have lent him more.

Q. Will you swear you have not lent him more money than $200 since April
last ?-I will swear nothing of the kind. I have lent him a great deal more than
that.

Q. low much more-come ?-That is the only one.
Q. Are you sure of that? -1 think so.
Q. Will you swear you have not lent him more than $200 since last April ?-I

will.
Q. How do you come to remember it ?-I am pretty certain of it.
Q. In the month of April-come now ?-That is the only money that I recollect

lending him for the last twelve months, and may be more. I do not know whether
he has ever paid back this $200. Do not know whether he will have occasion; I
really do not know how we stand.

Q. Will you swear you have not sent him more than $200 at one time since
April last-one remittance ?-I positively swear that.

Q. What was the largest remittance you ever sent him besides this draft of

$200 ?-In or about $200. I think $200 was about as large a remittance as I ever
sent him. They run from $10 to $200.

Q. Will you swear you have not sent bin more than half-a-dozen remittances O

more than $100 each ?-I will swear that. I know the amount of the remittances

that I send him.
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Q. Have you any cheques that you sent to Mr. Boyle ?-None whatever. I
sent the money in a registered letter, sometimes in a registered letter and sometimes
not. I keep no copies of letters in my books. I have no entry at all relating to
this matter.

Q. Have you no letters Mr. Boyle wrote you since this suit was commenced ?-
No. To my recollection, he bas never written me a scratch of a pen.

Q. I thought he had written you for this $200 ?-Not since this suit commenced;
I was not aware of it.

Q. As a matter of fact, were these notes endorsed by Mr. Charlton when Cotton
gave you them, or did you get Charlton to endorse them afterwards ?-That is the
way they were endorsed when I got them with the-exception of my name.

Q. Have you recently paid John Hewson any more money ?-That is the only
money I ever paid him.

Q. You have not paid him anything ?-No.
Q You and Mr. Cotton have been talking this matter over in the room yester-

day and to-day ?-Of course, we often talked it over.
Q. I think I came on you in the back rooms down stairs when you were talking

it over? I have a bad memory. We might be talking about something else.
Q. Did not you know that Boyle and Cotton went down to Charlton's to meet

Mr. Charlton ?-I do not know; I was not there.
Q. Where were you ?-I do not remember. I am positive I was not there. It

would be very hard to remember where a person was.
Q. You cannot tell me where you were that night ?-No, I cannot. I do not

remember what time Boyle came in that night.
Q. If you held this money as trustee what right had you to use it in connection

with your contracts ?-Because Mr. Cotton was in company with me; Mr. Cotton
gave me full authority to use that money.

Q. The only sum you have expended for Cotton's benefit was entered inthat
book ?-I think that is about all.

Q. You are actionable for all the rest; there is a good time coming for Boyle
yet ?-Witness : There is a good time coming for Cotton yet.

Re-examnined :-
Q. What did you mean by getting a marked cheque from the Bank when you

are tendering for a contract ?-When there is a tender called for the Government
there is to be an accepted cheque of a certain amount in proportion to the amount of
work, and unless that cheque accompanies that tender, of course it would be no use,
and for that reason-I being a business man, sometimes my business takes all the
spare capital I have, and sometimes more-I come to give those deposits; I deposit
certain notes in a bank and they give us a marked cheque and we make use of it in
that way.

Q. You do not claim to own any part of this money ?-I stated that I have not
a dollar any more than the man of the moon.

Q. You have kept track of this money you paid to Mr. Cotton ?-Yes.
Q. Would you have lent that much money to Mr. Cotton without security ?-I

do fnot think I would; he bas got it from me on account of my having this security
in my hand ; I swear that I never recollect that that "lent " was put there, and it
has no reference.

Q. Do you know whether that word was in your handwriting ?-I am not sure
about that; I would not swear.

Q. Did Mr. Hewson get that money as representing Mr. Boyle ?-No; he got
that on the order of Mr. Cotton to give Mr. iewson $15; it is charged in Mr.
Cotton's cash account, but merely Mr. Hewson's name put down so that I would
remember that item in going over it; I cannot remember the date I sent this draft
for $200.

Q. Has that money been paid to you by your subscriptions ?-I do not know
whether it ever is to be returned; I don't know how we stand; I have not had a



settlement; I could not say whether this $200 was an advance or not; he asked the
loan of it.

Q. Until your account is adjusted you cannot say whether it is a loan or not ?-
No; I do not know whether he owes it to me or not.

Q. That sum you include in the account you spoke of this morning?-Yes ;~Mr.
Cotton has my receipts for this note and the $500.

Q. You put the money in your general bank account?-Yes, and when I get
hard up I have permission from Mr. Cotton to use it ; I am responsible to Mr. Cotton
for it.

-Re-cross-examined

I lent Mr. Boyle the cheque which he deposited in the Government.
Q. I observe he directed that cheque to be sent to Toronto. Do you know

whether it was ?-I think it was; the money was not drawn on it by Mr. Boyle.
Q. Are you sure about that ?-I am positive about that; he sent it back to me;

I have not got the cheque here; I am positive he did not draw that money; he sent
it back to me just as soon as ho received it, I believe; it came back pretty soon to
me, and I forgot to mention that that was one of my reasons for advising Mr. Boyle
to withdraw his tender; I was hard up.

Q. You did not object to take the custody of these notes ?-lt was a matter of
very little importance to me, because my credit is never so far down that I cannot
get as much as the amount of these notes that I have used.

JAMEs COTTON, sworn.-I reside in Ottawa. I was residing there last April.
Q. Do you remember the time the printing contract was tendered for?-I do.

I was living in Ottawa at that time, in Mr. Roger's house.
Q. Did you know that he had tendered for this contract ?-Ile told me so.
Q. Do you remember when Mr. Boyle came down ?-I do; Mr. Rloger told me.
Q. Do you remember an interview at Mr. Rogers house on Sunday ?-I do.
Q. Did you ever hear any offer made at that time by Mr. Roger Lo Mr. Boyle ?-

No; there was no offer made by Mr. Roger during this interview on Sunday. I was
present. I remember being in O'Meara's hotel.

Q. Who were present at that interview ?-Mr. Roger, Charlton, and myself, I
think.

Q. What time was that ?-I think that that would be on Monday. I think it
was Monday. It was Monday the 21st. I would not swear about that.

Q. Any proposal made to you by Mr. Roger, or by you to Mr. Roger ?-None
Q. Any authority given to you by Mr. Roger to deal with Mr. Boyle ?-Mr

Roger wished me to negotiate with Mr. Boyle, if I could.
Q. For what purpose ?-To buy his interest out. He did not authorize me to

give any particular amount.
Q. Did yon know that he authorized Mr. Charlton to do so ?-I did.
Q. Were you present when he gave Mr. Charlton authority ?-~I suggested to Mr.

Roger that perhaps Mr. Charlton might assist in the matter.
Q. Any particu lar amount mentioned ?-No, none. I had no authority to

negotiate with Mr. Boyle for any amount.
Q. You were just to try to get him to sell out ?-Yes.
Q. Do you remember an interview that took place at O'Meara's when Boyle

was present ?-Yes, I was there when Boyle was present. Mr. Charlton and myself
and Mr. Boyle were present at that interview. Mr. Roger was not present. I would
not be certain as to the time of day. I think it was afternoon. I won't say exactly
as to the time.

Q. What took place at that interview ?-Mr. Boyle was asked if he would sell
out, or withdraw for a consideration, and he refused.

Q. Do you remember whether the offer was then stated ?-There was no amount
stated.
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Q. Wbat did Boyle say to that ?-He said that he would not sell ont; he said
that lie had never done anything crooked up to this time, and he would not sell out
at all, but if the contract came to him he would negotiate about taking in Messrs.
Roger and MacLean as partners.

Q. Do you remember what was said to that?-There was nothing definite took
place in the interview at all; they parted as they met.

Q. Were you authorized by Boyle at that meeting to act for him in this matter ?
-No, Sir.

Q. You were not empowered by Boyle to deal or negotiate in this matter ?-No ;
I say that positively.

Q. Were you and Charlton asked to deal in the matter ?-Not on behalf of
Boyle.

Q. Then that interview broke up without anything being come to ?-There was
no arrangement come to.

Q. And Boyle had refused to sell out}?-Boyle had refused to sell out or
withdraw.

Q. His only offer was that if the tender reached him in the ordinary course, he
would take in MacLean and Roger ?-Yes; that was not entertained by MacLeaa
and Roger; they were not present.

Q- Anything said by Charlton or you in answer to that ?-I do not recollect; of
course the offer that was made was not entertained in that way.

Q. I twas not definitely refused ?-There was no person there to refuse it.
Q. Nothing came of that proposal on his part ?-No.
Q. Was it you or Charlton made that proposition ?-I really do not know which

of us made it; it might have been talked of between us both; I do not know which
of us made it.

Q. Did you ever receive, at any other time, authority from Mr. Boyle to deal in
this matter on his behalf?-Never.

Q. Did Boyle authorize you to negotiate with MacLean, Roger & Co., or any
person, or withdraw his tender for a money consideration ?-No.

Q. You remember getting the letter of withdrawal ?-I do.
Q. Where did you get that letter ?--In Ottawa. I do not recollect exactly

where I got it; Boyle handed it to me to hand it in or send it in to Mr. Hartney.
Q. Was that the only purpose he gave it to you for ?-That was the only pur-

pose he gave it to me for.
Q. Were you authorized to take it to any person representing MacLean, Roger

& Co., or give it to them ?-No directions from them to take it to any person, only
send it to Mr. Hartney.

Q. What did you do ? Did you take it to Mr. Hartney ?-No, I handed the
letter to Mr. Roger; he said he would take it up; I did not send it in; I sent it in by
him, but did not give it in there directly; I might have handed it to any one going
up there; as long as it was conveyed to him it amounted to the same thing whether
I handed it in or not; I think it was Monday I got that; it was Monday or Tuesday;
I think I read it when Mr. Boyle handed it to me; Mr. Boyle asked me if that would
do to get his cheque; I think it was dated on the day it was written and handed in;
Monday was the 21st, and I think it was dated on that day.

Q. Do you know why Boyle withdrew his tender ?-He told me be was anxious
to go home, and get his cheque, and he handed me the letter, and said he would leave
next morning. He thought that the matter was decided, that Mr. Mackintosh had gotV
the contract; it was understood by all parties at Ottawa that he had got the contract.

Q. You understood better ?-I understood that if an arrangement could be made
that Mr. Mackintosh would withdraw.

Q. Did you communicate that to Mr. Boyle ?-I do not think I did; I think not.
I do not think I would communicate that to Mr. Boyle. I was acting in Mr. Roger's
interest, and I would not have mentioned the fact; I merely heard it of Mr. Roger.

Q. When you got this letter did you know whether you could make anything
out of it ?-I did not just then.
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Q. Did you think you could make anything out of it ?-I thought I could.
Q. Knowing how the matter stood, you thought you could ?-Yes; I tried to

make something out of it.
Q. How ?-By giving it to Mr. Roger.
Q. And for that how much did Mr. Roger give you ?-Roger did not give me

.anything; it was with Mr. Charlton I had the nogotiation.
Q. How much did you get ?-82,500 in notes. and $500 in cash. I gave this up

to Mr. Roger before I got it.
Q. At the same interview, or the same day ?-It was the Fame day; it might

have been the same interview-at all events, it was the same day. The notes were
placed in Mr. Charlton's bands.

Q. How long did you get this from Mr. Boyle before you gave it up to Roger?
-Perhaps two hours; it was the same day.

Q. What became of the $2,500?-I kept the notes; I have them. or they are
under mycontrol. They are in the hands of the bank; they went into hie bank
from Mr. Starrs' bands.

Q. Did you get any receipt for them ?-I did; I have been sulbpænrîaed to pro-
due my papers here. i produce it; I can prove it by Mr. Starrs. < Receipt rend).

McCarthy, Q.C.-I put that receipt in, ex. 28.
Q. Did Mx. Boyle give you any authority, direct or indirect, to tel1 out his con-

tract for that sum, or any other sum ?-No, he did not; he had given me no
authority.

Q. Did you tell Mr. Boyle that you had received this sum, or any suin, fbr selling
-out his contract ?-I did not.

Q. Did you account to Mr. Boyle for any portion of this money, direut ly or
indIrectly ?-I did not.

Q. Did it go to his benefit, directly or indirectly ?-It did not.
Q. Is he one cent a richer on account of that transaction ? No.
Q. Did you know about the other tenders; what position the other men were

in ? Did you and Roger talk the matter over?-I daresay I got the infrmiation
from the published papers; perhaps I may have told Mr. Roger as much as lie told
me; I do not know that he told me.

Q. Have you in any way accounted to Mr. Boyle for any portion of tlis money,
and any part of it ?-No.

Q. Is there any secret understanding that you are to account oIr it ?-No, no
more than there is between you and I.

Q. Directly or indirectly, one way or the other, Boyle had no irtere>t in that
negotiation, or in the proceeds of it ?-No interest in it at all; Mr. Boyle distinctly
retused to negotiate anything at all about it.

Q. It is stated that at that interview at O'Meara's, when you were about sepa
rating, Mr. Boyle said, " I leave it to Charlton and Cotton," addressing this matter ?
--- He said: "I will not entertain any offer to sell out; gentlemen, you can make

what arrangements you wish in the matter, but I won't sell out."
Q. What arrangements could there be made ?-They miglt have arranîged about

partnehip.
Q. When did you first conceive that you could make some ioney out of this ? -

There are chances of speculation every day as you go along.
Q. Had it entered into your head that you had something for yousclf in the

matter at O'Meara's ? -It had; I was then thinking I might do sonething in the

matter.
Q. Have you ever received any money from Mr. Starrs ?-Yes'; I have received

the amount of one note, and a large amount on the others; I have kept an aceount
of it; I have not got the account here; that is a private account; I do not recollect

-exactly making this endorsenent; about the time I reckorned up and saw the

amounlt, I had a large account with Starrs standing.
Q. Do you know whether Starrs knew of this endorsnen or nlot ?-I think I

told him I would endorse it oa there; I think I showed iL to hia; if I did not, I
29
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told him I would do it; I won't be certain about that : I think Mr. Boyle returned to
Toronto the next day after that letter was written, because I went down with
another gentleman to the train, and I recollect seeing him going off.

Q. The date of the letter is the lst August ?-Yes.
Q. And the date of the notes is the 23rd; do you know which day it was that

you got this document from him; you concluded the matter the same day as you
got the withdrawal ?- think so.

Q. The dates dont agree ?-I cannot tell you exactly the date of the notes,
because I did not look at them particularly; Mr. Charlton endorsed them over
to me.

Q. Was it by the morning train that Mr. Boyle left for Toronto ?-It was by the
morning train.

Q. It was the day after you got this letter ?-Yes; I won't be positive about it.

Cross-examined:-
Q. What do you call yourself; what is your occupation ?-Contractor.
Q. You are insolvent ?-I am; I have been.
Q. How long ?-It is ne rly a year, or about a year.
Q. I think it is more ?-Perhaps it is.
Q. Do you recognize insolvent persons as contractors at Ottawa ?-I do not

think they enquire; I have not had occasion since to test them.
Q. You have not made any tender in your own name since you became

insolvent ?-ENo.
Q. And the last tender you made in your own name was several years ago ?-

Yes ; I think about three years ago, or two years ago, or something of that kind.
Q. How have you been living ever since ?-By my industry.
Q. Yes; you have a great reputation as a very industrious man ?-I do not

know whether your reputation or mine-you live by your industry, too.
Q. But you are a much better-known man than me ?-Mr. Bethune is very well

known; I am older than you; I was living a long time in Roger's house.
Q. How long did he keep you there ?-Six or seven months; I cannot tell you

exactly when I left.
Q. Ilow long igo ?-Some time in April or May. I was living there at the time

of the tender business. I was in the habit of stopping there.
Q. And you did not pay anything for your board ?-No.
Q. Is he a relative of yours ?-No.
Q. He must have been a kind friend to do that ?-Mr. Roger, of course, under-

stood whether there was any kindness due to me from him or not.
Q. He was so charmed with your society that he kept you there as a compan-

ion ?-Mr. Roger has been in my employ for ten years, and I took him as a boy, and
he understood his business best.

Q. Out of gratitude to his own master. You were very grateful to him for
that ?-I suppose I was.

Q. Anxious to further his interests in any way you could ?-Certainly, I was.
Q. Very anxious he should get the contract as cheaply as he could ?-Yes.
Q. As a grateful man and kind friend, you were anxious he should ?-Yes.
Q. Have you any entry in your pocket-book about this ?-No; I have none.
Q. You mean to say you did not enter this important matter in your book ?-

No; did not enter it in my books. No entry in my books at all. I did not think it
was necessary to make any entry. I made no entry.

Q. Did you tell Mr. Roger you were doing all you could to get the other tenders
withdrawn ?-Mr. Roger had made arrangements with the others to have them with-
drawn.

Q. All except Boyle's ?-All except Boyle's.
Q. And you represented to him that you were going to get Boyle's withdrawn ?

-He was desirous that I should. I represented to him that I was trying to get his
witlidrawn.
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Q. And you represented that sornething would have to be paid for retting it
withdrawn ?-Yes; he considered that that letter was worth so much to hi m.

Q. And you represented, of course, that you had paid something for withdraw-
ing this ?-Ot course.

Q. You gave him to understand that ?-If I got that letter I knew that I was
going to get a consideration for it.

Q. How did you know that ?-Because his withdrawl was the most important.
Q. You were going to levy a blackmail upon your friend to the extent of$3,000 ?

-It was not levying a olackmail. If it was not worth -
Q. Come, now, sir ?-Now, sir, come now.
Q. Will you swear now that you did not give Roger to understand that you

were going to pay Boyle this money, upon your oath, if you value it ?-I value it as
much as I value yours.

Q. Did not you represent to Roger that you were going to pay Boyle that
money ?-I will swear that I did not represent that to Roger, and he did not hand
me the money or notes thon, and he did not wish to have any conversation about
where it was going to.

Q. Why ?-Ths was his own business. He must have understood his own
business best.

Q. Did he say ho did not wish any conversation ?-He did not speak to me at all
about it. The only conversation I had was with Mr. Charlton 'when ho handeil me
the notes. He said to me, '- I am handing this to yon to do as you please with it."
Charlton said that. We had no discussion whatever. He said that. I recollect the
words distinctly.

Q. Was that the reason you appropriated the money to your own use and bene-
fit ?-The reason was, 1 gave Mr. Roger value for that $3,000.

Q. How ?-In giving them thai letter.
Q. You thought you were at liberty then to pocket that money ?-Yes.
Q. Did you tell them that ?-They knew very well I got it.
Q. Did you tell them you were going to pocket it ?-There was no conversation

as to what I was to do with it. They knew I was to get the money, and they did not
wish to know where.the money was going to.

Q. Why did you not tell them whether you were going to pocket it or noft ?-I
did not think it was necessary. If a man sells you a horse, and you get 20 pouids
for it, how does the man care where you put the money.

Q. Did Mr. Roger give you a suit of clothes about that time ?-Yes; he said
after it was done ho was so well satisfied with the arrangement that he made me a
present of a suit of clothes. We never had a row after this. We arc on good terms
now, and always have been, and am still on good terms.

Q. Did you consider in this transaction you were acting for 1Roger or Boyle ?-
Roger, I considered.

Q. Who was acting for Boyle ?-I do not know.
Q. You were justifed in plundering him to the extent of $3,000. I use 1 he word

"plundering " advisedly ?-I thought I was as well justified in taking it as the other
parties. I thought I was as well justified in taking it from the man who protected
me. You would like to make it that way too.

Q. No, I would not. You consider your conduct perfectly honest ?-Yes ; per-
fectly honest and above-board. I consider it perfectly honest and above-board.

Q. Was not this pretty bard upon poor Patrick Boyle that you did not give him
some share of this money ?-He refused, and would not negotiate about il, and left
his letter in my hands to hand in, and he left.

Q. Are you quite sure ho left to Toronto ?-I did not go to the cars to see him

off, I went to the cars with another gentleman, and I saw lim on the cars that
morning going off. I think it was Tuesday morning, but I woul!d not be positive.
I won't swear it was not some other morning. This other gentlenan w-as a triend c
mine.

Q. Who was it ?-John Hewson. I saw Mr. Boyle there.
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Q. Mr. Boyle took his editor there ?-I do not know whether he did or not. He
may or may not have taken bis editor with him.

Q. Did you give John Hewson any money that day ? $250 ?-I did not.
Q. Did not you give him any money ?-I lent him. I think I lent him $40 about

that day.
Q. Lent John Hewson about $40 ?-Yes. I have been acquainted withýhim for

a number of yetrs.
Q. Have you ever got that $40 back again ?-I have got a portion of it back.
Q. I have never heard of money getting back, lent in such circumstances ?-I

really cannot tel[ you how much I have got back. I have charged him with it, and
he bas had money since, and I have had it back again.

Q. How miuch more has lie bad since ?-70 or $80. I spent $28 for him. It
bas not mounted up to more than $70 or $80. We were going to Quebec about a
railroad matter.

Q. More tendering ?-Not at present. There may be bye-and-bye.
Q. You and the General have that scheme on hand ?-I went down with him to

assist him.
Q. To procure the sale to the Dominion Government of the North Shore Rail-

way ?-I see that said in the Globe, but I don't believe in the Globe. I say that such
an idea never came into my mind, and I never heard John lewson say anything of
the kind; on the contrary, I was opposed to it, and advised by leading politicians in
Toronto that it would be a very wrong act for the Dominion to buy the North Shore
Road. I did so more than a month ago when the Hon. Mr. Mowat was in Ottawa.

Q. Tell me where it was you got Mr. Patrick Boyle to sign this letter of with-
drawal?-I never got him to.

Q. Was not there a memorandum, written by Mr. Charlton on paper, which you
read to Mr. Patrick Boyle?-No.

Q. You were not in Court, and did not hear all that took place ?-No matter.
There was no memorandum written. Mr. Charlton and I talked of the memordum.
We talked about the memorandum that day or the day before. This memorandum
was that Mr. Boyle would sell out. He wrote a letter to that effect.

Q Did he write with pencil or ink on paper the kind of letter which was to be
signed by Mr. Boyle ?-He may have, but I do not recollect.

Q. Did not you carry this paper to Boyle and get him to put in the shape we
have it now ?-I did not.

Q. Were you there when Boyle wrote his letter of withdrawal ?-I actually
won't lie sure whether I was there, or whether he wrote it when I went there, but I
did not see him write it.

Q. How long after was it when he closed the interview by saying " Yees might
do it as yees liked " ?-I really cannot tell you; it might be the next day.

Q. Have you any doubt it was the next day ?-Won't swearpositively; I cannot
recol l ect.

Q. Did you get the $3,000 from either Charlton or Roger ?-I understood that
Charlton would give that amount if I got the letter.

Q. And therefore you were very anxious to get the letter ?-Certainly, I was.
Q. What persuasion did you use to get Mr. Boyle to sign that letter ?-He pro-

posed to do it. He did not see any chance of the contract coming to him. I won't
be positive how long before it was. I won't be positive if ià was as early as Sunday.
It might h' Sunday or Monday. I know I spoke of it. I was very friendly R ith
Mr. Boyle. I was on friendly terms with him.

Q. Y4.u and he had gone into a venture shortly before that in connection with
printing he: e ?-No printing at Toronto. We talked of going into that.

Q. Of vourse you did not intend to cheat Boyle ? -How cheat him.
Q. I i hiis transaction?- M anufacturing.
Q. Yes ; you were not going to play faise to him ?-He proposed withdrawing,

and ho gave me the letter. I did not ask him if he would take any part in the
$3,OO. I did not see it was necessary.
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Q. How came you to select Mr. Starrs as the depositor of these notes ?-Mr.
Starrs and I had tendered for works frequently, and it was necessary to have it
deposited, and these notes would be to any banker security for advancing further.
I intended to keep them in the bank for my benefit. Of course Mr. Starrs would
supply his proportion.

Q. Did you ever borrow any money from Mr. Starrs ?-I have borrowed. I
have a large account with Mr. Starrs.

Q. Extending over what time ?-A length of time.
Q. Had you any account before these notes were got with Mr. Starrs ?-I do not

think I had.
Q. And since then you got various sums of money fron him ?-I have.
Q. Did you borrow money froir. him ? -No, sir; I did not. He gave me credit

for the proceeds of these notes; and I keep an account of them from my grocaries,
and any moneys I wart.

Q. ilow is it you did not endorse the other sums on the back of this paper ?-
Because I had not made up the account. I have an account of what I got myself
from him. I keep an account in my memorandum book. I have not got my ezmo-
randum book for last year with me. I have this year's memorandum book.

Q. We want last year's ?
Witness.-I was subpenaed to produce everything in connection with Boyle; but

I did not consider that had anything to do with Boyle. I gave Mr. Starra credit here
on the Sth of January for $60.

Q. John IHewson figures in that ?-Yes ; it is from him.
Q. Is that the only entry you have relating to that ?-Yes.
Q. This is since the lst January ?-Yes.
Q. Why did not you tell Mr. Roger when you handed him that letter that you

had not paid, or were not going to pay, that money to Boyle ?-No ; I did not tell
him.

Q. Why did not you tell Roger ?-If they were getting the value, would it make
any difference who they were paying the money to. I understood they were anxious
to get this as low as possible.

Q. You were anxious they should get it as cheap as possible ?-Charlton had said
that they would give this, and I got the letter for the purpose of getting that.

Q. You have already swern that you were anxious they should get it as low as
possible. If you were a friend, or an honest man, having the most common honesty
in the world, why did not you tell them that you were going to get it for less than
that ?-As an honest man, you would not have doue it.

Q. Any honest man would have done it?-You need not tell me if you could
earn $3,000 in that way you would not take it.

Q. By the betrayal of your friend ?-No.
Q. By the base betrayal of your friend ?-That may suit you, but not me. i

helped them to get the contract.
Re-Examined:-

The entry in this book on the 8th Junuary is $50. That corresponds with his
book there. I have a groceries account with him. He is a merchant in Ottawa. I
do not remember the amount of my account. It has been running for some time. It
is between cash and groceries. There is a large account standing between us. That
account has been standing since this transaction. I have had many dealings with
John Hewson.

Q. Had you dealings with him before last A pril- in which you borrowed money ?
-I really would not be sure. I think I had many dealings with him. This money
bas beon credited for an account I got from a bookseller here.

Q. What bas been the character of your loans to HOwson?-I have been re-
ceiving money for him from parties, and I have been advancing him mouey if he
wanted any.

Q. las this money had anything to do with the money you got from Roge 4
Maclean ?-Nothing whatever,

3
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- MACINToSH, sworn.
Q. What was the nature of your dealing with MacLean, Roger & Co. ?-Well, I

thing it was about the end of January, or the beginning of February, or somewhere
there, that I bad a casual conversation with Mr. Roger. Both gentlemen were there,
and we talked over the prospective advertising and announcement of this advertising
and printing. Mr. Roger said I was the only one he feared in the matter, because I
had the plant and establishment, and therefore he would like to have some arrange-
ment made with me; this was a subsequent conversation. I asked both gentlemen
if they were willing to make any arrangement, and they said " No ;" that the De-
partmental printing was coming up, and several parties had suggested the propriety
of selling out in case they could not get the contract. Mr. Roger then said : " You
had better work with us in the matter, and we will make it mutually beneficial." I
said I would take an offer any time they came, I think it was in the beginning of
April, or perhaps the latter part of March, when the announcement was made that
tenders would be called for. I had a talk with him, and I then agreed to enter into
a silent agreement by which, if I could get the contract, they should control it, and
do whatever they deemed proper. We then put in our tenders. I think Mr. Roger
put in mine. It was very hurried; my impression is that Mr. Boger made it out.

Q. What was the understanding ?-It was this: that I had an undefined interest
in it, to be settled upon a basis in proportion to the amount of the contract, they
taking all the onus of looking after the contract, to see which one they could get.
My arrangement was made before I tendered.

Q. And it was agreed, in point of fact, instead of tendering separately, you were
tendering jointly ?-Yes. The letting of contracts in this particular line bas always
been that no deposit was required till now. We found that in job printing they
tendered at prices that no practical man could do the work at, and we thought better
to join our figures and bring it up to a figure at which you could do the work, and
Mr. Taylor, who had a contract before, broke down, although the Government gave
him a large advance; we therefore made it higher so that we would not break down.
My tender was under their control. I cannot say that agreement was kept secret.
When the matter came before the Printing Committee several gentlemen advised me
not to take the contract at my figures, that they were very low. I spoke to the
Member for West Middlesex, and he strongly advised me to make other arrange-
ments; and I wanted them to make some arrangement by which there would be a
mutual basis upon which we would agree, and that I was going to try and have an
interest with Roger & MacLean, either financially or in a portion of the work, and
several parties knew it at the time.

Q. Afterwards you did withdraw ?-Yes; I withdrew my tender prior to the
Committee considering it, because the regulation was this: that if I was offered'the
contract and refused it that I might have the $500 to pay.

Q. The sub-committee reported in the first place ?-Yes; I withdrew.
Q. Did you know of the arrangement Roger and MacLean were going to mako

to get the others to withdraw ?-No; I do not think I said a word to Mr. Boyle
except " Good morning " all the time he was in Ottawa; I had no words with any of
them; I think it was the evening before the Committee was to meet, Mr. Roger and
MacLean came into my office, and then they asked me what I was prepared to do,
and what interest I expected; I says, " Gentlemen, I have an understanding of that
kind, and I will leave it to yourselves." I think I was excessive in my demands, and
Mr. Rogers says, "If we give so much a year that ought to be fair," and lie pressed
the matter, and I said, "that will be satisfactory," and Mr. Roger explained as he
had done previously, that he would rather have a dealing of that kind with me than
increase the firm.

Q. You were entitled to an interest in this contract; you tendered in your own
name and they tendered in theirs ?- Yes.

Q. And when the tender was accepted, instead of taking you in as a partner
they bought out your interest ?-Yes; we arranged it on that basis.
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Q. It is not true, as stated, that you tendered independently of them, as a bogus
tender, and then sold out afterwards ?--No ; my impression is that it was made out
by Roger and we put the figures; my interest would have been very small had I
taken it; there was no tender of mine that they could control.

Q. Did you know anything about Boyle ?-I was rather anxious that Roger and
MacLean should get as good a price for the work as possible, and I asked Mr. Roger
on one occasion what was being done about the contract. "Oh," lhe says, " Mr.
Boyle is in the way; lie won't do a thing; he had never done a thing he would be
ashamed of, and won't now." I think we laughed over it at the time, thinking Mr.
Boyle was trying to get more, and we dropped the matter.

Cross-exanined :-
I could not tell you now, nor could I tell then, the prices that were put in, but I

knew from what the members of the Committee told me; they advised me not to
take it at those figures.

Q. No doubt you would have lost by it at those figures ?-No.
Q. You did not know practically anything about it yourself?-I knew very

little; I won't swear that the tender was made up by Roger, but my impression is
that it was.

Q. Did you tell ihe Committee you were going to get $3,000 for withdrawing
your tender ?-The statement that had been made that I had sold my tender was in
the Toronto Globe, and that paper has libelled me most disgracefully; I have a paper
of my own in Ottawa, the Citizen; in so far as the selling of my tender is concerned,
I had no tender to sell; as I pointed out, my tender was Messrs. MacLean, Roger &
Company's, except to the extent of the interest I had in it; we had a joint interest.

Q. You did not do anything to earn that $1,200 ?-That is nothing you have to
ask; it is a thing we settled.

Q. You are in the habit frequently of putting in tenders at Ottawa. How many
tenders have you put in ?-I have never put in a tender except that one since I went
to Ottawa that I know of. The Globe bas made these statements, but they are
utterly false. I have always been interested in some tender where a friend of mine
bas tendered.

Q. Not a friendly interest like Mr. Cottons, but a pecuniary interest ?-At
times.

Q. Sometimes as large as $20,000 or $30,000 ?-No.
Q. Will you deny that ?-Positively deny that.
Q. As much as $5,000 ?-I do not know that I may not have made that money,

but I submit your Lordship that it bas nothing to do with this case.

PATRICK BOYLE, sworn.-I reside in Toronto. I am a printer and publisher. I
have resided in this city something like 35 years. I have been here since 1844,
except one or two years. I remember tendering for this printing contract. That
tender was an honest tender, J thought, at fair prices.

Q. Do you remember going to Ottawa to see about it ?-Yes.
Q. Before you left for Ottawa, had you seen in the newspapers the position of

your tender ?-No; though, I think Mr. Donovan called my attention to the tender
having been awarded to some person else. I had not noticed it myself. I went
down to Ottawa to see about it.

Q. Was any approach made to you by Mr. Roger ?-Yes.
Q. You remember when you got to Ottawa ?-I think on Sunday morning.
Q. Did you know Mr. Roger at this time ?-I never saw Mr. Roger up to that

time to my knowledge till I met him in his own bouse. J got a message to go to his
bouse. I understood Mr. Cotton had called. I went up accordingly.

Q. Was any proposition male to you there by Mr. Roger ?-Yes. He made a
proposition to the effect that he was prepared to buy me out. I told him that up to
that time I had never done anything crooked, and that it was too late to begin now.

Q. It is said that an interview took place at O'Meara's shortly after ?-Yes.
35



Q. Do you remember that interview ?--Yes.
Q. Who got you to go there ?-Mr. Cotton same for me. I went with Mr.

Cotton. Mr. Starrs was not there. He may have been down stairs. I had an inter-
view with Mr. Charlton.

Q. What was the substance of what took place at that interview ?-I do not
think I can give the words. The substance was this : That Mr. Charlton said that
they thought something could be made out of my tender, and I replied to him pretty
much as I replied to Mr. Roger the day before in Mr. Roger's house.

Q. Did you make any other proposition ?-I told him, I think, that the only
proposition I had to make, and prepared to enter into, was a partnership if I got the
contract.

Q. Any reply to that ?-I do not recollect a reply.
Q. Was anybody urging upon you to sell out at that time ?-Mr. Charlton was

endeavoring to argue the question with me, but I told him that I was not prepared
to do anything. Cotton said nothing.

Q. When you separated did you authorize any person to act for you?-Mr.
Charlton made the remark that Mr. Cotton and he would talk the matter over as I
was about to leave, and I said " You can do as you please gentlemen; I will have
nothing to do with it."

Q. This was Monday ?-That was Monday, to the best of my recollection.
Q. Can you recollect the time of day ?-I think that was pretty near noon.
Q. Is Mr. Charlton far astray in saying that it was night ?--IIe is quite astray

there.
Q. Were you approached again directly before you left ?-Not after that.
Q. I suppose by this time you became aware of the position you stood in ?-

When I got to Ottawa I saw that I was pretty high, and there were several others
lower than me.

Q. When did you become aware that one Committee had reported in favor of
Mr. Mackintosh ?-I heard that in Ottawa; I think I heard that on the Monday.

Q. Hearing that, did you make up your mind to any course ?-Yes.
Q. learing that the contract had been awarded to Mackintosh, what course did

you resolve to take ?-I made up my mind to write to Mr. Hartney to tell him to
sehd my cheque t6 Toronto and then I would leave for home; I abandoned all hope
of getting the contract.

Q. Where did you write that ?-My letter was written in Mr. Starrs' house, in
the front room, up stairs; I did not copy it from anything.

Q. Any paper handed you by Charlton, Cotton or any person ?-None whatever.
Q. Was there any person present when you wrote it ?-Mr. Cotton may have

been in the room or the next room to it, but there were the two sitting-rooms there.
Q. What did you do with it ?-I handed the letter to Mr. Cotton and requested

hitn to hand it in to Mr. Hlartney, as he was going up that way; it was in an
envelope; I think I sealed the letter.

Q. Is that letter now in the same condition in which it was when you gave it to
him ?-It is not; there are two lines that I never wrote, " Witness, James Cotton."

Q. Is that the 21st?-April 21st.
Q. Was that dated on the day it was written?-On the day it was written;

since that I have had nothing to do with the matter whatever.
Q. Did you authorize Mr. Cotton to sell to get money for you before he delivered

up that ?-Never.
Q. Did you know that Mr. Cotton was going to try and get money before he

delivered it up ?-I did not.
Q. When did you fLrst become aware that Mr. Cotton did get money for it?-

Not till le said so to-day himself in the witness box.
Q. You heard of Cotton having got money ?-Never before.
Q. Has any portion of that $3,000 benefitted you in any way ?-Not a cent.
Q. Have you got any of it directly or indirectly ?-Directly or indirectly, it has

not been placed to my credit in any manner.
36
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Q. Had you any hand or part in the arrangement which Cotton made about
this withdrawal ?-Neither hand or part.

Q. You pledge your oath to the jury that you did not know there was any
money to be received, and you declined to entertain any such proposal ?-I do.

Cross-Examined:-
Q. Mr. Starrs never told you anything about this surm of money he held in trust

till to day?-Never; did not tell me anything about it yesterday or the day before.
Q. Any tallk with him yesterday ?-I did niot know as I met him yesterday.
Q. The day before?-Yes; we had a talk the day before.
Q. He dined with you Sunday ?-He did.
Q. At your house ?-At my house.
Q. Never asked him what he was going to prove ?-Not a word.
Q. Perhaps it was more convenient not to ?-Perhaps it was.
Q. Why did you not ask him ?-It was none of my business.
Q. You knew he was subpænaed here by the Globe Printing Co. That money

had reached his hand ?-Yes; I beard somuthing.
Q. Do not you remember that you were asked in the examination about imoney

having got to Alderman Starrs ?-Yes.
Q. Your attention being directed to that object, it is curious yon did not ask him

about the money ?-I said not a word.
Q. Why ?-I do not know.
Q. You must bave less curiosity than most men ?-No.
Q. Did he dine more than Sunday ?-Only on the Sunday.
Q. Did you go to the hotel to see him when he arrived there ?-It was not on

Sunday; I beg your pardon, it was on Friday or Saturday; he intended to cone up
on Suùday, and could not come; we agreed to meet and have a further dinnei on
Sunday.

Q. He arrived here Thursday night ?-Yes; he must have, I met him on the train.
Q. Went to the Don, and got on the train there ?-He telegraphed me to meet

him from Kingston. I have not got the telegram here which ho sent me; he tele-
graphed me to meet him at the Queen's Hotel; I thought I might as well go to the
Don to see him as see him at the Queen's ; I did go there; I did not got him off the
train at the Don. I went up to the Union Station; he did not say he did not want
to see me.

Q. Was it about 11 o'clock at night ?-Whatever time it got in ; I suppose it
would be. I did not stay very long with him.

Q. An hour ?-Oh, no.
Q. Half an hour ?-About half an hour.
Q. Did not you ask him anything about this matter ?-We may have talked a

little about it.
Q. You knew the libel said lie got the notes from Cotton ?-Yes; I did not ask

him.
Q. Did you think he had them ?-I did not think anything about it.
Q. You swear you never asked him whether he ever got the notes ?-I do.
Q. And you swear you had no suspicion one way or the other ?-I swear I never

asked him anything about it to my knowledge.
Q. Did you believe lie had or had not them ?-I had no opinion in the matter,

and had not curiosity enough to ask him; we were talking about different things; I
do not remember what was said about the suit.

Q. Is that the only talk ?-I think so.
Q. Never mentioned the suit on Satuday ?-It might have come up casually.
Q. Nothing said about what evidence he was going to give ?-Not that I am

aware of; I saw Mr. Cotton first on Sunday, where be stops, at the Parliament House;
I saw him there.

Q. Who went with you ?-Mr. Starrs and I went up to see wheth or Cotton had
arrived. We expected him up.
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Q. Had you intimation that ho was coming ?--I believed that he was expected
here for the trial on Monday.

Q. You seem to have known his haunts pretty well ?-That is always where he
stops.

Q. Had you any talk with him about this matter ?-It might have corne up.
Q. Did not ask him what he was going to prove ?-I did not. No conversation

at all. I knew the trial had been postponed to procure bis attendance. We had not
a word about what he was to prove. Never asked him what he was to prove. Did
not know what ho was going to prove more than you did. I am a newspaper man
myself. We have a very large circulation for a weekly newspaper.

Q. How much injury do you think this has done you ? Have you thought that
over ?-I do not know, I ain sure.

Q. What damages do you expect to get? I know your modesty is great ?-I
don't care as much about the damages as having my character vindicated. I think
it is an improper thing to have a man's tender withdrawn for money. That is the
view I took of it when Mr. Roger spoke to me.

Q. You had some expectations of getting this contract at one tirne ?-Yes.
Q. You thought it would have been a good thing if you had got it ?-Yes.
Q. Even at your prices ?-Yes.
Q. You were willing to have taken MacLean, Roger & Co. into partnership ?-

Yes.
Q. Why ?-Because they bad the plant. I would not give up iny Irsh Canadian.

I intended to run this. Did not intend to take it down to Ottawa. I would have
been able to take the contract whether I took them or not. I would have, perhaps,
had to pay for plant. $20,000 would put up an establishment that would do the work.
I thought I was in as good a position to take it then as they were when they first
got it. I have only the means which accrue from my paper.

Q. You would want a large staff, and a good many men ?-Yes.
Q. How did you propose to get on, suppose the contract was awarded to you ?-

I would put a man to superintend it for me.
Q. You thought you would have made money out of it in that way ?-Yes.
Q. You thought Mackintosh's tender ridiculously low ?-Not ridiculously low,

but I thought it was low. I thought he could not make much money out of it.
Q. Did you think those under you could make mach money out of it ?-I do not

know. There might have been a tenderer or two lower than mine that would have
paid, but it would be hard work. I thought Mackintosh's was too low.

Q. Will you say differently now from what you say here in this examination-
that they were so low you did not think they could do it ?-Yes; that is a very good
expression ; when one tenderer does net fulfil the conditions the next one cornes in.

Q. You seem to have been anxious to hold on in the hope that you would get the
contract ?-Yes.

Q. You thought the rest would come to time ?-Yes.
Q. You thought the contract a valuable one ?-Yes. I had no idea what I would

make out of it, but I thought it would be worth making an offer te get.
Q. When was it you abandoned any idea of getting it ?-On Monday.
Q. What time ?-Monday forenoon.
Q. Was it Monday forenoon you wrote that letter ?-It was.
Q. Was it on Monday forenoon you gave that letter te Cotton ?-It was.
Q. Did you ever sec it after Monday forenoon ?-I never saw it till it was pro-

duced here.
Q. How did you come to attend the meeting at O'Meara's Hotel ?-There was no

such meeting. It was on Monday, to the best of my recollection, that I withdrew.
Q. Did you not go to se@ Charlton at O'Meara's on Monday evenin i?-I swear

we were rot there at all. It was near noon-time the interview took plaee.
Q. Was it after yon had given the letter to Cottoi that yo had the interview at

which you, Cotton and Charlton were present, at O Meara's ?-It was before that
certainly. It was that day.

A. 1880
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Q. Are you sure about that ?-I am not quite certain. I think it was at O'Meara's
Sunday afternoon.

Q. Was that before or after you had given the letter to Cotton ?-I think that
took plaee before I gave the letter to Cotton, and I thiink (at was Monday morning.

Q. What date did you corne home? I was under the impression that I left
Ottawa either on Wediesday or Thursday forenoon. I know that I left by the morn-
ing train.

Q. Is that impression shaken now ?-1 would not swear positively the exact day.
I do not think it was so late as Friday. It may have been Trflusdayl foienoon.

Q. Wnlat were you doing all the time between Monday afternoon and Thursday
morning ?-Settling up little accounts.

Q. How came you at once to sign this withdrawal without any arrangement
about partership ?-I did not wish to sell out.

Q. How much were you informed you could get by selling ?-1 was not informed
what I could get; I was never told I could get $3,060. Neither Mr. Ioger mon-
tioned it or Mr. Charlton; Mr. Charlton is mistaken on that point.

Q. Who asked you to sign this letter ?-Nolperson.
Q. It was your own voluntary act ?-Yes.
Q. Was any suggestion made by Cotton ?-None, whatever.
Q. This was simply a voluntary gratuitous act on your part ?-Purely so.
Q. Although you thought it valuable, and although you thought there was a

chance in it ?-It was not valuable for me. Anything improper is not very valuable
for me.

Q. But the contract ?-The contract having been awarded to Mr. Mackintosh, I
thought it was time for me to send in my withdrawal. I knew lie had tendered for
it at small prices.

Q. Did it never occur to you that he might withdraw ?-Never occurred to me
one way or the other.

Q. Why did you think it was so important to get you out of the way if Mackintosh
did not withdraw ?-I did not think anything about it. I did not know that they
were anxious to get me out of the way.

Q. Although they were offering you a consideration for withdrawing ?-They
did not show much anxiety. They hinted very cautiously that I might make some-
thing out of it.

Q. What did you suppose Roger wanted you for when ho telegraphed you ?-I
did not know till I went down there. I presumed it was something about the
tender. I had made up my mind before I got his telegram from Ottawa. I think
I wrote to him that I intended to leave for Ottawa that night. Whether it was that
night I left or the following night, I do not know. I was under the impression that
I got to Ottawa on Sunday morning.

Q. You say here, " I think I arrived there on Saturday," ?-My impression is
that 1 arrived there on Sunday; perhaps it is Saturday.

Q. And Cotton appeared on the scene immediately ?-I had not seen him at all.
I think the first place I saw him was in Mr. Roger's house.

Q. What do you mean by this, "I think it was Cotton told me Roger wanted to
sce me " ?-I arm not quite ciear on that; perhaps it was.

Q. You may have seen Cotton on Saturday ?-Yes.
Q. And he may have gone with you to see Roger ?-No; I think I went up to

Mr. Roger alone.
Q. Did you go straight to Alderman Starrs 'house when you got there, or go

somewhere else first ?-I went straight to Alderman Starrs' house.

Q. When you were leaving the place, what did you say ?-I think that after I

stated what I would do, Mr. Charlton said ho would talk the matter over with Mr.

Cotton, and I said I would have nothing to do with it, but they might do as they
liked.

Q. That is not the account you gave when you were examined ?-I think so
now,
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Q. "I leave it to you to do as you think best." Was not that it?-I swear that
I did not say that. I am positive about what I said; I recollect it distinctly. Mr.
Charlton said, " Mr. Cotton and I will talk the matter over," and I said, " you
can do as you please in the matter; I will have nothing to do with it at all.

Q. You were not saying it in the sense of saying one thing and meaning
another ?-I meant what I said.

Q. On the occasion of his hinting at your withdrawal, you had a talk about this
partnership ?-Yes.

Q. You were anxious to get back this cheque of Starrs ?-I was.
Q. You seem to have remained there a good while about it. Why did not you

give it direct to Starrs, without having it sent to Toronto ?-I did not know that ho
would give it to me at once, so I wanted to have it sent to Toronto.

Q. How often did you propose partnership; more than once ?-Only once to
Mr. Roger, I think.

Q. Are you quite sure about that ?-Quite sure about that.
Q. Did you propose a partnership to Charlton ?-I think that was mentioned.
Q. You were anxious to have got a partnership from them ?-If I got the con.

tract, I was willing to take a third interest.
Q. At the time you withdrew your tender, you did not know whether Mackintosh

had given security or not ?-I did not.
Q. Did it ever occur to you that your tender would be of no value after Mackintosh

had got the contract ?-No ; that never occurred to me.
Q. Was your recollection always as good about the time of your departure from

Ottawa as it is now ?-I think so.
Q. You now think you remained two or three days in Ottawa after you gave the

letter ? - I do not know as I did.
Q. You now think you left on the Thursday morning ?-It might have been

Wednesday.
Q. You certainly did not leave Monday morning ?-No.
Q. It is certain now that on the 21st you wrote this letter and gave it to Cotton ?-

Yes. (Letter read.) That was a mistake in that letter.
Q. I t is a mistake that you wrote this on the day of your departure ?-That is a

mistake.
Q. But the mistake consists in your putting it the 21st.-I could not swear

positively what day I left, but I am quite sure it was by the half-past ten train.
Q. What is the mistake there ?-" To close the matter up, I wrote the following

letter on my departure." That is a mistake. I am quite clear I wrote the letter on
the 21 st. It was Monday ; that is the reason that I remember it.

Q. Did you see Mr. Cotton after you gave him the letter of withdrawal?-I did.
I did not ask him if he gave it to Hartney. Had no conversation on the subject of
this letter.

Q. Why did you entrust it to Cotton ?-He said he was going up that way.
Q. Did you have curiosity to go and see how the matter of the tenders stood

before you left ?-I learned that on the Monday morning.
Q. Did you go to ask whether or not Mackintosh had accepted the contract ?-I

did not ask whether he had accepted it.
Q. How often did you see Cotton ?-I saw Cotton frequently during my visit

to Ottawa.
Q. You never had the curiosity to ask him whether ho had delivered your letter ?

-I did not.
Q. You have less curiosity than I should have thought you would have had.-

No reply.

Re-examined
I am quite certain 1 left on the morning train, and did not leave later than

Thursday. Mr. Charlton has made a mistake in saying that he saw me on the Par-
iuamentary grounds thon. I do not know Mr. Hope.4o



Q. Did you know Mr. Charlton except in this way ?-Yes. I was introduced to
Mr. Charlton, although he seems to forget it, some months before that at the Western
Station, near the Post Office. Mr. Charlton seems to bave forgotten it. 1 never
saw the man J. C. Boyce to my knowledge.

Q. Did you know that these were bogus tenders ?-I did not.Q. lad you any reason to suspect that ?-1 had not.Q. The contract had been awar'ded to Mackntos.h, and you thought it would
have been awarded to all these others before you. That is your knowledge at that
time ?-Yes.

Q. Did Charlton say that he was authorized by Roger to make that offer to
you ?-He did not. I knew of no connection between them. They did not exhibit
inuch anxiety.

yn Rejoinder

MICHAEL STARRS, recalled-I look at memorandum book.
Q. When did you make that entry ?-The date speaks for itself. I could not

swear when I did make it. That relates to these notes. I have already admitted
that in my evidence.

Q. That "dis " means disecounted ?-Yes ; I guess that is put there when the
notes were discounted.

Q. Opposite the thrce first notes are written the syllable 4 dis. " ?-Yes.
Q. Another entry here, " lent money," opposite Cotton's name ?-That is my

handwriting. That is really lent ; thut is right, sir.

Cross-examined:-
This is really lent money, and these are the names of the men to whom I lent.

When it is rcturned 1 scratch it out. This is not an entry similar to that.

JOHN CHARLEs RoGER, recalled:-
Q. It is said in the evidence you gave a suit of elothes to Mr. Cotton ?-I did.
Q. What was your reason ?-Mr. Catton led me to oelieve that he had no interest

whatever.
McCarthy, Q.C., objects.
Q. What did he say to you;at the completion of the negotiation did Cotton

make any statement as to his interest in the matter ?-No.
Q. When was it you gave him the suit of clothes ?-Imrnediately, the same day.
Q. Did he say anything thon about his interest in the matter ?-I gave him the

suit of clothes the same day, as we walked up from O'Mara's. He said that the
matter was with Boyle altogether, and that he had done for me what ho had accused
me of not doing.

Bethune, Q.G., and McCarthy, Q.C., address the jury.

Charge,-Gentlemen of the jury,-I am very sure you will wish that I shall
compress my remarks into as short a space as possible, and I mean to do so, and in a
great measure for the reason that both coansel have stated to you very accurately
that there is no kind of action which can better be tried by a jury-which more
belongs to a jury to pass upon-than this; in other words, it is entirely for you to
say whether what the plaintiff complains Of is libel or no libel. Whatever may be
the result of this action as regards the parties, there is no one, I think, who has heard
the evidence which has been brought ont yesterday and to day, who will not say that a
great public good will probably result from it. Probably we shall find that means
will be adopted which will prevent the practice which appears to have prevailed for
a long time, of procuring contracts by tenders, and tenders invitel from irresponsible
persons who do not care what becomes of their tenders, and therefore willing to sell
them, from being carried on in future. I was sorry to hear from counsel that the
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question seens to have already engaged the attention of Parliament, and it seemed
-at last questionable whether any means at all could be found, but at all events we
will hope that this trial will bring home very decidedly and conclusively to the
attention of Parlianent and Government that there exists a very great public reason
why some alteration should be made in the practice which has hitherto prevailed.

This case does not involve any politics, and I wish to rermind you of that. And
you ought not to feel that you have anything to do with the question of whether the
defendants are a public corporation who have great influence throughout the
Dominion. You must deal with the case as the case of one man seeking redress
against another for a libel. A libel has been defined to be any publication which
tends to bring a man into publie disgrace. A man may often say or write a
thing which, although imputing a crime or a misdemeanor, or something to another,
yet will not submit him to any liability, because it may be spoken on an occasion
which justifies, and if there had been nothing further here than the publications of
the Globe issued on the 11th and 19th November, probably the plaintiff could not
have asked you to say that the defendants had been guilly of any wrong. In other
words, there was an occasion in which circumstances were mentioned which called
for grave public disapprobation on the part of anyone following the employment of
a public journalist. It was his privilege and his duty to stigmatize the facts which
appear to have been brought to him in the strongest manner. I should have had no
hesitation in rulingthat if the libels were only those contained in the newspapers of the
11th and 19th, there was no libel at all, because there was a perfectly just .rerson for
the dicsussion, for it was not shown that the articles were not honestly written by
the defendant. Plaintiff complains that after the charge was made, the defendants
were not willing to accept the denial of the plaintiff. Plaintiff denied the charge,
and the plaintiff suggested that he would have been satisfied with it, and the only
thing which justifies his appearance in Court to-day is the publications of the 25th
and 26th.

It is for you to say what those publications mean. I shall not trouble you with
repeating all those publications; but I will read one or two to you, in order to
illustrate what I mean to refer to as to the way in which the plaintiff sets out his
case. He sets out two counts, in one of which he sets out the libels, what he calls
libels, interspersing them at suitable places with inuendos, which lie says these libels
bear. (Reads.) Plaintiff says that these libels mean that ho simply tendered for the
purpose of inducing some other tenderer who had command of greater means, and
would be more likely to be able to command the tender, for the corrupt purpose of
betng bought off. When you come to look at the libels, it will be for you to say
what they are. You will say whether that is the fair meaning to be deduced from
the language which has been used; whether the plaintiff is right in that, or whether
the view which the defendants put forward with considerable ingenuity is correct,
in which they say that they do got mean to charge him with receiving the money,
but that the money was paid for the withdrawal of his tender. In another statement,
of the charge the plaintiff says, "I do not care what the libels mean, as I have set
them out: I simply copy them all out, and lay them before the jury, and ask them
to say what they mean, apart from any sense I put upon them; " and he aaks you to
say that they are in themselves libels.

It is for you to say whether, looking at the publications alone, or with the,
meanings which the plaintif attaches to them, whether they are libels. Defendants
deny publication : deny that they were actuated by any malice in publishing these
statements; and, in the second plea, defendants say that the libels, apart from the
meanings which the plaintiff has chosen to attach to them, are true.

T have held that there is evidence before you of malice. There are two things-
wlhich you have to be satisfied of in a case of this kind : first, that there is malice,

ad, secondly, of publication. The publication of these documents is a:nmitted. J
bave toldyou ithat there is evidence of malice arisifgg from the fact that, after thie
denials written by Mr. Boyle were sent to the defendants, they continued to pablish
charges respecting him; that is, if they ear the meaning the plaintif says theT
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mean. You may attach what weight you like to that; you may say that it is not malice
at all; you may say these articlea do not contain any charge which is injurious or
defammatory to Mr. Boyle. The defendants undertake to e8tablish the second plea,
and that is the one in respect of which all the evidence has been given; that is, that
the meaning given to the libels which are charged were and are true in substance
and in fact. 1 think it is better for a judge not to express any opinion as to whether
there bas been a libel or not; but I think I ought to tell you, in view of the conten-
tion which the defendants' counsel had urged to you so strongly, that the meaning of
these articles as we have them is plainly to charge Mr. Boyle with having committed
corruption. However, you may not pay the slightest attention to that. You may
simply find that it was paid to Cotton in the manner desbribed, and that that was all
they intended -to charge, and that they did not iitend to charge Mr. Boyle at all. In
the Globe of the 22nd,-they refer to the fact that they think that Mr. Boyle's denial
is not a square denial. I will leave you to say whether it is se in fact. You will
read his denial. You will consider the evidenco; and both couusel have discussed it
to a full extent. It will be for you to say upon the evidence whethor that article
means to charge a corrupt knowledge on Mr. Boyle's part, that the moncy was
actually paid, or that it was just paid into Mr. Cotton's hands by Mr. Charlton. That
is the article of the 25th, and there is another article in the 27th. (His Lordship
reads it.) Consider that, and say what it fairly neans. Does it mean to charge Mr.
Boyle with any corrupt knowledge, or does it simply mean to say that the noney
was merely paid to Cotton ? If you come to the conclusion that that is the meanirig
which is fairly to be attached to the libel, find a verdict for defendants. But if, on
the other hand, you come to the conclusion that the libel, so called, charges corrupt
knowledge on Mr. Boyle's part, and that the defendants have not provod their plea
as they put it, then the verdict will be for plaintiff.

Defendants say that this money was paid to Mr. Cotton as agent for Mr. Boyle;
that ho was acting as Mr. Boyle's agent really in receiving the money, and handing
over the withdraval of the tender, and there has been a great deal of evidence given
to lead you tothat conclusion, consisting of the intimacy which seems to have existed
between Messrs. Cotton, iioyle and Charlton, and Mr. Starrs. Defendants ask you to
infer from the evidence which they have given, connection between Boyle and this
gentlemen, that they must have told him of what had occurred with reference to this
tender, and that the tender was really given, notwithstanding what lias been said to
the coutrary, for the purpose of being handed over to MacLean, Roger & Co., to
procure the payment by them of the sum which they had mentioned. I am assuming
at present that Mr. Boyle was not connected in it. I think such a transaction was
never heard of, except one. I never beard evidence of a more shamefal character
than this.

The contention of Mr. Boyle is that he simply sent in the tender honestly,
desiring to tender. He was not able to do it certainly without assistance, according
to his own account. Ie withdrew it, and ho says bonestly, upon learning that Mr.
Mackintosh, whose tender was the lowest, had been accepted. He says he knew noth-
ing of the way in which Mr. Cotton had treated his tender. H1e says that Mr. Cotton,
upon receiving his tender, formed the scoundrelly design of making use of
it simply instead of simply handing it to Mr. Hartney, that he made use
of it by dealing with MacLean, Rogers & Co., as if he was coming from Mr. Boyle,
and authorized to treat for the withdrawal upon consideration. That is the way
plaintiff says Cotton made use of that tender. He says, so far as he was concerned it

was simply handed to Cotton to be delivered to Hartney Is that a true and correct

account of the transaction, or is the account which the defendants put forward the

correct one ? That Boyle was mixed up, and Cotton was acting with his knowledge,
consent and privity in receiving this money as a consideration for giving up his
tender. I see no real object in discussing this question further. A word upon

damages. That is a matter altogether for you. I do not think it is a case in which tley
should be large,certainly not vindictive. Mr. Boyle simply says that le desires to vindi-

eate his character, and they should not be large. Apart from the fact that the de-
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fendants continued to publish the accusation, there does not appear to be any want
of good faith iii publishing it. They seem really to have believed the charge, and from
the evidence given here to-day-although that will not warrant you in flnding a
verdict for detndants-there was certainly the very gravcst reason for suspicion, and
we proiably might, many of us, unless we had gone over the matter very hurriedly,
have come to the same conclusion that the defendants did, that the plaintiff was
mixed u) iii it in some way. I refer to that because it shows that the defendants
were not actuated by any Feeling of malice against the plaintiff in writing as they did
about him, and I will finish by saying that you are not bound to find actual malice.
So far as this libel is concerned, the law says that malice is to be presumed if there
is a publicaLion made concerning a man which tends to bring him into public infamy
and disgrace. Tbey a re not protected in this case on account of their privilege. They
have aceused Mr. Boyle in this case of having corruptly received money. That of
itself is evidence which you may consider upon the question of legal malice, and
having disposed of the question of legal malice, and having disposed of the question
of damages, Ithink 1 shall leave you to consider.

Bethune, Q. C.-I ask your Lordship to tell them if they find for defendants they
need not find any damages.

Osler, P.--I take it they are intelligent enough for that.

The Jury retire.

Bethune, Q. C.-I object to your Lordship having expressed the opinion you did
If the instruction should be wrong, I wish to have the benefit of it.

The jury retirn a verdict for the defendants.

Certified correct,

M. FISK JOHNSTON,
Reporter.

6 llarbord-St., Toronto, March 11th, 1880.
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THE REPORT
0F TUE

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEE
ON

IMMIGRATION AND OOLONIZATION.

IloulE OF COMMONs, THURSDAY, 12th February, 1880.

Resolved,-That Select Standing Committeesi of this House, for the present
Session, be appointed for the following purposes, viz.:-

1. On Privileges and Elections.

2. On Expiring Laws.

3. On iRailways, Canals and Telegraph Lines.

4. On Miscellaneous Private Bills.

5. Oa Standing Orders.

6. On Printing.

7. On Public Accounts.

8. On Banking and. Commerce.

9. On Immigration and Colonization, which said Committees shall severally be em-

powered to examine and inquire into al such matters and things as may be
referred to them by the House; and to report from time to time their obser-

vations and opinions thereon; with power to send for persons, papers and

records.
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THURSDAY, 19TE FEBRUARY, 1880.

Ordered,-That Mr. Arkell,
Mr. Bain,
Mr. Barnard,
Mr. Béchard,
M1r. Benoit,
Mr. Bolduc,
Mr. Borden,
Mr. Brecken,
Mr. Bunster,
Mr. Burnham,
Mr. Cameron (Huron),
Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Cimon,
Mr. Cockburn (Muskoka),
Mr. Coupal,
Mr. Dawson,
Mr. DeCosmos,
Mr. Dugas,
Mr. Elliott,
Mr. Farrow,
Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Fitzsimmons,
Mr. Flynn,
Mr. Fortin,
Mr. Fulton,
Mr. Girouard (Kent),
Mr. Grandbois,
Mr. Hesson,
Mr. Houde,
Mr. Hluntington,
Mr. Hurteau,
Mr. Jones,
Mr. Kaulbaeh,
Mr. King,
Mr. Lane,
Mr. LaRue,
Mr. Little,

do compose the said Committee on
Quorum do consist of Nine Members.

Ordered,-That Mr. Macdonald (Kings),
Mr. McDonald (C.Breton)
Mr. McDonald (Victoia,

N.B.),
Mr. Macdonell (Lanark),
Mr. Mclnnes,
Mr. McLeod,
Mr. McRory,
Mr. Merner,
Mr. Mongenais,
Mr. Montplaisir,
Mr. Muttart,
Mr. O'Connor,
Mr. Olivier,
Mr. Orton,
Mr. Paterson (Brant),
Mr. Patterson (Essex),
Mr. Pinsonneault,
Mr. Pope (Compton),
Mr. Rogers,
Mr. Routhier,
1fr. Royal,
Mr. Ryan (Marquitte),
Mr. Schultz,
Mr. Shaw,
Mr. Smith (Selkirk),
Mr. Sproule,
Mr. Stephenson,
Mr. Tassé,
Mr. Thompson (Cariboo),
Mr. Trow,
Mr. Wade,
Mr. White (Eastings),
Mr. White (Renfrew),
Mr. Wright, and
Mr. Yeo-(72)-

Immigration and Colonization, and that the

Attest. A. PATRioK,
Clerk of the House.

WEDNESDAY, 24m MARCH, 1880-

Ordered,-That the said Committee have leave to employ the services of a short-
hand writer.

Attest. A. PATRIOK,
Clerk of the louse.
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REPORT.

The Select Standing Committee on Immigration and Colonization respectfully
submits its Report for the Session of 1880.

The Committee confined the enquiries to Immigration, the Cattle Trade, and to
written evidence on Canadian Phosphates.

Mr. John Lowe, of the Department of Agriculture, furnished statistical and
other information on Immigration; Mr. J. P. Wiser, M.P., Mr. Timothy Coughlin,M.P., and Mr. John Lowe were examined upon the Cattle Trade; Mr. Il. M. lowe
Consulting Engineer of The Oxford, Nielsel Copper Company, supplied information,
in a written form, upon the Mining of Phosphates. The statement of oach will be
found appended to this Report.

From the evidence of Mr. Lowe, the Committee finds that the immigrants who
came in 1879, vid the seaports, numbered 30,717, and those by the frontier ports,
9,775.

The number of immigrants who arrived during the last year, and who wore
reported by Immigration Agents as having stated their intention to settle in Canada,
was as follows:-

A t Quebec...................... .. ................................... 11,817
At Suspension Bridge................................................ 7,565
At Halifax..................................................... 3,430
At Manitoba, settlers entering at ports other than those

above mentioned............................ . 7,905
Reported with settlers' goods by Custom Houses...... ...... 9,775

Total................................. ...... 40,492

This number shows an increase of 10,685 over 1878.
The immigrants of last year were principally farmers and agricultural laborers

The number of mechanics that entered at Quebec, the only port where a record was
kept, was 923. Clerks and traders, as a class, have almost ceased to cone.

There has been a general decrease in expenses connected with immigration, with
the exception of the item of transportation from Quebec. That item has not decreased
owing to the largely increased number who are transported to places of settlement.
As respects expenses, the passenger warrant commissions were, in 1872, $17,000;
in 1873, $53,000; in 1874, $67,000; in 1876, $64,000; in 1877, $7,000 ; in 1878,
$10,000; and in 1879, the sum of $12,000, but $7,000 of this did not refer to the
calendar year of 1879. During the present year it is ordered that no commissions
shall be paid.

The salaries of Special Agents were in round numbers as follows: in 1872,
$40,000; iii 1873, 70,000; in 1874, $60,000; in 1875, $61,000; in 1876, $51,000; in
1877, $37,000 ; in 1878, $32,000; and in 1879, $8,000. This last sum was for salaries
for the first months of 1879. In March that year all the Special Agents were recalled.

The Permanent Agents are located at London and Liverpool, England; Belfast
and Dublin, Ireland; and Glasgow, Scotland.

All the old forms of assisted passages opened to laborers and mechanics were
cancelled last spring The alteration was a restrictive one. The forms of assisted
Passages retained for 1880 are for agricultural laborers and their families and female
domestics only. At one time the passage money was £4 15s. sterling, but it is now
£5. There is an assisted passage for female domestic servants at £4, covering the
whole passage. The £5 passage money is returned to the Government after a cer-
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tain period. The total number of agricultural laborers who came to Quebec on £5
passages, during the last year, was 7,135.

It was found that a number of undesirable immigrants were brought to this
country by competing steamboat companies that had lowered the passage rates.
That kind of immigration was immediately stopped when brought to the notice of
the Minister of Agriculture.

The Government has made arrangements with steamboat companies whereby
the agricultural laborers can obtain assisted passages on application and after making
a declaration of their intention to remain in Canada. Mr. Lowe brought to the
notice of the Committee the fact that a great mistake was made in supposing that
all that cross at Sarnia emigrate to the United States, as those who go to Manitoba
by the all-rail route cross at that point, and others at the terminus of the Great
Western or Canada Southern Railways. It was also stated that some 10,000 from
the United States entered settlers' effects at frontier ports.

Mr. Lowe explained the course adopted by the Government in inviting the
tenant farmers of Great Britain to send delegates to Canada, for the purpose of in-
sp)ecting the country as a field for emigration. Circulars were sent to different
districts, and if a certain number of bond fide tenant farmers met together, the
Dominion Agent who attended the meeting stated that he had authority to say that
one of their number might go to Canada and the Government would pay all necessary
expenses. As the result of this method, seventeen well-known and responsible
gentlemen visited Canada, at an expense to the Government of $11,000. The reports
of the delegates, on their return to Great Britain, were very favorable to
Canada. They stated that the country is one to which tenant farmers might
emigrate with the certainty of improving their circumstances. The publicity
given to these reports through English papers was enormous. No system
of advertising, in so short a time, could have placed before the public
of Great Britain the resources and advantages which Canada offers to intending
immigrants. As the result of this wide spread information, enquiries are made as to
the best means of employing capital at Winnipeg and other places, and also in what
localities in the older provinces tenant farmers with means can purchase good farms,
wbere the surroundings are similar to those that would be left behind. At one time
reduced passages formed the chief inquiry. Mr. Annand, in London, and Mr. Dyke, in
Liverpool, receive from 50 to 100 letters daily making enquiries about the North-
West, based upon the reports of the delegates. These facts seem to warrant the
assertion that a very much larger immigration of the class of tenant farmers and men
of means will take place than ever before. The reports of the different delegates
were collected by Mr. Lowe and published in pamphlet form for circulation in Lireat
Britain.

Madame TonKærber was formerly employed as an emigration agent in
Switzerland. She thinks the present is a very favorable time to invite delegates to
this country from Switzerland. It is her opinion that special efforts should be made
to secure a share of the large emigration which is now taking place from Germany.
No objection is made by the German Government to the circulation of pamphlets con-
taining information respecting Canada, but any advocacy or open propagandism of emi-
gration is strictly prohibited. A num ber of " Propositions " were submitted by Madame
VonKærber, in connection with which the Committee would respectfully make the
following suggestion, that the Minister of Agriculture confer with Sir Alexander
Galt, and desire him to ascertain if the "Propositions " of Madame VonKærber,
submitted to this Committee, are in accord with the views of the German and Swiss
Governments, respecting emigration to Canada. The Committee would also recom-
mend the circulation in Germany of pamphlets and other literature refering to the
re«ources of the Dominion of Canada printed in the German language.

The Committee was desirous of obtaining information about the circulation of
immigration pamphlets in Great Britain and other countries, and summoned Mr.
Lowe with that object. 50,000 copies of a pamphlet called " The Handy-book for
XEmigrants " have been ordered by the Department of Agriculture, a great number of
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which have been circulated through the London Office in England, and by Members
of Parliament in Canada. There was also issued during the year a French pamphlet
on the Lake St. John and Saguenay District, of which 26,500 were printed. There
was no order in the Department of Agriculture for a pamphlet published by Mr.
Peter Mitchell; a number of copies were sent to the Department in an irregular way,
but it was found they contained advertisements of American railway companies. The
Department returned these pamphlets; only 300 or 400 had been received, some of
which had been distributed in error.

It has been observed that American Land Companies circulate very largely in
the Dominion and the United Kingdom maps, posters and pamphlets. It is beleved
that a very large share of the emigration to the United States is secured by means of
the maps and posters referred to. The Committee with the object of insuring a larger
immigration into Canada, recommends the advisability of publishing a necesssary
quantity of good mounted maps of the Dominion of Canada in conjunction with an
enlarged map of Manitoba and the North-West, containing on the margin the
necessary information respecting the country, and that such maps should be judici-
ously distributed throughout this country and wherever it is thought proper in
Europe.

In connection with the cattle trade, the evidence of Mr. Lowe, who visited the
London and Liverpool markets last Christmas, will be of interest to those engaged
in the trade. A great variety of cattle was son by Mr. Lowe which brought prices
ranging from £30 to £40 sterling per head. With respect to Canadian cattlo. the
kind we have hitherto shipped have not been sufficiently large, except those sent by
specially large cattle feeders and breeders. Their cattle bring £30 a head, but the
ordinary cattle realize only £15 or £16. The Polled Angus or Aberdeen cattle sell
for the bighest price in the English markets. A letter from Mr. Henry D. Adamson,
of Aberdeen, Scotland, showing the superiority of the Aberdeen cattle for breeding

purposes, is attached to Mr. Lowe's evidence and will be found interesting by cattle
breeders. The cattle trade between Canada and Great Britain hum increased
enormously. While in Liverpool, Mr. Lowe learned that the importation of cattle
from the United States had fallen off last year about 4,635 at that port alone. This
is &wing to the slaughter clause scheduling the United States cattle and compelling
them to be slaughtered at the port of entry.

Mr. J. P. Wiser, M.P., was among the first to engage in the cattle trade with'
Great Britain. His experience in the trade warrants him in stating that the export-
ing of cattle will pay when good cattle are sent. Canadian cattle bring as high a
price as English, Scotch and Irish cattle of the same quality. If Scotch cattle were
subjected to the same hardships before reaching England, they would Lot bear the
passage as well as ours.

The average price received in England for cattle weighing 1,200 lbs. is 8 126.
Cattle weighing less than 1,200 lbs. are of no use for the English market foir beef.
The average cost of freight from Western Ontario to England is about $32.50, but
from the Lower Provinces the figure is less, owing to the fact that the railway
carriage to the place of shipment is short. The insurance upon cattle is paid upon
the value in England. It is the opinion of Mr. Wiser that a market for young cattle

will eventually be opened in England as feeders in that country find the supply is
becoming less.

Mr. Timothy Coughlin, M.P., has shipped largely to England, and agreed with

Mr. Wiser's statement, with the exception of that portion of hi8 evidence relating to
the shipment of hogs. Mr. Coughlin found that hogs did not pay last year in the

English market. Sheep did better and were more remunerative. The average cost

of sheep in Western Ontario is about $6 per head for sheep of 150 lbs. weight.
These are worth from 45 to 50 shillings in the markets in England. In buying
sheep, Leicesters, Cotswolds and South Downs are selected. as they make the best

quality of mutton. The freight of sheep runs from 6 to 10 shillings .a head on the

ocean, and on the railway about $60 a car load.
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The following extract from the Imperial Trade and Navigation Return shows
the value of live cattle, sheep and pigs imported by Great Britain during the last twTo
years :-

1878............£7,454,482. 1879............£7,070,392.

The evidence herewith appended is submitted as a part of the report of the
Committee.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM MCDONALD, Chairman.

COMMITTEE RooM, HOUSE OF CoMMoNs,
OTTAWA, 3rd May, 1880.

March 19th, 1880.
The Committee met.

Mr. JoHN LoWE, Secretary of the Department of Agriculture and Immigration,
called and examined:

By the Chairman:
Q. What was the nature and extent of immigration to Canada last year ?-The

figures relating to immigration to Canada last year were published in the last Annual
Report of the Department. The numbers of those who came from points beyond the
sea, vid the sea ports of the. Dominion or the Suspension Bridge, were 30,717; but
there were, in addition to these, 9,775 settlers who entered at the frontier ports, the
numbers of whom are obtained in connection with their entries of settlers' effects as
free goods at the Custom Houses. As respects the nature of the immigration, the
class who came to this country last year was principally that of agricultural laborers
and agriculturalists. The immigration of professional men, clerks and traders has
almost ceased, and the number of mechanics who entered at the Port of Quebec last
year was only 923.

Q. Were there any regulations introduced rospecting assisted passages "f a
nature to increase the influx of, indigent persons from towns, or with a view to,
restricting undesirable immigration ?-Probably in answering that question I shall
enable the Committee more clearly to understand the matter, if I say that since the
year 1872 there were assisted passages open to laborers, to mechanies, to servant
girls, and to other persons who could make a certain declaration. That continued
until the spring of the present year, when all the old forms were cancelled, except
with respeet to female domestic servants, and another form substituted which applies
to agriculturalists and those intending to follow the occupation of farming. The
alteration was a restrictive one.

By M Farrow :
Q. Will you state at what rates these assisted passages were ?-Previously the

passage was £4 15s.; it has now been altered to £5. But there is another assisted
passage for female domestic servants at £4.

Q. What guarantee have you that these parties, after receiving assisted passages
here, will stay in Canada ?-Their declaration to settle in Canada.

Q. That is all ?-Yes.
Q. Do you think that is sufficicent ?-I tbink it is as regards the classes of persons

who get assisted passages.
Q. Do you think that none of those who get assisted passages here go to the

United States ?-I will not say that none go; but I do not think the percentage of
those who do go is considerable.

Q. Are you aware that some have gone ? Have you been told and do you know
of your own ik nowledge that some have gone ?-I do not know it directly; but I have
heard that some have gone.

Q. Does the £5 cover the whole passag ?-Yes.
6
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By the Chairman:
Q. Rave the changes in policy increased or decreased expenses during

the period you have named since 1872 ?-There has been a general decrease
of expenses, except in the item of transportation from Quebec. That item
has not decreased owing to the largely increased number-the number lias
nearly doubled-of immigrants, that have been taken from Quebec to
Ontario. Of the expenditure incurred, however, in the transporation of im-
migrants from Quebec to Toronto, Ontario bears a proportion of two-thirds
and the Dominion Government a proportion of one-third, under an agreement which
has existed between the two Departments since 1872, and which is now going on as
respects agricultural laborers and their families and female domestie servants only.
The Special Agents were al] recalled by the present Minister, which, of course, has
made a very large reduction in the expenditure under that head. The commissions
which were formerly paid to agents have also been entirely stopped. As respects
the question of comparison of expenses incident to change of policy, I shall probably
best auswer it by giving the figures under the heads of commissions and agents'
salaries within the period named. I give the figures in round numbers for shortness.
The nassenger warrantcommissions were, in 1872, $17,000; in 1873, $53,000; in 874,
$67,600; in 1875, $67,0JO; in 1876, $64,000 ; in 1877, $7,000; in 1878, $10,000; in
1879, the sum of $12,000 was paid, but $7,000 of this amount did not refer to that
calendar year. During the present year it is ordered that no commissions whatever
shall be paid. The larger figures in the three last years, as I have before explained in
evidence, were entirely owing to the large immigration of agricultural la borers who at
that time were so much desired and sought after. Those commissions subsequently fel
off; and during the present year have entirely ceased, as none are paid whatever. The
salaries of Special Agents were, again, in round numbers, in the years I have already
mentioned, as follov: 1872, $40,000; 1873, 870,000; 1874, $60,000 ; 1875, 661,000;
1876, $5 L,000 ; 1877, $37,000 ; 1878, $32.000 ; and 1879, $8,000. Tbis sum was for
the first months of that year. ln March of that year all the sperial Agents were
recalled. There are permanent agencies, at the ports of London, Liverpool,
Belfast, Glasgow and Dublin.

Q. With reference to the arrangement between Ontario and the Dominion Gov-
ernment, and the manner in which the £5 is made up-Onitario ontributing
two-thirds and the Dominion Government one third-is there any unierstandng as
to where the immigrants are to settle-I suppose Ontario contributing two-thirds
would be desirous that the immigrants should settle in that Province?-No; it is the
inland passage to which Ontario contributes two-thirds; the ocean passage is entirely
an arrangement of the Dominion Government, and the £5 is paid entirely by the
Government; but in reply to the second part of the question, I may say that Ontario
does look very sharply after the placing of the immigrants of whose passage money
inland the Province pays a proportion.

By Mr. Rogers:
Q. Does Ontario pay a portion of the £5 or of the £1 15s. passages ?-The £4

15s. passages are now donc away with; the rate for agricultural laborers to Qvebec
is now £5. The Ontario dovernment pays no part of the ocean passage. The £5
is paid wholly by the immigrant. But, as I have endeavoured to explan, the Ontario

Government pays two-thirds of the passage money of that class of immigrants from

the port of Quebec to Toronto; after wNhich it pays their passages to the point of

destination or settlement. Another of the assisted passages, that is now the onlv
one. is for the elass of female domestic servants, of which there is always found to be a

want, the supply being never equal to the demand; and for that class of immigrants

a special rate £4 is fixed, the Ontario Government in the same way paying two-thirds

of their passage from Quebec.

By Mr. Oliver :
Q. Who pays the other one-third-Quebec ?-Quebec did act under precisely the

same arrangement as Ontario since 1872; but during the summer Of last year notice
7
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was receive from the Quebec Government, stating that they would withdraw from
the arrangement.

By Mr. Besson:
Q. Is this sum of £5 paid by the emigrant ?-Yes.
Q. What does the Government pay to the ship-owners ?-That is a confidential

arrangement and has been confidential with the steamship-owners from 1872.
Q. In what way is it entered in the public accounts ?-It appears in the publie

accounts as so much paid for commissions or so much paid for warrants.
Q. That you say is a confidential arrangement ?-Yos.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant) :
Q. The policy of the Department forbids you answering the question as to the

terms of the arrangement ?-That arrangement has continued in force since 1872.
It was first entered into when Mr. Pope was Minister of Agriculture, and was con.
tinued after a very careful examination had been made into all the circumstances
when Mr. Letellier became Minister of Agriculture and Mr. Mackenzie the Premier.

Q. Are you at liberty to state any reasons which led to that decision ?-There
are objections to publishing the terms of the agreement. It is one which is in the
interest of the country.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. I should not think a great deal of help is given to emigrants, because the or-

dinary advertisements announce as cheap passages ?-Not quite £6 6s. is the regular
rate.

Q. I think passages were advertised at $26 ?-That might have been. There
was a competition last fall between the steamship companies and a rate was adver-
tised to bring passengers out for £3 10s. sterling. The Dominion Line first advertised
that rate, and then the Allan Line followed offering it for their fortnightly steamers.
The effect was to bring a considerable number of undesirable immigrants during last
fall; but that was stopped upon representations being made by the Department to
both companies.

Q. I should judge, then, that the Allan Line are making a pretty good thing out
of the Dominion Government ?-They think otherwise.

By Mr. Chairman :
Q. (an you tell us who are the agents in Europe who are allowed to judge as to

what emigrants shall receive assistance ?-The assisted form is issued froin the Lon-
don Ofice by the London Agent.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. The individual makes the application ?-The individual intending to emigrate

makes the application, and it is granted if the conditions stated in the form are com-
plied with.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. Then the applications must go through the London Office ?-That has been

the practice.
Q. I know a hard working man, who when he wanted to come out here could not

get an assisted passage, and who, when he got to Quebec, had to work his way up to
Ontario ?-It is probable that many persons apply who do not get the assisted
passage.

Q. Thon there is partiality in this matter; I thought you said that from 1872
until a little while ago all classes of persons desiring to emigrate received assisted
passages ?-No; J stated that from 1872 until the close of 1878 there were forms of
asbisted passages which would enable mechanies or laborers of any class whatever to
obtain that assisted passage. I stated further, that from. the commencement of the
year 1879 that that passage was restricted to agricultural laborers and their families
and them who intended to follow the avocation of agriculture. The old forms for
servant girls remained. There is no partiality.

Q. Why could not this man get assistance when he applied for it at Liverpool ?-
I cannot tell that; but I can say this, I was myself in Liverpool in the early part of
the month of Deeember last, and I saw in one of the steamship offices a large number

8
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of forms of application which were rejected on the ground that it was not advisable
to let the applicants come to Canada at that time.

By Mr. Cockburn (Muskoka) :
There are two rates of passage, I understand; one by cargo steamer and the other

by mail steamer; is it not £ more to come by mail steamer ?-The rate is
uniform, for those who use the Government form of application for assisted passages.
It is £5 for agricultural laborers and their families, and £4 for female domestic
servants. This is the rate for the coming season. At present thore is a rate of £5
5s. from Liverpool, vid Halifax, to Quebec, but I have not mentioned that as the season
is virtually over.

By Mr. Dawson:
Q. Is that sterling or currency ?-Sterling.

By Mr. Cockburn (Iuskoka):
Q. I saw a document last summer, which, if 1 read it rightly, said passage was

£4 by cargo steamers, but that the writer would recommend emnigrants to take the
mail steamer on which the passages were £1 more ?-I have not seen that; but
perhaps, the reference may be to the competition to which I have already referred,
which caused rates to be advertised at £3 10s.

Q. I infer from this that both cargo and mail steamers from Liverpool carry
'emigrants ?-Generally all the steamers carry immigrants.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. Did you continue your £5 rate, and did you still give assistance ?-We made

no change ; but a £5 rate cannot run against a £3 10s. rate. Any emigrant coming
out at that time would have taken the lower rate.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. That was not an assisted rate ?-No.
Q. How long does the Government contract with the steamship companies last Y

It is continued from year to year.
By the Chairman:

Q. An agricultural laborer with a small family of children pays £5 ?-£5 per
adult; on the ocean the adult age is eigbt years; children between eight and one are
half price; and infants under a year old are ten shillings sterling.

By Mr. Fal row :
Q. Are these rates bargained for yearly ?-The bargain or arrangement continues

from year to year.
Q. The Government can terminate this agreement at the end of the yoar if it

likes ?-Yes
Q. Do they ever ask other lines what they will carry passengers foi ? - We have

had negociations with all the lines afloat; and all the lines coming into the St. Law-
rence or to Dominion sea ports have precisely the saine arrangement as the Allan
Line and the Dominion Lino. We have an arrangement with the Anchor Line and
with the Temperley Line.

.By Mr. Arkell:
Q. Have you any assurance that parties receiving assisted passages will settle in

this country ; you might bring people here and they could go directly to the United
States; how do you guard against this ?-As i have already stated, there is nothing
but the declaration of the parties. Those who get the assisted passages are agricul-

tural laborers and servant girls; they are taken in hand by the Dominion Agent as

soon as they arrive at Quebec; and those who are to bo located in Ontario, are
distributed in the various counties and townships of Ontario under the direction and

by direct assistance of the Ontario Government after they touch the points where

there are Dominion Agents. Agricultural laborers and their families are not a

migratory class the same as mechanics. When a family of an agricultural labourer

gets settled anywhere in Canada they are not likely to move.
Q. But you cannot control them ?-No; but there is the fact that emigrants of

this class have neither the means nor inclination to go travelling about.
9
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By Mr. Farrow:
Q. I have not seen that form of declaration; have you a copy of it ?-I have

not brought a copy with me; but if the Committee desires it I can produce one.

By Mr. Cockburn (JMuskoka) :
Q. I do not know what the arrangement with Ontario is; but I recollect that

parties used to get a bonus after being in that province a certain time ?-That bonus
has been withdrawn entirely by the Ontario Government.

By the Chairman :
Q. Can you tell me the number of immigrants-agricultural laborers-who

tonk this £5 passage last year ?-The total number who came to Quebec upon the
payment o that passage money was about 7,135 last year.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant) :
Q. You do not mean that they are assisted to the extent of £5 a piece ?-No;

they paid their own passage; what the Government does is to make an arrangement
with the steamship companies whereby the agricultural laborers can obtain the
assisted passage upon application.

By Mr. Cockburn (M1fuskoka):
Q. The emigrant pays £5 for the passage ?-Yes; the arrangement under which

that passage is given is an agreement between the Government and the steamship
companies.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. -Does the Committee understand you to say that the Government have made

special rates with the Allan Line, and that those rates are the best they can make
after communication with other lines ?-They are the best rates that eau be made, but
they are not special to the Allan Line; they are common to all the lines coming into
Canadian waters.

Q. And the arrangement is continuous ?-It has been continued since 1872.
Q. Is it desirable to continue that arrangement ?-Of course that is a question

of policy; I think, however, that the arrangements are very good indeed.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. I understand you were sent to England last fall; on what business was it?

Was it to sce what efibet the visit of the .British delegates had had on this country?
-There were sixteei tenant farmers' delegates invited to this country during last
autumn. They left without making any reports in this country, their desire being
notto give iheir reports until they had tirst given them to their constituents. My
business in England was mainly to collect these reports and to publish them in this
volume. (The volume produced.)

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the nature and effect of the reports made by the delegates ?-The dele-

gates have all reported very favorably of the country. The four or five of them who
visited the North-West have given reports highly favorable of that country. One
of the delegates, Mr. Bruce, remained behind for the purpose of reporting more par-
ticularly on the Maritime Provinces.

By M1fr. Rogers:
Q. Is it not desirable that that report should be included in the volume in which

the other reports are collected ?-Yes; and it will be published in subsequent editions.
This volume is, so to speak, an interim report, and il was impossible to keep it back
for Mr. Bruce's report. The information which the reports con tain was very eagerly
sought after in England. Paragraphs referring to these reports, and short reports
were, I may say, inserted in every newspaper in the United Kingdom. The puolicity
was something enormous.

Q. The first report will, it seems to me, rather cast the Maritime Provinces in
the background ?-Not that; because the reports are particular to the province which
each of the delegates visited. It was perfectly impossible for each delegate to visit
and report on all the provinces from ialifax to Portage la Prairie.
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By the Jhairnan:
Q. What effect will the report of the delegates have on immigration to Canada

this year ?-It is already having a very great effect. AIl our correspondence is of
quite a different nature from that of former years. The question is now quite a
much how to get money to Winnipeg, or otherwise invest it, as it was formerly-
to get a reduced passage. There can be no doubt there will be a very much larger
immigration of the class of tenant farmers and also of men with means than ever
before.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. I suppose you are aware that the great bulk of the emigration from the Old

Country, taking England, Ireland and Scotland together, has been from England ?-
From England and Scotland.

Q. Now, seeing that the Government wanted to spread the information gathered
by the tenant farmers as widely as possible throughout the United Kingdom, is it
not singular that the tenant farmers who visited this country shouild have been
chiefly selected from the south of Scotland ? Out of the forty odd counties in Eng-
land, take the Northern, Western, Eastern, North Midland. South Midland and Southern
Counties, you will find none were chosen from the Southern Counties, Eastern or
Western Counties ?-There were two from the south.

Q. Ont ·of the fourteen ?-Yes ; one of them was Mr, Palmer, who made a
report.

Q. But there are none from the Eastern Counties ?-The explanation of that is
this: The decision to invite the tenant farmers to send delegates was not made until
the season was somewhat advanced. The Department had then only at its disposal
two agents whom it could employ for making the selection. One was MrT. Dyke, of
Liverpool ; the other Mr. Graham, still farther north. They bad no tinie at their
disposal exeept to work in the locality where they labored.

Q. If those agents had covered a greater extent of ground, would not more good
have been done. There was one tenant farmer here from all Jreland. ?-The
delegates were appointed at meetings which the agents attended. Certain restrictions
were imposed upon the selection, and those restrictions were held in the bands of the
agents. There were only two agents, as I have said, at the disposai of the Depart-
ment, and they could not have done more than they did. As respects the good done,
the reports, as I have said, have been very largely circulated throughout Engl.nd,
and as a result, Mr. Annand, at London, is receving from 50 to 100 letters per day,
makiug enquiries based upon those reports, as is also Mr. Dyke, at Liverpool.

By 31r. Irow :
Q. Those delegates were appointed by largely attended meetings of tenant far-

mers-in fact by people over whom your agentshave no control ?-Our agents hiad
certainly no control over the meetings which selected the delegates. The mode of
operation was: circulars were sent to certain districts, and if a certain nurmber of
bona fide tenant farmers met together and stated that they desired to obtain infor-
mation respecting Canada, the agent who attended the meeting was authorized to
say that one of their number might go out to Canada as a delegate, and the Govern-
ment would pay his expenses. That was the arrangement.

Q. The selection was made by the vote of the meeting ?-Yes.
Q. With respect to those from Scotland, I am aware that they were known

throughout the whole of Scotland, and were men of such standing as commanded
respect tbroughout the United Kingdom? All the delegates who came
out here were able, painstaking men, whose reports are commanding confidence. I

may state to the Committee that when I met the delegates, at Carlisle, men came
from distant parts to learn from their lips the impressions they had formed of Canada.
Those were generally given, but the diegates at that period declined to give their
reports until they had first given them to their constituents.

Q. Don't you think it was a mistake to allow so many of them to travel over the

same ground ?-That was not done, except in the case of Ontario, which was, to a
large extent, common ground between the east and west.
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Q. 1 notice that several of them went to Bow Park and Compton ?-Yes; but as.
regards the general routes taken by the delegates in Ontario, the Ontario Govern-
ment took upon itself, at the request of the Department of Agriculture, the furnish-
ing of guides to assist the delegates in their movements.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. Whut in round numbers was the cost of the delegates from first to last ?-

Ten or eleven fhousand dollars for the whole seventeen. As regards the advertizing
effect,-those paragraphs and reports, of which we obtained the publication in all
the papers in England, Ireland and Scotland, could not have otherwise have been
obtained. They could not have been purchased for money, and their value was
incalculable.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant):
Q. We are paying 5 shillings more for assisted passages now than in previous

years ?-Not that, the immigrants paying 5 shillings more.
Q. We are paying the same ?-Our confidential arrangement is the same as it

has been since 1872.
Q. Do you mean by the confidential arrangement that the amount of money

-expended is the same ?-I mean to say that the arrangement which the Department
has with the steamship companies is precisely the same as it has been since 1872.

Q. So there has been no extra expense entailed per head on the people of Canada?
-No.

Q. But the emigrant is disadvantaged 5 shillings compared with the previous
rate ?-Yes.

Q. las that tended to restrict immigration ?-Yes; there was an object last
autumn in restricting a class of persons who were coming in with the cheap fares. J
have already stated that when the Dominion Line reduced the passage rate to £3 10s.
and the Allan's adopted that rate for their alternate steamers, a class of emigrants
commenced to crowd in who were not suited to this country. This was stopped
upon the earnest remonstrance of the Department.

Q. You state that during the last year there has been no encouragement given
to anyone exeept agricultural laborers and those who have signed a declaration that
they intend to follow agricultural pursuits ?-None.

Q. You say you will lay the declaration before us, but perhaps you can tell us
now what the nature of the declaration is ?-Simply that the applicant when he
.comes to Canada intends to follow the avocation of faiming.

Q. "Intends" or that he will ?-The declaration is as positive as it can be made.
Q.'It is not "intends " then ?-It must be an intention as, in the case of a man

not before an agriculturalist, it is a change of life.
Q. There is a great differences between a man saying "he intends" and "lhe

will ? "-The declaration could not be made more positive.
Q. Of the 7,025 who came this year, can you tell us the proportion who were

agricultural laborers in the old country, and what proportion were those who had
not been so, but who had signed the declaration ?-We have made a very careful
analysis in the Department during the last three or four weeks of the returns we
have received, and we found that the great bulk of all who came had furnished
evidence that they had worked on land or on farms in some way or other, and that
thc exceptions out of the whole number were very insignificant; they were not over
a hundred.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. Have any of the tenant farmers reported witb respect to the price of land

and of improved farms in Ontario ?-The feeling among the delegates with respect
to parts of Ontario, and it happened to be my duty to accompany a number of them,
was that while many of the farms were very desirable they were held at very high
figures.

Q. I recollect I had the pleasure of being with four of the delegates on some farms
in-my locality, and they seemed to bave a very vague idea with respect to the value
of property; I have seen some of the reports and I have noticed nothing in them
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about the price of farms in Ontario; I think it is very important that the tenant
farmers of Britain should realize what the price of farms here is ?-Yes, certainly;
but I think it is stated in the reports that farms may be had fron £5 to £10 sterling
per acre. But many are higher.

By the Chairman:
Q. What number of the 7,135 agricultural laborers came by the Allan Lino ?-I

cannot tell at this moment; but we have the figures. A large proportion came by
that line; the Allan Lino prepares itself specially for the carriage of emigrauts, and
it has a most perfect organization for that purpose.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant) :
Q. Do you know the proportion that came by the Allan Lino ?-I have not

brought with me the figures; but they are of record. I can state, however, that the,
greater proportion came by the Allan Line.

SByMr. Arkell;
Q. Do you expect a large immigration this coming season ?-I do.
Q. Of a good class of people ?-Yes ; or a very desirable class.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant) :
Q. Is there any machinery by which the number of people lea-ving the country

can be ascertained ?-We have no machinery by which we can ascertain that; but if
there had been an emigration to the United States, there has also been an inflow
from that country. We have had from 1873 till 1879, in round numbers, the follow-
ing immigrants from the United States: 1873, 8,000; 1874, 9,000; 1875, 5,000;
1876, 8,000; 1877, 11,000; 1878, 11,000; 1879, 10,000. These are people who com-
ing from the United States made entries of their effects as settlers at the Custom
louses.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. These were from the United States ?-Yes.
Q. How do you know that ?-There is a record kept at the frontier Custom

Houses of those who entered their effects free as settlers' goods, after having made a
declaration that they were immigrants.

Q. Is there any office at the frontier where you can tell how many go from
Canada to Manitoba through the United States; and how many people who leave
Canada enter Manitoba from the United States ?-We obtain that information ap-
proximatively by the figures we get from different points. In regard to those emi-
grants who are said to go from this country to the United States, I may say that if
all those who cross the frontier at Sarnia are said to be emigrants to the United
States, there is a great mistake made. A great many of those who go to Manitoba
by the all rail route cross at that point ; and others of the same class of emigrants
cross at the termini of the Great Western or Canada Southern Railways. I leel sure
that many of the figures I have seen published are misleading.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant) :
Q. What amount of assistance does the United States Government give to emi-

grants ? -The United States Government directly does not give any assistance, but
the Government has given vast tracts of land to land and railway companies, and
they offer very large inducements to emigrants.

Q. By way of assisted passages ?-By way of free or assisted railway passes,
advances and long credits on their land. The combined exertions and expendîtures
of those companies are much greater than those of the Canadian Government.

Q. In proportion, do you mean ?-In proportion and absolutely.
By -Mr. Chandier :

Q. Do they not offer the steamship companies a commission for bringing
emigrants over ?-I do not know what are the arrangements of those companies with
the steamship lines; but some of them advertise passages in connection with sales
of land.

By Mr. Rogers:
Q. I presume the information you could get of people leaving the Maritime

Provinces by sailing vessel, steamship and railway, would not be very definite ?-
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I do not think that information could be very accurately obtained. Many of those
who would be recorded would be mere passengers backwards and forwards.

By Mr. Trow :
Q. I notice a statement which says that the people who left Canada for the United

States for the year ending June 30th, 1879, were, from Quebec and Ontario, 23,256;
from Nova Scotia, 4,072; froni New Brunswick, 2,691; from Prince Edward Island,
557; and from British Columbia, 580, or a total of 31,156 who left the Dominion ?-I
think that those figures should not be accepted without very great reserve. If they
at al] represent the numbers of outgoing passengers, they undoubtedly include all
the emigrants for Manitoba, and mere travellers to and fro.

By the Chairman:
Q. At what time was the report of the delegato to Nova Seotia and New Bruns-

wick received ?--The proofs of the report were received this day from England; L,
believe it is by this time published in England. I have no doubt that the brders 1
left in England that the report should be published as soon as it was received have
been attended to.

By Mr. McLeod:
Q. You say the first reports obtained were given great publicity in England; do

you intend to give the same publicity to this report ?-Certainly.
Q. Why was the report delayed ?-It was not delayed, but published as soon as

received. Mr. Bruce remained after the other delegates left.
Q. Did the delegates to the Maritime Provinces go where they pleased ?-Yes;

but those who went stayed only a short time, with the exception of Mr. Bruce. He
was of course free to go where he chose, and all information possible was given to
him. Mr. Clay, the Agent of the Department at Halifax, rendered him assistance.

Q. Who took him through New Brunswick ?-That I cannot tell. Mr. Living-
stone was the Acting Agent of the Department at St. John at that time.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. I suppose the Provincial Governments paid the expenses of the deputations

through their respective provinces ?-That was only done by the Government of
Ontario.

By Mr. Macdonald (Kings):
Q. Do you know any reason why the delegates did not visit the Province of Prince

Edward Island ?-Some of the delegates desired to go there after seeing Ontario and
the West, but the lateness of the season prevented them.

By -Mr. XcLeod:
Q., How long was the delegate in Nova Scotia ?-I do not remember the pre-

cise time, but it was some weeks.
Q. Did hc visit Cape Breton as well as the western part of the province ?-I

cannot tell as when he was visiting Nova Sceotia I was not in the country. I hap-
pened to miss him when I arrived at Ialifax on January 17th. He was then in the
Annapolis Valley.

The Committee adjourned.

April 19, 1880.
The Committee met, Madame DE KSaBau, called:

By the Chairman.
Q. When you were examined before this Committee last spring you gave us

information as to what you had done on the Continent. Since then you have sent me
a copy of propositions which you make with regard to the promotion and control of
emigration from the Continent. Will you give the Committee details concerning these
propositions ?-I had the honor, last time I addressed the committee, to enter into
details regarding what had been done so far by me on the Continent. When I came
out from Europe last year matters had assumed such a condition there that that time
was the turning point on the question of continental emigration. I consider that at
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no time in the history of emigration work have we come to so important a stage as
we reached last yeur, especialiy as the German Government had drawn my attention
to the necessity of taking immediate action on the Continent. You sec the emigra-
tion which has been expected for the last two or three years has now set in, and last
year was, on that account, the most important moment to take hold of it. The
former large emigration from Europe, set in, as you are aware, from twenty to
twenty-five years ago. It continued for about ton consecutive years. Then it fell
off. Within the past few years another large emigration lias been preparing; and,as you see by the reports from New York, it has actualy set in. It is a matter of
great regret to me that the hands of the Minister of Agriculture have been so tied
by public opinion that he has not been able to take measures to seize this propitious
moment; and when I was requested to appear to-day I hoped I should succeed in
impressing you with the importance of not losing another moment before sotting to
work, on the Continent. If you had not lost last year; if you had been ready to act
then, you might have secured some portion of the emigration that is now going to
New York; and should you lose this year you will, in all probability, not have
another so favorable an opportunity for prosecuting the work on the Continent for
another twenty or twenty-five years. I presuine every member present will agree
with me that it is worth while to make special efforts to obtain German eialgration;
and if that is the case surely you will be able to answer to your constituents for any
recommendation you may make on the subject, to the Minister of Agriculture. The
important point I wish to touch upon to-day is the intimation given to nie by the
German Government last year. Immediately on receiving this intimation I came
out to Canada-arriving here in January, 1879, a short time before the Hlouse met-
my desire being to give the Minister of Agriculture an opportunity of considering
this matter before he sbould bring down his emigration policy to the liouse. if you
will look over the reports of emigration agents you will find that they all complain
of the opposition they have met with from the Gernan Government. If, thon, to-day
the German Government says it has no objection to emigration to Canada -and I
was told last year by the Government, or a portion of it, that it had not-surely thia
is the time for yon to take hold of the work. You see when the Government said
it had no objection it was exceedingly kind and exceedingly well meant.

By Mr. Stephenson :
Q. By whom was this statement made ?-By the Privy Councillor to the Leoa-

tion, Mr. Reinhardt. I may say that when I first arrived at Berlin, Count Von
Bulow, the late Minister ofState, placed at my disposal this very Councillor, in order
to go with me into all matters of detail. I was known to Count Von Bulow for four
years before that. lie knew my work in Switzerland, and was aware that I only
desired that Canada should be a competitor for the emigration which was going to
the United States. My work has never been of the character of promoting emigra-
tion, or enticing people to emigrate; so that the objection the German Government
has to people who hold meetings and persuade people to emigrate, did not apply to
me. I think, if the Canadian Government had taken steps ten years ago to approach
the German Government on this matter, you would have found the German Govern-
ment not only quite willing to discuss the subject, but having no objection to
Canada,

Q. In your conferences with this gentleman, had you any authority from the
Canadian Government ?-Yes; from the last Administration. My position was quite
an official one, and I had intended to go to Berlin the winter before; but it was
agreed that, before I went there, I should write the Swiss Government to send out
delegates, and also to ask Dr. Hahn to come out as a delegate from Wurtemberg.
Besides that, I had so much to do in Switzerland that I had put off my visit to Berlin
until last winter. The way in which I approached the government at Berlin was by
means of my female emigration plan; that was the mantie under which I worked.
No one objected to that plan, and while I worked for it, I also took care to ascertain
everything I could about German emigration, generally. At the end of my consul-
tation with the Foreign Office and when i expressed the hope that I should be
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allowed to return in order to complete this female emigration organization, the
gentleman who spoke in the name of Count Von Bulow, expresssed a wish that I
should be sent back for the control of general emigration as well. go you see my
views are in concert with those of the German Government. You also see that I have
the means of approaching the German Government, and it is a pity you do not make
use of them.

Have you any documents from Germany-anything definite from the German
Government-to lay before the Committee, so that the Committee may lay the
matter, with documentary evidence before the Goverument ?-Unfortunately I did
not ask for any such documents, because I thought my word would be trusted. I did
not think it was necessary to ask for them. Lord Odo Russell, I may say, thought
the work I was doing of sufficient importance to warrant him in reporting my pro-
gress to the Foreign Office in London. I met him two days after the meeting in
Berlin, and ho congratulated me on my success, and at the same time montioned that
ho had written regarding it to the Foreign Office. So you see that would be enough
to guide you in your movements.

Q. What success has attended your efforts in connection with female emigration t
-Female emigration has been so far a success that I have won the protection
of the Crown Princess of Germany. The Foreign Office, too, approved of
my scheme. and offered to give me letters of introduction to all the Prussian Min-
isters in the different German States, Fo that I might obtain their assistance
in forming committees. Then, you understand, that in going from one German State
to the other to form these committees, I should have found ont for you all that
was necessary regarding the views hold by the different states on emigration-for,
you must know, each state has its own peculiar views on the subject. For instance,
it was in the interests of female emigration that I first went to Wurtemburg. I had
an introduction to the former Prime Minister, and conversation with him on the female
emigration question led to the discussion of general emigration in which he was very
much interested. He gave me a letter of introduction to the Minister of the Interior,
with whom I had a conversation of about three or four hours duration, the result of
which was that he recommended me to see Dr. Hahn. He said that if I could win
Dr. Hahn over to my plan I would then have the best chance of success.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do I understand that the German Government have no opposition to emigra-

tion to the United States while it has opposition to emigration to Canada, because the
Canadian Government has not an agent or representative at Berlin ?--Well you see
this is a complicated question. I do not think the German Go% ernment bas any
special objection to emigration to Canada, but you never approached the German
Government on the subject until I did.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. You see large numbers of Germans are going to the United States while none

are coming to Canada ?-You cannot wonder at that. What have you done in Ger-
many to make Canada known ? Nothing has been done there whatever. I worked
there myself for five years and never had one single pamphlet to distribute. All the
information I could give I had to write with my own bands and that was an immense
laber for me.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Does not the German Government object to the distribution of pamphlets ?-

They do not mind the distribution of pamphlets which give information about the
ceuntry; but they object to pamphlets which entice emigration. There was a
pamphlet published in Paris " A call to Emigrants." Such a pamphlet as that they
would object to; but pamphlets giving interesting information about Canada they
would not mind.

Q. We had an emigration agent in Germany, and ho was arrested. Why was
ho arrested ?-Because ho did not know how to work in Germany. He went to Meck-
lenburg and held meetings among the country people inducing them to emigrate.
That was the very worstceountry in which ho could do that kind of work, becanse
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the large estate owners were death upon emigration. They had lost largely of their
agricultural laborers through emigration and they did not want to lobe any more, so
they complained and the agent was arrested. There was a great mistake in sending
these special agents. The idea seems to be that an agent should go through a coun-
try with a great rush, creating a great deal of excitement and concluding his work in
eight or ten months, but the fact is that the work to be done efficiently should be done
quietly and systematically.

Q. How is Dr. Hahn acting there now ?-He is acting in Wurtemburg. I
should like you to note that he is not acting for the whole of Germany because that
would mean that he would be working among some forty-five or forty-six millions of
people, which, you understand, it is impossible for one man to do. He does the
work in Wurtemberg, and I beg to remark here that he does it as a favor
to your country. He does not accept any salary for his work, and he receives
nothing, except the money to pay a correspondent to do the actual manual labor
and a certain sum for publications. That is the condition under which he works.
You have no one in Germany now, which is a great pity; and you have no one in
Switzerland, which is equally to be regretted. I will show you in a little while what
a mistake was made in stopping this work. The Minister, not knowing bow things
were done on the Continent, sent special agents there to find out for him. These
gentlemen were strangers to the country, and did not know even the language,
instead of which they ought to have been persons acquainted with the character,
language and peculiarities of the people on the Continent. lere is the opinion of a
shipping agent, Mr. Richard Berns, on the visit of the special agent to the Continent:
" Another matter which I cannot omit to point out to you, relates to the despatching
of special agents to the European Continent. It appears to have a tendency to
establish a system of periodical visits from gentlemen of undoubted ability, with the
view of stimulating the Government regarding emigration; still more, I am con-
strained to state that the system produces results entirely opposite to those antici-
pated. In reality, these agents on their arrival in Europe know neither the language,
the manners nor the customs of those whom they desire to induce to emigrate; and,
on the other band, the emigrants themselves suspect strangers whom they see for
the first tirne, and with whom in matters of business they are compelled to deal
through other parties. On the contrary, permanent agents are known and are
trusted, both for the information they impart and for the reputation they enjoy.
Undoubtedly special agents are men of established character, as their important
trust demonstrates, but for the same reason, it is necessary to tell the truth to
emigrants, which forces me to submit to your Government the suggestions above
mentioned." You see he points out the importance of agents having the confidence
of the Governments of the couu tries in which they work.

By the Chairman:
Q. What do you think would be the probable cost of carrying out these sugges-

tions of yours ?
Following are the suggestions referred to:-
Propositions made by Madame DeKoerber, for the promotion of continental

emigration.
The Government of Canada informs the Governments of Germany, Switzerland

and Austria, that it in tends establishing agencies in these respective countries for the
purpose of representiing Canadian interests in emigration matters, and for the con-
trol of shipping agents.

Said Governments are requested to instruct the shipping agents to inform the
Canada Government agents of the proposed departure of emigrants for Canada,
detailing circumstances; and if the Government Agent feels that the parties in ques-
tion can make their way in Canada, he will give them letters of recommendation to
the immigration agents in Canada, or, if need be, to the Departments of Immigra-
tion.

If bonus or passage warrants are allowed, the Government Agent-not the Ship-
ping Agent-issues them, upon the approval of the character of the recipient.
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The Government Agent will direct ail publications issued by the press, or other-
wise, in the interest of Canada.

The Government Agents should be selected on the Continent, for persons sent
from here, entire strangers, cannot accomplish much, or must have been in the
country a good many years before they command influence or confidence.

As both the Government of Germany and that of Switzerland are at the present
moment framing new laws, which are intended for the stricter control of Shipping
Agents, this is the most propituous moment for Canada to meet said Governments
half way by appointing such agents, thereby assisting in the introduction of an im-
proved organization.

These agents should combine with their emigration work the fostering abroad of
Canadian commercial, manufacturing and mining interests.

The Government of Canada should cause a monthly report on Canadian news
and Canadian progress to be issued with orders to have it appear regularly in the
leading press on the Continent.

The Canadian Government should place itself into relation with the Hamburg
Line of steamers, so that the line will forward its passengers to Canada as well as
to the States.

Said Company should have Canadian pamphlets to distribute at least.
This arrangement would indirectly facilitate the position and working oppor-

tunities of the agents of the Allan and Dominion Lines in Hamburg.
Dr. Otto Hahn is appointed for Wurtemberg. I think we want another agent

for the Rhenish Provinces, and one for Saxony and Prussia; another may be needed
in Hamburg, perhaps.

I suggest that Johann Tanner, in Berne, be appointed for Switzerland; he has
been recommended for such a purpose by a gentleman in high authority; has worked
under my supervision for a while, and I think he may be thoroughly trusted as far
as his principles and his capacity. He also will require to be directed by me for a
while longer.

In Austria I have not yet met and conversed with members of the Government.
I should have to find out first what we better do in that country.

The appointment of these agents together need not cost much more than send-
ing one agent from Canada.

The Canadian Government will appoint a thorough interpreter in Toronto, who
will take special interest in the development of our different schemes in Europe, and
in the settlement of continental immigrants-a man of judgment and foresight; and
I crave permission that Dr. Hahn and I may suggest such a person.

A. I have made an estimate which does not include the whole of my sugges-
tions. It is not necessary to carry every one of them out this year, but I thi.k it is
necessary for the Government to have some one to do the general work ior the
Government, and to have some one in Switzerland. The estimato for that is $560,
leaving out the publications which may be forwarded to the shipping agents. You
ask me what was the reason Canada has not got much of the German eiii ration.
I gave you one reason, which is, that you have not approached the German Govern-
ment. A second reason is, that the Canadian Government confines its operations to
the Allan Line. You must understand that, so far as England is concerned, it is ail
very well to do that, but with the Continent it will not do. The German Govern-
ment, of course, would not care to encourage emigration that would only benefit a
foreign line.

By Mr. Stephenson-
Q. That is the principal line we have running from Canada; none of our lines

ran into Germany ? -Tou have seen now the results of the operations of the agents
of the Allan Line i years past, and you should base your future action on that
experience. Seeing that the Allan and Dominion Lines cannot get a flrm footing on
the Continent, you should see what you can do with the Hamburgh Lino. 'Tat lin-
lhas immense influence in Germany; it has thousands of agents, and that is the
principal practical reason why you have not been successful hitherto. When you
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distributed pamphlets about Canada, these agents decried the country; and why ?
Because they desired to see emigrants who were leaving Germary travelling by
their line. In any future action taken by the Canadian Government, inducements
should be held forth to the Hamburgh Line. I find that the Minister has some
hesitation about doing that, but, I think, if the Directors of the Allan and Dominion
Lines had this matter properly represented to them, you would find they would
understand that if emigration to Canada became a favorite project on the Continent,
and that if the agents of the Hamburgh Line identified themselves with the plan of
procuring emigrants for Canada, their lines would receive a larger proportion of
emigrants also.

Q. Would it be possible to get the Hamburg Line to call at Halifax ?-I made
enquiries about that last time I was in Hamburgh, and last winter when I was
coming out from Germany, I saw the' Managing Director who is a relation of
personal friends of mine, and talked the matter over privately with him. He told
me he would have no objection to conveying emigrants to Quebec direct, provided
he had a return freight insured. Lasl summer I made enquiries in Quebec and
Montreal as to the likelihood of getting return ireight, and I was assured that there
would not be the slightest difficulty on that point. That is another point that must
strengthen your hands before your constituents. You must teach them to look
upon emigration as a wider subject than the mere bringing of emigrants bere.
They should look upon it in its commercial relations. You want markets for your
products and manufactures. Well, the markets of Germany are swarmed with
American products, and why should not Canadian products be sold there ? By
bringing over German emigrants, you encourage the Hamburgh Line to send
three or four steamers a year to Quebec, and by thern you can send back
products to Germany. I am sure that Sir Hugh Allan, when he has a proper
representation to him of this matter will agree that I am right, for this arrangement
by removing the opposition of the Hamburgh Line, will greatly facilitate the opera-
tions of the agents of the Allan Line. It will also demonstrate the correctness of my
recommendations to Dr. Hahn. Dr. Hahn corresponds exclusively with me; he
accepted his position on the understanding that he would receive my assistance. He
is a man who has a great deal to do, and he must have some assistance, so lie acts on
my advice on all matters connected with emigration. One of bis letters to me on
the subject of lis publications in the interest of Canada, stated that ail the agents of
the Hamburgh Line were up against him. That was natural. " Bat," I said to him,
"invite the Hamburgh Line agents to work with you for Canada, and let them send
their emigrants through New York until we have direct relations." I have been
fortunate enough to see this suggestion adopted; and Mr. Wainwright went to New
York to make arrangements with the Hamburgh Line to issue through tickets vid
New York to Manitoba. I bave also got the permission of the Department of Agri-
culture to send German paniphlets to the Uamburgh Line for distribution. Under
snc an arrangement as this the liîe becores interested in Canada ; and its agents
become interested in distributing the pamphlets, and promoting emigration to Canada.

' By Mr. Sprouke:
Q. The ,Am ins seem to be very successful in their systea of emigration ; are

you acquainted with the method they adopt ?-All their Consuls work for emigra-
tion; their Conaals may iadeed be considered as emigration agents.

Q. De they distribute pamphlets ?-Paniphlets are given to the shipping agents.
Then there is a grea.4l to be read about the United States in the continental papers.
Rere is.a suggestion wbiek I nake: " The Government of Canada (should cause a
monthly report on Canadian news and Canadian progress to be issued, with orders to
have it appear regularly in the leading press on the Continent." There is nothing
about Canada to be read on the Continent, while such small colonies as New Zealand
have their monthly reports published. That is why I say you should have agents to
represent Canada exclusively.

Q. Don't you think there is an objection to the Hamburigh Line inducing emi-
grants to come to Canada by way of New York ?-What objection can there be ?
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Q. The Americans might make an effort to keep them in the United States ?-
You will find that if people leave Germany with the firm purpose of coming to
Canada they will not easily be diverted from their purpose. I have sent, and so has
Dr. Hahn, large numbers of people to Canada by way of New York. They came to
join certain colonies of their own people, and they could not be persuaded to stay in
the United States.

Q. But there is little or no guarantee, when they leave home, that they really
will come here ?-They have their through tickets direct to Winnipeg.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. The Germans who have come here so far have had to tranship at Liverpool?

-Yes; and that is a great inconvenience; it lengthens the passage by a whole week
from Switzerland. The emigrants have first to stay in the miserable emigrant houses
at Havre; then they proceed on the little ships that run from Havre to Liverpool;
and then they have to stay for two or thrce days at Liverpool; while from Ham-
burgh they could come direct.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. Has aïny effort yet been made to induce the directors of the Hamburgh Line

to cause their steamers to call at Halifax ?-I do not think so.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. If we had an agent in Germany permanently, who was acquainted with the

language and manners of the people, he would be likely to work effectively ?-If you
want to send an agent from Canada, that agent must be thoroughly identified and
acquainted on all these points; he must not only exercise a control over the work,
but must work for emigration ; he would have to direct publications, and all that
kind of thing. He will be supposed to work only through the Government or through
his influence with the Governrnent, but he must use all his opportunities for Canada.
There are a thousand of ways of doing that if he only uses a little diplomacy. You
must not say he is there for the promotion of emigration, but you must say that he
is there for the control of emigration. It would be only for the control of emigration
that I would accept of an official position; but as every one knows, under the control
work, if it is carried on in the way I propose, you would have promotion.

Q. Who would care about the name so long as you have the promotion ?-The
mame goes a great way in Germany.

By Mr. Besson:
Q. I understood that German and Swiss delegates were invited to come out and

report upon this country; have they taken their departure yet for this continent ?-
Dr. Hahn has been here; he was invited to come from Wurtemberg.

By Mr. Mêerner :
Q. I understand the Canadian Government has made some proposition to the

Swiss Government to send delegates here ?-Yes; I was a good while about that.
In the first place, the Canadian Government would not send an invitation before
they were sure the Swiss Government would accept it. I had to go and see whether
the Swiss Government would accept it. Thon the invitation was sent; but it came
later than it should have come, because it makes a great deal of difference who is at
the head of the Swiss Government. At the time the proposition was made Dr. Weltie
was President. He took a special interest in emigration, and was very favorable
to Canada-and that is a great point, for the majority of people in Switzerland are
favorable to the United States. He was favorable to Can a, and had ho been
President when the invitation arrived he would have accepted it at once. But when
it arrived President Fleer was in office. A year passed, and Mr. Schenk became
President. His sympathies are entirely with the United States, and ho took no
stops in regard to the matter. Last year Col. Hammer was President. He is a
friend of mine, and no doubt ho would have been favorable to Canada had I been
there to press the matter. You see you must have some «one there to press these
things for you. This year Dr. Weltie is President again. He is, as I said, favourable
to Canada; and now that he is at the head of the Government again you ought to
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see that this proposition is carried ont, and the invitation accepted. I was sorry to
read in December last a cable despatch which went through the press of
Canada and the United States. It says: "A Greneva despatch to the Times
states that a short time ago the Canadian Governmnent placed at the disposal
of the Swiss Federal Council $1,500 to defray the expenses of any experts whom they
might recommend to report on the suitableness of Canada for Swiss immigrants.
The Grutle Verein, an important Trades' Union, now offers to send a deputation of
workingmen to Canada. Their proposai will probably be referred by the Federal
Council to the Canadian Government. As soon as I saw this cablegram, I noticed
that a mistake had been made with reference to the money devoted for that purpose.
At the time they were invited I had proposed that Dr. Hahn and a gentleman from
Switzerland should come out together, because it would never do to have one delegate
alone. You know the report of one man will not do. His report must be corroborated;
and, besides that, the delegates must represent men of different classes, the agricul.
turists, those interested in manufactures, and those interested in other matters. Dr.
Hahn could only corne out in certain months. Those months did not suit the Swiss
delegate, so Dr. Hahn came out alone; while from Switzerland, no one came. Dr.
Hlahn used $75(), half of the $1,500, and when I saw it stated that $1,500 was still
offered for the expenses of the Swiss delegate, J saw there was a mistake. I immedi-
ately wrote to President Weltie, drawing his attention to this fact, and asked him
not to settle the matter until he should hear from me again, which would be after I
communicated with the Department of Agriculture. I wrote to the Dopartment and
asked the Minister to appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the expenses of three
delegates from Switzerland, but to this moment the question remains unsettled. And
now I hear from a private communication, written on the 29th March, that three
Swiss experts have been sent as delegates to Western Virginia. I cannot make out
whether these experts were sent by the government, or by private parties; but I see
in the German newspauers that an association has been formed for the promotion of
Swiss im nigration to Western Virginia. That association is attracting publi atten-
tion, and it will, of course, have the field to itself if the Canadian Government does
not act at once. The only way in which we can regain our opportunities is by the
Department or myself sending a telegrain at once to the President, saying that it
will bc all right with regard to the $1,500. You could not expect the Swiss Govern-
ment to send out only one delegate, and $750 would not pay the expenses of two.
Now I will show you how much competition there is for the Swiss emigration, and
how difficult it is for a stranger from Canada to command a position in Switzcrland
and to compete for the emigration. The Swiss Government has been requested for
the last twelve or fifteen years to send out delegates to various places, and just before
I made my proposai that delegates should be sent to Canada, the Argentine Repub-
lic offered a large tract of land for settlemont by Swiss, and proposed to pay the
the expenses of any number of delegates the Swiss Government might ehoose to send
out to view it. Thcy were refused; but when I made my offer I was accepted.

By Mr. Staphenson:

Q. Can you tell us whetber these delegates are being sent out to Virginia by the.
Swiss Government or by private parties ?-I do not know; I cannot tell that from
the papers. At all events, their appointment was secured by parties who are taking
a great interest in Virginia.

Q. It is of importance that we should know, if their efforts are crowned with
success, what plan they have adopted ?-Well, the plan I proposed was this: About
four years ago I had a meeting in Berlin, at which Mr. Dare came from London to
be present. I proposed then that we should send these delegates to Canada, and
that after their report was made public, an association of capitalis.ts under the con-
trol of the German Government should be formed to promote German emigration to
Canada. That was all agreed to in Berlin; and in Geneva the same proposa[ was
well received. In fact, in both cities all the preparations are made, and all that is
wanting now is that the Canadian Government should act.



By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Suppose the Canadian Government paid half the expenses of the Swiss dele

gates ?-All I want you to do is to request the Minister to allow this $1,500 to be
granted for the Swiss delegates.

By -Mr. Merner:
Q. On what griound was $750 of the $1,500 previously granted for the delegates

allowed to Dr. Hahn ?-That sum was allowed for him for his expenses. A delegate
from the Swiss Government and Dr. Hahn were to have come together, because you
see the report of the Swiss delegate would have corroborated Dr. E[ahn's in Wurtem-
berg, while Dr. lahn's report would have corroborated the report of the Swiss dele-
gate. The sum of $1,500 was allowed for the expenses of the two. The Swiss dele-
gate did not come but Dr. Hahn did and was allowed his expenses, $750. The sum
of $750 therefore remained. Now, it appears from the cablegram that the Swiss
Government thinks the sum of $1,500 is voted for sending delegates from Switzer-
land; but how they come to think that I cannot explain.

By Mr. Stephenson :
Q. ilas Dr. Hahn made a report ?-Oh yes; his report is to be found in the Re-

port of the Minister of Agriculture of the year before last.

By the Chairman :
Q. I thought vou said the money was offered last fall ?-No; it was offered in

1877, and in 1878 Dr. Iahn came out; we expected a Swiss delegate would have come
out too, but he did not, and the year following the President of Switzerland was not
one who was interested in Canada, consequently no movement was made in regard
to selecting a dlelegate.

By Mfr. Sproule:
Q. Do you think that inviting a deputation to come out here is the best plan to

adopt for the promotion of emigration to Canada?-Yes; the quickest way to
make an in1preion is to invite delegates who, on returning home, will report upon
the country. I state that in my report in 1874. But, on the Continent, I would go
a step farther than you have gone in England. Iii England yo invited agricultural
associations to send delegates. Well, on the Continent, especially in Germany, I
would not do anything without the protection of the Government of the country.
That is what I got in Wurtemberg, and through the Government I secured a man
who had the confidence of the Goverrnment and could, therefore, work for Canada
with the consent of the Governne:it of Wurtemberg. And so with the Swiss
Government. The proper thing to do is to pave the way to direct relations between
Canada and Switzeiland. I do not see why Canada shotld not have direct relations
with Switzerland.

By ifr. Stephenson:
Q. Do not you think we could induce Germans or Swiss who live here and

know this country well, to go to Germany and Switzerland and report there upon
Canada ? Take Mr. Klirantz, for instance, and Mr. Merner, who have been here for
twenty-tive or thirty years. - Would not they be valuable to send from here ?-I am
sure Mr. Merner could do a great deal of good in Switzerland.

By MUr. Sproule:
Q. But would it not be better to invite men from the countries from which you

desire to draw enigration ?-Yes; I think it would. You see it is of the greatest
importance that delegates reporting upon Canada should enjoy the confidence of the
Governments of the countries in which they are making their report, so that their
report would be official. You must remember that all their emigration must, on
the Continent, be under the direct control of the Governments. It is not there as it
is in England. To create a proper impression on the Continent, the reports must
be official. If the Swiss Government selects delegates to come to Canada the report
of those delegates will be official, and will be of more weight than the report of the
delegates to western Virginia, if those delegates have been sent out by private
parties.
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By Mr. Stephenson :
Q. But we invited a delegate to corne and he bas not corne ?-You could not

expect one to corne by himself. If you send any one back to the continent to repre-
sent youi- interests, you must first ascertain the views of the Governments of the
countries in which your representatives will be located. For instance, if the German
Government was about to adopt some measure affecting Canada, it would first make
enquiries of all its consuls here so as to know exactly the feelings of the Govern-
ment and the people regarding it. And so you must frame a policy that the Conti-
nental Government will approve of. Now, I have made this thing a study, and I
flnd that you can have the means of having promotion as weil as control. And
what I want you to do now is to request the Minister of Agriculture
to desire Sir Alexander Galt to make enquiries of the Foreign Office
in Berlin, and of the Foreign Office in Berne, whether the propositions
I have made will be acceptable to the German and Swiss Goveruments.
That is the first thing to do. I may say I have already privately paved the way
for you, as I have sent a copy of my propositions to my correspondent at the Foreign
Office, Berlin, and a copy to Dr. Weltie, the President of the Swiss Republic, re-
questing both to find out the feelings of their respective Governments, so that they
may be ready to give an answer to Canada immediately that an enquiry is made on
the subject. The way is consequently paved for you, and you can move in the matter
without losing time; for as soon as the Minister of Agriculture requests Sir Alex-
ander Galt to make these enquiries, you will find the answers ready. At the same
time that I was sending copies of my proposals to Berlin, I sent onoý to Lord Odo
Russell, privately requesting him to find the opinion of the Foreign O eie upon them.
It may be that one or the other of the proposals will be rejected, but the majority of
them will be accepted. Of course, you cannot adopt any plan without first finding out
the opinion of the Governments.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. You think it is better to do that than to induce delegates to como out here ?-

Oh, yes; first settle this matter about Switzerland, because there is not a moment to
lose in regard to that. You must, however, first ascertain from trustworthy persons,
who should be invited to come, and who would have the confidence of their Govern-
ment if they do comle.

By Mr. Hesson:
I see that £3,563 sterling or $17,000, is spent on the London agency, while

little or nothing is spent in encouraging German emigration ?-I think the German
emigration is as useful as any other, and if you compare what bas been spent on the
Continent with wbat bas been spent in England, you will find that it is not to be
wondered at that German emigration has not succeeded. However, it is important
that you should not lose a moment.

By mr. Sproule:
I see you recommend the appointment of Mr. Johann Tanner as agent for Swit-

zerland; are you well acquainted with him ?-Yes; he was my assistant for two
years, and he was thoroughly fitted for the work; he was recommended to me by
President of the Town of Berne.

Q. Has he sufficient influence with the Government ?-The President of the town
represents the Government in the town, and his being recommended to me by the
President shows that be can be well trusted by the Government. I know he can be
thoroughly trusted, and through the President can get the indirect protection of the
government. le has written a pamphlet on Switzerland.

Q. What class would he represent ?-He is well known tbrough the Cantons.
Q. But would he not be likely to send out the city population ?-No; the agri.

cultural population is moving, and indeed things are coming to such a pass that the
Swiss Government will soon have to take up some colonization scheme of its own
with a view to providing for its people.



By Mr. Resson:
Q. I see among your propositions that you suggest you shall be sent out once

more. I also notice that you have erased that suggestion. Why did you erase it ?-
My services having been discontinued, I think, perhaps, you may prefer a gentleman
to a lady to do the work. At all events, I should not like to force myself upon the
Governinent.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Your efforts, the last time you were on the Continent, were in the direction of

promoting female emigration, I believe ?-Yes; and it was that work that paved the
way for me in the larger field of general emigration. If my plan in regard to that
can be carried out, you will get a desirable class of emigrants.

Q. What has been the result of Dr. Hahn's work up to the present time ?-Dr.
Hahn has progressed so far with the Wurtemburg Government that it recognises
Canada now officially as a field for emigration. Emigrants came out from Wurtem-
burg last year, and more are coming out, as he informed me in his last letter, this
year. Every fortnight sonne are arriving, but they come mostly by way of New
York. Dr. Hahn tells me he is acquainted with one Gurtaf Verner, who is a phil-
anthropist after the style of George Muller, of Bristol, who was in this country last
year. Mr. Verner has a large establishment for the reclaiming of poor lads. He
has hitherto brought these lads up te factory work, but he finds that that class of
work has not the desired moral effect on these young people. I have recommended,
that they be trained to agriculture, but Mr. Verner thinks the payment of agricul-
tural laborers is so low that they would not earn enough te enable them to get land
of their own. I then suggested emigration for these youngsters, but of course Mr.
Verner could not take that up at once. When I saw him a year ago last October he
was thinking the matter over, and in December last Dr. Hahn wrote me that Mr.
Verner was favorable to the project. On the 30th March he writes that Mr. Verner
is sending one of bis boys out to take possession of land in Magnetewan, which Dr.
Hflahn has secured for the lads, and that he has established a kind of practical sehool
of agriculture, at which lads placed there for a short time can learn the Canadian
system of agriculture before they come to Canada to settle on Government lands
here. Now, these lads will be a very desirable class of emigrants. They can either
hire out as agricultural laborers until they are prepared te take up land of their own,
or they can take up land immediately that they arrive.

By AMr. Stephenson:
Q. How long were you in Germany acting for the Canadian Governmen t ?-J

went there first in October, 1872, but I was in bad health then. I had no salary and
no expenses; I paid everything myself. I came out here three times with reference
to the founding of Swiss colonies here, and the establishment of Tyrolese colonies in
Canada, but I could not get a hearing very well with the Department of Agriculture.
By degrees, however, my position was made an official one.

Q. Did Mr. Pelletier engage you?-Mr. Letellier was the first te engage me.
He, after some hesitation, allowed me travelling expenses, and then after a while he
allowed me half the usual salary. Tien Mr. Pelletier made the position official.
But even that was not sufficient to give me the position of influence that one doing
the work I was doing should have, and it was only through the influence of my
personal friends that I was enabled to do as much as I did. 1 would not consent to,
return on the same conditions, because I could not do it. I am into debt as it is and
I could not consent to go further into debt for the Department of Agriculture, which
I do not consider to be a charitable institution.

Q. How long have you been directly and indirectly connected with the Depart-
ment ?-Directly for two or three years, and indirectly for about two years. During
the past two years 1 could not do very much as I could only progress as my funds
would allow.

Q. Have you brought out many emigrants ?-Yes; yon will find settlements in
varions parts of the Dominion eonsiLting of people who have come out through my
efforts. I have founded some Swiss settlements.
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By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Have you any record of the numbers of people you have inducedI to ernigrate

to Canada ?-It is not possible to keep that; but I may say that 1 have correspon-
dence with all the Cantons of Switzerland, with people in GCermany, the north
of Gemany, Italy, with Swiss people in Algiers, with people in Bulgaria, and in
fact with people desiring to emigrate in all parts of Europe. So you see when
one's name is known over such a large area, it must be of advantage to a country
desiring immigration.

Q. You have no idea bow many you have induced to come out ?-I could not
say exactly, but I know this that the Secretary of the Department of Immigration
says half the foreign immigration that came in 1872 may be set down to me. The
bulk is upwards of 12,000; so I think five or six thousand may be attributed to me;
some came to Quebec, some to Ontario and some to Manitoba. You sec 1 did not
work with a view to bringing as many as possible ; but I just wanted to bring out
such people as would suit this country.

By Mr. Kaulbach :
Q. What descriptions of people are willing to emigrate from Germany ? Are they

artizans, farmers or laborers ?-During the time that the last great emigration con-
tinued people of all classes came out, but when the depression came artizans were re-
comnended not to come, and now they will not corne without special encouragement.
Now they say a better class of emigration will corne; and I presume that it is mo4tly
agricultural. People know that there is no use for artizans to corne hore, and they
have not come during the past three or four years, except when advised to do s) by
the shipping agents. Of course, the shipping agents advise all classes to come, and
that is one reason why I recommended that all the shipping agents should be under
control. You will see that I say in my propositions, "said Governments are
requested to instruct the shipping agents to inform the Canadian Govern ment Agents
of the proposed departure of emigrants for Canada, detailing circumslances; and if
the Government Agent feels that the parties in question can make their way in
Canada, he will give them letters of recommendation to the Immigration Agents in
Canada, or, if need be, to the Departments of Immigration." By following this plan
you will have the shipping agents under control, and you need only induce such
people to corne out here as you want.

Q. Do you think it more desirable to go into country districts to get emigrants
than for the agents to remain in the cities ?-Well, you must use a great deal of
discretion in these things; and it is absolutely necessary that one should know evcry
opinion and feeling on the Continent with regard to emigration. In Switzerland, as
you know, there are twenty-two Cantons; each Canton bas its own feeling regarding
emigration; some Cantons encourage it and some discourage it. Some are so thickly
populated that it is absolutely necessary that some of the people should emigrate;
and again, some are not. You can only work in such Cantons as find emigration
desirable. How is it that city populations become so great? It is from the continual
stream of people that flows in from the country. Well we should try to get these
people before they go into the cities and become demoralized; and for that reason
we should have the moral influence of the Swiss Government to a plan of emigration
which with that influence will at once assume a national character.

By -Mr. Bain.
Q. Suppose we reached the country districts of Germany and Switzerland, what

are the classes that are most likely to come here; would they be people with more
or less capital or would they be laborers ?-Dr. Hahn, in Wurtemburg, which is the
only country in Germany in which we have taken any active step-4, treats this work
from a social standpoint. In Wurtemburg the land is so parcelled off that the fiarms
are not sufficient for a man to live on, and Dr. Hahn wants the classes of people
who own this land to ernigrate before they divide their land over and over again.
They are supposed to have two or three acres each. Well, what is that for a rvan to
live on ? Dr. Hahn wants them to sell that land and to take up, with the proceeds, a
larger amount of land out here. The doctor wields a great influence in the country;
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he is one of the prominent politicians there and if any man can carry weight with
the agricultural classes he can.

Q. Then I understand the condition of Wurtemburg to be this: the land is
divided up into very small parcels, and controlled by the owners direct; these owners
might be induced to sell out and with the capital they realize come out bore ?-Yes.

Q. Does that apply generally to the German Provinces, or does it apply only to
a few others ?-Wurtemburg is more densely populated than any other part of
Germany, and it is more intensely agricultural than any other pa : of the country;
and nowhere has this feature stood out so prominently as in Wurtemburg. Then,
you know, at the present moment the enforcement of the new military sytem obliges
people to emigrate; and these are the very people who have the means to come.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. Have you found in your travels through Germany or Switzerland that people

object to emigrate to Canada on the ground that our naturalization laws are not
perfect? Are they aware in Germany that after settling bore Germans cannot get
the protection of this country when they travel in Germany ?-Were the fact known
it would go a long way towards influencing the people in their decision about coming
here; but it is not generally known that such is the case. I know that a former
consul in Montreal found it to be an objection.

Q. Do not the Germans on arriving now find it to be an objection ?-I never
heard of it among the Germans themselves, and I do not know that the people in
Germany are aware of it. I first heard of it in Montreal.

Q. I had two letters last week from Germans who desire to go to Germany to
visit their friends and they are afraid to go lest they should be pressed into the army,
and they ask me if it is possible for them to become naturalized ?-They cannot; ià
is only Gormans who are born in this country of German parents who are considered
in Germany to be naturalized Canadians.

Q. In reference to the suggestion you make concerning the encouragement of
continental emigration, let me ask you if you would have any objection to act in the
interests of Canada if asked to do so ?-That is a matter for consideration, of course,
and must be governed by circumstances. It was a matter of great regret to me
when IL was obliged to break off my work of promotion owing to public opinion in
this country; because the suspension of the work injures it, but I hope you will be
able to croate a public opinion that will warrant the Minister of Agriculture in
taking it up again. I would act for Canada, but I would not for a moment press
myseif upon you.

MARcii 23rd, 1880.
The Committee met ; Mr. MCDONALD in the Chair.

Mr. JoHN ILOwE, re-called and examined.

By the Chairman :
Q. We asked you, the other day, about the forms of application for assisted

passages ?-Yes; I was asked at the last meeting of the Committee to bring down
copies of the forms of application which have been used and those actually in use,
upon which assisted passages are given; I have brought sets from the commence-
ment. Here (exhibiting the form) is one addressed to " mechanics, artizans, navvies
and general laborers," which was in use from 1872 to 1878, inclusive, affording
passages at £4 5s. and £4 15s. Here is another, addressed to " mechanies, artizans,
navvies and general farm laborers," at the same rates. Here is another, for " female
domestic servants," affording the passage at £2 5s., in use during the same period.
Another form-a special one-relating to " families of farm laborers and female
domestic servants," with the fare at £3 5s, in use during the period mentioned.
Now, we come to the form for 1879, which superseded all these, with the exception
of the one referring to female domestic servants, It reads thus:-" To agricultural-
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ists, tenant farmers and other persons intending to follow the occupation offarming,"
offering a passage at £4 15s. That was in use during the whole of the season of
open navigation of 1879. During the winter it was supplemented by a form offering
the passage from Liverpool to Quebec, via Halifax, for £5 5s. The forms agreed
upon for 1880 are these :-One for " agricultural laborers and their families only,"
offering a rate of £5 stg. ; the other for " female domestic servants only," at a rate
of £4 stg.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. Then these are the only classes to be assisted this year ?-Yes; these two

forms for 1880 are the only ones used. AUl the previous formis are cancelled.
By Mr. Paterson, (Brant) :

Q. The forms for 1880 do not include those who make a declaration that they
intend to follow agriculture ?-No; that form, as I stated, has been cancelled.

Q. Assisted passages are, therefore, only given to persons who have been bona
fide agricultural laborers in the old country ?-Yes; and female domestic servants;
there must be a certificate to that effect.

By the Chairman :
Q. Can you give us any information regarding the immigration pamphlets ?-

The pamplets that have been ordered and partly delivered during the present year
are these (reading from a list in his hand) :-There is one, a French pamphlet, on
the Lake St. John aud Saguenay District ; it was issued during this year. Another,
" The Handybook for Emigrants," which is a revision of a pamphlet issued from the
first and republished with new information added every year. Of that pamphlet,
the number ordered is 50,000 ; a great number of these pamphlets lias been
delivered and circulated.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. Does that pamphlet contain any of Lord Dufferins speeches in the west ?-

It does not contain a collection of those speeches. That was donc in a previous
pamphlet, of which large numbers were circulated, but I think it contains extracts.

By X,. Stephenson:
Q. low many have been circulated ?-A great many have been distributed

through the London Office, and some bave been circulated by Members of Parliamont.
By Mr Paterson:

Q. How many of the French pamphlets were printed ?-26,500.
By the Chairman :

Q. And what was the cost ?-The total cost of the French pamphlet was $603.10
for the 26,500.

Q. What has been paid for the 50,000 of the other pamphlet ?-The account has
not yet been received, but on the deliveries already made, 81,200 have been paid on
account.

By Mr. Ilesson:
Q. Was the map which accompanies the pamphlet got up specially ?-No; it

was a map which we had in the Department. Large numbe'rs of it were printed;
they were obtained at especially cheap rates, costing less than three-quarters of a
cent each, notwithstanding there are several colors. The net cost is seven-tenths of
a cent each. We have also a larger map costing $15 a thousaud.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. Does one publisher print all the pamphlets ?-No ; they have been printed

in different offices.
By Mr. Paterson:

Q. From whom and where were those 50.000 pamphlets obtained ?-The order
was given to Mr. Wilson, of this city, and 1 understand they were printed at the
Citizen Company's office.

Q. Is the account with Mr. Wilson ?-Yes.
By Mr. Stephenson:

Q. Was that pamphlet compiled in the Department ?-Tt was compiled in the
Department, and the proofs were read in the Department.
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Q. Why did Wilson have the printing of it ?-That was a matter of selection or
agreement; it has been the custom since 1872 to consider the printing of these
pamphlets as outside work.

By Mr. Paterson :
Q. Do you know what you agreed to pay for this work ?-The account will be

audited by the Queen's Printer.
Q. But I suppose there was a bargain; what was that bargain ?-The terms of

the bargain were that it should be printed at the Ontario tariff rates, which are very
nearly the same-I think a little under, the confidential rates of the Queen's Printer.

By Mr. Stephenson :
Q. It is more than the regular contract rates ?-It is more.

By the Chairman:
Q. What do you mean by the Ontario tariff rates ?-The tariff which the

Ontario Government pays for all its printing, that was the price agreed upon and
fixed as a fair rate someyears ago for these pamphlets, but it is under the ordinary
commercial rate for printing of this kind.

By Mr. Paterson :
Q. Are we not entitled to have them printed at the contract rate ?-That could

have been done.
Q. It would have been cheaper ?-The contract rate is less, but no printer could

do simple pamphlet work at that rate.
By Mr. Sproule:

Q. When did the Department commence to do this?-It commenced many years
ago; very nearly from the very first.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. Is it not because they have not had these pamphlets to print that MeLean,

Roger & Co. are making claim upon the Government ?-I am not prepared to answer
a question of that kind.

Q. But their claim would cover printing ?-J think it would do so.
Q. Were any pamphlets published during the past five years, and what were they ?

-I have in my hand a perfect list of all the pamphlets printed by the Department
during the past tive vears.

Q. Have you brought specimens of these pamphlets ?-I did not, of all.
I did not understand that they would be wanted ; of course it is easy to do so, but I
have brought sorne specimens.

1 Bq the Chairman :
Q. Perhaps, Mr. Lowe, you can tell us something about the pamphlet written

by lon. Mr. Mitchell; was it ordered ?-As respects the pamphlet written by Mr.
Mitchell, there is no order in the Department for it. I understood that a number of
copies of a pamphlet, based upon the letters which appeared in the Montreal Jlerald,
would be taken. A number of copies were sent up to the Department, but it was
found that they contained an advertisement of an American Railway Company. At
first the advertisement was eut out, but it was found the text contained an error
respecting the land regulations, and then the Minister ordered that the pamphlets
should be sent back.

By ir. Farrow:
Q. Are there any in the office now for circulation ?-No.

By Mr. Paterson
Q. How many came ?-I do not know how many came. I have not looked at

the record of numbers, but I think not very many. Perhaps, not more than three or
four hundred.

Q. Is there any one from whom we can find the number definitely ?-Of course. I
can look in the book, and report the fact, if desired. We have an exact record of every-
thing that comes into the Department, but this pamphlet did not come regularly.
I mean the same as pamphlets ordered, and this one was. not accepted by the Minister.
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By Mr. Sproule :
Q. Do I understand that they were to be accepted on the basis of the letters

printed in the Montreal Ilerald, after what would not be consistent with advertizing
the Dominion had been expunged ?-There is a passage in the pamphlet which
refers to the land regulations before they were amended, and the Department could
not circulate that. In fact, I think those which were sent to the Department were
sent in mistake, and were not intended to be sent in that form. They were evidently
intended for another circulation altogether. But the company which is referred to
in connection with this pamphlet has great direct interost in the passenger and goods
traffic to Manitoba.

Q. They were not accepted by the Department ?-They have not been, and those
which were distributed were distributed in error.

By Mr. Paterson :
Q. You say there was an understanding between the Minister of Agriculture and

Mr. Mitchell, that the pamphlets, based on the letterwhich appeared in the Morbtreal
fHerald, with certain statements expunged, would be accepted by the Department ;
now, what was the understanding as to price supposing there was nothing objection-
able in the pamplet ?-I did not say there was an understanding between the Min.
ister of Agriculture and Mr. Mitchell in reference to this pamphlet. I stated there
was no order, but my understanding, or rather my impression was we were to have
a pamphlet, based on the letters of Mr. Mitchell to the llerald. We could not, of
course, receive such a pamphlet without an understanding with the Minister.

Q. Do you receive pamphlets without knowing the price ?-As far as price is
concerned, it is, in the case of all pamphlets we reDeive, always governed by a rule
of the Department. The rule is that the Department never purchases any pamph-
lets of any kind-nor has it done so for years-from any person, at a greater cost
than the m ell-known price of paper and printing, with, perhaps, a slight allowance
made to the author. The exact value of a pamphlet as respects its cost for paper
and printing is easily ascertained.

Q. Who received these pamphlets ; did you ?-No.
Q. Did they come by express, or how ?-The parcels may have come either by

express or by rail; I am not sure which.
Q. You do not know who signed for them ?-One of the Department's officials

has that duty.
Q. How long were they in the Department before they were sent back ?-I can-

not say ; tbey may have been some two or three weeks.
Q. Who gave the order to send them back ?- The Minister.
Q. Who called the Minister's attention to the fact of their being there ?-That I

cannot say.
Q. At all events, the Minister ordered them to be sent back ?-Yes.
Q. Then by whose order were some mutilated and circulated; why were they

not all sent back; why were some of them used after being mutilated ?-It was
thought, in the first place, that taking out the objectionable advertisement would be
sufficient. The letters are decidedly in favor of the Province of Manitoba, and I
think, with slight alterations, especially the correction of a letter written in October
condemning the then land regulations-which are not now in force-the pamphlet
would be a valuable one to circulate to promote emigration to Manitoba.

Q. Then, will some of them be received on the elimination of a part of the
October letter ?-That is a question of future understanding between the Minister
and Mr. Mitchell.

Q. Do you know whether there is an understanding on that point ?-I cannot tell
you; though I think that, if the pamphlet is properly amended, it is one that should
be accepted, as being effective for promoting emigration to Manitoba.

Q. Yon think it is a good pamphlet ?-I do, and that the letters are very lively
and contain a good deal of description. Whenever there comes a question between
Minnesota and Manitoba lands, the pamphlet decidedly gives a verdict in favor of
Manitoba.
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By Mr. Hesson :
Q. The pamphlet was evidently got up as a commercial enterprise by gentlemen

interested in the Western States to attract parties there ?-I have no knowledge what-
ever of any of the relations of any of the parties to the pamphlet.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. Who sent the pamphlet to the Department ?-They must have come either from

Mr. Mitchell or the Jierald Office.
Q. Which ?-That I cannot tell; there is no order in the Department respecting

this pamphlet.
Q.Was there any understanding between the Berald Office and the Depart-

ment ?-None that I know.
Q. But there was with Mr. Mitchell?-I cannot say further than I have men-

tioned.
Q. Then the presumption is that they came from Mr. Mitchell; do you know to

whom they were returned ?-The order was given to send them back to the Berald
Office, and I wrote a note myself to the Managing Director of the llerald to tell him
that that was the Minister's order, after an interview with Mr. Mitchell.

By Mr. Arkell:
Q. There is no doubt that they were sent to the fferald Office ?-No.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. And they were sent back with a note from you ?-No, not that, I sent a note

to the Manager of the fferald with a statement regarding them.
Q. That statement was that they were not according to the agreement with Mr.

Mitchell ?-Agreement is a stronger term than I desire to apply. I did not say agree-
ment. The Department has nothing to do with the pamphlet. It is undoubtedly
the property of Mr. Mitchell or the Herald; and the copies sent to the Departmeng
were, I think, simply tentative.

By .Mr. Resson :
Q. Can you tell me how many copies of Mr. Trow's pamphlet were ordered to

be published ; and where it was published ?-Mr. Trow's pamphlet was largely
-irculated during two or three years. In fact, there were several editions. There
were two pamphlets ; the first one was of a visit to Manitoba in 1875, of which 8,300
copies were taken by the Department. It was printed by Mr. S. Marcotte, of Quebec.

Q. At what cost ?-At a cost of $193.90; the price being precisely the same as
that given for other pamphlets printed outside.

By the Chairman :
Q. And the money was paid to Mr. Marcotte ?-Yes; the money was paid to

Mr. Marcotte, of Quebec. There was a second edition or further letters of Mr. Trow's
published in 1878. Of that edition, 10,000 copies were ordered and received at a
cost of $457.70. They also were printed by Mr. S. Marcotte, of Quebec.

Q. Are these all that were published ?-There was a further edition. I think we
printed 30,000 or 50,000 altogether. There was considerable call for Mr. Trow's
pamphlets, the letters giving a good description of the North-West country.

By Xr. Btisheson :
Q. Iow were they distributed here ?-Numbers were given to members to 1e

circulated.
By .Mr. Hesson:

Q. About fifty thousand you say were published ?-Thirty or fifty thousand.
By the Chairman :

Q. Did the price of printing these pamphlets exceed the rates at w1hioh the
Government printing was doD ?-They exceeded the ordinary contract rates. The
allowance was the Government of Ontario tariff. It was thought to be a fair rate.
In fact, no printer could take the contract rate for Parliamentary printing for
pamphlets simply.

By Mr. Paterson;
Q. Did Mr. Trow's name appear in any way in the transaction with the Depart-

ment, in the publishing of this pamphlet ?-Simply.as furnishing the copy. Mr.
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Trow furnished the copy of the pamphlet to the Department, and the i epartment
caused it to be printed at its own cost.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. Was Mr. Trow paid by the Department for the copy ?-Mr. Trow was paid

nothing.
By Mr. Paterson:

Q. Was he asked by the Department to furnish the copy ?-I cannot precisely
say how that was, but I think that some of Mr. Trow's friends, in the first place, saw
the letters in print, and suggested that they would make a valuable emigration
pamphlet.

By Mr. Farrow:
Q. The members of the Committee on Immigration and Colonization asked that

its hould be published, I think ?-Yes; but that was as respects the second pamphlet
and larger editions.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. What was the first pamphlet published by the Department in connection

with Manitoba ?-I think it was Mr. Shantz' pamphlet; but there were a number of
compilations published. This (producing a pamphlet on Manitoba) is a pamphlet,
written in the Department about Manitoba, of which large numbers have been printed.
This (producing a copy of a second pamphlet) is also a pamphlet, written in the
Department, of which large numbers have been printed. It consists of a further
condensation, by putting the information generally asked for in the shortest possible
space. It is a great object to make a pamphlet as short as possible.

Q. Is not the map in this book (referring to one of the previously mentioned
pamphlets on Manitoba) the same as that in Mr. Mitchell's pamphlet ?-It is the
same.

By Mr. Patterson:
Q. Did the Government furnish the maps which appear in ail the different

pamphlets which are bought from different parties ?-No; although the map which
the Government prints for distribution, it may give to parties circulating pamphlets,
in certain cases.

Q Were any maps furnished by the Department to Mr. Mitchell for his pamph-
let ?-The small map in that pamphlet was furnished by the Department. It is a
map which the Department was circulating.

By Mr. Resson :
Q. Is it the opinion of the Department that pamphlets will do as mueh good in

England as resident agents ?-That is a very wide and not easily answeredquestion.
I have no doubt that pamphlets do an immense good, and I ara satisfied that both in
variety and in extent of issues of pamphlets we have been far behind the American
Land Companies.

By Mfr. Farrow:
Q. Are you not aware that the Railroad Companies in the United States give a

great deal of valuable information in the shape of maps, not of the whole country,
but of a section of it on a pretty large scale; they have not only the map, but in the
corners and sides of it they have information put in a nice shape; theaei maps they
exhibit at the railway stations and other publie places ?-I am aware of this, ;but the
exertion whioh may be made in this resLet is a question of oost ; and I am aware that,
taking the aggregate of the Ainerican 'Railway Land o mpanies, they apend more
than $100 to $1 of the Government of Canada in maps, posters and publications which
they circulate everywhere.

Q. Do you not think we are getting too many pamphlets and neglecting the
other branch, the issue of maps; don't yoi think it would be good for us to follow
the latter course ?-If you ask me my opinion-and I speak from an experience and
special study of the facts extending for a period of over ten years-I think the
pamphlets should not be neglected or restricted, but that the limit of the issiue should
be simply the limit of possible judicious circulation; I think also we should add to
pamphlets advertisements, posters, maps and printed slips within the same limit. I
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am aware that in the Ottawa Valley alone, American pamphlets, posters, and maps
have been circulated by the ton; and that is also true, I believe, of other parts of the
Dominion arid the United Kingdom. I was in a steamship office in Liverpool one
day, last winter, when an instalment of 56,000 pamphlets of one of the American
Land Companies came in to be circulated. All the steamship companies circulate
them on the ground that they are simply carriers, and they will take the £6 6s from
any one who takes passage, no matter whether he is going to the United States or
Canada.

By Mr. i "phenson:
Q. Why do i>t we take a leaf out of the books of our American friends and send

our pamphlets and maps into their country ?-So far as the action of the Department
during the past ien years has been concerned, it has been governed by the limit of
expenditure voted by the louse of Commons. Getting out those showy posters and

which are seen everywhere, is very expensive ; as, besides the actual cost of
the posters, it necessitatus the engagement of special agents, with travelling ex-
penses, to circulate them. And this, if done to any large extent, would come to a
great deal of money. One Railway Company-a Nebraska Railway Company-
which has soime millions of acres of land, somcwhere in the neighborhood of the
A merican De ert, sells, within three or four years, as appears by its own publication,
land which r alizes millions. They make the cost of the propagandism a percentage
on the resul;. and the sum spent by that Company alone, and respecting which it is
not obliged i answer questions, in public, is very large indeed.

By t: e Chairman :
Q. In your opinion, would it not be better to have fower pamphlets published by

the Department, and to have large attractive maps posted in conspicuous placos,
even if the cost of the maps was greater than that of the pamphlets ?-As regards the
number of pamphlets we have issued, I do not think they have been too numerous,
or even suffi 'ient; but, as to the maps, I agree that it would be desirable to have them.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. That would cost a great deal of money ?-It would cost a great deal of money.

By Mr. Paterson :
Q. On a round sum, how much do we spend a year in pamphlets ?-Under $10,-

000 last year.
By Mr. .Hesson:

Q. What was the circulation of the report of this Committee last year ?-The
Department of Agriculture only took a limited number of copies of that report, but
the Committee ordered, I think, 15,000 in English and 5,000 in French.

By _fr: Stephenson :
Q. How many copies of the pamphlet containing the reports of the tenant far-

mers' delegal es have been printed ?-The number printed is 100,000, and 200,000
more are ordered.

Q. Where were they printed ?-In Liverpool.
Q. How were they circulated ?-Among the farmers and the Agricultural So-

cieties principally.
Q. Have any been sent out here for circulation ?-Not yet; but a few, about

500, have been received. It is the intention to print the reports as an appendix to
the annual report of the Minister of Agriculture. It has not been already done,
because the reports of Messrs. Maxwell, Bruce and Palmer had not arrived.

By Mr. Pateron :
Q. What is the cost of the printing of the pamphlets in England ?-I made a

bargain for the printing of these pamphlets in Liverpool, after inviting several ten-
ders. The work was done at an extraordinarily low price by printers who make that
kind of work a specialty.

Q. How much a copy will these pamphlets cost ?-The exact returns have not
come in, but the cost will be then five cents a copy, including printing and paper of
a good quality, of the large pamphlet of 140 pages.

Mr. Pateron.-That is very cheap. You made a good bargain
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By the Chairman:
Q. Do you say they are circulated in England ?-They are circulated throughout

the whole United Kingdom.
By Mr. Stephenson:

Q. How many have been circulated here, and is it intended to circulate them
among our own people ?-There have been noue in the Department except some 400
or 500 which were given out. I understand it is intended to make a circulation here.
This would tend to counteract the effect of the American pamphlets, &c., which I have
referred to.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. What has been the result of their circulation in England. ?-The result has

been remarkable. The correspondence that has reached our offices and the offices of
the Steamship Companies, since the pamphlet was printed, has been unprecedented.
But, apart from the pamphlet, the greater part of the reports, in a more or less con-
densed form, was inserted in nearly every newspaper in the United Kingdom. We
have never, since our emigration propagandism began, had for Canada such publicity
before.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. But we find that while the English papers published the reports, some of

them contained articles opposing emigration ?-That would be only in a few papers;
the consensus of opinions of the press was favorable to the reports of the delegates.

Q. How long has Mr. Spence's pamphlet on Manitoba been written ?-It was
written a few years ago; but it has had the latest information inserted in every
edition.

By an ion. Member:
Q. I see it contains advertisements ?-The Department does not control that

pamphlet. But pamphlets published by the Department have no advertisements
whatever.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. The country changes rapidly; a pamphlet which would describe Manitoba a

few years ago would not describe it now ?-No; we have another little pamphlet, of
which the Department took 20,000. It was written by L. O. Armstrong. It describes
the Southern and Turtle Mountain country, and has a map. This gives a description
of that portion of the country which we'have not before had.

By Mr. Stephenson:
Q. Have you any maps showing topographical surveysof Manitoba ?-No; not

beyond those published by the Department of the Interior.
Q. I am told that American agents right in Winnipeg have copies of maps

illustrating their country, showing every lot, whether it is wet or dry, timbered,
rocky or sandy ?-The American agents give such information. The Department of
the Interior also publishes the Surveyor's reports, with maps.

Q. But the pamphlet issued by the Department of the Interior just contains
field notes, and is, therefore, not very attractive to intending emigrants, except so
far as the map is concerned ?-The map is of interest, as well as the notes. These
are frequently asked for by parties who desire to- take up land.

By -Mr. Paterson:
Q. Has the Department received any information showing that the facilities

offered for settlement are greater in Dakota and the Western States than those
offered by the Government?-The facilities offered by Western railway companies
are generally put in an attractive form. But they are not so substantial as those
offered to settlers in Manitoba. Good railway lands in the Western States are much
dearer, being from $5 to $10 per acre. And then the Manitoba lands are superior.

Q. But, I mean the Governrment lands ?-The U.S. Government regulations are
the same as ours now. Ours were more liberal than those of the United States;
but the Americai regulations appear to have been changed to meet ours. Their
office fees are, however, higher, and the lands generally are not so good.
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Q. Are settlers over there restricted to certain districts, and are certain prices
put on the lands ?-Settlers can go to any of the open districts. but immense blocks
are given to companies, and the good U.S. lands have becooi. very linited. The
prices are put on the company lands, and it is the flaming wa 1 which the adver-
tisements depict these lands that makes a chief difficulty to b. net, and people are
made to believe they are getting a good thing wheu they are aying a high price.
Inducements are also offered in the railway fares, and rebates *. various sorts. Then
the companies have also a system of organized guides, who are very active, and
apparently well paid upon the results they obtain. These people will take up a
farmer, likely to be a settler, and drive him for twenty or thirty miles without
charging him anything, for the purpose of showing him their lands and inducing him
to settle on them. The price at which these lands are sold brings in many millions,
which makes this business lucrative.

Q. Are our agents in Manitoba and the North-West obliging men ?-I think so;
but we have no organized system of guides, and it would be impossible for any one
man to do work of the kind I have just referred to.

By the Chairman :
Q. Have we not an immigration agent at Halifax ?-Yes.
Q. Have we one at Charlottetown ?-No.
Q. At St. John ?-Yes.
Q. What duty does be perform ?-He has the care of immigfants arriving at that

port. Generally speaking, when an immigrant lands upon our shores he is very
helpless, and, unless there is some official person to give him advice and assistance, he
will suffer.

Q. Hlow many immigrants landed at St. John, last year ?-That is published in
the report of the Minister of Agriculture. The average is not very large at that port.
I think it is about a thousand per year.

Q. The agent at Halifax is very necessary ?-Oh, yes; absolutely necessary, and
especially during the season at which Halifax is the seaport of the Dominion.

By Mr. Rogers:
Q. I asked, at the last meeting, for some furthor information about the reports of

the tenant farmers' delegates in the Maritime Provinces; have you anything further ?-
No; I think Mr. Bruce's report is confined to Nova Scotia. I think he did not report
on New Brunswick. It was the desire of the Department that there should be reports
on all the Provinces, but difficulties were found; the delegates were unwilling to do
more than they did, and they all desired to see Ontario, parts of Quebec and Mani-
toba. They did, however, divide in parties as respects visiting these parts. Some of
theni would have taken the Maritime Provinces, but they were late in the season, and
we could not tell them to go through the Maritime Provinces. I think the only way
in which to make a visit satisfactory, as regards the Maritime Provinces, woull be to
invite a delegate to come and to report upon them only. If you invite a dolegate to
come to Canada to see the whole country, he will want to see Ontario and blantitoba;
and after he has gone through those Provinces he may not be willing to do mure.

By -Mr. Merner :
Q. Have there been any pamphlets printed in the German language ?-We have

from time to time printed pamphlets in the German language; and a pamphlet I
believe is now printed in Germany of which I have not received a copy. It is
by Dr. Hahn, who was authorized to write it. The question of German emigration
is a difficult and a vexed one. We are not allowed to circulate emigration. pamphlets
in Germany, but German steamship lines who have concessions might circulate
certain pamphlets.

By Mr. lleèson:
Q. Do the Ameicans succeed in circulating pamphlets ?-Probably certain

pamphlets containing certain forms of statement are circulated. Dr. Hahn, as al-
ready stated, has compiled a pamphlet, which, I suppose, can be circulated.

Q. You are not permitted to circulate information regarding our country ?-

We might circulate certain information, but we cannot directly advocate emigration.
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Q. How can we reach the German emigration, which is now setting in the direc-
tion of the United States ?-I think that for years past emigration has been greatly
influenced by the steamship lines, and the HMI;burg and United States steamships
are concessioned. But, I understand, the Gei fian Government has refused to grant
concessions to English lines, and has given th.n oaly to the agents of German lines
leading to the United States.

Q. What do you mean by concessions ?-- . is a term signifiying permission to
act as agent.

Q. And cannot our Government distribute emigration literature just as the
Americans do ?-Not in the same way, unless the services of the steamship agents
are obtained.

Q. Has the Department made any representations to the German Government
regarding the unfair manner in which we are treated ?-We have no direct corre-
spondence with the German Government, but the London office has, on several occas-
sions, made exertions.

Q.-That was probably with a view to locturing on the country ?-It was with
a view to making efforts generally to further emigration.

Q.-If emigration work is permitted on behalf of the United States, I do not see
how it can be refused in the interests of this eountry ?-A move was made about
two years ago when Dr. Hahn was invited to visit this country. He came, and
made a very valuable report, which was published in German. That led to his being
appointed to the rank of agent of the Department without salary, but with a small
allowance for clerks, for printing and for advertising.

Q.-Have we any person in Germany who would distribute immigration litera-
ture if it was printed in German ?-Not to any considerable extent

Q.-Do not the Americans distribute similar books ?-They may do it thro ugh
the steamship lines and their concessioned agents. The Canada steamship lines
have made groat exertions within the last few years to get concessions for their
agents, but they have been uniformly refused.

By Mr. Chandler:
Q.-Do you not think the emigration from Germany to the United States is due

to the representations made regarding the United States in Germany ?-There is noi
doubt of that. Everyl United States Consul, wherever he is, is a propagandist, and
his business is to boast of the greatness of the resources of the United States; and
there are besides, as J have stated, the steamship companies and their agents, and
these are the most important and powerful of all the agents.

The Committee then adjourned.

April 'th, 1880.
The Committee met. Mt. Low re-called.

By the Ohairman:
Q. In your latevisit to England you no doubt had an opportunity of seeing a

great many English cattle; can you give us some information as to which is the beet
breed of cattle for Canada to raise for sale in the English markets ?-When I was in
England, knowing the great importance of this question of the shipment of cattle,
and it being a special subject with which the Department has to deal, I made special
enquiries as te the rates of Canadian cattle in England in comparison with cattle
brought from Scotland and other parts of the United Kingdom. I went to London
to be present at the arrival of the trains from Scotland with animals for the London
Christmas market, and I saw.a very large variety. I found that the cattle of the,
best kind, from Scotland and from various parts of England, brought prices ranging,
at from £30 to £40 sterling a head. The average might probably be £35. With
respect to Canadian cattle, the kind we have hitherto shipped has not been quiter
sufficient for the market, with the exception of those that are sent by specially
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large cattle feeders and breeders. These latter cattle will bring an average of over
£30; but the ordinary cattle, wbich have been sent in large numbers from Canada,
I find have not brought an average of more than £15 or £16 sterling. I saw on the
arrival of the trains from Scotland, to which I have referred, a large animal, some-
what shaggy in appearance and with a very large bulk and belly, which sold for £16.
Our ordinary grade cattle are of that type. Beside it was a black cow from Scotland,
a much smaller animal (a Polled Angus), which sold for £35. The point, therefore,
to impress is this; that, if we are going into the shipping of cattle to England, the
breed we ship must be, if we are to be successful, such as will bring the highest
price. Now, as regards the breed of cattle, I do not wish to offer a personal opinion,
ut I obtained a letter from Mr. Adamson, who was one of the jurors from Scotland

to the Paris Exhibition, and I think it is of a character which I should lay before the
Committee-it reads thus:-

BALQUHARN, ALFORD, ABERDEEN, 20th December, 1879.

DEAR SIR,-In reply to your several enquiries about the Polled Aberdeen and
Angus cattle-I am convinced that the buils of that breed will, sooner or later, be
universally recognized as the best adapted sires for crossing, especially in the
countries that export live cattle for the English markets. As an instance of the
impressiveness of a well-bred Polled bull, I state, without fear of contradiction, that
the progeny of 100 horned cows served with a high-bred Polled Aberdeen bull, not
one will be other than black and polled. - This should be a great consideration with
shippers; more can be put into a truck, or a feeding compartment, and no damage
by goring.

The Polled Aberdeens are a hardy race, thriving where Shorthorns cannot live.
There is un impression abroad that .they are slow feeders; this is not the case, as they
will grow and weigh with any Shorthorn, and carry their meat evenly and in the
prime parts. As an instance, the Polled bullock which gained the cup at the Smith-
field Club Show this year as best Scott, and fed by Sir W. Gordon Cumming, was
only two years and eight months and scaled 17 cwt. 2 qrs.-a greater weight than
any Shorthorn or Pure Breed this year of the same age. At the late Paris Inter-
national Exhibition 1-had the honor of acting as a juror, and when the £100 prize
for the best beef producing breed was adjudicated thirty-four jurors were on the
bench. The Polled Aberdeen or Angus scored 27 votes, the Shorthorns 4, and the
Crossheds 3. Mr. McCombie, of Tilleyfour, had the honor of taking this high award
with a group composed chiefly of animals under two years of age. This of itself
.speaks for the early maturity of the breed.

A Polled Scott, in the London market, commands one-half to one penny the pound
more than a Shorthorn or Hereford; the hide is likewise worth a good deal more.

Good beef producers are generally indifferent milkers, but two of the most
fashionable tribes of the Polled Angus are recognized milkers, as also good feeders.

I am, dear Sir, very faithfully yours,
HENRY D. ADAMsoN.

To JoHN LowE, Esq., Secretary,
Dept. of Agriculture of the Government of Canada.

I give that without expressing any personal opinion respecting it, but as a con-
tribution to the discussion of the question which is of certainly the greatest impor-
tance to the country. There is one further point that I may give the Committee.
When I was leaving Liverpool I ascertained from an official source that the United
States' cattle received at the Port of Liverpool during 1879, were 4,633 less than the
previous year, owing, of course, to the slaughter clause or to the scheduling of the
United States, while the imports from Canada had increased in the enormous propor-
tion stated in the Report of the Minister of Agriculture.
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By Mr. Bain:
Q. Do you not think, as to that statement regarding the importation of Ame-

rican cattle at Liverpool, that the fact is United States' cattle have been sent to
London in consequence of there being better slaughtering facilities there ?-There
is a slaughter house at Deptford; but both in London and Liverpool you will find
the same ratio of decrease.

Q. There is a general reduction throughout ?-Yes; I may state further that I
visited several large feeding places in England; the feeding of cattle for the English
market is generally made a specialty of farming.

By the Chairman:
Q. Can you say if the Polled Angus breed of cattle is owned in Canada to any

extent ?-I have heard that the Guelph College has obtained some specimens of that
breed but they are quite different to the Galloways which are shown at our Exhibi-
tions; they have very short legs and very square bodies. I do not know any others
in the country, but I speak with a very great reserve and caution on the subject as
I am aware that there is a very great difference of opinion among breeders with
regard to the comparative merits of that type and the short-horns. I showed that letter
of Mr. Adamson's to Mr. Clay, one of the Royal Commissioners and the Manager
of the Bow Park Farm, and he authorizes me to say in his name, that he concurs
with every single word of it; but he says the difficulty ho has found regarding these
breeds is that the impress from them was not so decided as from the shorthorns.
That is a point, however, upon which I offer no opinion.

By Mr. Bain:
Q. I fancy that must have been the reason of the failure of the other breeds

here to fill the bill so well as the shorthorns ?-I cannot say as to that, but I simply
give Mr. Clay's statement. Mr. Giblet, a large seller in London, who has been for
many years in the trade, also very strongly endorses this letter of Mr. Adamson. I
may say one further point with reference to the dressed meat market. I visited the
wholesale market in London, from which the retail butchers of London and its
suburbs get their supplies, and I noticed one fact in regard to sending meat there in
a dressed state; there is a difficulty in sending it very long distances in our winter,
owing to the freezing and thawing which cause the fat of the meat to assume a yel-
lowish colour apparently from the running of some kind of juices in the meat.
Therefore a distant place of slaughter in our climate is, I think, unfavorable to the
shipping of dressed meat. Of course that would not apply to meat dressed and
prepared in the Maritime Provinces.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. Did you ascertain how our meat compared with that from the United

States?-I think our meat is quite equal, if not superior, to the average United
States beef. There is a great deal of Texan meat which goes in which is not of very
good quality.

Q. Did you learn how they like our cheese now ?-That stands undoubtedly
very well; I saw in several London shops labels advertising Canadian cheese ; the
cheese attracted a perfect crowd around it all the time.

By Mr. Arkell :
Q. How do they like our butter ?-We have sent a good deal of inferior butter

over; but there is no doubt that our best made butter is appreciated.
By -Mr. IHesson:

Q. What is the difference between the price obtained for Canadian beef and that
obtained for American beef in the English market ?-There is generally a difference
of from a penny to three pence per pound in the sale of all this imported beef.

Q. That is as against British beef ?-Yes ; the American as against English and
Scotch.

Q. I mean what is the difference in the price of Canadian beef as against Ameri-
can beef ?-I think there is no difference whatever; it is all sold as American beef.
There is, however, a very great difference in the manner in which the carcases
arrive. In some cases they arrive in the most perfect state, the meat looks red,
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and the fat bas a light, white appearance. In other cases those juices have run and
the fat is of a color not very inviting.

By Mr. Bain,:
Q. That only applies to cattle slaughtered on this side of the Atlantic ?-Cer-

tainly.
Q. And not to live cattle shipped from bore ?-No; the facilities for the export-

ation of live cattle have been constantiy improved; and there bas been a marked
effect produced by our own inspection and our own regulations in not allowing more
than a certain number of cattle to occupy a certain space. The effects of that regula-
tion have been most salutary, and the loss in evei y way has been reduced to the
milninum,

By Mr. RJesson:
Q. Is it not a fact that many Canadian cattle shipped, make as good beef as

British meat ?-Yes; and I have no doubt that large numbers of cattle sent as Cana-
dian meat go into the hands of ordinary English traders and are sold as Canadian
beef.

Q. Did you ascertain from English dealers whether the difference between our
stock and British stock arose from the variety of stock or the difference in feeding ?
-It is the stock. The breeds sent from here are inferior, and the cattle are not the
right shape. This is proved by the fact that t b avera . prices of cattle we have
shipped have been only £15 or £16 against 30 and 40, which are the average of
prices obtnined for British cattle. This remark, will not, of course, apply to such
cattle as Mr. Wiser sends; the average price he gets is over £30.

By Mr. Rogers:
Q. Of the breeds sent from here, the shorthorns are preferable ?-No doubt about

it; the cattle require to have a square back and small bellies, as distinguished from
a smaU back and big bellies.

By Mr. Elliott:
Q. From the large number of coarse bullocks and steers which have been in

demand in Western Ontario for exportation, the price paid for them last year bas
been higher than before ?-Of course large quantities of inferior cattie have been
sent forward, whicb probably would not have been sent had it not been for the large
demand made by shippers. The whole question has been one of supply and demand,
and the shippers bave sent round the eountry to buy up all they could get.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. You are aware that the article of cheese was very low in Canada last year,

but ail at once it began to rise and it bas continued to do so; can you tell us what
caused it to rise in England, and whet ber it is likely to coitinueto do so this season ?-
I cannot say as to that; that is an English economical question of supplyand demand.
I can state, however, that I miade special enquiry as to the favor in which Canadian
cheese is held in England. It is held in great favor and is considered to be very
good.

Q. Do ou think that is the reason the price rose ?-It may be; but that is a
question which bas not corne entirely under ny knowledge.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. Did you devote any attention to the question as to what sheep are best suited

for the English market ?-Not further than this; one of the delegates with whom I
came in contact told me that the kind of sheep they found in Canada were not suited
for the English market.

Q. Does that apply to all sheep here ?--To the sheep they saw on their trip
through the country.

By Mr. Cockburn:
Q. Do you tbink it would be advisable to grade the cattle for shipment before

Ieaving our ports for England, in order that the peopl<3 over there might better under-
stand the description of cattle we raise ?-I think the skill of those people who deal
in cattle is so very great that they can immediately appraize the value on any animal
that is brought before them to within half a crown.
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Q. Would not grading the cattle place us in a better position in respect to the
stock we have for export?-I doubt that it would; sir, if we seni good cattle they
will be appraised at the value of good cattle, and if we send inferior cattle they will
not pass for more than they are worth.

Q. But if an inferior animal is sent across they may take that as the best we
have for export ?-1 think not; because they are aware that we have sent very many
choice animais from this country.

By the Chairman :
Q. Is the English market likely to continue profitable for Canadian cattle ?-It

is certain that the large imports of meat have had the effect of making some redue-
tion in the price. It appears by the English census that the total number of cattle
in England, or rather in the United Kingdom, is not more than nine millions. It
therefore follows that even that market might be affected by a very large supply.
I think the market for many years to come though will absorb very large quantities
from this continent; and if the United States remain scheduled while we remain free,
Canada must be affected very favorably for some years to come.

Q. How does the increase of shipments from Canada compare with the increase
the the United States ?-The United States' shipments have decreased. The decrease at
the port of Liverpool during last year was 4,633, owing no doubt to the slaughter
clause or to the scheduling.

By -Mr. Bain:
Q. But what is the decrease at all ports ?-Liverpool may be taken as a fair

test, and what has occurred must have occurred at the other ports in proportion.
By Mfr. Elliott:

Q. Are all the cattle brought to market from Scotland, Ireb.i and parts of
England, fine bred stock ?-Principally ; of course there may be some inferior cattle,
but the Scotch cattle are preferred to ail others. Scotch prime is the highest standard
of meat in the English market.

Q. Some few years ago I saw a great many Scotch cattle goirig into the English
market, and 1 thought they were of a very inferior quality ?-Of ecurse there are
some; but I did not see many on the trains last Christmas, and thousands came in
on that occasion. The animal I saw of which I specially spoke, that sold for £35,
was not to the eye a very large animal, but when you came to look at it in detail it
was very fine and compact.

By the Chairman:
Q. Can you tell us whether there is any difference in the condition of cattle

shipped from the Maritime Provinces as compared with the condition of cattle
shipped from the West on their arrivai in England ?-Of course there would be this
in favor of the Maritime Province cattle, that they would not have the long railway
journey, which is more or less trying in both summer and winter.

Q. Did you see any cattle landed from the Maritime Provinces when you were
in England ?-Not specially. It may, however, be said as a matter of tact, that
with the improved appliances on both the Allan and the Dominion steamers (they
have been improving them year by year, and I fancy the same remark will apply
to the other vessels going regularly into the trade), they carry the cattle into Eng-
land in much better condition than they used to.

By MIIr. Rogers:
Q. Is there any difference between the price of distillery-fed cattle and stall-

fed cattle ?--Large fat cattle bring their price quite irrespective of the manner in
which they are fed. This is proved by the prices got for cattle sent by Mr. Wiser,
and the prices got for some distillery-fed cattle from Toronto.

By Mr. Cockburn (Muskoka) :
Q. What is the average charge for taking cattle across now ?-The price is

coming up now. Last year they were carried over for as low a price as £3 sterling
a head; I think the price is £4 now.

By the Chairman:
Q. From the port of shipment ?-Yes.
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B y Mr. Farrow :
Q They carry at so much per head and not by weight ?--Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there any difference in the rates fron Montreal, Portland and Halifax?-

That I cannot say.
By Mr. Elliott:

Q. Have you seen the model of a new car for carrying cattle ?-Yes.
Q. What is your opinion about it ?-It is very much approved of by Mr..

McEachren, the Veterinary officer of the Department. The car costs about $200
more than the ordinary cattle car.

By Mr. Paterson (Brant):
Q. How much more a head does it cost to send cattle from Chicago than from

Toronto ?-Of course the cattle cannot come in now, and there is no present quota-
tion of rates, but when the cattle did come through I think the arrangement was, to
a large extent, a matter of contract. I should think it would cost very nearly as
much as the ocean rate to take cattle from Chicago to the seaboard.

Q. You mean it would cost twice as much to send from Chicago as from Toronto ?
-No ; as from Halifax.

Q. Well, what would it cost as compared with the cost from Toronto ?-The
rate per car would probably be from $80 to $100 from Chicago to Montreal.

Q. The Chicago men do not get discriminating rates then on stock as they do
on other classes of goods ? -Well, a car will hold about sixteen head, and the shipper
might make special arrangements, according to the extent of his shipment.

Q. You know it has been a complaint that Chicago shippers of many classes of
goods can get as cheap rates from Chicago to Halifax as a Canadian can get from
Toronto to Halifax, I want to know whether it is the same regarding cattle ?-I
cannot speak as to that; it is a railway question.

Q. Do you know whether American beef can be laid down as cheaply at Liver-
pool as Canadian beef ?-1 have understood that the rates from Baltimore were quite
as good as those from Canadian ports.

Q. But has not the American farmer a considerable advantage over the Canadian
inasmuch as that he can buy his stock cheaper and ship it at a lower rate ?-If you look
at one of the railway maps of the lines which supply Uhicago, you will see they
stretch out in every direction from the point of Texes; in fact there is a perfect net
work of them covering miles of country, and the cattle they bring to Chicago are
probably worth $3 to $4 a hundred weight; they are sold in that way.

Q. The cattle-feeders, I suppose, can buy them at a minimum sum ?-From $5-
upwards.

Q. And they feed them on American corn, which is very much cheaper there than
here, and thereby get a considerable advantage of our farmers ?-Tbat is a question
I cannot speak about.

By Mr. Blesson.
Q. Did not Mr. Cramp say last year that the rate was $5 a bead from Sarnia to

the port of shipment ?-I do not remember that, but I think that would be about the
price. The rate per car is about $80, and as each car would contain sixteen animals
the price would be $5 each.

Mr. Cockburn (Muskoka).
What is the price in England, per hundred, for an average description of beef ?

-That is dependent on the exact quality of the beef and the condition of the
market. I can scarcely answer that question with sufficient precision to make my
reply of value as evidence. The information which I specially applied myself to
getting was as to the average price which the cattle we sent over brought as com-
pared with the price of English and Scotch fed cattle.

By Mr. Paterson:
Q. English cattle, I understand, have brought just about double the price ours

have ?-That is an average, but some we have sent over have brought a better price.
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Q. Is not the difference in price a good deal a matter of local prejudice which may
be removed by properly selocting the cattle sent over ?-I do not think that, but I am
quite satisfied that if we wish to go into the English market with success, the first
condition is the raising of cattle specially for that market.

The Committee adjourned.

April, 16th, 1880.

The Committee met. Mr. J. P. WISER, M.P., called and examined.

By the Chairman :
Q. I believe you have been engaged in the cattle trade between Canada and

England ?-Yes, and I believe ny cattle were the first ever shipped to England from
Canada.

Q. What kind of cattle suits the markets of England best ?-You are speaking of
beef cattle of course; grades and thoroughbred Durhams are the best you can take
there.

By Mr. Elliott:
Q. When you say grades I suppose you mean crossed with Durhams ?-Yes;

the better blood you get the better cattle you have, and the more suitable your cattle
are for the English market.

Q. Would you advise farmers to raise stock of that kind ?-Most decidedly.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do the present prices pay you ?-For cattle we have bought and fed?
Q. Yes ?-Thi year's prices are very good; but last year we lost just about as

much as we made I fancy; it was just about an even thing.
Q. Is the number of cattle fed for exportation increasing to any extent ?-I do

not think it is. I am inclined to think that cattle are not so good as they were ten
years ago. I could then buy numbers of cattle suitable for the English market much
easier than I can now; at present the supply does not do more than keep up with
the demand.

Q. How do you account for the depreciation in the quality of cattle ?-By the
good cattle being taken out of the country too young, before they reach maturity;
and by the fact that they are not raising them so fast as the demand for them
requires. Killing the calves instead of raising them also decreases the supply of
good cattle. Years ago when I commenced distilling in Canada I bought all my
cattle in Leeds and Grenville; to day I cannot buy a quarter of the cattle 1 require
in those counties; I have to go west for the remainder.

Q. You feed a large number of cattle for subsequent sale in the English market?
-Yes.

Q. What kind of cattle, in your opinion, makes the best beef?-I claim that
distillery fed cattle do; I have sold my cattle against all comers from all parts of the
world, and no one bas ever outsold me. I have sold them against Kentucky grass
fed cattle, and against Illinois corn fed cattle.

Q. Buyers, of course, know that they are distillery fed ?-Oh, yes.
Q. Is the meat as solid on distillery fed cattle as on corn fed cattle ?-I do not

know that it is as firm or as hard, but it is juicier and sweeter meat. The distillery
fed cattle are fed in a stable; they are taken care of and are not subject to the cold
and the severity of the climate that the other cattle have to undergo ; they therefore
make a better meat than any other beefthere is.

Q. What part of Canada produces the best cattle for shipment ?-I buy my
cattle in the County of Middlesex, in the vicinity of London, out in the direetion of
Sarnia, at Ailsa Craig, and all through that section of country up to Lake Huron.
That is the best cattle growing country I know of in Canada.

Q. Are the cattle you get there equal to the cattle raised in Illinois ?-Yes; and
better.
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By Mr. Sproule:
Q. What breed of cattle do you usually select ?-As high a breed as I can.
Q. Durhams ?-Yes, Durhams; in fact, the nearer the beast is to a thoroughbred

the better I like it.
Q. Do you consider Durhams superior to other breeds ?-Most decidedly.

By the Chairnan:
Q. Do you know whether it is a fact that the best grades of Canadian cattle are

sent to Buffalo, fed there, and then sent to England to go into enpetition with the
cattle shipped direct from Canada ?-I do not think there is very auch of that done;
if there is any of it done, it is on a very small scale.

Q. Does Canadian beef bring as high a price in England as English, Irish and
Scotch beef of the same quality ?-Yes; it brings the same price as the British beef of
the same quality. The Scotch take to market a little better class of cattle than we
do; but take the Scotch cattle 2,000 miles by rail and 3,000 miles across the Atlantic,
and subject them to the same hardships that our's are subject6d to, and, as some Scotch
friends told me, our's will be far superior.

By Mr. Trow :
Q. Did you ever ship any cattle from New York ?-No; I ship from Montreal.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the freight for cattle from Western Ontario to England ?-That

varies in different seasons and at different times in the season.
Q. What is the average ?-The average price from London or Ailsa Craig to

Montreal is from $50 to $60 a carload, and a car contains 20 head. Then from Mon-
treal I have known the price for the ocean voyage to run from £2 10s. to £6 sterling
a head.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. A certain amount of room is allowed for each animal on board ship ?-Yes.
Q. And the freight for an inferior animal would be the same as for a good one ?

-Yes.
Q. What space is allowed for cattle on board ship ?-Our space last year was five

feet by eight feet for two cattle. We are sometimes allowedto take out the partition
between two spaccs and put five small cattle in. I have had some cattle so large that
one bas occupied the space allowed for two. These have weighed 2,500 lbs. each. I
have had cattle measuring over 12 feet.

Q. In that case wcre you obliged to pay double freight ?-No; I changed the cattle
round, putting five small ones in the space allowed for four of a medium size, and
putting the one lairge one in a space allowed for two. On the voyage to which I am
referring we had 200 cattle, 100 sheep and 100 hogs.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Is it not better to have the cattle standing singly ?-Two can stand together

as well as one can stand by itself.
Q. What do you with the cattle in case of storm?-That I cannot say, for we

did not have a storm from the time we left Montreal till we reached London.
By -Mr. Trow:

Q. Did you insure your stock ?-Yes.
Q. What are the rates for insurance ?-I paid 2½ per cent.

By the Chairman.:
Q. What is the average price obtained for cattle in England ?-That is a pretty

wide question.
Q. What is the price per hundredweight ?-There has been a wide margin within

the year; they have been from four shillings, four and sixpence to eight shillings per
stone (8 lbs.)

By M1r. Resson:
Q. Is that live weight ?-No; it is calculated at 56 lbs. to the hundred. Cattle

are estimated to dress 56 lbs. to the cwt.



By Mr. Trow :
Q. Where do you land your cattle ?-At Haven's lead, 28 miles out of London,

and at London. From there they are taken to the Islington Cattle Market, which is
held on Mondays and Thursdays.

Q. Have you sold in Liverpool ?-I have not; I have sold in London and in
Glasgow.

By ]r. Elliott:
Q. The cattle sent from this country are sold by live weight ?-They are not

weighed, but are estimated to dress at so many pounds.
By Mr. Hesson :

Q. I suppose that in estimating the weight of an animal buyers will come within
say, ten pounds of the actual weight ?-Sometimes they will, and sometimes they
will not ; when buying, of course, they do not often over-estimate the weight of an
animal.

By 3r. Rogers:
Q. What is the lightest weight you would recommend to be sent to England ?-

I would not advise the sending of any cattle there that will not weigh 1,200 lbs.;
they should weigh 1,400 lbs.

By -Mr. Trow :
Q. There is no profit in taking inferior stock there ?-Not at present ; there was

a market opening up for young stock, but last year, owing to the very bad season in
England, and the heavy rains, the farmers there instead of buying stock bad to sell
what they already had. But there is going to be evertually a market- for our young
stock, and when that occurs we will be hard up for cattle in Canada. I intended to
ship 1,000 head last fall, but owing to the state of the English market I did not.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. What ages do you mean when you say young stock ?-Yearlings, and cattle

two years old and three years old.
By Mr. Jluttart :

Q. What is the oldest you ship ?-My steers I buy at from three to four years
old and fatten them.

By the Chairman:
Q. An animal weighing 1,500 lbs. would sell for about $131. I suppose ?-At 7d.

a pound such an animal would bring $126; but I sold my 1,200 head for more than
that on an average.

Q. In buying cattle in Canada, what is the average cost of animals weighing
1,500 Ibs. ?-It is very rarely we can get cattle weighing that; you know we buy
them from the farmers and fatten them during the winter.

By Mr. Elliott :
Q. What is the weight of the cattle you buy which you export, after fattening,

to reach 1,500 Ibs. ?-They should weigh 1,100 or 1,200 lbs. in the fall. I bave paid
four cents a pound, live gross weight, for my cattle.

By the Chairman :
Q. The average rate from Western Ontario to England would be about $32.50 ?

-Yes.
Q. And you pay 2j per cent. insurance on the value of the beast in Canada or

in England ?-On what they are worth in England. I insured my cattle last year
for $130. Of course in these calculations you must remember that I buy the cattle
in the falil and feed them for seven or eight months before shipping them.

By Mr. Rogers:
Q. You only insure I suppose from the dangers of the sea ?-I insure against

everything; you can insure against any kind of loss.
By the Chairman:

Q. How long do yon feed your cattle ?-The cattle are usually put in the stables
at the end of September or beginning of October, and we take them out for the
purpose of shipping them from April to July.
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By -Mr. Trow:
Q. How many do you generally feed ?-I am feeding 1,500 this year; I have fed

1,000 for the last eleven years.
By Mr. Farrow :

Q. Do you pay four cents a pound for stock cattla and feed them after that ?-
Yes; I have paid that for thousands of head.

By Mr. Ferguson:
Q. From your experience in the business do you think it can be made profitable

to buy cattle at the average stock rates of this country and feed them on ordinary
grain and roots with a view to making them fit for shipment ?-No; I do not.

Q. The business of buying cattle and feeding them for the English market
cannot, then, be made profitable unless you feod the animals on something that could
not otherwise be used, or that if not fed to them would be thrown away ?-Yes ;
you can feed them on roots, peas or oats, but we could not afford to buy cattle and feed
them en that class of food for seven or eight months and then sell them.

By Mr. Trow :
Q. Do you feed any corn ?-I feed 700 bushels a day after the whiskey has been

taken out of it.
Q. Do you buy any United States eattle ?-I bought steers from Illinois, Ohio

and Michigan years ago; but buying then there never proved profitable.
By the Chairman:

Q. Are there any restrictions placed upon the landing of Canadian cattle in
England ?-Nothing more than that the cattle shall be quarantined twenty-four hours.

Q. Do the cattle undergo inspection ?-Yes sir.
Q. Is there any prejudice against Canadian cattle in the English markets ?-

There is in a measure. The Canadian cattle coming into the English markets injure
the trade of the English dealers, who, in turn, have done a good deal with a view to
injuring Canadian meat. I was told when I was in England that dealers would take
poor beef of their own and label it Canadian; while they would take our meat, mark
it English or Scotch and sell it as choice meat. The fact is the English farmers do
not want our cattle to go there.

Q. Is this prejudice increasing or dying out ?-It is decreasing very rapidly,
and Canada and the United States will eventually furnish the market with an immense
quantity of its beef.

Q. The market of Great Britain is not limited, thon ?-There is a market for all
we can send from Canada.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. Iow does the present duty on corn affect your trade ?-Seven and a half

cents a bushel.
Q. Fifty dollars a day ?-Yes.

By Mr. Ferguson:
Q. By what percentage is the price of whiskey increased in consequence ?-The

increased price has to be spread over everything, the whiskey and the cattle. There
is just one thing I want to say on this point; it is this : We must have some advantage
over the United States if we are to compete with them in the supply of cattle to the
British markets. We have now to pay 7- cents a bushel duty on corn. That is all
right now, because the Americans have to kill their cattle at the port of landing.
That handicaps them, and though we have to pay 7î cents a bushel more for our corn
than they, we are still a little ahead. But let the English ports be open to American
cattle and then we will suffer. IL will make a difference of a cent or a cent and a
half a pound againt us. It is to all our benefits to keep the cattle trade as it is now.

By Mr. Cockburn (JMuskoka) :
Q. As vou have to pay 7J cents a bushel duty on corn, why do you not use rye

or barley in distilling ?-I cannot do it. If the duty on corn is 10 cents a bushel we
must use it.
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Q. Then if the duty on corn does not oblige you to use rye or barley, it does not
affect our farmers beneficially ?-The farmers are not benefitted so far as corn is con-
eerned, as they do not raise it.

By Mr. Fdrrow :
Q. What do you have to pay for corn ?-My corn cost me last year, duty paid,

about fifty-six cents. It was cheap last year.
Q. What is the price now ?-It can be laid down for about the same price to-day.
Q. What can you buy peas for ?- do not know; I could not use the m in dis-

tilling; tbey are not worth a cent a bushel to me.
Q. Not in feeding cattle ?-They are good for that, no doubt ; but I do not use

them.
By Mr. Elliott:

Q. Do you use much rye ?-We use about 80 per cent. corn and.the remainder rye.
By Mr. Arkell:

Q. Do you use any Canadian cora ?-No; they do not raise any in this country
suited for distillery purposes.

By Mr. Bain:
Q. There is not so much spirit in it as there is in the American corn ?-No; I

am using corn two years old from Chicago; it is dry ; you could not get any Canadian
corn of other than last year's growth.

By Mr. Besson:
Q. The objection is this, I suppose, that Canadian corn is not kept so long as the

Amorican ?-No ; it is not kept so long.
Q. Do you find any difficulty in competing with stock raised in the Western

States, which is so cheap and abundant. Does not your comparative closeness to the
ocean give you an advantage over that stock ?-Do you mean in competing in Boston
and New York?

Q. Yes ?-I cannot compete with the American cattle there.
Q. Can you in the English market ? -Oh, yes; but not in the American market.

By Mr. Ferguson ;
Q. I suppose the difference is the duty on cattle imported into the United States ?

-There is that difference; but the fact is the cattle are not worth so much in Boston
as in Prescott.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then, in your opinion, the English market is unlimited for Canadian cattle ?

-Yes.
Q. In which case farmers will be justified in going extensively into stock-

raising ?-Yes.
By -Mr. Bain:

Q. I suppose, so long as the Americans are handicapped, as they are at present,
our farmers will be justified in raising stock extensively ?-Yes; most assuredly.

Q. If the Americans could go into the English market on the same terms as we
can it would make a difference ?-It would make all the difference in the world as
their supply of cattle is unlimited. It would take a cent a pound off ours.

By Mr. Besson:
Q. What is the proportion of the live stock imported into England as compared

with the quantity consumed ?-The proportion is very small.
By the Chairman:

Q. Do middlemen in England deprive Canadian shippers of any large share of
the profits which come to them ?-No; I do not think so.

Q. Do the Canadian shippers sell direct, then ?-No ; we all employ a broker
and pay him. He guarantees sales; and I claim that he can get a good deal more
for the cattle than we or any other strangers could.

By 2Mr. Trow :
Q. Are your profits new on a par with what they were prior tothe imposition of

the 7J cents duty on corn? Do you pay less for your cattle ?-No; I do not think
the duty affects the price of the cattie.
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Q. Who is the loser, yourself or the farmers ?-The duty comes ont of my pocket.
Q. Do you not give less for your cattle ?-No; we cannot get the cattle for less.

By Mr. Ferguson:
Q. Does the duty on corn increase the price of the whiskey or of the cattle feed

after the whiskey is taken out of it ?-You have to divide it up amongst all, and it is
a small matter by the time you have got it out of the whiskey and the cattle.

Q. With improved harvests in the old country do you think there will be a
market for our young feeding stock ?-Yes; if they have good crops there this year,
and if the supply of cattle is short, as I believe it is, there will be a very large demand
for our young stock ; but I do not desire to see our young stock sent away.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. Have you had anything to do with the hog trade ?-Nothing worth speaking

about.
Q. I understood you took some sheep and hogs over ?- Yes, some sheep and hogs;

they paid better last year than previously.
Q. What was the cost of carrying the sheep across ?-They did not cost any-

thing; we took a vessel, and after filling it with cattle, there were odd places which
we filled up with sheep and hogs.

Q. Did you lose any on the way ?-I think about a couple of hogs and a couple
of sheep and six cattle.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Is it your experience that hogs do not stand the ocean trip well ?-These stood

it well, and I only lost one or two.
Q. I understood that hogs did not stand the voyage well ?-Ours do; the hogs

you have reference to may be some western hogs, which are afflicted with some dis-
ease.

By Mr. Trow:
Q. Where do you prefer to ship from; New York, Quebec or Montreal ?-The

freights are lower from New York or Boston; the freights from Boston range lower
than from any other port; they are also low fr.om Baltimore.

Q. Is it not botter for the cattle to go from Montreal and down the river ?-It is
warmer.

Q. When shipped at Boston they are immediately plunged into the sea voyage
and do not have the benefit of the trip on the river?-It is generally very warm on
the river. Al the cattle I lost last year were lost before we got outside the river.

By the Chairman:
Q. Why are the freights lower from Boston and Baltimore than fromi Montreal

and Halifax ?-The cause is the greater supply of vessels at the former ports.
Vessels in great numbers look for cargoes there.

By -Mr. Heson :
Q. But thon the voyage from here to New York and Bostou by railway would be

against that ?-Yes.; my impression is, that if I waa shipping catle in May, June,
July, or August, I would ship from MontreaL At thB same time, Quebec is a good
point; it is only twelve or, fourteen hDars'. journey fjomi my, plao But Montrea. is,
right at home, and on the whole 1 think the best port of shipetft

By Mr. McdonaM (Kinga-)
Q. What kind of feed do you give your cabtle or the way ?-Bran, chopped

feed, oats and peas ground together, and corn with water.
By Mr. Trow :

Q. Do they lose much by the way ?-So*3»cattle will loesand others will gain.
By Mr. Macdonald:

Q. Are the pigs sent over fed pigs ?,Both fed pigs and store pigs are sent.
Q. What is the value of them hare ?-Lasat year Chicago pigs cost about $10.
Q. What weight would they be ?-About 200 lbs.; they sold over there for from

$23 to 825 apiece.
Q. Just in ordinary yard condition ?-Ye.i
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Mr. TimoTY COUGHLIN, M.P., examined.

By Mr. Farrow :
Q. Probably, Mr. Coughlin, you will tell us whether your experience differs

very much from Mr. Wiser's ?-I have listened to Mr. Wiser's evidence, and agree
with everything he has said except with regard to the shipment of hogs. In that
business my experience has been different to his, as it has not been remunerative
during the last year.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. Do you feed, as well as ship cattle ?-No; we ship; we do not feed.
Q. Mr. Wiser's experience is of distillery fed cattle ?-Yes.
Q. And you buy cattle from the farmers already fed, and send them to the English

market ?-Yes; I do not buy stock-fed cattle for shipment to England; it does not pay.
By Mr. Bain:

Q. Have many sheep been shipped to England ?-A limited number; it did not
pay to send them last year.

By Mr.'Sproule :
Q. What do you pay per pound for fed cattle ?-Five cents live weight for

farmers' cattle; that is about the average price for good farmers' fed cattle.
By Mr. Rogers:

Q. You have some experience in shipping sheep to the Old Country ?-Yes.
Q. What is the average cost of sheep ?-The average cost in western Ontario is

about $6.00 per head for sheep that will weigh 150 pounds; that is four cents a
pound live weight.

By Mr. Besson:
Q. What are they worth in the English market ?-From 45s. to 50s. per head.

By .Mr. Kaulbach:
Q. In winter, would it not be more remunerative to slaughter the cattle and send

the meat across the ocean in its dressed state ?-I have not been engaged in that
business, and therefore cannot say.

By Mr. Muttart:
Q. ln buying your sheep what breeds do you prefer ?-We take Leicesters, Cots

wolds and South Downs, which make the best quality mutton.
By the Chairman:

Q. What is the average freight for sheep ?-It runs from 6s. to 10s. pr head on
the ocean; the freight on tbe railway is about $60 a carload.

Q. Why does the ocean passage vary so widely as from 6s. to 10s. ?-It is
governed by the competition. We can always get cheaper rates froin Boston than
from Montreal-half a dollar per head less on sheep and $4 or $5 less per head on cattle.

Q. But does it not cost you more for the railway trip from Western Ontario to
Boston than from Western Ontario to Montreal ?-No; I get about the same rates.

By Mr. Sproule:
Q. How do you account for the difference in the rates from Boston, ?-There are

more vessels running from Boston to the Old Country; besides that the A merican rail-
way lines are cutting down the rates, which are now lower than the Grand Trunk rates.

Q. You have teriod both ways ?-Yes.
Q. Whieh way did you ship last year?-We shipped from Boston last season,

because we got better rates, but we prefer to ship from Montreal if we can get as
good rates from that port. Of course I am speaking of sheep. We cannot shisp cattle
by way of Boston because cattle shipped from the United States are slaughtered on
their arrival in Pangland.

Q. One gentleman who was befbre the Committee said he thought the arrange-
ments for the accommodation of cattle on the lines from Montreal were better than
the arrangements on the steamers from Boston ?-I do not think they are.

By Mr. White (ffastings) :
Q. If it was not for the order that American cattle shall be slaughtered on their

arrival ini England, the Americans would take the whole of the cattle trade ?-Yes.



Q. Could not they carry cattle as cheaply by the Montreal lines as by the Boston
linos if they Ji ked ?-I think they could.

By Mr. Hesson:
Q. Have you found the harbor dues at Montreal objectionable; do you think

they affect the price?-I have not had anything to do with them; they are not paid
by the shipper.

OTTAWA, 31st March, 1880.
Hon. RUrus STEPIIENSON, Ottawa.

DEAR SIR,-ii answer to your enquiries I would state
1. That the m anufacture of superphosphate of lime mainly or wholly from Canadian

phosphate wouli not at present be remunerative. This is due to two principal causes.
2. The first is that the cost of mining Canadian phosphate is now abnormally

high, so high that South Carolina phosphate can be (in my opinion) laid down in
Montreal cheaper per unit of phosphate contained than the Canadian phosphate can.
The high price of Canadian phosphate is due to the great lack of technical skill and
knowledge used in mining it, to the small scale on which it is mined, and to the fact
that there is a ready market for a limited amount of it for the purpose of enriching
the phosphate made from Carolina and other leaner but cheaper phosphate. This
demand is lik ely to be a very limited one as long as phosphate from Canada rules at
prices at al] 1 ke the present ones.

3. The ueond reason is that there is practically no demand for superphosphate
in Canada, and manufacturers would have to export where freight rates would be in
general less advantageous to them than to European competitors.

4. Could this second objection be removed and a market secured for superphos-
phate, I believe that the first objection could, before many years, be lessened greatly.
This might be done by the governments agreeing to purchase large quantities of super-
phosphate, to be distributed through the means of agricultural fairs, etc.

5. The manufacture once placed fairly on its feet, a good market provided for the
superphosphate, the cost of mining the phosphate would probably be greatly reduced
by the introduction of more systematic modes of mining, which would follow on
greater experience and surer demand for the phosphate. I believe that before many
years the cost of Canadian phosphate might be brought even lower per unit than that
of South Carolina phosphate.

6. The Oxford Nielseland Copper Company of Capelton, Que., and Boston would
be in a position to manufacture superphosphate cheaper than any other concern. We
are now mining and smelting about one hundred tons of copper bearing pyrites daily,
capableof yielding sulphuric acid enough to produce 70,000 tons of superphosphate
per annum. Our sulphur is now a waste product, and we are seeking a means of
utilizing it. Could we be assured of a large and constant market for superphosphate
we might arrange to manufacture it at Capelton. Should we be unable to have such
a market, it is exceedingly likely that we might remove our entire smelting works to
Boston or to some other point where our sulphur could be utilized. That this would
be unfortunate for the Dominion must appear, when I state that we employ about
350 men, and, shon d we manufacture superphosphate, we would employ many more.
Further, of our dai ly expenditure of about $1,000, nearly the whole finds its way into
Canadian hands, whether for labor, coke, wood, powder or hardware.

As we are already doing most of the work of making superphosphate, actually
mining and burning the pyrites and throwing away the sulphur to the amount of
nearly $1,200 daily, we could manufacture superphosphate cheaper than any one else.

The plant required would be very expensive, and a guarantee of a market and
perhaps also 4 subsidy would be necessary to induce us to undertake it.

Yours very respectfully,
The Oxford Nielseland Copper Co.,

I. M. HOWE,
Consulting Engineer.
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REPORT
COMMITTEE ROOM, 16th April, 1880.

The Joint Committee of both Houses appointed to consider whether it would not
be attended with economy and advantage to the Public Service if the " Law Depart-
ment " of each House and that of " Translation " were respectively amalgamatod,
beg leave to report:-

That, having well considered the matter referred to them, they are of opinion
that no change in the present system would be attended cither with economy or
advantage to the Public Service.

Appended to this Report will be found "I Memorandums," prepared in compliance
with the desire of the Comaittee by the Law Officers and the Chief French Trans-
lators of both Houses.

Al which is respectfully submitted.
A. CAMPBELL,

Chairman.

MEMORANDUMS.

Prepared in compliance with the desire of the Joint Committee of the Senate

and House of Commons, appointed to consider whether it would not

be attended with Economy and Advantage to the Public Service, if the

" Law Department of each House" and that of " Translation" were respec-

tively amalgamated.

STATEMENT of G. W. Wicksteed, Law Clerk, House of Commons.

HOUSE OF COMMONs, LAw CLERK'B OFFICE,
10th April, 1880.

DEAiR SiR,-In compliance with the wish of the Joint Committee on the question
of the expediency of amalgamating the Departments of Law and Translation of the
Senate and House of Commons, that I should state in writing the substance of my
answers to the questions put to me by the Committee on Tuesday, I bave made up,
as well as time and a very sharp press of official business would permit, and respect-
fully submit to the Committee through you, the following memorandum:-

1 have been the head of the Law and Translation Department of the House of
Commons since the meeting of the first Parliament of the Dominion in 1867.

I had held the same position in the Legislative Assembly of the former Province
of Canada, from its first meeting in 1841 until the confederation of the four Provinces
in 1867; and I had been assistant Law Clerk and Translator in the Legislative
Assenbly of Lower Canada from the autumn of 1828, until the suspension of the
constitution, and was employed in a like capacity in the office of the Special Council,
under the Attorney-General, Mr. Ogden.
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The Law Clerk's duty, as laid down in the rule 48 of the House, is:-" To revise
"all public Bills after their first reading, and to certify thereon that the same are
"correct, and in every subsequent stage of such Bills, the Law Clerk shall be respon-

sible for the correctness of the said Bills, should they be amenied. And he shall
"prepare a breviat of every public Bill previous to the second reading thereof."

This is all. There is nothing about drafting any Bill, or clause or amendment of
a Bill, or about the supervision of the printing or of the translation, nor is anything
said about private Bills, as to which the Law Clerk and his assistants always perform
all and more than all the dutios assigred to him by rule 48 as to public Bills. It is,
no doubt, made the duty of the applicant for a private Bill to send it to the Clerk of
the House in English or French, eight days before the meeting of Parliament, but it
must be revised, printed, translated and have its breviat made in the same manner as
a public Bill. The breviat required by the rule has always been understood to mean
the marginal notes on the Bill itself, which, with the text alongside them, make a
very convenient breviat.

In practice, the duties performed with respect to every Bill, whether public or
private, by the Law Clerk and his assistants, are as follows:-

The Bill, when introduced if a public Bill, and when given to us by the Clerk
if a private one, is first carefully read over and prepared for the printer; any obvious
mistakes of form or manifest impropriety, or any want of clearness in the manuscript,
&c., which might mislead the printer, are corrected; and if any difficulty or doubt
occurs, the member in charge of the Bill is applied to, and the proper corrections, if
any, are made.

It is then sent to the printer, and when returned by him the print is carefully
read over wi'h the copy and corrected. The notes are then put on, and the Bill
sent back to the printer for notes and form, and when he returns it, it is again ex-
amined aDd corrected, and one copy sent back to him signed as his voucher, it is
then printed off and distributed. A corrected copy is handed to the French trans-
lator for translation, which work he performs, consulting me or my assistants in case
of doubt as to any passage which does not seem quite clear to him, in which case it
sometimes happens that the English is faulty and we have to correct it. As it goes
through the Committees and the IIouse, we are often called upon to prepare or revise
amendments, and when it is passed I and my assistants have to see that all amend-
ments are properly incorporated with it. It is then again printed and carefully ex-
amined, every title, reference to, and quotation from the Statutes compared and veri-
fied, and both the English and the French versions having been corrected and
printed, the two versions are read over by me or my very excellent assistant, Dr.
Wilson (and of late this work has generally fallen on him from my having more than
enough to do without it), with the French translator who reads the French to him
while ho follows the English. If any considerable error is found, the Bill, or the
faulty page is re-printed; if the error is slight it is corrected in the margin, and the
correction initialed by me. The Bill is then handed to the clerk to be sent to the
Senate. It is to be remembered that the French version is signed by the Governor,
and of the same force as the English, hence the importance of the exact correspond-
ence of the two versions. It may happen that the Bill is amended by the Senate,
and we have to translate and examine amendments to amendments, but this does not
very often occur.

As I have said, Rule 48 does not make it-my duty to draft Bills or amendments,
and for private Members I can seldom draft any but very short Bills or amendments,
though I have not refused, and never should refuse to do more if I had time to do so
without neglecting positive duties; but it is obvious that to do more than this, to
attempt to draft Bills for private Members generally, would be to attempt an impos-
sibility: Any one member might ask me to draft a Bill which would take all my
time for the whole Session, to the neglect of all other duty.

For Government Bills the case is different, as the number of Ministers in the
House is limited, and as one Minister knows to a certain extent, or eau be told,
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what I have to do for another or others, I have managed to do a great deal of work
for many of them.

In 1841 I drafted, under the supervision of the Attorneys-General, Messrs. Draper
and Ogden, the first Municipal Bill for Upper Canada, and divers other measures;
and Lord Sydenham made me Law Clerk to the Government quoad the Legislative
Assembly, and gave me £200 a year as such. Under Sir Charles Bagot this was reduced
to £100, and for some time was paid separately, but was subsequently merged in
my salary from the House, and has so continued ever since, and was so considered in
1867, when the salaries of the officers of both Houses were reduced, no distinction being
made and the reduction being applied to my whole salary. But from 1841 to the
present time, my services, so far as the regular duties of my office would permit,
have always been at the disposal of the Government, and to the best of my ability I
have prepared or assisted in preparing a very large number of resolutions, Bills and
amendments for Members of the Governnict, being also Members of the House of
Commons.

This work bas come to me in various formssometimes merely as instructions verbal
or in writing, sometimes as a draft more or less complete,made by or under the direction
of the Deputy Head of a Department, and sometimes as amendments to an existing
Act or Acts, to be incorporated or consolidated with it or them, as in the case of
Customs, Excise, Post Office, and Railway Acts, among others, and sometimes so
nearly complete as to want only the same care and attention as a Bill in the hands of
a private Member, except as being more sabject to amendments consented to by the
Government. These Government Bills make a very large and important part of my
work, requiring very great care and attention in all their stages.

It is needless to say that I could not get through the work I have mentioned
without assistants. The staff of my office, exclusive of the French Translators, now
consists of Dr. Wilson as Chief Assistant Law Clerk and Translator, and two gentle-
men, Messrs. F. B. Hayes and R. J. Wicksteed as English Translators and General
Assistants in the office. Dr. Wilson takes the special charge of the Private Bills in
all their stages, and the final reading over of the Public Bills with the Chief French
Translator when passed and printed in form for sending to the Senate, subject of
course to my being applied to in case of any difficulty; he always keeps constant
watch over the items of the Supply Bill as they pass and prepares the Bill under my final
supervision. He is an old and experienced officer, having been about 23 years in my
Department, a Barrister for Lower Canada, a good French scholar and an able man, of
extensive general information, and familiar with the Statutes of the Dominion and
those of the late Province of Canada.

My other two assistants translate into English, motions, notices, amendments,
reports, petitions, evidence, etc., made in French ; act as proof readers of Bills, etc.,
ca lling my attention or Dr. Wilson's to anything that strikes them as requiring it;
keep and index the Bill books both during and after the Session, and are expert at
finding, and always ready to flind and give any information a Member may require
about the Bills of the then Session or any former one, and generally to help in every
way they can. They are both men of education and good French Scholars, and Mr.
Wicksteed is a Barrister, both of Quebec and Ontario. It is part of our duty to report
every Session on the expiring laws, but of late there have been none to report on, and
instead of doing this, one of my assistants has made a table of, and an index to, the
Statutes, and I have made and printed a classified table of all the Public Statutes in
force or expired, which I think might be corrected to the time and re-printed with
advantage.

Mr. Coursolles, the Chief French Translator, is an excellent officer, and ten or
twelve volumes of appendix translated yearly, bear witness to the amount of work he
bas Lo do as Superintendent. le bas been called before the Committee, and will
give them the information they require about his branch of the Department.

After the close of the Session I arrange the Acts in proper order for the Statute
Book, miake the notes and indexes, see that they are correctly printed in the Statute
Book, and give any assistance in my power to the Queen's Printer, and any informa-
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tion that Members may require about any Bill or Act, etc., having recourse to the
official copy in any case of doubt. Until the Statutes are printed, I never feel safe
in leaving my post. I have, of course, to keep my copies of the Statutes closely
noted up as to repeal, amendment, etc., and one must read a little to keep au courant.
Some weeks before the following Session I have to prepare for it, and, taking into
consideration the long hours and night work, I think I may say I put in equal to a
fair year's work.

I cannot say that I think it would be expedient, either as regards efficiency or
economy, to amalgamate the Law and Translation Departments of the Senate and
House of Commons. It seems to me that the functions of the two Houses are dis-
tinctly different; that not coming so directly from or being so intimately connected
with the people, the Senate cannot be expected to originate as many measures as the
popular House, and that the principal, though by no means the only business of the
Senate with respect to the Law Department, is to watch, examine and correct, or
oppose when necessary, Bills originating in the Commons; and that they ought to
have a Law Clerk of their own to assist them in performing this duty more especi-
ally, free from any control or influence of the other House, and that to do
this properly would, with his duty respecting the Bills originating in the
Senate and other business before it, bte useful and important work enough for one
man. In like manner, I do not think the Law Clerk of the Commons should be under
the control or influence of the Senate. The same remark will apply-also to the trans-
lation. I understand that there are but two translators attached to the Senate, one
of whom is a clerk assistant, and attends at the clerk's table. They would seem to
be not more than enough for the translation, which must necessarily be done for the
Senate daily, and under its control and supervision. They could, therefore, give us
no assistance, and I believe they have not asked any.

The strength of the Law and Translation Department in the two Houses, respec-
tively,seems to be about in proportion to the work in each. The existing arrangement
is not the result of any formal rule or plan, but has grown out of the nature of the
case, and has not, I think, worked badly.

The whole, nevertheless, humbly submitted.
I am, dear Sir, with much respect,

Very truly yours,
G. W. WICKSTEED,

L2. C. H. C.
The Hon. SiR ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, K.C.M.G.,

&c., &c., &c.,
Chairman of the Committee.

ST4TEMENT of E.qL. Montizambert, Law Clerk, Senate.

I am Law Clerk, Clerk of Committees and English Translator of the Senate.
I have held the tirst-named office virtually from lst July, 1867, and actually from

26th March, 1868; the second from the latter date only,%and the third from lst
April, 1868.

Frorm B1st March, 1846, to Ist July, 1867, I was Law Clerk (only) of the Legis-
lative Council of the late Province of Canada.

As Clurk of Committees I have, of course, no duties to perform out of Session.
As Law Clerk and English Translator I have frequently had, and may at any time
have, duties to perform during the recess also.

I have no assistant in any one of these offices.
The Committee on Standing Orders and Private Bills has a Clerk of its own.
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But no Bills respecting banking, commerce, railways, telegraphs, canais or
harbours are ever referred to that Committee.

When thero are too many committees for me to serve and attend ail of thom, my
place with some is filled by the Junior Clerk.

As English Translator I prepare English versions of:-
1. Ail Bills preseiited to the Senate in French.
2. Ail amendments in French to Bills under consideration in the Sonate.
3. All motions made and notices of motion given in French to the Sonate.
4. Ail evidence given in French before any Committee of the Senate.
5. Ail papers in French laid before tho Senate and requiring to be translated

into English either for the Journals or for the Sossional Papers, or for the use of the
Senators.

This work varies very greatly in amount from year to year. That which has to
be done out of Session can be done anywhere from corrected proofs of the French
versions, from which it can be done botter than from the MSS.

My duties as Law Clerk ore various, and not to be easily described or enumerated.
They include those of a Parliamentary Counsol as well as thoso of a Legislative
Draftsman, besides some of a more routine or office kind.

Under the first head it is my duty to give the best professional advice and infor-
mation I can, and the best assistance in my power towards getting further informa-
tion, on any and every subject connected with past or passing legislation, to any
Senator applying to me for any or ail of these; and for that purpose to be in attend-
ance in my office every day and ail day during the Sessions, and keep myself well in-
formed upon ail such subjects.

Under the second head, it is my duty to propare, when required, drafts of public
general Bills for presentation to the Senate ; and I have frequently prepared such
Bills for Ministers both before and during Sessions, especially when a Senator was
Minister of Marine and Fisheries. The last such Bill of any consequence that I pre-
pared for a Minister was the Canada Temperance Act, 1878. I have also occasionally
drafted such Bills for introduction in the flouse of Commons, as, for instance (under
special agreement), several Bills on maritime subjects in the Session of 1873, two of
which were reserved, and are, accordingly, bound up with the Acts of 1874.

But most of the Government Bills, originating in either House, are prepared by
Mr. Wicksteed, who is paid for that work, his salaries as Law Clerk of the Govern-
ment and as Law Clerk of the House of Assembly of the Province of Canada having
been combined together in his salary as Law Clerk of the House of Commons.

The framing of amendments to be moved by Senators to Bills originating in
either House come also under this head.

My routine or office work as Law Clerk of the Sonate consists chiefly of:-
1. Making marginal notes to and reading and correcting proofs and revises of

all Bills presented to the Senate.
2. Altering, when and where necessary, the phraseology of such Bills, with the

consent and approval of the Senators in charge of them, to the extent of giving due
and correct legislative expression to their views as authors of such Bills.

3. Correcting proofs and revises of all Bills ordered by the Senate to be reprinted
as amended, at any stage or stages in the progress of the same through the Senate.

4. Reading and correcting proofs and revises of ahl Senate BiIls in shape for trans-
mission to the lHouse of Commons.

5. Examining, comparing and certifying all engrossed amendmonts by the Sonate
to Bills from the flouse of Commons.

6. Ascertaining, in every vase of an amendment made to any Bill before the
Sonate, whether or not such amendnent clashes with or necessitates any alteration
in any other part of such Bill, and, if either is the case, bringing the fact undcr
notice in t he proper quarter.

7. Reading together and comparing the French and English versions of every
Bill, or amendment to a Bill, made in the Sonate, to see that they agree together in
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every part and particular, and are both presumably susceptible only of one and same
interpretation.

8. Reading and examining carefully every Bill brought to the Senate from the
House of Commons, with reference to the question of how far the same may or may
not require to be amended, in furtherance of its objects and policy, in any particular
having reference to it only as a piece of legislative.draftsmanship.

9. Verifying all citations of and references to previous Acts found in such Bill,
as well as all cross-references from one section thereof to another (in which confusion
is apt to be caused by amendments) and examining into the bearing of each section
thereof on all the others, and of the whole on Acts in force.

10. Drawing attention, in the proper quarter, to anything in any such Bill having
the appearance of causing the workmanship of it to be faulty in any of the above
particulars, or in any other.

And generally-
11. At every stage of the progress through the Sonate of every Bill presented to

that House or brought to it from the House of Commons, exerting my utmost vigi-
lence and ability towards detecting and remedying or preventing any possible fault or
error in the construction of the Bill, or of any amendment to it, which might have
the effect of mai-ring it when passed into law.

I have described my duties as Law Clerk of the Sonate thus minutely in order
that the Committee may have the fullest possible means of judging for itself whether
or not the Senate could conveniently dispense with the services of a law officer under
its own exclusive control, and attending and working within its own precincts.

The thing bas been tried in the Quebec Legislature, where there has been only
one Law Clerk for the two Bouses from the first. I have it from several sources that
the arrangement bas not been found to work satisfactorily for the Councillors. The
Law Clerk's office is situated in the Assembly wing of the Legislative Buildings.

Of course it would be different if the proposed amalgamation of the Law Depart-
ment here were more nominal than roal, to the extent of the location of, and a prior
claim to, the time and services of one member of the amalgamated staff being left in
the hands of the Senate.

In that case, his having similar services to render to others without leaving his
office could not interfere with the discharge of bis duties to them nearly as much as
my having to act as Clerk of Committees (which, it is to be presumed, would not
be required of him) does with the discharge of my duties as Law Clerk of the
Sonate.

The nature of my duties as Clerk of Committees is such that precedence must be
given to them, and that tbey keep me out of my office for hours at a time in the
busiest days of every Session, besides frequently keeping me for other long periods
with my hands and my attention occupied in matters foreign to my duties as Law
Clerk.

But I am utterly and entirely in the dark as to the nature and extent of the
amalgamation proposed.

A ssuming it to be all that the wording of the resolutions of both Houses imports,
I cannot think that it would be attended with advantage to either, so long as they
continue to be distinct and separate.

The raison d'étre of a second Chamber is that it should revise and perfect those
measures matured by the other on which it does not think it preferable to put its veto.

Each House is, by turns, a first and a second Chamber to the other. If it is
conceded that each requires a professional servant to assist it in both capacities, it
cai hardly be denied that so far, at least, as construction and legislative expression
are concerned, assistance in revising and perfecting had best be sought for by each
from one who has not had any hand in the work of preparation. If that work has been
performed faithfully, and to the best of the judgment and ability of the worker, no
effort of bis to transfer himself to the mental standpoint of another will enable him to
criticise it so well as another fairly competent in the same specialty.
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I hope to be excused if I have yielded unduly to the temptation to " magnify
mine office," and indulged in an over-estimate of the importance of the work of a
legislative draftsman, either in consultation, in action or in revision.

But it is work that is not without some importance.
Mr. John Austin, of the Middle Temple, in one of his lectures on jurisprudence,

delivered there and at the London University, said:-
" To conceive distinctly the general purpose of a statute, to conceive distinctly

"the subordinate provisions through which its general purpose must be accom-
"plished, and to express that general purpose and those subordinate provisions in
"perfectly accurate and not ambiguons language, is a business of extreme delicacy,
"and of extreme difficulty, though it is frequently tossed by legislators to inferior
4and incompetent workmen. I will venture to affirm, that what is commonly called
"the technical part of legislation, is incomparably more difficult than what may be
"styled the ethical. In other words, it is far easier to couceive justly what would be
"useful law, than so to construct that same law that it may accomplish the design
"of the law-giver."

Mr. George Coode, also of the Inner Temple, in his work on " Legislative
Expression or the language of the Written Law," says:-

" There is an acknowledged, indeed an obvious distinction between the three
"operations of determining the final objects or policy of a law; of choosing the
"means for the attainment of those objects, and of enunciating that choice by means
"of language. Though the last process is subordinate, and is only executory of
"the two former, it doos, like all executory functions, according as they are well or
"ill performed, fix the limits within which the superior functions shall operate. The
"most determined will in the law.giver, the most benevolent and sagacious

policy, and the most happy choice and adaptation of means, may ail, in the process
of drawing up the law, be easily sacrificed to the incompetency of a draftsman."

All which is respectfully submitted.

E. L. MONTIZAMBERT.
Law Clerk's Office, the Senate, April, 1880.

STATEMENT of A. A. Boucher, Chief French Translator of the Senate.

1. The translations on the part of the Senate consist of:-
Departmental reportssubmitted to Parliament by Ministers having their seata

in the Senate;
Returns to Addresses moved for in the Senate;
Bills originating in the Senate, and amendments to Bills received from the House

of Commons;
Resolutions, motions, reports of Committees, orders of the day;
Evidence taken before Committees of the Senate (including evidence in divorce

cases) ;
Engrossing amendments and addresses.
The Clerk of the Senate being, by law, the custodian of the Statutes of Parlia.

ment, a complete series in French of the Acts passed in each Session (with amend-
ments made by both Houses) has to be furnished to the Queen's Printer after the
Session by the Chief French Translator of the Senate for the yearly Statutes.

Since the Session of 1877, the Chiel French Translator has been called upon to
fulfil the duties of Assistant Clerk, attending at the table of the Senate.

The time of the two translators of the Senate is occupied generally for ten
months in each year.

2. With respect to the proposed amalgamation, it is respectfully submitted that
the present system of two distinct offices has been found to work satisfactorily in the



past, both before and since Confederation, and it is very questionable whether a joint
office could do equal justice to the work performed for the Senate. On the contrary,
inconveniences must be met with in the working of such a plan. The louse of
Commons would, in all probability, have precedence in many cases. Honorable
Senators would thus be placed under the disadvantage of being deprived of the
attendance and services of officers exclusively at their disposal and responsible to
them alone.

3. It has been suggested that the yearly Departmental reports might, perhaps
with advantage, be translated in those Departments in which they originate. As the
bulk of'such reports falls to the lot of the House of Commons,the Chief French Translator
of that Hlouse is better able to offer an opinion on this particular point. I may, how-
ever, venture to say that by the carrying out of that suggestion, a greater despatch
could be obtained in the translation of Departmental reports, which work seems
properly to belong to the respective Departments. The translators entrusted with
that duty would be better enabled to acquire an exact knowledge of the matters
assigned to them and of the appropriate terms used in connection with technical
subjects (such as canals and public works, especially), by the fact that their attention
would be occupied from year to year by uniform studies on the same .classes of
subjects.

A. A. BOUCHER.

STATEMENT of T. G. Coursolles, Chief French Translator and Assistant Law Clerk
of the House of Commons.

The staff of the French Translators' Department of the House of Commons is now
composed of one Chief, who is also French Assistant Law Clerk, and five assistants.
There is also a Proof Reader attached to the Department. Four, and sometimes five,
extra transiators are employed during the Session. (There are four this present
Session.)

I was appointed Assistant French Translator in June, 1857, and French Assistant
Law Clerk and Chief French Translator in July, 1872.

The duties of the permanent staff are:-
lst. To translate all the bills, public and private, introduced in the House of

Commons, and all amendments made thereto by Committees or the House, and to
supervise the printing of them.

To compare them with the English version when read a third time-this being
done with the Law Clerk or the English Assistant Law Clerk-and to prepare the#
notes and index of the Statutes in French.

The above work is performed by me.
2nd. To translate and supervise the printing of all the Reports made and docu-

ments submitted by Ministers sitting in the fHouse of Commons
3rd. To translate all Returns to Addresses and other documents submitted to

the House and ordered to be printed.
4th. To revise the translation made by the extra translators during the Session.
5th. To read a first proof of all these documents, the Proof-Reader then reading

one or two revises.
The documents thus translated and printed for the session of 1879 amounted to

10 volumes, comprising 7,581 pages, exclusive of what was done by the translators
of the Senate; and the Bills of the same Session formed 612 pages, besides amend-
ments and reprinting. For the present Session the documents will be increased by
about 2,000 pages, and the number of Bills is already larger than it was last Session.

Having been asked whether 1 thought the amalgamation of the Translation
Departments of both Houses would be advantageous and more economical, I stated
that I did not think so, for the following reasons:-
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If the two translators of the Senate have, as I believe, a sufficient amount of
work to keep them employed for the greater part of or the whole year, and if one of
th m, Mr. Boucher, who is also Assistant Clerk, is kept at the table of the Senate,
there would be only one who would be added to the amalgamated department, and
therefore another translator would be required to replace Mr. Boucher. There could
then be no economy and no reduction of work.

On the other hand, this system of having only one department for both Houses
would probably work unsatisfactorily, because there would be conflicting orders
from the Mem bers of the Senate and of the Bouse of Commons with reterence to tho
prucedence of the work to be done. The good working of such a department would
reouire that it should be placed under one independent authority, from whom the
chief of the department would receive bis instructions; otherwise, if the work of one
Hulise was delayed on account of that of the other, there would certainly be dissatis-
faction.

The same obje-tion holds good with still r-ore force against the proposition of
m:iking one general department of translation for all the departments of the Govern-
ment and the two Houses, as in that case orders coming from the heads of the depart-
m nts would be sure to conflict vuth each other, as the public reports are generally
sent about the same time, and each would require bis report to be translated witbout
delay. Moreover, each department would require translations to be made other than
th:.t of the reports now submitted to the Houses, such as correspondence, etc., and
therefore the staff of translators, which is already too small, would require to be
coIsiderably increased.

This system, I believe, could certainly not work so as to give general satisfac-
tion.

If it ig desired to have the Departmental Reports translated more expeditiously
than they now are, I think the best plan would be to have special translators attached
to each of the departments furnishing heavy reports - such as the Marine and
Fisherie4, Militia, Public Works, Railways and Canals, Internai Revenue and
Agriculture-for in that case those translators could work at the reports before they
are put into type, which cannot be done at present.

It has been suggested by a member of the Commitiee that the departments might
serd us the manuscipt copy of their reports for translation ; but I consider this to
be impracticable, because I know, as a matter of fact, that the appendices to the
Ministers' reports are sent to the piinter as received from the officers furnishing
them, and very much altered, either by adding to or expunging from them, when in
print. Therefore the work of the translators would be doubled if undertaken on the
uneorrected manuscript.

But if they were ~translated by an officer attached to each of the departments,
they would be corrected and prepared for translation as soon as sent to the depart-
ment, which would much expedite the work.

Another advantage of such 9 system would be that each of such translators,
having only one subject matter to translate, would become a specialist, and, by pro-
curing and study ing the necessaiy standard works, would be able to make a more
sat sfactory translation than can possibly be done under the present system, the
pressure of work being sueh, when ail those reports are sent in about the same time
for translation, that we bave no time to study and master their different subjects as
ought to be done.

I may be permitted to add that the present staff of the French Translator's Depart-
ment of the House of Commons is now totally inadequate to the amount of work they
have to perform. This is especially the case this year, for their number is less than
it was a few years ago, and the work has been constantly increasing since Confedera-
tion. It may verily be said that, taking into account the extra hours of work and
attendance during the Session, and the fact that they are also obliged te work after
regular ofice hours during the recess, in order to complete their labours within the
year, that they are employed for over fifteen months in the year.
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The amount of work remaining to be done after the present Session will be par-
ticularly heavy, on account of the several reports presented to the House this Sessimn
(amounting to about 2,000 pages of printed and technical matter), which were • :t
presented in former years, and of the large number of Returns to Addresses w .,ch
are to be printed and translated.

The present time would, therefore, seem to be favorable for a change, and the
appointment of translators for the Departments, and the present staff would still have
a sufficient amount of work to perform to be kept employed the whole year round.

The whole respectfully submitted.

T. G. COURSOLLES,
Chief French Translator.

HousE or COMMONS, lOth April, 1880.

A. 1880


